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THESE Letters were preparril for puisisrations 
under certain disadvantao4s, thr mention of wigs  la  
will not be obtruded upon the Public, axerpt so far 
as it may seem requisite to amount, in motor snevsmorr, 
for the large and important eonts-isti 	the Errata 
page, and foi'-other appearnmeis air aegis& Thet 
sheets of the Albanian part of the Tour we *amy 
posed and printed when the %i-riter a.. &horse 
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rect his notions and increaAe hi% ktimAledir. by men. 
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extensive libraries: the rt.maining part of thieJours 
ney was sent page by page to the Frio. and tot pro. 
viously collected in one entire tnaomeript fraluship. 
so  as to enable the Author to trvia• and pvliti taw 
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ADVERTISEMENT. 

whole work by a collation anti cutup:16min of its 
separate parts. To avoid a regurreitce of the same 
phrases and turns of expression, was in the present 
case hardly possible; and lie is no less aware of, than 
desirous in any future impression of their  eusuing 

pages to correct, so material an impert.ctiun. The 
same opportunity, if it, should occur, will enable 
him to lay aside the epistolary form, which, for a 
reason not material to mention, is not e( m timied 
beyond 'the , first five or six hundred pa14-es, and 
by that' amendment to efface thetxhange of Ade 
observable in. the progress of the pTesetit tonsp)- 
sitioth 

Those who have -visited, or especially resided in 
'the countries, and closely observed the national 
manners, described in the following detail, will 
doubtless discover many ornissions  of material facts, 
which the more mature inspection of the Author 
'would perhaps supply ; 

• 
for what' irly Lord Boling- 
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same, peqple tt t went \ -threc. 
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treated, all judgiitent on- tkiliktiall twist tit 
sity be left to •I 	readeriA. 	ri11 gal v Ike pep, 
mised, that it has been the endeavour Ow nter 

to give an actident. of what be sa•v, heardoonell nob 
able to collect, rather than at matt-giro, 	te.rissurt 
and opinions; U, narrative of faut., 	gii.,iv a 

collection ()I (-.-,1\ ..1 4 

blish, and no 
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which were not 
and amongst the 
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he has 	Igania. 41 is. 

scribe ; and it is but -. Wow that he has ihridisciff 

arguments and lam-aided el OM r 	 tor lio,,J i , 	it. 
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ADVERTISEMENT. 

it appeared to him his proper object 12 furnish only 
the materials and the means. 

4,3 

This preliminary notice shall be concluded by 
stating, that to prevent any longer delay titan has 
hitherto deferred the appearance of this volume, 
a map of Attica, and some plans designed tier tile 
illustration of the Work, have not been completed; 
and that the reader is referred to the plates of 
Anacharsis, as the best companion, although by 
no means an infallible guide, of the traveller in 
Greece. 

London, Hoy 10, 1813. 
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18, for the Venetian Doria, read the Veneti-

ans and Doria. 
9.0, for  Poukeville, read Pouqueville, here and 

in every other place. 
• '25, for dei, read dai. 
• 27, for A siatic, read Asiatic. 

49, for Charadnis, read Charadrus. 
48; for kan, in ibis plate and (he-where, read han. 
.53, for Talpac, read Calpac, and in 225. 
60, for Lychidnus, read Lychnidus. 

*65, for M.Barbier du Bouage, read M. BarbiE 
du 'Boccage. , 

64, for Paramitkia, read Paraniithia. 
67, fir Sebastoerator, read Sebastocrator. 
436, for Bishop, read Archbishop. 
89, for Tarrovina, read larrovina. 
90, for Tolfa, 'read Ion. 

146, for puncumtur, read putiiuntur. 
153; for Coryphceus, read Coryphreus. 
161, for Deborus's, read Dtboruses. 
241, for 4:001, read I:441X8. 
263, for was, read were. 
265, for Acciacoli, read Acciajuoli. • 
281, for in ;this line the sepulcher, &c. read in 

this line were the sepulchre, &c. 
pi., fir has, read have. 
306, note, for Mrs. read Mr. 
309, for site, read sight. 
512, for would, read will. 
3220, insert a full stop after still remain. 
225, for dames, read dams. • 
331, fir containing,• read contained. 
332 and 341, for Dilletante, read Dilletanti. 
361, for striking, read strikes. 

Page 377, for Diana, Propyl.i.a, ro tiDiatia Propy- 
Ixa. 

378, for traverse tran.versely, red traverse 
them mut .vrr 

984, for finds, read find. 
387, fir Telovouni, read Trelovouni. 
390, /Or with the sawn,' r.ad with moil. 
392, for Venus, in the garden:, real Venus 

in the gardens. 
994, for is, read are. 
405, for natural, read humln. 
926, for and striking into, read which i. in. 
934, for on this side, read in the cane quar- 

ter ; and on one side, re Jon one slope. 
438, dele the comma after before stated. 
440, for a third longer, read a third part 

longer. 
451, for zegits, read zegnitt. 
481, for must always, and has given, read • 

must always give and tuts given. 
488 and 493, Deipnosophist, read Deipneso- 

phists. 
492, for Porphrogenitus, read Porphyroge- 

nitus. 
526, for (7499N ;For, read ceytos c7joi• 
627, for was, read were. 
634, for aqueducts built, read aqueducts ori- 

ginally built. 
$38, for ;ow, read own. 
541; for File.11b, read Filelfo. 
555, for Philephus, read, in two plates, Philo!- 

, 	phus ; and in note, for Philephi, read 
Philelphi. 

606, for and agentem, read et agentern. 
623, fir renders, read render. 
683, dole the reference to Homer, note f. 
729,,the note, lib. v. cap. 30, p. 78, edit. Pa- 

ris, :Load Lave been put to the preceding note. 
779, fir introduced their, read introduced 

other. 

The Expedition to the Dardanelles was, when written several months past, intended for insertion, as a 
: note to the Letter in which the forcing of the Straits is noticed; but being judged too long for that pur-

pose, was transferred to its present position in the Appendix, 

   
  



   
  



   
  



   
  



LETTERS FROM ALBANIA, 

LETTER I. 

Departure from Malta—Approach to the Guff of Lepanto, and 
to Patrass—Passage between the Islands Cefalonia, Ithaca, 
and Santa Maura, ,to Prevesa. 

SIR, 

MY Friend and myself, after a stay of three weeks at Malta, 
and after many hesitations whether we should bend our steps 
towards Smyrna or some port of European Turkey, were at last 
determined in favour • of the latter, by one of those accidents 
which often, in spite .of preconcerted schemes, decide the conduct 
of travellers.—A brig of war was ordered to convoy about fifty sail 
of small merchantmen to Patrass, the chief port on the western side 
of the Morea, and to Prevesa, a town on the coast of Albania. 
The Governor cof Malta was so obliging as to provide us with a 
passage in this ship to the latter place, whence we resolved to 
commence our Tour. 
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On Tuesday Sept. the 19th, 1809, we left Malta, and on the 
following Saturday, at nine o'clock in the morning, we were in 
the channel between Cefalonia and Zante, and at this time also 
had our first view of Greece. You will forgive me fur l,~ iuh 
particular in my dates, as also for every other kind of nece,sary 
egotism. The scene before us made a considerable impre,,sion. 

• 1, could not fail to note every particular of the time, place, and 
circumstances of such a first view, and I may be pei haps ex-
cusable in endeavouring to communicate them to you. 

Cefalonia appeared a chain pf high rocks to the north, with a 
few villages scattered at their feet, and presented a prospect of 
universal barrenness. Zante was a low land to the south. Before 
*us, to the east, were the high mountains of Albania and of the 
Morea, from which also projected towards us a long narrow neck 
of very low land, at the extremity of which were to be seen the 
remains of a fort called, as we were informed, Castel-Tornese. 

We had not much wind, and were obliged also to wait for the 
slow sailers of our convoy, so that it was not until seven o'clock 
in the evening that •we were near enough to see Ithaca, called 
now Theaki, which then seemed a low land with two small hills 
to the north-east of Cefalonia, At seven o'clock the next morn-
ing we were in sight of the opening of the gulf of Lepanto, and 
not far from the small islands called Curzolari, near which, and 
not in the Gulf itself, the battle of Lepanto was fought. The 
scenery which at this moment presented itself to us, was peculi-
arly agreeable to our eyes, which had been so long fatigued with 

• the white waste of Malta. To the south, not far from us, were 
low lands.running out into the sea, covered with currant trees of 
the most lively green ; before us were hills crowned to their sum- 
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mits with wood; and on every other side, except at the opening 
by which we had come into this great bay, were rugged - mou,n- 
tains of every shape. We were shown pe situation of Patrass,. 
but did not advance sufficiently before dark to see the town itself 
that evening. The following night, the whole of the next day, 
and the night after, I employed myself in cruising about the 
Mouth of the bay in a boat ; but on the.26th, at seven in the 
morning, was again on board of the brig at anchor off Patrass. 
Nothing could be more inviting than the appearance of this place..  
I had approached it just as the dawn was breaking over the moun--
tains to the back of the town, which is itself on the foot of a hilt 
clothed with gardens, groves.  of orange and lemon trees, and 
currant grounds that, when seen at a distance, remind me of the 
bright green of an English meadow: The minarets of the Turkish 
moscks, always a beautiful object, glittering in the first rays of 
the Sun, and the cultivated appearance of the whole neighbour-
hood of the town, formed an agreeable contrast with the barren 
rocks on the other side of the Gulf. 

Though we were to proceed with a part dour convoy immedi-
ately to Prevesa, we were Anxious, as you may suppose, to put 
foot in the Morea. Accordingly my friend and myself, took a 
walk in some currant grounds to the north of the town, until we 
were obliged to return by a signal from the brig, which got under 
way at twelve o'clock. The ship was not long in getting out of .  
the bay, ',prid before sun-set we had a distant view of a town called 
Messalonge, with a singular-looking double shore at the foot of 
mountains rising one above the other as far as the eye could reach, 
which is, indeed, the appearance of all the country to be seen to.  
the north of the gulf of Lepanto. 

B 
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The next morning we were in the channel, with Ithaca to the 
left or west of us. This island, which is but of small circum-
ference, and which is, as it were, enclosed in a bay formed by 
two promontories of the great island of Cefalonia, is not so rough 
and rocky as the main land to the right. We mere close to it; 
and saw a few shrubs on a brown heathy land, two little tu%%iis in 
the hills, scattered amongst trees, and a windmill or two, With a 

- tower, on the heights.. A small rocky island to the north-east, 
between this island and Santa Maura, is called TOttaco. We 
made but little progress during this day : indeed the boats of the 
brig were employed in cutting out currant boats from Ithaca, then 
in the possession of the French, but not very strongly g•irri.)oned, 
as you will easily believe, when I tell you, that a month after-
wards, when the Ionian Islands were invested by a British squa-
dron, the kingdom of Ulysses was surrendered into the hands of 
a serjeant and seven men, In the night we saw lights in all the 
mountains, which they told us were fires kindled by shepherds, 
whose flocks are not driven down from the hills to the low grounds 
till the beginning of October, when t1.4 autumnal rains usually 
commence. 	. 

On the 28th we sailed through the channel between Ithaca 
and the island. of Santa Maura, and again saw Cefalonia stretch-
ing farther to the north. We doubled the promontory of Santa 

. Maura, and. saw the precipice, which the fate of Sappho, the 
poetry of Ovid, and the,  rocks so formidable to the ancient ma-
riners, have made for ever memorable. On each side of the 
head-lamt is'a large cave; the shore is very bold, and the height 
very ahrUpt, .but covered on the top with a green shrub or moss. 
You will not expect to hear of any remains of the Temple of 
Apollo. 
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At seven iii the evening we anchored off Prevesa, and 
Greek acting as :one of the English Vice-Consuls at that town, 
came on board the brig. . His name was Commiuti, or Commi-' 
nioti t he was of a tall and uncommonly handsome person and 
face, and dressed in the Greek fashion. We had letters of intro-
duction to his brother, which he opened, but could, not, I be-
lieve, read : he was not, however, the less civil; but with a pro-
fusion of compliments, promised to serve us to the extent of his 
power. We signified to him our wish to view the ruins of Nico-
polis,- in the neighbourhood of Prevesa, the next day. " You 
shall go there with me ; I will get breakfast for you at seven' 
o'clock, or eight, or nine," said the Vice-Consul. We told him 
we preferred being off very early. " As.early as your Excellen-
cies please—dopo la collazione," added he with a smile, and lay,  
ing great stress on the last words, as if to show that he knew 
what we Englishmen liked. Indeed, in my short travels, I have 
observed, that a notion obtains very generally, of our country-
men being great eaters, especially of flesh, and greater drinkers. 
Erasmus mentions, that. " to cram like an.Englishman," was a: 
phrase in his time. 

The ,29th of September we prepared for our landing at Pre-
vesa, a town opposite the mouth of the Ambracian Gulf;  and• 
built on a neck-of land in. the country formerly called Epirus. 

Before, however, you commence our tour with -us on the main 
land, I must crave your indulgence in listening to some previous 
remarks, by which I shall endeavour to account for, and to ex-
cuse, one of the many deficiencies that you will doubtless discover 
in the ensuing details of our Albanian travels ; I mean an igno-
rance of the exact extent and limits, of the course of the rivers, 
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of the direction of the mountains, and of the relative position 
of the ancient and modern cities of Epirus, the very country 
through part of which we passed. Even a school-boy is ashamed 
of seeming ill-read in geography. It is, lio%c,tir, I believe, very 
true, that this country, which has been the scene of so many cele-
brated exploits, 'and which was on the borders of, aiid has not 
unfrequently been confounded with Greece, bus never been ac-
curately described. The accounts of ancient geographers can 
hardly fail to confuse the .reader. In some places they seem to 
allude to Epirus according to its most ancient state ; itr others, 
they talk of the Macedonian division ; and sometimes retl.r to 
that partition which was made of their conquests by the Romans, 
and which gave to the districts to the north and north-cast, be-
fore attached to Illyricum and Macedonia, the Dank: of New 
Epirus. , Ptolemy includes Acarnania and Amphilorhia within 
its limits, which he brings down as far to the smith as the mouths 
of the AcheloitS4'. 

It would be exceedingly difficult, if not impossible, • to give 
what at any one time were considered •to be the actual boun-
daries of the country •in question ; and you may have oh- 
served, that Greek and Latin authors seem aware how little 
they were defined, as they make use •of the expression, an Epi-
rote people, rather than A people of Epirus. It was natural that 
a change of .masters should cause -a change of names ; thus the 
districts of Lyncestis, Pelagonia, Orestis, and Elymia, were, 
after their reduction by. Philip, called Upper, and afterwards Free 
Macedonia; and. some gave that -denomination to the country 

* Lib. iii. cap. 14. 
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adjoining, as far as the coast opposite Corcyr0. The coast; as 
:might be expected, has been. accurately described ; though geo-
graphers are not agreed, whether to begin their detail from the 
shores of Dyrrachium and Apollonia, or lower to the south„, with 
Chaonia and the northern extremity of the Acrocerannian moun-
tains ;. but Strabo; after alluding to the fourteen Epirote nations, 
allows his inability 0 .sbow the boundaries'of their separate states', 
which in his.time were not to be discerned. He adds in another 
place, that this country, which, as well, as Illyricum, though 
rough and-mountainous, had beea'formerly well peopled, was at 
the period in which. he wrote, nearly deserted ; and' that, where 
there were any., inhabitants, they,lived in small villages and caves 
(spEt7!lo14. 

Thus it is that the topography of the-  interior country 
has. been scarcely attempted.; for though the names of many 
towns have been mentioned, and Ptolemy in particnlar gives a 
long list of them„, yet as to the real or relative situations of 
these places little or nothing seems to be known. I confess my-
self also to have found very little assistance from the perusal of 
those passages of Polybius and Livy„ in which the historians 
treat of the operations of the .Roman, and Macedonian armies 
this part of the world: 'The lives of Pyrrhus, Fiaminias, and 
Emilius, in. Plutarch, give some positions, but are equally un—
satisfactory. The labours of modern authors, which have 
trated almost every other part of the world, have done nothing 
towards clearing these difficulties. Cellarius, and Emmius,, a 
much more attentive compiler, only repeat the accounts of ancient 

* Strab. lib. vii. 
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writers. Mons. D'Anville felt, and ingenuously ccmfe 	his 
want of information ; and, on the face of his map, he in% ites 
future students to give a more accurate description of Epirus. 
Mr. Gibbon, to whose luminous pages a traveller in Turkey must 
always refer with advantage and delight, has declared, that we 
know less of the country in question than of the wilds of North 
America. We want a good map of Epirus, says that historian 
in another place .; an observation which he Las verified by his 
own example, having by a loose expression in more than one place 
identified that country with Albania. 

The same shade which involved this part of Europe in ancient 
-times, seems never to have been dispelled during the middle and 
latter ages. All that we have, till very lately, known of modern 
Albania is, that it is a province of European Turkey, bounded 
to ,the north and north-east by a chain of mountains called the 

. Black Mountains, dividing it partly from the country formerly 
called Macedonia, • and partly from Servia and Dalmatia ; having 
to -the west the gulf of Venice, to the east Macedonia, Thessaly, 
and Greece Proper ; and being terminated to the south by the 
gulf of Lepanto, cr, according to some, the gulf of Arta. This 
extent of country has been divided by the Venetians, I believe, 
into Upper and Lower Albania, the first being supposed to cor-
respond nearly with the ancient Illyricum, and the last with 
Epirus. 'Some Writers, indeed, when speaking of Albania, have 
Alluded only to the former, which they would bound to the south 
by an imaginary line separating it from the latter country. 
, 1 'shall have occasion to mention hereafter, that there does 

* Note 40, page 457, cap. 67. 
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obtain amongst the inhabitants a notion of a distinction between 
the northern and southern parts ; but I have never seen a map 
in which the line of separation is distinctly marked ; and perhaps, 
the whole region, even including Acarnania, may be correctly 
denominated Albania. 

As the Mahometat ns themselves know nothing of geography, 
and as they divide the territories they possess into many petty 
governments, • with whose limits . an European •traveller, or even 
resident,. is not likely to make himself acquainted, it would be 
unreasonable to expect what might fairly be called a modern map 
of any part of Turkey, especially of such a province as Albania. 
The uninterrupted barbarity of its inhabitants, and the .partial 
possession of some of its ports by the Venetians, which has intro-
duced a confused mixture of Italian. amongst. the Greek.. and. 
Turkish names of towns and districts, have caused such, difficulties-
in the delineation of any charts, that nothing can be more un-
satisfactory than those which pretend to assist us in. our .survey. 
The best and latest modern map, that of De-La Rochette, is full 
of inaccuracies and deficiencies, and of little or no. service to the 
traveller. The designs or plans of the artist Coronelli, represent 
only the forts and towns upon the Coast, such as.they were to 
be seen during the more flourishing days of the Venetian repub-
lic. But the present age, which seems to have favoured disco-
veries in every art and science, has added also to our. knowledge 
of the modern state of many countries before almost unknown. 

The active spirit 'of two great nations, to whose generous einula-, 
tion mankind, when they shall have long recovered from the de-
structive struggles of the mighty rivals,_shall be for ever in-
debted, has. in our days explored the remote regions of every 
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.quarter of the'world ; and it is 'to one of the vast military enter-
-prises of the French, that we owe the first attempt at a detailed 
account of Albania. 

In the year 1798, some French officers, and members of the 
Oriental Commission of Arts and Sciences, returning from Egypt 
,in a tartan of Leghorn, were captured off Calabria by a 'fripoll 
corsair. Of these, Messrs. Bessiers, belonging to the commis-
sion, Poitevin, a colonel of engineers, Charboniel, a camel of 
• artillery, 'Guevini, a Maltese inquisitor, and Bou% icr, a naval 

. officer, were separated from their companions, and carried to 
.Ali, a Paiba of Albania, who was then encamped at Butrinto, 
on the coast opposite Corfu, at that time besieged by the Rus-
sians and Turks. They were detained, but treated with distinc-
tion, and employed by the Pasha for nearly two years, and 
:during that time collected the notes which were afterwards ar-
ranged by -their friend Dr. Potikeville, and published, together 

,with two other volumes on theAtorea and Constantinople, written 
by the Doctor, ,who had himself, after his separation from these 
,officers,, been confined .at Tripolita in the Morea, and in the 
Seren7owers. 

The4earned and• conjectural part of the book, besides some 
=rhetorical flourishes, from which the compiler most unaccountably 
vonsiderS himself -to be entirely free,' is certainly the worst por-
t,ion of the performance, and must, I presume, be laid at the 
door of the'Doctor himself, But notwithstanding all its defects, 
:which: are numerous,. there is not, that I know, any other book 
=which the 'traveller in Albania can carry with him or consult. 
I have accordingly not scrupled 'to make use of the French ac-
count,., where it is., not contradicted by my own experience and 
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information,, as you will observe if you happen to have Dr..l'ou-.! 
keville's volume at hand.. 

I am thus expli-eit with you, in order to anticipate an excuse;  
should you ever trace me-to the .source of my information; for as 
it is my purpose to giVe you the best account in my power. of the 
comm.),  through which .we passed, 	shall not refuse help. frOtri 
-any-quarter;  but. depend upon,your kindness for not treuting.me 
as a "fur marrifestuk—o. detedted 

My neit letter Will fairly kind, tis in, Turkey. 

I am, yours, (S4e. 

e2 
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Prevesa—a Description of that Town—The Mouth of the (gulf 
of Atia—Actium—Short Description and Account of Pre-
vesa—and of the Battle.which placed the Town in the hands 
'of the Turks 

SIR, 

• `WE landed at Prevesa during a shower of ruin, and 
'with no very agreeable presentiments. The foolish master of an 
English transport lying in the harbour, had come on board, and 
told us most dismal stories of the Turks inhabiting the place. lie 
had. had a shot fired through his main-mast from some Turkish 
'man of war and one day, walking in the country, a Turk, to whom 
le.had said and done nothing, turned round and ,fired at him. 
He added, 'that our Resident at the Court of Ali, the Pasha of 

.the country, was preparing -to leave Ioannina, the capital, being 
..unable to .bear.the insolence of the people. We picked our way 
'through several dirty streets, to the 'house of Signor Commiuti. 
Few places will bear being visited in a rainy day, least of all a 
Turk town, and -such 'a town as Prevesa. 

We found-the streets without flags or stone paving of any kind, 
resembling dirty lanes, with wooden huts on each side, exceed-

ingly marrow, and shaded over-head with large rushes or reeds, 
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reaching from the pents of the houses quite across from One side 
to the other. This contrivance, which must be very agreeable 
in hot weather, did at this time only increase the gloominess of 
the place, and . added to the inconvenience of walking, as the rain 
dripped from the dirty reeds, and made the paths more miry. 
Add to this, the savage appearance of the Turks, each of whom 
carried an immense brace of pistols and a long knife, sticking out. 
from a belt before his waist ; and the accommodation we met with 
at the Consul's house, which seemed wretched to us who were . 
just fresh from Christendom, and you will not feel inclined to 
envy our situation. - 

You will fancy yourself deep in the distresses 'of some Scottish 
tourist, if entertain you much longer at this rate ; and yet, I 
assure you that,. 'never afterwards during our whole journey, did 
we feel so  disheartened, and inclined to turn back, as at this 
instant ; and indeed, had the commander of the brig been very 
pressing, I believe that we should have consented to go back to 
Patrass, where we were sure of better fare and more comfort with 
the English Consul-General for the Morea, who' resides in that-
town. .The weather however soon cleared up, and .we began to 
feel more resigned to our misery, which is very long:table now, 
but was then wretched enough. 

A. circumstance just at that time occurred, which seemed to co-
incide with the report made by the master of the transport; for, .• 
looking out of the Consul's window, I saw a young Turk dis-
charge two pistols over a garden-wall, to frighten some Greek ma-
riners who were .dancing and singing to the sound of a fiddle. 
The sailors, however, Continued their sport ; and we soon found. 
that there was nothing malicious or unusual in the playfulness of 
the young Mussulman. 
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We dined with the brother of the Vice-Consul; the Vice-Con-
sul himself was absent at Ioannina ; when I was nut so much 

,struck with the dinner, and the curious way of sere ing, it up, one 
dish after the other, of each of which they expect you to eat, as 
with Signor Commiuti being waited upon by his father, an old 
man, and by one of his brothers. I afterwards found it to be a 
common practice in Greek families, for those «ho have no money 
to be retainers and attendants to such of their relations us are 
more wealthy ; nor does filial affection or obedience prevent a man 
from exacting the same duties from an indigent parent as he him-
self would perform, 'were his father to become by any accident 
the richer man of the two, An excessive reverence for wealth is 
the distinguishing characteristic, as it appears to me, of all the 
inhabitants of the Levant. What could Mr. De Guys, in his 
silly parallel between the ancient and modern Greeks, have said 

'to suCh'it.change of those virtuous customs which would never 
permit a degradation of the dignity of old age ? 

After dinner we paid a visit to the governor of the town, who 
resided within the enclosure of a fort at the lower end of the har-
bour, in a house belonging to Ali Pasha. We walked through a 
long gallery, open, as is the custom, on one side, and through 
'two or three large rooms with naked walls, and no other furniture 
than low stage running round three sides of the chamber, on 
which, when inhabited, the sofa-cushions are placed. In one of 
these barrack-room•s,, for that is the name by which you will best 
comprehend the sort of palace we visited, we found the Gover-
nor, who received us with the grave politeness that seems born 
with every .Turk, and who gave us coffee and a pipe ; which, I 
believe, you knew is the ,ceremony customary with the people of 
this country on the reception of visitors, The coffee is served 
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bp Very thick, w.,;th the grounds left at the bottom of the cup, 
always without milk, and, except to travellers, who are supposed 
to be accustomed to delicacies, without sugar. The cups are 
very small, not made to stand, but presented in other cups of 
open work, like our egg-cups or salt-cellars. Tobacco, which 
was unknown to the Orientals till the middle of the seventeenth 
century, is now the universal luxury of al the inhabitants.of the 
Levant; but the Turkey plant is not nearly so pungent and 
strong as that of America and the West Indies, and a habit of 
smoking it is immediately acquired. The pipes are very long, the " 
heads being made of earthen-ware, and the, sticks, when they are 
best, of cherry-wood. In these the rich are very expensive : 
they adorn them with amber heads and joints, a pair of- which I 
once saw exposed for sale at two thousand piastres, or more than 
a hundred pounds sterling. 

The Governor could not easily be distinguished from the 
shabby looking Albanian guards that surrounded him ; some of 
them sitting down close to him; and the others standing opposite 
their master, staring and laughing at our conversation. Besides 
the Governor of the fort, there was here also an Intendant of the' 
Marine, to whom Englishmen generally pay their respects, the 
port being occasionally the resort of some of our Adriatic squa-
'drop, but whom we did not visit, till our return to this place. 

Prevesa is said to contain about three thousand inhabitants, 
of which one-half are Turks. Of these Turks the greater part 
are Albanians, and are to be distinguished as such by their 
dress, manners, -and language, with all which I. shall hereafter 
endeavour to make you acquainted. The houses of the town are 
all of wood ;. for, the most part with only a ground-floor ; and, 
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where there is one story, the communication to It is by a ladder 
Or wooden steps on the outside, sheltered, howe%er, by the over-
hanging eaves of the roof. In this care, the horses and cattle 
occupy the lower chamber, or it is converted into a ware!) mse, 
and the family live on the floor above, in w hich there are seldom 
more than two rooms. This straggling town is placed on the 
longest of one of the extremities of a flat bilorked tongue of hind, 
that widens towards the point-, and is more narrow about three 
miles from the end. This narrow part is the site of Nicopolis. 

A bay, which runs into the land about a mile, form., the har-
bour ; and the other extremity of the tongue, together with the 
opposite promontory, on which Anactoriuni, according to D'An-
ville, formerly stood, composes the mouth of the gulf of Am-
bracia, now called the gulf of Arta. This mouth is about half 
a mile, or a little more, in breadth : Polybius says five stadia, 
,and Strabo a little more than four ; alluding to this interior 
mouth, and not to that of the harbour, which is formed by the 
point of Prevesa, and the promontory, and which is nearly a 
mile in breadth. It must be exceedingly difficult for a vessel of 
any size to work into the Gulf; for there is no deep water, ex-
cept close to the town, that on the other side being full of Shoals 

and quicksands. 
Were it not for the positive authority, that determines the 

battle of Actium to have been fought within the promontory in 
the bay that first presents itself on the right hand to a person 
'sailing into the Gulf, I should be inclined to think that the action 
took place in the sea between Leucadia and the cape of Prevesa. 
The enormous. vessels, of nine or ten banks of oars, in the fleet 
of: Antony, under which, to use the expression of Florus, the 
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waters groaned, must have scarcely been able to manceuvre in the 
small basin in the C ulf; and unless the battle was fought without 
the bay, I cannot understand how the combatants .could see the 
runaway Egyptians steering for Peloponnesus, as Plutarch, in 
his life of Antony, says they did. They might suppose them 
making for that quarter, but they could not see them an in-
stant after they had got out of the Gulf, the exit from which is 
not perceived until you are close to the mouth. 

Either a good part of the low land of the promontory opposite 
Prevesa, has been formed since the days of Augustus, which is 
extremely probable, or the floating castles of Antony were not so - 
large as is usually conceived, The point is- not very important : 
it is certain that the battle was fought ; and. that a naval action, 
for the first and only time in the history of the world, as Madame 
de Sevigne has remarked before me, decided the fate of an em-
pire. Mons. D'Anville says, that the name of Actium is not 
entirely lost in Ario ; but I made every enquiry, and could not 
learn that there was at present a village, or any place so called. 
The Signor Commiuti did inform me, that there was a ruin to be 
seen on the opposite side of the water, on a spot which we after-
wards visited, and saw some trifling remains of a wall built of 
bricks, placed lozenge-wise, and about five feet in height, and so 
disposed as to appear to have been circular. I do not know who 
had put this notion into the head of our Greek, but he called this 
the wall of the "Hippodrome ; and the fine flat which it might 
have enclosed, gives some colour of probability to the suspicion 
that this was the spot chosen by the youth of A mbracia and Ni-
copolis for the, horse and chariot race, and the celebration of the 
Quinquennial games, over which the Lacedemonians presided. 
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'hie site of Actium itself was lower down in the Gulf, and 
nearer to the head-land laid down in the maps under the name of 
Cape Figalo ; but there the .ground is rough and Ulle% I'll, and nut 
so well calculated for the course. 

It does not appear that there was anciently any town on the 
site of Prevesa, of which the first nolice I have e‘er seen is, that 
it was besieged by the Venetian Duria in 1572, but relic ed by 
the Turks from the interior. Since the invention of gunpowder, 
such a position must have completely commanded the mouth of 
the Gulf, especially as there is no deep water except on the side 
of the town. The Venetians, after repeated contests M ith the 
Turks,_ at last possessed themselves of this place as well as of Vo-
nitza, a town in the Gulf, and of Parga and Butrinto, on the 
coast opposite Corfu. The domain of Prevesa extended into the 
ruins of Nicopolis. 

All these places were ceded to the French by the treaty of 
Campo Formio ; but, during their last war with the Turks, were 
all abandoned, except Prevesa, which the Engineer Richemont, 
and the General La Salcette, were ordered to protect. The 
Pasha Ali, who had for some time kept up a correspondence with 
the French, appeared at first inactive ; but in the end of August, 
A.D. 1798, some French boats were seized in the Gulf, and the 
Adjutant-General Roze, then in a conference with the Pasha, was 
imprisoned. Immediately the French prepared for the event. 

. The municipal guard of the town was organized ; arms and am-
munition were sent to the Sulliote Greeks at war with the Pasha; 
and a redoubt with tvvo pieces of cannon was thrown up on the 
side of Nicopolis.. On the night of the 12th November, Ali and 
his two- sons, MouCtar and Veli, with a force amounting to about 
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ten thousand horse and foot, appeared on the mohntainSimme-
diately above the plain of Nicopolis. At the dawn of clay the 
Albanians were posted on the hills about two miles above the 
French force, which, instead of remaining to defend the town, 
had marched to the site of the ruins, and were drawn up in a 
long line, with the redoubt covering one of their wings. 

I had the account from an Albanian who was in the battle, 
and who confessed that the French force did not amount to more 
than eight hundred men, and all of them infantry. The Albanians 
continued some time on the hills, viewing their enemies in front. 
Their priests, of whom there was a great number, then began to 
pray with a loud voice, and the soldiers joined them in the holy 
exclamations. The whole body remained waving their heads, as 
it was described to me, and as I have myself seen in some reli-
gious ceremonies in Turkey, like a vast field of corn, and calling 
on the name of God with a fervour of tone and action that was 
soon wound up to the highest pitch of fury; as if with one voice, 
the word was given, " Out with your swords !" and the Alba-
Dian army, both horse and foot, rushed down into the plain. 
The French artillery began to fire ; but, in a short time, both 
guns and men were overturned by the Turkish cavalry. The 
rout in an instant became general; and the Albanians entering 
Prevesa with the French, involved *many of the inhabitants in a 
promiscuous slaughter :—between Nicopolis and the 'town the 
plain was strewed with about six hundred dead bodies. Two 
vessels in the harbour, full of fugitives, cut their cables, and 
made for Santa' Maura; but one of them, from being overladen, 
or from mismanagement, was swamped, and went down.—Two 
hundred French, with the General La Salcette, and Mons. Ri- . 
chemont, were taken prisoners, and conveyed to Ioannina. 

D -2 
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But the vengeance of the Pasha was reserved for the Creek 
inhabitants of the town, two hundred of %limn were beheaded 
the day after the battle, in the presence of AL himself. 

The French account accuses both their Su'Lute allies, and the 
townsmen of Prevesa, of having fired upon them during their 
flight. I did not hear of this treachery, although the charge 
may be true; but it is excusable in M. Potikel ille• to shed a tear 
over his brave countrymen, and to record, in an amiable episode, 
the desperate valour of the heroic Itichemo►it, and the fate of 
his friend the young Gabauri, " connu dans ramie par sa ()mute 
et renomme par sa bravure." The like was never heard of since 
the days of Nisus and Euryalus. 

Since this event, Prevesa has been in the bands of Ali, who 
has built a fortress at the bottom of the harbour, and also raised 
a battery at the end of the town, commanding the entrance of 
the port. It is the chief sea-port town in Lower Albania, and is 
the continual resort of the Greek boats of the Ionian Isles, which 
exchange their French and Italian manufactures for the oils, 
wools, cattle and timber of Albania. But you-must be suffi-
ciently acquainted with Prevesa : I will now conduct you to the 
ruins of Nicopolis.. 
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The Ruins of Nicopolis—Preparations for Travelling in Turldy 
—The Dragoman--Servants—Baggage, 	4c.—Sail down 
the Gulf of Arta to Salora—The Albanian Guard of S'alora. 

THE ruins of Nicopolis (which we reached after 
riding slowly for three quarters of an hour through olive groves, 
and a large plain of low shrubs) are more extensive than magni-
ficent, as they cover at intervals the breadth of the isthmus, if 
such it may be called, from the Ionian sea to the gulf of Am-
bracia : not their shadows, but themselves, stretch from shore to.  
shore. After entering at a breach of a wall, which may be 
traced round several parts of the plains, and which may be con-
jectured to have separated the city from the suburbs, we were 
carried by our guide, the Consul's brother, to what he called the 
King's house, This is nothing but the remains of a room, on 
which the paint, of a dusky red and light blue, is still visible, and 
also a small piece of cornice. From this place we scrambled on 
through heaps of ruins over-run; with weeds and thistles.. These 
ruins are large masses of brick-work,_ the bricks of which (of that 
sort, I believe, called Roman tile) are much thinner and longer 
than those in use amongst us, and are joined by interstices of 
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mortar as large as the bricks themselves, and equally durable. 
There is a specimen of this sort at Dover Castle. Some of these 
masses are standing, others lying on the ground, and there are 
several spots in the plain 'so covered with the ruins as to be im-
passable. 

We went through an arched gateway, tolerably entire, in the 
largest portion of the wall that is yet standing ; and going to- 
wards the Ionian Sea, came to the remains of a theatre, in w hich 
the semicircle of seats, raised about a foot one above the other, 
is still visible; though destroyed in some places, and choked up 
with earth. Underneath the theatre are several arched caves, 
which some one had told our Greek, were the dens of the wild 
beasts used in the ancient games. But the arena of the theatre 

- could not have been more than twenty-live feet in diameter, and 
therefore pot suitable to such exhibitions. The people, who oc-
casionally clamoured-for the introduction of gladiators and beasts 
as an interlude, would, in so small a space, have been content to 
do viiithout,such spectacles. Indeed the caves appeared to me to 
'be formed by the falling of some of the brick-work. 
- Proceeding till we came to no great distance from the sea-
shore, we came to the ruins of a square building, within which, 
elf bueried in the ground, are several marble troughs : these, 
and the capital of one Corinthian column lying on the ground, 

• and the shaft of -another enclosed in 0, wall, were the only pieces 
of marble I saw in the 'ruins ; but many have been carried away 
lately,' and employed in the building of the fortress of Prevesa, 
and some, also have been preserved as a present to the English 
Resident at the court Of Ali Pasha. 

'Twining round; from the sea-shore towards the Gulf, we tra- 
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versed the plain to the north of the wall, which ,was also in-' 
eluded in the suburbs, but is now partly ploughed, and we came' 
to an eminence,. at the foot of the hills that terminate the isthmus 
to the north, not far from the shore of the Gulf. On this we 
found the remains. of a theatre- considerably larger than-the one 
we had before seen, and enclosed, on every side : I regret to have 
not taken its exact dimensions. It was of stone, and the semi-
,circular seats were in many parts.  entire : a more learned observer 
might perhaps have discovered the orchestra, the pulpitum, the 
proscenium, and all the other appurtenances of the ancient theatre; 
I must content myself with telling you,, that it was the least dila-
pidated remain we saw in the ruins of Nicopolis. From the emi-
nence on which it stands there is the best view of the plain, and 
of the f)ay of Actium ; and the tents of Taurus, the general. of 
Augustus, may have been placed on this. very spot. 

I have before told you, that these ruins being nearly all of 
brick, presented us with no- very magnificent spectacle ; and yet 
such was the extent of ground which they covered—about three 
miles in length from the sea to the ,G ulf, and perhaps a mile or 
more from the side of Prevesa to the theatre last mentioned—that 
there was. something of a melancholy grandeur in the prospect 
before us. Part of the ruins had been converted into sheep-pens: 
A solitary shepherd was the tenant of Nicopolis, and the bleating 
of the sheep, the tinkling of their bells, and. the croaking of the 
frogs, were the only sounds to be heard within the circuit of a 
city whose population had exhausted whole provinces of their in-
habitants. Calydon, Anactorium, Ambracia, the towns of all 
Acarnania, and part of Etolia, were stripped of their people and 
4rnaments ; but the vanity, a favourite one with conquerors, 
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which raised Nicopolis by the desolation of the neighbouring 
states, could not secure for it a long continuation of splendour 
and prosperity. The Emperor Julian found the city in a rapid 
decay ; and in the reign of Ilonorius, Nicopolis was the property 
of Paula, a Roman matron. The irruption of the Goths iwi►►e-
diately succeeded ; and the city of victory, which was raised by 
Augustus, may perhaps have been finally ruined by Alaric. 

We returned from the ruins by the side near the sea over a 
green plain, which was the burying-place of the city, as -some 
tombs lately discovered appear to manifest. We passed through 
the court-yard of a barrack, struck into the olive-grounds, and 
arrived at the Consul's house, determining to set out for Ioannina 
the next day. 

From Prevesa to Ioannina there are two routes. One of these, 
taking a north-easterly direction, crosses the plain of Nicopolis, 
and passes over the mountains belonging to a district now called 
Loru, from a town of that name, at six hours distance from 
Prevesa: thence it runs through a valley, and afterwards over 
rugged hilly ground to Vrontza, a village seven hours from Ioan-
nina. We were advised, being yet unprovided with a guard, not 
to follow this road, as the country of Loru was at that time not 
quite safe, and were accordingly directed to take the other route 
by Arta, which is considered the longest of the two journies to 
the capital. 

But this is the place to give you some information as to our 
equipage, and the preparation made by us for travelling in Tur-
key. This detail, into which travellers seldom condescend to 
enter, and which may be a little tiresome, would, however, I be-; 
lieve, be.useful. to  you, were you to make a tour in the Levant, 
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We had been prb'ided at Patrass with a Greek, to serve as 
dragoman, or interpreter to us; he could not however, speak the 
Turkish language, which it is not indispensable to know in Alba-
nia, as the Mahometans of the country, for the most part, speak.  
Greek. Doubtless, however, it would have been better to have 
procured a person acquainted both with the Turkish and the Al-
banian languages ; and as such servants are to be met with at 
Prevesa, it would have been better if we had delayed to:engage 
any one until our arrival at that town. The professional inter-
preters, by which I mean those who are in the habit of being 
recommended to travellers, are mostly exceedingly roguish, and 
there is no advantage which they will not endeavour to take, espe-
cially of Englishmen, who are generally suspected to have more 
money than wit. There is a Constantinbpolitan proverb which 
runs thus—" Dio mi guardi dei Dragomani io mi guardero dei 
coil." It is as well to know this, for a great deal depends upon 
your choice of a dragoman. He is your managing man ; he 
must procure you lodging,' food, horses, and all conveniences ; 
Aiust direct your payments—a source of continual disturbance ; 
must support your dignity with the Turks, and show you hOw to 
make use of the Greeks : he must, consequently, be not only ac-
tive and ingenious, but prompt and resolute; " Now you would 
very seldom find a Greek deficient in the former, or possessed of 
the latter qualifications: in this respect, their very'dress is against 
them. Those who have been in Turkey, know that it is con-
trary to the nature of things, for a man in the Greek, habit to 
talk in any other than the most submissive cringing tone to a 
Turk ; and on this account it is alWays preferable to engage a 
person accustomed to wear the dress of a Frank, a name that in- 
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cludes all those-  of whatever nation, who are dressed in the small-
clothes, the coat, and the hat, of civilized Europe. Such persons 
are often to be met with at Malta, or tuiy of the ports of the 
Levant; they are natives of the islands of the Archipelago, who 
have lived in the service of foreigners at Constantinople, and 
know how to assume an air of importance, and el en ferocity, in 
presence of a Turk, with the utility of which a traveller does not 
become immediately acquainted. The Greek appears to feel him-
self free the moment he places the hat upon his head, and throws 
away the cap, which, in our own times, and in another country, 
was the badge of liberty. 

Our dragoman was recommended to us as the most upright of .  
men ; but we found him to be one of those servants whose good 
conduct does not so much depend upon their own probity, as 
upon the vigilance of their masters. He never lost an opportu-
nity of robbing us. He was very zealous, bustling, and talka-
tive ; and when we had him, we thought it would be impossible 
to do without him ; when he was gone, we wondered how we had 
ever done with him. However,• he was a good-humoured fellow, 
and having his mind intent upon one sole thing, that is, making 
money of us, was never lazy, or drunken, or out of the way : 
he was up early and late ; for he always slept upon his saddle-
bags without undressing. His name was George ; but he was 
usually called Mister George—Kire Jorge (Jae; nom). 

We had only one.  English servant with us, who was my Friend's 
valet ; for I was fortunately disappointed the day before I left 
London, of the man who was to have accompanied me in our 
travels: I say fortunately, because English servants are rather 
an incumbrance than a use in the Levant, as they require better 
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accommodation than their masters, and are a perpetual source of 
blunders, quarrels, and delays. Their inaptitude at acquiring 
any foreign language is, besides, invincible, and seems more stupid 
in a country where many of the common people speak three, and 
some four or five languages. Our baggage was weighty; but, I 
believe, we could not have done well with less, as a large quantity of 
linen is necessary for those who are much at sea, or travel so fast 
as not to be able to have their clothes washed. Besides four' 
large leathern trunks, weighing about eighty pounds when full, and 
three smaller trunks, we had a canteen; which is quite indispen-
sable ; three beds, with bedding, and two light wooden bedsteads. 
The latter article some travellers do not carry with them ; but it 
-contributes so much to comfort and health, as to- be• very recom-
mendable. We heard, indeed, that in Asiatic Turkey you can.; 
not make use of bedsteads, being always lodged in the khans or 
inns ; but in Europe, where you put up in cottages and private 
houses, they are always serviceable.; preserving you from vermin, 
and the damp of mud floors, and possessing advantages which 
overbalance the evils caused by the delays of half an hour in pack-
ing and taking them to pieces. 

We were also furnished with four English saddles . and bridles, 
-which was a most fortunate circumstance, for we should not have 
been able to ride on the high wooden pack-saddles of the Turkish 
post-horses ; and though we might have bought good Turkish 
saddles, both my Friend and myself found them a very uncom-
fortable seat for any other pace than a walk. 

Whilst on the article of equipage, I must tell you, that as all 
the baggage is carried on horses, it is necessary to provide sacks 
to carry all your ,articles. These sacks you can get of a very 

E 2 
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useful kind in the country. They are made of three coats ; the-
inner one of waxed canvass, the second of horse-hair cloth, and 
the outward of leather. Those which we bought at Ioannina 
were large enough to hold, each of them, a bed, a large trunk, 
and one or two small articles; and they swing like panniers at 
each side of the horse. 

Some travellers prefer a large pair of saddle-bags, and to 
have a large chest or trunk, which they send round by sea to 
meet them, or leave at one fixed spot ; but this is a bad plan : 
the saddle-bags will not carry things enough for you ; and then 
to have your wardrobe at any fixed spot, binds you to one 
route, and prevents you from taking advantage of opportunities. 
As to sending baggage round by sea, it is a very hazardous expe-
riment : we were detained three weeks at Gibraltar, waiting for 
clothes s hich, as we rode from Lisbon to Cadiz, we had ordered 
to be sent by sea. 

A traveller in this country should provide himself with dollars 
at Malta, in a sufficient quantity to defray the charges of his 
whole tour in European Turkey. These he will be able to ex-
change without any loss at Patrass, or elsewhere, for Venetian. 
:sequins, which are golden_ coins, and much more portable. 
I laving lodged your dollars in the hands of the merchant in the 
Levant, you may take bills, to save you the risk and trouble of 
carrying money, upon the most respectable Greeks. in the towns 
through which you mean to pass.. This is a better scheme than• 
that of travelling with bills drawn 'upon Constantinople, where 
the exchange is very fluctuating, and oftener against than for 
the English merchant. The accounts in Turkey are kept in 
piasters. When you can get seventeen and a half of these for 
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the credit of a pound sterling, you may consider the exchange 
at par. 

There are several gold coins current in Turkey ; the smallest 
of which is a pretty coin, worth two piasters and a half, or in 
some places a little more. The Venetian zequin varies in value 
from ten to eleven piasters. Of the money made of silver, much 
debased, there are pieces of two piasters and a half, of two piasters, 
and of one piaster : besides these, there are small coins called pains, 
forty of which go to a piaster, and which are very thin, and not 
so big as a note wafer. The asper, which is the third of a para, 
I never saw; and copper there 'is none. It is necessary to be 
cautious in procuring money in Turkey, as from the great variety 
and changeable value of the ,coin, and also from the number of 
bad pieces in circulation, it is a very easy matter to be cheated, 
and the Greeks are generally ready to do a traveller that service. 

Equipped in the manner which I have thought it necessary to 
premise, we procured a large boat to convey us down the Gulf, 
as far as a place Called Salora, the scale of Arta ; and, on the 
1st of October, in the forenoon, proceeded on our journey. We 
sailed part of the way, being assisted by a strong breeze, the fore-
runner of a thunder-storm that was collecting over the mountains 
to the north ; and were rowed by our six boatmen the remainder 
of the distance. 

The Gulf runs in a south-easterly direction ; and, in what may 
be called the jaws of it, there is, on the northern side, a large 
bay, forming the long beach of Nicopolis ; and on the south, the 
bay of Actium and the promontory of that name, now called 
Cape Figalo. Beyond Figalo is the other bay, containing in a 
deep woody recess the town of Vonitza ; and there are many cir— 
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cular inlets or smaller bays on both sides of the G ulf. The 
country on every side is mountainous, but less so to the south 
than to the north, as, near Vonitza, there are low hills and val-
lies, clothed with an agreeable verdure. The prospect, however, 
is terminated on every side with tremendous rocks ; and as the 
entrance to the Gulf is winding, and therefore not perceptible in 
many points, the whole ,xpanse of water has the appearance of a 
large fresh lake, and did indeed put me somewhat in mind of 
Loch Lomond. A woody island, where there is a monastery, 
and some small rocks, with which the sea is studded to the east 
of Vonitza, served to strengthen the illusion. 

In two hours and an half we had reached the place of our des-
tination, where we had been informed we should find horses, and. 
be  enabled to proceed to Arta the same evening. Salora, about 
:twelve miles from Prevesa by water, on the northern side of the 
Gulf, was the name of this place; but we were surprised, after 
having heard, that it was the scale or port of Arta, to find that 
there was only one house there, and a new-built barrack at a 
little distance. 

-We landed, just in time to avoid the storm, at a little rugged 
pier, and put the baggage under cover, at the same time deliver-
ing a letter, given us by the Vice-Consul's brother at Prevesa, to 
the Greek inhabiting this wretched-looking, place, which we found 
was the custom-house. The Greek, who was collector of the 
duties, was extremely civil to us; but said, that there were only 
.four horses ready, and that we should be obliged to sleep in the 
'adjoining barrack. 

After accusing ourselves for not having sent before us from Pre-
vesa, in order to procure horses, we, of course, consented to what 
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we could not prevent, and were shown into the barrack. This also 
belonged to Ali Pasha, or, as he is called throughout his extensive 
dominions, the Vizier, the denomination of every Pasha Of three tails : 
it had only been built two years. The under part of it was a stable, 
and the upper, to which the ascent was by a flight of Stone stairs, 
consisted of a long open gallery of wood, With two rooms at one 
end Of it, and' one at the other. In the single room, which was 
locked up, the Vizier was accustomed. to lodge when he visited 
the place; but the other two rooms were appropriated to ten 
Albanian soldiers, placed there to protect the custom-house,. 
which it is of some importance to guard, as Salora is the chief, if. 
not the only scale (to use a Levant phrase), through which the 
imports and exports of all Lower Albania are, obliged to pass, and 
which levies duty of three per cent. upon. all imported merchan- 

dize belonging to a Turk, and of four per cent. upon the goods of 
the Christian trader. 

We were introduced to the Captain. of this guard ; and, as we 
passed .  that evening and the next day and night in. the barrack, 
we had at once an initiation into the way of life of .the Albanian 
Turks. It was impossible for any men to have a more unsavoury 
appearance ; and though the Captain, whose name, by the way„ 
was Elmas, was a little cleaner than. the others, yet he was not. 
much to be distinguished from his soldiers,. except by a pair of 
sandals, and a white Thin round stick, which he used in walking, 
and which, like the vine rod of the Roman centurions, is a badge 
belonging to, or affected by, the better sort of soldiers in Turkey. 
Notwithstanding, however, their wild and savage appearance, we 
found them exceedingly,  mild and good-humoured, and with man, 
ners as-good. as are usually to be found in a garrison. 
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We put up our beds in one of their apartments, and were soon 
well settled. Immediately On our entrance the Captain gave us 
coffee and pipes ; and, after we had dined in our own room on 
some fish, bread, and wine, he begged us to come into his chant-
ber and pass the evening with him, to which we con iented. The 
only furniture in the soldier's apartment was a raised low stage, 
like that used in a kennel, and upon this, covered with a mat, we 
seated ourselves cross-legged next to the Captain. This officer 
lived in .a very easy familiarity with his men ; but had a most 
perfect controul over them, and they seemed to do every thing 
he wished very cheerfully. 

All the Albanians strut very much when they walk, projecting 
their chests, throwing back their. heads, and moving very slowly 
from side to side ; but Elmas had this strut more tha❑  any man 
perhaps we ever saw afterwards ; and as the sight was then quite 
new to us, we could not help staring at the magisterial and super-
latively dignified air of a man with great holes in his elbows, and 
looking altogether, as to his garments, like what we call a bull-
beggar. 

After walking about in the walled enclosure of the barrack, and 
enjoying the last rays of the setting sun that were gilding the 
woody hills and the towers of Vonitza on the other side of the Gulf, 
we again seated ourSelVes at the never-failing coffee and pipe, to 
which the liberality of the Captain had added some grapes, and, 
by the help of our dragoinan, kept up a conversation of some 
length with the Albanians. 

You may suppose that an Englishman has many articles about 
him to excite the curiosity' of such people ; but we found this 
curiosity, though incessant, to be by no means imFiettinent or 
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troublesome. They took up our watch-chains and looked at 
them, then looked at each other, and smiled. They did not ask 
a great many questions, but seemed at once satisfied, that the 
thing was above their comprehension ; nor did they praise, or 
appear to admire much, but contented themselves with smiling, 
and saying nothing, except " English goods! English goods !" 
or, to give it you in their Greek, 66  Tiredrhalat 17racrsus! wedypaix 
InXicrocar A glass of marascine was given to Captain Elmas, 
and another offered to one of his men, who refused it, being, as 
he said, under an oath not to touch any thing of the kind. Is 
not this self-denial, called' kegging by the Irish ? Elmas drank 
seven or eight glasses of aniseed aqua vitae, and said it gave him 
an appetite. 

About seven, the Albanians made preparations for their supper, 
by washing hands. Dragoman George said, " If these fellows 
did not do this they would stink like the Jews."—The Turks 
think that the Christians stink. 

They placed a round table, raised on two strips of wood three 
inches from the ground, before the Captain, and the men sat 
round on mats on the floor. The supper was fish fried with oil, 
which they ate with their fingers out of one dish, and curded 
goat's milk with bread; but in this second course, they made use 
of horn spoons. 

After supper the Captain .washed hands with soap, inviting us 
to do the same, for we had eaten a little with them. He put the 
ewer into my lap; but he would not give the soap into my hands, 
though I was sitting close to him, but put it on the floor within 
an inch of me. This he did with so singular an air, that I en-
quired of George the meaning of it ; and found, that in Turkey 
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there is a very prevalent superstition against giving soap into an• 
other's hands : they think it will wash away los e. 

We now smoked, ate grapes, and conversed ; and es cry thing 
was much to our satisfaction, except the habit, to w hicli use were 
not then familiarized, of frequent and must violent eructation 
from our hosts. The Turks continue at this sport so long, and 
are so loud, as to make it appear that they do it on purpose ; 
and I once heard that it is done by isitants us a compliment, to 
show their host that they have digested his good fare. The 
Moors of Barbary continue croaking for live minutes. Persons 
of all ranks allow themselves this liberty (I have noticed it in the 
divan at Constantinople) without shame or restraint ; but they 
would look upon an indecency, however accidental, of another 
kind, as a pollution and an affront. 

We retired to bed before ten; and the Albanians pulling out 
their pistols from their waist, loosening their girdles, and wrap-
ping themselves up in their shaggy great coats (or capotes), lay 
down and slept upon their mats. 

It rained hard the next clay, and we spent another evening 
with our soldiers. The Captain Elmas tried a fine Manton gun 
belonging to my Friend, and hitting •his mark every time, was 
highly delighted, and offered to receive it in exchange for his 
own ; but being informed that it was intended for the Vizier his 
master, he did not press the bargain. 

This day we observed one of the soldiers rubbing, or rather 
kneading, one of his comrades forcibly on the neck and arms, ,and 
pulling his joints. This is the Albanian cure for a cold in the 
limbs. 

We were now quite familiar, and on very easy terms together. 
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In the evening they laughed and sung, and were in high spirits : 
one of them, as in other small societies, was their butt, and they 
made us the instruments of their jokes against him. We were 
enquiring names : one of them was " Abdoul," another " Yat-
chee," and a third we were told to call " Zourlos." This person 
did not seem pleased With our dwelling on his name, and it was 
not long before we learnt that we had been calling him " Block-
head," the interpretation of the modern Greek word with which 
we had addressed him. 

They finished our entertainment by singing some songs both 
in Albanian and modern Greek. One man sung, or rather re-
peated in loud recitative, and was joined in the burthen of the 
song by the whole party. The music was extremely monotonous 
and nasal ; and the shrill scream of their voices was increased by 
each putting hiS hand behind his. ear and cheek, as a whipper-in. 
does when rating hounds, to give more force to the sound. They 
also dwelt a considerable time.on the last note (as long as their 
breath would last), like the musicians of a country church. One 
of the songs was on the taking of Prevesa, an exploit of which' 
the Albanians are vastly proud; and there was scarcely one of 
them in which the name of Ali Pasha was not roared out, tInct 
dwelt upon, with peculiar energy. Ali i8, indeed,- a very great 
man, as you will be inclined to acknowledge, if you have the pa-:1  
tience to proceed with, me on my journey. 

N 2 
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The Presents customary-in the Levant—Route from Salora to 
Arta—Description, of that Town—The Site of Ambracia—
Of An.  ibracus—Departure from Arta. 

SIR, 

ON Tuesday, the 3d of October, we were up at half 
past five in the morning; but it was not till eight that we .were 
fairly off from Salora, after having presented our friend the 
Captain Elmas with what we were told, was the proper sum—
twenty piasters. You may be astonished at a present of this 
kind to an Officer, especially as you may have read of travellers 
taking about with them cloth, snuff-boxes, guns, pistols, and 
other articles of English manufacture, in order to repay the Jibe. 
rality Of their hosts. But let me observe, that to carry about 
goods for this purpose is exceedingly troublesome, and quite un-
necessary, as the delicacy of no soul in the Turkish empire is to 
be hurt by a repayment of kindness in hard money., You can-
not, it is true, unless you are extremely rich, do this 'with the 
Pashas and great men ; but to them it is not really necessary to 
make any present, particularly as the officers of their courts will 
sufficiently empty your purse. It is a difficult thing •to know 
what to give on different occasions, and this embarrassment is 
one of the most unpleasant, and perpetually recurring, of , any 
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attending a Turkish tour; but as a traveller has to make these 
presents ,every day of his journey, that he is lodged in a private 
house, and that is generally the case in Turkey in Europe, he 
must by degrees govern his conduct by something like a general 
rule. He will very soon learn not to measure his benevolence, by 
the appearance of satisfaction in those to whom he gives ; for a 
Turk never says "Thank-ye;" and a Greek never cries " Enough." 
No favours are ever granted in Turkey without the hope, and ex-
pectation of reward. This is true of both the Mahometans, and 
the Christians, and we found it so, before we had been a week in 
the country. 

But we must hasten to set out for Arta. We had ten horses : 
four for ourselves and servants, four to carry the baggage, and 
two, for two of the soldiers of the barrack, who were to go with 
us by way of guard, of which we afterwards learnt there was no 
necessity, the country between Salora and Arta being quite 
secure. 

Our horses were very small and lean, apparently just caught 
from grass, and had no shoes, two of them being in milk, and 
followed by their foals. These, however, were not the regular 
post-horses, which, as we had no direct order from the Pasha, 
we were not yet able to procure, but were some that had been 
hired for us for thirty-five piasters, at a village between Arta and 
Salora. The post-horses themselves, though shabby-looking 
things, are generally tolerable hacks, and manage very well in 
the steep rocky paths they are obliged to traverse. 

For the first mile and a half from Salora, the road was in a 
north-easterly direction, on a stone causeway crossing a mai sh, 
on which. we saw flocks of wild swans, and many other aquatic 
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birds. This marsh, which extends to a considerable distance to 
the west, and for several miles, with some intervals of cultivation, 
to the north-west, is Tartly formed by the waters of a stream 

frum near a village in the hills, called Velistri, awl cor-
responding, according to the Frenchman's geography, with the 
Acheron. This district, from the plain of Nicopolis, certainly was 
the country of the Cassoptean Epirotes. At present it belongs, 
partly-to the territory of Arta, and partly to the canton of Low. 

.Having crossed the marsh, we came into a green plain of some 
extent, covered in part with brushwood, and in many places so 
swampy, that the baggage-horses fell clown repeatedly ; and, as 
it rained-  violently, we had a very slow and uncomfortable ride, 
until we came near•Arta,. when the sky cleared, and the sun 
shone. We had passed one small village about three hours from 
Salora, and the road, from our leaving the marsh, had been over 
the plain, which was bounded on every side, except that of the 
Gulf, by mountains, and which, though cultivated in some spots, 
appeared to serve principally as a pasture for horses, and bullocks. 
Our last hour's ride was through a lane pitched with large pebbles, 
and having hedges on each side, that served as fences for vine-
yards and olive groves, and gardens of orange, lemon, pome-
granate, and fig-trees. Attached to some of these gardens were 
neat-looking cottages, and the approach . to Arta, was in every 
respect picturesque, and agreeable. 

Coming near the town, we passed over a strong stone bridge 
across the river of Arta, which is in this place of considerable 
breadth, and very rapid, and which bending round, forms a pe-
ninsula. On this peninsula the town stands. Entering the town, 
we saw on our right hand, a large Greek church in a dilapidated 
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state. We afterwards learnt, that. it had been partly built with 
the remains of marble columns, some•only of which were still to 
be seen inserted in the walls ; the remainder having been carried 
away by the Turks, to adorn a mosck. A little farther on, also 
on the right hand, and seated on an eminence, was a handsome-
looking house belonging to the Vizier, and having the appear-
ance, like most of the best dwellings in the country, of having 
been.very lately built. We arrived at the custom-house at Arta 
about one o'clock ; but., notwithstanding we had been nearly five 
hours coming from Salora, the distance could not have been more 
than twelve, or thirteen miles. 

The distances in Turkey are very difficult to be ascertained*, as 
they are measured by the time taken by a horse with baggage in 
going from one place to another. This, to be sure, is a very un-
certain measurement; but if you allow three miles to every hour, 
you will be perhaps as near the mark as possible. We, however, 
had not gone at that rate from Salora, owing to various difficul-
ties and stoppages by the way. 

'We rode into the lower part, or warehouse of the custom-
house, which was half filled with bales of coarse woollen cloth and 
leather, and delivered the letter we had brought from Prevesa to 
the collector of the duties. He was very polite, kind, and com-
municative, and showed us up stairs, where we were surprized to 
see the house furnished with chairs and tables, and ornamented 
With old portraits ; all whiCh signs of civilization were accounted 

* Mr. Gell has been very particular in his measurements, and sei ins to lint. 
followed a plan which I had always adopted, before I was aware that it had 
been pursued by that intelligent traveller, that of carrying:a watch in the 
band. 
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for by, the place having been the property of a Venetian, and the 
residence 'of the French Consul, before that minister m as re- . 
moved from'Aita to Ioannina. Our civil Greek provided us with 
a house to lodge in for the night ; and a 30 ery comfortable house 
it was; that is, comfortable •by comparison ‘+ith our quarters at 
Prevesa, by which town it would be Nery unfair to estimate the 
interior of the country: Properly speaking, the word comfort 
cannot be applied to any thing I ever saw out of England, which 
any one in my. place, who was not afraid of being taken for a 
downright prejudiced national blockhead, would confess. 

The' remainder of the day of our arrival was very fine, and we 
had an opportunity of surveying the town, which seemed tolerably 
clean, with streets partly paved, and not so narrow, as usual in the 
Levant, and free from unpleasant smells. The bazar, or street 
where the principal shops were, was well furnished with the commo-
dities in request in Turkey. As the shops in these bazars have no 
windows ,to them, but are inclosed by wooden shutters, which, 
being removed in the day-time, leave them quite open, like a 
stall, the artisan and his goods are exposed, as it were, in the 
street. This, which has a poor effect when the tradesmen's arti-
cles are few, and. of .  the common sort, produces a very gay 
appearance in -rich cities. 

Arta is not very splendid in this particular, but contains some 
very decent houses, and not in the oriental style, which may be. 
accounted for by the length of time the Venetians possessed a 
footing in the' neighbourhood. Until lately there was a conside-
rable French establishment in the place, employed in the expor-
tation of timber for ship-building at Toulon ; but the town, once 
so considerable as to have given its name to the neighbouring 
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Gulf, has declined since Ioannina has begun to flourish under Ali; 
who governs Arta, before the seat of an independent pasha, by an 
officer of his own, with the title of Aga. There are, however, 
still about a thousand houses (so our Greek told us), or between 
five and six thousand inhabitants in the town, of which not a 
fourth part are Mahometans, and it is still a depot of many va-
limble articles of merchandize. 

In the warehouses of the Greeks there are threads, cottons, un-
dressed wools, thick cloths, leather, silk and cotton stuffs. But 
the collector of the duties informed us, that the inhabitants were 
become very lazy, preferring the cultivation of a few acres, which 
furnished them with a competence, to being engaged in trade. 
The pursuits of agriculture might, however, be exceedingly profi-
table, for the soil in the neighbourhood produCes a valuable grape; 
tobacco, which is much esteemed, barley, -oats, and maize, and 
other grains of a good quality. The traders of the Ionian islands 
also resort to the plain of Arta for their cattle, sheep, and pigs. 

The Turks must have formerly considered-this place of same 
importance, for on an eminence a-little to the east of the town, 
there is a fortress, once of considerable strength, but now in a 
state of decay. This we visited, having been informed that we 
should there perceive some remains, many pieces of marble having 
been already discovered and carried away from that spot. The-
only vestiges, however, of antiquity to be seen, were the enormous 
stones composing the lower part of the wall of the castle towards 
the east, one of which I found to be fourteen feet and a half long, 
and between five and six feet broad, and the remainder seemed of 
the same size. 

.It is impossible to doubt that these stones are a part of 
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some very ancient building ; they have that mangy character of 
Greek remains, which it is not easy to mistake ; for though the 
edifices of the ancients were not, it should seem, so tAtt'llSiVe and 

large as those of the moderns, yet their component parts, the 
stones with which they were built, were carved of a size that we 
have been either not able, or not willing to imitate. This distinc-
tion would strike any one entirely ignorant of architecture, and is 
found more in the works of the early Greeks than in those of later 
times, and of the Romans. The line where the old wall ends, and 
the modern superstructure begins, is distinctly marked, and these 
remains must point out the former site of some strong town, but 
not that of Ambracia, which was situated at a little distance from 
the lower bay of the Gulf, and near which, descending from 
.Mount Stympe, and the country of the Parorai, the river Arach-
thus flowed, and afforded a short passage of a few stadia from 
the Gulf to the city*. But Arta is between seven and eight miles 
from the mouth of the river, which, if it be, as Mr. D'Anville 
gives it, 'tbe Arachthus, should show near its banks some vestiges 
of Ambracia. But I did not hear of any remains in the neigh-
bourhood, except in the hills to the east, called Callidromos, 
which had been visited by an English gentleman, whose learning 
and long residence in the country, will render any account that 
he may choose to give of Albania, of the most inestimable value to 
the traveller. 

From the fortress there is the best view of the surrounding 
:country. The territory of Arta may be from twenty-seven to 
'thirty miles in circumference, bounded by mountains to the north 

Strabon. lib. vii. 
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and north-east, and also to the west; by the Gulf to the south, 
and 'by low hills to the east. The town stands at a mile and a 
half, or two miles distance, from the north-eastern mountains. 
On the other side of the low hills terminating the plain, about 
four or five miles to the east, there is another river, that, about 
six miles from its mouth, divides and incloses within its two 
branches, a fertile plain, called by the Italians Terra Nova, and 
inhabited, says Poukeville, by Jews, exiled Venetians, and some 
Greeks from the Ionian Isles. One might be perhaps inclined to 
place Ambracia somewhere in Terra Nova, as corresponding more 
exactly with the tht)X0C.) .  the lower part of the Gulf,' than the plain 
of Arta, which is not more than fifteen miles, or half way down. 
In that case, the river of Arta could no longer be the Arachthus, 
but the Charadnis ; and the massy stones of the castle would be 
supposed to indicate the site of Ambracus, a town near thatsriver, 
and described as defended by strong walls, lying in a marsh with. 
only one path to it, and that narrow, and constructed on a raised 
mole,_ and as being opportunely situated for the annoyance both 
of the territory and town of Ambracia*. 

The whole of the plain is marshy ; the road of the lane through 
which we passed, is a raised Causeway ; and the similarity of sound 
in the two names, will account for the site of Ambracus being for 
a long time mistaken for that of Ambracia. Yet all this is pure 
conjecture. The hill. of the fortress is like the Pyrrheum ; and 
Livy's description, in the fourth chapter of the thirty-eighth 
book, seems to allude to the' very spot on which Arta now 
stands. But how could the historian trace the Arachthus from 
Acarnania ? We must make an end of our enquiries. 

* Polyb. lib. iv. cap. 61. 
G 2 
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After strolling about the town until sun-set, the C reek collec-
tor joined us at our lodging, and took a dish of tea with us, 
which, besides its other qualities that render it the best travelling 
commodity in the world, is also a great cement of society, being 
a rarity in the Levant. The same person provided horses to be 
ready early the next morning, for % hich we paid him beforehand, 
being warned, that many travellers, Albanian soldiers, and Greek 
merchants, had often contrived to pursue their journey, without 
settling for their conveyance. 

We had little sleep, being disturbed by a party of Greeks 
fiddling and dancing in the room next to us, and were up the next 
morning at sun-rise ; but we did not mount until eight o'clock. 
There was a long quarrel between the different owners of the 
horses, respecting the weight of the baggage, and each peasant 
was anxious that his own beast might not be overloaded : then 
there was a want of ropes ; and they did not know how to put on 
the English saddles, which they would not place on the horse's 
back, for, fear• of galling it, but on a high dirty pad. These 
difficulties occurred every day of our travels; and we never were 
less than two hours getting under way, as a sailor would term 
it—a delay sufficient to. try the patience of the most enduring 
temper. 

We dropped our soldiers of the Salora barrack at Arta, and 
took two more from that town, as we had to cross a mountainous 
country, considered at that time rather suspicious, and over which 
I will proceed with you in my next letter. 
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Route from Arta to. the Kan of St. Dimetre—From St. Dimetre 
to Ioannina—First View,. and Entry into that City—Recep-
tion of TravPib,-. 

SIR, 

WE left Arta by the same road through which we 
had entered it, and passed over the bridge, but we then turned to 
the right, and took a north-easterly direction for a short time by 
the side of .the river. We met long strings of horses loaded with-
goat-skins full of wine,. for it was about: the middle of the vintage: 
We observed that the hairy side of the skin was turned inwards,. 
and. this circumstance accounted for the unpleasant strong savour 
of the goat in the new wine.. Passing a little farther, we saw 
them treading out the' liquor in tubs by the hedge-side, over 
which, the persons employed in. gathering were emptying,out the-
grapes from small wicker baskets. 

Just before we left the banks of the river to the eastward, - we,  
passed on our left hand a. fine cedar, and the largest plane tree I 
have ever seen, except that so celebrated at Vostizza, in the Morea. 
We now took a northern:direction,. skirting a large plain or marsh, 
that stretched down to the Gulf on . the left, and was in spots. 
covered With maize and rice. On the right were the stony hills,. 
that advance within. a short distance to the north of. Arta, and are 
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the roots of the immense mountains that fill the country, from the 
plains of Arta, as far to the west as the Ionian Sea, and 	far 
to the north and north-east as the plain of Ioannina. These 
seem to be rather masses than ranges of mountains, and it, is, 
therefore, almost iMpossible to ascertain the direction in which 
they run. 

After two hours ride from Arta, we came to a but on an 
eminence to our right, at which place was a military post, and 
where we had been recommended to take an additional guard 
with us. \Ve halted a few minutes, and were joined by four 
Albanian soldiers, armed with their long guns,  and sabres. A 
little way- farther on, the path left the plain, which we saw ex-

, tending before us, with a village at a distance; and turning to the 
north:east, we struck into the mountains. We travelled in a 
ravine, as it were, for some time ; for the hills rose abruptly and 
-close to us on each side, and-  our path occasionally was along a 
water-course, whose banks were covered with brushwood. Just 
in this spot our guard, very probably for the sake of making 
their attendance appear to be necessary, desired us to keep close 
together, as this was the place, they said, where the robbers, the 
xxi9lus (a word very frequently in the mouth of an Albanian), 
most Commonly made their attacks 

Our four men continued with us for two hours, till we came to 
h. part of the road where there was a village in the bosom of a 
nill to the right, prettily interspersed with trees and gardens, and 
having a house belonging to the Vizier. Here the guard left us 
to return to their station, telling us that our own two soldiers and 
ourselves (for we were well armed) would be sufficiently formi-
dable to put us out of all apprehension for the rest of the road. 

The Vizier-had almost cleared this part of • the country of rob- 
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bers ; 'but there- were still some suspicious spots; through which. a 
traveller, whose purpose it is to proceed, and not to fight, would 
choose to provide a guard. That which we had passed was one.' 
of them, and we were afterwards told of another. 

We had as yet travelled in a narrow valley ; and just as we 
came to a spot where the hills seemed to stop all farther progress, 
we ascended a mountain-path to the north, and in a short time 
stopped to refresh at one of those fountains which are so common 
all over Turkey. Turning round, we had a fine prospect of the 
plain of Arta, and of the Gulf at a distance, looking, as it were, 
through an immense telescope, or vista, formed by the hills on. 
each side of the road we had passed.. 

At one o'clock we moved forwards, still ascending, and came 
to a place where there was a path over the country to the right 
(the north-east), to Zeitoun, a port near Thermopylae ; and also. 
another to the left, down the mountains to the country of Sulli, 
and Parga, and the coast of the Ionian Sea. The scenery on. 
each side of us was most beautiful, the hills being covered with, 
lofty forests ; but before us the roa4 appeared to lead, through a 
country much more bleak and rocky. It began to rain a little... 

George, our dragoman, told us this spot had formerly been. 
very famous for robbers, and complained that our guard -ought 
not to have left us ; and just as we entered a small wood, a guns 
was discharged at a short distance from us. I had a little before 
seen a shepherd on an eminence above us, stalking " gigantic" 
through the mist, and was told that it was he who had discharged-
the musket; and, indeed, we soon came to where two other shep--
herds were standing near the path ; but a person who bad his-
notions of the pastoral life from a visit to Salisbury Plain, and 
from the pleasing pictures of =Arcadian romance, would never 
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have guessed at the occupation of these trt mendons-looking fel-
lows. They had, each of them pistols, and a large knife, stuck in 
their belts ; their heads were covered, and their faces partly 
shaded by the peaked hoods of their shaggy capotes; and leaning 
on their long guns, they stared eagerly at the Franks and the 
umbrellas, with which they were, probably, as much tikt n, as 
were we with their uncouth and ferocious appearance. Their 
flocks of sheep and goats were feeding at a distance on the sides 

-of the hills ; but several of their large rough dogs, with their 
pricked ears and bushy tails, were roused by our presence, and 
howled at us as our train of horses wound along the path close 
by them. 

These dogs are not unlike the true shepherd breed of England, 
except that they are larger (being as big nearly as a mastiff), and 
have their heads more sharp, and their tails more curled and 
pushy ; and, whatever change may have taken place in the men 
of the country, they have not degenerated from their Molossian 
ancestors. 

We soon saw another country-lodge of the Vizier's to the right, 
with .a few trees round it, and a small church near it ; and we 
then came, in a short time, to a chasm in the road, made by a 
winter torrent. 

Winding along the sides of the hills, we passed a hamlet of three 
or four houses and a church, that is, a small stone house contain-
ing one room, with only one small window, and only to be dis-
tinguished by a stone cross rudely carved over the door. They 
told us that service was performed at this place about once in 
two months, and that then it was resorted to by the inhabitants 
of the hamlets within eight or ten miles. 

.At half past three we arrived at a kan by the road-side, where 
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was a yard and stable, a barrack for passengers to sleep in, and 
-a little wine-house. At this place four paras are demanded for a 
toll from every Greek passenger: The road, which had been for 
three hours very mountainous and romantic, and generally on an 
ascent, now led us down into a plain, in which we again saw some 
signs of partial cultivation, fields of maize, now and then a single 
house with a garden, and a solitary labourer beating the mast 
trees. In an hour we began to ascend again, and the path was 
very stony, and across several rivulets. We met two parties of 
armed A lbanians, and these were the only travellers we had en-
countered during our day's ride. 

The evening came on, with a drizzling rain, very dusky, and 
at last quite dark. We saw a blazing light at a distance, which 
they told us was the han, where we were to stop for the night ; 
but as we approached it, -stumbling along a rough- descending 
path, we were assailed by several dogs, and found that -the light 
was the fire of some shepherds, whose black shadows we saw near 
the blaze at a little distance. However, in half an hour we 
turned into the gate of the han, ourselves arid the baggage drip-
ping 

 
with rain. 'This_ was about half after seven o'clock; so that 

the distance between Arta and the han may be nearly thirty-five 
miles, chiefly in a northern direction. There are few. parts of-the-
road, except where it has been-paved, in which a person, without. , 
baggage might not go at a good pace; and it. was made, where 
there is any making in it, by Ali Pasha about nine years ago.. 

TheAan, called thet;Ian of St. Dimetre, had a very good 
stable, as is the case with most of these places, at one end of 
-which a party of travellers had established themselves, preferring 
it to the room in the han itself. We ascended by the wooden 

Ii 
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steps to the chamber, of which we thought we were to be the 
sole tenants ; but as our beds were putting up, tour Albanian 
Turks and a priest entered, and soon gave us to understand that 
they were to be our fellow-lodgers. This room was not more 
than twenty feet long and ten feet broad, and our ow a party 
were seven; however, it appeared that the others were the first 
occupiers, so we established ourselves on our beds at one side of 
the hearth, and the Albanians seated themselves on their mats at 
the other. We had some eggs boiled in the small wine-house 
attached to the ban, and were preparing to get a fire lighted, 
when we were told that there were some merchants' goods under-
neath, which would be endangered by such a proceeding, as the 
burning wood might drop through one of the many holes in the 
floor. 

Our chums turned out to be a mission from the Vizier, with 
letters to General Bessieres at Corfu, who, it seems, had been 
slow in paying his Highness for the provisions with which the 
French troops had been furnished from Albania. We had some 
conversation with them. A. young Corfiote, who bad come with 
us from Arta, told one of the Albanians, that he would certainly 
be taken by an English cruiser in his way to Corfu. " No ;" 
returned the fellow, who seemed very surly and ill-natured—" I 
am going in a ship of the Vizier's."—" That does not signify," 
said the other, " the English care for nobody's ships; they won't 
let you go to Corfu." " I am not afraid," replied the Albanian 
angrily; " Captain 	(the English resident at Ioannina) 
44  and these two gentlemen are pledges for me." 

A little after hearing this agreeable assurance we went to bed; 
and the rest of the party lay down on their mats. There were twelve 
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of us in the room ; and every one, except the priest and the Cor-
fiote, slept with his pistols at his head-side. This, however, on 
the part of the Albanians, was not so much out of caution as 
custom ; for there was not the least real cause for alarm or sus-
picion ; but the fashion was new, and somewhat disagreeable to 
us. 

A little before day-light I was awakened by the rising of the 
surly Albanian, who got up, and going out, returned with a jug 
of water, with which he began gargling and spitting most via... 
lently, at the same time whirling around, as if to air himself., 
This was his only toilet. He then lay down and took a nap 
till day-light, when he, and the remainder of the mission departed. 

In the morning it rained very violently, and we did not set off 
until nine o'clock ; when, however, the showers were sufficiently 
lasting and heavy to wet us through. We had begun our Alba-
nian tour a month too soon, as you will see by our present, and 
subsequent disasters from bad weather. 

The road was through a green plain, to the westward of north; 
in many places cultivated, and every where spotted with flocks 
of sheep and goats. This plain to the right, and before us, 
seemed to extend to a great distance, until terminated by a 
mountain, or rather a vast chain of mountains, that were half 
hidden in the clouds. To the left were,. at about two miles dis-
tance, 

 
green hills; on the side of which we saw two villages. We 

continued for three hours on the plain, approaching the moun-
tains ; and after riding up a gentle rising for another half hour, 
had our first view of Ioannina, and of the lake on which it stands. 
A gleam of sun-shine afforded us an opportunity of contemplat-
ing the fine prospect of the city and its neighbourhood. The 

x 2 
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Ii inses, domes, and minarets, glittering throuAli qiiriltni of 
orange and lemon trees, and from gro% es of e) press—thb. hike 
spreading Its smooth expanse at the tint of the city—thl moun-
tains rising abruptly from the banks of the Like—all these burst 
at once upon us, and we wanted nothing to increase our delight,-
but the persuasion that we were in sight of the A ehertisian hike, 
of Pindus, and the Elysian Fields. But me had not yet perused 
the topography of Poukeville. 

We soon entered the suburbs, after having passed a new-built 
house of the Vizier's on our right, inclosed within a wall of some 
extent. On our left band were Turkish tomb-stones, and shops 
to the right. As we passed a large tree on our left, opposite a 
butcher's shop, I saw something hanging from the boughs, which 
at a little distance seemed to be meat exposed for sale ; but on 
coming nearer; I suddenly discovered it to be a man's arm, with 
part of the side torn from the body, and hanging by a bit of 
string tied round one of the fingers. • 
• Before you set down the Turks as a cruel, savage people, on 
hearing this; you will recollect, that a stranger passing through 
Temple-Bar fifty years ago, might have concluded the English 
to be of the'same character. We learnt that the arm was part of 
a robber who had been beheaded five days before, and whose re-
maining quarters were exposed in other parts of Ioannina. 

After riding at least a mile through the streets, we came to the 
house of the English resident, for whom we had been provided 
with a letter by the Governor of Malta, and found that a house 
had been prepared for our reception. To this place we repaired, 
and were received with 3 most profound politeness by•Signor 
:Nicol°, the owner of the mansion. Our quarters were very 
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comfortable, and our host, a Creek, who had passed several years 
at Trieste, and who spoke Italian very fluently, was kind and 
attentive. 

I had scarcely dressed myself, when I was informed that a 
secretary of his Highness the Vizier, and the Greek Primate of the 
city,' had called to congrawlate us on our. arrival. I went in the 
first to receive them, and was quite overwhelmed with the many'fine 
things said by the Secretary, who spoke French; he told me, 
that his Highness had been aware of our intention to visit Ioan-
nina ; that he had ordered every thing to be prepared for our 
reception ; that he was sorry to be obliged to leave his capital, to 
finish a little war (une petite guerre) in which he was engaged, 
but that he begged we would follow him ; and lastly, that an 
escort was provided for that purpose, to be ready at our com-
mand. The. Primate, whom, I was told; I might know to be a 
very great man, by the enormous size of his talpac, or cap, 
spoke not a word, but bowed very frequently. When my 
friend came in, the same compliments and information were 
repeated to him ; and as we were not at that time acquainted, 
that these were usual honours, nor with the Greek manner of ex-; 
pression, we were not a little surprised, -  especially when we learnt 
that all our provisions were to be daily furnished to us from the 
Vizier's palace. 

The Secretary and the Primate left us, as they said, to give 
the necessary orders, and wishing to observe the Frank ceremony 
of pulling off the hat, were exceedingly awkward in lifting up 
their immense caps with two hands, and adjusting them again 
upon their heads. They were some time also at the door of the 
apartment shuffling on their outward shoes, which, according to 
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oriental etiquette, as you perhaps know, are always put off on 
entering aifinner apartment ; so that the poorer class of people 
have their feet naked, the middling wear a sock or stocking, and 
the rich have a thin boot without a sole, reaching a little above 
their ancles, which, when worn by a Turk or privileged G reek, 
is yellow or scarlet, but in all other cases blue, or some dark 
colour. The delay caused by this adjusting of the outward 
shoes, after a man has taken his leave, has a very bad and ern- 
•barrassing effect ; and one is sensible of this when a Greek is 
making these preparations; but the composure and dignity of a 
Turk are not hurt by his complying with this or any other 
custom. 

I take the liberty of introducing this sort of remarks, trifling 
as they are, with a 'reference to the time and place in which they 
occurred to me, and after mentioning the occasion which gave 
rise to the observation. This appears to me a better plan than 
that of classing every thing tinder separate heads, and I have ge-
nerally adhered to such an arrangement. You will tell me if I 
am wrong. 	

I am, &c. &c. 
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Visit to the Grandsons of Ali—Manners of the Young Maho-
metans—View of the Neighbourhood of Ioannina—The Lake 
—Mount Tomarus—The Mountains of Sagori—the Route 
across them—Mount- Pindus—Route across it to Larissa—
Dodona—The Plains of Ioannina—The Amphitheatre of 
Chercovista. 

SIR, 

WE passed the few days that we remained at Ioan-
nina, previous to our visiting the Vizier at his quarters, very 
agreeably, and with a variety of occupations which is seldom to 
be enjoyed by travellers, and which, even in this place, would 
not, perhaps, have lasted long. The second day of our arrival, 
we paid a visit to the young son of Mouctar Pasha, who is the 
eldest son of Ali, and who has distinguished himself so much in 
the present war with Russia. We waited upon him at the palace' 
assigned to his father ; and he- received us, though he was a boy 
of only ten years old, with a polite unembarrassed air, desiring 
us, with a gentle motion of the hand, to sit down near him. His 
preceptor, a grave old man, with a beard reaching to his knees, 
sat in the corner opposite to him, but did not interfere in the con-
versation. The Bey, for that was his title, though he was a little 
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inquisitive as' to some parts of our dress, and was highly delighted 
by a handsome sword worn by my friend, yet preserved his dig-
nity and gravity, nor could we observe but very little difference 
between his manners and those of his aged tutor. 

When we had taken coffee and sweetmeats, we expressed 
-wish of seeing the palace, for the lky was lodged in hat ap-
peared to be one of the outward and inferior apartments ; and our 
young host sent immediately to desire his fiither's women to retire 
into the inner apartments 'of the harem, that «e might have an 
opportunity of seeing the rooms. As he was walking out of his 
chamber very sedately before us (for it is, I believe, a point in 
Turkish etiquette, that the guest should enter the first, but retire 
the last), one of the shabby looking Albanian guard in waiting 
upon him, embraced him-  very tenderly ; and in the whole of the 
conduct of his people towards him, there was a singular mixture 
of familiarity and respect. 

The palace had one long, well-floored, open gallery, with 
wainscots painted in much the same style as our tea-boards. In 
'one compartment Was a tawdry representation of Constantinople, 
.a favourite subject, and one which we recognised in almost every 
painted house in Turkey. We saw several rooms, 'not only hand-
somely, but very comfortably fitted up, especially those which 
we were informed were the winter apartments. The coverings of 
the sofas were of richly-wrought silk ; the floors were spread with 
the best Turkey carpets : and if the -windows, which were large 
and deep, and of clear Venetian glass, had been furnished with 
curtains, there would have been nothing wanting to complete the 
elegance of the chambers. Except that one of the rooms was -
furnished with a marble recess, containing a bath and. fountain, 
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the whole palace seemdd fitted up in  the same style, which is 
easily accounted for, by the circumstance, that in Turkey there 
are no rooms set apart for sleeping, but -all are indiscriminately 
used for that purpose, -as each chamber contains a closet or cup-
board, in which are deposited the mats or quilts, that constitute 
the whole of the bed of .the Orientals. 

The little Bey was highly delighted at sheaving his father's pa-
lace, and now and then seemed inclined to throw off his Turkish 
reserve. He shewed us his watch, and two or three other little 
ornaments ; but when I was going to put my hand on a small 
silver box in the shape of a heart, hanging round his neck by a 
chain, he shook his head, and said, " No ! No !" " I 'found this 
was an amulet or charm, and that his tutor had lost no time in 
beginning the religious part of his pupil's education. The- .Bey 
spoke Albanian and Greek, and was now learning to write and 
read Turkish and Arabic. We took our leave, and the youth was 
as graceful in this ceremony as he had been on our entering the 
room. 

Upon a similar occasion, when we visited another of the grand-
sons of Ali, we had an opportunity of observing that these man-
ners were not peculiar to himself, but belonged to all Mahometans 
of the better sort, who, generally speaking, have completed their 
education, as far as relates to behaviour in society, before they 
have ceased to be children. Mahomet; son of Veli, Pasha of the 
Morea, and second son of Ali, was of a lively air, and was said 
to possess the genius of his grandfather : accordingly, though 
only twelve years old, he was in possession of a pashalik. - He 
was living in the palace of Ali. He did the honours with the' 
same ease as his cousin, and after sitting a short time, proposed 
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a visit to a younger brother of his, wild was at a house belong-
ing to their father Veli, 

A messenger was sent before us, and we set out on horses 
caparisoned with gold housings, whilst some officers of the palace, 
with their wands and silver sticks, preceded us. As the young 
Pasha passed through the streets, all the people rose from their 
shops, and those who were walking stood still, eNery body pay-
ing him the usual reverence, by bending their bodies very low, 
touching the ground with their right hand, and then bringing it 
up to their mouth and forehead (for the adoration of the great is, 
in its primitive and literal sense, still preserved among the Orien-
tals). The Bey returned the salute by laying his right hand on 
his breast, and by a gentle inclination of his head. 

When arrived at the court of Veli's palace, he suddenly touched 
his horse's sides, and galloped round to the steps, where his 
brother, a boy of seven years old, was standing to receive him. 
On meeting, they embraced in a very ceremonious manner, in-
clining their heads over each other's shoulders. After pipes and 
coffee, we proceeded to see the apartments ; and, as we were 
walking along, the youngest boy forgot himself a little, and began 
to skip about; when be was immediately checked by the Pasha, 
who said, " Brother, recollect you are in the presence of a 
stranger; walk more quietly." The other instantly . obeyed ; 
and it was not a little astonishing, to witness such counsel, 
and so ready a compliance, in children of so tender an age. I 
have introduced you into so young company, that you may not 
be surprised at the conduct and carriage of the men amongst the 
Turks. 

On the 8th. of October we were favoured with four of the 
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Vizier's horses, to ride into the country, and we went into the 
plain, over part of which we had passed on entering_ the city. ' 
We were taken to the spots most favourable for viewing the beau-
tiful picture before us. Imagine to yourself a large sheet of 
water, of ten or twelve miles in length, and at least three miles 
in breadth, inclosed, on one side, by green plains, an extensive 
city, and a long succession of groves and gardens, and on the • 
other, by a chain of lofty mountains, that rise almost abruptly 
from its banks. Such was the appearance of the lake of Ioannina, 
and its surrounding scenery. A stay of a  fortnight, during two 
visits, gave us an opportunity of satisfying our curiosity, in be; 
holding the same object from different points; yet I am sure that 
I shall not be so particular as I could wish, in conveying to your 
mind an adequate notion of the town and its neighbourhood. 

The lake extends, in length, from about north-west to south-. 
south-east. In it there are two woody islands, one,large towards 
the southern extremity, and the other much smaller, nearly 
opposite to a triangular peninsula which contain` the Vizier's pa-
lace, and is defended by a fortress. The northern end of the 
lake loses itself in a .reedy marsh, over which there is a stone 
causeway, and it is closed by some gardens belonging to the 
Vizier, where he has a summer palace for the ladies of his harem. 
The southern extremity extends into a hilly country, and forms 
at last a small river, that, after being lost for some miles, rises 
at a village called Velistri, and runs into the marsh on, the banks 
of the gulf of Arta. This is the Acheron of Poukeville, who has 
also found out an Avernus to receive his infernal stream. But 
the Acheron did not flow into the Ambracian, but into the Thes:-
protian gulf. 
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, 	In a little bay, opposite to the islet and to the fortress point, 
there is a spring of very cold water dripping from the rod ; and 
it is near this stream, or under the spreading branches of a neigh-
bouring tree, that an artist would probably place himself, to take 
A view of the city. 

The French writer, who is determined to finish his picture, 
talks of a river, called by the people of the country Cokytos, 
which., after flawing under ground, rises at Perama, a " maison 
de plaisance" belonging to the Vizier. The existence of Cokytos 
and Perama is possible, but I never heard of either the one or the 
other ; and when Poukeville gravely asserts, that the inhabi-
tants'of Ioannina call their neighbouring plains the " Elysian 
Fields," I must entreat you to put no faith in him. 

It is singular, that there is no mention made by the ancient 
geographers, of any lake in the interior of this country, except in 
the neighbourhood of Lychidnus, a town one hundred and twenty 
miles to the north of Ioannina, and now called Ocrida. Mr. 
D'Anville, in placing the Acherusian lake near the sea, and com-
municating with the Glykyrs-Limen, or port of sweet waters, 
sometimes also called the rrhesprotian gulf, followed the decisive 
authority-  of Strabo 4', who, if he did not gee the spot himself, 
might have copied from Livy t, and from Thucydides, to the 
last of whom I would refer you, that you may determine, whether 
the position of the lake of Ioannina be reconcileable with that of 
the ancient lake t. I should be loth to be as positive against, as 

* Lib. vii. 	 t Lib. viii. cap. 24. 
t. 	Mt (11 	xcxl irloos.livie t310.%; >Car MI 'CiCto Ocadvng, iv T;) EXC6ldlat 1:71S 

©Lore Baas Efp4er. IgEtCrt 	 'AzEpovcria Xiihvn is -siv Odxoccro-ay.--Lib. i. 
cap. 46. 
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Poukeville is in favour of, their identity; yet Ioannina is, by 
his own confession, twenty-five leagues from the sea. 

The whole of the country to the north, north-east, and east 
of the lake, is a mass of mountains, consisting apparently of two 
ranges, the one of which runs from north to south, and the other 
in a direction from north to south-east. The first of these vast 
chains is called Zoumerka, corresponding, it would seem, with 
the ancient Tomarus ; and the latter mountains, now known by 
the name of Metzovo, can be no other than Pindus itself, for 
they are the boundaries between this part of Albania and the 
plains of Thessaly. Between Zoumerka and Metzovo, and 
running nearly parallel with the lake, but more to the north, are 
the lofty hills of Sagori, whose flat summits, spread into exten-
sive plains, point exactly at mount Lingon, as it is described 
by Livy, in following the retreat of King Philip before Fla-
minius 

To.  go into the country of Sagori, the traveller must pass a 
bridge crossing a small river that runs into the northern end of 
the lake ; and in four hours, or twelve miles, from Ioannina, he 
first enters that district. In twelve miles more, he arrives at a 
monastery dedicated' to St. Elias ; and again, in twelve othe'r 
miles, at the town of Sagori, which is in a direction north-east 
from Ioannina. This route is taken by the merchants travelling 
into Wallachia, as being more secure than that which leads through 
the plains of Thessaly by Larissa. The tops of Pindus are more 

* Inde 	 in montem Lingon perrexit. Ipsi mantes Epiri sunt interjecti 
Macedonia Thessalixque. Latus quod vergit in Thessaliam oriens spectat ; 
septentrio a Macedonia objicitur, vestiti frequentibus sylvis sent, juga summa 
campos patentes, aquasque perennes babent.—Lib. xxxiii. cap. 13. 
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than a day's journey from the lake. It is but seldom that they 
are not hidden in the. clouds ; but a gentleman who had been so 
fortunate as to perform that exploit in a clear day, informed me, 
that the prospect from that eminence was more extensive than 
any he had ever seen; and he had ascended Olympus. Poly bias 
speaks of a hill in Epirus, from which both seas might be dis-
tinctly seen. 

Aletzovo is so called, from a town of that name, consisting of 
fifteen hundred houses, and lying in the route from Ioannina to 
Larissa. This route is given with great apparent accuracy by Pou-
keville it leads during three hours along the lake, then for an hour 
across a mountain in an easterly direction ; passes over a bridge 
of the river that flows to Arta ; continues for five hours, but 
more southerly, along that river, then over another hill an hour 
and a half, and reaches Metzovo; afterwards it goes easterly, for 
two hours, over the mountain Metzovo, to Malacassi, a village, 
and still ascends for an hour, till it crosses a stream that falls 
into the Salembria, or river Peneus. This stream it follows for 
three hours, and reaches a han called Kokouliotiko (the Gomphi 
of Poukeville); it then passes Stagous, a town of a thousand 
houses, re-crosses the river of Malacassi, and runs over a vast 
plain, in ten hours from the han, to Triccala, the ancient Tricca 
of Thessaly, arid now the chief town of a small province. From 
Triccala the road continues on the plain in an easterly direction, 
till in nine hours and a half it reaches Larissa, having, in five 
hou'rs, passed Zarko, a town of eight hundred houses, and, in 
an hour and a half more, a village called Koutzochero, near 
which it crosses the Salembria. 

Between the roots of mount i'letzovo, and the southern extre- 
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'inity of the lake, are two lower hills, to the first of which afew-
insignificant remains, supposed to be those-of Cassiope, the name 
of an inland town as well as of a port of Epirus, have given. the 
appellation of the Cassiopean hills. The other, our French 
author has chosen to call the little Pindus. But although the 
licence granted to the fancy of-  his nation may suffer him to 
wander through his Elysian Fields, and sport Niith the Grecian 
Muses on their favourite hill, still he cannot be permitted to 
profane with conjecture the venerable shades of Dodona. 
" At a village," says he, " four leagues - to the north-east of 
Ioannina, begin the hills of Sagori, and the forests of Dodona." 
But these groves are not to be distinguished from amidst a thou-
sand woody recesses that shade the mountains of Albania; and 
the prose of the traveller is less sober than the poetry of his har-
monious countryman. 

Ce sont passes ces temps des reves poetiques 
Ou l'homme interrogeoit des ftirets prophetiques, 
Ou la fable creant des faits prodigieux 
Peuploit d'etres vivants des bois religieux. 
Dodone inconsultee a perdu ses oracles, 
Lcs vergers sont sans Dieux, les forets sans rniraclest. 

Nor can his auxiliary,(M. Barbier du Boccage) be allowed to, fix 
the oracle of Jupiter at the village of Protopapas, three leagues . 
to the north-north-west of Ioanninat. We must be content to 

* Voyage en AIbanie, page M. 
Delille; Trois Regnes de la Nature, canto vi. 

t Description et Histoire de l'Ancienne Epire, prefixed to the Travels in 
Albania. 
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know what Homer has told us, that it w Ili situated in a distant 
and inclement region, amongst a barbarous people, N% ho washed 
not their feet, and who lay upon the bare ground* ; or at most, 
we can only learn that it was placed sontewlu re at the foot of 
mount Tomarus, in the country first belonging to the Thespro- 
tians, and afterwards to the Molus,ianst. 

To the south-west, the west, and the north-w est, of Ioannina, 
the country is plain for the most part, though occasionally inter-
rupted by low hills and spots of rising ground. We passed 
through the length of this flat, and I should conceive it to be 
about twenty-five miles, beginning a little beyond the ban of St, 
Dimetre, and concluding at a village called Zitza. Its breadth 
varies from one to three or four miles, and it is terminated to the 
south-westward by hills belonging to a district whose chief town 
is called Philathe, and which is on the route from Ioannina 
to the districts of Paramitkia, and to those of Margariti, Parga, 
and Sulli, on the coast of the Adriatic, nearly opposite to Corfu. 

But I will leave the notice of these places to another opportu-
nity, and proceed to inform you, that in the whole extent of the 
country of which I have given you so imperfect a sketch, there 
is only one important remnant of antiquity : this we visited. It 
is in the neighbourhood of a village called, as well as I could 
catch the sound, Chercovista, and about four hours in a direc-
tion nearly south-easterly•from the city. The road is first through 
the plain, and then ascends, over some low rocky hills, into a 
wide valley, terminated by woody hills called Olintza. Here, 
before arriving at the principal ruins, there are evident traces of 

. Iliad, lib. xvi. lin. 233, et sequ. 	t Strab. lib. vii. 
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ancient buildings ; but the amphitheatre, which .soon presents 
itself, is indeed magnificent, and, for a ruin, very entire. The 
stones that composd it, are of that massy size, which I have 
before remarked to be the rharacteristic of Grecian architecture: 
The breadth of the area is fifty-six long paces, and the rows of 
seats are in number sixty-five, each seat being in depth more 
than a foot. This is a very inadequate description of an anti-, 
quity of such importance ; but you will be pleased to hear, that 
it has been exactly measured, and represented in a most accurate 
design, by the hand of an artist. A marble vase has been dug 
out from the area of the amphitheatre, and is now in possession of 
the gentleman to whom I have before had occasion to allude. 

The conjectures of a scholar would be busily employed in 
assigning some classical name to the site of the magnificent ruin 
of Chercovista ; but he might, after every enquiry, be obliged 
perhaps to content himself with thinking, that he had viewed the 
sole remaining vestige of the ancient splendour of Epirus, of the 
seventy cities, which a decree of the Roman senate despoiled in 
one day, and at the same hour, of their wealth, of their orna--
ments, and of their people'''. However, although we may believe, 
with Plutarch, that every one was horror-struck, when a whole 
nation was involved in ruin for the sake of a plunder, whith, 
being divided, gave to each soldier only eleven drachmas+ ; yet 

* Polyb. lib. vii. T. Liv. lib. xlv. cap. 54. 
Plut. in vit./Emylii.—However, all Epirus was not depopulated; but only 

those parts which had favoured King Perseus, as we learn by an expression of 
Livy ; for that historian, after detailing the account of this cruelty, soon talks 
of the rest of the Epirotes—" reliquorum Epirotarum" are his words. Mr. 
Hume, as well as Plutarch, seems to have fallen into the inaccuracy of stating 
these 150,000 as the entire population of all Epirus. See Essay on the Popu-
lousness of Ancient Nations. 
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the smallness of the booty, and of the number of the captives 
(150,000 enslaved by the conquerors, allows but a scanty, and 
hot a rich pepulation, to each of the cities destroyed ; and it is 

ttobable, that same one of them would have been particularized, 
ad it been one-third as extensive as modern Ioannina ; but to 

that place, after giving you h short respite, I w ill, in my next 
Letter, at leligth return. 

am, &c. &c. 
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Ioannina—the Houses—the Palaces of the Pizier—Summer 
Pavilion—Population of the City—the Trade—Annual Fair 
—Ea ports and Imports. 

THE existence of such a city as Ioannina seems, 
till very lately, to have been almost unknown, and 	I should 
suppose it, after Salonika and Adrianople, to be the most consi-
derable place in European Turkey. It has never been my good 
fortune to meet with a notice of it in any book Of an early date, 
except once in the ponderous history of Knolles, who, with an 
accuracy usual in such a writer, tells how the .  Sultan Bajavt 
the First, took the city of Ioannina in ./Etolia*. Poukeville 
has somewhere discovered, that it was founded by Michael Lucas 
Sebastoerator, and by the despot Thomas, and conquered -by 
Amurath Bey, general to Sultan Amurath the Second, in 1424. 
Thus account I am unable to confirm, or to contradict, and shall 
therefore speak only ofits present state. 

The city stands on the western banks of the lake, at about two 
miles from its northern extremity. In its utmost length it may 

fiistory of the Turks, p. 205. 
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be perhaps two miles and a half; and in breadth, though in sonic 
plades it is much narrower, nearly' a mile. Immediately near the 
lake it stands on a flat, but the north and north-western parts of 
it are built on slopes of rising ,and uneven ground. A triangular 
peninsula (of which mention has before been made) juts into the 
lake, and contains the residence of the Pasha, being defended by 
a fortification and a tower at each angle. The entrance to this 
fortress is over a drawbridge. There is one street which runs 
nearly the whole length of the town, and another that cuts it at 
right angles, extending to the fortress. These are the principal 
streets. 

The houses are, many ofthem, large and well-built, containing 
a court-yard, and-having warehouses. or stables on the ground, 
with .an 'Open gallery and the apartments of the family above. A 
flight of wooden steps under cover of the pent of the gallery, con-
'fleas the .under and upper part of the houses. Though they 
have but a gloomy appearance from the street, having the win-
dows very small, and latticed with cross bars of wood, and pre-
senting the inhospitablt .show of large folding doors, big enough 
to admit the horses and cattle of the family, but never left open, 
yet the yard,-  which -  is. often furnished with orange and lemon 
trees, and in the best houses Communicates with a garden, makes 
them very-lively from within; and the galleries are sufficiently ex-
tensive•to allow a scope for walking in rainy weather. 

The, Bazar, or principal' street, inhabited by the tradesmen, is 
well furnished, and has a showy appearance. The Bizestein, or 
covered Bazar, is of considerable size, and would put you in 
mind, as perhaps have before observed of these places, of Exeter- 
Change.  
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Besides the palace in the fortress, and the two I have, men-
tioned in my last Letter,,  allotted to the two sons. of Ali, there is 
.another summer residence of the Vizier's in the suburbs, at the 
north-west end of the town. It is built in the midst of a garden, 
,in a wild and tangled state, when we saw it, but abounding with 
.every kind of fruit-tree that flourishes in this favoured climate—
the orange, the lemon, the fig, and the.  pomegranate. It is in 
the form of a pavilion, and has one large saloon (I think an octa-
gon), with small latticed apartments on every side. The floor of 
the saloon is of marble, and in the middle of it there is a foUntain 
containing a pretty model, 'also in marble, of a fortress, mounted 
.with small brass cannon, which, at a signal, spout forth jets of 
water into the fountain, accompanied by a small organ in a recess, 
playing some Italian tunes: The small rooms are furnished with 
sofas of figured.silk, _and the lattices of the windows, as well'as 
the cornices, are gilt, and highly polished. The shade of an orange-
grove protects the pavilion from the sun, and it is to this retreat 
that the Vizier withdraws during the heats of summer, with the 
most favoured ladies of his harem, and indulges in the enjoyment 
of whatever accomplishments these fair-ones. can display for, his 
gratification, Our attendant pointed out to us, in a recess, the 
sofa on which AE was accustomed to sit, whilst, on the marble 
floor of the saloon, his females danced before him to the music of 
the Albanian lute. 

In a field adjoining the gardens, and surrounded with high 
walls, are a few large deer and antelopes. The pavilion. and its 
gardens bespeak a taste quite different from that of the _country, 
and most probably the Vizier was indebted to his French prisoners 
for the beauties of this elegant retirement. .We were told it was 
the work of a Frank. 
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• Beyond the paviliOn there are gardens belonging to the prin-
cipal citizens of Ioannina, and as most of these have a summer-
house in them, they seem to make a part of the city, which, from 
its great apparent extent, might be thought to contain a very 
large population. But the Mahometans never make any efforts 
to ascertain the exact number of inhabitants in any town or dis-
trict, and it was only during our stay in Turkey, that the Greek 
priests of one city were persuaded, for the first time, by a Scotch 
gentleman, to keep a regular registry of births in their -district. 
This makes every thing that can be said on the population of 
Ioannina, mere conjecture. Some informed me that it contained 
eight thousand houses, others did not make the number of inhabi-
tants amount to more than thirty-five thousand. I should think this 
is the lowest possible computation. Of this number, whatever it 
be, one-tenth perhaps are Mahometans, and the remainder Chris-
tians, with a few Jews: 

The Christians of Ioannina, though inhabiting a part of 
Albania, and governed by Albanian masters, call themselves 
Greeks, as do the inhabitants of Arta, Prevesa, and even of 
many villages higher up in the country : They neither wear the 
Albanian dress, nor speak the Albanian language, and they par-
take also in every particular of the manners and customs of the 
Greeks of the Morea, Roumelia, and the other christian parts-  of 
Turkey in Europe and Asia. As, 'however, the appellation 
.Romeos, or Roman, (once so proud a title, but now the badge of 
bondage) is a religious, not a, national distinction, and means 
Christian of•the Greek church, and as many of the Albanians are 
of that persuasion, .and denominated accordingly, it is difficult to 
avoid confusion, in. giving to the various people of the country 
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their common names. To prevent, however, any mistake, I 
shall always use the words Greek and Albanian, with a reference, 
not to the religion, but to the language and nation of the persons, 
whom I may have occasion to mention. At the same time, I 
shall indulge myself in the opposite licence, of putting the word 
Turk as a religious denomination, which, though an undoubted 
vulgarism, is prevalent amongst the Greeks of the Levant, and 
does not, as far as I could see, give that offence to the Mahome. 
tans, of which I have somewhere read. 

- 

	

	The Greek citizens of Ioannina appear a distinct race from the 
inhabitants of the mountains, and perhaps are sprang from ancient 
settlers, who may have retired, from time to time, before the suc-
cessive conquerors of Peloponnesus and Greece, into a country 
where, although enslaved, they were less exposed to perpetual 
ravages and to a frequent change of masters. Many of them 
boast of their ancestry, and I was told that there was in the 
city a school-master, whose family had taught for 300 years suc-
cessively, the eldest son. always taking upon himself the profes-
sion. I would not wish you to believe in this long line of peda-
gogues, but before you laugh at the notion of a family of school-
masters, you should recollect, that we have, in our own country, 
an instance of the same thing, and that, after all, an hereditary 
scholar is not a more strange being, than an hereditary legislator. 

The Greeks of. Ioannina are, with the exception of the priests, 
and of some few who are in the employments of the Pasha, all 
engaged in trade ; and many of the better sort pass three or four 
years in the merchant-houses of Trieste, Genoa, Leghorn, Venice, 
and Vienna, which, in addition to the education they receive in the 
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schools of their own city, where they may learn French and Italian, 
gives them a competent knowledge of the most diffused modern 
languages, and adds also to the ease and urbanity of their address. 
They have, indeed, introduced as much as they dare of the man-
ners of Christendom, and, as our host, Signor Nicolo, informed 
us, once aspired for a moment, to the establishnient of a theatre 
for the performance of Italian operas. Some of them, after esta-
blishing an intercourse with their own city, settle in the sea-ports 
of Roumelia, and in the towns of Moldavia, Wallachia, and nun-
gary ; but they generally return home, as the policy of Ali con-
trives to oblige them to leave part of their family in his dominions, 
and, indeed, the wealthy merchants cannot leave the country, 

• or even the city, without his express permission. They are not 
indulged with a ride into the country without a notification of their 
purpose. The annual. revenue which the Vizier draws from his 
capital, amounts, say they, to 250,000 piasters. 

There is a fair which lasts a fortnight, held once a year on the 
plain, a mile and a half to the south-east of the city ; and during 
this time, all the tradesmen are obliged to leave their shops in the 
Bazar and Bizestein, which are shut, and to set up booths in the 
plain. This the Vizier finds a very good method of getting at 
some knowledge of the actual property of his subjects. The 
fair was held during our residence in the city, and opened on 
the 8th of October, when we passed through it on horheback. 
The booths, occupying a great extent of ground, are built, 
and fitted up exactly as in England, and are dir ideil into 
rows much more regular than the streets, and each allotted 
to some particular merchandize. There is also a Piece of groinul 
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for the cattle, sheep, and horses, and several plots of green 
sward for the parties of dancers, who continue their amusements 
during the whole night. 

Here are the goods imported from the Ionian Islands, and the 
ports of the Adriatic formerly, but now mostly from Malta, in Scla-
vonian vessels under the Turkish flag; they are landed at Prevesa, 
Salora, Vallona, and Durazzo, and thence conveyed on horses to 
Ioannina. Our blockade of the Adriatic must soon cut off these sup-
plies, and, as an English merchant disdains such petty traffic, Alba-
nia may soon be in want of the greater part of them. Still, how-
ever, there are caps from Trieste, Leghorn, and Genoa, and some 
coffee and sugar from the first of these places. Knives, sword-
blades, and gun-barrels, glass, and paper, are brought from Ve-
nice, but the three first of these articles are sold in all the little 
sea-ports of Albania, without passing through Ioannina. The 
gold and silver thread used in their embroidery, is obtained from 
Vienna. 

Cloth of French and German manutitcture is sent from Leipsig. 
'Ibis is the chief article of importation, as it is from this fair that 
all the richer Greeks and Turks, not only in Albania, b►ut in great 
part of Roumelia and in the Morea, supply themselves with the 
loose robes and pelisses of their minter dress. English cloth is in 
the highest estimation, hut seldom to be met with here, or even 
at Smyrna and Constantinople, on account of its great price. The 
best of the cloth sold at Ioannina was not equal to the worst of 
that manufactured in England, and was of a coarse thin texture, 
and svery badly dyed. 

The articles of exportation are, oil, wool, corn, and tobacco, 
for the ports of the Adriatic and Naples; and, for inland circula-

t. 
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tion through Albania and Roumelia, spun cottons from the plains 
of Triccala, stocks of guns and pistols mounted. in chased silver, 
both plain .and gilt, and also embroidered velvets, stuffs, and 
cloths, which 'are 'here better wrought than in any other part of 
Turkey in Europe. 

Large flocks of sheep and goats, and droves of cattle and horses, 
are collected from the ,hills both of Lower and Upper Albania, 
for the fair. Of these, all but the .horses, which are dispersed in 
..the .country, are sold into the Ionian Islands, The woods of 
Albania, before the French -revolution, furnished Toulon with 
timber for ship-building, and Marseilles imported into rthe coun-
try the French colonial produce. But both these traffics have 
long ceased, and if the trees of Mount 'Tomarus, or the Acroce-
raunians, are in future to " descend to the ,main," they will swell 
the squadrons of the British fleets. 

It is.  in vain that the watchful jealousy of Napoleon has adopted 
the advice of Poukeville, and removed the station of the French 
agent from Arta to Ioannina, in order to counteract such, a measure, 
appointing, at the same time, that ,gentleman himself, .to carry 
his sown plans ,into execution. This minister ,was at his post 
during our stay in the city, but, as he gives no countenance to 
,the nation at war with his master, we had not the satisfaction of 
seeing him. I am sorry to say that he does not bear his diplomatic 
faculties meekly about him, ,nor possess the urbanity so characte-
ristic both of his nation and his former profession. This I should 
not have mentioned,-  had ,be not, with a rudeness that has already 
been noticed by a late intelligent writer (I mean Mr. Thornton), 
indulged himself in some personal and national reflections, which 

.do but iittle credit to 	character, either as an author or a gen- 
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tleiriau.' The noble enmities of two great nations do*  not outhori.to 
such petty detractions. 

I.  was not able to. learn the extent of the commercial dralingt tt 
the merchants of Ioannina; but the balance of trial's t3 is hi% out 
of Albania, and is paid in Venetian zequins. 

The Greets :of this, city are as industrious as any in 'radix).*  
*and their embroidery,:  the art in.  which they exctl, is axecutrci 
.very neatly; but therd was no one who could mend un umtiriraa, 
in the whole place; and .only one man, a poor Italian, via., cat a. 
.ble of making a bedstead: The only encouragement an ablit 
chanic would facet with, would be employment at the Vi;;4-1.0 

palace, withOnt receiving any emolument. This Ls, of It 
Sufficient to put,a stop to every exercise of ingenuity. 

I am, &c. &c. 
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The Turkish Ramazan—Preparations for Travelling—Greek 
Peasantry—Route from Ioannina to Zitza—Thunder Storm—. 
The Monastery of Zitza—View from it—Inhabitants of Zitza 
—their. Misery. 

- AS it is my purpose td speak at this time rather of 
the Albanians than of the Greeks, and as whatever is peculiar to 
this latter people, is to be found in the inhabitants of that part 
of Greece which we afterwards visited, I shall hasten to commence 
our journey with you into the upper part of the country, where 
his Highness the Vizier had fixed his quarters. 

We were a little unfortunate in the time we chose for travel-
ling, for it was during the Ramazan, or Turkish Lent, which, as 
it occurs in each of the thirteen months in succession, fell this 
year on October, and was bailed at the rising of the new moon on 
the evening of the eighth, by everyclemonstration ofjoy : pistols and 
guns were discharged in every quarter of the city. The Turks 
continued firing long enough to exhaust their cartridge-pouches, 
and as they used balls, according to custom, the Greek inhabi-
tants closed their window-shutters and remained at home ; a pre-
caution very necessary, for two bullets passed within a very audible 
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distance of our host's gallery. The minarets of all the ninscks 
were illuminated, and every thing seemed to show that the ap-
proaching season *as not considered as one of penance, but de-
voted to merriment. In truth, although during this month the 
strictest abstinence, even from tobacco and collie, is ohs 'fled in 
the day-time, yet with the setting of the e  sun the ft.:L..4611A c ont- 
mences, and a small repast is served ; then is the time 	p 1% - 
ing and receiving visits, and for the amusements of Turi.er 
puppet-shows, jugglers, dancers, and story-tellers. At our 
o'clock in the morning, after prayers, the dinner commences, an 
the carousal lasts till day-break, when the Turks retire to rest, 
and do not rise till mid-day. 

We were, therefore,• as I said, unlucky in bitting on this limn 
for travelling; for we were frequently a long time before u e cont.l 
rouse the people who were to assist us in our progress, and wf rep 

besides often disturbed by the heavy drum beaten at midnight to 
call the Mahometans to the mosck.. 

We were a stronger party on this journey than we had been in 
travelling to Ioannina, for we were accompanied by his I I ighia 
Secretary, of whom you have before heard, and by a Greek 
Priest, who not having his annual compliment of piasters for the 
Vizier, was journeying to him, to explain the cause of his default : 
it seems he was a relation of the Secretary's, and on that, score 
joined company with us. We were also furnished with an Alba-
nian soldier, belonging to the city guard. his name was Va%illy, 
and he afterwards continued in our service. It was the pro,,mu e 
of this man to .takecare that the Vizier's guests (so they culled u4) 
were properly' treated and accommodated on the road, and he 
became a very important personage in our suite. The intendant 
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of the post provided us with five saddle-horses, and a post-man,' 
called in TUrkey a soargee, to look after them ; and for these, 
'which were to serve as till our return to Ioannina, we were not to 
pay tvsettled price, bUt to make: -the intendant a present. 

Had we 'at,  that time been provided with a positive order *front 
the Vizier, we should have been. also furnished with horses of the 
post to carry our luggage; but, as it was, we had a command in 
writing from Mehmet Effendi, governor of Ioannina; addressed 
to the heads of alt the villages where we were to stop ; and these 
were to get us as many horses as we might want. Eicept from 
Frank travellers, the peasants seldom get a farthing for their 
beasts, and their labour in attending them ; and as these orders 
are frequently given, they constitute one of the most heavy 
grievances of the poor, and are a great check to agriculture. It 
is with great difficulty that the villagers are forced into this ser-
vice : neither the prospect of payment, nor blows, sometimes,-
are sufficient to make them produce their beasts, and we were 
witness to many unpleasant scenes. 

Vaiilly, though he was a Christian, yet being a soldier in the 
'Vizier's service, considered himself to have a right over the backs ' 
Of the peasants ; and, against positive orders, would have occa-
sional recourse to sticks, and even stones. When reprimanded, 
he shrugged up his shoulders and exclaimed, 44  'QOM To OA* es P0,144101  

GtEV XeCIAP810 7COWEVOi rP691","  which you will perhaps discover, dis-
guised as it is in the vulgarity of the modern idiom, to. mean 
"The Greeks will do nothing without the stick."—The most 
'compassionate traveller, if it should ever come to the dilemma, 
whether these people should be beaten, or he be stopped in his 
journey, would not, I believe, hesitate a long time in his elec- 
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tion; bnt then we are apt to think that the business could the 
done without going to such,extremities : the.Turks, however, say 
not ; and, such is the force of ,habit, those of .the Greeks I 'have 

	

seen, seem almost to confirm the opinion. 	• - 
These preliminaries •being noticed, you .must be informed, that 

on the eleventh of the month (October),. we left Ioannina.at one.  
o'clock in the afternoon, and proceeded towards the north,  
western end of the city. After ,passing ,out of the suburbs, we 
crossed a wide ditch and mound, that had been made about 
twenty years past .by Ali, as a defence for his city; and that for-
merly 

 
surrOunded .the whole of the land side of Ioannina, but 

was, .at this time, in many places, and especially towards the road • 
to Arta, scarcely apparent. 
• After riding an hour (or three miles) westerly, we passed on 
our right hand • a green hillock, with some few remains of old 
walls on the top of it. The spot is called " Kathevaki." In a 
long narrow plain to the left, were tents -pitched in a range of 
vineyards belonging to inhabitants of Ioannina, who were them-
selves superintending the gathering of the grapes. As we pro-
ceeded, there'were several villages on each side of us; and, .two 
,hours from our setting out, on the left hand of the road was a 
-house belonging to the Vizier, called " Karkopoulo," to which 
part of his harem occasionally retire. 

In three hours we came to a large tract of marshy flat land, 
in several parts of w hich there `were workmen building, .by the 
Vizier's orders, low bridges, to make the country passable in 
winter. On the top of a low hill to the left, was the country re-
sidence of a Turk of great consequence. It ,had but a very poor 
appearance, not looking better than A han, and standing .on the 
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crag of a rock, without even a garden; yet it was to the daughter 
of the owner of this mansion, that young Hussein Bey, the grand-
son of Ali, was affianced. It is not, however, in fine houses that 
the Turks take a pride ; they are very easily lodged ; and are 
satisfied with what would appear to a Frank a want of every arti-
cle of common furniture. 

We were nearly an hour crossing the marsh, when we came to 
a han of the meaner sort, and at this place, the road, which had 
before been very good, turned into some low stony hills. The 
sourgee had galloped on forwards to prepare us a lodging at 
the village, where we intended to stop for the night ; and after 
passing the han, the Secretary, Vasilly, and myself, rode on be-
fore the rest of the party. The pass through the hills lasted half 
an hour; and after travelling an hour more over a slippery plain, 
we arrived at the village just as the evening set in very dark, and 
the rain began to pour down in torrents. My Friend, with the 
baggage and servants, was behind, and had not been in sight for 
some time. 

After stumbling through several narrow lanes, we came, at 
last, to the miserable hovel prepared for our reception. The 
room was half full of maize in' the stalk; the floor was of mud, 
and there was no outlet for the smoke but through the door. 
However, the Secretary, having laid down his wallet, and spread 
his carpet, "'after the manner of eastern nations," seated him-
self on one side of the blaze, and I took up my quarters in the 
other corner. Vasilly was dispatched into the village to procure 
eggs and fowls, that would be ready, as we thought, by the ar-
rival of the second party. But an hour passed away and no one 
appeared. It was seven o'clock, and the storm had increased to 
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a fury I had never before, and, indeed, have never since, seen 

. equalled. The roof of our hovel shook under the clattering tor; 
rents, and gusts of wind: The thtinder roared, as it seemed, - 
without any intermission ; for the echoes of one peal had not 
ceased to roll in the mountains, before another tremendous crash 
burst over our heads; whilst the plains, and the distant hills (visi-
ble throtigh the cracks of the cabin), appeared • in a perpetual 
blaze. The tempest was altogether terrific, and worthy of the 
Grecian Jove ; and the peasants, no less religious than their an- • 
cestors, confessed their alarm. The women wept, and the men, 
calling on the name of God, crossed themselves at every repeated 
peal. 

We were very uneasy that the party did not arrive ; but the 
Secretary assured me, that the guides knew every part of the 
country, as did also his own servant, who was with them, and 
that they had certainly taken shelter in a village at an hour's dis-
tance. Not being satisfied with this conjecture, I ordered fires 
to be lighted on the bill above the village, and some musquets to 
be discharged : this was at eleven o'clock, and the storm had not 
abated: I lay down in my great coat ; but all sleeping was out 
of the question, as any pauses in the tempest were filled up by 
the barking of the dogs, and the shouting of the shepherds in 
the neighbouritIg mountains. 

A little after midnight a man, panting and pale, and drenched 
with rain, rushed into the room, and, between crying and roar-

' ing, with a profusion of action, communicated something to the 
Secretary, of which I understood only—that they had all fallen 
down. I learnt, however, that no accident bad happened, 'ex-
cept the falling of the luggage horses, and losing their way, 
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and that they were now waiting for fresh horses and guides. Ten 
were immediately sent to them, together with several men with 
pine torches; but it was not till two o'clock in the morning that 
we heard they were approaching, and my Friend, with the Priest 
and the servants, did not enter our hut before three. 

I now learnt from him, that they had lost their way from 
the commencement of the storm, when not above three miles 
from the village ; and that after wandering up and 'down in total 
ignorance of their, position, had, at last, stopped near some Turk-
ish tomb-stones and a torrent, which they saw by the flashes of 
lightning. They had been thus exposed for nine hours; and the. 
guides, so far from assisting them, only augmented the confu.-
kon, by running away, after being threatened with death by 
George the dragoman, who, in an agony of rage and fear, and 
without giving any warning, fired off both his pistols, and drew 
from the English servant an involuntary scream of horror ; for• 
he fancied they were beset by robbers. 

I had not, as you have seen, witnessed the distressing part of 
this 'adventure myself; but from the lively picture drawn of it 
by 'my Friend, and from the exaggerated descriptions of George, 
I fancied myself a good judge of the whole situation, and should 
consider this to have been one of the most considerable of the 
few adventures that befel either of us during our tour in Turkey. 
It was long before w'e ceased to talk of the thunder-storm in the 
plain of Zitza (the name of oiir village),; and I have told you the 
anecdote, that you may see how little dependence is to be placed, 
in cases of difficulty, upon Greek guides, or servants in general„ 
who, to say the truth, confine all their energy and resolution to 
talking, but in action are noisy,, wavering, and timid ;. so much 
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so, indeed, that in this country it is absolutely imireuiirt  to he 
always accompanied by a soldier, to enforce oberiieure, &Ind e• 
make the rest of the attendants do their duty agaiii,t thew sill. 

After the fatigues and disasters of the night, sir woulitvi to 
stay one day at Zitza, to dry and refit our 	 By tnid-
day the weather was very fine, and we strolled out to take 41 %WU' 

of the country. 
A little above the village, which is itself on the steep side of a 

bill, there is a green eminence crowned with a grove of oak treys. 
that has been chosen, like almost every other beautitiil nisit tp 
these parts of the world, for the site of a monastery. lainiadinfeit 
under the monastery, there is a large well-built house of thr 
Vizier's, but there is no one who would not paws bs• the  paiisen, 
were it ten times more splendid, to reach tiu! neighbouring grose 
Perhaps there is not in the world a more roniantie prospect flab 
that which is viewed from the summit of the bill. The fore-ground 
is a gentle declivity, terminating on every side in an extensive 
landscape of green hills and dale, enriched with %ineyards, and 
dotted with frequent flocks. Many villages, and the roves soh 
which they are sheltered and adorned, appear on the shipatilioiss 
of the surrounding hills, Tho view is every where dosed by 
mountains, but between those to the north-west, there ts 
glimpse 'of a long and verdant plain in the distance, and of the 
windings of a river called the Calamas. The mountains to toe 
north, part of Zoumerka or Tomarus, which are its neatest, ate 
woody to their top, but disclose some wide chasms of red rodt. 
Those to the north-east, the hills of Sagori, seem u long ledge of 
rocks, running nearly from west to east ; • to the east is lisdoe, 
verging to the south-east, To the south are the Sulhoteasio- 

It 2 
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tains, and to the north-west, but in the farthest distance, are 
those of Chimera, the A croceraunians. Neither Ioannina, nor 
its lake are visible, though Zizta cannot be - more than fourteen 
miles from the city. 

We went into the monastery, after some parley with one of 
the monks, through a small door plated with iron, on which the 
marks of violence were very apparent, and which, before the 
country had been tranquilized under the powerful government of 
Ali, had been frequently battered in vain by the troops of rob-
bers, then by turns infesting- every district. The Prior of the 
monastery, a humble, meek-mannered man, entertained us in a 
warm chamber with grapes, and a pleasant white wine, not trod-
den out, -as he told us, by the feet, but pressed from the grape by 
the hand ; and we were so well pleased with every thing about us, 
that we agreed to lodge with him on our return from the Vizier. 

Zitza is a village of about one hundred and fifty houses, inha-
bited by Greek peasants, and not having one Turk in the place, 
except the man employed to take care of the Vizier's house. It 
is not, however, the less oppressed on that account, as vi;e had an 
opportunity of observing, for the Secretary was inspector of 
some of the villages, and accordingly the Primate, or first 'man of 
the place, who was dressed in a woollen jacket, and looked like an 
*English waggoner, but was well mannered, came before him to 
give.in his accounts. 

The Papas, or secular priest of the village, a miserable-looking 
creature, in whose house we were lodged, and who performed 
every menial office of his family, complained to the Secretary, 
that the assessment of the Primate was too high, especially as the 
best lands of the village belonged to the monastery, which paid 
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no regular tax. The poor Priest, with a disconsolate bumble 
tone, declared that the annual sum, 13,000 piasters, being paid, 
they had hardly sufficient remaining out of the produce of their 
labour, to support themselves and children. 

Employed in the cultivation of a rich soil, and in the tending 
of numerous flocks, their wine, their corn, their meat, the timers 
and skins, and even the milk of their sheep and goats, all were to 
be sold to raise so exorbitant a tax : they were starving in the 
midst of abundance ; their labour was without reward, their wet 
without recreation ; even the festivals of their church were passed 
over uncelebrated, for they had neither the spirits nor the mean• 
for merriment. 

It was impossible not to believe every word that was uttered 
by the poor fellow, who, whilst our dragoman was interpreting 
his tale, looked eagerly upon us, and still pretenses! the same 
pitiable air and action, with which he had told his story. H• 
wished us to believe him, and, indeed, his own appearance sad 
that of his fellow villagers, bore forcible testimony to the truth 
of his assertions. However, there was nothing to be done but to 
try if Ali would consent to take less than the thirteen thousand 
piasters, and we never heard how the matter ended, or whether 
the burthens of Litza were alleviated. 

I am, &c. &c. 
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Route from Zitza—River edemas—Village of Mosure—Delvi-
naki—Route from Butrinto to Delvinaki—Flocks of Goats 
—Albanian Wine—Route by the Plain of Argyro-castro to 
Libokavo—Upper Albania-,--Turkish lifeats—Libokavo—Ar-, 
gyro-castro—Short Account of that City. 

WE left Zitza at nine o'clock in the morning of the 
ninth, and proceeded in a direction at first north-west by north, 
through vineyards running up the sides of the hills, and yielding, 
as they told us, and as is usually, I believe, the ease in such situa-
tions, af finer grape than , that which is found on the plains. We 
then crossed a .barren hill, and, in two hours, entered a valley, 
studded with clumps of trees, and divided by the river Clams, 
whose windings we had seen from the monastery. Our friend the 
Secretary told me, this was the "Acheron." I suspect his autho-
rity to have been 44  Meliteus," a modern Greek geographer, a ho 
was a bishop at Athens about the beginning of the _last century. 
His book contains both the ancient and modern names of places, 
and although strangely incorrect in many instances, even as to the 
neighbourhood of the very city in which he lived, yet as it is the 
only one of the kind, it is useful to travellers. Unfortunately, it 
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11` /   - • is a thick folio, and not very portable. The Calamti, 
towards the.  Port of Sweet Waters, may have some 
be the celebrated river of the infernal regions. 

Near the 'entrance of the valley we saw a fall of the river, not 
very high, but rolling through a grove of trees, with a small mill 
perched on the top of the left bank. Continuing .for half an 
ion( through this valley, with the river at our left, we passed a 

ban on our right hand; and, shortly afterwards, crossed a bridge 
over the Calamas, which is here very rapid, and in breadth about 
the size of the Avon at Bath. The plain, which till this time had 
been flat and broad, now began to be more narrow, and inter-
spersed with woody hilloCks ; and we passed at the_ foot of high 
hills to the left, covered with trees. We were here shown a house 
of the Vizier's, embosomed in a nook half way up the steep, and 
surrounded by a sloping lawn. A few ,spots of ground that had 
been cleared, were cultivated, and converted into vineyards and 
wheat-grounds, and large flocks of goats were browsing on the 
shrubs through which our path lay; so that we seemed approach. 
ing to the country of a more happy people than those we had left. 
behind at Zitza. , Bat whatever were our reflexions, they were, 
interrupted by a thunder-storm, which, with the deluge that had. 
been poured down on the night of my Friend's.adventure, ren-
dered the road almost impassable ; for the torrents, streaming 
down the hills, had more than once nearly carried away our lug-
gage horses. 

When we arrived, at half past one o'clock, at a little. village 
called Mosure,. we were told that the rains would prevent our 
proceeding that. day; and we accordingly took up our lodging at 
the house of apoor Priest, who, notwithstanding what has-been 
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said of the appearance of-the country, seemed to have as much 
reason to be miserable as the people whom we had just left. 
Here also we saw a house belonging to.  the Vizier ; indeed the 
village itself, they told us, was his private property, and the 
half of all produce was paid to him,, besides the absolute dis-
posal of the labour of the peasants. The villagers were, many 
of them, employed in felling timber in the mountains, which, 
after being cut into planks, is passed down the Calamas to the 
coast. 

The day cleared up, and gave us' leave to see some very fine 
mountain scenery. The valley, which runs from north-east to 
south-west, appeared to terminate a little to the north of our 
village ; and the view of the river was lost at a short distance to 
the south-east. Immediately opposite, to the south of Mosure, 
was a huge rocky hill called Papinghi, and having a summit so 
singularly shaped, as to appear like a fortification with battle-
ments and turrets. Papinghi must be part of Zoumerka, and 
the direct road from Ioannina would lead across it to. Mosure ; 
but the mountain being impassable; the traveller is obliged to go 
fourteen' or fifteen miles in a westerly direction , to Zitza, and 
afterwards due north for ten or eleven miles to this village ; the 
latter part of the journey being in a very bad path, easy to be 
lost, and mistaken for a goat track. 

At this place we were worse lodged than at Our last village ; 
and the mud floor of our hovel was overrun with every descrip-
tion of vermin. You have seen an Irish cabin, and I need not 
be more particular. We had only a journey of three hours for 
our day's work, on Saturday, October 14, and therefore did not 
set of till one o'clock in the afternoon, when we went northwards, 
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through forests of oak, leaving the Calamas to the right hand, 
and in little more than an hour skirted a small plain and lake, 
also to the right. From the south-west end of this lake, it is not 
improbable that the Calamas flows, although we could not see it, 
as our view was intercepted by a low hill, and a small fortress (or 
rather barrack) of the Vizier's, called Tarrovina. The people 
with us knew nothing about •the matter. 

Leaving the•plain and a small han to the left of the road, we 
again began to ascend gradually; winding through thick woods, 
still northwards, for an hour, when we found ourselves suddenly 
at the top of a deep precipice, with a prospect, to the left, of as 
succession of woody hills rising one above the other, and of Del-
vinaki, the town where we were to stop, at the bottom and ex-
tremity of the chasm to the right. There was a path to the left, 
by which those who do not stop at this place save an hour's dis-
tance, as it communicates directly with the road, which is seen 
winding up the precipice on the opposite side. We dismounted, 
as the descent was rugged, in many parts very steep, and over-
hung with large masses of loose rock ; and we were half an hour 
before we entered the town. 

Here we were more comfortably lodged than on the preceding 
nights; for Delvinaki, besides a house belonging to Ali, bus seve-
ral neat-lookii,g cottages, and is, on the whole, a clean town, 
containing, as we were told, three hundred habitations, peopled 
by Greeks. Of these, the greater part are employed in cultivat-
ing the ground, or in attending their flocks on the neighbouring 
hills; but a few of them style themselves merchants, as they 
bring small wares on horseback from Constantinople, Salonicu, 
and Ioannina, and sell them in the inland towns of Albania and 
Roumelia. These merchants are necessarily absent from their 
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own houses the greater part of the year ; but Ali, pursuing the 
same plan as at Ioannina, detains their wives and children at 
home, as a security for their return, and thus . profits by their 
enterprise, without risking the loss of his subjects ; for there are 
few instances where these traders have not returned to enjoy their 
petty wealth, as far as a Greek can' enjoy it, in the bosom of 
their families. 

I do not know whether you recollect, that the famous Shah-
Abbas founded the city of Tolfa purposely .  for the families of 
travelling Armenian merchants ; and by that, which appeared, 
at first sight, an act of humanity, secured a great additional in-
flux of 'wealth into his dominions. 

Delvinaki, .besides being on the road to northern Albania, is 
also on one of the routes from Butrinto, the ancient Buthrotum 
on the Adriatic, to Ioannina. From Butrinto it is seven hours, 
in an eastern direction, to Delvino, a town of eight thousand 
inhabitants, and the seat of a Pasha of' two tails, now subdued 
by Ali. 

From Delvino it is three hours, north-east, to the village of 
Nivitza ; and thence, seven hours more, and in the same 
to Delvinaki. 

We were told that the Vizier had stayed three days at this 
town, which he had left eight days before our arrival ; and that 
most probably he was. at the town of Libokavo, where we should. 
arrive the nextsday. 

After the fowls,. eggs, and grapes, that always composed our 
meal, I rambled up a green lane at the back of the town, till the 
ascent became very steep, when, turning round, I enjoyed a 
prospect on every side magnificent, and whose beauties were 
heightened by the last rays of the setting sun tinging the woody 
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summits of the opposite mountains. A rivulet, that wa,' 
lected from a hundred little streams into a pebbly cintiniel, oparkie.1 
at intervals through the underwood in the valley. 

The vintage was just finished, and horses, cows, awl awieg,, 
were browsing on the lower grounds ; whilst the goats, %bum 
trespass amongst the early vines is equally dreaded by the mo-
dern, as it was by the ancient Greek, were now rioting at Imp 
in the vineyards on the steeper sides of the hill. These pretty 
animals make a conspicuous figure, and are often the hole hying 
objects, in an Albanian landscape. They nre• to be met with AO 

the most unfrequented spots, in the depth of forests, and as thv 
tops of mountains, in places so remote from any human habita-
tion, that the traveller would suppose them wild, did he not WO 

their long herds descending to the villages at the close of day, 
and were he not reminded of their familiarity with man, by the 
tinkling of their bells at night, close to the little window of ha 
cottage. 

The flesh of the kid is esteemed as much as that of the Lamb 
in Albania. The goat milk is made into the hard cheeie vduch 
constitutes a chief article of food throughout Turkev in F.isropr. 

. 	- 
and which is, in this country, made in sutlictent piantitets (I) 
allow of a trifling exportation. Each of the skins, by a very 111TD• 

ple process, is so sewed together as to hold and preserve the rww 
wine, which in the villages is never put into any other bottle, and 
seldom lasts beyond the next vintage. 

Wine of a year old is mentioned as a rarity. That which is 
made in quantities, and kept in casks, in Ioannina, or other law 
towns, is mixed with pine, resin, and lime, and weakened with 
water. The Greeks consider that the resin gives the strength 

v2 
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which the water takes away, and. that the lime refines the liquor; 
but it is to this process that a very unpalatable harshness, gene-
rally to be met with in Greek wine, is to be attributed. 

We left Delvinal at nine o'clock in the morning, and in order 
to regain our road, were obliged to ascend and descend a steep 
zig-zag stony path on the side of the chasm opposite to that 
which we.  had come down the evening before to get to the town. 
This took us about half an hour, and when we had got into the 
direction we had left, we proceeded to the north-west, through a 
woody country, not at all cultivated or cleared in any part that 
was visible. We crossed a torrent where were the broken remains 
of a bridge, and the path led us over a wilder but less woody 
country, until in three hours from Delvinaki, we came at once 
upon a very wide and long plain, running from south to north, 
well cultivated, divided by rails and low hedges, and having a 
river flowing through it to the south. On each side of this plain 
was a ridge of barren hills, but covered at no great intervals, on 
the western or opposite range, with towns and villages, that ap-
peared, like the goats of Virgil, to hang upon the rocks. These, 
we were told, were in the district of a large city called Argyro7  
castro, which we saw indistinctly at a great distance, as we ad-
vanced to the north along the side of the hills, that form, as it 
were, the eastern bank of this extensive plain. 

At one o'clock we came to a village where there was a ban. 
Here we stopped, and as we were seated on our mats taking some 
refreshment, an Albanian handed round several spe-cimens of 
,sbuff, for in this village, they informed us, there is the most 
extensive snuff manufactory of any in European Turkey. The 
snuff is also reckoned to be of the best quality, and the Albani- 
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ans, who are exceedingly addicted to this luxury, miliet to .1o. 
spise that which is made any where else but ut this %Msgr, of 
which I forget the name. The tobacco plant grows in great 
quantities in the neighbourhood, both in the plain awl on day 
sides of the hills. 

After resting an hour we remounted, and continued in the Mgt 
northern course. Every appearance announced to us that we 
were now in a more populous country. We met parties of this 
yellers both on horseback and on foot : the plain was every sawrn 
cultivated, and not only on the side of A rgy ro-cust ro, 	num-
rets we could now discern, but also on the hills which we were Las-
versing, many villages were to be seen. The dress of the penantits 
was now changed from the loose woollen brogues of the Greeks, 
to the cotton kamisa, or kilt of the Albanian, and in 'eluting Va. 
silly they no longer spoke Greek. Indeed you should he uttormest, 
that a notion prevails amongst the people of the country, that 
Albania, properly so called, or at least, the native country of the 
Albanians, begins from the town of Delvinaki ; but never bring 
able, as I have before hinted, to learn where the line of boui4wry 
is to be traced, I shall content myself with noticing the (Win e-
tion in the above cursory manner. 

We were joined by a small party of Turks on horseback, 00, apt 

whom pointed out, at a little distance from the snuff mantiliactory. 
a hill to the right, on which were, he said, the remains of loftiest 
walls, as also some few other remains a little farther to the left. in 
a grove of trees. These I visited, and from the size of the mows, 
1 should judge them to be antique: they were lying in beep on 
the ground. After riding two hours along the siik of the new 
'pills, we arrived at Libokavo, and entering the suburbs, criquirr,! 
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if the Vizier was in the town ; when, to our surprise, we were told 
by three or four people, that they did. not know: one thought he 
was, another that he was not in the place. These were -not Greeks, 
but Turks, the most lazy and incurious race of beings on earth, 
as you must think, when these fellows did not know whether the 
absolute sovereign of the country, who moves about with no small 
retinue, was or was not in their town. 

We proceeded-to the house of a relation of one of Ali's wives, 
and there learnt that the Vizier was farther up the country, at his 
native town of Tepellene. At the house of this Turk, in an outer 
room, separated from the chambers which contained his family, 
we were lodged during our stay at Libokavo, and the good-
humoured Mussulman endeavoured to render us as comfortable 
as possible. As, during the Ramazan, he took his first meal 
after sun-set, he_ ordered it to be served up for our dinner, and 
gave us his-  company. 

You must have already read enough about the Turks, 
to know the sort of viands usual at their tables : but I must 
say of them, that many are very palatable to an English taste, 
,much more so, indeed, than those to be met with in Portuguese 
and Spanish cookery. There is a dish of chopped mutton, rolled 
up with rice highly seasoned, called ypraik, and a large thin pasty 
of fowl, or spinach sprinkled with sugar; both of which are very 
commendable. Oil is not often used, but butter, which, it must 
be confessed, is now and then very strong, and would be called 
by us, grease. The sherbet is but a very poor liquor, being only 
sweet water sometimes coloured with marygold flowers, and a few 
blanched almonds swimming on the top of it. It is handed round 
at the conclusion of the dinner, and either drunk out of the bowl, or 
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sipped with large horn spoons. The boiled and roast are always 
done to rags, to suit not only the taste, but the convenience of a 
people, who do not eat with knives and forks, but with their 
fingers, making use of a thin crumplet instead of a plate, and each 
man tearing off his portion from the joint before him, with his 
right hand only, for his left is supposed to be employed on ser-
vices-that render it very unfit to be thrust into a plate containing 
common stock. The pilaf, or buttered rice, the standing dot.  of 
Turkey, and which is often brought in twice at the same dinner, 
is,not very palatable to a person unaccustomed to the taste of it. 

Our fare at Libokavo was various and good; but we were not 
well lodged during the night, for the whole party, thirteen in 
number, slept in the same room with us, as, this being a Turkish 
town, we could not procure quarters for our attendants in any 
other house. Nearly the whole of the day after our arrival, it 
rained so violently as to prevent our proceeding towards 'repel-
lene, but we were enabled between the showers to walk out and 
survey the town and the adjoining country. 

Libokavo is built on the steep side of a hill, and, with several 
moscks, contains about a thousand houses inhabited by Turks, 
many of whom are not natives of the country, but only settlers, 
and wear the long Turkish dress. They are for the greatfo port 
farmers of the neighbouring plain, not traders, and the bazar is 
but ill furnished. The houses are built, most of them, of %Wiles 
and are of the better sort, being surrounded with gardens of 
orange, lemon, and pomegranate trees. The town is governed 
by Adam-Bey, the son of a sister of the Vizier's, and, together 
with the whole district on the same side of the plain, is in perfect 
subjection to Ali, 
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Of Argyro-castro, , which is very visible about nine miles to the 
north on the opposite hills, I learnt that it is a city supposed to 
contain twenty thousand inhabitants, chiefly Turks, being the 
capital of a Pashalik of two tails, and of a very populous district, 
bounding to the east and north-east the country of the Chi-
meriotes. It was not, when we were in the country, in subjection 
to Ali, but nominally under the power of Ibrahim, Pasha of 
Vallona, the Prince with whom Ali was then. at war, and who 
was besieged in his last fortress of Berat. It was expected, how-
ever, that the city, which. has been more than once attacked by 

,Ali, would, together with its whole district, fall immediately into 
his hands after the reduction of Ibrahim. , 

What-we saw of the plain may, be about twenty-five miles in 
length, running nearly in a straight direction f'rom south to north; 
but another branch of it, which turns off to the north-westward, 
a little above the city, and continues as far as the shore of the 
Adriatic above Vallona (Anlo'n), rimy acid, tq it -an.extent, of fif-
teen or twenty miles. The river, which has no other name than 
the river of Argyro-castro, flows from Mount Zoumerka through 
the whole length of the plain, and appears to correspond with the 
ancient Celydnus. 

With that supposition, the traveller might be inclined to look 
for some vestiges of liadrianopolis, Amantia, and Antigonia ; 
towns which flourished under the Romans, and which were 
placed somewhere in the country watered by the Celydnus. 
Indeed, the Greek gentleman accompanying us, called Argyro-

. castro itself occasionally by the name of Threanopolis, which, 
after dropping the first syllable, would be_ the modern Greek 
pronunciation of Hadrianopolis; and I see that M. de la Ro- 
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chette, in his map, has given the modern city th© two names, 
But Meletius, the geographer before mentioned, Owes Amigo. 
nia on the site of this towns, and affirms Thryinopohli to be a 
ruin marking the site of Drys, an ancient town of the Molosei, 
and giving a title to a Bishop within the ecclesiastical jurisdiction of 
ioanninat, Pouqueville, on the pretended authority of the 111100 
author, but without being supported by hicn, declares Delvinali 
to be no other than the ancient Omphalon. The singulAr position 
of this latter place, in a deep hollow, may give some grounds to 
suppose that it was once called the navel of Epirus. I was twurrti 
that there were no remains of any kind at Argyro-caatro; bat 
regret that the state of the country, and our situation as friends of 
Ali, did not permit us to visit the city, and obtain persoaal knou -
ledge of the fact. 

VAinviOvticz, Xirrai 'r 	'Aryupt;xza-rpoy, xri&irra 	1; 'Artorks••, es: 

trktms.—HrIEIPOE. p. 316. 
FrITEIPOZ. pp. 514)  315. 
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Route from IibokaVo to :Cesarades—Women at the ro.unta.  
Route to Ereeneed--The Passes of -AntigtMia,. 'called Stena 

• • —The A'ous RiverRoute to Tepellene, along, the Banks of 
the River—Arrival at. Tepellene, •and at Ali ;Pasha's Palace,  

--Appearance of the Attendants--Prayers of the Turks—
The Chanter 'of the Mosck. 

ON leaving Libokavo (October 17th), we descended 
into the plain; and, before we could, again get into: our .northern ,4    

' direction,. were obliged to cross several ,wide, and deep trenches, 
cut to drain the low grounds. After having regained our path 
for an hour and an half, we came suddenly upon a rapid river 
flowing out of a valley in the mountains to the east, in a westerly 
course, but soon turning to the north. As we were to pass the 
night in a village in the mountains to the light of our road, we 
were obliged to cross this river, which we accomplished with con-
siderable difficulty ; for it was then deep and broad, though, in 
general, as we heard, very fordable. After the passage of the 
stream; we went over some deep ploughed lands; and, in three 
hours from Libokavo, began to ascend the hills in a north-wes-
terly direction. We saw, what might be called, a chain of vil-
lages along the mountains, most of them half way up their sides, 
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and apparently inaccessible. The hills on the Argyro-oustrn 
seemed exceedingly bare ; but those to which we were bonding 
our steps were woody, covered with flocks of gouts, and in mum 
spots cultivated, and sown with maize. 

It had been very late before we re-commenced our mrnev, M. 
that after we had been in the hills an hour, it grew dark. Wit 
mistook our path ; the baggage-horses begun to tumble; and, 
when we were half way up the mountain, we were obliged to +tit 
in a wood, where we were bewildered, and quite iguarunt nf our 
position. Two or three of us, however, determined to mak,  tin 
the first village, and procure a guide ; for we bud been +rim, tAtt,  
going up and down craggy precipices, without iweining to 	. 

towards our point. 
Not to alarm you with another athenture, 	mur, .t it  

at seven o'clock in the evening, having wen ti%e hour' 
from Libokavo—a distance of not more than nine rink ,  
coming into the village, we were agreeably surpriwd 
a neat comfortable cottage, where we were receivt:d :th iwart% 
welcome by the Albanian landlord, who, it turned oil, wJ , 	- 
sonally acquainted with the Signor Secretlry. The mon, of r i.  

village was Cesarades, inhabited, except a few 
tiaras. 

In this place every thing was on a very ditIerrit 
what it had been in the Greek villages. We e‘r 	-• 
deal of kindness and attention from our lint 
his face (though he was a Christian) of the eringui 
timid look, of the Greek peasant. 	I lis COttaAU V‘;1- ,̀  111  tly 

tered, and white-washed, and contained a stable and small uar.,  

room below, and two floored chambers above, quite in a iluhrriit 
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style from What we had seen in Lower Albania. It might certainly 
_be called comfortable ; and in it we passed a better night than. 
any since our departure from Ioannina.. 

In the morning we found ourselves in a very exalted situation ; 
and just opposite us, to the west, we had a good view of the 
city of Argyro-castro. We had a guide given us to show the 
best path (for the ways had -been broken up by the torrents), and 
left Cesarades at ten o'clock in the morning. We continued de-
scending and ascending in the same direction as before, that is, 
to the north, still keeping on the sides of the mountains, and at 
twelve o'clock we saw another village, situated as high as that 

"which we had left ; but it was not till some people had been sent 
down from this place to open a passage for us, that we could pro-
ceed towards it. We were a little surprised that these pioneers 
were all women ; and, as I recollect, two of them were young 
and handsome. They handled their pick-axes and spadeS with 
great alacrity; and having assisted us, by rolling down some 
stones and earth, that impeded our progress, into a torrent, pre-
ceded us to their village. 

Before reaching it, we passed a lase fountain, where there 
were many women, washing with sticks and stones, in the Scotch 
fashion, and drawing water. Indeed no where in those parts of 
Greece or Albania that we Visited, are any but the .very better 
sort of females exempt from these employments ; and as the 
fountains are often at some distance from the towns, the latter is, 
by no means, an easy task ; for I have frequently seen them look-
ing very faint under the weight of their large pitchers, one of 
which they carry on the head, and the other in the, hand. The 
men are never at the fountains ; but the aged matron, and the 
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tender maid, are still employed in the same labours which or cu. 
pied the females of Homer's time ; for when l lector reminds his 
faithful Andromache that she would be obliged, in her future 
bondage, 

	 "Wining 
" The weight of waters from th' Ilyperian spring," 

it is but probable, that she had occasionally performed the same 
duties in the days of her prosperity. It was not the drawing et 
water which was to he, perhaps, the hardship, but doing it (via 
avt4opAl1) very much against her will, and (*tic '04A*4) UMW the 
command of a mistress. You may add to this, that. the ancients 
knew nothing of menial offices ; for the Princewb of Pleracas 
washed her own clothes, and the familiar of the diiinv King oil 
Ithaca was a swine-herd, also divine. But the paralkl *ball be 
carried no farther.. 	 • 

In a short time we passed through the village we had west 
was called Toxarades, and contained about one hundred and 
fifty houses, inhabited, with the exception of two or three Turkish 
families, by Christians. In an hour and a half we went through 
another village, Lokavo, also on the heights, and about the sem,• 
size as the others, and inhabited by Christians ; and by half ;dirt 
three we came to a third, called Ereeneed, where we were deter-
mined to stay during the night, as we should not has R• hers% abk 
to reach another resting-place before dark. 

We were not so well lodged as we had been the night Wien:. 
but as Ereeneed was inhabited partly by 'Turks, partly by Chris-
tians, and the best house in the place belonged to one of the for-
mer people, we could not so easily have been admitted to better. 

E51;1 
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ADVERTISEMENT. 

THESE Letters were prepared for publication 
under certain disadvantages, the mention of which 
will  not be obtruded upon the Public, except so far 
as it may seem requisite to account, in some measure, 
for the large and important contents of the Errata 
page, and for other appearances of neglect. The 
sheets of the Albanian part of the Tour were com- 
posed and printed when the Writer was absent 
from England, and had it not in his power to cor- 
rect his notions and increase his knowledge, by com- 
municating  with intelligent friends and consulting 
extensive libraries: the remaining part of the Jour- 
ney was sent page by page to the press, and not pre- 
viously collected in one entire manuscript volume, 
so as to enable the Author to revise and polish the 
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accommodations. We had come the whole day at a very slow 
rate ; and from Cesarades to this village, I should think the dis-
tance not more than ten miles. 

On leaving Ereeneed, on the morning of the 19th, at ten 
o'clock, we descended from the hills, and got into the plain, 
through, which, in a north-westerly direction,. ran the_ river we 
had crossed in going from Libokavo to Cesarades. We conti-
nued along 'its banks for some time ; the path very bad and 
sloughy, and occasionally through coppices of low brushwood. 
In two hours we were at what might be called the northern ex-
tremity of that branch of the valley of Argyro-castro through 
which we had held our course ; and we found Ourselves at the 
entrance of a sort of defile, with the river on our left hand, and 
mountains near us On our right. . The hills on the _other 'side of 
the river were abrupt precipices, clothed with thick woods. 

Though not vestige of the ancient cities that may have once 
flourished in these regions are to be now seen, yet the traveller 
would still endeavour to compare the descriptions of ,histor'ians 
with the appearance of the country around him ; and the straights 
into which we now entered, might perhaps remind 'him of the 
passes near Antigonia, by the Greeks called ETEM (Stem.), which 
some passages of Polybius would point out as leading from Epi-
rus into Illyricumt, and which were illustrated by a battle fought 

* Polyb. lib. ii. cap. 5. The expedition of Scerdilaidas into Epirus. 
Strabo, indeed, expressly reckons the Athamanians and Atintanes (living 

near the Celydnus) amongst the Epirote nations, inhabiting a wild country, 
and difficult of access, upon the borders of Illyricum : and ii appears that the 
latter were certainly of that people ; for when the Epirote army retreated from 
the Illyrians at Plicenice, in Chaonia, Polybius (lib. ii. cap. 5) says, they fell 
back upon the Atintanes. 
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between Pyrrhus and Antigonus5, and by some military imsitpur, 
occupied by King Philip, before he was routed bi- else Consul 
Flaminius. 	 • 

In the river which " flows (I quote from my own journal sod 
from Livyt) in a narrow valley, having only a little path alms 
its banks," he would perhaps recognize the Mims, that ran from 
Lacmon, the summits of Pindus, forming one of the boundaries 
of Macedonia, and falling into the Adriatic sixty swipe below the 
city of Apollonia. Every thing, indeed, seems to correspond 
with the position of the " passes :" here arc the lass on rads 
side, Asnaus and '/Eropus, where Philip was encamped : sod 
in proceeding farther down the river, Nt here it stniggles through 
its narrowest banks.(ubi in arctissimas rips cogitur:), any one 
would suppose himself to pass .over the eery spot fixed upon tor 
the conference between the King and the Consul. 

Before the Romans attempted the passage over the form,  d, 
pathless- mountains of Chaonia, as non's§ culls them, 	thr 

Abus winding through precipices, they had penetrated into NI., 
cedonia by the way of Thessaly ; and certainly the passage t,t 
army, in the face of an enemy, over such a country, souk' 
seem to any one who had seen the positions, almost impracti-
cable, yet Pyrrhus had done the same thing before, and, whet 
would appear more incredible, contrived to make use of his ele-
phants. 

Had we traced back the river up the valley from %shall we had 
seen it issue, we might have been able to know enough of the 
country to the eastward, to assist our conjectures ; tis it is, OU 

4  Plot. in vit. Pyrrhi. 
-I Book xxxii. cap. 10. 	 4 Li1). ii. cap. 7. 

t Book xxxii. cap. .1. 
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must be content with those already offered to your notice, and 
proceed with us on our route. 

After travelling down the valley an hour, we came in sight of 
a bridge, 'and saw crossing it a large party of soldiers, and some 
Turks on horseback, attending a covered chair or litter. A little 
after, to our great surprise, we were met by a carriage, not 

- made, but in the German fashion, with a man on the box driving 
four-in-hand, and two dirty Albanian soldiers standing on the 
foot-board behind. They were floundering on at a trot through 
the mire ; but how it would be possible for them to pass over 
part of the road by which we had come, we did not at all under-
stand. However, the population of whole villages was ordered 
out to help it along, and we heard afterwards of its safe arrival at.  
Libokavo. This carriage had, as they told us, conveyed a lady 
of the Vizier's harem to the bridge, where . she was met by the 
chair (a large sedan), in which she was to be carried on men's 
shoulders to Tepellene. 

At three hours and a half from Ereeneed we crossed the 
bridge, which was of stone, but narrow, and of a bad, construc-
tion, being so high in the middle, as to render it adviseable to 
dismount in passing over it. Immediately after getting across, we 
went along a path on the ledge of a steep precipice, with the 
river, which was broad (perhaps seventy feet), deep, and very 
rapid, rolling underneath. As we advanced on this bank of the 
river, we saw the hills to the east spotted with- flocks of sheep 
and goats, and having a line of villages as far as the eye could 
reach. One of these, of the name of Korvo, more romantically 
situated than 'the others, was crowned with a dome and minaret 
rising from amidst a grove of cypresses. The hills, on the side 
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of which we were passing, were covered with wood, but without 
any villages, for they were not sufficiently high. 

In two hours from the bridge, the river began to widen cons-
derably, and a little way farther it was augmented by a strraas 
of some breadth, flowing out of a narrow valley from the north-
east. Not long after the junction of the rivers, the w halo *mum 
appeared as broad as the Thames at Westminster Bridge, but 
looking shallow in many places, with gravel banks above the 
water. Soon afterwards we had a view of Tepellenc, the term-
nation of our journey, which we saw situated immediately on the 
bank of the river, and, in three quarters of an hour, we entered 
the native place of Ali. 

The streets of the town, through which we pap.setl, were dirt)  
and ill-built ; but every thing that had before attractedour aitt`n• 
tion was presently forgotten, when we entered through • row-
way in a tower, and found ourselves in the court-yard of the 
Vizier's palace. 

The court at Tepellene, which was enclosed on two sides by 
the palace, and on the other two sides by a high wall, presented us. 
at our first entrance, with a sight something like what we might 
have, perhaps, beheld some hundred years ago in the castle-yen! 
of a great Feudal Lord. Soldiers, with their arms pilaf against 
the wall near them, were assembled in different parts of the 
square : some of them pacing slowly backwards and forwards, 
and others sitting on the ground in groups. Several horses, cow-
pletely caparisoned, were leading about, whilst others were neigb. 
ing under the hands of the grooms. In the part fiurtbest frogs 
the dwelling, preparations were making for the feast of the night; 
and several kids and sheep were being dressed by cooks who were 
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themselves half armed. Every thing wore a most martial look, 
though. not exactly in the style of the head-quarters of a Chris-
tian general; for many of the soldiers were in the most common 
dress, without shoes, and having more wildness in their air and 
manner than the 'Albanians we had before seen. 

On our arrival, we were informed that we were to be lodged 
in the palace ; and, -accordingly, dismounting, we ascended a 
flight of wooden steps into a long gallery with two wings, open-
ing into which, as in a large English inn, were the doors of seve-
ral apartments. Into .one of these we were shown, and found 
ourselves lodged in a chamber fitted up with large silken sofas, 
and having. another room above it, for sleeping; a convenience 
scarcely ever to be met with in Turkey. His Highness .  (for so 
the Pashas of three tails are called by their attendant Greeks) 
sent a congratulatory message to us on our arrival, ordering every 
thing to be provided for us by his own-household ; and mention-
ing, at the same time, that he was sorry the Ramazan prevented 
him from having bur company with him_ at -one of his repasts. 
He ordered, hou'TVer, that sherbets, sweetmeats, and fruits, 
should be 'sent to us from his own harem. 

At sunset the drum was beat in the yard, and the Albanians, 
most of thein being Turks, went to prayers. In the gallery, 
which was open on one side, there were eight or nine little boxes 
fitted up- with raised seats and cushions, between the wooden pil-
lars supporting the roof; and in each of these there was a party 
smoking, or playing at-draughts. 

I had now an opportunity of remarking the peculiar quietness 
and ease with ‘rvIiich the Mahometans say their prayers; for, in 
the gallery, some of the graver sort began their devotions in the 
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places where they were sitting, entirely undisturbed and 
tired by those around them, who were otherwise eniplut el. Utic 

,.prayers, which last about ten minutes, are not said aloud, but 
muttered sometimes in a low voice, and sometimes with only a 
motion of the lips ; and, whether performed in the public ',time 
or in a room, excite no attention from any one. 0t more than 
a hundred in the gallery, there were.only five or sis at prayer. 

;:The Albanians are not reckoned strict Maliumetans ; but no 
Turk, however irreligious himself, is ever wen even to ,mtle at 
the devotions of others ; and to disturb a man at prayers woliW, 

'in most cases, be productive of fatal consequences. 
In the evening we were visited by two physicians of the Visser's 

household ; one of them, dressed in the Frank habit, a native od.  
Alsace, and a very agreeable man, the other a Greek, Who spoke 
the German, French, Italian, Latin, Turkish, and Albanian lan• 
guages. The Frank gentleman, as we were informed, was very 

much in the confidence of the Vizier, and was reputed to he a 
man of ability. It was a question not to be asked him, but one 
would like to have known; what possible inducement could hate 

Isettled him in Turkey, especially as he was the son of a physa• 
cian of great eminence at Vienna. These physician,  are in con-
stant attendance upon Ali; who, however, a short time brio,  
our arrival in the country, had requested and obtained t hr 

fi ance of two ' English surgeons from our Adriatic Squadron. but 
without finding much benefit from their advice. 

The day after our arrival was fixed upon for our first audiencr 
'of the Vizier, and we passed the evening chiefly in the company 
41if the two physicians. 

We were disturbed during the night by the perpetual carpus/a 
p 2 
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which seemed to be kept up in the gallery, arid by the drum, and 
the voice of the " muezzinn," or "chanter, calling the Turks to 
prayers from the minaret of the mosck attached to the palace. 
This chanter was a boy, -  and he sang out his hymn in a sort of 
loud melancholy recitative. He was a long time repeating the 
purport of these few words : " God most high ! I bear witness 
that "there is no God but C od : I bear witness that Mahomet is 
the Prophet of God. Come to prayer ; come to the asylum of 
salvation. Great God ! There is no God but God !"—The first 
exclamation was repeated four times, the remaining words twice, 
and the long and piercing note in which he concluded this confes-
sion of faith, by twice crying out the word " hoe," still rings 
in - my ears. 

Ya-hou, meaning he who is, is the Mahometan periphrasis for 
the ineffable name of God, as was the word Jehovah amongst the 
Jews. Dean Swift hardly knew this when, satirizing the brutal 
qualities of the human species, he gave that name to. his slave of 
the Houyhnhnms. 

But you must be impatient to see Ali himself, and my next 
shall conduct you into his presence. 

I am, &c. &c. 

* The simple confession of faith is this: " La illah—illab—Llah, Mehem-
rned resool ullah—There is no God but God, and Mahomet is, his Prophet," 
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Visit to Ali Pasha—His Appearance--planners—Short Cower. 
sation—Second Interview with Ali—Present from Bonaparte 
to that Pasha—A Pal,To-castro, or Ruin near Tepr 
Last Audience of Ali—Ilis Affability to his Soldiers—Ws 

Rise and Progress—The Difficulties he had to cm-attester— -

His vigorous Measures—Administration, and prcirsi Es tent 

of his Dominions—Offered to be made a King by Napoleon 
His, supposed Revenues—His Disposition—Story of 2,frr no 

—His Amusements and Morals— His Want of Education. 

. 
ABOUT noon, on the 12th of October, an Acre 

1

l
ve' of the palace, with a white wand, announced to us that u r rer 

to attend the Vizier ; and accordingly we !ell our apartment. ac-
companied by our dragoman and by the Secretary. who put oft 

, his worst cloak to attend his master, that he might not spray 

I. 

too rich, and a fit object for extortion. 
'  The officer preceded us along the gallery, now crowdril %gob 

_  soldiers, to the other wing of the building, and leading n• ov,r 
some rubbish where a room had' fallen in, and thrisigh .nal.. 
shabby apartments, he ushered us into the chamber in winch vra.. 

I Ali himself. He was standing when we came in; which lea. 
inept as a compliment, for a Turk of concequence never flirt 
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to receive any one but his superior, and, if he wishes 'to be con-
descending, contrives to be found standing. As we advanced 
towards him, he seated himself, and desired us to sit down near 
him. He was in a large room, very handsomely furnished, and 
having a marble cistern and fountain in the middle, ornamented 
with painted.  tiles, of the kind which we call Dutch tile. 

The Vizier was a short man, about five feet five inches in 
height, and very fat, though not particularly corpulent. He had 
a very pleasing face, fair and round, with blue quick eyes, not 
at all settled into a Turkish gravity. His 'beard was long and 
white, and such a one as any other Turk would have been proud 
of; though he, who was more taken up with his guests than him-
self, did not continue looking at it, nor smelling and stroking it,, 
as is usually the custom of his countrymen, to fill up the-pauses 
of conversation. He was not very magnificently dressed, except 
that his high turban, composed of many small rolls, seemed of 
fine gold muslin, and his attaghan, or long dagger, was studded 
with brilliants. 

He was mightily civil ; and said he considered us as his chil-
dren. He showed us a mountain, howitzer, which,  was lying in 
his apartment, and took the opportunity of telling us, that he had 
several large cannon.. Be turned round two pr . three times ,,to 
look through an English telescope)  and ,at.last handed , it 'to us, 
that N,Ne might look at a party of Turks on horseback riding along 
the banks of the river towards Tepellene. He then said, " that 
man whom you see on the road is the chief minister of my enemy, 
Ibrahim Pasha, and he is now coming over to me, having de7  
Belled his master to take the, stronger, side." He addressed this 
with a smile to the Secretary, desiring him to interpret it to us. . 
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We took pipes, coffee, and sweetmeats, with him ; but he did 
not seem so particular about these things as other Turks % hum 
we have seen. He was in great good 'humour, and sever►1 times 
laughed aloud, which is very uncommon in a man of conse-
quence: I never saw another instance of it in Turkey.—Instead 
of having his room crowded with the officers of his wart, which 
is very much the custom of the Pashas and other great men, he 
was quite unattended, except by four or five young persons very 
magnificently dressed in the Albanian habit, and having their 
hair flowing half way down their backs : these brought in the re-
freshments, and continued supplying us with pipes, which, though 
perhaps not half emptied, were changed three times, as is the 
custom when - particular honours are intended for a guest. 

There are no common topics of discourse between a TurkiA 
Vizier and a traveller, which can discover the abilities of either 
party, especially as these conversations are always in the form of 
question and answer. However, a Frank may think his Turk 
above the common run, if his host does not put any very foolish 
interrogatories to him, and Ali did not ask us any questions that 
betrayed his ignorance. His liveliness and ease gave us very 
favourable impressions of his natural capacity. 

In the evening of the next day we paid the Vizier another vis•• 
in an apartment more elegantly furnished than the one. with the 
fountain. Whilst we were with him, a messenger came in from 
" Berat," the place which Ali's army (of about five thousand 
men) was then besieging. We were not acquainted with the con-
tents of a letter, which was read aloud, until a long gun, looking 
like a duck-gun, was brought into the room ; and then, upon one 
of us asking the Secretary if, there were many wild fowl in the 
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neighbourhood, he. answered, Yes ; but • that for the gun, it 
was going to the siege of Berat, there being a want of ordnance 
in the Vizier's army. It was impossible not to smile at this war 
in miniature. 

During this interview, Ali congratulated us upon the news, 
which had arrived a fortnight before, of the surrender of Zante, 
Cefalonia, Ithaca, and Cerigo, to the British Squadron : he said, 
he was happy to have the English for his neighbours ; that he 
was sure they would _ not serve him as the Russians and French 
had done, in protecting his runaway robbers ; that he bad always 
been a friend to our Nation, even during our war with Turkey, 
and had been instrumental in bringing about the Peace. 

He asked us; what had made us travel in Albania ? We told 
him, the desire of seeing so great a man as himself. " Aye," 
returned he, " did you ever hear of me in England ?" We, of 
course, assured him, that he was a very common subject of con-
versation in our country ; and he seemed by no means inacces-
sible to the flattery. 

He showed us some pistols and a sabre ; and, then took down a 
gun that was hanging over his head in a bag, and told us it was a 
present from the King of the French. It was a short rifle, with 
the stock inlaid with silver, and studded with diamonds and brit-
liants, and looked like a handsome present ; but the Secretary 
informed us, that when the gun came from Napoleon, it had 
only a common stock, and that all the ornaments had been added 
by his Highness, to make it look more like a royal gift. • 

Before we took' our leave, the Vizier informed us,- that there 
were in the neighbourhood of Tepellene some remains of anti-
quity—a palwo-castro, as all pieces of old wall, or carved stones, 
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are called in Albania and G reece, and said that A.• %%mild .,riin, 
some horses for us to ride to it the next morning. 

According to his advice, we went on Sunday to see done 
ruins, which are very trifling, being only a few bits of wall, as tt 
appeared to me, not ancient, on a bill about five miles to the 
north-west of Tepellene. 

In the evening of the same day, we paid his Highness our lest 
visit. He then asked us which way we intended to go: and we 
told him, it was our wish to get from Ioannina into the Nloree. 
He appeared to be acquainted with every road, and all thin stages. 
and the state of the country most minutely, lie said, that we 
could not go by the common road through Tricada, as that part 
of the country was infested by large bands of robbers: but that 
we might go through Carnia, crossing the gulf of Arta at Seines, 
or going to the head of the Gulf; and that, us that country snail 
also suspicious, he would give us orders to his several military 
posts, to take as many guards as might be necessary. In ease, 
however, we should not like to go through Carina, he furnpilied 
us with an order to his Governor at Prevesa, to send us us an 
armed galliot to Patrass. He also gave us a letter to his son. 
Veli, Pasha of the Morea, and wished to know if he could do 
any thing to serve us. 

We only asked permission to take our Albanian 	to at- 
tend us whilst in. Turkey, which he readily granted, and asked 
where the man was. On being informed that he was at the 
chamber door, he sent for him, and accordingly Vasilly entered ; 
and, though with every proper respect, still was not embarrassed, 
but, with his hand on his left breast, answered the Vizier's quer. 
tions in a firm and fluent manner. Ali called him by his j, 
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and asked him, why, being at the door, he had not come in to 
see him ? " for you know, Vasilly," added he, " I should have 
been glad to have seen you !" He then told him that he was to 
attend us, and see that we wanted nothing, and talked a good 
deal to him about the different stages of our route, summing all 
up by telling him in a jocose way, that if any accident happened 
:to us, he 'would cut off his head ; -and that we were to write, 
-mentioning how he had behaved. Shortly after this, and having 
agreed to give his Highness some relation of our travels by letter, 
-we withdrew, and took our last leave of this singular man, of 
whom this may be the place to give you a short account. 

Ali was born at Tepellene, about the year 1750"; for he-is now 
past sixty years old, though he carefully conceals his age ; and, 
notwithstanding a 'disorder which is considered incurable, still 
tarries the appearance of a healthy middle-aged man. His father 
was a Pasha of two tails, but of no great importance. The most 
considerable Prince at that time was one Cool Pasha, a Vizier, 
and lord of great part of Albania. At the death of his father, 
All found 'himself possessed of nothing but his house at Tepel-
lene ; and it is not only current in Albania, but reported to be 
even the boast of the Vizier himself, that he began his fortune 
with sixty paras and a musket. Our attendant Vasilly (whose 
authority I should not mention, had -it not been •confirmed by 
,every thing'I - heard in the country) assured me, that he recol-
lects, when a boy, to have seen Ali (then Ali-Bey) in his father's 
-tottage, with his jacket out at elbows ; and that, at that title, 
this person used to come with parties from Tepellene in the night, 

-and seize upon the ,flocks of  the villages 'at enmity with him. 
fly degrees, however, he made himself master first of one 
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lage, then of another, and amassing some inaney, increased itis 
power, and found himself at the head of a considerable body ot 
Albanians, whom he paid by plunder ; for be was then only a 
great robber, or one of those independent freebooter*, of w boat 
there are so many in the vast extent of the 'Turkish einpae. It 
was not, however, without great difficulties and re%erses that Ise 
continued his career, as you will think, when you bear %%last ssz. 
said to me also by the same Vasilly ; for on telling (hi, win Ong 
the Vizier seemed well acquainted with him ; " Yes,-  he replays', 
" he ought to be well acquainted with we ; for I hat. come doers 
with the 	cf cur 	and broken his wwduws with sews, 
when he did not dare to stir out of Tepeiiene."." Well ;" he 
was asked, " and what did Ali do to the men of your %silage ( 
" Nothing at all; he made friends with our chief man, persuaded 
him to come to Tepellene, and there roasted him on a spa ; attar 
which we submitted (7,p00-xuptieropu)." 

Ali at last collected money enough to buy a pashalsk (not that 
of Ioannina, but one of less import:mce), and being assessed 
with that dignity, he was only more eager to enlarge his poises. 
sions ; for he continued in constant war with the neighbouring 
Pashas, and finally got possession of Ioannina, of which he was 
confirmed Pasha by an imperial Urinal]. Ile then made ear as 
the Pashas of Arta, of Delvino, and of Ocrida, whom he lasts-
dued, together with that of Triccala, and established a scry pre-
ponderating influence over the A gas of Thessaly. Giuffra. Naha 
of Vallona, he poisoned by a cup of coffee, in a bath at Sophia; 
and he strengthened himself by marrying his two sons, Moues's', 
and Veli; to the daughters of Ibrahim, the successor and brother 
of Giaffar : since that time he has made war on I brahini hear 

R 2 
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and added considerably to the territories of Ioannina, , by curtail-
ing those of his relation. 

During this progress, he had been, more than once, called 
upon to furnish his quota of troops to the imperial armies, and 
had served in person against the Germans and Russians ; but he 
knew his countrymen too well, ever to trust himself at court. 
He never would accept of any great office, and always found 
some pretence to avoid giving his personal attendance on the 
Grand Vizier of the day, who, it is_ known, had many orders to 
arrest him. Stories are told of the skill and courage with which 
he counteracted several schemes to procurQ his head—a present 
that would have been most acceptable to the Porte ever since the 
commencement of his career : however, he fought against Pas-
wan Oglou, under the banners of the Sultan ; and on his return 
from Widin, in the year 1798, was made a Pasha of three tails, 
or Vizier. He has had several offers of being made Grand 
Vizier. 

He next contrived to procure pashaliks for both his sons; the 
younger of whom, Veli, who resembles his father in his capaCity 
and ambition, saved money enough in his first post to buy the 
pashalik of the Morea, with- the dignity of Vizier, for three 
thofisand purses of five hundred piasters each.. His eldest son, 
Mouctar, of a more warlike, but less ambitious turn than his 
brother, has of late supplied his father's place at the head of the 
Albanians that have joined the armies of the Porte ; and has 
greatly distinguished himself, as you must have heard, in the 
present war with Russia. 

The difficulties which Ali had to encounter in establishing his 
power, did not arise so much from the opposition lie met with 
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from the neighbouring Pashas, as from the nature of the people, 
and of the country of which he was determined to make himself 
master. Many of the parts which now compose his donates:Kw. 
were peopled by inhabitants who had been always in rebellion, of 
had never been entirely conquered by the Turks ; such u• the 
Chimeriotes, the Sulliotes, and the nations living amongst the 
mountains in the neighbourhood of the coast of the Ionian sew 
Besides this, the woods and hills of every part of hi_s government 
were, in a manner, in possession of large bands of rubbers, whe 
were recruited and protected by the villages ; and who had kw. 
tracts under contribution ; burning and plundering the,  Astrid* 
under the Pasha's protection. Against these he proceeded with the 
greatest severity : they were burnt, hanged, beheaded, and Im-
paled, and have disappeared from many parts, especially of Upper 
Albania, which were before quite subject to these outlaws. 

Afew months before our arrival in the country, a large body ii. 
Jesting the mountains between Ioannina and Triccala, were deivatod 
and dispc ui i by Mouctar Pasha, echo cat to pieces a humbled.( 
them on the spat. These robbers had been headed by a Lima 
Priest, who, after the defeat of his men, went to Constimagolds. 
procured a firman of protection, and returned to Ioannina. *lair 
the Vizier invited him to a conference, and seized him iii he via. 
leaving the room. He was detained, and well treated, an pert■Oti. 
until a messenger could go to and return from Cottotamiloopkte  
with a permission from the Porte for Ali to do what he plowed 
with his prisoner.—It was the arm of this man which we bad am 
suspended from the bough, on entering Ioannina. 

It is by such vigorous measures that the Vizier bas rrn lend 
many parts of Albania, and the contiguous country, wised% 
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accessible, that were before annually over-run by robbers ; and 
consequently by opening the country to merchants, and securing 
their persons and goods, has not only increased his own revenues, 
but bettered the condition of his subjects. He has built bridges 
over the rivers, raised causeways across the marshes, laid out 
freqUent roads,, adorned the country and the towns with new 
buildings, and by many wholesome regulations has acted the part 
of a good and great Prince, without perhaps a single. Other mo-
tive than that of his own aggrandisement. 

The influence of Ali extends. far beyond the limits of his domi-
nions, and' is feared and felt throughout the whole of European 
Turkey: It would, however, be very difficult, to give the actual 
boundaries of his present dominions ; for in the extent of, his ter-
ritory, there is occasionally to be found an isolated district, which 
still resists his arms ; and his attempts on the neighbouring 
Pashas are, not always attended with success. Two months after 
our visit to , Tepellene, he. made himself master of Berat ; but 
my Friend has written to me from Athens, that tl7s- Pasha of 
Scutari has retaken the city, and reinstated Ibrahim. But Ali 
may be again .victorious ; and, should he live, will,. I doubt not, 
be master of nearly the,whole of Albania. 

At present, his dominions extend (taking Ioannina for a. centre) 
one hundred and twenty miles to the' north, as far as the pashalik 
of Ocrida ; to the north-east and east over Thessaly, and touching 
the feet of Mount Olympus; to the south-east the small district 
of Thebes, and part of that attached to the Negroponte, bound 
his territories ; which, however;  on this side, include the popu-
lous city of Livadia (Lebadea) and its district,, and will soon, it 
is expected,. comprise Attica, and afterwards the above-mentioned 
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country. To the south he commands as far as the gulf of 1.ea 
panto, and the Morea belongs to his son. The lemma Sea and 
the gulf of Venice, are his boundaries to the south-west and writ, 
and to the north-west the pashalik of Scutari, and the Links al 
the Drino ; but on this side, the pashalik of ' aUoua intervenes:  
Parga, on the coast opposite to Corfu, belongs to the Frenek 
and the Chimeriotes can scarcely be said to depend entirely eta 
his authority. 

Throughout the whole of the country so boundml, the snipe. 
rial tirman is but little respected ; whilst a letter with the spr 
ture of Ail (of which, as a curiosity, I send you a tic-iiitutle), 
commands unlimited obedience. The Vizier is now ubsulute lord, 
as a Greek of Ioannina told me, of fifty small Trevino's*: need 
should his projects of aggrandisement suceeed, the countries 
which anciently composed the southern part of 111vriruni, tits,  
kingdom of Epirus, part of Macedonia, the *hole Theguillan 
territory, Eubaea, and all the Grecian States, will be tender thr 

dominion of a barbarian who can neither write nor reed. 1 1 ei 
tyranny is complete ; although the form of eul+fctionoto tbe 
Porte is still preserved, and he furnishes his contingent of are to 
the Ottoman armies, and pays, besides, a certain port of hie tes-
bute to the Grand Signor. 

As he advances to the north-west, he will be in possempoon Id 
the frontier towards Dalmatia, which the views of the French  I 
must render a most important post. It is confidently iispierted, 
that Napoleon has offered to make hint King of Albums. and to 
support his independence against the Porte ; hut, if thew he true, 
he has had the prudence to refuse a crown, which would fir 
rather the badge of bondage than of power, and of late the Ent- 
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peror has talked of, thundering down upon Albania from his Illy-
rian provinces. 

What actual resistance Ali would be able to oppose to such an 
enemy, it is not easy to foresee ; with all his power, he has sel-
dom kept in his pay more than eight thousand soldiers at any one 
time ; but as every Albanian understands the use of the gun and 
sabre, and as religious or other prejudices, might cause the whOle 
population to rise in arms under so fortunate a chief, the passage 
of the mountains might be impracticable to the French—to the 
soldiers who crossed the Alps. 

All the Albanians, even those who have not yet submitted to 
his power, speak with exultation and pride of their countryman, 
and, by a comparison with him, they constantly depreciate the 
merits of otherg'. We frequently heard them say, when talking 
of some other Pasha, " he is not such a one as Ali--he has not 
such a head." But his death might destroy all hope of union 
and resistance. 

The early acquisitions of this extraordinary man were made by 
force of arms ; but his latter aggrandisements have been generally 
accomplished by the proper disposal of his treasures, which are 
reported to be very great, but the probable amount of which it 
is impossible to calculate. Of the tenth of all produce collected 
for the Porte, the Vizier has, at least, a fourth part; he has also 
near four hundred villages his own property; and, besides, claims 
from all towns and districts, arbitrary sums for protection. I 
have seen a computation, which sets down his revenues at 
6,000,000 of piasters, independent of those casual levies, and the 
presents which are made to him by his Christian subjects. Add 
to this, that all his work is done gratis, and his kitchens and 
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stables furnished by the towns where he has any establishment. 
He not only gives free quarter to himself and retinue in hi, nu- 
merous expeditions through his dominions, but his soldiers, who 
only receive about twelve piasters a month from him, are found 
in bread and meat wherever they go, by the inhabitants of the 
towns and villages ; so that he is able to reserve much of his 
money for emergencies, for bribing the ministers of the Porte, 
and buying his neighbours' territories. He is not at much lit. 
pence in purchasing the male or female slaves of Ins household ; 
for with these he furnishes himself from the families of the robbers 
whom he executes, or compels to fly. We overtook a man ear-
Trying to Tepellene a boy and girl, who had been just found in 
the cottage of a robber. 

Of the natural disposition of Ali we had no opportunity of 
forming a judgment, except by hearsay ; and it would be hardly 
fair to believe all the stories of the G reeks, who would represent 
him as the most barbarous monster that ever disgraced humanity. 
Certainly no one but a man of a ferocious and sanguinary dispo-
sition, would have been able or willing to tame the people whom 
he has brought into subjection : not only beheading, but imp 
ing and roasting, might be necessary to inspire that terror Of hie 
name, which has of itself, in many instances, given mice and 
security to his dominions ; for large bands of robbers hare sub-
mitted voluntarily, and been enrolled amongst his sokliers. F.se-
cutions are now but seldom seen in Ioannina ; but during the 
Sulliote wars, twenty and thirty prisoners were sometimes he-
headed at one time in the streets of that city. Such cruelty 
shocks your humane feelings; but " voila comme on juge de tout 

j  quand -on n'est pas sorti de son pays." It is not fair to swo- 
t. 	 i: 
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whole work by a collation and comparison of its 
separate parts. To avoid a recurrence of the same 
phrases and turns of expression, was in the present 
case hardly possible; and he is no less aware of, than 
desirous in any future impression of the. ensuing 
pages to correct, so material an imperfection. The 
same opportunity, if iikoshould occisrimilL enable 
him to lay aside th641Pistolary formirwhiellio far a 
reason not material to meat ion, is not continued 
beyond the first live or six hundred pages, and 
br tharamendnuent to ethiec the wehange of Ntyle 
observable in the progress of the present immix). 
Sidon. 

TIMM'«Vhohat' visited, oe especially resided in 
.the countries, dud closely obseived -the national 
nittviners,' deseriked in t 	owing detail, will 

-doijibtietbiliseover many 6. 	ionsof material fans. 
which t} 	re mature inspection of the Author 
.would perhallieupply; for iffitst my ,en! 
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ciate the merits of any marl, without a reference to the character.  
and customs of the people amongst whom he is born and edu-
cated. In Turkey the life of man is held exceedingly cheap, _ 
Mare SQ than any one, who has not been in the country, would 
believe; and murders, which would fill all Christendom with hor-
ror, excite no sentiments of surprise or apparent disgust, either 
at Constantinople or in the provinces ; so that what might, at 
first sight, appear a singular depravity in an individual, would, 
in the end, be found nothing` but a conformity with -general prac-
tice and habits. Yoq may, therefore, transfer your abhorrence 
of Ali to the Turkish P4t1011,, or rather to their manners; yet I 
almost accuse myself of a breach of the forbearance doe from a 
guest to his host, when I relate to you two melancholy tales, 
which are very well known, arid are secretly talked of at I9annina. 

The wife of Monctar Pasha, daughter of Ibrahim, was a great 
favourite with the Vizier ; who, upon paying her a visit one 
morning,, found her in fears,,  Ile questioned her several times, as 
to the cause of her, grief, , Which she at last reluctantly owned to 
be the diminution of his SOn'§ affection for her. " He epquired, if 
she thought.husband paid apyrattention, to ,other. women,.? 
She answered, Yes. The yi*r demanded who they ,werei. and 
upon this, the lady (quite .at random, it is said) wrote down the 
names of fifteen of the most beautiful women, some Greeks.  
some Turkish, in the city of Ioannina. The same night they 
were all seized in their houses, conveyed to the palace in the for 

thence :carried in boats on the lake, and after being tied up 
in sacks, were _thrown into the water. 

I fear there is. 99 doubt of the truth of this story, ; for on men: 
tipping the matter  to our attendant, Vasilly, he said it was a fafq;« 
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and that he himself, belonging at that time to the city-guard, 
was one of the thirty soldiers employed to seize and destroy 
unfortunate females. It may seem strange, that thirty men 
should be found capable of performing such an offied. bnt the 
Albanians despise the sex; and our soldier defended the action, 
which, said he, was a very good one, for they were all laid wo-
men. It is not impossible, that this ruffian seriously considered 
hiMself as having been concerned in the suppression of vice. 

The fate of the beautiful Zofreni is still the subject of a lament-
able ditty, which we heard first at Ioannina, and afterward at 
Athens. The story goes, that it was the misfo►rtuhe of Zotreni, 
a Greek lady of Ioannina, the most lovely of her sex`, to be 
admired at the same time by Ali and by one of his sons: and that 
she contrived to conceal this double attachment from both her 
lovers, till the Vizier recognized upon her finger, a ring which he 
had given to his son's wife. Upon this discovery, the angry 
father left her abruptly, and gave the fatal orders. Zofreni was 
drowned the same night. She was only seventeen years of age. 

Here again is a trait of Turkish ferocity, rather than of 
savage disposition peculiar to Ali ; for there is nothing untmail in 
this manner of punishing women ; Bairactar, the famous Grand 
Vizier, disposed of many of Sultan Mustapha's harem by the 
same death, in order to decrease the expences of the seraglio, or, 
as some say, to punish them for supposed court intrigues. 

After what has been stated, you need scarcely be informed that 
Ali indulges to the full in all the pleasures that are licensed by 
the custom of the country. His harem is said to contain three 
hundred women. His other gratifications cannot be very various 
or refined. 

It 2 
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Amongst the attendants at Tepellene-  we saw the Court fool, 
who was distinguished by a very .high round cap of fur ; but, 
unlike the ancient fools of more civilized monarchs, this fellow 
is obliged to confine his humour to gambolling, cutting capers, 
and tumbling before the Vizier's horse, when his Highness takes 
a ride. 

In his younger years Ali was not a very strict Mahometan ; 
but he has lately become religious, and entertains several Der-
vishes at his court ; yet he does not at all relax to his ambitious 
efforts ; and having no use for books, employs all the hours that 
he is absent from his harem in designs of future conquest. He 
is still an active horseman, and there is scarcely a village in his 
dominions which he does not visit once a year. I believe him, 

,.from good authority, never to have received even the education 
usually given to the Albanians. Besides his native tongue, he 
talks Greek fluently, but of the Turkish language he knows very, 
little ; and, like Justin and Theodoric, the contemporary lords 
of the Eastern and Western Empires, has raised himself to his 
present power, without perhaps knowing the letters of any al-
phabet. 

He is doubtless a great man ; but without saying or knowing 
that he is the worthy successor of Pyrrhus, whom, according to 
one author', he is accustomed to call Tiros, and, as another will 
have itt, Bourrhous. But he that does not smile at Mr. Eton, 
may, believe Doctor Poukeville. , • 	, 

Yours, &c. &c. 

* Survey of the Turkish Empire, page 573. 
t Voyage en Albanie, page 24. 
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Albania—Perpetual Barbarity of its Inhabitants—Early Settle. 
ment of the Scythians in that Country—In eal#ertiors to the 
Kings of Bulgaria—to the Emperors of the East —1 ?tier,. 
lain Date of the Name Albania—Its Revolutioni—Gaterned 
by Despots—Invaded by the Catalans—Disanitcd—S..msdr. • 
beg—Exaggeration of his Herds-01,0min (*wayesest 	Mc 
Country—Establishment of the Venetians ma the Coost.1 -a-
riety of Nations—The Albanians—their Orizin—Asittlic Ali 
banians—Shape and Face of the Albanians—their Prril—
their Arms—their Filth—Dress of their II -own—thew 14. 
lages—their Food—their Disposition and Maulers. 

THE countries composing Albania, mem, in pow 
to have been peopled by an almost uninterruptpd sueeratioa 
of barbarians. Illyricum and Epirus are not often niestiosed 
by historians, without a notice of the peculiar ferocity of their 
inhabitants. It was not until the reign of•Tharrytaii, King of 
the Molossians and Thresprotians, from %%horn Pyrrhus 'I 
fourth in descent, that the Greek manners and language were to. 
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.troduced into the countryo' ; which, as it was divided into several 
petty ,principalities and republics, could, after all, never have 
been more than partially civilized. As to the Illyrians, Polybius 
calls them the enemies of all nations, and no more civilized than 
the Thracians or Get ; and Livy accounts for the superior fero-
city of one of the four Roman divisions of Macedonia, by the 
inclemency of their climate, the infertility of their soil, and the 
vicinity of the barbarians+. 

But the Roman* took advantage of the many fine harbours of 
Illyricum, and the road called the Ignatian, of uncertain date 
and origin, which led from Apollonia and Dyrrachium, through 
Lychnidus, Pylon, and Edessa, over a tract of two hundred and 
sixty-two Roman miles, to Thessalonica, may have served to civi-
lize the interior of the country. 

The desolation of Epirus,. which (as has been before men.; 
tioned) afforded, in the days of Strabo, no better habitations for 
her people than ruined villagest, may not have continued long 
after the time of that writer. The Emperors extended their care 
to this part of their dominions ; and Amantia and Hadrianopolis 
are said to have been flourishing towns in New Epirus. 

Yet we hear of the decay of the cities of this region as early‘  
as the reign of Julian ; and it is probable, that there was but 
little booty left, to satisfy the avarice of Alaric, when, in the year 
396,-  he laid waste Illyricum and Epirus, and settled in the 
country with his Goths, after having been declared Master=gene- 

* Plut. in vit. Pyrrhi. 
• + Liv. lib. xlv: cap. SO. 

t See page 7, of this Book, where the words 44  and caves," together with 
the Greek quotation, were, by mistake, inserted in the text. 
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xal of.thk _province by the. feeble Emperor of the East. The 
coast also had been .before, and continued for a century to be, 
subje_ct to the.lifatica1 invasions. of the Vandals of Spain: 
. The Belga:liens atid. Sclavanians,: who, after wandering in the 
plains .4 itossia, ,Poland, -and Lithuania, had advanced to the 
nottibitank; Of. the Danube, in :the reign of Justinian made 
Altp§t_AnntiAl incursions into Illyricum, ;destroyed her cities, and 
spread their devastations even as far as Corinth. During the 
tressos.of.Ae.loWer.empire,"b_eginning as early as the eighth con-
Wry, theapcient,inhahitarttS of the- country of which I am speak• 
ijigionaybesapp.ord itot;have..been nearly extirpated ; fur the 
epitotoew:ofc,Straho,../whorn..(if Inlay be .allowed to do what 

	

Swift 	t rob:: gi,Ua tetian. 	;quota iion") I shall adduce, from 
a note of Mr'.'qi.blao_A en an observation of Mr. Dodwell's, bas 
•thisleraarltil.M-and not SCythian,Selavi• inhabit (or perhaps cut-
tivate),:thet licile-of.Elpisu4-inct:Qreece nearly, and Macedonia, 
andReloponessosfeil liTaxleacithi.natne were comprehended till 
the; :natiOnsAvIi0);leithefl;pekedeil or followed the irruption of 
thk flunsLunfilAtientsmelftli bentary,;. and as the Caspian gate, 
were it possession ofi King:set 'pho.Scy.thian Tartars, the Del-
gariankiananhave.iptishedoithe711Asiatic Albanians before them 
into Eusapet.J•idi 

.,BAIt'the.:$010:10111€1 tinportarie.o of ,the country in question, 
were incteasodlb'Fthe,settletieiAt the 'Scythian strangers. In 
tliesipthazid: tenr tkicentuiriesi::,:the..Btilgarians, who included the 

* 4(  KAL -YUV da Aacav "1-I-cres'po: *at iPsAixds  crxdov XOW MIXXIchYIXV XXI nsm-
rorocopZxveco iscxaf3etyft.c. .avizi."—Dectine and Fall,'• 4c: note 15 to cap. 53. 
• , t,,Clutilder- theations.;t4k-!gtiropean:* Age 'descendant of the Asiatic Alba. 

	

aims, 	 4 
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two* Epiruses in their powerful kingdom to the south of the 
Danube, of which Lychnidus, now Ocrida, was the capital, were 
the first that, in the year 924, put a stop to the inroads of the 
Magiar, or Oriental Turks ; and it is singular, that their poste-
rity, or the posterity of a tribe in subjection to them, were the 
last to yield to the Ottomans, part of the Mahometan descend-. 
ants of the same Huns. 

After the reduction of the Bulgarian kingdom by Basil, the 
second Emperor of that name, the emigrated Scythians, formerly' 
in subjection to that power, who. had been converted 'to the 
Christian faith, served in the armies of the Eastern Empire. But 
they had been independent settlers long enough to change the 
names of the provinces they inhabited ; and though it might be 
impossible to fix the 'exact date of the alteration, it must seem 
that as early as the eleVenth century, when Rascia, Servia, Bos-
nia, and Croatia, began to supplant the ancient denominations of 
the countries of this part of Europe, the name of Albania also 
was attached to Epirus, to the southern part of Illyricum, and 
to some districts formerly belonging to Macedonia. 

The date, of this appellation may, however, have been much 
earlier. Mr. D'Anville, talking of the southern Illyricum, says, 
" we know that the name of Albania extended to this country ; 
and an Albanopolis, which Ptolemy gives, appears to exist in 
Albasano." It is certain, at least, that from the period above 
noticed, we find mention of 'an European Albania, which, as we 
have before seen, is, though not quite accurately, indiscrimi-
nately used for- Epirus. 

* An expression of Mr. Gibbon's, cap. 55, p. 543, quarto edit. 
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We read that Robert Guiscard, in the year ltitn , &tier besting 
Alexius Commenus, at the battle of Du razz°, marched into dthauks. 

At the partial conquest of the Greek Empire by the balm, 
this country, except Durazzo and Scutari, the ancient Mcodra, the 
chief place of Illy ricum, and some towns on the coast, which fell 
into the hands of the Venetians, was governed by a powerful usur• 
per, Michael Angelus, a bastard of the blood-royal of the Constan-
tinopolitan Emperors. Theodorus Angelus, his successor, dispos-
sessed the Venetians of DUrazzo, and withstood the forces of Peter, 
the third Latin Emperor; and when the empire was recovered by 
the Greeks, Albania'-W-as one of those states, whose Deipots, • 
title inferior only to that of Emperor, were in reality independent. 
and were courted into the alliance of 'the Imperial family/. 

In the year 1270, the coast was invaded by a small hotly of 
Catalans, in the service of Charles of Anjou, which luid siege to 
Arnoot Beli-,grat, or the city of the White Albanians; and dUr• 
ing the two hundred and fifty years that intervened between tho 
Latin and Turkish conquest- of Constantinople, the whole coup. 
try, as well as Greece, was split into many small principality, 
whose temporary union under George Castriot, or Seanderbeg, 
called Prince of Epirus, or of Albania, was capable of resisting 
for twenty-four years the whole force of the Turkish nuns. 

Mr. Gibbon, with the scepticism so natural in a philosopher, 
and so necessary for a historian, seems to doubt the wonderful 
exploits of this Christian hero :. he will not rank him :ammo% 
the great men who have deserved without wearing a creme: ::and 
he prefers the Turkish story of Cantemir to the marvellous mu• 
ration of the contemporary biographer, Mnrtinus Harktius, the 
monk of Scutaril'. But though we may smile, when we read that 

Decline and Fall, cap. 67. 
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the warrior fought with such violence that the blood started from 
his lips ; that he slew three thousand Turks with his, own hand, 
and killed with vexation a Sultan who, in truth, died peaceably at 
Adrianople ; yet, when least credulous as to the account of the 
deeds of Scanderbeg, we shall collect;  that the Albanians were 
then able to support that claim to desperate, courage, which has 
been always, and is still, attached to their character. 

After the death of Scanderbeg, in the year 1466, the province 
fell into the hands .of Mahomet the Great, 'who, with an army, 
of eighty thousand men, besieged and took Scutari; but in the 
reign of his successor I3aja2et, it was partly recovered by John 
Castriot, assisted by the Venetians, and also by one John Cher-
novich, an Albanian Prince. The Turks, however, finally esta, 
blished themselves in the reigns of Sultans Soliman, and Selim 
the Second, notwithstanding the efforts of the Venetians, who 
made good some landings4 but were afterwards obliged to retreat. 

Since that time; those, whom the historian Knolles calls,. " the 
savage people of the Acroceraunians," have, at the least instiga-
tion of the Christian powers,- been ready to fly to arms; and the 
final establishment of the Venetians in some towns ,on the coast, 
and in the Ionian Islands, prevented both the entire conversion 
of the Albanians to the faith, and•their subjection to the power, 
of the Ottomans. -- 

From what has been premised, it may be suspected that Albania 
Must be inhabited. by a- mixture of different nations—composed 
of the descendants of Greeks, Romans, Goths,. Vandals, Spa-
niards, Italians, Bulgdrians, and Ottomans. This is very true ; 
and a difference of manner and disposition, religion and language, 

_distinguishes the" inhabitants of the various districts ; yet it is that 
which may, I presume, be called the Scythian character, that 
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prevails throughout these mountainous regions, and it is of hum, 
whom the Turks called Arnoot, the Greeks Alvanetes, and *r 
Albanian, or Albanese, that I purpose to give some account. 

Whether the Arnoot be a descendant of the people tornwrly 
inhabiting the country between Iberia and the Caspmn Sett, will 
hardly be decided by any acquaintance with his precut character. 
As little is it to be supposed, that the Albanians arc acquainted 
with, or even hazard a guess at, their own origin. let l'on-
quei die avers, that there prevails, he knows not how, n notion 
amongst them, that they are of French descent ; and indeed, 
what he tells of them in one respect, might he said, even by a 
liberal enemy, of his own countrymen—" On les rot  alt *yields, 
perils 	. . mais, quelque fussent les evenetnents, iln ne numeriene 
jamais de s'en attnouer le succes, et stir tout iht sentient Nen 
gardes d'avouer une defaite*." It is certain, that sonic Gant* 
were formerly found in Epirus ; they tbrmed a band of mete*. 
naries in the armies of the Kings .  of Macedon, and in diode of 
the Epirotes. A body of them in the pay of Pyrrha+, plun-
dered the royal treasury of lEget ; and some others, to *horn 
the strong city of Phenice, on the coast of Chaomi, had been 
entrusted, betrayed the place to the pirates of Illvrieurn 

But from such ancestors, neither a Frenchman nor an Alhaman 
would be very anxious to prove his descent. It is true, that thin,  
are a few French words in their language. I find it however dis-
tinctly asserted by Meletius, that the Albanians are neither of 
Illyric origin, nor from the nation of that name in Asia. but 
sprung from the Celts who came to lapygia in Italy, and thence 
passed over to Dyrrhachium, and dispersed themselves in the 

 

-I-  Pint. vie. Pyrrbi. 
s2 

t Polyb. lib. it. cap. b. Pouqueville)  p. 19. 
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neighbouring country. The English editoi of the Periegesis of 
Dionysius, also presumes that Albania was so denominated from, 
the. Albani, enumerated amongst the nations of Macedonia by 
Ptolemy 	and it will be recollected that the name was found 

'amongst the people of Italy. 
A reference to the eleventh book of Strabo, will enable us to. 

judge whether there is any similarity between the Asiatic Alba- 
nians, such. as he describes them, and the modern Arnoot 	. 

The Albanians are generally of a ,middle stature, about five feet 
six inches in height. They are muscular and straight in their makes  

* A,A,13ANIA..pp. 305, 306. 
-1-  See v, Illyris in Indic. Perieg. p. 434, edit. 'Hill, Lonil. 1679. 
I The principal points observable in the geographer's_ account of the Asiatic 

Albanians, are the following: 64  They were attached to the wandering life of a 
shepherd, and to the amusement of hunting. Simple and honest in their man-
ners, they had- but little money amongst them, were unacquainted with weights• 
and Measures, and nimble to count beyond a hundred, They were unskilful 
in agriculture, and knew little of the art of war, although maintaining an army.  
of forty thousand foot and twenty-two thousand horse. They, worshipped Ju-
piter.and the Sun; but the Moon was their principal deity,. and to her they 
sacrificed human victims, who were sometimes the priests themselves. For of 
these many are seized with a sacred enthusiahn, and foretell future events, and 
whosoever amongst them, being more possessed than,the others, becomes a soli-
tary wanderer in the woods, him the chief priest catching and binding with a 
holy chain, feeds daintily for that year, and then lie being produced as a 
sacrifice to the-goddess, is, together With the other victims,anointed and slain." 

They inspected the carcass of the man thus sacrificed„ for the purpose of di-
vination; and after-laying it. in some public place, jumped upon. it for a lustrar  
tion. They reverenced old age; but neither mourned nor mentioned the dead,, 
with whom they buried whatever little money they had possessed. Before they 
were conquered by Pompey, they were divided into twenty-six states, each hay. 
lng a separate'ruler, and language peculiar to itself. They were handsome and 
tall, and we find by another accounti that they, had generally blue eyes.. 
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but not large; and they are particularly.  small round the kink 
without any-corpulency, which may be attributed to their sctws 
life, and also to the tight girdle they wear round their waist& 
Then:chests are full and broad, and their necks long. Their &CM 
are of a long oval shape, with prominent cheek bone*, and a dee 
but raised forehead. The expression of their eyes, which are bhp* 
and hazel, but seldom quite black, is very lively. Their months are 
small, and their teeth of a good colour, and well formed. Their 
noses are, for the most part, high and straight, with thai but 
open nostrils. Their eye-brows are arched. They wear no hair 
on the fore part of their heads, but suffer if to flow down in lame 
quantities from the top of the crown : it is generally in curls, but 
when straight and long, it is most admired. They have small mus-
tachios on the upper lips; but shave off the whole of the begird 
at the same time that they perform that operation on the torn 
part of their crowns, which is about once a week. 

The colour of the Albanians, when they are young, iv a pure 
white, with a tinge of vermillion on their cheeks; hut ktbour, 
and exposure to heat and cold, gives a dusky hue to the skin of 
the bodies, though their faces mostly preserve a clearway of 
complexion. They have the practice, so commonly prevakot in 
many nations, and.  which Straho remarks as the cimom of the 
Illyrians, of making figures on the skin of their arms and leo, 
by punctures, which they, colour with gunpowder, exactly *Millar 
to the marks seen on our sailors. 

The common picture of Scanderbeg, in Knolk's History of 
the Turks, is not a bad, representation of the general look of his 
nation; but the drawing which I have inserted is ill dowel* P 
is only introduced as a specimen of the Albanian dress. 

The Albanian women are tall and strong, and not ill-looking; 
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but bearing in their countenances all the marks of wretchedness, 
of bad treatment, and hard labour. 

The dress of the men is well adapted to the life of a moun. 
taineer. The picture inclosed, tepresents that of the bette'r sort 
of people; but the common kind is entirely white. The shirt is 
of cotton, as well as the drawers; but every other part of the 
habit of coarse woollen. It is but seldom that they wear any 
thing on their feet, except on particular occasions, when they put 
on the'sandal shown in the drawing. Almost every Albanian can. 

' make his own clothes; and, for the article last mentioned, be 
carries about with him a small quantity of red leather, cat-gut, 
and packthread, and a large needle, wrapt up in part of the 
pouch containing his cartridges.. The bottom of the sandal is of 
goat-skin, the open-work on the top of cat-gut. The mantle is 
mostly longer than. the one in the print, as is the shirt, and is of 
-white woollen, with the shag left upon it. Besides the small red 
cap; resembling the cup of an acorn, on the crown of the head, 
those who can afford it, add a shawl, bound round in the turban 
fashion, and in the winter drawn over the ears, and tied round 
the neck. But that which constitutes their chief defence against 
'the weather, and forms their bed,. whether in the cottage or the 
field, is a large • great coat, or capote, with loose open sleeves, 
and a hood which hangs in a square piece behind, but, when put 
over the head, is fastened into form by means of a long needle, 

'or sometimes the ramrod of a pistol. i The capote is of shaggy 
white woollen, or of black horse-hair; and one might think it to 
be peculiar to this people, for (as my Friend put me in mind) our 
poet Spenser has given to one of his personages a 

" huge capotoAlbanese-vise." 
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• Round their waists they wear a coarse shawl, drawn very tight • 
by a' leathern  strap or belt that contains their pistols; and 
" ungirding of their loins," :by the loosening of this belt, is, with 

-palling'the capote about them, tire only preparation they make 
for going to sleep at night. In the summer they often walk about 
without theinmantles:and upper jacket, having the large • sleeves 
.of their.  shirts banging loosely over their arms. 

,The poorer people carry' only one pistol in their belts,' but it is 
their constant. companion ; and when they can. afford to have the 
(?!.1g peaked handle of it worked in rough silver;. they .are not a 

;little proud. of their weapon. They • are not so particular about .  
the barrel or the,  lock ; for most of these pistols, when fired, if • 
they do not burst, laderate the hand very Sadly. 

•The curved sabre, which is chiefly worn by those in the actual 
employ of a Pasha, 'is 'kept as sharp as a razor.; but the handle 
of silver is' so rough as 'to. tear' the hand of a person unaccustomed _ 
to wield such: a s.wordi,cil w • 	 • , 

The Jong gun is to.  be: Taiind in every cottage in Albania i . the 
peasant carries it with him either when he tends his flock, or tills 
his land. It is the weapon in the use of which' he consideri him, 
self to- excel,, 'and he regardsit• both as his ornament and his 
fence.,  The gun-barrels, however; are thin and ill made, and the ' 
locks are of the rudest manufacture, the works being generally 
on.  the outside. Owing to this circumstance, and as. the powder 
is large-grained and otherwise very bad, the Albanians are not 
good marksmen,' although.they. never fire without.a.rest, and take 
a very deliberate aim. • 

. 	Besides the pistols, their belts contain a knifein a case, , the 
..bandle and sheath of which, are often attached to each other by 

three or fonr.romrs of small silver chains—an ornament of which 
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they are very fond, as they have several of them hanging round 
their necks, some with ail-inlets, others with silver snuff-boxes, or 
watches in large shagreen cases, at the end of them. 

But there is- an article of 'which they are. very careful and 
proud, and which they 'often wear, even if they are incapable 
of making any use of it. This is a small hollow instrument, 
generally of copper, but sometimes of silver, a quarter of an 
inch thick, and ten or eleven inches long, having at one end, 
which is larger than the other, an ink-stand, and containing 
a pen. They call it in modern Greek " calamaro." They carry 

.it in their girdles next to their pistols and knife, and adorn it, as 
well as their other trinkets, with a silver chain. 

The whole Albanian' costume, when quite clean'and new, is 
incomparably more elegant than-any worn in the Turkish empire, 
and it may be made very costly. The Agas, who can afford such 
an expense, 'to their other two jackets add a third without 
sleeves ; and all three of these suits being of velvet, richly worked 
with inlaid gold or silver, the body of the dress has the appear-
ance, and, indeed, almost the stiffness of a coat of mail. And 
this circumstance, I suppose, made Mr. Eton talk of the 44  rich 
armour of the son of the PaSha of Yanina," which was stripped. 
from his body on the field of battle, and presented by the Sul-
liote ambassadors to the Empress Catharine16. 

But the common clothes of the Albanians are of a most un-
savoury' appearance.: Few amongst them have more than two 
shirts, and many only one; so that this material part of their 
dress, as well as the drawers, is often quite black, and falls to 
shreds upon their backs, from accumulated filth and constant 

* Survey of the Turkish Empire, p. 355. 
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. wear. From such a habit, and the practice of hleeping dn-....-.l 
upon the ground, it is to be expected' that the thtek yy ()Aril  
jackets, mantle, and capote, must shelter every. ,le, 1, , (.1 , . ,.• 
min; and, indeed, though from the Grand Signor to to, i.,,,,,  
subject, there is not, perhaps, one person in Turkey I put. -  tr.•f-
from a kind of animal, which, when multiplied, tx.e,one-s tii.-
cause and symptom of an incurable di.,;ease ; vet, as the rhy 4,-
clan of Ali assured me, " Le you des Albanats u...t he  phi, 4t.,, 
et le, plus gros du monde." They will often, without any ,h.m).- 
or concealment, brush these insects by dozens from the i ! oh -, [ 
and it is quite impossible to travel amongst Ilitall WItil.,tit 1) v: 

visited by so unpleasant a companion. 
The dress of their women is very fantaa6cal, and ditleolit Ifs 

different villages. Those of Cesarades were chiefly clothed in red 
cotton (I never observed the colour elsewhere), and their had. 
were covered with a shawl, so disposed as to look like a beinel 
with a crest, and clasps under -the ears. The women of Er..eneed 
were in white woollens, and the younger ones wore a kind of 
skull-cap, composed entirely of pieces of silver coin, parm and 
piasters, with their hair falling down in braids to a great length, 
and also strung with money. 	ins is a very prevailun.  g fiLibton ; 
and a girl before she is married, as she collects her portion, car-
ries it on her head. The females do not appear asorc cleanly-
than the men. 

The habitations of the Albanians are mostly very neat : 
though their cottages - have seldom more than one floor, 
that of mud, yet they are regularly swept, and being 
are perfectly dry. It is true, that the fire is on the floor, a 
that,the hole meant to be a chimney is not always so wet) vie. 
trived as to prevent the room from being smoked. 
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Their household furniture is not composed, of many articles, 
but is quite sufficient for their wants. A large circular tray of 
thin iron and tin, on which they eat, and which they scour very 
bright ; a pan to mix their ,meal in ; a wooden bowl or two, and 
a few horn spoons ; some jars for oil and wine, a small copper 
coffee jug, and a-brass lamp; three or four mats of white rushes; 
and one stool ; a round. block of wood, about a foot high, on 
which the tray is placed ; are all the articles usually to he seen in 
their cottages, .and these are kept either in a neat deal cupboard, 
or wooden chest. 

Their houses have generally two rooms ; and in one of these 
they keep their maize in the stalk, or their grape's, which they 
sprinkle with salt to preserve them. The traveller Sonnini, who 
had seen an Albanian town on Mount Olympus, proposes it as 
the best model for village-buildings. The houses are not heaped 
together, but each,  of them has a garden. . That in which we 
were' lodged, at Ereeneed, had attached to . it a piece of ground, 
containing some roods cultivated for the tobacco plant, a vine-
yard, and a fruit and vegetable garden : round -the whole was a 
high stone wall, and the hatise itself was in an inner yard,. alSo 
inclosed, by another wall, so as to farm a sort of fortification ; 
indeed, we saw several holes at regular distances, through the 
walls of the .room in which we lay, and were informed they ivere 
for the use of the gun. 

Each of the villages we saw had, also, a green. near it, shaded 
with a large tree, and set apart for the holiday amusements of 
the peasants. In part of this green is a circular piece of paved 
ground, on, which the corn is trodden out by eight or nine 
horses a-breast, which. are driv'en round, tied by a cord to a stake 

,Ued in the middle of the circle. This is an universal practice 
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in Turkey, and the same plan is followed in Spain and P 
fugal. 

The principal food of these people is wheaten or barley Ismail, 
or cakes of boiled or roasted maize, cheese made of pate-milk, 
rice mixed with butter, eggs, dried fish, olives, and vegetables. 
On holidays, kids and sheep are killed, and fowls, of which there 
are great plenty every where ; but the proportion of alumni food 
is considerably less than- that of the other part of their thee. 
They drink wine, both Mahometans and Christams, as also an 
ardent spirit extracted from grape-husks and butler, calki 
rackee, not unlike whisky. It is hut seldom that they spare sio% 
milk from their cheeses. Indeed, cold water is what they chiefly 
drink, and of this they take large draughts, even in the heats ot-
summer, and during V  the most violent exercise, a idiom expe-
riencing any inconvenience from the indulgence. Coffee is ti) 
met with in many houses, and now and then the rovooglios of 
Italy, and the liqueurs made at Cefidonia and Cork 

Although the Albanians are generally temperate, and eats live 
on a very spare diet, yet that is because they prefer saying their 
money for the purchase of arms and trinkets ; for they *al eat 
of whatsoever is laid before them by another per-on, not only 
freely but voraciously. 

In common with all the inhabitants of the Levant, they lose 
money, of which they make little hoards, and then spend the 
sum all at once, either upon pipe-heads, silver mont:ted pistols, 
shawls, snuff-boxes, watches, or handkerchiefs. Of this Ism,' 
article they, now and then, wear two or three at a time Ilanzinz 
from their belts. They are avaricious, but not misers—brink nnr 
so much desirous of keeping, as greedy in collecting iichei 

T 2 
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An Albanian Turk was asked in our 'hearing what he liked 
best—Wine ? No=—Pistols ? No—Women ? No, no—What 
then ? " Why," replied the young man with' great frankness, 
" I like money best ; because with that I can get all those things 
you mention, whenever, and as much of them, as, I want." 

Thus, in the pursuit of riches, there is no toil or danger which 
they will not encounter ; but they prefer' the life of the soldier to 
that of the husbandman-, and with much greater alacrity support 
the .labours of war than those of agriculture. 

They are very inexpert in cutting down their corn, every kind 
of which is reaped with a sickle, and never mowed with a scythe. 
Their plough is as simple as that of Virgil. It is composed of 
-two curved pieces of wood, one longer than 'the other : the long 
piece forms the pole ; and one end of it being joined to the other 
piece about a foot from the bottom, divides it into a share, which 
is cased With iron, and a handle. The share is, besides, attached 
to the pole by a short cross bar of wood. Two oxen, with no 
ether harness than yokes, are joined to the pole, and driven by . 
the ploughman, who holds the handle in his left hand, and the 
goad in his right. But, although the furrow is not more than 
an inch and a half deep, and the exertion requisite is conse-
quently very slight, yet the Albanian at his plough is a complete 
picture of reluCtant labour. 

Thus in many parts of the country the sowing and reaping of 
the harvest is delegated to the women, the old and the infirm, 
and only those labours which require the strength and skill of 
man, 'such as the felling of timber, and the cultivation of the 
vineyard, fall to the lot of the young. mountaineer. 

Averse from every habit of active industry, it is with less unwil- 
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ingness that he wanders on the mountains or. in the forests, with 
.110 flacks; and herds ;• for the life of the shepherd is a life both of . 	• 
'laziness. and peril. But his supreme delight, when unoccupied 
by thevars of his Pasha or of his village, is to bask in the sun-
shine, •to..sitoke, to eat, to drink, to dose, or to stroll slowly 
rsoodithe,garden...of•his cottage, -.tinkling his tuneless lute. Vet 
ithough,:idle.he. is still-restless, and ready to seize his gun, und 
,plsoge into the woods, at the first summons of his chief.—Strange 
inconsistency in human .nature.l. ,  says Tacitus*, when the same 
4:1.ca.  are so fond of .indolenceand so dissatisfied with repose. 

- -I am, Scc. Scc. 

.,* De Morib. Germ.. cap: xv. 
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Continuation of the Manners of the Albanians—Expression of 
their Meaning by Signs—their Liveliness—Passionate Temper 
—their Education—their. Language—their Morals—Reli-
gion—their Nationality—their love of Arms;—The Albanian 
RoVers—their Way of Life—and Mode of Attack—their 
Surgeons—The Albanian Dances--Albanians in Foreign Ser-
vice—in Egypt—Italy—the Morea—under Mustapha Bai-
ractar—Albanian Settlers—in qferent Parts of the Levant 
called Wallachians improperly—and in-Calabria. 

THE same distaste of trouble, of which mention 
has been made in my last Letter, seems to be apparent in a sin-
gular habit, prevalent with the Albanians, of expressing their 
meaning by short signs instead of words. Take one or two in-
stances :—If one of them is asked, whether there is any fear of 
robbers in such a road, and he means to say that there is no 
cause for alarm, he pushes his little red cap _over his eyes, as 
much- as to say; a man might walk there blindfolded. Some-
times, instead of saying, " No, not at all; not the least in the 
world;" he puts the nail of his thumb under his upper fore-teeth,-
and draws it out smartly, making :the same kind of sound as we 
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employ in place of the interjection, alas! . It is riot very cosy to 
know when they mean to answer in the allirmatke, and when in 
the negative, as a shake of the head serves both for No and yea. 

But the sluggishness, or. rather the hatred of work, (Assemble 
in this nation, by no means carries with it that grave and torpid 
air which 'is seen in the generality of the Turks. On the con-
trary, they are lively, and even playful ; and though their home 
sports are not of the active kind, yet they show their delight at 
their Turkish draughts and other sedentary games, by loud 
bursts of laughter, and other signs of childish joy. They are 
very furious also in their expressions of like and dislike; and its 
they have but little command of their temper, and prefer at all 
times open force to fraud, they make no study of the cowed-
meat of their passions. We once saw one of them AK to n111 
a dirk into his arm, upon the mention of the name of a Greek 
girl, with whom he was deeply smitten ; for he drew his weapon, 
and, turning up his sleeve, exclaimed, " Shall I do it ? shedl I 
do it ?"—What satisfaction he could suppose this cutting himself 
could give to his mistress, it is not easy to conjecture. But 
is a practice also of the Greeks, who perform the sacrifice. not 
with the amorous transport of the Albanian, but out of tt en! 
gallantry, in the presence of their Dulcineas, serenading thrrn 
drinking to their healths. 

There is nothing more sanguinary in the character of the Alba-
nians, than in that of the other inhabitants of the Levant : 
though, as they live under no laws, and each individual is the 
redresser of his own wrongs, bloodshed cannot but frequently 
occur. A blow is revenged, by the meanest amongst them, with 
the instant death of the offender : their military discipline admits 
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of no such punishment, and their soldiers are hanged and behead-
ed, but never beaten. The custom of wearing arms openly, 
which has been considered as one of the certain signs of barbarify, 
instead of increasing, diminishes the instances of murder, for it is 
not probable that a man will often hazard an offence, for which 
he may instantly lose his life. They are not of a malignant dis- ' 
position, and. when cruel, with the exception of some tribes, it is 
more from sudden passion than from a principle of revenge. 
Treachery is a vice hardly to be found amongst them; such -as 
have experienced your favour, or, as their saying is, have eaten 
your bread, and even those who are hired into your service, are 
entirely to be depended upon ; and are capable often of the 
warmest and most devoted attachment. Take, by the way,_ that 
this fond fidelity is more observable in, the Mahometan, than in 
the Christian Albanians. 

There are Very few of them who cannot speak Greek, and, .as 
their own is not, a written language, a great many write and read 
that tongue. These are very prbud of their acquirements, and so 
far from thinking it necessary °to conceal their education,Aisplay 
their learning ,as ostentatiously as their valour. Were an Alba-
nian to sit for his;. picture, he -would wish to be drawn, like the 
admirable Creichton, with.o. sword in one ,hand and a book in the 
other. 

The Turkish language is known but. to very few, even of the 
Mahometans amongst them. Of the Albanian language, there is 
collected for your inspection, almost the first specimen ever put 
to paper. The basis of it is said to be Sclavonian, mixed with a 
variety of other tongues, of which the Turkish is most predomi-
nant, though the modern Greek, the Italian, the French, and 
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even words that sound like English, have a share in the eompi,i-
tion of this strange medley. The infinitive seems to be formed 
by the syllable ti. 

I feel no great inclination to speak of the morals of thy Alba-
nians. Their women, who are almost all of them without (A/ca-
tion, and speak no other than their native tongue, are considered 
as their cattle, and are used as such, being, except the tern 
superior sort, obliged to labour, and often punished with 
blows. They have, in truth, rather a contempt, and even niref-

sion for their females, and there is nothing in any of their occa-
sional inclinations, which can be said to partake of what we call 
the tender passion. Yet all of them get married who can, as 
it is a sign of wealth, and as they wish to have a domestic liksvc 
Besides, as in most parts of the country the females are not nearly 
so numerous as the other sex, the bride often does not bring a 
portion to her husband, but the man to his wife, and he is °bilked 
to get together about a thousand piasters, before he can expect to 
he married. 

A young fellow, being asked by us if he was going to get a 
wife, shook his head, and said he was not rich enough. Some 
time afterwards he came to us in great glee, with a lytter in his 
hand from his father, part of which he read to its, couched m 
these very words: " I wish you to come home—I have gat a mile 
for you." Just as if he had said, -I have got a cow for you. 

Though the iMahometans amongst them veil their women, and 
conceal them in their harems, they are said to be lyss jealous than 
other Turks, and they seldom have more than one wife. In short; 
their habit of life, which forms almost all of them into brush of 
soldiers or outlaws, appears to render them quite independent of 

lJ 
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the other sex, whom they never mention, nor seeni to miss in. 
their usual. concerns or amusements. 

The same habit is productive of a system, which, is carried by 
them. to an extent of which no nation, perhaps, .either modern or 
ancient, unless we reluctantly except the Thebans, can furnish a 
similar instance. Not even the Gothic Taifali (I refer you to 
Gibbon for their depraved institution*) could be quoted against 
this assertion, and you should have sufficient proof of its truth, 
were I not aware of the propriety of, the maxim approved, or pro-
bably invented by the great Latin historian. " Scelera ostendi 
oporteat (dum puniumtur) flagitia abscondit." After this infor-
mation, you may consider it very singular that the Albanians are 
exceedingly decent in their outward manners and behaviour, never 
admitting an immodest word or ,gesture in their conversation, nor 
indulging in that kind of talk, which is the delight Of some, even. 
above the lower orders, in more civilized parts of the, world. But 
this is a part of Mahometan discipline, and though it may appear 
a necessary concomitant of their strange system which destroys 
the natural equality of the sexes, is surely to be admired and 
imitated. 

You may be aware that the Christian religion, if the degrading 
superstition of the Greek church can deserve such a title, has been 
far from extirpated by the Mahometan conquerors of Albania. 
Even in the upper ,country, where the Turks are most predorni- . 
nant, 'several villages of Christians are to be found. On the coast 
nearly all the people are of that religion, some of them being of 
the Latin church. 

* Decline and Fall, cap. 26. 
t Tacit. De Morib. German. cap. 
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The Turks are not strict in the observance of the Mahometan 
law, though Inever heard any of . them swear by Christ'. The 
Christians adhere pretty closely to the tenets, but pay no sort of 
reverence to the ministers of their church, whom they abuse openly 
and despise, because they are not soldiers, and are considered to 
be slaves, being usually Greeks .by nation. 

Lady M. W. Montague, whose book is so commonly read 
that you will scarcely pardon me for quoting rather than referring 
to it, talking of the Arnoots, says, in her agreeable manner--
" These people, living between Christians and Mahometans, and 
not being skilled in controversy, declare that they are utterly un-
able to judge which religion is best, but to be certain of not en-
tirely rejecting the truth, they very prudently follow both. They 
go to the moscks on Fridays, and to the church on Sundays, say-
ing, for their excuse, that they are sure of protection from the 
true Prophet; but which that is, they are not able to determine 
in this world." 

This may have been true in the days of our accomplished coun-
trywoman, but I could not learn that there is now to be found au 
instance of so philosophical an indifference, or rather of so wise a 
precaution. However, it is certain that the Christians, who can 
fairly be called Albanians, are scarcely, if at all, to be distin-
guished from the Ai ahometans. They carry arms, and many of 
theni are enrolled in the service of Ali, and differ in no respect 
from his other soldiers. There is a spirit of independence and a 
love of their country, in the whole people, that, in a greet 
measure, does away the vast distinction, observable in other 

Voyage en Albaniel  149. 
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parts of Turkey, between the followers of the two religions. For 
when ,the natives of other provinces; upon being asked who they 
are, will say, " we are Turks" or, " we are Christians," a.man 
of this country answers, " I am an Albanian." The salute also, 
and the shaking of hands, is as much observed between a Turk 
and Christian, as between two Turks or two Christians. 

Nationality, a passion at all times stronger in mountaineers 
than in inhabitants of the plains, is most conspicuous in their 
character. If one of them is_ travelling from home, and hears of 

-a countryman resident near any place which he may pass, though 
he has never seen Cr heard of the than before, he will go out of 
his way to visit him. I have several times witnessed the delight 
they manifest at an accidental meeting of this kind; it is much 
more apparent than the emotion of two English friends on such 
an occasion. But their whole manner is very affectionate, and 
when, after a short absence, an Albanian happens to light upon an 
acquaintance, 'he gives him his right hand and kisses him on the 
cheek, whiCh is also repeated at parting, when, if they have passed 
upon the road,' each, after they have got to a little distance, fires 
off his pistols and his gun. 

No foreign Country, nor new sights, can take away from them 
the remembrance and the love of their -mountains, their friends, 
and their-own villages. They are perpetually recurring to . them, 
and making invidious comparisons between their native place, and 
every thing about them in other countries. They consider that 
all other lien, whether Turks or Christians, are cowards if opposed 
to their countrymen ; and,,  in fact, as they have long been ac-
counted the best soldiers in the Turkish empire, they have-some 
reason for the pride which can be. discerned 'in their -poorest pea- 
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sants The strut of one of them, and the air of defiance which he 
puts on, with his hand on his sabre and his red cap a little on one 
side over his forehead, are such, as no one who bus once seen 
them, would ever forget. 

All of them are warriors, and equally capable of using the sword 
and the long gun ; the latter weapon, when slung across their 
right shoulders, they carry without any apparent dint, running 
up their hills with great ease and agility. As all of them curry 
arms, it is not easy to distinguish a soldier in service from a pea-
sant; though perhaps the surest distinction is the sabre, which, 
as has been said, is seldom worn publicly, except by those in the 
employment of their Pasha. However, most of their cottages 
are furnished both with this weapon and with pistols. Nor are 
their arms for show, for, until very lately, (and in some parts it is 
the case even now), every district was either upon the det.enstve. 
against the bands of robbers, or was in alliance with them, and 
in rebellion against the Pashas of the Porte. Some of almost 
every village have belonged to these bands, and as no disgrace is 
attached to plundering upon so large a scale, it is very common 
to hear a man say, " when I was a robber." 

It is early in the summer that these banditti, in bodies of two, 
five, and seven hundred, and sometimes even of a thousand, as-
semble under some formidable chief, and leaving the towns and 
villages where they have separately passed the winter, retire to the 
summits of the most lofty mountains. The recesses of Nletzovo, 
and of the hills now called A grapha, at the bottom of the gulf of 
Arta, which command, as it were, the passes from Greece and 
Thessaly into Albania, are amongst their most favourite haunts. 
They live some in caves, but many of them in the open air, under 
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no other covering than their: capotes. The flocks of the steep-
- herds, who are in concert with them, supply them with meat, 
and in the night-time they steal down singly into the villages in 
their alliance, and procure bread. No violence is used on this 
occasion ; the messenger taps gently at the door of the cottages, 
and whispering the words, " Bread, bread," (psome, psome) is 
immediately understood by the peasant, and provided with what 
he wants. A traveller has some chance of being awakened in his 
humble lodging by one of these midnight visitants ; but would 
hardly guess what sort of character, or whose purveyor, he 
really was. Their drink is water only, and they are very parti-
cular in the choice of their springs. They have spies throughout 
the country, to give them notice of the approach of an enemy, 
or of any whom they may plunder ; and, as they are always on 
the alert, they move instantly, on such' intelligence, from the 
tops of the hills, and occupy the passes in the.woodi. 

In their mode of attack they are extremely cautious. They. 
lie patiently, and in dead silence, perhaps for hours,. covered with 
leaves, behind stones, in the water-courses,' or .  in the thickets, 
on each side of the road. They suffer their prey to get into the 
midst of them, when, if the party be armed or numerous, they 
fire upon them suddenly without rising, and continue to do so, 
unless beaten, until they have made their adversaries throw down 
their arms, and ask for quarter. In that case, the prisoners are 
then gagged, and bound, and plundered; and if there be amongst 
them a man of consequence, the robbers make him write to his 
friends for a ransom of so many "thotisand piasters, and, if the 
money arrives, they release him ; if it does not, they cut off his 
head, or keep him amongst them until they disperse. 
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If there is no probability of their being resisted, they start up 
at once, without firing, and seize their plunder. Resistance is 
often made with success, and with very little bloodshed ; fur, on 
the first shot being fired, the attacked run different ways, get 
behind stones and trees, and return the fire upon the robbers, 
rho, unless they are very superior in number, do not attempt to 
dislodge them with ,the sabre, but continue under cover, or re-
treat. 

An English gentleman travelling in the country, had the op-
portunity of seeing one of these skirmishes: he told me the story 
atloannina. He was escorted by thirty soldiers of Ali's. In 
passing a road, with a rocky hill on one side and a wood on the 
other, thirty-five Albanians suddenly made their appearance: the 
guard instantly began to climb up the hill, and get under rover 
of the rocks; firing from behind the stones, and striving with 

. their adversaries, which should get the most elevated station to 
defend. They continued jumping • from crag to crag, dropping 
down, and firing at each other for twenty minutes, leming the 
Englishman in the road, till, at last, the two parties discovered 
that each of them belonged to the Pasha, and -thit they had mu-
tually mistaken, each other for robbers. During the whole con-
test, not one of .either side had been. even wounded. IIow ever, 
it is not owing to cowardice, but custom, that they alwa) s tight 
in this manner, as well in open, warfare as in these petty battles in 
their own mountains, except where they have any cavalry em-
ployed, or where, as in the affair of Prevesa, there is a great 
disproportion between the numbers of the enemy and their ov, 
force. But their fights are not always bloodless : whatever was 
done against the.Russians during, the last campaign, was done by 
Mouctar Pasha.and his Albanian. troops. 
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The life they lead in the .course of their profession as plun-
derers, enables them to support every hardship, and to take the 
field, wheriin regular service, without baggage or tents of any 
kind If badly wounded, they leave their corps, and retire to 
their homes until they are cured, when they return to the field. 
Many amongst them know how, in their rude manner, to heal a 
wound, and set a bone, and they even attempt the more-delicate 
operations of surgery.—The French Consul at Athens was per-
suaded to trust a very valuable life in the hands of one of them, 
and was so fortunate as to be relieved by the complete reduction 
:and cure of. a hernia, under which he had long laboured. 

After the tops of the mountains become untenable from the 
snow and ; rain of autumn, these bands of outlaws leave their 
haunts, and usually separate ; many of them going into the 
towns of Livadia, Thebes, Athens, the Negroponte, and also 
over to Corfu, ,and to Santa Maura, where they live upon their 
.plunder, or ,go into , some.  employment, which they always quit 
on a stated day in the spring. 

Robbing and:stealing are, reckoned two entirely different things. 
Very few, amongst them am, ever guilty of the latter vice; not so 
many, perhaps, as, of the lower orders in many other nations. 
Not only the• youth of the Albanians is exercised in arms, but 
their manhood, and even their advanced age ; and it is not till 
years and infirmities have made them decrepid, that they become 
the constant tenants of their cottages. 

Although lazy in the intervals of peace, there is one amuse-
ment.of 'which (as it reminds them of theii="wars, and is, in itself, 
a sort of friendly contest) they partake with the most persevering 
energy and outrageous glee. I allude to their dances, which, 
though principally 'resorted to after the fatigues of a march, and 
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dOriitg their nights OTT the mountains, are yet occasionally their 
diversion ori the green of their ()WTI villages. 
• There is.  'in them only .One variety : either the hands of the 
party (a dozen; or more, in number) are locked in each oth►•r 
behind their hacks ;' -or every man has a handkerchief in his hand, 
►rhich is held •by the next to him, and so on through a long 
'string -of them., The first is. a slow dance. The party stand in a 
ge'inicircle';'-atid their musicians.  in the middle, a fiddler, and a 
Than - with alute; continue walking from side to side, accompany-
ing, with their music the.  Movements,. which are nothing but the 
bending and unbending of the-  two ends of the semicircle, with 

'§ome, very slow footing, 'and now and, then a hop. 
But in the' handker‘chief dance, which is accompanied by a 

:song from-themselves, . or which is, ,mote properly speaking, only 
dancing to a song, they are very violent. It is upon tl►e leader 
of the string, that the principal movements devolve, and all the 
party take' this place.  by.  turns: , Be begins at first opening the 
song, and footing quietly from side to side ; then he hops quickly 
forward, draggitig the-whole. string..after him in a circle', and thou 
t►iirls'round, droppingfrequently on his knee-, and rebounding 
fthro the ground with' a shout:; every one repeating the burden of 
the song, and :following' the :example of the leader, who, after 

:hopping, twirling, dropping,on the knee, and bounding up again 
several trines round and round', resigns his place to the man next 
to- hi►n. The 'new Corypheeris.leads them through the same evo-

lutions, but endeavours to exceed' his 'predecessor in the quick-
rieSs and violenCe of .his measures; and thus they continue at this 
sport for severathourS, with Very :short intervals ; seeming to de-
live fresh vigour- fromrthe words of the song, which is perhaps 
changed 	or twice &ling the whole time. 
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In, order to give additional force to their vocal music, it. is not 
unusual for two or three old men of the party to sit in the middle 
of the ring, and set ,the words of the song at _the beginning of 
each verse, at the same time with the .leader of the string; and 
one of them has often a lute to accompany their voices. 

You should have been told, that this lute is a very simple in-
strument—a three-stringed guitar with a very long neck and a 
small round base, whose music is very monotonous, and which is 
played with, what you will excuse •me for calling, a plectrum, 
made Of a piece of quill, half an inch in length. The majority 
of the Albanians can play on this lute, which, however, is only. 
used for, and capable of those notes that are just sufficient for 
the accompaniment and marking the time of their songs. 

The same dance can be executed by one performer, who, in 
that case, ,does not himself sing, but dances to the voice -and lute 
'of a single musician. We saw a boy of fifteen, who, by some 
variation of the figure, and by the ease with which he performed 
the pirouette, and the other difficult movements, made a very 
agreeable spectacle of:this singular performance. 

There is soMething hazardous, though alluring, in attempting 
to discover 'points of resemblance between modern and ancient 
customs ; yet one may venture to hint, that the Albanians, -from 
whomsoever they may have learnt 'the -practice, - preserve in this 
amusement something very similar to the military dances of 
which we find notice-in Classic authors. At the same time, one 
would -not, as several French travellers have done, talk of the 
Pyrrhic''dance :of the Arnoots. Look into Xenophon for a de-
scription of -the Greek and barbarian dances with which be en-
tertained:some foreign ambassadors, 'and you will fix -upon the 
Persian, as bearing the nearest -resemblance to the modern dance; 
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for in that, the performer dropped on the knee and' rage aged*, 
and all this he did in regular measure to the sound of the flute*. 

In the account given of the armed dances of the Lamaism. 
you might also recognise the curious contortions and twirling+ of 
the Albanians, whose sudden inflexions of the body into every 
posture, seem indeed as if they were made to ward and give 
blows. 

But to return to the characteristic of tins nation. 'their love 
of arms is so ardent, that those who may fear too long an intern• 
val of peace in their own country, enter into the semen of the 
Pashas in every part of the Turkish empire. The guard of the 
sacred banner from Mecca to Constantinople, used to be en-
trusted to one hundred and -fifty of them, armed and droned in 
their own fashion. The traveller Browne saw them pees through 
Damascus in procession. Egypt is at present in their bands, 
under a Bey, a friend of Ali Pasha's ; and it was, in a great mea-
sure, their troops who compelled our unfortunate army to retreat 
from that country. 

The Stradiotes, or Albanian cavalry, made a conspicuous figura 
in the old Italian wars ; and the coast, to this day, has tirtii.hed 

the Kings of Naples with a regiment. Some of them se hive 

seen in our service at Malta. 
The famous Ghalil, commonly called Patrona, wag, an Alb.s- 

* Tbos (SE TO rhpalX0li 'C.Jp7CE.iTO XpOTZli vas wihrar %a.& 	 Sa4 

TC:U'TCX. 71"Cl,Ta EV 	 ZSph TOY 	 6. Xcnop. cy• £4.4b. 
p. 426 ; where, in a note, there is a reference to Mcursius' Lavin:an NLarei-
lanies, book ii. chap. 12, which describes the armed dance performed—'• soil 
omni corporum flexu ad inferendos et declinandos ictus." To learn the Pyritic 
dance, was part of the duty of the Roman legionary soldier. 

x 2 
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nian. This. man, though a common seaman and a pedlar, headed 
the insurrection of 1730, in which Sultan Achmet III. was de-
throned, and with a success of which neither ancient nor modern 
history can furnish another instance, remained for three weeks-
absolute master of Constantinople. 

The Morea has been perpetually disturbed by those .of this. 
restless people, who have been either long settled in the country, 
or who (since they were called in to quell the insurrection of the 
Greeks in the year 1770) have constituted the guard of the Pasha 
of Tripolizza. These formerly amounted to about six thousand ; 
they are now under Veli Pasha., not quite so many. In the yea'r 
1799 they marched from Napoli di Romania, and were near sur-
prising the city of Tripolizza itself. 

The troops with • which 'Alustapha l3airactar opposed and 
quelled the Janissaries, were principally Albanians; and since 
the death -of that .daring Vizier, the appearance of one of this 
nation in the streets of Constantinople, as it was once formidable, 
is now displeasing, to their late enemies. A man, boasted, in my 
hearing, that a friend of his had made forty Janissaries fly before 
him,. and that ,any Arnoot could do the same. Without believ-
ing the enormous superiority, you may by this form some notion 
of the spirit of the people. , 

But all these mountaineers who enter into service abroad, de-
pend upon a return to their own country. Those belonging to 
the Pasha of the Morea have more than once attempted to force 
the guard of the Isthmus; and some, who were in a Sicilian regi-
ment in our pay, on finding that they were enlisted for life, oc-• 
casioned a very serious_ disturbance in the garrison at Malta. 

You, will be pleased to recollect, that what has been said of the 
• 41 
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Albanians, relates only to those who are natives, or, at from, im-
mediately sprung from natives of Albania ; for there are settk-
ments of this people to be met w ith in other parts of Turkey in 
Europe, and in the islands, who are nothing hut miserable. 
labourers, employed to attend the flocks and till the grounds us 
the rich Turks and Greeks. There are many of them m the dis. 
trict of Livadia, and in that of Ittica, ho can !peak uo other 
language but their own, and are all Christians ; their ancestors 
having, most probably, left the mountains when the Turks first 
entered into Albania, or having been settled there since the tint 
irruption of the Sclavonians into Greece. 

These have been improperly called Wallachianii, by traiellEr., 
whose errors have been copied by more accurate writers*. Gib. 
bon, in his Sketch of Modern Athem, calls them by that name, 
although he might have rectified the mistake by looking into 
Chandler, who is, however, himself incorrect, in saying that they 
wear a different dress from the Greek peasants, tend are of a ta-
tinguislied spirit and bravery. The woollen jacket and loose 
brogues are common to both, though perhaps the cotton Lilt may 
be occasionally found amongst the former people; and as for axis 
superiority to the. other villagers, it seemed to me that they lead 
assimilated with the surrounding slaves. 

You may read in Tournefort, that Marco Sanuclo, Dike 

* Yet the positive Mr. De Pauw insists that these people nre Wallachtsw., 
and descended from the Roman colonies settled by Trojan in Dacia. Its pen4 
of this,. he refers to a note of Mr. D'Ativille, in vol. xxx, of the •trAentY 
Inscriptions, and to a work called " Etats formes apres la chute de 11:rupve 
Romain en Occident." A view of these authorities might make me allev my 
opinion; but not being able to consult them, I have followed the rossindlows 
produced by my own experience, and the opinion, universally pretzdent aissais. 
these settlers themselves, that they are Arnoots.  
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Nio, one of the small islands of the Archipelago, sent for Alba-
nian families to cultivate his little dominions ; and the same anec-
dote will serve to show you, what sort of reputation all people of 
this name possess in the Levant ; for Mr. Sonnini, determined to 
,find no fault with his favourite Greeks, and being obliged to own 
that_the Archipelago is infested with pirates, can only account fot 
the circumstance,. by referring all the robberies to the Albanians 
settled by Duke Marco at Nio. 

But the fact is, that these colonists, except in their patience 
of fatigue and frugality, have but little of the spirit of the moun-
taineers of Albania, and are looked upon by them as a different 
race of people. Some of them are to be found to this day in 
Calabria, whither they retired when the Castriotes were invested 
with a Neapolitan dukedom. They were seen by Mr. Swinburne, 

•and were found to have preserved the language and manners of 
their nation. They amounted in his time, .a little more than. 
thirty years ago, to one hundred thousand, their ancestors hav-
ing continued to emigrate as late as the reign of Charles. the 
Fifth. They lived in about a hundred villages or towns, the 
chief of which was Bova, thirty miles from Reggio. The men 
were able to talk Calabrese ; but the women, like those in Alba 
nia, were acquainted with no other than their , Own• language. 
All but those in the prOvince of Cosenza were of the Latin 
church ; and a college founded by Pope Clement,X1 I. at St. 
Benedetto Ullano, in Upper Calabria, supplied the priesthood 
with ministers.' They wore the Albanian dress. The men were• 
poor and industrious, the women modest, 'The priests were held 
in the highest reverence and estimation. 

I arn j  &et 8a,.-, 
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Different Governments in Albania—The dffferent .Districts—
Arta—IoanninaSagori--LThe Pashalik of Ocrida—Course 
of the River .Din—The Scene of Scanderbeg's Battles—The 
Pashalik of Scutari—AntiV ari—Dulcigno—Lyssa—Durazzo 
—The Rivers Mattia, Semne, and Crevasta—the Sous, or 
Polina—its Course from Tepellene—Berat, or Arnaut 
grat—Ruins of Apollonia—The River Salnich--The Pasha-
lik and Town of Vallona—The Acroceraunians—Chimera--
Manners .of the Chimeriotes—Butrinta—Ruins of Buthro-
-tum—.Philathi—The .River Thyamis—Margiriti—The Town 
of Parga—The Glykyslimen,,or Port of Sweet Waters—Ache 
rusian Lake—Ancient Geography of the Coast—Length of 
Epirus—Sulli—Route from Ioannina to that Place—Para- 

.and Extent of the Mountains of Sulli—The 
Villages of ,Sulli—Wars of :the Sulliotes with Ali Pasha—
their pr.•esent Conditian—Loru—Population of Albania—Cli-
mate and'Temperature 

SPECIMENS of almost :every sort of government 
are to be found in Albania. Some ,districts .and towns are corn-
.rnanded ,by one man, under the -Turkish title of 1361-W811e, or 
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the- Greek name of Capitan, which they have borrowed frotn 
Christendom. Others obey their elders ; others are under no 
subjection, •but each man commands his own family. The power, 
in some places, is in abeyance ; and although there is no appa-
rent anarchy, there are no rulers : this was the case, in our time, 
at the large city of A rgyro-castro. There are parts of the coun-
try, where every Aga or. Bey, which perhaps may answer to our 
ancient country squire, is a petty chieftain, exercising every right 
over the men of his village. The Porte, which, in the days of 
Ottoman greatness, divided the country into several small pasha-
liks and commanderies, is now but little respected, and the limits 
of her different .divisions are confused and forgotten ; but the 
powerful despotism of Ali may, for his life-time, destroy all dis-
tinctions, even as. yet to he seen in the governments, and conse-
quently in the character of the.various inhabitants of Albania. 

This leads me to speak of the different districts of this impor-
tant province.—Of Arta and Ioannina I have given you an im-
perfect sketch. Both those cantons are chiefly inhabited by 
Greeks, and are in complete subjection to Ali. 

Immediately to the north of Ioannina, the mountains of Sagori 
are -peopled by G reeks, whose villages were long considered inde-
pendent, and even now rather enjoy the protection than feel the 
power of the Pasha. The Sagorites, who Eve on the flat summits 
of the hills, anciently called Lingon, are most of them petty 
traders, and their commerce with foreigners has given them a 
gentleness of manner and disposition, to he found in no other 
inhabitants of Albania. Their chief town, Sagori, is about thirty-
six miles, or twelve hours, from Ioannina. The north-western 
declivities of the mountains of Sagori, which verge towards the 
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Valley of Tepellene, are peopled by Albanians of a savage tem-
per, whose women, says Poukeville, are warriors. 

To the north and north-east, beyond Sagori, is the pashalik 'of 
Ocrida, which -extends along both sides of the river Drin, the 
ancient Drilo. This river rises in the northern extremity of the 
mountains of Sagori, and, after running twenty-four 'Mies to the 
north, falls into the lake of Ocrida : thence it proceeds, still' 
northwards, till joined by another river, the White Drin, when 
it goes to the south-west, and forms part of the boundary towards 
Dalmatia and Bosnia at last it flows south, and falls into the 
Adriatic a little below Lyssa. 

The Albanians of the pashalik of Ocrida are reckoned some of 
the most ferocious and the best soldiers of the whole provinCe. 
They are nearly all TUrks, having but a few Christian villages 
amongst them. It is in some part of their district, I believe, 
that the Geghides inhabit, notorious as the most savage tribe in 
the , country. We saw some of them at Tepellene ; they were 
distinguished by dusky red jackets, and red shawls, and had come 
to pay their court to Ali, the real, though not the reputed, mas-
ter of great part of their pashalik. 

The Bosnian Turks, their neighbours, are equally renowned 
for barbarity and valour. 

This part of the country was' the principal scene of the exploits 
of Scariderbeg ; but a traveller -would be disappointed, _who 
should look into the life and deeds 'of that hero, as described by 
Barletius, and expect to find all the places alluded to as the thea-
tre-of his actions. Croia, his capital, that so long resisted the 
arms 'of Amurath and Mahomet, is now a miserable ' village : it 
is twenty-seven miles frOm Durazzo. Dibra, one of the ancient 
Deborus's, on the Drilo, called by the biographer the chief town 
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in Epirus, and seventy miles from Croia, is a very inconsiderable 
place. But Dayna, a town, and M ocreas, a valley, on the fron-
tiers, Oronoche, in the country of Dibra, the plains of the lesser 
Tyranna, near Criiia, Petrella, Petra Alba, Stellusa, and the 
impregnable Sfetigrade, perched like an eagle's nest on the top of 
a rock near Dibra—all these places, which witnessed the triumphs 
of the modern Alexander, would, I fear, be in vain sought in 
the most correct topography of Albania. In the account of Bar-
letius; which I read as detailed by Knolles, never having seen 
the original, I find that the hero rode from the neighbourhood of 
Lyssa, on the Adriatic, in one evening, to the top of a mountain 
called Tumenist, whence he rni7ht see the plain of Pharsalia, and 
that he returned to his camp at midnight. Is it possible to re-
concile this story with the geography of the country? 

To the west of the pashalik of Ocrida is that of Scutari, or 
Iscoudar, which is bounded to the south by the chain of moun-
tains above Tepellene, and to the .north by the country of the 
Monte-negrins, or the black mountaineers. It is extensive, and 
comprehends the fine plain washed by the Drin, as far as the 
city of Durazzo to the south. It is obliged, by the regulations 
of the Porte, to furnish six hundred soldiers to the Ottoman 
armies, and is reckoned the eighth under the I3eglerbey of Ro-
mania. Scutari itself is twenty-one miles from the sea, to the 
north of the Drin, on. the banks of a river called Boiana by the 
Venetians : it contains twelve thousand inhabitants, with a few 
exceptions, all Turks, and is at present governed by a Pasha, who 
is a restless and turbulent man, and the only counterpoise to the 
power of Ali. Not far from the city is the lake of Scutari, the 
Labeatis palus, the most, considerable in Albania. 

Antivari, the most northern Albanian town on the coast, is 'the 
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port of 'Scutari:. and the depot - of the valley of the Drin, the 
chief manufacture of which is shoe=leather. It is inhabited en-
tirely by Turks, all seamen, as are the 'people of the neigh-
bouring town of Dulcigno,' which is in possession of- six thou.; 
sand 'pirates, . who issue, -as the Illyrians did of old, from the 
same pOrt of Olcinium, to plimder the merchant ship's of all nations. 

The DulcigniOtes, and those of Antivari, enter into the naval 
'service of the 'Barbary' pOwers, and are the only Albanians who 
have the least acquaintance with the management of a ship, or 
willingly' trust themselves at sea. A few armed galliots belong-
ing to :A 1, and usually moored in the port of Prevesa, are .man-
ned by 'some of these. people. They are accounted cruel and 
treacherous. A Dulcigniote ship fell in with 'the small '- vessels 
under convoy of the brig of -  war. that conveyed us to Prevesa; 
and . immediately ' began . firing . amongst them ; but was soon 
silenced, and brought- to, by a Shot from the nian of war. The 
Captain and crew, between thirty and forty-  men, when brought 
on board, said they were Saluting . the 'fleet; grid on this Plea, • 

.after being confined 'a day or two, were released. at Prevesa. The 
ship was furnished with six small guns,- and:crammecL 'with mus-
kets,- swords, and 'pistols. The loOks of the sailors:were suffi- 
cient to . condemn them:; -.but they had a pass from All, Pasha, 
which the English cruisers are directed to respect. 

Following down the coast, we find the Venetian towns of Lyssa; 
or Alessio,- and Durazzot,,,-After Du•razzo; are the mouths of-the 
rivers Mattia;  Semne, and Crevasta: To these succeeds the river 
of Tepellene, which is laid down in the modern maps as the Vooussa, 
though I never heard it so denominated • by the-  people of the 

* Durazzo is , in the latitude r of 	ciekrees.'2,1i 	• Aug ancient author 
calli it the key of the Adriatic. 

Y 2 
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country. This river, a short time after it passes Tepellene, begins, 
to widen, and flows westward till it falls into the Adriatic. 

Twelve hours distance from the native place of Ali, on the 
north bank of the river Crevasta, is,  the town of Berat, the Alba-
nian Belgrade, and the Elyma of Mr. D'AnVille: it is considered 
the strong-hold of the pashalik. of Vallona, and is defended by a 
fortress mounting forty cannon. On the south bank of the river 
above the Crevasta, close to the sea, is a town called Cavailla, 
whence is exported the finest timber of Albania; and at a little 
more than a mile from the north bank of the Crevasta itself, at 
about seven miles from the shore, is the small town of Polina, 
where a few ruins denote the site of the celebrated city of Apollo-
nia. The whole interior of these districts belongs to Ali, who, 
whilst we were at Tepellene, had reduced Ibrahim, Pasha of Val-
lona, to confine himself in Berat. Whilst at Athens, we under-
stood that. Berat itself had submitted ; and that Ibrahim had fled 
to Vallona, whose walls had become the boundaries of his territory. 

• The detail in Meletius* makes the river near Durazzo the ancient 
Panyassus and modern Spirnazza; the succeeding stream, the Ap-
sus, now the Cavrioni; the next the Dios, or Aous, at present the 
Vooussa; and the last, the Celydnus, now called the Salnich: but 
'this topography cannot be Correct, for he puts Apollonia on the' 
Voiiussa, although that river is the nearest on the coast to the north 
of Vallona. 

Vallona4, once Aulon, is a town and port at the bottom of a 
gulf, anciently called the, Gulf of Oricum, and supplies Upper 

* AABANIA, pp. 306, 307. 
Vallona is called by the Italians La Vallona. A chart of the gulf, and of 

the neighbouring 'country, was laid down in 1690, by a Venetian engineer)  
named Alberghetti. 	 ' 
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Albania with the articles of Italian manufacture in use amongst. 
the natives—gun and pistol barrels, glass, paper, and Calabrian 
capotes. It exports the oils, wools, gall, nut, and timber, of the 
surrounding country. It is inhabited chiefly by Turks ; yet in 
this place, as well as along the whole coast, even from Ragusa, 
are found some Christians 'of the Latin church;, whose ecclesias-
tical superior is the Bishop of Monte-negro. 

Immediately to the south of Vallona, begins. the mountainous 
district of Chimera, the Chaonia of the ancients. A narrow strip 
of high rocks runs into the sea towards the north, whose point 
is called GlOssa by the Greeks, and La Linguetta by the Ita-
lians. At the,bottom of the gulf, inclosed by this projection, are 
the ruins of the fortress of Canina, on a rock, once garrisoned 
by the Turks, and a small port answering to Oricuin, into which 
flows a river that has its source in the tops of Pindus"'. The • 
Chimeriote mountains extend along the coast as far as the district 
of Butrinto, and are bounded on the east and north-east by the , 
hills of Argyro-castro.--There are several petty ports where Chi-
mera, Panormus, and Onchesmus, were formerly situated. Of • 
these Panormus, now the Porto Palermo of the Italians,. is the 
most considerable. Chimera once had a fortress defended by 
three hundred Turks, who, in the year 1.570, during .,the reign 
of Sultan Selim the Second, were expelled by the mountaineers. 
Reading the transactions of the same reign, you will find men-
tion of the town of Cestria, or Suppoto, on the coast t. 

The Chimeriotes near the sea, are many of them Christians, 
but in the interior they are nearly all Turks. They are very bar- 

* Herod. Calliope, iii. 9$. 	 t Knolles, p. 819. 
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barons and warlike ;- and though all of them are at peace with,. 
or perhaps almost under the. subjection of Ali, their different vil-
lages are in a state of perpetual warfare with each other. Inha-
bitants of those savage rocks, which the fancy of ancient poets 
has delighted to paint in the most terrific colours, they appear 
the ferocious offspring of a rugged soil. They are distinguished, 
even in a land of barbarians, for the singular cruelty and impla-
cability of their disposition. They never lose sight of their re-
venge. Amongst them a murderer is pursued by the family of 
the deceased : neither time nor future benefits can obliterate the 
ifijury,-. which can only be expiated by the blood of the offender, 
or of one of his kin. Thus the protection of an individual often 
becomes the concern of his village ; and the friends of the pro-
yoked party also flying to arms, the enmity spreads from families 
to towns, and from towns to districts. The men of one moun-
tain watch those of a neighbouring bill, and neither sow nor reap, 
nor tend their flocks, singly or. unarmed. Should one of them 
wander beyond the precincts of protection, he would be stalked, 
like a deer, and shot without seeing his enemy. 

The Chimeriote Christians would voluntarily enter into the 
service of any foreign power ; and as the Captains of their vil-

lages have some of them great influence,, it would be no difficult 
matter to raise a strong body of forces in the country. We saw 
a Chimeriote at Malta, a person of great address, who had come 
to that island with an offer of raising three thousand men instantly 
for the service of the British government. 

The soil in the valleys of Chimera yields olives. and maize in 
great quantities, but not many vines. The inhabitants contrive 
to lay as much- of the produce of their lands, as, with the 
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fleeces of their flocks, and the gall-nuts and timber 'of their-forests, 
enables them to supply themselves with arms, .and carry on a 
small traffic at Vallona, and Porto Palermo, and in the small 
ports of -their coast. 
• To the south of the Chimeriote mountains is the district of 
Butrinto, bounded to the east by the pashalik of Delvino, a town 
tivetity-orie miles distant: ..Butrinto (near which, if we may credit 
Poukeville, are to be seen some remains of the " lofty" city. of 
ButhrOtum). was so long in the posSession of the Venetians, that 
the inhabitants of the town and neighbourhood are, for the most 
part; Christians of. the LatirrchUrch ; and there is a Roman Ca-
tholic Bishop established in the :place,: Who is equally protected 
by his present master, • Ali,: as he , was by the. French. Near the 
town is a village called Mauroli, to: the south of which runs a 
river, Pavia, and to the east another:small stream; both of them 
emptying themselves into a lake`. once named Anchises, now Pe-. 
lotti, I suppose 'from • the old- portPelodeS. This I copy from 
the- account 'of the. French officers, .Who, it •seems,, were more 
fortunate than lEneas in finding lootl.the Simois and the'Xan-
thus' of Helenus for. the Trojan hero „saw-, Only.•.the former 
river ; the channel. -of the SCamander:was:.-unwashed.  :by any 
wave. 

From Butrinto, going along the coast of the very narrow .-sea 
that separateS Corfu from the main land, the - traveller •arrives in 
three hours at Keraka, the principal port. of the inhabitants of a 
district, whose chief town. is P-hilathi, and .which, as - the word. 
imports in modern Greek, abounds' in olives. • The.Philathiotes 
inhabit, for ,the distance of sixteen or seventeen Miles to .the 
eastward, both banks, of a river, that appears to-  correspond with 
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the Thyamis of Thacydides and Strabot. The Thyamis sepa-
rated Thesprotia from the district of Cestrine, and flowed near 
the Acherusian lake. The Philathiotes are stated to amount to 
between six and eight thousand, mostly Christians, who are kept 
in awe of Ali by a guard of soldiers quartered in the villages of 
Gomenizza and Sayades, a little farther to the south on the 
coast. They transport their oils, and the flocks and herds with 
which their country abounds, to Corfu ; nor can all the vigi-
lance of our cruisers cut off their supplies of provisions from the 
French. 

The east and south-east of Philathi, a country, which an acci-
dent gave us the opportunity of seeing at a distance, is .a moun-
tainous district, belonging to a town called Margiriti, inhabited 
principally by Turks, and scarcely in subjection to the Pasha of 
Ioannina. Margiriti is governed by a Bolu-bashe, or Captain. 

On a peninsula jutting out from the district of Margiriti, is 
the town of Parga, which is fortified, and has two ports. It 
stands on the south corner of the Glykyslimen, or Port of Sweet 
Waters, in groves of orange, lemon, and olive trees, and contains 
eight thousand inhabilants, who are chiefly Christians, and of 
both churches. Parga was put into the hands of the French by 
the treaty of Campo Formio ; but they, in a great measure, left 
the inhabitants to defend themselves against Ali, after the battle 
of Prevesa, though they have since been established in the town, 
and call it under their protection. Parga is the only place in this 
quarter, that has been able to resist the arms and arts of Ali.; 
Their Sulliote allies were not so fortunate; but the Pasha has his 

* Thucyd. lib. i. cap. 47. 	 t Stria). lib. vii. 
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attention still fixed Upon 'this town, and 'will probably succeed in 
his designs. 
_ The character of the Pargotes is amongst, the worst of the 
Albanians: their connexion with the Christian ;states has- taught 
them only the vices of civilization, and they are not less ferocious, 
but are become more refined in their cruelty and violence. Their 
town is the refuge of many of the robbers whom Ali has driven 
from the mountains. 

Towards the head of the Glykyslimen, now called Port Veliki, 
is a reedy marsh, which runs.some diStance into the land. Time 
may have. produced a communication between the fresh waters 
and the sea; and I cannot help thinking, although-no lake is; now 
to be been, and notwithstanding the poSitive assertion of Pouque-
vile, and of the .learned person 'who laid down:the maps of Ana-
,charsis,,,,that ancient . and nuidein ekarts have been correct in 
placing the Acherusian lake; at the head of this bay. It is,,. how-
ever, but fair to mention,: that Pliny* says, that the Acheron, after . 
leaving the Acherusian lake,' flows thirty-six miles to the Ambra-
cian Gulf, and that Mr-. Barbie du 'Boccage is supported by Me-
letius, who says there are two Acherusian lakes in Epirus-f-•. 

From the ektremity of khe Acroceraunians to the -mouth of the 
Ambracian Gulf, a distance of thirteen hundred stadia (one hun. 
dred and sixty-4w° Roman miles and a half); and. the greatest 
length Of ancient Epirus, the whole line of coast has been 
nutely noted, and we might expect to find ourselves familiar with 
every port and. headland.,  

When not far from Parga; we saw the. promontory of Chimw- 

* Lib. iyocap. 1.• 	t HIIEIPOZ. pp. 317),319. 
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rium above the town, and the small islands called Sybota, the 
scene of the first action fought in the Peloponesian war. The 
features of nature may have undergone but little change since 
the time the Corinthians encamped on the promontory; but it 
would be a vain endeavour to look for even a vestige of the town 
of,Buchzetium near the headland, of Cichyris, formerly Ephyre, 
at the head of the Glykyslimen, or of Pandosia, near the Ache. 
rusian lake, or Elatria and Batice, inland cities of the Cassoppean 
Epirotes. .Strabo calls this a favoured region. Buthrotum was a 
Roman colony; and Atticus bad an estate and villa which he 
called Araalthea4', somewhere in the neighbourhood of the modern 
town of Parga. 

The first Mention I find of that place, is in the transactions of 
the reign of Sultan Solyman the Magnificent. A village near it 
,produced the famous Pasha Abraham, who conquered Arabia, 
'Assyria, and Mesopotamia, and by the help of Barbarossa, rer 
d.uced Tunis and ,Algiers. The posts of AU advance close upon 
Parga, and make part of the guard chosen to preserve the con-
quered-  territory of Stall, of which district, though it will be fore• 
,stalling the account of what, we saw when thrown upon that coast, 
I will now tell all I have been able to collect, previously noticing 
the contiguous district of Paramithi, 

This place, called also .Agio-Donatos  and ,Aidoni by the Turks, 
is the chief town of a mountainous district about thirty-six 

• miles in circunaference, containing fifteen thousand inhabitants, 
formerly living in independent villages, but now governed by 
Captains all under un.Aga, appointed by Ali. The account given, 

a Epist..Cicer. lib. Ep. 19, td Att. 
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in the Survey of the-  Turkish Empire, . of the Paramithiotes, re4 
presents them to be cruel and revengeful, living under no, govern. 
ment, but every family administering justice amongst themselves;-
it declares that some of them are Turks, some Christians, but not 
strict in either religion; intermarrying with each other, and boiling a 
piece of mutton and apiece of pork in the same pot for the wife and, 
husband of different persuasions; and it adds, that they are peculiarly 
addicted to catching Franks and other strangers, and Selling them 
in the public market. At present, however, they are not to be 
distinguished from any other of the subjects of Ali, and a tra-
teller might appear in the market of Paramithi without being an 
article of merchandize. 

From Paramithi there are three roads; one to Margiriti ; an 
other to Parga ; and, a third, of twelve miles, to Sulli. 	- 

The mountains of Sulli extend thirty miles from, north to south,' 
and about the same length transversely. Towards the east they 
have the district of Arta, and to the southeast, and south, that 
of Loru : between them and the shore, is a strip of land called 
Fanari. Philathi and Paramithi are to the north and north-east. 
At the eastern foot of the mountains there is a -plain of tome .ex. 
tent, where there are four villages. The whole country contains 
eighteen villages. There are on the side of Nicopolis two distinbt 
summits of hills. The highest post, where there is a building that 
appeared to me like a fort, is called Laka, on the top of a idoni, 
cal mountain inaccessible on every side but one, where the approach 
to itis a small winding path cutout of the rock. A- little; below 
Laka, is Sulli itself, called Mega, or Kako-Sulli. Below Sulli is 
Samonissa, a fort ; then Tripa (the cavity) a principal post, sur-
rounded by a rampart or wall ; below Tripa is Klysoura ; 'and 

.a 2 
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- next .to that Skoutias, on the brink of the ravine formed by the 
two hills. There are other villages, all of them on the top of 
formidable mountains: Kiafa, near Sulli, Agia Pareskevi, Zagari, 
Perikati, Vounon, Zavoukon, Panaia tot) Glykos, and Milos. 

The contest between Ali and the inhabitants of these mountainous 
villages continued thirteen years ; and the wars of Sulli and Parga 
are recorded in•a work, written in modern Greek by a Sulliote, 
and printed at Paris, which I have seen. It talks of the summers 
and winters of the war, but in other respects is not much in the 
style of Thucydides. 

The Sulliotes are all Greek Christians, and speak Greek, but 
wear the mountain habit, and have a much greater resemblance 
to the Albanian- warrior than the Greek merchant. However, 
they have always been esteemed by the Greeks as the prime. 
soldiers, and hopes of their faith ; and in the scheme presented to 
the Empress Catharine in the year 1790, for a general insurrec• 
tion of that nation agaInst the Turks, Sulli was fixed upon as the 
seat of congress, and the place from which the confederate army 
was to commence its march. 

When the peace between Russia and Turkey abandoned the 
Greeks to their fate, and the squadron of the famous Lambro 
Canziani, who hiniself fled into Albania, was dispersed, the Sul. 
liotes prepared for an attack from Ali; and that Pasha, in the 
year 1792, after pretending a, design on Argyro-castro, and get- 

. ling into his power one of their chiefs called GiaVella, • suddenly 
fell upon the, open plains, and forced the people to evacuate the 
villages and fly into the mountains. Ali made several attacks on 
Kiafa and Tripa, but was obliged to ,retreat with loss, and was 
'followed by two thousand Sulliotes, even into the plains of•Ioan- 
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Rina, when some ,sort of terms were agreed upon by the IWO: Pai;;•-
ties, which were soon broken, and a desultory warfare 'recdm-
menced between them. 

In the year 1796, Ali again marched a large force into the' 
plains, and destroyed-  the villages, but was again repulsed. But -
having at last got-  possession' of some heights, and' built towers' 
commanding the defile, and continuing' to advance higher - up to-,  
wards Sulli, the inhabitants began to yield to his perseverance.' 
A dissension arose amongst the chiefs, and some of the fighting 
men, bribed, it is said, by Ali, withdrew, and though it Would 
have been' impossible to carry the posts by storm, they all sur-
rendered successively. Sulli itself, in the year 1803, admitted 
the troops of the Pasha. Agia Paraskevi was the last to capitti-=, 
late. It .was garrisoned by three hundred men, commanded by' 
Samuel a, priest;, who during the- evacuation, blew 'up the place' 
he had- so gallantly defended. DUring this continued contest, 
Ali is said to have lost thirty thousand men, and the Sulliotes five 
thousandl . The number of the latter; who, by agreement re-
tired to Parga and Corfu, were about four thousand. The war 
was carried on with musquets, in the Albanian fashion already 
described. Ali latterly also, brought some cannon to the siege, 
which were to have been directed by the French officers his pri-
soners .; but these gentlemen at that time contrived to escape to 
Corfu ; and it is probable the artillery had not so powerful an 
effect as the money of the Pasha. 

Mr. Eton, or Mr. 'Eton's dragoman, was a little credulous, in 
recording that four thousand men, all but one hundred and 
forty, who were made prisoners, were killed in one action ; and 
indeed he invests. these wars with an importance most. extravagant.;. 
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and disproportionate to their real magnitude. Yet whilst these 
rocks were invested, by the Albanians of Ali, many gallant actions 
were performed, which the author of the wars of Sulli and Parga, 
roust hope will go down to posterity with the deeds of the heroes 
of Marathon and Platen. 

The women were not less active than the men, and children of 
a tender age partook of the spirit of their parents. The son of 
the captive Giavella, a boy of twelve years of age, had been de-
livered by his father-as a hostage and pledge of his return from 
the mountain, and was, on that promise being broken, sent pri-
soner to Ioannina. He was brought before Veli Pasha, who ad. 
dressed him fiercely : " Robber, do-you not know that my father 
,will burn you alive ?"—" Yes," replied the boy, " and I also 
know, that if my father takes you prisoner, he will do the same 
to you." Giavella was killed in the war, and this magnanimous 
child was not destroyed, but sent back to his friends. 

It would be tedious to be more particular in detailing the un-
successful struggles of this people. Acts, though of the most 
determined active or passive courage,.in order to be worthy of 
record, must be performed in a certain cause, age and nation, 
and must be, besides, accompanied with other virtues. Were it 
not so, the lives of the Pirates might be put upon the same shelf 
with Cornelius Nepos, for Miltiades himself was not .a more de-
termined warrior than Black-beard, who received fifty-six wounds 
in the battle which cost him his life. 

It must be allowed that a great deal may be done by a skilful anna-,  
list, to rescue from oblivion, any events, however unimportant in their 
effects; and if these wa rshad been recorded by the same pen which 
has related the noble struggles of the Patriots of Saragossa, thq 
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valour of the Sulliotes might have :been as common a topic of -ad., 
miration as the perseverance of the Spaniards. As it is, Captain 
Giavella, and Captain Bogia, the heroes pf the modern historian, 
must be ranked, notwithstanding the efforts of Mr. Eton and this 
frail memorial, with the many brave men who have perished un-
known. 

There are now about. two thousand of Ali's soldiers quartered 
in the different villages of Sulli, and that town itself maintains 
three hundred of them. Yet such of the people as still cultivate 
the country. are treated with much lenity. They are not obliged 
to give free quarter to travelling soldiers; their horses and cattle 
are not taken without previous payment, and they are never 
beaten. The conquest of Sulli has put Ali in possession of the 
coast as far as Prevesa, and we proceeded in perfect safety with 
a small guard through that country, which Pouqueville describes 
as independent, and consequently impassable. It makes, part of 
the district of Lora, which lies between Sulli , and the gulf and 
territory of Arta; and stretches towards the plains of, Ioannina. . 

This district, which is called- by the Italians Paese di Cassopeo, 
is very mountainous. Its inhabitants are Greeks, who, 'though 
overawed by the presence of some Albanians in the Vizier's service, 
are favourers of the troops of robbers that sometimes appear in 
their mountains. 

I shall leave what I have to say of 'Carnia, though it may be 
called a part of Lower Albania, until we pass through that coun-
try ; and as,something has before been said of the, district of 
Arta, and of that immediately in the neighbourhood of Ioannina, 
I have communicated all I have been able to learn of the different 
parts of Albania. Would that my information, were more full 
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and particular, and free from those deficiencies, of which I am 
myself more sensible, than most people who have not travelled in 
the country can pretend to be. 

I would not venture to make an estimate of the population of 
the whole country, but perhaps some guess may be formed of the 

-amount, by what has been said of the places we visited. Upper 
Albania, begin where we will, either above Delvinaki or at Tepel-
lene, is more generally populous than the country to the south. 
The Greeks will assert that three hundred thousand Albanians; 
might on an emergency appear in arms. But Perseus, who pos-
sessed the whole force of the Macedonian monarchy, and who, 
after twenty-ix years of peace, collected the largest army seen 
since the times of Alexander the Great, could get together only 
thirty-nine thousand foot, and four thousand horse soldiers. The 
standing army of Scanderbeg consisted of eight thousand horse 
and seven thousand foot. There may be some excess in the 
computation above stated, yet a population of a million two hun-
dred thousand of all ages and sexes, that is, four times the number 
of men able to carry arms, is 'not disproportionate to the size of 
the country. 

- Upper Albania is laid down by a modern geographer as one 
hundred and ninety miles in length from north to south, and 
ninety-six in breadth from east to 'west. The length of Epirus, 
or Lower Albania, has been already stated, and Mr. Hume says, 
it may be in circumference altogether about twice as big as York-, 
.shires 

* Essay on the Populousness of Ancient N ations. 
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The temperature of the whole province is generally mild, ex,' 
cept that in the height of summer the heat at Ioannina is .very op-
press4.e. In the spring there is seldom much rain, or a continued 
drought. The autumnal rains last for about four weeks, with in-: 
tervals of clear weather, and the close of the season is very fine. 
:The sky is then without a cloud, and the middle of the day is as 
warm as that of an English June, so much so, that on the fifth 
of November we bathed in the gulf of Arta. The mornings and 
evenings are a little chill, but without any cold fogs or mists. 
The winter lasts about two months, and during that time there is, 
much snow on the higher grounds, but the frosts are seldom of 
any long duration. 

Ioannina, as Poukeville reports, is subject in the spring and" 
autumn to tertians, for which the vicinity of a large stagnated 
lake may account, but, generally speaking, Albania may be called 
a healthy country, especially the upper part of it, where, we heard, 
that instances of longevity were by no means uncommon. At 
Ereeneed we were shown an old man and woman who had both 
passed their hundredth year. 

The island in the lake of Ioannina is said to be subject to-earth, 
Oakes ; and our French authority affirms, that every October, 
the inhabitants upon it are alarmed by more than thirty agitations, 
accompanied by the sound of loud subterranean explosions. We 
were in the city just at the stated period, but these terrific. con-
vulsions did not return during our stay in the country. 

The physicians of Ioannina, and in the large towns, are Greeks ; 
but surgical cases are referred to the Albanians, as was before alluded 
to, and these rough operators sometimes attempt the cure even of 
general diseases by violent topical applications. You have seen the 

A a. 
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treatment for a cold in the limbs, in my third letter. They have a 
singular a remedy for a fever. The patient stretches out his arm, 
and the doctor runs his thumb forcibly along the principal artery 
from the wrist up to the shoulder. This he repeats several times, 
till he 'has thrown the man into a profuse perspiration, whom he 
then covers up warmly, and considers in a fair way of recovery ; 
nor is he often deceived, as the opening of the pores in such cases, 
must, I suppose, but seldom fail of producing a favourable effect. 

But during this very long digression, You may have forgot that 
you last left us at Tepellene, with a short account of which town, 
forgotten in its proper place, I shall conclude this Letter. 

It is inhabited partly by Christians, partly by Turks, and is said 
to contain between four and five hundred houses, of which there did 
not appear to be one of the better sort, except the Vizier's 
palace, which covers a good deal of ground, and contains a 
spacious harem. It is the most 'favourite residence of Ali, and 
there are always some of the ladies of his household living on the 
spot, as well as a large establishment at all times ready to re-
ceive his Highness. In this palace, it is reported that Ali pre-
serves the greatest part of his treasure, and, if you believe the 
Albanians, some of the inner rooms are piled up to the top with 
jewels and coin. 

The town stands on a rocky knoll immediately over the river, 
which, in this place,' is broad and deep, with high banks on both 
sides: There are remaining an arch and a half of a bridge opposite 
the town, which Ali has in vain endeavoured to repair. An Eng-
lish renegado, considered skilful in these matters, came from Con- 
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stantinople to inspect the work, and assured the Vizier, that the 
bottom of the river, and the banks, being of loose sand, the 
buttresses would always be undermined, and carried off by the 
autumnal floods. Thus, those who come from Berat, if they do 
not cross in a boat, must go 'round by the bridge which w6 passed 
in our journey to Tepellene. 

I am, &c.. &C. 

A a 
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Departure from Tepellene—Return to Ioannina—A Marriage 
Procession—A Turkish Puppet-Show—Ancient Coins to be 
met with at Ioannina—Final Departure from that City—Re, 
turn to Prevesa—Disaster at Sea—Land on the Coast of 
Sulli—View of that Town and District, at Volondorako—
Route from Volondorako to Castropsheca—to Prevesa—Sail 
down the Gulf of Arta—Vonitza—Utraikee—Ancient Mea-
surement of the Gulf. 

AFTER settling accounts with the great officers of 
the palace, all of whom, from the Chamberlain to the Fool, came 
for a present, we took leave of our friend the Secretary, and hav-
ing an express. order upon the post throughout the Vizier's domi-
nions, took, besides the five horses we had brought from Ioan-
nina, five others from Tepellene, to assist us back to the Capital. 
The Secretary said we might expect great things from these" 
horses. " Vanno assolutamente correndo." Their extraordinary 
velocity was a trot, when forced to their speed, of five miles an 
hour. 

The priest who had come with us.to the Vizier, also made one 
of our party back. 

The first day we went about twenty miles, and slept in the vil- 
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lage of Lokavo, in the hills, which we had passed in our way to 
Tepellene. 

The second day we descended again into the plain, continuing 
along the banks of the river, which we crossed; then, having the 
town of Libokavo on our left, and keeping ‘.out of the -hills, as 
the waters had subsided, and striking into the same road by 
which we had come from Delvinaki to Libokavo, we arrived at 
the former place by sunset. Our journey this day might be 
about thirty miles. We- slept in the same, house that had before 
lodged us. 

The next day we returned as far•as Zitza, perhaps twenty-five 
miles, and took up our abode in the monastery on the hill. On 
the day after, the 26th of October, we got back to the house of 
Signor Nicolo at Ioannina. Thus, although we had been nine 
days in getting to Tepellene, we were only four coming back; 
and the journey, which cannot be quite a hundred English miles, 
might, notwithstanding the badness of the paths, be performed 
very easily in three. The TartarS, or couriers, are not half that 
time upon the road. However, as there is no point gained by 
hurrying over a country one has never seen before, and may never 
see again, we did not at all regret having made so slow a progress. 

The weather, during our return, was very different from what it 
had been on our former journey. The storms had ceased, and 
the sun shone in the middle of the clay as hot as with us at mid-
summer. The vintage was now entirely over, and the maize was 
collected into the villages. The flocks of goats, and sheep, and 
the herds of small cattle, had all been driven from the tops and 
sides of the hills, into the warmer plains. The ploughing for the 
early crops of the ensuing year, had also commenced. 

- We passed our time at Ioannina, both before and after our 
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visit to Tepellene, most agreeably ;—a sail upon the lake, a ride 
into, the country, or a stroll through the Bazars and Bizestein, 
occupied our mornings, and our evenings were passed at home in 
the conversation of our host, or abroad in visits to the principal 
people of the town. We were one evening gratified by the sight 
of a marriage procession, which, as the ceremonies of the Greek 
Christians of Albania seem to be carried to a more ridiculous 
height than those of the other parts of Turkey, I will attempt to 
describe. A Slave of the Harem, and an Albanian Officer, a 
Christian in the Vizier's service, were the parties. 

First, the bridegroom passed through the streets attended by 
a large party of men with fiddles, and with many others carrying 
lanterns of coloured paper, and he • proceeded to fetch his bride 
from the Seraglio of .his Highness. Half an hour afterwards we 
saw the whole party moving along to the house of the bridegroom. 
The streets were full of people. At the head of the procession was 
the bridegroom with his band of musicians and lantern-bearers, 
followed also by a long crowd of men. Next came six young girls, 
splendidly dressed in gold and silver stuffs, with their long hair 
flowing over the -shoulders ; two of them carried infants in their arms. 
Then appeared a woman more richly habited, carrying on her head a 
small red trunk, containing the portion with which the bride, ac-
cording .to custom, as belonging to the Harem, had been presented -
by Ali himself. Behind her came the bride herself, to whose ap-
pearance it is impossible for me to do justice. It was some time 
before we were thoroughly convinced that what we saw was not 

• some doll dressed up for the occasion. She had scarcely any per- 
ceptible motion, except a slow march from side to side, and she 
resembled more than any thing else I can recollect, the wax 
figure of Queen Elizabeth in IN estminster Abbey, for not only 
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her dress, but herself was to the full as stiff. her face, not a 
muscle of which moved, was daubed witlia mask of white and red 
paint, and she seemed cautious not to alter; in the least, the po-
sition of her head, for fear of throwing off a high cap studded with 
pieces of gold money. Her left hand Was held by an armed Al-
banian magnificently drest, and her right by a Greek priest. Be-
hind her was a vast crowd of women, with music and lanterns. 

The procession moved so slowly;  and the number of people was 
so great, that the street was not-clear of them for nearly an hour. 
The marriage had taken place in the morning, but the bride had 
returned to her apartments, that she might be carried off in 
triumph during the night. 

This procession, the most grand and ridiculous of the many I 
saw in Turkey, is something more in the Albanian than the Greek 
taste, and has therefore not been deferred till I came to speak of 
the latter nation. 

An evening. or two before our departure from Ioannina, we 
went to see the only advance which the Turks have made towards 
scenic, representations.. This was a puppet-show, conducted by a 
Jew who visits this place during the Ramazan, with his card per-
formers.. The show, a sort of ombre Chinoise, was fitted up in a 
corner of a very dirty coffee-house which was full of spectators, 
Mostly young boys. The admittance, was two paras for a cup 
of coffee, and two or three more of those small pieces of money 
put into a plate handed round after the performance. The hero 
of the piece was a kind of punch, called Cara-keus, who had, as 
a traveller has well expressed it, the equipage of the God of Gar-
dens, supported by a string from- his neck. The next in dignity 
was a droll, . called Codja-Haivat, the. Sancho of Cara-keus ; a 
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man and a woman were the remaining figures, except that the 
catastrophe of the drama was brought about by the appearance of 
the Devil himself in his proper person. The dialogue, which was 
all in Turkish, and supported in different tones by the Jew, I did 
not understand ; it caused loud and frequent bursts of laughter 
from the audience ; but the action, v‘ hich was perfectly intelligible, 
was too horribly gross to be described. If you have ever seen 
the morrice-dancing in some counties of England, you may have 
a faint idea of it. 

If the character of a nation, as has been said, can be well ap-
preciated by a view of the amusements in which they delight, this 
puppet-show would place the Turks very low in the estimation of 
any observer. They have none, we were informed, of a more de-
cent kind. 

There are now not a few inducements which may probably 
cause many intelligent travellers of our own country to visit Ioan-
nina, and Albania ; and from their investigation the world will 
doubtless be informed of many interesting particulars before 
unknown. 

The vicinity of the islands now in our possession, the peaceable 
state of the, country under the government of Ali, the good cor-
respondence that prince maintains with the English, and the wish 
of exploring regions so long involved in complete obscurity, and, 
as it were, lost out of the map of Europe, will aid and prompt 
their enquiries, and we shall soon be as well informed with respect 
to the people and country of Albania, as we have been for some 
time on the head of Greece and other provinces of Turkey. 
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Ioannina itself affords a safe 'and agreeable residence to tra-
'vellers. The Greeks are of the better sort, and well instructed 
in the manners and languages of Christendom-; one of them, a 
school-master of the nanie of Psallida, may be called a learned 
man. lie teaches the modern and ancient Greek, ' the Latin, 
Italian, and French languages, to about a hundred scholars, 
arid has, besides, established a reputation by publishing a philo-
sophical treatise on the Immortality of the Soul, dedicated to the 
Empress Catharine. 

The curiosity of the antiquary would be gratified 'by many 
valuable coins, which are to be met with in the hands of Greek 
collectors. The series of Macedonian Kings might easily be 
made up, and though not very rare, - these medals are very beau-
tiful and perfect. The golden Philip,. the " regale numisma," is 
very common ; and there is a report that three hundred of them 
were lately discovered in one earthen jar. The coins at Ioannina, 
however, are not to be purchased so cheaply as those in Greece. A 
collector in that'city has twenty-seven, I think that is the number, 
of very rare pieces, which, he will not sell separately, and he asks 
• a large price for the whole. No one likes to pass through such a 
country without collecting a little, and yet, as there is generally 
some, person residing in the towns to whom every thing is first 
shown, a mere passing traveller Vas but a poor chance of getting 
what is very excellent: In the villages indeed he may occasionally 
meet with something rare, before the peasant has carried •it to 
the town ; for immediately on the arrival of a Frank, every thing 
in the shape of a medal or cut stone, which the .country people 
may have found, is brought to him; a ridiculous proclamation to 
that effect being often made by order of his .dragoman, .and he has 
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perhaps, an antiquity of George the 't'hird's time, presented for 
his acceptance, or an ancient cameo cut by a Parisian jeweller. 
My own seals, which were droPped near Ioannina, may serve to 
enrich the store of some future collector. 

On the third of November we left the city and the lake, not to 
return-: and were the one the ancient Cassiope, and the other 
Acherusia, as certainly as Cellarius and Poukeville have asserted 
them to be, we could not have parted from them with greater 
reo-b • ret The Priest was still of our party, and we had also the 
company of an Albanian Captain, a Turk, who joined us, as .  
he said, for the love of the English. 

We returned to Salora, on the gulf of Arta, sleeping the first 
night at the han of St. Demetre, and the next at Arta. At Salora, 
we had intelligence that the country of Carnia was up in arms; 
that bodies of robbers had descended from the mountains of Tric-
cala and Agrapha, and had made their appearance on the other 
side of the gulf, at a custom-house belonging to the Vizier, called 
TJtraikeei  where they had killed two men. 

We had it in our power either to procure a guard at Prevesa, 
and venture through. Carnia, or to get into a galliot of Ali's, 
and go by sea to Patrass. We waited, however, a day, for advice . 
from Prevesa, with our old acquaintances at the barrack, and 
then received intelligence, that an Albanian Bey was about to set 
out, and collect all the armed men of the district, and hunt the 
robbers from Carnia, and that we might, if we pleased, attend 
him upon ,this gathering. However, we made up our minds to 
go by sea, and proceeding in a boat to Prevesa, we presented 
the Vizier's order to the governor, who immediately prepared a 
,:galliot for our passage. 
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We slept one night at Prevesa,. and got on board the' next day 
in the forenoon. 

The galliot was a stout vessel, about fifty tons .burden, long 
and narrow, with three short masts, on each of which she carried 
a large lateen sail of the sort universally used in the Levant. 
She had forty men and four guns. All the sailors were Turks, 
except four Greeks, who turned out to be the only persons 
on board who knew how to manage even a boat. There 
were several Captains; but he that was called the first captain, 
was a Dulcigniote, a _mild-mannered man, who sat very com-
posedly smoking, and playing with a string of beads, called a 
comboloio, which is a favourite solitary pastime both' of Mahome-
tans and Christians, no man above the common sort being without 
his bead roll. 

At twelve o'clock we weighed anchor, but ran aground in getting 
out of the harbour. Upon this the Captain proposed staying till 
next day. However,. we begged him to try again, and accord-
ingly by one o'clock, we were out of the port with a fair wind; 
hoping that we should soon double the head-land of Santa Maura. 
But we found that the Leucadian - promontory was equally 'the 
terror of our Turkish seamen, as it had been of the Grecian navi, 
gators ; for ;though we had a fine breeze, to all appearance quite 
fair, 'yet- something, which we knew • not of, occurred,„ And. by 
four o'clock we were pronounced in distress. The ',Captain said 
we should be obliged to'put into Santa Maura, then „in, the lAanclo 
of the French, if we did not. tack .directly. , This caused a, great-
deal of bustle, and in putting about, the mizen-sail .split from, top' 
to bottom. The wind blew a little stronger, and there was a, heavy 
swell. 'The Captain put his comboloio in his, pocket. The ,sailors 
were nearly,all, except the Greeks, sick, and retired below, 
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We were now steering directly fo'r Corfu,. 4s all hope of getting 
round the Cape had been given up. At sun-set it blew fresh, 
and the rolling of the sea shook us so violently, as we were very 
badly steered, that the greatest alarm prevailed. The Captain 
wrung his hands and wept. George our dragoman, at every 
heel the ship took, called loudly on the name of God, and when 
the main-yard snapped in two, every thing was given up for lost. 
The guns also broke loose, and the foresail was split. The ship 
lay like a log on the water, and the Turk at the helm contrived 
to keep her broadside to the sea, so that it was not improbable she 
might have been swamped. The Captain being asked what he could 
do, said, he could do nothing.—" Could he get back to the main-
land ?"—" If God chuses," was his answer.—" Could he make 
Corfu ?"—" If God chuses."—In short, there was nothing left, 
but to request he would give up the management of the vessel to 
the Greeks. He said he would give it to anybody. The Greeks 
then soon got us into a better plight, and rigging a small stay-sail 
between the mizen and the main, and another between the main and 
foremast, and taking down the yards, helped the ship along more 
easily. They steered us back upon the mainland of Albania, 
keeping as close to the wind as possible, to prevent being driven 
to Corfu ; and the sea and the wind abating, they brought us, 
about one o'clock in the morning, to an anchor at the entrance 
Of a bay. 

At the dawn of morning we found ourselves nearly within 
musket-shot of the land, which was craggy and woody, with 
high mountains in the distance. Our Turks began all of them 
to tinoke, without taking the least notice of what had happened, 
or thinking of repairs ; and this being the termination of the 
Ramazan„ and the first morning of the Bairam, a feast which 
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lasts three days, they all, according to a custom singular_ 
enough to us, kissed and embraced each other with great 
ceremony and affection, the Captain receiving the salute from all 
his men. 

In a short time, three or four men with guns appeared on 
the rocks, and shouted to us, to know who we were. The Cap-,  
tain answered, and hoisted a large red ensign ; and after some 
more hallooing, two boats came out of the bay and made .for.  
Paxos, which island, as well as Antipaxos, was not far from us. 
Part of Corfu, and an. opposite promontory, were also very visi-
ble. Some apprehensions were entertained of these boats being 
French privateers, for we were within a few miles of Parga ; it 
turned out afterwards that the Paxiote sailors had thought we 
were an English cruiser, and would not therefore venture out until 
assured of the contrary. 

In the afternoon, by the advice of the Captain, we determined 
to make the best of our way back to Prevesa by land, and we 
therefore disembarked ourselves and chattels in the bay; near a 
little custom-house, taking the second Captain with us, as lie 
seemed to prefer the perils of the land to those of his own element. 

The bay in which we landed was one called Fanari, imme-
diately contiguous to the district and mountains of. Sulli. We 
sent for horses to the nearest village, and when they arrived, after 
waiting a long time on the beach, we proceeded through,a thick 
wood, and caught a sight of a plain, and the town of Parga, to 
our left. We were not more than half an hour in reaching a 
village called Volondorako, where we were well received by the 
Albanian primate of the place, and by the Vizier's soldiers quar-
tered there. But our cottage was a miserable tenement indeed. 
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-.We found that a wreck, which we had seen in the bay, was that' 
of a prize made shortly before by our Corfu squadron, and that 
the midshipman who had been cast away in her, had slept five 
nights before in the same house ; and having been enabled to pro-
ceed to Prevesa by the assistance of the Albanians, had presented 
them with the wreck of his vessel. But the proper intention of 
they young :Englishman (afterwards approved by his Captain) had 
been frustrated by the.  Greek Vice-Consul at Prevesa, who got 
an order from the governor of that town for the ship, pretending 
that all English wrecks were his property. The Albanians at Vo-
londorako complained to us bitterly of this, and certainly they 
had some reason to be dissatisfied. 

In -  the morning we had a view of the country, and saw the 
mountains of Sulli to the east, on the opposite side of a long 
plain running north and south. The town of Sulli itself was also 
visible on the crag of a rock three parts up the mountain ; and a 
little to the south, below the town, was a.fortress built by the 
Vizier during his wars with this place. Near this was a village 
called Castrizza, where are some few remains of ancient walls. 
The whole plain seemed well cultivated, abounding with arable 
lands, but having no vineyards. 

1Vhatevet I could learn on the spot of this territory, so cele-
brated in the annals of modern Greece, has been already com-
municated ; I shall only add, that the force of arms appeared 
still: necessary to preserve the conquests of Ali ; for there were 
thirty soldiers quartered in our small village . of about thirty 
houses. 

We were a long time in procuring horses, but at last left Volon-
dorako at one o'clock in the afternoon, provided with guides, and 
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'with three of the Albanian guard. On leaving our cottage', the re-
'mainder of the guard saluted us by firing off their muskets, hold., 
ing them in one hand, and giving them just elevation sufficient. to  
let the balls whistle over our heads. , Our.Albanians returned the 
compliment, and there was a great mutual shouting, till we had 
struck into the woods out of sight. 

Our road took us to the south over woody hillocks, for two 
hours, when we came near the sea-side, still-  over hilly. ground? 
Then descending nearer,the shore, we passed 'under a castle be- 
longing to Ali, on the summit of a steep rock close, to the sea, 'in 
a part of the country .called Ereenosa. Similar-towers, and ruins 
of towers, of Turkish and Venetian construction, are to befound; 
it is said, all along the coast from Butrinto., We saw one' more, 
further on towards Prevesa.. 	 . 

We terminated one of the most beautiful rides we .had ever 
taken, by passing through groves of adrachnus, or strawberry-trees 
whose apples,-  called by the Greeks, " Comara," were hanging from 
the boughs in large red clusters, interspersed with, the berries'of 
many other fragrant shrubs with which, this region 'abounds. It was 
sun-set before we reached the village in which we were to halt.) , 

It was called. Castropsheca, upon'a height, at a little distance 
from the sea, and was rather of the better sort, for our cottage 
had a wooden floor raised one story from the grodnd. It waS 
habited by 'Greeks. 	 - 

At twelve the next day we set out again.; and after a short 
ride through a wood, and crossing a small river, we came to the 
sea-shore,, with a barren flat country to our left, and continued 
for some time going round a large bay, till we came to the beach 
on the sea-side. of Nicopolis.. Here my Friend and- myself -rode 
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off to pay a last visit to the ruins, whilst our baggage proceeded 
directly to Prevesa, at which place *e all arrived at sun-set. 

From Volondorako to Prevesa, the path is very bad and intri-
cate, till the approach to the latter town, and is about nine hours' 
journey—not more, perhaps, than twenty-four miles. 

A xeference to ancient geography seems to point out the bay of 
Fanari as the lesser port between the G lykyslimen and the mouth 
of the Ambracian gulf, called Comarus 4, from which a straight 
line drawn .to the gulf on the side of Nicopolis, made a distance 
of sixty stadia, or seven and a half Roman miles. The large 
bay, round which we rode on the second day, answers to the de-
scription of the wider port alluded to by Strabo, as a mile and a 
half from Nicopolis. Yet the distance of Comarus from the 
Gulf, does not appear reconcileable with that of Fanari to the 
same point. However, the extreme badness of the roads may 
have made our journey appear much longer than it really was, 
_and as we passed along by far the longest side of the triangles  
may almost account for the difference. The whole coast, from 
'Butrinto to Prevesa, is called by the Venetians, Vaielitia, or Va-
letitzia. 
. 'We had now no choice left, but that of going across Carnia, 
we therefore provi4ed ourselves, by the Goverhor's assistance, 
,with thirty-seven soldiers, of whom there were three Bolu-bashees, 
or Captains ;, and we' also procured another galliot to take us 
down the gulf of Arta, ,to the place whence we were to commence 
our land journey. 

Our whole party got on board the vessel, which was a sort of 

* Strabon. lib. vii. 
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row-galley, at one o'clock, Monday, the 13th 'of November, and 
passing round the promontory of • Cape Figalo, continued sailing 
with very little wind, and rowing, until .we got off the fortress 

• of Vonitza, which was at sun-set. Here the Captain, who, rather 
to our astonishment, was the same Dulcigniote that had corn-, 
manded on our late disastrous expedition, said we might as well 
wait for the morning breeze, so that-We were some time near"Vd-
nitza, and advanced but little during the night. 

Vonitza is a small town, inhabited by Greeks, whose chief 
trade consists in boUtaraga; or the roes of fish, salted and pressed 
into rolls like sausages. The fortress, which was by the French 
given up to the Porte, or rather to Ali Pasha, is not verYStrOng, 
and is garrisoned by a small body of Albanians. 

The sun rose over the hills of Agrapha; at the 'bottom,of the 
gulf, and we advanced, gently with the sails and oars, keeping 
not far from the southern shore, under a range of woody hills, 
with some few cultivated spots, but no villages to be seen. It was, 
not until four o'clock in the afternoon that we arrived at Utraikee, 
situated in a deep bay surrounded with rocks and woods, at the 
south-east corner of the gulf, which stretches eight or nine miles 
farther to the east, and must in its whole length be at least' as 
long as described to be by Polybius and Strabo. It is true, that 
the historian mentions the length directly, as' •being.  three hun-
dred stadia, or thirty-seven Roman miles and a half, and the 
Geographer uses the expression circlet, yet• by this word he 
must be supposed to mean the longest diameter, not the circutn 
ference, though the word (xvxXos) in, other places of the same' 

* Polyb. lib. 'iv. cap. 69. 	 Strab. lib. vii. 
C C 
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author, is used as synonimous with the latter expression 4. Poly-
bias has added, that the breadth is, in parts, equal to one-third 
of the length of the gulf., Doubtless the site of Utraikee, was 
one of the many good ports, with which it is said, by Strabo, to 
abound,; even now, it is the ,occasional resort of some of the boats 
from the islands, which exchange their commodities for the wools 
and skins of Carnia. We saw several sail of these small merchant-
men proceeding towards Terra Nova, and the lower end of the 
gulf 

• The gulf of Arta, in the time of Barbarossa, was the rendez-
vous of ,the Turkish navy, maintained to overawe the armaments 
of the Christian Powers in the Italian seas ;, but I am not aware, 
that it was ever navigated by any large ship of war of the modern 

. 	. construction. • 
I am, &c. &c. 

* After writing the above, I find that Casaubon, in his Coitmcutary on 
Strabo, has compared the two passages without a remark ; so that xv0,0; must be 
considered-to bear the same meaning as xo.was would have done, though it is, 
wherever else I have seen it in this author, to be' understood in the sense of 
rEpoN,,, vrEpt1.41Tpos)  Ofarixnaat, 11 iS tisttal words. 
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Utraikee—Night Scene at that Place--Route through Carnia:• 
to Catoona—to Makala—Prospects from the Rills-:of ,the 
River Aspro or Acheloiis—and of the Lake Nizero,s-Ancient 
Remains at A'eto and at Ligustovichi—Route continued--to 
Prodromo—Passage of the Acheloiis--,-Arrival at Gouria—. 
Route over the Earacheloitis—to Natolko—Another Route 
from Arta to Natolico—Boundary of Carnia,--Former In-
habitants—Ancient-  Geography---Present State—Ruins at 
Teeserenes—The Shallows of Messalonge and Natolico-The 
Fishery—ConjectUre as to the 'Formation of the Shallows—.. 
The Town and Inhabitants of Messalonge—The District of 
Xeromeros, or "Etolia—Town of Ivoria—River Fidari, or, 
Evenus—Ruins of Calydon—Rocks of. CI alcis and Tappiaths • 
—Passage to Patrass. 

AT Utraikee there was only a custom-house and a 
barrack for soldiers, both of stone, close to each other, and sur-
rounded on every side; except to the water, by a• high wall. We 
bathed in a little cove near the house; but were prevented from 
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strolling any farther, as the woods were suspected to be yet in-
fested by the robbers, 'who had, five 'days- before, appeared in a 
body of thirty-five men, and carried off-a Greek and a Turk, 
'before the: guard had time to shut. the gates of the yard. They. 
'pointed' out to - Us "a small green spot, at the bottom of the bay, 
'Where, in the sight of, and as a bravado to, the ten soldiers shut. 
up in the barrack, they shot. the Turk, and stoned the Greek 

:Whoin they had taken. 
In the evening the gates iveresecured, and preparations were 

inade for feedingour Albanians. A goat,was killed, and roasted 
-Whole, and four 'fires were kindled in the• yard, round which the 
`sOldierS' seated theinselves in parties After eating and drinking, 
the greater part of them assembled round the largest of the fires, 

.and;' Whilst ourselves 'and the' elders- of the.  party Were seated 
the ground, danced round the blaze to their -own songs, in' the 

kmanner before described;.  but with astonishing energy. All their 
songs were relations of some robbing. exploits. One of- then,.  
'which detained them more than an hour, began thns---" ',When 

set o'ut'fr,om Parga, there were,  sixty of us :" then came the 
`butilen-Of the:  verse, 

, 	44  Robbers all at Parga 1 
" Robbers all at Parga 

4 ' laupiiis IrelE 
sr KAgigeis 	Ilarya !" 

-and' as they roared out this stave, they whirled round,' the fire, 
.dropped, ,  and rebounded from their knees, and again whirled 
sound; as 'the chorus was again repeated. The rippling of the 
waves upon the , pebliy margin where We were seated, filled up 
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the pauses of the song with a milder,• and not more monotonous 
music. The night was very dark, but by the flashes of the 
fires we caught a glimpse of the woods, the rocks, and the lake, 
which, together with the wild appearance' of the dancers,-  pre,. 
isented us with scene that would have -made a fine picture in 
the hands of such an artist as the author of the, Mysteries of 
Vdolpho. 

As we were acquainted with the character of the Albanians, it 
did not at all diminish our pleasure to know, that every one of 
our guard had been robbers, and some of them a very short time 
before. The most respectable and best mannered Bolu-basbee 
with us, had been, Tour years past, a very formidable one, having 
had the command of two hundred, upon the mountains behind 
Lepanto, but he had submitted with his, men, and was now in the 
service of Ali., It was eleven o'clock before we-had retired to our 
room, at which time the Albanians, wrapping themselves up in, 
their capotes, went' to sleep round the fires. 
, We were off at half past eight the next morning, when we took 
ten other soldiers from -the barrack, besides our own party,: as. far 
the first two hours there 'were some notorious passes in the woods -
through which our route lay. Approaching these spots, fifteen 
or twenty of the party walked briskly on ',before, and when they 
had gone through the pass, halted until we came up to them. We 
travelled to the south amongst thick forests, with now and then a 
small opening, through which, hs ion botdes, were to be discerned 
a plain and law hills.. In one or two green spots near the road, 
were Turkish tombstones, generally under a clump of trees and 
by the side of a stone fountain, the resting place of the tram 
Yeller.. . 
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Having passed the woodS, the" ten men returned to Utraikee, 
and we got into an open country. We passed over a low bill, on 
which was a small village, and a barrack for Albanian soldiers, 
and leaving this to the left a little, ascended some more rising 
ground to a village called Catoona, where we arrived by twelve 
o'clock. 

It was our intention to have proceeded farther this day, bat 
our progress was interrupted by au affair between our Albanians 
and the Primate of the village, for, as we were looking about us, 
and horses were collecting to carry our baggage,' as we had drop• 
ped those from Utraikee, after a torrent of words from one of the 
soldiers, swords were suddenly drawn, and guns cocked, and upon 
_this, in an instant, and before we could stop the affray, the Pri• 
mate threw off his shoes and cloak, and fled so precipitately, 
that he rolled down the hill and dislocated his shoulder. It as a 
long time before we could persuade him to come back to his house, 
where we were lodged : when he did return, he said he did not 
care so much about his shoulder, as for the loss of a purse with 
fifteen zequins, which dropped out of his pocket during his tumble; . 
The hint was understood. 

Catoona, inhabited by Greeks only, contains twenty houses, 
but most of them of the better sort, well built with stone. The 
Primate's house is a very good one, 'neatly fitted up with sofas. 
Upon a knoll in the middle of the .village is a school-house and 
yard, and from this spot there is a very extensive view. To the 
west are high mountains called Vounstos (that is, the hills), rang. 
ing from north to south near the coast. To the east there is 
also a grand mountain prospect in the distance, but nearer there is 
seen a green valley, and a considerable river winding through a 
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long line of country. This river is the Achelolis, no* called the 
Aspro, or White river. The modern name of the lake is' Niaerosx  
and it is about six miles, they told us, in length. 

We had much difficulty in procuring 'horses at .  Catoona, so 
that we were not off until half past eleven the next morning, and 
did not travel more than four hours that day, to a village called 
Makala. The path was southwards, tolerably good, through a 
woody country at first, but on mounting the 'hill on which the 
village stood, the prospect widened on every side, and we again 
saw the lake, the river, and the plain, stretching far down to the 
south. 
- Makala is a well-built stone village, Containing about forty 

houses, separated from each other, inhabited by Greeks, a little 
above the condition of peasants, whose wealth consists in large 
flocks of sheep of athick coarse fleece, that is sold into Albania 
and the Morea. He with whom we lodged was a grave impor-
tant gentleman, calling himself a merchant, and keeping. a secre 
tary. The houses we saw in Carnia were much better than any 
we had seen in the villages of Albania. The one we -slept in at 
Makala, -had very much the appearance of one of those old man-
sions that are to be met with in the bottom; of the Wiltshire 
Downs. There were two green courts to it, one. before; and the 
other, round which there was a raised terrace, behind the house. 
'The whole was surrounded -by a very high and very thick -Wall; 
that shut out the prospect entirely; but was perfectly necessary 
in a country frequently overrun by large bands of robbers in their 
way from, the island of Santa Maura to the mountains of Tric-
eala and Agrapha. The operations of some of these outlaws were 
visible in the r*iwt  of a large house, which.. was. pulled 'dowii. by 
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them about twenty years past, after a determined opposition from 
the inhabitants. The possession 'of Santa Maura by the Eng-
lish, will much tend to free Carnia from-these depredators. 

From the highest point in the village we were shown two pieces 
of wall, Which our host assured us were remains of antiquity. One 
of them was on a hill to the west, called ACto ; and another .  on 
a hill to the east, 'overlooking the Aspro, and by name Ligusto-
,vichi. I should not forget, that on this eminence there was, sus-
pended from a stake, a piece of thick curved iron hoop, which, 
when struck by a hammer, also hanging from the stake, serves to 
call the Greeks to church, and also to alarm the country when 
the robbers appear; for the melancholy noise may, in the silence 
,of the night, be heard in the surrounding woods and wallies for 
many miles. This is the church bell universally used in the Le-
vant. 

 
There is an exact picture of one in Tournefort. 

We were detained at Makala a day, because horses could not 
be found to carry us on, which delay our Albanian, Vasilly, as-
sured us was owing to the disuse of the stick ; but on the 18th 
of November we set out at ten o'clock in the morning. 

We went through woods along ,a craggy tangled path to the 
south,' and at half past twelve, passed a village of a few huts 
called Prodromo ; after which, going a point to the eastward of 
south, we struck into deeper woods of oak, which lasted, with 
hardly one opening, for five hours, until we found ourselves at a-
village of huts only a quarter of a mile from the banks of the 
Aspro. In the course of our journey through the forest we 
lighted upon three new-made graves, which, as our AlbanianS 
passed, they pointed at, crying out, " Sir, the robbers !" and 
not long after this, as the whole party of them were•passing along 
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in a string, on something being seen in the gloom of the woods, 
they rushed amongst the trees to practise their manoeuvres, but 
found nothing to attack. They seemed to apprehend some danger 
during the whole day.; they were unusually silent, and did not 
always keep in the path, but beat about ainongst the bushes on 
either side. 

We had once a view thi-ough the woods; of the large town 
named Vraichore, on the left bank of the Aspro, probably about 
ten miles higher up the river than thC place at which we crossed. 

The stream of this river was very broad and rapid, and deep, 
not so broad as the river at Tepellene, but of a much larger body 
of of water. However, although the sun was set, we passed over 
in a well-contrived ferry-boat, to a decent village, partly of Turk-
ish, partly of Greek familieS, called Gouria, where we passed the 
night. 

From Utraikee to Gouria, over a country which it had taken 
us altogether fourteen hours and a half to 'traverse, we did not 
meet or pass a single traveller of any description, and we only 
saw one more village than those through which we passed. The 
whole of Carnia appeared to us a' wilderness of forests and nil-
peopled plains. All our route; except a few miles, was, as de-
seribed,- through 'thick woods of oak ; but what we saw of the 
IEtolian side of the Achelobs, seemed very different, less woody 
and hilly, and abodiding with tracts of luxuriant cultivation. 

Leaving Gburia the next morning,, we changed: our southerly, 
for an easterly direction, and continued at 'first through' a plain 
of corn-fields near the banks of the river, which; We soon left 
On our right, and continued in a rich open country,' sometimes 
over .stone causeways, and between the hedges of 'gardens and 

D d 
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olive-groves, when we were stopped by the sea. 'What we had 
passed over from Gouria, was that fruitful region formerly called 
Paracheluitis, which was drained, or, according to one of the 
prettiest allegories of ancient mythology, torn from the Acheloils 
by the perseverance of Hercules, and presented by the demi-god 
for a nuptial present to the daughter of Oeneus. This was the 
horn, whose plenty was the prize so often disputed by the rivals 
of Acarnania and iEtolia. The water at which we now arrived 
might more properly be called a salt-marsh than the sea, or a 
shallow bay stretching from the mouth of the gulf of Lepanto 
into the land for several miles. At, the spot where we stood, it 
was about a mile and a half broad, and not 'more than two feet 
deep. half way over was the town of Natolico, rising out of 
the water; and to this place, after dismissing our horses, we 
passed over in several punts, of which there were a great number 
plying to and fro. 

We were treated at first rather cavalierly by the Albanian go-
vernor of the town, who, however, on being spoken to a little 
decisively, and presented with the signature of his master Ali, 
provided proper lodgings, and billets for our soldiers. We found 
out, that during our altercation with the goernor, a Greek, who 
had been nominated English Vice-Consul of the place, had sat 
by u ithout saying a word, or letting us know that there was in 
the town any such character, to whom we might apply. But the 
inattention of this man was made up for by the civility of a Jew 
physician, who told us—I recollect his expression—that he was 
honoured by our partaking of his little misery. 

At Natolico we staid one night. It is a well-built town; 
the houses of wood, and chiefly of two stories, about six hun- 
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dred in number; inhabited by'some few Turks, but principally 
by Greeks, who are small merchants, darling in the coarse wool-
lens made from the fleeces of Carnia, and in bouturagn, with 
which their marsh supplies them. The water flows through many 
of the streets, -which have wooden causo%ays on piles. 

There is a route from Arta to Natulico, which we had been 
advised to avoid, on account of the turbulent state of the coun-
try. It passes through the district called Macrinoro, under the 
mountains of Agrapha, and in a country where, near a river, 
once the Inachus, and something more than six hours and a half" 
from Arta, one might expect to find some ruins of the Amphi-
lochian Argos. The first stage is to a place called Punch, seven 
hours from Arta : thence to Nutolico is twelve hours. The route 
passes through Mila, a village ; then in is % o hours to Vraikore, 
a considerable town on the left bunk of the Aebelotis, before no-
ticed, commanded by an Age, or Bey, in subjection to Ali, oho 
gave us a letter to him, and the residence of a Grevk Bishop. 
After Vraikore, and five hours from Natolieo, in Katoki, a village. 
The road is, for the greater part, on the left bunk of the Ache-
lobs, and in a flat well-cultivated country. 

Carnia is bounded on the land side by the Aspro, and by a 
branch of that river, called in some maps the Inachus, which, 
flowing in a curved direction into the bottom of the gulf of Arta, 
separates it from the district of Macrinoro. Its length from 
north to south is about forty-two English miles, and its breadth 
thirty-two. As Natolico is not to be reckoned within its limits, 
it cannot be said to contain one considerable trw.n, and perhaps 
it is the least populous of any district of European Turkey. 

Livy (lib. xxxviii. cap. 10) says, twenty-two Roman miles. 
D d 2 
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This country formerly included Leucadia, and its capital, in- 
deed, was-  Leucas 	situated (not where the town of Santa 
Alauxa now stands) on the narrow flat, five htindred paces long 
and one hundred and twenty paces broad, anciently joining the 
main land to the peninsula, afterwards connected by a bridge ; 
but it appears never to have played a considerable part in the 

. flourishing days of Greece., Thncydidest speaks of the Acarna-
nians as one of those nations, which, as well 'as the .Locri 
and the lEtolians, continued in his time the barbarous practice 
.of wearing arms—a sign of their old habits of plunder. As 
.auxiliaries.  (all but the Leucadians and- Anactorii) of the Athe-
nians, they performed some actions recorded in the history of the 
Peloponnesian war; but their contests were chiefly with the "Eta-
lians,t, until, in the decline of Athens, they dared, with the 

. assistance of King Philip, son of Demetrius, to insult that vene-

.rable city. They were the last to desert the alliance of the Ma-
cedonian monarch ; but three years after their invasion of Attica, 
and a few days after the battle of Cynoscephal, they yielded to 
the arms of the Romans§. Under the protection of their con-
querors, their country flourished; until nearly depopulated by the 
decree of Augustus, on account of their supposed partiality to 
the cause of Antony,• and in order to form the new colony of Ni-
copolis. However, their 'towns were never very numerous or 
large, and the greater part of the people lived in villages. 

Not to reckon Leucas,; or any places beyond the Acheloiis, 
though from that river to the Evenus was peopled by Acarna-
nians II, their principal town was Stratus, on the Achelous, two 

* Strab. lib. x. 	 Thucycl: Hist. lib. i. cap. 5..  
Liv. lib, xxvi. cap. 25. 	Liv. rib, xxxiii. cap. 16. 

11 Strab. lib. viii. 
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hundred stadia from the mouth of the river*; Nova .1Enea was at 
seventy stadia ; /Eniadw, at the mouth of the Achelobs, and on 
the entrance of the Corinthian gulf, not more than a hundred 
stadia from the opposite point of Araxus• in the Peloponnesus. 
Anactorium was within.the gulf, forty stadia from Actium, which 
was at the mouth of the gulf of Ambracia, though Mr. D'An-
ville t has placed Actium within Anactorium. On the west was 
Pakerus, then Alyzia, fifteen stadia from the sea to the east of 
Leucas ; and, near that, the promontory and port of Hercules,, 
with a temple, whence a sculpture of the Labours of Hercules, 
by Lysippus, was transported to Rome, on account, says Strabo, 
of the solitude of the spot where it was placed. The port and 
promontory of Crithote were lower down on the coast The 
islands of the Echinades were also accounted belonging to Acar-
nania. They were all of them, except Dolicha, which has there-
fore been supposed to be the site of Natolico, rough barren rocks, 
the most distant of them only fifteen stadia from the main. AV-e 
went near them in our first passage to Prevesa, as well as to the 
small sharp rocks once called Thoas, and now Curzolari. Inch-
Keith, in the .Firth of Forth, would be a fertile domain to any 
one of them, and would certainly be a more populous kingdom 
than all of them put together, for they have no inhabitants. Yet 
Thoas, and the Echinades, sent their King Meges, equal to 

• Stratus is said by Strabo to be half way between illyzia and dnactorium, 
which is irreconcileable with the two positions. Mr. Barbie du Boccagc solves 
the difficulty, by reading AP141:;KW. 

t See Letter H. of this volume, where Mr. D'Anville is followed. That geo-
grapher goes, I suppose, by what Thucydides says of Auactorinm, that it was 
iT1 Tu rT8p.av, 	 i. cap. 65. 
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Mars, with forty ships to the siege of Troy. Astacus was a town 
not far from lEniadw. 

I know of no particular mention of the country from the'times 
of the Roman to the Turkish conquest, wheel there is 'a mere'nb-
tibe taken of the Princes of Acarnania, as of the 'Princes of Al-
bania. It was conquered, or rather overrun, by Bajazet the 'First, 
at the same time with Peloponnesus and Greece. Since it came 
to the hands of the Turks, it has had one or two important places. 

•- Dragomestre, placed by D'Anville on the site of Astacus, was once 
a considerable town with a strong fortress, but is now only a mi-
serable village, and a post for fishing-boats. Port Candeli is in a 
deep bay, sixteen miles and a half to the south of the gulf of 
Arta. Port Petals, is at the mouth of the Aspro. The position 
of Vonitza you are already acquainted with : there is a small river 
running into the bay, at the bottom of which it stands. 

Carnia is peopled entirely by Greeks. The Albanians amongst 
them are soldiers of Ali Pasha, quartered in their country to pre-
serve them from the robbers, and to keep them in allegiance. 
They trade chiefly through Natolico. 

This last mentioned place we left the day after our arrival, and 
sending on our baggage in punts, proceeded by land to the next 
stage, a town called Messalonge. The distance is only three 
hours, to the south, on a rugged road under low stony hills until 
the last part of the ride.—At two hours from Natolico, on a hill 
to the left of the road, are some remains of an ancient wall. The 
spot is called at present Teeserenes, or some such name. A little 
way from Messalonge we were met by the Greek, holding the 
office, which must be almost a sinecure, of Vice-Consul for the 
English Nation, an' were conducted by him through the town 
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to his house, where we had a, comfortable lodging,, and /staid two 
nights. 

Messalonge is situated on the south-east:sidoof the salt-marsh, 
or shallow, that extends between two and three miles into,  the. 
land below Natolico, and-  six miles about' beyond Messalongo, 
itself, into the gulf of Lepanto. The breadth of the bay formed,  
by these shallows, may be, in an oblique direction from Messa-
longe towards the north, to the other side, not far from the 
mouth of the Aspro, about ten miles. At the extremity of. the. 
shallows, towards the deep water, for several miles in circuit, there 
are rows of stakes, and also, at intervals, some wicker huts raised 
-on poles, forming, as it were, a line between the sea and the bay, 
and appearing to those sailing down the gulf like a double.shore. 
Within this fence, there is a very valuable fishery, and many, 

:boats are stationed for that purpose in the marsh. 
,The port of .  Messalonge will not admit any vessel drawing 

more, than three feet water, nor is there sufficient water for those,: 
of. more.. than five feet any where within the. marsh. All vessels:. 
or boats, whetherzoing in or out, of the bay, are obliged, for 
want of depth, to pass close to a small fort, built on piles, where 
there is a. cannon;  or.  two, mounted, and where a Turkish guard 
resides, to, see the passes .of those who enter or.leave the fishery. 
The fort is called ,Basilida, and is, five miles beyond the town..  

Whether the, name Efchinacles,applied to any,of the sandy flats, 
now, teovered .by water, .and 17,,iiether,the modern town of Nato-
lico can be.said to ,stand on that. one of them- called first Duli-. 

an*shen, Policha, will,, it appears, admit of some doubt: 

* Letter. L 
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their very name would seem to decide to the contrary. Yet• the 
last-mentioned island is excepted from the character of rugged 
sterility attached to the other ,rocks. Some of them were by 
degrees joined to the continent, and all of them would have 
been so annexed, had not the discontinuance of cultivation, 
when the people were transplanted to Nicopolis, diminished the 
quantity of. slime deposited by the Achelous near the shore : so 
at -least says Pausanias 	It - seems to me, that these shallows 
must have been formed by the gradual junction of the lake 
Cynia, and perhaps of those of Melite and Uria, with the sea, 
aaii Well as by the sand washed forwards by the continued torrents 
from the mouths of the river. The lake of Cynia, which, toge-
ther with. those of Melite and Uria, was not far from the city of 
.,Eniaclx, was sixty stadia long and forty broad, and had a com-
munication with the seat. No such inland lake is at present to 
be seen, nor did I hear of any answering to the position 'of Melite 
(which was half the size of Cynia), or of Uria, one fourth as 
large ; so that it is not . improbable, that the whole may haVe 
been combined to form the present appearance of the marshes of 

t• Messalonge. 
Messalonge was formerly the seat of a Pasha of two tails, but 

is now under a Governor in dependence upon Ali Pasha. The 
inhabitants are partly Greeks, partly Turks, in number about 
five thousand: They subsist chiefly on the fishery, where the 
red mullet is taken in quantities sufficient to supply many parts 
of Roumelia and the Morea with the boutaraga, and caviar, made 
from their roes. None of them are very rich, but several poSsess 

* Pausanias Arcad. p. 493. 	 t Strab. lib. x. 
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about five thousand piasters per annum—a good income in that 
country. The houses are chiefly of wood, and two stories high. 
The bazar is furnished with some neat shops, and the streets are, 
paved. Both Messalonge and Natolico are to be reckoned 
amongst the best towns in Roumelia ; and, except Patrass, they 
carry on the most extensive trade with the islands, of any ports 
in that quarter of the country. That part of Roumelia to which 
they belong, is called XerOmeros (the ancient iEtolia), of which, 
as we saw only a small portion of it, I shall say but little. 

It is all, I believe (except the town of Lepanto, called by the.  
Greeks Epacto, which is governed by a Pasha of two tails), in 
the hands of Ali ; and both as to its population and productions, 
is a very important district. Five hours from Natolico, and 
about the same distance from the Aspro, is the town of Ivoria; 

..of some size, on the site, according to D'A nville, of Pamphia, 
a village not more than thirty stadia from Thermus, the former 
capital of IEtolia". The exploits of the IEtolians towards the 
close of Grecian history, which occupy so considerable a portion 
of Polybius and Livy, have illustrated the geography of their 
country, so as to afford no little degree of certainty.to the conjec- • 
tures of a modern traveller. 

That part of the country which we saw to the south-east,. and 
which forms the north side of the entrance to the gulf of Le-
panto, is very mountainous. In a fine valley on the other side 
of the hills to the east, at the back of Messalonge, we had a view 
of the river Fidari, the ancient Evenus. Between the Evenus 
and the inner mouth of the gulf at Antirrhium; were the extre- 

* Polyb. Hist. lib. v. cap, 7, which passage traces the march of King Philip 
into /Etolia)  and gives many positions. 
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mities of the mountains called Chalcis. Near these was the vit. 
lage Lycirna, from which, to the city of Calydon, on the Evenus, 
was a length of thirty stadia, three quarters more than three Ro- 
man miles 	Poukeville, I know not on what authority, states the 
ruins of Calydon to be found a league from Messalonge : perhaps 
he alludes to the walls at Teeserenes. Next to the hills of Chal-
cis were those called Tappiasus. One of these presents a very 
singular appearance : it is a large red rock, and is rent from top 
to bottom, with a huge chasm, into the bowels of the mountain. 
It could not fail to attract the notice of any one sailing towards 
Patrass. 
. On the 23d of November, we left Messalonge in a small-
decked vessel, called a trebaculo, after having dismissed all our 
Albanians, except one, who was taken into service as a compa-
nion to •Vasilly. His name was Dervish-Tacheere he was a Turk. 
At parting with him, all his companions embraced him, and ac-
companying him to our boat, fired off their guns as a last salute 
to the whole party. 

We were two hours in passing out of the shallows. As we 
showed our pass at the fort of Basilida, we stopped a few minutes, 
And had an opportunity of looking at the huts built on stakes in 
the water, which serve as habitations for those who watch the 

.fishery. Three or four rows of stakes are planted before each 
of them, to break the force of the waves rolling in from the deep 

:water in stormy weather ; but, notwithstanding this precaution, 
neither the huts, nor Basilida itself, appear secure tenements for 
any animals not amphibious, and they seemed the more wretched 

* Strab. lib. x. 
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to us, as we passed them, on a rainy day, and saw the waves 
washing over them at every gust of wind. 

The distance from Basilida to Patrass must be about. &teal 
miles ; for we were two hours and a half making the passage; 
with several squalls and a strong breeze in our favour during the 
whole time. 

Patrass must be reserved for my next Letter. 
I am, &o. &c. 

Eel 
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Patrass—Its Situation—Insalubrity—Ancient State—Destruc-
tion in 1770—Present State—Trade—Exports of the Morea 
—Consuls at Patrass—Greek Light Infantry—English Regi-
ment—The River Leucate—Departure from Patrass—The 
Castles of the Morea and Roumelia—Cape Rhiunz—Lepanto 
—Route to Vostizza—Ancient Positions—Vostizza—A Greek 
Codja-bashee, or Elder—Coursing in the Morea—River Seli-
nus—/Egium—The Plane Tree—Veli Pasha—Population of 
the Morea—Digression concerning the Mainotes, 

WE had, for some time, been very eager to reach 
Patrass, in hopes of finding letters from England, and for the 
purpose of making certain necessary repairs in our baggage, which 
we had deferred until our arrival at this place. Like other tra-
vellers, we had fixed upon a point where we were to commence a 
general reform, and lay in new stores to aid our progress ; and, as 
usually happens, we were disappointed, for there were not at Pat-
rass half so many nor so excellent artisans, as our dragoman 
George, himself a native of the town, had given us reason to expect. 
To complete our disappointment, the only tailor who knew or to 
make a,Frank dress, was gone to Zante, at the pressing instance 
of some officers of the garrison. 
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However, we were most hospitably entertained by She English 
Consul-General for the Morea, and his relation the Imperial Con-
sul, son of the gentleman who for many years transacted the Eng-
lish affairs at this port, and who has an honourable place in several 
books of travels. After a long disuse of chairs and tables, we 
were much pleased by those novelties at the agreeable entertaitn- 
ments given us by these gentlemen. 	 • 

I have, in another place, given you a sketch of the situation of 
Patrass. Nothing certainly, can be more pleasant than the imme-
diate vicinity of the town, which is one blooming garden of orange 
and lemon plantations, of olive-groves, vineyards, and currant-
grounds. The fruit-trees, and the vines, clothe the sides of the 
hill behind the town, to a considerable height : the currants are 
on the flats below, and run along the line of coast to the south; as 
far as the eye can reach. Both on the plain and on the sides of 
the hills, there is a great quantity of the small shrub called glyko-
rizza by the Greeks, and which is our licorice. 

The town itself stands on a steep declivity of the mountain, now-
called,Vodi. The higher part of it is a mile and a half from the 
part, and in that quarter are all the best houses, surrounded, as 
usual, with gardens. At the top of the whole is a large old Turkish 
fortress, which is perfectly useless, and is, so said the Greeks, 
put in a state of defence, by being white-washed at the beginning 
of every war. •To supply the .deficiencies of the citadel, the Turks 
have lately placed a few cannon on the beach, at a little distance 
from the custom-house. During the last war with Russia, a line 
of battle ship and a frigate threw some shot into the town. The 
Turks depend upon the new battery, for future protection from 
such an insult. 
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. Notwithstanding the beauty of the situation, Patrass is not a 
very desirable residence, on account of the contagious fevers and 
agues with which it is occasionally visited. In the mornings and 
the evenings of the autumnal season, the lower part of the town, 
and all the surrounding flats are enveloped in a thick fog, which 
we experienced in our.visit, and found it to throw a chilly damp-
ness even to the upper quarter. Yet you may recollect from a 
passage in one of Cicero's letters to his freedman Tyro, that Patrae 
Was, in his.thne, recommended as a resort for invalids, and that 
Tyro himself -paid a visit to it on account of its known salubrity. 
They told us, that in summer the heat is insupportable ; indeed, 
whilst we were there, the weather was so warm as to render bathing 
very agreeable on the first of December, though the summits of 
Mount Vodi were covered with snow. 

On arriving from Albania in the Morea, you quit a region little 
known at any time, for one which the labours of ancients and mo-
derns have equally contributed to illustrate, and after wandering in 
uncertainty, you acknowledge the aid of faithful guides, who direct 
every footstep of your journey. 

Pausanias alone will enable you to feel at home in Greece, and 
though the country he describes has not had quite so long a time 
• to undergo a change, as Poukeville imagines (for the. author 
of the Periegesis did not write two thousand years age), yet it is 
true, that the exact conformity of present appearances with the 
Minute descriptions of the itinerary, is no less surprising than satis-
factory. The temple and the statue, the theatre, the column and 
the marble porch, have sunk and disappeared. But the vallies and 

* En lismit Pausanias on ne pent s'imaginer qu'ilecrivit it-y-a deux male ans. 
"—Vestige en Moree, page 226. 
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the Mountains; and some, not freqUent, fragments " of more value 
than all the rude and costly monuments of barbaric labour," these 
Still remain, and remind the traveller that he treads the ground 
once trod by the heroes and sages of antiquity.' 

To traverse the native country of those, whose deeds and whose 
wisdom have been proposed to all the polished nations of every 
succeeding age, as the models which they 'should endeavour to 
imitate, but must never hope to equal, with no other emotions 
than would arise in pasSing through regions never civilized, is unt_, 
natural, is impossible ! No one would roam with the same in-
difference through the sad solitudes of Greece and the savage 
w,ilds of America ; nor is the expression of feelings, which it is -
the object and end Of all liberal education to instil and encou-
rage, to be derided as the unprofitable effusion of folly and affec-
tation. 

Patrm was distinguished by the notice of Augustus, who col-
lected its citizens, scattered by the Etolian war against the 
Gauls; and settling amongst them some of those whe had fought 
with him at Actium,. dignified the city with the title of a Roman 
colony. Some of the cities of Achaia were made tributary to 
the Patrenses, and-  they continued to flourish long after the de-
cay of the neighbouring states. They were rich in the monu-
ments of ancient art.. Pausanias enumerates nineteen or twenty 
temples, besides statues, altars, and marble sepulchres, to be 
seen in his time' in the city, the port, and the sacred groves. lie 
mentions also an odeum, or music theatre, the most magnificent 
of any in Greece, next to that of Herodes at Athens. But there 
is not a vestige of antiquity to be met with either in or near 
Patrass, in which. the worship of St. Andrew, who was crucified 
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in the place, has succeeded to that of Diana Laphria, the Olyni-
plan Jupiter, and the Bacchus of Calydon. 
• The modern town, which, from the Italian corruption, is called 
Patrass, but by the Greeks is still written Patrw, has been the 
scene of many sanguinary contests. It made the best defence in 
the year 1447, against the Turks, of any place in the Peloponnestis. • 
In the year 1532, it was taken and ransacked by Doria ; and in 
1687, l\Iorosini gained a victory over the Ottoman armies near 
its walls. But of all the distresses suffered by this devoted city, 
perhaps the last was the most terrible. 

It was freed by the temporary' success of the Greek insurgents 
in 1770, from the yoke of the Turks ; but the appearance of the 
Albanians, -who rushed through the passes of the isthmus to the 
assistance of the Mahometans, soon decided the fate of the place:.  
An army of ten thousand, both horse and foot, entered the town 
through every avenue. It was not a contest, but a carnage. The 
houses were all burnt to the ground; not a Greek capable of 
bearing arms was spared: 

The son of the English Consul, with about seventy of the 
wives and daughters of the principal inhabitants, obtained with 
difficulty permission from a body of Albanians, who were break-
ing open the doors with hatchets, to retire to the fortress. In 
passing through the yard of the citadel, they saw it strewed with 
bodies without heads. A Turkish commander, who knew the 
young man, assisted him to escape in a barque with his fugitives 
to Zante, whither the other Consuls and Franks had before fled. 
Not only Patrass, but the surrounding villages were levelled to 
the ground ; and that part of the Morea called by the Venetians 
the Duchy of Clarenza, of which this place was the capital, was 
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for some time an unpeopled wilderness. Yet it has, recovered in 
the course of forty years froth the fire and. sword of the Alba-, 
nians, and Patrass may now be Considered the most flourishing 
town in the peninsula. Napoli and Coron, once preferred on 
account of their, superior salubrity, are now upon a gradual de- 
cline. 	 . 	. 	. 

Patrass is one of those towns which is governed by a Bey, as 
well as Coron, Modon, Navarino, Misitra, Argos, and Corinth, 
places of which any map of the Morea will give you the position'. 
It contains about, eight thousand inhabitants; of which one thou-
sand are Turks, and the remainder Greeks, with a few Jews, 
and also some Franks, who' re under the protection of the Con-
suls of foreign powers; and are not only free from all extortion 
and, oppression, but do not pay 'even any tax to the Turkish go-
vernment, unless a duty of three per cent.. upon imported goods 
may be so called. It is also frequented by ,many of the Greek 
islanders, who, with their large loose breeches, wear hats, to give 
themselves the air of freemen. These come for the. butter, 
cheeses, wax, wines, and fruits, which are sent from the ports 
of the Morea to Smyrna, Constantinople, and the islandS of 
both seas. 

The exports of Patrass are very considerable, ' consisting 
principally of oranges, olives, cotton from Lepanto; but, above 
all, currants, which are here laden for the supply of every part 
of Christendom. The quantity of currants exported annually 
from the Morea, amounts to eight millions of pounds weight. 
This is what Poukeville has asserted ; and his volume on the.  
Morea,' being collected by himself during a long residence in the 
country, and being the last account written on the subject, is de- 
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serving' of every attention. The more that gentleman is ac-
quainted with facts, the less, as might be expected, does he in-
dulge in fiction; and as he possesses all the inquisitiveness of his 
countrymen; and _ seems to write without prejudice, or the vain 
desire, so manifest in some French authors who have preceded 
him, of displaying himself more than his subject, his information 
will be found generally correct. 

The trade formerly carried on between the Morea and the Ita-
lian ports, in Dutch or Danish vessels, must now necessarily, in 
great measure, be diverted to Malta and Sicily, to England and 
America. Besides currants, eight cargoes of corn have been an-
nually exported, two of wool, five or six of oil, one or two of 
silk, cotton, leather, vermilion, and gall-nuts. Convoys of thirty 
and forty vessels arrive from Malta with all the articles wanted in 
the Levant; coffee, sugar, indigo, cochineal, sulphur, and with 

_ silk and gold lace, cloth, hardware, and other manufactured 
goods of England and France. Patent London shot may be 
bought, of all numbers, in most towns of the Morea. Besides 
the convoys from Malta, there are English ships which come 
directly from Hull and Bristol, and are employed solely in the 
currant trade. The balance upon the imports and exports is 
alleged to'be one-fifth in favour of the Morea, which is received 
in silver coin. Of this, two millions of piasters go as tribute to 
Constantinople, one million is taken by the Pasha of Tripolizza, 
and the remainder, .about one million ninety-three thousand 
seven hundred and fifty piasters, is the profit of the rich Greeks. 
The Frank residents are, as the authority before mentioned well 
observes, only a sort of brokers, who get a per centage upon the 
intercourse. The most considerable of this latter description in 
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the Morea is Mr. Strane, the English Consul, and Mr."Paul, 
the Imperial Consul. 

Besides these 'gentlemen, there are the French and American 
Consuls for the Morea settled at Patrass ; and, owing to a system 
of hostility which, I am sorry to say, has been introduced since 
the new order of things in France, there is a little war carried _on 
under the several flags of the different nations. Whilst we were 
at Patrass, the French agent sent an official notice of the peace 
between Austria and his master ; and this was replied to by a 
bulletin containing an account of the capture of two French line 
of battle ships, and a convoy, off Toulon. 

A Consul in the Levant is a person of great importance, having 
a chancellor, as he is called, and secretaries, janissaries; and other 
dependants attached to him, being inviolable in 'his person and 
property, and .supposed by the Turks to possess an unlimited 
authority over the people of his own nation, extending even to 
imprisonment and death. The French gentleman, before alluded 
to, seemed, indeed, to be one of those Consuls who, as Voltaire 
said, fancy themselves to be Roman Consuls, being consequen-
tial and decisive to the last degree. He happened, whilst we 
were in the country, to lose his sword at some place on his way 
from Tripolizza ; and on complaint being made to the governor , 
of Patrass, the town and district where the accident happened 
were put in requisition to find it, or furnish his Excellency with 
another. An . anecdote that not"' only shows the temper of 
Mr. Vial, but the influence of the French in the Morea. His 
large tri-coloured flag was hoisted 'on every occasion for triumph, 
and, not unfrequently, on reports of his.own invention ; and this 
zeal and activity, though exerted in a manner wtilch one cannot 
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help thinking a little unjustifiable, have still certainly some effect 
upon the Turks, and, in some measure, further the views of the 
Great Nation. 

It was this gentleman who gave instant notice to the governor 
of Patrass, of the attempt making in the Morea by three men in 
English pay, to raise recruits for the new Zantiote regiment, now 
called in our army list, the Greek light infantry 	and brought 
about the tragical exit of one of the persons employed on that 
service. It is certain, that no English government would know-
ingly encourage the recruiting of our armies in the territories of 
foreign states. Yet this is not the first time that interested agents 
have made a similar effort, and brought disgrace upon the British 
character. A Frenchman in our employ, was arrested in the exe-
cution of the same scheme in the dominions of the Emperor of 
Austria. Yet this happened whilst a gentleman, who would scorn 

* Thefirst sery ice this Macedonian Legion, about which such a ridiculous 
parade was once made in our papers, was ordered upon, was the storming of the 
French lines at Santa Mama. They were marched up in our way of warfare, 
and continued in good order until the batteries opened upon them, when they 
fell upon their faces, and attempted to dig holes for themselves in the sand. The 
English who were their officers, in vain endeavoured to raise them, and being 
left standing alone, were nearly all killed or wounded. The gallant young man 
at whose wish the experiment had been tried, and who now commands them, 
was shot hi the nrm. This was no time to trifle. A company or two of the 
thirty-fifth were marched up, and carried the place in an instant. I had this 
account from:an officer of rank who was on the spot. It was unreasonable to 
suppose, that English pay or English discipline had given these troops English 
intrepidity. They should have been allowed to fight in their own fashion. 
The habits of men are not so suddenly changed ; and, allowing these warriors 
a due share of personal courage, it should have been recollected, that it had 
never been their custom to expose themselves to open fire. 
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every unworthy practice, was at the heal of foreign affairs. He 
knew nothing of the matter. 

Thus it is, that the resources of our country are often trusted. 
to unworthy hands, and though no secretary of state would 
self connive at sending an emigrant Frenchman kidnapping into 
the dominions of an ally, yet such a person was sent upon such a • mission. 

During our stay at Patrass, which lasted eleven days, we took 
two or three, rides into the ueighbouring country. A little more 
than two miles from the port along the shore to the south, is a 
small river, whose course can be discerned for' some distance- in 
valley between abrupt hills.to the south-east. The present name 
of- this river is Leucate ; but the river, on that side nearest to 
the town, was called the Glaucus, according to Pausanias, and 
the next, the Leucas, which comes so near to the modern 
name. 

At this place we dismissed our dragoman, and took into our ser-
vice another Greek, a native of the island of Syra, and inhabitant 
of Constantinople, who wore the Frank habit. He spoke Turkish, 
Greek, French, Italian, and bad Latin, the last of which lan-
guages he had learnt at Roine, having belonged to • one of the 
choirs: His name was Andreas. The pay of .a• servant ,  of this 
description is from -two to three piasters a clay, with provisions and 
lodging. 

On the fourth of December, in the afternoon, we left Patrass. 
The road, which was much cut up by the torrents, at first led us 
to the north, towards the castle on the cape, formerly called 
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limn, distant from the town about five miles and a half 	We 
could discern from the road the other castle, called the castle of 
Romelia, as the other is named that of the Morea, at the other 
side of the strait, which in breadth was reckoned five stadia, 
three hundred and eighty feet more than half a mile t. These 
castles, sometimes called the Dardanelles of Lepanto, were built 
by Sultan Bajazet in the year 1482 ; they were taken by the 
Venetians in 1576 ; blown up by the Turks in 1687, but again 
restored by them. They seemed strong, but we were informed 
that the fortifications were entirely neglected, and that the walls 
were used as an enclosure for sheep. Near the castle of the 
Morea is a village of thirty or forty houses, surrounded with 
gardens ; and on the other side, towards Patrass, is the ceme-
tery of the Christians who were slain in the battle of Lepanto. 

Directing our course to the east, after leaving the castle on 
our left at a mile distance, we soon had a view of the town of 
Lepanto, on the north of the gulf. It presents a singular ap-
pearance, being seated on the steep declivity of a hill, and hav-
ing two walls terminating in a vortex, which is crowned by a 
castle, commanding the town and harbour. The fortifications 
are strengthened by four walls, which run crossways from one 
side to the other in parallel lines, and have caused the appearance 
of the place to be compared to a papal crown. I cannot say the 
simile struck me; ,but I read of it in Dr. Chandler's travels. 

Lepanto was first fortified by the Venetians. The entrance to 
the harbour, which is small and circular, and not capable of con- 

* Fifty stadia, according to Pausanias ; forty according to Strabo, lib. xx.; 
but perhaps he means the town. 

t beror rtrn mawv avo7keirovrai rop0144v.—S trab. lib. viii. 
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taining ships of any burden, is scarcely perceptible at a distance. 
The present number of inhabitants is about two thousand, mostly 
Greeks, workers in morocco. The governor of the place is a 
Pasha of two tails ; but his dominions extend only a small dis-
tance from the town. 

You scarcely need be informed, that Lepanto is on the site of 
the ancient Naupactus, of which name the modern Greek appel-
lation, Epacto, seems to be a corruption. 

Our road took us over rough uneven paths, and through thick 
woods, sometimes close to the shore, and at others over the feet 
of high hills to our right, that projected into the gulf, and thus 
afforded no road along the beach. We travelled due east. It 
was half past seven, and had been long dark, before we arrived 
at a solitary han on the shore, where we put up for the night. 
From Patrass to the ban, we had passed only one house on the 
road, and saw no other village than that near the castle of the 
Morea. The, road was very bad the whole distance. 

The next day, after walking about most part of the morning 
on the beach, and viewing the grand mountain scenery on the 
other side of the gulf, we left the ban, and travelling through a 
more level and open country, and crossing a wide torrent in a 
situation answering to that of the ancient river Bolineeus, arrived, 
in a little more than three hours, at the town of Vostizza, which 
we had seen for some time on a tongue of land jutting into, the 
gulf, shaded at the back with groves of tall trees, and inter?,  
spersed with orange and lemon gardens, glittering with their ripe 
fruits. 

Between Patric and /Egium, on whose site Vostizza is sup-
posed to stand, there were the river Meilichus, the river Chara- 
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drus, the „city -Argyra, the river Selemnus (once a shepherd, 
but afterwards a stream, whence the neglected swain and the for-
saken  nymph drank oblivion of then former passion), the river 
Bolinzeus, and the city I3olina ; and also the city Ithypes, a little 
above thd road, which was a military one, something more than 
three of our miles from .Piiigium. Of the three cities, ag Rhypes was 

- not inhabited when Strabo wrote, and ail were ruins in the time 
of Pausanias, it is no wonder that there is not a vestige remain-
ing.• The rivers also, with one exception before noted, are sunk 

. into streams, which we should call by n,/ other name than that of 
winter brooks, A promontory, whir / should be Drepanum, 
shuts out the- view of Vostizza till one is arrived within six miles 

- of the town; for Drepanum, though p' t by some maps nearer 
to the cape of Rhium, is said by Pausanias to stretch into the 
gulf from the place where the Bolinxus flows, and both the pro-. 
montory, and the torrent we crossed on our second day's jour-
ney, correspond to that description*. 

The- whole distance, by the shortest road, from Patrmr. to 
/Egitun, was one hundred and ninety stadia, something more 
than swenty-one miles and a half. The sail round the shore was 
forty stadia longer. It was first to Rhium fifty stadia, to Port .  
Panormus fifteen, to the walls, called, of Minerva, fifteen, to 
Port Erinetis.ninety, to /Egium sixty t. 
' The gulf, which, as far as Vostizza, is rather narrow, swa..11  

'beyond that point into a considerable sea. 
.•L An hour before we arrived at the town, we had our .  first view 

* But Strabo, in Book viii. says, that the back part of the promontory 
Rhinor was called Drepanum. 

Kusaniasacliaic. p. 441 and 442. 
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of Parnassus, now called Liakurh, on the other side of the gulf, 
rising far above the other peaks of that hilly region, and capped 
With snow. The two tops, however, were not discernible ; nor 
did I ever observe that peculiarity, during the three weeks we 
were within sight of the poetic mountain. The spot whence the 
summit may be most distinctly viewed, is in the neigliboUrhoOd 
of the isthmus of Corinth. 

Vostizza contains between three and four thousand inhabitants1  
• chiefly Greeks, who trade in raw silk, cheeses, currants, hides, 
:gums, rackee, the small fishes called sardinias, and bautaraga. 
The hard cheeses of Vostizza are accounted the best in the 
Morea. The town and its district are, governed by a Greek 
Codja-bashee, or elder, as are three others of the twenty-four 
cantons into which the Morea is divided, Caritene, Sinano, and 
Vasilico. We were lodged in the house of the Codja-bashee of 
Vostizza, who, notwithstanding his title, was a very young man, 
not twenty years old, by name Andreas Londo, the son of a 
Greek in the highest esteem with Veli Pasha, and acting the 
part of his chief minister at Tripolizza. We could in an instant 
discover the Signor Londo to •be a person in power : his chamber 
was ciow,ded with visitants, claimants, and complainants; his 
secretaries and clerks were often presenting papers for his sig-
nature ; and the whole appearance of our host and his house-
hold presented us with the singular spectacle of a Greek in au-
thority—a sight which we had never bei.re seen in Turkey. The 
Codja,bashee was not quite five feet in height, and, without any 
eycaggeration, his cap, or talpac, was very near one-third of 
that measure. He studied, as much as possible, to give himself 
the reserved air of a Turk ; but his natural good-humour and 
liveliness frequently burst through the disguise, and displayed 
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him in his real character, of a merry playful boy ; so much so, 
indeed, that before we left his house, we had more than once 
prevailed on him to throw off his robes and cap, tuck up his 
sleeves, and attempt several feats of agility, such as jumping 
over chairs, tumbling, and sparring, with which latter exercise 
he was so highly delighted, that he now and then started up, 
called in one of his secretaries, and knocked him down on the 
sofa, as a, trial of his skill. Being under no restraint from a supe-
rior, he showed the true bent of his disposition, which, perhaps, 
would 'be, in better days, that of the•Greeks in general) for he 
was passionate, enthusiastic, childish, important, and a little osten-
tatious ; but polite, kind, and hospitable, and showing many evi-
dent traits of an amiable mind. 

We were comfortably lodged, and handsomely entertained, by 
him. His house was large, and built on stone arches, the ascent 
to it beineby a wooden staircase. It contained two wings, the 
right hand one of which was occupied by the females of the 
family, whom, by the way, we never once saw in ten days ; the 
left hand apartments consisted of the room of audience, and of 
a back chamber, where we slept. The gallery connecting the 
two wings had a dining-room in the middle ; the culinary,con-
cerns were carried on in a place to which the entrance was on the 
right of the dining-room ; and a door, on the left of that apart-
ment, opened into a small closet, which might as well have been 
elsewhere. The room ri audience was well fitted up with fine 
sofas, a rich carpet, and sash windows, a great rarity. In the 
dining-chamber were tables and chairs: We were told the house 
altogether was the best of any belonging to a Greek in the 
Morea. 

The table kept by the young Londo was good, as far as a 
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Greek cook can prepare a dinner. The meat was 'stewed to .rags. 
They cut up a hare into pieces to roast. I do pot recollect that 
any, of the flesh dishes were boiled". The pastry was not good; 
being sweetened with honey, and not well baked; but the thick ewes' 
milk, mixed with rice and preserves, and garnished with almonds,. 
was very palatable. The boutaraga, caviar, and_ macaroni po*-
-dered with scraped cheese, were good dishes. But- the vegeta-
bles and fruits, some of which the luxuriant soil furnishes without 
culture, were indeed delicious, and in great variety. There were 
cabbages, cauliflowers, spinach, artichokes, lettuceS, and cellery, 
in abundance ; but the want of potatoes was supplied by-a root. 
tasting like sea-cale. The fruits,. which were served up at the 
conclusion of.the dinner, and before the cloth Was removed, *ere 
oranges, olives, pears, quinces, pomegranates,, citrons, medlars, 
and nuts, and lastly, the finest melons 'we, ever tasted. These. 
last fruits were, however, not grown in the Morea, but •brought 
from Cefalonia, where alone, and in one spot only of the. island, 
so our host told us, 'they Come to so great a perfection. To 
transplant them has been attempted, but they' lose their flavour 
in another soil. We were too late for the summer fruit in the-
Morea ; but, in my opinion, the peaches, cherries, apricots, 
nectarines, and even the grapes, in the Levant, are inferior to 
those grown in the open air, pr in hot-houses, in England; for the 
Greeks,. either not knowing, or too lazy to engraft; have never 
attempted to improve the quality of their trees. The green fig, is 
reckoned a great delicacy, but to me it seemed tasteless. 

* Servius, in a note, on line 710, of the first book of the .Enid, pretends, 
that Homer's heroes never ate boiled meat; but Lambert Bos cites Athenus, 
lib. 197, to prove the contrary, and settles so important a point. 
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„T11.4 dinner .hour at Vostizza was four o'clock ; and the supper, 
frrnerly .the most important meal, but now gradually, in com-a
04%0 with the fashions of Christendom, supplied by coffee, was 
entirely dispensed with. In the morning, a cup of chocolate, 
with:fried buttered bread in strips, was handed to each, and no 
breakfast-table was set. 

iThe Codja-bashee rose about eight o'clock, and generally passed 
hiSmorning„ until twelve, in the concerns of his office, or with 
the females of his family, or at church : then he mounted his 
bor§e,. and went into the country to hunt, or called on the Turks 
or _Greeks of the town : after dinner he passed some time in. bu-
siness, or in his " gynwceum," with the ladies : the latter part 
!),f„ the evening was spent in our company, until eleven, when he 
retired to. rest. During the whole day the pipe was seldom out 
of, his mouth, not even when he was on horseback. Being one 
day informed of the approach of the English Consul from Patrass, 
he went.out to meet him in form, with two of his longest pipes, 
and. they both rode into the town smoking. This is considered . 
the most ceremonious way of receiving a stranger of distinction. 

We accompanied our host on one or two. coursing parties, and 
were;  mounted oo.some good horses out of his stables. An Eng-
lish sportsman would not' fail to laugh at the manner in which this 
diversion is takenin the Morea. We had with us four wire-haired 
greyhounds called Lacouni (canes Laconici), three mongrel poin- 
ters, and several 	we beat about the bushes, making as much 
noise as possible, with a large party of merlon foot and horseback, 
and:the moment the hare was started, all the dogs set off thridding 
the:bushes, 'of which there were large clumps on the plain, bark-
ing:41nd:running both by sight and smell. The hare was lost for 
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a moment, then found again, and after a short 'run killed. It' vas 
of a light grey colour. During our search for hares eve .put`up 
many woodcocks,with which both the Morea and Roumeliaaboundl 
in the winter season. 

The country behind Vostizza, . and to the south-east of itas far 
as the mountains, about six miles distant, is cultivated; and divided' 
into corn grounds, but very stony, and interspersed with bruili-
wood. Through the . plain from a narrow opening in the 
flows a river,.. broad but not deep, over which there is abridge.. 
If Vostizza be IEgium, this stream is the Selinus. Immediately, 
to the east on the. shore,. there are large groves of olive-trees': on 
the west, below the cliff on which the town stands, is an extensive 
flat covered with :brushwood, .through which runs a small .fordable' 
stream, .that may be either the Plicenix or Meganetes, mentioned 
by Pausanias, On the. beach under. the town; is,  the 'etiorrnouS ' 
plane tree that was notorious in,. the time of Chandler. OrieFof 
largest branches,. as. thick,as the:trunk of most treeS; has lately 
fallen off, and many of. t‘ other boughs are supported: by Tohg,  
beams of wood. :Under. the shade ':of it. we saw- a large vessel! 
building,...by which you may judge of the size of the tree 

The only remains of. antiquity at the modern lEgiumi. are:.twO 
fragments of brick. mall sunk in . the :earth, partly , of the .kind 
called opus reticulatum, or net-work;  and partly of the same sort 
as those specimens composing the ruins of. Nicopolis. Whatbas 
been considered .as denoting the site . of Vostizza „to he exactly' 
that of the city once celebrated as the place Of assemblage .for 
states composing the Achrean League,-  is a fountain :of clear waterc 
bursting from many stone mouths near the plane tree ; for Egiinn, 
is described as having been at a short distance from the thorea  and; ; 
supplied with good water from Plentiful springs,. 
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The Turks burned IEgium, says Dr. Chandler, by which I 
-suppose he Means, Vostizza, in 1536, and put the inhabitants to 
the sword, or carried them away into slavery. 

Either from inclination or policy, the Greeks in the Alorea are 
favoured to an unusual degree by their present Pasha, the son of 
Ali. Veli employs many of them about his chief concerns, and, 
what is strange if it be true, is said to profess much greater esteem 
and confidence for those of his Albanian guards who are Christians, 
than for the Turks amongst them. The Vizier, for he is a Pasha 
of three tails, is a lively young man ; and besides the Albanian, 
Greek, and Turkish languages, speaks Italian, an accomplishment 
not possessed, 'should think, by any other mail of his high rank 
in Turkey. It is reported that he, as well as his father, are pre-
paring, in case of the overthrow of the Ottoman power, to esta-
blish an in-dependent sovereignty. But all such rumours appear 
to me highly absurd and unfounded; for to judge from the little I' 
have seen, no Turk, if he contemplates the possibility of the re-
treat of the Sultans from Constantinople, would make up his mind 
to live, much less can hope to reign, surrounded by the Infidels. 
It is more probable that Veli, knowing how often the dominion of 
the Morea has been disputed, and how constantly the attention 
of the Christian powers has been, and is fixed upon his pashalik, 
'is willing to court the favour of the great majority of his sub- 
jects. 	 • 

The present population of the Morea has been laid down at 
four hundred thousand Greeks, fifteen thousand Turks, and four 
thousand Jews; in this computation the Mainotes are not in-
cluded. 

* Poukeville, Voyage en Aimee, p. 934. 
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Having mentioned the Mainotes, I cannot refrain from digress- 
ing a little,  to speak of them more at length. 

So early as the reign of Constantine Porphyro-genitus, the 
Eleuthero-Laconians (who had, been enfranchised from the domi-
nion of Sparta by a.decree of the Roman' Senate, a liberation 
which was afterwards 'particularly confirmed by Augustus 
had acquired the name of Mainotes. They continued the 
worship of the Pagan deities five hundred years after the rest 
of the Roman empire had embraced Christianity. The arro-
gant author of the philosophical dissertations on the Greeks, 
to give a ba'ser origin to this people, has reckoned amongst' their 
ancestors some of the foreign satellites of the monster Nabis, who: 
were driven, says he, from the city of Sparta by the army of the 
Adman League. But in the account of that transaction by Livy, 
I find no positive mention of any settlement made by the auxi-
liaries of that tyrant in the twenty-three maritime cities, of La--,  
conic, which were separated from the dominions of Sparta. Mr. 
Gibbon, with more reason, as it appears, inclines to rank some 
of the much-injured Helots amongst their progenitors ; and, if 
it were a point worthy the trouble of establishing, the Spartans 
themselves might, I think, be proved to have transfused some of 
their blood into the veins of the peoples of the neighbouring 
towns. When Sparta (for it was then called by that name) was 
given up .by Thomas Palwologus to Mahomet, the Great, those 

* Mr. De Pauw accuses Pausanias of " excessire ignorance" of history, in 
referring the establishment of the gleuthero-Laconians to Augustus; yet it 
remains a doubt, whether the Laconian states were known by 'that name until 
the decree of that emperor. Mr. De Ptiuw's date is 559, U. C. ; but the peace 
between the Romans and Nabis was in 557, and the death of that tyrant in 
560, U. C. Liv. lib. xxxiv. cap. 39, et lib. xxxv. cap. 35. 
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Greeks who were unwilling to live under the Turks, may be sup-
posed to have fled into the recesses of Taygetus, and to have set-
tled amongst the Mainotes. 

But although the true descendants of the ancient Greeks, if 
any where to be found, should perhaps be sought for amongst 
the mountains of Maina ; yet the character of this people has at 
all times been such as would reflect no honour upon a noble ori-
gin, but would make one suppose them sprung, from the Sclavo-

- Man robbers who overran the Peloponesus in the eighth cen-
tury. Cape Txnarus, now called Matapan, the most southern 
extremity of the Morea, has at all times been inhabited by  
savages, who have not only infested the neighbouring seas with 
their piracies, - but have massacred those that have been ship-
wrecked on their rocks. 

A place on the coast, called now Vitulo, a corruption of the 
name of lEtylos, an ancient town on the shore of the Messenian 
gulf, has sometimes been considered the capital of Maina ; but 
Marathonisi, a town on the coast to the east of Taygetus, con-
taining five hundred inhabitants, is now the residence of the chief 
of the Mainotes ; and Yathi, a strong post, with a castle, the 
property of one of those petty princes who dispute the possession 
of the country, is considered as next in importance to the prin-
cipal town. The inhabitants of no other district, however, have 
ever been reckoned so cruel and ferocious, as those of .the hilly 
strip of land denominated by the Venetians Bassa Maina. The 
well known character of these ruffians has gained for them in 
the Morea the name of Cacovougnis, or the villains of the 
mountains. They live in huts, most part of them near a Turkish 
fortress called Turcogli Olimionas, and a perpetual exposure to 
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the sun, and -the sea air, hai given them a tawny complexion, 
which adds to the. ferocity of their whole appearance. 

It appears, that about the year 1474, a person styling him-
self Nicephcirus Coinmenes; son of David, the last Greek Em-
peror of Trebizond, retreated to Vitulo, and had - the address 'to 
persuade the nishop, who 'was in a manner the head of the 
Mainotes, to acknowledge him as an Ithperial Prince, and cin-1 
firm him under the title of Protcr-geronte, or First Senior, as the 
chief of the nation. The, Proto-gerontes, and their subject:rob-
bers, continued independent of the Sultans, who paid no atten- _ 
tion to an. obscure and' barren. corner of their vast empire, until; 
the complaints of ' the inhabitants of Modon and Coron;' and 'of 
those of Misitra, the town not far from Paleeo-Chori; the site 'of 
Sparta, and the seat of a Sangiac, awakened the indignation 'of 
the Turks. 'In 1676;. the Mainotes of the north were -attacked, 
but they 'Would not stand the'-contest.; for they fled, `to thOMM-
ber of four 'thousand; into six large ships, foiir 'of which were 
lost near Corfu: The remaining two arrived at CCiiica,'where 
the fugitives settled ; and some of their descendants have been 
recognised by'late travellers in 'that island. 	- ' —  

Amongst the fugitives to Corsica, was a familY distingniShed 
by the appellation of Kalomeros ; and to the exact identit'jinf 
this name with, that of the French Emperor, may be attributed, 
in great part, an opinion current in. the Morea, that Buonaparte 
is by descent a genuine Mainote. And;. indeed, when the views 
of the French unceasingly directed towards the shores of theMe-

-diterranean induced them in 1797 to inquire into the actual state 
of MaMa, this conqueror., who was then preparing to sail 'for.  
Egypt,'addressed an epistle.  to the Citizen, chief of the Ma-in.oies, 

H h. 
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in which he declares the bearers of his letter (most probably some 
Corsican fellow-countrymen) to be of Spartan origin*. 

After the flight of the northern Mainotes, amongst whom were 
the Proto-geronte, one Stephanopoulo, and the Bishop of Vitulo, 
with many of his chief monks, the Cacovougnis, fled to the summit 
of their steepest rocks; and on being deserted by their chiefs, abo-
lished the office of Proto-geronte, and created four Captains of the 
whole nation, whose heirs, whether male or female, were to succeed 
to their power. No farther back than the year 1765, a widow of 
one of these Captains, by name Demetria, spread consternation 
amongst the Turks of Misitra-, and stopped the communication be-
tween that town and Modon. The Mainotes were still independent 
of the Porte ; they lived entirely on plunder ; and their caloyers, 
or monks, issued from their cells to partake of their booty, and 
encourage their rapacity ; so that no ship, under whatever flag, 
approached the rocks of Matapan without caution, and providing 

* Le General en Chef de l'Armee d'Italie au Chef du Peuple libre de Maim. 

CITOYEN)  

Jai recu, de Trieste, une lettre, dans laquelle vous me temoignez le desir 
d'être utile a la Republique, en accueillant ses batimens sur vos ports. Je me 
plais croire que vous tiendrez parole avec cette fidelite qui convient a un de-
scendant des Spartiates. La Republique Francaise ne sera point ingrate I 
regard de votre nation ; quant 3 moi, je reccvrai volontiers quiconque viendra 
me trouver de votre part, et ne souhaite riot tant que de voir regner une bonne 
harmonic entre deux nations egalement arnies de la liberte. 

Je vous recommande les porteurs de cette lettre, qui sont aussi des descendans 
des Spartiates. 'S'ils non pas fait jusq'ici de grandes choses, c'est qu'ils ne sont 
point trouves sur un grand theatre. 

Salut et fraternite, 
B LIONAPARTE. 
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against an attack. At the same time, they addressed the Chris-
tian Powers to support them in their opposition to the Porte, 
until the Russians invaded the Morea in 1770, and carried the' 
town of Misitra, in which the Mainotes committed the most 
frightful excesses, but afterwards deserted their allies, and caused; 
(such is the accusation of the Russians), the failure of the whole 
'expedition. However, a body of them, amounting to two, thou- -
sand men, advanced to the relief of Patrass, but were repulsed 
with great slaughter. 

Since that period, the Mainotes have sometimes been consi. 
dered in subjection to the Pasha of -Tripolizza, and at others as 
independent. 

Their mutual dissentions hal;e favoured the views of the Turks ; 
and the ambition of a youth named Constantine, a little before 
our arrival at Athens, introduced some soldiers of Veli Pasha's 
into the fortresses of a part of Maine, to the prejudice not only of 
the former governor of the country, but that of the liberties of 
the whole people. The other chief, however, still maintained him-
self in the fastnesses near Bathi, and carried on a predatory war 
with his rival. Torn by these intestine. feuds, arid yet willing to 
retain the shadow of independence, the Mainotes would willingly 
make every sacrifice in behalf of any foreign power, and, notwith-
standing former failures, have made an application to their new 
neighbours the English. 

A deputation from them had arrived at Zante, and ,offered their 
service to our garrison. But, at the same time, they seem desirous 
of submitting, and of being considered subjects of the Porte. A 
Scotch gentleman, whom we encountered several times on ourTour, 
and in whose entertaining work the letter of Napoleon has been 

h 2 
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-already given to the public, assured me that he had seen a formal 
proposal, drawn up by the Bishop of Vitulo, in which, upon cer-
tain conditions, the Mainotes offered to become tributary to 
the Sultans. The principal article was, that they should be the 
collectors of their own tribute, without the interference of any 
Turk. My informant added, that the memorial was written in a 
style truly laconic; but of this, I hope we shall have an oppor-
tunity of judging for ourselves, as I am promised a copy of this 
document. I own myself incredulous, though desirous enough 
to see, in what terms the descendants of the Spartans have made 
a voluntary surrender of their liberties. 

Whilst, however, their fate is undecided, they sufier all the dis-
tresses of anarchy, and their barbarism is increased by their mis-
fortunes. No Turk, without a large armed force, can travel in 
their country; but a Frank, by putting himself under the protec-
tion of their Bishop, or one of their Captains, may be secure 
against all danger. 

They still render the navigation of the Archipelago in small 
boats, very perilous, and they make occasional descents on the 
main land. My fellow-traveller, on a visit to Cape Colonna, ran 
a chance of being surprised by a party of twenty-five of these 
pirates, who were lying hid in the caves below the cliff on which 
are the ruins of the temple of Minerva, but would not venture 
upon the attack of twelve men well armed with guns, pistols, 
and sabres. Two Greeks, who were their prisoners at the time, 
and were afterwards liberated, gave an account of their delibera-
tions on the subject. 

Such are the people who must in some future time co-operate 
in, what has been called, the deliverance of Greece. Without 
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, • - believing that they are manLeaterS, a story propagated-by the.  ter=, 

ror of the Turks, yott will not .think them very honourable •allies ; 
and an inspection of the reeky spot which they occupy in the map 
of the Morea, will give you no exalted notion of the importance 
of their aid.. • • 
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Distance from ,Patrass to Corinth—and to Athens—Passage 
across the Gulf of Lepanto to the Scale of Salona—Circum-
ference of the Corinthian Gulf—Galaxcithi—Evanthe—
Route to Crisso—Salona—View at the Foot of Mount Lia-
kura, or Parnassus—Crisso—Site of Crissa, or Cirrha-

- Visit to the Ruins of Delphi—Castalia—Treasures of Delphi 
—The Brazen Serpent at Constantinople—Parnassus—Ascent 
to the Summit of it impracticable—Route from Crisso to-
wards Livadia—to Arakova on Parnassus—The Road Schiste 
—The Three Roads—Distomo—Asprospitia—Monastery of 
St. Luke of Stiris—Arrival at Livadia. 

THE point to which we wished to direct our steps was 
Athens, and had it not been our desire to visit Delphi, we should 
probably have travelled to that place by the shortest road, keep, 
ing on the south side of the gulf, and passing across the isthmus 
directly into Attica. From Patrass to Corinth is reckoned a 
journey of twenty-four hours. The road from Vostizza passes 
through Vasilico, which travellers have-decided to be on the site 
of Sicyon, about three hours from Corinth. From the isthmus 
to Megara is nine hours journey, and from Megara to Athens 
eight. 
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When Pococke travelled, there were two ruins, apparently' 
antique, between Vostizza and Vasilico ; the first, a piece of 
thick wall on the 'shore, belonging; it is supposed, to the ancient 
IIelice, forty stadia from -gium, and twelve from the beach ; 
the second, about 'six Miles from Vasilico,. and more than a mile 
from the water on a hill, corresponding with lEgira.—The whole 
coast, had been anciently shaken by violent earthquakes, a cala-
mity to which other parts of the Morea are now also much sub-
ject : Coron has, on that account, been of late years not a safe 
residence, and has-therefore been partially deserted. 

A strong easterly wind, by no means unusual at the end of 
autumn, setting out of the gulf of. Lepanto, detained us , until 
the 14th of December at Vostizza, when we got into a strong 
Cefalonian boat, with fourteen men and ten oars, and made the 
best of our way towards the scale of Salona, at the head of the 
deep bay called the Crisswan gulf, though that name has been 
indiscriminately applied to the whole sea from the isthmus to the 
mouths of the Evenus. 	 , 

It was half past ten in the morning before we left the shore. 
We crossed the gulf in an oblique direction to the north-east, 
and came, by half past one, 'to the beach of a small bay in Rou-
melia, where we anchored, and the boatmen cooked their dinner. 
We saw a small village on a hill to our left, called Petrinizza ; 
and between us and the village, a mile distani, was a han on a 
road leading from Lepanto to the town of Salona. In an hour 
we were off again, and the wind failing us, our sailors rowed 
close under the land, keeping towards the east, and tracing all 
the creeks and windings of an uneven Shore. In many places we 
skirted the feet of high rocky cliffs, the resort of innumerable 
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flocks of wild Pigeons, that were frightened from their crevices 
by the dashing of the oars, and whistled round us in every direc-
tion. In three hours we saw , mother village in the hills, which 
bad a wild and barren appearance. We continued along a bold 
rocky shore until seven o'clock, v hen. we pulled into a small 
creek, where there was a fishing-hoar, and near which some men 
were sitting round a blazing furze fire, under a hanging rock. 
-Here also our boatmen refreshed themseh es for an hour. They 
then began rowing stoutly, and in a short time doubled a head-
land, which was the last before we entered into the gulf of Salona. 
We afterWards went northwards; and skirting the land, at first came 
to a small bay with a good harbour, which we crossed, and soon 
passed by the town and port of a place called Galaxcithi, where 
some little trade is carried on, and where we saw the masts of 
some large trebaculos swaying about in the moonlight. After 
this we went near a little island, also in the mouth of a deep bay, 
on which there was a church, and we arrived at twelve o'clock at 
night at the scale of Salona, where there was only a custom-
house and a very miserable han, already so occupied that there 
was only one room for our lodging, and that nearly full of onions. 

From our entrance into the gulf of Salona to our arrival at the 
scale, which is nearly at its extremity, we had been four hours 
constantly rowing fast, and this must give a length of sixteen 
miles to the. baV, which is . also very broad at its mouth, and 
swells into the land in several other small harbours on both sides*: 

The unskilfulness of ancient mariners regarded a lake of little 
more than two hundred and fifty-six miles in circuit, as a formi, 

* " The Corinthian gulf has a perimeter, from the Evcnus to Maxus (Cape 
Papa) of 2240.  stadia."—Strab. lib. oct. p. 336, edit. Crtsaub. 
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dable expanse of waters, and the Corinthian gulf was sometimes 
called the Crissaean, sometimes the Alcyonian sea. 

Galaxcithi, three hours and a half from Salona, has been said 
to be on the site of Evanthe, a town inhabited by the Locri OzolFe. 

Evanthe sent out a colony to the promontory called Zephy-
rion, in Italy, a little after the foundation of Syracuse and Cro-
tone ; it must, therefore, have been a city of some size. There 
are no remains at Galaxcithi, and perhaps the conjecture has no 
probable grounds of support. 

The morning after our: arrival we sent for horses = from Crisso; 
a town not more than an hour's ride from the han. 

On leaving the scale we went northwards, and proceeded a 
short way over.- a rising ground, called by Chandler a root of 
Cirphis, the mountains whose ranges formed the eastern side of 
the gulf of Crissa. We then came suddenly in view of a very 
romantic prospect. Before us was a well.lcultivated corn plain„ 
bounded by Parnassus, and interspersed with•extensive groves of 
olives ; to the ,right was an opening in the mountains, appearing 
at. first like a chasm, but enlarging by degrees into a valley, 
through which there ran a small river. Advancing towards 
Crisso, we had a prospect .to the left between the hills of the 
large town of Salona, the capital of the district., containing two 
thousand Turkish: families. It stands on the brow -of 'a hill, as 
did Arn•  phissa, the ancient  town on whose site it is said to be 
placed t. The last part of our ride was.up an ascent, ror Crisso Is 
placed on the roots of Parnassus. 

* Strab. lib. vi. ; called by Pansanias ./Eanthea ; " near to Natipactus."—. 
Phoc. p. 686. 	 • 

KUTOU xat.7roXia./.4Z E7111 4oqi.—Pans. Phoc. p. 686. It was one hundred and. 
stadia from Delphi, a little more than thirteen miles and . a half. 
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• Crisso is a poor Greek town of three hundred houses ; but it 
is the seat of a Bishop, to whom we had a letter from the Consul-
'General At Patrass. We did not, however, lodge at his house, 
but at that of two very decent women who gave us a comfort.,  
able apartment. 

The modern town does not stand on the site of Crissa, after-
wards called -Cirrha, which was the maritime town of Delphi, and 
sixty stadia from that place; a distance sufficient to allow of a 
memorable war between the two cities*. Crissa, after a stout 
resistance to the Amphictyons, was taken possession of for 
Apollo, by poisoning the waters of the Plistus, the river we had 
seen in the valley which supplied the town $. There are, how-
ever, no remains to be seen lower down than where the town now 
stands, except a few pieces of wall. Neither the temple of 
Apollo, nor the Pythian hippodrome, have left a vestige on the 
plain where they stood. 

The writings of well known travellers, and the accurate though 
popular work of the Abbe Barthelemy, have rendered even the 
unlearned reader so familiar with the ancient wonders of Delphi, 
that I shall do little more in this place than minutely note what I .  
myself saw, when conducted to the spot by a Greek guide - from 
Criss°, on the 16th of December, 1809. 

On that day we ascended the mountain on horseback, up0  a very •  
* Strabo speaks of Cirrha and Crissa as two cities, and says, Cirrha was 

eighty stadia from Delphi, p. 418; but this was a more ancient town, destroyed 
by the Crisseans, and not the Cirrha, which Pausanias says was sixty stadia 
from Delphi, so that Casaubon need not have tried to reconcile the two mea-
surements, by saying, that the eighty stadia alludes to the channel or course of 
the Plistus from Delphi; besides, the Plistus is only a torrent, and does not flow 
from Delphi. 

-t Pausan. Phocic. p. 681. 

   
  



steep craggy path tci the north-easti. which obliged Mr ofteil, to 
dismount. We could See fdr some time nothing but the bate 
rocks which We we're climbing;  for the Atimthit8 of Parnassus 
were totally invisible,,  ,and Cannot at any time be 6eeti by those 
who are in that position. 	, 	• 

After scaling the side of the hill about' an 	we saw the 
first remarkable object;  which is a large piece of rock oft the left, 
a little above the path. This apparently has been loosened front 
its base, and contains an excavation, the shape of which being a 
segment less than a semicircle;  like the mouth of an overt, iwide 
but not deep, with a sort of trough belles; denotes- it to' have 
been a sarcophagus. 

Ascending a little higher;  we saw another immense: stone, Of 
rather mass of stones, also on the left, and of a regular shape, 
that seems. to' threaten the passengers bolo*.. 

Behind one of these fragments; the ntird'eters employed by 
Perseus to.. kill Eumenesr may have kin concealed befoYe they en=-: 
deavoured to ovetArrielni him with piet'es of rock from above. 
The deseription given by Livy"' Ari$*ei'S.  most exactly to the spot,, 
and might have been written yesterday by an aettial obseivet of 
the positions,. 

Jiist beyond the fragments; we climbed up,.. to the left of tte 
path, to. small. cave facing the west on the side-  of the hill. In 
this there are three sepulchral cavities, one. on each side, and over 
the oblong troughs where the body was placed, is. A niche which,, 
may have contained the lamp, or the Sznall. Ornaments. occasion-. 

* Adscendentibus ad femplum a CirrhA priusquant perveniretur ad frequentia 
aedificiis loca, maceria erat. ab Ireva 	pauluni atans a Curidarnento,. 
quit singuli transirent, &c. &c.—Liv. lib. xlir. cap. 15. 
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ally deposited in the ancient tombs, and discovered in some of 
them at this day. . Some of these troughs are of a length and 
depth sufficient to make one suppose that the bodies they con-, 
tamed were not burnt, but buried entire, or at least that their 
bones were disposed into their proper places, and not thrown to-
gether into the urn,_ according to the common practice. 

Proceeding up the steep, we soon had a view of Castri, a small 
mud town situated a little to the east of a circular hollow in the 
mountain, round which are the rows of seats belonging to the 
Pythian stadium. But the casing of Pentelic marble, with which, 
this building was adorned by Atticus Ilerodes, has disappeared, 
and the original structure of Parnassian stone, alone remaining, 
has the look of fragments of old walls rising a little above the 
earth, in a regular order one over the other. Each stone is about 
two feet and a half in length, and of a proportionate breadth and 
thickness$. Above Castri is a perpendicular rugged rock; below 
it is a steep descent into the vale of the Plistus, on the other side 
of which are the stony, flat, hills of Mount Cirphis. 

After the first sight of the town we turned to the left hand, 
towards the stadium, and were led to a cave immediately on the 
left of the path. In this cave there are, as in the one described, 
three sepulchral cavities, but the arches and niches are larger, and 
more carefully worked, and the troughs are longer than in the 

* Any attempt to ascertain the true length of the Pythian stadium, fixed by 
Mr. D'Anville at four-fifths of the Olympic stadium, or five hundred Greek 
feet, from the remains at Castri, would, such is the state of the ruin, most pro•, 
bably "be unsuccessful. M. Spon has observed, that it is shorter than that whose 
circuit is now seen at Athens. It appeared to me considerably so ; but the form 
is also very different, being semicircular)  whereas, that of Herodes at Athens is 
in the shape of an oblong hor50-shoe. 
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cessive plunderers, but the marbles were spared, and the greater 
part of them may be believed to have been crushed under the 
falling fragments of the mountain, or sunk into thee ground ; for 
I believe there is not in the collection of any antiquary, a statue 
or a bust, that can be proved to have once stood in theil1emple 
of Delphi. 

One only of the masterpieces.. which adorned this sacred place 
can be said now to remain. But that is by far the most ancient 
and the best authenticated Grecian relic at present in existence. 
The triple-twisted serpentine column of brass, whose three heads 
supported the tripod dedicated by the Greeks, after the battle of 
Plateea, to Apollo, is still to be seen, though mutilated, in the 
spot to which it was conveyed from Delphi by Constantine, to 
adorn the hippodrome of his new capital. The column, as much 
of it as is seen above ground, is now about seven feet in height, 
and of a proportionate thickness. It is hollow, and the Cavity 
has by the Turks been filled up with stones. 

Parnassus is not so much a single mountain, as a vast range of 
hills, which was once the western boundary of Phocis, and the 
line of separation of the Locri Ozolw and the Locri Opuntii and 
Epicnemidii, and is now the limit between the district of Salona 
and that of Livadia. The two tops have a sort of poetical exist-
ence 

 
which one would not be inclined to dispute; bat the summits 

• of the crags separated by the chasm of Castalia, must have been 
those dedicated to Apollo and the Muses, and to Bacchus, as the 
mountain itself is not notorious for this singularity. 
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To, go from Castri to the tops of Liakura, there is a rocky 
path, beginning a little to the east of the ruined stadium. For 
the first hour the ascent leads up a water-course ; there is then 
a plain to the right, in the direction of the summits of the Casta- 

, Tian pretpices. These and some other flat spots were cultivated 
in the twelfth century by some Jews, who, to the number of two 
hundred, lived in. Crisso, and gave the name of Jerusalem to a 
village on the mountain. The path continues to ascend a hill 
covered with pines ; then passes through a plain, four or five 
miles in compass, to the foot of a craggy peak, where there is 
a strong.bubbling spring called Drosonigo, flowing into a lake a 
quarter of A mile to the south-east. Higher than this no travel-. 
ler has ventured to go; the peak is covered with perpetual snows;, 
and 'Wheler, who went to the spots mentioned, thought the ex. 
treme summits, called Lycorea formerly, as high as Mount 
Cenis. They were anciently reckoned sixty stadia above Delphi, 
by the nearest path, and that could be ascended on horseback 
most part of the way, as far, at least, as the great Corycian cave-p, 
which evaded the search of the famous English traveller, and has 
not, that I know of, been ever discovered. The summits of Par-
nassus, says Pausanias, are above the clouds, and upon them 
the Thyades perform their mad orgies to Bacchus and Apollo.t. 

* Voyage of Benjamin of Tudela, translated into French. 
i• To this cave the Delphians retreated when the barbarians invaded Phocis, 

and were so completely concealed, that, as safe as the Corycian Cave, became 
afterwards proverbial in Greece; and we see it so used in the fragment of 
Cebes. 

Moe. p. 672, edit. Xylandcr. 
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At present, they are, the summer retreats of 'the Albanian ' rob-
bers, who issue thence upon the plains of • Thessaly and /Etolia, 
but are seldom known 'to lay waste the country to - the east; now 
Called the district of Livadia. Their 'fires 'are. seen .by the pea-
sants in the villages below, andare not extinguished until the 
snow has whitened the rocks above the ruins of Castri. 

The day after our visit to Delphi, we set out from Cris-so, in 
order to proceed towards, Livadia. 

The road led at first down into the valley, and then through' 
some gardens belonging, to the Greeks of Crisso, in a south-east. 
direction, and by the side of the small stream of the Plistus. 
continued for an hour in this, very narrow valley, with the preci-
pices of rocks, under Castri, hanging over 'our heads, and- now 
appearing very stupendous. 

Certainly it is ,from the valley of the Plistus that the appearance 
of Parnassus is the most striking; and the.  ancient Greek' travel-
ler, who believed it the favoured mansion of his gods, and the 
centre of the universe, and from this position saw the rocky sum= 
mit rising in a blaze of light into the clouds, must have been 
agitated by a mingled commotion of piety and fears. 

• 

4' 'Li Xaqeritcrec srPrpa trop4 
&papvitiop chats, vr. ig ApM. 
Baxxliwr, 41031.10.0 

Oita 3', cir. xecOccitipio reglic 
Tito cathccopirca 
OtrciAcq itrcroc 13irrpvy 
Zata iirspec hcixoproh  
Oii'vsect 4E cxo'r.Eal SIZY, 

xas 	xect z. a. 
Evpisr. too, Xo. I. _ 
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Several caverns are to be seen in the sides of the rock, some of 
which may be supposed artificial. 

Le[tying the valley, we began to ascend the side of the moun-
tain, in order to get to the village where we were to sleep. In a 
little time, we had a view of Castri, to our left, and rather behind 
us; We crossed the stream of the Plistus, which, in its passage 
down the bill, turns two large overshot mills. From the first mill, 
close to which we passed, the torrent was conveyed down several 
small precipices in wicker troughs, and then over an aqueduct of 
two arches, connecting two hillocks. The side of the mountain is 
here covered with! vineyards, and the valley with groves of olive 
trees. 

We continued in a slanting direction, ascending a very rugged 
steep, till we came to where a path from the northwards, that 
leads from the summits of the mountain, crosses the road, or ra-
ther forms an acute angle with it. By this path Wheler de-
scended, after his ineffective search for the Corycian Cave. We 
were now much higher than the position of Castri ; the rocks of 
Alount Cirphis appeared like a plain on a level with us ; yet we 
still ascended, until we arrived, in four hours from Crisso, at 
Arakova, which is the most considerable town on Liakura. It is 
built of stone, and contains, perhaps, three hundred and fifty 
houses, of the poorer sort, inhabited by Greeks. 

We were here lodged with females, who were very attentive 
'and obliging, and did not seem so terrified at our Albanians as 
had been the people of the other villages. They danced at our, 
request, and their performance was succeeded by that of our men 
in the usual style. The music was a large drum, which, in our 
cottage, was louder than thunder, and was beaten without any 
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regard to time, or the motions of the dancers. A squeaking pipe 
was also added to the entertainment ; it sounded like the mast 
unharmonious bagpipe, and the person who played on it, 'either 
from the quantity of wind required for the instrument, or for,  
effect, made the most frightful contortions. 
• After the dancing, the good folks of the cottage sent for a boy 

out of the village, who had been to Malta, which place, it was 
evident from their manner, that they all looked upon as the Ultima 
Thule. They showed him -to us as a sort of wonder, and ap-
peared to question him, if we were like the kind of - men he had 
seen on that island. - 

On the morning of the 18th of December, we left Arakova, 
and ,kept, for half an hour, in an easterly direction, along the side 
of the hill, a little on a descent. Looking before us to the south--
east, as far as we could see, we beheld what appeared the sea, 
but which afterwards turned out to be the Theban plains, and the 
lake Copais, covered with a white mist. We began to descend, 
and observing the place we had left, Arakova seemed just under 
the clouds, amidst the snowy crags of the mountain, which was 
here and 'there spotted with dark forests of pine. 

We were now in green valley, where' were large flocks of 
sheep, and goats, but no appearance even of a single hut. The 
road still answered to the description of that called Schiste, or 
the Rent, for we were, 'as it might be, inclosed by Parnassus on 
our left, and the stone hills of Cirphis on our right hand.* 

The geographer Meletius talks of some large sepulchral stones, 
denoting the spot where Laius and his attendant were buried by 
Damisictratus, King of the Plamans. These, if they are still 
to be seen, escaped my observation. 

L l2 
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We travelled in this vale, eastward for two hours, and south-
ward for another hour, .until we came to where three roads meet; 
one, from the north-east, from Caperna, three hours distance, on 
the site of ChTronea and passing by a village still called Thavlea, 
nearly the modern pronunciation of Daulis; another, from the 
south, from Liyadia; and the third, on which we were travelling, 
from Castri. Would you not have felt inclined to exclaim, " Here 
Laius was killed by CEdipus ; here are the three roads, and the 
narrow pass between the triple path ?" 

• • . • ilEic %/ Mao; 	 •• •. •• •• 
• • • • • • xxl P4EYW7lOs iv .rpsvAatic &tor; *• 

After this spot, which, wherever the fatal accident happened, 
the poets certainly had in their eye, the valley widens to the 
south-westward, and the hills which inclose it to the right become 
low and flat. We continued, for a short time, by the side of a 
brook, which flows from the same direction as the path from 
Caperna and Daulis. We crossed the brook, and struck into a 
path to the east, leaving our former road; which we saw stretch-
ing over the plain to the south. In an hour from where we 
turned off, our guides informed us, that this road arrives at a 
town called Distomo,-  which Aleletius has placed on the site of 
Ambryssus, a conjecture confirmed by the observation of 
travellers- . 

) OMB. Tvg. 1410. 
+ Chandler discovered the name of the city, more properly called Ambros- 

sus, upon some inscriptions, which are thus given in Meletius. On one stone:, 
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From Distoino to Asprospitia, so named from some, white 
buildings once standing on the spot, is two hours to the south. 
Asprospitia is on a bay of the gulf of Lepanto, and has been laid 
down on the position of the ancient Anticyra, -though that city 
may be put rather farther, on a spot now called. Sidero Kauchi6, 
The port is frequented by -small corn vessels. 

An hour and a half to the eastward of Distomo, two hours 
from the sea, and four from Livadia, is the monastery of St_ Luke 
the Less, a summary of whose pious, unprofitable life, is given in 
Dr. Chandler's Travels. He flourished in the tenth century; , 
he is called, " the glory of Hellas," and is worshipped 'on the 7th of 
February 4'. I regret that we did not visit the monastery, which " 

Avroxpoo-4tz Krz(o-apx Mottipc.SXcei, KotAoctov Arrcovi-ivov Aji-oxpotropoc 
Kcitcrapos 	zETrrithi's Esawips Iltp-r(vccxos 	A'pcePixat) A'Acci3vvixo— 
grapS.oau, theyisou ald'EXpOly, llohgc. A'/APprefreicou 'EW1 141i 04%.71c 

aYTEpWTOS TO1.) 02.10TipetrOc XOG1 EVTUZEPTOGTOU 	 .'E7Tit.401,71311# 4, • • *pc 

,r3u 'apxorros 	P'. 
On another stone: 

AuToxpkropa Nipcoa Tpcaavou Katimpa ZEPao-T4 rIPI.404147a14  

BOVA4 xai d Aiithos Niccf3pcoo-crtto. 

And on other stones also : 

A'Axciioc ApPpcoo-trico AithoicSathes /ctiparn, fray gyouPs2  cipircaa5. 
iripsocov ,,KocAXtrpciva „ AnANcayt 	vixtocc.. ,3 Virg9Pal/7014 

Xa‘PE. 

Chandler, cap. lxiiL 
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vas built with the ruins of the ancient town of Stiris4', and con-
tains a church, once the pride of Greece, and even now splendid 
in decay. It was built by the Emperor Romanusi  son of Con-
stantine Porphyro-genitus. 

After quitting the road to Distomo, we again got into a rocky 
path, between hills, with some intervals of wild, uneven moor-
lands, In this country we continued three hours, when we saw 
some hedge inclosures, and gardens, on our left; and passing 
through a lane, over a path, raised, in many. places, on stone 

.causeways, we arrived, in another hour, at the end of our day's 
journey, at Livadia t. 

* Part of an inscription, alluding to a fountain under the town of Stiris, is 
on one of the stones of which the monastery is built : 

eats, zEglas-;,s, x061 T;', Wan, xat TO tEVOrg1010 EIYOXpkrt); XIZi VW/49th; 

C4EanXCZY ;X T410 '&141V, XtZ1 lin,  Tip.) ild'acTos 1:craycorly. 

The ruins of Stiris are still called Stiri, or Palzo-Stiri. 
+ From ChEeronea to Panoptea, a town situated in a pass in the mountains 

(near a village now called Agios Blasios), and protecting Phocis, on this, side, 
from the incursions of the Bceotians, was twenty stadia, or two Roman miles 
and a half; from Panopea to Daulis, seven stadia*. Amongst the remark. 
able objects to be seen on this road, was the sand-like clay, out of which man 
was made by Prometheus; it was in large masses, near a rivulet, perhaps that 
which we crossed in this day's route. Also, the grave of nine acres of the 
giant Tityus, whose magnitude Pausanias thinks worthy of belief, because 
Cleon, the Magnesian, avers, that incredulity is the child of ignorance, he 
himself having seen, at Gadesi a man of the sea, five acres in length. From 
Daulis to the tops of. Parnassus, the way was a little longer, but not so diffi-
cult as that from Delphi. Ott the road from Salona to Zeitoun, on the straits 
of Thermopylw, is the town of Turco-chorio, or, as it is called by the Turks, 

•"Pausan. Phoc. p. 614, et seq. 
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• 
Esed," to the north, half north-north=east, of the summits of Liakure. , To 

the north of 'Turco-chorio, at a small village called Leuta, are marks of the 
ancient Elatia,' not far from the confines of Thessaly„ who capture by Philip 
awakened the Athenians to a sense of their danger. 'The expedition of the 
Consul .rlaminius into Greece, gile.s the position of this, as well as of many 
other of the towns of Phocis, and is accordingly referred to by Pausanias. 

At Leuta were seen the following inscriptions : 

A'uvexpeZTopa Kaferapa M4x,ov As;piPov Kvrcovetvov VITE(313 213carrOv ,TOY Miiewrov, 
Bosxi x01,4 4;ipos 'EXarioni. 

On another stone: 
P44ofted ofico, KocXXIct4pa. 

repinir, 

The sites of several of the cities of Phocis are determined by .Meletius. 
Lilma, one hundred. and eighty stadia from Delphi, is• now called Souvali; 
AmphiCkea, , sixty from Liixa, .Dthadthi ; TithronOum)  fifteen stadia from 
Amphicia, Pala Thevce; or Velizza; Drymma, twenty stadia from Tithro-
neuin„ Agia, Marina; Alme,,twenty stadia from Elatia, lgodi; and HyampOlis„ 
is still Ilyempali. 

On another : 
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Livadia—The Archon Logotheti—Rate of Living in Roumelia—
imitation of European Manners—The Cave of Trophonius—
the present Appearance of the Entrance to it—Ruins of a 
Castle built by the Catalans—The Settlement of theCatalans in 
Greece—Little Impression left by the Franks on the Manners 
of the Greeks—Visit to Caperna—Ruins of Cheeronea—the 
Plain—Departure from Livadia—Visit to Seripoo—the Site 
of Orchomenos=the Treasury of Minyas—The Lake Copais—
The Village of Mazee—Arrival at Thebes—View of the The-
ban Territory—Difficulties attending a just Description of 
Modern Greece,—The Measurement of Stadia—Diminutive-
ness of the Country. 

LIVADIA is on the site of the ancient Lebadea, 
the Midea of Homer, a town of considerable note in Lceotia, 
built on the side of a bill, which was between Mount Helicon and 
the territory of Chwronea. 

The , modern town, which is written by the modern Greeks, 
Lebadea (AE,pahic,), is on a declivity, and it requires some climb-
ing to reach the upper part of it. It contains fifteen hundred 
houses,- of stone, many of them very good ones : one hundred 
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only of the families are Mahometans. Yet there are six moscks 
in the place, as well as six Greek churches. 	, 

Livadia has given its name to great part of the country, which 
is sometimes called Greece Proper, and was - -the Achaia. of the 
Romans. It is a place of considerable trade, and the residence 
of several wealthy Greeks. The house at which we were lodged 
belonged to mae of the ,richest subjects in Roumelia, and Was 
spacious, and handsomely furnished. 

The name of this gentleman was Logotheti, though, more 
properly speaking,. that is only a title, which, • from having desig-
nated the:receivers.of the finances of the Greek empire, is now 
applied to those who are appointed managers of the revenues of 
the church. He was also one of the rulers of his own nation, 
or a magistrate, who is. dignified with the appellation of Archon; 
one of the vain names which still adhere_to the modern Greeks, 
and serve to remind us of those to whom they were once attached. 
The peculiar distinction of an Archon is a high fur cap, some-
thing in the shape of a- mitre, and yelloW boots or shoes, which, 
as well as some other of the favoured rayahs, he is by the Turks 
permitted to wear,  instead of the dark purple and brown. 

The Archon Logotheti had a numerous retinue ,of servants, 
two or three secretaries, several priests who officiated as domestic 
chaplains, and a family physician, making in all an establishment 
of fifty persons. . Yet he himself assured me, that the whop: 
annual expence of his household did not amount to more than 
twenty thousand piasters, about eleven hundred -  and forty-two 
pounds sterling. This-will afford some means of making a com-
parison between the rate of living in the Levant, and our own. 

* See page M. 
m 
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OUr host told me, that he had sent cargoes of cotton and oil 
- to London, and was surprised to see the accounts returIal to 
him ; ". which," said he, " being made up in English pounds, 
made my bargains look very insignificant indeed." The Archon 
was oppressively polite, and fell into an error for which he 
may well .be forgiven ; lie would show us that he was ac-
quainted with the manners of civilized Europe, and accord-
ingly he brought his wife and family from their seclusion to 
introduce them to us ; nay, he would have her and the little 
family dine with us, a ceremony which we could well have ex-
cused, as the Archontissa had made but little progress under 
the tuition of her husband, and, being evidently doing what she 
was not accustomed to, filled us with terror and confusion. De 
Tott has not exaggerated, when he says, that, in the Levant, a 
lady, to imitate European customs, takes up an olive in her fingers, 
and afterwards sticks it on a fork. 

At Livadia we remained the greater part of three days, and 
took the opportunity of seeing the only curiosity in the town which 
travellers are directed to notice ; this is the entrance of the cave 
of Trophonius. 

Behind the town, in a chasm of the mountain shaded with groves 
of trees, there is a small stream, which falling over the rocks, 
forms a pretty cascade, and flows, a little to the east into the 
plain below. A. short way from the inner recess of the chasm, 
and a few yards above the river, on the right (west) there is an 
artificial hollow in the rock. The cave at the entrance is a semi-
.circular arch, much resembling the mouth of an oven, and pre-
. serves the same form throughout its whole depth, being regularly 
excavated out of the rock, and having a surface not on the descent 
but horizontal. It is high enough to admit a person walking up- 
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right, and the depth of it may be a little more than twelve feet, 
that .ascribed to it by Pausanias, whose minute description an-
swers most exactly to the present appearance of the place*. 

But this cave was only the entrance by which those who went 
to consult the oracle of Trophonius approached to the interior 
cavity. The hole, through which the descent was by a. ladder, 
was just big enough to admit a man's body, but after sliding a 
short distance, the consultant was hurried downwards, with his 
knees to his chin, arid as if drawn into a whirlpool of waters; so 
that it is evident, that in order to practise their mysterious jug-
gling, the priests must have excavated much of the inner part of 
the hill. But these interior caverns, if they still remain;  have now 
no entrance to them, except a very small hole, which there is to 
the left of the arch, may be supposed, ,as the Greeks affirm it 
does, to lead into them. The inside of the cave has been black-
ened by the smoke of the fires, kindled there by the women' who 
wash in the river below. 

This river was anciently called the Hercyna, and.  of its two 
springs, which were, as they are now, in the chasm of ,the moun-
tain at no great distance from the cave, one was named the foun- 

* In the chasm on the banks of the Hercyna at the back of Lebadea, was a 
sacred grove, in which was the temple of Trophonius; or the Trophonian Jove; 
and a chapel of Ceres. An unfinished temple of Proserpine the ifuntress, 
and Jupiter, was on the hill, and a temple of Apollo. The oracle was above 
the grove. At the entrance of the cave was a circular step of white stone, less 
than two cubits high : on this step, whose surface was a vestibule to the, cave, 
were two brazen obelisks, between which was the mouth of the cave, like an oven, 
four cubits wide, eight cubits deep. It was the work of Daedalus. The statue 
of Trophonius, personifying IF.sculapius, was by Praxiteles.—Pausa. Bootie. 
602, 603. 

m 2 
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tain of Oblivion, and the other that of Memory. For Lethe, 
thoUgh a river in the infernal regions, was, above ground, only a 
spring : nevertheless modern poets have talked of it as a stream. 

It was one of the obligations of those who- visited the cavern 
of Trophonius, to write down every thing they ha I seen or 
heard ; - but as this duty is not still in force, one would not feel 
much inclined to give a detail of its present appearance, which, 
though in form and symmetry, much the same as it must have 
been in the second century, would not call from a modern such 
encomiums as have been bestowed upon it by Pausanias*. The 
skill and harmony, with which, to the last degree of ingenuity., 
it was constructed, would not save it from total neglect, were it 
not for the former repute of the unerring oracle, the last which 
was heard to utter the decrees of fate. 

On the top, of the rock, above the cave, is a ruin that more 
forcibly reminds one of the latter miseries and degradation -of 
Greece. This is an old castle, part of which stilt serves the 
Turks for a fortress, and which was built by the Catalans. 

These barbarians, called by the Greeks Amogavares, first en-
tered into the service of the emperors • of Constantinople, and 
Roger de Flor, who commanded a great body of them in 1303,. 
was made Duke of Romania byAnctronicus the elder, and after-
wards created Caesar. But they were not willing to be dismissed 
from the armies and pay of the Greeks, and seized Gallipoli, by 
which they made themselves masters of the Hellesp(Mt. • They 
then marched through Thrace and 11Iacedonia, encamped for a 
year on the plains of Thessaly, then passed the straits of• Ther- 

* Bceot.. page 60. 
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Mopylce, and established themselves. in Greece; of which they -
continued in possession for the remainder of the fourteenth cen-
tury; ' .when they were first partially dispersed by the Florentine 
Acciacoli, and afterwards totally expelled by the armies. of Ma-
hornet the Great. The Sultan Bajazet the First, had before been 
more lenient ; he suffered the widow of a Spanish chief, who was 
mistress of the recesses of Delphi, to retain her possessions, but 
he" acceptedof her daughter as a reward for his. generosity. • 

The independent chieftains, French and Italians, as well as the 
Spaniards, who ruled in Greece during the interval between the 
Latin and the Turkish, conquests . of Constantinople, filled the 
country with their strong holds, of which several vestiges yet re  
main, though not entire, as at Livadia. Walter .de  Brienne,DUke 
of Athens and Thebes, is said to have himself had thirty castles, 
all of which, together with his dukedom, he lost in a great battle -
fought on the banks of the Boeotian Cephissus against the main -
body of the Catalans $. 

These ruins are the only traces left in Greece of her Latin, 
conquerors, who, though in posSession of the country during 
two hundred and fifty years, failed to make the least impression 
upon the manners and customs, much less -  upon the disposition, 
and prejudices, of their subjects.. 

There is nothing of the Frank-  discernible in the Greeks of 
Roumelia : notwithstanding their long connexion with the barba-
rians of the west, they retain inviolated those habits of living; 
and the manners which we are accustomed to call Oriental, and: 
which they did not learn from• the- Turks,. but had derived, as.,  

• 
	 * Knollos says, the Asopus. 
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might easily be proved, from the immemorial usages of their re-
motest ancestors. But of this.  elsewhere. 

From Livadia we rode to a village called Caperna, near the site 
of Chwronea. 

Chwronea has been said by Strabo to be- near Orchomenos, 
and Pausanias calls it in the neighbourhood of Lebadea, which 
has made some persons suppose it to have been in the way front 
the last-mentioned place to Thebes; but it is directly out of the 
road to the north, and at no inconsiderable distance, according 
to Grecian measurements, from each of the two cities.. 

From Livadia it may be about eight of our miles. The coun-
try through which the road passes, is neither hilly nor yet a 
plain, but wild and rugged,. and for the most part covered with 
brown heath and low brUshwood. Soon after the first view of 
the large open country, the road turns to the left, and brings the 
traveller first to the mud village of Caperna, of about thirty 
houses, in the hollow of a hill, and then to the site of Chxronea , 
itself. 
/ This town appears to have been situated • under and upon a 
rocky hill once called Petrarchus, near the north-east foot of 
Parnassus. The sole remains at present visible are some large 

_ stones, six feet in length, in the ruins of a wall on the hill, and 
part of the shaft of a column, with its capital; the seats of a 
small amphitheatre, cut out of the rock, on the side of the same 
hill ; in the flat below, a fountain, partly constructed of marble 
fragments, containing a few letters not decypherable; some bits 
of marble pillars just appearing above ground, and the ruins of 
a bqding of Roman brick. Meletius has copied some inscrip- 

• Lions, to be seen.  in his time in two churches, which are not at 
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present to be found*. Pausanias speaks of two trophies erected 
by Sylla, and of a large lion of marble, placed over the tomb of 
the Thebans who were slain in the battle against Philip. I ob-
served nothing like what might be taken for an artificial tumulus 
near the-place. 

Immediately before the hill, -Petrarchus, to the north, is the 
fatal plain, which, commencing three or four miles beyond Ca-
perna, from the roots of Parnassus, runs from west to east, to the 
village of SCripoo, near the site of Orchomenos, about seven 
miles distant, whence it spreads into a wider plain, more to the 
south., Opposite to Caperna, it is about two miles. in breadth, a 
dead flat, with not a tree to be seen upon it, and being of so great 
an extent, forms a striking contrast for the traveller who has just 
emerged from the mountains of Phocis. No spot in' the world 
can be better calculated for deciding the quarrels of nations 
There does not appear to be even a mole-hill to impede the ma.: 
nceuvres of hostile armies, and there is space sufficient for a 
slaughter ten times more considerable than that of the myriads 
who fell before the. Macedonian and the Roman conquerors. - 

The northern side of the plain is bounded by, a chain of low 
hills, interrupted by two or three vaffies. They seem to belong 
to the mountains called A contius, which stretched from Orcho-
menos sixty stadia to Paropotamii, a village five miles from Chx 
ronea, in the vicinity of Phanote, and five stadia from the river 
Cephissus+, on a. little hill, commanding the pas's from Bceotia 

* For these, see Appendix. 
+ The Cephissus flowed from the town of Lfta, under Mount it ta, in 

Phocis, one Winter day's journey, or one hundred and eighty stadia, from Del-
phi; from Lilrea to Am.phichea, fifty stadia; thence to Tithronum,, on a. 
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into Phocis. On the other side of these hills, is the ,valley 
watered by the Cephissus; a branch of which, a small stream, 
divides the plain of Chttronee. 

The day after our visit to the poor remains of the birth-place of 
Plutarch, we left Livadia, and set ofr for Thebes, or, as it - is 
pronounced by the modern Greeks, who have mostly rejected the 
old plural terminations in the names of places, Theva (6;Pa). We 
sent our baggage by the straight road, but proceeded oursLlves to 
Scripoo,- which took us considerably out of our way. 

From Livadia to Scripoo, between seven and eight miles, the 
road is north-east-by-north, over a flat, for the first hour cldse to 
low hills on the left,-  and for the last hour over pm t of the Chm-
ronean plain. Before the town itself, which is a very poor one, 
inhabited by Greeks, there is a river of no great size, over which 
there is a stone bridge. It has no name at present ; indeed there. 
are very few streams that have any known to the country people, 

fifteen stadia; to Drymza, twenty stadia; Elatia, or Elattia, one hundred and 
*eighty stadia, opposite Amphiclxa. As far as Elatia, the course is from north 
to• south-east, thence more easterly. :,trabo adds, that from this place it flows 
near Paropotamii and Phonate, by Chxionea, through the country of Orcho-
menos and Coronea, into the lake Copali ; but this cannot be reconciled with 
present appearances, if the conjectures of all travellers be at all well founded: 
Coronea must have been much more to the south than the course of the Cephis-
sus. All the maps of Bceotia appear to be incorrect; Thebes is placed too 
much to the south, and Orchomenos too near the lake Cepais. 

* A small stream, formerly called Boagrius, but now Gavrias, rises also 
near Lilxa (Souvala), and receiving the Cephissus;  now the Mavroneri, flows 
on to the lake Topolias, formerly Copais. The Gavrias, the name of the united 
streams, is often quite dry, and at other times overflows the plains.—ii.xtracted -
frowl M elet i . 
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and . one is frequently provoked by having the same answer to 
all questions of, What do you call that water ?• " The river,". 

7,0,4), and by repeating the query, one has the same reply, 
" It is called the river." A Greek of Livadia said he had heard 
it was named Mavro-Potam, the Black River, which looks as if 
it were the stream of the Melas, " seven stadia from Orchomenos, 
between that town and Aspledon, in the lands called Eudeeilos." 
I did not see enough' of the country to decide whether it was the 
Cephissus itself. 

Behind Scripoo are craggy hills, on one of which, about a mile 
off,. is an old tower, one of • the Latin ruins. There is a certain 
persuasion in the country, that the town stands upon the site of 
Orchomenos, which, though its inhabitants lived originally more 
to the south-east in- the plain, was finally obliged to retire • 
before the continual encroachments of the lake Copais, and 
settle at the foot of ' the hill Acontius. Our host at Livadia, 
who is the owner of the, lands in the vicinity, gave, us a letter to 
Scripoo, addressed, " To the People of the Signor Logotheti, in 
Orcomenos." There are, however, no remains at ScripoO decisive 
of the site of the ancient city. All we were taken to see, by a 
monk of the place, was - a chuich, at a little distance to the east of -
the town. In the walls of this church are some pieces of carved 
marble, on one of which is a sepulchral inscription: 

AC1ENOASIPO E 

0 
APIETE A 

XAIPE 

An inscription, in very large letters, is seen on some stones 
which run round the whole of the back part of the building, or 
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the semicircle of the sanctuary, at about a foot and a half front 
the ground. It was so hidden by rubbish, which we could -not 
remove, that only parts of it could be read. It seemed to record 
a grant of one of the Cxsars, I think Adrian, ill recollect right; 
no doubt, however, it has frequently been copied. 

Lying on the ground, near the church door, is a marble nearly 
eight feet long, nine inches wide, and three in thickness, inscribed 
in very legible characters, with a list of the victors in the games 
given at Orchomenos in honour of the Graces, and called Chari-
teSia 4'. This inscription is given in Meletius' Geography, as well 
as that of a similar stone, formerly lying near the other, but tran-
sported into England, I believe, though into whose collection I 
know not. The stone.is in two pieces, but it would be very diffi-
cult to remove it, as no horse would well bear the weight of either 
part, and as there is no other conveyance in the countryt. 

Between the church and the village, there are two very large 
flat stones, forming the entrance of a hole in the side of a hillock, 
that has been filled up with earth. We were directed to consider 
these as the remains of the very ancient building called by Pau-
sanias the Treasury of Alinyas, King of the country, and grand-
son of Neptune ; one of the wonders of Greece. It was arched, 
and the top was formed by a single stone, artfully adapted to the 
lateral walls, and shaped so as to be a kind of dome in minia-
ture. 

'There is nothing else remarkable at the modern Orchomenos, 
except a, living curiosity, which is seen by most visitants. This is 
a shepherd, named- Demetrius, the fattest man I ever saw, who, 

* This inscription will be noticed in the Appendix. 
t Yet, since -writing the above, I learn that it has been carried away by an. 

English traveller. 
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in the summer, passes the hottest hours of the day up to the- neck 
in the neighbouring river. This; practice, not only does not injure 
him, but has become by habit so necessary to him, that he de-
clares he should not, without it, be able to support the- rage of 
the summer sun. 

To the north and north-west of Scripoo, are low hills ; to the 
west, the plain which stretches to Caperna; to the south-west, 
south, and south-east, an uninterrupted flat, partly a green plain; 
and partly divided into corn and, cotton grounds, and vineyards. 
To the east and north-east, three or four miles distant, is the lake 
once 'called Copals, from the town of Copx, on its northern extre-
mity, and now, the lake of Livadia, or, according- to some maps, 
lake Topolias. _ 	 • 

In passing from Scripoo, to join our baggage, over the plains 
to the south for six or seven miles, we were very near 'being 
swamped in the bogs formed by the inundations of the lake branch-
ing out into wide ditches and fens over 'the flat grounds. These 
inundations are ascribed by Pausanias to the violence of the south 
winds prevalent during the winter season. In summer, the 
Greeks told us, the lake itself is -nearly dry. We could just .dis-
cern it, at a distance to the east, though with some difficulty, as 
the whole of the country was teeming, and was half hidden in a 
thick mist, the ancient characteristic' of Bceotia. 

After crossing the. Orchomenian plain, we got into the direct 
road from. Livadia to Thebes, and turned to the left, (east: by 
south): low hills were on our right; on one of them was a ruined 
tower. We passed over a -rivulet, flowing round the foot of a 
little rocky knoll. 

We did not overtake our servants and baggage until aftei night-
fall, when We found them rambling in the low hills to the right of 
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the road. They had lost their way, and were firing guns by way 
of signal, which were answered by the Albanian in our company, 
and soon brought us together. 

We arrived after dark at a very poor village in the hills, called 
Mazee, belonging to the Archon Logotlieti, and inhabited, as 
are most of the smaller places in this district, by Albanian pea-
sants, of the class already.  noticed. 

Mazee is reckoned four hours distance from Livadia, in a 
direction a little to the southward of east. It contains fifty huts, 
which hold much more than the usual proportion of inhabitants, 
about five hundred. Most of those whom we saw were females; 
they told us that the males were scarce in that part of the country, 
and that, therefore, contrary to common custom, no woman could 
get married without bringing about a thousand piasters to her 
husband.—Accordingly, several. of those whom we saw, in com-
pliance with a fashion before noticed, were collecting their por-
tion on their hair; and the tresses of a pretty young girl amongst 
them hung down nearly to her feet, entirely strung with paras 
.from top to bottom. Yet, though in a starving condition, and 
passing, as they assured us with tears in their eyes, whole days 
without food, neither the mothers nor the daughters will strip off 
any of the ornamental coin which has been once assigned for the 
portion-money, so much does.  their hope of a future good over-
come their feelings of, a present suffering. 

On Friday, December 22d, after travelling four hours_ to .the 
east from Mazee,' we arrived at Thebes, whose cypresses and 
moscks, rising from between the hillocks on which the town is 
-built, are visible from a low hill over which the road passes 
three hours before it enters the' place. With the exception of 
this hill, the whole toad from Livadia to Thebes is over flat plains, 
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for we need not have digressed into the hills to the right, had we 
not peen obliged to find -  out some village in which to pass the 
night. 

A person standing on a small hill, which is a few paces to the 
south of the modern city, of Thebes, has the following view of the 
surrounding country :—From immediately beyond the town, to . 
the east, the ground rises into bare, rugged inequalities, not_high 
enough to be called hills, beyond which there is a plain, well cul-
tivated, called the plain of Scimitari; (anciently that of Tanagra), 
bounded by die strait of the Negroponte to the east, and to the 
south by the Attic -mountains,. now named Ozea, and a ridge of 
mount Elatias, or Cithztron. To the south, the ground rises by a 
gentle ascent, and then falls into another large plain, bounded by 
Cithron, and stretching to the south-west. ThrOugh this plain, 
as well as through that of Scimitari, runs a river, now without 
name, but formerly the Asopus ; the ruins of Plata are to be 
seen about six miles to the south-west of Thebes, near a village 
called Cocli. To the west, is the flat plain of Thebes ; and far off, 
beyond Livadia to the south-west, is seen the mountain Zagari, 
the modern name of Helicon. To the north-west the Theban 
plain, is separated from the flats overflowed by the lake, by a stony 
bill, not very high, at seven or eight miles from the town. In 
this direction the view is terminated by the snowy summits of 
Parnassus. To the north, and to the north-east, in which direc-
tion there is a road to the town of the Negroponte, there is an 
uneven plain 	washed by a river that flows not far from Thebes. 

* These should be the amfractus viarum vaIlesque interjects,., which con-
cealed the approach of the two thousand Ro rian Hastati until they came close to 
Thebes;  and surprised the city. Yet Flamwius had come from Phocis, and in 
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This is terminated by mountains, once called Pious and Messa-
pius. The eastern extremity of the latter is bounded by the 
strait to the north of Euripus. 

In the description of ancient Greece, every name of every 
brook, grove, and. hillock, served to preserve the memory of her 
demigods and heroes, to whom her sons2  as they believed, were 
indebted for their origin and their fame ; thus Strabo arid Pau-
saniaS, more especially, have presented us with works, no less his-
torical, than geographical. It may, besides, be observed, that the 
diminutiveness of the country, which might seem to lessen its im-' 
portance, is well concealed by their measurements; for the dis-
tances which would appear nothing when reduced to our miles, 
sound very considerable when reckoned by stadia*. On the 
other hand, a person delineating the topography of modern Greece, 
is obliged to put down the ill-spelt names of miserable villages, 
badly measured, and insignificant distances, and mountains, plains, • 
and rivers, without any name by which to distinguish them from 
each other ; so without a map the greatest accuracy and minute- 

that direction the plain of Thebes is an uninterrupted level ; nor is there to the 
north any such uneven ground within two miles of the modern town.—See Liv. 
lib. ;xxiii. cap. 1. 

* The stadium of 125 Roman paces, commonly in use, contains 604 of our 
feet, besides some inches and a fraction, say 604 feet. There are 5280 feet in& 
-mile, which is five less than 604 X Si, so that to reduce the measurement by 
stadia to about our miles, we should divide by eight and three quarters. When 
in the course of these Letters, the word mile is made use of, an English mile is 
meant. I recollect being much struck with the perseverance of that student 
who was said to walk forty stadia and back every day, for the purpose of hear• 
ing a philosophical lecture—it did not enter into my head, that this was only 
nine miles and a little more than a fuilong. 
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ness in the Recount of the traveller is likely to cause a confusion 
in the head of the reader, who. may after smile, at. hearing so 
much .about-such trifling journies*..  

A man might very easily, at a moderate pace, ride from Livadia 
to Thebes and back again ,betWeen breakfast and dinner, particu .-
Ially as• 'he would not have a single • object to detain him by thO' 
way ; and the tour of all Bcebtia might certainly be made in two 
days' without baggage. The, diminutiveness' of these classical ' 
countries will appear more Striking, when we. come into the 
nity of_Athens. 

Be-  otia •is singularly destitute of any marked remains of anti-
quity, consequently the modern . traveller' has. but little to • assist 
his conjectures. A ;short extract, however;•.,from ancient 'geo-
graphers, may be, of-some little service, and shall. be  subjoined to 
ply next Letter. 

* And even in 'the case of a traveller adding a map to his book, some 
takesmay arise. Mr. 'BarbiO. du Boeage says, that he cannot reconcile Wile - 
Ices charts of PhOcis and BceOlia with the journal of that author.: 
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Thebes—its Modern Insignificance—The Town—The Fountain 
Dirce—The Ruins of Pindar's House—The Ismenus—The 
Fountain of Mars—Tomb of St. Luke of Stiris—An Inscrip-
tion—Departure from Thebes—Route towards Athens—The 
Village Scourta—Passage of Mount Parries—Ruins of 
Phyle—Prospect of Athens—Town of Casha—Entrance into 
the Plain of Athens—Arrival at Athens. 

THEBES has been, in a manner, blotted out of the 
page of history since the last battle of Chzeronea between Sylla 
and Taxilus. in the time of Strabo it had the appearance of a 
village, which was the case with all the other 13ce.otian cities, ex-
cept Tanagra and Thespix. • Onchestus, Haliartus, Coronea, and 
other towns, once of considerable magnitude, were almost in 
ruins, and hastening fast to decay. In the second century, the 
whole of the lower town, except the temples of Thebes, had 
fallen to the ground, and the citadel alone, no longer called Cad-
mea but Thebes, now continued to be inhabited. It never 
appears to have recovered its importance Under the Emperors, 
though it must have. been of' some size ; for, in the year 1173, it 
contained two thousand of the Jewish nation only, who were the • 
best workers in silk and purple4of any in Greece, and had amongst 
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them some of the most learned rabbins of the ages. At the Latin 
conquest, being, as well as Athens and Argos, totally incapable 
of making the least resistance, it was attached to the territory of . 
Attica, and ruled by a follower of Boniface, Marquis of Mont-
serrat, one Otho de la Roche, a Burgundian, who had the title of 
Duke of Athens, and Grand Signor, or Sieur of Thebes. "But it 
was for a.short time separated from the other state by the will of the 
Florentine Acciajuoli, who gave his Athenian dukedom to the 
Venetians, but left Thebes to his illegitimate son Francus. This 
prince, by the expulsion of the Venetians, soon reunited the prin-
cipalities, and they continued in the same hands until the final 
establishment of the Turks in Greece, when the liberties of Thebes, 
if she might then be called free, had the fortune to survive, for.a 
short time, those of her ancient rival ; for the last of the Acciajuoli 

4} Voyage du Benjamin, fils de Jonas, p. 9. 

The following Note contains a short summary of the topography of part of 
Beeotia, collected limn ancient geographers and modern travellers, independent 
of the remarks of Meletius, which are given by themselves, as they do not coin-
cide with the observation made by the actual surveys of Wheler, Chandler, and 
other writers. 

Tanagra was fifty stadia from the strait of Eubcea, under a hill called.  
Cerycius ; mention will be made of it elsewhere. Thespiz was situated under 
Helicon; forty stadia higher up was Ascra, the birth-place of Hesiod; on He-
licon was the grove of the Muses, whose statues, as well as those of the early 
Greek poets, were removed thence by Constantine the Great; on the left hand 
of this %,$ as the fountain Aganippe; Hippocrene was twenty stadia farther up 
the mountain. In the confines of the. Thespian territory, was the village 
Hedonacum, and •the fountain in which Narcissus gazed. The sea-port of 
Thespiz was Creusa, now called the port of St. Basilio ; the town of St. Ba-
silio itself is-near the site of Thespise, about an ho,:r from the sea. Travelling 
from this place to Thebes, Sir George Wheler saw ruins called, as usual, 
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was suffered to remain Lord of Bceotia, after he had lost Athens, 
but was carried off in the same year, 1455, by the command of 
Mahomet the Great. Since that period, though occasionally ha-
rassed- by the incursions of the Franks for some time in posses-
sion of Eubcea, the Theban territory has remained in subjection 
to the Sultan, who governs it by an Aga, called by the Greeks a 
Waiwode : it is, however, considered as attached to the pashalik 
of the Negroponte. 

Thebes is a .  very poor town, containing about five hundred 
houses, mostly of wood, and inhabited chiefly by Turks. It has 
two moscks and .four churches. We slept two nights in the 
town, and were lodged in the house of a Greek bishop. There 
is nothing worthy of notice in this place; though a public clock, 
certainly without a rival in this part of Turkey, is considered by 

Palxo.castro, and supposed by Chandler to be Haliartus. Beyond the har-
bour of•St. Basilio is that of Livadostro, to the east, which gives the name to 
the deep recess formed by the promontory once called (Minim. Near Liftdos-
tro, at a spot called Castri, are the ruins of Thisbe, a town eighty stadia from 
Bulls, on the confines of Phocis and Bceotia. To the westward of Livadostro, 
a high rock juts into the sea, beyond which is the harbour and town of Cacos, 
once 'Fypha: near this are the roots of Helicon, or Zagari. Four miles to 
the west of Castri, and five or six from Cacos, Wilder found ruins, which 
Chandler supposes to be on the site of Coronea. 

The cities in the neighbourhood of the lake Copals, or Cephissus, were 
Acrwphia, Phcenicis or Medeon, Onchestus, Haliartus, Ocalea, Alalcomenx, 
Tilphosium, and Coronea.—Acrxpliia, or Acrcephium, was behind the moan. 
tain Ptoiis, which was at the back (north-east) of the field called Tenericus, 
,and the lake Copais : Onchestus was on a hill towards the territory of Bali• 
artus, the Campus Tenericus, and the lake, fifteen stadia from the mountain 
called Sphinx : it was the Oat of the Amphictyonic assembly. Near it. was 
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the peOple of the place, and pointed oat to travellers,, as a great 
curiosity. The bishop directed es to -visit the fountain of Dirce, 
and the ruins of Pindar's House, and an old Greek church. I ac-
cordingly walked about .a ,quarter of a mile to the south-east of the 
town, keeping by the side of a ravin, through which runs a very small' 
stream, which Wheler calls the Ismenus. Corning to a chasm in an 
eminence from which the stream flowed, there found a fountain, 
which has been dammed up so as to make it twenty feet in length, 
ten in breadth, and five deep in the middle, where there is .the shaft, 
about a foot high, of a small marble pillar. The water was tepid, 
as I found. by bathing in it. To the left of the fountain, in a 
sort of quarry, were fragments of some building buried in the 
earth, and these, say the Greeks of Thebes, are the remains of 
Pindar's house. Some traveller, I presume, has told them  this, 

a town called Medeon, on the hill Phcenicius, and one hundred and forty 
stadia: from a place of the same name on the Crisman gulf. Haliartus -was on 
a 'narrow spot, between the mountain and the lake Copais, near the rivers 
Permessus and Olmieus, flowing from Helicon, and a reedy lake. At Hall-
artus was the tomb of Lysander; fifty stadia (north-east) of Haliartus was -

Mount Tilphosium ; Ocalea was thirty stadia from Haliartus—the small river 
Lophis flowed through its territory ; Alalcomenm was thirty stadia from Ocalea)  
near or upon Mount Tilphosium ; Coronea was situated on a high spot near 
Helicon, not far from Lebadea, forty stadia from Mount Libethrins, and twenty 
stadia from Mount Lapbystium, from which ran the river Phalarus into the Co-
pals. It seems that the hills, in which is the village of Mazee, must be part of 
Mount Libethrius ; and that somewhere on the right- hand of the road front 
Livadia to that place, one might look for the site of Cornea: Haliartus may 
have been on the left in the plain farther,on than Mazee. The low hill, three 
hours from Thebes, appears in the position of the mountain of the Sphinx ; 
and on s rocky eminence, at no great distance from the west, one might expect 
to see some vestiges of Onchestus. The plain at the foot of this hill, to the 
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on the authority of Pausanias, who says, that " after passing the 
river called'Dirce, are the ruins of Pindar's house;" but the water 
of Dirce was more to the west, near the gates Neitis and Electris, 
and if .the stream in the ravin be the Ismenus, which it must in-
deed appear to be, the fountain would be that which the above 
author mentions to have been sacred to Mars. A considerable 
hillock to the right, just beyond the suburbs of the' town, seems 
to strengthen the conjecture, and to correspond to that which was 
to the right of the gate fl omolis, opposite the Ismenus, and dedi-
cated to the Ismenian Apollo. 

The stream of the river has been much diminished, by the 
means taken to make part of its waters flow in an artificial channel, 
for the sake of turning an overshot-mill about a hundred paces 
below the fountain. We stepped across it with ease, and, had 

south, now part of the great plain of Thebes, may have been the Campus Te-
nericus,. or portion of Tenerus, where was a large temple of Ilercules Hippo-
(lotus ; to the left (south) of this must have been the site of the grove of the 
Cabirian Ceres and the Cabiri, twenty-five stadia from the gate of Thebes, 
called Neitis, by the way which led perhaps a little to the southward of west: 
fifty stadia to the left (south-west) of the Cabirian grove was Thespiw ; at the 
gate Neitis was the tomb of Menxceus, where the battle between Polynices and • 
Eteocles was fought, in the part of the city called Syrma Antigones. The 
gate that led towards Plata a was called Electris ; it must have been, therefore, 
next on that side to the gate Neitis, and looking about to south-west by south; 
between the position of these two gates there is a high hillock. One may also 
pretty well ascertain the position of the gate PrIctis ; for the road to it led to 
Chaleis, that is about to the north-east. This would be the quarter for the an-
tiquarian to commence his researches; for here was the theatre, the temple.  of 
Bacchus, the tombs of Zethus and Am phion, the stadium, and (to the right of 
the stadiUm) the hippodrome, in which was the tomb of Pindar. On the whole 
of the road to Cbaleis there were monuments, temples, and the remains of ancient 
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we walked' through it, should not have been wet above the 
ancles. 

Returning from the fountain, I was conducted to the remains 
of a Greek church, on an eminence not far from the left bank of 
the rivulet, and a little distance from the suburbs of the town, 
This church was in a very dilapidated state; it had no door,. and 
the roof was in parts uncovered, yet it contained a treasure, to 
which I should he almost afraid that the Greeks of Thebes cannot 
well substantiate their claim. This was a stone sarcophagus of 
considerable dimensions, not under ground, but in the nave of the 
church, _covered with a massy slab of marble, and supposed to 
contain the precious remains of St. Luke, the Saint of Stiris., 

cities.. In this.line, the sepulchre of Menalippus; the three large stones denoting 
the grave of Tydeus; the sepulchres of the sons of CEdipus; thence, fifteen 

- stadia, the tomb of Tiresias ; seven stadia to the left of a village called Ten-
messus, the ruins of Glissas, under a mount (Hypaton), and near the river 
Thermodon ; the ruins of Harniatos and Mycalessus were also visible_from the 
road; the plain under Mount ITypaton was called the Ionian, and belonged to 
'the Thebans.. 

All the aid which Meletius affords towards understanding the ,comparative 
topography of Bceotia is, that Mount.Cythzron is now called Elatias; Mount 
Helicon, Likona or Talxovoona ; Thespiw, which once had a bishop, Kakosi, 
forty miles to the south of Thebes, where there are some massy ruins of ancient 
walls, and the following inscriptions : 

• • • • op AoexocOp licx.paoc T IVOITQY To B : 
Onorloc Bpcxo6; nri9cosociiic qoacecZ‘crap, xac 44 Tioi dulju 
0?:/A7rior Arpxocairs, eldorios Kp.  oiswv, xoci 	-.9.uvaripEc Ojlon'a Vurop104,, 
Utdoricc, Bpozima, 'fX CZ) at'WY• • • • • • • 

On another stone : 
Acrd'a4hors, 
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Yet though the principal bones of the glory of Hellas were tate;.,  
fully preserved on the spot which had been the scene of his sanc-
tity and mortification, all his relics were not confined to one tomb. 
The monastery of St. Laura, on Mount Athos, possessed a portion 
of St. Luke; and the same blessing may, perhaps, have been 
granted to the more neighbouring sanctuary at Thebes. 

Whatever may be the justice of its pretensions, the holy coffin 
is tregarded with -great reverence_ In ti bolo which has been 
scooped out under the projecting cornice of the slab, there is a 
lamp, which it is the duty of a monk to keep perpetually burning, 
but which was not lighted when I saw it. The powder from the 
marble is considered to possess potent medicinal qualities, espe-
cially in affections of the eyes ; and our Albanian Vasilly, after 
crossing himself -most devoutly, scraped off a quantity of it into 
his tobacco-box. . 

There is a large marble pillar, without either base or capital, 

Creusa, the port of Thespiz, Saranti—Thisbe, Gianiki—Siphee, Livadus‘ 
tro—Coronea, the seat of a Bishop under the Archbishop of Athens ; 'Komori, 
on a hill, with a very few remains, except .some inscribed stones to be seen in 
couple of Greek churches near the spot. , On one: 

IlbrAlov ArAios 

On another : UEov Ai4MYOY 73 Boa?) xai 	iroccotouthivelha—and. very 
many with the xcapE. 

Alalcomenw, between Coronea and-  Haliartus, is now Emenz—Haliartus, Pa• 
lzopanagia or Tridoueni—Platma, Cocli—Eleuthera, Petroyeraki—Scolus, be.. 
tween Cocli and Thebes—Oropus, Oropo—Delium, 	 Carababa-- 
Anthedon ; under Mount Messapius, Lukisi—Loryinnw, Larnekhere are some 
purgative springs, which-  the people of the country drink twice a year, in,May 
and August, and are sometimes cured, sometimess- haled)  says Meletius)—Alz, 
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wedged into, the wall of the church; arid, another ruined edifice of 
the saute kind, a little distance from the church of St. Luke, con_ 
tains some pieces of carved marble, parts of pillars., broken capi-
tals, and plain stones, inscribed in characters not intelligible, 
except, perhaps, they could be taken down from their present 
position. Part of an inscription I read was Latin, and of a 
Modern date. 

The Greeks have done a service to antiquarians, by heaping up 
into the composition of their churches all portable remains, not 
however so much, it must be owned, from a knowledge' of their 
value, as from a preference of the materials, and the size of the 
marbles of which they .are generally composed. 

Our Greek bishop showed me a flat piece 'of, marble in his 

dividing Theotia and Locris ; llagios Jolumes ho Theologos, under the village 
of Mallesin. This -is in a district called Talandios ; and in a church dedi-
cated to St. George, is an inscription (given in the Appendix), pointing out 
that the spot was anciently the sacred portion of Asclepius. Potnix ; some 

, ruins a little more than a mile from Thebes, on the road towards the Negro-
Ponte—Teumessus ; ruins farther on in the same line—Glisas ; ruins on a hill 
about a mile beyOnd Teumessus—Tanagra, Tenagra—The river Lophis is that 
which flows to Kanavari, near Thebes—The Melas, the Mavropotamo, near &ri-
pe°. The modern geographer here, as well as in other places, appears to have 
given some scope to .conjecture in this.survey, and in the course of his detail 
now and then contradicts himself, for example, Petroyeraki is- here said to be on 
the site of Eleuthera' ; in tracing the Megaris, it is made (and properly) to be 
(Eno. He says, in the chapter from which these extracts are made, that-
Athens is fifty miles-from Thebes; and in his description of Attica, that Thebes 
IS forty miles from Athens. I suspect him to have taken but little pains to assist 
his topography by personal experience, but rather to have followed ancient 
authorities; for he calls Oropus forty-four miles from Athens, a blunder copied: 
from the, Antonine Itinerary, it not being above twenty-four. 
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court-yard, a foot and a half long and half a foot wide, containing 
an inscription, which I copied as far as the letters were legible, but 
the greater part of them had been worn away by the service to 
which the marble had been put: when I saw it, it was lying under 
the pump, half covered with mortar, the mixing of which was the 
use to which it had latterly been applied, and would have been so 
had it contained an ode of Pindar's. 

We had some difficulty in procuring horses at Thebes, as we 
were not provided with a travelling firman from the Porte, and as 
we had now left the dominions of our patron Ali, and were in the 
territory of Bekir, Pasha of the Negroponte. However, we at 
last accomplished this point, and set out late in the day for 
Athens. 

The road took us across the rivulet in the ravin, and near the 
tepid fountain, which we left to the right, and proceeded for two 
hours over a plain to the south-east, well cultivated, but without 
a single tree. 'We then crossed the Asopus, a small stream, at a 
bridge called Metropolita, in a situation near about the site of 
Erythrw, whence the troops of Mardonius were encamped, along 

- the banks of the river, as far as Hysiw, on the confines of the 
Platwan territory, and near which the Greek forces were also.  
stationed when Masistius was killed by the Athenian horse. 
We here found ourselves at once in another kind of country; for 
the soil, which had been before rich and deep, was now rocky and 
light, and we began to scale low stony hills, going to the south-
south-east for three hours. We passed a small marshy plain, and-
then ascended a zig-zag path on a rock, which is a low ridge of 

* Herod. Calliope. cap. xxii. et  sect. 
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Mount Elatias, or CithTron. When we got to the top we had 
the ruins of a small tower on a crag to our left. Descending a 
little, we came at once upon a green plain, about four miles in. 
length and two in breadth, running from west to east. On enter-
ing this plain, we left on our right hand a, small village, with a 
church of some size, and proceeded eastward for an hour, when we 
arrived at a most miserable and half-deserted village, called 
Scourta. 

Here we passed our Christmas pve, in the worst hovel of which 
we had ever been inmates. The cows and pigs occupied the lower 
part of the chamber, where there were racks and mangers,-  and 
other appurtenances of a stable, and we were put in possession of 
the upper quarter. We were almost suffocated with .the smoke, a 
common calamity in Greek cottages, in which the fireis generally 
made in the middle of the room, and the roof, having no aper• 
ture, was covered with large flakes of soot, that sometimes show-
ered down upon us,during the night. 

The next day we crossed the plain, which has here and there a 
vineyard, and continued in a southern direction for an hour, until 
we came into some pine woods, on the side of hills that terminate 
the plain to the east as well as to the south, and which are a part 
of the Attic mountain once called Parnes, but now having dif-
ferent names in different ranges—here it is called Casha. The 
path was very bad indeed, up rugged ascents, through woods of 
pine, not thick, but covering the whole mountain as far as we 
could see before us. Depending from the boughs of the pines, 
and stretching across from tree to tree so as to obstruct our 
passage, were the pods, thrice as big as a turkey's egg, and the 
thick webs of a chrysalis, whose moth must be far larger than any 
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of those in our country: We now went more to the south-south-
east, still amongst hills, and generally upon the ascent. We 
once caught a view, from the summit of a precipice, of the strait 
of the Negroponte. We passed over a part of the path called 
" Kake Scala," or the Bad Stops, where it leads over some 
large slippery stones on the ledge of a rock to the left, and has a 
little wall to the right, which is not high enough to prevent a• 
horse from falling over into a torrent that rolls beneath the preci-
pice. Kake Scala is not wide enough for itiore than one horse to 
pass fit a time, and the rider generally chuses to dismount—it 
lasts about fifty paces. 

At half after two,. having been travelling very slowly for four 
Hours, just as we had got to the summit of the mountain overlook-
ing a deep glen, one of our guides called out, " Affendi, Affendi, 
to chorio," Sir, Sir, the town! This word chorio we had so 
often heard applied to the villages on our route, that we were not 
a little surprised, upon looking up, to see in a plain at a great 
distance before us, a large town rising round an eminence, on 
which we could also discern some buildings, and beyond this 
town, the sea. 

This was our first view of Athens; and you, my friend, who 
by this time will not think me apt to fly into frequent raptures, you 
will yet give me credit for feeling some little enthusiasm at the 
sight of such an object. On a rugged rock, rising abruptly on our 
light, were the remains of ancient walls, composed of massy 
stones, and encompassing the summit of the hill. These cannot 
but be the ruins of Phyle, a fortress commanding one of the 

* Phyle was a strong fortress, ,one hundred stadia from Athens, belong-
ing to the tribe of ZEnis.—Xenop. lib. ii. de Reb. Gr. c. 8. Note to Cor- 
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passes from Bceotia into Attica, and famous for having been the 
resort of those Athenians. who destroyed the thirty tyrants. But 
not Thrasybulus himself could from these hills have surveyed his 
own Athens, the object of all his patriotic efforts, with more ar- • 
dour and- affection, mixed with a not unpleasing melancholy, than 
were felt by him who is now employed upon this imperfect re-
lation., 

The ruins are now called Bigla Castro, *or. the Watch-tower. 
From this spot we began to descend, and soon lost sight of 

Athens in the windings of the hills, which now became more 
steep, and clothed with thicker woods. Our road was, a zig-zag 
rocky path, along the side of a-precipice, overhanging a deep ra-
via, on the other side of which was a stream flowing through an 
artificial channel cut out• of the rock, or a kind of half-natural 
aqueduct. Descending- an hour and .a. half, we came by four 
o'clock to the Greek town. of Casha, where the houses were of 
atone, and well, built, and where we had been recommended to 
pass the night, if we could get so far from.Thebes the first day. 

After leaving Casha, w.e went -eastward 'through some olive-
groves, where is.a monastery, and passed by a gentle slope into 
the plain, of Athens,, which, however, we- did not again see until 
we had turned round a low hill, when it rose before us to the 
south, and distinctly showed us its citadel, and another hill near 
it., with what appeared,a tower on its summit. The new object 
NV,,as the Museum and the tomb of Philopappus. 

Nep. Life of Thrasyb. It is noticed by Strabo, p. 396, edit. Xyland, 
as one of the places in Attica worthy of mention, from the memory of the trans. 
action alluded to above. 

Pp 2 
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The plain, after the wild unpeopled regions through which we 
had. passed, appeared highly cultivated, and it was of considerable 
extent, with a belt of olive-groves running from the extremity of 
it behind us as far as the eye could reach towards the city and 
the sea. 'It was, besides, intersected with several broad, well-
beaten roads, and every thing seemed to announce that we had 
passed into some more favoured country, saved, by a happy ex-
ception, from the desolation of surrounding tyranny. Vineyards 
and corn-grounds, green even in this season, were on both sides of 
us, and' from 'these the peasants were returning in long trains after 
their winter labours, and wished us good evening as we passed. 

In something more than two hours from Casha, we entered the 
olive-groves, and crossing a bridge over a river, the Attic Cephis-
sus, traversed them obliquely for an hour, when we came again 
into the open plain. Inn eone hour more, travelling on the same 
fine road, we arrived at the city walls, and passed under one of 
the arched gateways into the open space before the town. A few 
minutes brought us- into Athens, at half after eight in the evening" 
of Christmas day, 1809, and we proceeded immediately to the 
house where our countrymen are usually lodged, and where we 
found an English traveller to congratulate us on our arrival. 
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Athens its Situation—Appearance—present Inhabitants—Short 
Notice of its Modern History. 

MUCH greater hardships and perils than it can be 
the lot of any traveller in European Turkey to undergo, would be 
at once recompensed and forgotten en arriving at A thens--L—you 
there perceive an agreeable change in the aspect of all around 
you ; the Turk, subdued either by the superior spirit of his sub- 
jects, or by the happy influence of a more genial cliniate, appears 
to have lost his ferocity, to have conformed to the soil, 'and to 
have put on a new character, ornamented by the virtues of hu-
manity, kindness, and an easy affability, to which he attains in no 
other quarter of the Mahometan world. After having, in the 
course of your journey, been constantly on your guard against the 
outlaws of the land or sea, you feel that you may throw aside all' 
unpleasant apprehensions, and, free from the cumbrous attend-
ance of soldiers and servants, indulge in the, contemplation of 
Athens, not,, indeed, such as she was, but venerable from the 
recollection of her former renown, and still possessed of many ob-
jects worthy of admiration 46. 

* Athenas plenas quidem et ipsas vetustate famm, multa tamen visenda ha-
'bentes. These expressions)  the encomiums of Livy)  may be applied, even now,, 
to modern Athens. 
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Were there no other vestiges of the ancient world than those to 
be seen at this day at Athens, there would still be sufficient cause 
left to justify the common admiration entertained for the genius 
of the Greeks. If the contemplation of the productions of anti-
quity, such as they are seen in the galleries of princes, or the 
cabinets of the curious, affords so pure a delight, how much more 
gratifying must it be to behold the stupendous monuments of the 
Magnificence of Pericles and the skill of Phidias, still standing on 
the very spots on which they were originally fixed, by the united 
taste of the statesman and the artist. These noble master-
pieces still retain their grandeur and their grace, and towering from 
amidst their own ruins, and the miserable mansions of barbarians, 
present a grand, but melancholy spectacle, where you behold, 
not only the final effects, but the successive piogress of devasta-
tion, and, at one rapid, glance, peruse the history of a thousand 
ages. 

You must be .already so well acquainted with the antiquities of 
this city, from examining the designs of modern artists, and the 
exact descriptions of celebrated travellers, who, from the days of 
Nointel and Wheler up to this period, have laboured to acquaint 
the world with the ancient remains to be seen on the spot, that 
you will hardly require from me a particular detail of the wonders 
of modern Athens ; but as the desolations of time, and, of late 
years, the spoliatory taste of some amateurs, have caused many 
decays and dilapidations, I shall, in a cursory manner, and per= 
haps with less precision than the subject demands, attempt to 
notice the present appearance of the Athenian remains. 

But before I proceed to these particulars, let me describe some 
circumstances attendant on our residence in the place, and take 
a view of the present state of the town itself. 
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During our stay at Athens, we occupied two houses, separated 
from each other only by a single wall, and through this •we opened 
a door-way. One of them belongs to a Greek lady, whose 
name is Theodora Macri, the daughter of the late English Vice-
Consul, (for we are represented at Athens), and who has to show 
many letters of recommendation, left in her hands by several 
English travellers. Her lodgings consisted of a sitting-room-
and two bed-rooms, opening into a court-yard where there were 
five or six lemon-trees, from which, during our residence in the 
place, was plucked the fruit that seasoned the pilaf, and other 
national dishes served up at our frugal table. The site of this, 
house is easily distinguished at a distance, as there is a tall flag—
staff rising from the yard; and on this the English Ensign, in 
the time of the late Vice-consul, used to be displayed. The. 
person at present holding that sinecure is a Greek, whose name,.. 
like that of our host at Livadia, is Logotheti. He, of course, 
called upon us on our arrival, and, together with Mr. Lusieri, 
Lord Elgin's agent, attended us on a visit, always customary, to. 
the Waiwode, the Turkish Governor of the town, whom we found- , 
a well-mannered man, with more information than is usually pos-
sessed by those of his nation, and who, - having, served with our. 
forces in the Egyptian wars, was somewhat partial to our country-
men—his name and title were Suleyman Aga. 

Mr. Lusieri, the only one remaining of the six artists settled 
di.ring three years by my Lord Elgin at Athens, contributed to 
render our residence more agreeable ; and the same attentions 
were paid to us by Mr. Fauvel, the French Consul, well known to 
the public as the coadjutor of Mr. F9ucherot, arid gratefully re-
membered, I believe, by every traveller, who, for these twenty 
years past, has visited this part of the Levant, 
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It was, however, during our stay in the place, to be lamented, 
that a war more than civil, was raging on the subject of my Lord 
Elgin's pursuits in Greece, and had enlisted all the Frank settlers 
and the principal Greeks on one or the other side of the contro-
versy. The factions of Athens were renewed. 

A few days after our visit to the Governor of the town, we pre-
pared for an inspection of the Acropolis, by sending the usual 
present of tea and sugar to the Turk who has the command of 
the fortress erected on that hill, and who is now called the Disdar. 
The gates of this citadel have of late been shut upon all those who 
do not settle this important preliminary ; and the Disdar has, not 
unfrequently, exacted a present previous to every visit; an extor-
tion justly complained of to me by a French Gentleman, who 
averred, that it had put a stop to the researches of many inge-
nious travellers, that could not afford such repeated demands upon 
their purses. 

Before these particulars were adjusted, we took every oppor, 
tunity of surveying the modern town. 

Athens is placed at the foot of the rock of the citadel, as re-
presented in the annexed picture, which is exceedingly correct in 
every particular, and must serve better to give an idea of its situa-
tion and appearance than the most minute and animated descrip-
tion. The view is taken from the foot of a craggy hill, once 
called Anchesmus, on which was formerly a small temple of Ju-
piter, and where there is now a chapel dedicated to St. George. 
It is about three quarters of a mile from the walls of the city, 
in a north-easterly direction from the Acropolis. There are no 
houses to the back or south of the citadel, which included the 
Ceramicus within the walls (a populous quarter of ancient Athens), 
but on every other side the cify stretches into the plain, and more 
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particularly to the north and north-‘"vest. It Was in modern: 
times so subject to the incursions of pirates and robbers, that it 
has been surrounded with a wall, about ten feet high, with aper-
tures for the use of musquetry. These walls, about forty years 
ago, were enlarged and repaired, and now comprehend a much 
wider space than when Chandler wrote, taking in two antiquities, 
the temple of Theseus and the arch of Adrian, not included in 
their circuit, according to the plan which he has given of the 
city. The gateways to the wall, six in number, were formerly 
always closed at night, but the gates are now removed. The -
open space between the walls and the city, one hundred and fifty 
or two hundred yards in breadth, is laid out in corn--grotinds, and 
there are gardens attached to most of the principal houses. I 
walked round these walls at a brisk pace in forty-seven minutes—
a circumstance which conveys an idea of the size of their circum-. 
ference, and of the city itself. 

The number of houses in Athens is supposed - to be between 
twelve and thirteen hundred ; of these, about four hundred are 
inhabited by Turks, the remainder by Greeks and Albanians, the 
latter of whom occupy about three hundred houses. There are 
also seven or eight Frank families, under the protection of the 
French Consul. 'None of the houses are well built, nor so com-
modious as those of the better sort of Greeks at Ioannina or 
Livadia ; and the streets are all of them narrow and irregular, a 
peculiarity remarked in ancient Athens, even during the clays of 
her splendour"'. In many of the lanes there is a raised cause-
way on both sides, so broad as to contract the middle of the 

By Dicearehus, who wrote a short time after the death of Alexander, 
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street into a kind of dirty gutter. The bazar is at ailittle dis-
tance from the foot of the hill, and is far from well furnished, 
but has several coffee-houses, which at all times are crowded by 
the more lazy of the Turks, amusing themselves with drafts and 
chess. 1 t is formed by one street, rather wider than usual, in-
tersecting another at right angles ; and a little above where the 
two meet, is an ornamented fountain, the principal one in the 
town, supplied by a stream, which is brought in artificial channels 
or stone gutters, from a reservoir under Mount Ilymettus, at 
about a mile and a half distance. The water found in the wells be- 
longing to the town is generally brackish ; lukewarm in winter, 
but cold in summer. 

The house of the Waiwode is of the poorer sort, though the 
entrance to it would become a palace, as it is between the co-
lumns of that antiquity distinguished by the name of the Doric 
Portico. That of the Archbishop is the best in the town, con-
taining within its precincts a spacious yard and garden.—There 
are only four principal moscks with minarets in the city, although 
there are eleven places of worship for the Turks. The number 
of Christian churches is out of all proportion to the Greek popu-
lation ; thirty-six are constantly open, and have service con-
stantly performed in them ; but,• reckoning the, chapels which 
are shut except on the days of their peculiar saints, there are 
nearly two hundred consecrated buildings in Athens. The me-
tropolitan church, called the Catholicon, is the only one of these 
that can be accounted handsome, and the temples, neither of the 
Nlabometans nor the Christians, add any thing to the appear-
ance of the town. 

The Greeks of Athens are, as has been remarked, less op- 
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pressed by the tyranny of the Turks than those of any other 
part of the empire ; and; notwithstanding the lamentation of 
some classical philanthropists, who have deplored that a people 
unconquered by Xerxes, should become the portion of an /Ethio-
pian eunuch, the Athenians have been benefited by the resolu-
tion, which they adopted about the middle-  of the seventeenth 
century, of putting themselves under the protection of the Kislar 
Aga, by paying a voluntary tribute of thirty thousand crowns 
to that officer ; for the Waiwodes appointed since that period, 
have felt themselves so much dependent upon the good-will df 
their subjects, who, by a sacrifice of part of their _wealth, have 
it in their power to remove him, that they have generally treated 
them with justice and lenity. The Greeks have, indeed, more 
than once revolted, and expelled their governor; and, in one in-
stance, they drove an unpopular master into the Acropolis, be-
sieged him in that fortress, and, lastly, cut him to pieces on en-
deavouring to make his escape. 

About fifteen years before our time, a Waiwode, by name 
Hadji Ali Chaseki, presumed to treat them with great ,rigour, 
and to extort from them large sums, part of which he employed 
in buying a great extent of olive-groves, and in the erection of a 
magnificent kiosk, surrounded with spacious gardens, which are 
still seen near the site of the Academy. After repeated and un-
availing complaints (for Ali was befriended by. the chief Archon 
of the city), nearly half of the inhabitants of Athens retired into 
the villages, where (like the seceders on the Aventine mount) they 
continued for three years, until the tyrant was removed, at first 
to Rhodes, and then to Constantinople, where he lost his head. 
Many of the Athenians at this day are as familiar with the Alba- 

Qq 2 
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nian language as with their own ; an acquirement to be referred 
to the period of their voluntary exile amongst the peasants of At-
tica, nearly the whole of whom are Albanian colonists. 
. The government of the Waiwode continues nominally only for 
one year, but frequently lasts nine or ten, according to the satis-
faction expressed by his subjects. Ile interferes but little with the 
management of the Christians, and generally contents himself 
with the receipt of the tribute which is collected by the7eodja-
bashees or Archons—the immediate rulers, and, it should seem, 
the oppressors of 'the Greeks. The Archons have been, until 
lately, eight in number; they are at present only five, whose 
names, not quite so agreeable to the ear as the Cleons or Phor-, 
mios of antiquity, are Si a vros-to-maras, Nie.olettos, Capitana- • 
chis, Zingaras, and Zakarichas ; another person, by name Logo-
theti, the friend of Iladji Ali, was formerly an Archon, but be-
ing now considered English Vice-Consul, no longer holds that 
station. There are six secretaries attached to the Archons ; but 
I did not learn that the whole of these rulers ever assemble .at 
any stated time, or have any regular system, for the transaction, 
of business. 

The regular tax transmitted from Attica to the Porte, is be-
tween seven hundred and seven hundred and fifty purses (three 
hundred and seventy-five thousand and three hundred and fifty 
thousand piasters); but the Codja-bashees, under various pre-
tences, exact as many as fifteen hundred purses ; and, as they 
never give any account to the people of the manner in which their, 
money has been disposed, do not fail to enrich themselves. by the, 
surplus amount. Threats, and sometimes punishments, are em-, 
ployed to wring from the peasants their hard-earned pittance; 
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and such is the oppressive weight of the tyranny, that the mur-
murs of the commonalty have.  frequently broken out into open 
complaints, and even a complete revolution, involving the destruct 
tion of the Archons ; and an establishment of a better order, of 
things, has been meditated by the more daring and ambitious 
amongst the oppressed. An unfortunate malcontent, who, in 
fond recollection of better days, has giVen to his three sons the 
names of Miltiades, Themistocles, and Alcibiades, talked to me 
of this glorious project (To xxxo wpayika). " The Turks," said he; 
" will be on our side, if we get the better but, alas ! the 
influence of money is all-powerful; and DemoSthenes himself; 
were he alive, and (like me) without a para, would not have a 
single listener." He added besides, that their priests, a powerful 
body, would espouse the eauv of their Codja-hashees. 

The Archbishop of Athens, whose ecclesiastical dominion ex-
tends over Bceotia, and even into some parts of the Peloponesus,'  
exercises an absolute authority over the whole of the clergy of his 
see, and has a prison near his house for the confinement of offen-
ders, whom he may punish with' the bastinade; or in any degree, 
short of death. His place is purchased of the Patriarch, and is 
consequently the object of many intrigues, which not unfrequently 
terminate- in the, expulsion of the incumbent, and the election of 
another archbishop. Popular clamour has. also sometimes dis-
placed such of these priests as have exceeded the usual bounds of, 
extortion '"‘. 

* I read, in the Life of Meletius, prefixed to his Geography, Aamicaot.... 
OUNI1hE11 01,  TO; '1 1LOY Ap261£1;ECZ a1roaiw ac CZ; C'efxptis-ov icirrturay citmise asa yvtialoy 

01); 	eXtEpLZ, Ov ILOG1 air)scoceso OLT 0.1.6' o 'YE KCOYSIZIOTH/137PSAEW9 Ilccrpicipv• 
The custom, it appears, has not beep confined to Athens; the same biographe42 
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Some of the Athenians are fond of tracing back their pedigree, 
which, however, according to their own account, they are unable, 
to do beyond the Turkish conquest. The name Chalcocondyles 
was, till lately, the one held in the greatest repute; but the person 
who at present professes himself to be, on his mother's side, a de-
scendant of the family, has not assumed the appellation. The 
character of the modern inhabitants of this town does not rank 
high amongst their countrymen, and the proverb which is to be 
seen in'Gibbon, I heard quoted against them in their.own city—
" As bad as the Turks of Ne6roponte, the Jews of Salonica, and 
the Greeks of Athens." A French resident, who had lived 
amongst them many years, talking to me of their propensity to 
calumniate and supplant each other, concluded with this lively 
expression, " Believe me, my dear Sir, they aro the same canaille 
as they were in the days of Miltiades." 

We were not amongst them long enough to discover any very 
unamiable traits by which they may be distinguished from other 
Greeks, though I think we saw in them a propensity to detraction 

%and intrigue. Whatever may be their talents this way, they are 
uow chiefly employed in debating whether the French or English, 
nations inhabiting countries unknown to their ancestors, shall de-
prive them of the last memorials of their ancient glory. To retain 
them themselves never, I believe, is an object of their wishes. 

The Greeks of Athens are all of them employed in carrying on 
a small commerce, by exporting part of the produce of their 
lands, and receiving in return some Italian, and, of late, English 

a little farther, talks of a certain Clement, Metropolitan of Ioannina banpArcoros, 
an expression savouring of ancient Greece. 
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manufactured goods, together with corn. One Athenian trader 
has accompanied his merchandize as far as London. The olive-
trees still continue the principal wealth of Attica,, and between 
three and four thousand barrels of oil are usually exported in a 
year ; though, in a very abundant season, perhaps once in twenty-
five years, there is a much greater quantity shipped from the 
Piraeus. In 1808, it surpassed more than twenty times that 
amount; and a Greek, who had given two thousand piasters for 
eighty trees, the preceding year, gained two thousand five hun-
dred by a single gathering. There is a small quantity of butter, 
cheese, silk, honey, resin, and pitch, besides some cattle, also sent 
annually out of Attica. 

The families of Franks settled at Athens, some of which have 
intermarried with the Greeks, are those of Mr. Rocque, Mr. An-
drea, Mr. Gaspari, his relation Mr. Gaspari, and Mr. Louis; to 
these may be added, two establishments, one belonging to Mr, 
Lusieri, and the other to Mr. Fauvel, the French Consul. These 
gentlemen, with the exception of the two last, chiefly support 
themselves by lending money, at an interest from twenty to 
thirty per cent., to the trading Greeks, and in a trifling exporta-
tion of oil.. They add, it must be supposed, considerably to the 
pleasures of a residence in this city, by their superior attainments 
and the ease of their manners. The gentlemen amongst them, all 
but Mr. Andrea, wear the Frank dress; the ladies, that of the 
country. They have balls and parties in the winter and spring of 
the year, in.their own small circle, to which the principal Greeks 
are invited, and particularly during the carnival, when they and 
many of the inhabitants are in masquerade. We were present at 
that season, and were visited by a young Athenian in. an English_ 
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uniform, who was highly delighted with his metamorphosis. The 
most favourite fancy of the Greeks seemed to be that of dressing 
themselves ,  up like the Waiwode, the Cadi, or other principal 
Turks, and parading the *streets with attendants also properly. 
habited. One more daring humourist of my acquaintance, on one 
occasion mimicked the Archbishop himself as if in the ceremony.  

• of blessing the houses, but found the priests less tolerant than the 
Mahometans, for he was excommunicated. 

The French Consul, the head of the Nation, as the Franks are 
called, has long enjoyed a high degree of consideration at Athens, 
whose inhabitants have, for some time, felt a lively interest in 
every thing relative to the affairs of France. At a short distance 
from the Doric Portico, over the door of a house formerly belong-
ing to the Consulate, there is a bas-relief, representing Liberty 
with her spear and cap, encircled with a laurel wreath, and the 
inscription, " La Republique FrancaiSe." Amongst so many 
memorials of the ages, when the inhabitants of this city were a 
great and independant people, I was not a little struck with being 
thus reminded of the former freedom of another republic, also 
overthrown, and no less to be numbered with the things that have 
passed away, than the long-lost liberties of the Athenians. 

The French have had a Consul established at Athens since the 
beginning of the seventeenth century, and the Jesuits of Paris 
settled a Missionary in the country about the year 1645. The 
Capuchins also began their pious labours on the same spot in 
1658 ; and, eleven years afterwards, one of them, Father Simon, 
purchased the building which includes the famous choragic monu-
ment of Lysicrates, commonly known by the name of the Lan,. 
tern of Demosthenes, and which still continues attached to that 
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mission. The Jesuits, whose convent was in the quarter of the-
town near the Catholicon, have many years ago retired to the 
Negroponte. 

The Roman Catholic service is performed for the Franks in the 
Capuchin convent. The present Padre is an intelligent man, who,' 
besides the duties of his holy office, is occupied in instructing from', 
twenty to twenty-five or thirty of the sons belonging to the Frank-
families; he has fitted up 'the circular chamber formed by the 
monument of Lysicrates, with shelve's that contain a few volumes: 
ofchoice books. 

The world was indebted to one of the early Missionaries for the' 
most circumstantial account of the antiquities of modern Athens, 
in the work of the Jesuit Babin, published by Spon in the year 
1672 ; and if the 'Propaganda Society has not had to boast of 
many Turkish or Greek converts, they may at least 'reflect with 
pleasure, that their Ministers in this quarter of the Levant have -
been gratefully remembered by many travellers, to whom, from, 
and probably long before, the days of Chandler, to the present 
period, the Capuchin convent at Athens has afforded a secure and 
agreeable residence. 

Until within a few years, a journey to 'Athens was reckoned a 
considerable undertaking, fraught with difficulties and dangers; 
and at the period when every young man of fortune, in France 
and England, considered it an indispensable part of his education 
to survey the monuments of ancient art remaining in Italy, only 
a few desperate scholars and artists ventured to trust them-
selves amongst the barbarians, to contemplate the ruins of 
Greece. 

But these terrors, which a person who has been on the ' spot 
R r 
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cannot conceive could ever have been well-founded, seem at last 
to be dispelled : Attica at present swarms with travellers, and 
several of our fair countrywomen have ascended the rocks of the 
Acropolis. So great, indeed, has been the increase of visitants, 
that the city, according to a scheme formed by 'a Greek once in 
our service, will soon be provided with a tavern, a novelty surely 
never before witnessed at Athens. A few more years may furnish 
the Piraeus with all the accommodations of a fashionable watering, 
place. 

It is scarcely necessary to account fo`r the eagerness to visit the 
city of Minerva. In additioh to other attractions, there is a 
consideration which cannot fail to increase the interest of survey-
ing such an object: dating the settlement on the Acropolis from 
Theseus, which is later than generally allowed, three thousand 
and forty-six years have elapsed since Athens began to fix the 

of the civilized portion of mankind, and, for more than 
half that period, it continued, through• all the gradations of increas-
ing prosperity, unrivalled glory, and splendid decay, to furnish 
materials for the historian, the poet, and the orator, of every 
succeeding age. From the reign ofJustinian until the thirteenth 
century, very few notice's of its existence have been discovered by 
the researches of the learned. Spon and Chandler could only 
discover, that it supplied Roger, King of Sicily, with silk-worms 
and silk-workers, about the year 1130; and a late writer, who 
has given himself some credit for the success of his enquiry, has 

• only been able to add to this information,- that, about the year 
590, a Byzantine historian talks of the splendour of the Athenian 
Muses of his age, and that, in the reign of Constantine the Seventh, 
Chases,. Prefect of Achaia, was stoned to death in a church at 
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Athens*. Yet during these unnoticed ages, the city may be 
conjectured to have maintained at least its present si2e; for, when 
the accounts remaining, of the irruption of the Latins, again fix 
our regards on Greece, we find it of sufficient importance to be 
mad& the head of a state, comprising Thebes, Argos, Corinth, 
and part of Thessaly; and its western Princes of the fourteenth 
century, if they did nothing worthy the panegyric of the sober 
hisforian, have still been the heroes of romance, as from them, 
Boccace and Chaucer, and after their example, Shakspeare, have 
borrowed their " Theseus, Duke of Athens." 

It cannot be thought that the town has increased since the 
• Turkish conquest; so that he who at this day surveys the hill of the 
Acropolis, has the view of a site which has been covered with the 
habitations of men, and maintained, probably without intermis-
sion, a population of eight or ten thousand souls, for more than 
thirty centuries; a fortune to which no other spot, that I know of, 
'in the World can justly pretend, and which a view of its revolu-
tions and disasters must render still more surprising. 

From the invasion of Xerxes to the irruption of Alaric into 
Greece, in 396, Athens changed masters at least twenty-three 
different times, and, during this period, the town was twice burnt 
by the Persians; the suburbs, and every thing valuable in the 
vicinity, destroyed by the second Philip of Macedon; the port, 
suburbs, and the whole city, nearly levelled with the ground, and 
all its ornaments defaced by Sylla; the Acropolis plundered by 

4' The first anecdote is extracted from the work of Theophylactus Simocat-
tus; the second, from Leo the grammarian. The travels of the author who has 
made use of them, Mr. Chateaubriand, unfortunately did not come to my band 
until the principal part of these Letters was already composed. 

R r 2 
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Tiberius, surprised and ravaged -  by the Goths in the reign of 
Claudius; and_ lastly, the city and territory utterly ruined, and 
stript of every portable curiosity of value by Alaric. 

. In the ages during which we are ignorant of its fate, it may 
have suffered by the many competitions for the eastern empire: 
,on the opening of its renewed history, we find it besieged by 
'Sgure*, a petty Prince of the Morea, in 1204, but successfully 
,defended by its Archbishop, Michael Choniates, the brother of 
Nicetas the historian. It was then taken by Boniface, Marquis 
of Montserrat, who appointed one of his followers, Otho de la 
Roche, a Burgundian, Duke (AouE) of Athens, a title borne by 

, its Governor since the time-  of Constantine the Greatt. After be-
, ing in the hands of the son and two grandsons of Otho, it was 
seized by. a Prince of the house of Brienne, who married a female 

, of the line of the last possessors of the sovereignty, and whose 
:son, Walter, was the Duke of Athens and Grand Signior. of 
_Thebes, who lost his crown and his life on the banks of the Ce-
phissus, fighting against the Catalans. in this fatal battle, the 
army of the Athenian Prince amounted to nearly fifteen thousand 

. men, a number which might make us suppose that the vigour of 
this Grecian state was renewed, did we not know that the troops 
serving under Brienne, were all either Frenchmen, or other mer-
cenaries, most of them of the same nation as the enemy. Amongst 

* This person, whOm Mr. Chateaubriand mentions on the authority of Nice• 
tas, may be he whom Chandler calls a General of Theodorus Lascares. 

- 	litgyElhet3Y 14li 	&iiliC'ah,  i'A 	rapcc Ti4oU 14.E7AOU LosavTiyou ri..rikois (what 
a word for the ear of an Hellenist) MEV'Aou Aough xxac4 xrzi 4 1;1; nOtO7r01nkS 

To Ti; nP(rCIVOS, 	J'i 141; BOICari'aSI XXI TC:J.1/ 0431 To METAls lIpqmxnpios, oY 

VrEpOY 3cCCTGC copciv rijc X‘Elcus), M‘ro,  lapcoio bobouv.--Melet. 
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the other noble victims of English valour who bled in' the field of 
Poictiers, is mentioned a titular Duke of Athens, the son of the 
unfortunate Walter. 

The claims of the Catalans, who remained tyrants of the place 
for a few yeari, seem to have been merged in Delves of the 
house of Arragon. I have been unable to understand Chandler, 
when he talks of the taking of A thens by Bajazet, subsequently 
to the incursion of the Catalans. The. Sultan, if he did make 
himself master of the city, which does not'appear, must, I should 
believe, have preceded those invaders. 

During the latter part of the fourteenth century, by a sad 
reverse, of which there are examples in the fortune .of states 
as well as of individuals, Athens was a fief of the kingdom of 
Sicily, and then fell into the possession, whether by gift. or con-
quest.  is not distinctly known, of a Florentine, Reinier Acciajuoli, 
who bequeathed it by his will to the Venetians. During the 
reign of Reinier, Amurath the Second besieged and took the 
city, but soon retired, leaving it in the possession of the same 
prince. 

The Venetians were driven from Athens by Anthony, Signior 
of Thebes, natural son of Reinier, and the dukedom continued 
in his family, but frequently disputed .by competitors of the same 
kindred*, until Omar, a general of Mahomet the great, seized 

• Anthony was succeeded by Nerius; Nerius was dethroned by his brother 
Anthony the Second, but recovered his dominion after the death of that prince. 
The widow of Nerius reigned after her husband, but was, with the assistance of 
the Turks, expelled, and afterwards poisoned at Megara, by Francus, son of 
Anthony the Second, the last Duke, who, after a year's reign, was deprived of 
his dominions, first of Attica, and afterwards of Beeotia, and finally strangled 
by order of Mahomet.. It is said that Athens, in her last extremity, when be- 
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upon the city in 1455. ' But this was not its last distress; it was 
plundered and sacked by the Venetians in 1464; taken, after a 
bombardment by the army of the same nation, under Morosini, 
in 1687; and, lastly, besieged and again recovered by the Turks, 
in 1688. 

That Athens should still remain a well-peopled city, after such 
repeated miseries, is surely somewhat astonishing ; and, indeed, 
from the Turkish conquest by Mahomet, until about the year 
1584, it was believed in Christendom to have been almost de-
serted*. At that period, the learned Martin Crusiust published. 
his Turco-Grwcia, which contained two letters, one from Zygo-
malas, a native of Nauplia, in the Morea, the other from Ca-
basilas, an Acarnanian, both of whom attempted to describe 
the state of the city, and its remaining antiquities. But long 
after that time, and so late as the beginning of the last century, 
a very learned author wrote thus, in summing up its history:— 

sieged by Omar, refused the assistance of the Latin Princes, who demanded the 
conversion of the heretic Greeks as the price of their aid. All the latter revo-
lutions of Athens are detailed in a work called Atene Attica, by Fanelli, writ-
ten at the beginning of the last century, which is referred to by Chandler; it 
was lent to me, at Athens, by the kindness of Mrs. Fauvel. 

Atene Attica contains a plan and a picture of Athens, as it was besieged by 
Morosini, and also some rude cuts from wood, representing all the Dukes who 
successively governed this state. 

There are four authors quoted in the introduction to the travels before men-
tioned, who talk of Athens as in that deplorable state: Nicholas Gerbel, in 
1550; Dupinet, in .1554; Laurenberg, in 1557; and the geographer Ortellius, 
in 1578, who says of it, " nunc casulm tantum supersunt qnxdam." 

t Kraus)  professor of Greek and Latin in the university of Tiibingen. 
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• " Lastly, in:the year of our Lord 14.55, it was so despoiled by 
the Turks, .that it is now., no longer a town, but A. village, under., 
'the- dominion ,of that people,. who have given it the name of
Setines 

 
• • 

But if the mere existence of 'the town, after the revolutiOn  
so great a portion of the age's of the.world,,,excites:'our wonder, 
we must be more surprised that. it .containsat this day,. more. ob.. 
jects of admiration than would  be diSplayed by an assemblage of 
all the monuments of ancient,art, ta:be . found' lit everfOtheffmrt 
of Greece., _ 

* J ani1. I$Osi Antiq. arm. p. 29.%. 
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Antiquities of Athens—Temple of Theseus—Areopagus—Pnyx 
Museum—Monument of Philopappus—Odeum—Theatre of 
Bacchus—River llissus—Adrian's Temple—Callirha—Sta-
dium of Atticus Herodes—Adriun's Arch and Aqueduct—
Monument of Lysicrates—Monument cf Andronicus Chyr-
restes—The Doric Portico—Many smaller Remains. 

DURING our residence of ten weeks at Athens, 
there was not, I believe, a day of which we did not devote a part 
to the contemplation of the noble monuments of Grecian genius, 
that have outlasted the ravages of time, and the outrage of barba-
rous and antiquarian despoilers. 

The Temple of Theseus was within five minutes walk of our 
lodgings; for the site of it I must refer you to the annexed pic-
ture, where it appears entire, which is almost its actual state; 
for, excepting the sculptures on the back and front porches, and 
the roof, which is modern and vaulted, the outside of the build-
ing has been but little affected by the injuries of four-and-twenty 
centuries*, and is, to this day, the most perfect ancient edifice in • 

" It was built a little after the battle of Marathon)  fought four hundred and 
ninety years B. C. 
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the world. In this fabric, the most enduring stability, and a sim-
plicity of design peculiarly striking, are united with the highest 
elegance and accuracy of workmanship; the characteristic of the 
Doric style, whose chaste beauty is not, in the opinion of the 
first artists, to be equalled by the graces of any of the other 
orders. A gentleman at Athens, of great taste and skill, assured 
me, that after a continued contemplation of this Temple, and the 
remains of the Parthenon, he could never again look with his 
accustomed satisfaction upon the Ionic and Corinthian ruins of 
Athens, much less upon the specimens of the more modern spe-
cies of architecture to be seen in Italy. 

A person accustomed to the cumbrous churches of Christen-
dom, those laboured quarries above-ground, spreading over a 
large irregular space, would not be struck with the site of the 
Grecian temples ; on the contrary, he would think them rather 
'small. The Theseum is only one hundred and ten feet long, and 
forty-five feet broad, and appears less than it is in reality, from 
the proportion of the columns, which, though only eighteen feet 
high, and without bases and plinths, are nine in circumference at 
their lower extremities. But the materials of the building being 
of a sort which we are accustomed to think most costly; and the 
inimitable skill of the artist becoming more apparent at every in-
vestigation, the first slight disappointment is succeeded by the 
purest admiration. 

The four-and-thirty columns of this Temple, and their entabla-
tures, as well as the steps of ascent, and the walls of the cell itself, 
are of the finest Parian marble, the natural colour of which may 
be perceived where the stone has been recently broken, although its 
general surface has been tinged by the hand of Time with a pale 

s s 
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yellow hue. The shafts of some of the columns, (whose tambours, 
as has been discovered by the fragments of the Parthenon, were 
not united by any cement, but by a sort of leaden or iron cramp), 
and especially the corner ones on the right of the Pronaos, have 
been disjointed by earthquakes, but are not yet sufficiently injured 
to. threaten a speedy fall. The flutings of many of them have 
been broken by stones, and other species of injury, as is the case 
with the figures in mezzo-relicyo on the metopes, and those of the 
frizes of the westeth porrh of the Temple. 

The sculpture on the western front, the posticum, though it has 
been struck with lightning, is in the best preservation. The promi-
nent figure, of Theseus killing a Centaur, who is struggling on his 
back, wants the head and a right arm, but the body of his enemy 
is very entire. Two of the Centaurs laying a large stone over one 
of the Lapithm in a pit, are, as they were noticed by Chandler, less 
injured than the other figures. Is not this the fable of Ceneus, 
who, when he could not be otherwise slain, was buried 
alive? Two figures with shields, supposed to be IIercules and 
lolans descending into Hell, have lost their heads, arms, and 
legs. 

,The whole of the sculpture of the Theseum has been modelled 
by Lord Elgin's artists, as well as by the French agents, but the 
noble Ambassador did not suffer any part of it to be separated 
from the building, and for this forbearance he gives himself all 
due credit. The opposite faction assert, that the endeavour was 
made, but interrupted in the outset. I could not decide on the 
motive, but was contented with the fact. 

" Blest be the, great for what they took away, 
" And what they left me." 
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The cell of the Temple, the outside Walls of which were an-
ciently adorned with paintings by Micon, and where the modern 
Greeks formerly drew pictures of their Saints, now quite effaced, 
is converted into a church, dedicated to St. George, but, with 
the exception of the festival of that Saint, is never opened, unless 
to gratify the curiosity of travellers. The door to it, on the south 
side of the church, is but small; it is plated with iron, which is 
perforated or indented, in every part, with pistol and gun 
bullets. The pavement on the inside having been removed, the 
floor is of mud; and, in the middle nearly of the building, there 
is a small sepulchral mound of earth, like those in our church-
yards. This is the grave of Tweddle. A slab of marble, with 
an inscription, is in preparation, at my Lord Elgin's expence, 
and under his direction. Au epitaph for such a person, and to 
be placed in such a spot, must be a work of some nicety. The in-
terior of the church has a melancholy appearance ; the walls are 
quite bare, and the pictures of Saints in the sacristy, or oval re-
cess, erected in the eastern porch, are of the most pitiful kind. 
The round marble with the four faces of inscriptions,, three.  of 
which were copied by Lord Sandwich, and made it appear to 
have belonged to the Prytaneum, still remains in the south corner 
of the western front. 
• The Theseum stands on a knoll of open ground, cultivated for 
corn, between two and three hundred yards from the town, and • 
not more than twenty yards from the wall of modern Athens. 
Under the slope of the hill is one of the gateways, through which 
those who live to the north of the Acropolis take their road to 
the Pireus.  

A person walking from the Temple towards the Acropolis, and 
s s 2 
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passing out of this gate, if he still keeps in the direction of the 
walls, would immediately ascend the craggy hill of the Areopagus. 
This hill is very uneven, consisting of two rocky eminences, on 
the lowest of which is a small chapel, dedicated to St. Dionysius 
the Areopagite. A cave below this chapel, always shown by the 
Athenians, and which contains a cold spring, perhaps the fountain 
mentioned by Pausanias as being near the Temple of Apollo and 
Pan, on the descent from the Acropolis, is no otherwise curious, 
than as being reported by the devout Christians to have given 
shelter to St. Paul. The Areopagus is within a stone's throw of 
the craggy sides of the Acropolis, which is mentioned, that you 
may not attach too important a signification to the words moun-
tain, hill, valley, and rock ; for, in fact, the scene presented by the 
city, and the immediate vicinity of Athens, is a landscape in 
miniature, the most lovely in the world, indeed, but by no means 
corresponding with the notions of those who are acquainted with 
the vast exploits, without having beheld the country of the Greeks. 
There are no remains of any ancient building which may have 
been the place of assembly on the Areopagus, although that cele-
brated court continued to exist to a late period, as Rufus Festus, 
Proconsul of Greece during the reigns of Gratian and Theodosius, 
is called an Areopagite. 

The ground at the west of this hill is a hollow valley, which is 
inclosed on the other side by the sloping concave ascent of ano-
ther eminence, less rocky than that of the Areopagus; but 
covered only with a very thin soil. This hill, though considerably 
inferior in height to the Acropolis, is, in the ancient descriptions, 
ranked amongst the Attic mountains, under the name of Lyca-
bettus, The region between the Areopagus and Lycabettus, was. 
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part of the old city, and included within the wallS, which may be 
yet traced over the brow of the last-mentioned hill. The part in 
the valley was the Coale of AthenS, the Hollow; and above this, 
there are very evident vestiges of Pnyx, the place of public as-
sembly, These are immediately fronting, (westward), the Acro-
polis, in the concave slope of Lycabettus, which, in this place, 
presents the appearance of being hewn perpendicularly, so as to 
form the cord of the semicircular arc. 

In the middle, or rather in a niche of this part of the hill;  
there are two pieces of wall, composed of stones of an, immense 
size, meeting in an obtuse angle, in which there is a flat area, raised' 
upon a flight of four or five steps.. This appears to have been the 
Bema of the orators, or at least the - platform. on which the pulpit 
was raised, after the conquest of the city by. Lysanden, when it 
fronted the Acropolis, and had no view of the sea. The ground 
has been cleared,away in several parts, so as to show other por, 
tions of the same wall, by the activity of Lord Elgin's agents, 
who would have obtained much praise, and escaped a. good deal 
of obloquy, if, they, had. confined themselves to such labours and 
researches. 

Just, above the stone platform is the brow of the hill, whence 
there is a view of the Piraeus, the peninsula .of Munychia, and the. 
whole line of coast. The west side of Lycabettus,falls, by an 
easy descent, into the large plain or Athens., ccele, the, area of 
Pnyx, the sides and summits of LycabeAns,,are ploughed, up, and 
cultivated, where there is any soil on the rock. They were co-
vered with the, green blades of wheat and barley, as early as the 
month of -January; and, on the clear warm days which often 
occur in the, depth, of an, Athenian winter, swarmed with trains of_ 
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Greek and Turkish females, clothed in their bright-coloured hoods 
and mantles, some strolling about, others sitting in circles, with 
their children playing on the Turkish guitar, and dancing before 
them. As the season advances, many of the poorer sort of wo-
men, are seen in these corn-grounds, picking the wild salads and. 
herbs, which constitute so material a part of their diet during the 
long fasts of the Greek church. 

In the middle of February, the corn was a foot high, and then, 
to crop its luxuriance, the horses of the Turks were tethered in 
the fields, amongst the standing barley-, and were continued in 
the pasture for a fortnight or three weeks. 

Nothing can be more full of life than the picture to be viewed, 
particularly on this side, close to the walls of Athens. A pleas-
ing object, and one which T have often encountered in my ram-
bles near the town, was a well-d rest boy, generally a Turk, 
leading, in a coloured string, a favourite ram., whose horns were 
crowned with flowers, and sometimes playing or struggling with 
him, in an attitude often represented by ancient sculptors. It is 
usually towards the Bairam, the Mahometan festival, and the 
Christian carnival, that these pretty animals are thus adorned, 
previous to their sacrifice. The children attending their mothers 
in their walks, are also often followed by tame lambs. 

To return to our survey : on your way from the city-gates 
towards Pnyx, before you come to the side of the hill, there is 
on the right hand, an assemblage of low crags, separated from 

* Poukeville says, that in the Morea the shepherds will call a ram Tityrus! 
If he were to travel in Ireland, he would as gravely swear that the peasants of 
that country call a pig 4' Horace," and without being far from the truth. 
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Lycabettus by a small gap in the rocks. On these crags is a little 
Greek chapel, and at the lower end of them, towards the Areo-
pagus, is a smooth descent, which has been worn even and slip-
pery, by the effects of a singular persuasion prevalent amongst 
the females of Athens of both religions—the married women con-
ceive, that by sliding uncovered down this stone, they increase 
their chance of bringing fOrth male children; and I saw one, of 
them myself at this exercise, which appeared to me not only dis-
agreeable,. but indeed rather perilous. 

Above the steps of Pnyx, keeping rather on an ascent to 
the right for a hundred paces, you reach the highest part of Ly-
cabettus, where there is 'a windmill; on which spot, as Chandler 
was informed by an eye-witness, the Venetians, in 1687, plac 
four mortars and six pieces of cannon, when. they battered 
Acropolis 

To .the south of the steps of Pnyx, lower down, but at no 
great distance in the side of the hill, are the three artificial exca-
vations, looking like square caves, conjectured by Chandler to be 
the sepulchres of Cimon the father of Miltiades, and of his 
mares;  thrice victorious at the Olympic games. When Lycabet. 
tus was supposed to be the Areopagus, these were thought to be 
the prisons of that court, and are so laid down in the plan of 
Athens attached to the Atene Attica of Fanelli. 

Descending from the Cimonian sepulchres into the hollow val-
ley, Coele, you arrive at the rocky ascent just under the Acro- 

* The same traveller places the Persian camp on this spot; but Herodotus, 
lib. viii. Urania, -cap. 5.2, expressly says, that it was on' the mount called by 
the Athenians " the Hill of Mars." The fact is, that what Dr. Chandler calls 
a part of Lycabettus, was thought by early travellers to be the Areopagus. 
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polls, covered with tomb-stones, one of which is erected to the 
memory of a pious Mussulman, who has also a tomb at Con-
stantinople and at Smyrna, and is believed occasionally to revisit 
the earth, and appear amongst the true believers. 

Turning again to the right (south-west), and having the Acro-
polis at your back, you proceed, for a short time, over a flat, 
how a corn-ground, and then begin to ascend a steep hill, sepa-
rated from Lycabettus by a rocky hollow, through which there is 
a path from the Piraeus to the city. This hill, much higher than 
Lycabettus, is that once called the Museum, a half cannon shot 
from the Acropolis ; and, on the top of it, is the monument, 
visible at a great distance, going by the name of the tomb of 
Philopappus *. 

What is now seen of this structure is of very white marble, 
the substructure of which being partly above ground, gives it a 
height of twelve or thirteen feet. Its form is that of a very elip-
tical curve ; and the concave part of the ruin, looking towards 
the Acropolis, contains two oval niches, in each of which there 
is a statue, one of them (that on the right) being seated in a 
chair. A square column is between the tv, o niches, and the base 
of this pilaster represents, in very prominent figures, as large as 
life, a person drawn in a chariot by four horses, with a procession 
in front, and a Victory following. The figures have all lost their 
heads, and the horses' Iegs are broken ; but the sculpture, though 

* Philopappus lived in the time of Trajan, and it is thought probable, from 
part of an inscription containing the words, " King Antiochus, son of King 
Antiochus," and from Patisanias (Attic. p. 46), who calls this the tomb of a 
Syrian, that he was a descendant of the Kings of Syria, settled by Pompey at 
Rome. 
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of a late date; is very bold and animated. To the right the mo-
nument is entire, but, to the left, in ruins ; the marbles compos-
ing it jutting out, so as to form a set of steps for any one who 
may wish to climb to the higher part of it, and view the orna-
ments more closely. The part destroyed, it is thought, contained 
a third niche, and completed the structure ; the remaining por-
tion seems in such a condition as to be likely to fall with the first' 
earthquake. Many parts of the marble are covered, not to say 
defaced, with names of travellers. The name of an artist, Ro-
maldi I think, who travelled with Mr. Dodwell, is, with an un-
pardonable vanity, written up in half a dozen places. A picture 
taken from this spot, would comprehend all the south-west of the 
city, and, with the annexed sketch, complete the view of Athens. 

Here the Venetians, under Morosini, had also a mortar, and 
one of the bombs fired from it was fatal to some of the sculpture 
on the west front of the Parthenon. The same spot had been 
before selected, as a position calculated to overawe the city, by 
Antigonus and Demetrius Poliorcetes, who fortified its summits. 

The Museum contains nothing else worthy of notice, except 
two sepulchral cavities, much of the same kind as those of Del-
phi, scooped out on the south side of the hill. 

Passing down from the Museum towards the Acropolis, and 
keeping a little to the right, you come into a flat piece of ground, 
which stretches along the southern rocks of the citadel, and was 
that portion of ancient Athens called " the Ceramicus within the 
City," but is now ploughed, though but with little advantage to 
the husbandman, as the soil is very thin, and covered in many 
places with small fragments of marble, and other ruins of ancient 
buildings ; a circumstance no one will wonder at, who has looked 

T t 
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into the mention made of this portion of ancient Athens by Pau-
sanias*. In this place we were shown several marks of late ex-
cavations, undertaken chiefly by Lord Elgin, who had the good 
fortune to find there a stone with an inscription, in elegiac verse, 
on the Athenians who were slain at Potidwa. 

At about a furlong and a half from the foot of the Acropolis, 
the plain . of the Ceramicus is terminated by the small gravelly 

• channel of the Ilissus, a river, as Boccace calls the Sebeto, 
4 4 quanto ricco d'onor tanto povero d'acque ;" and which, during 
our winter at Athens, notwithstanding some rain and snow, was 
never swelled even into a temporary torrent. The channel, how-
ever, may not in former times have been always so entirely dry; 
for water is discovered, at a little depth, by digging into the 
stony bottom, which may be more shallow now than formerly, 
and choked up by the accumulation of the surrounding ruins. 
But the Ilissus, if full to the margin, could never have been 
more than an insignificant brook-. 

Going directly from the Museum towards the Acropolis, in 
order to pass close under the rock, you arrive at the western 
angle of the hill, and at once see the remains of the theatre built 
by Herodes upon the site of the Odeum of Pericles. These are 
not of marble, but of stones of large dimension, and preserve 
exactly the same appearance as when described by Dr. Chandler 
forty years ago. The entrance to the area of the ruin is still 

* Attic. p. 7, beginning To Jr xcoploy o KEpaihtncos. 
1- I see, that QI1 the strength of these pools of water, to which the Albanian 

women of Athens resort to wash their clothes, Mr. Chateaubriand attacks Dr. 
Chandler, who laughed at the traveller Le Roi, for representing the Ilissus as a 

• fine flowing river, with a respectable bridge across it. 
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from ,the citadel, to which one of the 'Walls, formerly the inner 
one of „the Irroscenium, serves as an outwork. What is to be 
seen of the seats of the Amphitheatre, which, in order to make 
use ,of an advantage frequently resorted to by Grecian artists, are 
scooped out of the side of the hill, is chiefly on the right or west 
side of the area, the falling rubbish and mould having blocked 
up those on the other parts of the semicircle. The cord of the 
arc is about eighty-two long paces. - 

This, though the .original building was of great magnificence, . 
is not a striking ruin, but of a very stable construction, and has 
served as a model for the study of architects. The very little 
depth of the .scene shOws the use to which the theatre was put.; 
not for the representation of plays, but for the contests in'music 
at the Panathemean festivals. The three rows of arched windows, 
one above the other, seem more in the Roman than in the Gre. 
cian taste. 

As you proceed from the Odeum by the rugged track close to 
the foot of the Acropolis, •in the same direction (to the east), the 
naked rocks, crowned with the projecting battlements of the cita-
del, are seen high above you to the left. There is some soil and 
sloping crags about half way up the hill,, to which point you can 
climb, but above this the rocks rise perpendicularly, and are 
inaccessible. 

A hundred paces from the Odeum, there is to be seen, half 
hidden in the cliff, what looks like the foundation arches of a pro-
jecting part of the fortress above. They have been thought part 
of an ancient portico leading to the Music Theatre. 

Unless directed to observe them, you would hardly notice these 
ruins, nor would you pay much attention to the site of the Theatre 
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of Bacchus, which occurs at a little distance from the south-east 
angle of the Acropolis, were it not for the ancient veistiges. placed 
on the rocks above. The circular sweep of the seats, indented 
into the side of the hill, is scarcely perceptible, nor did I observe 
the stone-work - at the extremities, extant in Chandler's time. 
But sonic of the monuments above the Amphitheatre still remain 
Three pilasters of the Corinthian order, supporting an entabla-
ture, are standing against the flat mouth of a large cave in the 
side of the hill, which is now closed up, and converted into a 
church, dedicated to Panagia Spiliotissa, or Our Lady of the Ca-
vern. Over the middle pilaster is an inscription, above which 
the architrave has some relievos of laurel-wreaths; on the top of 
the whole, in the middle, was the statue, sedent, thought by 
Stuart to be the personification of the people, from the word 
AHMOE in the inscription to the right, and considered by Chandler 
to be the statue of Niobe*; but at last determined by my Lord.  
Elgin, who has placed it in his museum, to be the image of the 
bearded, or Indian Bacchus. The statue had no head so early as 
1676, and is dressed like a femalet. His Lordship has also taken 
away the very ancient sun-dial which was to the left of the statue. 

Above the cave, and in a position which requires some climb-
ing to reach, just under the walls of the citadel, are two Corin-
thian pillars, one, three or four feet lower than the other, standing 
without any other structure attached to them, and having trian-
gular capitals, formerly the bases of tripods. 

Leaving the Theatre of Bacchus, you descend to the modern 
walls of the town on your left, close to which the ground is 

* Pausan. Attic. page 37. 
Whether there arc any signs of a beard detached from the head, 1- know not. 
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ploughed and sowed, and then arrive at one of the gateways, 
whence there is a road that leads south of the plain towards Cape 
Colonni, the Sunium promontory. At a few paces to the left 
of this road, near. the gateway, is a circular pavement, an alOni, 
or corn-floor, of the kind so commonly seen in Greece. 

Beyond this gate the walls project, and you have to pass round 
an angle of them, in order to arrive at a ruin of inconceivable 
magnificence directly before you to the east. 

After leaving the walls,-  and passing over corn-grounds, rugged 
and interrupted by ravins, at about a furlong- distance, you come 
to a flat paved area, evidently artificially raised, as may 'be seen 
from some foundation walls on the eastern side, and towards the 
channel of the Ilissus, which passes at a hundred paces to the 

, south. On this stand the sixteen fluted Corinthian columns, of 
the building finished by Hadrian, called by some the Pantheon, 
and by. others the Temple of Jupiter Olympius. Their site is 
exactly indicated by the pillars at the left extremity of the ad.. * 
joined picture. 

The stupendous size of the shafts of these columns, (for they 
are six feet in diameter, and sixty feet in height), does not more 
arrest the attention of the spectator than the circumstance of there 
being no fallen ruins on or near the 'spot;  which was covered 
a hundred and twenty columns, and the marble walls -of a temple 
abounding in statues of gods and heroes, and a thousand offerings 
of splendid piety. About fifty years ago there was another co-
lumn standing, which was thrown down to,build a mosck near the 
market-place, and so entirely removed, as not to have left a single 
fragment of its marble on the area below. Two of the columns 
fronting the east still support their architraves ; and the remains 
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of a small modern 'cell of common stone, which, as Chandler ob-
served, must have been erected when the tops of the pillars were 
accessible from the surrounding ruins, are still seen above the 
capitals of the two next to the Ilissus. To this the Greeks and 
Turks direct your attention, and declare it to have been the habi-
tation of a Saint; alluding to a hermit of the sort called Stylites, 
whose conspicuous penances were once not uncommon in many 
parts of Christendom. In the tenth century, there was another 
instance of these voluntary mortifications at Patrass, where a 
being, who preserved only the figure of man, was seen on the 
summit of a column, fixed, without motion, tier ten years, sup-
ported by the bread and the water daily administered to him by 
the charity of another holy monk, afterwards the famous St. Luke 
of S this. 

The solitary grandeur of these marble ruins is, perhaps, more 
striking than the appearance presented by any other object at 
Athens, and the Turks themselves seem to regard them with an 
eye of respect and admiration. I have frequently seen large par-
ties of them seated on their carpets in the long shade of the 
columns. 

At about fifty paces from the western• side of the, area on 
aich the ruins of Hadrian's Temple are standing, there is a path 
that leads to the channel of the Ilissus, and conducts y'ou into a 
wide rocky ravin, close to the bed of the river. Here, after rain, 
are some pools of water in the hollows, which are frequented 'by 
the poor women of Athens for the purpose of washing clothes. 
Just above the ravin are the ruins of a Turkish fountain; and, 
*near this, is a pulpit of white stone, whence the Imaums, on par- • 

' ticular occasions, harangue the assembled multitude. 
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In the month of March, on the year of our visit, an extraor-
dinary drought bad alarmed the Athenians for their, future har-
vest: 

 
prayers and holy rites were performed in this place for nine 

successive days, three of which were devoted particularly to. the 
Mahometans,- three to_ the Christians, three to the strangers and 
slaves. The people were collected in the ravin, on the corn-fields,. 
and under the columns. The Mahometan priest supplicated for 
all, and the whole assembly, of all conditions and persuasions,-
were supposed to join in the prayers ; but it was contrived by a 
little address, that the animal creation should appear to second the 
entreaty of the Turks, for, just as the turbaned worshippers bowed 
themselves with one accord to the ground, and called upon the 
name of their god, the lambs of a large flock collected near the' 
spot, who had just at the instant been separated from the ewes, 
began to bleat, and were answered by their dames. I know not 
that any one was- deceived by the scheme;  but the devouter Mus-
sulman may perhaps have believed that the distresses of the sheep 
were just as worthy to be made known, and as likely to move the 
compassion of the deity, as the complaints of the Christians. 

The ruined fountain seems to have been once supplied by the 
stream that now flows through artificial channels in the ground 
into the town, and is collected into two large reservoirs, at a quar-
ter of a mile to the north of the.  ravin.. A small stream, either,  
the overflowings of the reservoirs, or a scanty spring rising in the 
bed of the river, is generally seen to trickle down the crags, until 
lost in the gravelly bottom of the Ilissus. This spring has still 
preserved its ancient name of Callirhoe, and the inhabitants of • 
that part of Athens which stretches towards the columns of Hadri-
an's Temple, and is the quarter ,1 the Albanians, are called in the 
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songs of the peasants, Callirhiotes, from their custom of frequent-
ing these pools in the bed of the Ilissus. Callirhog once supplied 
the large marble reservoir in this dell, constructed by Pisistratus, 
the apertures of whose nine pipes, which gave it the name of En-
neacrunus, were visible not many years ago, but are not at pre-
sent to be discerned. 

The small Ionic Temple, standing forty years past on the other 
side of the Ilissus, at a short distance further up to the east, and 
determined by travellers to be the Eleusininm, where the lesser 
mysteries were performed, has now disappeared, but a shaft or 
two of a column is seen, wedged into the wall of a little Greek 
church near the spot, which may belong either to that Temple 
tor to that of Diana Agrzea, once also on nearly the same 
position. 

Following the channel of the Ilissus, about a furlong higher up 
you reach the site of the marble Stadium of A ttiens Herodes. 
Nothing now remains of this costly structure, except some rub-
bish, and many pieces of marble raked up by the plough, yet 
the cavity artificially formed in the side of a low hill still pre-
serves the ancient shape, that of an oblong horse-shoe, of this 
ancient place of exercise; and the area, which is now a corn-
ground, having been measured, has been found to be contained 
in an arc of six hundred and thirty English feet. But thiS does 
not allow for the marble-work, nor for the seats, one row of which 
may have advanced into the body of the Stadium. Not far from 
the top of the Stadium;  in the slope of the circular range of seats, 
is a cavern, which, after one or two windings, leads out into the 
open country at the back of the hill. In this there are no marks 
of arch-work, or any species of masonry, yet its position hassled 
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former investigators to consider it the private way by Milt( h the 
principal spectators entered, and the unsuccessful candidates m the 
games retreated from, the area. 

On visiting this cavern, your recollections of past times a 
for a time, give way to reflections caused by the sight of it 

present objects. The first day I visited the place, I obsened 
flat stone in the side of the rock, strewed with several bits of co 
loured rag, broken glass, flour, and honey, and a hundlla or tau 
of dry.pease. As I was going to examine them, a Greek in com-
pany exclaimed, " Don't touch them, A flendi, they are dm 
Devil's goods—they are magical." On enquiry, he a.'e 	mo 
that some old women of Athens, well known to be witches, came 
often to this cavern in the dead of the night, and there perfOrmill 
their incantations, leaving these remnants fur otThrings to they e%il 
spirit. Another person most seriously informed me, that this 
not all, for that these same enchantresses had been Often !tern 
during a midnight storm, skimming °lithe foam of the silt a hero 
it rolls against the long pebbly beach, near the ancient port of 
Phalerus. These witches, (a decrepid creature was pointed out 
to me as one of them), are hated and feared by Greeks and 
Turks, and make use of their supposed art to extort charity from 
the credulous and terrified females of both nations. 

Crossing the bed of the Ilissus, at the spot a here the marble 
bridge, (of which there is not now a vestige left), leading from 
the Stadium to the other side of the river, once stood, and leav-
ing the Corinthian columns to the left, in order to return to the 
city, you. pass over some rough uneven ground, ploughed all, re 
there is any soil, and in many places strewed with small pa e I f 
marble, the remnants of New Athens, or that addition t P 

vu 
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old city which was built by the Emperor Hadrian. Keeping a 
little to the right, you strike into one of the roads to the town, in 
which continuing a short time, you come to where it divides, one 
branch going to a gateway not far from the columns, and the 
other passing nearer to the foot of the hill Anchesmus, whence 
the view is taken, to another gateway. The first of these is 
formed by a marble archway, called Hadrian's Arch, from the fa-
mous Greek inscriptions on the frize above, showing it to have 
been one of the boundaries between Old and New Athens. The 
part of .the structure above the frize, presenting a façade, with 
two small columns, and other ornaments of the Corinthian order, 
is supported by the arch, and, being out of reach, is not much 
injured. 

The other gateway, to the north, in the walls of the modern 
city, which in this part stand nearly on the site of the old walls 
before the Peloponesian war, is covered by a flat piece of carved 
marble, that, in the year 1765, constituted the frize and archi-
trave of the remains of a marble façade, consisting of two Ionic 

, columns, and a small portion of the arch that stood at the foot 
of the hill Anchesmus, and denoted the position of a reservoir 
collecting the waters of an aqueduct, begun by Hadrian and 
finished by Antoninus Pius. The letters IMP. CAESAR. T. AELIVS, 

and the word CONSVMMAVITI  underneath, may be easily read 
from below, but the intervening line in smaller characters, 

AVG. PIVS. COS. III. TRIB. POT. II P. P. A2AEDVCTVM IN NOVIS, 

requires a nearer inspection. The stone containing the remainder 
of the inscription, supplied by early travellers, is now no where 
to be found. 
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No other antiqUity occurs without the modern city, except the 
shaft and capital of one column of the Corinthian order, just at 
the outside of the suburbs to the north-west, between .the gate 
looking towards Thebes, and that near the Temple of Theseus. 
Whether this column may not be the only remaining vestige of 
the ruin considered -part of the PrYtaneum, and having, in 1738, 
ten columns yet standing, and a marble wall (represented in the 
Ruins of Athens) I cannot at all decide ; but I was told that 
there had been, not many ,years past, an, antiquity of some im-
portance on the spot, and that a Greek church had been pulled 
down lately, which stood Upon the same area: This may have 
been the church of Great St. Mary, mentioned by Chandler. 

The antiquities to be seen within the town, tare the choragic 
monument of Lysicrates, the Temple of the Winds, and the 
Doric Portico, or the portal of the new market-place. It is sin-, 
gular enough, that the two last of these should not be mentioned 
by Pausanias, and, although too considerable to be overlooked as 
insignificant, be still a portion of the comparatively few remains 
to be seen at this day. 

The, peripteral Temple, with a dome ,supported by six fluted 
Corinthian columns, or the monument of Lysicrates, called by 
the modern Greeks and (after them) by travellers, the Lantern 
of Demosthenes (cDampg -rou AvpocaEyous), which is situated , under 
the eastern extremity of the Acropolis, and supposed to be in 
the line of the ancient street of the Tripods, is the less subject 
to injury, on account of being attached, as before mentioned, to 
the Capuchin convent. The good Padre has divided it into two 
stories ; and the upper one, just, capable of holding one student 
at his desk, serves as a small circular recess to a chamber at the 
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left wing of the convent, from which it is separated by a curtain 
of green cloth. Only half of this structure, which, like other 
monuments of the same kind, was only designed as a pedestal for 
a consecrated tripod, is to be seen from the street, the remaining 
half of it being inclosed within the walls of the garden, and of 
the convent itself. The intercolumniations of stone, a modern 
addition, take away from the effect originally produced by the 
elegant proportions of this monument ; but you would be pleased 
with its excellent state of preservation,- notwithstanding its very 
great antiquity, which may be dated so far back as the second 
year of the 111th Olympiad, 330 years before the Christian era. 
An exact model of it was, some years ago, constructed and 
placed at the. Louvre, and casts of 'the whole monument, with 
those of the minute sculpture on the circular architrave, have lat-

.terly been taken by my Lord,  Elgin's artists. The shape of the 
choragic monument of Lysicrates, can alone account for the 
strange appellation attached to it by the moderns; and it appears-, 
that an antiquity of the same description, also in the direction of 
the street of the Tripods, standing in the middle of the seven-
teenth century, was known by the name of the Lantern of Dio- 
genes. 	• 

The monument ' of Andronicus Chyrrest-es, or the octagonal 
tower called the Temple of the Winds, placed in an obscure part 
of the town, and very likely to be overlooked, is much in the 
same state as described by the writers of the last century. It is 
farfrom being a striking piece of architecture, and the pyramidi-
cal form of the roof, together with the figures representing the 
eight winds, are of a very heavy kind of sculpture ; besides 
which, The marble of the building has become so dark by age, 
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as to look like coarse black stone. The . wind. Zephyr, a winged 
youth, scattering flowers from his bosom, is the figure now most 
entire. This portion of the octagon fronts the lane (for it does 
not deserve the name of a street), and is the only conspicuous 
part of the monument visible to those who are not within the 
court-yard of the house in which it is inclosed: The religion of 
the Mahometans, like that of the Christians in other instances, 
has. helped to preserve this fabric ; for the interior of it has for 
many years served 'as a place of worship for the turning Der-
vishes, who perform their ceremonies every Friday, and a speci-
men of whose holy exercises we had an opportunity of witnessing 
at Constantinople. 

The Doric Portico, which, from an, inscription, on the archi-
trave, has been called the façade of a temple dedicated to Au-
gustus, is on the left hand of a yard attached - to the Waiwode's 
house ; and part of the building,being bidden within the court of 
a neighbouring, dwelling, only one of the four fluted Doric co-
lumns composing this ruin, is to be seen from the street, and 
without getting into a private house belonging to a Turk. The 
proportions of these columns are much larger than,those of the 
Theseum, but, their marble is not of so fine a colour, being 
almost black. 

The conjecture of Chandler, that this portal served as an en-
trance into the new Agora, built, after the destruction of the 
old one,, on the other side of the Acropolis, by Sylla, received,• 
in the opinion of that traveller, much support froth the inscribed 
marble still to be seen in the walls of a house, to the left hand, 
close to the ruin, which contains, in very legible characters, some 
regulations of the Emperor Hadrian's, with respect to the exporta- 
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tion of oil ; but although this ,marble is of considerable size, it 
may still have been brought from any other part of the town, 
and can hardly be said to determine any thing with respect 
to the remains, to which it is now, perhaps accidentally, ad-
joining. 

This concludes my notice of the stable antiquities of the town 
of Athens ; but before I proceed to conduct you to the Acro-
polis, it would be as well to remark, that there are manrde-
tached pieces of carved stone, and marble, inserted in the walls 
and over the doorways of the modern houses, which arrest the 
attention of any one who walks the streets, besides such a variety 
of portable curiosities, as would require more skill and learning 
than I am possessed of, usefully to illustrate. 

These are generally about a foot square, and adorned with 
small, and not highly finished sculpture, some representing a pro-
cession, others a man sedent, with another standing, who has 
hold of his right hand, taking the last adieu, and having the 
zcapE underneath. There are many with single figures in the 
same bas-relief, well executed, containing the name of the dead ; 
one of them, indeed, which I saw, had not only the name of the 
deceased, and of his father, but, what is very uncommon, of his 
trade. A most perfect specimen of the usual subject, the YExp4-
a1713,0P, or funeral supper, is in my possession. It contains .two 
figures of men recumbent on a couch, under which is a coiled 

'serpent in the act of raising himself, perhaps denoting the cause 
'of the death of the deceased, or an Esculapian emblem; a female 
sedent at the foot of the bed, is presenting a cup ; and a boy, in 
the farther end of the piece, in a spirited and elegant attitude, 
seems to have been pouring out wine in a flagon. The head of a 
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horse, the animal sacrificed to Pluto, is very prominent in a small' 
compartment by itself in one corner of the sculpture. 

Besides these sepulchral - monuments, there are lying in the 
courts of many of the houses, the small marble pillars, a foot or , 
two in length and four or five inches in diameter, which were the 
2,;;),04, erected over the ancient tombs, and containing inscrip-
tions sometimes, but oftener the simple name, or at most the 
name of, the tribe to which the dead belonged : there was one 
lying in the yard of our lodgings. A great many of them, with 
their tops rudely carved into the shape of a turban, are stuck up 
on the graves in the Turkish burying-grounds, especially .in that 
between the rock of the Acropolis and the Museum. 

Fragments of statues, pedestals, capitals of columns, are still 
to be seen in the walls of the buildings ; but the most valuable 
specimens have been removed by collectors. The sun-dial, and 
the Gymnasiarch's chair, were taken by Lord Elgin from the court' 
of the Catholicon, where they stood in the time of Chandler. 

The marble cistern, or Attic measure for liquids, is yet, re-_ 
maining in the yard of the archiepisCopal house. 

Notwithstanding the eager researches, and the extensive col-
lections. of all travellers, learned and unlearned, there are still 
daily discovered in Athens and its neighbourhood, particularly, 
at the Piraeus, many smaller antiquities, which are very interest-
ing to any person even moderately versed in ancient literature., 
We had the opportunity of seeing many lately-found vases (of 
that kind for the honour of whose invention the Tuscans have. 
been made the competitois with, the Greeks), which, though not 
so large as those- collected from the excavations of Lord Elgin 
at Athens, in,the supposed tombs of Antiope and Euripides, and 
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at JEgina, Argos, and Corinth, were yet very beautiful speci-
mens of the arts, and, besides, suggested one or two curious facts. 
In one of them, a foot perhaps in diameter, and half full of burnt 
bones, was a small thin strip of iron, on which was carved the 
name and the family of Solon. I am not aware that this record 
of the dead has before been noticed in the sepulchral vases. 

The figures on the outside of another vase, much less, but 
more perfect, which were (as Mr. Lusieri remarked to me) de-
signed,• though with the greatest freedon, and perhaps by the 
hands of a common artist, yet with a spirit and truth not to be 
imitated by any modern artist, represented Charon ferrying two 
shades over the Styx ; and it was observable, that his boat was, 
to the nicest point of resemblance, exactly the same in shape as 
that now in use at Constantinople. 

Small busts and fragments of statues are not unfrequently dug 
up in the grounds in the neighbourhood, or found in- the wells. 
Some of the latter, lately discovered, show faint traces of colours, 
and prove beyond doubt, what late writers have endeavoured to esta-

. blish, that the earlier ancients had the practice of painting their sta-
tues*; which, though it may seem extraordinary, is not so much 
so, as that some of them should be composed of various mate-
rials, marble, wood, ivory, and gold t : however, we know this to 

• A. L. Milian, in his memoir on a bas-relief of the Parthenon, notices this fact, 
observing, that the ground of the statues was generally blue, the hair and some 
parts of the body gilt ; and the most accomplished antiquarian of the age, in a 
late magnificent work printed by the Dilletante, has treated of the same subject, 
and would be consulted with great advantage by every scholar and man of taste. 

t The Minerva of the Platamns, made from the Marathonian spoils, had a 
a face, hands, and feet (the work of Phidias) of marble; the other parts of 
the statue were of gold and wood.--Pans. BOtot. 
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have been the case, as well as that their figures were dressed in 
different suits of materials, which were sometimes changed or 
embellished on. particular days. The eyes of most of the marble,. 
and of nearly all the bronze heads, were of some sparkling stone, 
or else were tinged with a sort. of encaustic colouring., Pausanias 
speaks of a statue of Minerva, that had sea-green. eyes, like Nep-
tune ;Tindeed, it does not seem at all improbable, that the epi-
thets of Homer and Hesiod were strictly attended to, in. the con-. 
firniation and .2colotiring of the representations, afterwards MI.. 
structed by the Grecian_ sculptors, of their numerous divinities. 

AmOngst other small antiquities discovered (as almost all of 
them are) by excavating tumuli, I recollect being.  shown a Flora 
of so singular a sort,, as to establish,-. perhaps, the opinion, that the 
uncients were acquainted- with the sexual system of plants;. for 
the upper part represented a female,_ with, her mantle in front full 
of flowers, and the lower a male figure"'. 

Mirrors, and other utensils of the toilet; 'alabaster lacrymato-
ries, or rather those sepulchral phials.: which either contained. 
essences, or, perhaps, the cleansing of the bones. when washed in 
wine and milk+, are frequently brought to the city by the pea-. 
sanfs, -who are aware of the anxiety of. the Franks to obtain. such 
relics. One of .them sold me a very. beautiful specimen Of the 

Ti.1;pcvrpoy ciy4EZov O'CUT;1. supported. the folds of the mantle. This sort of 
representation is a favourite sepulchral:emblem : I have. seen at Athens, a little 
Bacchus holding up a large bowl in the same manner. The satyrs on mono- 
merits seern a type of this principle—the opposite to that of corruption. 

1-  See Remarks on Antiquities, Arts, and Letters, during an excursion in 
Italy in the years 1802 and 1803, by John Forsyth, Esq. London, 1813, p. 328; 
a work written during a long captivity, which it ought to terminate. 

3c 
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first-mentioned curiosity for one piaster. One singular remnant 
of ancient times, in my small collection, I cannot forbear to men-
tion : it is a sling-lead, exactly the shape of an almond-shell, 
weighing nearly a citiarter of a pounc11., having on one side the 
figure of a thunderbolt; and on the other the word AEZAI (Take 
this), in very plain letters. Another of these, in the possession 
of an English gentleman, has the word 	 " to Philip;" 
so that the piece of unlucky humour recorded of Aster, who 
inscribed on an arrow—" to Philip's right eye," was either not very 
original, or was afterwards commonly imitated by the witty 
Athenians. 

The silver tetradrachm, and. a great variety of Athenian and 
ether. coins, may be collected with very little trouble ; but for 
detailed observations on these and similar objects of curio-
sity, I must refer you to the works of professed antiquarians,, 
having by the foregoing hints endeavoured to awaken, rather , 
than to satisfy, your curiosity ; and feeling that I have been able 
to do little more than the pedant, who produced a single brick 
as a specimen of a whole building. 

4  Within seven pennyweights 
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Ascent to the Acropolis—The Pelasgicon—The Cave of Apollo' 
and Pan—The Entrance of the Citadel—The.PropyldaThe' 
Parthenon—The Erectheant-7 -A Note on Lord Elgin's Pur: 
suits in Greece—The 1116dern' Citadel—The Turkish Garri- 
son. 

THERE are two roads of ascent to, the -gate of;  the 
citadel ; one over the burying-ground to the left of the Od4urni 
the other up a steep ill-paved path, commencing from about, the 
middle of the back of the town. There is a wall, making an out-. 
work to the citadel, on your right .hand, all the way, as you ad—
vance towards the entrance of the fortress. Just after you enter, 
the gate of this outwork, there is a niche on the right, where, in 
1765, was a statue of Isis. A modern .stone fountain is a little 
above this, and hither the ,inhallitants of the citadel come for 
water, as there is no well on the hill. 

As you proceed upwards, the rock of the Acropolis is imme-
diately over youi• left hand, and there is a little soil at the lowei 
part of the steep acclivity, which has seen ploughed, but now 
produces no grain, as the masses of rubbish and large stones 
falling from the rocks above, must have rendered all labour abor-
tive. Yet this, as we must give credit to the comments on the 

x x 2 
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earlier history of Athens, was the portion allotted to the people . 
called Pelasgi, who fortified the Acropolis, and were afterwards 
expelled from Attica for their conduct to the Athenian virgins. 
The Pelasgicon cannot be more than an acre .in extent, and that 
spread on the rocky sides of a steep hill ; a confined territory for 
a people who dared to rouse the vengeance of the Athenians, and 
who were thought worthy of a particular execration by the Del-
phian oracle. 

On the left hand•  also, about half way up the hill, is the cave 
of Apollo and Pan, which would not be observed, were it not for 
the stories of ancient mythology which it calls to mind. It is 
small, and by no means deep, and retains nothing remarkable 
but two or three square ledges, contrived, most probably, for the 
reception of votive tablets. The altar of Pan was raised by 
Evander the Arcadian, in a similar recess in the side of the. Pa-
latine hill. 

Above this spot, near which • the Persians scaled the walls of 
the Acropolis, the path climbs the hill, taking a direction rather 
to the left, and you arrive at where a gate in the wall, to the 
right, leads out over the Turkish burying-ground : ascending 
thence;  straight to the east, you...come to the first gate of the 
citadel, which is furnished with large wooden doors, seldom shut: 
passing through this, there is, on your right, a small wooden 
building, and immediately, on the same side, you look into the 
area of the Odeum. 

You pass. on upwards to the second gate, the wooden doors of 
which are shut at night, and entering, have on..your right hand 
an open shed, where a guard of Turks is stationed. Advancing 
beyond the second gate, you still continue'ro ascend but inclin- 
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•iug to your left, until you see at. your,right the ruins of the Pro.: 
pyloca, and turning round, pass close under them, , to get further 
up into the Acropolis. You turn again to your left, under a 
square tower, built partly by the Venetians, partly by the Turks, 
out of the mass of marble remains.. The lower part of it is now 
used as a prison, and has a small iron door of entrance to the 
dungeons, but was in 1676 a powder-magazine. 

You then pass to the left, at the back of the ruins of the Pro-
pylaea, and see three of the five doorways 'originally behind the 
columns of that building, and constituting the ancient entrances. 
to the Acropolis. The intercolumniatipns of the colonnade, an 
hexastyle, have been walled up, and a terrace, mounted with.a 
battery of cannon, has been raised on a level with the top of the 
pillars, formed of rubbish and the ruins of the roof, cell,' and 
columns, of the portico of the Propylaea, destroyed by the Ye- . 
netians in 1687.---,The Temple of Victory, once on the right of 
the Propyhea, was blown up in 1656; the last memorial of its 
existence was carried away by Lord Elgin, whb, from a wall 
belonging to a rampart attached to the tower, obtained the frag-' 
ment of sculpture, supposed by Chandler to represent the battle. 
of the Amazons, but decided at . last to be the combat of the 
Athenians and Persians.. But a room, to which the entrance 
is through a, hole in the wall, and whose roof is part of the 
cell of this Temple, is Still notorious for the wonder men-
tioned by Chandler, the miraculous light*. There was a tower, 
corresponding to that on the opposite wing, standing over the 
Temple, of Victory, when Wheler s travelled, but, this quarter. is 
now buried under accumulated .ruins, and choked up amongst the 

* This light is transmitted through a piece of the transparent stone called._ 
Phengites. 
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mean white-washed cottages belonging to the few inhabitants • of 
the citadel. The painted building (0i2CVA EXOY ypogiDas), on the left 
wing of the Propyloca, is also destroyed, but part of it serves as 
a foundation for - the tower. befOre-mentioned. 

On the right, as you advance beyond the tower towards the 
site of the Parthenon, in a poor house, lives the Disdar, or go-

vernor of the castle: 
The Parthenon stood on the highest flat area of the hill of the 

Acropolis ; and, when the temples on every side of it were stand-
ing, whose ruins now serve as foundations for the modern build-
ings, this magnificent structure appeared to crown a glittering. 
assemblage of marble edifices ; and the eye of the Athenian, sur-
veying- from below the fair gradation of successive wonders, rested 
at last upon the colossal image of his Goddess, rising majestic 
from the summit of her own Temple, the genius of the Acropolis, 
the tutelary deity of Athens and of Greece. 

The ascent to the citadel itself was by a long flight of steps, 
beginning nearly from the Areopagus. The very walls of the 
fortifications were crowned with an ornamental entablature, parts 
of which still remain ; and these, and every other structure, were 
of .the purest Pentelic marble. No wonder then that the Acro-
polis, in its whole circuit, was regarded as one vast offering con-
secrated to the Divinity. The portion of the Parthenon ,yet 
standing, cannot fail to fill the mind of the most indifferent spec-
tator with sentiments of astonishment and awe, and the same re-
flections arise upon the sight even of the enormous masses of 
marble ruins which are spread upon the area of the Temple. Such 
scattered fragments will .soon constitute the sole remains of the 
Temple of Minerva. 

If the progress of decay should continue to be as rapid as it 
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has been for something' more than a century past, there will, in. 
a few years, be not one marble standing upon.  another on the site -
of the Parthenon. In 1667, every antiquity of which there' is 
now any trace in the Acropolis, was in a tolerable state of pre- - 
servatio0. This great Temple might, at that period, be called 
entire :—having been previously a Christian church, it was them; 
a mosck, the most beautiful in the world. At present, only 
twenty-nine of the Doric columns, some of which no longer 
support their entablatures, and part of the *left wall of the cell, 
remain standing. Those or the north side, the angular ones ei--
eepted, have all fallen : the dipteral porches, especially the Pro-. 
naos, contain the greatest' number, and these retain their enta.. 
blatures and pediments, though much injured. 

In the interval between two of my visits to the Acropolis, a 
large piece of the architrave belonging to the exterior colonnalk 
of the Pronaos fell down ; all the sculptures from the tympanum -. 

4  The Sieur Deshayes (the first who travelled to Athens, and who saw the 
Temple of Victory almost perfect) in 1625; Nointel and Galland, in 1674; -
Slim' and Wheler, in 1675 and .1676; Lord Winchelsea in 1676, and Vernon; 
all of whom visited Athens previous to the siege of the city byllOrosini, saw 
the Acropolis, less changed, perhaps, from its ancient state, than it has been 
from the condition in which it then stood, in the short period subsequent to the 
days of those travellers. Pococke, Lord Sandwich, Leroi, Stuart, and Chan-
dler, beheld only the ruins of ruins, many of which have since perished—etiam 
periere rain e. Even M. de Choiseul's second work, when published, will repre-
sent many remains not at present to be seen, for he travelled in 1784; and -
though Mr. Fauvel, who has been occupied at intervals since the year 1780, 
in assisting the compilation of Mr. de C.'s Voyage PittoLsque, will be able to 
add the description of some ,smaller antiquities to the account of those before 
known, yet very many of the grand monuments of art, for which Athens' has , 
been Ware visited, have within these ten years disappeared. 
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of this porch have been destroyed ; and the trunks and broken 
arms of two figures, incorrectly supposed Hadrian and Sabina, 
or two deities with the heads of those persons, are all now re-
maining of the grand piece of sculpture which represented the 
birth of Minerva, and Jupiter in the midst of the assembled 
Gods. The figure of the Victory, which was on the right of 
Jupiter, has been recovered _by Lord Elgin's agents, who demo-
lished a Turkish house close to the north-west angle of the Tem-
ple, for the purposes of excavation,. and found it, as well as small 
parts of the Jupiter, the Vulcan, and the Minerva, underneath 
.the modern building, where they had lain since the Venetians had 
unsuccessfully attempted to remove them in 1687. 

Many of the sculptures on the ninety-two metopes of the peri-
style, representing the battle of the Lapithw and the Centaurs, 
particularly those on the entablature of the south side, were 
almost entire in 1767. I believe there is not one now remaining: 
the last were taken down by Lord Elgin. 

All that was left of the sculpture on the eastern porch, the ' 
contest between Minerva and Neptune, has been carried off by 
the same person. The marks of the separation are still very ap-
parent. Ignorant of the cause, I pointed them out to Mr. Lu-
sieri himself, who informed me of the fact, and showed the places 
in the pediment whence the two female colossal statues, the Nep-
tune, the Theseus, and the inimitable horse's head, still remem-
bered and regretted by all at Athens, had been removed. Such 
of the statues as had before fallen, had been ground to powder 

* The ropes by which, under the direction of General Kmnigsmark, the. 
workmen were lowering them, broke, and many fine figures were dashed to 
pieces. Lord Elgin has reaped the advantage of the sacrilege of the Venetians. 
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by the Turks. It is but fair to mention this fact, at the same 
time that the other circumstance is recorded. 

One hundred and seventy of the six hundred feet of bas-relief 
sculpture on the frize of the cell, representing the Panathenwan 
procession, remained entire in the time of Chandler. t1 portion 
of it, containing seven figures, was taken down from its situation • 
by M. de Choiseul Gouffier, and is now in the Napoleon .mu-
seum. I know not whether the colleCtion of our Ambassador 
contains any of this precious sculpture, too exquisite not to have 
been executed according to the design, and under the superin- • 
tendance, of Phidias himself. Most part of that portion of it 
on the wall of the Pronaos, yet remains ; and by means of a 
ruined staircase, once belonging to a minaret built against one of 
the columns of that portico, I managed to get on the top of ,the 
colonnade, and by leaning at full length over the architraVe, 
had a sufficiently close inspection of the work to be convinced, 
that this sculpture, though meant to be viewed at a distance: of 
forty feet at least from below, is as accurately and minutely exe-
cuted, as if it had been originally designed to be placed near the 
eye of the spectatort. Some equestrian figures are remarkably 
entire, and 'retain to.this•clay the animation and freshness with 
which they issued from the hands of the artist. 

Within the cell of. the Temple all is desolation and ruin ; the -
shafts of columns, fragmentS of the entablatures, and of the 

* Ictinus and Callicrates were the scholars of Phidias, who were more par• 
ticularly the architects of the Parthenon. 

t The learned author, however, of the dissertation prefixed to the great 
work lately published by the Dilletante, seems to think, and perhaps correctly, . 
that the distant effect was alone intended and studied. 
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beams of the roof, are scattered about on every side, but espe-
cially on the north of the area, where there are vast piles of mar-
ble. I measured one piece, seventeen-  feet in length, and of pro-
portionate breadth and thickness. The floor, also of marble, 
has been broken up towards the eastern front, and in the south-
east angle of the area, is the wretched mosck, as well as some 
stone-work of the Greek church, into which the Parthenon was 
formerlY.  converted. A dent in the floor is pointed out as being 
occasioned by the shell which blew up a powder-magazine, and 
destroyed the roof of the Temple, when bombarded by Morosini. 

Besides the vast magnitude of the marbles composing the Par-
thenon, which, perhaps, is more easily remarked in the fallen 
ruins than in the parts of the building yet standing, there is an-
other just cause for admiration, in the exquisite care and skill 
with which every portion of the architecture appears-to have been 
wrought. The work on the Ovolos and Cavettos is as highly 
finished in the fragments of the enormous cornices, formerly 
placed at so considerable a height from the ground, as the minute 
parts in the lower portion of the building. The same uninter-
rupted perfection is observable in the flutings of the shafts, in all 
the mouldings of the capitals, and particularly in the tambours 
of the fallen columns, whose surfaces are smoothed to such a de-
gree of exactness and nicety, as to render the junctures of the 
blocks almost undiscoverable. 

The part of the area the most clear from ruins, is towards the 
north-west angle, and the western entrance, where the grooves 
in the floor, formed by opening and shutting the folding-doors of 
the Temple, are 'still very discernable. Faint marks of the painted 
saints, with which the Christians disfigured the interior of their 
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Pagan edifice, are just visible on the walls of the south side of 
the cell. 

Of the Opisthodomos, the Athenian treasury, at the back, or 
eastern portico of the Parthenon, there are now . no traces to be 
seen; but Lord Elgin's agents discovered some columnar inscrip-
tions, before alluded to by Chandler, of great antiquityl% 

Descending from the ruins of the Parthenon to the north, you 
pass through a lane or two of white-washed cottages in ruins, 
before you come to the remains of the Erectheum, and the ad-
joining chapel of Pandrosos. In that portion of the Erectheum 
which was dedicated to Minerva Polias, the columns of the-front 
porch are standing, but without any part of their entablature, 
and unsupported by the walls of the cell, the whole of the south 
side of which was destroyed during the short war between Eng-
land and Turkey, and now lies in heaps at the back of the columns, 
and in the area of the Temple. The corner one of these columns, 
the best specimen of the Ionic in the world, with its .base and 
capital, has been removed by Lord Elgin to England. The re-
mainder will soon fall. 

The marble•of this ruin is of a virgin whiteness, and the work-
manship, as the structure is ,very diminutive in comparison with 
the specimens of the Parthenon, is a still more exquisite example 
than that Temple, of the polish and edge which were given to all 
the parts of Grecian architecture. The line of no pencil can 
excel the delicate accuracy of contour in the *swell of the ,torus 

* The whole length of the Parthenon was two hundred and eighteen feet, and 
its breadth ninety-eight feet and a half, reckoning the fligtt of three steps upon 
which the structure was raised. The columns were forty-two feet high. The 
Opisthodomos was separated from the anterior nave of the Temple by a wall. 1, 
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and the ornaments of Me base; and the hand, in passing repeat- 
edly over the marble, seeks 	vain for the slightest inequality, or 
even roughness, on the. surface. 

The proportions of this joint Temple are but small; when nearly 
entire, in 1736, the whole building was but sixty-three feet in 
length, thirty-six in breadth, and not twenty feet high, but the 
Erectheum is, in its kind, as complete a proof of the genius and 
skill of the Greeks as the Temple•af Minerva. 

From the columns of the Temple of Minerva Polias you come 
to that portion of the building which was dedicated to Neptune 
and Erectheus, and where the wall of the cell is still standing, 
and, by the help of modern masonry, now serves as a powder-
magazine for the supply of the citadel. Here the pillars support, 
in part, their frize and cornice, as highly finished as the bases of 
the columnS, but much of the shafts of the columns is hidden by 
the modern wall that fills up the intercolumniations. Within the 
building, in a part composing the vestibule of the Temple of 
Neptune, is some fine architecture, consisting of an Ionic door, 
which was designed by Lord Elgin's artists, but is now not to be 
seen. 

On passing round the portico, you have on your left the marble 
wall of the cell entire; and at the end of this, there is a piece of 
plastered wall, now filling up the open-work of the small-Chapel 
of Pandrosos, between the images that yet remain of the famous 
Caryatides which supported the entablature of the building. 
There is one of these images before you come to the corner of the 
chapel, and the ,angular one remains, but the place of the next, 
which Lord Elgin has transported to England, is now filled up 
with' mortar, so that there are now only three of the four statues 
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originally supporting this front looking towards the Parthenon. 
One of the Caryatides had been carried away, or destroyed on 
the spot, before the year 1736. On-  the plaster wall, on the west 
side of the chapel, these Words have been very deeply cut: 

QUOD NON FECERUNT GOTI 
HOC FECERUNT SCOTT . 

The mortar wall, yet fresh when we saw it, supplying the place 
of the statue now in the noble Arnbassador museum, serves as U. 
comment on this text. 

10  This eulogy of the Goths alludes to the unfounded story of a Greek his-, 
torian, who relates that Alaric, either terrified by two phantoms, one of Mi-
nerva herself, the other of Achilles, terrible as when he strode towards the walls 
of Troy to -his friends, or struck with a reverential respect,, had spared the 
treasures, ornaments, and people, of the venerable city. 

This may be as good a place as any other, to say a word on the proceedings 
of the person whose conduct is contrasted' with that of the barbarian. 

We heard, I fancy, every thing that -could be alleged by either party on 
both sides of the question, and being on the spot when the most furious strug-
gles were made by both-the French and English to gain their point, may be 
better judges of the facts than those who have since examined the matter at a 
distance from the scene,of act►on. 

My Lord Elgin's agents are not accused on account of any of their excavar  
tions, or carrying off the numerous articles they discovered by those proceed-
ings : their rifling of ancient tombs, and pulling down modern houses to get 
at buried remains, was on all hands allowed to be a fair and laudable proceed-
ing, as was also the modelling of the reliefs and other scnlpthres. The part of 
conduct objected to, was the not being content with the casts, which was all 
the French wanted or obtained when in power, without the possession of thg 
originals, and by that means hastening the decay, and, defacing the ancient 
monuments, so as for ever to diminish considerably the gratification .,of future 
travellers and artists. 

The injuries seem to be these :—The taking aU the, metopes, the statue over, 
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The Erectheum was sacred in the eyes of the ancient Athenians, 
and may still be regarded with veneration by the modern travel-
ler, as being the spot where Minerva contended with Neptune; 
and the triple building must appear, even to us, in some degree 

the Theatre of Bacchus, and the statues of the western pediment of the Par-
thenon; and the carrying away one of the Caryatides, and the finest of the co-
lumns of the Erectheum. No other come, I believe, within the limits of cen-
sure—no other marbles were detached. 

It may be enquired, what excuse can be offered for such a spoliation ? It is 
answered, the French De Choiseul Gouffier detached part of the frize of the 
Parthenon many years past. Some of the persons employed in collecting 
for his museum, and assisting his projects, still remain at Athens, and have the 
same views, which nothing but inability have prevented them from accomplish-
ing; they had even a plan for carrying off the whole of the Temple of The-
seus!!! They only complain because they envy our success, and would them-

. selves have been masters of the same treasures. To this the others reply, 
." With the exception of De Gouffier, no one of us ever injured the temples—we 
have often bad it in our power—we went to great expence in modelling and de-
signing, which would have been unnecessary, had we resolved to take the ori-
ginals—you, yourselves, when you first settled here, professed no more ; we 
looked on 'without opposing you ; we were your friends—you have not only 
robbed, but treacherously robbed !" 

The answer is, " We are no robbers, we bought, .and dearly bought, every 
article. Admitting your facts, we only took that which would have been de-
stroyed by the Turks, and which was in a state of dilapidation—it was better 
the sculptures of the Parthenon should be preserved in a museum in England, 
than ground to powder on their own bases—we took nothing from the Theseum, 
because it was exposed to no such eminent peril." 

The last retort of the French is, " The case was the same with respect to 
both ; but having been prevented from ruining the latter, you take merit to 
yourselves for a moderation which .was not voluntary. When you talk of buy-
ing the right to deface the finest remains of all antiquity, yon seem to put out 
of the question all the proprieties which might in such a case be expected to 
regulate the conduct of the artist, the scholar, and the gentleman." 
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sanctified by the superstition, which believed that each portion of 
the Temple retained some undotibted evidence of that memorable 
event. The heaven-descended . statue of the protectress of the 
city was religiously preserved in her own fane ; the mark of the 
trident, and the salt fountain bursting from the cleft whence the 
horse issued from the earth, and where the murmur of the sea was 
often to be heard, were long 'pointed out near the 'altar of Nep- 

This is, as well as I recollect, the sum of every thing adduced on either 
side, and reduces at once the question to the two points—Would the French 
have removed, or endeavoured to remove, the ornamental sculptures alluded 
to ? or, if they would not, were those precious remains likely to have been 
speedily destroyed by their barbarian masters 1—It is certain)  that if the 
Turks remain for many more years in possession of Athens, every valuable anti-. 
quity will be entirely destroyed. ,But the French contemplate the chance of 
Greece being soon attached to the 'dominions of Napoleon :—in that case, not 
even our nationality would prefer a possession of some of their broken parts 
to their integrity in the hands of an enlightened enemy. It is not the vanity of 
being the owners of such a treasure, but the wish to advance the fine arts in 
Civilized Europe, Vial should influence the conduct of any collectors; but 
without enquiring into motives, it is pretty evident, that an infinitely greater,  
number of rising architects and sculptors must derive benefit from these studies, 
if they can be pursued in a museum at London or Paris, than if they were to 
be sought in the Turkish territories; and surely, we can hardly complain, if 
they are to be found in our capital. Present travellers may feel a little.morti-
fication, and those who are utterly incapable of appreciating the merit of the 
remains in question, wherever they may be fixed, will join in the fashionable 
-clamour of the day. I have said nothing of the possibility of the ruins of 
Athens being, in the event of a revolution in favour of the Greeks, restored 
and put intaa condition capable of resisting the ravages of decay; for an event 
of that nature cannot, it strikes me, have ever entered into the head of any one 
who has seen Athens, and the modern Athenians. Yet I cannot forbear men-
tioning a singular speech of a learned Greek of Ioannina, who said to. me,., 
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tune; and the chapel of Pandrosos preserved within its sacred 
inclosure, as late as the time of Pausanias, the trunk of the olive 
which had given victory to the goddess, and a name to the city of 
Athens. 

Below the Erectheurn there is a battery, where there are two 
cannons, which are used by the Turks to announce the Bairam, 
or any extraordinary intelligence from the Porte. This battery 
immediately overlooks the town, presenting a better view of it 
than any other quarter of the Acropolis, and I have seen several 
Turkish ladies, on a fine day, walking on this side of the rampal ts, 
and leaning over the battlements, to enjoy the amusing murmur 
that rises from the city below. 

The part of the citadel where the modern fortifications are most 
entire, is to the east, a few paces below the posterior front of the 
Parthenon, where they were refitted about fifty years ago. Look-
ing out through one of the embrasures, you there find yourself 

" You English are carrying off the works of the Greeks, our forefathers—pre-
serve them well—we Greeks will come and re-demand them." 

A curious notion prevailing amongst the common Athenians, with respect 
to the ancient statues, •is, that they are real bodies, mutilated and enchanted 
into their present state of petrifaction by magicians, who will have power over 
them as long as the Turks are masters of Greece, when they will be trans-
formed into their former bodies. The spirit within them is called an Arabim, 
and is not unfrequently heard to moan and bewail its condition. Some Greeks, 
in our time, conveying a chest from Athens to Pirmus, containing part of the 
Elgin marbles, threw it down, and could not for some time be prevailed upon 
to touch it, again affirming, they heard the Arabim crying out, and groaning 
fol. his fellow-spirits detained in bondage in the Acropolis. It is to be added, 
that the Athenians consider the condition of these enchanted marbles will be bet-
tered by a removal from the country of the tyrant Turks. 
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.at the verge of a very considerable precipice, with the Albanian 
quarter of the town in the depth below, at a distance which much 
diminishes every object. 

The craggy cliffs on this side of the citadel affbrd .the most im-
posing view of the Acropolis, and are in appearance so inaccessi-
ble as to strike any spectator at once with the improbability of 
the notion entertained by Stuart, and now adopted by Mr. Fait-
vel, of the eastern front having, been the principal entrance, of the 
Parthenon: for, as that façade is almost immediately over the 
rocks, the Temple, if its door was to the east, must have had the 
look of being unapproachable. The first conjecture of Spon, 
who saw the contest of the' rival deities in the remains of the 
figures on the eastern pediment, has not, I think, been shaken by 
any late discoveries:'. If it should be stated, that the well-
known description in Ovid evidently points at this pediment of the 
Parthenon, and that 	the principal front was -on the same 
side, it may be answered, that, in describing the contest of Mi-
nerva with Arachne, it was more to the poet's purpose to allude to 
the former victory of the goddess than her birth, which was the 
subject of the sculpture on the anterior front t. 

The crevices of the rocks on this side of the citadel contain 
the nests of innumerable flocks of daws and crows, which hover 

* See the argument stated in Critical Observations on Anacharsis, by M. 
Barbie du Boccage, in note to plate xix, representing the two pediments of the 
Parthenon, such as they were in 1674. 

+ The Scholar who has drawn up an account of Lord Elgin' Pursuits in 
Greece, has decided the "scopulum Mavortis" of Ovid (Metam. lib. vi. fab. 2), 
not to mean the Areopagus, but the eastern cliffs of the Acropolis. 

z z 
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round the hill, but are thought never to soar above the Par-
thenon*. 

You can continue to go round the ramparts to the south of the 
Parthenon, overlooking the Theatre of Bacchus+, without being 
interrupted, except by the ruins of four or five Turkish cottages, 
and blocks of fallen masses, until you come nearly parallel to 
the western front of the•Temple, where the way is completely 

* This was an ancient supeistition. Dr. Chandler, by no means a credulous 
personage, says, that he never saw a crow mount above the summit of - the 
Temple; 'but the margin opposite to this remark of our traveller, in a copy 
lent to me at Athens, contained these words;  " J'ai vue des milles sur le Par-
thenon." I affirmed the same to a resident at Athens, a gentleman fond of au-
thorities, who said,. " The daws you may have seen; not the crows." 

It should have been remarked, that in Stuart's Ruins of Athens, the Odeum 
is called the Theatre of Bacchus, as it had before been by Wheler, who sup-
posed the semicircular area under the cave of Panagia Spiliotissa to have been 
part of a Gymnasium constructed by Thrasyllus, and looked upon the remains 
9f Pnyx as the Odeum; but Dr. Chandler's opinion has been here followed, 
notwithstanding the later authority of the plans of Anacharsis, which adhere 
to Stuart's disposition of the antiquities in question. The only difficulty which 
Chandler appears not to have surmounted, is the vicinity of the Odeum to En-
neacrounos, placed by himself in the dell near the Ilissus, and, therefore, ne-
cessarily near the'south-east angle of the Acropolis, not the southwest angle. 
The words of Pausanias are express: 7rArcriou ae (ri; 	'c xp4v4 xaxoZ;cri 
xxi dUTINIV E'vvEcxpouvold. However; the • grotto containing the tripod engraved 
with the story of Apollo and Diana slaying Niobe's children, mentioned by the 
same author as being above the seats of the spectators, corresponds exactly 
with the chapel of Panagia Spiliotissa, and as I could not observe any cave 
(although Wheler did) above the other theatre, seems to me almost to settle the 
controversy. The 28th cap. lib. iv. of Meursius'Attic. Lectiones, collects all 
the ancient mentions of the Odeum—built by Pericles, burnt by Sylla, and -re-
stored by King Ariobarzanes. Atticus Herodes has by some been thought to 
have constructed a third theatre. 
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choked up by large masses of ruins, and a few mean houses, the 
beginning of a quarter of the citadel in which the Disdar is 
lodged, and some of the soldiers with their families belonging to 
the garrison. These soldiers, called Castriani by the Athenians, 
are only one hundred and twenty-five in number, and of these the 
greater part, when not on duty, live in the town below. The only, 
service of the Castriani is, to holloa out several times during the 
night, to inform the citizens .below of their vigilance, and to fire 
the cannon and display the fire-works usual on their festivals, 
from the battery under the Erectheum. 

The citadel, which even in modern times was considered a for-
- midable fortification, and is called, by one writer (Nich Gerbhe149; 

G4  arx munitissima," would note. be unable to make any resistance. 
There are only twenty-seven cannons mounted throughout the 
whole fortress, and of these only seven are fit for service. Three 
of them are of a great length; they were presented by the late 
Sultan Selim, and are placed on the battery over the Propylaea, 
The Disdar is an officer of no consideration, his pay being only 
one hundred and thirty piasters per annum, (his soldiers have only 
ten), and he is subject to the orders of the Waiwode of the city. 

It is not difficult, in viewing the walls of the citadel, to trace 
the Greek foundation, and the Turkish and Venetian super-
structure of the ramparts. On one or two of the parts, where 
there was no necessity for modern fortification, the old Athenian 
walls are all that are to be seen, and continue the sole defence of 
the rock. This is the case on the angle to the north-west, near 
the site of the Temple of Victory. In this part Antiquarians have 

,* In a book called "Pro Declarations Picturx sive Descriptionis Sophiani 
libri septem," which I have never seen. 

Z z 2 
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seen, or fancied themselves to have seen, the successive architec-
ture of three different periods, the Cecropian, the Pelasgic, and 
that of the age of Pericles. 

From every quarter of the Acropolis there are the most agree-
able prospects : that from the top of the Propylaea, which looks 
towards the Piraeus, is the most extensive, but so soft and blended, 
in the nearest fore-ground and the farthest distance, as to seem 
an. unbroken perspective, from the corn-fields, vineyards, and 
olive-grounds of Athens, over the long line of coast, and the 
smooth expanse of the Saronic Gulf, to the high lands of Salamis 
and lEgina, and the faint outlines of the Peloponesian hills. 

The flat space on the rock of the Acropolis is not more than 
eight hundred feet in length, and about half as many in breadth  
a small extent for the site of the primitive city of the Athenians+, 
but an area of great size, when considered as the base only of 
temples and marble palaces, containing not a single structure 
.which might not be justly denominated a masterpiece of Art. 

• It should be understood, that in the few occasional hints at the proportions 
and sizes of some of the Athenian antiquities, I have not quoted from any notes 
of my own, but from former details, which, may be found to differ with the 
measurements of those travellers, whose works I was, at the time of writing 
these Letters, unable so consult. 

+ On account of its having been the primitive city, the Acropolis continued, 
even in the time of Thucydides, to. be called 110us, the city. IcaxeiTai.... 
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The Vicinity of Athens—Climate in Winter—The Gardens—The 
Olive-Groves—Method of Watering them—The Site of the 
Academy—Route to the Pirceus—The Munychian Promon-
tory—Country immediately to the South of Athens. 

THE neighbourhood of Athens abounds in pleasant 
rides; and the roads, which are numerous, are generally broad 
and well beaten. Notwithstanding we were in the country, dur-
ing the depth of winter, the weather was never so inclement as 
to prevent an excursion on horseback, and scarcely a day elapsed 
without our riding to some distance from the city. For this pur-
pose we were furnished with horses belonging to the Post, one of 
the few institutions which are well regulated in Turkey; and before 
our final departure, there were, I fancy, very few spots in Attica  
with. which we were not perfectly acquainte% from repeated visits 
during more than two months residence in the city. 

Having alluded to the climate, let me observe, that to the 
northern constitution of an Englishman the Athenian winters are 
not, commonly, so rigorous, as, from ancient accounts, you might 
be led to expect. After having found it agreeable to bathe, a 
little before Christmas, at Thebes, where a poet of the country 
describes the cold to be so excessive as to freeze up the spirits of 
all nature, both. -animate and inanimate, and to inflict upon man_ 
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himself the miseries of a premature decay-  , it will not be sup-
posed that the inclemency of_Attica was to us such as to be 
severely felt. 

The winter in this country generally sets in about 'the begin-
ning of January, and in the middle of that month the snows 
begin to fall. They were a little earlier in 1810, and, being ac-
companied with a strong north-east wind, made the cold rather 
unpleasant for two or three days, and drove large flights of wild 
turkies and woodcocks into the plain close to the city. After the 
snows are down, which seldom are seen for more than a few days, 
except on the summits of the mountains, where they remain about 
a month, there are three weeks of fine weather, frosty and cold 
in the mornings and evenings, but with a clear blue sky, and the 
sun shining hotly in the middle of the day. The natives then 
wear their warmest pellices, and burn large fires of wood, brought 
into the city by the peasants who dwell on the sides of Mount 
Parnes. Rain falls, but scarcely ever with any violence, in the 
middle of February ; end, at the end of that month and the be-
ginning of March, if there is no frost, the north-west wind blows 
furiously; I found it to be so high on the 23d, and the two fol-
lowing days -of February, as to be unable to walk without great 
difficulty; but I cannot say that I experienced that debility, and 
those effects on the nervous system, which are said to attend this 
much-dreaded tempest, the Sciron of the ancient Athenians t. 

* Hesiod. Eno. scat H. 
+ Pliny (Nat. Hist, lib. ii. cap. 46), talks of the Sciron, as a wind peculiar 

to Attica—cc Ut Atheniensibus Sciron; paulurn ab Argeste deflexus, reliquw 
Grwcim ignotus." 

Baron de Riedesel, in his Voyage au Levant, p. 291, gives Atttica the 
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The spring commences about the end of the same month, and , 

at that period, and sometimes earlier in the year, the sky is over-
cast with hot heavy clouds, which settle on Parnes and Brilessus,. 
the mountains to the north of Athens, and are the'certain signs of 
an approaching thunder-storm, and occasionally of earthquakes.. 
This was the case on the 13th of February. These signs were 
known and consulted by the ancient inhabitants of this region, 
who, by repeated observation of the summits of their hills, one of 
which, Hymettus; is close to. Athens, became such adepts in 
meteorology, -as to regulate their conduct by their prognostica-
tions. A transparent vapour on the tops of Hymettus is accom-
panied by a strong sirocco, or south-east wind, as I have myself 
observed, and at that time the sky becomes less clear than usual, 
notwithstanding there are no black clouds, and the weather, 
.although the sun is not to be seen, is oppressively warm. Such 
part of the marble ruins as are exposed to this wind, are found 
to have suffered a more rapid decay than the remainder of the 
edifices ; but nothing can be a better proof of the general dry. 
ness of the Attic air, than the wonderful state of preservation in. 
which the most delicate, as well as the most ancient, portions of 
the remains are at this day found, after haring been exposed to 
all varieties of weather for more than two thousand years. 

The corn in the plain of 'Athens, which is cut in May, is very 
high at the beginning of March ; and then also the vines begin, 
to sprout, the olive-groves to bud, and the almond-trees, of 
which there is a great number in the neighbouring gardens, are 

mate of Petersburgh, and avers, that the snows remain on the mountains eight 
months out of the twelve. The Baron was at Athens a week in August; and 
no one would think,_ from perusing his book, that he had been there at all. 
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SO covered with their white and purple blossom, as to impart their 
varied hues to the face of the whole country. The spring vege-
tables may also be procured at that early season, particularly 
lettuces, of which a large bundle can be bought for a para. 

The region immediately to the north and north-west of the city, 
a plain of an irregularly oval shape, is interspersed with small vil-
lages, hidden in shady groves ; and the modern Athenians, who are 
equally fond with their ancestors of the luxury of a summer retreat, 
and who are induced, both by custom and temperament, to prefer 
vegetables and fruits to less cooling diet, reckon nearly a thousand 
gardens in the circuit of their small territory. To many of these 
there are attached kiosks, or country-houses, ill-constructed in-
deed, being the lower part of them of mud, and the upper of 
badly jointed planks, but still capable of affording an agreeable 
shelter during the intolerable heats of summer. Some of these 
gardens are near villages, under the hills at some distance from 
the city, such as Kevrishia, the ancient Cephisia, at the foot of 
Mount Pentelicus, and Callandri, in the same quarter ; but the 
large tract of them is in the long line of olive-groves which form 
the western boundary of the plain of Athens. The district wa-
tered by the Cephissus, in the neighbourhood of the site of the 
Academy, and the Colonus Hippius, about twenty minutes walk 
from the gate leading to Thebes, is to the south called Sepolia, 
and to the north Patisia, and is divided into those extensive 
grounds which ' are particularly allotted for supplying the city 
with fruit and vegetables, and are for the most part not cultivated 
by - their owners, but let out to the pea'sants of the villages? A 
large garden of an acre and a half, was pointed out to me as 
being let annually for two hundred and fifty piasters. 

The olive-groves of Athens are also on this side of the. city, 
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but they extend far beyond Sepolia and Patisia, both to the north 
and south, and run in a curved line of seven or eight miles in. 
length, and of an unequal breadth, from one to three miles, com-
mencing not far from the northern extremity of the range of low 
hills called Anchesmus, and ending a mile and a half; perhaps, 
from the Munychian promontory. They must have increased, 
even in extent, since the time of Chandler, if the description of 
that traveller is, as usual, correct ; and they told us- at Athens, 
that the number of trees planted of late years had been very icon-
siderable, and having been set too thickly, had much injured the 
old wood. 

Besides this large olive wood in the plain of Athens, there are 
other groves in the neighbourhood of several of the villages ; and 
in addition to thirty-six olive-presses in the capital, there are 
eight others in various parts of Attica, of which you will hear in 
another place'. 

The Cephissus, a sort of ditch-stream, almost dry in summer, 
and in winter only a torrent, flowing from Cephissia, under Mount 
Pentelicus, passes through the extent of olive-groves and gardens, 
each of which it serves, by turns, to water. The watering of the 
olive-groves commences the 24th of September, and ends the 6th of 
April, and is effected by raising a low mound round eight or nine 
trees, and then introducing the stream through dykes, so as to keep 
the roots and part of the trunks under water for the necessary length 
of time. Each owner waters his grove for thirty or forty hours, and 
pays a para a tree to the Waiwode, or to him who' has farmed the 
revenue from that officer. During this period, the peasants con- 

* There are two at Koukouvaones; one at Menithi; one at Casha ; two at 
Yerika ; two at Keratea; villages whose sites will be mentioned hereafter. 

3A 
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struct huts with boughs, and are mutually watchful, both day 
and night, neither to lose their own portion, nor allow to others 
an unfair abundance of the valuable streams. I have several 
times seen their fires amongst the trees ; and,. as they watch in , 
parties, and mix, as usual, much mirth with their employment, 
have heard the sound of their voices, and the tinkling music of 
their guitars, on, returning. to Athens from an evening's ride. 

The precious water of the Cephissus is the property of the 
Waiwode only during the season of watering the olive wood; for 
the remaining months the owners of the gardens, in a proportion 
settled by -long usage, divert 'the stream into their grounds for 
one, two, or three hours, in a week or fortnight, according to 
the bargain at which they have hired or purchased their land: 
The same jealousy is manifested on this as on the other occasion. 
The instant that the stream is turned into the required channel, 
a public inspector, who is called " Dragatis too nero," and is 
always in attendance, turns his hour-glass, and the gardener also 
measures the time in the same manner, other Greeks frequently 
being present to prevent collusion, and cut off the rivulet imme,  
diately on -the expiration of the stipulated hour. Besides this-
periodical irrigation of the gardens, those who can afford to pro-
cure such an advantage, buy water from 'the owners of several 
reservoirs, which have been constructed amongst the gardens, 
and on the banks of the Cephissus. - 

Throughout the whole range of the olive-groves and gardens,. 
are to be seen small remains, sepulchral stela, shafts of columns, 
and particularly the marble mouths of ancient wells,. which retain 
the deeply-indented marks of the ropes Used in letting down 
and raising the buckets. A very beautiful specimen of one of 
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them is now in a large garden at the side of the river, twenty 
minutes walk beyond the Colonus Hippius. It is a fOot and a 
half high, and, near the 'rim, ornamented with festoons in ele-
gant sculpture, and serves for the mouth of a well, perhaps the 
same for which it was originally constructed. The *bucket lying 
by it is a dried gourd, scooped out, and attached to a rope of 
twisted hay. 

One might fairly expect to meet with something to satisfy the 
curiosity of the antiquarian in every part of this celebrated 're-
gion ; for not only Athens, but Attica, was the handywork of 
the Gods and ancient heroes and no less abounding in the mo-
numents of former splendour than the city itself. Polemo Perie-
getes composed four books, consisting solely of a catalogue of the 
gifts dedicated in the Acropolis ; -and, says Strabo, it would have 
'required as many more to mention those contained in the other 
parts of the city, and in the towns. Yet, by a perverseness of 
fortune, the very supereminence and celebrity of Attica, have 
prevented her towns and positions from being so minutely de-
scribed as those of other parts of Greece, and:the geographer has 

but little of this territory, because afraid of entering into 
too extensive a detail, and of telling what was universally known. 
The work of Pausanias informs us, however, of the chapels and 
statues, and points out the tombs of the illustrious dead, imme-
diately in the vicinity of the capital, and adds to the gratification 
to be enjoyed whilst roaming over the pleasant walks on every 
side contiguous to modern Athens. 

In passing from the town towards the site of the Academy and ' 

* Hegesias in Strab. p. 396. 
3 A 2 
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the Colonus Hipplus (which is now a small rocky eminence, just 
out of the olive-groves, about north-north-east from the Acropolis, 
with a Greek chapel on it), you would be pleased with the thought, 
that you are treading on the graves once filled with the ashes of 
Thrysabulus,'Pericles, Chabrias, and Phormio 	whose inscribed 
monuments, as well as those of all the great men (except the heroes 
of Marathon) who fell in battle, were carefully preserved, and 
pointed out to the enquiring traveller, many ages subsequent to 
the period that witnessed their glorious exploits. They were seen 
-by Pausanias, in the second century, in the way from the gate 
Dipylon to the Academy, and in the gardens, and about the Co-
lonus Hippius : not far from the Academy was also shoWn at that 
time the tomb of Plato T. Several temples were erected in and 
about the celebrated Gymnasium just mentioned ; but no mate-
rial remains have been discovered in that quarter, although. small 
fragments of marble have been ploughed up in the corn-fields 
now occupying its site. 

The gardens of Epicurus, which were on the way to the Aca-
demy, not far from the gate Dipylon, have not left behind them 
a single trace of their marble schools, or even of their groves. 
The space they covered is now an open plain of corn, rather on 
the descent towards the olive woods. 

The road leading from Athens to the Piraeus, is from the gate 
to the north of the Temple of Theseus. A few paces from this 
gate, a path going to Eleusis, branches Off to the right from 
the main road ; and, shortly after, another path, also to the 

* To Colonus Hippius CEdipus fled. On it was a temple of Neptune; it 
was ten stadia from the city. Meurs. de Populis Attica. 1(0,4n/or. 

t Paus.. Attic. p. 50.. 	 Paus. Attic. p. 58. 
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right, striking through the olive-groves to Salamis. • The road, 
whose direction is about west-south-west, then continues for half 
an hour over a corn-plain, skirting the olive-groves to the right, 
which it then enters, and continues to traverse a little more than 
half an hour, having on the left hand vineyards and gardens, with 
here and there a mud cottage. Issuing from the olive-groves, it 
passes, on a stone causeway, over a bare plain, in many places 
marshy..  

In this part, the long walls may be traced on the right very dis-
tinctly, many large fragments of them being apparent above the 
ground. The exact breadth of these walls, which was sufficient to 
allow two carts to pass each other on the top of them, cannot, I 
should think, be found. from the remains; but the enormous size 
of the single stoneq would justify a belief in the supposed dimen-
sions _of the whole work. They are joined together, like the 
marbles of the columns, not with any cement, but with clamps 
of iron and lead, which, with their own weight, might have been 
sufficient 'to unite walls even of ' so great a height as forty 
cubits 

Advancing farther towards the sea, the ground 'is more stony, 
and the plain in parts uncultivated, and the road ascending a low 
rocky hill, brings you at once upon the Piraeus, which is called 
by the Greeks, Draco, but by the Franks, Porto Leone, an hour 
and a quarter's walk, as I found it, from Athens. 

Nothing in the present,appearance.of the Pirwus, would enable 

* It was originally intended to make the walls, eighty cubits in height. The-
length of the wall to Phalerum was thirty-five stadia ; of the exterior wall of 
the city, forty-three stadia ; of the long wall to the Piraeus, forty ; and of 
wall including Piraeus and the Munyptuan promontory, sixty., 
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you to suspect that it was once a flourishing port, the emporium 
of a great state, itself a city, and abounding with temples, por-
ticos, and other magnificent structures. 

The triple port is not very apparent, the recess on the right hand, 
the ancient Zea, being like a marsh, and that on the left, Cantha-
rus, towards Munychia, of but little depth. • The deepest water is 
at the mouth of the third interior port, the" Aphrodisus of the old 
Piraeus. One does not know what to think of the size of the ships 
composing the fleets which were anchored in this basin ; and yet 
so late as the time of Constantine, two hundred ships of war 
were collected in the Piraeus. The Athenian fleet consisted at 
one time of three hundred* ships of three banks of oars. We 
saw an ilydriote merchant vessel, of about two hundred ,tons, 
anchored in the port, for the purpose of carrying off the Elgin 
marbles, and she seemed too big for the station. Yet Wheler 
judged it capable of containing forty or fifty of the great ships 
of his time, which is sufficient only to convince me, that the 
size of vessels has been very much enlarged during the last 
century and a half. An English sloop of war was warned that 
she.would run aground if she •endeavoured to get in, and was 
therefore obliged to anchor in the straits between Salamis and 
the port once called Phoront. The direction of the harbour 

* Meursius Attic. Lect. cap. I, corrects those places in ancient authors 
which mention four hundred. 

t Pori Phoron is about fifty minutes walk from Draco, at thelother side of 
the projecting land which forms the western quarter of the port of Pirzus. The 
country between is rugged and bare. In a grove of olive trees, on an eminence 
not far from Draco, on the left of the path going to Phoron, are some remains 
of an ancient wall. 
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is from north-west to south-east, and the whole length of it, from 
the outer mouth to the innermost recess, is not a mile and a 
quarter. 

There is an inner and an outer harbour : the entrance to the 
inner is made more narrow by stone-work projecting from both 
sides of the mouth. At the bottom of. the harbour is a wooden 
quay; on which there is a poor custom-house, and a Tagazine for 
stores ; on the left, under the rocky grounds of Munychia, is,a 
monastery- dedicated to St. Speridion, together -with a wooden 
building, formerly used as a warehouse for the goods of the Frank 
merchants. Some excavations made at Pirmus, especially to the 
west of the harbour, on some high' rocky ground, have been at-
tended with success,, and produced some antiquities in good pre-
servation. 

On the 18th. of January, my fellow-traveller and myself made 
the complete circuit of the peninsula of Munychia. We passed 
round by the monastery. A little beyond this place, winding 
by the shore on a- stony path; we- were shown, on the left hand 
above, the seats of a small amphitheatre cut in the rock : conti-
nuing till we came to the eastern mouth of the Virwus, we saw, 
several very large stones, like part of a pier, built to contract the 
inner mouth. of the harbour ; for there was a similar pier on the 
other side, near the water's edge. 

The site of the tomb of Thernistocles .is supposed somewhere 
in this quarter, and the modern Athenian guides point it out to 
you, but it is not very observable. It is a sepulchral excavation 
in the rock, without any covering, at the point of a craggy tongue 
of land, on the right hand as you sail into the Piraeus, probably 
the Cape Alcimus, whither the bones of that great statesman and 
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general were conveyed from Asia. The tomb was formerly like 
an altar 4'. 

We went round the peninsula as near the shore as possible.—
Munychia is high and rocky, capable of cultivation only in a 
few spots. Besides the port, the peninsula is indented with . 
four small bays : above the second, which is opposite to the 
island IEgina, are several barrows ; the fourth is in a precipi-» 
tous part of the rock. Stones and .rubbish, all that is left of the 
habitations with which the whole promontory was once covered, 
lie about in heaps on many parts of the surface. The remains of 
the fortification may be-  traced nearly all round, as far as the 
port of Munychia ; but the eastern side of the third bay shows 
the most entire portion of the old wall. The old harbour of Mu-
nychia is of a circular form : there are several remains of wall run-
ning into the water, and a piece of pier is to be seen at each side 
of the mouth of it ; so that the entrance, as well as the whole 
port, is smaller than that of Piraeus. If the harbour once con-
tained four hundred ships, each vessel must have been a wherryt. 
The direction of the port is from south to north. The Munychian 
walls cannot be traced farther than the eastern side of the harbour; 
to make the circuit of them at a quick foot's pace, took us just 
an hour ; and in going round the arc of the whole promontory, 
including Phalerum, we were twenty minutes more. The land 
between Phalerum and Munychia is high and rocky. On a cliff 
between the two ports, we saw a singular excavation in a frag- 

* Kpiaris 	ii/p4Eyfatr, XMI TO irEpi ciUTfly PayAofites, ,rcipos 78 Chihio-roxxiss. 
—Plut. in Themist. vit. fine. 

-t• Sylla burnt down the famous arsenal of Philo, in Munychia, .accup.qop.ivor 
Ityav, says Plutarch, in his Life of that Roman. 
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ment of rock standing upright, looking like a porch, and having 
a pilaster on each side, and cornice above, very .rudely cut, or 
perhaps defaced. It was seen by Chandler, who compares it to 
a. sentry-box. • 

Phalerum is of an elliptical form, smaller than Munychia ; and 
the remains of the piers on each side the narrow mouth are, to be 
seen. The line of its length is from east to west, that of its 
breadth from north to south. One solitary skiff was moored in 
.it under the bill, instead of the fifty ships of Menestheus, appointed 
for their voyage to the shores of Troy. On the north-east side 
of the port the land is high and rocky, until you come to the fine 
sweep of the bay of Phalerum, perhaps two miles in length, sand 
terminated on the north-east bya.low promontory, once the pro-
montory Colias*-, where was a temple of Venus, on the site of 
which there is now a small church of St.: Nicholas, and a spot 
called Tres-Pyrgze, from some towers not now to be Seen ; sup-
posed by Wheler to be part of the remains of Anaphlystus. 

At a part of this bay the sea is nearest to Athens,-being exactly 
south-south-west from the city, but apparently farther than twenty 
stadia, the formerly supposed distance. The shore of the bay. of 
Phalerum is shelving, and, in the calmest day, the tumbling of the 
waves upon the pebbles produces a loud murmur; a circumstance, 
as my fellow-traveller observed to me, that might have made this 
beach the resort of Demosthenes, when he wished to accustom 
himself to the clamour of a public assembly. 

.In the bay, not far from the port of Thalerum, a small rivulet 
oozes through the sand, which is the only outlet from a fresh- 

* The clay from this neighbourhood was preferred to any other for the use of 
the potteries. 

3 B 
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water lake and marsh, two miles and a half in length, which is 
near the shore, and into which, in former times, both the Ce-
phissus and Ilissus used to empty their scanty streams.. What 
.part of the first river is not absOrbed in the olive-groves, now 
crosses the road to the Pirmus into this lake. The lake is now a 
favourite resort of water-fowl, and, in hard seasons, supplies the 
city with wild geese, ducks, and other Aquatic birds. Just beyond, 
in the way to the city, begins a long line of vineyards and cotton-
grounds, together with a garden or two, which join the olive-
groves to the west, and to the east have an open plain, divided, 
where the soil will bear culture; into wheat-fields. The separa-
tion of the gardens and other grounds is made by mud banks; 
the wheat-fields have deep ditches between them. At the point 
where the gardens, vineyards, and olive-groves join, to the right 
of the shortest road from Piraeus, and in what would have been 
the road from Munychia, there are large cisterns, a mile and a 
half, perhaps, from the city. A country-house or two is near the 
spot, belonging, I believe, to those who watch the cisterns, and 
furnish the water to the gardens and vineyards. 

The.weeping-willow seen in 1765, or another similar tree, still 
continues to hang over the principal cistern and the marble fount. 
The ground to the east of the cisterns, in the way to Athens, is 
quite open, and ploughed up every where, till you come to the 
back of the hill Lycabettus and the Museum, when it is, in 
parts, too- rocky to be' tilled. There are .two roads from the 
cisterns, one leading to the right, by the course of the Ilissus, to 
the south of the Acropolis, the other to the great road from the 
Piraeus. 

In this quarter of the country you may vary your rides in every 
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direction. From the Mira: us, but especially from Munychia, and 
from the vineyards near the lake, the approach to the city is very 
beautiful; and as the remaining columns of the Parthenon appear 
in a line, and so disposed as not to show the ruined portion of the 
temple, and as you catch a view of the entire Theseum, you may 
fancy yourself approaching to ancient Athens. 

To the south-west and south-south-west, between Athens and 
the sea, the country is open, and bare, of a very uninviting appear-
ance, only partially cultivated, and having a rocky soil, quite 
covered in many spots with a low sweet-smelling shrub, like wild-
thyme, that seems peculiar to Attica, and perfumes the air, pro- ' 
ducing a flower of which the bees are very fond, and which gives the 
flavour, perhaps, so peculiar to Attic honey. .At a ruined farm-
house, a mile and a half from Athens, in the middle of the down, 
are many bee-stands, which are profitable to the owner, who re-
sides in the city, and seldom visits the hives, except in the swarm-
ing and gathering season. A marble lion, somewhat mutilated, 
hut of good workmanship, is lying near the bee-stands neglected. 

To the south and east of this farm, in the open plain, and 
nearer the shore, are several lonely houses, very high, of stone, 
for security's sake, and here are remains of two square'towers, 
now-not inhabited, but once built to guard against_ the incur-
sions of the pirates, Mainotes, and others, who have often 
landed, and carried off plunder to their boats, and are even now 
a little dreaded. Two villages are near these, towers, surrounded 

	

with high walls, inhabited by Albanians. 	. 
The gardens and vineyards belonging to these villages, one of 

which is called Dragonisi, are at a little distance nearer the shore, 
and all enclosed with high mud walls. There are some low bar- 

3 B 2 
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rows to the east, near these gardens, -where Anchimolius and the 
Lacedemonians, who were slain on their invasion of Attica in the 
time of Hippias and Hipparchus, are supposed to have been 
buried. These barrows point out the site of Alopecx, a town . 
eleven or twelve stadia from the walls of Athens, and the native 
town of Socrates. In this part of the plain there are several 
mouths of ancient wells, all filled up with earth within a foot or two 
of the top. There is no direct road to these villages, but a path 
leads to them, to the right of the road that goes to the south. 
towards the Simian promontory. 

From beyond the promontory of Tres-Pyrgm, or Colias, the 
shore is rocky and abrupt, but not high. The stone is a sort of 
sand-stone, very soft, and worn into singular shapes by the 
washing of the waves : in one place there is a large hole broken-
away through a little projecting cliff. The plain immediately 
near the shore is quite bare, and intersected with frequent ravins, 
and a broad water-course, as wide as that of the Ilissus. 

To inform you respecting that part of the territory of Attica 
beyond the olive-groves and gardens of Athens, I shall, in my next, 
take from my journal an extract of some expeditions we made in 
that quarter to Eleusis and Salamis. 

* Kai A'rttihoXt4 ;le& rococci 1";;i ATT1X11; A'2071-fX7/0-; 04e2C;3 ra ni030.7118 ri 
iY KoPoo-c‘py“.-,-11crod. Tcrp. cap. 63. 
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Route from Athens to Eleusis—.Daphne-vouni—Xasha-vouni—
The Monastery of Daphne—The Rhiti—The Thriasian Plain 
—Eleusis —Ruins —The Cambridge Ceres—Route from Athens 
to Salamis—The Throne of Xerxes—View from Carydallus—
Salamis or Colauri—Ampelaki—colouri—Greek Islanders: 

ON the 13th of January we mounted our horses. 
rather earlier than usual, and set out on that one of the roads 
from Athens, which has the site of the Academy and the Co' lo-
nus Hippius a little to the right,, and is, on the whole, in a west-
north-westerly direction. We rode for , nearly twenty minutes 
before we entered the olive-groves, passing through which for 
half an hour, we came to the Cephissus : over this river, or 
ditch-stream, we crossed on a small, ill-constructed bridge ; and, 
after riding through some indre olive-groves, and near the ruins 
of a Greek church, in which a carved marble, or two, is to be 
seen, and also an ancient well, we got into a wide open plain, -
partly a sheep pasture and partly green with corn : at a distance 
on our right was the road by which we bad come from Thebes, 
by Casha, to Athens. On our left, the plain,  stretched towards 
the sea-coast to the west of Pirxus, which, however, was not 
visible, owing to the inequality of, the ground ; before is were 
low. hills, running from north-north-east to south-south-west, the .  
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sides of which were only partially cultivated, and of a very sterile 
appearance. A lonely house, with a few ruined churches, might 
be seen here and there, but no village. We' soon • crossed the 
plain, which seemed a continuation of the sloping hills in front of 
us, and, ascending by a gentle acclivity, entered through a gap, 
which is visible from Athens, and which divides the hills on the 
left, (south), once named Corydallus, from the range on the right 
which juts out from the great mountain Parnes, and was called 
lEgaleon. Corydallus has now the name of Daphne-vouni, or 
the Laurel Mountain, from the shrubs of oleander (called by the 
modern Greeks inxpocerapn, or bitter laurel) with which it abounds, 
and Egaleon is Casha-vouni, from the large village of that name, 
which gives its denomination also to the south-west range of the 
great mountain Parnes, whose northern summits are called Ozea. 

The travellers who have supposed Daphne-vouni to be Ega. 
leon, appear to have been induced to that belief by the conjecture, 
that it was through this gap, that the Lacedemonian army, under 
Archidamus, marched into that part of Attica called Cecropia, 
leaving, says the historian, Mount JEgaleon on their right hand". 
But there is another gap in the hills, two or three miles farther. 
up to the north, near the village of Casha, which leads directly 
from the Eleusinian territory into Attica, and which answers, it 
seems to me, more clearly to the defile alluded to by Thucydides. 
Issuing from the mountains, A rchidamus passed through Cecro-
pia, a slope at the foot of the hills, two miles, I should think, in trans-
verse breadth, and encamped at Acharnw I., the largest town next 
to the capital, only sixty stadia from Athens, and, indeed, in view 

* VI/ 	rXorrts 7a AiyaAcwv '40;.—Thucyd. Hist. lib. ii. cap. 19. 
X4ioy ihira-rov 141; 
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of the city; a circumstance which must be a sufficient answer to _ 
such as suppose Casha. only a corruption of Acharm, for that 
village is four hours, and not visible from the Acropelis*.. 
Daphne-vouni stretches to the shore opposite Salamis, and there 
is no separation in the mountain, which will allow of the northern 
range having been called /Egaleon and the southern part of it 
Corydallus. 	 • 

Soon after we had advanced into the hills, (where, however, the 
path is level enough, and was probably rendered so by art, in 
order to facilitate the procession of Iacchus on this part of the.  
Sacred Way), we turned more southwards; and continued in the 
defile, with bare mountains on our right, and woody hills on our 
left, until, in about two hours and a half from Athens, we arrived 
at a large monastery, romantically situated in a long recess, at 
the foot of a high rugged hill, whose pines almost hang 'over the 
building. This monastery is called Daphne, and though much 
venerated, and supposed the most ancient in the country, has 
nothing to detain you. The exterior of the building has more-
the appearance of a place of defence than of a religious retreat, 
as the court-yard is surrounded with a wall at least twenty feet 
high, the angles of which are furnished with towers. Yet this pre-. 
caution has .not been sufficient to preserve the monastery from the 
visitations of the Turks, who frequently Make it their baiting-, 
place, as may be seen from the, disfiguration of a Mosaic piCture 
of our Saviour on the cupola of the church ; the eyes of the 
figute are perforated with bullets. Only -one monk ever resides.  

* Wheler says, ten- or a dozen miles, and we were from four o'clock to half..  
past eight on the road from the village to the city.---De Pauw, vol. i. cap, 5, 
to support his opinion with respect to Casha being a corruption of Acharnm, 
contracts the distance to near seven. 
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in the place, who, as the peasant that had the care of the church 
told us, was gone to pass the winter in town, (EIS' TO ?op)), meaning 
Athens. 

The monastery being placed directly on the sacred way from 
Athens to Eleusis, has been conjectured to stand nearly on the 
site of a temple of Apollo ; and two Ionic columns, which were 
wedged into One of the waifs, have been said to belong to a 
temple of Venus, whose site is pointed out by a piece of wall of 
rude masonry a little further on the road. 

.From Daphne, Lord Elgin conveyed a shaft, two capitals, and 
,base, and nothing antique is now to be seen at the monastery, 

except a stone tomb. 
Leaving Daphne, we began to travel on an easy descent, and had 

at once a vista opened upon us, presenting a view of the sea, closed 
by two forked hills, those called Kerata, or the Horns, immediately 
behind Eleusis, and the high mountains of the Isthmus ins the back 
ground. • 

We continued in a westerly direction through a narrow valley: 
on the right-hand, nearly opposite the piece of ancient wall above-
mentioned, we saw marks of tools upon the rock, which had some 
grooves and ledges cut on a fiat surface, evidently smoothed by 
art. The grooves appear the same as those in the cave of Pan, 
and were therefore most probably constructed for the votive 
tablets of such as journeyed to the Temple of Ceres. The posi-
tion of the hill. answers to that of the painted rock of Pausanias. 

In half an hour, beyond Pcecilo, as it was once denominated, 
we found ourselves at the extremity of the valley, and at the water-
side. Here we saw the shaft of one of the Ionic columns, of very 
white marble, and the flutings highly finished, lying entire, in a 
wooden trough, ready for exportation, on the beach. 
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Our pcbman said it belonged to the English, but Whether to 
Lord Elgin or not, I did not learn. We turned directly to the . 
right, the north, and came full upon a large circular basin, looking 
like a lake, the entrance 'from' the sea not being easily discerned, 
as the island of Salamis, lying west and east, closed up the month. 
of the bay. At the other extremity of the bay, to the west, we ' 
saw the village of Eleusis. We crossed a short passage of stony 
road, cut out of the foot of the rocks, close to the water's edge, 
and called, like similar paths, Kake Scala, and then came; upon a 
sandy beach, having on our right a small salt-water lake, dammed 
up by a low wall, and communicating with the sea by two chan-
nels, whose streams turn two over-shot mills at a little distance 
from each other. 	 • 

Leaving the mills,• we crossed two. or three rivulets of brackish'  
water, oozing through the sand, .which Wheler and Chandler 
have,called the Rhiti, or Salt Streams, the ancient limits between" 
the Athenians and Eleusinians, consecrated to Ceres arid Proser-
pine, and supposed by Pausanias to find a subterranean passage. 
through Bceotia and Attica, as far as from the Euripus' of Chal-.  
cis 	Beyond these streams we did not encounter any river 
similar to that which Wheler t, coinciding with Pausanias, calls the_ . 
Eleusinian Cephissus, but turning to the left, again westward, 

* Pausan. Corinth. p. 129. Attic. 70: 
t A Journey, &c. quart. p. 426. Seneca talks of the rapid waters of this 

river in his Hippolytus, Act I. Scene 1. 

Qum saxoso sola Parnethi 
Subjecta jacent, et gum Thriasis 
Vallibus amnis rapida currens 
Verberat unda. 

3c 
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rode over an extensive plain, quite flat, and so marshy in many 
places, that a stone causeway has been raised upon it for the 
security of travellers. This plain, near the shore a green pas-
ture, but cultivated towards the foot of the woody hills to the 
north side of it, is six or seven miles in length from east to west, 
and three or four in breadth. It is evidently the Thriasian plain, 
and the part of it which we traversed, answers to that tract in it 
called in very early times, the kingdom of Crocon. We con-
tinued upon it for an hour, and saw on the left of our path some 
pieces of wall belonging to a church, which in 1765 was standing, 
and preserved the marbles of an ancient monument, together with 
an inscription. Thria, or Thrio, a town of the tribe of 'Denis, 
which gave the naive to the plain, was probably higher up on the 
side of _Perms, and nearer the Ithiti. 

On turning to. the left (just an hour and a, half from Daphne), 
to direct our steps round, the sweep of the shore to, Eleusis, we 
observed a, path leading off to the western extremity of the plain, 
and ascending the mountains by which it is on that end in-
closed. This is one or the roads travelled by those who come 
to, Athens from the towns and villages on the sides of Mount 
Elatias (Citheron), and is sometimes preferred by those who wish, 
to reach that city from Thebes, to. that which passes by Casha 
over Parnes. I had afterwards an opportunity of tracing the 
higher part of this route, and found it to correspond exactly with 
that by which the Lacedemonians. entered into Attica in the in. 

• Bacratix Kponvos. See the description of the Sacred Way, leading from 
the Thriasian gate, afterwards called Dipylon, by Mount Poecile, across the 
Rhiti, and the Thriasian plain to Eleusis, in Pausanias, "lav 	EAtursto 

it A3.06no," p. 67 et seq. usq. ad . 71, fol. edit. 
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ettrsion before mentioned. A path branches off froth the iiiaiii 
road, by the Sacred Way, to' Athens, a little nearer to Eleusis 
than the Salt Streams, and leads to Caliva, a village; and, to 
Casha, through the opening in the hills which, according to my 
hypothesis, divides iEgaleon from Parries. 

In several places across the plain to :the north-west, as far as 
the' bottom of the hills, before we turned southwards tOwardS 
Eleusis, we saw fragmentS of an ancient aqueduct; and in half an 
hour we came to the village itself, which is put -down hi the maps, 
Lefsina, but which I ,never heard called any thing else at AthenS 
than Elefsis, the modern pronunciation of the ancient name. 

Eleusis is a miserable village of thirty mud cottages With flat 
roofs, inhabited by Albanians; besides which,. there Is One high 
square house, or tower, the occasional residence of a Turk, whO 
superintends the peasand, and owns some part of the neighbour-
ing plain. It is comprehended in the territory of the Waiwode 
of Athens, which, on this side, extendS one hour, or three miles; 
beyond the village 'to the west. 

Eleusis is finely situated, at about half a mile from the sea, oil 
the declivity Of a long hill, which stretches from the extremity of 
the mountains still called Kerata, running from north-east to 
south-west, and making the, separation between Attica and the 
Megaris. There are sufficient remains to make it probable that 
great part of this hill was originally built upon, though at present 
there is' nothing to be seen on it but the fragments of an old 
tower, and a piece of wall. 

Looking to the east from the modern village, you have before' 
you the 'bay, 'closed in front by Corydallus, and to the right 
by Salamis, with two islands before it, the Pliarmacusw, one 

5c 2 
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much larger than the other, and now called Megala, and Micro., 
Kira. To the south-west there is a tongue of land, the western 
end of the bay, and beyond this, the mountains of the Morea 
are seen rising in the distance. 

To the north-west, in an angle between Kerata and the hill of 
Eleusis, is a small valley, according to Wheler 'and following 
travellers, the Rharian plain, where Triptolemus first taught .the 
art of ploughing and sowing. Every part of the Thriasian plain, 
over which we passed, inclosed by Parnes and IEgaleon to the 
north, north-east, and east, is distinctly seen from the hill, and. 
forms the most extensive portion of the land prospect. 

The remains of the ancient Eleusis are now very insignificant: 
some small stones, and pieces of rubbish standing upright, appear 
scattered about under the village, on the slope of the hill, and 
near the sea, and on one side of an inlet on the beach are frag-. 
ments of a pier. The site of the great Temple of Ceres includes. 
most of the modern village, but many decays must have inter, 
vened since the time of Chandler, who seems, from his account„ 
to have been able 'to measure the area and proportions of that 
magnificent building on the spot. The breadth of the cefl, says 
he, is aboutone hundred and fifty feet, the length, including the 
Pronaos and portico, two hundred and sixteen feet, the diameter 
of the columns, 'which are fluted, six inches from the bottom of 
'the shafts, six feet and more than six inches". The peribolus, 
or inclosure, which surrounded it on the north-east aid' on the 
south side, measured three hundred and eighty-seven feet in length 
from north- to south, and three hundred and twenty-eight in 

Chandler's Travels, p. 190. 
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breadth from east to west. I did • not see that the walls of the 
temple or of the inclosure can be now traced,. The body of 'the 
remains, belonging, it has been thought, to the Temples of Diana, 
Propylma, and .Neptune, and to the gateway of the great inclo-

. sure, is now all on one small space in the middle of the village, 
and there are three or four entire portions of marble colUmns, 
just appearing above ground, fluted,* and apparently of the.diinen-
sions alluded to, besides the mouth and part of the rim of a large 
marble vase, buried in the ground, and a fragment, also of marble,' 
with the has-relief of a.Triton. Close by,.we were shown the spot 

. on: which, the Cambridge, Ceres had so long lain half-buried in the 
earth.., In the wall of a church;  at another part of the village, is 
an Ionic capital.. There are besides -two. inscribed_ marbles, one 
of which seems to: have been a pedestal l`, and stands •by itself, and 
the other is wedged into the walls -of a house. The inscriptions . 
copied by'Wheler, I was not shown. Some pieces of ancient wall 
are to be seen under the, square house belonging to the Turk. 
The largest portion of wall yet standing is. on the rock above, 
where is the old. tower, and- on which was the citadel of Eleusis,, 
formirig a protection on the north-west side to the temple; bdt, 
the remains of the . temple " in antis," seen by Chandler on this 
spot, either have disappeared, or entirely, escaped my obser-
vation. It is well known that the Carnbridge.Ceres, mutilated 
as it is,- was supposed both by Greeks and Turks, from' a 
tradition, to be a sort of talisman, on which depended the fer-, 
tility of the lands of Eleusis ; hut the Thriasian plain.has lost 
nothing of its former abundance since the removal of. this precious  

See Appendix, for the inscription on the pedestal, 
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relic by our accomplished and amiable countryman, and the inN 
habitants of Eleusis, who pointed out to me the trench whence 
it had been dug, evinced no signs of regret for their loss. At 
Eleusis, coins are very frequently found by the peasants, and ono 
of them showed me the foot of a stocking quite full of them, out. 
of which I selected about five and twenty. 

A very few years will accomplish the complete destruction of 
the scanty remains that are to be seen at this once celebrated spot, 
and the former existence of the temples may, in some future age, 
be as problematical as the object of the mysteries, of Eleusis. 

The other route which I purposed to make you acquainted with 
in this Letter, is that from Athens to Salamis, now called Colouri. 

The road takes you nearly in a westerly direction, leaving that 
leading to the Piraeus, and another to the. gardens, on the left. 
You enter the olive-groves in twenty minutes, and traverse trans-
versely for more than an hour, going through a part of them 
where they are very thickly set, and have the waters of the Ce-
phissus flowing through them in many trenches. After the olive-
groves, the road is a, little on the ascent over a plain, (pen and 
barren, except in some few cultivated spots. The mouths Of an-
cient wells, and fragments of stone-work, are -visible near the path, 
just as it reaches the top of the slope, and leaves a small eminence 
to the. right hand, about half an hour from the olive-groves. 
From this point the road continues on the descent, in an open 
country of corn-fields and vineyards : a lone cottage, surrounded 
with trees, is on the left; in half an hour you arrive at the 
foot of a bleak rocky hill, and the shore of a bay, formed by the 
back of the promontory which is•the western side of the Pirxus 
and a tongue of land jutting.out. from the rocks on the right, on 
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whose front there is part of an old tower. This is the port Pho,  
ron.  

You cross the base of this neck of land, and then pass,. not 
far from the shore, at the foot of a ridge of bare rocks that runs 
parallel with the coast. . 

These rocks have now no name: they are part of the promon,  
tory stretching from Mount Corydallus; and in a niche about 
half way up,, late antiquarians have supposed themselves to have 
discovered the spot where Xerxes sat in his. silver-footed chair t& 
behold the- battle of Salamis. The niche is about opposite to the -‘ 
long rocky islet in the mouth .of the strait, once called Psyttalia,. 
and now Lipsocattalia, where the four hundred Persians were cut 
to pieces by the Greeks during, the action., 

During one of our several rides to this part of Attica, a dis-
tance of seven or eight miles, I took an. opportunity Of,  ascending, 
'these stony hills,. and traversing, the heights' above the strait in 
every direction. From the first summit, the side nearest Athens,. 
where the throne of Xerxes has by some conjectures been placed; . 
the battle could, only be partially seen ; but from the middle of, 
the second, eminence, in, which is the niche alluded to,. every part. 
of both fleets, as well: aa the minute circumstances of the actior4. 
might have been distinctly beheld._ Those who have placed the 
throne a mile farther down• to the-north-west, on an eminence. of 
Mount Corydallus, cannot have a correct notion of the positions,, 
as from that point, the whole of that part of the line where the. 
Athenians and.Phomicians were engaged,. must have been hidden 
behind the projecting rocks of the promontory; and the.ship 
Artemisia endeavouring to escape frpm the mouth of the strait,. 
and sinking the opposing galley, the action which called forth. the, 
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famous exclamation of Xerxes, could not, from that point, have 
been beheld at all by the Persian King. 

From the summit of the highest rock of Corydallus I had a 
view of Athens to the east; the Piraeus was to the south-east, on 
my left; before me, to the south, was IEgina; Salamis, with its 
Iays and diminutive towns, lay, as in a map, at my feet; the 
town of Megara -was visible to the west-south-west, farther up on 
the right, in the Saronic gulf; whilst Eleusis, with its spacious basin. 
and spreading plain, appeared under the mountains to the north-
west: an extensive prospect, yet a space how circumscribed, to 
contain the ruins of so many cities, once the capitals of flourish-
ing states. The friend of Cicero, sailing up the gulf to Megarat, 
with justice contemplated this melancholy scene, as one that 
must diminish the magnitude of private distresses, and check the 
indulgence of individual sorrows, by presenting, in one view, the 
abject and calamitous condition of whole cities, and many nations. 

* Some accounts place the throne on Kerata, above Eleusis (which, it 
seems, made Wheler suppose it to have been on either Megala or MicraKgra), 
and others on the mountain which they name lEgialus, meaning that hill (also 
called )Egilus) where was the Demos 	and which, under the name 
./Egaleon, I fancy to have been incorrectly confounded with Corydallus. Yet 
it is true, that the whole range from the modern village of Casha to the straits 
of Salamis, seems to have been indiscriminately called by both names; and, 
that one author, Pliny, enumerating the Attic mountains, has mentioned ./Egia-
lus, and omitted Corydallus. Plin. lib. iv. cap. 7, Muntes (Attica) Briles-
sus, A:gialus, Icarius, Ilymettus, Lycabettus. 

t " Ex Asia rediens, cum ab JEgina Megaram versus navigarem, capi, 
regiones circum circa prospicere, post me erat 2Fgitta, ante Megara, dextra 
Piraus, sinistra Corinthus; qua oppida quodam tempore florentissima fuerunt, 
nunc prostrata et diruta ante oculos jacent, &c."—Cic. Epist. ad Famil. 
jib. iv. 
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But if such reflections were suggested to Sulpicius, more than 
eighteen centuries ago, with ►hat feelings must the modern tra-
veller behold the same prospect, when all these famous towns are, 
indeed, nothing but the lifeless carcasses of once animated bodies, 
prostrate, crumbled in the dust, without a sign of their ancient 
vigour and beauty. 

The road to the passage over the strait of Salamis, continues 
at the foot of the rocks at a short distance from the shore, for 
about a mile, when it comes to a projecting piece of land, where 
are remains of an ancient cistern ; and, above that, two or three 
large stones, that have been supposed part of an Heracleum, or 
Temple of Hercules. A path continues to wind round the rocks 
beyond this point, until it joins the road to Eleusis by Daphne, 
after having doubled a second headland. This was anciently Am-
phiale, attached to a town of that name, famous for the stone 
quarries in its neighbourhood. The passage from the main-land 
to Salamis was here only two stadia, and Xerxes intended to have 
thrown a mole across it. A modern pier, of a rude construction, 
serves for landing and embarking the horses passing to and fro 
over the ferry. The ferry-boat here used is very large, with sails, 
and well made; we put our horses into it very easily. The direct 
passage is not much more than a quarter of a mile, yet when the 
wind sets down the strait to the west, it is not easy to cross ; and 
I was nearly an hour on returning from the island; as the ferry-
boat was only managed by two men. 

Passing over, you have a view of the western side of the 
long tongue of land projecting from the island to the north-east, 
and formerly called the Dog's Tail (Cynosura), and by the Ita-
lians, Punto Barbaro, on which, at this day, are some stones, thought 
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to be part of the substructure of a trophy raised by the Greeks 
after the victory ; but as you approach nearer to the island, the 
view of the point is shut out by another projecting piece of land, 
forming one side of a bay, at the bottom of which is a pier, 
where the ferry-boat unloads. On the right, entering this bay, 
is a green islet, on which a few cows and 'small horses are fed, 
but where there is not a single habitation, though there are two 

, churches. 
On my excursion to Colouri, after landing at the pier, and, with 

some difficulty, getting the horses out of the boat, I ascended a rising 
ground, and passing over a gentle ascent, came, in half an hour, 
to a village of about eighty houses, inhabited by Albanians, and 
called Ampelaki. The houSes here were more neat and regularly 
built than those of the villages on the main-land, white, and with 
flat roofs. The neighbourhood of Ampelaki has not a single tree; 
the soil is dry and rocky, and chiefly laid out in the cultivation of 
the vine. A stony hill overlooks the village to the south; and the 
rays of the summer's sun, reflected on the flat unsheltered cot-
tages, renders the residence very unhealthy in summer; and, in-
deed, on the 31st of January, the heat appeared to me quite 
oppressive. 	 • 

Strabo mentions, that the harvest in Salamis had ended before 
that on the main-land begun. 

The site of the more ancient city of Salamis is near the shore 
of the bay enclosed to the east by Cynosura, an hour to the 
south-east from Ampelaki. The walls, four miles in circumference, 
might be traced fifty years ago ; but, my guide assured me, were 
at present not to be seen. Some inscribed marbles have been re-
moved thence to the village, where they are still to be seen, parfi- 
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cularly one, still in exceedingly good preservation, over the porch of 
the church-door, which is meloned and was copied by Chandler. 
In a wall near this church, was a fragment of marble, having on 
it, in alto-relievo, a naked leg of the most perfect sculpture, ap-
parently part of a whole figure. Several efforts were made to 
obtain this marble, but the owner of the wall would not be per-
suaded to part with the piece. 

It is necessary for travellers to be somewhat circumspect in 
their ' endeavours to procure any sculpture or inscribed marbles, 
and to conceal, in a measure, their eagerness to be possessed of 
them, as both Greeks and Turks suppose that the Franks would 
have too much sense to offer large sums for blocks of stones, were 
they not very precious in some way or the other, either as amu-
lets, or concealing gold or jewels. It is not long since a Turk, 
digging in his garden near Athens, discovered a statue of Venus 
Accroupie, nearly as large as life, of white marble, and scarcely 
mutilated. A Frank, to whom it was shown, incautiously offered 
fifty zechins for the masterpiece. The Turk refused the sum, 
and broke the statue in pieces, to search for the treasure which 
he supposed it to contain : the parts were put together afterwards 
as well as possible, and a east taken from it, which acv as shown to 
me, was sufficient to prove what a loss the fine arts had sustained, 
by the injury done to a piece of sculpture which would have had 
hut few rivals amongst the relics of antiquity. A peasant of Salamis 
wore on his finger a ring, mounted with a most beautiful cameo, 
and, though himself ready to sell it, was prevented by his wife, 
who regarded it as a talisman, effectual against evil spirits.'  

From this village we rode, about half an hour, over an open 
country of corn-fields and vineyards, to the town of Colouri, froni 
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which the island now takes its name. This is a larger and much 
more wealthy place than Ampelakiohaving about seven hundred 
houses, and there are a few shops in the bazar, together with 
three or four coffee-houses. It is situated a little to the westward 
of the bottom of a gulf that runs seven or eight miles into the 
island, and being at least three miles broad, gives it something the 
shape of a broad horse-shoe. The inhabitants of Colouri are 
partly G reeks, partly Albanians, but have na Turks amongst them, 
except such as may come to traffic; being governed by their own 
Codja-bashees, and paying only a certain tax annually to the Porte, 
under the jurisdiction of the Captain Pasha, or High Admiral, 
the immediate lord of all the islands, and also of some districts en 
the-  main-land. 

The tribute of the Colouriotes is four thousand oches of pitch, 
for the use of the arsenal of Tophana at Constantinople ; and this 
they collect, not only in Salamis, but any where on the main-land, 
often near Smyrna, passing over to Asia in bodies of three and 
four hundred at a time, and encamping in the forests until they 
have furnished themselves with the necessary supply. 

It was easy to see, that the condition of the Greeks of Colouri 
was preferable to that of those on the main-land ; they had more 
the air of freemen, and of those who were permitted to enjoy the 
fruits of their industry ; yet their freedom from immediate re-
straint is not always so agreeable to a traveller as the obedience of 
their continental countrymen. 

Several wherries, employed in fishing for red mullet, which 
abound in the straits, and about the island of Salamis, and which 
finds subsistenCe for some natives of Athens, and much of the 
population of Colouri, .lEgina, and Megara, were lying on the 
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beach under the , town. It was, my wish to proceed in one of 
them which came from..7Egiipa, on a visit to that island ; awl I 
accordingly agreed with the master of the kieque, for a paisage 
to that island in his boat, manned with ten men, and ready to 
depart the same evening. Some money was advanced to the 
Greek, to victual, as he' said, his boat. After waiting some time, 
we walked to the beach, where nothing was prepared, and only 
six of the sailors would consent to go. The bargain was broken ; 
and the boat being too large to be managed by so few men, I 
was disappointed of my voyages. My attendant demanded the 
piasters he had given in advance; but here he was mistaken, for 
the Greek declared, that he and ,his:--men had been dining and 
drinking on the money, and that,, though he was extremely sorry 
that the mien he had engaged had changed their minds, yet he 
could not return what he no longer possessed. The man, on 
being threatened with an appeal, to .his superiors, said, he belonged 
to /Egina ; the Codja-bashee of Colouri declared he had no con-
troul over him ; and accordingly we parted, not a little, on. our 
parts, enraged by the provoking coolness of the,Greek, who, on 
our going away, most politely thanked me, and wished me good, 
_evening (EuxapicrT) (Mc 	 Stboi 'crripcz o-exc) 

It was not so much the cheating, to which, most of the lower 
orders of any people who live by the sea appear to be inclined, 
but the unblushing manner of doing it, that gave me no very 
favourable impression of the Greek islanders. 

The whole length of Salamis, from east to west, has been 
reckoned between nine and ten miles, and the breadth of it, in-
eluding the bay of Colouri, cannot be -much less'. It has only 
one river, formerly the Bocaras; but now called Tokolias. 
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The island seems uncultivated, .exceptin the narrow vallies 
bitten the hills, near COlouri and fi rapetaki, , where wheat and 
barley are .grown. There are some thin pine forests on thesaing 
bits of .the mountains, as. 'well as a variety of kW shrub's-. •A 

- monastery, to the south-west of Colouri, is the most agreeable spot 
in the island,, being shaded with a. few trees, and watered. by a 
plentiful spring. 'Of pure watt. The Monks' are the richest .per- 
sons in 'Salamis.. .Athens is still -considered the mistress.  of the 

• island -; • most of the inhabitants have 'Sotne dealings in' the city;  
and the :ferry-broat is generally employed. during.the- whole 'day 
in transporting backwards and forwards the peasants of Ampe-
taki and Colouri, with the :riches of their vineyards and their fields, 
and the soap-ashes, procUred from :the tentisci  which is plentiful 
in the..islata---The women of Salamis are of a fine shape ,and 
handsorne face, .superior to the Athenians of the same condition. 
They have' the free ingenuous air, without any of the vulgarity 
of the peasant, and 'their whole manneris a.happy mixture of the 
Sprightliness of. the ,Albanian, and the politeness , Of-  the 'Greek 
female. •    
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The Eastern Side of Athens—Hymettus—Ascent to the Monas-
tery of St. Cyriani, on that Mountain—The Sacred Spring 
—Route to Mount Pentelicus—Angele-Kipos—Callandri--
The Monastery on Pentelicus—The Marble Quarries---Return 
by another Route—Remains of the Aqueduct. 

HAVING endeavoured to give you an idea of the 
country westward of Athens, I shall now proceed to the other 
side of the city, and extract whatever may appear necessary from 
the notes made on our many excursions to that quarter. 

To the south-east of ,Athens, the country is intersected by 
Mount Hymettus, which approaches within three miles of the 
city, and is divided into two ranges : the first running from east-
north-east to west-south-west; and the second, forming an, obtuse 
angle with the first, arid having a direction from west-north-west 
to east-south-east. The first range, Hymettus,yroperly so called, 
ends about four miles from the promontory Zoster, now Hdikes; 
but the hills on the other side of a gap,, through which runs the 
,road leading to the Sunian promontory, seeming like a continua-
tion of the same mountain, have been named the lesser Hymettus. 
The great range is now called Telo-Vouril; that on the other side of 
the gap Lambra-Vouni, from.the ruins of a town; one of the ancient 
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Lampras* (the xce.5471-Ep3Ey, or upper), once called Lambra, but now 
known only by the name of Elimbos, and containing thirty cottages. 

Hymettus is neither a high nor a picturesque mountain, being 
a flat ridge of bare rocks. The sides of it, about half way up, 
are covered with brown shrubs and heath, whose flowers scent 
the air with a delicious perfume ; the wild thyme is in great abun-
dance, but there are only two stands of bee-hives on the moun-
tains, and very little of the real honey of Hymettus is to be now 
procured at Athens, where it is still justly prized for its superior 
flavour, and a certain aromatic odour peculiar to the plants of this 
place, a list of which is given by Sir George Wheler : a small 
pot of it was shown to me as a rarity. From the city to the 
highest part of the mountain is a walk of three hours. Half war 
to this point, there is a monastery dedicated to St. Cyriani, which 
we visited on the 16th of January. 

We took the road leading from the gate of Hadrian's arch, 
over the corn-grounds, to the eastward ; left the Corinthian co-
lumns on our right, and continued for a mile, perhaps, approach-
ing towards the bed of the Ilissus. We had on our left hand, a 
little before us, the village of Angele-Kipos and its olive-groves. 
We soon came to where two ravins join, and form a rocky dell, 
where in winter there are generally small pools of water. 

This is what travellers (after the conjectures, well founded as 
they appear to me, of Wheler t) have agreed to call the junction 
of the two rivers the Eridanus and the Ilissus. We left it on our 

There were two Lampras, both of the tribes Erectheis, one-near the sea, 
the other inland ; in one of them was the tomb of Cranaus, the ancient Athe. 
nian King. 

+ Before the time of Wheler, the Cephissus was called the Eridanus. 
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right; and in a few minutes crossed the channel of the Ilissus*, 
which winds from the north-eastern extremity of Hymettus, and 
riding over some dry rocky ground, came to the Eridanus, or rather 
to a' deep ravin wItnoutany water, along whose banks we conti-
nued, on an ascent bare and rugged, until we' came to a lonely 
metochi, or farm-house ; we then crossed the ravin, and got upon.  
the sides of Mount Hymettus, riding on a perpetual slope through 
thin olive-grovei, up to the site of the monastery of St. Cyriani, 
called Cosbashee by the Turks, inclosed in a nook of the moun-
tain, with the ravin of the river running through olive-groves, at 
the bottom of a dell beneath. The monastery of St. Cyriani has 
nothing worthy of notice, except four shafts of marble columns, 
supporting the dome of the church. The ruin from which these 
were saved, was probably that of the Temple of Venus; for the foun-
tain, probably the sacred spring in the neighbourhood of the Temple; 
which the Athenian matrons used to frequent for its medicinal vir-
tues, is still to be seen a little above the monastery. To this we.  
were conducted by one of the monks. There are three artificial 
basins, or stone troughs, receiving a water very clear and cold; they 
are one above the other; that in the middle is inclosed in an arched 
grotto, possibly part of the foundOon of the Temple of Venus— 

* The Ilissus, says Strabo (p. 400), flows from the region above Agri-and 
the Lyceum, and the fountain, which Plato has commemorated in his Phi. 
drus. The site of Agri is determined by that of the fountain Callirha, before 
noticed, It was a suburb without the walls, lower down to the south than 
the Stadium of Hcrodes, beyond the river. With respect to the Lyceum, also 
in the same quarter, nothing now remaining seemed to me to point out its an-
cient place; the large stones now existing on the road to the south, more than 
a mile beyond the Ilissus, supposed by Chandler to have belonged to the walls 
inclosing that Gymnasium; answer, it strikes me, muck better to the Cynosarges, 
which was without the gate Diocharis, and not far from the barrows near the 
Demos of Alopecm. 
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fire feet wide, eight high, and twelve high. There is at the end 
of the cave a niche,, and under this, to the right, almost covered 
with a large slab of stone, is the spring. 

The miraculous virtues of the water have survived the temple, 
and the worship of Venus. Our conductor told us, that once a 
year, on the feast of Panagia, many of the Greek females of 
Athens repair to this grotto, light up the niche with the small 
wax-tapers, as offerings to the Virgin, and then drink and wash 
in the spring, which eases the pains of child-birth, and is an-
nually blessed from above by the descent of two doves, who 
play round the fountain, and re-ascend to heaven. The man 
assured us, to remove all incredulity, that a Despotes, a monk of 
CYriani, had seen them himself; but that he was, indeed, the most 
holy man in the whole country. The vicinity of the sacred spring 
was anciently called Pera, signifying, perhaps, beyond the river. 

When Procris suspected her 'Cephalus of inconstancy, she 
traced his footsteps to the side of a sacred fountain, near_ the 
purple hills of Hyrnettus, and saw the green bank, whose soft 
berhage still remained impressed with the vestige of his lovely 
form. 44  1.111e,  arbutus, the rosemary, the laurel, the dark myrtle, 
44  the leafy box, the frail tamarisk, the slender cytisus, and the 
44 graceful pine, united their varied foliage, which, together with 
44  the blades of long grass,. trembled under the gentle pressure 
ig of the rising breeze." . . . . " When next he left her embraces, 
" to follow the chace on Hymettus, she hastened to the woods, 
iC  and leaving her maidens in the valley below, advanced into the 
44  recesses of the grove towards his favourite retreat* . . . ." 

* Ovid. de Arte Aman. lib. iii. 
46  Est prope purpureos colles florentis Hymetti , 

44  Fons sneer 	 
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The holy spring, the hilly the valley beneath;  seditt to fit upon 
the scene of the fatal adventure; but; on our winter visit td the 
spot, the wild shrubbery was no longer to be seen;  and the purple 
tinge of the mountain's side was changed into a mare sombre hue. 

At a quarter of a mile from the fotntain, on the side of the 
bill to the westward, is a ruined chapel of St. Marc, in which the 
monks of Cyriani are buried. It is on a most devated spot;  
commanding a view of the whole plain of Athens, and having in 
the fore-ground of the picture, the waving line of low hills which- 
lie-  at the foot, and are the roots of the larger mountain. 	. 

There is a way to ascend Ilymettus on horseback, but the 
direct path above Cyriani, is accessible only to foot passengers. 

The position of the mines in this mountain, in whose cavities 
the best honey was formerly found, and of the marble quarries, 
has rather been guessed at than actually discovered: the 'eave 
shown' to Chandler, seems to have belonged to neither. 

Hy-mettus was reckoned amongst the cantons of Attica;  but of 
what tribe is unknown : it had on its summit an image af - Jupi-
ter, instead of which single statue there are now fifty chapels or 
consecrated caves. 

Mount Pentelicus, at this day called Pendele, and sometimes 
Mendele, must be, I should think, one-third higher than Hyrnet-
tus, and its height is the more apparent, as it rises' with a peaked 
summit into the clouds. The range of Pentelicus runs from about 
north-west to south-east, at no great distance from the' eastern 
shore of Attica, overhanging the plain of Marathon, and mixing 
imperceptibly, at its northern extremity, with the hills Of 13riles-
sus, now called, as well,  as part of Mount Parnes, Ozea. The 
highest peak of Pendele is in a direction east-north-east from 
Athens; and from the foot of the mountain to the city, is about 
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two hours and a half, between seven or eight miles. An object 
of curiosity to all travellers are the marble quarries of Pentelicus, 
which supplied not only Athens, but many other parts of Greece, 
with the precious materials of their temples, stadiums, and statues..  

There is a monastery, the most wealthy in Attica, which stands 
on the side of the -mountain, and is generally used as a baiting-
place by those who visit the quarries. 

The road leads through the gateway, covered with the marble of 
Antoninus's aqueduct. It continues over the corn-grounds, having 
the hill of St. George immediately on the left; two white pillars, 
with an inscription, at half a mile distance, are on the left of the 
path, erected by a Turk, who shot his arrow from one point to 
the other. In half an hour it comes to some olive-groves, having 
to the right the junction of the Eridanus and Ilissus, and two 
stone reservoirs, by which Athens is supplied with water. 

In these olive-groves is a monastery dedicated to St. Michael, 
called Agios Asomatos. Two Corinthian capitals are in the walls 
of the church, supplied, perhaps, from the Temple of Venus, in 
the gardens formerly in this quarter. Not far beyond the olive-
groves is a village, called Perivole, or Angele-Kipos, hidden in 
pleasant groves of olive and cypress, and in gardens of orange 
and lemon, and other fruit trees, on the south side of the low 
range of Anchesmus. It is the nearest of the villages to which-
the inhabitants of Athens withdraw during the summer heats. 
There is a stone causeway runs the length of the gardens; and 
two fountains, with marble facings, are in the middle of the vil-
lage, on the right of the path. 

Angele-Kipos, small as it is, has still a history attached to 
* The modern Greeks do not attend to the aspirate, and Agios is , here spelt 

as they pronounce it, without the H. 
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it ; for the inhabitants of Pallene, a town to the north near Pen-
telicus, would not intermarry with the natives of Angele of the. 
tribe Pandionis, on account of their treachery as far back as the 
time of Theseus*. 

After this village the country is quite open and bare, and the 
soil light and stony, but it is ploughed 'and sowed in ,many parts, 
and there is in some spots a vineyard. Low, fragrant, shrubs: 
are in abundance. 

The low and stony range of Anchesmus is on the left of the 
'road: to the right, a wide plain, 'between the north-east end of 
Hymettus and Pentelicus, opens upon you as you advance, and 
is seen stretching down far to the south. A road runs across this 
plain, which is called the plain of Spatba, to the eastern shore ofAt-
tica : it is the same district which modern travellers have mentioned 
with the name of Mescigia. An hour beyond Angele-Kipos, the 
path goes through a larger village, of a hundred houses, surrounded 
with olive-groves, called Callandri, and from this spot emerges again 
into the open plain, continuing for half an hour along the side 
of a water-course, until it comes to the foot of the hills. Here 
large flocks of goats, tended by a caloyer, or monk, are seen 
cropping the scanty herbage on the sides of the mountain. Ascend-' 
ing the mountain, you soon come into pine-woods, and other ever-
greens, and arrive at the monastery itself in three . hours from 
Athens, having travelled in a direction about east-by-north. 

This building is in a niche of the hill, surrounded by an olive-
grove, through which a copious stream falls down a pebbly chan-
nel into the plain below. A green plot before the door of the 
monastery is shaded by a spreading plane-tree..  

* See Wheler, 470; and Chandler, 171 ; but Plutarch, in his Life of The• 
seus, says this of the Demos Agnous, of the tribe Acamantis. 
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The entrance into the square court of the building is, as usual, 
through a small door, plated with iron. Three sides of the court 
are fitted up with small cells, white-washed, and swept very clean; 
that of the Egoumeno:4, or abbot, has sofas and a carpet, for the 

"reception of strangers: A. vi ell, and a tree, from which the iron 
hoop that calls them to prayer; is suspended, is on one side of the 
yard. In the middle of the square stands the church, the inter
rior of which is plastered in every part with gilt, and bespeaks 
the wealth of the fraternity. 

The monastery owns several metochis, or farms, in different 
parts of Attica, in the superintendance of which the numerous 
body of monks are dispersed over the country; so that there are 
seldom more than five or six at a time at Pendele. The original 
tribute of this monastery, paid to the support of the mosck of 
Valide, at Constantinople, was six thousand pounds weight of 
honey, at five dollars a quintal, and has rrot, that I heard, been 
since increased. 

When we visited the place, the monks seemed to live well, and 
set before us a repast of eggs, dried olives, and honey, with a wine 
of an excellent flavour, and a palatable rossoglio; yet" they called 
themselves poor, and seemed afraid lest we should carry away 
with us an opinion of their being in a flourishing condition. Such 
a report might increase the tax which they pay to the Porte for 
protection. 

From the monastery to the marble-quarries is a distance of 
forty minutes, the path,  climbing the mountain to the north, 
through thick woods of evergreens, over very steep and unequal 
ground, but having here and there the appearance of a track for-

.merly much used. It is not possible to go the whole way on 
horseback. 
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You come suddenly on the caverns, the entrance to which is 
. at the bottom of an angle formed by two precipices of marble, 
evidently smoothed by art, and cut into their present form for the 
sake of the materials. These precipices are hung with ivy, which 
overshadows the mouth of the caverns. - On a ledge, half way up, 
of the one on the left hand, with neither a descent or ascent to 
it, is the small stone house which Chandler supposed a station for 
the centinel at the quarries, but which the modern Greeks believe 
to have been the abode of an ascetic, and, as it seems to me, with 
more probability; for the masonry appears of a much later date 
than would correspond with, the conjecture of the traveller. 

Before you enter the caves, the ca.loyer that attends you from 
the monastery;  strikes a fire, and lights up several small wax tapers 
and' strips of pine, for torches; which, however, are not necessary 
until you get to the lower part of the recess. On entering, which 
can be done without stooping, you see at, once two small stone 
sheds, overgrown with ivy, with mouths like that of an oven: 
If these were habitations for the workmen, nothing could be con. 
trived more inconvenient. I should rather think them remains_ 
of the stone-work of forges employed in making and refitting the 
necessary tools. 

On the right of these sheds you ascend, by a. flight of three 
steps, to two ruined chapels, cut out of the rock, on. whose sides 
are the faint traces of painted. Saints. Through an aperture 
which served for a window to one of them, and which is lattiCed 
.by the overhanging ivy, there is a view of the extent of country 
beneath. The choice of cemeteries, tombs, and solitary caves, 
amidst the depth of forests; for the purposes of religious worship, 
which was a subject of reproaCh against the early Christians, and 
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was adopted at first by necessity, was afterwards continued by in-s  
clination, and a veneration for the spots made holy by ancient piety. 
In Turkey, the cause which originally drove the Lucifugaces to 
these recesses, still exists, and the sacred mysteries are, on the day 
of the Saint to which they are dedicated, at this time performed 
in the hollows of rocks, and in many other spots as wild and re-
mote as the quarries of Pentelicus. 

The G reeks in our company, crossed themselves most devoutly 
at entering and quitting the ruined chapels. 

Proceeding lower down, the cavern widens, but is not very 
high; water distills from the roof, which is marble of the most 
beautiful tinge, a faint rose-colour, and fretted with a thousand 
petrifactions. Turning down to the right, the excavation be-
comes more picturesque, worked into many fantastic shapes, and 
adorned with arches and slender pillars, some of them complete, 
others nearly formed, with the drop trembling from the white 
icicle above towards the rising crystal below. On the left of the 
inner recess is a small hole, which you are directed to enter. This 
you do on your knees, with a light, and sliding down for some 
time, through an aperture only large enough to admit your body 
lengthways, you come to ten steps, and descending these, to a cavity 
where you can stand upright, and where many names of travel-
lers are scored and traced in smoke upon the stone. Below this 
spot, two or three steps farther, is a spring of cold water, the 
well formerly in use for working the marble quarries. 

It is probable, that the last time these quarries were resorted 
to by the Athenians; was when Ilerodes built his stadium. 
After that period, the ruins of ancient buildings might have been 
sufficient to supply whatever marble materials were wanted for 
new works, 
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Either the petrifactions have obliterated the marks of the tools, 
in -the interior caverns, or those excavations were only used as a 
shelter to the workmen, the perpendicular precipices without, being 
the surface whence the marble was cut away. 

The means used to transport the enormous blocks of marble 
which were used in the edifices of Athens, from such .a spot as 
the Pentelican quarries, must remain a secret to the moderns. 
It does not seem to me possible, that carriages of any description 
could ever have ascended so far up the hills ; and as the me-
chanical knowledge of the ancients was perhaps not so consider-
able as we generally believe them to have possessed, the labour 
must have been' infinite, to convey entire such masses, _nearly 
two miles down the steep sides of a mountain. 

Two monstrous fragments are still to be seen in the path, a 
little below the quarries: these are cut into a shape somewhat 
circular, the angles being smoothed off, and might lead one to 
suppose that the blocks were thus prepared to facilitate the rolling 
of them down the hill,• or gently pushing them with levers, a Pro-
cess somewhat difficult, but not impOssible, when the descent was 
more regular, and the path more carefully cleared. 

But the difficulty of transporting the - marbles down the moun-
tain,, could not have been greater than that of raising them up 
the hill Of the Acropolis; and, lastly, elevating them to a great 
height, after being carved, without any injury to the finest sculp-
ture, into their positions in the building. One piece of marble 
alone, part of the roof of the Propylaea, is twenty-seven feet long ,  
and seven wide, with a proportionate depth. The- stupendous 
architraves of Hadrian's Temple must have been raised sixty feet 
from the ground ; and yet these are trifling, in comparison with 
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the Egyptian grdtiites, which one cannot believe to have been 
raised -by engineeany more than the vast buildings of massy 
stones seen by the 	on their first arrival among the Pe-
ruvians, a people whO knew not the use of iron, but, after smooth.-
ing their materials against each other, had recourse to the lever 
alone for the 'whole work. 

I fancy that those who are well qualified to speak on the sub-
ject, are novv,a little sceptical as to the exploits of Archimedes, and 
think, that the ancient Greeks were not acquainted with any engines 
to raise stones to a great height, particularly as those described 
by Vitruvius, have been judged of very inadequate powers. " If 
the work was low," says Mr. Perrault, in his famous parallel, 
" they lifted the blocks on their shoulders; if high, they raised 
sloping mounds of earth level with their work, on which they rolled 
them up to the necessary height 4'." They were, perhaps, more 
laborious, but certainly less skilful than the moderns. 

But to leave this speculation, and return towards Athens. In 
order to vary the ride from the monastery of Pentele, you may 
return by a road almost as short as that through Angele-Kipos, • 
and, after leaving the village of Callandri, turn to the right, and 
cross at the extremity of the low range of •Anchesmus, going, for 
about two miles over heath and scantily-sowed land, to a water-
course. Anchesmus is then on your left; before you, and on 
your right hand, you have an open country, skirted with large 
woods of olive-trees, a continuation of the groves on the plain of 
Athens. 

Behind is a village in alive-trees, Muruffe; and higher up, 

Parall. rage 118, 
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under Pentelicus, Cevrishia, one of the most considerable country 
towns in Attica, and which is seen afar off; being distinguished 
by the dome and minaret of mosck. Cevrishia will be noticed 
hereafter; it is three hours from Athens. 

After travelling -about half a mile on the side of the water.; 
course, you see a massy portion of the remains of -the aqueduct 
founded by Hadrian, to convey water from the northern ex-
tremity of Pentelicus, across a gap in the western end of Anches-
mus, to New Athens. Some arches of a considerable height 
cross the bed of the water-course; they are in ruins, but afford a 
very good specimen of the magnificence of the entire structure. 
Half a mile below these arches, you meet with a similar remain, 
but with piers more perfect, also crossing the bed of the water-
course, and in a direction nearly parallel with the former, so as 
to induce an opinion that there were two branches to the northern 
end of the aquedUct. 

Not long after these second remains, the path turns to the 
left, and strikes into olive-groves, where are a few mud houses, 
when it crosses the Cephissus over a bridge, which is itself a small 
aqueduct, and is used, together with some wicker troughs, to 
turn two over-shot mills. 	 - 

On emerging from the groves, you have Athens full_ in view 
before you, and pass, for the remainder of the distance, over a 
plain of corn-grounds into,the city; except that at half a mile from 
the walls, you pass through a hollow, having Anchesmus on your 
left, and on your right a high rocky mound, looking like a frag-
ment loosened from the neighbouring hill. 
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Route from Athens to Cape Colonni—Vary—The Padeum—
Nympholepsy—Ennea Pyrgw—Keratea—The Caverns in 
Mount Parn,—Route to Colonni—Return by the Eastern 
Shore of Attica, to Keratea. 

THE two following letters shall contain an account 
of a visit we paid to Cape Colonni, and the plain of Marathon. 
. On the 19th of January my fellow-traveller and myself left 
Athens, accompanied by our Albanian Vasilly, and a native of 
Athens, called Demetrius Zograffos, a young person, who, having 
lived some years at Trieste, spoke Italian, and wore the Frank 
habit. We had two baggage horses and two led-horses, which, 
together with our own four, were conducted by two sourgees, or 
postmen. 

It was half past eleven when we left the city. We took the 
road directly south, crossing the bed . of the .Ilissus, and, in half 
an hour, arrived at some large cut stones, regularly placed. These 
have been before noticed, as well as the supposition of Chandler, 
that they .are vestiges of Alopece : the barrows are at a little dis,-
.tance in the plain to the right. In another hour, after turning a 
little more to the east, and keeping nearer to Mount Hymettus, 
we came to some more large .stones, like the foundation of a wall, 
and the mouth of an ancient well : other barrows are at the right 
hand„ 
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The enumeration given by Strabo of the 'towns of this part bf 
Attica, near the shore, refers these few' remains' to IExone, the 
town of the tribe Cecropis, the evil disposition of whose inhabi-
tants became proverbial, and added another verb to the language,. 
synonimous with " to slander and to abuse"." Hymettus dimi-
nishes in height at this point, and runs' south-south-east.' 

We now turned east-south-east, over uneven stony ground, 
through a gap in the mountain, which stretches about three 
miles farther into the sea, to form the promontory Zoster 1-, now 
Halikes ; and, for the last hour, 'riding through thicketS . of 
low pines and firs, we arrived at Vary, a metochi, or farm, be-
longing to the monastery of Agios Asomatos. Here are five 
cottages, at, the best of which lives the caloyer, who, has the 
superintendance of the farm. With this monk we made. prepa,  
rations for staying during the night ; but leaving our, luggage, set 
out immediately to visit, the Paneum discovered by Chandler,. 
and. alluded to, it is proabable, by Strabo, as being in the-neigh-
bourhood of Anaphlystus, of the tribe Antiochis, where was the 
Temple of Venus Colias. We. arrived at this celebrated- cave, 
riding northwards over woody knolls, and climbing a hill, near the 
top. of which is the entrance, not very easy to find., .A servant 
of the caloyer's attended us to the spot with fir-torches, and, pre-
parations for striking a light. 

* A',Ecoiura-accs. 

1- After )Exone was the long promontory Zoster. At Zoster.was the altar. -
of Minerva, .Apollo, Diana, and of Latona, who was believed to have brought 
forth her children on that spot, or, as others relate, to have loosened her zone%  
whence the name of the place,—Paus. Attic,. 
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You descend perpendicularly into the first landing-place in the 
cavern, by means of thrge branches of a tree fallen near the spot. 
At the landing-place you see two apertures ; one to the left, a 
little precipitous, and the other before you, down an easy descent, 
where you may walk upright. Here the fire is prepared, and the 
torches kindled.  

Here are some large letters, the first specimens observable of 
the several very ancient inscriptions to be seen in the cave ; they 
are carved on the rock, which is cut down perpendicularly. ' Im-
mediately on the left hand, going downwards, is what looks 
Eke a lion's head, but carved very rudely, and disfigured ; on the 
right is a defaced inscription. Descending lower, you have pe-
trifactions hanging from above, and rising from below; one repre-
senting a small entire pillar, as high as the top of the grotto, 
is particularly striking. Beyond this the cave turns to the left, 
and you come to the lowest part of it, where is a spring 'of 
water collected in a small artificial basin. Turning from the well 
to ascend to the other aperture, and on the left on the side of the 
rock, you see a figure in relief, as large as life, very rudely cut, 
and seeming to represent a man with some instruments in his 
hand, apparently looking one wa% and walking the other. The 
earth has been heaped up nearly as high as the knees of the 

, 
figure, but whe? f" has been cleared away, both the feet have been 
found to be to ed inwards. 
.. I took a ske ch of this singular piece of sculpture, which, from 
the letters emp

\ 
 yed in the inscriptions, has been considered of 

extreme antiquitor, prior certainly to the adoption of the Ionic 
alphabet by the Athenians. At the same time, it would not, I 
conceive, be just to suppose, that this strange figure is a speci. 
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men of the first rude essays made by the Greeks towards 
the art in which they afterwards produced such noble master-
pieces. 

Archidamus, the Pherwan, whom the inscriptions discover to 
have been the maker of the grotto, and who seems to be repre-
sented with the implements of his labour, may, most probably, 
have not been a sculptor by profession. What sort of tool he 
carries in his left hand is not very discernible, but that in his 
right appears more suitable for digging than carving. 

Above the figure, on the left side of it, are two inscriptions 
giving, in two places, one under the other, the name of the 
owner of the cave, and the original of the image. 

Above this spot, towards the entrance, is an oval niche, with 
small steps before it. On the right of this, is a headless' statue in 
a chair, much mutilated, and supposed to represent Isis, the 
Egyptian Ceres ; and at the right of the statue is a mishapen 
block of stone, which Chandler considered an Ithyphallus, but 
which would. not, without a previous hint, strike any one to be 
the resemblance of that impure symbol. Between the niche and 
the Isis is a stone rudely inscribed on both sides, from which the 
traveller before mentioned copied the purport of these words—
".Archidamus the Pherwan and Chollidensian, made this dwelling 
for the Nymphs ;" and " Archidamus the Pheran planted the 
garden for the Nymphs." The oval niche may be supposed to 
have contained a statue of Pans from the inscription IIANO, still 
extant underneath. 

By comparing my own draught with the state of the inscrip-
tions in the time of the above traveller, 'I find that some of the 
characters have been defaced since that period, when they were 
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such as they are represented with the annexed figure, but very 
rudely cut. 

On the Rock above the 
Landing-place. 

APXEAIIMO...,0(13 
HPAIMONT(1) 
OAHrT040PAA 
AIINTM4ON 
ANTPONESHPF 
IIATO 

• AP+EATIMOS 
AP-I-EAAMOS 

Above the left Aperture, 
on the descent to the 
Cave. 

 

AP-FEAAMOS 
0(1)EPA IO 

 
 

Opposite to the first 
Inscription. 

A Pr 0 S 

 
 

On one side of the Stone, beneath the his. 

AAMMHOCDER 
S KAr ONNI v I 

AIZEzITT v EN 

On the other side of the same Stone. 

AP-FEAEMO 
AIOSKAI +0 L 
AESTAINTM 

SOI.K0A0  

Under a Niche. rANOS 

Twice inscribed under two Niches. 

ArOAASZNO EPA© 
See the Appendix. 
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Above the Isis, 'are two names of travellers, cut deeply into 
the stone, and carefully, FAUVEL, FOUCHE ROT ; our Greek 
pointed at them as antique inscriptions. 

To the left of the sedent statue, ' and at no great distance 
above the figure of Archidamus, is the aperture out of the cave,-
which is ascended by steps cut out in the rock, slippery, and 
much worn, and requiring a little climbing to mount.  

Many of the petrifactions of this cavern are in more' natural.,  
shapes than the rude pieces of sculpture described; and the grow-
ing spars and cry'stals were the admiration of the sheprerds, who 
looked upon the stone as endowed with a principle of animation,' 
forming itself into arched grottoes and couches by the side of 
pure fountains, at the command, and for the gratification of the 
Nymphs. The pious rustic conceived himself to have witnessed 
the handy-work, or perhaps the persons, of the deities of the 
woods, in their most favourite recesses ; and a wish to conciliate 
their favour, or avert their wrath, prompted him to improve their 
habitation. A small trench, cut out of the rock, and filled with 
earth, was planted with a few flowers or herbs, and became their 
garden, and the rude figures or emblems of such gods as were 
thought to preside over the country, were selected as fit 'objects 
to ornament or consecrate the holy grotto. 

The votary was believed, and doubtless believed himself to be 
possessed, and an epithet was found out, and attached to his 
name, which at once expressed the excess of his piety, or per-
haps his passion; for the nymphs were known not only to permit, 
but solicit the love of mortals. He became a nympholept; and 
furnished another tale, to be magnified by the credulity of the 
religionist, and adorned by the fancy of the poet. After his 

3G 
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death he was revered, and perhaps, like Trophonius, worshipped; 
and, jiaving been deluded himself, in his turn contributed to the 
folly of others. Thus, when some credit was attached to such a 
disease, many were found willing to .confess themselves so deranged, 
and we learn, that nympholepsy was , epidemic amongst the people 
in the neighbourhood of a certain cave in Cithwron. 

The subterranean worship of the ancients, embraced not only 
that of the Nymphs, of Bacchus, Priapus, Ceres, and Pan, but 
that of Apollo, Mercury, and other deities. Jupiter himself 
had a cave on Mount Ida, in Crete; and one was shown by the 
Phrygians of Themisonium, before which were the figures of 
Hercules, Apollo, and Mercury, who had conducted the inhabi-
tants to this secure retreat during the irruption of the Gauls °. 
But the sylvan deities were the usual tenants of these grottoes: 
for them, as for the fairies of modern superstition, " the bowl 
was duly set;" and one of the inscriptions in the PaneUm near 
Vary, directed those who visited the place to Offer. 

The ancient Athenians followed the precept of Triptolemus, 
directing them to worship the gods only with the productions of 
the earth: and the niches, in the holy caves, the earliest of tem-
ples, were cut to receive the cakes of meal and fruits, the oil and 
wine, of which the humble offerings consisted, and which were 
believed to administer to the wants of the divinities. So con-
vinced were the people of the actual presence of those whom they 
adored, that their grottoes had two entrances, one of which was 
reserved for men, but the other for immortalst. This particularity 

* Pansa. Phocic. p. 671. 
AAA.' AaCZYCGTWY ZjOf Ea-vv.-0A M. N. 
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was observed of the caves in Ithaca, and near Heraclea, and that 
of Archidamus has been described as having a• similar contrivance. 
The left-hand entrance is certainly artificial. 

The Paneum near Vary contains nothing, like Homer's cavern, 
44  wonderful to behold," but is, perhaps, the most ancient vestige 
of the religion of Greece in existence, and will, most probably, 
be pointed out to the enquiring traveller, long after the last eo 
lumns of the Parthenon shall have fallen to the ground. .The 
Grotto of Archidamus will outlast the Temple of Pericles. 

The cave is now the resort . of the shepherds, who, however, 
have done it no further injury, than blacking the roof and sides 
of it, at the first landing-place, with the smoke of their fires. 

Returning from this spot, we had a view of Cape Zoster, or 
Halikes, and of the assemblage of small islands ,called Cambo 
Nisia, before us; to the left, at the farthest distance, was the pro-
jecting. land of Attica, and a promontory which shuts out the 
view of Sunium, called Katapheke. Before this promontory lay 
a rocky island, whose name is now Gaidaronisi, but was anciently 
the Fosse of Patroclus. 

We 'passed the night at Vary ; and as it was very fine, the 
moon shining bright in a clear sky, rambled about for some time 
on a terrace near the house, which has been _paved, and is made 
use of for an aloni, or corn-floor, and which is mentioned by 
Chandler. There is something exceedingly agreeable in the mi-
nute descriptions of that traveller, to those who journey over the 
same spots which he visited. 

Before our departure from Vary, the next morning, I walked 
out towards a bay a little below the village, .over some cultivated 
land, where, amongst several bushes, there are the evident traces 
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of ,an ancient town. In one place were the shafts of three small 
marble columns, standing in an intlosure, apparently the ruin of 
a church. In another was agarge circular basin, or trough, and 
the mouth of a fountain, also in marble. At Vary, lying by the 
side of a small church, is a marble lion, nearly as large as life, 
with the legs of a man bestride him. The head and legs of the 

as well as the body and feet of the rider, are wanting; but 
what remains, particularly the swell of the loins of the animal, is 
of fine workmanship. On each side of the church-door is a 
sepulchral inscription, on a circular piece of ornamented marble. 

HNINITOE 	 PIZTOMAXII 
AIIIII0 	 BOTAAPXOT 

These have been taken from the ruins of the place below. I did 
not see the inscription which recorded a native of Anagyrus", and 
caused the supposition, that the site of the Attic town of that 
name was on the flat below Vary. Below these remains, nearer 
the shore, are some salt-pits. 

At a little past twelve, we set forwards on our journey, and 
rode for an hour, south-south-east, through woods of pine; we 
then entered some hilly grounds, and turned east-south-east, also 
through pine woods. Here we met large droves of oxen belong,  
ing to the metochi of Vary ; they were 	a kind smaller than 
the Scotch cattle, and generally black. 

* Anagyrus was a town of the tribe Erecthels ; it contained a temple of the 
Mother of the Gods: it was the name also of a plant of a most pungent odour; 
and of a hero, whose signal vengeance in punishing some neighbours, who had 
insulted his Gods, or else the nature of the plant, gave rise to the Greek proverb, 
gwXyupov xivEry. 
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We had lost sight of the sea soon after leaving our village. In 
half an hour we crossed near the extremity of a plain, extending 
far up to the northwards. This plain is that of which mention 
has been before made, under the name of the plain of Spatha, 
and which is separated from the district immediately near Athens 
by the range of Hymettus. 

A mile out of our road to the left of the north, we saw several 
square towers in ruins, called Ennea Pyrgm ; but the number of 
these unsightly structures is less than that which gave them their 
denomination. We rode to them, and found nothing worth no-
tice. On a slope of a hill, at some distance;  we saw the large 
village of Tvlarcopoli, containing three hundred houses, more to 
the northward, in the same plain of Spatha. The plain is open 
and well cultivated, having besides, tracts of pasture land, covered 
with flocks and herds : it is bounded by Pentelicus to the north, 
and by some high lands, which form the shore of Attica, to the 
east. 

In Ennea PyrgEe, I do not recognize the "- ruins. of -  a town 
built on a- rock," to which Sir G. Wheler has given the same 
name, and has conjectured to he the site of the lower Lampra. 
This spot is several miles inland, and the coast is not to be seen 
from it, on account of a ridge -of low hills, which terminate it to 
the south, It appears to me to be rather that which he calls a 
desolate church, near the site of Anaphlystus 

We rejoined the baggage horses at a small village, " Kalivia 
. Kouvara ;" our direction was then- south-east, in an open culti- 

* In another place, .Anaphlystus was, by mistake, put for Limne, which 
Wheler supposed on the site of Tres Pyrga, near the promontory Colias; yet 
D'Anville has placed knaphlystus near Colin.. 
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vated plain. In half an hour we came to the head of another 
large tract of flat open country ; a village, Kouvara, was on our 
left, at the side of some low hills ; mountains, called Parne, we're 
on our right, running parallel with our route. 

Travelling onwards in the plain for another half hour, we ar-
rived, at three o'clock, at the village of Keratea. Here we put 
up for the night in a large mud cottage belonging to the Codja-
bashee. 

Keratea is inhabited by Albanians, and contains about two 
hundred and fifty houses. Three _or four of the peasants are of 
the better sort, and reputed rich, they being themselves the 
owners of the neighbouring lands, and not renters, as is the case 
at almost all the villages of Attica, where the common tenure is, 
that the peasants shall pay one-half of the produce of their lands 
and their stock, whatever it may be, to their landlords, and, out of 
the remainder, raise their taxes for the Porte, their contributions 
for their own priests, and support themselves. Every expence 
devolves upon the tenant, who, by the undefined terms of his 
tenure, becomes almost the slave of his landlord ; and, on pre= 
tense of having made large profits, is liable to repeated extortions, 

. - as moieties due to his master. 
Keratea is at the foot of the 'range of mountains now Called 

Pune, which are not a continuation of Hymettus, as represented 
in most maps, and yet have not been, that I am aware, distin-
guished by any ancient name, unless they are a part of Laurium. 

A little before the sun was set, I climbed some distance up the , 
hill, from which I had a very commanding pros.pect, including 
the southern extremity, of the Negroponte, Macronisi or Long 
Island, near the eastern coast, as far as Sunium, and several 
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islands to the south of that promontory. Attica at this point -
appeared very narrow, the eastern shore running from north-
north-west to east-south-east. The two ranges of Hymettua were 
very distinctly seen, lying in the direction before described, 

The soil in the neighbourhod of Keratea is very light and 
stony, and gives but a scanty return to the husbandman ; indeedt  
the general multiplication of grain in Attica is five and six for 
one, and never more than ten. 

Chandler thought Marcopoli to be Potamus ; and, from some 
remains seen by Wheler, supposed Keratea to be Thoricus ; but: 
a port, still called Therico, is about an hour and a half dis-
tance to the south-east. It is probable, that most of the modern 
towns of this country may have been built on or near the site of 
the ancient places, for the Con.veniency of making use of the ruins; 
but there is something a little too arbitrary in fixing upon the few 
vestiges occasionally seen, as certain remains of the towns distill-1  
guished by particular mention in ancient authors : they may very 
easily be the marks of one of the many Attic towns of which we 
only know the names. 

The two days after our arrival at Keratea were so rainy, as to 
induce us to defer our expedition to Cape. Colonni until fairer.  
weather ; but I took the opportunity of a few hours sunshine, to -
climb up the mountain Parne, in search of a cave, of which we 
had heard many wonderful stories from our host. Demetrius, 
the Athenian, and an old man as a guide, accompanied. We 
ascended for some time, and turning round the eastern extre-
mity-, came to the south side of the range, The clouds hanging 
on .the side of the hills retarded our progress ; but after scram-
bling up some way in' the mist, we again found ourselves in the 
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light. The sun shone above head in a clear blue sky ; and whilst 
the country below seemed like an, expanse of white water, the 
ground where we stood, and the summits of other mountains, 
had the appearance of innumerable islands rising abruptly from 
the sea. 

Arriving with much difficulty near the top of the range of hills, 
we came, after a long search, to the mouth of the cavern. A 
fragment of impending rock almost concealed the entrance. We 
leapt down on the first landing-place, and there struck a light, 
and having each of us taken a pine-torch in our hands, together 
with a supply of strips of the same wood, let ourselves down 
through a very narrow aperture, where there was a choice of two 
entrances, to the right or left. Creeping down still farther, we 
came at once into what appeared a large subterranean hall, arched 
over head with high domes of crystal, and divided into long aisles 
by columns of glittering spars—in some parts spread into wide 
horizontal chambers, in others terminated by the dark mouths of 
steep recesses, descending, as it seemed, into the bowels of the 
mountain. 

The vast magnificence of nature was joined with the pleasing 
regularity of art. We wandered from one grotto to another, 
until we came to a fountain of pure water, supplied partly by a 
stream that trickled down the petrifactions depending from the 
roof, _and partly by a spring. bubbling up from the rock below. 
By the side of this basin we loitered some time, when, as our 
torches began to waste, we resolved to return; but after exploring 
the labyrinth for a few minutes, we found ourselves again at the 
fountain side, and began, not without reason, to be somewhat • 
alarmed ; for the guide here confessed, that he had forgotten the 
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intricacies of the caverns, and knew not how we should ever re-
cover our path. 

We were in this situation, roaming through ranges of the 
cavern, and now and then climbing up narrow apertures, totally 
ignorant of our position, for many minutes, and the last strip of 
fir was consuming, when we saw the light gleaming towards us; 
and directing our steps that way, arrived at the mouth of the 
cave. Had our light been extinguished, there would have been 
but little, if any chance, of our escape. The splendour and 
beauty of the scene would have vanished 'with the last blaze 
of our torch, and the fairy palace been at once converted into a 
dark inextricable cavern, a dungeon, and a tomb. The mind can-
not easily picture to itself any " slow sudden" death more terrible, 
than that of him who shoUld be buried in these subterranean 
solitudes, and after a succession of faint hopes and eager efforts, 
sink at last, subdued by weakness -and despair. 

The peasants of Keratea informed us, that this cave, which is 
well known, and talked of in. Attica, but has not, I fancy, been 
mentioned by any traveller, has within it a thousand- suites of 
grottoes, extending, as they believed, through the centre of the 
mountain below their town. The spar, with which it abounds, is 
of the purest white; and they told us, that ,some travellers had 
carried away several horse-loads of it. The wolves frequently 
resort to it, and we were advised to carry our pistols in readiness 
for a rencounter with one of these animals. 

I did not observe any marks of carving in the rock, er any 
thing which might lead one to suppose that this cave had ancieptly 
been dedicated to Pan or the Nymphs ; yet its size and magnifi-
cence render, it a dwelling much more suitable to the rural deities 
than the grotto of Archidamus.- 

3 H 
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Returning from the cave, we went into a farm, where two or 
three caloyers reside. It is on a steep declivity, about half way 
up the hill, and is sheltered by a grove of olive trees. A small 
chapel of St. John is within the inclosure ; and near this is an 
arched grotto, with a cold spring in a large stone basin sunk in 
the earth, supplied by a stream that distils, .in perpetual drops, 
from the roof of the cell. The basin is large enough to serve 
the purposes of a bath, and is so used by the caloyers (who have 

.adjusted to the mouth of the grotto a rude wooden door) during 
the violent heats of summer. The water trickles from above, like 
the streams of a continued shower-bath, and must have the same 
agreeable effect, without the violent shock produced by sudden 
aspersion. 

I should not forget to tell you, that the monk who showed us 
the grotto, pointed to this distillation as a standing miracle, per-
formed by the saint in the neighbouring chapel. 

The day after the ascent of Mount Parise was so confirmedly 
rainy, as to prevent our proceeding from Keratea ; but the morn-
ing after (January 23, 1810) we .set out, at half past nine, for 
Cape Colonni, leaving our baggage, as we intended to return .to 
the 'village the same night. We took first a direction south-south-
tast, over rough barren ground, until, in half an hour, we turned 
the extremity of the mountain Parne. At this spot there *ere 
two roads ; .one, towards the south, to the port Therico, the other, 
west-south-west, to a village called Katapheke. This latter route 
we took ; and proceeding over woody knolls, kept more to the 
sougth-west and south-south-west, coming at last to a flat plain, 
terminated by a bay with a cape, and a small island before it to 
the west. 

Here, in a marshy flat near the sea, were some large salt-pits.. 
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take a promontory, to the west of the bay, to have been Asty. 
paleea, which was that next. to Zoster, immediately to the south 
of the town of Thorem or Thorne, and an island, facing it, 'may. 
be that once called Eleusa. 

Proceeding a short time by a water-course, we turned to the 
south-south-east, and keeping the sea for a quarter of an hour in 
sight, went over a rocky hilly path, until we came to Katapheke, 
a village of a few huts, which gives its name to a long promon-
tory that stretches beyond it far into the sea, and is the next pro. 
jection to the west of Cape Colonni. Katapheke is reckoned four 
hours from Keratea, the route very circuitous and rough, but we-
were only an hour and forty minutes performing the distance. 

After leaving this village, the path took us over woody hills, 
until we. came to a solitary metochi, standing in the midst of 'the 
wildest mountain scenery, when we struck more southward, along 
the course of a dry river, having in front of us huge perpendicu-
lar precipices, covered with pines and other evergreens, running 
east and west. In order to get round this range, we continued a 
little more to • the right, until we came nearly to the sea-shore, 
and turning again to the 'east, and climbing over the foot of the 
hills, had our 'first view of Cape Colonni, and the ruins of the 
Temple of Minerva. 

We rode for some time over a rough uneven path, just above 
the sea-shore, until we came to a long bay, at the west side of 
which was a small rocky island. On this rock the waves burst, 
though it was nearly calm, with a loud murmur, and covered the 
shelving sides with white foam. 

After riding along the bay, we passed upwards to the site of 
the ruins, by a steep, but not very long ascent, and climbing 

3H 
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over the remains of an ancient wall, which has fourteen rows of 
massy stones still standing, came to the remains of the Temple of 
Minerva Sunias. 

The proportions of this Temple may be judged of by that part 
of it which is still standing, and it appears to have occupied nearly 
the whole of the level ground on the promontory. It was of the 
Doric order, an hexastyle, the columns twenty-seven feet in 
height ; the whole edifice being of very white marble, and of *the 
most perfect architecture. Nine columns, without their entabla-
tures, front the sea, in a line from, west-north-west to east-south-
east ; three are standing on the side towards the land, the north; 
and two, with a pilaster next to the corner-one of the northern 
columns, towards the sea on the east, and on a line with the last 
coltunn but one of the nine on the south-eastern side. Some 
large fragments of the cell are scattered about in the western 
front, and the ruins of a pilaster, which was thrown down about 
sixty years ago, lie in heaps at the front towards the east. These 
are covered with the names of travellers. 

The whiteness of the marble has been preserved probably by 
the sea vapour, in the same manner as Trajan's triumphal arch 
at Ancona, near the mole, immediately on the beach, retains 'a 
freshness and polish superior to any remains in more inland situa-
tions. 

The rock on which the columns stand is precipitous, but not 
inaccessible, nor very high ; it bears a strong resemblance to 
the picture in Falconer's Shipwreck ; but the view given in Ana-
charsis, places the Temple just in the wrong position. Here is 
another steep craggy neck of land, stretching from the east side 
of the cape to the south-south-east. 
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To the north-west, under the brow of the rock, is a circular 
creek, which was formerly the port of the town Sunium. The 
fragments of wall before noticed, are part of the fortifications' 
with which that town was surrounded during the Peloponesian 
.war. Sunium, belonging to the tribe Leontis, was' considered an 
important post, and as much a town as Piraeus, 'but cannot haVe 
been very large ; yet Euripides, in his Cyclops, talks of the rich 
rock of Sunium," by which he might allude:to the wealth of the 
Temple, but hardly to the fertility of the soil. 

The view from Cape Colonni presents, on: the west., the pro-
montory Katapheke, and very near to that headland, the abrupt 
rocky island, now called Gaidaronesi, but whose ancient name 
was. the Fosse of Patroclus, as it was once surrounded with a 
wall by an Egyptian admiral of that name, to defend the coast 
against Antigonus, the son of Demetriusle.. It is now uninha-
bited, and entirely a desert ; without a herb or shrub upon its 
rugged surface :' it was formerly in repute for the great quantity 
of ebony wood which it proddeed. Beyond Gaidaronesi is a 
smaller island, Archinda; formerly Belbina. 	- 

The view to the north, or. the land side, is terminated very soon 
by high and abrupt hills, covered with pines, and abounding in -
marble. These hills were formerly the mountain Lauriuni ; and 
it should seem, that about the promontory Katapheke was the 
town Laurin6, which is Mentioned as ben-1g near to the island 
Patroclus t. One or two of the shafts of the ancient silver mines, 
for which this mountainous region was so celebrated, have been 
.discovered in a small shrubby plain not far from the sea, on the 

* Paus. Attic. p. 1. 	 t Paus. Attic. P. 1.- 
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eastern coast ; and a specimen of ore, lately found, was shown 
to me at Athens. 

The whole of the country, from the plain of Athens to Sunium, 
on the side both of the Saronic gulf and the iEgean sea, com-
posing the strip of land that forms the southern extremity of At-
tica, was called Paralos, or the Maritime. It was laid waste on both 
sides towards Peloponesus, and towards Eubcea and Andros, in 
the second year of the long ware. On the east, quite close to the 
land, is the island Helene, called Macronesi, or Long Island, 
running from 'snnth-south-went to nnrth-north-east, narrow and 
rocky, and forming a sort of roadstead between its own shore and 
the coast of Attica, for several miles. 

Beyond Macronesi is Zea, then Thermia, and next Serpho; all 
long low land, lying in a line successively, so as to have the ap-
pearance of one large island, stretching to the south. In the 
utmost distance in the same direction, is the island St. George. 
The high lands of Argolis, about the Cape Scylleum, that form 
the other extremity of the Saronic gulf, are also visible, at a 
distance computed to be about two or three and twenty milest. 
The spear and the crest of the statue of Minerva Polies, in, the 
Acropolis, might be seen from Sunium, a straight line of nearly 
thirty miles ; such, at least, is the assertion of Pausanias, which 
no one, who has seen the positions, can at all credit. Those who 
have supposed the old Athenians endowed with a sight so subtle 
and extensive, as to enable them to distinguish objects at a far 
greater distance .than any amongst us of the present day, will 
not, however, believe them to have had the faculty of seeing 

* Thucyd. Hist. lib. ii. cap. 54. 	 t Wheler, p. 423. 
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through opposing hills. The transparency of the air in the cli-
mate of Attica, might, indeed, account for very extensive powers 
of vision : a late traveller, Mr. Humboldt, relates, ;that on the 
mountains of Quito it is not difficult to distinguish, at a distanCe 
of seventeen-  miles, the white cloak of a' person on horseback. 
But the range of Hymettus prevents even the promontory Su-
nium itself from being seen from the Acropolis,, and let the height 
of the gigantic statue have been ever so enormous, it ,could hardly 
be so considerable as to over-top the neighbouring mountains. 

After remaining about an hour and a half on the cape, under 
the columns of the Temple, we set out to return to Kerateaby 
the eastern coast of Attica, not keeping quite close to the shore, 
but going over a hilly road, through woods of pine, low cedars, 
and bushes of ' lentisc, until we came to a hay .or port, passing by 
some wells, called, as is the port, Passia Pegathia, the Pasha's 
Fountain ; and, in an hour from ,Colonni, to Gaidaromandra, .a 
large double port, the horns projecting far on each side, the largest 
and more southerly port having a direction from north-east, to 
south-west ; the smaller one, whose mouth is only a few yards 
across, and choked by a bar of sand,, lying from. east to-west. 

From 'Gaidaromandra, after riding about three miles over a 
barren country,, near the sea, we passed a port called Panorma, 
large and open, the southern cape stretching farther than the 
northern, and lying from east to west; between, this place .and 
the last port are the shafts of the silver mines, a little out of the 
way on the left of the road. At the back of port Panorma there 
is a salt-marsh. 

In little more than half an hour, we came to the port Therico, 
not passing close to the sea; so that we did not observe another, 
port, called Agastirachia, between Panerma and this last place.. 
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Therico is a large open port, in a direction from east-north-east 
to west-south-west, fronted by the northern extremity of Macro-
nesi, and a point to the north of north-west from Sunium.- On 
the south-west, west, and north, there is a marshy plain of some 
extent, terminated on every side by hills, the highest of which 
are to the south, where one may suppose was the point called 
Bese, on Mount Laurium. The most considerable branch of the , 
silver mines reached from the monument of Thrasyllus, on Lau-
rium, to Besa, and was defended by the fortress of Thoricus to 
the north, and Anaphlystus to the south, at equal distances from 
Besa, which height it was proposed also to fortify, as an addi-
tional security. 

In some bushes in the plain, not far from the port, we saw 
a few large fragments of marble columns, the remains, as the 
traveller Le Roi thought, of a very ancient temple, and upon a 
small stony eminence to the north, a piece of wall, a vestige, it 
may be presumed, of ,the fortifications of Thoricus. 

Thoricus was a considerable town, of the tribe Acamantis, 
receiving its name from Thoricus, a Cyprian, and supposed by 
the ancient Athenians to have been the country of Cephalus. It 
is mentioned by Strabo, as between Sunium and Potamus. 
. We struck into the plain to the north-west, and came to_a vil-
lage of a few huts on a woody knoll, and then went north-north-
west through a pass in the hills; after which, we passed over some 
extent of ground, up a brow covered with cinders, the remnants 
of the mines, a branch of which may have been in this quarter. 
Pieces of ore, chiefly of copper, with a small portion of silver, are .  
.occasionally picked up by the peasants on this spot. No incon- 

* Xcnoph. ropor, p. 928, edit. Leuriclay. 
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siderable quantity of valuable metal was, as we learn from Sir G. 
\Vheler, collected hence, and actually worked by the Greeks at 
Athens, about a hundred and fifty years ago l'. 

We continued on our journey, over bare stony ground, inter-
spersed with heath and low shrubs, until we arrived at the point 
where the road joined the path we had taken in the morning, at 
the extremity of the' range of Parne, and came, at half past four, 
to Keratea, having made a circuit, as computed, of twelve hours. 

Throughout the whole of this large tract of country,. we had 
seen only three small villages and one solitary farm ; in all not 
thirty houses. It does not appear that this district was ever 

.much peopled : the slaves who worked the mines of Laurium, 
formed by far the greatest part of its population, and the few 
towns on the coast were inhabited by fishermen ; for the barren-
ness of the soil, except in a few spots, would not admit of pastu-
rage or agriculture. The people of Paralos were thus entirely 
attached to the sea, and were the best sailors in Attica; even 
their religious festivals partook of their nautical habits, and, in-
stead of the dances and the processions of the Panathentea, they 
had galley-races round the Sunian promontory, in honour of the 
Minerva who presided over their temple. Except those of Ana-
phlystus, who were esteemed for their manufactures of vases, the 
Paralians were not excellent in any art unconnected with their 
way of life, and as the .naval dominion of the republic declined, 
diminished both in numbers and. importance : an insurrection' of 
the slaves of the mines, about the year 650, U. C., completed 
the destruction of this district, and all its towns were soon after 
in a manner deserted. 

* Wheler, p. 448. 
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The creeks and caves with which this angle of Attica abounds, 
afford a retreat to the MainOtes, and other pirates of the Grecian 
seas ; and, as you may. recollect, from an anecdote in my seven-
teenth Letter, a visit to the .ruins of the Temple of Minerva 
Sunias is not, at all times, unattended with peril. The peasants, 
however, generally keep watch on the tops of the hills overhang-
ing the coast, and the approach .of any 'suspicious boats is notified 
to the villages, which are immediately secured against surprise. 
Keratea itself was, about the beginning of the seventeenth cen-
tury, Plundered by a large body, and left in ruins. " This has 
been," says Wheler, " an ancient and great city, and did pre-
serve 'itself considerable, until destroyed by the corsairs, about 
fifty or threescore years ago. They had their Epitropi, or Ar-
chontes, until then, who did wear high-crowned hats, like those 
of Athens 4." 

A Journey, p. 448.. 
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Route from Keratea to Port Raphti—that Port &scribed—
Rout c from Raphti, through Kata-Vraona and 1 patio-I 'Mona, 
and by Caliva Spatha, to the Plain of Marathon-1 iew of 
the Plain—Battle of Marathon—Route from the Plain log 
Athens—The Cave of Pan-,—Stamati—Cevrishia, 

AT twelve o'clock, on the 21.th of Liman., we leli 
Keratea, in order to proceed to Marathon ; but am it 	our 
wish to take a view of port 	 :writ on our ba4,age 1)10 
direct road by Marcopoli, going our:iel% es tow ai 11.4 thy eo,p,t, in 
an easterly and east-north-easterly direction*. Yor hull on hour 
we rode over a cultivated plain, anti then turned north-eaq amoivt 
hills, co4inuing amongst which fur another hour, we had a ‘ii.w 
of port Raphti, through a vista formed by high woody milli. 
till11§. • We wound down these hills by a steep and craggy path, 
until we came to a torrent-bed, and a le ‘% huts onrtrucIi d w it h 
boughs of trees; and then keeping by the ,ide of the u ater-+ ourw, 

• Between port Therico and port Haphti, there arr 1MT ITU ill tulip r t 
boors 	1. Vrisaki, 2. Turco-liminia, 3. Tha.c.ili 	1. h tkr-Th.4144.4.4.. (10,. 
of them was large enough to receive the Lacedem, ur n 	, t (Thin r 1. lily. 
cap. 95), perhaps the port of Potamus, a Demoi of thr t lb, 	Irr , 4 If 
mentioned by ancient authors. The tomb of Ion, if a bIrt w, may 'till 
and point out the site. 

31 
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through pine Its.  'oods, we reached the sea-shore in a little less than two 
hours from Keratea, travelling down an easy slope to the port. 

Raphti, the ancient port of Prashe, about fifteen miles from 
Athens, is a much more commodious as well as a larger harbour 
than Piraaus ; and being, as it were, scooped out of the feet of 
high hills, crowned with forests of a perpetual verdure, affords 
not only a secure but a most romantic retreat. 

Prasioe was of the tribe Pandionis, and well known by being 
, the place whence the mysteries of the Hyperborean Apollo were 
annually carried by the. Athenians to Delos : it contained the 
sepulchre of Erysicthon. Some ruins of the town were seen by 
Wheler; which have now disappeared. 

It has a double port, and one basin is called the little, the other 
the great Raphti. 

The little Raphti is to the south, and lies in a direction from 
east-north-east to its opposite point in the compass : its shape is 
circular. On its southern extremity is a peninsular neck of land, 
with a high hill just above, that may be seen at a great ,distance; 
and on the same side, in the mouth of the whole harbour, is a 
steep rocky island, on which we saw very plainly a colossal statue. 

This island has been visited by travellers, and the stave been 
described to be of white marble, sedent, on a pedestal eight feet 
high. The head and arms of the statue are broken off, but when 
entire, it is conjectured to have been twelve feet in heights, and 
to have once served the purpose of a Pharos. The modern 
Greeks supposed it to represent a tailor cutting clotht; a subject, 
it must be confessed, not likely to be chosen by -the taste of an 

* Chandler, p. 157. 
t 	p. 447. VV7r7vs, in Ronialc, signifies a tailor, 
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ancient sculptor. Farther in to the north, is a small low green 
island, and on this there was once another statue of a female, ser-
viceable, perhaps, in pointing out the mouth of the larger har-
bour. A narrow range of rocks divides the two ports. 

The larger Raphti is a very considerable basin, of an oval shape, 
extending to the north-north-west, and sheltered from every quar-
ter of the compass. 

As we were passing round the shore of the lesser port, we heard 
the barking of some dogs, and a shout from a shepherd, and look-
ing about us, saw a large dun-coloured wolf galloping slowly 
through the bushes, a little to the left of us: The mountains of 
Attica, particularly Parnes, formerly abounded with these animals, 
as well as with bears*  and wild boars. We were told that wolves 
were very common, and that boars were occasionally killed, but 
of the bears we heard nothing. The flocks are guarded by the 
large shaggy dog, before described as being found in Albania.; 
but a wolf is too strong for one of them, and you see the shep-
herd accompanied sometimes by four or five. The hard weather 
drives the wolves into the plains, but they are seldom bold enough 
to show themselves in the open day, though in the moonlight 
nights they will sometimes penetrate not only into the folds, but. 
even into the village gardens. They are now and then, - though 
but seldom, tracked in the snow to their dens in the mountains, 
and shot by the. shepherd, who lies in ambush near-  the mouth of 
their caves. 

Advancing towards the greater Raphti, we-  hailed a little fishing 
boat, that was under the range of rocks dividing the two ports.; 
but the Greeks, as soon as they saw us, mistook us for Turks, 
and rowed off, until they were persuaded, to come back. by the 
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friendly tones and intreaties of our - Athenian, Demetrius. lYe 
dismounted, and lighting up a fire, by means of the flint and 
steel which the passion for smoking induces almost every Levan-
tine to carry about him, partook of some dried fish, of the sort 
most commonly met with on these coasts. This fish is the sea-
polypus, about the size of a small lobster, and has eight legs in 
rings, on which account it is called octo-podes by the Greeks, 
though the Lingua Franca name is volpe. it is beaten to make 
it tender, and a little salt being thrown over it, dried, and some-
times eaten raw, but more commonly fried with oil. The flesh is 
white, but tough and insipid. This and the cuttle fish constitute 
a chief part of the food of the Greeks during such of their fasts 
as exclude them from eating any thing but vegetables and blood-
less animals. 

After our refreshment, we passed along part of the beach of 
the larger Raphti ; then left the sea, and took a path, to the 
north-west, through grounds beautifully wooded, with intervals 
of cultivatealdn- d, and having much the appearance of an Eng-
lish park, or ornamented farm; after this, we soon came into the 
upper part of the plain of Spatha, where are Ennea Pyrgm and 
Marcopoli, before mentioned, -and in an hour passed by a small 
village, Kata-Vraona, belonging to the monastery Pendele, and 
striking into the direct road from Keratea to Marathon. 

Shortly after Kata-Vraona we passed Apano-Vraona, also in 
the same fine plain, and pursuing our route, saw the village of 
Spatha on our left, not far from ITymettus : Pentelicus was before 
us, and the high tops of Parnes were visible afar off, concluding 
the prospect. 

From lower and upper Vraona the path took us to a village, 
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also in the plain, called Caliva Spatha (meaning, I fancy, a village 
subordinate or belonging to Spatha); fiere we turned amongst 
woods, to the north-north-east, having Pentelicus, verging towards 
us on our left, and a range of low rocks to ,our right. We . 
inclined more to the north-east; and then again northwards,, 
ascending some hilly ground, a root of Pentelicus, which, rUn-
ming into the -sea, forms the promontory once called Cynosura. 
It-was then five o'clock, and we had. been two hours and a half 
coming, at a brisk pace, from Raphti. From the brow ,we had a 
view of the plain and long beach of Marathon, extending before 
is -to the north, and travelled under a range of Pentelicus 	Our '- 
left, at some distance from the shore, over barren ground. En-. 
-tering,the plain on this side, 'the flat appears to be the most ex-
tensive under the hills before you to the north ; and the promon-
tory -of Rhamnus, called Chersonesus formerly, but .now Stome, 
stretching out into the sea on that side; forms a fine bay, which .im-
.rnediately strikes you, at a distance, as having been the place where 
the Persians landed, and the -scene of the glorious battle: indeed, 
not knowing the situations, I travelled on to the village before us 
with that idea, and was entirely unaware that we were, whilst riding 
over a green narrow plain, passing the very spot we had come to 
visit. It was rather dusky, and a high mound on the right hand 
of us almost escaped our attention, nor could we see it sufficiently 
distinct to recognize it for the barrow of the Athenians. 

We saw two collections of wretched huts;, one at the extre-
mity of the plain, with a ruined tower, and the other on the brow 
of a, low eminence, 'beyond 1  a small river. To this latter place 
we directed our steps, and, crossing the stream, arrived there, 
together with our baggage-horses, which we had overtaken, at 
half after six in the evening. 
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The morning of the next day was employed in examining the 
positions of the plain of Marathon ; a hillock before the cottage 
where we slept, afforded a view of the whole country. Every 
_topographer that I have had it in my power to examine, seems to 
have mistaken the spot where the battle took place ; and though 
I despair of being as minute or as intelligible as I could wish, it 
is my intention to speak a little in detail of the scene which the 
most glorious action of all antiquity has rendered so renowned. 

The village at present called Marathonas, is in a kind of recess 
between the hills, about a mile to the back, the north, of the 
Albanian cottages: it is inhabited by a few Turks, and surrounded 
by gardens. A river, once called the Charadrus, flows from the 
village, and passing towards the cottages, winds on before the hil-
lock; taking a turn to the west-north-west, and flowing in that direc-
tion, until it is lost in a large marsh or lake, which extends under 
the woody hills that form the isthmus of the promontory Stome. 
The Charadrus runs close to the ruined tower and the cottages. 
On the western side of the river, where there is the ruined tower, 
is a low rugged hill, about a mile and a half in extent, lying north 
and south, and forming the left bank of the narrow valley that 
reaches as far as Marathon. It is a little more than a quarter of 
a mile from the Albanian cottages and the hillock. 

The plan of the battle in Anacharsis, places the Greeks too 
much to the north, and in a situation where it is impossible they 
should have been drawn up in the closest order. But the position 
of the armies is to be looked for lower down, and in the narrow 
strip of plain which has the sea on one side and the range of Pen-
telicus on the other quarter to the west, extending, with some in-
terruption, perhaps eight miles, from the Albanian cottages to the 
southern entrance, on the road by which' we came to the spot, • 
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A mile from our hillock is the shore, which, in this spot, turns 
off in a north-easterly direction, to form the promontory of 
Rhamnus. Proceeding for two miles directly down the plain, to 
the south, with the coast ranging to the left, at half a mile's dis-
tance from the shore, is the large barrow, about fifteen feet in 
height and thirty paces in circumference, which, upon most pro-
bable grounds, is supposed to have been the tomb of the Athe-
nian heroes. It stands alone in a dead flat, so as to be very con-
spicuous, not only to those who are travelling in the plain, but 
even to vessels sailing in the channel- between the Negroponte and 
the main. A perpendicular cut has been made into the earth on 
the top, by some antiquarian researcher: such a relic might surely 
be spared ! Standing with your back to the sea upon this bar-
row, you see a flat valley running north-west from the long plain, 
and having Pentelicus on the south, and the low rugged hill on 
the north. At the west end of this valley is a small village, 
" Vriona," on the site nearly of the ancient Brauron, celebrated 
for the worship of that Diana, whose image was transported thi-
ther from Tauris by Iphigenia, and afterwards carried away by 
Xerxes. 

It appears to me, that the Athenians were drawn up a little 
within the mouth of this valley, with -the low rugged hills, from 
which the trees might be felled to impede the Persian cavalry, on 
their left, and a torrent, that stills flows from Vraona into the. 
plain to the south, on their right. The Greek camp was in the 
field of Hercules, not far, it may be conjectured, from the mo-
dern village, for some ancient trenches are still 'visible in that 
quarter. The -western extremity of the flat valley-  approaches 
near the modern Marathon, from which it is only separated by 

3 x 
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the end of the low hill, the site, it is probable, of the Hera. 
cleum. _ 

The Greeks and the Persians were, before the battle, nearly a 
mile from each other, and the lines of the two armies were in 
extent equal. 

This description corresponds only with the entrance of the.  
valley of Vraona ; in any other part of the plain the Persians 
would have out-flanked the Greek forces. The Athenians, who 
were broken in the centre, were pursued up into the - country 

71710 1,460-(7061cci,  19, and the same valley is the only open space 
which will allow of such an expression. The troops who were 
victorious in the wings, closed upon the barbarians, and cut off 
their retreat here then the battle was most sanguinary; and one 
of four barrows, three small and one larger than the rest, a little 
to the south of Vraona, may be the tombs of the Platzeans anti 
slaves who fell in the action. 

Less than a mile to the south-east of the large barrow, and 
dose to the sea, is a spot of ground, not very large, formed into 
an island by the stagnation of the torrent which flows from the 
valley of Vraona, and which seems to be that once named Era-
sinus. The marsh surrounding the island may be easily passed. 

In this place there are several stelae, or sepulchral pillars, five 
of which are standing, and the others lying on the ground: The 
length of one of them is eight feet and a half; and the circumfe-
rence five feet two inches : they have no inscriptions. Here also 
is a square marble, looking like a pedestal; and, in a pool of 
water in the same island, is the headless statue of a female sedent, 
of fine white marble, and exquisitely wrought. 

•r Herod. Erat. cap. 113. 
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The barrow of the Athenians *had upon it sepulchral pillars, 
recording the names and the tribes of the Athenians who were 
slain in the battl'. The •remains in the small island are by 
some supposed to refer to these monuments; and the large bar-
row, still to be seen, is consequently thought to be that of the 
Platwans; the other having been undermined, and fallen into the 
marsh. Some little vases, and other ornaments usually found in 
tombs, have been discovered by a gentleman of 'Athens, wh.o has 
excavated on the spot. No ancient topographer appears to have 
been sufficiently minute in his description, to enable us to decide 
on this point ; and the pillars, and other relics, as well as the 
marsh, seem to have escaped the observation of modern travellers: 
I find nothing of them in Chandler. It is possible they may 
have been brought from the ruins of Probalinthus, the town to 
the south of Marathonolext to Myrrhinus: The lake into which 
the Persians were driven by the victorious Greeks, was that formed 
by the Charadrus, under the hills of the isthmus of Rhamnus ; 
and it seems probable, that the barbarian fleet was drawn upon 
the shore from the point of coast below the large barrow, round 
the sweep of the bay, under the lake itself. 

-When the Medes left their ships, they had this marsh on their 
right, and when drawn up farther in the country, had also the 
town of Marathon on that side. In the hurry and confusion of 
retreat, those who had to gain the galli(arthest up this bay, 
ran into the swamp, and were cut off. 	.** 

Beyond the Albanian cottages where we were lodged,' towards 
the marsh and 'the promontory to the north-east, the plain seems 

* Paus. Attic. p. 60. 
3K 2 
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highly cultivated, and well wooded to the point of the promon-
tory. Buffaloes are fed in the pastures, near the marsh, and 
there is'a fishery, abounding in large eels, belonging to the ca-
loyers of Pendele, on the shore.—At a fountain, near a church, 
on the side of the marsh, Sir G. Wheler.  saw some ruins, which 
lie believed to denote the site of Tricorythus, the town next to 
Marathon on that coast 	Beyond the ruined church a mile, is 
Chouli, an Albanian village ; and three or four miles farther to 
the north is Tauro-castro, or llebra3o-castro, on the site of Itham-' 
nus, a town of the tribe }Eantis, sixty stadia, by the sea-coast, 
from Marathon, where are still to be seen the remains of the 
famous Temple of Nemesis, and the trophy of Parian marble, 
erected by the Athenians after their defeat of the Medes. 
, Modern authors have been sceptical with respect to the nurn-
hers said to have fought on the plains of Marathon, but there 
appears to be no exaggeration in the account given of this great 
battle by Ilerodotus. The valley of Vraona, and the width of 
the plain, from the mouth of that valley to the shore, is certainly 
sufficient for an action between one hundred and twenty thousand 
men ; but.when Lysias reminded his Athenian audience of those, 
their immortal ancestors, who fought at Marathon against fifty 
myriads of barbarians t, he must almost have supposed that not 
one of those whom he addressed could have ever visited the scene 
of action, a distance,5alculated to be only ten miles, or he must, 
have drawn upon their vanity and patriotism for belief. Yet the 
finieral oration of this orator was delivered not much more that 

* Stull). lib. ix. 399. 
llori;xovra fAupi4qxs 	 'ErtTo4, 
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century after the battle ; and subsequent authors have upon this, 
or some other authority, magnified the forces of the Medes to a 
number which the whole plain of Marathon could .scarcely have 
contained. Justin-sets them down at six hundred thousantl. 
• After having spent some time in viewing the plain from several 

spots, and in riding to the lofty barrow, and the ruins in the 
marsh, we set off from that quarter to return to_Athens. The 
baggage had. been sent forwards early in the morning,:  - 

Going north-west from. the barrow, towards the valley of 
Vrona, in a short time we passed by the remains of a church. 
Froni this place we took a northerly direction towards Marathon,. 
and arriving at the banks of the Charadrus, had the. ruined tower. 
and a few houses.on our left,, and.  the Albanian .cottages to the 
right. We crossed the river, which,. for a Grecian stream, is 
considerable, and kept along its banks for ten minutes, when we 
came to the village, called Marathonas, as, indeed, are the ' two 
collections of cottages lower down, in the plain.: 
. 	On the east side of Marathonas there is_some flat ground, where 
the ancient town may have stood, and two fragments of an old 
arch are still seen in one of the gardens. The village has a pros-
Pea down a narrow valley;, inclosed. by. low hills on , the western 
side, and high precipices on the eastern .bank ; and through this 

the river flows, inclining to the west.: The barrow, the 
whole extent of the long plain, the ridge of. rocks composing the 
promontory Cynosuras  at the southern extremity of it,, and the 
high cape above Raphti, are also visible from Marathon. At 
the back, the -north of the village, are lofty hills, part of -the 
chain ,of mountains which . form the northern boundary of the 
plain of Athens, and rest, on one side,' on the extremity - of 
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Pentelicus, and on the other on the verge of Parnes. Op this 
side was the mountain Brilessus, and the whole region was de 
nominated Diacri. The eminences of different hills had their 
separate names ; and in this district was Mount Icarus, whose 
sides abounded with the most productive vineyards of Attica. 
On one side.  Of Icarus was the Demos of Dedalidae; of the tribe 
Cecropis ; on the other, that of the verdant Melcenx*, of the 
tribe A ntiochis, on the borders of Bceotia. The hill imme-
diately behind Marathon was called the mountain of Pan. 

From Marathon we passed on westward, crossing the river a 
second time, and inclining a little out of the road to the north, 
to look at the cave of Pan, which, though mentioned as a.curio-
sky by Pausanias, has nothing in `it to detain you.for an instant. 
Below this cave, which is about a'mile from 'Marathon, are some 
large stones, similar to those seen on the 'Wiltshire Downs com-
monly known by.  the name of the " Grey AVethers ;" and under 
them a strong spring bubbles up, which, conducted through an 
artificial channel, turns a mill, and afterwards falls into the Cha-
rad rus. 

I take these stones to be the petrified sheep belonging to the 
woman of Nonol, and the headless statue in the marsh may be 
the female herself, whose metamorphosis is recorded by Chandler. 
But the' fate and misfortune of this personage is now forgotten,' 
and our guides pointeJ both at the statue and the stones, without 
relating so edifying a talet. 

* Icarii, Celeique domus, viridesque Melmnz.—Stat. Theb. lib. xii. lin. 619. 
t " In the vale, which we entered, near the vestiges of a small building, pro-

bably a sepulchre, was a headless statue of a woman sedent, lying on the 
ground. This, my companions informed me, was once endued with life, being 
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Froth the cave of Pan we- left the banks .of the river, which 
flows to the north-west between two lofty mountains, whose sides. 
are a Inass of precipices of craggy red rocks, and whose summits 
'are clothed with thick forests of. pine. Our course now took us' 
to the west-south-west, up a Most steep and rough ascent, through. 
woods of evergreens, and amongst shrubs of myrtles, oleander, 
and laurel-roses. 

In an hour and a quarter we came to Stamati, an Albanian 
village, surrounded by -a few acres of Open cultivated ground, 
cleared in the midst of a wilderness of woodS. The path was, 
from that place, not so hilly, but still very rugged, directing us . 
to the south-west. A range. of .Pendele was directly- facing us, 
and lying from north-west to south-east; Parnes was at a distance 
on our right, and between us and that mountain were woody. 
knolls, rising one above the other. In a little -time we turned the 
point a Pendele, and went to the south-south-west, travelling 
down a gradual slope, and on a better road, but still through pine 
forests. Before us we saw the coast about the Pirus, and part 
Of the olive-groves : Athens was. hidden from us by the. hill An- - 
chesmus. 

an aged lady, possessed of a numerous flock, which was folded near that spot. 
?ler riches were great, and her prosperity was uninterrupted: she was elated 
by tier good fortune. The. winter was gone by, and even the rude month of 
March had spared her sheep and goats.. She now defied Heaven, as unappre-
bensive for the future, and as secure from all mishap; but Providence, to cor-
rect her impiety and ingratitude, commanded a fierce and .penetrating frost to 
be its avenging minister—and she, her fold, and flocks, were hardened into 
stone. This story, which is current, was, also related to me at Athens. The 
grave Turk cites.the woman of Nonol, for so the tract is called, to check arro- • 
gance, and enforce the wisdom of a devout and bu►nble. disposition.".—Chand, 
ler's Travels in Greece, 13. 167. 
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In an hour from Stamati, but going faster than ordinary, we 
arrived at the village of Cevrishia, whose name is but a little 
altered from that of the ancient town Cephisia, of the tribe Erec-
theis, on the site of which it now stands. This place is the most 
favourite retreat of the Turks of Athens during the summer and 
autumnal months, and is alone, of all the villages of Attica, adorned 
with a mosck : it contains about two hundred houses, In the 
middle of it is an open space, where there are two fountains, and 
a large plane-tree, beneath whose overhanging branches is' a flat 
stone, so carved into squares as to serve for a draught-table, and 
round which the Turks are seen sedately smoking, or engaged at 
their favourite pastime. 

Cevrishia is at the foot of Mount Pendele, on a gentle decli-
vity, surrounded on every side with olive-groves, and watered by 
several rills from the mountain, the sources of the smaller branch 
of the Cephissus, which, after supplying the many fountains of 
the village, and being dispersed through the neighbouring gardens, 
and groves, unite at last in one pebbly channel, and flow into the 
plain and olive-woods of ,Athens. This delightful spot still conti-
nues to answer the agreeable description given of it by one who 
who had here often wandered through the long and shady ave-
nues, or rested by the side of the pure glassy stream, overflowini 
the margin of the marble baths in a thousand rills, which mingle 
their murmurs with the music of the birds". Even the modern 
Cephisia might be thought worthy the partialities of such an en-
comiast as Aulus Gellius. 

The marbles presented to the University of Oxford by Mr. 
Dawkins, were brought from this village ; and I had the good 

• Aul. Gell. lib. i. cap. 2, et lib. xviii. cap. 10. 
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fortune to procure from the same spot a marble head, as large as 
life, which, as it appears from the hole in the neck, has belonged 
to an entire image. A Turk had placed it over the arch of the 
gateway in his court-yard, and seemed to say that he knew where 
the body was to be found; but on enquiry, he had, we learnt, been 
misunderstood. The bust is that of a young man, with the hair 
short, and curled in an elegant and highly-finished style. From 
the manner in which the eyes are formed, the antiquity of the 
sculpture may be judged to be no earlier than the times when the 
Romans were settled in Greece; and it is riot at all improbable, 
that the head may be one belonging to the many statues which 
Atticus Herodes erected to the memory of his three young friends 
in the shady solitudes of his villa at Cephisia 

From Cevrishia we proceeded entirely through olive-groves, to 
a village about an hour's distance, called " Muraffe ;" small, and 
built of mud chiefly, but in an agreeable situation, and watered 
by a branch of the Cephissus, whose banks are, a little below, 
shaded by tall trees of white poplar.• 

From Muraffe we went through Angele-Kipos to Athens, by a 
, route already described. 

The baggage-horses had arrived half an hour before, and had 
been six hours on the road from Marathon to the city. This time 
can with great difficulty be reconciled with the measurement an-
ciently allowed for the distance between the two places, which, at 
the utmost, was laid down at only one hundred stadia, but, gene-
rally, was called eighty stadia, or ten Roman miles. Meletius, 
who is, 'very unaccountably, more incorrect when treating of 

* See the account of this,. Tib. Claudius Atticus Herodes by Spon in Wheler, 
p. 375. 	
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Attica than of other parts of Greece, calls Marathon thirty- , 
five miles from Athens 	The usual allowance, before stated;  as 
coming pretty near the truth, of three miles to a Turkish hour, 
would make this journey eighteen miles ; but when it is consi-
dered, that half of the distance is over steep and very difficult 
ground, the two statements may come rather nearer to each 
other ; and if we suppose, what is likely enough, that there was 
formely a nearer road to Marathon by Vraona, the difference 
be considerably diminished. However, from comparing the ancient 
distances with the Turkish hours, particularly in Attica, where I 
paid most attention to the watch, I must confess myself to have 
overstated the length of ground, by reckoning three miles to each 
sixty minutes, and that, perhaps, generally speaking, two and- a half 
would be the more correct calculation. The baggage-horses, or as 
the Greeks distinguish them, Td ctxioyx /hi Td porraIthara, get on but 
very slowly, except in the plainest roads, and proCeed with diffi-
culty through the woods, on account of the manner in which 
they are loaded, their burdens projecting from each side, like 
panniers. At the same time it may be remarked, that the an-
cients themselves may have sometimes mis-stated their 'measure-
ments, especially as they occasionally differ amongst one another 
even in small distances ; so that a traveller need not always attri, 
bute each slight discrepancy to his own inattention and neglect. • 

p. 352. The distance, however, is put in figures; and 35 w 
he an error of the press for 15. 
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Route from Athens to the Negroponte—Villages in the North 
of Attica—Koukouvaones—Charootika—Afenithi—Tata—
The Site of Decelea—Agios Macurius—Route across the 
Plains of Tanagra—Over the Asopus to Scimitari—From 
that Village to the Strait of the Negroponte, by Vathi—The 
Town of Negroponte—Visit to the Pasha—Stories relative to 
the Euripus—Return to Scimitari—Route from Scimitari to 
the Monastery of St. Meliteus on Citherron. 

IT being my wish to pay a short visit to the town- of 
Negroponte, as well as to some part of the district of Thebes,, 
which we had before not seen, I set off (Feb. 3) at nine o'clock 
in the morning from Athens, accompanied by our ,Albanian Va-
silly, the Athenian Demetrius, and the necessary number of 
baggage and led-horses. Lord Byron was unexpectedly detained 
at Athens ; so that you will attribute any additional defects in the 
narration of this short tour, to the absence of a companion, who, 
to quickness of observation and ingenuity of remark, united that 
gay good humour which keeps alive the attention under the pres-
sure of fatigue, and softens the aspect of every difficulty and 
danger. 

We rode for about two hours, mostly through the olive woods 
of Athens, northwards, until we came to Koukouvaones, a village 

3 L 2 
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of thirty houses : passing this, we soon crossed-a large chasm, in 
which the greater branch of the Cephissus flows, and which, a 
little above where we passed it, takes an-abrupt turn towards the 
hills a little to the north-west of Cevrishia. A few evergreens 
grow on the sides of the chasm.; and an overshot mill is pleasantly 
situated amidst a small grove, on the ledge of one of the rocks. 
Between the skirt of the olive-groves and the village Koukou-
vaorres, are two or three barrows ; and one of them was pointed 
out to me as containing lumps of y-elloW earth, used by the 
painters at Athens. There is a,village, by name Charootika, of 
two hundred houses, under the hills between Cevrishia and Kou-
kouvaones. 

We inclined to the eastward of north, and saw on our left the 
road leading to Menithi, the largest country town in Attica, 
having three hundred and fifty houses ; and, still farther to the 
left, that which goes to Casha, and the villages under Mount 
Parnes. For two hours, after passing Koukouvaones and the 
Cephissus, the road lay through an open plain, covered with 
heath and low shrubs : Parnes, clothed with green woods, verged 
more towards us on the left, and united itself to the hills stretch-
ing to the northern declivities of Mount Pentelicus, which form 
the boundary, on this side, of the plain of Athens. We ascended 
these hills for an hour, and came to a stone fountain on a woody 
knoll,' where, under the shade of a thick ilex, travellers spread 
their mats, for the purposes of refreshment or repose. The place 
is called Tato, five long hours, at a good pace, from Athens, from 
which it bears exactly north-north-east, having a view of the city 
and the whole plain, as far as the Pirams. On a hillock, above the 
fountain, ate some remains of an ancient wall. A path strikes off 
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through the hills tp the east, to Oropo, the ancient Oropus, com-
puted about four miles from Tatoe. 

From Athens to the foot of these hills is about twelve miles, 
the whole way over a plain ; but the flat, anciently included in 
the district belonging to the city, and called, for distinction, Pe-
dion, the Plain, has been considered by some travellers as ending 
with the olive-groves, about six miles to the north of Athens ; 
which extent, with the addition of the distance from the capital 
to the shore, gives a length of nine miles to the whole- plain. Po-
cocke thought nine miles the length, and six miles the breadth, of 
the district in question. He 'appears to me to have under=rated the 
dimensions in both instances ; the flat more properly terminates 
where the channel of the Cephissus takes a turn towards Cevrishia, 
perhaps eight miles - from the city. Beyond that, place, towards 
Casha, Menithi, and Tatoe, the aspect of the country is more bare 
and wild, and, under Parnes to the north-west, answers to the de-
scription of the district attached to Acharnoe ; and some vestiges 
of old wall, and one or two wells, which are to be seed three-
miles nearer than Casha to. Athens, may point out the site of that 
town. 

The region, on the slope of Mount Parnes, formerly called 
Paconia, has now the name of Panagia, from a rich monastery at,  
the foot of the hills. 

Decelea, memorable for having given its name to one. of - the 
many wars of the Athenians and Lacedemonians, was somewhere 
in the direction of Tatoe, as it commanded the great read leading 
from Athens to Oropus and to Chalcis, by which the corn of Eu-. 
bCea was conveyed to the city. ,Some pieces of wall, above the 
fountain, may probably have belonged to a watch-tower placed in 
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this important pass ; but Tatoe is more than one hundred and 
twenty stadia, fifteen Roman miles, from the city, and is besides 
too far from the plain, on which (though some of the works were 
visible at Athens") part of the Lacedemonian fortifications were 
built. I neither heard of nor saw any other remains, except the 
wall above Tatoe. 

For an hour and a half after leaving the fountain, we conti-
nued travelling slowly through the hills belonging to the moun-
tain anciently called Brilessiis, in the region of Diacria, over a 
precipitous path, amidst thick woods of evergreens, until we had 
got to the north of the high range of Mount . Parnes, which we 
.now saw towering into the clouds in the distance, We passed a 
solitary church, Agios Macurius, by the side of a torrent. The 
modern territory attached to Athens, is on this side bounded by 
a line which runs from a point two hours to the north of Casha to 
this church, and then stretches to a village, Calamas, an hour to 
the south of Oropo, turning thence towards Marathon. The 
earliest of our travellers gives the name of Agios Macurius to 
these hills, which were then guarded by Albanians, and by a 
strange mistake, calls them a part of Mount Parnassus.-. 

From Agios Macurius we began to descend, going more to the 
north, until we found ourselves on an open and extensive plain, 
with a high tower in our view, to the north-west, at a distance 
reckoned about four hours from the foot of the mountain. We 
went northerly for an hour and a half, through a well-cultivated 
country : flocks of goats were browsing amongst the low shrubs, 

* Thucyd. lib. vii. cap. 19. 
t Francis Vernon, in his Letter to the Royal Society, written Jan. 10, 167G. 

See Philosophical Transactions abridged, vol. iii. p. 456. 
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and many-  peasants were labouring in the corn-fields. Two or three 
villages were visible on the sides of the hills to the south, formerly 
belonging to a range of Cithron, and mixing with Brilessus and 
Parnes. Tosthe east was some rising ground, which prevented 
us from seeing the sea near the port Oropo ; .but the high land of 
the Negroponte, about the site of the ancient Eretria, seemed, a 
part of the main ; and indeed, the strait at this point is not seven 
miles in breadth. 'The passage from Eretria to Delphinium, the 
port of Oropus, was only sixty stadia. 

We crossed the Asopus at a ford, where it was a muddy tor-
rent winding through brushwood. Just below where we passed 
the river, it flows between two rocky hills.. In a short time the« 
road divided, one path going to Negroponte, northwards, the 
other to the north-west, towards Thebes, not far from the banks 
of the river. We continued on the latter for an hour in the plain, 
with low hills on our right, when. we took a direction more to the 
north, and came to the ruined tower. This stands on an emi-
nence, and though of no very early date, is composed, of stones 
apparently taken from the ruins of some ancient building.. It is 
square, of .considerable dimensions and height, the substructure 
of large stones, the upper part of brick. It may have been -one 
of the castles of the Latin Princes, or perhaps a Turkish watch-
tower, built to prevent a surprise from the fleets of -  the Ve-
netians. It- commands a view of the whole of. that part. of 
Boeotia to the east of Thebes ; and the hillocks, at the back of 
that town, are visible from it in the north-north-western point. 
The Asopus is seen to wind from the west-north-west. The appear-
ance of all the adjacent plain is from this point very pleasing, -and 
varied with slopes of rising ground, crowned with tufts of shrurb.4. 
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It is probably that portion of Bceotia which once belonged to 
the powerful city of Tanagra le, whose territory stretched from 
the neighbourhood of Oropus, along the shore of the strait, as 
far as Aulis, and included the lands of several ruined cities more 
inland, towards Thebes. 

Beyond the tower, a short distance only, there is a small vil-
lage called (Ewe. This we passed, and going northwards for an 
hour and a half, arrived at the village of Scimitari. This place 
consists of eighty houses, inhabited by Greeks, and is the pro-
perty, though not in the territory, of Ali Pasha : it is reckoned 
five, hours from Thebes, and three from the Negroponte. To the 

eeast of it, at a little distance, is a large tract of corn-fields, lying 
on gentle swellings of the plain, and through these, a broad 
beaten road, with some parts of it paved, leads to the village. 

In a small church there are two or three of the old sepulchral 
stones, with the usual inscription, Xa►pE,  but without any names. 

We passed the night at Scimitari, and the nest morning, leav-
ing the baggage behind us, set out for the Negroponte, intend-
ing to return the satire evening. The morning was very misty, 
but the sky cleared up towards the middle of the day. The road 
was at first to the north, over uneven downs ; cultivated near the 
village, but soon terminating in heaths intersected by several 
ravins. On one of them was a small rivulet, whose direction 
apswers to that of the torrent Thermodon, which flowed by Ta-
nagra. Before us we had a view of the strait, and of a plain, 

* Tanagra was thirty stadia from Oropus, and fifty from the sea.—Paus. 
Bceot. p. 571; Strab. lib. ix. p. 403. Wheler believed himself to have dis-
covered the remains of Tanagra at Seamino)  a village on the Asopus, three 
hours from Egripo. 
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under the high hills in the island Eubcea, covered with olive-
groves. 

We turned rather to the left as we approached the shore, and 
passed by a village, Vathi, crossing over the channel of a small 
river which runs near it into the strait. Vathi is close to the shore, 
and to a bay, formerly called the Deep bay, from which .the mo-
dern village has, I suppose, received its name. When we came 
to the shore, we continued winding along a 'very rocky path, .close 
to the sea. We took our course round a small bay, surrounded 
by low stony hills' almost to the *water's edge, and having the 
mouth of ancient wells visible near the beach. This was the site 
of Aulis, whose port would contain but fifty ships -; so that it is 
likely that the .Grecian . fleet anchored in •the bay called the 
Deep. The site is similar to the description in Strabo, a .rocky 
spot (rErpaEr xeq401,), 	is not now, as it was in the second 
century, watered by the fountain of Diana, nor shaded by the 
fruitful palm-tree. When Pausanias visited Aulis, they continued 
to show a piece of the plane-tree mentioned in Homer, and the 
knoll on which the tent of Agamemnon was fixed ; but the place 
was almost deserted, and the few who still continued to live there, 
worked at a pottery" : at present it is entirely barren, and there 
is not a peasant's house nearer than the village of Vathi. ' 

It was some time before we caught a sight of .  the town of Ne-
groponte t, or (as the Greeks call it, from a corruption of thct 
word Euripus) Egripo, as it is placed on the north-east side of a' 

.* Paus. Bceot. p. 571. 
t The Frank name of Negroponte is doubtless, as Wheler has conjectured, 

derived from the confounding of the three Greek words, lic •rZi, ersirov, pro-
flounced '44-Tinf enivor, into one sound. 

3.  At 
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broad flat peninsula, which, projecting into the bays on the main-
land, makes the windings of the strait, in some places, look like 
inland lakes, in others like rivers, as the breadth enlarges or dimi-
nishes. The outlet into the broader arm of the sea does not at 
all appear, and both the port of Vathi, and that of Aulis, are.  
completely land-locked. This circumstance, in some measure, _ 
diminishes the surprise which might otherwise be felt at seeing the 
extreme narrowness of the Euripus itself, at the point where the 
island and the main are joined by a bridge. 

In half an. hour after the bay of Vathi, keeping by the edge of 
the water, we doubled the north-eastern extremity of those hills 
which we had seen from our village, and which, now called Typo-
Vouni, were once the mountain Messapius: we then crossed over 
a projecting tongue of stony ground, and going for some time on 
a road partly paved, arrived in another half hour at the Euripus. 
On an eminence on the mainland we saw a white fort, called Ca-
rababa, commanding the bridge, and, indeed, all the fortifications of 
Negroponte. The sea had, in this place, every appearance of a 
river ; and the banks, on the Boeotian side, were rather high and 
rocky. We dismounted, and led our horses over a narrow wooden • 
bridge, about fifteen paces in length, to a stone tower in the 
middle of the strait, of an odd circular shape, like a dice,  
box, large at bottom and top, and small in the middle ; the 
Ernouths of immense cannon appearing through round embrasures, 
about the upper rim. Going through an arch in this tower, we 
passed on to a bridge, also of wood, and 	third longer than. 
the other, standing over the principal stream, for such may the 
Euripus strictly be called. We then entered a large castle, where 
several Turks, bristled with arms, were lounging about ; and CQ 
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tinning for some time through that part of the town which is 
within the works of the fortification, came to another wooden 
bridge, as long as both of those over the Euripus, and crossed 
over the moat, a, broad reedy marsh, into the suburbs of Negro-
ponte, which are much more considerable than. the city within 
the walls. 

The Turks of this place 'are the most brutal, if common fame 
and a proverb before mentioned, do not belie them, of any in the 
Levant ; and as their character prevents travellers from visiting 
the town, they are so unused to the sight of a Frank, that, 
on the appearance of one in the street, the boys scream after, 
and follow him, and the men abuse him, and call him Dog and 
Infidel. This was all the inconvenience I experienced; though 
I must confess, that there was something so very different in the 
air of these Mahometans, and of those I had lately_lived amongst, 
that I should not have considered a long stay in the town at all 
desirable. 

The Waiwode of Athens had given me two letters, one to the 
Vizier, Bakir Pasha, another to a rich Aga, at whose house, 
though he himself was not at home, I put up for the short time 
I remained in the place, and was treated with every attention by 
the people of his household. 

I had not been more than a few minutes in the house, before I 
was visited by the Greek Secretary to the Pasha, to whom I de-
livered my letter, saying, at the same time, that I could not stay 
to pay his Highness a visit. A Greek of the island of Tino, who 
wore the Frank habit, covered with a long cloak, being physician 
to the Pasha, also called to pay his respects. He had been a -
merchant, under the Imperial protection, but failed, and then 
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turned physician, when the Pasha retained him for his own use; 
much against the will of the man, it seemed, as he told me, " I 
am not a slave—but, though I have been here eighteen months, 
his Highness will not let me go ; yet he pays me well ; I have a 
pound and a half of meat allowed me daily, and some piasters at 
the end of the year." With this person, accompanied by my 
attendants, I took a walk about the town. 

The houses are mean and low, the streets narrow, and the 
bazar of the poorest sort. There are but very few Greeks in 
the tOwn, and no one representative of any Christian power:. 
there was once an Imperial Consul, and also a French resi-
dent ; but on some suspicion being entertained of one of them 
with respect to some Turkish females, a body of Turks sure  
rounded his house, and, after some resistance, cut him to, 
pieces ; the other Frank of course fled. They told me, as well. 
as I recollect, that the number of houses in Egripo was about 
eight hundred. 

To the east of the town there is a sort of inclosure or defence,. 
of low pales : on the north is an eminence, from which you have 
the best view of the country, and of the high mountains at the 
back of the town, whose summits are covered with perpetual 
snows. From the highest ridge, which is called Daphne, Athens, 
i\legara, and the whole of the south of Greece, so a Turk assured 
me, appear as if laid out immediately below. The land to the north 
and east of the town is open, but well cultivated ; that to the south 
covered with fine groves of olive-trees, and interspersed with 
orange and lemon gardens ; the interior of the town is not so well 
furnished in this respect as most Turkish cities. The place is con-
;Klered extremely unhealthy, and during the summer the heats 
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are almost insupportable : at that period the Turks remove theit._ 
families to small houses in the groves farther down, to the south. 

As I was walking through the town on the side towards the 
Castle, several grave Turks, apparently in office, with the Greek 
Secretary at their head, approached me, and said that the Vice-
Governor of the place desired me to visit him. I excused myself 
for some time, but was at last obliged to comply, and accordingly 
went through the usual ceremony of pipes, coffee, sweetmeats and 
sherbet, in a small room with this Turk, who was pleasant and 
obliging. 

Whilst in his chamber, the Grammaticos, the Secretary, enter-
ed, and said that the Vizier himself expected to see me. I could 
not, I would not go ; I was in a travelling dress, and covered, 
with dirt by riding. No excuses would do—the Vizier was 
holding a Divan on purpose!! The Greek became pressing and 
impertinent ; and, accompanied by Demetrius, the Physician and 
Secretary, and several'me'n with' white sticks preceding, I pushed 
on through a crowd to the door of the audience-chamber. Here 
was a fresh difficulty—the Secretary told me I must enter without 
my boats, and kiss his Highness's slipper. Had this ceremony 
been usual, no one would have been more ready to comply than 
myself; nay, I would not on any account have dispensed with 
the latter point of respect, but should have insisted upon it as 
earnestly as did Dr. Moore's young patron, the Duke of Hamil-
ton, upon saluting the Pope's toe; but being sure that it was merely,  
a malicious piece of information invented by the Greek, to vex 
me for my backwardfiess in visiting his master, and that no Frank 
traveller had ever done as much to any Pasha, I demurred, and 
was trying :to retire, when the Secretary went into the.audience- 
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chamber, and returning immediately, said that the Pasha would 
dispense with the form. I knew the whole was a pretence, but 
prepared to enter ; and really not • wishing to dirty his carpets 
with my boots, which were plastered with mud, pulled them off, 
putting on, however, not to bate any thing on the important 
point of dignity, a pair of yellow slippers. 

The room where the Pasha received me was very small, and 
crowded with his Turks in office, magnificently dressed, quite as 
well as himself—the certain characteristic, according to Cervantes, 
of a great man. The sofa on the left was occupied by three or 
four visitors apparently ; that to the right, except a corner on 
which the Vizier sat, was vacant. his Highness made a motion 
for me to sit down near him. The Tiniot Physician served as 
interpreter. The Pasha, taking his pipe from his mouth, said I 
was welcome—then stopped again—and a little after said the same 
thing; which he repeated, after an interval, a third time. This I 
understood to be highly ceremonious ; and, indeed, his attention 
was very marked. The pipes and coffee were thrice repeated ; 
sherbets, sweetmeats, and, to crown the entertainment, perfumes 
and rose-water were also subjoined to the former part of the 
treat. 

The Pasha was very inquisitive, as usual, and when I roseto 
go away, begged me to sit down again : it was with difficulty I 
excused myself from staying that night at Egripo, and partaking 
of a feast to which he invited me. He asked, what he could do 
for me, and whether I had seen every thing in the place;- he 
added, " You have looked at the castle from without—there is 
nothing worth seeing in the inside of it." 

You must take, by the way, that the Turks are exceedingly 
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jealous of any one visiting the works of these fortifications ; and 
will suffer no Frank, without a firman from the Porte, to inspect 
them : this I knew, and replied, that I was.  much pleased with 
the outside, but did not .wish to look at the interior of the build-
ing. He then asked, 'what I had come to see ? (the curiosity of 
travellers is a constant source of surprise, and of a little contempt, 
amongst the' Turks) and was answered, " the town and sits 
situation, which were reported to be very beautiful ; and also the 
strait, a great natural curiosity." This last object was not clearly 
understood ; and when, as an explanation, I added, that it was 
the stream of water under the bridge to which I alluded, the 
visages of all in the room put on an air of astonishment, mixed 
with a certain smile, chastised by the gravity ,of their lookS, alto-
gether*indescribable ; and the Vizier asked me, with a great deal 
of naivete, whether I had no water of that sort in My own coun—
try ? adding, that England being, as he heard, an island, he 
should have thought we had great plenty. I endeavoured to in-
form him, that it was not the saltness of the water to wl-iich I 
alluded, but the flux and reflux. That this did not serve me in any 
stead - was evident from the continued surprise marked in the 
faces of all present ; but his Highness assured me, that I should 
have the proper attendance to convey me to the bridge, where. I 
might view the object of my journey. 

Shortly after this I withdrew ; and returning down stairs, saw 
my attendantDemetrius besieged by all the fine drest men who had 
officiated in the room, and who, the moment he opened his purse, 
to make the customary presents for me, thronged about him, 
and. so  frightened him, that he parted with every zeqin in his 
pocket, amounting to 'between eight and nine guineas Their 
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clamour and importunity was such, that he had forgot the pru-
dent and usual plan of calling for the pipe-bearer, the pages car-
rying in the coffee, sweetmeats, sherbet, and perfume, and giving 
to each five piasters: indeed, he was altogether terrified, and had 
some excuse for his alarms. 

But the most ridiculous part of the proceeding was to come, 
and one which I am rather loth to detail, as the principal charac-
ter in the farce was unwillingly acted by, or rather forced upon, 
myself. 

Several of the Pasha's soldiers were waiting without in the 
yard, and these, preceded by two of the most reverend-looking 
personages of the whole court, Chiauses, - or Chamberlains, with 
white wands, and their beards hanging down to their waists, ac-
companied me in a sort of procession towards the bridge. We had 
some distance to walk ; the crowd gathered as we proceeded, and 
in a short time our train filled the street. We walked very slowly, 
the two majestic conductors being saluted respectfully by fifty 
people whom we met, and very leisurely returning the salam and 
usual obeisance. 

The passengers and surrounding crowd perpetually questioned 
my attendants as to the object of the procession, and were told 
that a Frank was going to look at the water. I could hear the 
Turkish words signifying " Water, Water," a hundred times re-
peated. 

I advanced to the bridge with all my suite, went half way across 
it, and looking over the railings half a minute, turned round to 
one of the grave chamberlains, and said I was satisfied ; when 
he and his companion bowed profoundly, and,. without saying a 
word, turned on their heels, and marshalled and preceded the 
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attendants back to the house where I had left my horses, a great 
crowd following as before. 

To each of these great courtiers, whose furred cloaks were worth 
more than all' my travelling wardrobe, and to whom, had I not 
known,  the Turks pretty well by that time, I should have been 
afraid to have offered any present of money, I gave a zequin, a 
little more than half-a-guinea ; and for the receipt of this they 
bowed as gravely as ever, and returned slowly to the palace, 
walking, as is the fashion of the higher orders in Turkey, with 
their toes turned inwards. 

You may be sure, that, after this ridiculous adventure, I did 
not stir out of the Aga's house until my horses were ready to 
leave the town, nor attempt to have any other sight of the water 
than that which I got going to and returning from the island. 

What I witnessed of the Euripus was, that the stream flows 
with violence, like a mill-race, under the bridges, and that a 
strong eddy is observable on that side from which it is about to 
run, about a hundred yards above the bridges; the current, how-
ever, not being at all apparent at a greater distance, • either to 
the south or north. Yet the ebbing and flowing are said to be 
visible at ten or a dozen leagues distance, at each side of the 
strait, by marks shown of the rising and falling of the water in 
several small bays in both coasts. The depth of the stream is 
very inconsiderable, not much more than four feet. 

It was with difficulty that I could get any account of this phe-
nomenon. The Tiniot Doctor told me, that, " per Dio, he had 
never been to look at it ; but that, if any one had told me that 
the change took place more than .twice in twenty-four hours, he-
fancied the person had lied." The Secretary said it changed seven 
times in that spade of time ; and one of the Turks guarding the 
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tower between the two bridges, and living on the spot, averred it 
altered its course five times, favouring me at the same time with 
the cause of this miracle. 

" Not a great many years ago," said he, " this water was like 
any other part of the sea, and did not flow at all ; but a Hadji, 
(that is, a holy Turk, who had been to Mecca) being a pri-
soner in that tower, when the Infidels had the place, and con-
fined in a dark cell, where he could see nothing but the water 
below, through a hole in his dungeon, begged of God to send 
him some sign by which he might know when to pray. His re-
quest was granted, by the change which immediately took place 
in the flowing and reflowing of the' stream ; and since 'that time, 
the current has altered its course at each of the five seasons of 
prayer." 

The man told this story with the air of a person who believed 
it himself; .yet it was clear enough, that, though having daily 
opportunities of so doing, he had never thought about ascertain-
ing whether the tide did change at day-break, at mid-day, two 
hours and a half before sun-set, at sun-set, and an hour and a 
half after—the five times prescribed by the Mahometan law. If 
the fellow was not laughing, of which, as he spoke to me through 
an interpreter, I could not be a very adequate judge, he gave 
surely as strong an example as cduld be well imagined, of the dis-
inclination so apparen't in the followers of all ridiculous supersti-
tions, to convince themselves of the folly of their credulity. He 
might any day have found out that the tale was not true, and that 
the IIadji had not obtained permission of God that the course of 
the sea should be altered at the five periods settled for offering 
up t1 a prayers of the believers. Yet, with the feelings of a 
true devotee, he preferred to propagate, rather than to examine, 
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the holy fable ; and, in spite of evidence forced upon his constant 
notice, would not trust himself with a suspicion of It, fal3n). 

Had Aristotle bit upon so easy a solution of this wonder, he 
would have addressed himself to a people as religum4, and conse-
quently as credulous, as the Turks. 

The account which \Vheler copied from the Jesuit Dalin), and 
collected on the spot, although not from hi' personal esperience, 
he not being long enough in the place, was, that it was sttic( t to 
the same laws as the tides of the ocean, for eighteen day' of 
every moon, and was irregular, having twehe, tlneteen, or four-
teen Plowings and ebbings for the other de% en dm 4, that is, that 
it was regular for tile three last day4 of the old moon, and the 
eight first of the new, then irregular for lit o date, regular again 
for the next seven, and irregular for the other ni • The titer 

seldom rose to two feet, and usually not above one; mitt, contrary 
to the ocean, it flowed towards the sea, and 0111441 toward the 
main-land of Thessaly, northwards. On the irrt 	da) 4 it to, 
for half an hour, and fell for three quarters ; hut when regular, 
was six hours in each direction, losin4 an hour a day. It clod not 
appear to be influenced by the' wind. This (h tad, bow eser, which 
I conclude to be correct, does not attempt to account for the 
irregular changes, nor for the difference of number in dune wry,  
gular changes. 

I feel myself quite unqualified to speak on such a dehated 
point; and shall, therefore, only add what u.14 t del me by a 
Greek of Athens, who bad resided three 3ear4 at Egnr. 
said, that he considered the cirwges t ) dt pen I • Ind) up. n tlte 
wind, which, owing to the high lands in the 	it e t the strait, 
is particularly variable in this place. The twl g,  at calf-4, fn so 
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they may be called, at the north and south of the strait, which 
present a large surface to every storm that blows, and receive 
the whole force of the Archipelago, communicate with. each other 
at this narrow shallow channel; so that.  the Euripus may be -a 
sort of barometer, indicative of every change, and of whatever 
rising and falling of the tide, not visible in the open expanse of 
waters, there may be in these seas. I did not, however, see any 
marks of the water being ever higher at one time than at an-
other. 

Ile added, that he observed, that when the wind was north or . 
south, that is, either up or down the strait, the alteration took 
place only four times in the twenty-four hours ; but that when it 
was from the east, and blew strongly over the high mountains 
behind Egripo, the refluxes took place more frequently, ten or 
twelve times ; and that particularly immediately before the full of 
the moon, the turbulence and eddies, as well as the rapidity of 
the stream, were very much increased. There was never, at.any 
season, any certain rule with respect either to the period or the: 
number of the changes. 

Those of the ancients who inquired into this phenomenon, were 
aware, that the story of the Euripus changing its course always 
seven times during the day, was unfounded ; and the account,  
given of it.  by Livy*, corresponds, in some measure, with that,  
of my Athenian informant. The bridge which anciently con- 

* Nam et venti utriusqum terse prrealtis montibus subiti ac procellosi se deji-. 
ciunt, et fretum ipstim Euripi non septies die, sicut faina fert, temporibus 
statis reciprocat ; sed temere in mod um venti, nunc huc nunc illuc verso marl, 
velut monte prmeipiti devolut us torrens rapitur.—Tit. Liv. lib. xxviii. 
cap. 6. 
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nected the main and the island was considerably longer than that 
which at present serves the same purpose..  

We are informed, that the strait was made more narrow by a 
dyke, which the inhabitants of Chalcis constructed to lessen the 
p6sage ; and it is by no means improbable, that the whole of the 
flat on, which the fortified part of Egripo now stands, and which 
is surrounded on the land side by a 'wide marsh, was formerly 
covered by the waters of the Euripus. 

I did not hear of any remains of the ancient Chalcis, in or near 
the modern town ; the' castle, and some of the oldest houses, re-
tain signs of the old Venetian buildings ; and some very large 
stones in the works look as if they once belonged to more superb, 
edifices. 

This island was considered one of the most important of the pos-. 
sessions of Venice, in the prosperity of that powerful republic; and. 
one of the memorials of former greatness, displayed at this day, 
at St. Marc's, is the standard of the Kingdom of Negroponte. 
The capital town, for many years after its reduction by Maho-
met the Second, was the usual residence, and under the imme-. 
diate command, of the Capudan Pasha, the High Admiral of the.  
Turkish fleets. 

The Turks have a constant apprehension that some effort is in-, 
tended against this island by the Christian Powers, and, are con-
sequently, as hinted before, ridiculously cautious about the forti-
fications of Egripo. 

My sourgee, or postman, told me, that he had been witness 
to an unpleasant scene in this place. A Frank traveller, having a 

* ro-r; xczi 	dusty  74.4a cli'70a&pos.—Strab. lib. ix. p. 4Q3., 
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firman from the Porte, visited the castle, and was about t o retire, 
when the Captain of the Turkish guard stept up to him, and 
asked him for his Imperial licence for seeing the place. The 
Frank gave him what he desired ; upon which the Turk, perusing 
it very seriously, asked him if he had no other order ; and being 
answered in the negative, exclaimed, " I see here a permission 
for you to come into the castle—but none for you to go out !" 
and, so saying, he shut the gate, and confined the traveller for 
some days, as a warning to him for the future to repress his 
curiosity. 

I have since heard of a similar transaction having taken place 
in Candia, with the addition, that the Frank, an Englishman, 
resisted, and was killed. The Turks of both islands bear much 
the same character for ferocity and hatred of strangers ; but the 
Candiote is the more lively and spirited of the two, and his nation 
supplies all the best sailors in the Turkish fleet. 

In addition to their other vile propensities, the Negropontines 
are distinguished, amongst a nation of sensualists, by that horrid 
perversity of taste, which an ancient historian has superadded as 
a disgusting trait to his finished picture of a villain", and which 
appears an unwarrantable excess in the eyes even of the Orientals 
themselves. 

The island is now, as it was formerly, valuable, on account of 

• Xenophon (Cyr. Anab. fin. jib. ii.), in his character of Menon the Thes-
salian. Yet with what coolness does this Greek talk of the more usual enor-
mity of his age and country. (Sec his story of Episthenes, p. 532). He nei-
ther expresses, nor wishes to excite, any abhorrence, but opens his narrative 
simply, rricr•Mic ch 	zis OVvasos vaictEparrrirs 	 and aftenvarc1S, o d's 

11:477c 
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the extraordinary fertility of its soil, and the quuntary of t. 
with which it supplies the adjacent countries. Twenty lur ussa 
mentioned as the common return of grant.. 

Prom Egripo we returned, by a shorter way than that whit Ii 
we had traversed in the morning, to Scinutari, crossing is th It iu 
the hills before we came to \radii, a little beyond the port of 
Aulis, most probably in the exact direction of the road *huh 
formerly led from Chalcis to Thebes. The very ancient city ol 
Alycalessus, not far from the sea, and surrounded with e>ttenate 
fieldS, (urpcope, Muxcatarrop, is the expression of Homer), ases in 
this quarter of Bwotia, which afterwards came under the poster 
of Tanugra, a city independent. long alter the authority of Thebro 
had declined+. Vast numbers of coins have been banal by the 
peasants of this village in 'sloughing lip the neighbouring 
A large collection was presented to me; one of them um• a r qtrs. 
coin of Tanagra; it had been Ibund near a mast 	Gri matins, 
one hour and a half to the south of Scimitars. 

&turning to my village, and waiting for some retreshon at. I 
attended a burial. The dead was a- poor woman ago had burn 
alive when I left the place in the morning. She *a, curried an a 
rug into the little church, and laid down on the floor, with nothing 
but a thin strip of cotton tied about her. Two caloyers prrt rmrsI 
the service over her in a hasty manner, when she ssa* carras1 a at, 

and put into a trench not deeper than two or three k t. Ilrtorn 
putting her in the grave, they tied 3411141,114  to her re. I. 	h. 
when she was laid in the earth, were adjusted by a wan sal 
jumped into the pit and placed them upright, 114s them',  4It a 

• The Tauric Chrmunme, however, proilacr4 tbirty.-44fra I b• r. 311. 
t Plm. cap. 7, " Tanagia, Warr mutes." 
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recumbent statue on a tomb: the same person, taking a small flat 
stone, on which one of the priests had made the sign of the cross, 
laid it upon her breast, and immediately after, with the assistance 
of others, covered the body with earth. There were six old 
women attending as mourners, but they, as well as the rest of 
the congregation, seemed rather merry than sad, behaving with 
levity which I was proceeding to remark upon, when one of them 
said, " Why should we weep for her, she was an orphan; she 
was sixty years old ; how can any one care for such a person ?" 
It is impossible to answer a question, dictated by sentiments so 
frequently felt, though so seldom confessed, by the generality of 
mankind. 

The day afterwards, my party proceeded on the road towards 
Megara, determining so to contrive the journies, that I might 
sleep the first night at a monastery situated in the southern 
declivities of Citha2ron, and from that place visit the ruins of 
Platwa. 

The path lay to the south, for an hour and a half over a plain 
whose corn-lands are attached to the village of Scimitari; it then 
passed under a low hill, the spot called Grematha, round which, 
particularly to the south and east, are several pieces of an-
cient walls, besides some remains of a large building on the 
summit. If this place be not too far from the sea, it answers 
tolerably to the site of Tanagra, and the hill above may be that 
once called Cerycius. It is west from the tower near ./Enoe, and 
south-south-west from Thebes. 

The road from Tanagra to Platzea, two hundred stadia, was 
rough and mountainous. At a little distance beyond Grematha, 
we crossed the Asopus, and came directly into the mountains, a 
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range of Elatias, or Cithzeron, and soon passed a ruined chapel on 
a knoll. In this chapel are parts of the shafts of four small marble 
columns, which have given the spot the name of Castri. The 
road then lay to the west-north-west. On a height above to the 
left, south-east, we saw a village, Mavromati. Still ascending, 
and turning more westward for about an hour, we got into a 
narrow valley, with rocky hills on each side, and continued through 
this, in a path which was only a goat-track, for another hour, 
when we came upon the road we had before travelled from Thebes 
to Athens, having on our left the ruined tower"'. 

Instead of remaining in the same direction, westward towards 
Plataaa, and so travelling through that part of Bceotia which was 
Called Parasopia, we turned into this road, and crossing the low 
rocky ridge of Cithxron to the south, went over the western 
extremity of the plain of Scourta, passing by the village of Spalise. 
We then went again to the westward, and got in half an hour 
into the mountains. Cithaeron here is very high, and covered 
with thick woods, chiefly of pine, which have given it the modern 
name of Elatias. 

There was no direct path to the monastery of which we were in 
search, so that we soon lost our way, and parted, some of us 
keeping ,,high -up on the brows, and the others striking lower 
down, directly across several narrow valleys and chasms, towards 
the point whither we directed our steps. I gave my horse to one 
of the postmen, and, seeing a building rising above the trees on 
the ledge of a rock at some distance, made towards it, penetrating 
into a woody dell, where two torrents from the opposite hills 

* See Letter xx, 
3 0 
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united their streams, and rolled down a steep precipice into the 
plains below. I had gone too quick for Demetrius, who was left 
behind me amongst the woods. It was a still evening, and no 
other sound was to be heard but the gentle dashing of the torrent, 
at whose brink I was stooping down, when the echoes of Cithx-
ron were at once awakened by the shouting of my attendant, 
and starting up, I heard my name repeated as if in thunder, from 
every corner of the vast amphitheatre of woody hills around me. 
Immediately afterwards the man himself appeared ; and being 
questioned as to the cause of his alarm, said, " I was afraid, Sir, 
that you might have been encountered by some wild beast: the 
mountains are full of them." 

I was not perhaps quite so apprehensive of the wild beasts, that 
is, the wolves, as Demetrius, but wishing to reach the monastery, 
proceeded to climb the ascent before us. We soon overtook a 
monk and a little boy, drivipg an ass laden with faggots up a steep 
zig-zag path through the woods, and taking them for guides, ar-
rived, after a good deal of fatigue, at the end of our day's 
journey. 

It was some time before we could gain admittance; and had not 
Demetrius made himself known to a Monk who held parley with 
us from one of the casements, we should not have been suffered 
to enter. My Athenian, who knew this fraternity pretty well, 
told them at first that we only wanted to see their church, one of 
the curiosities of modern Greece, and extolled as such in Mele-
tius' Geography. Whilst, however, we were surveying the inte-
rior of that building, they were told we intended to pais the night 
with them; when they asked., who were coming behind of the 
party, and were answered an Albanian; a Christian. Vasilly at 
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this moment entered the church, and confirmed the report, by 
crossing himself very devoutly. They then frankly confessed, 
that had they beheld this person before we had been let in, they 
would certainly nothave 'opened their gates, especially as, seeing 
that we were ,not in the high-way,e(Pxo-ami 0-7.-porx), they had some 
suspicions of us, and were afraid of being entrapped, as they had 
been a week before, to be the unwilling hosts of a very large party 
for' many days as it was, however, they accommodated us with a 
room in one of the corners of their quadrangular building, and 
were attentive and hospitable. 

Agios Meletius, for so it is called, is placed on a green area 
half way up. the sides of Cithron, the only flat spot to be found 
in  i the mountain, which, both above and below the monastery, is 
a mass of vast precipices, shaded with dark forests of pine. A 
green vale of Borne extent, at the foot of the mountain, covered' 
with flocks and herds belonging to tiLe Monks, and the road to 
Megara, winding over the opposite hills to the south, are seen 
from this spot, but the surrounding woods shut out the view on 
every other side. 

The building is larger than that on Mount Pendele, or any °the/ 
monastery which we visited, but is of the same rude and massy con--
struction, with only one iron door of entrance, and several casements, 
or rather loop-holes,in the upper parts of the wall, which serve the 
purpose of windows for the cells, and also of loop-holes, whence 
musquetry may be successfully used on an emergency. The 
Monks are supplied with guns and other arms, and unless taken 
by surprise, could never be forced to admit any body of men, 
however large. The experiment has frequently been tried by 
parties of Albanians, travelling from Thebes through the Mega-
ris into the Morea, who have always been repulsed. 

5 0'2 
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These stout saints should be in number fifty, but at present 
there are only ten resident caloyers, and five more superintending 
distant metochis. For the recruiting of their order, they have 
established a small school in the monastery, and ten or twelve 
boys are instructed in all the accomplishments which are neces-
sary for their intended profession, that is, to read the ritual of 
the ( reek church in a quick sing-song tone. These lads are well 
fed, clothed, and lodged by the Monks; and their parents have all 
the care and expence of their children taken at once off their 
hands, besides being sure that they will be comfortably esta-
blished in this life, and secure of a bright reversion in the next 
world. 

The church of St. Meletius has a dome, supported by pillars of 
red marble, generally supposed porphyry. Before the sanctuary 
are two octagonal pilasters, of the same material, and four smaller 
pillars of marble support the dome of the holy recess. The Monks, 
who before had had some dealings with Demetrius as a painter, 
consulted him, in my presence, about a scheme they had in view, 
of taking down these marble pillars,and supplying their place with 
four of wood. Thee, they observed, would better bear and dis-
play the gilding, with which they intended to adorn the whole 
interior of the building !!! The pillars are of a size that shows 
they must have been taken from some remains near the spot; and 
in a grove a little below the monastery there is a grotto and a 
bath, apparently ancient and perhaps belonging to some chapel 
sacred to one of the deities of Cithxron, from which the marbles 
may have been removed to the church of Meletius. There is a 
sepulchral inscription on a stone inserted in the wall on one side 
the church door. 

It seems that the ancient, as well as the modern Greeks, were 
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fond of fixing their habitations in the highest accessible spots on 
the sides of their mountains, consulting at the same time their 
health and their security. The' latter object has been par-
ticularly attended to by the. Monks, who, at the same time that 
they have selected almost every beautiful spot, either in the val-
lies, or on the slopes of woody hills, for the site of their unnum-
bered monasteries, have also fixed some of these holy. retreats on 
the very peaks of the highest rocks, whither it does not appear 
how it was possible to convey materials for erecting their cells. 

There is amongst the ranges.of Mezzovo, or Pindus, at no 
great distance from a han, called Kokbuliotiko, the supposed site, 
of GOmphi 4', a high rock with nine summits, called Meteora, 
and on each of these peaks, which are in a-cluster together, is a 
small monastery. Meteora being in the road leading from Ioan-
nina to Triccala and Larissa, the Monks of these aerial habitations 
have contrived to secure themselves from all surprises, or unwel-
come visitants, by cutting down those ridges of their rocks by 
which they first ascended them, and all the monasteries are now 
perfectly inaccessible. The Monks who leave the society for the 
sake of purchasing provisions, or on other necessary occasions, 
are let down from the summits of the mountain in. baskets, to the 
highest landing-place, perhaps a. hundred feet below, and, on 
their return, are drawn up into the monasteries, by the same con!. 
trivance. 

One may surely be at a loss to. guess what charms life can have 
for a caloyer of Meteora, a prisoner on the ridge of a bare rock. 
Security is not acceptable on such conditions. Yet, from amongst 

Letter vs. p. 62. 
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the varieties of human condtct, we may collect other instances of 
voluntary privations equally unaccountable, and produced, inde-
pendent of habit or constraint, by original eccentricitfeof mind. 
A Monk of St. Meletius, sitting with one or two others of his 
order in my cell, and taking a glass or two of rossoglio, which we 
Usually carried with us in our canteen, confessed to me, that he 
never had in his life felt an inclination to change his place, and 
having from his childhood belonged to the monastery, had sel-
dom wandered beyond its precincts : " For four years," said he, 
66  I have not gone farther fromethe gate than the grotto in the 
grove, and perhaps another four years may pass before I go down 
into the plain. I am not fond of travelling, yet some of las pre-
fer being abroad, and Hadji there has been to Jerusalem; for 
myself, I do not wish to remove from this spot, and would not 
go even to one of the farms of our monastery." • 

The Monk who spoke was one-and-twenty years of age, in the 
bloom of health. Hadji, or the saint who had made the pil-
grimage, assured me, that the young man had spoken the truth, 
and added besides, that he was as ignorant as an infant, whispering 
something in my ear, which was a decisive proof of his innocence. 
The same pilgrim, a shrewd young fellow, seeing my surprise, con-
tinued to declare, ;that the propensity of this young Monk to it-
main for ever on the mountain, was singular, but not so singular 
as the bent and disposition of some others whom he had known. 
" There is," he added, " a caloyer of our monastery, who seldom 
speaks to any of us, and is never in his cell, except during a few 
hours in the night. The whole of his time is passed with our 
oxen, which he tends, and to which he has taken such a fancy, 
that he will suffer neither beast nor man, not even one of us, to 
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approach their pasture, but drives away, the intruder_ with stones. 
He will not let any' other herdsman assist him in attending the 
cattle, and our abbot humours his inclination, which every day 
grows more violent." 	• 	- 

We have read of the Boskoi, or grazing saints, who once swarmed 
over the plains of Mesopotainia; but it does not appear that those 
fanatics lived with the herds. like my. monk of St. Melon's, or. 
afforded quite so strange an example of the follies and madnesses 
liable to arise amongst members of a community,. associated on 
principles contrary to common seise, and regulated according to 
a. system in direct opposition to the general habits and nature Of. 
man, 
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Route from St. Meletius to the Ruins of Platcea, at Cockli—
Gfito-Castro—CEna—Pass of Citharon—Parasopia—The 
Positions of the Armies at the Battle of Platcea—Doubts re-
specting the Numbers who fought against the Greeks—Route 
from St. Meletius to Megara—by Koundouri—Pass in the 
Mountains—Arrival at Mclara—The Derveni Choria—The 
Town and Inhabitants of Megara—Return by Eleusis to 
Athens—General View of the District of Attica, and of the 
Peasants settled in the Villages. 

EARLY in the morning of the 11th of February, 
the Monks, as they were requested, roused my party, presenting 
me at the same time with a small piece of consecrated bread, the 
remainder of what had been used for the mass which they had 
celebrated at the dawn of day. The baggage was left at the mo-
nastery, and the surgee and Vasilly accompanied me on a visit 
to the ruins of Plata, close to a village whose name is Cockli, 
on the other side, the north, of Cithxron. 

Having with some difficulty descended the hills, we got into a 
long valley, called the plain of the Calivia of Koundouri, the 
name of a large village in the vicinity. This plain, which is 
partly a green pasture, and partly cultivated and divided into 
corn-fields and vineyards, extends westwards for perhaps eight or 
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nine miles; and near the extremity of it, under an amphitheatre 
of woody bills, is a village called Villa. It corresponds in every 
respect with the small territory which belonged anciently to Eleu-
therw, and was attached first to Bwotia, but afterwards to Attica. 

Travelling on in this valley to the west for two hours, we turned 
off into a pass between the hills, on the right, in order to cross 
the mountain Citha3ron,,  and •thus got into the line of road which 
was anciently the only route from Thebes to Megara. A path 
across the hills near Villa, to the south-west, was that leading 
directly from the isthmus, and the one by which the Lacedemo7  
nian army marched from the Peloitnesus, and penetrated through 
the Eleusinian territory into Attica. 

Immediately on entering the pass, we saw, on a rocky brow to. 
the right, the remains of an ancient fortress, consisting of five 
low towers, and a strong Wall running a quarter of a mile, per-
haps, round nearly the whole summit of the rock. 

I cannot but suppose these to be the remains of CEnoe, the 
strong frontier town between Attica and Bceotia, which was be-
sieged by the Spartan General in the first year of the Pelopone-
sian warm. There were two towns of this name in Attica; one 
belonging to the district Tetrapolis, near Afarathon, of the tribe 
lEantis ; the other, that which we saw, near Eleutherw, and of 
the tribe Hippothoontis. 

The ruins, I know not why, are now called Gifto-Castro, 
or the Gipsies' Tower, There are no traces of any houses 
within the circuit of the fortifications ; but the towers and walls 
are remarkably entire, and convey a very correct notion of • 
what, according to the system of Greek warfare, was the most 

*.......0441 011 TX EV p.Eaoptois •74;s. Ar mats xxi Boorr;or inTtixtrro, 
Tbucyd. 	ii. cap. 18. 
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effectual method of fortifying a town. A wall built round the 
summit of a rock, would, it must seem, be the first kind of strong 
place invented, and the addition of towers would be the next im-
provement, and one with which the engineers of antiquity would 
be likely to be satisfied, as entirely sufficient for all the purposes of 
defence. The Spartans were considered as the most inexpert of 
all the Greeks, in the besieging of towns; and the army of Archi-
damus, though furnished with engines and other means of attack, 
failed to reduce this place ; which, however, was no great proof of 
their want of skill ; for CEnoEIas by no means, as a late writers, 
before referred to, asserts, a Ming fort, but one as well qualified 
to resist attack as could well be constructed. From the towers. 
,which remain, and which are square, it appears that these parts 
of the work were not raised at equal distances-  from each.other,•but 
at every point where the nature of the ground required an angle 
in the walls. They are not much higher than a man, and will. 
not contain more than two persons standing upright. 

A little farther up the pass, beyond the ruins of CEno, is a foun-
tain erected by some benevolent Turk, who, according to usual prac-
tice, has recorded his generosity in golden letters on the stone above 
the spring : it is called PetrOyracke. In twenty minutes after 
this, we left the road leading to Thebes towards the north-morth- • 
east, whose highest point was once called Tpas KEq;caocl, the Three 
Heads, and struck into a rough mountain track, continually ascend-
ing, to the north-west. We were half an hour in this direction 

* De Pauw, sec. 8, tom. i. A circumstance which occurred after the battle 
of Platza, is a much stronger proof of the incapacity of the Spartan in this 
respect, which, indeed, was a part of their diScipline. They were unable to 
force the wooden intrenchment of the Persian camp, until the Athenians earn-
up to their assistance. 
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befOre we got to the top of this ridge of Cithwron, when we had.. 
at once a view of the plains of Bceotia. The minaret of one of 
the moscks of Thebes was visible, peeping above the low mounds 
to the south of that city: Zagafi, or Helicon, was to the • west-
north-west, and Liakura, or Parnassus, was just apparent,, rising 
into the sky at the northern extremities of Helicon ; Cithron, 
ranged onwards as far as the eye could reach to the West ; the 
green plains of Platwa, the scene of the great battle that esta, 
blished the liberties of Greece, were lying directly below, rather 
to the left, and a fine open couriry, the ancient Parasopia, and 
the district belonging to the city Erythrw, extended under the 
fo"t of the hills to the right.. The river Asopus divided into two 
I 	which, uniting, form a long island, once called Oeroe, 
ovposite to Platen, not half a mile in breadth, was seen windihg 
through the whole of this large flat. 
. I shall endeavour to give you an account of the positions, with 
a reference to the battle'. Descending the hill for ten minutes, 
you have on your right a small village, Calivi, at the foot of the. 
hills. This was the second position of the Greeks, who, march-
ing from Ery three along the roots of Cithron, and passing 

into the Platwan territory t, placed themselves on that 
spot to prevent the Persians from penetrating into Attica or the 
Peloponesus, by the great road from Thebes through the pass 
of TpE4 Kspcaal, which, just beyond Calivi, is seen, looking like the 
bed of a torrent, running through a chasm in the hills. 

Calivi is one hour and a half from Plataa. Not far from the. 

* Mr. Barbie du Boccage's plan, in Anacharsis, of these positions, seems 
entirely wrong. He has put the pass of TpEi's Kffaxal to the west, instead of to 
the cast, of Platna. 

1- Herod. Calliope, cap. 25. 
-3 P 2 
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village, half a mile below in the plain, near a solitary house, is 
a spring, with great probability the same which supplied the 
fountain Gargaphia, the very spot where the Greeks were en-
camped. About a mile to the north-west of the fountain, the two 
branches of the Asopus reunite. Sloping to the westward down. 
the sides of the mountain, a little more than a mile beyond Calivii  
you come to a rivulet flowing down a ravin ; and-on a hillock 
above, you see some large stones disposed into a square. It is 
impossible to doubt, but that the rivulet is the Molois, to which 
the Lacedemonians retired, ati;ie same time that the Athenians 
passed into the plain towards the island Oeroe, and the confe-
derates to the walls of Platoca, near the Temple of Juno: the 
stones on the hillock may be the remains of the chapel of the 
Eleusinian Ceres. This position is half a mile up the sides of 
CitliTron, on very uneven marshy ground. The whole force of 
the Persians crossing the Asopus and the plain near Gargaphia,. 
ascended the roots of the mountain, and brought the Lacedemo-
nians to action on the banks of the Molols. The Greek allies of 
the Persians went into the plain, and were there routed by .the 
Athenians. 

Continuing for another mile, _still along the sides of the mon= 
tain, you arrive at a small remain, similar to that above the rivu-
let, and which may be the vestiges, either of the Temple of Juno 
Citha-ronia, or the heroic monument of the Platans who were . 
slain in the battle. 

In less than half a mile beyond; but downwards towards the 
plain, you meet with the first remains, on this side, of the walls 
of Plata'a. The path leads under these, and, passing a fountain, 
takes you round a kind of terrace, surrounded in many parts with 
the walls of the ancient city. The size of Plata may.  be computed 
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exactly by what is left of these walls, whose circuit seems to have 
been about a mile. Very large stones, apparently part of the 
foundations of houses, are scattered upon the area of the terrace, 
but there are no marble remains. This terrace is directly under 
the. highest summits of Cithwron, which hi this spot impend in 
woody precipices over. the site of the city: The ground above 
the ruins is very rugged and steep, "and the pine-forests advance 
within a short distance of the plain. When.we visited the place, the 
summits of the mountain were capped with clouds of snow, which 
formed a fine contrast with the dark woods -beneath. 

In a niche of the hills, to the test of the site of Platzea, is the 
village of .Cockli, containing a few wretched huts. Beyond is-a 
small plain, running west-south-west, bounded to the south by the 
range of Cithwron, and to the north by some low hills, separating 
it from the plain of Thespim*. This I should suppose to be the 
pass anciently called the Straits of Platxa, through, which lay the 
road to Leuctra. Nearly opposite Cockli, there is a small bridge 
over one of the branches of the Asopus, a very, insignificant 
stream. The land in the island Oeroe, near this bridge., is high 
and rugged, and the point where the river. divides . itself into two 
branches is not visible from Cockli. 

Notwithstanding_ the circumstantial account, and the particular 
enumeration of the forces of the two nations engaged in the battle, 
given by Herodotus, no traveller who has seen the scene of action, 
which is to this day recognizable by most undoubted signs, can 
fail to suspect the Grecian historian of some exaggeration. The 
whole conflict must have taken place on a triangular space, bounded 
by the road from Thebes into the pass of Cithwron, five miles, 
the base of Cithwron three miles, and the road froin Platwa to , 

* Wheler, book vi. p. 475. 
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Thebes, six miles. The Greeks were one hundred and ten thou. 
sand; the Persians,. with their confederates, three hundred and 
fifty thousand. But the most severe part of the action, and in which, 
reckoning both Lacedemonians and Persians, nearly three hun-
dred and fifty thousand troops were engaged, was fought on.the 
ravin, in marshy steep ground amongst the hills, where, notwith-
standing the account informs us that the cavalry of Mardonius. 
were the most active, it seems difficult to believe that a single 
squadron of horse could have manoeuvred. 

From Gargaphia to the Molois is but little more than a mile,, 
and, according to the Instorian,.the whole of this- immense body 
fought in less than that space, for Mardonius advanced into the 
hills to encounter Pausanias. I r,hould fancy that such an extent 
of ground would not contain such numbers, although ranged in 
the deepest order of which the ancient tactics allowed; and the 
Persians did not advance in any order at all, but confusedly $. 
The fifty thousand allies of Mardonius and the Athenians might 
have fought in the plain between the Asopus and the foot of the 
hill, which, however, according to modern tactics, would not 
admit of even that number of troops to engage. 

It does not appear that any part of the action, except the 
forcing the Persian camp, took place beyond the Asopus, so that 
not half of the space above mentioned was occupied by the troops 
of either party during the action. In short, it is impossible to 
reconcile the positions with the detailed account transmitted to us 
by the Greeks of this immortal victory: yet an ingenidus anti-
quark- n would do much towards such an object, and volumes of 
controversy might be produced on both sides of the question. 

4* °OUTS' X4CT1,11 91%4 XOTIMJOEPTIfjp 011)71 riqi.—licrod• Call. cap. W. 
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Lest it may appear sacrilege to entertain -doubts whiCh must 
diminish the lustre of Grecian heroism, I beg you to recollect, 
that even the more sober page of Latin, history has been occa—
sionally viewed with the eye of scepticism, particularly in Italy, 
on the scene of some of the exploits of the earlier Romans. 
Tome after tome has been ushered into the world on such dis-
puted points, and one large quarto, the work of a learned anti-
quary, is occupied solely in treating of the Caudine Forks. The 
daring mendacity of the Grecian annals, became proverbial 
amongst the Romans, who supposed that this ingenious people 
owed much of their martial fame to their poets, rhetoricians, and 
historians, whose eulogies, and whose records, first of all, per-
haps, only flattered their vanity, but. by degrees appeared well-
founded, and obtained every credit amongst a people who were 
interested in believing them to be just and impartial. The war-
riors ,of Italy, after some acquaintance with the merits of the 
Greeks, were willing to pay all respect to their artists, and to, 
their writers; they were content to become their pupils; but 
having found their soldiers unable to check them for a moment 
in the career of victory. ; and, indeed, having• beheld their most 
famous states previously enslaved by foreign tyrants, and the sup-
pliants,,rather than the antagonists of Rome, they could with diffi—
culty entertain any exalted notion of their'military prowess. • The 
examples which the Roman youth were directed to study, by day 
and by night, were the writings, not the actions of the Greeks: 
yet, to the latest ages, the natives of this illustrious country con-
sidered their ancestors as affording models of the highest excel-
lence, not only in the arts of peace, but of -war, and as worthy 
of being ranked with those conquerors who had subdued the 
world. With what triumph does the great author of the l'arallOs- 
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attribute the glory of Athens to the exploits of her heroes, rather 
than to the genius of her writers. " This it was," exclaims die 
exulting Cheeronean, " that raised the state to glory, this raised 

her to greatness; for this, Pindar calls Athens the prop of 
44  Greece; not that she roused the Greeks by the tragedies,  of 
" her Phrynicus and her Thespis, but that the sons of the Adie- 

nians first at Artemisium, (such is his expression), laid the 
" splendid foundation of liberty; and at Salamis, at Mycale, at 

Plataa, having established in adamantine security the freedom 
of Greece, transmitted it to the rest of mankind 
The author of this panegyric is, however, obliged to confess, in 

another place t, that in his time, the whole of Greece could hardly 
furnish three thousand fighting men; a number that, according to 
ancient history, was once supplied by Megara alone. 

There seems no way of accounting for the large armies brought 
into the field by the Greeks during their civil wars, except by 
supposing that every man capable of bearing arms was occasion-
ally a soldier. By what other means could the Thebans arm 
seventy thousand troops to fight the Lacedemonians? When 
Justin Vays down the number of soldiers which could be arrayed 

* TaUTOG rryll VOA!!! tlywEy E‘f LEay, TIXUTX Cif thtyES.os, EY "COUTO; ilohcp?s Epiurea 

Tns 'EXXcaoc wpotrEtwE Tots ANoceci  oux OT! TC4if Opuvtgou TpocytAcets XX; 0E61140E 

wpaovi, Toys 'EAT:twos., °Oa' OT{ rpayroy (uis picot,  auroc) 	ApTEILIO-tip 7ralehc Aan" 

YOGIWY EP000rro (pawn?, xprrir EAEvd3p cer,sin TE IMAM/AM XIX& MUXOGXV Xe‘l iuz- 

-rctsa K  cZo-wip atatharnvos PT. pi 	EAEUaEpiC6Y Tnf  ' EA.Aarbc wcepth(roto 70if 441a0if 

1:411,511;470K *0"--1311.1t. roTepov Aaevottot XOGTX VOAE1.40Y. X. T. A.. Reiske edit. vol. vii. 
p. 379. 

t Essay on the Failure of the Oracles. 
Lib. ix. cap. 5. 

• The words quoted are not in that part of Finder's works which remain, 
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in the time of Philip of Macedon, by the whole Grecian confede-
racy, without reckoning Laconia, at two hundred thousand infantry 
and fifteen thousand cavalry, he must, as Mr. Hume, in the essay 
before quoted, has observed, be understood to allude to all those 
who could bear arms. -  In truth, the heavy armed were, properly 
speaking, the only regular soldiers, .and the light troops, as it 
appears from the most ancient details of battles, were considered 
as attendants upori the great effective force. 

In the battle of Platwa there were seven helots, with the requi-_ 
site accoutrements attached to every Spartan and about one 
light-armed soldier to each individual of the other troops, making 
in the whole sixty-nine thousand five hundred of this kind of 
force; many more than half of the whole confederate army. 
Thus we may feel inclined to credit the statement of the numbers 
of the Greek forces said to be engaged in their famous battles, 
but must be allowed to doubt a little with respect to the myriads 
of the Barbarians, which, on ,the evidence of their own writers, 
they are generally believed to have overthrown. 

The different amounts of the Persian army who fought at Ma-' 
rathon, as transmitted to us by various authorities, are of them-
selves sufficient to justify such an incredulity. But -I will con-
clude these hints, which were suggested by a view of the Platman 
plains, and return to the monastery of St. Meletius. 

The day after my visit to the ruins of Platwa, we set out for. 
Megara, going first down the mountain, through thick woods of 
evergreens into the plain. Crossing this, we got into the public 
road leading from Thebes to Athens, Megara, and the Morea, 

* Herod. Call. cap. 28 et 29, 
3Q 
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and in an hour came to where a path branched off to the left, 
towards the first of those places, through Eleusis. In half ,an 
hour from this point, going over low, bare hills, we passed Komi-
douri, a considerable village .on the top and sides of a hillock 
under a mountain to the south-west, and not shaded by a single 
tree. Thence we began to ascend, and travelled through pine-
forests for an hour and a half, until we had gained the brow of,  
the mountain. 

Looking back from this spot, we had a view of the monastery 
of St. Meletius, and found we had gone in a south-south-westerly 
direCtion. Here the road divides, one branch of it to the right, 
towards the Isthmus, across the high mountains called the Der-
veni, the other more • to the south-west, to Megara. We de-
scended a winding path, and now and then, through openings in 
the woods, caught a view of the Athenian plain and Mount Pen-
telicus to the left in the distance, and the country about- Eleusis 
mater to us in the same quarter. 

In a little time we passed one of the stations of the guard which 
is kept throughout the mountains bordering on the Isthmus. 
Eight or ten stout young men were smoking in a hut made of 
green branches; one of them brought us a jug of water, the usual 
present, and another, slinging his gun across his shoulder, was 
preparing to attend us, but was dismissed with a2 small piece of 
money by Vasilly, who declared we had no occasion for his ser-
vices, there being no robbers in all the district. 

This guard was just at the mouth of a very narrow pass between 
two perpendicular rocks, one of which, on the right hand, dis-
played a huge rent, like a long cavern, in its side. When we 
entered the pass, we bad travelled four hours from the monastery, 
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and we then went directly south-west, still amongst woods of ever, 
greens and fragrant shrubs, with occasional glimpses of the sea and 
the castle of Megara. Issuing in about an hour more from the, hills 
and forests, we came at last upon an open cultivated plain, and 
turning westward, arrived in.  another hour at the town of Megara, 
where we took up our lodging for the night. 

Megara contains a thousand houses, only. six hundred of which 
are inhabited, rather of a mean construction, many of them being 
built of mud, and all of them having low flat roofs. It is situated 
on two narrow ridges of a low eminence; on the top of that to 
the west, on which the principal number of houses stand, is a 
large square tower,and on the other, a windmill. The surround-
ing plain is extensive, twenty miles perhaps in circumference, 
being bounded to ,the south by the line of coast Awning west Irvin 
the port once named Niszea, now DOdeca Ecclesiais, 
small, and of the shape of a horse-Shoe., two miles from the city), 
to the north by a long chain of circling mountains, now the Long 
Mountains, Macriplayi, branching off north-westward from the 
hills of Kerata towards the western extremities of Citha3ron and 
the bay of Livadostro, and on the south-west by a very thigh 
range of hills, resting on the extremities of the ,northern ,moun-
tains, formerly Gerania, and now called Derveni Youui, or the 
Mountain of the Guard. The declivities of the .hills iamed 
rata, or the Horns, are the north-eastern and eastern boundary 
of the plain. Near the port is a hillock, with a lower on the top 
of it, the site of the citadel of Niswa; and there is a small green 
island at the mouth of the harbour, the Minoa of the ancients. 

The whole of the Megaris is now frequently called Derveni, 
from a singular policy of the Turks, who have constituted all the 

3 Q 2 
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population of this mountainous district, inhabiting seven towns; 
called Derveni Choria, of which Megara is the largest, and 
Koundouri the next in size, into an armed guard, to prevent the 
egress of any unpermitted persons from the Morea through _the 
Isthmus. There is in the road through the mountains a perpetual 
guard, but every cottage and all the solitary monasteries are sup-
plied with guns, and on the least alarm, which is easily communi-
cated by smokes and fires on the summits of the hills, the whole 
of the Megaris, from the Isthmus. to the passes of Cithwron, is in 
a state of defence. 

About forty years ago, a large body of six or seven thousand 
Albanians, wbo had been called in to drive the Russians from the 
AIorea, endeavoured to retire with their plunder, against the 
orders of the Pasha of Tripolizza. The alarm was given to the 
Derveniotes, so they are called, and every path and outlet being 
instantly occupied by the Greek peasants, who were happy 
enough to be employed against Albanians and Turks, very few of 
the fugitives escaped; many were killed by the Monks of St. Me-
letius, endeavouring to fly through the unfrequented tracks of 
Cithwron between the two roads from Thebes to Athens. 

Ten years ago a similar attempt was made by a hundred and 
fifty Albanian Turks, who were dissatisfied with the pay of the 
Pasha of the Morea, and not one of them escaped, ten being 
killed, and the remainder sent in chains to 'I'ripolizza. 

This institution has succeeded completely; and such is the vigi-
lance, courage, and honesty of these Greeks, that a snuff-box 
lost in their mountains would be probably very soon recovered., 
The Derveniotes seem to be a superior race to any other of the 
Greek peasantry; the putting arms into their hands, and'taking 
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away almost all the controul of their masters from before their 
eyes, (for they are under the command of the Capudan Pasha, 
or High Admiral; and have only one Turk amongst them, 
called the Derven-Aga), have given them the erect gait and air of 
.freemen. The' greater part of them are sprung from Albanian 
settlers, but all are acquainted with the Romaic language, and 
by a long establishment in the' country, have adopted all the feel-
ing and prejudices of the Greeks. The decided superiority which 
their knowledge of the country Must always, and has given them 
over any opponents, has naturally raised their notions of their 
own prowess. to a great height, and they speak of the ferocious 
Turk and the. martial Albanian with contempt. Although at pre-
sent in the service*of the Porte, and exempted from part of the 
burdens to which, the Greeks are subject, paying only one hun-
dred paras a.  man for haratch, or capitation tax, yet they com-
plain of being obliged to give quarters to the people in the service 
of the Pashas of the Morea, when passing through their country; 
and it is easy to see that the Derveniotes would be a most fort-
midable instrument, in the hands. of any power .who might attempt 
to revolutionize European Turkey. Their whole number, that is; 
all. those amongst them, capable of carrying arms, was stated to 
me, though I believe "somewhat loosely, at three thousand; .a 
body certainly sufficient. to. prevent the Morea from affording, or 
receiving, any supplies, in case of a general insurrection.of the 
Greeks. Besides, the, Derveni Choria, two or three of. the vii-. 
lages of Attica are considered as forming part of the guard ; 
this is the case with Casha, and the Albanian peasantry of that 
4istrict are reckoned more courageous and spirited than those of 
other parts of the .country. 
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.Megara retains no vestiges of its ancient impottance, except 
some pieces of wall, just visible above the surface of the earth at 
the back of the hills ; yet many sepulchral and other inscriptions, 
and some fragments of carved marbles, -are to be seen in the walls of 
the church and of some of the houses. All the inscriptions bare 
been copied, and four of them taken down by Wheler are also 
given in Meletius, and a collation of the two authorities shows 
the incorrectness of the Romaic geographer 1'. Three headless 
statues of females are in possession of a priest, who removed them 
from a ruin on the road between the town and the port, where 
they were seen by an English traveller in 1738. Pieces of marble 
are found in such quantity amongst the rubbish, particularly on 
the bill of the tower, that the women of Megara, many of them, 
grind their corn on a flat slab of it, making use of a large 'roller 
of the same material to crush the grains and reduce them to flour. 

In the flat below the eminence on the north side of it, is a 
fountain, with some fragments of marble near it, half buried in 
the earth. This spring is conjectured to have been within the cir-
cuit of the ancient city, and sacred to the nymphs called Sith-
nides. The modern well -has lately been filled up by the male 
inhabitants, who accuse the water of having some properties 
productive of an inclination to incontinence in their wives and 
daughters. The females of Megara seem therefore to be rather 
of a 'mixed reputation, which was, if I recollect right, the charac-
ter of the ancient Greek ladies of this town. 

• Sabina, the wife of Hadrian, is, in Meletius, TaPaiya., and the word 

. 110p.rpuX01, in one of the dedicatory inscriptions, which gave rise to the doubts 
of Whcler, is changed for Hat4PAOS in the Geography. 
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This place, formerly almost deserted on account of - the fre-
quent incursions of pirates, and burnt by the Venetians in 1687; 
appears for several years to have been increasing in size.- In 
1738 there were only a hundred houses, and Chandler talks of 
it as a miserable village, The richness, of the soil in the sur-
rounding plain abounding in vineyards and cotton grounds, but 
chiefly with large tracks of corn land, has, however, drawn toge-
ther an increase of population.; and the vacant'houses at Megara 
will, it is probable, be gradually occupied by freSh inhabitants. 

We staid but one night at Megara, and then left it to re-
turn by Eleusis to Athens ; a short ride of a few hours if per-
formed without baggage-horses, and, according to the longest 
computation, only 	miles in. length : I was. only five 
hours on the journey, leaVing the attendants behind as soon as 
we passed Eleusis.—The Athenian generals, who were sworn to • 
invade the territories of Megara twice a year, bound themselves 
to no very arduous or protracted enterprise, but one which, it 
seems, might be performed any day betwixt the hour of break-
fast and dinner. 

The extreme diminutiveness of Greece, a fact so often alluded 
to, may make some readers suspect that they, and the rest of the 
world, have fixed their admiration upon a series of petty and in-
significant actions, scarcely worthy of a detail, or of finding a 
place amongst the histories of empires ; but others will only feel. 
an  increase of esteem and respect for a people, whose transcendant 
genius and virtue could give an interest and importance to events 
transacted upon so inconsiderable a. spot of earth. Greece Pro-
per scarcely contained more space than the kingdom of Naples 
occupied formerly on the c.outinwat of Italy, and Sicily, is consi- 
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dered as large as Peloponesus*. Alcibiades might well be at a loss 
to find, not only Attica, but even G reece itself, in a map of. the 
world ; yet the history of mankind refers for many ages to little else 
than the affairs of this indiscernible portion of the globe, and what is 
said of the Barbarians, is generally introduced only to complete and 
illustrate the Grecian annals. Thus, in the early Greek writers, 
we find not a single mention of the Romans; a silence that has had 
the effect with many young students, of inducing them to believe, 
that the history of the former nation begins about where the most 
important part of that of the latter terminates; it does not at first 
enter into their heads, that any of the great men of the two coun-
tries were cotemporaries, and the exploits of Camillus and Epa-
minondas .are not supposed to have been performed in the same 
age. They are, to be sure, at once set right by a view of the 
Chronological Chart; but old impressions are only corrected, not 
altogether effaced, and are apt, in spite of conviction, to regain 
at times their former influence. 

The exclusive attention of the more ancient Greek authors to 
the antiquities of their own nation, and their general inattention • 
to and ignorance of every thing relative to other countries not im-
mediately connected with themselves, afforded the antagonist of 
Apion a good deal of room to display his ingenious acrimony. It 
is not without some triumph that Josephus cites the historian Epho-
rus, as having supposed Spain to be a single cityf. 

Even after the Romans had forced this people to acknowledge 
that they were not the only warriors in the world, and had perform-. 
ed exploits which they might condescend to record with an Hel- 

• D'Anville's Geog. article Greece. 
Josephus, book i. in answer to Apion.  
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lenic pen, .they still appear to-have thought that they had a just 
claim to a monopoly of all the wit and learning of mankind. The 
influence their arms had been unable to obtain, was established 
by their language, " whose empire was spread from the Adriatic 
to the Euphrates." They seem to pay no attention to the daily 
incense offered them by their conquerors and pupils. " There is 
not, I believe," says the author whose words I have quoted above, 
" from Dionysius to Libanius, a single Greek critic who mentions 
Virgil or Horace ; they seem ignorant that the Romans had any 
good writers4'." 

I will now give our route from Megara towards Athens;  as 
far as Eleusis. The road was, for the first hour and a half, 
towards the south-east, inclining to the shore, chiefly through 
low woods of evergreens.; it then took.us  more to the eastward, 
and wound under hills close to the water, still leading through 
green forests. The hills are ranges of -the mountain Kerata, and 
the two tops are visible at a distance to the north-east. In 
another hour and a half the path passes round a bay, where 
there is a solitary cottage and a boat-shed. From this place 
the tower above Eleusis is in sight, and the tongue of land 
forming the south-Western extremity of the bay of Eleusis, is 
seen stretching before you into the sea : Salamis appears close 
to this point, and closing up the wide mouth, of the bay. From 
this spot ' travellers ascend the extremities of the mountain Ke-
rata, and passing at the back (the west) of the tower of Eleusis, 
come, in an hour, into part of the plain of Eleusis, at the foot 
of the mountain. 

* Decline and Fall, vol. ii. p. 43. 
3 R 
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From the back of the tower the path leads through a green 
valley, on a slope between low hills, until it arrives in the open 
country. A spring is still to be seen in this valley ; this is the 
Flowery Well where Ceres reposed, and the valley is the Rharian 
plain. The path to Athens then strikes off over the Thriasian, 
plain, leaving the village of Eleusis to the right, and passing 
through the ruins of the aqueduct. 

Were it not for the conjectures of former travellers, and the 
power put into every one's hands, who is in possession of a Pau-,  
sanias, of indulging in the same pleaSing speculations, travelling in 
modern Greece would be an irksome and unsatisfactory labour. 

The weather, from my departure on the 8th to my return, 
on the 13th of February, had been very favourable; though,. 
according to report, there bad been a violent storm of rain at 
Athens on. the 10th. The 14th was very hot, and the sky 
quite clear; the 15th seemed intolerably sultry, and a few dark 
vapours were seen collecting round the brows of the moun, 
tains; the next day was equally hot, and the tops of Parnes were 
enveloped in heavy motionless clouds. At half after eleven at 
night, as I was writing the substance of this letter in our little 
sitting-room at Athens, and my fellow-traveller, better employed,. 
was sitting opposite to me, a noise, like the rushing of a torrent, 
suddenly roused our attention ; the dead stillness of the night. 
rendered every sound more unexpected and more distinct; the 
branches of the lemon-trees in the court-yard shook " without a; 
wind ;" and instantly afterwards the door of our chamber swung 
open, and the whole building began to totter. At this moment 
one of the servants rushed into the room, and exclaimed, that. 
the house was falling! The shaking, however, was but gentle, 
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and did not last more than two seconds, having been more alarm-
ing in its approach than dangerous in its consequences. We after. 
wards learnt that this earthqu.ake had thrown down several hun. 
dred houses at Canea in Candia, and we ourselves saw some effects 
of its violence amongst the ruins of Alexandria Troas. 	• 

I have now done-  my best to make you acquainted with modern 
Attica, as well as with the country immediately adjacent ; and in 
this review I have made mention of all the small towns, together 
with the number of houses they are supposed to contain, in order 
to furnish some clue towards computing the -present population of 
the country. 	- 

Besides the villages before enumerated, the number of whose 
habitations, taken altogether, do not .  quite amount to two 
thousand, it should be understood, that there are, perhaps, as 
many as fifty hamlets Of ten, twenty, and thirty cottages, which, 
together with the monasteries, may add between seven and eight 
hundred houses to the former number. According to this com-
putation, Athens and modern Attica may be supposed to contain 
about twenty-five thousand five hundred inhabitants of all ages 
and sexes. 

The ancient territory consisted of tw•o hundred and fifty square 
miles ; but the district now belonging to the city is somewhat 
smaller, as it is bounded to the north by Brilessus, and not by 
the Asopus, and as the valley before described, once attached to 
Eleuthera3, is now part of the Derveni-Choria. Yet this deduc-
tion from the extent is not considerable enough to be even men-
tioned in comparing the present and ancient population, which, 
according to the most moderate reckoning, was at least two hun-
dred and eighty-four thousand : Athenxus, indeed, in his Deip- 
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nosophist, has put down the slaves alone at four hundred thou-
sand ; a number which, as it may be supposed to include all 
those who were found in Attica, and who worked the triremes 
and merchant vessels of the republic, may not appear such an. 
enormous exaggeration, as it has been alleged to be by our phi-
losophical historian", 'When Mr. flume conjectured that a 
cypher had been accidentally added to the original sum, he must, 
if he spoke literally, have not reflected at the moment, that the 
modern representations of numbers are not found in the text of 
Greek bookst. It is not' impossible, however, that forty may 
have been written instead of four myriads. 

Nearly all the villages of Attica are under the subjection of the 
'Waiwode of Athens, and contribute to his revenue. The only ex-
ceptions are Menithi, half of which furnishes a tax for the mainte-
nance of a certain number of spahis, or cavalry soldiers, for the 
service of the Imperial armies ; Charootilia, which belongs to a 
mosck at Constantinople ; and Spatha, which is part of the por-
tion of one of the Sultanas. 

The peasants living in each of these small towns, are, as before 
mentioned, a distinct race from the Greeks, being all occupied 
in cultivating the ground, tending the flocks, collecting the gall-
nut, and felling the timber in the mountains. They are of a 
hardy constitution, and a robust make, and patient both of hunger 
and fatigue; their manners are extremely simple ; and being cony7  

* Essay on the Populousness of Ancient Nations. 
-I- Ste Note E. c. to vol. ii. of Brougham's Colonial Policy, where this ob.! . 

servation is made, in a comment on Ilume, the general argument of which I 
have been unable entirely to understand—but, in such cases, the fault may he 
on the side of the writer or of the reader. 
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tent with their min cottages, like Virgil's shepherd, they consider 
the city of the Faithful itself by no means superior to their own 
country town. 

A peasant of Casha, returning from Constantinople, was over-
heard to complain to a friend--" What a place is that city! 
wanted to get some of our sandals and shoe-thongs there, and 
they had none ; and as. for faggots, charcoal, and pitch, ountown 
has ten times as much !"—There is in some parts of "their beha-
viour a singularity quite ludicrous in-the eyes- of a stranger. You 
shall have one scene from the life, although the humour is lost without 
printing the manneras well as the conversation of the party. A 
Greek, on his way to Athens, overtakes a peasant drivin ; his 
little horse •loaded with fire-wood. " How much do you ask for 
those faggots ?" says he. " Tiventy paras."-.;--" I'll give you fif-
teen." The man never looks up, but, addressing himself to his 
beast, says, " It won't do, it won't do ; go on."---" Seventeen 
paras,. then." " Heigh heigh !" says the other to. his horse, 
" get on, get on.".---" Eighteen paras." " Turn round !" 'ex-
claims the fellow, still speaking to the beast, " they shall. go far 
nineteen." The Greek nods; and.  the other drives his poney along 
with him to his house.. 

Their common dress is of white woollen, like that of the labour-
ing Greeks, but they have habits for their festivals of extreme 
magnificence, and of a fashion altogether antique in many re-
spects, even more so.than that of the Albanians. The npper part 
of their dress exactly resembles a breast-plate, not • being buttoned 
before, but fastened with strings behind. The shawl, which they 
twist round their heads, is always variegated, and of the brightest 
hues, and the prevailing colour of their jackets is a dark red. The 
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clothing of the woinen, who generally are barefoot, and are as 
enured to labour as the men, is very homely and grotesque; C011= 
sisting of a long shift, a thick girdle wrapped several times round . 
the waist, a short straight-cut woollen jacket, and a coarse white 
shawl, like a towel, with the corners hanging down before and 
behind, on the head. They are carried to be married on horse-
back, covered with a long vein, and with a child placed astride 
before them.—The whole nation are of the Greek church, and 
many of them enter into the religious houses, and become ,ea-
loyers. 

The language of these peasants is a dialect of that spoken by 
the Albanians of Epirus; and as I was not aware, during my stay 
in Attica, of the fact mentioned by Wheler, that they call themselves 
Vlachi, I saw no reason for supposing them emigrated Walla- ' 
chians, and descendants of those Roman colonists of Dacia, aban-
doned by Aurelian, who being swept away into Scythia by the 
retreating hosts of either Iluns, Avares, Magiars, or Buliarians, 
were carried back, after the revolution of centuries, by the re-
turning wave of barbarian inundation, into their own country. 
It does not seem a consequence, that the name Vlachi should 
decide them to be Wallachians ; for Valachi, or Vlachi, is a deno-
mination applied by the Greeks to the other Scythian settlers. 
Thus the people inhabiting the mountains between the Drave and 
the Save are called Morlachi, or Mauro-Vlachi; and yet their 
language partakes in nothing with that of the Wallachians. 

Since the last allusion which is to be found in these Letters to 
the disputed point concerning the real origin of the peasants of, 
Attica, I have had the opportunity of consulting that memoir in 
the thirtieth volume of the Academy of Inscriptions, and the_ 
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Essay of Mr. D'Anville's (Etats formes apres la chute de ?Em-
pire Romain), which Mr. De Pauw recommends as decisive of 
the ignorance of those who have called this people Albanians ; 
yet in neither of these works is there a word respecting the pea-
santry of this part of Greece, except this single quotation from. 
Wheler—" Wheler,. dans la seconde partie de son voyage dit 
avoir rencontre sur le chemin de Thebes a Athenes et vers 'le 
Mont Parries qui separe la Beotie de l'Attique, ?habitation d'un 
peuple qui se donne le nom de Vlaki*.'5  

Wheler's words are as follows : " After this we began again to 
ascend ;. and at last went up a. rocky hill, by a Very "bad way,, 
until about noon-  we. got to the top of it, to a village called Vlaphi, 
which is the name the Albaneses call themselves by in their own 
language-. If the English traveller be correct, not these villa-. 
gers only near Mount Parnes, as Mr. D'Anville has it, but all. 
the. Albanians, call themselves Vlachi ; and the quotation proves. 
nothing at all, except, indeed, that Wheler himself evidently 
supposed the people in question to • be Albanese. The moun-
taineers of Epirus do, indeed, consider these peasants as by no 
means of the same race with themselves, although they call therm, , 
Albanians, and converse with them wall facility in their own lan-
guage. Had we penetrated high enough, we might have deter-
mined whether they actually belong to the people dispersed over 
the northern boundaries of Greece. 

The country inhabited by the southern Valachi, properly. so . 
called, is composed of the confines of Macedonia, Thessaly, and. 
Epirus ; comprehending Edessa, Castoria, as well as Larissa, 

Vol. xxx. p. 251, Acad. Inscrip. 
t Wilder, book iv. p. 333. 
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Pharsalia, Demetrias, in the low grounds of Thessaly, and the 
eastern declivities of Pindus, where the people are by the Greeks 
named Cuzzo Vlachi, or Lame Vlachi. 

The Scythian nation, to whom they were attached, and by 
whose name they were a long time known, were the Patzinaces 
or Patzinacites, most probably alluded to by Strabo as the Peu-
cini, who, inhabiting the mouths of the Danube in the reign of 
Augustus, were found in that of Constantine Porphrogenitus on 
the banks of the Volga, whence being driven by the Uzes, they 
displaced the Alagiars, or Oriental Turks, from the vicinity of the 
Etel-Cugu, or lesser Volga, and afterwards spread themselveS along 
the north side•of the Danube. In the reign of Constantine Mo-. 
nomachus, about the middle of the eleventh century, they passed 
this river, and penetrated into Bulgaria and Thrace ; where, in 
1123, they were routed in a great battle by John, son of Alexius .  
Commenus, and a multitude of them were forcibly settled in the 
western province of the empire before described, which, a short 
time afterwards, was known by the name of Moglcena, and Me-
galo-Vlachi. They differ •in no point from the other Scythian 
settlers, and these shepherds, emigrated from the plains of Tar-
tary, are discovered by their language alone to be of Roman ori-
gin, and descended from ancestors, who may be traced through 
a succession of adventures as singular as any to be found in the 
history of mankind"'. 

* " Nos sums de sanguine Romano," is, in the language of Vlakia, 44  not 
sentem de sangue Rumena." Ioannitius, who reigned about the beginning, of 
the thirteenth century, and is called by Villehardouin, Imperator Bulgarorum 
et Blacorum, is reminded, in a letter to him by Pope Innocent III. of his 
Roman origin; and it appears, that the transplanted Romans of Dacia were 
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distinguished at first amongst the Scythians, by the name of Vlakes, which 
may have referred to their language, as, by a curious coincidence, the Hun-
garians, Polanders, Croatians, and Servians, give, at this time, the Romans 
and the Italians, whose dialect is thought by them to be nearly approaching 
to the Latin, the denomination of Vlake,s. 

There is a country, to the north of the Caspian Sea, in Tartary, called by 
the Tartars Ilak, which is the same as Blac, (for that people cannot pronounce 
the letter B), and is named by Roger Bacon, Great Blacia. Both 'Wallachia 
and Moldavia, as well as part of Transylvania, are inhabited by the same 
people. Moldavia is known to the Turks by the appellation of Kara Iflak, 
and to the Greeks as Mavra-Vlachia ; signifying in both tongues Black 
Vlachia. Mr. D'Anville has thought that he can discover something like the 
name of the Scythian Patzinaces, or Pyeczinigi, as they are called by Lieut. 
prand, in qapxos ITharvcov, the present title of the Metropolitan of Wallachia. 
See " Sur les Peuples qui habitent aujourd'hui la Dace de Trajan," in the 
thirtieth volume of the Academy of Inscriptions, p. 237. 

The following Note refers to the words, " Athenzus, in his Deipnosophist," 
in page 487, of this Letter, and was omitted by mistake in putting to the press. 

Krtvrtxx;is r 	Tptrm xpovoccli (Ti; irim) 	ctoarn rph TirGic bectri.y, rpno-ly, 
o'xuthnlot'cts 	iEvroto-Fay ytylo-acc& ZrO .6.11parrptou TOL, taitilp4oic TZJI1 XIZTO; 

X0(341141, 7410 ' ATT3X411 XtZ1 EUpE•nlat AaMYCLOU; 	ih07411(01); rpOs roil X$X1Olc, prrici- 

XOU; 	ithupious, InxEriZv 	ihvpicilas TETCTC4pc'ocorra.—Deipnos. lib. vi. cap. 103, 
edit. Schweighaeusar, p. 543, vol. ii. 

In a subsequent sentence, Athenzus proceeds to inform us, that Aristotle, in 
his Polity of the /Eginmans, says the slaves of those islanders amounted to 
four hundred and seventy thousand. 
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Shape and Make of the Modern ,Greeks—The Women—Their 
want of Beauty—Painting—Press of the Men—and of the 
Women—Their Manners--A Betrothing—A Marriage—their 
Dance—Songs, 4-c.—Genius—Morals— Superstitions—The 
Evil Eye—Conformity of Practice between Greeks' and Turks 
—Manners of the Men—Influence of Money—Behaviour to 
Inferiors—Ostentation—Princes of the Fanal—Waiwodes of 
Moldavia and Wallachia—Codja-bashees. 

TRA V EL-W Titers are in one respect the very reverse 
of Prophets, for whatever honour they gain is in their own coun-
try. In the regions, and amongst the people whom they profess. 
to describe, not only their errors, but their partialities, and the 
cause of them, their want of attention and assiduity, their blind. 
credulity, and the weakness of the authorities on which they have 
confided, are too well known to allow them the enjoyment of .any 
great reputation. Whilst they are satisfied with tracing their routes, 
and narrating their adventures, they may write without fear of. 
contradiction ; but when they quit that safe track, to launch into 
general description or disquisition, they must prepare to be re-. 
peatedly accused, and, indeed, not unfrequently convicted, of 
error, and more especially by those who have made the same 
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journey with themselves. ' Notwithstanding, however, this dis-
cernment of difficulties, which I may not be at all qualified to 
encounter, and although I shall, by such a plan, be obliged to 
make use of some observations suggested in other parts of the 
Levant, both before and after our visit to Athens, it is my inten-
tion to choose this place for saying as much of the general cha-
racter and customs of the Greeks, as my short residence in the 
country enabled me to collect. 

It cannot appear at all surprising, that in their habits of life the 
modern Greeks should very much resemble the picture that has 
been transmitted to us of the ancient illustrious inhabitants of 
their country. Living on the fruits of the same soil, and under 
the same climate, apparently not changed since the earliest ages, 
it would be strange if their physical constitutions, and in some 
measure their tempers, were not very similar to those of the great 
people whom we call their ancestors; and, in fact, I take their bodily 
appearance, their dress, their diet, and, as I said before, their 
tempers, to differ but little from those of the ancient Greeks. 

There is a national likeness observable in all the Greeks, 
though, on the whole, the islanders are darker, and of a stronger 
make than those on the main-land. Their faces are just such as 
served for models to the ancient sculptors, and their young men in 
particular, are of that perfect beauty, which we should perhaps con-
sider too soft and effeminate in those of that age in our more northern, 
climate.- Their eyes are large. and dark, from which circumstance 
Mavromati, or Black-eyes, is a very common surname: their eye-
13)ows are arched; their complexions are rather b own, but quite 
clear; and their cheeks and lips are tinged with a bright vermilion. 
The oval of their faces is regular, and all their features in perfect pro= 
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portion, except that their-ears are rather larger than ordinary: their 
hair is dark and long, but sometimes quite bushy, and, as they shave 
off all the hair on the forepart of the crown and the side of the face, 
not at all becoming: some of the better sort cut off all their hair, 
except a few locks twisted into a knot on the top of the head.. On 
their upper lips they wear a thin long mustachio, which they are at 
some pains to keep quite black.-  Beards are worn only by the clergy 
and the Archontes Presbuteroi, or Codja-bashees, and other men, 
of authority. Their necks are long, but broad and firmly set, their 
chests wide and expanded, their shoulders strong, but round the 
waist they are rather slender. Their legs are perhaps larger than 
those of people' accustomed to tighter garments, but are strong and 
well made. Their stature is above the middling size, and their 
make muscular but not brawny, round and well filled out but net 
inclined to corpulency. 
• Both the face and the form of the women are very inferior to 
those of the men. Though they have the same kind of features, 
their ,eyes are too languid, and their complexions too pale, and, 
even from the age of twelve, they have a flaccidity and looseness of 
person which is far from agreeable. They are generally below the 
height which We are accustomed to think becoming in a female, and 
when a little advanced in life, between twenty-five and thirty years 
of age, are commonly rather fat and unwieldy. 

That there are no exceptions to this general character, I do 
not, of course, mean to advance; but that I. did not myself see 
any very pretty Greek woman during my tour, I can safely 
assert. The females of the better sort, however, do not at. all 
neglect the care of their charms, but.. make use of washes and 
paints to improve the lustre of their complexions: they have eyeu 
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a curious form of prayer which deprecates the injurious tanning of 
the March' suns. They colour the inside of their eye-lashes, some 
with a mixture of antimony and oil, called in Turkish, surmeh ; 
others with the soot made of the smoke from the gum of Labda-
num, and they throw a powder in the corners of the eye to add to 
its brilliancy. The white paint, used by them is.made of powdered 
cowries, or small shells, and lemon juice ; the 	from the roots 
of the wild, lily, washed four or five times,, and then dried, and pre-
served in close pots. The powder is itself white, but when rubbed 
with the hand into the cheek, given a vermilion tinge which does 
not wash out, and is thought not to injure the skin. This must , 
be owned a good- exchange for the thick, coat of white-lead which 
covered both the face and bosom .of the Athenian ladies .of old. 

The effect of this painting is not, as far as I saw, at all agree- . 
able, though.the Greek ladies themselves must think it very im-, 
posing, for on the most important ceremonies, such as betrothing, 
and marrying, the bride is daubed with thick coats of colours, 
laid on.. without any. attempt to resemble nature. Occasionally 
also, but more particularly at Constantinople, they wear -patches ; 
a custom, if not derived from. ancient authorities,. brought, I sup-
pose, from Christendom. 

Of all the paradoxes of Mr. De Pauw, that which .respects the 
ancient. Greek females, seems to m.e the best founded. If the pre-
sent women, particularly of Athens, are at ,all to be considered the 
representatives of those, of former times, their appearance,will not 
make , any. one entertain an exalted notion, of the beauty of the 
Greek ladies olantiquity, I am inclined with that author, also to-
attribute the astonishing influence of the Greek courtezans, and 
what he calls depravation of instinct, partly to the same cause.. Had( 
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the women generally been beautiful, the whole of Greece, young 
and old, soldiers, orators, and philosophers, would not have been 
prostrate at the feet of Aspasia or Lais, Phryne or Pythonice, 
nor have fallen so entirely, perhaps, into,  the other more prevailing 
enormity. Sueh of the women as I have seen from the islands of 
the Archipelago, with the exception of the Sciotes, are more plain 
than those on the main-land. 

An author, of Observations on the Levant, thinks that the 
Venetians and Turks have adulterated the Grecian- blood: but if 
that were the case, the degeneracy would be seen in the males, 
as well as in the females; which is far from being the case. After 
all,' the point is a matter of taste, and you perhaps might find 
:those sufficiently handsome, whom I have been unable to admire. 
I. beg to mention, that in this part of my detail I have in my 
contemplation the Greeks of the main-land, and particularly the 
Athenians, in whose town we resided longer than in any other 
part of Turkey. 

The dress of the Greeks is not at the first sight to be much dis-
tinguished from that of the Turks, nor is there any difference in the 
habit of those in power, except that, instead of the turban, the 

_head is covered with an immense calpac. A cotton shirt, made ' 
like a woman's chemise, cotton drawers, a vest and jacket of silk 
or stuff, a pair of large loose brogues, or trowsers, drawn up a 
little above the ancle; and a short sock, make the inner part of 
the dress : the part of the garment next added is a long broad 
shawl, often highly worked, and very expensive, wrapped in wide 
folds round the loins. In one corner of this girdle the , poorer 

Il paroit que les Venetiens et les Tures out denature ce beau sang par toute 
la Greee.,—Iteidesel )  Voyage au Levant, chap. ill. p. 950. 
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people, especially in travelling,. -both Turks and Greeks, conceal 
their money, and then wind the shawl round them. A common 
fellow in Turkey, might as properly as the soldier in Horace, talk 
of the loss of his zone as of that of his money; but, the better sort 
of people have adopted the use of purses, which, together with their 
handkerchiefs, watches, and snuff-boxes, they carry in the boSom, 
between the folds of their vests. It is a sign of importance much 
affected by them, to have this part of their garments distended to 
a great size, so as to appear full, not only, of, trinkets, but papers. 
The, gown with loose sleeves covers the other part of, the dress,, 
and this, when in the presence of, a Pasha, or.;  other. great man, 
they wrap modestly, about them, concealing their handsi joined 
below the waist, in the sleeves, and resting their, chins on their, 
bosoms. The rich have many changes of gowns, some of stuff and 

'satin for, the summer, and others of cloth for the winter%  both 
trimmed and partially lined with ermine orfurs, of which the dark 
are the most precious. The Codja-bashee ofVostizza, who affected 
magnificence, changed his pelisse when he .went out to ride. The 
privileged Greeks may put on robes of any dye except green, the 
favourite colour of Mahomet, and that' now worn by, his supposed 
descendants, theEmirs. They have.  liberty, as before. related, to,  
wear slippers or quarter-boots of yellow morocco. 

The common people have their brogues descending but a little 
below their knees, with bare legs, and a slipper pointed and turned 
up at the toe. If they., have a gown, they seldom use it : the 
sailors have nothing but a :short jacket. On, their heads they wear, 
in the summer the little red skull-cap of the Albanians, to ;which, 
in the winter, some of them add a, coarse white, or dark-striped,, 
shawl, tied round like a small turban. 

Of the dress of the females there is an annexed specimep., It 
varies not materially from the Turkish, of which there is so exact an 
account in my Lady M. W. Montague's Letters. The, annexed' 
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drawing represents a Con-stantinopOlitan lady, and will' appear to 
approach very nearly to the Frank dress, which is very much the 
case, not only at the capital, but in every town where any 
strangers have fixed their residence. The vest fits quite close to 
the bosom, but becomes larger and wider a little below the waist. 
The gown, which is sometimes made of fine flowered silk, flows off 
loosely behind, and the sleeves of it, which widen and are slit towards 
the waist, are made much longer than the arm, and are turned 
back. There is sometimes a ribbon, or other girdle, under the 
bosom, but the zone, a rich shawl, embroidered with gold ,and 
flowers, is nevertheless worn, loosely resting on the hips, and 
either tied in a spreading knot, or fastened before with a large 
plate, ornamented with false or real jewels. 

The female zones do not, like those of the men, wrap many times 
round the body, hut only once, and are put for ornament, not use, 
as they do not bind or support any part of the dress. On account 
of this particularity it may be observed, that when Diana is called 
his cineta, she is meant to be represented not (as some have rendered 
the words) with two zones, but with a twice-wrapped girdle, which 
was a very unusual precaution. The double cincture is found in 
figures of Amazons, and in other ancient statues where the lower 
one is omitted, the fold and compression of the garments still re-
main: but the band of the breast (Sophocles calls it pacridiv acs ovig) 
is not to be confounded with the low- zone, which, from the days 
of Homer, was always the characteristic of the Grecian female f, 

* Nec bis cincta Diana place!, nee nuda Cythere, 
Illa voluptatis nil habet hacc nimium. 

.Anson. Epig. 39. See De Guys. lett. ix. 

t Mr..Forsyth, in page 321 of his Remarks on Antiquities, &c. in Italy, 
has restored the epithet Paa4coos to its proper meaning, but he seems to me to 
Katie mistaken the point of the double cincture. 
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The modern cestus, exactly similar, if we may trust descriptions, 
statues, and medals, to the ancient, is not, in my mind, an agree-
able ornament; it gives an appearance, with the band under the 
bosom, of a double waist. 

The whole dress of the richer females is swoln out and orna-
mented with gold and silver trimmings to a very disagreeable 
excess. They wear bracelets of precious stones, and strings of 
gold coins, round their arms and necks. The head-dress of the 
younger girls is tasty.; their hair falls down their backg in pro-
fusion, generally straight, but sometimes platted for the sake of 
adding false tresses, and is combed straight over their foreheads 
and the sides of the cheeks : a little red cap with a gold tassel, 
studded with zequins, is fixed on one side of the crown, and 
adorned, by the girls with flowers, by the matrons with heron's 
feathers, or a bouquet of jewels. 

It is at Athens, • and I believe elsewhere, a very prevailing 
fashion, for the young women to dye the hair of an auburn colour 
with the plant called Rena. The matrons, by another process, give 
a Clark black tinge to their tresses. When abroad, the Greek ladies 
are muffled up in a wrapping-cloak, much like the Turkish, ex-
cept that they have not a square merlin hanging behind, and, in-
stead of a hood, over- the face, generally wear a long veil, which, 
however, they frequently throw aside when not in the presence of 
any Turks. 	 . . 

In the inland towns, and even at Athens, the Greeks seldom 
admit a male stranger to a sight of the females of their families, 
who live in a separate part of the.house, and in some cases are as 
closely confined as the Turkish women. Before marriage, they 
are rarely, sometimes never, seen by any male except of their owl) 

`fi x 
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family, but afterwards enjoy the privilege of being introduced to,  
people of their own nation, and to travellers. A young lady, the 
sister of Signor .Nicolo, at Ioannina, to whom we had made a 
present of some Venetian silks, sent word to us, that she re-
gretted, that not being married, she could not kiss our hands in 
person, but begged that it might be done by proxy by our drago-
man, who brought the message. We had not a sight of her 
during our stay in the house. When in the interior apartments, 
a young woman divests herself of her outer robes, and, in the 
summer season, may sometimes be surprised reclined on a rich 
carpet or sofa, with.  her feet bare, and her whole form rather 
shaded than concealed by trowsers of gauze, and a thin muslin 
cymarr. 

A few friends, and perhaps a Frank stranger, are sometimes in-
vited to the first public ceremony in which a young girl is concerned, 
that is, her betrothing to her future husband, who generally has 
never seen her; and we ourselves Were once asked to a supper where 
there was music and dancing on an occasion of this kind. The 
girl, (called i; 40,1), was sitting in the middle of the sofa, covered 
with paint and patches,. having a sort of crown on her head, and 
stuck round with jewels and gold chains on every part of her dress. 
We were regularly led up and presented to, her, as were the other 
guests,. and she kissed our hands. Her own female relations, and 
those of her future husband, were sitting on the other parts of 
the sofa. The mother of the young man, who *as not present 
himself, put a ring on the finger of, the maiden, and, as her son's 
_proxy, kissed her cheek, a ceremony by which the betrothing takes 
place. The marriage, we were told, would not be performed 
perhaps fo'r more than a year, as the youth was engaged in trade 
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at some distance, until he could amass a competent fortune to 
maintain his wife. 

The nuptial ceremony, notwithstanding the undoubted. anti-
quity of some of its usages, is, like most of the rites of the Greek 
church, exceedingly mean, and, to a person unaccustomed to the. 
sight, ridiculous. The bride and bridegroom stand near the altar, 
holding a lighted candle in their hands. The priest, who stands 
facing them, reads and sings a service, and then taking two rings,, 
and two garlands of flowers sprinkled with gold leaf, puts them on 
the fingers and the heads of the couple, then repeats and chaunts, 
and changes both the one and the other. This interchange is 
repeated several times, with great rapidity, and accompanied 
by gabbling and singing, until at last the rings are left on the 
fingers which they are intended to fit, and the garlands are finally 
laid aside, without being suffered to adorn .the head either of the 
man or the woman. Some bread, which has been blessed and marked 
with the sign of the cross, is broken and eaten by the bride and 
bridegroom, and a cup of wine is presented first to one and then 
to the other, after which the girl hands round some of the same 
cake, together with rossoglio, or rakee, to the persons present, 
and if she is not of high. condition, receives a piece of money 
from each of the visitors, for which she kisses their hands. This is 
the last part of the wedding, and the carrying away of the.bride 
to her husband's house happens the same, .or the next day, when 
there is a procession, much 'like that which we witnessed at Ioan-
nina. The evening is concluded with music, dancing, and a feast, 
in which fruits,. and especially nuts (an ancient nuptial delicacy), 
form the chief part of the repast. 

At Athens we saw a. bride accompanied home by at least fifty 
3 T 2 
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young girls, in pairs, dressed in white, and their heads crowned with 
flowers, preceded by musicians, with guitars, rebecks, and fiddles: 
she, was going to the house of some female friend, where she was 
to remain until the procession of her •  husband arrived to attend 
her to his own home. 

The preceding usages we witnessed ourselves; there are others 
attached to the same important ceremony, of which we could only 
hear or read, such as the bathing of.the bride in triumph on the night 
before the wedding, and the walking at the threshold of the bus-
band's chamber, over the covered sieve, which, if it does not crackle 
beneath the foot of the bride, renders her chastity suspected. 
This second custom is mentioned by several writers, and may 
really obtain, but I did not hear of it, nor of the forbearance of 
the bridegroom. on the night-of his nuptials, alluded to by Mons: 
de. Guys, in his sixteenth letter. 

There, are very few instances of second marriages amongst the 
Greeks, nor of any man, except a priest, remaining single for 
life. 

The women can seldom read or write, but are all of them able 
to embroider very tastefully, and jean generally play on the Greek 
lute, or rebeck. Their dancing they learn without a master, 
from their companions'. The dance, called Vpos, and for distinc-
tion, Roma ca, consists generally in slow movements, the young 
women holding by each other's handkerchiefs, and the leader, set-
ting the step and time, in the same manner as in the Albanian 
dance. The dancers themselves do not sing ; but the music is a 
guitar, or lute, and sometimes a fiddle, accompanied by the voice 
of the players. When, however, men are of the party, there is a 
mole and female alternately linked, and the perforn3aace is more 
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animated., the party holding their handkerchiefs high over their 
heads, and the loader dancing through them, in a manner which, 
although at the time it reminded me only, of our game of thread-
the-needle, has been likened by some observers to the old Cretan 
labyrinth dance, called Geranos, or the Crane. When the amuse-
ment is to be continued throughout a night, which is often the case, 
the figures are various; and I. h6.ve seen 4 young girl, at the con- . 
chision of the dance described, jump into the middle of the room, 
with a tambourine in her hand, and immediately commence a pas 
seul, some favourite young man whom she had warned of her in7-
tention, striking the strings of the guitar at the same time, and 
regulating the dance and music of his mistress. We 9nceprevailed 
on a sprightly girl of fifteen to try the Albanian figure, and her 
complete success on the first attempt showed the quickness and 
versatility of her talents for this accomplishment., 

Notwithstanding the want of education amongst the females, 
most. of, them are acquainted with, a great number of songs, or 
recitatives, accompanied: with tales, which: are combined some,-
thing in the manner:of Sir Philip Sidney's Arcadia,, and appear 
to have no ' ends  being taken up by different individuals of the 
party for hours together.: The author of the comparison between 
the ancient and modern Greeks, tells his friend, that when hearing 
these alternate story-tellers, he would fancy,:  himself in company 
with the Minyeiades, beguiling with varied discourse the useful 
labour of their hands'. A person who had never heard of the 
'daughters of the King of Orchorneno,s, would think himself enter-
tained with a string of ballads, all repeated in the same tone, and 

* Vtile opus manuum vario sermone, &c.--Ovid. 
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interrupted only by a recitation of their long and melancholy titles. 
That such a thing may never be wanted more, I shall insert a few 
specimens of songs and tales when I come to speak of the modern 
Greek language. 

Whenever the Greek women have the advantages of acquiring _ 
any unusual attainments, they evince great quickness of under. 
standing. At Smyrna and Constantinople, where there are great 
numbers of them in the families of the Dragomans, and others 
connected with the Consuls, Ambassadors, and foreign missions, 
they speedily acquire the modern languages, and sometimes a 
partial knowledge of the literature and accomplishments which 
distinguish the females of civilized Europe. 

With respect to their moral character, it is what may be called 
amiable, and would appear very strikingly so to those of our sex 
who admire a woman for her weaknesses, and love her the more 
in proportion as she seems to call upon them for support and pro-
tection. They are assiduous housewives, and tender mothers, 
suckling their infants themselves ; and, notwithstanding the boast-
ings of travellers, I must believe them generally chaste. That 
loose females may be found amongst them is not, of course, 
td be denied ; but, if not their own inclination, the. institutions 
of their country, similar to those which have always prevailed 
in Greece, have a strong tendency to preserve their virtue. 
They have no other scope for the exercise of the good qualities 
of either head or heart, than the circle of their family, and, what-
ever secret power they may possess, are never heard of as in-
fluencing any public transaction. A man may travel through 
Greece, and, unless at his particular desire, not see a single 
Greek lady. 
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- Like their sex in all other parts of the world, they carry their 
devotion to the highest pitch of enthusiasm, and more readily, if 
possible, than the men, believe all the absurd dogmas and fables..  
of their church. Ominous dreams. and celestial revelations, as,  
might be expected, more frequently visit the women than their 
husbands, though, they are by no means uncommon even with. 
both sexes. Some of their superstitious observances savour ex-
ceedingly of paganism, as might be proved, were it not tedious 
to set in array those passages of ancient authors which record and 
allude to similar customs. 	 • 

The ceremonies at child-birth, where the attendant is always 
a woman, are very mystical. The lamp burns before the picture' 
of the Virgin:during the labour.; and the cradle is adorned with 
embroidered handkerchiefs, jewels, and coins, as presents to the 
four fairies who preside over the infant. When the child is born, 
he is immediately laid in the cradle, and loaded with amulets; and. 
a small bit of soft mud, well steeped, in a jar of water properly 
prepared by previous charms, is stuck *upon its forehead, to ob-
viate the -effects of the Evil Eye; a noxious fascination, proceed-
ing from the aspect of a personified, although invisible demon, 
and consequent upon the admiration of an incautious spectator*. 
The Evil Eye is feared at all times, and supposed to affect people 
of all ages, who by their prosperity may be the objects of envy'. 
Not only a Greek, but a Turkish.. woman, on seeing a stranger 
look eagerly at her child, will spit in its face, and sometimes, if 
at herself, in her own bosom ; but the use of garlic, o,r even of 
the word which signifies that herb (0-x0r401,), is considered a sove-. 
reign preventive. New built houses, and the ornamented sterns 
ofthe Greek vessels, have long bunches of it depending from. them, 
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-to intercept-the fatal envy of any ill-disposed beholder'': the ships 
'of the Turks have the same appendages. In fact, there is a great 
conformity of practice in many particulars, observable between the 
two nations. 

The ancient Greeks introduced their arts amongst their Latin 
conquerors ; the modern have given their masters, the Turks, a 
taste for their follies.. There is, as was always the case, a strong 
attachment in this people to their own usages, and an unabating 
alacrity and vigour in the exclusive preservation of them, which 
gives an appearguce of sincerity to their professions, and con-
sequently of credibility to their faith, and which, although it 
prevents them from learning any thing from the commerce 
of more enlightened nations, renders them very capable of 
being instructors of a people as ignorant as themselves. Thus 
the Turks, who despise -the power, have imperceptibly im-
bibed the habits. of their subjects ; and if they have caught 
from them nothing but some of their customs and superstitious 
rites, it is, I suppose, because there was nothing else for them 
to learn. 

Those who complain that the Turks did not become the pupils 
of their captives, and derive from them the same advantages as 
;were obtained for the Romans by the fortunate possession of 
Greece, must surely have, by- some strange infatuation, persuaded 
themselves that the Greeks of the age of the last Constantine 
were the same as those of the days of Aratus. But, for my own 
part, I see much greater parity between the Romans who served 
with Mummius, and the,  Ottomans led by Mahomet, than be-
tween the Greeks who witnessed the burning of Corinth, and 
those who survived the last conquest of Constantinople. Let me 
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add, with Mr. Thornton*, that whatever was . worthy imitation, 
w,as imitated by the Turks. They saw and admired the structure 
of Santa Sophia, and built the future moscks, with which they 
adorned the Imperial city, on the same magnificent modelt. 

The manners of the Greeks would be very engaging, were it 
not that they have an air of obsequiousness and insincerity, par-
ticularly striking to the eye of an Englishman, but perhaps not so 
offensive to the natives of those other countries, in which civilities 
are carried to a greater excess than amongst ourselves. They are 
assiduously attentive, and perform the rites of hospitality with 
good humour and politeness : at the same time, it must be con-
fessed, that no person can be sure, that a skech of one of this 
people, however inviting in its beginning and progress, will not 
conclude with the horrors of a petition. To have an adequate 
notion of the meanness and impudence to "which man may he im-
pelled by the love of money, one should travel in the _Levant. 

There is nothing which is not venal with the Turks, and there 
is nothing possessed by the Greeks which they will 	sell. That 
the master should be eager to increase his wealth, -in a country 
where wealth alone is power, is not to be wondered at ; but that 
the slave, Who cannot buy either authority, freedom, or protec-
tion, should feel the same passion, must seem extraordinary, and 
only to be accounted for by the circumstance of the Greeks being 

* Present State of Turkey, p. S. 
t It seems strange that Mr. Eton, in his Survey of the Ottoman Empire, 

should copy the account of Mahomet the Second turning Santa Sophia into a 
stable and bancluetting-room, and cutting the throats of several hundred pri-
soners in the very church, from such a writer as Knolles, when he had before 
him the authorities collected by such a writer as Gibbon. 
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all traders, and consequently governed by the sordid avaricious 
habits and principles generally to be found in that class of men. 

The first, and oftentimes the only commendation bestowed by 
a Greek upon a neighbour, or other person, is, that he is rich, and 
has many, many, aspers (7rNova-in 	EXE 7roXXix, iroXAcx, acrirpx); and, 
without any exaggeration, poverty and folly are really convertible 
terms. Talking one day about a young man, whom we had 
known at Ioannina, a person present exclaimed, that he was a 
dull fellow ! " On the contrary," said I, " he seemed to me to 
be excessively agreeable and well-informed."—‘: I know him better 
than you, Signor ;" was the reply, " for all his talk, he has not,  

a farthing in his pocket." 
The Greeks are, as was said, all traders in some degree. In 

the district of Athens, indeed, as well as in that of Livadia, 
and many parts of the Morea, the cultivation, of the earth is left 
to the' Albanian colonists, and every Greek has either a shop, or 
is employed in wholesale dealings. Even those who are com-
monly called the Princes of the Fanal, at Constantinople, that 
is, those from whose families the Waiwodes of Wallachia and 
Moldavia have been chosen, are engaged in merchandize. This 
circumstance, together with the Turkish oppression, and the want 
of hereditary dignities, occasions a kind of equality amongst 
them, and does away with all those distinctions which are 
so rigorously observed in England—I say in England, because 
I believe there is no country in the world, where all the grada-
tions of rank are so uniformly observed and kept separate as 
amongst ourselves. It is true, there are various ways by which a.  

man may rise, 'but until he has risen; he must be content to 
consort with people only of his own condition, 
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I was one day a little astonished at the house of Signor Nicolo 
at Ioannina, to see a tailor who had just been measuring one of 
us, come and seat himself in the room where we were all sitting, 
and, by the invitation of our host, take a dish' of coffee, to,which 
lie was helped by the Signor's brother with the usual ceremonies 
There is nothing that implies familiarity, and, at least temporary 
equality, so much as eating together ; but according to the cus-
toms of both Greeks and Turks, in many points.  exactly similar, 
and which may be called Oriental, the very lowest person is often 
indulged in this liberty by his superiors. A great man travel:, 
ling does not have a table spread for hiniself alone, but some of 
his attendants always partake with him round the same tray. I 
recollect that one of the young Pashas at Ioannina; insisted upon 
our servant George sitting down at the foot of the sofa opposite 
to him, and taking coffee and sweetmeats at the same time with 
himself and his guest. It must, however, be recollected, that as 
almost all in Turkey receive the same sort of education, and con-
sequently imbibe somewhat the same manners, there is in that 
country none of that awkwardness and confusion in society, which 
arise amongst us when a person• of inferior quality is admitted by 
sufferance into better company than he has been accustomed to 
keep. Neither our dragoman nor the tailor would have been dis-
tinguished by a stranger from the company about them by any 
want of ease, or other deficiency in their manners. 

There is an air of great kindness, and even of ceremonious at-
tention, in their treatment of servants and dependants ; and when a 

* The following was the republican formulary on the cards of the late Presi-
dent of the United States: 

" T. Jefferson requests the pleasure of --'s company to dinner," &c. &c. 
3u 2 
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rich; or, in other words,' a great man, meets an inferior in the street, 
be not only returns his salute, but goes through the whole round of 
those complimentary inquiries which are always usual upon a casual 
rencounter, and prefatory to any other conversation. Two Greeks 
will ask one another how they are, with the same inquiries after 
their wives, daughters, sons, family, and affairs, twenty times 
over, before they begin to converse, and often when they intend 
to separates instantly. They stand with their right hands on their 
hearts, bowing gently for five minutes together at this ceremony, 
which is nothing more than our flow-d'ye-do; and a lucky sneeze 
from either party will interrupt and prolong the compliments ; 

. fo'r, on-that occasion, the other bows and begs God's blessing 
on you, which.  is returned four-fold.. In a large company a sneeze 
'stops the conversation, and calls forth the benedictions of all pre-
sent, many crossing themselves at the same time'''. 

Though the Greeks are avaricious, they are not miserly, but 
on the contrary, are not only fond of show, which is in some cha-
racters found to be compatible with extreme parsimony, but are 
profuse and generous. Their fear of the Turks makes them gene= 
rally cautious to confine their magnificence within the walls of 
their own houses ; yet a desire of displaying their wealth and taste, 
has overcome the prudence of many of their nation. A Greek, 
named Stavraki, in the middle of the last century, Who 'possessed 

* Toi7Prou J1 24014TOS 7r1r4vttrai Tis, dX01;640TES 	0; .(rTpwrirorae 71-01/11‘1•4107  

rpodlcuvio-co 	.1,21,...Ahab, lib. iii. This sneezing, Xenophon declared 
to be the sign of Jupiter the Saviour, and it considerably assisted him in per-
suading the Ten.  Thousand to, follow his counsels. It is the first and strongest 
instance I at present recollect, of the custom of making an obeisance tif.Nr a 
sneeze, now pretty much diffused in many parts of the vi,tirki, 
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the favour, and in some measure the confidence, of the Sultan, 
himself, against all advice of friends, built -a most magnificent 
house on the banks of the Bosporus, whose exterior splendour 
was such as to attract the attention of the Turks. Stavraki was 
arrested and destroyed, but the end of this unfortunate man did 
not deter another Greek from immediately.occupying the same fatal 
mansion. 

At Constantinople, and in the vicinity, it is the exclusive pri-
vilege of the Mahometansto paint their houses of a lively colour; 
those of the Jews are black, those of the Armenians and G reeks 
of a brown, or dark red. A G reek physician, .who .had suc-
cessfully attended a late Sultan,. and was. asked to name a rea-. 
sonable gratuity or favour, only requested the liberty for himself 
and his son. to paint his house in what manner he chose, and like 
that of a Turk. The mansion was pointed out. to me, and,  
shone conspicuously, of .a bright red, amongst' the surrounding 
dusky habitations. It is in one. of the villages :on the European. 
side of the 13osporits.. The chief. Dragoman to the Porte has a 
large house, which. he has painted, of three colours, so as to make 
it look like three houses, that, no• passing Turk may be struck 
'with the presumptuous dimensions of his mansion. 

ThOse of the Greeks who have the privilege of riding on horse-
back in, the streets of Constantinople, and their number is very 
few, are exceedingly proud of that pre-eminence, and take every 
opportunity of showing their superiority. 

The great men affect an unconcerned liberality. The Drago-
man to the Porte, who is called Prince,•  came on board the fri-
gate which carried away the late English 'Ambassador from Con-
stantinople, and after a few minutes conversation with his Excel, 
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iency, retired. • As he was stepping down the ladder, he put his  
hand in his bosom, and, without ceremony, or looking at his 
present, returned it shut into the hands of one of the boys at the 
accommodation ropes; who, examining the gift on deck, found it 
to be eight or ten pieces of gold, of the small Byzantine zequins, 
worth aboUt three shillings each. I was standing near him myself, 
and could scarcely resist the impression which he had meant no 
doubt to make, namely, that he was accustomed frequently to part 
with his money on the same occasions, and with the like ostenta-
tious unconcern. 

But a short time before, we had seen the same Prince interpret-
ing between his Excellency and the Caimacam, or Vice-Vizier of 
Constantinople, with a humility altogether affecting. He was 
clothed in a coarse gown, miscalled a robe of honour, and so much 
the more shabby when contrasted with the splendid garments of 
the Turks, and the fine pelisses distributed to the Ambassador and 
some of his suite ; and he performed his office in a tone so low, 
that he was with difficulty heard, even by those next to him, in-
troducing some affected hesitations, to show his awe and terror of 
'his masters. It should be told, however, that this singular 
piece of adulation 'is practised by the Turks themselves when in 
presence of the Sultan, and 'that a ready and clear elocution 
would be thought presumptuous before the Lord of the Empire. 
The Caimacam, in ,the audience-chamber, when replying to the 
Ambassador on behalf of his Imperial master, who sat Motionless, 
on his throne beside him, not only spoke in the lowest tone, but 
boggled, and stopped so long and frequently in his speech, hold-
ing up his head with the air of a boy out in his lesson, that the 
Sultan prompted him audibly twice or thrice. This was not pro- 
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duCed by any real forgetfulness, but was only affected as a mark of 
humble confusion. 

On the same day,. in the Divan, the Greek Prince was obliged' 
to stand, from four in the morning until ten, during the attendance 
of the Ambassador upon the Caimacam ; and when his Excellency 
and his numerous suite were seated round various tables at dinner, 
overcome by, fatigue, but not permitted to be seen resting himself 
on a sofa In such a place, he slipped into a corner of the chamber, 
and sinking on the floor, fell asleep; whilst three Greeks, his atten-
'dants, stood before the spot; that he might not be discovered by the 
Turks. I saw him by accident, and pointed him out to another. 
person present. He was seated on the ground, supported by the 
corner of the wainscot, his black beard resting on his bosom, his 
face pale, and his eyes closed in a deep sleep, but every other fea-
ture unchanged, and impressed with the traits of ,terror and per-,  
petual constraint. A mournful picture of the wretchedness of dig-
nified slavery ! 

This Prince is one of the most exalted Gyeeks in the Turkish 
empire, and. there is no higher dignity than that which _he enjoys, 
except the governments of Wallachia or Moldavia, Indeed he 
was once, in 1802, promoted to the latter principality, when the 
Russians interfered in the nomination of the Waiwodes of the 
two provinces, and may perhaps again be raised to the same rank. 

Notwithstanding the perpetual humiliation attendant upon the 
office of Dragoman to the Porte, and the very uncertain tenure -
by which the mimic sceptres of the two provinces are held, there 
is no effort omitted by the Greeks of. the Fanal to arrive at these 
posts; and they are as active in their intrigues to circumvent each." 
other, and to obtain the acquiescence of the Porte, as if the ob- 
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jects of their ambition ,were honourable and permanent, instead of 
disgraceful and insecure.„ The, Turks, .who gain, by the rivalry, 
encourage the contention, and dispose of, the offices without re-
serve, to the highest bidder. The money expended in the attain-
ment of the dignities, is soon supplied by the bribes and extortions 
of the elected candidate. 

The Dragoman of the Porte has the opportunity of recom-
mending to posts of profit and honour, and for his good word, as 
well as for every interference in court intrigue§, receives an adequate 
remuneration. The Waiwodes of Wallachia and Moldavia levy 
vast sums by arbitrary taxation, which, as they have the power of 
life and death, and enjoy for a time sovereign authority, cannot 
be resisted by their distressed subjects. 

In no situation does a Greek appear in so unamiable a light as 
on the throne of Bucharest or Yassy. The events of the Rus-, 
sian war may work considerable change . in the constitution of 
the two provinces, and the entire subjection of one or .both of 
them by the arms of the Muscovites, will cut off from the subject 
Greeks, the grand objects of their ambition. The plots and in-
trigues of the Fanal will then be confined .to obtaining, the office 
of Dragoman.,, The elevation to either of the three places, how-
ever short a time the person may be in possession of his dignity, 
confers the title of Prince; and this has created the Greek nobi-
lity, if such it may be called. The antiquity, however, of these 
noble families is not very great; the first Dragoman of the Porte 
of Greek extraction, was Panayot, physician to Kioprili, who by 
his artifices persuaded Morosini to surrender Candia. Before 
that period, the post had been supplied by foreigners and 
renegadoes. 
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:t 	• 
Nicholas 'Mauiocordato, the first Greek I Vaiwode of Walla-

chia, chosen by the- Porte, was elected about the beginning of the 
last century, after having been plenipotentiary for the Sultan at 
Carlovitz7  It is true, that some families boast a more noble de-
scent from the sovereigns of Constantinople, for the name of Cata-
cuzenus has been once assumed by two Wallachian Greeks; but, 
as it appears, without their having had any just pretensions to that 
distinction. 

The Princes of the Fanal are, when abroad, to be distinguished 
from the rest of their nation only by their beards and yellow slip-
per0, and the privilege of riding on horseback; but when at 
home, they still continue to enjoy the semblance of authority, 
by giving titles of office to their servants, and by -being sur-
rounded by a crowd of flatterers and dependants,- Their wives 
and daughters are fostered in every luxury, and all the soft pomp 
of the Asiatics; a privilege which, unless they have been unfairly 
charged with calling their servants "chiennes" and " betes 	im- 
proves neither their tempers nor their manners. The little I enjoyed 
of their society left no very agreeable impression on my mind. 

A love of pomp is a distinguishing characteristic of the Greeks, 
and as the policy of the Turks has allowed them alone, of all the 
rayahs, or subjects not Mahometans, to fill offices of power and 
trust, they fail not to display this unenviable distinction. 

The Codja-bashees, to whom the municipal con troul of some 
districts, particularly in the Morea, is entrusted, stipport an 

* One of the first acts of the late Sultan Selim's reign, was to cut off the head 
of a common Greek whom he met when incognito, wearing yellow slippers. He 
staid to see the execution performed. Yet so vain are the Greeks, that they wilt 
run this fatal risk in order to be taken for their betters. 

t Pouqueville, Voyage en Morse, p. 253. 
3X • 
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enormous household, whose members are dignified with titles, not 
attached to the dependants of an English Duke. They have 
their kalo-iatros, or physician, their grammaticos, or secretary;, 
with an assistant clerk, their tartars, or couriers, and five or six, 
priests, as family chaplains, besides numerous servants in every 
department, amounting to forty or fifty persons in family. The. 
title by which they are usually addressed in writing, is, " Most 
Honourable and most Noble Sir 

These Codja-bashees have been accused as being masters more 
severe than the Turks; a degenerate race, insolent, proud, mean, 
with all the vices of slaves, and repaying themselves for the in-
jurious treatment of their masters, by becoming monopolists, int. . 
toppers; and public robbers 	Such' sweeping censures are always 
to be suspected as having been prompted by personal pique, and 
founded upon individual example rather than national character; 
yet I fear that many originals of this unfavourable picture might 
be found amongst the archons and elders of the Greeks. 

Hadji Ali, the tyrannical Waiwode ,of Athens before-men" 
tioned, could find only one person to assist him in his extortions, 
and this Man became his counsellor and friend, and discovered to 
him the real property ,of some of his countrymen who had hither-, 
to contrived to conceal their wealth. He was the Archon of 
Athens, before mentioned, a ruling elder of the church, and who 
formerly called himself English Vice-consul. But the Archon 
Lando, 	Vostizza, is a character altogether as amiable as that of. 
the Athenian is disgusting, and it remains to be discovered, which, 
'of the two is the exception, and which the general rule. 

* 'Epv/APTCOTO; xai 'Eurvicrvcroslapios 
Pouqueville, Voyage en Mor6e, 	106, • 
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Religion of the Greeks—Ceremonies and Customs of their Super-
stition—Festivals—Funerals—A Mahometan Funeral—Greek 
Cemeteries—Priests—Monks of the Order -of St. Basil—
Their Monasteries—The Seculars—Instances .of the Super-
stition of the Greeks—Notion entertained of the English by 
Greeks and Turks—The Patriarchate of Constantinople—. 
The Arts—Medicine—Physicians—Exorcisms—The Plague 
—Use of the Hot Bath, 

IN my former Letter I have endeavoured to let you 
into some particulars of the Greek character, and shall devote the 
following sheets to the same consideration. 

The traveller, especially he that has left - behind him the en-
lightened freedom of the English capital, and the decent ceremo-
nies of the Protestant Church, when he beholds the religious 
system of the Greeks, must be prompted to suppose himself car-
ried back into the darkest ages of ignorance and superstition. 
There is something sacred in every observance attached to any 
Christian worship, which ought to preserve it from contempt and 
ridicule, yet the rights of this church have in them such an air of 
absurdity, and are performed with what we should consider such 
a want of solemnity, that it is not easy to refrain from smiling 

3x2 
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during the celebration of the mass. The chief part of the service 
seems to consist of frequent crossing, performed with the thumb 
laid on the two fore-fingers, and ten thousand repetitions of 
" Lord have mercy :upon me," sung through the nose, and, ap-
parently kept .up as long as .the breath of the chanter will last. 
It is some time before you can make out the words they are re-
peating, which, though' you may have supposed them a continued 
psalm; or lesson, are only " Lord have mercy upon me; Lord 
have mercy upon me; Lord Jesus Christ have mercy upon me, a 
sinner"—Vpis lAstirov, K6p ; If _AE.,crov, KUpiE 	Xplari illEl)CTOY ihE TOY 044ap1ox4• 

'There is, at the same time, a degree of primitive simplicity in 
most of the churches, which recalls our recollections to the earliest 
ages of Christianity. They are very small generally,, the floor of 
mud, the altar of stone, the sanctuary separated from the nave by 
deal boards, and an enclosure of pales at the other end, for the women., 
It is but seldom that there are any seats, but in one corner of the 
building there is an assortment of crutches, • on one of which each 
of the more agedworshippers supports. himself, ,leaning on his arms 
and chin, in the posture of /one; of the figures in the cartoon of 
Paul preaching before Felix. 

In the great towns, as you have heard, and in some,of the monas-
teries, the churches are  better. fitted.up,.though in the most paltry 
style, covered with gilt daubings, and ornamented with pictures of 
Saints,. whose only, value arises front their .supposed miraculous 
powers. 

It would he difficult to meet amongst the laity with a single 
person at all sceptical on the article of religion; they all seem 
most attached to the ceremonies, , and strictly to observe the ordi-
Pances of their church, which are very strict and severe. There 
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are only one hundred and thirty-nine-days in the year free from 
all fasts. The Easter Lent lasts two months, the Christmas forty 
days, and there are two others, the Lent of. St. Peter and, St. Paul, 
and that of the Virgin ; besides which, Wednesdays and Fridays 
are fasts throughout the year. The caloyers have three other 
lents, which last in the whole forty-eight days-more. 

The clergy enjoy a most unbounded influence with their flock, 
and it is painful to see the sacrifices which the meagre, half-starved 
peasants make to their priests. Besides many gifts,. there are 
certain days when all the attendants, men and women, of the 
poorest class, bring loaves, and plates of sweetmeats, called a 
colyva, and wax tapers, •and lay- them, during the service, at the 
foot of the altar, whence they are conveyed into the sanctuary, 
and serve as the evening's feast: for 'the priests.. The colyva 18 a 
quantity of boiled wheat, covered With currants, and garnished 
with pomegranateseeds, sugar, comfits, sesamum, and sweet basil. 
The Greek girls carry presents of these colyvas, and other sweet-
meats, on. twelfth,day, which they call x iro_vxEp Q to their friends; 
and in some other respects, the amusements, and religion. Of this 
people seem as much connected as in ancient times. They dance 
in honour of some of their Saints, and on the feast of the Epi= 
plumy, bands of fiddlers and other musicians patrole the 'streets 
from morning to night. 

This feast, by accident, whilst we were at Athens, fell on the 
same day as the second Bairam of the Turks, the 17th of January,, 
and the Mahometans were firing cannon; and discharging sky-
rockets, from the Acropolis, with. the sound Of drums' and pipes, 
at the same time that the Christians were manifesting their glee 
to commemorate another event;* in every street of the city below. 
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This oppressed people would find life too long and burthensothe, 
were it not for their religious festivals, and accordingly they have 
retained much of the joyful part of the ceremony attached 
even to the funeral rites of their ancestors. On the death of any 
person of dignity, the body is dressed in a rich garment, and 
laid upon a litter, ,strewed with flowers, and covered with a rich 
canopy, and the corpse, with the face displayed, is left a short time 
in the vestibule of the house, surrounded by the family of the de-
teased. At the stated time, the procession sets forward. The 
servants of the household move , two and two before the bier, 
tihich is borne on poles at a little height from the ground. The 
anale relations and the priests immediately precede the body. On 
each side of the bier, are two or three old women, lamenting 
aloud, detailing the dignities and virtues of the deceased, and 
interrogating him, as to his reasons for quitting the world—
", Why did you die? You had money, you had friends, you 
had a.fair wife., and many children,--why did you die?" These 
mourners are hired, and the common pay of each is five loaves, 

• four jars of wine, half a cheese, a quarter of mutton, and about 
fifteen-pence in money. Their howling is extremely ludicrous, 
and has not even the semblance of grief. _ Behind the body, is 
a long train of the female relations and friends, muffled up in 
mourning habits. If' the dead be a young woman, several girls 
in white precede and follow the bier, and at intervals scatter real, 
or artificial flowers on the body. 

At Constantinople, or rather at Pera, the distance to the bury-
ing-ground is consideiable, and gives time for large bodies of 
followers to 'collect, and accompany the procession to the tomb. 
Arrivedat the place of interment, the bier is set down, a short 
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service read, and the body deposited with its dress, and rolled in 
a winding-sheet, in the grave, the mourners continuing to howl 
most piteously during this last. ceremony. The garlands that 
adorned the bier are some of them thrown into the grave, and 
others carried home by the mourners and friends. 

Afterwards, and generally on the ninth day after the funeral, a 
feast is prepared by the nearest relation, accompanied with music 
and dancing, and every" other species of merriment.. But the 
priests gain the most by these festive demonstrations of grief._ 
They are supplied always on the ninth .day, and frequently also 
during the mourning, with large colyvas, which present is re-. 
wated also for three or four anniversaries of the burial. 

You may have before see') it observed, that there is a remark-
able conformity between some customs of the. Irish and of the 
Greeks. The funerals of the two nations bear the strongest.-simi;-. 
laity to each other, though the lower classes alone of the former 
people preserve ;  that .part of the ceremony which, amongst the 
latter, nation, is,peculiarly attached to the wealthy and important, 
for according to a modein Greek saying, " a rich man is wept by 
hired mourners, a poor man by his friends." But a more singu-
lar resemblance is that which is to be remarked between a Maho, 
metan and Irish opinion relative to the same ceremony. When a 
dead Mussulman is carried on his plank towards-the cemetery, the 
devout Turk runs from his house as the procession passes his door, 
and, for a short distance, relieves one of the bearers of the body, 
and then gives up his place to another, who hastens to perform the 
same charitable and holy office. It is a belief enjoined by .Ma-
hornet himself, that to carry a body forty paces gives ,expiation 
of sin. 
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No one who has been in Ireland, but must have seen the pea- 
sants leave their cottageS, or their work, to give a temporary 
assistance to those employed in bearing the dead to the grave, an 
exertion by which they approach so many steps nearer to Paradise*. 

The cemeteries of the Greeks are not in their churches, nor in 
the precincts of any city, but at a little distance from the town, 
in a space, not enclosed by a wall, near the high-road. The 
tomb-stones are some raised, some flat, and they are generally in 
a thin grove of cypress or yew trees. On certain days they are 
frequented by the relations of those who are lately dead, when, 
after a few tears, and the depositing of a garland and a small 
lock of hair on the grave, the parties assume their accustomed 
liveliness; and spend the remainder .of the visit in dancing and 
singing. 

The Clergy are divided into two classes, the Caloyers, or Monks 
of -the order of St. Basil, from whom all the prelates are chosen, 
and the Papades, or secular priests, who may marry, if they choose 
a virgin, and engage before ordination. Caloyers never say mass; 
if they take the priesthood, they become what is called " Holy 
Monks,". • and only officiate on. high festivals. Admission to the 
brotherhood .is gained by applying to one of these Holy Monks, 
and paying sixty or seventy piasters, no probation or examination is 
requisite, and very young, children are allowed to put on the cowl. 

* A person who reads Mons. Galand's " Paroles Remarquables des Orien-
taux," would be surprised perhaps to find, that the famous bull recorded of an 
Irishman, who, looking over a person writing a letter, and seeing that he put—
" I would be more particular, but a tall blackguard of an Irishman is behind 
my chair, and reads every word I say," exclaimed, " You lie, you rascal," 
is an-Oriental story: The same book mentions two or three other good things, 
which are also to be found in our jest-books, applied to very modern characters. 
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Vereare rhany inducements to 'belong to this religious frater-' 
nity. The priests are all-powerful with their flock, and enjoy 
some respect even from the Turks. 'It is better to be a wealthy 
man at large than a Monk, but it is better to be a well-fed recluse 
than a hungry vagrant. 

The first solitaries, the voluntary tenants of the burning deserts 
of Nitria, selected the most 'barren spots for their, retreats ; but 
the monks and hermits of the Greek church, in the- present age, 
have not objected to abridge themselves of some of their meritorious 
mortifications, and, besides other advantages,-  have seated them-
selves in all the most beautiful spots to be found in Greece. The 
only establishment they possess in Italy, is situated as judiciously 
amongst the woods and gardens of Monte Dracone, near Frescati. 
The place is called Grotta Ferrata, and stands on the site of the 
Tusculan villa of Cicero. 

The marble porch, where wisdom wont to talk 
With Socrates or Tully, hears no more, 
Save the hoarse jargon of contentious monks . 

_ In their own country, their 'monasteries are frequent objects in 
the valleys, the forests, and on the slopes and summits of almost 
every hill, and are contrived as well for comfort as security; their 
farms, tenanted by one of their order, or a lay-brother, are scat-
tered over the whole country. 

Notwithstanding the fasts, when their prescribed diet is pulse, 
roots, and plain water, and their rising to pray an hour and a half 
after midnight, they seem almost the only sleek and well-fed peo-
ple amongst the Greeks, and convince one how lavishly 

Dieu prodigue des biens 
A ceux qui font voeu d'être siens, 
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The purest Wine, the clearest, honey, olives, dried fruit, wheaten-
bread, can always be procured in. their habitations, and in theirs 
alone;, nor is it easy to account for the plumpness of their appear-
ance, without supposing them occasionally to transgress the rules 
of their order. There are to be met with some more abstemious 
anchorets, who live three or four together, and now and then an 
ascetic, who passes his, time in a solitary cell. 	. 

The Monks are supported partly .by the lands attached to their 
monastery, and partly by the voluntary contributions of their be-
lieving flock, On particular days, they carry about with them 
little pictures of their saints, and a jar of holy water, with a brush, 
and entering, the Christian houses, give their votaries the one to 
kiss, and make a, mark of the cross on their foreheads with the 
other, receiving a para, or two from each person. 

The most sanctified of the Caloyers are those who have re-
ceived their education in the monasteries of Athos, the Holy 
Mountain (giros epos), which, by an institution of which there is 
no parallel in history, swarms with six thousand saints. The theo-
logical studies of these recluses are not so severe as their bodily 
labour ; for not only do they cultivate the ground, and attend to 
the vineyards and 'orchards, but even build fishing-vessels, and 
exercise many mechanical trades, some of them undertaking to 
spin and weave. The monasteries of Patmos are also in great 
repute, and mendicant brothers from them, as well as from 
Mount Athos, are to be met with throughout Greece, dispensing 
their sacred favours, and, amongst other absurdities, even admi-
nistering by anticipation the extreme unction to the healthy inha- 
bitants of a whole house. 	 • 

The Papades are not held in such estimation as the Caloyers, 
and thoLigh they are certainly more serviceable, have every appear, 
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,Inee of being more wretched than the recluses. A Deacon enters' 
into priest's orders by a kind of public election, for, being pro,  
duced to the congregation at oiurch, the officiating Papas asks 
the audience if he is worthy, on which, if the acclamation of all 
declares him worthy, (and the cry is always 1,'E;Oci 4,00, ,he is con-
sidered as duly qualified to commence his holy functions. 

There is a chapel for almost every priest, it being considered a 
kind of spiritual adultery for any man to officiate out of his own 
place of worship. It is this that has multiplied the number of 
churches in Greece. In Athens alone there are forty churches, 
besides a hundred and fifty chapels, and those in all Attica amount 
to four thousand; but this includes every consecrated cavern with 
a door to it and a stone altar. 

Some writers have represented the tnonasteries as the abodes of 
every vice, and, as it appeared to me, with great injustice. As 
to the accomplishments of those in holy orders, they must be 
considerably improved during the last century, if it, be true, as 
Tournefort says, " that," in his .time, ‘'twas great merit in the 
clergy to read," and " that scarce twelve men in the empire 
understood ancient Greek." Beloit had before said, that only 
two or three, of all the thousands on Mount Athos, knew their 
letters. The only persons of liberal sentiments, with respect to 
religion, with whom I met in Greece, was a Bishop, and two 
Hadjis, or Priests who had been to Jerusalem. The more one 
knows and sees, the less one believes and admires. This Bishop 
had initiated himself so deeply into the mysteries of his faith, 
that he began to despise them, and the Hadjis; who had seen the 

* See Ray's Collection of curious Voyages and Travels, torn. xv; cap. ii. 
p.9. 
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holy city, declared that it was not worth going to see, nor worth 
seeing, regretting the thousand piasters they had each spent upon 
their pilgrimage. 

The generality of the priesthood are certainly most ignorant, 
stupid, and inactive, and, to increase their gains, encourage the 
rest of the people in superstitions so absurd, that it is difficult to 
think that they believe them themselves. It, is too true, that 
to them may be, in a great measure, attributed the debasement 
of the G reeks, or at least the continuation of that people in 
their present state of mental impotence. According to them, 
the world is still full of wonders, and the Devil possesses an active 
and apparent influence over the bodies and souls of men. Thus 
there are many E'vEpyoulhEm, or, Possessed, and the exorcising of 
these unfortunate persons is a frequent and profitable employment 
for the priests. • 

The Athenians are, of all the Greeks, the most credulous, or 
inclined to invent ridiculous stories on this subject. They all, as 
was said before of the women, believe in the power of magic, and 
work up their imaginations to such a pitch, as to fancy themselves 
actually' the sufferers by the incantations of some malevolent 
enemy. If, .a girl has two suitors, it is by no means uncommon. 
for the unsuccessful lover, when his rival's marriage takes place, 
to have recourse to charms as a last. resource. He ties the locks 
of his hair with .a certain form of words 4% and by every knot 
defers the bridegroom's happiness for a night; the tremendous 
operation is made known, and the unhappy husband, 'through 
credulity and shame, becomes not unfrequently the accomplice is 

" I tie A and B, and the Devil in the middle." 
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effecting his .own. misfortune. .. An Archon at Athens, whom we 
,well knew, skittered this calamity for the first month of his-mar-
riage, and was only released froni. the 'bonds of the spell •by, the 
yepeated prayers, images, and holy water of his chaplain. 

Several of the houses at Athens are believed to be haunted by 
a spirit which is called an Arabin: the moans of one of them 
were frequently heard from the bottom of a well belonging to the 
house under the Acropolis in which Mr. Lusieri was lodged, and 
it was not always easy to persuade the servants 'of the family to 
draw water from the enchanted spring..- 

Whether the Turks have been infected by. the Greeks with 
their superstitiOns, or brought their fables, with them into Eu-
rope, they have belief in these fairies also, and denominate them 

Gins." 'We saw at Libokavo;  a large house belonging to- a 
Turk, entirely deserted, the court and garden overrun with weeds, 
and were told that no one would live there, as it was haunted 

'by the Gins. The operations of these beings are much the same 
as those of our ghosts; they create strange-noises, and disarrange 
all the household furniture, but are seldom.seen., 

Panagia, or the.all-holy Virgin, is the favouriteof the Greeks; 
the Minerva of the modern Athenians. There is scarcely a cot-
tage in which her picture, With a lamp burning before it, is not 
seen in a niche of the wall, or in,a wooden case. The making and 
ornamenting of these images is- a gainful trade; and sometimes - 
you meet, with one of them very neatly executed. A lavish Eng-
lishman offered fifty zequins for a Saint,-  I think Demetrius, WA, 
painter at Athens, and was'refused. 

A peasant who lived at Athens told me a strange story. I- was 
riding in the island of. Salamis, and observed a strong young Mau 
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running by the side of my attendant's horse, with a little box in 
his hand in which he had apparently collected charity. Enquiring 
the nature of his petition, he told me with tears in his eyes, and 
with the most solemn asseverations of the truth of his story, that, 
for some offence of which he was not aware, the Virgin, with the 
infant in her arms, and otherwise so accoutred as not to be mis-
taken by him, appeared before him every night, and jumping on his 
bed, nearly throttled him. He had been to the priest, who could 
do nothing for him, but observing that the picture of his Panagia 
appeared rather shabby and worn,, suggested that the terrible 
visitation might not be ,renewed if the image was adorned with 
fresh gilding. " I have no money myself," continued the Athe-
nian, " but am going to Ampelaki and Colouri, to beg a few 
piasters, to pay the painter for his gold." I gave him a trifle, 
and my attendant, a good-humoured fellow, and a saint-maker by 
trade at Athens, told the man that he would gild his picture for 
hini at a cheaper rate than he had ever done for any body before. 
- In, the reign of Theodosius the Second, Gamaliel appeared to 

Lucian, a presbyter of Jerusalem, and told him that himself and 
St. Stephen wished to be released from the obscure grave in which 
they had been buried in, a neighbouring field*. 

Since that time, revelations of this sort have been frequent ; 
and St. Nicholas delivered a similar message to a woman whilst 
we were at Athens. The holy apparition told the lady, that he 
was roaming about in a church, which had fallen, and was buried 
under ground, from which he desired to be delivered, and pointed 
out the spot where they were to dig, and effect his • release. Ac- 

* Decline and Fall)  vol. iii. 
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cordingly, the next day, the lady, who was at once regarded as as 
saint, for having been thought worthy of such a communication, 
accompanied by a large party, consisting of the most respectable 
Archons and Priests, walked in procession to the place described, 
and pitched upon a part of the road west of that going to the.  
Piraeus, and leading to the gardens, about half a mile from the. 
town. After digging a short time in two places, they came to 
some bits of painted tile, which may be found almost any where 
near Athens, and especially in this quarter, the old site of the 
Ceramicus without the city. Immediately there was a cry of the 

	

Church! the Church! (Eklesia! Eklesia 	the crowd began, 
crossing themselves—candles were burnt before the holes—and an 
opulent Greek, poSsessed of the land immediately close to the , 
road-side, made a present of it to the Saint, to be dug away,. in, 
order- to give him a freer egress, and lay open the whole church. 

There was•a commotion. at Athens on account of this discovery, 
and the road would have been, entirely cut up - in the course of 
this religious search-, had not the Turks prudently interfered, and 
prevented all farther excavations. As, it was, however, the spot, 
was for many clays watched.by crowds of, pious worshippers, and, 
whilst I was presenti, a sort' of controversy took place as to the 
respective merits of, the two apertures,-one of which was at last de.. 
serted, and all. the tapers-were burnt out before the other opening 
in the ground. An old woman.most earnestly appealed to me to 
tell her-which was the real' church ;, when, as gravely as Was in my, 
power, I told her that they were under a sad mistake, and that :  
the cavity which they- had,deserted was, in fact, the true church 
of St. Nicholas. The intelligence was immediately spread amongst 
_the crowd, that. the -Frank,  had. decided in favour of the other 
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spot ; and immediately the tapers were carried off to the deserted 
place, and all the crossing, bowing, and praying, were directed 
to the hole in the ground which had been before neglected. The 
Greeks had listened to my decision ; for Franks are thought by 
them to possess a preternatural, but by no means an enviable, 
degree of knowledge, communicated to them by the Evil Prin-
ciple, their master and guide. • The children in the streets, when 
one of them is passing, call out, "Franco di Dio ! Franco di Dio !" 
by which, though I know not how the sentence is supplied, they 
mean " Godless Frank.! Godless Frankl" 

The abhorrence of the Franks, which the division of the 
churches, and the conduct of the Latins, created in the bosoms 
of the Greeks, is still in some measure preserved by the spirit of 
bigotry; and the mass of the people do not fancy that there are 
in the world any true Christians except themselves and the 
Russians. As for the English, they contend they are not Chris-
tians at all., If asked of what religion we are, they say, " We 
do not know; perhaps of none ; some call you Lutherans : it is 
certain you are not Christians ; you do not cross yourselves," 
(Ay XajAVETE TO 0'7'0010. A respectable person addressed this argu-
ment to myself- The Turks have pretty much the same opinion 
of us ; and, seeing that we show none of the external signs of 
reverence for Panagia, or other pictures, conclude us to be alto-
gether such infidels as themselves. 

A party of us were standing at the back part of a Roman Ca-
tholic chapel at Pera, whilst the service was going on at the other 
end. Just as the host was elevated, a Turk looked in at the 
door, and seeing the congregation paying their reverence to the 
wafer, threw up his head with a look of infinite pity and cone 
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tempt, at the same time smiling, and giving a shrug at us, who 
were standing, as if he said, " What must you and I think of 
these poor fools ?" 

The English have no place for public worship at Pera, and 
may, therefore, be thought never to pray at all ; service, how-
ever, has been once or twice performed in the- Ambassador's 
palace. But the ministers of Catholic nations sometimes go in 
procession to mass. 

Notwithstanding the disdain entertained by the Turks for the 
Christian religion, they grant their protection to • the Greek 
clergy, and find it their interest to ratify the ordination of the 
great dignitaries of the church. Mahomet the Great presented 
to the first Patriarch chosen in his reign, the same gifts as the 
Emperors of the Greeks had formerly given ; and, to this day, 
that sovereign Priest is invested in a triumphant manner by a 
minister of the Porte, who assists him .in taking possession of 
the patriarchal church in that quarter of Constantinople called 
Balat. His influence with the Porte is very great, and his appli-
cations to the Sultan are generally effectual : he can punish with 
death. 

The dignity is now exposed to sale, costing about sixty thou-. 
sand crowns, and the Patriarch indemnifies himself by selling 
every lucrative place, the patriarchates of Jerusalem, Antioch, 
and Alexandria, and all the archbishoprics-  within his jurisdic-
tion. The Greeks themselves were the beginners of this prac-
tice, and the first Patriarch so elected ejected the incumbent by 
force; a custom of which there are now frequent examples*'. 

Although the whole of the Patriarch's usual revenue does not 
amount to more than three thousand pounds, yet he • has occa-
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sionally, by fines and extortidns, the means of increasing his in 
come. The richest Bishops have not more than three hundred 

' pounds a year.--I find by the registry of a parish in Yorkshire, 
that subscriptions were made in the beginning of Charles the 
First's reign, for the relief of the Greek church. " 

The synod of ConstantinOple, composed of the three Patriarchs-
and twelve Archbishops, meets every month for the management 
of church affairs, the only affairs now left at the absolute disposal 
of the Greeks. 	 • 

The state of the arts in Greece is, as might be expected, most 
deplorable; It would be difficult to find an architect, a sculptor, 
or painter, equal to the common workmen in the towns of Chris-
tendom,' In building the inland towns, they make use of a saw 
of a simple kind, a hatchet, and a hammer: the gauge and chisel 
are used on the sea-coasts, and in larger cities. The cells of their 
churches are constructed by a sort of quadrant t, which they apply 

An Archbishop or Bishop is styled " Your all-Priesthood, your Beatitude 
*---11xvispiern• 	Maxapro-rm it; ;"—Priests, " Your Holiness--ATIO•rmara 4." 

The last edition but one of the Bibliotheca Grzca, contains, in vol. vi. 
p. 748, a list of the Patriarchs since the last conquest of Constantinople. The 
history of Cyrillus Lucar,is, is the history of the Patriarchate. " A. D. 1600, 
Cyrillus Lucaris Pro-Patriarch of Alexandria ; A. D. 1621, Cyrill. Lucaris 
Patriarch (having been before Pro-Patriarch) for one year;_ A.D. 1624, Cyril, 
Lucaris restored, for eight years; A.D. 1632, the same person a third time re-
elected for one year and two months; A. D. 1633, the same a fourth time re. 
chosen, for one year ; A.D. 1637, a fifth time, but after one year, strangled." 

+ Under the head of modern architecture, Letter xxxv. vol. iii. Mons. De 
Guys talks of Santa Sophia, and the aqueducts built in the time of the Greek 
Emperors, near Constantinople. All his detail about the arts in modern Greece 
tells. nothing., 
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to no other use. At'sculpture*they make no attempt, and- their 
paintings are chiefly gilded saints. 

The best pictures are to be "seen at Scio, from the hands of 
Greek artists of an age or two past. There is a composition, 
containing several figures, the only one I ever saw in the coun-
try, in a church at Constantinople, which represents the last day. 
The sheep are on the right hand, and the devils are driving the 
goats into the flames on the left : the sinners are drest like Jews,. 
Turks, and, what is something odd, Archbishops and Monks. 
The picture is very large, and is admired as a masterpiece, but is 
in reality a tawdry daub. The representations of costume con-
tained in this collection, ,are from, drawings made by a Greek at 
Constantinople, which, as far as a painter can succeed with no 
other excellence than minute and exact imitation, are well exe-
cuted. 

Physic is practised in the Levant, partly by Greeks who have 
received some education in Italy, and frequently continue on their 
return to wear the Frank habit, and partly by Italians. There 
is one, at least, of these persons in every considerable town in 
European Turkey, who is paid a thousand, or fifteen hundred 
piasters per annum, for taking care of the health of the whole of 
the inhabitants, and makes besides the most of strangers and 
casualties. They are -  extremely ignorant, 'and full of old preju-
dices, yet they are personages of some importance, as you will 
collect by this direction of a letter I carried to one of them—
" Al Nobile Signor, Signor, Speridion Cazzaiti, Medico." Many 
of these physicians have received no education at all, but, having 
failed in trade, put on the hat and Frank habit, and Commence 
practitioners. The Turks, and lower class of people amongst the 
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Greeks, commonly presume every one so dressed to be a Doctor, 
and travellers are frequently accosted as such in the streets. 

The only exception to the general incapacity of these professors 
which fell under my observation was at Athens, and, by the way, 
in the person of the noble physician mentioned above. Signor.  
Cazzaai has tried some courageous innovations, and has even at-. 
tempted the introduction of the cow-pox, and with partial success. 
lie told me that he had inoculated about three hundred. 

The general practice is, to administer jalap, manna, Glauber 
salts, in quantities too small to be serviceable, and bark draughts 
in almost every complaint, swilling the patient at the same time 
with fat broths and slops. Phlebotomy is also frequently prac-
tised, but with topical bleedings they seem unacquainted, although 
the Turkish and Greek peasants scarify themselves on the hands' 
and feet, as a cure for rheumatic pains. If the disease does not spee-, 
dily give way, and particularly if there is the least delirium, the 
patient is concluded to be possessed, the Kalo-iatros is dismissed, 
and the Papas, the most notorious in the place for casting out 
devils, is instantly sent for to exorcise the-tormenting spirit, and 
either the recovery is attributed to the priest, or the death of the 
diseased to,  the prevailing power of the evil principle. 

It thus appears, that maladies are considered by this ignorant 
and superstitious people rather as judgments and visitations, or 
the immediate operation of the Demon, than as the simple effects.. 
of a disordered system. Pestilential fevers, to which the whole 
of Greece is much subject, and cases of elephantiasis and leprosy, 
are scarcely attempted to be resisted. The plague, whose pre-
sence was announced to the terrified imaginations of the former. 
Greeks by armed spectres dealing death and destruction on every, 
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side", is now also personified, and the apparition is sometimes 
seen in .the form of a hag, lame and withered. 

When in the months of a burning autumn all -nature begins to 
droop, and every herb and shrub die beneath the sickly gale, the 
Greeks retire within their houses, the doors and casements are 
carefully closed, and the bold youth and heedless maiden are 
cautioned not to stir abroad, nor even to look into the street. 
" If in the dead of night a rap is heard at your window, rise not,-
nor open the casement, it is the decrepid hag that knocks—it is 
the Plague.," 

I cannot help supposing that the use of the hot-bath', Which, to-
gether with the loose robe, seems to have always belonged to the 
people of this, country, must be prejudicial to .health, from, the 
excessive relaxation, and indeed exhaustion, which it ' produces. 
A person not accustomed to the heat of the inner chamber of the 
bath, is unable to support himself a moment in the warm steam,, 
in which a Greek or Turk will remain, under the hands of the 
bathers, for -half an hour. 

The appearance of the bathers, white as wax, and shrivelled to 
the bone, is most disgusting, and it requires some practice to 
bear patiently the kneading of your limbs and cracking of your-
joints, with which they conclude their functions. Yet all the. 
people of the Levant resort frequently to these public baths, and, 

* Such is the account given by Procopius of the plague at•Constantinople, 
in 747. The same author records, that in the winter of 565, in Italy, its ap-
proach was signified by tremendous noises in the heavens, like those of mighty 
armies marching to the sound of trumpets. This authority is quoted by Dr. 
Pouqueville, in his Voyage en Moree, p. 404, chap. xxxvii. de laYeste,—thA 
masterpiece of the volume.,  
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in crowds, the men at one time of the day, the women at -an-
other, and not so much for the purposes of cleanliness as of luxury, 
for I am sure that they find a sort of sensual gratification in that 
state of sleepy languor to which, when stretched upon the couches, 
they are reduced by the operations of the bathers, and the heat 
of the surrounding vapour. There are good grounds at least to 
suppose, that the ancients knew they suffered some corporeal ener—
vation by indulging frequently in this enjoyment, for they ranked 
it with the pleasures of Venus and Bacchus, and looked upon it 
no less pernicious, if carried to excess, than the joys of love and 
wine". 

All the women bathe at least once a month, but some much 
oftener; the men in general once a week.. The bath is the coffee-
house of the Levant, and, for the females, is the scene of various 
diversions and ceremonies, as you may have collected from the 
luxurious, but, as I have heard, not exaggerated descriptions, of 
my Lady M. W. Montague. After all, this species of gymnas-
tic has in it something rather revolting to our notions of delicacy, 
and is, perhaps, not free from rational objection. There are many 

Dum vina, unguents, puellas 
Carpimus, obrepit non intellecta senectus, 

are the words of Juvenal, and I presume the ointments to allude to the bath 
a Greek epigram is more explicit and decisive— 

" 110iVOY XCGS 7C4 AOITpOG WM i Tinp& KUVpili fp'? 
" OEtrrEpo rEthrfl ?Ty Ohy E's Alchm ;" 

which is as much as to say)  
" Drink much, bathe often, love a woman well—
" 'Twill send you just the shortest way to hell." 
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the bath . 
the resting chamber 
the reservoir of warm water 
hinted by cauldron d.. 
theilirnace. 
rest/weir ofcold water 
which is communicated 
by in* nue! g. 
funnel to letoutthe water. 

:._where the water is lain . 
fiuntains efwarrn et cold 
water which are supplied 

t. 4:r the resersolit 
aperture to cool the bath. 
p,y,nges fir the heat 
underneath the hatk 

through which the 
Jruoke &heat escape. 
window where thewarm vapour 
is• a datitted tiztethe bath. 

Scale of 8 Feet to an Inch. 

London, Publeshecl ..y....rames Cawthorn, 24,Cookspnr Street, 1812. 
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,stories, both ancient and modern, which do'not reflect any credit 
upon the institution. Busbek has the. advantage ,of a , learned 
language, to tell a most- singular tale in his._ second epiitle. The" 
manners of-the barbarous people of the West and North, seem less 
exceptionable in most points than those of the Orientals; - amongst 
-which the Greeks,. 'and in some 'measure even the Roinans, May 
be classed, and the' modern Franks may reckon themselves to be 
better,. if not wisermen, than the boasted nations of antiquity. 

An exact plan of a bath at Athens, which is here annexed, may . 
assist you in fully understanding the descriptions of this- contri 
vance contained in so many 'books on. the Levant. 
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The Literature of the Modern Greeks—Their Share in the Re-
vival of Literature in the West—The Romaic Pronunciation 
—The Romaic, or modern Greek—its Date and Origin in-
quired into—Latter Greek Writers—Present State of Learn-
ing in Greece, 4-c. 4-c. 

THE Greeks may be justly styled a very ingenious 
-people, and though extremely ignorant, have all that quickness 
of parts which, with a better education, and an amelioration of 
their unfortunate condition, would enable them to distinguish 
themselves for their attainments in the sciences and the arts. 
The kst precious present for which Europe is indebted to their 
once-famous country, was the care of the silk-worm, and the weav-
ing of the materials produced by that valuable insect. This was 
in the twelfth Century. Since that period, I know of no useful 
invention which they have transmitted to the nations of the West. 
The convulsions of .the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries, attend-
ing.the decay and fall of the Greek Empire, put us in possession 
of those treasures of antiquity, which have taught us how to 
think, to write, and to act ; but for this advancement in every 
branch of knowledge, we owe more to (the activity of the Italian 
revivers of learning than to the exiled scholars of Greece. 
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Notwithstanding the gratitude expressed by their pupils to 
Chrysoloras, Argyropolus, Chalcondyles, and Lascaris, and the 
veneration with which they were regarded by those who looked 
upon them as their guides through a lately-discovered and de-
lightful region ; yet these Greeks are, perhaps, to be considered 
in the light of grammarians, well versed in their native tongue, 
not as the heirs of the genius of their ancestors. Their poets, 
orators, and philosophers, had long slumbered in the monasteries 
of Mount Athos, or the recesses of the Byzantine libraries ; and 
the first by whom they were wakened and brought to light, or 
who imbibed their divine spirit, and revived a true taste for an-

,thent literature, were the scholars of the Florentine academies, 
supported by the patronage of the princes and rulers of thd Ita-
lian states $. Indeed, the recovery of the works of the most 
valuable authors, is not to be attributed to the Greeks them-
selves, but to the munificent exertions of the Medicean family, 
and the labours of those who were employed under their direc-
tions, or remunerated by their bounty. The industry of Aurispa 
and Fileffo appears incomparably more active and useful than that 
of any native Greek ; and the talents and erudition of such men 
as Ficino, Landino, Bracciolini, Politian, and Sannazaro, eclipse 
the fame of those who are called the instructors of the Italians. • 

* Petrarch had read Homer, and Boccace had studied more deeply under 
Leontius; but it is in vain that Father- Gradenigo, in his Letter to Cardinal. 
Querini, printed at Venice in 1742, endeavours to prove, that Greek had been 
generally cultivated in Italy in the twelfth century. Grzcum est non potest 
legi! was the exclamation of Accursus, the civilian of Florence, and his scho-
lars of the thirteenth century, when they stumbled on a Greek word in the 
Latin text. See Tenhove's House of Medicis, cap. 11. 

4 A 
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The great obligations of the moderns to the Byzantine scho-
lars who settled in Italy were questioned, and it appears with 
justice, by the judgment and increasing refinement of the suc-
ceeding age. We are apt to talk of the revival of literature in 
the West, as if there had been an uninterrupted succession of 
good writers and able critics in the East, 'and with the presump-
tion that the learning of the Greeks was, by the irruption of the 
Barbarians, first driven into exile, and then naturalized amongst 
the nations established on the ruins of the Western Empire. 
" Alas !" said one of the Grecian professors of the Academy at 
Ylorence, "I see that Greece has fled beyond the Alps ;" but 
Argyropolus, if he had extended his meaning beyond the mere 
knoi,ledge of his language, might with greater propriety have 
owned, that the genius of his native country, after. the torpor of 
a thousand years, was revived amongst, rather than transmitted 
to, the scholars of Italy. The commentators and scholiasts of the 
latter periods of the empire, form no exception in favour of their 
countrymen. 

That the Constantinopolitan Greeks of the fourteenth and fif-
teenth centuries were judges of the style, and understood the 
construction, of the great ancient writers of their own country, 
can scarcely be doubted ; but that they had themselves benefit-
ted by the contemplation of those perfect models, and could lay 
claim to the merit of originality, or even of happy imitation, does 
not at all appear. They were in possession of the key of a trea- 

* Spoken to J. Reuchlen, a learned German, who died in MI, from whom 
the pronunciation that obtains amongst the modern Greeks was called the Reach.. 
Tinian.--See Addenda Mic. Lang. ad Eras. Schmidt de Pronun. Grzc, aped 
Syllog. Havercarop' iq 
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sury, whose stores they, were unable to use. Their literature was 
in the same degraded state as their arts, which, notwithstanding 
the advantage of consulting the noblest specimens of ancient skill, 
were impressed with the deepest traces of barbarity. The paint-
ing of the funeral of St. Ephraim, in that part of the Vatican 
library called the Sacred Museum, is'the wretched masterpiece of 
these bastard descendants of Zeuxis'''. 

But, in fact, the latter Greek grammarians have not only been 
refused all praise, but have been severely condemned by some 
writers, who have not hesitated to accuse them, either of igno-
rance or dishonesty ; ignorance, in accounting the depraved pro-
nunciation of their language to be correct, or dishonesty, in wil-
fully obscuring the study of the Greek tongue, to the end that they 
might obtain greater authority by seeming the sole masters of 
some most difficult attainmentt. Our great countryman, Cheke, 
with the boldness of a Briton, and the confidence of a scholar, 
in his tract on the pronunciation of the Greek tongue, dis-
dains to submit to the authority even of Chrysoloras himself; 
44  who," says he, " as he either acquiesced in the depravity of the 
pronunciation of his countrymen, or was influenced by interested 
motives, or studiously endeavoured to obscure the language, 

* Such is the strong expression of Tenhove, whose words (quoted also in 
Mr. Roscoe's Loren. de Med. cap. 9) are, " Venisse et quelques villes de la 
Romagne ou de l'ancien exarchat de Ravenne montrent encore des traces de 
ces barbouillages Grecs. Le charactere d'un assez profonde barbarie s'y fait 
sentir. La peinture qui represente les obsequies de St Ephraim, qu'on voit 
dans le muse() sacro, partie de la bibliotheque du Vatican, passe pour le triste 
chef-d'oeuvre de ces fils btitards de Zeuxis.—Mem. Gen. lib.,  vii. 

t De Ling. Groec. vet. pronunt. Adolp. Mekerch. Libell. ap Syllog. Ha. 
vercamp, p. 19. 

4 A 2 
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should not have so much weight with us, as to induce us to fall 
into the same ignorance, avarice, and envy 

It may appear almost superfluous to say much of the pronun-
ciation of the modern Greeks, when we consider, that it was once 
that of all the civilized nations of Europe, and that the present pre-
valent mode of reciting this noble language, was formerly thought 
an innovation, strange, unfounded, and even sacrilegious. 

From the first efforts made in the fourteenth century, to revive 
the study of Greek literature in the West, to the time of Eras-
mus, the scholars of Italy and France, Germany and England, 
intent upon the construction and explanation of the Greek authors, 
neglected to inquire into the pronunciation of the language, and, 
without examinatiGn, adopted that which was in use, and taught 
by their Byzantine masters. But the more diligent inquirers of 
the age of that great man, perceiving that a language so noble 
and copious in composition, was in discourse so languid and effemi-
nate, and so destitute of all variety and grandeur of sound, sus-
pected that they had in this matter been hitherto deceived ; and 
in this notion they were confirmed by the precepts on this ex-
preSs subject, scattered up and down the works of the ancient rhe-
toricians and grammarians, and also by the many hints of other 
authors, which were irreconcileable with the adulterate pronuncia-
tion of the moderns. 

The first who attempted to restore this ancient vigour and va-
riety of sound, was Erasmus himself, who, however, is said to 

* Nam ante Cbrysoloram 	 qui sire depravatione patrii sermonis con-
tentus, sive qurstu commotus, seu obscuramix ainguR studio impulsus fuit, 
non movere 'nos debet, ut in eadem ignorautia, cupiditate, invidia versemur.—
Jqh. Cbec de pronunt. Grwe. ap. Syllog. alteram Havereampil  p. 
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have been induced only by a stratagem of his friends to write his 
famous dialogue on the true pronunciation' of the Greek and 
Latin tongues, published first by Frobenius 	It is related also, 
that when he discovered the fraud, he never afterwards followed 
his own precepts ; or, either in .  speaking or writing, showed 
that he differed from the rest of the 'world in his way of reciting 
those .languages. Not. only Erasmus himself, but many cele-
brated contemporary scholars, although' convinced of the pro-
priety of the new system (called the Erasmian, as the other was 
the Reuchlinian pronunciation), were not willing to appear inno-
vators, and despairing of influencing others by their example, con-
tinued to comply with common .custom. But Sir John Cheke, 
and his firm supporter and friend Sir Thomas Smith, the great 
ornaments of Cambridge, not only defended, but taught the -
new method,. so different from that which had been introduced 
by Grocin and. Linacre into the schools. of England ; and this 
they continued to do for four years,. until the second of these 
learned, men retired to France ; at . which time the sanguinary 
Gardiner, Bishop of Winchester, and Chancellor of the Univer-
sity of Cambridge,. interposed his power, and in a letter, partly. 

* Ilenricus Glareanus dining with Erasmus in the College at Louvaine, told 
him, that some Greeks had lately arrived at Paris, whO pronounced their lan-
guage quite differently from the common mode in use, calling (B) Vita, Beta;. 
'(II) not Ita, but Eta ; (ai) not e, but ai ; (oi) not i, but oi ; and so on. This 
induced Erasmus to compose his dialogue. The'story is related in the Addenda 
of Joh. Mich. Langius, prefixed to the discourse of Erasmus Schmidt on the 
Greek pronunciation in the Sylloge; but the authority on which it is told is, 
rather questionable, and the thing itself seems introduced to.discredit the new 
pronunciation. 
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persuasive, partly official, but in which the decisions of the scho-
lar are most powerfully backed by the authority of the Chancel-
lor., commanded the Professor to desist from his attempts at inno-
vation ; an innovation which, says the alarmed and indignant 
Prelate, will, unless speedily stopped, terminate so fatally, that 
by a sort of lamentable metamorphosis, our Cambridge will be 
converted into a Babel, and be afflicted with a confusion of tongues 
as strange, or, if possible, worse than that recorded of that an-
cient city 

The letter to Cheke was confirmed by an edict promulgated 
by the Chancellor and Senate of Cambridge, in which the pro-
nunciation of the learned languages, according to common usage, 
is decisively fixed, and protected by penalties from .all alterations. 
Whoever dared to adopt publicly the Erasmian method, was, if 
a graduate, to be expelled the senate ; if a candidate for honours, 
to be refused his degree: scholars so offending were to be deprived 
of their exhibitions, and school-boys to be privately whipped at 
home. Yet notwithstanding these threats, the intrepid Cheke 
publicly vindicated his °pillions in a.letter to the Chancellor; to 
which Gardiner replied, and was again answered by his opponent, 
as well as by Smith, then lately returned from France; and Cheke 
being allowed to defend his system publicly, and at court, the 
new 'pronunciation began by degrees -to prevail both in England 
and on the Continent, although many years elapsed before it was 
thoroughly established ; and the controversy was carried on, as 
usual in literary disputes, with considerable animosity on both 
sides. To Erasmus, Cheke, and Smith, succeeded Ramus, Lam- 

* Steph. Winton. Episcop. de pronunt. Ling. Grtecw, ap. Syll. alt. Q00. • - 
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binus, Beza, Ceratinus, Mekerchus, and Hen. Stephanus4', who 
,were opposed by Gregorius, Martirius, in his -address to Me,  
kerchust, and more violently by Erasmus Schmidt, in a dis-
course " Contra Nsootprov," in which, however, the modern Greeks 
are confessed to be in some particulars ;incorrect, and the strength 
of the argument rests on the inexpediency of innovation. 

Since the period of the last writer, the.opposition to the Eras-
mian method appears to have been given up; notwithstanding the 
efforts of Gregorio Piacentino and,StanislausVelasti, two Greek 
monks of Frescati-, in the beginning of the last century, whose 
dissertations in favour of the Romaic plan, drew from the Col-
lege della Sapienza at Rome, a decision, that the true pronun-
ciation was, if any where, preserved amongst the said people and 
monks t. 

Thus' the new pronunciation having obtained for two centuries, . 
with some variety, in the different nations of Christendom, the 
Romaic, or modern Greek method, is confined to the Levant, 
and is so little remembered to have been once prevalent, as, with 
a few exceptions, to be absolutely unknown in the universities of 

* H. Stephani, Apolog. pro vet. Ling. Grzc. pronunt. et  Prxf. ad Syllog. 
Sigisb. Havercampi. Samuel G-elhud, and Rodolph Wetstein, wrote on the.  
same subject, but their works are not in the Sylloge. 

Mekerchus;  or Adolphus a Metkerkey died at London in. the year ,  . 
in his fifty-fourth year. 

Giacche se qualche vestigio 6 pur rimasto cosi sembra verisimile dell' an-
tica pronuncia Grreca, sembra insieme cosa probabile molto, the presso i suc-
cennati popoli e monachi siasi conservata.—But people, not only ignorantly, 
but (as Dr. Johnson observed, speaking of Swift's plan for settling the English: 

• language) proudly, disobey the decisions of learned bodies; 
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Europe. It is difficult, observes Mr. Gibbons, to paint sounds 
by words ; and in their reference to modern use, they can be un-, 
derstood only by their respective countrymen : besides this, the 
decision of the controversy is attendant with difficulties apparently 
insuperable; and although the argument seems decidedly in favour 
of the new method, yet it must always appear most unaccount-
able, that so entire a change should have taken place, amongst 
the Greeks themselves, in the pronunciation of their own tongue, 
even in so considerable a period of time as that which has elapsed 
since the ages of its ancient purity. It is easy to conceive how. 
every other depravation and barbarism should have, by degrees, 
crept in upon the language, but that the ancient sound of its let-
ters should be altogether lost, and now unknown in Greece itself 
alone of all the countries where it is recited, is not hastily to be 
believed 

Psallida, the schoolmaster of Ioannina, on my reading to him 
the first few lines of Homer, talked with much contempt of the 
presumption of those who, coming from a remote corner of the 
north, from regions absolutely unknown to their ancestors, pre-
tend to teach, in Greece, the descendants of the Greeks, how to 
pronounce the Greek, their mother tongue. The strange dip-
thongal sound which the English give to the.iota, and which, as 
it is not found in any other European nation, must have been in-
troduced subsequently to the emendations of Cheke and Smith, 
may, indeed, have occasioned my friend the Greek to be more 
than usually astonished at a pronunciation so different from his 
vi,vn. After all, it may be confessed a hopeless endeavour, to 
arrive at any thing like accuracy in this point ; for the cotempo- 

# Decline and Fall, note 107, cap. 66, p. 427, 4to. edit. 
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caries of the ancient Greeks were unable to attain to the nicety 
of sound which a Greek mouth alone could express ; and Homer 
distinguishes some people by the epithet of BapPap09,40us, not, says 
Strabo, because they talked a foreign language, but because they 
pronounced Greek with a foreign accent. 

In considering the Romaic pronunciation, of which, compared 
with the Erasmian method, a short view is given in The secfuel', it 
should be understood, that it differs in different parts of the Levant. 
The kappa and gamma are sounded strongly by the Greeks of Epi-
rus, whilst at Athens, the first becomes softened into a ch (Exmos is 
thus echenos), and the last is almost always converted into a y, 
and at Smyrna scarcely sounded at all. The people of the Morea 
drawl and speak through the nose ; those of Constantinople give 
a portion of the sound of s to a theta, and make the delta 
even more soft than our th.. The Athenians are, on the whole, 
the most difficult at first to be understood'; but this does not 
arise from any greater mixture of barbarous words or idioms to 
be found in their dialect than in that of other districts, but from 
an affectation of speech : thus, instead of pronouncing ox,  (no) as 
it is spelt, they say oeshki, making it three syllables. 

It would be a task well worthy the labour of a scholar, to at-
tempt to trace the Greek language from the period of its purity 
And perfection, through all the gradations of corruption, to its 
present state of debasement; and as it may be allowed to have been 
the first and most efficient cause of the superiority of the wonder-
ful nation t by which it was spoken ; so it might, perhaps, be 
found to have gradually lost its vigour, flexibility, and simplicity, 

* See the Appendix.. 
+ See Preliminary Dissertation to the Engravings from the Antique, lately 

published by the Dilletan' ti. 
4 B 
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in proportion as the power, genius, and moral character of the 
Greeks themselves declined. 

The first corruption of the Greek may be traced from the. 
Macedonian conquest, and the diffusion of the language by sol-
diers and merchants, not the. most correct rhetoricians, over the 
conquered provinces of Europe, Asia, and 'Africa. It is the 
.complaint of Ovid, that in the people amongst whom he was an 
exile, he found only a few traces of the Greek tongue, and those 
already made barbarous by a savage pronunciation. But a 
more severe blow was 'given to the purity of the language under 
the power of the Romans, a short time after whose predominance, 
all distinction of dialect appears to have been lost. The intro-
duction of such words as, fruJst410Y, (ppavybouov, xxerructlia, Ttiltog, 

Xiiya-os, into the text of the New Testament, shows how soon 
it had begun to be infected with Latinisrns ; and, indeed, 
it was necessary for those who wrote to colonies and pro-
vinces, amongst which Roman governors and customs had ren-
dered necessary the adoption of Roman words, to have, recourse-
to a mixed language,. in order to make themselves intelligible..  
The Emperor Julian confesses that, as to himself, it must be 
wonderful if he can speak Hellenic, so much had he been barha- 
rised in the course of his travels 	Those who are conver- 
'sant .with the writings of the Fathers, notwithstanding, the piety 
of some readers has so far predominated over their taste, as 
to make them compare St. Chrysostom to Demosthenes, observe 

* In paucis extant Crrecze vestigia lingua 
IIaec quoque jam Getico barbarafacta sono: 

Trist. lib. v. c. 8, 
xoci eparyylnp,m, *Exxliuks-1 aczutaEiv r:(, ;ov, ark's-  ;a7h4 41- 

PXpeofhboi cticZ .1-(2 xcopioc.:--See Pra 	
. 

at. 	Cang. 
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many unauthorized expressions, of which St. Basil seems to have 
been aware when writing to Libanitis : he confesses, that the pu-
rity of his.diction had been injured by his incessant study of the 
Scriptures ". 

From the period of Constantine the Great, and perhaps some-
what before the 'transfer of the seat of government to Byzantium, 
it appears that the writings of the learned Greeks differed consi-
derably from the speech commonly current in the provinces and 
at Constantinople, the. use of which a new word (xo,yoxEwrzo) was 
invented to express. That this distinction might at all times, 
in some measure, have been observed, is exceedingly probable ; 
for the case was similar at Rome, where, as Quintilian informs us, 
the whole people in the Circus would sometimes burst out with 
exclamations, not Latin, but altogether barbarous. In a later 
age, the Byzantine historians themselves were obliged to have 
recourse to new words, in order to expres new inventions ; and 
'Constantine Porphyrogenitus, in ,his life of his grandfather Basil, 
describing the ornaments of the palace, says, " it is fit in these 
things to make use of the vulgar tongue t." The same necessity 
was felt by those who wrote on the Roman jurisprudence. Even 
-whole words and sentences of foreign languages were made fami-
liar to the ear of the Constantinopolitan court, as may be seen in 
the Formularies of the Imperial writer before, mentioned. At the 
banquets in the palace, some of the attendants repeated, says the 
historian, the following words.: Kav64PET Afitc wripiBIA,BETTpebv—P4PnTE, 

* 'ANN' ;iithEZ5. paid w ,aceup4o-tE, MAPTEZ XCet HAt0G, xai Tots oUrto pcclexap(os alictpkrs 

tuvicricav Ex inc- 1 Pap(348 cocoviis Acatrpcivois 	1-cilavra;v, xai ,icso 7ra; bawdy 
chyytimax, vo thiP bola; )4‘y 	4(44.; _s• aura ,rocUl-co ctnA;t.—Przfat. 
Glossar. 

t 'Coal rip 17;1 TO15TOK X041/ oxocTa.—Cap. 
4 B 2 
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A41.1113 .44(0.7rEpc'crwpic Ev 1.40.'rec Lyoc.t  Altic 011,10;17rOTEPc 	 yezutMe 7rpaVitEiTE 

44111it . And the same compliment was uttered in all the languages 
of the nations supposed to be in subjection to the Roman power ; 
for the Gothic, Persian, French, and even the English tongue, 
were heard on such occasions in the capital of the East *". 

The worst of the latter Byzantine writers, such as Theophanes, 
the two Leos, Symeon Metaphrasta, and others, abound with a 
thousand barbarisms, and seem to have lost all Grecian taste and 
style. What was the language most commonly intelligible, at 
the period of the last conquest_ of Constantinople, may be judged 
by the commentaries of Ducas and John Cananus, which, in 
commemorating that event, offer an excuse for the barbarous so-
lecisms of a book written, says Cananus,, not to the wise and 
'learned, but to the unskilful, and such as myselft. And yet 
during all these latter ages, the purest ancient models were not 
only in possession of, but, although to no great purpose, were like-
wise studied by, the Greeks. Michael PselldS, who lived in the 
eleventh century, commented on twenty-four comedies ofMenander. 
The well-known Eustathius wrote in the twelfth century ; and Pla-
nudes translated portions of Cicero, Caesar, Ovid, and Bocethius, 
and collected a Greek Anthology, so late as the fourteenth. The 
description of the sufferings of Constantinople, when sacked by 
Baldwin, in 1205, by Nicetas, an eye-witness, has been ach 
duced as a proof, that not only the love of literature, but the 
taste of this people, still survived their misfortunes. 

* Gibbon's Decline and Fall, note 54, p. 490, vol. v. 4to. edit. and Harris's 
Philological Inquiries, part iii. cap. 4. 

t 'OuGti 	o•Orpas, 	Awyr8S. 	. cbaci J'i ileirras2 	p..flvou ws ;sal fyw 
U'ta'nis.—Prafat. Glossar. 

t Philological Inquiries, p. 11.1, cap. v.—I know not whether it was from 
this favourable judgment of the latter Greek writers:  or from the frequent re. 
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It must be impossible to fix the precise period when the dis-
tinction between the vulgar and Hellenic Greek began to be ge-
nerally acknowledged and distinguished by the invention of a new 
term. The transfer of the Empire to Byzantium, the irruptions 
of the Goths and other barbarians, • and 'the settlement ,of the 
Sclavonians and Franks in Greece, introduced, as has been ob-
served, a variety of new ,words ;- but a complete mixture must 
have taken place between the natives and the Barbarians, before 
the written, or even the colloquial language, underwent in 
idiom and structure such a material change, as was necessary to. 
form the Romaic out of the original Greek. 

Although, even after the times of Justinian, all the ancient 
grammatical rules were not observed, yet it is discovered by clear 
evidence (a diploma of Roger, Count of Calabria and Sicily), that 
the Greek used in Sicily at the end of the tentlkcentury, although 
full of barbarisms," still partly preserved the- ancient idiom, and 
differed altogether from the vulgar language of this day. • The 
same may be observed of 'the speeeh of the Constantinopolitans, 
in the time of Alexius Com-menus ;. for. the daughter of that Prince 
has recorded two or three popular exclamations, to illustrate the 
annals of her father's reign'; and the-Political or city verses of 
Tzetzes, who wrote his Chiliad's in the middleof the twelfth cen- 

spectful mention of the Christian-church, that Mr. Gibbon calls this work of 
the Philosopher of Salisbury, opus senile. 

* TO o-c'ePPorroy 	Tuptu:ris, xceipEif, AA r, EV‘I'brEc_To, 4LGO1 	ChUTIPIZY 1-; 
rplIora vspLciv pa; and again, drO Tsty Ala-rpm,  i4s 	xcojv lirAnxToy, 
KOpolva. 

" Sabbato Tyrophagi, (scu quinquagesimx), valeas, Alexie, rem percipisti, 
alters hebdomadis die, diluculo, ecce mews accipiter." Supple evolat; And;  
" a Distra ad Goloen przeclara castra, Comnene."--Prxfat. Gloss. 
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tury, although deplorably vUlgar, because, evidently meant for 
the- common people; would not be understood by the- present 
Greeks, and besides the want of rhyme, are easily to be distin-
guished from the specimens now current of the same sort of com-
position, as an example of both will help to prove 'a'. 

* "OsS'a4 Tavzo.5 axpigi4 Tr;;; vro'Ecray 6`aa ROALoy 
'Ex 0-1458c TE ILCa 0-11:114W1-05' 01.11705 ETS{1.44); xEyEty 
OVN ycip 1.0v4Y(CTIVOY 	 (30 E0g co'ba 

s'AY4G4 	rpiv zE xal Tioy 1n3S,  WOVE)) EY /VW 
`t:Tkir zo cUpoy Eijo 	Etlxaproil-43 S'Ont 
Kety zpigto (3oy 7rinxp4 crupa's ay y'Y8g Trprfrra. 

Chiliad i. v. X75, Ap. Fabric. Bibl. Grme. 
vol. xi. p. 229, edit. Crist. Harles. 

This, to be sure, independent of the ridiculous vanity of the writer, is .not 
quite in the style of the ancients, and shows besides, that even in his time the 
neglect of the long vowels, and the observance of the. accents only in versifica-
tion, had begun to obtain; but it is very different from the following verses, ex-
tracted from an historical poem, the Exploits of Michael the Waiwode, much 
like the Chiliads, printed at Venice in 1806, which I bought at Ioannina. 

Kal o Itibranc Tc'ocouce, roVio 	xcocergyt 
Kul zgratE val 1-6q.auragy, 	va)Ppgv TOY Xdry 
Kai Toth Pcop.citovc lcrrEae, .sptcoao-toc rcaticcipm 
Nay  arrow ..za0 Egxorzay ,Q µd awn xa5cipia 

ee *Iv Elvas crEptcro-Os, 	1.1.4) 	Xcirn; 
Nay  Tri pttlYISOTLY yNriyopco, YCX 71'411 XI o M‘XAM. 

44  And Michael heard of these things, and they much displeased him, 
And he ordered them to get themselves in readiness)  and go and find the Chan. 
And he sent the Greeks, three hundred brave lads, 
To know whence they came, and learn clearly; 
To know if there were many)  and, if the Chan was with them, 
That they. should quickly announce it, -that Michael himself might come." 

, The reader may observe the numerous and strange contractions in these verses. 
It would be unfair to quote a ballad as a specimen of the poetry of the modern 
Greeks, if they had any thing better than-ballads. 
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Specimens of the same kind of verse, written in the .year 1300, 
on the war of the Franks in the Morea, which are shown in Du 
Cange's,Glossary, although not of quite the same purity as the 
Chiliads, are not Romaic. Philephus, who married the daughter 
of the second Chrysoloras, and was at Constantinople a little be-
fore the taking of the city by the Turks, talks of the depraved 
language of the Greeks, but does not decidedly note the distinc-
tion between the Romaic and Hellenic, and besides, mentions 
that the ordinary talk of the nobles, and especially of the women, 
was such as might have come from the lips " of the comic Aristo-
phanes, the tragic Euripides, all the Orators, from those of the 
Philosophers themselves, and even of Plato and,Aristotlel'." 

This panegyric is not to be trusted,, for, before that period, 
orthography had been entirely neglected f, and it is not probable 
that those Who could - not spell, should talk with any very great 
purity; but still, if there was the smallest foundation for the asser-
tion of Philephus, the Romaic could not have been the common 
speech, or these noble ladies, when talking Hellenic, would never 
have been understood by the servants of their household. 

Though the works of the Byzantine writers abounded with 
Greco-barbarous words, of which Meursius collected five thou-
sand four 'hundred, and Du Cange a:greater number, yet I find no 
notice, that previous to the Turkish conquest, the use of the 
auxiliary verbs, and the rejection of the simple infinitive mood, 

4  Philephi Epist. in Hod. de Grxcis Illustribus, lib. p. 188.—Philological 
Enquiries, cap. v. 

1- Martin Crusius, talking of the confusion of the vowels and, dipthongs, both, 
in writing and speaking, says, nec hodie modo law orthographix neglectio 
apparet, postquam, ex libera Grxcia facta cst Turco-Grxcia, Sed in antiquis 
manuscriptis, quamdiu Imperium Gmcum adhuc stabat, conspicitur.—Pmfat. 
Glossar. 
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the characteristics of the Romaic, were adopted in any book, or in 
common discourse. 

The Oriental languages are, I understand, remarkable for the 
introduction of the auxiliary verb ; and to the settlement of the 
Scythians amongst them, and their final subjugation by an Eastern 
_people, the Greeks may perhaps owe this innovation in their lan-
guage 4'. A multitude of words were at an early period, we 
know, borrowed from the East, of which it may be sufficient to 
quote two, Chiaus t, and Dragoman, (from Tagerman, the Ara-
bic word), representing, according to the formularies of Constan-
tine Porphyrogenitus, the introductor and interpreter of foreign 
Ambassadors. There are two officers still distinguished by the 
same names at the Turkish court. 

After the fall of the empire, the common speech, not having 
the standard of a court by which to direct itself, must by degrees 
have degenerated down to the present vulgar dialect, and have be-
gun at last to assume something like a consistency of corruption, and 
to be- reducible to rule. The first notice, however, which I have 
seen of the Romalc having become a written language, is in an 
account of Meletius Syrigus, a Cretan, who was born in 1585, 
and died in 1662, and who is said to have translated the four- Apo.. 
logies of John Catacuzenus into Romaic, or the vulgar tonguet. 
Previous, indeed, to the time of this person, the knowledge of the 
Hellenic had begun to be a rare accomplishment, as we find by 

* It may be worthy of remark, that Herodotus has recourse to the verb .Exto 
to form the future tense—ik JE 9SX,1?e► Tup.PatyEty, " if it should happen," is one 
instance, and there are others, although I cannot immediately turn to them. 
Euripides, if I recollect right, has a similar example, or two. 

t Du Cange's Glossary, at the word TZAOTEIOI ;—:and Gibbon, cap. 75, 
Decline and Falk 

Fab:Bib. Grmc. vol. xi. p. 447, edit. Harles. 
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the panegyrics passed upon those who possessed it by. Greeks 
themselves. We know, from the authority of Theodosius ygo-
malas and Simeon -Cabasilas, in their Letters to Martin Crusius*, 
that, in the middle of the sixteenth century, those who lived in 
the great Mahometan towns spoke a language very much mixed 
with Turkish; and that those who were in 'territories possessed by 
the Venetians, had a greater share of Italian and Latin; whilst the 
inhabitants of the inland villages were not infected either by the 
one or the other, but spoke Greek ; by Which must, I suppose, be 
meant the purest Rornalc ; for.  another person 1-, writing to Cru-
sius, and talking of the same period, affirms, that a district con-
taining fourteen villages, between Nauplia and Monebasia, in the 
Morea, is inhabited by a people, (called ,Zacones), " who speak 
the ancient tongue, although not indeed grammatically, and under-
stand those who talk to them grammatically, but the vulgar lan-
guage not at alit." This clearly points at the distinction between 
the Roinalc and even the corrupted Hellenic. Cabasilas declares, 
that although all Greeks, generally speaking, mutually understood 
each other, every canton had a speech of its own, and that there 
were, in the whole, seventy discernible dialects, of which the best 
was that spoken in Constantinople, Salonika, and in parts of the 
Morea. The other correspondent of Crusius, mentions Athens as 
the place'whose Greek was the most corrupt; SO much so, indeed, 
as to render her inhabitants unintelligible to those of the other 
parts of Greece, " and to make any one who heard them 'weep at 

* Pr2ef. Glossar. 
t Gerlachins.—Prwf. ut sup. 	 • 
t There is a short account of these Zacones, or Lacones, at the word 

TZAKI/NEX, in the Gloss. p. 1560. 
4c 
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findings  that they are now as inferior as they had been formerly su-
perior to others*." Such t inferiority will, however, not be 
wondered at, when we recollect that this city was long the seat of 
a Latin Prince, and that about the year 1300, the French was as 
much the common language of Athens as of Paris. 

This diversity of dialects seems to me a sufficient proof that the 
Romale -was not until a century after the Turkish conquest a set-
tled and established tongue, at least not in the form in which we 
behold it at this day, for when it began to be employed in books, 
the distinctions of dialect were not so apparent, and, in the time 
of Wheler, not, a hundred years after Zygomalas, that of the 
Athenians seemed to him and his fellow traveller, not the worst, 
but the best of any in the Levant t. 

Since the time of Meletius-Syrigus, (and perhaps it may be 
traced higher), the Romaie has certainly been a written lan-
guage, and the only one known to the generality of the .Greeks. 
Many grammars or it have been constructed, the earliest and 
best of which is that of Portius, a Greek of Crete, dedicated to 
Armand, Cardinal Duke of Richelieu §. From this, an extracted 

* Kai TO Xftprrov, Tolic VIM CrOpGJTCX.TOU; AS110185' h iixouo-ccs, Jaxpt;cov 	vytys 

1.4f6Ti.0 VO-01? rip 1.17TEPIVEpArTEUTI 'TOTE iv duTois 	)06.9.apcZ )(al iZJsok.og 	'Exmiyiev 
0,01, rcicroy 4 poipPapor 17,Anacs,9si xcs d.xotieras i't oza ircZyTwy.—Ap. Pncf. sup. 
tlict. p. vii. 

Testetur Raimundus Montanerius sna estate, hoc est circa annum mccc 
Gallicum sermonem perinde ac in ipsa Parisiorum urbe obtinuisse Athenis. 
—lb. p. ix. 

Wheler, lib. v. p. 355. 
§ Bernardin Pianzola wrote a grammar in Romaic, Turkish, and Italian, 

and Father Thomas, a Capuchin of Paris, composed another. Spoil the travel-
ler likewise made an effort, 'in what he calls his Petite Dictionnaire. 
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abridgment is subjoined, together with other specimen's, as the 
best means of giving a view of the language, and of showing how 
much, or how little, it deviates from its great original. 

Lord Kaimes, after speaking of the present debasement of the 
Greek, concludes by saying, " and yet, after all, that beautiful 
tongue, far beyond a rival, has suffered less alteration than any 
other ever did in similar circumstances 4'." I know not of any 
language having ever been in similar circumstances; but if it had 
experienced the same fate as the Latin of Italy, there is no one 
who would have regretted that the change had been more entire 
and complete. 

What has been the state of literature amongst the Greeks, since 
the establishment of the Romaic, may 'be partly collected from 
the last edition of Fabricius' Greek Library. It appears, that in 
the course of about one hundred and fifty years, that is, from the 
age of Zygomalas, so frequently mentioned, to the year 1720, 
there were ninety-nine persons thought worthy of being comme-
morated as learned men, by one writer of their own nation, De-
metrius Procopius, of Moschopolis in Macedonia, who transmitted 
from Bucharest, in the month of June of the year alluded to, 
" A concise Enumeration of the Learned Greeks up to that age, 
and of some then, at his time flourishing-." A perusal of this cata-
logue,an abstract ofwhich, containing the outlines of each character, 
with a few notices, collected from other places of the same book, 

* Book i. sketch 4. The same author says,,that there are about three thou-
sand Greek books extant, and only sixty Latin. The expression is too indefi-
nite. If he means books of all kinds,-there are more than sixty Latin; if books 
which may be called classical, there are not three thousand Greek. 

'EriTtriANAivit 	 TCZ1Y X04•71; -r4 1r0101.3.611Teit OliC711404 Aoyawy r (MOW 
StZ‘! Viet Tsycoy fY  Tc; vit'ry acwyi cly&arrwy. 

4 c 2 
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is here given, may assist usin forming a judgment of what i$ 
likely to be the actual condition of learning in Greece. 

Procopius begins with Jeremiah, Pa-
triarch of Constantinople. 

2. Theodosius Zygomalas, a Priest, 
in the time of the same Patriarch—
Utip,os Solp 'e cro(POs—the correspondent 
of Crusius. 	• 

3. Gabriel Severus, Bishop of Phi-
ladelphia, a controversialist—aproy 

i4ros. 
4. Melethis Piga, an Alexandrian 

priest, theologist and philosopher.. 
5. Maximus, a Peloponesian, wrote 

against the Pope. A priest. 
6. Maximus Margunius, theologist, 

and author of Anacreontic hymns.—
" Acquainted with foreign litera. -
ture*." . 

7. George Corescius, a Chiad, the-
ologist-4viv vAice5, cot Op9;; 4:4iCkEtt)c. 

8. Cyrillus Lucaris, Cretan, Patri-
arch of Constantinople, a well known 
writer, and great controversialist,, whose 
Tide was written by Thomas Smith, 
and printed by Bowyer, in London, 
1707. He died,being, as before men-
tioned, strangled in 1638. It was he 
who sent the Alexandrine Testament, 
now in Westini nsterL library, to Charlcs 

- the First. 
9. Gerasimus, a Cretan, Patriarch  

of Alexandria, a theologist, philoso-
pher,. and . profoundly skilled in the 
sacred writings; well acquainted with 
Greek, Hebrew, and Latin. He re-. 
tired to Mount Athos, and there died..  
He wrote against the Jews. 

10. Dionysius, a Constantinopoli-
tan, Patriarch of Constantinople; skill, 
ed in Greek, and the sacred writings. 

11. Callinicus, an Acarnanian, Pa-
triarch of Constantinople, versed in 

Greek, and I XOGY_; YOE Y Tas TE 	7.0y079441Y, 

KIZi SC'Lc 1-0711 (p.A.74. 1942.5, but spending 
all his time in reading the Scriptures., 
A good preacher. 	• 

12. Gabriel of Smyrna, Patriarch of, 
Constantinople, " a warm admirer of 
the Liturgy," and versed in Greek. 

13. Athanasius, a Cretan, Patriarch. 
of Constantinople; he knew the Greek, 
and Arabic languages, but chiefly. 
studied the Scriptures. 

14. Alexander Maurocordat us, 'of 
Scio. He studied physic at Padua, 
and wrote a book on respiration and; 
the circulation of the blood, frequently 
printed in Italy, Holland, and Ger-
many; and also a Sacred History, in, 
Hellenic, printed at Bucharest,' in. 
ninccxvi. His other books were 

it The inverted commas mark the passages translated verbatim from Procopius. The catalogue does 
not observe chronological order; and such dates as are here given, I have collected, not from Procopius, 
but other authorities. 
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PCdp•Ottkl trrOVOC., 1-4401. -TpErs TSJ 0Y13 TrAtriEVP- 

14701' X.E11.677%10Y. 

GIV1,004LX., L7r01.41,41.4mTa. 

T1170170Co'G. 

'EnsTeXcli. 
lio)wrocCct Lirotixat. 
O arpin rEpp.cww2g Lzip elp4m5 

He is called illustrious amongst tire 
nobles of Constantinople, by the splen-
dour of his birth, and the most pre-
cious ornaments of wit and learning—
'chief Dragoman and Privy Counsellor 
at the Porte, &14p ar004; VOXIersitljT44705 

He founded a school at Constantinople. 
Ilis.true character is given in Tourne-
forte, torn ii. p. 12. He died in 
MDCCIX)  full of wealth and honour, 
having been Minister from 1653 to 
1699. 

15.. Theophilus Corydalleus, an 
Athenian schoolmaster at Constanti-
nople, skilled in Greek, Latin, and 
Italian. He translated Aristotle from 
the Latin, with the Commentary of, 
Caesar of Cremona, and rhetorical and 
epistolary formularies, printed at Ley-
den. He lived about-1630. The last 
bOok was printed in London, 1625, 
and again at Venice, so late as 1786. 

16. Gregory, a Chian, a Constanti-
nopolitan priest, wrote on the seven 
sacraments. • 

17. Meletius Syrigus, a Cretan, 
(born 1585; died 1662); lie wrote 
ecclesiastical commentaries in Helle-
nic, and translated the Four Apologies  

of John Catacuzenus into Romaic. 
He was a Sacred Monk. 

18. Nectarius, a Cretan,. Patriarch 
of Jerusalem. He wrote against the 
Pope; and a. curious book, the His-. 
tory of the Egyptians and Saracens, 
from the records in. the Monastery. of 
Sinai. 

19. Dositheus, a Peloponesian, Pa-
triarch of Jerusalem, edited some 
works on the Greek Church, " but 
scarcely understood a word of Helle-
nic, and was altogether ignorant of,  
Latin." 

20. Athanasius 'Patelarius, Cretan, 
Patriarch of Constantinople; he knew 
Greek and Latin, but left nothing,  
printed. 

21. Germanus, an ./Etolian, Arch-
bishop of Nyssa; " versed in foreign 
literature, an Aristotelian philosopher, 
a hearer of Theophilus Corydalleus." 
He travelled into England. 

22. Meletius Macres, a sacred Monk, 
versed in the Scriptures. 

23. Gerasimus Vlachus, a Cretan, 
Bishop of Philadelphia, acquaint-

ed with Greek, Latin, and Italian. 
He wrote a book, printed a Venice, 
called, The Harmony of Things. 

24. Nicolas Cerameus, of Ioannina; 
he knew Greek, Italian, and Latin, 
and was a physician. 

25. John Cottuneus, from Berlices,, 
or Cara Veria, in Macedonia ; a phy-
sician; wrote commentaries on Aris- 
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totle, in Latin, and many Greek books, 
printed at Padua, where he established 
a Greek school.,  

26. Dionysius, Metropolitan of Nau-
plia, a disciple of Theophilus Cory-
dalleus; versed in foreign literature and 
theology. 

27. John Cargophylles, a Constan-
tinopolitan;_ a Logothete; a learned 
theologian, but fell into disgrace for 
favouring the Calvinists. 

28. Theodoret, Bishop of Mistra, in 
the Morea ; acquainted with foreign 
learning, and a good preacher. 

29. Hilario Tzigalas, of Cyprus, 
Archbishop of Cyprus, a philosopher 
and poet. He wrote a grammatical 
essay in Greek. 

30. 'Cyril', Patriarch of Antioch; 
he knew Greek and Arabic. 

31. Bessarion, a Monk of Ioannina; 
be wrote " A more full Confession of 
Faith," and a Grammar of the Greek 
language, (which is in my possession); 
the first was printed at Venice, the last 
at Bucharest. 

32. Panayot, of Constantinople, 
chief Dragoman of the Porte; before 
mentioned*; a most learned man. He 
wrote to Athanasius Kircher concern-
ing the obelisk at Constantinople. 

33. Sebastus Cymenites, of Trebe-
zond, a schoolmaster, first at Constan-
tinople, then at Bucharest. 

Paisius Ligarides, a Chian,  

schoolmaster at Yassy ; " skilled in 
every kind of learning and science; in 
his knowledge of sacred literature, • 
second to none. His various writings 
never printed, are preserved." 

35. Palases, a Constantinopolitan, 
(pdycos 0-xiv00,4), Great Keeper of the 
Vases in the High Church of Con-
stantinople.. A man, says Procopius, 
who left no writings behind him, but 
whose very silence is better, and more 
precious, than many writings. 

36. Stephaces, an Athenian sacred 
Monk, skilled in foreign philosophy. 

37. Eugenius, an Acarnanian sacred 
Monk, a philosopher, theologist, and 
lover of the poor. 

38. Gerasimus, an Acarnanian sa-
cred Monk, a scholar and theologist; 
a doctor of the Constantinopolitan 
school. 

39. Chrysanthus, a sacred Monk of 
Ioannina, educated in the school of that. 
city; versed in foreign philosophy, 
and a schoolmaster, first in Moschopo-
lis, and afterwards in Ithaca. 

40. Antony Coral, a Chian, a phy-
sician and philosopher, who learnt 
Latin and Greek in Rome, journeyed 
through England, France, and Italy, 
and wrote and printed Pindaric Odes 
in Greek; " which are excellent imi-
tations of Pindar." 

41. Cleinent of Chio, Metropolitan 
of Ioannina—bk./my ,r;is 'Emtlypo'is .yo;r7mc. 

* Letter xxx. 
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Meletius, the Geographer,— - 
4,4ip 0-44, croxvp,o,,Us, 	&Y,v, Eimis 

9thel,  ,fypCaPOJ\  Y X2.1 TlZ,Y at;p065EY OiXocr4a.tv, 

lEiom414 qz-EptXrroc, acal Twv rag locTpix>ic %opty.co':- 
.03  htal:Pc 7147: pos. This extraordinary 
man, in his account of Natolico in 
lEtolia, says, that a spring of pure 
blood gushed up a cubit from the 
earth near that town. From the praises 
given to Meletius, some judgment 
may be formed of the real merits of the 
other writers. Besides his Geography, 
he wrote a book of Ecclesiastical His-
tory, in the same middle Greek, be-
tween Romaic and Hellenic, as his 
.Geography. 

4$. Constantine Catacuzenus, a pur-
veyor at Bucharest, lived in the begin-
ning of the last century, wrote theolo-
gical and philosophical commentaries. 
A scholar well read in the Fathers. 
He travelled over Europe. 

44. Constantine Julian, of Constanr 
tinople, and of noble extraction ;'versed - 
in Hellenic. 

45. John Pprphyritcs, a Constanti-
nopolitan ; versed in Hellenic and the 
Fathers. 

46. Hierotheus Commenus, a Con-
stantinopolitan / Metropolitan of Drys-
tra ; versed in Greek, Latin, Italian, 
Hebrew, and Arabic; educated first at 
Constantinople, then in Italy. Wrote 
in Romaic, the History of Mount 
Athos, which was printed. He died.  
4 Bucharest, AlDcCZIX.. 

47. Gennadius, Metropolitan of 
Heraclea; versed in Greek. 

48. Andronicus of Constantinople, 
and of noble extraction, (tarts ;car* 
xat), great librarian of the Church of 
Constantinople. Versed in Greek. 

49. Marc of Cyprus, a schoolmas-
ter at Bucharest ; versed in Greek, and 
in foreign and domestic literature. 

50. Antony, schoolmaster at Con-
stantinople; versed in Greek, foreign 
philosophy, and theology, (rtiy koa 
icpa'v &ioJtcryico). 

51. Churmusius, brother of Antony, 
and equally learned. 

52. Dionysius Mantuca, Metropoli-
tan of Castoria, from Moschopolis ; • 
acquainted' with Greek and Latin, fo- 
reign philosophy, and theology. 	" 

53. Jeremiah Caeabella, a Cretan ; 
versed in Greek, Latin, Hebrew, and 
Italian. He translated Platina's His-
tory of the Popes, into Romaic, and 
added ten lives. The version is in the 
Imperial Library in Vienna. 

54. Elias„Meniates, a Cephalonian,.  
Bishop of Cernica, in the Morea ; 
versed in Greek and Latin, and, above 
all, a skilful rhetorician, as " his 
Ecclesiastical Homilies, in Romaic, 
printed at Venice, evince." 

55. Czsarius, a sacred Monk of the 
Morea, (srigerecrdrc aX of) first Domestic of 
the Constantinopolitan Church."..-0171404 

`F.,1\MLYS%;1; 1047AM 	 • 

56. Abraham/  a Cretan presbyters,. 
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skilled in Greek, Latin, and Italian, 
who studied in Italy. 

57. Meletius Gypaldus, of Cepha-
lonia, Metropolitan of Philadelphia; 

- versed in Greek, Latin, and Italian. 
58. Nicolaus Calliaces, Professor of 

Rhetoric in the Academy at Padua, 
in 1687. Several learned dissertations 
written by this man were printed at Vi-
enna and Padua, on the Gladiators, on 
the Punishment of Ancient Slaves, on 
Osiris, on the Eleusinian Mysteries, on 
the Games of the Circus. 

59. John Patusas, an Athenian Pres-
byter. He was a professor in a college  

at Venice, and edited a Philological 
Encyclopxdia in four volumes, printed 
at Venice in 1710. 

60. Nicolaus, a Moldavian ; first 
sword-bearer of the 1;Vaiwode of Mol-
davia (rp,0700-71.,z80'4p,os); versed in Greek, 
Latin, and the Illyrian language. He 
translated the Scriptures into the Wal-
lachia,' language : he was sent by the 
Russians as Dragoman into China. 

51. George Maiotas, a Cretan Pres-
byter ; educated at Rome in Greek; 
Latin, and Italian. 

62. John Thalassinus of the Morea; 
skilled in Greek and sacred learning. 

Learned Men of the Age of Procopius. 

63. Jerem ias, from Patmos ; a Greek 
scholar, an investigator by day and 
night of theScriptures and the Fathers. 
He beautified the patriarchal church 
in moccxx. 

64. Cyrill, a Lesbian, Patriarch of 
Constantinople, versed in Greek and 
the Scriptures. 

65. Cosmas of C halcedon, Patri arch 
of Constantinople, skilled in Greek. 
He passed the latter part of his life in 
the Monastery on Mount Sinai, pre-
paring ecclesiastical commentaries. 

66. Samuel of Chios, Patriarch of 
Alexandria, a most pious and learned 
man, 46  but not so learned as the Pa- 

triarch who preceded him, Gerasi-
inns." 

67. Athanasius ofAntioch,Patriarch 
of that city. He flourished in the be-
ginning of the last century, and left a 
book in Romaic, preserved in the Im-
perial library at Vienna, called a "Sy-
nopsis of the History of the Patriarchs 
of Antioch, from St. Peter to the year 
1702." 

68. Clirysanth us Notara s, of the Mo. 
rea, Patriarch of Jerusalem ; skilled in 
Greek and Latin, but especially in 
theology and mathematics ; educated 
at,Constautinople and in Italy. " Be-
sides in other things fortunate, be. 
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cause during his patriarchate the 
Holy Temple of Jerusalem, and the 
bed of the Holy Sepulchre, were re-
paired." 'He wrote an introduction to 
Geography, printed at Paris ; and a 
book of Greek rituals, printed at Bu-
charest, both in Romaic. 

69. John Nicholas Maurocordatus, 
son of Alexander Maurocordatus,Wai-
wode of Wallachia; " intimately ac-
quainted with philosophy, especially 
with that of Plato." A profound Greek 
scholar, and versed in the modern lan-
guages of Europe, as well as of the 
East: " if any one heard him talk La-
tin, he would suppose him to have been 
born in the country of Cicero, and 
those who flourished in the golden 
age." He published at Bucharest, in 
1719, a book in Greek, " on Offices," 
of which a Latin version was edited 
by Stephen Bergler, at Leipsig, in 1739. 
He died in 1739. Other specimens of 
his erudition are to be found in the 
Bibliotheca Menaeniana. 

70. Charles Maurocordatus, eldest 
son of the last-mentioned Prince, a stu-
dious and learned youth. 

71. Callinicus of Naxos, Metropo-
litan of Heraclea, formerly schoolmas-
ter of the great school .at Constanti-
nople. 

72. Athanasius, a native and Metro-
politan of Adrianople, versed in Greek 
and theology. 

73. Dionysius of Lesbos,, Metropo-
litan of Atnasia, versed in Greek and 
theology. 	 . _ 
. 74. Ignatius of Lesbos, Metropoli-
tan of Rhodes, versed in Greek 'and 
theology. KtIpL;TTE; xoci locornicrerei ,r4v ivay-

TEXactiy XOyoY ihrric waX14 ?0.8 woci 
75. Seraphim of Acarnania, Metro-

politan of Drystra, versed in Greek 
and theology. 

76. Gregory Soteras, an Athenian, 
Metropolitan of Ganos and Chora, 
quainted not only with Greek, but 
Latin and Italian. 

77. Neophytus Notaras of the Mc. 
ma, Keeper of the Holy Sepulchre, 
and, brother of Chrysanthus, Patriarch 
of Jerusalem; a philosopher, 'theolo-
gist, and mathematician, ",who read 
the Fathers, and meditated on them." 

78. Demetrius Julianus, a Constan-
tinopolitan of noble family, great Logo-
thete of the Constantinopolitan Church, 
verged in Greek and Latin. 

79. Spantones, a Constantinopolitan 
librarian at Constantinople ; versed in 
Greek,• and in the rites and constitu-
tion of the church ; formerly a school:-
master. 

80. Jacobus Manas of Argos, " first 
of the philosophers of the holy church 
of Constantinople," most perfectly skill-
ed in the Greek, and an accurate imi-
tator of the ancient style. " A peripa, 
tetie philosopher, a teacher, interpre. 

4 D 
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ter, and defender of the Aristotelian 
doctrines, but a profound theologian." 
Ile lived with Alexander Maurocor-
datus, and spoke his funeral oration, 
on which he prided himself. He was 
at the head of the school at Constanti-
nople, where he expounded, the writ-
ings of Aristotle, and taught theology. 

81. Nicholas Commenus Papodopo-
los, a Cretan Presbyter, versed in Greek, 
Latin, and Italian, and in ecclesiastical 
history. He was doctor in philosophy 
and law, and interpreter of the Sacred 
Canons in the University of Padua, 
where he published several learned dis-
sertations, and was (says Harles) the 
most diligent in his examination of the 
unendited works of the lattei Greeks, 
of any one since Allatius*. Comme-
nus was born in 1656, and died in 1740. 

82. Demetrius Notaras, a Moreote, 
first physician to theWaiwode of Wal-
lachia, versed in Greek, Latin, and 
Italian. 

8S. Gregory Sugdures, of Ioannina, 
where he was chief schoolmaster ; ac-
quainted with Greek, Latin, and Ita-
lian; " skilful in the Aristotelian phi-
losophy, but more so in theology." He 
wrote a Breviary of Logic, and a Con-
cordance of the New and Old Testa-
nient. 

84. Anastatius, a Presbyter of Ioan-
nina, skilled in Greek and Latin, and  

the Aristotelian philosophy. Be wrote 
an exposition of rhetoric. 

85. Thomas Catanes, a Cretan ,versed 
in Greek, Latin, and Italian, Professor 
of Philosophy in the University of Pa-
tavia. He died at Venice, 1725. 

86. John Chalceus, a Moschopolite 
Presbyter, versed in Greek, Latin, and 
Italian ; an Aristotelian philosopher, 
and theologist. He was Professor at 
Venice. 

87. Ant. Cathephorus of Zante, 
Presbyter. He knew Greek, Latin, 
Italian, the Aristotelian and latter phi-
losophy, and was a teacher in the Flan. 
ginian College at Venice. 

88. George Patusius, an Athenian; 
possessed the same accomplishments,-
and was a schoolmaster at Venice. 

89. Antonius Strategus of Corfu, a 
teacher in Padua.. 

90. Macarius of Patmos, a Deacon, 
versed in Greek and Latin, and the 
Scriptures. 

91. Method iu s Anthoracites of 'loan. 
' nina,a sacred Monk . He lived some years 
in Italy, and printed at Venice a work 
in Romdic, called BocrsO5 Aorsi'dy Trpoigkrw 

—The Shepherd of Rational Sheep. 
92. Metrophanes Gregoras of Do. 

dona, a sacred Monk; versed in Greek, 
a poet, and a preacher, who meditated 
on the Scriptures and the Fathers of 
the Church. 

• See vol. xi. Biblioth. Graec. p. 450. 
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93. Anastitius Gordius of Acarna-
nia, a Monk, skilled in the Greek and 
Latin languages, and who heard the 
learned in Italy. 

94. Anastatius of Nausa, in Mace-
donia; " a wise man and learned philo-
sopher, a theologist, and famous ora-
tor; knowing the Greek, Latin, and 
Hebrew languages. He travelled over 
almost all Europe." 

95. John of Thessalonica, and school-
master of that city, " skilled in Greek, 
and not ignorant of Latin." 
'11Y Te al;pfalt7 OlX000VIZY, PLOCi 741. 1E1410 aEox.y1,0, 
the common eulogy. 

96. George, of Trebezond, school-
master at Bucharest, versed in Greek, 
and the Aristotelian philosophy. 

97. Agapius of Ithaca, a sacred 
Monk, (lepoidocc.x0s); versed in Greek, the 
Scriptures, and Fathers. 

98. Philotheus, " a Monk of Parga, 
a friend of, the said. Agapius, and like 
him in every thing." 

99. Gregory of Salonika, " a Monk. 
A famous man, skilled in Greek, in-
structed in foreign philosophy and our 
sacred theology : a sacred preacher." 

Written by Demetrius Procopius the 
Moschopolite, July mDccxxx. 

It may be supposed, that the learned Greeks of the middle 
arid close of the last century, were much of the same sort as 
those mentioned by Procopius ; that the greater number of them 
were theological writers, mostly educated in Italy; and that they 
were thought prodigies by their countrymen, on account of being 
_able to read 'the Hellenic. The names of some are detailed in 
modern publications ; and although never heard of in England, 
have been for some time pretty well known in' Italy and •Ger-
many, and latterly at Paris._ Such are Marinus of Cephalonia, 
professor of chemistry at Padua, and Marcus -his brother, a 
good mechanist, who removed the rock on which the statue of 
Peter.is placed, to Petersburgh, and printed an essay at Paris in 
1777. 

The more intimate connection which has taken place of late 
4 D 2 
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years between the nations of Christendom and the Levant, has 
certainly improved very considerably the general literature of the 
Greeks. The number of those who seek for instruction in the 
universities of the Continent,- increases daily: Leghorn, Venice, 
Vienna, and more especially at this time, Paris, abound with 
young men from Constantinople, Smyrna, and Albania, but chiefly 
from the Ionian Isles. Medicine is the study to which they 
usually apply, in order to qualify themselves for gaining a respec-
table subsistence in their own country; but there are not wanting 
instances of thOse who,„ having made a greater proficiency, and 
demonstrated more genius than oidinary, have settled in the 
countries which gave them their education. In fact, the greater 
advances which a modern G reek may make in knowledge, the-
more insupportable must he find a residence in the Levant. .If 
he has devoted himself to the study of history, how can he con-
template the miserable condition of his country, and continually 
behold oppression in all its modes—the injuries of the master, 
and (what is more intolerable) the meanness of the slave ? If he 
has imbibed any portion of the philosophical spirit, now so gene-
rally diffused throughout Christendoin, how will he be able to con-
sort with the priests of his church, the most literate but unen-
lightened of his countrymen ? Must he not feel his genius pine 
within him, and decay like the exotic transplanted to a soil unfit 
for its encouragement and growth ? A very reasonable despair of 
benefitting their country by their presence, has, indeed, natura-
lized the most illustrious of the modern 'Greeks at a distance from 
their homes ; but they have been by no means forgetful of their 
native soil, and have directed their labours to the improvement of 
their countrymen. 
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A variety of Hellenic grammars, in Romaic, with Italian, 
and French translations; and dictionaries, some in four, some 
in three languages, are in use in all the principal towns, although 
they are not very common. Iwas shown at Athens a lexicon, in 
ancient and modern Greek, Latin, and Italian ; and, my fellow-
traveller has in his possession one in Romalc, French, and Italian,, 
in three volumes, printed at Vienna in 1798, by George Ventote, 
of Ioannina, to which is prefixed, a well-contrived grammar of 
the two latter languages. 

It is no disgrace for the Greeks, returned to a second child-
hood, to receive the instructions suited to infancy., It was the-
peculiar advantage of their ancestors, and one which contributed 
as much as any thing to form those mighty, masters, ,that the 
study of mere words made comparatively but a very small por-
tion of their education, that they had not to acquire the know-
ledge of any language but their own, but.  directed at ,once, the 
whole force of their rising genius to those useful studies which 
are now not to be commenced without many previous years. of 
philological initiation. At present, -almost the whole ingenuity 
of the modern Greeks is exercised in the acquisition of many lan-
guages, and in this, it must be confessed, they display a won-
derful proficiency. A quick and delicate ear, a flexibility 
of speech, a tenacious memory, enable their youths of a tender 
age to speak five or six, and sometimes a greater number of lan-
guages, especially at Constantinople, where many even of those 
of the lowest orders can make themselves understood in French, 
Italian, Russian, Turkish, Sclavonian, and even Latin; some of 
them being capable of also comprehending the Hellenic. But 
unfortunately they have had but little opportunity of showing their _ 
natural ability in any of the More useful attainments of literature ; 
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and their want of a press open to liberal writers; has thrown an 
insuperable bar in the way of their improvement. 

So early as the middle of the' seventeenth century, one Nicho-
las Mataxo, a Cephalonian Monk, came from London, with a 
press and Greek types, to Constantinople; but his endeavour was 
stopped at once by the Turkish Government. One was indeed 
established at Bucharest, but only theological works, and vul-
gar romances and song books, proceeded from an office liable to 
be denounced, both by the civil and ecclesiastical authority. A 
Greek press has been long established at Venice, but subject to 
the supervision and censures of a licenser; and transmitting.there-
fore no .ray of light calculated to pierce and dispel the thick gloom 
of ignorance. Grammars and dictionaries, with translations of 
such books as are not judged dangerous, either by the Italian or 
Greek clergy, were, it is true; a valuable, though a very inade-
quate addition to the homilies and catechisms which formed the 
scanty library of the Greeks; but no original work of any im-
portance has ever been dispersed in Greece. 

Pogozi, an Armenian, had a press at Constantinople, in 1798, 
which has not of late been worked; so that books of all kinds 
must come from abroad—from Paris, from Venice, or Vienna; 
and even at the last plaCe, there is no certain security for those 
who undertake the task. Riga, a well-known name, who, after 
the failure of the last insurrection of the Greeks, endeavoured to 
reorganize the confederacy, and again to rouse his countrymen, 
having retired to the capital of Austria, prepared for the press a 
translation, (not composed by himself), of Anacharsis; but just as 
it was about to be printed, the unfortunate patriot was delivered by 
the Emperor Joseph to the Turks. He failed in an attempt to 
destroy himself, and was thrown into the Danube. 
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Some years afterwards, a Romaie, journal was established at 
the same city, conducted by, one Pouli, who, besides the sheets 
of this paper, issued a violent pamphlet against the Emperor 
Paul, called, " Considerations of a Greek- Patriot, printed in Vi-
enna, in Austria, at the new press of the Greek Journal "." The 
Sultan made a requisition for the conductor, and eight other 
Greeks, living at Vienna, and Pouli was arrested by the Emperor, 
although not delivered to the Turks, which was the fate of the 
other eight persons, who were instantly beheaded. The Greek 
types were destroyed, but have, I believe, been since replaced. 

What then is the actual state of knowledge amongst the 
Greeks ? Mr. Corai, of Scio, has rendered himself well known, by 
his French translation of Theophrastus's Characters, and of Hip-
pocrates, 741 ilttormoy wit c'‘‘euns, XC‘Gt rOirolv, by an edition of the .1Ethio-
pies of Heliodorus, with a Romaic preface, by his commentaries 
on Herodotus, and more particularly by a version of Beccaria in 
modern Greek, with a preliminary exhortation to his countrymen. 
He has been lately concerned in an edition of Strabo, of which the 
English reader has already had some information t. He is a 
member of the French Institute, which has given him a prize for 
his Hippocrates, and he resides at Paris, in the enjoyment of a 
reputation fairly acquired by his literary labours. " Offspring of 
a country once the most fortunate of Greece, for him is it re-
served to associate his own with the immortal name of the• Ora. 
de of Cost." 

* Dr0,66,07.401 ;vas pabomos..• 	,r;is At'grrpiocs, 	T';;;' Trpinv TVITO• 

ypaotac Tc"jv `Pcothezoti:A, iprpEp‘c)swy• 
t Edinburgh Review, No. xxxi. art. iii. 
t•Pouqueville en Moree, p, 338. 
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Paris has also to boast of Panayotes Kodrikas, an Athenian, 
who has translated the Plurality of Worlds into Romalc, and 
keeps a school for students in Greek and Arabic; and of Polyzois, 
a poet, who has composed several patriotic songs, the most cele-
brated of which is an address to those who served under the 
French in Egypt: extracts of it are subjoined in the next Letter. 

To these must be added Phillipides, author of a geographical 
work, very decidedly superior to that of Meletius ; John Cama-
sarei, a Constantinopolitan, who has translated into French Ocellus 
Lucanus ; Athanasius of Paros, who has written on rhetoric, and, 
not inferior to any except Coral, Psallida, the schoolmaster of 
Ioannina.. Marmaratouri, an Athenian merchant, should be 
mentioned in this list. He has published a Life, of Suvaroff, in 
Romalc, not a translation, but, what is very uncommon, an 
original work. His scheme for publishing a modern Greek ver-
sion of Anacharsis, undertaken by three Greeks, is already given 
to the publics. 

At the same time that I recount these men, it will be necessary 
to add, that only the last mentioned resides in Greece. It should 
be remembered also, that only a very few copies of their books are 
'to be met with. I only saw one of Psallida's on True Felicity, and 
one of Coral's Beccaria. There is not in the Levant a library where 
books are sold. It is possible, in the shops of those who sell 
other articles, sometimes to pick up a collection of homilies and 
romances, and, although very rarely, an Hellenic grammar. 
Psallida, at Ioannina, was the only person I ever saw who had 
what might be called a library, and that a very small one. It 
consisted of such books as he found serviceable in instructing his 
scholars. Amongst them were a Thucydides, with a Ratak 

* In the Appendix to Childe Harold. 
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translation, and GoldSmith's Grecian History, in Romalc. The 
school at Athens had also a few classics; and I recollect being 
shown a torn copy of Xenophon's Hellenics, which the owner 
said he would have been very willing to give to me, had he not 
-kept it for the use of the English Resident. Some of the Greek 
palaces of the Fanal", and the patriarchal house, contain sets of 
books, chiefly theological, and written by those 'who have been 
enumerated by Procopius; but neither the owners themselves, 
nor any portion of the public, are benefitted by these volumes. 

A Romaic translation of Locke's Essay may be found in 
Greece; but I never saw it. I must say the same of Montesquieu 
on the Rise and Fall of the Roman Empire, and of Tissot's Avii 
au Peuple sur sa Sante. One copy of Telemachus, and of Rollin'S 
Ancient History, both in Romaic, I did see, and only one;' as 
also one • volume of the Arabian Nights. The Plurality of 
Worlds, which, (on account of a note where the invention of bal-
loons is mentioned, and something said about animal magnetism)', 
has been denounced by the Patriarchal Synod, never fell in my 
way; nor did I ever meet with the Romalc Robinson Crusoe, 
which, for some reason or other, is also a condemned book. 

Thus it is evident, that there is no dissemination of knowledge 
in Greece. That there are clever, enlightened, and well-informed 
Greeks to be found out of the Levant, and that a few books, truly 
excellent, are sparingly scattered about in the country, can hardly 
be taken into account in estimating the general condition of the 
people. 

* More correctly, but not so frequently, called and written Phanar, as the 
gate in that quarter, near the head of the port of Constantinople, is called Feuer-
Capoussi, the Fener•Gate, yet the ozydp,,, or light-house, is now on the side of the 
sea of Marmora, between the two quarters called Thatladi and Alabur Capoussi. 
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It is true, that schools where the Hellenic is taught, have been 
established in all the great towns. Constantinople has two very 
large academies. At Haivali, or Kidognis, opposite Mytelene, 
there is a sort of university, for a hundred students and three pro-
fessors, now superintended by a Greek of Mytelene, who teaches 
not only the Hellenic, but Latin, French, and Italian. At Athens, 
there are two public schools, and many private instructers: but 
neither Latin,, nor any of the Frank languages, are there known, 
except by a few of the Roman Catholic children who frequent 
the Capuchin Convent..  

The .schools of Ioannina have been before mentioned; that of 
l'sallida, who has a hundred pupils, gives instruction in French, 
Latin, Italian, and Hellenic:, and the literal Greek, together 
with writing and reading, is taught in another school, con-
taMing three hundred boys, who pay nothing for their instruc-
tion. All the larger islands of both seas have establishments of 
the same kind. Thus the generality of the Greeks can write and 
read, and have a smattering, at least, of Hellenic, but without 
books, these accomplishments are of no use to them ; and accord-
ingly they have not made .any progress in any science, nor have 
advanced a step towards the attainment of any useful art. They 
are only enabled to read the church service, and their foolish ro-
mances, and are qualified for an employment in the service of 
their Pashas, and the transaction -  of the business attendant upon 
their petty traffic. 

It will not therefore appear, strange, that the Greek, I mean 
the colloquial language, should, under such circumstances, become• 
daily more corrupt. In some parts of the Levant, the very basis 
of the old tongue seems to have been subverted. Although, Mille 
days of Theodora Cbrysolorina, the wife of Philelphus, the ladies of 
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Constantinople may have been notorious 'for the parity of their 
speech, nothing can be more mixed and barbarous than the common 
dialect of the wives and daughters of those principal Greeks of the 
capital with whom strangers consort. Their language is indeed 
materially injured, even by the superior education which these 
ladies receive, in order to qualify themselves for the Frank society 
of Pera,.and which they take every opportunity of displaying, by 
the introduction of vjords and. phrases wholly French and Italian. 
But the priests and princes of the Fanal, amongst whom young 
Ipsilanti, whose father was lately Waiwode of Moldavia, is distin-
guished as a most elegant and accomplished scholar, affect a 
greater accuracy, by the choice of ancient words, and a few of 
them might, if - so addressed by a stranger, be -able to keep up 
a conversation in pure Hellenic. 

The Greek of Smyrna is much infected by the Franks. That 
of Salonica is more pure. The' Athenian language is not, in my, 
mind, so corrupted, nor has admitted so many Latin and Italian 
words, as that of the Morea ; but it has not preserved so much 
of the ancient elegance as the dialect of Ioannina, which the in-
habitants of that city boast to be superior to any, • except that 
of Constantinople; 

Some villages near Triccala in Thessaly, speak at this day, not 
the Romaic, but a corrupt Hellenic, as pure; perhaps, as the Za-4 
conian language before mentioned. Of the traces of the four 
dialectS, Doric, Ionic, Attic, and /Eolic, which Cabasilas asserts' 
to have been preserved in his time, I neither found, nor heard any 
evidence. 

The substantiveS most commonly in use, have undergone the 
most complete change; such as represent bread, water,' clothes, 

4 E 2 
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would surprise the ear of a Hellenist, and yet neither 4dcop,4, vEp;, 

nor Pxx, are of a very late date 4'. But the names of plants. are 
nearly all Hellenic, and a botanical treatise would scarcely want 
a glossary of Romaic terms. The old names of places are, as 
might he expected 4, not altogether lost in the modern appella-
tions of the Greeks, although the Turks have, in many instances, 
given names of their own.. 

With respect to the written tongue, it must be observed, that 
the composition at this day current, is of three kinds: the first, is. 
the language of the mass, and some other parts of the rituals,. 
which are grammatically Hellenic: the- ancient Greek has also 
been lately used by Corai, and one or two others, but is not. 
adopted in any common books. The next may be called the • 
Ecclesiastical Greek; which is the kind employed by the.. majority 

' of the church writers in their pastoral letters, and which, besides 
.other characteristics, does not have recourse to the modern vul-
garism of always recurring to the auxiliary verbs. This is the. 
style of many of those cited by Procopius, and even of earlier 
authors, of Meletius, in his Geography, and several other later. 
works, and does not seem to he 'formed by any certain rule, but. 
by an attempt of the writers to come as near as possible to the. 

" The first is found in the history of Apollonius Tyrius— 

:E7r(CYCTOCP (3‘1,61t7; i 41C01.4;1 X0‘44 coipap T?) tii.eCUti; 

VieZ1,)  derived perhaps from jye(1?, is in Constant. Porphyro. Gen.. de Adm. 
Imp. cap. 9. IXAC431/MTT,i BEQovrtn, 411 	 yEeic'—i;xoy and A'xx, recur 
repeatedly in Nicetas.—Du Cange Gloss. 

Monboddo on Language, vol. i. The contracted preposition and the 
accusative article, (cr'rmv), have helped to form some of the new names. Thus, 
Dium in Thessaly, is Standia; Cos, Stanch(); and the capital, (noxis), Stamboul. 
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Hellenic. The Romaic is the third species of composition; but 
even in this' vulgar idiom, there is necessarily some distinction 
made by the nature of the various -.subjects, and the talents of 
the respective authors. The philosophical treatises of Coral and 
Psallida, are as good, in point of style; as the dedication of Simon. 
Portius' gramMar., to Cardinal Richelieu, and although, perhaps, 
their subjects contribute much to their apparent superiority, are,  
not so entirely vulgar, as the downright common dialect, of which,  
some specimens are added to these Letters from the translation, 
of the Arabian Nights, and some original romances. 

The modern Greeks delight in poetry, and very many amongst 
them evince a great facility in versification; There is an infinite 
variety of love and drinking songs; .some of which are common in, 
every part of Greece, whilst other pieces. of poetry are known-
only in the town or village of their author. A young man,  of any; 
spirit, who has been ill-treated by his _mistress, anathematised by 
his priest, or beaten,by a.Turk, seldom fails to revenge himself 
by a lampoon. 

I am not aware that there are any verses which the,poet did not! 
write to be sung, or, as the expression is, stslposydi, " for, a sone' 
Let me observe in passing, that the Greek music 4' is plaintive, but ,  
monotonous. The specimens given by Dr. Crotch, possess the cha—
racter of all which" happened to hear. A first part of some airs;  
borrowed from Italian sailors, and the first part of Malbruc, an& 
even of God save the King, are well-known tunes. It is said, that 
they cannot arrive at a second part, The men  and '4-omen all 
sing, and all sing through the nose. The fiddle and three— 

* 1)Yo,speciinens of Creek innsic are in the Appendix. 
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-stringed guitar 'are the usual instruments, and on these most o1 
,the young men, particularly the sailors, are able to perform ; for 
-all ranks are most attached to singing and playing, no less than to 
dancing, and, at some seasons, appear to do nothing else. But to 
return. The accentual quantity, which seems to have taken place 
of the syllabic so early as the eleventh century is alone observed 
hi all the metres. Of these there is a variety, but the most com-
mon is the fifteen-syllabled verse, of the .kind before quoted..  
Some lively expressions and agreeable turns of thought, may be 
discovered in many of these effusions, which, however, have more 
of the Oriental profusion of images, than of the Greek simplicity, 
and although by no means deficient in the tender and pathetic 
style, have nothing of the .vigorous and sublime of ancient poetry. 
There may be persons willing to except from this criticism two or 
-three patriotic songs of a late date. 

Their amatory pieces, in which they chiefly delight, speak 
that which some critics would call, the very language of love. 
These are exceedingly extravagant, abounding in metaphors, 
similes, personifications, abrupt exclamations, and not , unfre-
quently with the conceits rather than the licensed figures of 
poetical rhetoric, ardent, wild, and unconnected, with more 
poetry than sense, and more passion than poetry. Acrostics, and 
even those echo verses, which an inimitable author of our own• 
nation has. parodied and ridiculed, are much employed in their 

* Previously to the political verses of Psellus, Manasses, Metaphrasta, Philip.  
the Hermit, Manuel, Philas, and Tzetzes, the noble Hexameters of Homer 
were debased into miserable trochaics, which were printed by Pinelli, at Venice, 
in 1540. A specimen of the openiug of the Iliad, is given in Philological In-
quiries, p. 78.--See vol. xi. p. 320, Fab. Bib. Grec. edit. Harles. 
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romances; in short, there is hardly a single evidence of what is 
generally supposed a vitiated and paltry taste, which is not dis-
coverable in •the poetical compositions of the modern Greeks. 
Their Cotsakias, or alternate verses, which are composed and 
sung apparently extemporaneously, but are in fact traditional, 
display a singular talent for versification, and are of the same 
cast. 

Their prose writings can hardly be subject to any critical de-
cision, for the‘are, as has been said, almost all translations, and 
leave therefore no room for any display of ingenuity, or depth of - 
thought. Their homilies, as well as their tales, are insipid and 
affected, but evincing a copiousness of words, no less surprising 
than tedious. I shall content myself with annexing some specie 
'liens, the verbal criticism of which may be undertaken by more,  
competent judges. 

It may appear hardly worth while to inquire into the merits 
of a corrupted tongue, and, with. respect to the best means of 
restoring it to its purity, the condition of the people is to be 
taken into consideration, rather than the state of their language.. 
It seems to me, perhaps erroneously, that the Romaic will never 
receive any Hellenic improvements whilst the Turks remain: 
masters of G reece ; ancteven should any event drive the Mahome—
tans into Asia, arty material alteration in the language of a people 
who can never be independent, may be very problematical..  
There are but few, very few indeed, of the Greeks themselves, 
who 'have any conception of the benefits to be derived from such 
an amelioration; and, indeed, from a document now before me„ 
it should, seem that there is, generally speaking, an indifference„, 
and even unwillingness, observable amongst them,, to reach at any 
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;extraordinary advantages, by departing from the common course 
-of education. 

In 1808, a year after the establishment of the French at Corfu-, 
and, " by a happy synchronism, on the same day of the same 
month which had brought their troops within view of its shores, on 
the 15th of August, in the year when, if empires did not perish 
like man himself a short time after the period of their glory, the 
Greeks would have celebrated their Olympic Games for the six 
hundred and forty-seventh time," an institution, calling itself the 
Ionian Academy, held its first sitting. Its first attention was 
directed towards Napoleon, Benefactor and Protector ; it then 
proCeeded to declare, that courses of gratuitous and public lec-
tures would be given by competent professors, in physic and che-
mistry, natural history,' physiology, and medicine. This in effect 
was performed, if I may trust the paper before me, for the first' 
year, and an additional lecture was read to the students, on ana-
tomy and• surgical operations, by Tin Razis, at that time; say's 
the secretary Dupin who signs the prospectus, not one of our 
colleagues. But, " notwithstanding these efforts, and the at-
tendance of some' respectable persons matured by age and expe-
rience, (meritorious officers and men skilful in the different branches 
of the art of healing), upon these courses, the Academy saw with 
grief, that it had made a vain appeal to the Corcyrean youth; 
and had found no fathers eager for the instruction of their sons, 
and no sons who had felt that this instruction might be a benefit 
to themselves." 

The prospectus, which bears the date of June 1809; or, in the 

Seithe Paper in the Appendix. 
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language of the ACademy, " gorcyra, the first year of the six hun-
dred and forty-seventh Olympiad," pronounces in a strain proceed-
ing professedly from an Ionian, but rather Gallic than Greek, that 
to the former lectures will be added a course On Belles Lett.res and 
Hellenic by Dr: Mavromati, which, together with prizes distri7  

.huted at each quaternal celebration of the Olympian games, to the 
authors. of the best original Rornaic comiosition, and of the best 
translation from the standard works of the modern nations, especi-
ally the French, will, " in a few Olympiads, cause the corrupted 
language of the modern Greeks to. become one of the fnost perfect 
dialects of the ancient Hellenic." The first -prize is to be allotted 
on the 15th of next August, (1812). It is to be a medal of iron, 
" the money of Lacedemon." On one side is to be a - resemblance 
of the.Emperor, with this inscription-I-" Napoleon, Bienfaiteur 
et Protecteur ;" on the reverse a star, with these words—" Au 
Genie, l'Academie reconnaissante ;" on the rim will be written the 
name of the author and of his work, with 'the number of the 
Olympiad. 

" In the hail appointed for the public sittings, will be suspended 
the crown of wild olive which shall have been bound On the fore- 
head 	

• 
of the victor; with suitable inscriptions underneath 	these 

crowns shall constitute the trophies of the Academy." To this first 
adjudication any living author may transmit • his work whenever 
.published, to contend for the prize. The ,olive wreath appears 
already to encircle the brows of Coral. 

It is, not difficult to. foresee, that the success of Dr, Mavro-
mati will not be much more satisfactory Than that of -Dr. Razis, 
particularly as the Ionian dominions of Napoleon are now con-
fined to Corfu, and the Olympic games of the ensuing August 
may be disturbed by the cannon of a hostile fleet.. Perhaps the • 

* See the Paper in the Appendix... 
4 F 
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Academy has, ere this, ceased to e'xis0. Under every favourablo 
circumstance, the project of improving and settling the common 
discourse of a people by any similar institution, is altogether 
hopeless ; and although the number of Hellenic scholars in the 
Levant may be somewhat increased by late events, the revival of 
the.ancient Greek language, even according, to a modified mean-
ing of that phrase, appjars an event 'too unparalleled in all history 
to take place in our days, or .at any future period. 

• But wbateVer may be the Tate of the Ron-laic, the scholar may 
expect that inquisitive travellers will add to his library, by.the 
-discovery of many -valuable manuscripts which may throw a fresh 
light on the history of past times, and increase the number of 
those treasures which the philosophers of antiquity with justice 
hoped might be transmitted as " possessions in - perpetuity" 
to all future ages. 	Such sanguine expectations. have, how-
ever, hitherto been disappointed, and, with the exception of 
Dr. Clarke's manuscripts, of which the public may soon expect 
a detailed account, .the search of the learned has as yet been very 
inadequately rewarded. After many an eager wish directed,to-
-wards the Seraglio library, and a tbous4and conjectures as to its 
supposed contents, all doubt • appears to be lost in the certainty; 
that as far back as the, year 1688, there was not a single Greek 

. --manuscript in that repository. The partial dispersion of the Sera- 

Tbere was in our time a Corfiote Journal in Romaio, which detailed some , 
of the principal events of Europe to the Greeks. : one of them reached Athens 

-with an account 'of transactions in, the English Parliament, and of a speech 
firm iiv;,~os 131mqh—Mr. irrindham. The dispersion of a well-written news-
paper would be of infinitely greaier.service to the Greeks than that of any other 

„publication, and, as the whole people are most eager to hear news, would soon, 
be very generalt, Yet some• preliminary knowledge seems necessary to make 
even this reTling- intelligible and useful= to them; for. the Bishop .of Chrysso, 
under Mount rarnassus, who lint us a Mcletius's Geography, asked me—if 
Spain, ull'.!re the English were fighting, was in the Baltic?. 
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glio library took place at the deposition of Mahomet the Fourth, 
and shortly after that period M. Girardin, ambassador from France 
to the Porte'', by the assistance of an Italian renegado and the 
Jesuit Besnier, purchased fifteen manuscripts . in Greek and one 
in Latin, which he transmitted to France in the year 1688, and 
which are now in the,.. Imperial library at Paris. The Selection was 

• made by Besnier out of two hundred books which composed the 
collection, and which, as they were all sold, should. be now in the 
libri,}rieS either of Western Europe or. of Greece. They would be 
epsily recognizable by the Sultan's seal attached Ito each volume, 
and some might be discovered by their Turkish binding. The. 
.remaining 185 manuscripts were in bad condition, and had before . 
appeared in print; but it_ is with some reason that the learned Vil-
loison reprehends the scrupulous nicety of the Jesuit, which. con-
fined him to his very partial selection. It may then be almost 
unnecessary. to add, that Prince Italinsky, late • ambassador from 
Russia.  to the Porte, having by permission visited the winter harem 
of the Seraglio,. in one of the apartments of which was the library 
of the Eastern Emperors; told a gentleman wit() gave me the, 
report,. that he could not .see a manuscript Of any kind in the.. 
place. But the disperse% volumes. cannot.. have entirely disap- , 
peared, and the monasteries have reasonably been supposed the 
receptacles- of these hidden treasures. Yet the Abbe Fourmont, 
in. 1730, in vain explored Nea Moni in Chios,. and Mega Spelion 
in Arcadia; and. no greater. success attended the researches of 
Mons. Biornstapol:in the libraries of Meteora. Mr. Villoison in 
1785 visited the Monks'of Amorgos andEatmos, and his report 
will scarcely Justify the eager expectations at present entertained_ 
3:Qspecting the literary wealth of the latter community. 

3. See the Ambassador's letters of 10th March and 15th Sept. 1687, to the 
Marquis de Louvois. Notice des MSS. de la Bibliotheglie Imperial, tom. vill*. 
pp. 12, 13, Szo. 1810. 	. . 	 • 	. 	. 

t Ibid. See the Appendix, 
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Patriotism of the Greeks—Their ardent desire of Emancipation 
—War-Song—The olilect of their Wishes—Attdchment to 
Russia—Views directed towards France—Their Notions of 
England—Chance of Emancipation—Importance of their. 
Marble—Wort Remarks on the Political Conduct of the 
English in the Levant. 

MR. DE GUYS's long thirty-seventh Letter, enti-
tied Patriotism of the Greeks, is much such an essay as Montaigne's 
on a custom in the island of Cea ; or, like that chapter on Snakes 
which Dr. Johnson could repeat entire, itleaves us only to conclude 
that there is no patriotism worth speaking of to be found amongst 
the modern Greeks, or indeed amongst any of the moderns; for the-
whole of his remarks and examples are adduced from the two 
great nations of antiquity. But notwithstanding such a deficiency 
in an express panegyric of ;his people, it is most true, that the 
generality of the Greeks are devotedly attached to their country 
and nation, and, even to a degree which may appear foolish and 
incautious? continually express their hatred of their masters, and 
their confidence in themselves. This latter feeling is, however, 
tempered by .a complete sense of their own degradation; for, 
Whatever may be their discourse to one another, they never fail to 
enlarge upon this subject to a stranger. A common commence- 
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anent of a conversation with them is, " Your Excellency will find 
but poor fare in our country; but you are not in Christendom. 
What can be done amongst these beasts the Turks?" The de-
testation of their masters breaks out on every occasion; and when 
the chanter from the Minaret is announcing the death of a Ma-
hometan, each Greek that meets his friend in the street salutes 
him thus,—" A dog is dead," (1111-Ea vs 01CUAI 49. The Archons,, 

* This expression altuAl, a dog, is the favourite term of reproach with the 
Greeks, whose convitiatory language is most violent and abusive. The vulgar 
phrases, which are too indecent to be translated, are some of them borrowed 

• , froth, or are similar to, the Turkish. The vociZrE /ham o-s, the most conamon„ 
is the " anassinny sictire of the Mahometans. Most of the assertions of the 
Greeks are confirmed by an oath ; 'the ancient form being preserved ; the most • usual are, Me', ,r; 10E4 66  By God;"—Ma TO xEco'm pa, 46  By my head ;"-Ma •ra, 
fybi pH, or Ma yO 14;4 Ti; swreh p.14 64 By my beard," or " By-my father's . 
beard ;"—Mci ro •tpcopol, cc By my bread ;"-11V6 	tin,c4 rsiv 717/431C.O.14 148,, g By 
the life- of my children."--The women in common conversation say, Ma rc*̀. 
parlet pa, or Mal Tc‘c 4,901 p.a, or Na 	" By my eyes;" " By my soul;" 
or " Let me live."—The strongest expression of anger, is the extension of the 
five fingers, with the exclamation No'; T- 7r-VTE, " There are five for ye." 
Nearly all, if not all of these phrases, are of a high antiquity. The spreading 
of the five fingers is, Dr. Pouqueville says, alluded to in the 'words " eece dano 
tibi quinque," in the Andria ; but neither in Terence nor in Plautus have I 
been able to find such an expression. One of the most- singular instances of a.  
transmitted habit is,' that 'the. Greeks of Tino universally carry their long sticks, 
or guns, across their shoulders, with their arms over them on each side, some-
thing like the picture here given of the Albanian. Now an ancient coin of 
that island represents a man carrying a staff exactly in the same position.-A'very 
usual expression of anger is KEpT0i, " Horns." The Athenian oath mentioned' 
by Spon, Atei rov atairri Ti; X0071;1  " By the Master of the world," I do not • 
remember to have heard ; but nip fellow-traveller recollects two or three. instan-
ces of it. The wordS'• of tenderness, ILE f48 46  MY son," lave an odd sound in.., 
the mouths of the young girls, by whom they are frequently used. 
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who enjoy the confidence of the Turks; are infected with the same 
spirit, and, in proportion as they are more powerful, feel a stronger_ 
desire of revenge. Signor' Londo, of Vostizza, the son of the 
person who, under Veli Pasha, may be said-to govern the Morea, 
on hearing the name of Riga, when he was playing with me a 
party of chess, jumped suddenly from the sofa, threw over the 
board, and clasping his hands, repeated the name of the patriot 
with a thousand passionate exclamations, the tears streaming down 
his cheeks. The same person recited with ecstacy the war-song of 
that unfortunate Greek. The strain is of a higher mood, and I 
have endeavoured to preserve the metre of it 4k' and, with a little 
variation, the position of its rhymes, in the following version of 
the four first stanzas. 

1. 
AttPTE wall; Tc.":4 Datil/ono 
*0 xcapor ,r;is nEms- Aa EY 

A4c 0041Z thEll a coi IXECYCJII 

lieu iho7s ct44.)01Xli T1310 de,Gtlif 
A*c V 0674 0-  011.EV et.apEiCt); 

'ru paw,  aos 

EXttiMiTC*.y.01# revrpaos 
KdaE 3yaos ciscrxpOR. 

Toi OrAo4 as 24coloavy 
Iloachs ̀ E71 /4 x4vcov chWthEY, 

110Tath$4310  iro-rogAitTcZy 

TcZY ixapc:iv To cltpcx 
Ric rpa'A Zs4 VONY. 

1. 
Greeks arise ! the day of glory 
Comes at last, triumphant dawning; 
Let us all in future story 
Rival our forefathers' fame. 
Under foot the yoke of tyrants, 
Let us now indignant trample, 
Mindful of the great example, 
And avenge our country's shame. 

To arms then, our country cries, 
Sons of the Greeks, arise, arise; 
Until the blood in purple flood 
From the hated foe 
Beneath our feet shall flow. 

• A mixed trochaic, except the chorus, the fourth line of which, for the sake of rhym-
ing with the fifth, is shorter by one foot in the translation than in the original. 
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2. 
'031s, tfraE TWv tExxilywy 
laxx.ax. 	eft 0 1.A.1112 

Ilvgup.ovra irrxorrurfrtgva 

901.11P410 TY"ic CT CLAW 11/X1(4 P8  
cruvax,34rE oXa Vithou, 

irTAo9ow 

X21 16X0GTE orpo VCCIOTOU 
TO'G' 07311.01, X • " r • A. 

3.,  
Zircip-roc, X71-4,ra, Ti xoghii,731 • 

L/71101,  A4aapyov 
drktis 	xpae'4'e 'A•alivccs, 
oicpaxop 7rarr0TE41019 • 

TP3.uichzi.9.1.17E Alovic7ov 
4Hroos roi EcocourAL 

Tou cZyttio4 iTatystayou,, 
lloPEpol; xpcl TeopEcoii. 

Tc Oirxx, 

4. 
'Ovrou isc Tas (DEp iu.orrLiAas. 

11A.Eptco clirrh 
Kai Tots ITherras c4:1cogek, 

Kai cu-rc:iv wznZ 
Mirelootoirious clvdseas 

xgrreov 7re6xwesi, 
Kai ois Ahoy 3.q.ccothivos 

'Etc TO CLIAGG 1731, PouTa. 
TiZ. 0 7rXec, x. T. A. 

. 2. 
Whither now, alas! retreating 
Limbs where Grecian blood is beating? , 
Breathe again ye spirits fleeting, 
Now your scattered force recall. 
At my trumpet's voice resounding, 
Each his country's flag surrounding, 
Towards the severt.hill'dcitybounding, • 
Fly, and conquer for your all. 

To arms then, &c. 

3. 
Sparta Sparta t why in slumber? 
Why in lethargy so deep?. 
Rouse thyself, thy friend awaken), 
Glorious Athens, from her sleep.. 
Call to mind thy, ancient warrior 
Great Leonidas of old, 
Mighty man of fame immortal,. 
The tremendous and the bold. 

To arms then, &c. 

4. 
See hirn„ where the noble patriot. 
All tit' invading war withstands, 
At Thermopylae victorious 
O'er the flying Persian bands. 
With his brave three hundred heroes,, 
Forwards now the Lion goes, 
Plunging through the blocod of battle 
To the centre of his foes. 

To arms then, &c. 

' The difference between the two languages, has prevented me from filling up all the;;  
syllables in the translation without some trifling amplification of the original sense, ,a 
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There may appear a triteness in reminding the Greeks of Leo-
nidas; but the truth is, that of him, and of the other heroes of 
antiquity, the generality of the people have but a very confused 
notion, and that very few of them trace the period of their former 
glory farther back than the days of the Greek Emperors. Those 
who are most fond of recurring to past times, dwell on the power 
and merits of those Princes, and begin their history with the 
great Constantine, the Emperor of the Greeks, Co msvz s  Kallirra• 

11140; ; &MAW 7wv Peviccatco). All their hopes are directed towards 
the restoration of the Byzantine kingdom, in the person of any 
Christian, but more particularly a Christian of their own church, 
and I believe they have never for an instant entertained the project 
.of establishing an independent confederacy on the model of their 
ancient republics. Their views have naturally been turned to-
wards Russia for more than half a century, and every one is ac-
quainted with their two desperate attempts to create a diversion in 
favour of that power in the heart of European Turkey. 

_Notwithstanding the failure of their efforts, in the Russian war 
concluded at Kainargi in 1774, the Greeks prepared to take up 

cumstance which, if it does not bespeak want of pains on my part, may serve to contrast 
the ancient and modern Greek. This song, the chorus particularly, is sung to a tune 
very nearly the same as the Marsellois Hymn. It may be necessary to offer an excuse for 
giving in this place a specimen before published in a book so universally circulated as 
Childe Harold; but on this head I shall only say, that the chance of multiplying the 
copies of what is in itself a curiosity, and has some merit, may plead a sufficient apology 
for The insertion of the Romaic text; and, that as to a competition with any portion of 
the admired work in question, all circumstances, whether of inclination or capacity, are, 
in the case of the writer of these Letters, such as to render a disavowal of such an attempt 
altogether superfluous. 
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arms in 1790, and Sulli, then in open rebellion, was the centre of 
their operations., Three Greeks from that town arrived at Peters-
burgh, and hailed the Archduke Constantine with the new and 
sounding title of Emperor of the Hellenes, (B.almus- TM. 'EAAYPCIJ;) 

A plan was agreed upon, according to which the Greek army was 
to set out from Sulli to Livadia and Athens, in two divisions, to 
be joined by the Moreotes and Negropontines. Crossing the 
plains of Thessaly, it was then to march to Salonica, and af-
ter collecting the Greeks of Macedonia, proceed with the whole 
force, amounting, they supposed, to three hundred thousand, to _ 
Adrianople. Constantinople was to be the immediate prey of the 
confederate forces, even without the combined attack of the Rus-
sians, who, however; were expected to sail from the Crimea to the 
Bosporus, and decide the fate of the-Turkish empire. Lambro 
Canziani, the celebrated Greek, was to cruise with his squadron 
in the Archipelago; and this turned out to be the only part of the 
project which was,to be accomplished; for Lambro, although not 
supported after the peace between Russia and the Porte, in 1791, _ 
and declared a pirate, kept the sea, until his ships were destroyed 
by a French squadron. The Stilliotes did not stir, but defended 
their mountains, as they had before done, against the Pasha of 
Ioannina. The close of their struggles is already known. 

Mr. Eton, who has detailed this account t, conceives the plans 

* The word BccalArve answers to Imperator. The Greeks called Cherie. 
magne " Vasileus,"but the petty princes " Reges," (I'myEc)• Lieutprand says, 
" Petrus Bulgarorum Vasileus."—Decline and Fall, cap. 55, note 16. This 
serves to prove that the Greek B was decidedly . the Latin V, so early, at least, 
as the twelfth century. 

+ Survey, p. 37, et seq; 
4 G, 
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of Pano-Kiri,-  Christ() Lazzotti, and Nicol6• Pangalo, the Sulliote 
Ambassadors, to have been wise, and every way competent "for 
the attainment of the great object in view, and condemns the 
policy of those who differed from them in opinion, namely, the 
British, Prussian, and Russian cabinets. 	• 

Wherever the fault lay, the Russians ceased to be the favourites 
of the.  Greeks, who, however, did not on that account loose sight of 
their darling object; for, at the news of the French revolution, 
they began to form other projects, or at least to indulge fresh. 
hopes. The friends of universal freedom were, of course, the 
friends, of the Greeks, and long before the cession of the Seven 
Islands to the tri-coloured .flag, the Carmagnole was danced on 
the shore 	the Ionian sea.  

During ,the expedition to. Egypt, the health of Bonaparte was 
the daily toast at Athens; and the Greeks of Crete were so far 
assured of their approaching independence, that, until the Victo-
ries of the English over the French destroyed their hopes, they 
had, in a manner, taken the island into their own hands, and had 
come to an agreement with the Turks, each of whom they under-
took, upon certain conditions, to protect. A small mountainous, 
district,in , this island contains, indeed, the only Greeks in ,the 
whole empire who have never been subdued either by the Vene-
tians or Turks. It is called Sphakia, (ipcm'a), and has one town 
and twenty'villages,• each governed by its own primates. It can 
send about four thousand men into the field. The person, himself 

pecyroi xiyacrt 
fl vls Koprph vls aixscr, 
KE9caozym XGG'i TO/4Y'rE 

118 rkttalk  TO 41i4pCe 	AnileTEt  

'Tis true the French would have it known 
Corfa shall shortly be their own, 
Cefalonia too, and Zante 
The fairest flower of the Levant., 
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a Sphakiote, who furnished a late author with • an -account of 
these Cretans, makes rather a favourable report‘of theirc; but 
others have represented them to be a hdrde 	'blobtlAii•Sty- ' 
savages. 

In fact, in the French army in Egypt there were some Greek 
soldiers ,whose patriotism was roused and kept alive by the muse.  
of Polyzols, the new Tyrtmus. His song of nine stanzas in 
trochaics is called, Arc woMp4;54plov  7.14i10 fv A.Pripirrto rEpai iXtuaEptcts 'hew-

thivco rpczoti4, " War Song of the Greeks in Egypt, fighting in the' 
cause of Freedom ;" and it opens with the following exclamation, 

CAN (.411 crviu7rarptc7rai 

46;;Xot vr. *ps.tact (Zs 7:471 
Tio'v cipzeito MEscraNctoivon 

Tits ̀ EXAcihs. 	Tupcivvcov 

'ExcLxialcos n 4ipco 
'1.Erpaavnv, 

Gallant, Countrymen! for ever 
Shall we dread the vile enslaver? 
Shall the Mussulman victorious 
Reign in Greece, the great, the glorinus? 
Friends! the tyranny is past, 
Vengeance is our own at last. 

The concluding verses are in the same strain. 

'A tpalokra;11%.) 
K'  Ex .r4 yes lEocxnep34170 
eH XOGreipovroc ctotAitoc—ft 
Vivo  4 imuaEpta. 

Fading front the face of day, . 
Banish'd from the world away, 
Cursed slavery expire—
Freedom is my fond desire. vin'1* 

 z 
V 

; •fr 
r  I 

'The last of these four lines is the burthen of the song, of which one 
more specimen, part of the fifth stanza, may suffice. 

* Leckie on Foreign Affairs, Tract xiii. D. 211. 
4 G 2 
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Vis 7Upcinto Tins .9.1.)crtav 
grarrES ihi wpoaupday 
''..Expoter', ;10os abkAaxaiu 
T~s 'EAXcihr varrax*Ev. 

iopTrly cruvTpixav, 
%as rconyiyo T111/ EXHY. 

1C041 J6Y CrTErytTal xaYEvas 
6413704, 1.4mph ; thgres. 

TO1TtCrlO Yu 1701404 

E' oat, Xirt, xaTa,crpcti,vn• 
TaS tiuk 	inzripEc 
'Ercapc6fnizo, XCI at fhlrrietc. 

TOVE! 'MY; 1.48, 7s'; Airsy 
K' II; TOW 77-0Afit4010 714 61-AA8Y 

'VW; V6TE t j CYFIXEIX 

int7r7fi, x04 ,; TUpcon4. 

To the sacrifice of tyrants, 
All with eagerness combining, 
Rush from every Grecian region, 
EaCh his country's standard joining. 
To the festival they fly, 
To the feast of victory. 
No one from the danger shrinking 
Hesitates, or small or great, 
Forward each advances, thinking 
Nothing shameful but retreat. 
Hark, their valiant sons inflaming, 
Fathers, mothers, all exclaiming, 

Children brave, well done,' they cry, 
4 To the glorious combat fly, . 
' Till the fall of slavery, 

Till the fall of tyranny".' 

At the same time another Greek, in a small work printed at 
Paris, but written at Rome, made this decisive declaration--
46 Since this city, (meaning Rome), has, contrary to all expectation, 
been delivered from the tyranny of the Popes, it must be averred, 
in the face of all the world, that the hatred of tyrantS is rooted in our 
hearts, and that what has as yet prevented us from being delivered 
from their yoke,, is not our own want of courage—it, is the jealousy 
of the greater part of the Princes of Europet." The sentiments 
of all the nation were not, however, in unison, for the Patriarch 

4 These extracts are part of a communication made by M. Villoison to 
Ilarles, and are contained in vol. xi. p. 563, of his Bibliotheca Gr-xca. 

t See Letter from Villoison to Hades) in the page before cited; 
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of Constantinople, in his circular letter of the year 1798, informs 
the Greeks, that " the wicked serpent, the origin of all evil, had 
designed the nation of the Gauls to be the damnation of the 
human race;" a phrase which is cited, and indignantly refuted 
by a writer, apparently the same quoted above, in a pamphlet of, 
eight pages, printed at the press of Pogozi, in October 1798, 
and addressed " to the Romans of Greece, by a Patriot and Friend 
to Freedom -I.." 

If Bonaparte had marched an army from. Vallona, across Ma-. 
cedonia to Constantinople, as it is said he was prevented from, 
doing only by his war with Russia, there can be no doubt that 
every Greek would have joined his standard. 

The events of the last ten years have turned the attention of 
the Greeks to the English nation, and, by degrees, their former 
misconceptions as to the extent of our power and resources, have 
begun to be dissipated. Hopes were entertained, during our• 
short war with the Porte, that we were to be the liberators of 
Greece, or, at least, of her islands. In June 1807, a body of 
fifteen hundred Macedonian Greeks seized upon the i'es of Skia-
thus and Chilidronia, not far from the mouth of the 1.-,ulf of Salo-
nica, and offered to co-operate with the English sql , adron off4:ie 
Dardanelles with a force of ten thousand men, but were advised• 
by their intended allies to lay down their arms. The islanders of,  
Hydra, which maintained three thousand seamen and one hundred. 
And fifty ships, actually fitted out privateers against the Turks, 

ciexix.axoc xti VOVIleOf gpir 67rEar,Cri TO ial,Of TC:1111- Acov, (rix vci xcAZ'cr21. 
TO civapiTrivov Tivoc. 

t "e  1-14 	 7.EXINCaOS-..-44XGrctrp{c 	 as above. 
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and were disarmed, not by the Capudan Pasha but by the British 
Admiral . 

This conduct, and the subsequent peace, checked any expecta-
tions which the Greek patriots might have entertained of being 
assisted by the English; and even now that the Mediterranean is 
in our possession, and even since we have occupied the Six 
Islands, they do not, as far as I could judge, hope to receive at 
our hands any decisive measures in their favour. They think of 
the vicinity of the Russians and French, whom, notwithstanding 
our prowess in Egypt, and allowing our unrivalled naval superi-
ority, they stillconsider the most formidable soldiers in the world, 
(rat)  90131pL CrTPC470;"%5 is their eulogy of them) and they believe us 
placed at the extremity of the world—at too great a distance to 
afford them any material support. 

Even so late as the time of our travels, the notions prevalent. 
amongst the generality of the Continental Greeks, and other peo-
ple of the Levant, respecting our nation and country, were alto-, 
gether laughable. I collected, that England was an island, a 
little bigger than Cefalonia, whose town is called London; of this, 
however, all are not certain, for one person asked me whether 
England was in London, or London in England. In this town, 
all the English who are not employed at sea are supposed to live, 
except a. few peasants, who inhabit the villages. But the far 
greater part of the nation exist upon the water, either in mer-
chant-vessels or ships of war, the management of which is the 
sole purpose and occupation of their lives; and in which, together 
with manufacturing cloth, hardware, and trinkets, the English 

* Leckie, Tract xxxiv. p. 34, 40, 41, 42, 43. 
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excel all the world. An Albanian directed a letter to his son, 
.who was in our. service, with this address,. 

To 
Dervish Tacheere, 

In the English Ships, 
at Constantinople..  

He conceived my fellow-traveller and myself 'belonged, of course, 
to the English fleet,, and after looking at the country by land, 
would join our vessels at the port of the great city. Some of.the 
higher orders are doubtless better informed, and know as much 
about England, as the majority of our countrymen know about 
the present state of Greece:. and thus, although they are far froni 
being acquainted with the actual extent of our resources, they 
still believe us extremely powerful, and richer. than any people in 
the world. They frequently advert to the great subject of their 
independence in their conversations with' English travellers, and. 
protest to them, as they do to French, Russians, Danes, Swedes, • 
Dutch, and to every Frank, that with money, arms, and ten thou-
sand foreign troops, they would expel the Turks from Europe. 

It is easy then to see, that the Greeks consider their country, 
to belong to them as much as. it- ever, did, and look upon their 
right to the soil as not at all affected by an.ejection of three cen, 
tnries and a half. Their patriotism is a flame that, has never been 
utterly smothered, although it, has so long glimmered in obscurity, 
and Has narrowly escaped from being, like the lamp of Rosicru---
cius, . for ever extinguished by a heedless discovery. 

It cannot be so easily determined that the Ottoman empire in -
the. Levant is noW to. be called an usurpation, and that tha 
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',Greeks, when..in revolt,' are 'therefore to be regarded,. not as 
rebels, but as patriots fighting for the. recovery of their birth. 
right. , If, the Grand Signor cannot establish a claim to the throne 
.of 'Constantinople, I know not of any sovereign in Europe whose 
title will, bear an examination. The singularity of two nations 
living, on the same spot, and of the conquered having been kept 
so entirely distinct from the conquerors, preserves the original 
injustice Of the subjection fresh before our eyes. Were it not for 
zthis circumstance, neither the importance nor the character of the 
',,Greeks is such as to awaken the political or moral sympathies of 
Abe nations of Christendom.' The country called Turkey in Eu-
sYope has received, such a perpetual succession of invaders and 
settlers, that it would be impossible to fix upon those in whom the 
Tigitt:of possession might be justly vested. A great proportion of 
.,tliose comprehended under the term Romaioi,*(Poi,aso,), 01:Chris-
tians of the Greek Church, and amongst whom would be found 
the chief supporters of an insurrection, are certainly of a mixed 
origin, sprung from Scythian colonists. Such are the Albanians, 
-the Maniotes, the Macedonian, Bulgarian, and Wallachian Greeks. 
And yet the whole nation, including, I presume, these Christians, 
has been laid down only at two millions and a half, of all ages and 
sexes, and consequently there is no. part of Continental Greece to 
which a body of Turks might not be instantly brought, sufficient 
to quell any revolt: the Mahometans of Albania are themselves 
equal to the task, and on a rising of the Giauours, the Infidels, 
.would, leave all private dissention, to accomplish such a work. 
The Greeks taken collectively,,  cannot, in fact, be so properly' 
called an individual people, as a religious sect dissenting from the 
established church of the Ottoman Empire. 
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Any general revolution of the Greeks, independent of foreign 
aid, is quite impracticable; for, notwithstanding the great mass 
of the people, as is the case in all insurrections, has feeling and 
spirit enough to make the attempt, yet most of the higher classes, 
and all the clergy, except as far as the expressions of discontent 
may operate, are apparently willing to acquiesce in their pre- , 
sent condition. 

The Patriarch and Princes of the Fanal are at the devotion of 
the_Porte. The primates of the towns and the richer merchants 
would be cautious not to move, unless they might be certain of 
benefiting by the change; and of this backwardness in the chiefs 
of their nation, the Greeks are by no means insensible. They 
talk of it publicly, and make it the subject of their satire, reveng-
ing themselves, as is their constant practice, by a song. My 
fellow-traveller was presented with a long paper of verses to this 
import, which, in a dramatic colloquy between a Greek patriot, 
an Englishman, Frenchman, and Russian, a Metropolitan, a Wai-
wode of Wallachia, a Merchant, and a Primate, and by the intro-
duction of Greece, personified as a desolate female in tears, 
displays the apathy of the privileged classes, and concludes with 
this assertion of the ,Frank strangers : " We have found a Metro-
politan, and a Bey.of Wallachia, and a Merchant and a Primate, 
all friends to tyranny.." 

* The change of the P in the Greek 12 coattps into the L of the French " lanai," 
and the Italian " fanale," shows the difficulty of exactly catching a word trans- 
mitted only by sound. 

M _rreorojrnv tueop4Ey 
Kai MAS 	BACCX(Cqj 

nV471.4ETEUT4; XZ1 Ire0E6T4 

(Pah,  1;ic TVeD314XCe 

4 x 
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This prudence, or timidity, of .the principal people amongst 
theme  not only diminishes the chance of au actual insurrection, 
but takes away from .the zeal with which we might otherwise em-
bark in their cause ; and when we begin to examine the moral 
power, if I may use the expression, of the nation at large, we 
shall not be inclined to indulge in any very decided expectation of 
their future success. 

The Greeks have in many instances shown a desperate frenzy in 
distress, and a sanguinary ferocity in prosperity, but are certainly 
not at all notorious for that cool, determined courage, which is 
necessary for the accomplishment of any great action. They are 
light, inconstant, and treacherous, exceedingly subtle in all their 
dealings, and quite remarkable for a total ignorance of .the pro-
priety of adhering to truth". Their situation may account for 
these defects. I do not make them objects of accusation; 
merely state the fact. When Mahomet the Great overran the 
whole of Greece, he said he had found a great many slaves, but 
only one man t ; and, according to the notions entertained of mers 
by that Conqueror, it is probable he would not, were he now alive, 
make a more favourable report of the present race. 

The Christian. powers, howev.er, must naturally look with 
anxiety towards this people, or rather, towards their country; 
and, although sure of their co-operation, cannot but endeavour to 
cultivate such an acquaintance, with them as might secure the im-
mediate success of any future project. In this the English are 

* It seems an odd sort of praise, but it has been bestowed upon the Greeks 
by Mr. Eton, p. 349 of his Survey, that they cannot tell the same story twice, 
without varying the embellishments of circumstance and diction. 

+ This was Thomas, a petty Prince, who defeoded the castle of Salenencia 
for a year against the. Ottoman army. 
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more peculiarly interested; for the most important portion of the 
Greek nation is the islanders, and their marine, if any thing, 
promises to rescue their character from contempt, and give them 
that weight in Europe which they have lost for so many hundred 
years. 

An attachment to commerce, one of the principal character-
istics of the nation, arising from the topography of their country, 
as well as from its various productions, makes almost all the 
Greeks of the islands, and very many of the inhabitants of the con-
tinent, acquainted at some time of their lives with the sea. There 
is a petty trade carried on in innumerable boats amongst the 
islands of the Archipelago, and thence, as also from the port of 
Smyrna, to Constantinople. The boats, called volik, are half-
decked, and high at stem and stern, with one thick short mast, 
and a long yard. I have seen them as if in squadrons, with a 
strong breeze and rapid current, shooting out of the mouth of 
the Hellespont, their white cotton sails glittering in the sunshine, 
and pleasingly contrasted with the dark hue of the subjacent 
waters. This navigation is performed without the assistance of 
either chart or compass, and, as of old, only by the observation 
of the coasts and headlands. 

But the Greeks are acquainted with the management of vessels 
of the largest size, and of the common European construction. 
They navigate the Ottoman navy, the warlike part of the duty 
alone being entrusted to the Turks, and they have also large mer-
chant-ships of their own which trade as far as America and the 
West-Indies, making a voyage now and then to England. Those 
of the island of Hydra, whose ships are built generally at Fiume, 
are reckoned the most expert and the boldest of their sailors. 

4 H 2 
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Hydra, the Aristera of the Ancients, is a rock, about a league 
from the main-land of cape Skyllo, almost bare, having only one 
town, which, however, contains inhabitants sufficient to man 
eighty ships of about three hundred _tons burthen. The Hydri-
otes, by the carrying -trade, have accumulated considerable wealth, 
and have purchased of the Porte the independent election of their 
own magistrates; which privilege they exercised, for the first time 
since the fall of the Greek empire, in 1810. The building of the 
government-house in the island cost ten thousand pounds sterling. 
Their ships are usually armed with ten or twelve short cannons, 
and musquetry for the crew. In the common Greek songs, whose 
burthen is liberty, the Hydriotes are spoken of as being no less for-
midable by sea than the Sulliotes are by land. Spechia, of old 
the island Tiparenus, only six miles in length, and a little more 
than two in breadth, and off the same coast, maintains also at least 
sixty large vessels, chiefly occupied in the transportation of corn 
from the Morea to Constantinople, or to the south of France and 
Italy. It is the next to Hydra in the scale of the G reek marine..  

The number of Greek mariners actually employed at sea, is 
supposed to be at least fifty thousand, and although the nautical 
skill of this people is not very considerable, (for they are totally 
unacquainted with the principles of navigation, and know not how' 
to take a: common obserVation, directing themselves by the com-
pass only); a little practice under experienced seamen would ren-
der them capable of any naval service, and there is no doubt that 
their employment by an European power would soon supply many 
of the deficiencies of their present character. 

The occupation of. the islands of the Archipelago by some 
Christian power, has long been a favourite topic of speeulatiorisi 
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and many years past, the traveller Sonnini Settled Nakos to be the 
point whiCh the French Government should fix upon for the 
centre of an insular dominion in these seas. A similar project has 
been very lately discussed, and .proposed as a necessary step to be 
taken by the English Government, by a writer of our own nation, 
to whose work, dictated, if I may presume to offer such. a. judg-
ment, by a generous and well-directed enthusiasm, I have before 
had occasion to refer.. Any one who pronounces decisively on a 
variety of future events, must run the risk, in case: of:  the non-
accomplishment of his prophecies, of losing some little ,politi.• 
cal reputation, and, this Gentleman cannot but find a; great, many, 
critics. ready to Wm to those of his pages which first, foretel the 
return of Mr. Adair from an ineffectual attempt to make peace 
with Turkey; and afterwards, (when the treaty, contrary to pre-
diction,- had been concluded), insist on the folly of supposing that 
the peace can continue inviolate+, and recover, our influence. with 
the subjects of the Porte. Yet no one who has. been in the 
country can fail to be struck with the general importance of his 
remarks, and with;  the truth of the fact upon which he most par-
ticularly dwells—the extreme neglect of the British. interests iu 
the Levant; a neglect arising, not from the incapacity of the. 
Ministers employed abroad, but from. a want of information in 
our Cabinet at home. 

Leckie, p. 484, Tract iv. 
-I- Tract ii. of the Historical Survey of the Foreign Affairs of Great Britain 

for the Year 1810. Mr. Leckie's foresight with respect to Sicilian politics, 
may be balanced against these passages. Buie,' in his Dictionary, (Attic. Ma. 
hornet, note G. G.) relates, that a famous Minister in Amsterdam preached, 
during the siege of Vienna in 1683, that the city would be taken by the Turks; 
eini on its being wed .by John Sobieski, died of grief. 
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The justice of seizing upon the islands, or any other appanage 
of the Turkish Empire, may be fairly questioned; and the policy 
.of the measure, at this, or any former juncture, is not hastily to 
be decided, nor without a knowledge of official details : but no 
doubt can be entertained of the propriety of strengthening our 
influence, and raising our character with the inhabitants of Tur-
key in Europe, and of providing by every precautionary scheme 
for such an emergency as the ambition of our great enemy is 
likely to produce. The certain co-operation of the Greeks, of the 
islands at least, in our favour, in case the expulsion of the Turks 
from Europe should be decided upon and undertaken by Bona-
parte, should of course be secured by every means consistent with 
the good faith which we owe to the Turkish Government. It 
would indeed be a lamentable stroke, if the whole of the Christian 
population of Turkey should at once join a French invader, to the 
prejudice of the British, and in opposition to their efforts; and yet 
the nicest management is necessary to counteract those prejudices to 
our disadvantage which even the most honourable conduct may 
awaken in the bosoms of the Greeks, who cannot easily separate 
the two ideas of a faithful ally of the Turks and of a determined 
enemy Of their own nation. Unfortunately, an acquaintance with 
the actual national character of this people makes us inclined to 
dislike them so much as to prevent us from wishing to examine 
the cause of their debasement, and from duly appreciating the 
improvement and important services which might be expected 
from them under a change of circumstances. 

Although the least observation must show, that the situation of 
the two nations will not admit of their being compared ; yet it is 
very true, that the Greeks and Turks are by most writers, and 
by late ones especially, put in the opposite scales' of the same 
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balance, and so weighed that the character of .the one cannot pre-
ponderate without that of the other kicking the beam. Thus a parti.7,  
ality tor one nation seems to involve a necessary dislike of the other. 
An English traveller passes into Greece prepossessed in favour 
either of the Greeks or Turks, in proportion as he. gives the pre= 
ference to Mr. Eton or to Mr. Thornton. But there is surely no, 
necessity for him to ask himself which he likes best, or to decide 
whether he likes either of them. He does not come into. the 
country to form an affection or aversion for either one or the 
other, but to see as much as possible of the manners and charac-,  
ters of both.. In all communications with other nations; it is 
particularly requisite to be sensible of the justice of a maxim, 
recorded by a lively person of the last century 4'—that we are hot 
to despise the world,, but to live in it. 

Besides the mission at Constantinople, we have only one Mi., 
nister in the Levant who is an Englishman by birth. Every other 
agent, whether under the denomination of Minister, Consul, or 
Vice-Consul, is a Greek, except at one or two places, where Jews 
are employed. The salaries of these agents, who are all petty 
traders, are not such as to enable them to support themselves with 
any respectability as representatives of the British Nation. The 
English Vice-Consul at Scio has about twelve pounds sterling 
a-year ; the French Vice-Consul at the same place, eleven hundred 
sequins, between five and six hundred pounds. The conduct of 
some of the Vice-Consuls is exceedingly disgraceful. The person 

* Colley Cibber.—See note to verse 167 of the Dunciad. Our countrymen, 
are not sufficiently aware of the necessity of showing a disgust to none, and ,of 
making use of all. And tbis,.seems to be the case in the, conduct of their cori. 
cems in' Turkey. 
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settled in that capacity at Prevesa, who has many concerns with 
our Adriatic squadron, on receiving information that an English 
Midshipman had made a present of the wreck of a prize to some 
Albanians, near whose village (Volondorako, opposite to Sulli) he 
was thrown ashore, and who bad received him very hospitably, 
applied to the Governor of Prevesa for an order to seize the vessel 
himself, pretending that all such casualties should turn to his ad-
vantage, as British Agent. He obtained the order, and was em-
ployed in making himself master of the hull and some damaged 
corn which it contained, whilst we were on the spot, and heard all 
the bitter complaints of the indignant Albanians, who did not 
think the English, they said, ever made a present in order to take 
it back again. 

The French seldom employ any but French agents, and these 
are settled with adequate salaries in every sea-port town, and in 
many .inland places. The unwearied activity of these persons, 
not only in commercial, but political concerns, although beneath 
the dignified state of a British Resident, is very serviceable to the 
cause which they intend to promote. It may be alleged, per-
haps, that no Englishman would condescend to take these small 
places ; they would not banish themselves, nor can they readily 
associate, as is the case with our enemies, with people of all kinds, 
stations, and capacities, from the most civilized to the most bar-
baious of mankind. And yet it would be well worth while to go 
to the expense of supporting some creditable commercial agents, 
who might, one should think, be found amongst the mercantile 
establishments at Malta, and who, acting with vigilance and Vi-
gour under the British Minister at the Porte, without dealing 
out threats to the Turks and promises to the Greeks with the libe- 
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rality of a Frenchman, or having recourse to any low intrigue, 
might not only support the dignity of the national character, 
but put their Government in possession of very valuable in-
formation. 

-Being on this subject, I must farther remark, that considering 
how long we have been in possession of the Mediterranean, it is 
truly astonishing that the importance of the Seven Islands to us 
has but lately been . acknowledged, and that Malta, instead of 
being made a grand depOt for the support of a disposable force 
to be employed as occasion might require on the shores of the 
Levant, or even on the Italian coast, has been converted into little 
else than a large warehouse. The merchant-houses in the island 
in ten years, since the arrival of the English, have increased from 
two to fifty-six, several of which, 'during our stay in Turkey, be-
came bankrupts. 

Corfu, as far as relates to European Turkey, may be con-
sidered to turn the post of Malta, and the possession of the Six 
Islands without their capital, can neither be tranquil nor very ser- • 
viceable. The French have now rendered the town as- strong as 
Malta, and the distance of the mainland of Italy from the island 
is so small, and the garrison is so continually supplied from ,the 
contiguous shores of Albania, as to give very little hope• of the 
success of a mere naval blockade. The siege of the town by 
land would require a much larger force than we are likely to be 
able to spare. Our enemies are now prepared for an attack; yet 
little doubt is entertained by many in the Levant, that this strong 
post might have been occupied, with very little opposition, a year 
previously to the taking of Zante, when Lord Collingwood's 
squadron was in the Ionian Seas. The peculiar situation of the 
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British Ambassador at the Porte must prevent our being able to 
take advantage of any fortuitous circumstances, and the utmost 
vigour and ability in that Minister will often fail to be of any ser-
vice, for want of prompt and immediate measures to second his 
advice. 

From the first establishment of the embassy at Constantinople, 
in the time of Queen Elizabeth*, until within these fifteen years, 
the British Minister has been sent to the Porte merely with a 
reference to our commercial interests, and to give respectability 
to the Levant Company. The place was given as a favour to 
Noblemen, and other considerable persons, curious of observing 

• the manners and customs of the Turks; and the Corps Diploma• 
tique had little other business or object in view, than penetrating 
the walls of the far-famed Seraglio. It is not very generally 
known, that one of the prices set upon his patriotism by 
Mr. Wilkes, was the embassy to Constantinople. 

But of late years, our relations with Turkey have become 
political and important to the last degree, and the responsibility 
of the Ambassador has increased in a greater proportion, perhaps, 
than his discretionary power. His influence is divided with, and 
is, in a great measure, dependent on, the Commander in Chief 
in the Mediterranean. This officer now holds not only a great 
naval, but a diplomatic situation, and yet it is more than probable 
that he may know nothing at all of Turkish politics, and think 

• The first English Ambassador in Turkey was, if I mistake not, William 
Ilareborne, whom letters patent dated- at Windsor Castle, the 26th of November, 
1582, appointed Oratorem, Nuntium, Procuratorem, and Agentem, cerium 
et indubitatum. See Ilakluyt's Navigations, Voyages, &c. 2d. vol. fol. p. 
edit. London, 1599. 
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only of protecting the trade from Smyrna to Malta, which is 
now become a secondary consideration. Of seventy-nine English 
pendants in the Mediterranean,. there were, in 1809, only two, a 
frigate and sloop, on the Levant station. Now, unless it has been. 
known to those officially acquainted with our naval resources, that 
the thing was impracticable, it must, since the peace with Turkey, 
have been by no means an useless disposition of our force, to have 
had a small squadron always at hand, to act in conformity to the ad-
vice of the Minister at the Porte, who alone can be a judge of the 
measures which any emergency may require. By the time that 
arrangements can be made with the Commander in Chief off 
Toulon, who may himself choose to wait for instructions from 
home, the occasion may be gone by and lost. The Cabinet of 
London cannot lay down any unvarying line of conduct with 
regard to the Turks, who arc not to be dealt with by rule or pre-
cedent, or to be managed, except by a sort of extemporary po-
licy, which it must require an actual personal knowledge of them 
to arrange and conduct. This consideration might induce the 
Government to entrust their Ministers in Turkey, (where, if 
Napoleon succeeds by peace or war against Russia, we may soon 
have to play for our last stake), with an extended authority, which, 
even if not exerted, would give a considerable and requisite ad-
dition to his influence with the Porte, and with the subjects of 
the Ottoman empire. 

What is here said, is concio ad populum, von ad &rum. 
The official gentlemen may know better: it shall only be added, 
that these hints might be followed up by a variety of details, (not 
enough connected with the subject in band to be here inserted), 
which every traveller in the Levant has it in his po'wer to collect, 

412 
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Departure from Athens—Passage to Smyrna—Entrance into 
the Gulf of Smyrna—The Promontory Melana—The South 
Side of the Gulf—Clazomenc—Sangiak-Bornou—The Shoals 
in the Gulf caused by the Hermus—Arrival at Smyrna—De-
sCription of the City—The Frank Quarter—The Frank So-
ciety—The Consuls in the Levant—The Greeks of Smyrna—
The Armenians and Jews—The Buildings—The Burying-
Grounds—The Castle—The Shut Port—The Hospital—De-
scription of an Idiot—The English Hospital. 

AFTER so long an oblivion of our own proceedings, 
it may be time tozo on with our tour, and give the account of our 
departure from Athens.—We were surprised on Sunday the 4th of 
Marph, by a visit from the Captain of an English sloop of war, who 
offered us a passage in his ship to Smyrna, which we accepted; and 
accordingly made every arrangement for taking leave of the place 
where we had so long and so agreeably resided. Having sent off 
our baggage before us on the Monday morning, we bid adieu to 
Athens at a little after one o'clock, and passing through the gate 
leading to the PirTus, we struck into the olive-wood on the road-
going to Salamis, galloping at a quick pace, in order to rid our-
,3elves, by the htirry, of the pain of parting ; for true it was, that/ 
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we were not a little melancholy at quitting the country"; and that 
although there was certainly .not a single existing tie to bind Us 
to the spot, we felt that uneasy sensation which arises on behold-
ing, probably for the last time, objects reriderect familiar by long 
use and habit. We could not refrain from looking back, as we 
passed rapidly to the shore, and we continued to direct our eyes 
towards the spot, where we had caught the last glimpse of the 
'rheseum and the ruins of the Parthenon through" the vistas in 
the woods, for many minutes after the city and the Acropolis 
had been totally hidden from our view. It was no affectation 
which drew from 'the-  philosophic Julian, a tear at quitting his 
beloved Athens. 

After riding round the shore of Port Phoron, .and leaving the 
ruined, tower on the crag of land which stretches from Corydal-
lus, on our left hand, we arrived at the • spot where the ship's 
boat was in, waiting for us, and embarking, soon,  found, ourselves 
on board the Pylades, which was iying at anchor in seventeen 
fathoms water, between Salamis and the little island Psyttalia. 

An English traveller has an advantage which no one of any 
other nation can enjoy, as, by. the hospitable accommodation 
_which he receives from the Naval Officers of his own country, 
he is not only most agreeably assisted in the progress of his 
journey, but has the.  opportunity of indulging in that honest na-
tional pride, which must necessarily arise from a personal ac-. 
quaintance with the condition of the British marine, and with a 
character, whose existence and absolute predominance, 

" above all Greek, above all Roman fame," 

must be for ever remarkable in the history of mankind,_ 
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At sun-set, contrary to the advice of four 'Greek pilots on 
board, who were not acquainted with the customary decision of 
the service, we got under weigh,, but made very little progress 
during the night. The next morning we had a strong breeze 
from the south, and by twelve o'clock were off Cape Colonni. 
Doubling the southern cape of Macronesi, or Long Island, we 
passed, at four o'clock, the north of Andros, a mass of rocks, as 
barren as in the days of Themistocles, when Poverty and Despair 

,were the tutelary deities of the island. From this point we bore 
north-west, looking out. for the small rocks called Caloyero di 
Andro, which we discovered at six, and varied our course a little 
to the north. The rocks seemed a small peaked cluster, about 
the size and height of our ship. They must be dangerous in a 
dark night, especially as in the charts of the Archipelago, which 
are all singularly incorrect, they are placed too far to the south. 

During the evening and night, we had the same strong favour-
lble breeze, and when we rose the next morning, found ourselves 
in the mouth of the Gulf of Smyrna. The wind was EQW ad 
verse, and we were obliged to beat up the Gulf: this brought us 
close to the land on the south, part of the promontory anciently 
called Melwria, and now Kara-bornou, a stupendous ridge of.  
woody precipices. We saw a village near the summit of one of 
the crags, named, from the appearance of the surrounding soil, 
Kokkino Chorio—the Red Town. Sudden blasts from the hills, to 
which the gulf is very subject, rendered it difficult to carry much 
sail, and we did not get within sight of Smyrna during the day. 

At three o'clock, a boat. with a Midshipman came alongside, 
and informed us that the English frigate, the Frederickstein, had 
struck on a rock on the north side of the gulf. This accident 
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happened on a long neck' of land, which runs out from a pro-
montory, supposed to have been formerly the island Leuce. 

The Cap6in of the PYlades, left us in his gig at Six in the 
evening, being anxious to learn the fate of 'the frigate, and we 
continued beating up the gulf until twelve at night, when we 
dropped anchor in a bay under the hills to the south, near some 
islets, not far from the spot where Chandler found (but not dis-
covered, as he says, Pococke having before mentioned it) the 
mole of the ancient Clazomene, the work of Alexander, conneci-
ing the little island of St. John t with the mainland. A town 
on two small hills, three miles inland, distinguished by' its nume-
rous windmills, *and called Vourla, overlooks the bay: "To this- 

* Observations on Asia Minor, book ii. cap. ii. p.. 40, edit. London, 1745..  
The mole is about thirty paces wide, and a quarter of a mile long. The first, 
Clazomene, before the inhabitants fled from the Persians into the island, was 
On the mainland, not as Meletius says, at a plaCe still called Iri.x4op,Evysk, on. 
the east side of the bay, but nearly opposite the island of St. John. 

Strabo says the islets before Clazomene were eight ; Chandler saw but six. 
His words are, 46  Three of them were called Marathusa, Pele, Drymusa: it is 
probable the names of all of them are contained in a passage of Pliny, book v..  
cap. xxxvii."—Pliny's six names, in the thirty-first chapter, are, Pela, Dry, 
musa, Anydros, Scopelos, Sycusa, Marathusa. Drymusa is called ,Kiuslim 
by the Turks, and Lcrig Island by the Europeans. Marathusa was, according 
to Meletius, the island of St. John. - 

It may be worth while to insert all the biographical notice which Meletius 
takes of Clazomene, K __A0601.4E7111i0; 10--rrican A'yocEaripac o cotOcroipos, gtrri ciri 
shiZVE T/71/ X101404 vd nvoet thiXatva-4 4 amongst the natives of Clazomene wasAnax-
agoras, the philosopher, who discovered that snow is black.'' One might have 
expected that the Archbishop would have added another discovery of the sarap 
sage, namely,, that the sun is bigger than Peloponesus. 

t Trav,els in Asia Minor, cap. xxiv._ 
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place the Clazomenians retired from the peninsula, to free them-
selves from the perpetual incursions of the pirates of Tino. 

We weighed again at seven in the morning, 4tnd still kept near 
the south land, which, although very high, began to wear an 
appearance of cultivation that announced the vicinity of some 
large city. The vineyards running up the sides of the moun-
tains, and the extensive tracts of corn-land spread out on the 
vallies beneath, the olive-groves, and gardens of fig, almond, and 
pomegranate trees, all contributed to give a tint of the liveliest 
green to the face of a landscape, whose beauties seemed to be on 
a much larger scale than those of any scene which we had wit-
nessed in European Greece. We conceived, perhaps fancifully, 
that it was easy to distinguish, by its comparative magnitude, the 
other quarter of the world to which we were approaching, from 
that which we had lately left. 

The whole of that projecting part of the continent of Asia, 
which has been distinguished by the name of the peninsula of 
Erythr0, is composed of two ranges of gigantic hills, the first 
of which, running north-west to the promontory Melxna, is the 
mountain anciently Mimas ; and the second, stretching westward 
from the continent, that formerly called Corycus. Two peaks 
rising from a range more inland, once the bill Corax, are now 
named the Brothers. The whole of this vast mountainous tract 
is interspersed with thick forests, abounding with every descrip- 

• The once famous town in a bay of the promontory Melmna, called now 
Rytre. Some bronze medals, several of which, in great preservation, are in 
my possession, were lately discovered on its site, having a head of Hercules 
on one side, and on the reverse the three initial letters of the town, and the 
names of the magistrates. 
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tion of game, and also with wild boars. The Pranks of Smyrna 
frequently make parties, and encamp in the hills for several days, 
to enjoy the diversion afforded by the chace of these latter ani-• 
mils. The woods are driven, and the boars roused by peasants 
of the villages, assisted by their dogs, and the sportsmen, armed 
with guns, destroy the game in the passes, after the manner ob-
served in shooting the Scotch roe. The isthmus, once called 
Chalcidis, connecting the peninsula with the main, having Teos*  
on the south, and Clazoniene on the north, which is laid down 
at seven miles and a half in breadth t, is a tract of level well-cul-
tivated land : we visited it in a shooting excursion from Smyrna. 

The morning was spent in tacking backwards and forwards, 
and it was half past twelve o'clock before we came to a low fort 
on a tongue of land to the south, called Sangiak Ilornou by the 
Turks, and Agia Souli by the Greeks, which lioms the defence 
of the bay of Smyrna. We were obliged to steer near the 
castle, in order to avoid the shallows to the north; and we passed 
close to the mouths of enormous emlous, whose balls of gra-
nite were scattered about on the outside of the Pm brusu res, so 

us to afford another ostentatious specimen of the calibre of these 
immense pieces of ordnance. The fort was built in 1656, and 
has been very lately repaired ; I believe, during our war with 
Turkey. As it is defended on the land side by nothing but a low 

• The ruins of Teos are seen at a place now called Bodrun ; its port, Gem, 
is no Segiaeck, three miles and a quarter from Bodrun, and reckoned eight 
humus from Smyrna. 

i• PIM. lib. v. cap. xxix. Strabo makes the distance fitly stadia, but does 
not allode, perhaps, to the irliole breadth of the isthmus, but to the distance 
between the spot %here the Alexandrcia were celebrated, and the high ground" 
of Clnznmene. Alexander the Great endeavoured, by cutting through this 
isthmus, to turn the peninsula of Erythne into an island. 

4 K 
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wall and shallow ditch, not having a single gun mounted except 
towards the sea, all resistance from Sangiak castle would be effec-
tually prevented by landing a company of marines.—The shoals. 
(some of which, at certain periods of the year, are visible above 
the water) have been formed by the sand and mud deposited by 
the river Hermus, whose mouth is a little to the north of the 
point opposite to Sangiak castle, and about seven miles and a half 
from Smyrna. 

We took an opportunity, during our stay at Smyrna]  of visit-. 
ing the plain on the north side of the gulf, and found it to 
have every appearance of newly-Created land. It was intersect-
ed by dykes to drain off the water, which, however, was ancle 
deep in many places, and rendered some portion of this new ter-. 
ritory utterly inaccessible. A fishery constructed with fences, 
like that of Messalonge, projected to, a considerable distance into 
the gulf. Farther inland, at the foot of the mountains, we had, 
a view of a. tract of, garden land, and passed through some acres 
covered with the water-melon (the x1z ELnim i of the Greeks), with 
which the markets of Smyrna are supplied. The principal village, 
Menorneni  was distinguishable at a distance by several ruined 
towers, the remains of fortresses erected at an early period by 
the first Turkish invaders. 

We were told that several shoals had appeared during the me-
mory,of inhabitants still living at Smyrna, and our informants 
Seemed to entertain serious apprehensions that the gulf would in,  
time be entirely filled up. Yet notwithstanding the changes 
which the Hermus has, in the course of many ages, been sup- 
posed to have effected in this part of the coast 	there appears to. 

* Pliny talks of the plains made by the Hermus: " a Smyrna Hermus 
eatupos favit."—Lib. y. cap. xxix. p. 77, edit. Paris)  N.P.xxXIh.  
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be some counteracting power, which has a tendency to prevent: 
any such catastrophe ; for the .channel. between the shoals and 
Sangiak castle, seems to have been as small in 'the time of 
Whelerl', as, at the present moment. The event now appre- - 
hended was predicted fifty years ago, by another celebrated tra-
veller, who, at the same time, however, recorded a circumstance, 
the possible recurrence of which, in some degree serves to render 
doubtful the accomplishment of the prophecy ; namely, the dis-i 
appearance of the shoal opposite to Sangiak castle, from the con-
vulsion of an earthquake in 1739t. The continual incursion of 
the waters of the open sea, pushed forward by a strong breeze 
from the westward,- called , the Inbat, which blows almost daily 
during the summer months into the gulf, may contribute to dis-
lodge the shoals from the mouth of the bay, and thus prevent 

. the ingress into the harbour from being choked up, until the 
whole of the inner bay shall be entirely filled with sand. 

Soon after our passing the fort, we had a view of the city, 

* See a Voyage through the Lesser Asia, book iii. p. 940, London, 1682. 
"The river Hermus, by its influence on the gulf, has already effected great 

changes, and will gradually accomplish some signal alterations, of which the pro• 
gress deserves accurately to be marked. The flats before Smyrna will mutually 
approach, and leaving only a narrow ingress, the.city will be on a lake. This 
will be fed by the Metes, and by torrents, and in time become fresh. The 
plague of gnats will then, if possible, be multiplied at Smyrna. The land 
will continue to increase until it is in a line with the mouth of the gulf, when 
the site of Clazomene, and the islets within Cara-Bornou)  will be encompassed 
with soil : and if no current intervene, Phocea will be deprived of its harbour. 
The sea within the gulf will by degrees give place to a noble plain created and 
watered by the Ilermus. Commerce will then have removed to some more corn. 
modius mart, and Smyrna be, if not utterly destroyed,' desolate and forlorn."—
Chandler, cap. xxi. p. 77, London, 1776, sec. edit. 

4x2 
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and being carried gently along by the breeze, which now began 
to rise, came to an -anchor in the. port at three in the afternoon, 
'having been more than thirty hours in passing up the gulf, whose 
depth is at the utmost not more than thirty miles 4'. The Frede-
rickstein, so damaged that she was obliged to be heaved down, 
and the Salsette frigate, were in the port, and after dining on 
board the latter, we removed to the louse of the Consul-General, 
to whose hospitality (with the exception of a few days spent in a 
short tour to Ephesus) we were indebted for a most agreeable re-
sidenCe until the 11th of April. 

Smyrna, called by the' Turks Ismeer (a corruption probably 
of 4 m(hup.), as far as regards commerce, is without doubt the 
most considerable city of the Turkish empire ; and notwithstand-
ing the frequent calamities of plagues and earthquakes, continues 
to increase rather than'to diminish in size, and is said to contain 
nearly a hundred and fifty thousand inhabitants. Previously to 
'the year 1675, it had been partially destroyed six several times 
by earthquakes, and it was predicted that a seventh convulsion 
would he fatal to the whole city. Such a calamity, attended with 
a 'dreadful fire, and the swallowing up of multitudes by the incur-
sion of the sea, recurred in 1688 t, And did, indeed, very nearly 
fulfil the prophecy. • Repeated shocks, and almost annual pesti-
lences, have since that period laid waste this devoted city; and 
yet the convenience of a most spacious and secure harbourt, ta- 

* Whiter makes it only twenty miles; Pococke states the width, at the. 
western extremity, to be three leagues.—Observations on Asia Minor, book ii: 
p. 4. 

Meletins, article'Iw+a, p. 463. 
t Smyrna is eight days by land from Constantinople, four hundred miles.  

by water, and twenty-five days, as the caravans travel from Aleppo.—Tourne,  
fart, letter xxii. p. 496. 	• 
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gether with the luxuriant fertility of the surrounding country, 
and the prescriptive excellence allowed during two thousand years 
to this port, in preference to the other maritime stations of 
Asia Minor, still operate to colle'ct and keep together a vast mass 
of inhabitants from every quarter of the globe ; and how much 
the population has increased, in the last century and a half, may 
be seen .by a reference to Tournefort 	. 

The narrow streets of this town, especially the Bazar and 
Bezestein, which are large and well-built, are on some days so 
crowded as to be almost impassable, and the press is increased by 
the camels, which, in strings of two or three hundred, preceded by 
an ass, pace slowly along, or lying doWn in the middle of the 
way, effectually prevent the crossing of passengers. The city is 
built partly on a hill, once called Pagus, whose summit is 
crowned by a castle, and partly on a plain extending to the north 
of the eminence. The mercantile establishments have for more 
than two centuries drawn together so many Franks to Smyrna 1-, 
that the part of the town which runs along the edge of the water 

* Tournefort reckoned the inhabitants of Smyrna at only 15,000 Turks, 
10,000 Greeks, 1800 Jews, 200 Armenians, and as many Franks. Letter xxii. 
p. 495.. Pococke makes the' whole number nearly 100,000, of which 7000 or 
8000 were Greeks, 2000 Armenians, and 5000 or 6000 Jews. Observations on 

• Asia Minor, book ii. p. 37, edit. London, '1745. 
t- In 1702 there were thirty French merchants, nearly as many English, and' 

eighteen or twenty Dutch. Tournefort, letter xxii. p.' 496, Paris, edit. 4to. 
1717. A list of the precious commodities exported by, the European, merchants, 
is given in Touraefort, (letter xxii. p. 498, Paris, edit. 4to. 1717); and in Po. 
cocke (Observat. on Asia Minor, book ii. cap. i. p. ,38, edit. fol. London, 
1745); their nature and quality are too well known to many of our London mer, 
chains, to require a statement in this. place. 
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to the northern extremity, has been long allotted to them, and 
distinguished by, the name of Frank Street. The houses of the 
Consuls and the principal merchants, are built altogether in a very' 
commodious fashion, enclosing on three sides a court or small garden, 
but are only one story in height, and composed of unburnt brick-
in frames of plaistered laths. The warehouses, stables, and offices, 
are below, the family apartments above ; open galleries or ter-
races, on the top of the unraised part of the lower buildings, serve 
for communication, or as a place of promenade. The best houses 
are at the' edge of the water, and as there is a stone pier for the 
whole length of the Frank town, are thus very conveniently situated 
for the loading and unloading of the boats from the ships. The 
-mansion of the English Consul-General, as far as respects the in 
tenor of the buildin,i, is such as might do • credit to any 'of the 
capital streets of London.—There is in the Frank quarter a very 
good hotel, 'besides several taverns and lodging-houses for the ac-
commodation of travellers. 

The many English, French, Dutch, German, and Italian 
• families, who are settled in the place, and some of them intermar-

ried with the principal Greeks, formed, before the revolutionary 
war, a very large and amicable society, and the Frank quarter at 
Smyrna deserved 'and was flattered by the name of Petite Paris. 
Since that period, although the good 'understanding between those 
who are protected by the English, and those who are protected by 
the French Consul (to whom all not British, except a few Ameri-
cans, and :those under the Austrian Minister, are now subject), has 
been interrupted by the manners of the new regime, yet there still 
subsists an institution which fenders a residence in Smyrna agree7  
able to strangers as well as to settlers. This is a club, which sup- 
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ports a set of public rooms, fitted up in a very comfortable and 
splendid style, called, as in Italy, the Casino. Here, there is .a read-
ing-room furnished with all the papers and gazettes. of Europe, ex-
cept the English, and there are two other apartments with billiard, 
tables: refreshments of every kind can be procured in the house, for 
those who choose to form parties for*supper.—The rooms operi at 
eight o'clock every evening; and during the Carnival,,the subscribers 
give a ball once a week, to which all the respectable Greeks and the-
ladies of their families are invited. The annual subscription is five 
guineas, and all strangers, not residents of Smyrna,. are permitted, 
to attend the Casino without any payment. Unfortunately the wars. 
of monarchs have become the wars of the merchants. of Smyrna, 
and the Casino, during our visit, was threatened to be overturned 
by the national feuds of the two belligerents..  

Nothing attracts the attention of a traveller in the Levant, 
more than the consular establishments, which the Turks, so 
haughty and despotic, so averse to every thing Christian, have 
long suffered, and still suffer, to exist, in almost all the principal 
towns of their empire. At Smyrna, the Frank town, no incon-. 
siderable place of itself, may be said to be under the complete 
jurisdiction of the foreign powers. The Consuls display the stand-
ards of their respective nations ; they have their prisons, and 
their soldiers, who wait at their gates and precede them when they 
walk or ride; and their houses are sanctuaries which, not even the. 
Turk attempts to penetrate.—On the night of the 10th of 
March, a Greek was murdered by an assassin, who took refuge 

* The first residents of this name, were I believe appOinted by_the republic 
of Florence, in the time of the first Como de Medicis, under the name of Con, 
sules Maritimi, 
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in the house,of the French Consul. The next day the gate of 
the palace, as it is called, was besieged by Janissaries, and a crowd 
of the relations of the deceased.. The man was not given up; 
and in consequence a whole host of complainants surrounded the 
Governor of the city as he was riding; but, as I myself saw 
could get from him no other answer, than that he would speak to 
the French Minister. 

-This foreign interference, which the Turks originally admitted, 
strange as it may seem, solely from a contempt of the Christian 
dogs, and from a persuasion that these Infidel merchants were 
fitly employed in administering to the luxuries of the true be-
lievers, has not contributed to increase the good liking between 
the Mussulmans and the Franks at Smyrna, and dreadful disturb-
ances have been sometimes excited,, either by the presumption Of 
the colonists, or the jealousy of the natives. 	• 

About nine years ago,: a Venetian killed a Janissary, and fled 
to. a vessel in the harbour. The Turks, after various attempts to 
'get at the murderer, set fire_to the Frank town; and finding the 
merchants had escaped to the ships, wreaked their vengeance on 
the Greeks and Armenians, three hundred of whom they slew in 
the streets. The crews of some Sclavonian vessels landing in 
boats, completed the distress, by plundering the warehouse of 
every Frank, except that of the English Consul-General, who,. 
with the assistance of two faithful Janissaries, resolutely and suc7  
cessfully defended his house and property, and was the principal 
means of allaying the disturbance. 

'When the war between France and Turkey was declared, the 
lives of the French in Smyrna were saved only by a scheme, ac-,  
cycling to which the merchants were made prisoners by a body 
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of soldiers sent into the town by CaraOsmanOglou, the celebrated • 
independent Pasha of Caramania. It may be Supposed, that the 
Governor of Smyrna has a difficult task to perform, in keeping 
his city in tranquillity, and even in' retaining possession of an 
Office from which he may be removed, not only by the revolt of 
the citizens, but even (as has happened more than once) by the 
intrigues of the Foreign Consuls with the Ministers at the Porte. 
The present Governor purchased the renewal of his place in the 
time of the last Sultan Mustapha : Sultan M'hmoud sent ano-
ther person to supersede him ; but he prepared to resist with two 
thousand armed men, and by having recourse to the intercession 
of a Foreign Minister at, the Porte, re-established himself in his 
post. 
- The G reeks of Smyrna, some of them, live near the Frank 
town, and others interspersed • amongst the Turks. They are all 
in trade, differing in nothing from their countrymen in other 
parts of the Levant, and they are next in point of number to the 
Turks : they have an Archbishop and three churches. Since the 
increase of strangers, and theremoval of the factories once settled 
at Aleppo, to Smyrna, the intermarriage between the Greeks and 
Franks has not taken place so frequently .as in former times. 

Dr. Chandler*' mentions the ladies of the merchants as dressed 
in the Oriental fashion, and having the manners of natives. At 
present that singularity, is not to be observed, except in one or 
two instances; and the tendour alone is now left, of all the par-
ticularities remarked by that traveller in the houses of the factors. 
_This utensil, similar to a contrivance employed in Holland, is.  41 

4+ Travels in Asia Minor, cap. xix, 
4 1. 
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brazier placed under a table covered with a green cloth or carpet,, 
under which the, assembled females of the family hide their feet, 

Haips and pino-fortes, and many articles of ornamental fur-
niture, from London and Paris, are to be seen in the drawing-
rooms of Smyrna. When abroad,, the ladies generally . wear a 
veil ; and I observed also, that in a large assembly of them at ' 
the Roman Catholic chapel, they had all scarfs over the left 
shoulder, tied in a larg6 loose knot behind. A girl at Smyrna, 
even when she is A only daughter, is considered possessed of a 
handsome fortune if she is heiress to ten thousand piasters. 

The clerks in the merchant-houses are 'most of them Greeks; 
but the domestics employed in the families are Armenians ; and 
the lower servants, or porters of the factories, Jews, who, not-
withstanding their laborious employments, live chiefly on bread 
and dried olives, and can support themselves for about three paras 
a day, although their daily pay, as well as that of other labourers, 
in the country, is from thirty to forty paras. The principal brokers 
in the place are also of, that nation, which is sufficiently nume-
rous to maintain five or six synagogues. 

The Armenians live in a quarter of the town to the north-east 
of the Franks, and between the Greeks and Turks, called the 
Three Corners 16, and have a large well-built church of their own, 
although many of them, being of the Roman Catholic persuasion, 
frequent the Frank chapel. 

What may be called the principal buildings of the, town, are 
the Bazar and Bezestein, and a han called Vizir Han, built nearly 

* Near the Three Corners, was the ruin seen by Wheler, which Chandler 
supposed part of the ancient Gymnasium. Travels in Asia Minor, cap. 
p. 6, 2d. edit. 	 - 
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a century and a half ago, and chiefly constructed out of the 
marble ruins from the site of the ancient theatre in the north side 
of the Castle=hill. The mountain Pagus itself contained veins of 
fine marble, and some vestiges of the quarries are now to be 
seen under the spot once occupied by the theatre, which, from a 
pedestal found by Mr. Spon on the spot, has been supposed the 
work of the Emperor Claudius. The site of this building, as 
well as that of, the Stadium, is still visible to those accustomed to 
the .position usually chosen for such places in the Grecian 'cities, 
whose architects assisted themselves in forming these structures, 
by raising only a part of the circular range of seats on arches, and 
excavating the remainder of the amphitheatre out of the slope 
of a hill. Every part of the buildings themselves has disap-
peared. 

There is a considerable space unoccupied by any houses be-
tween the suburbs and the summit of the hill, and this is allotted 
for a burying-ground to the Jews, who have nearly covered it 
with their tomb-stones, lying flat on the ground, and not raised 
in the manner usual in our church-yards. 

A little to the north-east of the Jews' burying-ground, and also 
on the side of the Castle-hill, is a Turkish cemetery, the most 
populous I ever saw, walled in and shaded by a thick forest of cy-
presses. This fine tree has with its gloomy green, long oveisha-, 
dowed the memorials of mortality; and its thick foliage, as well as 
the grateful odour of its wood, must serve to counteract the effects 
which would otherwise be produced, if graves, only a foot or two 
in depth, and containing corpses without coffins, were exposed 
to the burning summer sun. The hardness and lightness of the 
cypress wood renders it very serviceable for the construction of 

4 L 2 
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chests, or of any furniture which requires durable materials. The 
Romans, as we learn from a line in Horace", preserved their 
manuscripts in boxes, or between layers cut from this tree, be-
lieving it, according to Pliny t, to be capable of resisting decay, 
and keeping out the moth. 

The walls of the castle are extensive, and the lower stones, like 
those of the citadel of Arta, are too massive to be confounded 
with the superstructure which was erected at the beginning of 
the thirteenth century, by John Angelus Commenus. The cis-
terns in the fort are also of a date coeval with the first foundation 
of the new city of Smyrna by Antigonus and Lysimachus 

• 4‘ 	 linenda cedro, et lxvi servanda cupresso."—De Arte Poet. lin. 
832. 

t Plin. lib. xvi.'cap. xlii. The folding doors of the Temple of Ephesus were 
Of cypress, and after four hundred years looked like new ones, cap. xl. 

t The ancient Smyrneans Came from the neighbourhood of Ephesus, and di,. 
possessed the people called Lelegcs, then living on the site of. the ancient 
Smyrna, about twenty stadia, two Roman miles and a half, from the new city, 
The Smyrneans were afterwards expelled by the iEolians, and retired to Colo. 
phon, but returning with an auxiliary force, recovered. their town (Strabon. 
Geog. lib. xiv. p. 634, edit. Xyland, Parisiis, 31.pcxx). The JEolian 
Smyrna is that which contended for the birth of Homer. The Lydians under 
Gyges, in a war which was the subject of a poem in elegiac verse by Mimner-
mus,, (Paus. Bceotic. p. 884, edit. Xyland), destroyed the place, and the 
Smyrneans lived dispersed in villages for four hundred years .(Strab. lib. xiv. 
p. 646, edit. qu. sup). Alexander the Great sleeping after the chase on 
Mount Pagus, was warned by the goddesses Nemeses in a dream, to build a city 
on the hill where he slept, and people it with the Smyrneans, who on consulting 
the Oracle at Claros, were told, that those would be thrice and four times happy 
who should till the lands on the farther bank of the sacred Meles. (Pans. 
Achaic. p. 404 and 405, edit. qu. sup, Hanov. 	 The task was 
}begun by Antigonus, and finished by Lysimachus : Smyrna was the most 
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The castle can now hardly be said to be fortified, although a 
few cannon are still mounted on the tottering walls. A low emi-
nence to the south-west of the Castle-hill, and separated from_ it only 

beautiful of the Asiatic cities : part of it was built on the hill, but the larger 
portion of it on the plain towards the port, and the Teinple"of Cybele and the 
Gymnasium. The streets were large, and constructed at right 'angles to each 
other, and well paved. There were large square porticoes both in the higher and 
lower part of the city; besides a library and a Homerium,•  which was .a square 
portico containing a temple and an image of Homer. The Meles flowed by 
the walls, and besides the other structures, there was a port which might.  be 
shut, (Stmt.). lib. xiv. p. 646, edit. qu. sup). It was the first city in Asia Mi-• 
nor which, even during the existence of Carthage, erected a temple to " Rome 
the Goddess," (Tacit. Annal. lib. iy. sect. 56). Part of the city was destroyed 
by Dolabella, when he slew 'rrebonius, one of the conspirators against Caesar. 
Bat it flourished under the early Emperors, and under Caracalla took the name 
of the First City of Asia. 

Meletius in his Geography, (article Itevta), mentions that Smyrna was'in'ios-
session of the Venetians from the year 1056 to 1343; but the more accurate 
sketch of its modern history is given in Tournefort (letter xxii. p. 508, 
Paris, edit. 1717), and in Chandler, (p. 59). In 1084 it was taken by a 
Turkish insurgent called Tiachas, and in 1097 by John Ducas. In the thir-
teenth century it was in ruins, except the Acropolis on Mount Pagus, which 
was beautified and restored by John . Angelus Commenus, who died in 1224. 
In 1313 it was conquered by Atin, the Sultan of 	and :was subjected in 
1332 to Homur, his son and successor; but in 1345 some Knights of Rhodes sur-, 
prised, and made themseAres master of a fort called the Castle of St. Peter near 
the port, the ancient shut port, which they retained, in spite of the efforts of 
Sultan Amurath the First, and Bajazet, together win:1a new town attached to 
it, until they were expelled by Tamerlane* in 1402. The Acropolis and the 
Latin City, commanded by an independent Turk, 'Cineis, or Cineites, son of 
Carasupasi, governor of Ephesus, was taken, with the assistance of the Grand 
Master of, Rhodes, by Mahomet the First, who destroyed fort St. Peter, and 
retired; but. returning .in  1424, finally subdued the city, which has continual,  
from, that period in the hands of the Ottoman Sultank. 
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by a narrow valley, through which runs the road to the Ephesus, 
has been called the Windmill-hill. On its summit are seen large 
foundation-stones, and it appears to have been included within the 
wall of the ancient city. In the south-western quarter is a recess, 
where there are vestiges of the shut port mentioned by Strabo, 
which was choked up by Tamerlan' ; and here the small armed 
boats belonging to the Governor, or other Turks of the town, are 
laid up in dock. An old fort (built perhaps out of the.Cstle of 
St. Peter-j-, which was constructed by the Latins, whom Lord 
Sandwich, in his Voyage round the Mediterranean I, apparently 
on the authority of Tournefort S, calls Genoese) stands at the mouth 
of this artificial basin, and contains a few cannon, which the Turks 
discharge on days of rejoicing. 

The building which most attracted our attention at Smyrna, 
was a large public hospital at the north-east side of the Frank 
quarter. It is supported by, and is under the controul of the 
Christians, being superintended by Creek physicians, who have 
formed a sort of college, or faculty, and are in more repute at 
Smyrna than in other parts of Turkey. The building is an open 
square, divided into a laboratory and three sets of wards sur-
rounding a court-yard, which is pleasantly shaded by rows of 
trees. One of the wards is appropriated to patients of every de-
scription; another is for the reception of infirm and bed-ridden 

See the foregoing note. 
+ See the foregoing note. 	• 
t Page 307, London 1749. 
§, The Genoese historians fix the expedition against Smyrna at the year 1346. 

The city itself was taken by Morbassan, a general of Sultan Orcan the Second,. 
about that period, so that these Genoese may perhaps be identified with the 
Knights of Rhodes.—See Tournefort, letter xxii. p. 509. 
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old women; and a third for idiots and maniacs. Of this laSt 
class there were, when we saw the place, several most distressing 
objects; but the one which alone was deserving of particular 
notice, Was a female, distinguished by the appellation of the Wild 
Woman, quite dumb, nearly deaf, and possessed of no one con-
sciousness belonging to humanity. She was sitting, rolled up, as 
it were, upon a truss,  of straw in the corner of her cell. Her 
legs were crooked under her, but upon the name, " Athoula," 
to which she would sometimes attend, being loudly called, she 
hopped slowly towards us, pushing herself along principally- by 
the use of her hands. Her length (for height she had none), if ex-
tended, would have been about three feet and a half. Her head 
was sunk on her chest;' not a muscle of her face moved, and the 
keeper who attended us, passed his hand over every feature, in . 
order to point out its conformation, without her seeming sensible 
of his touch. Hei• head was entirely "bald, her eyes small, , sunk 
in her head and fixed, and her ears were of a disproportionate 
magnitude. An idiotic smile was settled on her mouth, and every 
line of her countenance indicated an entire absence of reason. Her 
skin was yellow and shrivelled, but smooth, and neither body-
nor limbs, although distorted, were at all monstrous in any pan= 
ticular, except that her fingers'-ends had the appearance rather 
of claws than nails.. 

The keeper, and other persons whose authority I understood 
might be depended upon, informed me, that Athoula, who was 
thought, although upon no certain grounds, to be near sixty years 
old, had been nine years in the hospital, to which she had been 
brought by a person who had found her in a wood near Smyrna., 
and had nourished her for many years at his own expence. V hen 
found, she was without any clothes ; she had not the use of her 
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feet; but appeared young and active. In other respects, she 
was the same creature as when seen by us. That a being so idio-
tic could procure itself food; seems impossible ; and this -unfortu-
nate creature cannot be supposed to have continued any length 
of time in the forest, but rather to have been left behind by some 
of the wandering tribes of Turcomans, or of the Zinganies or 
Gypsies, which often advance to the vicinity of the city. My 
Lord Monboddo's theory will, I fear, receive no additional sup-
port from this singular fact, nor Athoula be thought a fit match 
for Mons. Ccmdamine's Wild Girl. 

ATMMLA, 
Smyrna, March 28, 1810. 

Besides this asylum, there is a small hospital belonging to the 
British Factory, pleasantly situated in the outskirts of the town 
to the north, which is as neat and comfortable as any similar 
establishment in England. But the merchants in our time were 
provided neither with a resident physician nor a chaplain, so that)  
were it not for the occasional attendance of the surgeons from 
the ships on the Levant station, the hospital would be not more 
serviceable than the elegant chapel attached to the house of the 
Consul-General. 

* Mr. H. Tooke, however, has, from good authority, famished his Lord-
ship with a tail of a foot long, and a tail like the tail of a horse, at least of such 
a horse as Archbishop Becket used' to ride. See EIIEA 11TEPOENTA, Part I. 
cap. ix. p. 397, sec. edit. London, 1798. 
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The Musselim's Summer Residence-:-Fruits—Sherbets—Fish—
Meats—The Inner Bay—The Flat near Smyrna—Game of 
the Djerid—Ilorses of the .Turks—The Meles—Caravan 
Bridge—Homer's Cave—The Site of the JEolian Smyrna— 
The Road to Bournabat: that Village described—The Storks 
—The Village of Boudjah—The Plague—The Climate 
Cranes Chameleons—Lizards. 

BEYOND the Frank street to the north, and close 
to the edge of the water, is the summer residence of the Masse- 

or Governor 'of Smyrna. This title is given to the comman-
ders of some large cities in Turkey. The house is in the midst of a 
spacious garden, and many acres of the adjoining grounds, belong-
ing to the principal Franks, are laid out in the same manner, and 
abound with almost every species of fruit of the finest quality*. 
Their figs, which are eaten when green, and their grapes, so 

* Les ()rangers y sont si communs qu'on ne daigne pas en cueillir le fruit, 
de maniere qu'il reste sur Parbre toute l'atinee jusqu'a ce que les fleurs pous-
sent. Le figuier, l'olivier et le grenadier croi .sent pele-mete dans les champs. 
—llasselquist, Voyages dans le Levant, premiere partie, p. 38, edit. Paris, 
1769. The ground-ivy (the xahcatx$o-cros of the Greeks) is found in great quan-
tities in the gardens. 

4u 
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much prized in Europe, are ,not more delicious than their citrons, 
lemons, oranges, pomegranates, and melons. 

In the city there are several shops almost in every street, where 
sherbets, made from these fruits, are sold. The sherbets are sweet-
ened with honey and pomegranate seeds, and are exposed in the 
open windows in coloured glass jars, or in small tin fountains, in 
Which, by means of a little wheel turning round- after the manner 
of an overshot-mill, the liquor plays through several slender tubes 
into the basin below. The heat of the climate renders these cooling 
draughts, although they are extremely insipid, not only grateful, 
but exceedingly salubrious. Whey, sour thick milk, called yaourt, 
or litivaiot, and caimac, or c',9pOyceXoc, something like our clotted cream, 
and no bad substitute for butter„ are also consumed in great quan-
tities, not only in Smyrna, but in every large town in Turkey. The 
wines, particularly the muscat and dry white wine, grown in the 
neighbouring plains and on the sides of the hills, are much 
esteemed, and they receive an additional flavour by having the dry 
and powdered blossom of the Vine steeped in them during their 
fermentation. 

The tables of the Franks of Smyrna are supplied with every 
delicacy. Fish abound in the bay, particularly the red mullet : in. 
March and April, oysters and sea-urchins, and other shell-fish, 
amounting, according to Hasselquist, to more than ten different 
sorts", are dragged up from the beds in the inner part of the har-
bour,' and innumerable fishing-boats, covered with a black-tented 
sail, are at that season moored at a little distance from the shore. 

* Nous ne connoissons que ks huitres, et ils ont dix sortes de coquillages, 
sans compter Ics ecrevisses de mer, les cancres, les chevrettes, les langoustins, 
&c. &c.—Voyage dans le Levant, edit. Paris, 1769, seconde partie, page134. 
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Hares, red-legged partridges*, woodcocks, and snipes in abun- 
dance, are found in the vicinity of the city. 	• 

The butchers'-meat cannot' be kept long enough in the hot 
months, to become tender and palatable ; but the mutton of the 
broad-tailed sheep, the common breed of Asia Minor, is of, an 
excellent quality. It is between eleven and twelve paras a pound. 
One of the most disgusting sights in Turkey, is a meat-market. 
The limbs of the slaughtered animals have the appearance of being' 
torn, rather than cut into portions, and lie in mangled heaps to-
gether, exposed .to the dirt and heat. Beef is 'very little esteemed, 
but I have found it fat and well-flavoured at the tables of the Franks. 

Beyond the Musselim's country-house to the north, is a flat 
marshy piece of land, round which the sea winds, and forms a 
bay to the east. This is a sort of inner harbour. 

About half a mile down the , harbour,. there is a long wooden 
pier projecting from the land, near which the large merchant 
vessels are laid up to refit. This inner port was, when we saw it, 
full of Dutch and other ships, under the French flag, unwilling 
to run the risk of being captured by the English cruisers. Ne.: 
vertheless, a very considerable trade was carrying on in Ameri-
can, Greek, and Barbary vessels, with the French Ports. Ame-
rican ships have also lately furnished Smyrna with many articles 
from the other hemisphere, which were once supplied by France 
and England t. 

• 
* The red-legged partridges are reared in broods, like domestic fowls, by 

the peasants of Scio.:--See Busbeck's Letters, translated, London edit. 1744, 
p. 129. 

+ The whole system and policy of our Levant trade have undergone a change 
by our possession of Malta and the Mediterranean, and by the circumstances 

4M2 
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The Frederickstein frigate was heaved down at the point 
of the wooden pier, which being covered with her guns and' 
stores, was protected by a guard, much to the surprise of the 

of the present war. The monopoly of the Turkey Company, against which 
Dean Tucker exclaimed many years ago, seems not at all favourable to the 
British interests in the Levant. During our stay at Smyrna and Constantino-
ple, I took the opportunity of making several inquiries respecting the British 
Turkey trade ; but a mercantile gentleman, Mr. Galt, who was in the Levant 
at the same time with myself, having published his travels)  and given the 
result of his observations, I refer to his work (page 372, 4to.), and content my-
self with hinting at these general prominent facts which fell within my own 
notice. First, that English cloths, The former staple export, being undersold 
by the German, scarcely find a market in the Levant, and are, therefore, seldom 
to be met with ; but that cottons of our manufacture are in great demand; se, 
condly, that the direct trade in English bottoms from London to Smyrna has 
nearly ceased, the goods being conveyed from Malta in Greek vessels; and 
thirdly, that as a channel for supplying the European continent with our ma, 
nufactures and colonial produce,' has begun to be opened at Salonica, whence 
our exports are now conveyed over land into Germany, the necessity of opening 
the trade, or at least of forming other establishments in addition to those at 
Smyrna and Constantinople, becomes every day more apparent. To this may 
be added, that our resident Levant merchants are not sufficiently interested in the 
English trade, as they are able to engage with the merchants of other countries. 
$ome of them having been long settled, have married and become otherwise 
connected with French, Dutch, and other Frank families, and have a share in 
their concerns. , The success of a British cruiser has more than once been nearly 
fatal to the fortunes of some of these British merchants; and I remember, that 
not a little address was employed at Smyrna, to learn the destination of the 
sloop Pylades, after she had brought us from Athens.. As then these gentle-
men have found a means of carrying on their speculations, even in the event, 
of.a war between Great Britain and the Turks, ahy English Negotiator with 

Porte, must not be surprised at finding his endeavours but poorly seconded 
by the resident members of the Levant Company. 
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inquisitive Turks, who did not know what to think .  of being 
turned off from their accustomed walking-place. The flat piece 
of land has increased considerably in half a century; for Hassel-
quist, who travelled in 1750, describes it as about an acre of -
ground. There are certain evidences, as that- naturalist has ob-
served, that not only the flat, but the garden- ground more in-
land, have been gained from the sea; for marine plants, and such 
grasses as will not grow without sea-salt, besides shells of every 
sort, are still found upon this new soil 4'. This is the 'spot on 
which the Turks amuse themselves at their favourite pastime of 
throwing the djerid. ' They generally chuse a Sunday for this 
sport, when all, the Greeks. and Franks are 'enjoying the sea-
breezes on the beach. 

On the 11th of March„ the spot was crowded- with- them 
mounted on horses superbly caparisoned, the Musselim himself, 
with the chief Agas of the city, being amongst the number. Se-. 
veral slaves, chiefly blacks, were attending on foot. Each of the 
riders was furnished with one or,two djerids (straight white sticks„ 
a little thinner than an umbrella stick, less at one end than at the 
other, and about an ell in length), together with a thin cane, 
crooked at the head. The sport soon began. 

The horsemen, perhaps a hundred in number, galloped about 
in ,as narrow a space as possible, throwing the djerids at each 
other, and shouting : each man, selecting an opponent who had 
darted his djerid, and was for the moment without a weapon, 
rushed furiously towards him, screaming " 0116h! 0116h !" The 

* Voyages dans le Levant, premier partie, p. 40 and 52, edit. Paris, 1799, 
" le brin de buissons, le jonc marin (arundo phragmites et donax)," and, more 
particularly " le Triglochin palustre de Suede." 
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other fled, looking behind him, and the instant the dart was 
launched, either stooped downwards, almost touching the ground 
with his head, or wheeled his horse with an inconceivable rapidity, 
and picking up a djerid with his cane, or taking one from a run.; 
ning slave, in his turn pursued the enemy, who wheeled instantly 
on throwing his djerid. The greatest dexterity was requisite and 
practised, in order to avoid the concurrence of the different par-
ties, and to escape the random blows of the djerids, which were 
flying in every direction. 

The chief performer was a Mameluke slave, mounted on an 
Arabian courser, whom I observed generally engaged with the 
Musselim, himself a very expert player. His djerid flew with a 
celerity almost sightless, perhaps for a hundred yards, and when 
it struck against the high back of the flying horseman's saddle, 
sounded through all the field. He would wheel in as small a 
space as would suffice for an expert scater ; and not unfrequently 
he caught the flying djerids in the air, and returned them at his 
pursuer, before the other could have time to turn his horse. 

The sport is not a little hazardous : a blow on the temple might 
be fatal ; and several accidents, have occurred, which might rea-
sonably deter any one from exposing himself on suck occasions. 
The late• Capudan Pasha, Kutchuc Hussein Pasha, cut off the 
head of one of his officers who wounded him on the shoulder 
with a djerid. The conduct ofJussuff Pasha, twice Grand Vizier,, 
was indeed very different. When he was Musselim of Erzeroum, 
a slave deprived him of his right eye by a similar accident : Jus-
sufF, on recovering from the first stupefaction of the blow, or-
dered the man a purse of money, with an injunction to quit the 
city immediately; " for," added he,, " though I am not angry now, 
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know not what I may be when I come to feel the consequences 
of this accident." 	• 

The Mahometan had arrived at a more humane and practical 
wisdom by the generosity of his nature, than a sage of antiquity 
taught himself by the prudential maxims of his own philosophical 
sect—" I am not enraged at present," said. Diogenes the stoic, to -
a man who spit in his face, " but I doubt whether or not I ought 
to be angry 

The Turks engaged in this amusement with a childish eager-
ness, and however manly may be the exercise, a foreigner cannot 
help thinking, that it :would be very laughable to see the Mayor 
and Magistrates -belonging to a town in his own country, gallop-
ping about in a circle, and flinging sticks at each othe'r for an.  

" hour together. ' The custom, however, seems as old as the ern: 
pire of the Parthians, whose method of fighting it must have been. 
meant to represent, and it is practised by all the inhabitants of 
the East who excel in horsemanship. 

Niehbuhr the traveller has given in his work, a representa-
tion of the Governor and chief Arabs of Loheia, in Yemen,.  
playing in parties of four ; and the Moors left the same game, 
called juego de eantts, behind them in Spain, where it was re= 
vived at the marriage of the present Charles the Fourth, when 
prince of the Asturias. There, as in Arabia, it was not performed 
promiscuously, but in quadrilles composed ol the grandees, and 
'headed by a prince of the blood-. 

The great.men of Turkey, like those of most countries, are all 

* Seneca de Ira. lib. iii. cap. 38. 
t See Carter's Journey from Gibraltar to Malaga. 
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expert horsemen, and exemplify the saying of Carneades, who 
averred, that rich men, and sons of kings, are generally good 
riders; because a horse is not, like other instructors, a flatterer, 
but will throw down any person of any rank who has not learnt, 
to sit him 

Every, one, knows what care and attention are paid by the Ori-. 
entals, to their horses. The Turk thinks it beneath his dignity, 
and indeed has no 'notion how any one can feel inclined, to walk 
for amusement, and if he has only ten steps to go, always mounts 
his charger. The numbers and condition of his stud, are the true 
criterion of his wealth and importance ; and the Pashas, when 
they would shew any distinguished honour to a guest, fail not to 
present bin' with a horse. It is said of the Sultan Saladin, that he 
never mounted a courser ,which he had not either given away or 
promised. The horses of the Turks bear no marks of ill-treat-
ment, but are in general sleek, plump, and spirited, and the kind 
usage they receive from their grooms, renders them exceedingly 
tiractable and free from vice. They are neither so fast, nor capa-
ble of bearing such a continued quick pace as those of our own 
breed. Their-best paces are a walk and gallop, although the 
first is often ,interrupted' by a curvetting amble, and the last is, • 
constrained by the custom of frequently stopping them short at 
full speed. This is effected by means of the long bit. The inner, 
corner of the stirrup, which is like the head of a fire-shovel, serves 
the purpose of a spur, except that the Tartars or couriers gene-
rally have a sort of short goad fixed to the heel of their boots. 
Entire horses are alone in use, for the Orientals are, in this par- 

* Menag. Observat. in Diog. Laert. lib. iv, seg. 66, p. 185, edit. Wetsten. 
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iicular, less cruel to the brute creation than to their own specie4, 
and have never adopted a custom which is universal amongst the 
Franks, and bespeaks their origin from the barbarian nations of 
the north 	They live to a very advanced period of life, although 
I cannot say I was ever shown any which were said to be fifty 
years old, the age of those horses seen by Busbeck in the stables 
of Sultan Solyman t. 

In the spring of the year. the Turkish horses are tethered in 
the downs, and amongst the young corn. They are fed, when 
in the stable, upon barley and chopped straw ; the use of oats 
never having been, from the earliest times to the present day, in-
troduced amongst the Oriental nations. There are no separate 
stalls in their stables, but their fore legs are shackled, and one • 
their hinder legs confined by a rope, to prevent them from doing 
each other any mischief by kicking. Dried: horse-dung is used, 
instead of straw, for litter. 
" It cannot be thought that a people, who have no physicians that 

can cure the diseases of men, should understand the treatment 
of maladies in horses ; yet the Turks are successful in some cases 
which might puzzle an European practitioner. Total blindness is 
not unfrequently removed in the following manner:—They run 
a needle and thread .round the back part of the eye; then, by 
means of the thread, they draw the eye almost out of the socket, 
so as to reach the back of it, and with a razor or knife cut off 
the horny excrescence which is the cause of the disease : washing 
the wound with a little salt, they afterwards return the part to its 

* 'Hoy di 1 Elcvaixii4  xai T Zoopparix.; /myth 13vous, 'A V014 rTWOUf kileten 
PM, 1=01(04 xdp.—Strab. lib. vii. p. 312, edit. Xyland. 

t Busbeck's Letters, translated, London edit. 1744, p. 131 
4 N 
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position, and consider the horse to, be sufficiently recovered to be 
used the next day. 

Below the djerid ground and the pier, the land is marshy, and 
intersected with dykes near the water. Amongst their gardens„ 
the stream of the Meles is lost during the summer, but in the 
winter, and even in the spring of the year, flows through a shal-
low pebbly channel into the lower bay. The river has its source 
in a ravin, a mile and a half, perhaps, on the south-east side of 
the Castle-hill : it runs in a deep valley, crossed by two aque-
ducts; the one is in ruins, the other still serving to furnish the 
town with water supplied by torrents from the mountains. Im-
mediately at the back (the east of the suburbs), the Meles flows 
in a broad placid 'stream through a green meadow;, at this point 
it is-  crossed by a one-arched bridge, and two or three large weep-
ing willows hang over its margin. Under the shade of these 
trees, the Turks collect in parties to smoke ; and the meadow of 
Caravan Bridge, for so the place is called, is the M all of Smyrna. 
Beyond the bridge the river becomes more wide, and no longer 
confined between its banks, overflows the road at the back of 
the suburbs, and spreads into the olive-groves, and fields and 
gardens. 

The Meles, in its short progress, is equally serviceable to the. 
modern as it was to the ancient Smyrneans, but it has lost the 
name by which it was once so famous, and goes by the usual ap-
pellation of "Me Water." The pleasing fiction which conferred so. 
Much celebrity upon this sacred stream, after being for ages for-, 
gotten, was revived by a traveller of our own nation 1'; for a cave 

See Chandler. 
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'in the bank above the aqueduct,' near the source of the river, is 
shewn, on the authority of that learned person, as the solitary 
retreat in which the divine poet was accustomed to .compose his 
verse. No other memorial of Homer how remains. The Home-
rium, called by some the Temple of Janus, and seen by Wheler, 
had disappeared before Chandler travelled, as well as the tomb of 
St. Polycarp, who is said to have been burnt or torn to pieces in the 
amphitheatre of the ancient city. But the worship of the Saint 
has survived that of the Poet ; for the 23d of February is set 
apart as the festival of the first Christian Bishop of Smyrna,-" the 
Lieutenant-general of the great army of Martyrs 	• 

To the east of the Meles;  lower down in the inner bay, amongst 
the marshes, and under a low hill, some vestiges of what has 
been supposed ancient Smyrna, the original city, were discovered 
by Pococke t. They are near some springs of water mentioned 
in all books of travels, and still well known at Smyrna under the 
name of the Baths of Diana. Wheler thought the Eolian 
Smyrna had been on a hill, south of the present city; but the 
Clarian Oracle seems to show, that, with a reference to the an-
cient settlement, the position of Mount Pagus was beyond the 
sacred Meles. Now Mount Pagus, the Castle-hill,• is to the 
south-west of the Meles ; therefore the ancient Smyrneans lived 
to the north of that river. 

At the extremity of the inner bay there is a sort of scale or 
landing-place, near which is a solitary hut kept by a Turk, who, 
supplies you with coffee and a pipe, and a mat—the usual accom- 

* Wheler. A Voyage in the Lesser Asia, -book iii. p. 245. 
-I- Observations on Asia Minor, book ii. p. 39, London, fol. edit. 1765. 

4 N 2 
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modations of these resting-places. At this. place there is a number 
Of jack-asses kept ready saddled, for the» use of those going to 
the large village of Bonavre, or Bournabat, which is about four 
miles up the country, in a direction north-east from the city. The 
jack-asses are attended by boys;, and the hire of the beast is 
thirty paras for going to, the village, and the same sum for re—
turning from it. The whole road from the shore to Bournabat 
is between hedge-.rows. 

When riding to the village, we found ourselves in a beautiful 
green lane,. which, as we had seen nothing like it since the com-
mencement of our tour, made us forget we were in Turkey. 
Trees thickly dispersed in the hedges, gave the whole country the 
woody appearance of one of our most cultivated English coo, 
ties. They were chiefly of the sort producing amygdalon, or wild, 
almond, which was then (March the 21st) green, and eaten by 
the peasants. The grounds on each side the road (which are of 
a chalky soil mixed -  with, a portion of sand, and covered with a 
light black earth) were laid out in corn-fields, or cultivated with 
the cotton and tobacco plant, interspersed with many large gar-
dens and olive-groves. The anemony, tulip, and ranunculus, 
were blooming in. wild profusion under the hedges and beside 
the path. A little way from the village. we passed a very large 
burying-ground, shaded by an extensive forest of cypresses. 
From the magnitude of this. cemetery, Bournabat, is supposed 
to have been once a town of some note, and,, indeed, the first 
patents granted to our Levant Consuls, gave them jurisdic-
tion at Smyrna and Bonavre : at present, the village is chiefly 
composed of very elegant country-houses, built in the European 
fashion, belonging to the merchants of Smyrna. It contains one 
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open space, surrounded by a few 'neat shops, and shaded by 
ral large and aged cedar trees, whose brancheS are hiing with 
storks' nests. These birds had arrived from their 'winter quarters 
nearly at the time when we passed .into -Asia. They ',were stalk-

. ing about on the flat roofs of the houses, andeven the streets 
of Bournabat, perfectly unmolested. ';Suchoideed, is the attach-
ment of the storks to the habitation of man, th4 I do not 
lect to have ever ,seen their nests in a tree at any distance 'from 
some human dwelling, and they. build even in.  'i the tops of 
moscks and inhabited houses : I have observed many in the 
s.ubtirbs of Constantinople.—The, traveller; in' his .walks 'e:Midst 
the ruins of ancient cities, is often awakened from his`reVerie by 
the loud chatterings of one of these dOrnestio birds,' perched on 
the fragment of a column, or on the she.d of the solitary shep-
herd. The clapping of their long bills produce§ a sound similar 
to, and full as loud as, that of a watchman's rattle when turned 
round slowly, or of the wheel put in a garden to scare the birds. 
The kind and salutary superstition, which grants to the storks 
the protection of the Mahometans, is justified by the real.  utility 
of these animals. They feed principally on the serpents, frogs, 
and other reptiles, with, which the. marshes, during the summer 
months, are almost choked up. 

A pillar in the mOsck of Bournabat, contains an inscription 
relative to the Meles, which was copied, and, I believe, disco-
vered for the first time,'a short time before our arrival by an Eng-
lish travellers.  

The country-house of the English Consul-General is in a village 
between four and five miles to the south-east of 8myrna, Called 

* Mr. R. Walpole. 
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Boudjah, which is less frequented than Bournabat, and is distin-
guished at a distance by a large grove of cypresses. The man-
sion, fitted, up altogether in the English taste, has an excellent 
garden and vineyard attached to it,. and is constantly inhabited 
by the family of the owner from June to the end of September. 

Houses belonging to-Frank merchants may be found in Nar- 
lecui, 	and other small villages, scattered up and down 
in the fine plain, of about four or five miles in breadth, extending 
from the feet of the mountain at the back (the east and south-east) 
-of Smyrna to the suburbs of the city. During the hot season, 
and the visits of the plague, the town is deserted, and the richer 
part of the whole population passes into the villages. 

Smyrna, which has been so long considered as the very hot:. 
led of the plague, has of late years suffered less than formerly 
'by the ravages Of that dreadful calamity. The Turks have •be-
come more cautious to prevent infection, and the sale of clothes 
taken from the bodies of those killed by the disease, which was 
formerly encouraged, has been punished with death. The Frank 
settlers, by frequent experience, know how to secure themselves 
from danger, and talk of the plague with much more indifference 
than those separated by a thousand leagues from the usual scene 
of its ravages. All the numerous theories advanced on the sub-
ject, agree in attributing the diffusion, in a great measure, to the 
terror, of the plague, and some very pointed instances corrobora-
tive of the fact, were related to myself. If, however, as has 
been supposed", the use of coffee, tobacco, and other narcotic 
and alkaline substances, predisposes the body for the reception of • 

* See some Reflections on Shrieber's " Dissertatio de Pestilentia Odzacho• 
vii," in Baron Reidsel's Voyage en Levant, chap. xi. p. 369, edit. Paris, 
1802. 
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the venom of this pestilence, the hope of ever exterminating the 
disease from amongst the iTurks cannot be entertained. The 
plague powder of the famous _renegade, Count BonneVal, which 
cured ninety out of a hundred persons, is either forgotten, or has 
lost all its credit. 

The heat was never intolerable during our stay in this part of 
Asia; the thermometer continued at about sixty-eight'until the 
27th of March, when it sunk ten degrees, and the weather was 
rainy and cold for several days. The spring had commenced, 
early, as was manifested by the arrival of the storks, and the 
flight of the cranes northwards about ten days sooner than the 
usual period. We observed the movements. of the latter birds 
on entering the Gulf of Smyrna. Numerous squadrons of them,. 
in the shape of a wedge, or the legs of an unequal-sided tri= 
angle,, might then be seen flying, over the high mountains to the 
north of the gulf, which they did not surmount by a direct 
upward flight, but by repeatedly wheeling • diagonally, similar 
to the frequent tackings of a ship beating against the wind, or to: • 
the patient march of an army winding up the paths, rather than 
climbing over the precipices, of a hill. Some advanced columns, 
were disappearing over the summit just as others were beginning 
their progress at the foot of the rocks. Their ceaseless clamour 
might be distinctly heard during the stillness of the evening,_ 
many miles from the shore; in the mouth of the gulf. The mar-
shalled order preserved by the cranes in their flight, and during 
their migration, has been painted by the hand of a master, in 
the Ambra of Lorenzo de Medicis 4'. 

*.. See Appendix to Roscoe's Lorenzo de 
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Stridendo in cid e gru veggonsi a lunge 
L'Aere stampar di varie, e belle forme ; 
E Pultima col collo steso aggiunge 
Ov'e quella dinanzi alle vane orme. 
E poiche negli aprichi lochi giunge, 
Vigile un guarda, e l'altra schiera dorme. 

The migration of these birds continued for three weeks. 
. A fortnight after our arrival chameleons were found amongst 

the old stone walls of the gardens ; and an English gentleman, 
resident at the Consul-General's house, kept one of these singu-
lar animals on a fresh bough of the rhamnus, or white-thorn (its 
favourite shrub), suspended in his room, for the sake of observ-
ing the frequent variation of its colour. Its usual hue was green*, 
of the same shade as the bough on which it was placed, marked 
with a few white spots. When provoked, by being slightly 
touched with a twig or feather, it became suddenly, first of a 
bright yellow; then large black spots broke out on every part of 
its body, and it appeared by degrees to be of a dark grey. It 
aid certainly assimilate itself pretty nearly to the colour of that 
on which it was laid, except that (as Sir George Wheler observed) 
it never turned to a red or blue. 

The unsightly form, the tail, the long tongue, and above all, 
the curious conformation of the eye, which is fixed in a move-
able convex socket of an oval shape projecting from the head, 
would direct the attention of naturalists to the chameleon, even 
if it was not distinguished by its more characteristic peculia-
rity*. It was thought necessary by the traveller f  mentioned 

* See Paley's Natural Theology, cap. xvi. p. 281. 
Wheler, a Voyage into the Lesser Asia, book iii. p. NS and 249. 
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above, to give a most minute description_of this animal ; and the, 
very first object which Dr. Chandler notic0, next to his. recep-,. 
tion at Sthyrna, is hieiight.  6f:a Chameleon*: The swift lizard 
(stalk)) is seen perpejt44-creising the. walks -in the gardens, 
and the smaller ,.kinct llacer,ta ,Clialcjkfica) 	_found also in the 
court-yards of the houses, under the loose :stones. The excre-
ment of the former is• said by Belon to be sold in Egyptjfei'an-
excellent .cosmetic t._ 

* Chandler's Travels in 4.sia Kinor, cap. xvii. p. 56.and 57. 	r  

4. Cited in cap. vii tomeli. p. 91, of -Ray's Collection of ,curious ,ravels 
and Voyage.s. • 
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A Journey to Ephesus—The Route—The Han at Tourbali—A 
Dervish—Metropolis—The Co ffee Shed near Osebanar—Tur-
comans' Tents—The Plain of the Cayster—The Perry—Ar-
rival at Aiasaluk—The Han—The Ruins—Desolation of this 
Spot—The Site and Remains of Ephesus—The Temple of 
Diana—Return to Smyrna. 

AT two o'clock on the 13th of March, We set out 
from Smyrna, accompanied by a ,  Janissary belonging to the 
Consul-General, and our usual number of postmen and baggage-
horses : our Albanians did not attend us. Indeed, from the mo-
ment we left Greece, we found but little occasion for their Services, 
and they rather incommoded us than otherwise ; for their nation 
is held in great horror amongst the Turks of Asia, and the Ja-
nissaries, who by prescriptive usage attend all travellers, do not 
suffer them to interfere with their charge. Dervish and Vasilly 
being richly dressed, were at Smyrna taken for our slaves, and 
our Dragoman Andreas was one day in the 'streets asked if he 
would sell them. 	 • 

Passing through the whold length of the Turkish town, we 
ascended the side of the Castle-hill- near the Jews' burying-ground, 
and came to a paved road in a state of dilapidation, the remains 

0 to 
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of the' ancient military way to Ephesus. The paved road lasted, - 
with intervals, for about a mile ; we then went between hedges 
on a hard well-beaten road, and in an hour had a view of the 
village of Boudjah, and of Sedicui, a larger country town nearer 
the hills to the east of Smyrna : our route was south-south-west. 
Farther on was another village. The country appeared every 
where well cultivated, and the abode of a people more Civilized 
than the inhabitants of European Greece. Large plots of green 
sward, .cotton grounds, and ploughed lands, extended on both 
sides of the road, as far as the eye could reach, over the level 
country to the foot of the mountains, which seemed themselves 
partially cultivated, and crowned with trees to their summits. 
Farther on we passed over some open down country, covered in 
parts with prickly shrubs, on which a large drove of camels was 
feeding dispersed over the plain. 

In four hours from Smyrna we passed through a neat village, 
Jemourasi, in which was a mosck shaded by cypress, surrounded 
with a green. The country to the right (the west) was a succes-
sion of fine pasture lands, inclosed with low hedges and frees, 
partly in tufts and partly disposed in rows : the route was south-
south-east and south. In an hour more, still travelling on a very 
good road, and between pasture lands, we passed another village, 
Terrenda, and in a short time crossed a stream, the same which 
Wheler calls the Halys, and Chishull the Halesus. From this place 
we went through a marshy extensive flat, directing ourselves to-
wards the woody hills to the south. It was nearly dark. The whole 
country resounded with the croaking of the frogs, which was so 
loud, and in so different a tone from any we had ever heard before,. 
that wewere at first inclined to believe it proceeded from the packs 

• 402 
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of jackalls with which the mountains abound, and whose howling 
we had been told we should hear upon ow-journey. Beyond the 
marsh the road was bad. and stony.' At half after eight we ar-
rived at a small mud coffee-house, near which was a large well-
built stable: this was the ban or caravan-serai. Not choosing to 
take up our abode with several other travellers in the hut, we put 
up our beds in the stable. 

The traveller in Asia does not find himself accommodated as 
in Greece, with lodgings in private houses, belonging to persons. 
who are obliged to give him entertainment, but either must pro-
cure introductions to the Agas, or squires of the villages, whose 
hospitality, although very kind and liberal, is troublesome, from 
the necessity of conforming to their customs, or must content-
hinself with the hans. 

We spent an hour before we went to bed in the coffee-hut. The-
floor was covered with a promiscuous company, sitting cross-leg-
ged on their mats, round a little fire made between four bricks,,  
over which the master of the hut was warming his coffee-pot: 
Every man in the room was furnished with a pipe, and upon our• 
entering, *1ey asked only a question or two of our Dragoman, as to 
who we were, and whither we were going, beckoned us to a place,  
amongst them, and resumed their smoking. The silence was inter-, 
rupted by no one but a strange-looking felloW, who had established 
himself in the best corner of the cabin. This man, without ad-
dressing himself to any person present, frequently ejaculated the 
name of God very loudly, exclaiming " 0116h! 011oh !" with a 
strong and peculiar emphasis, and now and then screaming out part.  
of a song. He seemed half in jest, and a Smile curled upon the 
grave lips of the other travellers, who, however, said nothings 
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nor attempted to interrupt him. We were soon given to under-
stand, that the strange person was a Dervish, of that sect which 
leave their habitations in the spring and autumn,' and wander 
about the country singly, supported by the alms of the believers, 
or by less honest, means. -  He addressed himself now and then 
to us, and in the midst of his pious ejaculations not only laughed 
very obstreperously, but both by words and actions gave us seve-
ral most indecent intimations. The other guests, when his back 
was turned, spoke but slightingly of him, but showed him no 
respect. to his face ; and gave a conspicuous proof of that charac-
teristic piety of the Mahometan discipline, which respects even 
the semblance of -religion, and will not run the chance of,degrad,  
ing the sanctity of the profession for the sake of reproving the 
depravity_ of. the man. These Dervishes abound, in- Anatolia,. 
where they have several. monasteries; one of which;  near the 
tomb of a saint of their order, contains five hundred brothers, 
superintended by the chief. of the sect, called Assambaba, or 
Father of Fathers. From the specimen we saw, I could bring 
myself to believe any thing bad of. them, although I never heard 
quite enough t6 justify. the character given of them by a late-
writer, and inserted below 

We were up the next morning at sun-rise, and found 'that our 
han was in.., the neighbourhood of a village inhabited by Turks 
only, called. Tout-ball. The. stable in which we slept, is built. 

*, " If they meet on the, road a passenger whom they think in easy circum-
stances, they ask alms of him in honour of Ali, son-in-law of Nahomet; if he 
refuses, they, cut his throat, or butcher him with a little axe which they carry 
at their girdles. Its violent les femmes qu'ils trouvent a l'ecart, et se livrent 
entr'eux aux execs les plus monstrueux."—Notice sur la cour du, Grand Seig 
AN!, &c. par T. E. Beauvoisins, Paris, 1809,- 
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partly on the broken columns mentioned by Chandler 4. The 
land round the village was all enclosed, but at a distance, to the 
north and east, seemed wild and marshy, and was enveloped, 
until the sun was fairly risen, in a thick white fog. To the south, 
and close to the village, was a range of low hills, running east and 
west, and covered with wild olive and turpentine trees. I consider 
them to be a part of the ancient Gallesus, now called Aleman 
by the Turks. Leaving Tourbali, we directed our steps to the 
east, towards a lake of no great extent. The path was in places 
paved, and leading near plane trees, under which, here and there, 
were a few Turkish tomb-stones. Arriving at the head of the 
small lake, we turned south-south-east, and travelled by the side 
of it, under the hills to the right, for an hour and a half. The 
lake was reedy, and flocks of wild-fowl, by our rustling through 
the bushes near the banks, were startled from the sedge, .and 
sailed into the middle of . the water. The path was in places very 
narrow, and we were now and then stopped in our progress by a 
'camel browsing amongst the shrubs at the side of the road. Be-
yond the lake we crossed a shrubby plain, called by Tournefort 
the plain of Tcherpicui, enclosed on all sides by mountains. 

Near the southern entrance of the plain we passed by a large 
collection of sepulchral stones, carved as usual into the Turkish 
turban, under some trees. This was the spot, called Cabagea, near 
which some vestiges of Metropolis, the city of Ionia, nearly half 
way between Smyrna and Ephesus, were discovered by Wheler, 
and seen afterwards by Chishull f. We afterwards ascended low 

* Travels in Asia Minor, cap. xxxii..p. 109, sec. edit. London, 1776. 
Wheler, a Journey through the Lesser Asia, book iii. p. 25, edit. London, 

.1.682; and Chishull's Diary in Chandler, cap. xxxii. p. 112, 2d edit. Lon-
don, 1776. 
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hills, over a rough stony path, for an hour, and then riding for 
a short time in a kind of pass along a dry water-course, came to 
a forest of low thickets and bruihwood ; passing through which, -
we arrived by twelve o'clock at a fountain and a solitary coffee-
shed, with a green before the door. Here we stopped half an 
hour, for the refreshment of the horses, the surgees, and our Ja-
nissary Suliman. Tracing Chandler's route, I find this spot to 
be the one to which he alludes as near the Turkish village on the-
mountain side, called Osebanar. 

Leaving the coffee-shed, we turned a little to the east. An _ 
extensive marsh, was on. our right, as far as we could see; the 
heads -of camels were seen peeping above the tall reeds. We came 
to where a-  few black tents were dispersed in different parts of the-
plain and on the brow of a low_ stony hill on our left,. belonging 
to the Turcomans, a wandering tribe, who have no other 'habita-
tion, but change their abode whenever it becomes expedient to 
drive their cattle to fresh pastures. Their similarity to the ancient 
Scythian shepherds has been recognised' by travellers 	but their 
character is not so harmless as that of the Nomades ; for the 
Turcomans of Anatolia have been decried -as being greater thieves. 
than the Curds of higher. Asia, inasmuch, as the latter sleep dur-
ing the night, but the former rob both by day and by nightt.' 
They are not, however, all equally dangerous, although it is ge-
nerally acknowledged, that those amongst them who do not 

* Chandler, cap. xxxii. p. 110. 
t Passe Tocat on n'entend plus parler de Curdes; mais Bien de Turcmans, 

c'est a dire d'une autre espece de voleurs encore plus dangereux, en ce que les , 
Curdes dorment la nuit, et que les Turcmans volent jour et nuit.—Tournefort, 
letter xxi. p. 4391  edit. Paris, 1717, 
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plunder by violence, support themselves partly by private theft. 
Those whom we saw were black-looking half-naked wretches. A 
few goats, sheep, and small cattle, together with some camels, . 
and two or three lean horses, were feeding near their tents. 

A little farther we crossed, perhaps for a mile, a stone cause-
way over the marsh, which was in places entirely under water. 
Before us to the south-south-east, we saw a castle on an eminence 
under the hills.. This was the castle of Aiasaluk, one of the sup-
posed sites of Ephesus ; we had now .and then a view of the 
Cayster winding through the plain to the east and south of the 
marsh.—The route to Aiasaluk seems to have taken former tra-
vellers by a different way from that which we followed. A little 
distance beyond the coffee-hut, near Osebanar, there was a road 
more to the north, which must be that described by Wheler, 
Tournefort, and Chandler; for they did not cross the marsh, but 
going to the head of the plain, passed the Cayster over a bridge 
above Aiasaluk, which is now in ruins. Our path was that which 
leads directly to Scala Nuova, the ancient Neapolis, belonging 
first to the Ephesians, and afterwards to the Samians*. After 
crossing the causeway, we turned to the west, instead of direct-
ing ourselves to Aiasaluk, and continued for more than a mile, 
over .a sandy flat by the side of a shallow reedy lake. We ar-
rived at the banks of the Cayster, called by the Turks Kutchuk 
Meinder, the Little Meander, and crossed it on a raft of a trig 
angular form, with sides a foot high, which was ferried over by a 
rope slung across the stream.—The Cayster is in this place about 
the size of the Cam near Cambridge, but more rapid, as its waters 

* Strab. lib. xiv. p. 641, edit. Xyland. 
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are. raised by a fisherman's weir : in its course, however, .down the 
plain from the north-east, -it winds with a stream not less sluggish 
than that of the English river. It empties itself into the sea a 
little more than a mile below the ferry to the west. 

After passing the river, we turned again eastward towards the 
castle on the hill, and crossing some marshy land, and a small 
stream running from the south into the Cayster, which I take to 
he the Cenchrius of Pausanias and Strabo, arrived in an hour 
(by three o'clock) at Aiasaluk. We did not notice the vestiges 
of Ephesus, which, since .our passing the ferry, had been under 
the hills on our right. 

At Alasaluk we put up our beds in a. most miserable han,- but 
we partook of some cold provision, which we had brought with 
.us, on a store seat by the side of a fountain, in an open green op-
posite to a mosck shaded with high cypresses.  During our repast 
a young Turk, after washing his feet and hands at the fountain, 
got on the wall surrounding the mosck, and there, on.  a flat stone 
apparently designed for the purpose, went through his prayers 
Most devoutly, totally inattentive to the appearance and opera-
tions of us, who were within two paces of him. 

The whole evening, and part of the next morning, were spent 
in rambling about the ruins at Aiasaluk, and those under the hills 
to the west. We passed but a bad night in the coffee-hut. Only 
two other travellers, besides ourselves and our attendants, slept 

* Tournefort puts that river in thq hills above Aiasaluk, but Pausanias 
(lib. vii. p. 406) says the Cenchrius runs through the Ephesian territory; and 
Strabo (lib. xiv. p. 639) lays it down on the coast near Ephesus, a little dis. 
tance from the sea, flowing through the Ortygian grove under Mount Sohnis. 
sus, where Latona was delivered of Diana and Apollo. 
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in the room, but some Turks of the village continued loitering 
there, smoking and drinking coffee, until a late hour.. Our wooden 
bedsteads and our bed-clothes were the principal objects of their 
curiosity; but when we went to bed, they watched the progress 
of our undressing with a smile of astonishment ; and seeing us 
divest ourselves .of one article after another, looked as if they 
waited until we should strip off our skins, for they continued 
staring to the last, even after we were in.  bed, and then burst' 
into a laugh. It is probable, that no former travellers had ever 
gone regularly to bed in the Frank fashion at Aiasaluk; and as 
for the Turks of the place, even the Aga himself can have but 
one change of garments, and when once habited, is dressed for 
half a year. 

The morning had hardly dawned when we were awakened, and 
found the same Turks taking their dish of coffee, and smoking, 
at our bed-sides, waiting, although with nothing rude or uncivil 
in' their manner, to witness our rising from, as they had before 
done our going to, our beds.—It may not appear worth mention-
ing, that 1 observed in this house the customers' debts scored up 
on a board over my bed, as in our own pot-houses ; and that, on 
inquiring, they told me, that in this, as well as in other similar 
places in Asiatic Turkey, a cup of coffee costs one para; that the 
attendant never receives any thing ; that nothing but coffee is 
!sold ; and_that consequently each person brings his own pipe and 
tobacco. 

Aisaluk, or Aiasaluk, until the time of Chandler, was consi-
, dered to stand upon the site of Ephesus ; but that traveller has; 
with his usual learning and perspicuity, decided that the remains 
at this place must be referred to a comparatively modern town, , 
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-established, perhaps, by the Mahometan potentate Mantakhia, 
who conquered Ephesus and all Caria in the year 1313. The 
name of the 'town, by a derivation at first sight fanciful, but most 
probably correct, has been deduced from the circumstance of a 
famous church of St. John the Theologian having once stood 
near the spot l'.—Aiasaluk is now a miserable village, and a scene of 
complete desolation. It is situated in a tangly flat overrun with 
'low shrubs and enclosed by a semicircular theatre of hills, from 
the middle of which projects a narrow tongue of high rocky land,.  
tvhichTournefort mistook for Mount Pion, and which is perversely 
still so called by the compiler of M. de Choiseul's Voyage Pitto- 
• resque. On the northern extremity of this ridge, where it'rises into 
a circular mount, are the ruins of the castle. In the'front (the north) 
of the castle, is the head of the large marshy plain through which 
the Cayster flows from a dell between the opposite range of Galle-
sus. The flat to the east of the castle-hill, is about a quarter of a 
mile in breadth, and bounded by a rocky mountain, the ancient 
Pactyas, which, taking a sweep to the north, and joining Gallesus, 
closes up the eastern extremity of the great plain. From Mount 
Pactyas to the castle-hill are the remains of a considerable aqueduct : 
the piers are high and square, chiefly composed of marbles, many 
of which contain inscriptions placed sideways and upside down, and 
showing that the structure has been formed from ruins of ancient 
buildings: Chandler calls them pedestals. Their inscriptions, 4s far 

.as the eye can reach them, have all been repeatedly copied. The 

* The original words Agios-Theologos, being pronounced shortly, and the 
0, as usual in Asia Minor, changed into an 2, become Agio-Sologos, or Ayio-
Sologos, thence Aiosolog, and, through two or three unimportant changes, Aia. 
saluk.—Tournefort, letter xxii. tom. ii. p. 514. 

4r 
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arches are of brick-work. From Pactyas there is a chain, of 
thirty-two piers ; a long interval ensues, and then one is seen 
standing by itself; after a second gap, there are seventeen-others, 
extending to the foot of the castle-hill. 

The entrance to the outwork of the ruined castle, to which it 
is somewhat difficult to ascend amongst heaps of shattered stones 
and rubbish, is through an arch, supported by .two side walls or 
buttresses of marble, long distinguished by the name of the Gate 
of Persecution. The famous reliefs copied by Tournefort, and by 
Dr. Chandler's associate, Mr. Pars, are still seen over the arch; 
but cracked in half, and, otherwise so loosened from their bases, 
as to threaten a speedy fall. It is to be lamented, that this fine 
piece of sculpture has not been secured in the cabinet of some 
European antiquary. There might be some difficulty in convey-
ing the fragments from the spot: the least of the pieces is &e 
feet long, and two feet and a - half high; the second, is ten feet long, 
and three feet and a half high ; and the third somewhat less in 
height, and four feet long 	The smaller marble represents boys 
in a vineyard, the two others seem to relate to one subject, which 
was first thought to be the persecution of the Christians, and then 
the revenge of Achilles on the body of Hector, but has, by a 
late author, been called the bringing the corpse of Patroclus to 
Achilles-. If that he the case, very little ceremony is observed 
towards either the living or the dead hero, for a soldier is drag-
ging Patroclus on the ground by the left leg. The part of the 
castle which is of the most ancient construction, appears to be 

* See:Fotiinefort, letter xxii. torn. ii. p. 514. 
# Constant, Ancient and Modern, p..2"45, London, 1797, 
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that to the south, and near this gate. Between this outwork and 
the castle itself, the hill is choked up in parts with,  large masses 
of brick and stone. The castle, with its walls and low towers 
of a barbarous construction, is in many parts in ruins, and is 
now entirely deserted. The sides of the hill are steep; and rough, 
and scattered with fragments. of marble and carved stones.. 

Under the western side of the castle-hill is the mosck, which 
has usually gone by the name of the chuich of St. John and ,  
which, although nearly entire when Wheler- travelled, and called 
by Pococke a stately building, partakes now of the general decay 
and wretchedness of Aiasaluk. The part of the building to the 
west, which is raised on a flight of steps, is of marble, but the pieces 
composing it are 'of a .size too .small to be of any ancient date. On 
this side there are several casements, with latticed window-frames 
of wood, and Saracenic mouldings, which give this front the appear-
ance of a modern mansion in decay : the side next to the. hill is of 
stone. The mosck is composed of two buildings. There is an 
uncovered court on the north side, the three walls of which have 
each a door-way entered by a flight of three steps. This is over-
run with weeds, and contains also a few wild shrubs shooting from 
the broken walls, and from a dry fountain in the middle of the 
area. A minaret, which has been built over the west door, is now 
in. ruins,, and a stork has built her nest' in it. In this court there 
are some broken columns, the'ren-Aains, says chandler, of a.por, 

4  Tournefort speaks decisively as to its being Vie c huycli of St. John, although 
perhaps not that church which Justinian 	Lphesu.. Wheler has the 
same notion, (p. '256, book. iii.)' but Poeocl,  e says, " the large mosck of 

. St. John at the village is falsely stated to lirve, been a %hard)," (Observ..on 
Asia Minor, book i. 	and Chandler seems to acquiesce in this opinion. 
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'tiro. The other portion of"the str=ucture is the body of the 
mosck, which is vaulted on five arches (the middle one being the 
largest), supported by stately columns. Three of these are of po-
lished granite, two of which have stone capitals rudely carved in' 
the worst style of modern Greek architecture: the third has a 
marble capital of the composite order. This last is twelve feet 
'eleven inches in compass 46. 

The interior • of the mosck is divided into three compartments, 
the middle one of which contains the kibleh (the recess directed 
towards Mecca), and is covered in with two small cupolas, that 
immediately over the kibleh being the least of the two. The two 
other compartments are unroofed, and are overgrown with weeds. 
On the west side of the altar-place is a sort of elevated pulpit for 
the Imaum, or reader, to which the ascent is by a long flight of 
marble steps. The mosck is now no longer used. The marble of 
which it is partly composed is either of a creamy white, or streaked 
with veins of rose colour, and must have been brought from the 
ruins of Ephesus. 

Besides this building, there are several other ruined moscks at 
Aiasaluk, whose minarets at a distance may easily be taken for 
the naked columns of some Grecian temple. 

There is no monument of undoubted antiquity at this village, 
-except a marble sarcophagus--, very large and thick, serving for 
a water-trough, with a bas-relief on one side of it, now not dis. 

* Wheler, p. 52, &c. 
t Of this sarcophagus Chandler says, " some figures, holding Roman ensigns, 

have been carved upon it; and, as we learn from the inscription, it once con-
tained the body of aaptain of a trireme, named the Griffin, together with his 
wife."— Cap. xxxiii. p. 113, Travels in Asia Mipor. 
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tinguishable, and the high marble mouth -of a well at the open 
spot near the fountain where we dined.—The desolate walls of 
the mosck of St. John, , and the whole scene at Aiasaluk, can,  
not but suggest a train of melancholy reflections. The decay 
of three religions is there presented at one view to the eye of 
the traveller! The marble spoils of the Grecian temple adorn 
the mouldering edifice, once, perhaps, dedicated to the service 
of Christ, over which the tower of the Mussulman, the emblem, 
of another triumphant worship, is itself seen to totter, and sink 
into the surrounding ruins. 

The site of Ephesus itself is to be sought for in the way from, 
Aiasaluk, a little to the south of west, to a square tower 'of white 
marble which stands on a ridge (probably the hill Solmissus*), 
projecting northwards. from the chain of Corissus; the southern 
boundary of the plain of the Cayster. This tower, commonly 
called the Prison of St. Paul, is about two miles and a half from . 
the castle of Aiasaluk : from the point on which it. stands, the. 
city-wall bifilt by Lysimachus may be traced along the side of 
Corissus towards Mount Pion. For about, half a mile from the-
village the route is, over a flat, interspersed' with. thickets of tarna--
risk, agnus castus„, and other shrubs ; it then arrives at a low 
round hill, which extends to the north-east from the high range of 
Corissus. All the principal part of the ruins are on the side' of, 
this hill, and in a flat recess between the west side of it and the 
high 'mountains. The hill is Prion, or Pion*, and was once alsa 
called_ Lepre Acte, the name by which it is distinguished in Po-.. 
cocke. On the slope of it, to the north-west, is a fragment of 
wall Ocornmon stone, and near it, but standing by itself, .a larp. 

* Strab.. lib., xiv-. p. 639. 
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arch of white marble, built,' like the aqueduct at Aiasaluk, from 
ancient ruins: flat stones, like those of a pavement, occur farther 
to the south, in a sweep of the hill between the first remains and 
the eminence which is a little more to the south, and on which 
there are several bases and broken shafts of columns. On the 
side of, the hill, more towards Corissus, arc two arches and other 
vestiges of a theatre. To the south, also on the side of Mount 
Prion, and over a narrow valley which separates it from Corissus,. 
are pieces of walls and many broken shafts of columns; and far-
ther round the hill, to the east and towards Aiasaluk, are the 
remains of a large circular wall and two arches, constructed 
with stones of an immense size. The reader of Chandler will find 
these remains on and round Mount Prion, described as belon.g 
ing to a stadium, a theatre, a portico, an odeum, and a gymna-
sium. The theatre, although robbed of its marble seats, discovers 
its site by the usual excavation in the hill. The other remains are 
not so distinctly marked: forty years may have worked some new 
decay amongst the ruins t. 

* Attollitur monte Pione.t,—Plin. lib. v. cap. xxix. 
+ Former travellers were not so decisive. Wheler speaks of the ruins without 

assigning names to all of them ; Tournefort, besides the remains of Aiasaluk, 
only particularizes the arch on Mount Prion, with the inscription, 

A CCENSO 
RENSI. ET. ASUE. 

(which is on a block certainly taken from another structure) Pococke, who 
thought Aiasaluk included in the site of Ephesus, is more particular than the 
former, but neither so minute nor clear in his detail as Chandler. To collect 
every thing from ancient authorities, and insert every observation from local 
knoWledge, wouldsOnly be doing what has been done so well by that accurate 
traveller. 
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In the flat recess to the west and south-west of Mount Prion,  
which has been laid down by Pococke at half a mile long, 'and "a 
quarter of a mile broad, are masses of brick-work, partly fallen - 
and partly standing. These are fragments of walls and arches ; 
they have evidently been coated with marble, from the frequent 
holes which still remain to show how the facing was, affixed. In 
the same quarter are many broken shafts of columns; four of 
which (three of red and one of grey granite), amongst the rubbish 
under the largest mass of ruins; are fifteen feet long and of an 
enormous circumference le. 

A whole heap of pillars and other fragments t, lie in a flat spot 
near the foot of Corissus. In several parts of the plain, and 
under the structures by the granite pillars, are small brick arches, 
on which, from the nature of the soil, it was necessary to raise all 
the buildings at Ephesus, especially those nearest to the river. 
To the west and north-west, between the Cayster and the ruins, 
is a morass extending nearly to the sea-shore, from which a small 
stream runs into the river ; to the south and west of this morass, 
is a lake, the higher Selinusia: the lower and larger Selinusia 
is that which we passed on the other side of the Cayster. The 
present morass near the ruins is, with probability, thought to 
have been once the .city-port, which the Cayster has filled with 
slime, and gained from the sea. - 

That one of the wonders of the world might, not be supposed 

* Pococke, p. 52. 
t The diameter of the shafts ofthese pillars is four feet six inches, the length 

thirty-nine feet two inches; they were each of one stone; belonging, perhaps, 
to a temple in antis of the Corinthian order; raised by Augustus Caesar to the 
God Xulius.—Chandler's Travels in Asia Minor, p. 122. 

4 ct  
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to have entirely disappeared, the subterranean arches before men-
tioned, as well as the brick structure above the granite pillars, 
has been considered a portion of the Temple of Diana. The 
pillars, indeed, appear to have belonged to the same building as 
those which are in the mosck at Aiasaluk, and which, although 
not similar to those of green, jasper in Santa Sophia at Constrti-
nople, the ascertained remains of the great temple, are generally 
conceived to be the spoils of the Artemesium 	But such evi- 
dence is by no miaps decisive. The columns may have belonged 
to any other building, and the site of the great temple was with-
out the city at the head of the port.—A Sybilline oracle fore-
told, that the earth would tremble and open, and that this glo-
rious edifice would fall headlong into the abyss ; and present ap- 

• * Procopius, zrept xTurichaTo.no Iouvriv. has mentioned the fact of Justinian's 
removing the columns of the Temple of Diana from Ephesus to support the 
dome of Santa Sophia at Constantinople. lie only relates the rebuilding of the 
church of St. John at Ephesus by that Emperor, upon a magnificent scale, with-
out stating whence the materials were obtained; and, indeed, the site of the 
mosck at Aiasaluk, does not answer to that of St. John's church, alluded to by 
Procopius. The same may be said of the place where the ruins now lie near 
the marsh, although a. late traveller has hinted, it may be the spot where the 
church was built. Xcepoy Tilgt vpo 11011 EQE60)10 TOAEWS" 61.4EPOIVEY 	ou TOO' 

IPOY, Oaf J'111/0GTOY apElYal xcerrouc, El Tic *rrtiparo, OGX.Xoc oxittipoy re xa. .rpc6xuy 
x. T. A. (HEN HTICTIAXTG.* IOUCTTO. A0704' 7111.47TTOr p. 46, edit. Vind. 1607.) 
Aiasaluk, although en a rough barren spot, could not have been said to be irpo 

Troxrcos. Ifwas rather above than before, or in front of, the city; and the neigh-
bourhood of the marsh could not be called crxxnpov and Tpxxvc. 

Ajorilhaoc crx4 	wryvulhivos 	 

Xcierp.ai; xai TEICTIALTI TroF qi;rezi E:r alACG 

x. r. A.—Syb. Orac. lib. v. 
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pearances might justify the belief that it was swept from the face 
of the earth by some overwhelming catastrophe. It is easier 
to conceive that such an event, although unnoticed, did take place, 
than that a marble temple, four hundred and twenty feet long 
and two hundred and twenty feet broad, whose columns (one hun-
dred and twenty-seyen in number) were sixty feet high 4', should 
have left no other vestige than two fragments of wall, some brick 

* Plin. Nat. Hist. lib. xxxvi. cap. xiv. The manner in which the archi-
tect transferred the immense architraves to their proper position in the building, 
is mentioned in this chapter of Pliny, and confirms a hint before offered, re-
specting the mechanical powers of the ancients. " Id consecutus est ille pero-.  
nibus harena plenis, molli pulvino super capita columnarum exaggerato, paula-
tim exinaniens ab imo, ut sensim totum in cubili sideret," p. 642, edit. Paris, 
1532. There is some difficulty in reconciling Strabo's account of the temple 
with that of Pliny, although (as Tournefort has observed) both authors dotibt-
less alluded to the same building. Ctesiphon, or Chersiphron, was the architect 
of the temple burnt by Herostratus, but Cheitomocrates of the second Arteme-
slum. Ilpa•ros iihsy x,Epo-ippws ilpx,erovrOrno-sv., ETT' eiNNoc Er OlIWE p.q&,, are the. 
words of the geographer, and the c'txxos seems to allude to Cheiromocrates ; yet 
Pliny talks evidently of - the work of Ctesiphon. It is probable, that the first 
temple was not altogether destroyed, and that, as the original design was fol-
lowed in the second structure, the naturalist speaks of the first architect, 
although he describes the fabric as it appeared in his thne.—The image, 
which dropped down from heaven in the time of the Amazons; was either 
changed for a new one, or was repaired. Some declared it to be ebony, others 
cedar. Mutianus, Consul in 75, A. D. pronounced it to be vine, moistened 
with nard .—It was a small many-breasted figure, hernmean in the lOwer extre-
mities, or, with the legs and feet not cut out and separated, but rather traced 
on a single block, in the manner of the Egyptian statues. It Was supported, 
in a shrine of gold, upon a block of beech or elm, by two iron rods, which Were 
useful props to the old original image, but were preserved as appendages to the 
new one. The reader may consult ‘,‘Constantinople,Ancient andlliodern," for au- 

4 Q 2 " 
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subterranean arches, and four granite, pillars#. It is probable, that 
Christian zeal accelerated the devastations of time ; and that the 
Ephesians, in order. to prevent the punishment denounced against 
the seven churches of Asia, may have been eager to demolish 
this monument of their glory and their shame. The cedar roofs, 
the cypress doors, the vine stair-case, the sculptured column of 
Scopas, the altar adorned by Praxiteles, the paintings of Parrha-
thus and Apellest, and the ebony image of the goddess,. may have 
fallen before the enemies of Pagan idolatry; and the piety of the 
priests may have been more injurious to Diana than the rapacity 
of Nero and the Goths :t : but neither the cupidity nor the auda-
city of the reformers, against whom the sophist Libanius, an eye- 

thorities on this subject (sect. xiii. p. 213). Chandler (cap. xxxix. Asia Mi-
nor) has collected, and arranged hi a narrative, every thing relative to the temple. 
How much Diana was venerated in early times, may be seen by the story from 
Herodotus, told in iElian (lib. iii. cap. xxvi. Iltps Illaapou 	Tupayva, edit. 
Kuhnii, p. 219) of the stratagem practised by Pindarus, tyrant of Ephesus, 
to save the city, besieged by Crcesus. 

* As little can some, fragments of ,  rude masonry on the side of the Cayster, 
near the ferry, be thought to belong to the great temple; nor will the spot 
near the ruins, supposed by Pococke and Chandler to be those of the Gymna-
sium, at all correspond with its site. 

1- He was paid for his "Alexander with a thunderbolt"—thirty talents, of 
gold, above 38,7501. 

t Nero, the great plunderer of temples, robbed that of Diana; and the 
Goths carried a great booty from Ephesus in the year 262, the period of their 
third naval expedition. Mr. Gibbon (Decline and Fall, 4to. vol. i. p. 323) de-
tracts from the magnificence of the temple, by saying, that it was only two-thirds 
the measure of St. Peter's at Rome. 
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witness of their progress, so forcibly exclaims If, could have de-
stroyed, although they might deface, the vast fabric of the Arte-
mesium itself. 

Every memorial of the 'worship of Diana has been obliterated 
with her temple, but the miracles of Christianity are still shown on 
the spot which was sanctified by the presence of the Apostles and 
of the mother of Jesus. It is an article of belief, that, after the 
death of our Saviour, St. John and the Holy Virgin retired to 
Ephesus ; and that the former undertook the care of the infant 
church after St. Timothy, the first Bishop, had suffered martyr-
dom in the reign of Domitian. - An artificial cut.in the mountains 
of Gallesust, 'seen on the higher road to Aiasaluk, is pointed out 
as performed by the sword of St. Paul, as the watch-tower on 
the hill is called his prison. A grotto sunk in Mount Prion, is 
the cave of the Seven Sleepers ; a belief in whose long repose is 
enjoined by the eighteenth chapter of the Koran, and whose 
change from their right to their left sides, was seen in a waking 
vision by our Edward the Confessor, and proved by three Eng-
lishmen, a soldier, a priest, and a monk, who travelled to Ephesus 
in the year 1056 Ti-. 

*Oc Cti XOG1 TEthiPII >Cal isich 3C741ACCI* 	irOli10-041/70, lira 1.4044'  £13,Ckpac 

iHpitIAZIPTE; Ta eJn, Et5A.WY oixtipoov -rot); yEWs• irrXturocv. 01 	cZycPplarspos, XOG1 

XaafAcilrEc, Stittac /113 11.  r t Tc7w ixfiaEY ;Jaw IrEVOitihiYOSS• Liban. A070$ f•91X0S, 

edit. Morell. Paris, 1606, p. 941. 
t Iforriblement taillees a plomb.—Tournefort. 
t The story is told by William of Malmesbury (lib. ii. de gestis Reg. 

Anglor. cap. xiii.) He says, that the King burst into a loud laugh when the 
vision was first manifested to him. Those who are not of the Greek church,. 
may laugh as much at the King, or at least the historian, as his Majesty did at 
the restlessness of the Sleepers. See Hakltiyt, vol. ii. p. 7, edit. 1599.---:In. 
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At present, one G reek, the baker of the village, at Aiasaluk, 
and three or four fishermen who live in sheds near the ferry 
and on the banks of the river, are the' only Christians to be 
found in the vicinity of Ephesus ; and there is not a single habita-
tion, not even a shepherd's hut; on the actual site of that re- 
splendet)t city 	A village of three hundred houses, called Ker- 

the Koran the Seven Sleepers are called " Ashab. Kahaf, or Kehef—The Com-
panions of the Cavern." They had a dog with them, who became rational, 
and was translated to heaven, to keep company with Balaam's ass, and that on 
which our Saviour rode : hence the Oriental proverb, applied to a covetous 
man—" He has not a bone to throw at the dog of the Seven Sleepers." The 
Greeks say, that the Seven Sleepers were valets-de-charnbre of the Emperor 
Decius.—D'Herbelot, Bibliotheque Orient. article Ashab Kahaf. 

* Ephesus was taken by the Mahometans in the reign of Alcxius Commenus, 
and recovered by John Ducas, who defeated Tangripermes and Maraces their 
leaders. In 1306 it was pillaged by Roger de Flor, and taken in 1308 by 
Sultan Saysan, who massacred the greatest part of the inhabitants at Ty-
riceum : Mantakhia, a Turk, conquered it, together with all Caria, in 1313; 
Homur, or Ainir, son of Atin before-mentioned, succeeded Mantakhia: Ta-
merlane encamped with all his tributary princes in the plain of the Cayster, 
and sacked the city, in 1402. From that period, if not before, Aiasaluk is the 
Ephesus of history. .Cineis expelled Homur; but his brother, also by name 
Homurt _ returning with Mantakhia II. Prince of Caria, and six thousand 
men, besieged Carasupasi, father of Cineis, in the citadel, which, aftera long 
siege, was surrendered, and Carasupasi made prisoner, and confined in the 
castle of Mamalus, on the borders of Caria. He contrived, however, to make 
his escape to his son, and Cineis returned with an army, and drove Homur into 
the castle. 'I hese two princes were reconciled by the marriage of the daugh-
ters of Cineis with Homur; and after the death of the latter, the son of Cara-
supasi .became the Sultan of Smyrna and Caria. Sultan Solyman the First 
marched 'from Brusa against him with a large army, encamping at Atsaulion, 
six leagues from his enemy. Cineis having collected his allies, the Princes of 
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keyah, four miles to the east of Aiasaluk, contains the principal 
portion of the few Greeks inhabiting the southern part of the 
once populous Ionia. The• plain 'of the Cayster, where it is not 
too marshy to bear a crop, is cultivated with cotton and tobacco 
plants, with sesamus and a little barley. The husbandmen are 
the peasants of Aiasaluk. I saw one of them; as we returned 
from Ephesus, ploughing on horseback, and contriving to direct 
the progress of the share through a light soil by a short rope. 
This, according to a saying common in some of our northern 
counties, is one of the lazy child's three wishes, and is perfectly 
congenial to the idle listless temper of the Turki.. 

We were only one day on the road returning from Ephesus to 
Smyrna, but we travelled on that occasion for thirteen hours, and 
did not arrive at the Consul-General's until eleven o'clock at 
night. It was our wish, that our Dragoman and servants should 
proceed at the usual rate with the baggage, whilst we and our 
Janissary rode on quickly, in order to reach Smyrna at an-early 
hour ; but Suliman was not to be persuaded to participate in our 
impatience ; he would not quit his smoking pace (for he had a 
pipe in his.  mouth during nearly the whole_ journey) but replied. 
.to all our applications both to him and his horse, by shaking his 
head, and smiling, and maintained his point with a good-humoured 
pertinacity and inoffensive disobedience, only to be met with, I 

Cotywium and Iconium, prepared to meet him ; but suspecting treachery in his 
friends, and having commanded his brother to keep the citadel until he should 
appear, rode off by night to the camp of Solyman, who, early the next day, 
marching through the passes of Gallesus, crossed the biidge over the Cayster, 
and entered Aiasultik without opposition, the confederate Princes retreating 
across a ford. The Ottoman Sultans have since that time been in possession of 
the modern Ephesus. 
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fancy, in a Turkish retainer. Not 'having slept ten minutes for 
the last two nights, I determined, after we had crossed the ferry, 
to ride on, and repose myself a short time, if possible, at the 
hut near Osenabar,. previous to the arrival of our lazy-pacing 
caravan. Accordingly I galloped forward alone, but had rea--
son to repent of my scheme, for I soon missed my way, and 
not being able to find the stone causeway crossing the marsh 
towards Gallesus, wandered about in the muddy plain, sometimes 
stopped by the winding stream of the Cayster, and at others 
embarrassed by the overfiowings of the lake. I contrived with 
some difficulty to find my way back to the ferry, and asked a 
Greek peasant (one of eparty who were coming from the fishing 

,huts on the river) to accompany me on my way across the marsh. 
The man consented, but said, that he must send back, for his 
gun, without which he could not go into the mountains. I showed 
him my pistols, and said, that they would be sufficient defence. 
To this, he replied, 46  Yes, for you and I to go into the hills; but 
not for me, when you have joined your party, and I am coming 
baCk alone."—Not caring to wait for his gun, I resolved to 
make another trial by myself, and by good fortune hitting upon 
the causeway, crossed over to the mountain, where I again lost 
my way, but being put right by some goat-herds, pro.ceeded at a' 
brisk pace on my journey. A mile from Osenabar I met Stillman,' 
riding slowly and smoking as before. He had been sent to look  
for me ; and on my coming up, stopped, turned his horse, and 
suffered me to gallop forwards, without accompanying me, to the' 
coffee-hut, where my party were waiting for me, and where we'  
were now obliged to wait for our unconquerable Janissary. 

)' 
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Departure from Smyrna—The Coast of Asia—Cape Baba--
Yughlan Bornou--The Vale of Nesrah-Keui—Liman-Tepe—
Cape of Troas—Vale of Ghicle—Stanzhoul Douk—Koum 
Bornou—Land in Tenedos—The Port--The Town—The Castle 
—The Wine—Importance of the Island—Visit to the Ruins 
of Alexandria Troas—Granite Cannon-Balls—Dilapidation 
of Troas—The Sepulchre called Sarcophagus—The Baths—
Effects of the late Earthquake—Site of the Town—Hot Baths 
of Lidgah Hannnam—Port of Troas—Country near Troas—
Conjectures of Travellers. 

THE Captain of H. M. S. the Salsette, a frigate of 
thirty-six guns, which was ordered to Constantinople for the pur-
pose of conveying his Excellency Mr. Adair, • from that city, 
having been so good as to offer us a passage, we embarked on the 
llth of April, and sailed out of the harbour of Smyrna with a 
fine breeze from the south. By nine in the evening we were op-
posite to Cara Bornou, and spoke the Pylades returning from a 
cruise. We had a fair-wind during the night, and at half past six 
the next morning were off the north end.of Lesbos, a long low crag, 
scarcely distinguishable from the main-land, and inclosing, as it 
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were, the deep gUlf of Adramyttium. This island, which for-
merly took its' name from its capital city, has experienced the 
same fate in modern times, and is now called, from its principal 
town, Mytelene. The point which we passed, was anciently the 
Sigrian promontory, and still retains the name of Sigri. Having 
a strong southerly wind, we were soon opposite to the little town 
of Baba*, in a nook of the cape of that name, formerly the pro-
montory Lectum. 

From this point, the coast to the north began to assume a less 
barren appearance : the' capes were lower, and 'intersected by 
pleasant vallies stretching down to the shore. We next passed 
Yughlan Bornou, the headland north of Baba, and saw that from 
that extremity the shores fall back to the eastward. The island 
of Tenedos then was seen before us, at a little distance to the 
north-west. We observed, that beyond the cape the country 
had lost all those wild features of mountain scenery, which had 
distinguished it lower down to the south; and that the shore was 
no longer a line of abrupt precipices, but rose with a gentle ascent, 
ending in a spacious plain of cultivated lands. A small .river, 
running near a hamlet called Nesrah-Keui, was seen winding 
through the sands into the sea. The prospect more inland was 
terminated by a horizon of white mist, the accompaniment of a 
south wind at this period of the year, which not only prevented 
us from seeing the vast range of Mount Ida in the back ground, 
but precluded the view of the ruins of Alexandria Troas, at other 
times distinctly seen from this position at sea. Indeed the corm- 

• 11-y-a. un petit village Tun, ou l'on fabrique d'excellens sabres et coll.. 
teaux.,--Reidesel)  Voyage au Levant;  p. 298)  edit. Paris)  1802. 
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try seems to be frequently covered with exhalations ; for a late 
traveller observes, that during a month's residence at Mytelenei  
the landscape from the mountains down to Adramyttium was ob-
scured with a dense and gloomy atmosphere'. A mount, called 
Liman-Tepe, the first of the many tumuli observed by the navi-
gator on these coasts, was visible at a little distance from the 
shore. We coasted by another low cape with a house on it, where 
the Country seemed covered for some distance inland with low 
woods, and by half past twelve came into the channel between 
Tenedos,and the Phrygian shores, which were in this part quite 
flat and naked. 

The country inland presented the view of another plain, culti-
vated and intersected with low inclosures, and watered by a small 
stream, which is lost in some salt-marshes near the shore. It is 
denominated by modern topographers the plain of Ghicle, and 
the river, in the maps, is the Sudlu-su. A low cape, Koum Bor-
nou, terminated the land prospect to the north, and a very large 
barrow, Stamboul Douk, was visible in the distance on the coast. 

We anchored not far from the principal port, in the island, and 
in the afternoon went on shore in the Captain's boat. The mouth 
of the harbour is narrow, and is here contracted by a loose stone 
pier, raised on the foundation of the ancient mole or break-water, 
which projects from the south side of the entrance. A round 
fort is seen on the rocks above the pier. The port itself is a small 
basin, of an uneven circular, figure, scooped out of the foot of 
the hills, which, with the intervention of a strip, of flat muddy 
-beach, reach to the edge of the water. There is another smaller 
harbour, frequented by fishing-boats, directly at the opposite,. the 

* Topography of Troy )  p. 19. 
4n, 2 
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western side of the island. Strabol' mentions the two harbours. 
There seems no reason why Virgil should call so sheltered a har-
bour as that of Tenedos, 

" tantum sinus, et statio male fida earinis t :" 

he could hardly have alluded to the. channel or road between the. 
island and the main. 

The port was full of small craft, which, in their voyage doin 
the Archipelago, had put in to wait for a change of wind; and 
a crowd of Turks belonging to these vessels, were lounging about 
on the shore at our landing : but the town itself was in ruins, or 
rather, there were no habitations, except two or three deal houses 
fitted up as shops, and a few miserable mud huts ; for the former 
place had been burnt to the ground by a Russian squadron in 
1807.—The first objects which struck us were four great guns 
lying on the pier, marked with the broad arrow : they had lately' 
been weighed up from the wreck of the Ajax, which was unfor-
tunately burnt and lost upon the rocks to the north of the port, 
during our short war with the Turks. 
. The principal Turk gave us coffee in one of the shops, belong-
ing to a wretched-looking Greek who called himself English Con-
sul, and he paid our nation the merited compliment of observing, 
" IV hen the English came here in war-time, they only asked us 
for a cup of water; but the. Muscovites, they burnt our town, 
and took every thing from us, as you see." 

An old castle on the north side of the harbour, the former 
fortress of the island, seemed in a very dilapidated state, but had 
perhaps suffered no other injury than from time and neglect; for 

* Ap.iyas cl'a, lib. xiii. •p. 604. 	t .En. lib. ii. 
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there was no appearance of its having been battered, except by 
a few cannon-balls which lay in the court-yard. The building_ 
shows the importance formerly attached "to the possession of the 
island: although commanded from the heights immediately above, 
it seems to have been constructed with some pains, being sur-
rounded with a deep moat and a strong castellated outwork, de-
fended with towers at the angles. What it was in the days of its 
strength, may be seen by a plate in Tournefort. It is probable, 
that most of the stones composing it were taken from the ruins of 
ancient buildings ; perhaps from those of the large magazine* 
erected by Justinian, to preserve the corn, when detained by the 
continued contrary winds in its passage from Alexandria to Con-
stantinople. The Sultan Othman seized the place in the year 
1302, and made it the rendezvous of the fleet with which he 
afterwards subdued many islands of the Archipelago, and he 
may have begun the modern fortifications ; but the castle was, it 
is most likely, completed or built anew by the Venetians, who 
made themselves masters of the place in 1656, subsequently to 
the battle of the Dardanelles, but surrendered it, after a four days' 
siege, in the following year, to the Turks. 

The size of Tenedos has been differently stated by different 
writers. Sandys 1-, following Strabo, makes it only ten miles in 
circumference ; but, according to Tournefort, - is at. least eigh-
teen : I should think it more extensive. Its breadth is about six 
miles. It appeared to us from the sea to be rocky and barren, 
but when we walked to the top of a considerable eminence above 

* ItTWYCL EVSTEXY/METO Ty VallT1 rTay trTOOOpTITa17.9.C41 CtICVXWr 9COWTCO. 

KTIO-1406Tkno IOUTTVi. A070; 11E1.47TTOS, p. 46, edit. Vind. 1607)• 
-I- 'A Relation of a Journey, &c. edit. London, 1627, lib. i. p. 19. 
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the town, we saw that it presented a pleasing variety of hill and 
dale, well cultivated, although scarcely sheltered by a single tree. 
.The highest hill, called the Peak of Tenedos, is seen at some dis-
tanCe from all the positions, both at land and sea, to the north. 
We put up several pairs of partridges, and we were told that these 
birds abound in such quantities in the island, that the Frank gen-
tlemen of Constantinople sometimes pay a visit to the place for the 
sake of the sport. Rabbits are found in great numbers on the sides 
of the hills. Herds of goats, and of small black cattle, were feeding 
in the pastures : the whole island looked green, either with the 
grass-lands, the corn-fields, or with the vineyards (trained on the 
ground) whose produce is .deservedly celebrated throughout the 
Levant. The Tenedos wine, when new, is of a deep red, and in 
flavour not unlike strong Burgundy. After being kept for some 
time, which, contrary to common practice in Turkey, it fre-
quently is, even for a period of more than a dozen years, it be-
comes Of a light yellow, and is then highly prized. The quan-
tity grown in a good year is -more than two thousand five. hundred 
hogsheads,' and its average price is five paras an oke. Liquids 
are sold by weight in Turkey; and an oke is equivalent to about a 
pound and-  three quarters. English. Although we meet with no 
such encomiums on the wine of Tenedos as were lavished On that 
of Chios, yet its qualities were appreciated by the ancients, if we 
may judge by the vine-slip and bunch of grapes lying under 
the double or AmaZonian hatchet which 'is seen on the reverse 
of the coins of that island. - It was celebrated for the beauty of 
its women and of its earthen-ware. 

* See a Catalogue of Coins of the Grecian Commonwealths, chiefly out of 
Goltzius)  in Walker on Coins and Medals)  p. 43. London)  1692. A good plate 

• . 
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Tenedos partook of the fame attached to every thing connected 
with the Trojan war, and has to this day pieserved its name, in 
order, as it were, to identify the alledged site of that ancient event. 
Italian and other. Frank navigators have in this, as in many in-
stances, by their ignorance of .  the language, exaggerated the 
corruption of the ancient names; for the island is TENEDO, and 
not DENETTIO, according to the modern Greeks, notwithstanding , 
that they pronounce the A softly, and call it Tenedtho. It has re-
tained, however, nothing except its name ; for no remnant of its 
ancient capital, iEolica, nor of the Temple of Apollo Smintheus, 
for which it was. once celebrated, and .which was plundered by 
Verres, is now to be seen. 

The large granite sarcophagus, with the inscription Arnim KAI 
KAATAIA XEKOTNAA *  . . . referring to the father of the A tticus 
Ilerodes; so often before mentioned, was not shown to me ; in-
deed, visiting the place accidentally, I had not informed myself 
of its existence, and not having looked for it, cannot say that 
it is not to be found. 

Tenedos has always derived an importance from its situationt, 

of this coin is given, from one in the Emperor of Austria's collection, in Riga's 
map for the Romaic Anarcliarsis, published nt Vienna in 1797; and a dissertation 
on the Thaw; 'ram); may be seen in Tournefort (p. 393, tom. i.) who has 
extracted the principal fable from Pausanias CO Si vr/Arni)s. lispoass, Phoc. 
p. 634.) 

• See Chandler's Inscriptiones Antiquz, p. 4. 
t Tenedos is fifty miles from Mytelenc, about five from the opposite Asiatic 

coast, and twelve and a half from the mouth of the Dardanelles, although in 
De La Mottrnye's Travels, vol. i. fol. it is made twenty miles. In the latter 
periods of the empire, it was in the hands of pirates, until taken by Othruan. 
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as its possessor may at any time blockade the Straits, and com-
mand the northern gulfs of the Archipelago. There were for-
merly six hundred Turkish families, and half as many Greek, on 
the island, although there were, besides the capital, only two 
or three hamlets. It is probable, that it will soon recover 
from its last great calamity; for, as it is the station of the 
vessels detained 'by the winds, both going to and returning from 
the Dardanelles, it will always support a considerable popula-
tion. 

The morning after our coming to an anchor off Tenedos, a 
large party of us left the ship in two boats, to visit the ruins of 
Alexandria Troas. We sailed over to the coast not immediately 
opposite to our station, but lower down to the south, a distance' 
between six and seven miles, and landed in an open port, where 
there was a small vessel at anchor. We saw the road from the 
Dardanelles, running along the coast close to the shore, and a 
string of loaded camels, on their way to the south, were resting 
4hernselves on the sands. Several large cannon-halls, of granite; 
were lying scattered about on the sides of the path. The ruins 
of Alexandria have supplied the fortresses of the Dardanelles 
with balls, ever since the time of the famous Gazi Hassan Pasha, 
who having a clink, or country-house, at Erkissi-Keui, a village 
in the Troad, was well acquainted with the vast fund of materials 
to be found in his neighbourhood, and completed the destruction 
of many columns, some fragments of which, as yet not consumed, 
are now seen in different parts of this coast. If I mistake not, 
stone was used for this purpose previously to iron, or at least pro-
miscuously with that metal, on the first invention of cannons, not 
only by the Turks, but the nations of Christendom. 
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If our countrymen were not, by experience, unfortunately too 
well acquainted with the dimensions of these balls, I might hesi-
tate at observing, that the weight of those which are made for the 
largest guns is between seven and eight hundred pounds1'. It is not, 
however, to be supposed, that the remains of this city have been 
applied merely to purposes of destruction, or that the Turks were 
the first who commenced the dilapidation of Alexandria : several 
edifices in Constantinople owed their ornaments, if not their 
structure, to .the ruins of a city, the treasures of which lay so 
convenient for transportation, and which, as it was exposed to 
the ravages of the pirates who infested the seas during the latter 
ages_of the Greek empire, was probably deserted at an early pe-
riod, and left without an inhabitant to protect its palaces and 
baths of marble, its spacious theatres and stately porticoes. In-
deed, it is- ikely that the rapine was begun at the foundation of 
Constantinople, and that it, contributed, with Rome, Sicily, An-
tioch, and Athens, to the splendour of a capital adorned by the de-
nudation of almost every other city—" pene omnium urbium nudi-, 
tatet." A vast quantity of materials were carried off at once, by 
command of the Grand Signor, at the earlier part of the last cen-
tury t. At present, the Turks and Greeks of the country seh 
dom point at a fragment of granite, or porphyry, an inscribed 
marble, or carved pillar, inserted in the walls of the moscks ,and 
churches in the neighbouring villages, without informing you, 
that it was brought from Esky-Stambol, the name given to a c91- 

* Two of them may be seen over the gate of the entrance to Sir J. T. Duck- 
worth's house, near Plymouth.. 

-I. Decline and Fall, vol. ii. 4to. p. 14. 
t Pocock°, p. 410, vol. ii. Descrip. of the East.. 
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lection of huts amongst the ruins of Troas. The traveller, there-
fore, must not expect to find all those remains of antiquity which 
are noted by early travellers, and of which plans and written de-
tails have been given by Pococke and others. 

We had with us a guide from Tenedos, but as we had landed 
on the coast too much to the north, and he was acquainted only 
with the usual route, we rambled some time through the woods 
of vallonea, or low ilex, with which 'this country is covered, be-
fore we arrived at the ruins. We struck down to the south, at 
first, near the shore, towards the point of land with a house upon 
it, which we had seen the day before, and then turned up into 
the country, by the advice of a peasant whom we found working 
in a small vineyard in 'the middle of the woods.—As we were 
pushing through a tangly path,. something which I had taken for 
the root of a tree, slid along by my feet into the bushes: Our 
Albanian Dervish, who saw me jump back, and had observed the 
cause of my surprise, hallooed' out,. a. serpent (9149 and fired his 
gun, " which he would ne'er forsake," after the animal at a ven-
ture, but of course without effect. Our guide told me, thanhere 
were many much larger in the country (although this, tome, had 
appeared of an unusual magnitude) and that in the hotter summer 
months they might be very frequently seen basking in the woods, 
and on the sands near the sea. The thermometer was 'at seventy 
on the day of our. excursion. 

The first vestiges of antiquity which we saw, were two large 
granite sarcophagi : one of them was in the bushes, and the other 
by the side of a hedge, surrounding a plot which had been 
cleared, and turned into a vineyard. The pains taken to exca-
vate these blocks of granite, which are of one piece, and were 
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covered also by a single slab, must have been considerable, and 
it is probable, that none but persons of some distinction were 
buried in such sepulchres. They were, indeed, rather family-
vaults. than single tombs, as might be conjectured by their size, 
and as we learn from their inscriptions, which seem also to flint, 
that they were receptacles either for corpses, or the bones of the' 
dead ; for the fine was incurred by putting into them NEKPON. H. 
OETEA.—a dead body, or bones, of any one except the owners. 
The name itself is sufficient proof that bodies were buried whole-  in' 
these exposed vaults*. A little beyond the sarcophagi, we found 
two or three fragments of granite pillars, more massive than any 
we had yet seen. One of them, inaccurately measured with' a 
handkerchief, was no less than twenty-five in length, and at least 
five feet in diameter. 

We soon came to a flat inclosure (still in the woods, as are all 
the ruins of Troas) where there were two poor-looking huts, and 
some goats feeding on a tangly green,' half overrun with briars. 
Getting over the inclosure, which was formed in part of granite.  
pillars, we saw arches, half subterraneous, of brick-work, the foun-
dation probably of some large building. Almost immediately at 
the back (the east) of this spot, are those magnificent remains, 

* It does not appear that the name Sarcophagus, however, was in use ' 
amongst the Greeks ; the word in the inscription at Pasha-Chiflik, or Erkissi. 
Keui, (a village we visited in the Troad) of which there is a copy given in 
46  Constantinople, Ancient and Modern," p. 331, is Soros—THN ZOP014. 
presume, that all that can be said' on the subject of these sepulchres, haS been 
said in Dr. Clarke's Dissertation on the Tomb of Alexander, which I never have 
had the good fortune to see....xxicl oTop o:xolleicAry. The inscription of Julius At. 
ticus has also the NEKPON. It +=TEA. 
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called by early travellers the Palace of Priam; and, as Pococke• 
mentions, by the peasants "Baluke Serai"—the Palace of Honey; 
possibly from the appearance of many of the masses, the stones 
of which are studded with petrifaclions of cockle-shells, looking 
like the white cavities of a honeycomb. Mr. Bryant, however, 
approves of Pococke's suggestion, that the denomination may be 
derived from Baal, the Eastern name of Apollo. The last °pi= 
nion of Mr. Le Chevalier, that these ruins are the remains of 
the public baths, is confirmed by the earthen pipes still visible on 
the cornices of the building, and also, as that traveller has ob.= 
served, by the aqueduct of Atticus Herodes, of which there are 

. remains crossing the valley to the north-east of the ruins, and 
which these Balneae may have been intended to terminate. Those 
Who are acquainted with the public buildings of the ancients, are 
aware that the word " bath," in our acceptation of the term, 
gives but a very inadequate notion of those spacious and splendid 
edifices So called by the ancients, and designed not merely for 
the purposes of ablution, but as places of instruction and exer-
cise.—The earthquake of the last winter had thrown down large 
portions of the remains, and the whole interior of the edifice was 
choked up with fragments of wall and vast pieces of fallen marbles. 

Entering through a gap, and leaping from one mass of fallen 
fragments to another, we found ourselves in the midst of an 
ample ruin, inclosed on two sides; to the north and east by stu-
pendous walls raised on arches, and blocked up on the south by a 
line of irregular fragments of stone-work, some standing, some 
lying in heaps on the ground. The fallen blocks were of an 
enormous size, and showed that no cement had been used in the 
construction of an edifice which was thought sufficiently stable 
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from the weight of its massive materials. In the middle of the 
remains, and fronting the west, were three lofty portals or open 
arches ; the principal feature in the ruins, and that part of them, 
as I suppose, which is seen afar off at sea. Pedestals of mon-
strous columns, and broken-  steps, • were lying amongst the frag-
ments below. A strip of marble cornice, highly finished, was ' 
visible in the front and side, and projecting from the spring, of 
the middle arch. 

Our guide told us, that in this quarter the earthquake had 
been most destructive ; and;-  indeed, on comparing the descrip-
tion of former travellers with what we saw, I am at a loss for 
several portions of the stately ruins which have been mentioned 
by those who preceded us, and must suppose that time and vio-
lence have, within the last twenty years, produced a very mate-
rial change in their appearance. No common observer would, I 
believe, recognize Pookke's plan in the present appearance of 
his Gymnasium ; an artist, however, would find but little diffi-
culty in restoring the building, as the ground-plan is discernible, 
and enough of it yet -stands to enable him to form a judgment of 
the entire structure. The angle at the north-east of the enclosure 
is preserved. The north side presents a view of twelve open arches, 
for the most part unbroken, and the eastern front has twelve 
closed arches in the substructure of the wall, which, together 
with an open space in the middle of them, • probably supplied by 
an arcade of entrance, was, it should seem, the whole length of 
the building. 

From the 'baths, the distake from the sea has' been computed 
three miles ; it is probably not much more than two. To the 
west and south-west, the ground falls in a gentle declivity down 
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to the shore, covered with low woods, and partially interspersed 
with spots of cultivated ground. On this slope the ancient city 
was built. To the east of .the ruins there is a deep valley, sepa-
rating the site of Troas from the roots of Ida,. and widening as 
it approaches the shore, beyond the village of Neshrah-Keui, 
into a spacious plain. Through this valley flows a small river, 
which we had seen from the frigate, and which rises in the hills 
near a village called Bairam-Keui. On the slope of the emi-
nence, eastward from the ruins, are the hot-baths of Lidgah 
Hammam. The spring, at a short distance from its source, 
falls into two stone basins, one of which is covered in under 
a casupolo, or hut of boughs, and appropriated to the women. 
Overflowing the basins, the stream, _called Aiyah-su, trickles 
through a pebbly channel into the river in the valley. An 
English gentleman, who preceded us in our tour, and whom 
we saw at Smyrna, informed me, that his thermometer had 
risen to one hundred 'and forty of Farenheit's scale, at the head 
of the _ spring. The people of the country resort to Lidgah 
Hammam for the cure of elephantiasis and other cases of 
leprosy. Hot springs abound on the western side of Eolia; an 
author has remarked, that the steam arising from them casts a 
mist over the whole country at the bottom of the Adrarnyttian 
Gulf: 

To the north of Troas is a wide flat valley, or rather plain, 
with a marsh, through which runs the rivulet Sudlu-su. 

Part of the walls-of Alexandria are to be met with in the woods 
to the west and north of the Great Baths, and can be traced, 
although with some difficulty, nearly to the shore. They have 
been computed to be a mile in length from east to west, and as 
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much from north to south* ; but they must be considerably more 
extensive, especially in the latter direction. The remains of the 
theatre are to the south, below the Baths, in the side of the hill 
fronting the sea, with the view of Tenedos, Lemnos, and the 
whole expanse of the Egean. • 

We did not return to the shore by the path which we had taken 
to arrive 'at the ruins, hut went towards the point of land to the 
south, desiring, by a message, the boatmen to row down the 
coast, and wait our arrival. We came to the ancient port of 
Troas, a small circular basin, half choked • up and stagnate, com-
municating with an outer harbour or bay, also very shallow, by 
a narrow canal. The hollow sides of the hill, down to the basin, 
were covered with brambles and brushwood, and in parts with 
crumbled rubbish ; and near the water were many small granite 
pillars, about the size of sepulchral stela!, which, it has been 
thought, were used to make fast the vessels by ropes to the shoret. 
Yet from the secure position of this basin, one might think it had 
been like that harbour in the Odyssey I, 

I 
	  Ag1•411/ tuopp 	

0os, IY 8 XpEW 7T11111.40470c *MN, 

Walking a little way higher up than the port, we came to a 
narrow flat valley, looking like a dry canal, or an artificial exca- 

* Pococke, p. 110, book ii. Description of the East. 
t The Gre, ks, besides sncrihcrros, called these ropes crentowria, wroyence, 

and airoricc ; hence ,rix aver AIR:ma-acts )  in the Hermotimus of Lucian. The 
Latins gave them the name of ora. Vixdum omnes conscenderunt cum alit 
resolvent oras, alii anchoram vellunt.—Liv. Hist. dcc. iii. lib. ii. See Car. 
Stephan. Libell. de re Navali ex Bay fii. Vigili. excerpt. Ludg. 1537. 

Lib. i. vers. 136. 
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nation, which may have once been joined to the harbour, and .  
have served as a dock for the construction or careening 'of ships. 
In this direction travellers have met with the site of the stadium, 
which, however, escaped our observation. Above the valley to 
the west, was a considerable fragment of the city-wall, and a large 
pillar of granite broken in half.—Some of our party wandering in 
the woods in this spot, were assailed by the dogs of two goat-
herds, whose charge must stand in need of very powerful protec-
tion, as they were guarded by seven of these fierce animals. 

In the villages near Troas, ancient remains have been disco-
vered wherever the country has been explored, which it has been 
only partially. Chemali, three or four miles to the north, has 
several Ira ,tnents of marble and granite, with a few inscriptions. 
It was supposed by Chandler to be the Colonic of the ancients; 
but that town was, most probably, nearer to t ie shore exactly 
opposite to Tenedos le. Perhaps, as a late traveller has conjec-
tured t,.the eminence on which this town was situated, and which 
gave it the name of " The Hills," was the large mount now 
thought to be artificial, and called Liman-Tepe.  

Of the country at the bottom and the north side of the Adra-
myttian Gulf, anciently called Cilicia, and divided, according to 
the Homeric geography, between Thebe and Lyrnessus, we 
have very little actual knowledge. This is the assertion of D'An- 
ville 	which was repeated many years afterwards, and with 

* 'Ev ,74; vn Tit TpCja& GC{ X0A.C41014tXXTCG 10;10-0Y Xitpallai ALX0cpUll.—Pausan. Phoc. 
p. 634. 

Topog. of Troy, p. 19. 
t Geographic Ancienne, abregee, Paris, 176S, tom. ii. p. 19; Dissertation 

,concerning the War of Troy, 2d edit, London, 1799, p. 144. 
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justice, by Mr. ,Bryant ; yet Edremit, and (if the maps are not 
conjectural), Antandro and Asso, point at the site of the towns, 
the ancient names of which they so very nearly preserve. 

Pliny; who proceeds from' the south-eastern point of the Troad, 
begins with Harnaxitus, 'mentions Cebrenia next, and then comes to 
Troas itself, called Antigonia, and afterwards Alexandria. Hence, 
and especially from his expression " ipsaque Troas," it seems that 
this city, which was indeed inferior to none of' its name, ex-
cept the Egyptian AlexanUria, was the capital of the province, 
and that it acquired the appellation before attached to the whole 
district. The citizens were by .distinction Troadenses, as appears 
by their medals, and by inscriptions discovered on the spot; and 
that the city was called Troas without any adjunct, is seen by 
its being 'expressly so designated in ancient authors f. It was 
not, therefore, very surprising, that this Troas should be sup-
posed. by the common people of the country, and by those 
who had not looked narrowly into the ancient geographers, to 
have some connexion with the city of Homer. Meletius asserts, 
that in his time it was yet called • TROA DA 'I, as it is by the 

* Troadis prinms locus Amaxitus; dein Cebrenia; ipsaque Troas, Antigo-
nia dicta, nunc Alexandria, colonia Ro.—Plin. Nat. Hist. lib. v. cap. xxx. 

-I-  The votive tablet to Drusus Caesar, in the vestibule of the public library 
at Cambridge, contains the words,. coL. AVG. TROADENS ; and the coin of the 
city, with the Silenus on the reverse, has also the legend cor... AVG. TROAD. 
The TR.A. on the exergue of the medal of Trajan found by Chandler (Travels 
in Asia Minor, cap. x.) "must be a part of the same word, and not, I should 
think, of TROAS, as he has supposed. - 

In the Acts of the Apostles, chap. xx., verse 5 and 6, and in the Second 
Epistle to Timothy, chap. iv. verse 13, the town is called distinctly Troas. 

KOIXEZTOC,A '0144.1; GGNI$11.11 TiecYce, >cal i)7r0- 11'4 Vinecov Toxl-Zrotprirm.-111e1et, 
Geog. Venice, p. 455, article cl)r.ira. 

4 T 
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Greeks at this day. This general persuasion made Beim take 
the ruins of Eski-Stamboul for the remains of the city of Priam, 
and conceive, that the river in the vale of Nesrah-Keui, was the 
actual Xanthus of the poet. The little stream of Lidgah Ham-
marn may have supplied him with a Simois. That this mistake 
(if a mistake it is) was not made by every one who saW the coun-
try, may, however, be proved, by the account of a Voyage in 
the Levant, written by an Englishman, so far back as the year. 
1593; who says, that he came down the Straits, " and so by the. 
Sigean promontory, now called Cape Janissary, at the mouth of. 
Hellespont upon Asia side, where TROY stood, where are yet 
ruins of olde.  walles to be sceene, with two hils rising in a pira-
midall forme, not unlikely to be the tombs of Achilles and Ajax." 
Adding, " From thence we sailed along, having Tenedos andi 
Lemnos on the right hand, and the Trojan fields on the left." 

Sandys also, who began his journey. in 1610, objected partial» 
larly to Belon's account, and asserts, that "in all likelihood" he 
had mistaken the site of ancient Troy +. At the same time, 
however, it is a little' difficult to understand the whole of his nar-
rative, taken together, as it relates to Troas ; for his phrase is 
somewhat at variance with his meaning, and would almost make 
us suppose that he had adopted the very notion of Belon's which 
he appeared at first willing to correct. 

The error into which Sandys certainly fell, was mistaking'the 
remains at Eski-Stamboul for those of Ilium—the Ilium of Lysi-.  
rnachus. Pococke, who followed the text of Strabo, knew that 

* This is from the journal of one Richard Wrag, who accompanied Ed.: 
ward Barton, Ambassador from Queen Elizabeth to the Porte.—Hakluyt, 2d vol: 
p. 308, edit. London, 1599. 

t A Relation of a Journey, &c. lib. i. p. 22, edit. London, 1627. 
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what he had said of the site of Muni would not apply to Eski-
Stamboul ; but Mr. Wood has been accused ,of that inaccuracy, 
and of confounding two towns which were sixteen miles apart*: 
yet I believe be will not be found speaking so decisively, as to make 
it clear that he committed that considerable mistake t. 

It seems to me a much more unaccountable error, to confound 
Troas with Ilium than with Troy; for Strabo, to mention 'no other 
authority, when he described Ilium, described a town which was in 
a flourishing condition in his day, and so particularized its site, us 
to identify it with a spot not much more than a mile from the 
shore of the Hellespont ; but he spoke of Troy as of a city of 
which not a vestige was left, and, whose site, as it had ever been 
a subject of dispute, he_ was able to fix where he pleased, but 
without depriving succeeding writers of the same fredom of con-
jecture. In fact, we see that a late celebrated authority has sent 
us to look for the city of Priam, even more to the south than Alex- 

* Gibbon, Decline and Fall, vol. xi. 4to. p. 8. 
t I recollect nothing upon which the charge is grounded, except that, after 

saying that the present town is not the Troy of Homer, he adds, " that was 
higher up." . Now Strabo having placed the site of Troy above the new Ilium, 
it must seem that the traveller supposed the ruins of Eski-Stamboul to be those 
of that second town. He asserts, in the same place, that the situation of the 
Scamander is likewise changed; and that the hot spring is below •the source, 
and does not communicate with the river, the fountains of which are in the 
mountains, where no town could have stood," (Essay on the Original Genius of 
Homer, p. 529.) But the Scamander of Mr. Wood flows so many miles to the 
north-east of Eski-Stamboul, that he could not well allude to the baths of 
Lidgah Hammam, when he talks of the hot spring of the river. It is true, 
that a map made, as Chandler supposed, by 'a Frenchman, in 1726, and be-
longing to Mr. Wood, did seem to admit the supposition, that Troas was either 
Troy or Ilium. 

4 T 2 
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andria, between Lectum andAntandroS..• Mr. Bryant founded his 
argument not a little: on the position.-of Tene.dos, which he.con-
ceived should be in ',front of Tray; and had he seen-that the island 
is placed too, low in the, maps,. and that beyond Lectun  to- the 
south the coast 'is :rocky and • precipitous, he might have altered 
his opinion :.but it 'is not at all improbable, that he' would have .  
fixed upon the plain pfGhicle,' just to the north *of Trawl's' 
the country in which (if in any) the poet meant-to lay the scene 
of his Iliad: He wOuld .  not, indeed, have .fotind the Sudlik , ritu-
let -so large as .the Scamander of the Iliad.; but, with his' general. 
'scepticism on the subject, he. Might not have been ,disttirbed 
by such a dissimilarity, 'especially as he would have ,seen !some 
other requisite points of .resemblance to the Trojan plain 'of fl 
mer, not to that of Strabo, which it would be in vain, to look . 	. 
for near the Sigean - promontory, and in the plain watered by the 
Mendere-su, , 

* See Prom page 153 to page 148, of Mr. Bryant's Dissertation concerning 
the War of Troy. 
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Frigate anchors of Sigeum—The Troad of Strabo—Ilium—its 
History—Not Troy—nor on the Site of it—No Vestiges of 
Troy ever seen—Modern Travellers—No pretended Discovery 
of the Site until the tune of Le Chevalier—Description of the 
Coast from Stamboni-Douk to Cape Janissary—Yeni-Keui—
Beshik-Tepe—Elles-Bournou—Mouth of the Dardanelles—
Ancient Geography of the Coast—A 77171iS .Navigabilis of Pliny 
—Sigean Promontory—Giaur-Keui—Sigean 
geum—El'eus—Elles Baba-Tepe—The Protesileam—Kown-
Kale—Mouth of the Mendere River—The Thymbrek River 
—In-Tepe Gheulu—Valley of Thymbrek-Dere—Marshes of 
the Plain—Rivulet of Bournabashi—Udjek-Tepe—Bournaba-
shi—Course of the Mendere—Callifatli Village and Brook—
Banks of the Mendere. 

EARLY on the morning of the 14th of April, the 
frigate got under weigh, and going on deck, we found ourselves 
at anchor, not, as before, in the channel of Tenedos, but at a 
little more than a mile and, a half from Cape Janissary, where we 
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fo.ind II. M. S. the. Bustard, brig of war, and an English transport 
laden with gunpowder for the Turks, which had been there several 
days waiting for a firman to pass the castles of the Dardanelles. 
No ship of war belonging to any foreign power, is now allowed to 
enter the straits, without such an imperial order directed to the 
Pashas of the several forts commanding the passage ; and we were 
detained in expectation of receiving this permission until the '1st 
of May. Such was the jealous caution of the Porte, that it would 
not allow two British ships of war to proceed at the same time to 
Constantinople ; and the Bustard having resigned her chargé to 
the Salsette, departed on the 18th for Malta. Whilst the frigate 
was at this anchorage, and during nearly another subsequent fort-
night, I had an opportunity of surveying the whole of that plain 
which for 3000 years has attracted the attention of the civilized 
world, and which the ingenuity of our own age has illustrated by 
discoveries so singular, that whether fanciful or not, they must in-
crease the interest of visiting these celebrated regions. For some find 
it most agreeably congenial with all their early prepossessions, to 
credit the conjectures of those who recognize on this spot every ves-
tige of the poetic landscape ; whilst others experience not a little 
satisfaction.  in detecting the futility of former schemes, and in fur-
nishing themselves with arguments in favour either of more pro-
bable arrangements, or of a general scepticism respecting the 
whole Homeric topography. 

We may expect to find the account given by Strabo of this 
part of Asia, equally correct with the other descriptions of 
that invaluable writer; and we may at least hope to see his 
plain of Troy, with the Simois and Scamauder, the stations of 
Achilles and Ajax, the harbour of the Greeks, and many of those 
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celebrated objects which, on whatever foundation, were identified in 
very early ages with the scenes of the Iliad. If the country bor-
dering on these famous straits does not correspond with the de-. 
scriptions of the poet, it may be found, perhaps, to agree with 
those of the geographer ; and with this resemblance a prudent 
traveller should, according to my bumble judgment, be content,. 
without attempting to find those evident vestiges of the Trojan 
war, which all investigation of the ancients was so utterly unable 
to discover, that the words,  of the poet himself were quoted to 
prove that some of them, as the rampart of the Greeks, had 
perhaps never existed, and that others, amongst which was 
reckoned Troy itself, had been destroyed by the event to which 
they owed their celebrity. 

Plutarch informs us, that Alexander the Great performed sa- 
crifices at 	; and Arrian adds, that he carried away from-
the place some arms which were said to have been used in. the 
Trojan war, and ordered them to be borne before him in his 
battiest: But this Ilium, which, from a village with a single 
temple, was converted by his order into a considerable town, is 
proved by the many arguments adduced in the treatise on the 
Troad, contained in the thirteenth book of Strabo, to have not 

* 'AvaPcis J1 14s Duov, i'aucrE 	A9tiv97.—In vit. Alex. p. 674, Op. Orn. 
edit. Paris, 1624. 
t'  Avaattrra 	VIAtoy 75 'a 'Aav;/..,atio-ai 	lAscleh, xcis 	x-cssiorXiexy rnv 

cxur Li1/04,9'E7YOGI,  ;; TOY vcay, xai xotaokEiv d.YT1 ravTYJc Ti4.47Y iEpwv T1YOE 0•TXCOY '171 ix 
Tp4)70 Ins 0-10C‘ittE Yee K.G4 ?ars 011$ OTI or 	0'7141 r9Epoy rpO cit)T'g ES •I'CiS 

fazas.—Arriani, de Expedit. Alex. lib. i.' cap. ii. p. 25, edit. Gronov. 1714. 
It will be observed, that the annalist uses throughout)  the phrase " it is re-
ported." 
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been the Ilium of Homer, although the vanity of its inhabitants 
induced them, long previously to the Macedonian invasion, to 
call it by that name, and to show their Acropolis to Xerxes as 
the Pergamus of Priam". 

It is related of the new city, that the old site not being chosen 
on account of Agamemnon's supposed, imprecation, the Astypa-
laeans, who inhabited Rhceteum, built a little town, called in the 
Augustan age Polisma, in a marshy spot, which was soon de-
serted. Ilium was then founded by the Lydians, but did not 
arrive at any prosperity until a long time afterwards ; when Ly-
simachus, to fulfil a promise made by Alexander, took it under 
his protection, and surrounded it with a wall of forty stadia in 
circumference. When, however, the Romans came into Asia, it 
was more like a village-than a town, and at the passage of the 
Gauls from Europe, it had no walls. It afterwards recovered 
itself, was created a free city by the Romans when they made 
peace with Antiochust, and stood an eleven days siege against 
the Quxstor Fimbria, the murderer of Valerius Flaccus, by 
whom it was razed to the ground :I:. 

Sylla having destroyed Fimbria, favored Ilium, as also did 
Julius Caesar in a more especial manner, and it's immunity from 

	

* 	To IIpaaf<ou 11‘przp.op ddERn rp.Epoy Fxwv Stlicraacch—Herod. Hist. 
lib. vii. cap. 43. 

Liv. Hist. lib. xxxviii. ; Casaub. Comm. et Castig. p. 224, edit. Xyland. 
Caius Fimbria . . . . urbem Ilion gum se potestati Sylke reservabat,expug-

navit ac delevit.—Liv. epit. in lib. lxxxiii. Appian, who gives a detailed ac-
count of the cruelties of Fimbria, adds, that this calamity happened CICL 
years after the taking of Ilium by Agamemnon.—Vide Casarb. Com. et Castig. 
in Strab. lib. xiii. p. 224, edit. Ryland. 
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tribute was afterwards confirmed by the Emperors Claudius and 
Nerot. 

The love of proving an illustrious ancestry, common to the 
two great nations of antiquity, made the Romans wish to believe 
the Ilieans the actual descendants of the true Trojans, and to 
call their town, as they generally did, by the name of Troy, 
which was one of its Homeric appellations, but was obsolete with 
the Phrygian Greeks I. 

A proof of this persuasion may be adduced from the story told 
of Tiberius, who, 'to reproach the Ilieans for their late condo-
lence for the death of Drusus, informed them, that he also sym-
pathized with them for the loss of Hector §. But the well-known 
lines of Lucan, inforin us with what success Julius Caesar searched 
for. the vestiges of the Trojan wall II ;. and that the verses of the 

*« Iliensibus quasi Romani generiw auctoribus tributa in perpetuum remi-
sit."—Suet. in vit. Tib. Claud. Cms. p. 543, edit. qt. Schildii. 

t "Impetrat ut Ilienses omni publico munere solverentur."—Tacit. Annal. 
lib. xii. cap. 58, p. 88, edit. Glasg. 1753. " Circensibus ludis Trojam con-
stantissime favorabiliterque ludit."—Sueton. in vit. Neron. Claud. Cxs. 
cap. 7, p. 578, edit. qu. sup. 

t Dissertation concerning the war of Troy, edit. 2, p. 39; see also the com-
mentary on verse 817, Perieg. Dionys., in which the Latins are censured 
for calling Ilium Troy, p. 285, edit. Lond. 1679. It seems strange that Mr. 
Bryant should be the first to remark, that the Tem of Homer is sometimes the 
city as well as the district.—Dissert. Append. p. 132, 2d edit. .To prevent 
the necessity of adding an epithet to Ilium Immune, I shall distinguish the Ho-
meric city by the name of Troy. 

Suet. in vit. Tib. cap. 52, p. 388. The reader may recollect how happily 
this story is introduced in one of Dr. Swift's letters to Mr. Pope. 

II Mr. Le Chevalier, in alluding to the. lines of Lucan, with a singular dis-
ingenuity, and confidence in the ignorance of his readers, only quoted the first 

4u 
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poet were founded on fact, -is fully proved by the testimony of 
Strabo, and the decisive evidence of the author, to whose assist-
ance he had recourse in describing the Hellespontine Phrygia. 

We do not know that Strabo had not himself been in the 
Troad, but we are sure that no person could speak more to the 
purpose than Demetrius, who was a native of Scepsis, a town 
not far from Ilium, and who wrote thirty books on sixty lilies of 
Homer's Trojan Catalogue. From this authority we know, that 
not a vestige was left. of the ancient city'''. 

Neither Julius Caesar, nor Demetrius, nor Strabo, had any 
doubt of the former existence of the city of Priam ; and the orator 
Lycurgus, quoted by the latter author, at the same time, that he 
declared the total desolation, and as it were death of Troy, to he 
known to all the world, spoke 'of its destruction as of a fact equally 
notorioust. These authorities therefore are to be acknowledged as 

three lines of the description, beginning '" Sigwasque petit famaz mirator Are-
nas," as the five following verses were, fatal to his hypothesis. The author of 
the .Topography of Troy, is much fairer in his notice of the passage, if he does 
notice it when he attributes the prevailing error respecting the non-existence of 
any Trojan remains, to the " etiam periere mine of Virgil. 

* 'Our6 	lxidoc crk)E•rai 14.1c dpvttas vbaon.—Strab. lib. xiii. p. 195. .  
These words, and the general tenour. of -the whole argument, may be quoted as 
decisive against those places, where the words n 7rcatztoi, or 0.1p7ccaoy 
are introduced to signify either Troy, or the supposed site of it, at the.Pagus 
lliensiurn. 

t See Casaubon. Comm, in Strab. lib. xiii. p. 601. Tnv Tpotay •rts ax 01X4X0EV 
OTC tkrytartl 717Eolifhillf 117.1/ ThE It4AEWY, XiXs1 ,yr.crt)s irof.pEacrx. .144n.  kilos, ws rii7r4 
117TO TC711 EAN;PCJV XaTETX4t1)  clro Tov oliclia olo-siorrOs 	Strabo relates, that 
Thucydides speaks of Troy being taken by the Athenians; but on referring to 
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complete evidence against the remains of Troy having ever been 
recognized by any Credible witnesses amongst the ancients, and 
are to be received with none of that disttust with which we may 
hear the arguments -of those who have in our times been arrayed, 
to 'prove that such a place as Troy did never exist, and that con-
sequently the Trojan war was a mere fiction of poetry. The geo-, 
graphy of the Troad cannot be affected ,by any decisions on this 
latter question, nor by those' disquisitions which have lately in-
creased our doubts on all points ,relative to Homer, and have 
made us uncertain not only of the productions and the- name, but 
even of the actual existence, of, the poet. 

The learned world may decide that the Odyssey and the Iliad 
were not productions of the same person or period ; and Mr. 
Heyne, annulling the labour and dissolving the union of Pi-tmtus, 
may disperse the two epics into their primitive rhapsodies. It is 
enough for the traveller to he aware, that not only not a vestige of 
Troy was ever seen, but that no ancient author ever pretended to 
have ascertained with precision its actual site. It may be observed, 
that in the forgeries •of Dictys Cretensis and Dares Phry- 

the historian, we see that he does not mention Troy, but only, TX IV T;3'  

oxio- juaroc-=-the towns in the interior, or on the main-land, lib. ill: See Ca- * 
sauboies note to p. 600 of Strabo, Iili. xiii. plh226, edit. Xyland. 

* In Dictys Cretensis the Scamander is mentioned only once (p., 99, edit, 
Amstlea, 1730), the Simoig not at all ; the river (" Rumen, p. 88, and flu- 
vius, p. 99") is noticed but twice; Ilium is once named, p. 108; the tomb 
of Achilles once, p. 109; Sigeum once, p. 132; and the tomb - of Ajax, on 
the Rhceteum promontory, also once, p. 137. The author hays of Troy, 

urbs incendiis coriiplanata"—" the city was burnt to the ground," p. 134; 
hut he makes Antenor, and Micas and Antenor, inhabit it afterwards. He 

4 u 2 
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gius4', no attempt is made at local description, and that this would 
hardly have been the case if the site of the Phrygian capital, and 
consequently the exact scene of the memorable events which they 
recorded, had been universally known to the Greeks of the age of 
Constantine. 

The uncertainty respecting Tray must necessarily have increased 
rather than diminished by the progress of time, and I do not 
find that any judicious person amongst the early travellers, evek 
thought of discovering the vestiges Or the site of the city uf 
Priam. Dr. Pococke -did not attempt to find any thing undis-
covered by Demetrius and Strabo, and spoke with great hesita-
tion even of conjectures founded on their descriptions. Mr.Wood, 
in the essay which he wrote " to do justice to Homer," wisely 
reserved a " thorough examination of the poet's geography to a 

every where calls the Trojans " Barbarians ;" a distinction, as Mr. Wood ob-
served on another occasion, not to he found in Homer, and only once used in 
Virgil (Essay on the Genius, &c. p. 504): Tzetzes (Chit. 5, Hist. 30, as I find 
'him quoted in some notes on ./Elian) averred, that, Homer followed this history; 
but the learned Isaac Vossius thought the book was not the composition' of a 
Greek even so late as the time of Constantine, but that the Latin, now called 
the translation of Septimius, was the original work. 

*, Dares Phrygius, who differs from Homer.  in very many particulars, for 
which the letter from Cornelius Nepos to Sallust, prefixed to the treatise (p.154, 
ibi.), asserts that he was much extolled at Athens, mentions scarcely a single 
place by name except the &mitt, gate, and the tomb of Achilles. The Piny-
gian Iliad, which was the foundation of this imposture, inferior both in anti. 
quity and elegance to Dictys Cretensis, was said to be in existence in the time 
of 1Elian ; that author, however, does not say that he ever saw it, but only, 
that he believed it- to be yet preserved—Kai Tal Opt;yx Aapkra, Ou puyiav 

IA1Gaa ET' 	cirecr4opivo ;ch.—Var. Hist. lib. xi. cap. 11. 
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more enlarged plan a his work;" and notwithstanding a singular 
hint, that the country was more like Homer's landscape in his 
time than if had been in that of Strabo", and some general, 
praise of Homer's accuracy, yet in his description of the Troad, 
he notices rather the changes that must have taken place in the 
face of the country, than the resemblance it bears to the picture 
given of it in the Iliad ; and he does not hazard a single conjec-
ture as to the actual site of the ancient city, except that it stood 
above Alexandria Troas: an omission caused not by ignorance or 
carelessness, but, it is probable, by a thorough knowledge of thj 
insurmountable difficulties attending the enquiry. 

Chandler, in his account of the Plain, followed Strabo and the 
geographers; he attempted no discoveries as to Troy, and 
although he spoke with more decision respecting other points, he 
thought proper to make an excuse in his Preface, for hazarding 
such assertions+. What he Might have done in his announced 
work, relative to the topography of the Troad, cannot be known, 
as it never was published, or transmitted to the press. But the 
world has become much wiser than formerly, especially, as Dr. Swift 
observed, within these ten years. Mr. Le Chevalier determined 
upon ,the discovery of Troy, and succeeded. -The Pergamus of 

• Essay on the Genius and Writings of Homer, p. 76. 
" When we look on the regions of Troas, as represented in my map, it will 

be found, I believe, to differ from the !'story of the country as exhibited 
bydlomer," P. 328. 

" There is no trace in Homer of the progress of the Scamander, from the 
ruined bridge to Bournabashi; and yet this is the only part of the chan-
nel which is precisely the same as anciently," p. 329. 

t He speaks of the barrows as the tombs of Achilles and Patrocles. His His-
tory of Ilium I have not been able to procure. 
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iam, ruins of temples, foundations of walls, the Saran gate, 
the hot and cold source of the Scamander, the station of the 
GreeU, the tombs of heroes, were ascertained, laid down, and 
irrevocably named. The ancients were accused of ignorance, the 
moderns of diffidence ; the former, in the instance of Strabo and 
Demetrius, for not knowing their own Scamander when they 
saw it before their eyes ; the latter, such as Dr. Pococke, for not 
finding the ashes of Achilles in the hillocks on the banks of the 
1\Iendere. The discovery was hailed with enthusiasm by the 
Parisian antiquaries, and all the learned bodies in Europe were, 
as the author predicted would be the case, eager to adopt the 
improved geography of Phrygia. Even the sober scepticism of 
English scholars gave way before the torrent of asserted proof.. 
It was not until five years subsequently to the publication of Mr. 
Le Chevalier's extraordinary success, that Mr. Bryant, without 
travelling beyond his library, and rather impeded than assisted 
by a wretched chart of the disputed country, raised such objec-
tions (not all, it must be owned, of equal validity) to the new 
map of the Troad, as no criticisms, either of the travelled or the 
learned, have been able to remove. Yet a gentleman who had 
visited the spot, vindicated Homer and Mr. Le Chevalier: an-
other of our countrymen, who travelled in 1796, acknowledged 
the recent scheme sufficiently ingenious and plausible* ; and the 
Author of the Topography of Troy, not only concurred in most 
points in the invention, but in 1802, found several additional 
Homeric vestiges to support the happy hypothesis. Another 

• u Mr. Chevalier's topography and general idea, after a fair investigation, 
we acknowledged to be ingenious and plausible."—Constantinople, Ancient and 
Modern, p. 317. 
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traveller, however, apparently of a totally different complexions, 
and who lent an academic faith to the %%hole superstition, restored 
US to our ancient uncertainty ; and va hen we travelled, the village 
of Bournabashi was no longer Troy ; the springs of the Scanlan-
tier and die Simois, had disappeared, and the encampment of the 
Creeks had again sunk Mto the nonentity to which it was before 
reduced, by the trident of Neptune an 1 the streams of seven rivers. 

We repeatedly tra‘ersed the %%hole of that part of the Troad, 
which is usually called the Plain of Troy. The frigate was an-
chored a little above one of those singular tumuli, four of which 
are ranged near the shore of the Archipelago. Liman-Tepe, and 
Stamboul-Douk, have been already noticed. From the fiat 
point 13ournou, beyond Alexandria Troas, the coast, fire four or . 
five miles, is a sandy flat, and a shrubby plain, di% ided by a small 
rivulet, spreads from some inland eininencts to the sea. A bout 

mile from the succeeding promontory, called in the maps 
the Cape of Troy, another stream flows through a narrow but 
deep channel into the sea. About a mile from its mouth, it is 
joined by a small rivulet flowing from the south ; and to this 
rivulet that channel of a mile in length formerly belonged, and not 
to the stream now running from the north-cast, which has within 
the memory of man been let into it through an artificial cut. 
From this point the shore becomes less level ; and the Cape of 
Troy is a sandy promontory, terminated by a mass of shapeless 
rocks. Half a mile inland, and to the north of the Cape, is the 
third large barrow, Beshik-Tepe. The coast above is exceedingly 

• See nn Essay in the Edinburgh Review, July, 1805, No. XII. Franklin 
and others have also written on the Tread ; but the general outline of the pro-
gress of the question is givcu above. 
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abrupt, composed of high chalky cliffs, and on the flat of the hills 
not far beyond the barrow, stands the town of-Yeni-Keui, con-
taining perhaps two hundred houses, inhabited chiefly by Greeks. 
Immediately below it is a circular part or basin, to which the com-
munication with the town is by a path winding down a steep pre-
cipice. Beyond Yeni-Keui, the coast still continues abrupt and 
high ; but a little before, to the south of the fourth barrow, there 
is a deep chasm in the coast. The path on each side is made 
more easy by steps cut in the hill. At the bottom is a stone 
fountain, and between the hollow, a small stream trickles through 
the sandy beach, projecting in a thin strip at the foot of the 
rocks. The fourth barrow rises from the hilly coast, immediately 
above the. chasm. To Cape Janissary, a mile and a half to 
the north, the coast is a line of steep Craggy rocks. Opposite to 
our anchorage,' a steep and difficult.  path ascends the hill : .this 
was our often-trodden route into - the plains, and part of the 
ship's company were daily employed in watering at two springs 
near the landing place. From the top of the cliff the path turns 
northwards near the edge of • the precipice, and leading at first 
down a slope, ascends some-  gently-rising ground, until it arrives at 
the flat •summit on which stands the town of Yeni-Cher, or 
Giaur-Keui. From this point the Cape stretches off half a mile 
beyond, to the north-north-west. On a flat above the town are 
eight or nine windmills, which when the pilot sees in a line with 
the tongue of the promontory he makes directly for the mouth 
of the straits. From the ship we had a distinct view of Elles-
Bournou, or Cape Greco, the extremity of the Thracian Cher-
sonese, of Cahim-Kalessi, the new .fort built by De I'm on the 
hill, two miles within the Cape, and of Eski-Kalessi, the old castle, 
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a mile farther in the mouth of the strait : a barrow, called Elles 
Baba-Tepe, was discernible on the hills above Cahim-Kalessi. 
From Cape Janissary to Cahim-Kalessi the distance is about three 
miles and a half; but as the angle formed at that point is very 
obtuse, the straits seem. to commence from Elles-Bournou ; and 
thus having a width of five Or six miles, sweep round the high 
cliffs on either-  side into the expanded sea, with all the grandeur 
of an American river. 

The usual place of anchorage for the vessOs detained in their 
passage to Constantinople, is under the hills near Cabim,Kalessi, 
or in a small inlet under Cape Janissary; where, however, they are' 
not always secure from the violence of the Etesian gales. On the 
24th ofApril, many ships ofdifferent sizes, bursting from their Moor-
ings, and borne down as upon a rapid torrent, shot swiftly by us 
;under bare poles, and were unable to bring up until they got shelter 
behind Tenedos. The boundless sea prospect from the heights on 
the Asiatic side of 'the straits, is broken by Imbros to the west, 
and to the north of that island by Lemnos, whose high rocks are, 
as it were, capped by the fainter peaks of Samothrace. Athos 
itself is said to be sometimes visible in the utmost distance, but 
it was not discernible during our stay on the spot. 

The whole length of the coast from Koum-Bornou to Cape 
Janissary is about eleven miles, in a direction due north. _Its 
ancient geography has not been determined very precisely. The 
headlands Koum-Bornou, and the cape of Troy, appear to have 
received no distinct names. Pococke says, that Achum may 
have been near Yeni-Keui;- but Chandler assigns Nea or Nee 

* Travels in Asia Miner, cap. xxii. 
4x 
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to this spot,• as being more agreeable to the detail of Pliny, and 
as it • seems to preserve, its old name in a Turkish translation. 
He gives a Latin sepulchral inscription, taken from a stone in the 
village 	The land near the town is bleak and bare, but in the 
slopes under the hill there are some extensive gardens, in which 
the fig and mulberry tree are cultivated in luxuriant abundance. 
Strabo, whose notice of this coast is by no means in detail, says, 
that Acheum was opposite to Tenedos, and that its district was 
next to that of Alexandria Troas, not far from Larissat. 

If Yeni-Keui, and the vicinity .of the barrow Beshik-Tepe, be 
near the site of Nee, we should look for the " Scamander Amnis 
Navigabilis" of Pliny betvveen'that spot and Cape Janissaryt. But 
there is no river between the two points, and the stream nearest 
-to_Yeni-Neui is that which flows. into the sea, a mile to the south, 
where the continent, agreeably to the site of Achxum, is oppo.i  
site to Tenedos, at least to the north 'end of that island. The 
stream in question is not noticed by Strabo, but it does, indeed, 
seem to be the navigable river Scamander of Pliny; and as it is 
larger than the other rivuletS below to the south, it may have 
been so characterized, to show its comparative importance. It is 
certainly not the great Trojan Scamander of which the, naturalist 
here speaks, for he mentions that river immediately afterwards, and 
in the position given to it by every other writer, calling it the Xan• 
thus : I shall leave it, however, -to the etymologists to determine, 
whether a, stream, not capable even at its mouth of admitting a 

* Inscriptiones Antiqum, p. 4. 
1- Lib. xiii. p. 605, 596. 

" Oppidum Nee, Scamander amnia navigabills, et in promontorio qua- 
d= Sigxum oppidum."—Nat. Hist. lib. v. cap. 30; 
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Thames wherry, and having all the characteristics of a mountain 
torrent, could have been ever designated by the epithet navigable 
Perhaps the ships,. navigating this Scamander were like those river 
boats (7r7 07ex iror4p.ia) which, according to Diodorus; were made 
by the orders of Stabobrates, King of India, out of a single 
reed "'=. 

Every ancient mention. of the Sigean promontory seems to iden-
tify it with Cape Janissary, and the remains. discovered in Giaur-
Keui, show that the town Sigeum was built on or near the site of 
the present village. The Sigean decree in honour of Antiochus, 

.was removed in 1708 by Mr. E. W. Montague, and the Bou-
strophedon, which is called the famous Sigean inscription by.  
Pococke, and has had that epithet attached to it by every suc-
ceeding traveller, was removed by Lord Elgin. From the-  in-
scriptions, a fac-simile of which is given in Chishull's'Asiatic An-
tiquities, and in . Mr. Payne Knight's Analytical Essay on the 
Greek Alphabett,. it appears that the method of writing ,or 
graving, from left to right, and from right to left, alternately, 
" as an ox ploughs," continued after the adoption of the long 
vowels generally supposed to have been invented by Sinionides,' 

. 	• 
* Kai wpc7n-oy (.4114 ix 7; xoacitha xrcrEcriduairs irXora iror4uz TerpcixtoxiAscx 

1; rip 'Wool rixecc. TE TO1); IrOTZ1.4005 Y.al TO}); EXCaEic T071'014 (pips' xcao448 vAa•our 
Ou To ircZ2cos Oust C,41/ icecTicos jivaponros ircepaA4ot . . .--Flist. lib. ii. p: 74, edit. 
H. Steph. 1559. " Ex lino arundinis trunco thovoEvAcc," says Wesseling. These 
boats were manned to resist the invasion of Semiramis; but the streams which 
they navigated cannot be supposed 'of the same sort as those on which the ex-
pedition of Nearchus sailed, and which Arrian does not call irXotpto‘, navigable 
•by boats, but vaucroropoi, navigable by ships.—Hist. Ind. cap. iv. pp. 317, 
318, cap. v. p. 318, edit. Gronov. 

t Plate II. 
4 x 2 
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• 
but prevalent in Asia, it is probable, prior to the time of that poet. 
The upper inscription contains the additional characters, although 
the one below uses only the alphabet of Cadmus and Palamedes. 
The earlier Sigean inscription was written, it is thought, six hun-
dred years • -before the Christian era, and the second, which is 
nearly a copy of the first six lines of the.  other, seventy-seven 
years subsequently to the first. • Phanodicus,-. the son. Of Her-
mocrates of Proconesus, who gave the bowl and cover (K.PHTHPA.  
AE  KAI THOKPHTHPION) which are the subjects of the record, • 
to the Sigean Prytaneum, is supposed by Chishull to be the his-
torical writer of that name mentioned by the Scholiast in Apollo- 
nius, and the same person who is more than once commended by 
Laertius as the author of a treatise on the Tripod of the 'Sages  
and concerning Thales and Bias1. Yet this biography, which is . 
conjectural, does not fix the precise date of the'marble. • 

The Montague marble was in the wall of a small church dedi-. 
cated to St. Demetrius, and the pilaster containing the Boustro-
phedon was in the same church, and served as a seat. The pe-
destal, with the piece of .sculpture described by Lady M. W. 
Montaguet, and explained by Dr. Chandler§, was opposite to 
the,. pilaster ; but whether it is still left, I know not for the 
Greeks of the.  village telling me that the- .marbles had been 
removed, I did not enter the church.. Several fragments still 
remain :scattered about near that building,' which may be on 
the site of the Atheneum. Such was the opinion of the last-
mentioned traveller, who adds also, that the flat on which the 

* Analytical Essay, p. 18. 
. t Inscriptio Sigea, p. 32, see Appendix, Lond. 1728., 

t Letter xLiv. p. 152, edit. London, 1790. . 
§ Cap. xii. p. 36, Travels in Asia Minor. 
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village stands, was the Acropolis, and that the ancient town, oc-
cupied a slope on the descent towards the mouth of the Straits. 

The village of Yeni-Cher or Giaur-Keui, is inhabited by Greeks 
only, some of whom are of the better sort. They cultivate the 
cotton grounds and vineyards on the sides of their hills, and are, 
in part, owners of the flocks of broad-tailed sheep which swarm 
over the neighbouring plains. We found that several houses con-
tained a stock of wine sufficient to furnish a considerable quantity 
for the use of our ship's company. 

The traveller before quoted out of Hakluyt saw some remains,, 
on this spot, as also did Belon, who took them for the relics of 
the structure consecrated to Achilles. Sandys*' talks of.tlie Pro-. 
montory being " crowned with a ruinous city, whose imperfect 
walls do shew to the sea their antiquity." Some remnants, appear 
to have been seen by Lady M. W. Montague ; but they are not 
noticed, that I am aware, by any subsequent traveller, ,and at 
present there is not a vestige of them to be .found.. Whether they 
belonged to the unfinished city of Constantine, as Sandys conjec-
tured, or were relics of Sigeum, has not been determined. The 
remains of Constantine's design, were visible on the right hand 
entering the Straits, but not, in all likelihood, on the Promontory, 
itself; since the gates, which were conspicuously seers by, those • 
who sailed along the coast,, were in the plain before Ilium, near 
the shore, and above or beyond the tomb of Ajaxf.. The same 
fatality seemed to attend the attempt at fixing the,seat of empire 

* Page 19, lib. 1. 
t Kocraxocpc.sn, frE TO re0 .T0i14 	as tOP 7TaeC:G.  TOP 'EXAMO-7r4TOY hr1 	1-4 

'Ampros Toilov.--Zozom. Eccles. Hist. lib. iii cap. iii. Decline and Fail, -
vol. ii. cap. 17, p. 9, 4to. 
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in the kingdom of Priam, as we are told prevented the rebuilding 
of the Temple at Jerusalem ; and the perseverance of Constantine 
was of little longer duration than the inauspicious resolves of Julius 
Caesar and of Augustus. The gates were all that was finished of the 
intended work, and cannot have left behind them relics sufficient to 
be , called the ruins of a city : yet Kauffer, in his map, has laid 
down "Ville de Constantin," on a site which, it must be confessed, 
answers better than G iaur-Keui, to that of the designed capital. 

Sigeum was built by Archwanax of Mitylene, and, as Was said,. 
out of the ruins of Troy; a report which, although entirely un-
founded, was a proof of its extreme antiquity. After a variety of 
fortunes, it was destroyed by the people of Ilium, who from the 
age of Antiochus, became masters of the greater part of the 
Troad, as far as Dardanus, and retained it when Strabo wrote. 
It was a ruin in his time, and the walls seen by modern travellers 
can have no reference to Sigeum. They may have been the rem-
nants.  of some fort or watch-tower built in a much later period. 

* We find in Strabo, 'that the town was taken from the Mitylenxans by 
Phryno the Athenian, and that Pittacus, endeavouring to recover it, several 
battles were fought, in one of which the poet Alczus lost his shield. Herode-
ttrs (lib. v. cap. 94, 95) relates that it was taken by Pisistratus, who left his 
illegitimate son Hegesistratus governor, and that the latter was unable to retain 
it without repeated contests with the Mitylenwans of the neighbouring fortress 
Achilleutn. He makes Alcmus' loss of his shield occur in one of these battles, 
and mentions, that the place came into the final possession of the Athenians by 
the award of Periander, the son of Cypselus; a circumstance which, in Strabo's 
account, happened previously to the time of Pisistratus. Dr. Chandler (cap. xii. 
p. 57, Travels, &c. &c.), to reconcile the statements, puts the conquest of Pisise 
tratus after that of Phryno and the other events mentioned by the geographer. 

, ,Chares the Athenian was governor of the town when Alexander landed in Asia. 
Arriani, de Exped. Alex. lib. ie. cap. 2, p. 25, edit. Gropov. 1714. 
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If any argument were wanting, to shew that Cape Janissary is 
the Sigean Promontory, its situation opposite to the point of the 
Thracian Chersonese, might be - adduced in proof. Near that 
point, called formerly Mastusia, Was the town Eleus, a little to 
the north, on• a precipice above Eski-Kalessi, and a mean vil-
lage now occupies its site*. The Protesileum, or sacred por-
tion of Protesilaus, who was worshipped at Eleus, where he 
was supposed to be buried, was near the barrow Elles Baba- , 
Tepe, and the barrow itself may have been called the tomb of 
that hero. To the Protesileum there is a history attached : it 
was laid waste and defiled by Artayctes, the governor of Sestos, 
to deter the Greeks, as he told Xerxes, from again invading Asia; 
but the Persian was severely punished for having-revenged upon the 
people of Eleus the crimes of Agamemnon's army; for, being taken 
alive by Xanthippus the Athenian, he was himself impaled alivet, 
whilst his son was stoned to death before his face §. Alexander 
the Great having left his main army near. Sestos, marched to the 
point of the Chersonese, on purpose to ,visit the spot, and sacri-
ficed on the tomb to the manes of the warrior who first landed in 
Asia, and was the first vie* of the Trojan ware. The barrow 

• Strab. ' lib. xiii. p. 595. 

t 'Ey yo'l  'ExtzioZrri rns xEcCr0114013 EPTI Heova-A.Ew -rd9oc TE XOGi 

7rEel CIUT0103  t4aCt4i'my xerlihwroc iroAAci.—Herod. Hist. lib. ix. p. 116. 

ZZO"06  rch Takao& J4ISTC,40*(7CA,EUTOGY.—Herod. Hist: ̀ lib. vii. cap. 33. 

Herod. Hist. lib. ix. cap. 120. 	 • , 

'D1 /43%4 	is ENE1Proc, ,atis nerrEcraa4 	'Te? VipT Ti4t IleOTETatiit, Ort 
xai Ilew'rEolAcco; wOros 	ixPivos ES TI‘IP 'Asday rwv 4z 'Ilya/44001g ES qAtOk• 
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-is no longer sheltered by the elms, whose Rphemeral leaves drop-
ped off every morning from the brandies looking towards Troy, 
and presented a mournful type of the premature fate of the youth-
ful hero : but, although nothing but a bare hillock, it is suffici-
ently remarkable to attract attention, and still retains the venerable 
name of tomb. Another smaller mount has been lately discovered 
near Elles Baba-Tepe.; but travellers, with a Very unusual forbear-
ance, have not as yet assigned it to any ancient hero. 

HaVing determined that the site of the Sigean Promontory co-
incides with Cape Janissary, a fact which Mr. Bryant thought 
had been arbitrarily assumed, and being acquainted with the point 
anciently reputed to be one of those anonymous headlands, 
which were boundaries of the line of coast occupied by the Grecian 
ships, we may expect to receive some help in our future progress, 
from the detail of the geographers. On the descent from Giaur-
Keul to the left of the' road leading to the first castle on the 
Asiatic side of the strait, called Koum-Kale, in less than half a 
mile from the village, there is a barrow, which is not conspicuous 
from any quarter, as it is attached to the root of the hill above, 
and 'has also a tekeh, or Dervishes' chapel, built against its side. 
There is a vineyard hedge round the bottom of the mount, and 

crreceraarcZvvoi.—Arriani de Exped. Alex. lib. i. cap. ii. p. 24, edit. Cronov. 
1714. a.  Ipse cum reliquis Eleuntem proficiscitur, Protesilao saerum, cujus ibi 
sepulchrum adjesto tumulo tegitur," &c. &c.—Suppl. in Q. Curt. lib. ii. 
cap. iii. p. 99. edit. Lugd. Bat. 

• '1-1.+os oro'pa 1.4coceni, 'Ocroy euphyect.an 3bcps. 	I1. g. v.36, 
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the top, which is used for a cemetery, has on it some broken rem-
nants of modern stone-work. It is very inferior in size to Beshik-
Tepe and the other barrows before-:mentioned, to which it does not 
bear so great a proportion as the mount at Marlborough to that 
at Sidbury. To the east of this barrow, at a little distance, 
and in the road to Koum-Kale, thei:e is another similar mount, 
but 'smaller, although more observable than the first. Imme-
diately below it, the road turns northwards, and leads down a 
-descent into a sandy triangular flat, about a mile long and a quay- 
ter of a mile broad, at the extremity of which is the town of 
Koum-Kale. The approach to it is through gardens and vine-
yards, separated by low enclosures. On the road we observed 
some singular constructions for forcing water. The stream from - 
a spring at the foot of the hill of Giaur-Keui is conveyed in an 
earthen pipe;  which is carried over several pieces of wall, perhaps 
twenty feet high, about three: hundred paces from each other, 
across the flat to the reservoirs and fountains in the town and 
castle. The source is considerably above the level of Kotim-Kale, 
so that the Turks, by this contrivance, show their perfect igno-
rance of the first principles of hydraulics, and put it in the power, 
of any enemy to cut off their supply at once, by knocking dovIrn 
one of these walls. 	• 

The town of Koum-Kale is exceedingly clean and well-built, 
with one wide street containing several neat shops and coffee-
houses. It has two moscks, whose white minarets are seen at some 
distance from the inland villages and from the sea. The number 
of inhabitants may be about six hundred, chiefly the families 
of the Turks who garrison the fortress. The castle, built by 
Sultan Solyman in the year 1659, is ill-constructed, being a' 
hollow square of massive walls; with towers at the angles, pro- 

4 Y 
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tected at the back by a single moat. The battery ranges along 
the northern and western walls, and the embrasures, with the 
mouths of their enormous cannons, look like the entrances of 
small caverns to those sailing through the Straits. 

The eastern bank of the neck of land on which Koum-Kale is 
built, is a bay or marsh, bounded on the other side by another 
fiat sandy projection. It is about half a mile in breadth, and 
being extremely shallow, is covered in part with high reeds. It may 
be called the mouth of the Mendere, for into it that river dis-
charges itself under a wooden bridge three hundred feet long, a 
mile above the town. A yellow tinge, similar to that observ-
able at the mouth of all streams which deposit sand-banks, 
spreads in a circular line beyond the point, into the waters of 
the strait. The banks of the river near its mouth are adorned 
with frequent clumps of ,garden and forest trees. A little above 
the bridge there is a low barrow enclosed in a Turkish cemetery, 
and shaded by poplars and cypresses. 

On the east side of the Mendere is an extensive plain, (Pococke 
calls it two miles broad and four longs), well cultivated in some 
parts, but in others a black swamp, .and, near the shore, a sandy 
Marsh. It is so intersected with dykes, that on passing it on our 
route to the Dardanelles, we were obliged to have recourse to 
the assistance of a peasant who was working in the corn fields. A 
broad ditch stream, which is lost in the marshes, flows from the 
east, in a line nearly parallel with the strait, at the distance of a 
mile from the shore. It is called the Thymbrek. Kourn-Keui 
is a village a mile and a half from the bridge between the Mendere 
and the Thymbrek. The coast is still fiat and sandy for two 

' Observations on Asia Millar, p. 104. 
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miles to the east of_Koum-Kale, as far as a projecting point of 
land, where the ground becomes high and rocky. On the slope 
of this point is a barrow, called In-Tepe Gheulu,'"The barrow of 
the marsh." A neck of sand divides the coast between In-Tepe 
and the mouth of the Mendere, into two 'bay-s ; the higher' one 
of which, near the barrow, is at the bottom almost choaked with 
reeds, and is called Karanlik-Liman, " The shut port." Into this 
basin there runs a deep brook, Gheulu-Su, " The water of the 
marsh." A little above In-'Pepe the road to the Dardanelles winds 
round the foot of some low hills,- which project from the east into 
the great plain of Koum-Keui, having the shore on the north, and 
on their southern declivity, the beautiful valley' of Thymbrek-
Dere, so called from the stream that runs through its whole 
length. The southern bank of the valley is formed by another 
root of the mountains, which spread in successive chains from the 
south-east to the north-west over the whole of the eastern portion 
of the Troad. On this root is the village of Tchiblak, and at the 
extremity of it is a barrow. About four miles in the valley of 
Thymbrek, on the north bank of the river, is the village Habil-
Elly, and two miles higher up anothei village, Thymbrek-Keui. 

The course of the Mendere from the bridge, is for two miles in 
nearly a straight line to the south, through a vale, bleak and un-
cultivated to the west, under the hill of Giaur-Keui, but divided 
into green pastures and corn-fields On the side towards the plain 
of Koum-Keui. The banks are high and sandy, but the depth 
of water in the channel varies with the season. We crossed at 
a ford a mile above the bridge resorted to by the peasants of 
Giaur-Keui, in their way to Koum-Keui and the villages-to 'the 
south, and, in the month of April, found the stream as high as 

4 Y 2 	• 
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the saddle-girts. Two miles from the bridge a small rivulet, run-
ning in a 'channel which has once been supplied with more copi-
ous waters, flows into the Mendere from the south. A mount of 
some dimensions is close to the junction of, and between, the 

-streams, near two piers of a fallen bridge crossing the rivulet. 
Some carved stones, and two capitals of the Corinthian order,,  
were found on this mount by the author of the Topography 
of Troy. A quarter of a mile farther, the rivulet creeping 
through sedges, winds round a low long eminence, which being 
nearly surrounded by a tract of marsh land, .is approachable only 
over a stony ridge stretching towards it from the south. Front 
the great barrow, opposite to which our frigate was anchored, to 
the 'marsh, is a walk of half an hour, the whole way on a descent 
over corn-fields and heathy lands. The marsh, runs to the south-
south-east, on both sides of the rivulet, for a mile and a half, 
then turns off to the east, and with a few intervals of meadow 
land, covers an expanse of flat country seven or eight miles in 
length, and two or three in breadth, spreading itself over the 
southern portion of the plain between the Mendere and the riva, 
let. It is in many parts choked up with tall reeds, the covert of 
innumerable flocks of wild fowl of every description., From the 
turn of the marsh to the east, the rivulet may be called its houn7  
dary, although there are here and there some tracts of cultivated 
land between the morass and the banks of the stream., Immedi-
ately, from that angle commences the new cut, which has di-
verted some of the water from its former channel, . and has 
served also partially to drain the marsh. It is deep, like a mill-
course, but in no part more than fifteen feet broad. It runs 
in a south-south-westerly direction, and, in something more 
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than three miles, joins the rivulet conjectured to be the Navigable 
Scamander of Pliny. Beyond this canal to the east, there is a 
succession _of low eminences, and the country is covered with. 
brown heath and stunted bushes, except in some few cultivated - 
spots. On a slope above the commencement of the new channel, 
is the village of Erkessi-Keui, or, as it is more usually-called, 
Pasha-Chiflik, froni a country-house in that quarter built by the• 
famous Hassan Capudan Pasha, who either originally formed, or 
deepened and widened the artificial cut. A mile to the south of 
Pasha-Chiflik, and, as, I found by frequent walks, about six from" 
the barrow opposite to our station, and three from the mouth of 
the new channel, is the great barrow, called from a neighbouring 
village, Udjek-Tepe„ which towers above all the surrounding emit 
nences, and from the summit of which there is a complete view of 
the whole plain of the Mendere, and of that which slopes down 
to the flat sandy shores in front of the island of Tenedos. 1.3-djekt  
Tepe is as large as the barrow at Sidbury, but from being placed 
in the midst and on the summit of some gradually-rising ground, 
is much more conspicuous than that mount. It is. in shape a 
peaked cone, and has a few bushes on its sides, but is -  bare on 
the top. The road to Alexandria Troas passes near it on the-
right. 

Bos-Keui is a village on the same line of low hills, three qnar-
ters of an hour east-south-east of Udjek-Tepe. From the !ar- 
row to the sources of the rivulet, near the far-famed Bourna- . 
Bashi, is a walk of two hours, over hilly uneven ground, in a 
direction nearly due east. It may be as well to mention here, 
although with some anticipation of a future topic, that this line 
of low hills, whose extremity reaches to, the angle formed by the.. 
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new and old Channel of the Bournabashi rivulet, is the southern 
boundary of the great plain of the Mendere, and has been thought, 
as may ,hereafter appear erroneously, to be that elbow of high 
Iand (avyxc;)v) which Strabo mentions as stretching from the roots of 
Mount Ida towards the Sigean Promontory. Were it continued, 
it would reach rather to Yeni-Keui than to Cape Janissary. 

Having traced the course of the Bournabashi rivulet to its spring, 
let us follow the Mendere upwards,, from its junction with that 
stream. It turns off at first a little to the east. Its southern bank 
for a mile and a half, is-  an open fiat of green sward, intersperSed 
with a few bushes, and to the north, the land is cultivated, and 
partly enclosed. Two miles above the junction, a streamlet from 
the eastward falls into the river, near a village called Callifatli 
which lies south of Koum-Keui, on the road• from the castle to 
Bournabashi. The vale through which runs the Callifatli rivulet, 
is the next in succession to that of 'Ilymbrek Dere, from Which , 
it isseparated by the low eininences-of Tchiblak. In the' direction 
from this last village to Callifatli is a barrow, from which there 
is a line of 'elevated groUnd projecting' towards the'west-sOuth-
west into the plain of Koum-Keui. East-south-east, a mile from 
Callifatli,, is another low barrow, and 'a third chain of low woody 
hills bounds the valley of Callifatli to the south, approaching 
near the banks of the river. The succeeding valley is watered 
by a rivulet, which runs from the hills near the village of Atche-
Keui, three miles to the east of the Mendere. Between the vil-
lage and the river, but nearer the latter, is a large irregularly-
shaped mount, and near this a ford crosses the river to Bourna-
bashi, which is a mile distant on an eminence at the head, as it 
were, of the whole plain of the marsh. The river from. this 
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point to Callifatli flows through a highly cultivated country, 
forming woody aits, now concealed amidst groves of cornet 
and wild-almond trees, and now glittering through open tracts of 
corn-lands. I traced all its windings, startling young broods of 
wild ducks and flocks of turtle doves out of every brake, from 
the vicinity of Bournabashi to where the path led me across 
the plain and the rivulet towards the frigate, and found I had 
walked for three hours; but the direct road,, even to Callifatli,, is 
not, I should think, more than seven miles. 

Nothing could be more agreeable than our frequent rambles 
along the banks of this beautiful stream. The peasants of the nu-
Merous villages, whom we frequently encountered ploughing with,  
their buffaloes, or driving their creaking wicker cars, laden with. 
faggots from the mountains, whether Greeks or Turks,, showed, na 
inclination to interrupt our pursuits. The whole region was, in'a 
manner, in possession of the Salsette's crew, parties of whom, in 
their white summer dresses, might be seen scattered over the plain 
collecting the tortoises which swarm on the 'sides of the rivulets, 
and are found under every furze-bush. 
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Barrows—Short Account of those ancient Mounts—Probably 
.not all of • them actual Sepulchres—Barrows of Celtic or 
Scythian Origin-L-as well in Phrygia as in Britain—The 
Phrygian Barrows appropriated by the Greeks—Barrow-
Burial adopted by the Greeks, but not prevalent in the later 
periods of their History—The present Barrows of the Troad 
—Liman-Tepe, Stamboul-Douk, Beshik-Tepe, Udjek-Tepi, 
4:c. -  not mentioned in Strabo—Supposed Tomb of Achilles-- 
• Account of its Excavation by De Choiseul Goufiier—Absolute 
uncertainty respecting the real Monument—Arbitraryadop-
tion of Names for the other Barrows—In-Tepe possibly the 
lEanteum—Rhwtean. Promontory. 

IT must have been observed, that frequent mention 
has been made of barrows, on the coast and in the plain of_ 
Phrygia. The precise origin of these singular mounts has never 
been determined ; for, whilSt some have supposed that all of them 
are specimens of the most ancient kind of sepulchre, there are 
others who think that they may have been raised on other occa-
sions, and are not to be invariably regarded as memorials of the 
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dead 	It 'would, perhaps, be proceeding too far to suppose 
every artificial heap of earth, even when found in countries Where 
such tombs abound, and although generally considered an ancient 
tomb, to be an actual sepulchre. Mounts were raised by the 
Egyptians sometimes to support a sacred building, and some-
times to serve, without any superstructure, as objects of vene-
ration. In this manner hills were accounted holy by the ancient 
Persians, as they are by the modern Japannese; and amongst the 
Jews, temples or other places of worship were, from the practice 
of the idolaters, denominated High Places t.. From the hillocks 
of the Egyptians, 'Paphos, one of the Greek words signifying a 
tomb, may be derived , which can be accounted for by suppos-
ing, that many of these were in truth the tombs of their princes, 
and perhaps the archetypes of their pyramids, and that the wor-
ship of the dead was the origin of the sanctity attached to their 
supposed sepulchres. 

In flat countries a mount was raised, but in other situations, 
either the foot, or the summit of a natural eminence, was selected" 
for the place of burial. We have the testimony of Homer himself 
to prove, that hills, 	size of which precluded almost the  

* Dr. Borlase, in his Antiquities of Cornwall, p. 211, edit. 2d (quoted in 
Dalzel's Notes on Le Chevalier) finds fault with the appellation, which being 
usually barrow, and not, as in.  Cornwall, burrow, gives, as he conceives, too 
great a latitude to that which should always signify a sepulchre. It is possible, 
however, that our word is not derived from the Saxon byrig, to bury, but bcorg, 
or beorh, signifying " oppidum," a fortress or little hill, which is pronounced 
gutturally, like beret], and (as talch is changed into tallow) becomes in English, 
barrow. See note to page 20, of the Introduction to Sir R. Hoare's Ancient 
Wiltshire, where both roots seem to be admitted. 

t Sir R. Hoare's Ancient Wiltshire, PP4i80t 81- 
t Bryant's Mythology, vol. i. p. 449. Less curious etymologists may be 

contented with the derivation from riapov, the aor. sec. indic. of acicirro, sepelio.. 
4 z. 
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of their being artificial, were called tombs. This was the case with 
Batieia, named by the Immortals, or, in early ages, the tomb of 
Myrinna, where the Trojan army of fifty thousand men was 
drawn out in battle array, which could not have been effected 
'even if the hill had been equal in size to the tomb of Ninus, the 
largest barrow in the world t. King Dercennus was buried under 
a hill t; and Cinethes, one of the companions of ./Eneas, on the 
top of a mountain on the shores of Peloponesus§. The preva-
lence of the superstition abov‘e alluded to, which has been de-
nominated hero worship, although it may militate against Mr. 
Bryant's general assertion, that all ancient barrows were not 
sepulchral, and may induce us to think that if they were not 
really tombs they were at least supposed to be so, may yet serve 
to, convince us that many of these mounts, whether natural or arti-
ficial,' did not actually contain the ashes of the dead. In proof of 
this, it is observed _by the above author, that the tombs  shown 
in Greece " were some of them those of gods themselves ;" and 
Dr. Borlase has remarked, that ancient writers use that word for 

* 11. B. v. 811. See the Scholiast to verse 403, and Camerarius, who give 
an easier explanation of the double appellations in Homer than either Easta- 
thins or Dr. Clarke. The 	names of inanimate objects, it should be ob. 
served, are not to be 'confounded (although the annotators have not remarked 
the difference) with those of men derived from any exploit, of which Homer 
gives an example. in Astyanax, the agnomen of Hector's son Scamander-- 

Dios 	ipigro wlxmltxTcop.-11. vi. v. 403. 
t It was nine stadia (more than a mile) from the bottom to the top, and ten 

stadia in breadth, and was to be seen in the time of Diodorus, who says of it, 
en N4010 1.1 IEptipathK facc4ify 	Potcragoic x.c4 xovrstrxitCourEy W clui-cl)xi,)µa 

vap.t.civEacc, Zu TO ply iltjdoc ivvio ;iv orosePicoy TO J Typos Zis p4nv Krtio‘as 
Lib. i. p. 67, edit. Steph. 1714. $ 

Virg. )En. xi. 850. 
§ Dion. Hallo. lib. i. cap. 42. 

• ,11 Observations on a Treatise;  pp. 44, 45. 
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a temple, which signified properly a sepulchre 	The same may 
be said of the monumental hillocks in our own country. The 
barrow on Cotley Hill, and that in Elder Valley; in Wiltshire, On 
being excavated, discovered no signs of an interment, altliough there 
were sufficient proofs to show that they had been devoted to reli-
giotis pUrposes ; and the black earth generally found on digging 
into these eminences, which was once thought a decomposition of 
carcasses, has been pronounced by competent judges to be no-
thing but vegetable ma,tter 1%. 

It would not, indeed, be saying too much to affirm, that the 
same judgment which we form of the barrows in our own coun-
try, may be applied to those found in, the north of Europe, in 
Tartary, and in whatever part of the world 'was at any time 
peopled by the Celtic race of mankind. The Nomades or the Scy-
thians of the early Greeks and Romans, and the Celto-Scythm of 
later periods, have been recognized in every region of Europe and 
Asia, and were discovered under different denominations in Britain, 
in Germany, and in Gault. Not only the manners, but the name 
of Scythians, was found, in the age of Pliny, amongst the Sarma-
tians and Germans §, who supplied the first population of our island ; 
and we need not be surprised at beholding vestiges of the same 
customs on the downs of Wiltshire and the plains of Troy. The 

* TLIthPos, Lyeoph. Cassand. ver. 613; " tumulum antiqum Cereris," Virg. 
.IEn. ii. 742 ; Antiquities of Cornwall, p. 222; Descript. of the Plain of Troy, 
p. 93. 	. 	. 

1-  See Sir R. lloare's Wiltshire, pp. 71, 82, 92, vol. i. 
See the authorities on this head, collected in Sir R. Hoare's Ancient Wilt- 

shire, Introd. pp. 8, 9, &c. 
§ " Scytharum nomen usquequaque transit in*Sarmatas atque Germanos." 

Inst. lib. iv. cap. 12, p. 59, edit. Paris, 111.DXXPI. 

4 z 2 
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Thracians and Mysians of Homer, as well as the flippomulgi, 
• 

Ga- 
lactophagi, and Abii, may be said to be of Scythian origin, and 
tribes of that wandering people were mixed with the nations south 
of the Ister in the time of Augustus*. The Thracians of Hero-
dotus have many points of resemblance with the Scythians of that 
historian, amongst which may be remarked the practice of barrow-
burial. The latter nation constructed earthen sepulchres of an 
enormous size over their kings t ; and the Thracians, after burning 
or interring their 'corpses, heaped a mount over them, and per-
formed funeral games t : it appears also, that they sacrificed 
victims of all kinds at the funerals of their chief men §: Now 
the early inhabitants of Phrygia were from Thrace ; and Strabo 
asserts, that many Trojan names were Thracian: they were, there-
fore,, a Scythian people, and may have constructed the barrows 
on the south side of the Hellespont previously to the' Homeric 

It is not getting over a single step to say, that these mond-
'Dents are Phrygian, and not, as Mr. Bryant asserted, Thracian; 
since the Phrygians are allowed to have been originally from 
Thrace. 

A gentleman, more practically acquainted with the subject of 
barrows than any other enquirer, no sooner saw the first descrip-
tion and representation of the tumuli on the plain of Troy, than 
he pronounced that they were exactly similar to those seen in Great 

* Strab. lib. vii. p. 296. 
+ Taz;Ta 	V0i40-06107E; X011(11 aravTas X47J1.40G 1.4E704, ii1.4)XXElith10/0k, xxl 7:T 411,44-

'MVO{ CZ; thirr011 ITOZIICTO41.—Iierod. Hist. lib. iv. cap. 71, p. 251, edit. Edinb. 
1806. 

'Ert&T.ct acirrovrrt xeCrCE!aUTCOTEc, n diGAAW; 1,;; xp4ants xc;:w.co dE XIMITE;), 
cirava TA 5fi& Ti ravi-orov.—Herod. lib. Y. cap. 8, &c. 

Ilarroia 471ai COTE; i priia. lbido 
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Britain ; that they were the tombs of the Celts of Thrace, and of a 
date prior to that assigned to the Trojan war. He was not at all. 
aware that Mr. Bryant had made a precisely similar remark,' but 
came to the same conclusion by actual observation, which that 
learned person had derived froM his books'". Repeated experi-
ments have proved, that the English barrows are of the most remote : 
antiquity; for frequently,,  after finding a Roman or Saxon burial 
near the summit of the mount; the excavators have arrived at the 
original British interment in the cist on the floor of the tomb; 
and in the very old British sepulchres, stags' horns, and bones of 
various animals, have been often found, together with 'other ves-
tiges of the Celtic practice of sacrificing, before remarked in the 
Thraco-Scythians t. 

The Phrygian barrows were most probably then, as Mr. Bryant 
has observed, appropriated by the Greeks to people of their own 
nation, just as fancy directed. It was the common custom for• 
those amongst them, who pretended that their ancestors had re-
ceived the benefits, or witnessed the _exploits, of an hero, to show 
his tomb as the best memorial to keep alive their gratitude. This 
remark, by which Dionysius of .Halicarnassus I 'accounted for 

* The late Mr. Cunnington, of Heytesbury, Wilts, stated this opinion in _ - 
presence of B. A. Lambert, Esq. F. R. S. to whom I am.indebted for the anec-
dote. 

f Amongst other curious articles .(some of which, although ancient British, 
are very similar to the trinkets found in the tombs in Greece) there was disco? 
vered in a barrow in. Wiltshire, a piece of woven cloth, 'the web very coarse, 
but exactly the same as that for the invntion of _which a patent has lately been 

. obtained : so that what Horace said 'of words, in his epistle to the Pisos, may 
be applied to the arts— 

	

" Multa renascentur qua: jam cecidere 	 
Lib. i. cap. N.. 
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finding several tombs of IEneas, should make us hesitate to de-
cide any ancient facts by the appearance of these tumuli ; and it 
'may be observed, that when Virgil described the spots where the 
trumpeter and the nurse of IEneas had been buried, it was not 
from the supposition that their bones were actually deposited in' 
Italy, but only to introduce a popular superstition into his poem. 
Yet why should we not look for the ashes of Cajeta and Misenus, 
as well as for those .of Achilles and Ajax ? Mr. Bryant's opinion 
respecting the Thracian, or (as I have ventured to call it) the 
Scythian origin of the Phrygian barrows, 'would have been much 
strengthened, if he had had an opportunity of seeing, with myself, 
that these artificial hills abound on the European side of the strait,. 
especially in the vicinity of Gallipoli ; where, two hundred years 
ago a superstition prevailed, that they were the sepulchres of 
Thracian kings ; and his argument may, perhaps, receive some 
little accession by the remark, that one of the words used by. 
Homer to signify a barrow, appears altogetber of Celtic origin., 
so that the poet, in celebrating the great and supereminent 
tomb of Achilles1, did not even change the name of that monu-
ment, whiCh long before the days of his hero may, have been the 
sepulchre of some Scythian warrior. Tumba is the Celtic root; 
hence the tornbeau of the French, and the tomb of the English t, 
Whose church-yards still display a specimen of the' same humble 
sepulchre which contented their ancestors. 

It is not to be denied indeed, that the Greeks adopted the 
same method of denoting the site of their primitive under-ground 
graves (tIv‘v.i.). Not to mention the zu-nc raa, the heaped earth 

* Sandys, A Relation of a Journey, &c. lib. i. p. 26, edit. Lond: 1627. 
t Miro gal c'ciA,Vihowoc TtWoY. Odyss. S2. SO. 
t Introduction to Sir R. Hoare's Ancient Wiltshire, note 	p. 20. 
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of Homer, their sign (0-;;,ha,), buriaI-place (Twos), ,and monument 
(to;i't,,a), were raised mounts. The.  sign of Hecuba (xup:4 cZlihos), is 
a barrow still seen on the shore of the Thracian Chersonese. The 
burial-place. of the Athenians, was a mount, since that or the 
'similar tomb of some of the heroes who conquered with Miltiades, 
is at this day visible on the plain of Marathon 4'; and the monu-
ment of Panthea and Abradates f  was a hillock, for it was heaped-
upl:. The custom, however, of raising a mount only, does not 
appear to have generally obtained after the early periods'of Gre-
cian history.. On the Marathonian barrow, and that of Panthea, 
there were inscribed stelae ; and even in Homer's time, that re-
finement had begun to prevail, for the horses of Achilles, when 
they wept for the death of Patroclus, stood fixed to the spot, like 
a pillar on a tomb §. The Scythians raised no other memorials 
of .their dead in the vast plains on which they settled their tem; 
porary dwellings II ; but these monuments were too bulky for the 

* To'4q)os xcL fv T(1) ITECLW 'Aar,vccico ICT(14 Paus. Attic. p. 60. 
Cyrop. lib. vii. cap. 11, T; thl';'11.442 117rEelhEraEc iX(;fraii• 

AxtAXIta raga. 	Eurip. Ilecub. v. 225. 
`TwEea' 17:1 eiv,ce xtEo-aai. 	Apoll. Rhod. Argon. lib. iii. b. 203; 

as well as many other passages might be adduced, in proof that the early 
Greek monument was a heap of earth. 	 • 

ti Iliad. P. V. 434. 
11 It seems likely, that at the time the English barrows were constructed, not 

only those who died in battle, but every person of distinction, was buried under 
one of these conspicuous mounts, some of wh kit appear to have been family mau-
solea, as they contain several skeletons of both sexes ranged in order. The 
weapons frequently found in the tombs, may not have pointed out that the 
deceased died in battle, but only have shown what was the profession, or per-
haps the sex, of the corpse, at a time when all men wore arms. None of the 
barrows in England appear to have been raised promiscuously over the soldiers 
slain in battle; but some of those opened in America, have been found to con- 
Lain as many as a thousand skeletons.—See Jefferson's State Qf Virginia, p. 174, 
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precincts of cities, and with the civilized Greeks, the very large 
mount was the sepulchre of thos€ only who were slain in battle, 
and were buried where they fell ; or of such as died on a military 
expedition, as was the case with Demeratus the Corinthian, to 
_whose memory the army of Alexander heaped up an earthen ce-
notaph eighty cubits high*. Although earthen substructure, 
were used in the time of Demetrius Phalereus 1-, and probably in 
much later periods, yet the monuments of which such frequent 
mention is made in Pausanias, are generally understood to have 
been of polished stone t. The old appellation of the Greek sepul-
chres became-  almost obsolete; and we may collect from a passage 
in Cicero, either that its meaning was in his time not distinctly 
understood; or that there was some difficulty in giving a precise 
translation of it in the Latin language §. Except at Marathon, 
and the hillocks near Phalerum, I do not recollect to have seen 
any barrows in Greece conjectured to be sepulchral. 

After. this general N',iew of the subject, and of the probable his-
tory of any monumental mounts, however ancient, which may be 
seen in these parts of the world, we may proceed to examine the 
particular specimens of the supposed tombs which are found on 
the shore of the plain, and in the plain itself, watered by the 

quoted in Dalzers note to p. 88, Description of the Plain of Troy, and in the 
Encyclop. Britt.. article Barrow. 

* Kai 1'4ov 'ixcocrEv o 0-TpacTos ET MUTT rti7 7rEpti.4‘Tpc) tilycoe, ;14in (1; wrz:, 
4(4;cm-co.—P1at. in vit. Alex. p. 696, Op. Om. edit. Paris 1624. 

Sepulchris autem novis finivit modum, nam super terrce tumulum noluil 
• quid statui nisi columellam, &c.—Cicer. de Legib. lib. ii. cap. 26. 

ViAPos Eicrs Aaa-V490;  kidroc. 
§ Pmnaque est, si quis bustum (nam id puto appellari 131,,Poy) aut monu• 

mentum, inquit, aut columnam Tiolaverit, dejecerit, fregerit.—De 
Mb. ii. cap. 26. 
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Mendere. It may have been observed, that they still bear the 
name of tomb, for the Turkish Tepe is reasonably supposed 
a derivation from the Greek Taphos. The largest of the Tepes 
already noticed is Stamboul-Douk, the next Liman-Tepe, the • 
third Udjek-Tepe; the fourth and fifth, Bcshik-Tepe and the 
barrow next to Cape Junissary, are of nearly an equal size. The 
whole of these are of such dimensions, that they might-  be; by 
those who are unused to such appearances, considered natural 
eminences; and the two last are so situated on the summits of 
rising ground, as to make it doubtful where the artificial mount 
begins. Dr. Pococke mentions a chain of low hills running south-
cast from the Sigean Promontory, divided by small vales or rather 
hollow grounds. On the first he places the town of Giaur-Keui, 
on the next the first barrow, on the third the town of Yeni-Keui, 
and on the north-eastern end of the fourth, which he says ex-
tends to the south-east, another barrow*. It will be seen he does 
not notice Beshik-Tepe. The singular appearance of four large 
harrows ranged along the shore at regular distances, and of the 
conspicuous Udjek-Tepe, cannot fail of attracting the attention of 
the most unobservant traveller, although " the succession of these 
five tumuli" has not, in my humble judgment, the least tendency 
" to ascertain the Trojan wart." They have been supposed the 
work of the early Mahometan invaders, and are referred by the 
present inhabitants to the Sultans, who at every considerable sta-. 

• Pococke, Observations on Asia Minor, page 106. 
t " The succession of five tutnuli, under the distant horizon, tends more 

than any other proof to ascertain the Trojan war."—Constant. Ancient and Mo-
dern, p. 340. 

5 A 
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tion raised a mount, on which they erected the standard of Ma-
hornet *, a custom still observed, as an eye-witness informed me, 
-by the Tartar princes whenever they pitch their tents. There is 
such a similarity of *size and form, which is conoidal, in all of 
these five barros, that the same opinion must be formed of one 
as of the other mount ; and if Udjek-Tepe is, as late writers have 
pretended, in reality the tomb of i-Esyetes mentioned by Strabo, 
we cannot. but suppose that the other tepes are also Homeric 
land-marks, or at least were so considered in former times, and 

. we must expect to see some ancient notice of their remarkable 
appearance. Yet I find not the least allusion to either of these 
immense tombs on the Phrygian coast, in the long and minute de-
tail of Strabo, nor in-any other ancient authority, except_ we con,  
elude (which no arrangement will, I fear, justify), that the Greek 
sepulchres, which have always been hitherto put within the mouth 
of the strait, were in reality on the shore of the open sea. 

Whoever should sail towards the Hellespont with the expectation 
of finding the tomb of Achilles on the jutting proniontory (a bea-
con to the sailor afar off at sea), would fix at once upon the great 
harrow next to Sigoum, as the monument of that hero, and Beshik-
Tepe would supply him with a tomb for Ajax. These, indeed, I take 
to be ". the two tills, rising in a piramidall forme, not unlikely to 
be those of Achilles and Ajax," seen by the traveller in Hakluyt: 
Dr. POcocke, sailing from Tenedos to Alexandria Troas, and having 
before made some conjectures respecting the barrows on the other 
side of Cape Janissary, did think that this barrow, or Beshik-Tepe, 

"" asit was very much exposed to view from the sea," might 1110.10,_ 

Observations on Asia Minor, p..105. 
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probably be the tomb_ of Achilles. Other travellers, without a 
' shadow of support fronony authority whatever, have 'called the bar-

row near Cape Janissary the tomb of Antilochus, and Beshik-Tepe 
that of Peneleus. They are so noted in Olivier's_ map. We have 
heard also, that " it admits of doubt whether.  Beshik-Tepe is not 
the tomb erected by Caracalla over his friend Festust." 

Whether the Achillean tomb of Homer was that next to Sige-
urn, can never be determined ; and those who consider the action 
of the Iliad as a fiction, will not be affected by the uncertainty; but 
it must be interesting to know, whether any -vestige remains of 
that barrow round which Alexander ran, and which received the 
homage of so many succeeding ages. - 

According to Herodotns, there 'was a place on the right bank 
of the river Hypacyris, in the Scythian region Hylcea, called the 
Course ofA chillest, near which A nacharsis sacrificed, on his return 
to his country. This spot is noticed by 411 the geographers; and 
Pliny adds, that the tomb of Achilles was shown on the opposite 
island of Letice or Macaron, about which so many strange stories 
were related by the ancient navigators of the Black Sea ll. There 

* Observations on Asia Minor, p. 110. It is difficult to say to which of the 
two Tepes he alludes. 

t Topography of Troy. 
TOy 'Axixxlciov xamotAiyov Aec5thoy.—Hist. lib. iv. cap. 70. 

§ Lib. iv. cap. xii., p. 59, edit. Paris. In lib. x. cap. x. p. 177, he has these 
words, more decisive of the supposition: Perdices non transvolant Bceotim fines 
in Attica, nec ulla avis in Ponti insula, qud sepultus est Achilles, sacratam ei 
.zdern. 

Pausanias, lib. iii. p. 200, relates, that Leonymus of Crotona found Achil. 
les and the two Ajaxes, together with Antilochus and  Patroclus, upon the 
island, and Achilles married to Helena. They were departed spirits. Accord-
ing to other accounts, Achilles, sailing towardssTaurica for the love of Iphige- 

5 A 2 
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was a cenotaph of Achilles at Elis 	hoever would see the 
importance attached to every particular relative to this early hero,' 
may look at the discussion in Note A, to the article Achilles, in 
Mr.13ayle's Dictionary, in which eleven authorities are quoted, to 
settle whether the son of Peleus was actually fed on lion's mar-
row ; and a perusal of the whole article, which is taken from the 
learned treatise on Achilles by Drelincourt, may show us, that 
notwithstanding this attention, the death and burial, as well as the 
life and exploits of the hero of the Iliad, are not to be settled by 
a reference to any credible history. 

It would be superfluous to quote the Greek poet's, to show 
that a pretended•tomb of Achilles near Sigeum, is celebrated in 

:very early periods, but it is as well to mention that a town or for-
tress was built round it, not, as Timmus reported-(-, by Periander, 
nor out of the ruins- of Troy, but by the Mityleneeans of Sigeum, 
who, when expelled by the Athenians from the latter place, re-
tained the town Achilleum $. The Athenians possessed it after*the 
Afitylenans. In the time of Strabo it was a small village, and 
Pliny mentions it as having once existed §. Sigeum and the tomb 

nia, stopped at this island, and there died, and was worshipped. lie used to 
wander upon the promontory at the mouth of the Borysthenes, called the Course 
of Achilles ; a name which was, as some have thought, indiscriminately given 
to many shores with a wide range of beach—"DionysiusAlbinus ut refertApol. 
lonii interpres ia•T0e TO4 EUeilac 4tOliCtc AEyec•$a►  AZIAXialf Cteg1.4011 .""m"CaSallb. 

Comm. in lib. vii. Strab. p. 140. 
* Pans. lib. vi. p. 389. 
+ Stfab, lib. xiii. p. 600. 

Herod. Hist. lib. v. cap. 94. 
• Fuit et Achilleum, oppidum juxta Tumulum Achillis, conditum a Mity,  

kends )  et mox Atheniensibus)  ubi classis ejus steterat in Sigxo. • 
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are so connected in the mention made of them by Strabo, as to 
show their vicinity to each other t.; and the expression of Pliny 
in the passage quoted above, points out that the tomb was near • 
the shore where the fleet of the hero was supposed to have been 
stationed. There was a circular temple, containing an image of 
Achilles, upon or near his tomb; and' the barrow itself must have 
been very conspicuous on a headland immediately overlooking the 
naval station. A fragment of the Polyxena of Sophocles, pre-
served out of Porphyry, in Stobxus, gives three lines of a speech 
addressed to the Greeks as they were sailing from the harbour, 
by the spectre of Achilles from the summit of his tomb T. 

But not only were the temple and the tomb of Achilles at the. 
Sigean Promontory, but the sepulchres of Patroclus and Antilochus , 
were seen in the same quarter §; and with these monuments, the 
three barrows mentioned on the. route from Giaur-Keui. to Koum-
Kale, have been thought to coincide. Pococke, before. whom 
no one, that I am aware, ever noticed them, said " they might 
possibly be very extraordinary pieces of antiquity." Chandler 
more decisively called the barrow next to Giaur-Keui the tomb of 
Achilles, and the following one that of Peneleus, but offered.  an  
excuse for the assertion in his Preface. Since the visit of the last 
traveller the first barrow has been opened, but with such myste- 

* Lib. v. cap. 30, p. 78, edit. Paris. 
t 'ArrO 	ff‘xei Zirtou xct.t 'Axiiotitus 	 p. 593. 

Kai xzr 	4277071110U1# TZY EXAI /Wlellt 17{1 	AXIXA£Wc lre01790GlY01.4YOU 704 
dvayop.ivois 011-le Tri TO43.—Longin. sect. xiii. Vid. Runkken. not. in Long. 
sect. xv. p. 255, edit. Toup. 2d edit. 

C:3T 	itCp • Ila-reOxXa § 	p./v 	Azaxicos 	IteA, 	X0‘41 ihriv.4ce, 7r -,;s• 	aE 
zeal AvTIA6xn 14.1,714ocra.—Strab. lib. xiii. p. 59G. 
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rious caution, that the world has a right to doubt the account 
of the persons -concerned in the transaction. With what un-
fairness the researches of the French dilletanti had been con-
ducted previously to Mr. Le Chevalier's tour, may be understood 
by reverting to the unwarrantable expedient in which the Abbe 
Fourmont was detected by Mr. Stuart*. The detail of the open-
ing of the supposed tomb of Achilles, may incline us to suspect 
that the loss of the Abbe Fourmont need not have been regretted 
in France, whilst a Choiseul Gouffier, or a Le Chevalier, were 
to be found amongst their living antiquaries. The son of Signor 
Solomon'Ghormezano, French Consul at the Dardanelles, was 
employed for two months, in the year 1787, in opening the bar-
row, and worked at it alone, and by night, saying that he was 
looking for a spring of water, " so necessary to the inhabitants of 
Giaur-Keui." At length he discovered the place where the 
relics were deposited. He immediately collected the whole, and 
communicated his success to his employer, filling a large chest 
with what he had found. This consisted of pieces of burned bones, 
pieces of a large broken metal vase, with a small ornament round 
the rim; some charcoal; a piece of calcined mortar of triangularly 
shaped metal; pieces of fine pottery, well painted with wreaths of 

* It is well known in the learned world, that Fourmont returning from 
Greece, asserted that he had got an ancient copy of the laws of Solon, and had 
found amongst the ruins of Arnyclx, written monuments of higher antiquity 
than any before discovered. Of these he published specimens in the year 1710. 
The originals have never been shown ; and our learned countryman who fol-
lowed him, learnt that the Abhe had employed many persons in the Pelopone. 
sus, not in finding inscriptions, but in destroying those before discovered, to 
prevent the detection of his frauds. See Mr. it. P. Knight's Analytical Essay 
on the Greek Alphabet, v. 112 
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flow er, ; some bits of large vases; small cups, some of them entire; 
a fragment of brass a foot and a half long, and in circumference 
as big as a quart bottle, weighing seven or eight pounds, which 

was at first called the hilt of a sword, but afterwards by Mr. Le 
Choiseul declared to be the statue of a man, with a lion under each • 
foot ! ! ! And lastly, a small transparent piece of tube, a foot long 
and two inches in diameter, ornamented with chased or embossed 
branches, in good preservation. 

" At the foundation of the barrow was a large slab, extending, 
as he supposed, over the whole surface, as, wherever he dug, he 
still found it : in the middle was a hole, twelve -feet square, 
around which was raised a wall three feet high, which was the 
sepulchre containing the relics ; on the outside of this stone was, 
strewed a quantity of lime, and of charcoal, supposed to be the 
ashes of the funeral pile." 

Now this is extracted from the account of the person who 
opened the barrow* ; but Mr. Le Chevalier says, " towards the 
centre of the monument, two large stones were found leaning at 
an angle, the one against the other, and forming a sort of tent, 
under which was presently discovered a small statue of Minerva, 
seated in a chariot with four horses, and an urn of metal, filled 
with ashes, charcoal, and human bones.. This urn, which is now 
in the possession of the Comte de Choiseul, is encircled in sculp-
ture with a vine-branch,. from which are suspended branches of 
grapes, done with exquisite artt." 

Let me request attention to these two statemen.ts. The first 

• See Constantinople Ancient and Modern, pp. 351, 352. 
t Description of the Plain of Troy, p. 149. 
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is the least singular, and comes in the least questionable shape. 
Yet why should Signor Ghorinezano work by night, when he 
had deceived the people, by telling them be was looking for a 
spring of water? The conducting of his operations in such a man-
ner could only have, made the Turks suspicious ; and how could 
he be two months discovering the relics, when he confesses that 
the foUndation, that is, ,the surface of the barrow on a level with 
'the ground, was covered with a slab, which he found wherever he 
dug, and that in the middle of it was the sepulchre ? One would 
think he might have come to this by digging straight downwards 
at once. The slab may very likely have been found. A similar 
artificial floor has been discoVered in excavating the English bar-
rows ; and the cist, or stone coffin, has always been seen upon 
or in this floor. The other articles are also such as have been 
met with in our tumuli,, and although the preservation of the 
metal after so many centuries is extraordinary, it is not impos-
sible; the whole interior relics being, as it were, hermetically 
sealed by many strata of light dry earth, pressed down by an 
intermixture of large loose stones; The pottery might have been 
also found ; for every traveller must have seen proofs of the du-
rability and high state of preservatiOn of the terra cotta speci-
mens found in the ancient tombs of Greece. Nfr. De Choiseul's 
man with two lions requirei no comment. Finally, we have only 
the word of the Jew for the whole story ; if, however, his account, 
is true, the wonders of Mr. Le Chevalier must be fictions. The 
Minerva has, indeed, been modelled by Mr. Fauvel of Athens, and 
other specimens have been handed about, which have an appear-
ance of extreme antiquity, but may have been  found elsewhere, 
or* have been manufactured at Paris. Both of the details can- 
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not be correct ; either the Jew is not to be believed, Or Mr. Le 
Chevalier must have ventured at an imposture; for it is impos-
sible to suppose, that the fragments found by Ghormezano could 
have, been metamorphosed by the gloated imagination even of -  the 
most ' zealous antiquary, into the Minerva and sepulchral urn 
of Mr. De Choiseul. It is now almost impracticable to collect 
any information on the subject at the spot ; 'for the same secresy 
is observed respecting the discovery at this time as at the period 
of the transaction. 

Supposing this tumulus to be the tomb alluded to by .Strabo, 
Achilleum,-  the town, must have been on the spot, or close toit. 
Dr. Chandler says, he was eight minutes walking to it from Giaur-
Keui, and that the town.Sigeum was on the slope leading to it. 
To this slope, in fact, the barrow is attached. But the Mity-
lenmans of Achilleum, and the Athenians of Sigeum, carried on 
a long war with each other from these respective places'', ; and 
allowing the first to be only a fortress (oppidum), the two rival 
armies must have always lived within nearly a stone's-throw of 
each other. Beshik-Tepe, or 'either of the other. tumuli before 
noticed, is three times as large, and incomparably more conspi-
cuous from every point of view than this barrow ; a circumstance 
which struck me so forcibly, that I could not forbear, when on 
the spot, from suggesting to myself, that the site of the.Achil-
lean tomb must have been on the summit of the peaked hill on 
which Giaur-Keui stands ; and that the town Sigeumwas nearer 
Koum-Kale, on the slope of the hill: Herodotus calls it " Sigeum 

* 'Eiroxtihioy ycZe ix ra 'AziA)olia /rOAtos clpihalhEim xaZt Ziyies.—Herod. Ilist. 
lib. v. cap. 94. 

5 B 
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on the Scamander Ie." Perhaps it may be thought some slight 
confirtnation of this opinion to observe, that when, in two places, 
Strabo proceeding southwards, that is, towards Lectutn, names 
Sigeutn and the tomb of Achilles, and puts Sigeum before the 
tombt, he may mean to identify the relative situations of the two, 
spots ; hut, at any rate, the region opposite Tenedos does not 
come immediately after the site of the present tomb; it is at 
least six miles lower down. 

The supposed tomb is not on a promontory, where Horner 
placed that of Achilles; but under and on the side of a hill; and 
if it has. been always so attached to that hill as it is at present, 
Alexander would never have been said to run round it. It May 
be added, that there was evidently some structure upon the an-
cient tomb; Strabo mentions a temple. That which was anointed 
and crowned by Alexander, could not be a barrow only .1: Plu, 
tarch § calls it a pillar. How has it happened, that no vestiges 
of 'any building, or ancient stone-work of any kind, have been 
discovered near or on this barrow ? The sepulchre was existing 

* METCZ ae ;tixctiemorav 4 Epystoy 	1'74 Tw Exafravdpw.—Lib. v. cap. 64, edit. 
Edinb. p. 190. 

" After the Sigean promontory and the Achilleum, is the region opposite 
Tenedos," (lib. xiii. p. 604). " From Rhceteum to Sigdum and the tomb of 
Achilles," (ibid. p. 595). 

t Nam Achillem cujus origine gloriabatur, imprimis mirari solitus, etiaut 
circum cippum ejus cum amicis nudus decucurrit, unctoque coronam imposuit. 
—Suppl. in Q. Curt. lib ii. cap. 4, p. 99, edit. Lug. Bat. 

Axixxitoc 171471:1 AiillidtAKYOC A171-04 xs141 IAETti Trot, iTarpcop ruysva4x/Al-
Tuthp;c, ijo-wsp 13-os id-I-4, iffripc‘vo.usr.,—Plut• in vit. Alexand. p. 672, Op. Om. 
edit. Paris)  1624. 
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in the time of Caracalla; for, according to Herodian, hd adorned 
it with crowns and flowers previously to the funeral of his Patro-
clus, the freedman Festus; and it is told, that the Emperor Julian 
long afterwards passed by the sepulchres of Achilles and Ajax, on-
his wpy to Dardanus and Abydust. Now there are remains in 
the barrow In-Tepe Gheulu, which have been pronounced to be 
parts of the /Eanteum, and whoever thinks he has discovered the 
tomb of Achilles, might expect to find remnants of a similar struc-
ture—a small shrine, partly inclosed in the hillock. 

As to the other two barrows on the path towards Koum-Kale, 
it is possible Strabo may allude to them, when he talks of the 
tombs of Antilochus and Patroclus. Notwithstanding Homer 
precisely said, that one urn contained the mixed ashes of Achilles 
and Patroclus, and also, but apart, the ashes of Antilochus, 
and that the sons of the Greeks raised for them a tomb ; so tilat 
there was only one barrow to cover the remains of the three 
heroes; yet the Greeks showed Alexander the tomb of Patroclus, 
and it was crowned by his friend .Hephmstion 	The tomb of 

* IEVEXaC4 	ITC10706 TEZ. T1 VOXEW; 2aillAXPX, 11)UI firb TO-1/ 'Ax4XXicec "roipov, 
CrTE9L01; TE Xoo-f.crio-ac xci; av&Erb VONUTEXC74 	AXIXA ES ithitalT0•--Hist• 

lib. iv. cap. 14. 
Ammian. Marcellin. lib. xxii. cap. 8 ; Const. Anc. Mod. 345. 
'OA  or x04 T;10 X20212114; Xing Ti4,011 IrTiOGOWITEV, '119Ml47T(W1006 dE Aiyatny, orb 

`7; IlaTpOxXou TOY -rdcpov icrripCOWTE•—Arrian. de Expedit. Alex. lib. i. cap. 12, 
p. 25, edit. Gronov. 1114. 

AxiEcod'pos '14 AVAAiltn "rdbP011 1477E, Gi'liGhTS X121 41192 AO" r IOW 'EZI/ r8 rfarpOxAkt. 
—IElian. Var. Hist. lib. xii. cap. 7. p. 561, edit. Lederlin, 1713. 

Odyss. n. v. 74, et seq. 

'Aimp' aurora-I J' trans (Aro XCZ; 04A(11440Ya 11;1AP010 

XsUatGry 	  
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Antilochus is not; mentioned by any author except Strabo ; yet 
it is likely that all the tumuli on the plain were known under 
some heroic title ; and, in truth, Diodorus hints as much, by 
telling 'us, that Aiexander performed ceremonies at the tombs of 
Achilles, Ajax, and the other heroes". 

It would be superfluous to comment at any length upon that 
arbitrary adoption of names for these barrows, in which late tra-
vellers have so wantonly indulged. It has, I trust, been seen,. 
that the authority which enables us to fix the Achilleum on either 
of them, is but very doubtful ; and that there is no ground what-
ever for giving the preference- to one rather than to the other 
.of the mounts. Nothing can explain why Mr. Le Chevalier 
'should call the Tepe next, on the south side, to Giaur-Keui, the 
tomb of Antilochus, .and at the same time suppose another, not 

If we suppose, according to the hypothesis of Mr. R. P. Knight, contained. 
in his unpublished treatise, " Carmina Homerica, &c.' that the Odyssey is the 
production of an age subsequent to that of the Iliad, or following the opinion 
of the grammarians Aristophanes and Aristarchus, conclude the Homeric Odys-
sey at the two hundred and ninety-sixth verse of the twenty-third hook, the 
authority of these lines is still preferable to that of any following author; and' 
that duror(rt was not thought to mean Patroclus and Antilochus by the latter 
Greeks, we may safely assert; for they showed a tomb of each of them. ,It 
may be deduced also, from the twenty-third book of the Iliad, v. 249, that 
Achilles and Patroclus were buried under the same barrow; for Achilles desires 
the Greeks to refrain from raising a lacge tomb over his friend, since they might . 
afterwards make it broad and lofty when he himself should die. - 

* Kai Tol)c 	icipouc Tra-v 1:.(4./nov A'XIXXiCdc Ti xl:\L‘ 21.AMPT'Of XC.O{ VI/ 41XXto, Evaa 

1,;(374Zal Hai tors AAOic TO;.; WpOc ivcisoVay ;snow ET44716‘10.—Lib. xvii. cap. i. 
p. 570, edit. H. Steph. 1559. " Ceteris etiam heroibus quorum its in terris 
enduntar sepulchra parentavit."—Freinsh. in Q. Curt. lib. ii. Suppl. edit.. 
qu. sup. 
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one-third as large, to be that of the great Achilles himself. 
There was, indeed, something like an authority for his pre-
sumption, arising out of a curious mistake of his own. The na-
tive Greeks call the .neighbouring barrows under Giaur-Keui 
ovo TEVE, pronounced Dthio Tepe—The two Tombs. This the 
traveller metamorphosed at once into Dios-Tepe, and to show 
that a remnant of ancient superstition was still attached to the 
once hallowed spot,, rendered it " The Divine Tomb." This is suffi-
ciently strange ; but no less singular is it, that the intelligent au-
thor of .Constantinople Ancient and .Modern, who detected this 
mistake, should have quoted Strabo, as fixing the tomb of Antilo-
chus an Beshik-Tepe, and have found the ashes of Peneleus the 
Boeotian, in the small barrow next. to the supposed Achillean. 
sepulchre 

There are some circumstances which show the coincidence of 
In-Tepe Gheulu with the reputed tomb of Ajax. This monu-
ment was, as Pliny relates, on the other horn of the Greek naval 
station opposite to Sigeumt. That author has been accused of 
putting it on the Sigean, promontory, owing, I presume,. to a 
mistake in, the punctuation of the text 	But he., with every 

* " Advancing some furlongs over the promontory, we saw the barrow 
(Beshik-Tepe) called the too.) of Antilochus by Strabo."—Const. Ancient and 
Modern, p. 350. In the map, however, accompanying the work, Antilochus 
is again removed to the barrow next to Cape Janissary. 

t Fuit et Xantion a Rhodiis condituni in altero cornu, Ajace ibi sepulto 
xxx. stall. intervallo a Sigmo, a ipso in statione classis sum.—Nat. Hist. lib. v. 
cap. 20, p. 78, edit. Paris, 1532. 

t By Vossius—The words " in Sigxo," which belong to the former sentence,. 
are usually put with the passage above quoted ; so that the text runs thus : " In 
Sion fait et 1Eantion :" an evident error. I find that Mr. Bayle, article 
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other writer, proves that this famous tomb, where so many mi-
racles were wrought, and of which,  so many curious tales are 
related", was on the Rhcetean promontory. It was also so 
close to the shore, that the sea broke a passage into the sepul-
chre f. 

In-Tepe is on a headland, which forms the eastern boundary 
of the bay or marsh Karanlik-Liman, and which appears like a 
promontory to those who are sailing up the Dardanelles, but not to 
those coming down the straits. Its exact distance from CapeJanis-
Sary, was found by Mr. Le Chevalier to be three thousand fathoms; 
a measurement very nearly coinciding with the thirty stadia (three 
R. miles and three quarters) assigned by Pliny to the interval be-
tween the two promontories. The tumulus is less conical than 
those before mentioned, and is of the form called the Bell Barrow, 
although not so regularly shaped. It is conspicuous from the 
strait, but is not on high ground, nor of a size to be compared 
with that of Beshik and Udjek Tepe. Near its summit are the 

Achilles, note K, censures SoHaus, because in his verses, attached to the em. 
blems of Alciatus, he places the tomb of Achilles on the Rhoetean shore— 

" /Eacidis tumulum Rliceteo in littore cernis :" 

but the Rhcetean shore is only a general term, applied not to the station of 
Ajax only, but to the coast within Sigeum ; as that without the promontory 
is called the Sigean shore. Thus Virgil uses the expression: 

" Tune egomet tumulum Monte() in littore inanem 
" Constitui." 	 lEn. lib. vi. 

and Pliny also has the words " Rhcetea littora" (lib. v. cap. 30). 
They are collected in Bayle's Dictionary, article Ajax. 
Pausan. lib. i. p. 66; Strab. lib. xiii. p. 595. 
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ruins of a stone arch, and the crumbling fragments of some 
wall-work. The masonry has been judged to be of a " much 
more Modern date than the death of Ajax`;" an opinion in which, 
without knowing the precise period of that event, we may safely 
concur. It may, however, be a part of that shrine called the 
JEanteum, which was despoiled of its statue by Marc Antony, 
who carried it to Egypt, but which recovered its treasure by the 
bounty of Augustus C;ksart. It was under the especial care of 
the people of Rhceteum, a town on an eminence above the tomb, 
The lEanteum rivalled in celebrity the tomb of Achilles, and was 
perhaps, by the Athenian Greeks, regarded with greater, vene-
ration. It was not to be expected that Alexander, who sacri. 
ficed to Priam, should neglect the hero who, next to his owii 
great prototype, was the best of the Greeks both in form and 
stature— 

Og dipsgog 111,184 Te U riczeg Te 
T w,v a ?Aoki, Aaneciiv LIE'? &pip-OWL ngX2itosioc. 

04T.EZ. A. 468. n. 17. 

Diodorus, although other writers are silent, mentions the Eau-
team amongst those. heroic monuments visited by the Macedo- 
nian conqueror. The ancient notices of the sepulchre of Achil-
les, include alsb that of Ajax ; but it has been the fate of In- 
Tepe to be neglected until very lately, whilst the barrows near 
Sig4um have for some time attracted the attention of travellers.. 
This may be attributed in some measure to the different accounts 
in the ancient geographers relative to the site of Rliceteum, which 

* Constantinople Ancient and Modern, p. sss, 
t Strati. Iib. xiii. p. 595. - 
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Mr. Wood, preferring the measurement of Strabo (sixty stadia) 
to that of Solinus (forty-five stadia) and of Pliny, has assigned 
to Cape Berbieri, a point at least eight miles from Cape Janis-
sary. This was certainly a singular notion, for one who believed 
that the Grecian fleet was actually drawn up on these shores, but, 
in a matter' of this kind, not sufficiently " culpable and unjustifi-
able," to call forth such grave censures as those of Mr. Le Che-
valier, who has himself fallen into so many inconceivable absur-
dities. 

It seems impossible to touch upon this debated point without 
committing a mistake ; or to correct one error, without being 
involved in some other misapprehension. Leunclavius, the 
editor of Xenophon, who had himself sailed through the Darda-
nelles, fixed Rhceteum at Pefkia, a place four miles from Cape 
Janissary, and near In-Tepe, but at the same time placed the 
Nanteum on the Sigean Promontory, and called Alexandria Troas, 
Troyt. 

Pococke saw some broken pieces of marble about the bar-
row, and thought Rhceteum to have been in this quarter, but 
Spoke very indecisively about its identity with the Xanteum 
The French tourist so often mentioned, expostulated with this 

4. Description of the Plain of Troy, p.-100. 
t Ileic Rhceteum promontorium Troadis, et Sigeum, monumentis Achillis 

et Ajacis nubile. - 	 Pefkia distat a capo Jenitzari, hoc est, -a Sigeo, 
liaribus quatuor ; unde colligi videtur, Pefkiam esse Rhceteum 	 A capo 
Jenitzari ad Tenedum milliarum sent ail. a Tenedo ad Trojw ruinas, millia. 
ria x. note 13; to the first book of the Hellcnics, p 1062, of Leunclavius's edi• 
lion of Xenophon. Frankfort, A. D. 1596 

"But VN holier this was the tomb of Ajax, would be difficult to determine." 
—Observations on Asia Minor, p. 105. 
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traveller for his diffidence, but gives him some'credit, which his 
learned editor seems willing to abridge. He had no doubt what-
ever that In-Tepe was the, tumulus of the IEanteum, and ac-
counted for not finding the ashes of the hero, by supposing they 
had been carried away, together with the statue, into Egypt*, 
Of all . that gentleman's conjectures, perhaps that respecting this 
barrow is one of the least objectionable ; and those who, on visit-
ing the Troad, are determined not to be disappointed of their 
due share of enthusiasm, should select the summit of In-Tepe, as 
the spot on which their local emotions may most legitimately be 
indulged. The sober visitor, without believing in Ajax, may be 
delighted in thinking he has found the lEanteum ; but the man 
of warmer fancies, as, undisturbed with doubt, he surveys the 
swift-flowing Hellespont, the station of Agamemnon and his 
heroes, and the plain impressed with the footsteps of the im-
mortals themselves, will feel a thousand lively sensations, and at 
every glance of the imposing prospect, experience an increase of 
his satis6ction and a confirmation of his faith. 

* He adds, " by Pompey the Great." Mr. Dalzel, in his note, informs us, 
that for " Pompey the Great," we should in this passage, and in page 48, read 
" Marc Antony," as if the other reading had been an error of the press. 

5 c 
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The supposed Port. of Agamemnon's Fleet—The Naval Station of 
the Greeks—The .  Mouth of the Scamander—The Site of 
Ilium—The Confluence of the Simois and Scamander not pre-
cisely known—Streams falling into the Mendere-,-The Thym-
brek—The Water of Callifatli and Atche-Keui, and the 
Bournabashi Rivulet—Mr. Le Chevalier's Pseudo-Xanthus,  
The Identity of the Mendere and the Scamander of Strabo—
The ancient Confluence of the Thymbrius and Scamander—
The ,Thymbrek not corresponding with the former, but answer-
ing better to the Simois—Uncertainty respecting that River—
.Palaio-Callifatli, possibly the Position of Ilium—Site of the 
Mean Village—,-Not at 	but perhaps at or near 
Tchiblak—Remains on a neighbouring Mount—The 
Colone of Strabo—The Vale and Brook of A tche-Keui—The. 
latter conjectured to be the River Thymbrius—The Erineus, 
the Tomb of )Esyctes, Batieia, the Tomb of Ilus not now 
to be, discovered—Udjek-Tepe not the Tomb of iEsyetes, 
as described by Strabo—Note on the Homeric Threismos—
Bournabashi—Tepid Sources of the Bournabashsi Rivulet—
Errors respecting them—Balli-Dahi—The Pergamus of Mr.. 
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Le Chevalier—Unfounded Conjectures respecting the Tomb. 
of Hector, and the Remains on Balli-Dahi. 

• 
ALL ancient accounts agree in placing the mouth of 

the Scamander, and the port of the Greeks, that is, the supposed 
station of Agamemnon's fleet, between the Sigean and Rhcetean 
promontories. The river is described by Strabo and Pliny, as 
forming near its mouth a marsh, called, by the first Stoma-Iimpe, 
and by the latter author Palae-Scamander. Present appearances. " 
coincide very exactly with this description; for from the Men-
dere to In-Tepe, immediately, within the sandy projections, there 
is a line of reedy swamps, to which most probably the Greek 
geographer alludes, when he says, that .the " Simois and Sca-
mander joining in the plain, .and carrying down, with them much 
slime, create a new line of coast, and form a blind mouth with 
salt lakes and marshes*.' This accretion of sandy soil, which 
may have been augmented since the days of Augustus, most pro. 
bably has worked some change in the appearance of the bay, which 
was called the Port of the Achxans. It may be collected from 
several passages of the above.author, that next to Sigeum Was the 
mouth of the Scamander1, twenty stadia; two R. miles and a half 
from Ilium ; that what was called the Naval Station, that is,. 
where the Grecian fleet was drawn up on land, was near the mouth 
of the river; and that the .port of the Achpeans followed, at a dis-. 

2 * 	Iuthr ErrOvrEc. 	TE M81.1:0Etc 	Lap,ciaeoc 	TEEctiCe, 70)01w4 XtZTO4r 

fEcOPTE; lAt)tt, 7reOfTX0V0-1 Tigo 71-CteCaigy, U:4 TIJOA01/ 4-1•4 c TB >CZ Afitik03.X21CIT1"ac, 

%cis VA") rolgcr;.—Lib. xiii. p. 595, 
t Lib. xiii. p. 597. 

Ibid. p. 598. 
5 0  
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tance of-only twelve. stadia of flat, plain from Ilium 	By this 
order, it should seem that the port of the Achzeans - was not the 
whole circular bay between the two promontories Rhceteum and 
Sigeum, but an interior inlet on the Rhcetean side of the river. 

• Yet Pliny mentions, that the Scamander flowed into the port, 
and favours the contrary opinion t. It is probable, however, that 
anciently -some recess may have been pointed out, which is now 
choked up or .covered with marshes, at the site of Karanlik-
Liman, or the inlet nearer to the mouth of the Mendere :t. 

,Some alteration may have been effected in the appearance of the 
coast, even in litter times, although not so much as we might 
think from looking at the account of Sandys, who says that the 
mouth of the Simois, meaning, it appears, the Mendere, is nearer 
to Rhceteum than Sigeum §; a manifest error, as it was not so 
when Strabo wrote. In saying the river Simois was nearer 
Rhceteum, Sandys followed Strabo ; but in asserting that it dis-
charged itself into the Hellespont, nearer to Rhceteum than Si-
geum, he could have consulted neither the authority of Strabo 

* Lib. xiii. p. 59S. 
1-  Dein portus Achaeorum in quern influxit Xanthus Simoenti junctus stag. 

numque prius.faciens Palm-Scamander.—Lib. v. cap. xxx. p.78, intluxit. leg. 
influit. 

t An error has prevailed respecting the Port and the Naval Station, which 
have been considered the same, notwithstanding the express words of Strabo, 
p; 598. That 	and vaigt,raalhov are not to be confounded, will be seen 
very 'clearly from the following passage of the same author, who, talking of 
Adramytttium, says it is an Athenian colony, having a port and naval station : 
'Iv writ a Si,a xa 1 vocVa-ra.cAuov.—,Lib. xiii. p. 606. 

" Nearer Sigeum was the station of the Grecian navy; but nearer Rhce. 
teum,. the river Simois (now called Simores) dischargetk itself into the Helles.s  
pont."—Relation of a Journey, 4c. 
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nor of his own journal. There may have been some additio' 1.1' of 
new land since the beginning of the Christian aura ; but it is impos-
sible to say how great, for it is allowed, that the torrent of the 
Straits will prevent any future accretion, and we cannot tell how 
long the coast may have assumed its present form. The mouth 
of the Mendere has been shifted more than once in modern maps; 
but there is every reason to think that it is not far from the an-
cient outlet, for Herodotus, in the place before quoted, describing 
the site of Sigeum, says it was above the Scamander. This may 
assist us in our search after the site of the Ilium of Lysimachus, 
with the attempted discovery of which, being warned by former 
examples not to look for the Troy of Homer in explaining the 
Troad of Strabo, we may rest satisfied and content. 

Ilium was twenty stadia, two R. miles and a half, from the mouth 
of the Scamander, and twelve from the port of the Achxans 
consequently, it was on the eastern side of the river, and not 
on the western, where it is placed by Mr. Le Chevalier; for had 
it been on the western or Sigean side, it would have been nearer 
to the mouth of the Scamander than to the port of the Achwans. 
It was on the slope of a hill, so that there was no free course round 
it, and its citadel was on a considerable' eminence*; and it was 
between the extremities of these two roots or elbows of Mount 
Ida, one of which pointed towards Sigeum, and the Other in the 
direction of Rhceteum. Besides these circumstances, the high 

• * Strab. lib. xiii. p. 599. I beg leave to notice a mistake in Mr. Bryant, 
who, in order to show that a general misconception had prevailed relative to 
the flight of Hector round the walls of Troy, quotes these words from Strabo— 
ivcr ; 	Ex-roeor 	/rEeti'colhos f1 TrEel 	7r0Xsv i'vs Tf tuXoyolo, and translates 
them thus : " Nor is the flight of Hector attended with the least show of proba-
bility." Observat. p. 35.—But the geographer is only arguing against the 
Claims of Ilium Immune; and amongst other reasons why it could not be on. 
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ground on which stood its citadel, stretched like a neck of land,. 
through the plain to the point whence the elbows of Ida branched 
off, so as to form a Greek Upsilon, or, as may be thought from 
putting together this description, a figure like our representation 
of the sign Aries*. Lastly, Ilium was a little above the'con-
fluence of the Simois and Scamander. The discovery of this 
confluence would be of the utmost importance to the enquiry. 

Four streams fall into the Mendere in its course below Bour. 
nabashi. The Thymbrek mingles with it, or at least with the 
marshes at its mouth, near. the wooden bridge; the water of Cal-
lifatli runs into it near the village of that name ; the stream from 
Atche-Keui, a mile and a half below Bournabashi ; and the rivu-
let from Bournabashi, as has been seen, about two miles from its 

the site of Troy, says, 44  if it were, Hector never could'have fled round Troy"—,  
zy yaQ  Iv; 1rEvireot.44 17 YVY 	Tt1{0  (MEV)"  fICZXIY 	 r1 (ti WAX0104 *)U 

Jeopar..--" for there is no course round the present city, on account of the 
attached root of the hill; but the old site'has such a course." It is curious to 
observe, that in the only instance in which Mr. Bryant acquiesced in the inter• 
pretations of Le Chevalier, namely, that Hector did not run, and was not drag-
ged round the walls, and that wEil in this place does not mean round, but at or 
near, be seems to have fallen into an error; for; not to consult the grammarians, 
Strabo in the above passage, evidently shows that he thought the reel did mean 
round about. Virgil was the first.vvho drew Hector thrice round the walls of Troy; 
but no less than fourteen authorities mention the circuit, without the number of 
turns.: their names are given in note H to Bayie's " Achilles :" Sophocles, Euri-. 
piles, Ovid)  Seneca, Statius, Dictys, Plato, Cicero, Hyginus,' Philostratus, 
Libanius, Servius, Tzetzes, and Eustathius. 

* Strab. lib. sill. p. 597. It does seem that this description answers better 
to the shape of a barb 4\  than of a T. Perhaps Strabo does not speak of the 
figure formed by the elbows and the neck of land conjointly, but only by the 
latter, which, as it approached the mountains, branched off on both sides. 

, 	• 
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mouth. It was at the sight of this last streamlet that Mr. Le 
Chevalier exclaimed, like La Fontaine's Callirhoe, " 	voila le 
fleuve Scamandre !" But the question has been completely de-
cided against this pleasant discovery, and the Alendere restored, 
to the title which it possessed as far back as the time of Xerxes, 
who found it, as he would at this day, the first river to be met 
with in the road from Sardis to the Ili&in plaint. 

A writer and traveller (Castaldus) is quoted by Mons. Morin, 
to prove that the Scamander in latter ages was called the Simois; 
but Ortellius, in his geographical. Thesaurus, adduces the same 
authority, to show its modern name to be Simorest. The Men-
dere is so called by Lady M. W. Montague §, and, as it appears, 
by Saridys It ; but none of the inhabitants of . the country at this 
time, are acquainted with such an appellation. The topographi-
cal picture given by the last-named traveller 'shows two distinct 
rivers, but both, in this and every other respect, is a fancy piece.. 
The Simois,. in Dr. Chandler's map, corresponds with the rivulet of 
Bournabashi. Pococke ¶ mentions Udjek-Tepe as being above the 
conflux of the rivers, and talks of the Simois as if it were decidedly 
known, but I have not been able to discbver whether or not he al-
luded to the. same stream. The Simois is noted in Homer amongst 
the rivers running fronada, and is more than once called the Idwan 

* One may apply the beginning of the next line,' .and of that next but two,_ 
to the progress of this disclosure—" On s'etonne 	 on en rit." Contes de- 
la Fontaine, Le Fleuve Scamandre..  

t Herod. Hist. lib. vii: cap. 42, p. 224, vol. v. edit. Edinb.. 
Bayle's Diet.. article Scamander. 

§ Letter xray. 
t Lib. i. p. 21, Relation of a Journey, 1627. 
11 Observations on Asia Minor, p..107.. 
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Simois by the poetical geographer Dionysius*; it could not, there-
fore, be the stream which rises under the village of Bournaba.shi. 

The Thymbrek bears so great an affinity to the Thymbrius in 
name, that little doubt has been entertained of their identity. liesy-
chius, on what authority I know not, says, that Thymbra, or the 
river so called, where there is a temple of the Thymbrean Apollo, 
was ten stadia from the ancient city of Troy--. I confess myself, 
however, entirely at a loss in reconciling what Strabo says of 
the Thymbrius with the present state of this stream. It is lost 
in the marshes near the mouth of the Mendere ; for we crossed 
it near those marshes in our way towards In-Tepe and the Dar-
danelles. Its actual point of confluence cannot be discerned, or 
rather, it has none. One thing, however, is quite clear, that die 
ruins on the side of the hill at Hallil-Elly, four miles above the 
valley of Thymbrek-Dere, are not, as they are laid down in 
Kauffer and every other map, those of the Temple of Apollo 
Thymbrius ; for Strabo says precisely, that that temple was near 
the confluence of the streams $. The confluence of Thymbrius and 
Scamander was also fifty stadia from Ilium §, if I understand the 

* zipat, 1.1  iupt; 'porn xal Watt.) ispoIrn. V. 819. 
And in another place, 

Toth orcm' dira Zc4&oo xal 'Ictat'a iii.4oirror. V. 683. 
Tiros r;h 	irspl TOY Ot;14,Ppoi, AsyOfro 	iA0v, vovrora 	°0Via; 401.4417.• 

fiT04, T;ir fip,Cd1X; TOXECin arrixovra cr'ract:ous ;box, Orour xict :11)4 'Air4AXwret 

Ovihf3patou.—Hesych. in v. Thymbra, p. 174, edit. Albert. 1766. Vide Sellal. 
in Homer, II. x. line 430. 

Karci TO eviAt3pais 'Ar‘xAcuyos IspOy—most audaciously translated by Le 
Chevalier as if it were TO el 	pir Asi.._r_vauvos igp4 tCrT4 )(arcs, or rather Xt%Tkl. 

§ T;(11 sttst Ibis, xal It nerlixorra rrreatous aeExtj. Lib. xiii. p. 598. 
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author correctly; of which, although assisted in this translation by 
Mr. Bryant*, I am by no means sure-f•. The confluence could 
not, then, have been between Ilium and the mouth of the &a-
mender; for the mouth was only twenty stadia from the city, 
and the confluence was fifty. It must, therefore, have been above 
Ilium towards the mountains, and not below it towards the shore. 

The Thy mbrek corresponds rather with the Simois, and 
Ptolemy seems to put that river near the coast, by placing 
it, in his notice of Phrygia, between Dardanum and Sca-
mauder M. I t is larger than the other streams which fhll into 
the Mendere ; and no one accustomed to see the small tor-
rents which acquired notoriety by being attached to the ex-
ploits of the Greeks, will be surprised at beholding the dimi-
nutivenesq of this Simois, if the Thynibrek may be so called. 
We learn 	that the Simois approached, or had a direction 
towards, the Rhceteen promontory, before its confluence with 
the Scamander; and I did certainly find by experience, that 
this stream, running from the valley of Tbymhrek, turns a 
little to the north towards In-Tepe, before it resumes its western 
course and is lost in the marsh. When Strabo II says, that 
the Astypal6ans inhabiting Rhceteum built a small town, called 
in his time Polisma, near the Simois, in a place which was not • 

• I'. 19, Observations. 
+ Mr. Le Chevalier says in this place—" The opening into the valley of 

7 h) cobra is betuixt new and old Troy; and whatever it be that Strain) is pleased 
to ..ty of it (for it is again difficult to discover his real meaning), it was nearer 
the former than the latter of those cities."—Descrip.of the Plain of Troy, p.GG. 

Lampsacus, Abydus, Dardanum, Simocis, Scamander, Sigtlura.—Geog, 
p. 137. Bryant, p. 31, Observat. 

Strab. lib. xiii. p. 59T. 	 Y Page COL 
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sufficiently firm, the marshes near the Thymbrek seem to he 
alluded to, rather than any spot farther up the country. 

The water of Callifatli, which is less than either the Thymbrek 
or the Bournabashi rivulet, and might very easily be overlooked, 
has no direction towards.Rhceteurri that I could discover, but falls 
with a course due west into the :Mendere, four miles from the 
shore, at a distance too considerable to have been the confluence 
of the two Trojan rivers, which being a little before Ilium, could 
riot have been farther than that city from the port, ,namely, 
twelve stadia, one Roman mile and a half.—Whether the Thym» 
brek or the Callifatli be the Simois, Ilium must have been some-
where between these two brooks; but in the first supposition, 
the little before(p4,xpay 4,71-poo-SEy) must mean a little to the north; 
and in the other case, a little 'to the west. Some ruins of massive 
foundation-stones have been dug froin an eminence near the ter-. 
urination of a suite of hills, corresponding sufficiently with the (let 
scription of Strabo, to answer to the neck of land (aux;), which 
stretched from Ilium towards the mountains. They are noted 
in Kauffer's map, as the ruins of the town begun by Constantine; 
and it is not impossible that the walls and towers erected by com-
mand of that Emperor, may have been built near the site, and 
perhaps from the stones, of Ilium. The spot' is called Palaio-Cal-
hfatli; and as the walls of Ilium were forty stadia in circumference, 
that city,• if on this hill, was near enough to the confluence either 
of the Thymbrek or the Callifatli water, to 	with what Strabo 
mentions respecting the vicinity, of the town to the junction of 
the Simois and Scamander, 

In the same line of hilly ground which separates the vale' of 
the Thymbrek from that of the Callifatli water,, is the village of 
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Tchiblak, an hour distant. Supposing Palaio-Callifatli to be 
Ilium, the view on every side towards the rivers, answers to 
the description of Strabo's plain of Troy, properly so Balled, 
composed of the Simoisian plain towards the Thymbrek and the 
Scamandrian towards the Mendere, which was broader than that 
higher up, and in which the battles of the Iliad were supposed 
to have been fought. The plain country of the Troad, which I 
so call, to distinguish it from the " Trojan Plain," reached from 
the line of shore between Sigeum and Achentn, for many stadia to 
the east,.as far as Mount Ida, bounded to the §outh by the district 
of Scepsis, and to the north by the Lycian territory and Zeleia 

Ilium is the best centre whence the topographer may direct his 
enquiries on every side; and hence, to strain the words of Pliny a 
little beyond their meaning, there is an opportunity of illustrating 
many other celebrated objects—uncle omnis rerum claritast..—As 
the progress of Strabo's description seems to proceed from east to 
west, from the mountains to the plain, we may guess where to look 
for the Pagus Iliensium, which, although he, where speaks deci-
sively, and expressly asserts that no remains were to be seep, he 
considered as having much better pretensions to be on the site of 
Troy than the new city, and does in more than one place distinguish 
it as the old Diem town §. The ruins near Hallil-Elly are very con-
siderable, and from them was taken the inscribed, marble recordiug 
a Phrontistes of Drusus Caesar, the son of Germanicus, now in the 
vestibule of the Public Library at Cambridge jj. It cannot be 
supposed that there were any large buildings or temples at this, 

* 'Mos 	 p. 597. 
t Strab. lib. xiii. p. 596. 
t Nat. Hist. lib. v. cap. 30, p. 78, edit. Paris)  1532. . 
§ 'Apzocioy xi-to-1Am, p. 598; iraNasA p. 599, lib. xiii. 

P. 43, n. 21, Clarke's Greek Marbles. 
5 D 2 
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village of the Ilieans, sufficient to account for these remains, which 
may rather be referred to one of the many cities of the Troad 
which are mentioned by geographers,. but not in such an order 
as to enable us to discover their respective sites. Thereare a 
few fragments of carved marble at Thyrnbrek-Keui and above 
Tchiblak, besides many remains of pillars on a hill near the 
latter village ; nor are we to be surprised at these vestiges in a 
country, every region of which was regarded with peculiar sanc-
tity. The Iliean village was but little more than a mile (most 
probably westward) from the eminence, five stadia in circumfe-
rence, called Callicolone, " The Beautiful Hill," under which 
sowed the. Simois*. Tchiblak might be considered nearly on the 
site of the village, and the hill where are the ruins thought to 
be the•Callicolone. Ifesychius calls it a place remarkable for its 
sanctity, and the ruins on the mount above Tchiblak _may be . 
the remains of its temples--. The distance between Tchiblak and 
Palaio-Callifatli, will pretty well correspond with the three Ro-
man miles and three quarters which were between Ilium and the 
village ; and the town and the. hill are near enough. to the Thym-
brek or the Callifatli water (whichever of these streams was the 
Simois) to have been spoken of as being in the Simoisian plain, 
where the Pagus Iliensium and the Callicolone are placed by the 
geographer. The hills close behind Tchiblak to the east, may 
likewise be the commencement of those two elbows of Mount Ida 
(4,v4Es) so often before mentioned., which were in the vicinity of. 
the village T. 

* "rirep‘ re rig him) xaip,x4s) 8bta 61-0L8 tOug e6TiY r j Kc KOMthin, 7466 
rig, 'rap' ov o Zipktg PEI, 7TEYTETTC'E8l01,  xaw. —Strab. lib. xiii. p. 597. 

t KoaXi-Kaviner)--xweioy I e pow-  por‘ . —P. 125, tom. H. edit. Albert. 
Toor2, itav 	14:74v ris TENEUrijg 	7EX.9IPTCOY Otpcoivoo givaio 
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The country in the direction immediately eastward above Tchi- , 
blak; has many inequalities of surface, and is rough and hilly; 
but on the south side of the chain of eminences on which it is 
placed is a fine undulating plain. In this stands Atche-Keui, and 
from -near that village a brook runs into the Mendere, a mile to 
the north-east of Bournabashi. There is no end of conjecturing 
on these subjects ; but the distance between Palaio-Callifatli and 
this stream agrees with that between Ilium and the conflu-
ence of the Thymbrias and Scamander ; and as the valley of 
Atche-Keui runs- up to the spot near which the Pagus Iliensium 
may be fairly supposed to have been placed, it may be- the plain 
of Thymbra, which wa8 in the vicinity of that village-. 

In the wide plain properly called the Trojan, some of those 
objects were shown which are mentioned in the Iliad; the wild fig-
tree, or hill of wild fig-trees ; the tomb, of /Esyetes, Batieia, (or 
the tomb of Myrinna); and the tomb of Mist'. The Erineus 
was some rugged ground, shaded with fig-trees, under the Iliean 

S?. Troaccav xricrittot itter4i) Tic ettoxig.—Lib. xiii. 597. Whether the ircacctOv! 
wrio-p.a here means the village of the Means or the actual Troy, the point -is 
the same, for Strabo thought there was a correspondence in the site of .the two. - 

* Fifty stadia, six R. miles and a quarter. 

1120YrIsY rap sis-Ti 'A =EMI' CotWeaf—Strab. lib. xiii. p. 598. 
Mar Urepov yap la-n, ;cal . Twig Ovoti,c4op.boug s-Oraug Ivrataot aeixvt-y. 

pAvoug 0104.1p,SY, Tov EpivEOv, TO10 'r 'Atatnfra To'cOoy, 1-7'jv Barium), TO Tg ITa 
" For here it is more extensive (the plain, reatov Tpulx4), and we see 

those places pointed out which are recorded by the poet—The Fig-tree Hill, 
the tomb of .ZEsyetes, Batieia, and the tomb of Bus" 	 Strab. lib. 
p. 597. 
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village *. I need not say that I was unable to fix upon the En. 
neus ; it, will be as :well, indeed, to avow that I made no effort 
to find either that or the beech-tree mentioned by Achilles, which 
the geographer informs us was a little below -I-. The tomb shown 
for that of /Esyetes was five stadia (something more than half a 
mile) from Ilium, and not so high as the Acropolis of that city.t. 
If the meaning of the text in Strabo is at all understood, Udjek. 
Tepe cannot be the tomb of IEsyetes ; for that barroveis at least 
seven miles in a straight line from the supposed site of Ilium, and 
in order t© get to it, you have to cross two, if not three rivers, 
the latter part of the way through a morass, and over hilly ground. 
Besides, Polites, in running to Udjek-Tepe, would be going from, 
riot towards, the Grecian camp, and had, therefore, no cause of 
fear ; he would, indeed, have had a much better view than from 
the Acropolis (if we have found it) of Ilium ; but this is the very 
advantage which Strabo says he would not have had. There is 
only one point of resemblance between the barrow and the tomb,: 
Udjek-Tepe is near the road to Alexandria Troas ; but, allowing 

,the present path to be in the line of the ancient road, as that road 

* 60 rl EptveOg vpc9056 71$ TO7r0S j  Ica{ 4ive,a,,,, 	pay otpxeticp xTic- 
ivaTs tiirowin-racfv .—Strab. lib. xiii. p. 598. 

On/Os si ,t4ixpOri xasarripw 10-11 TB 	 0176iso 0 Axo,mos. 
—Ibid. 

" And (if Ilium were Troy) Polites also, ' who being a spy.  from Troy, 
trusting to his' speed, sat on the very summit of the tomb of the ancient iEsye. 
Yes,' he must have been improvident even if lie did sit on the very summit; for he 
might have had a much higher look-out from the citadel, and at much the same 
distance: nor could he at all want his speed ; for !hat which is now shown for 
the tomb of lEsyetes, is five stadia distant towards the road to Alexandria."-.,  
Strab► lib. xiii. p. 599s 
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ran all across the plain, and probably from Ilium, it is very likely 
indeed, that there might be another barrow near it. Wherever 
Ilium was, the tomb of Esyetes was not more, than two miles 
from the port of the Greeks ; probably it was less, but Udjek. 
Tepe is more than nine from the shore of the strait. This lofty-
tumulus may be the Homeric tomb of Esyetes. Of this we can 
know nothing, but it is not that of Strabo. There are two or • 
three barrows which answer better to that tomb, and espe-
cially one between the village of Koum-Keui and Callifatli, no-
ticed in Mr. Gell's map, not as a barrow but as a mount. It is 
in the plain near the Mendere, and about half a mile from the-
projecting eminence of Palaio-Callifatli, to the west. Two other 
barrows have been noticed in this quarter ; one is on a plot of 
rising ground, which projects south-westward from the chain of 
eminences between Palaio-Callifatli and Tchiblak, but is rather to 
the 'south of the first place, and about two miles and a half from 
the last ; the other is at the western extremity of the hills Which' 
form the northern boundary of the plain of Atche7Keui, and two' 
miles on the left of ,the road to that place from the village of Cal-
lifatli. Under Atche-Keui, and nearly opposite to Bournabashi, 
is a low natural hillock, called in Mr. Gell's map Batieia. 

As Strabo gives us no assistance whatever in identifying either of 
these barrows with his tomb of Ilus, or the Batieia, but only men-
tions those objects as being in the plain of Troy properly so called, 
and that only in the one passage above, quoted, it would be useless. 
for one who is not perfectly persuaded that the scene of the Iliad 
can be fixed upon with precision, and has been actually disco-
vered, to make any essay towards an .arrangement of these an. 
cient monuments on a modern map.. As presumptuous might it 
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be thought to fix upon any hill, or natural eminence, the name 
of the Homeric Throsmos, on which the army of the Trojans was 
stationed, more particularly as we cannot be sure that the Thros-
mos was a hill . 

* The grammarians have supposed this word, which, as Mr. Bryant mentions, 
(Observations, p. 10) occurs only three times in Homer and twice in Apollo-
nius Rhodius, to signify a high place. 

eparcrjuls--440Os 147TOS BOUVOUNS, 	Ou xovrOLPOGIVOIPT04 5-opeTio 
Hesych. in v. p. 1738, Albert, edit. 1766. 

0pol/4r:14-4AI/04 4ros idem quod Opcoo- p-4- 
Is. Vossii, not. in v. 9r pop.13oi, Hesych. p. 1736, ib. 

Er) 5-pcoa-ml reatoso—`0.3tstl re a(e to) irsapOirkcp. 
Ibid. p. 1355. 

The Scholiast on Homer, II. K. ver. 160, and II. A. ver. 56, Suidas, and. 
the Etymologicon Magnum in voc. 9xpcoo-f4c, make it to be near the Celli.. 
colone--" Erat aulern Callicolone locus excelsus in campo Trojano, ab isto non 
longe remotus qui Homero 9-partr.OF dicitur," note 1, p. 1707, Hesych. ibid. 
which can not be collected either from Homer or Strabo. The first places 
the Callicolone near the Simois (Iliad. T. ver. 53), and the latter ten stadia 
above his site of Troy; but the 5-procricas was near the ships of the Greeks, and 
separated from them but by a very small interval—. 

Otix 	Tgciies 	Nogrr44 iraososo 
Vomit 117x1 verb's', 47avos art x.76., I g6xes. 

IL K. 1. 160. 

Mr. Le Chevalier, with just as little reason, fancied that, " like Batieia and 
the tomb, of the nimble Myrinna, the Throsmos and the tomb of Bus were the 
same. Descrip. p. 112.—The only difference between the two cases is, that 
Homer says the first was the same, but gives no such hint as to the latter. 
We may see from the poet, that they were not the same, although perhaps not 
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We are now arrived at Bournabashi, the Troy of Mr. Le Che., 
valier. It is a Turkish village, situated on some rising ground, 
at the head of the great marsh. All travellers have with justice 

far from each other; for hector, and the other chiefs, retired from the camp 
to the Thr6smos, to the tomb of llus, to hold a council- 

9-e(ou rce?a tricart qiou 
NOcrci)iv otA oxoto-f3s• 

Il. K. ver. 415. 

Mr. Bryant (Dissert. p. 37) makes Batieia and Callicolone the same, but with-
out giving any reason for such a conjecture. The probable vicinity of the tomb 
of Ilus to the ThrOsmos, may help to spew us that Homer never meant a hill or 
mound by the latter word, for he makes Agamemnon pursue the Trojans from 
the neighbourhood of the ships, to which they had advanced, by the tomb of 
Ilus, through the middle of the plain, 

`os a rue 'Um/ 	roaatoci Acteociaoco 
M466ov X0t7T7rat030 Irai; igisisOy En66601,70 

"hµ61001 zAecog. 	 11. A. ver. 166. 

and not over any hill, which must have been the case if the Throsmos had been 
high ground, as the Trojan station was between the place of action and the city._ 
In the two places of.Apollonius, Ovna-p.Os does not seem to mean-an eminence. 
Jason and his companions conceal themselves, and hold a council under covet 
of the high reeds and shrubs in the bed of a river in Cholcis, and then quit 
their concealment for a place in the plain above, named Circmum, which the 
poet calls the Throsmos of that plain. 

"Apart eava In)Os cirlg uvouto'cg  76 mai an 
Xgroa icer107jo-cm, Fart 5-gcuo-pi reaioto. 
KiptalOY 144 re xsx7oicrxvrai, gy5-a al Tonal 

rep.ocaOi 76;i0G) 17iCti beireSexo-iv. 
Argon. lib. iii. ver. 199. 

5 E 
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lavished their encomiums on the beauty of its situation, which 
commands an extensive prospect of the whole plain, both to the 

We see that on this Thanmos there were willows growing (although some, 
instead of irpOp.aaot, have read, without assigning any reason, rpop.Aot, a sort of 
wild oak)—trees not so likely to flourish on a hill as on the rneadowy banks of 
rivers. The Scholiast commenting on the passage, calls this Thaismos a place 
overhanging the river—rei tire/met/him •1-14 irompl) rinrou, Oroo io-r1 %ply- 
xoci 7rriaio-oti Coro 	vecizg, p. 276, edit. Shaw; and the translator has it "in 
editiorem locum campi." The Argonauts, when they proceed from this Thrtis-
mos of Circmum (ver. 213) are only said to go from the plain, €x realm, not 
from anyheight. 

The other passage in which the disputed word occurs, does not convey the 
notion of a Thr6smos being any thing else than a spot with an open space, 
where there was room to move about. It is not here the Thanatos of the,  
plain, but the Throsmoi of the river— 

At'n-tip 'Sy bwcfevrEs ava 9-pa6pAg rorotittoio. 
Argon. lib. ii. ver. 825. 

" Per limosi salebras fluvii," are the words of the translator; and the Scholiast 
interprets it, awl 143.., =TA Tag  avaisoxas  mai loociSc'to-sts, mai xaNaoq, 
p. 219, edit. Shaw.—Supposing the word to be derived from 9-pco6seitii, or. 
S-opeiv, to leap, there seems no necessity for having the ezo' 7)1) scovraiSccitionct 
5-opEiv ivrt, the " descending leap" of Hesychins: a level spot is more fit for 
leaping or exercise than any high ground. When Homer mentions Batieia,,  
on, or at, which the Trojans were drawn out in array, he describes it as a hill, 
and if the Opcoo-p.os, where the Trojans were also stationed, had been a hill, it 
is likely he would have likewise described it as such. We may be inclined, then, 
to submit to Mr. Bryant's opinion, that the 5-parittOg of Homer should be ren- 
dered salt us canzpestris and not the mound of the plain. The preposition up 
(Otv(1), with which it is connected in the passages above quoted, may perhaps. _ 
persuade us that a gentle ascent is expressed). unless it only conveys the mean, 
ing of our phrase up the country, up to town. 
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shores of the strait and to the open sea, and gives a nearer view 
to the north of low undulating hills, whose slopes are adorned 
with frequent villages, and . backed with a dark line of forest 
scenery. To the right, at about half a mile distance, the Men-
dere flows through a green flat, winding from behind a rocky hill, 
called Balli-Dahi, or the Honey Mountain, which rises at the back 
(the south-east) of the eminence of Bournabashi, and is separated 
from it only by a narrow woody dell.—Immediately below the 
village is the path which crosses the country from the north to 
the south towards Alexandria Troas, and on the other side of this 
path is a slope of hard rugged ground, covered with Turkish tomb-
stones, chiefly granite, and having the appearance of being taken 
from some ancient structure. Below this to the south, less than 
a quarter of a mile from the houses, is one of those beautiful 
springs from which the village takes its name of the Fountain-
Head. The principal basin is ornamented by a rectangular mar-
gin of white marble slabs and the fragments of two granite pilasl. 
ters ; and the water gushing copiously from below, slides over 
the smooth brink, and moistens a flat plot of green sward, which 
is shaded by a line of weeping willows rising from a shrubbery 
of evergreens. 

The temperature of this spring has been found to be sixty-four 
of Farenheit's scale, and we learnt that in the winter a steam 
arises from it, which altogether conceals the source and the sur-
rounding grove. It felt tepid in April, but was not so warm as to 
be unpleasant to the taste. The head of the marsh, obscured by 
tall reeds, commences a little to the west of the fountain. Walk-
ing for three minutes to the south, and keeping by the side of some 
pools of water, interspersed with brushwood, you come to a 

5 E 2 • 
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strong spring, bubbling up from beneath a rocky hillock, and 
flowing off, dispersed in several pebbly channels, into. the 
marsh and through a line of gardens belonging to the Turks of 
BournabaShi. The Aga, a considerable person in this part of the 
country, has a kiosk in one of them between the two springs, 
which is surrounded by an orangery, and sheltered by a grove of 
ashes and poplars and other tall trees. On one of my visits to 

.the spot, our party, who had been on a shooting excursion in the 
marshes, and were somewhat fatigued after a hot walk of five 
hours, took some refreshment under a spreading walnut-tree, on 
the brink of a rivulet running round the Aga's garden, which 
supplied us with water-cresses. 

As we were rising to depart, a all fair complexioned Turk; half 
wrapped in a tattered garment, having every mark of extreme 
poverty, but with an easy graceful mien, walked over the little 
plank laid across the brook from the garden, and accosted me first 
in Italian, and afterwards, seeing my surprise at hearing any thing 
but Turkish from a Turk, in Latin, enquiring if I understood 
that language—" Doinine scis 	uam Latinanz?" He added a 
few sentences, in a manner which sheaved he had once been accus, 
waled to converse. He was asked where he had learnt his Latin. 
Ile said at home. Had he ever received any public instruction? 
" V icli etiam acadeiniain sed non frequentavi," was his • reply. 
Ile had seen the English at Alexandria. When questioned as,to 
the place of his birth, and his country, he answered, "Sum civis 
nzundi"--" I am a citizen of the world;" and smiling, put an end 
to our interrogatories, by asking me if I wished to see the garden 
belonging to his master : " Visne videre hunt horizn, mei mai 
gistri est." At this instant a Turk richly dressed came up,. and 
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accosting him with great kindness and familiarity by the nameof 
Selim, they both walked away to the village. . 

The singularity of meeting a Turk talking Latin in a solitary 
garden in the Troad, although not so agreeable an adventure as 
that which befell the friend of Eschines, and (as Mr. Le Che-
valier thought) on this very spot", engaged our thoughts for some 
time, and we could only conclude him to be one of the many pri, 
soners or deserters from the French Egyptian army who em-
braced Islamism, some, as it was reported in France at the time, 
frominclination, others to save their lives. 

The springs and the pools of water unite their -streams, which 
are partly lost in the marsh, and partly flow into the channel of 
the Bournabashi rivulet, and the whole fountain is called Saranda 
Ochia—the Forty Eyes. The last mentioned source is thought 
by the people of the place to be cold, but is in fact of the same 
temperature as the tepid fountain, although, as it does not rise 
and settle in a basin, but flows off into the pools, its warmth is 
not so easily perceived as that of the other springs. To the taste 
they appeared to, me exactly the same, and. only not chill; a fact, 
which, considering, the number of warm sources in this part of the 
country, it would not be worth while to mention, if Mr. Le Cheva. 

* Mr. Le Chevalier commenting seriously on the accident of Callirhoe,, 
calls it " a circumstance ever to be regretted, as it prevented YEschines from, 
entering into a minute examination of the plain of Troy, and from giving the 
result of his.enquiries to the 'world." La Fontaine thought otherwise, and 
made somewhat better use of Cimon's adventure than Mr. Le C., who really 
believed ,that YEschines came to Troas to write such a piece of topography as. 
his own. One circumstance has as usual escaped or been unnoticed by him,. 
although his editor has been more explicit:- the letters of IEschines are thought 
to be spurious. 
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her and his disciples had not positively pronounced them to be 
the two fountains of the Scamander, the Do►al 3127ca of Homer, one 
of which was enveloped in smoke, as of a burning fire, whilst the 
other in the summer rushed forth cold as the hail, the chill snow, 
and the ice{-. 

My last visit was paid to these springs on the last day of 
April, which was more sultry than an English midsummer, and 
might therefore have shown the freezing faculty of the cold spring 
to advantage. I repeat, however, that no difference was percep-
tible between the temperature of the fountains. Yet Mr. Le Che-
valier, comparing it with the other, says it is " always cold" ;" 
when, however, he could see the broad, the angry Scamander in 
a rivulet, in spite of all ancient authority, whether of poetry or 
prose, it is not surprising that he should reject the evidence of 
his senses, and find the warm and freezing sources of that river 
in the tepid fountains of Bournabashi. Demetrius of Scepsis 
confessed that the Scamander rose in the hill Cotylus from one 
source ; and Strabo endeavoured to explain away the difficulty, 
by suggesting that the hot spring may have failed, or that the 
two sources may have been those of some tributory stream, which 
might therefore be fairly called springs of the Scamander. This 
must be allowed, and was so by Mr. Bryant, to be a very rea-
sonable account; and those believers in the Iliad who can recon-
cile one hot and one icy fountain with many tepid springs, may 
be willing to adopt the latter suggestion, and suppose the sources 
at Bournabashi to be those to which Hector was pursued by 
Achilles. It must, however, be observed, that the explanation 

* Iliad, X. v. 147. 
t 127 Descript. Plain of Troy. 
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can hardly be applied to springs supplying a rivulet which does-
not fall into the main river till within a mile and a half of its 
mouth ; and, moreover, that if Demetrius or Strabo had thought 
these Bournabashi fountains to have been the Aoica irwal, or if 
they had been commonly so called and noticed amongst the 
other Homeric objects, it is next to an impossibility, that after 
having made the remark and particularly discussed the difficulty, 
the author should not have mentioned their existence in the Tro-
jan plain. Let me add, that those who believe in the fountains, 
may as well believe Bournabashi to be Troy ; for if Achilles and 
Hector fought on this spot, the great difficulty of the distance of 
the city from the sea is removed ; indeed they are almost bound 
to believe it, since the Scamandrian springs were in sight of, and 
not far from, the city. 

There are at Bournabashi several traces of some ancient town 
having stood in the vicinity, and the situation of the village is 
such, as I have observed the Greeks generally choose for their 
cities ; blocks of carved marble and granite, one or two contain-
ing inscriptions which throw no light on the subject, are to be 
found in the houses, and particularly in the Aga's court-yard t. 
vestiges of a paved way are also discernible. But - it is on the 
hill Balli-Dahi, a quarter of a mile to the south-south-east, that 
the citadel of Priam and the tombs of his sons have been at last 
discovered. Above the first rugged flat there is a second emi-
nence, the highest summit of the hill ; on this are three barrows, 
not so large as those on the shore of the strait, but similar to them 
in every respect, except that one, like the cairns of Scotland, is 
chiefly composed of stones thrown loosely together. It is possi-. 
ble that the covering of turf may have been worn away by expo-. 
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sure to the wind and rain. Mr. Le Chevalier chose to call it N.,:  
tomb of Hector, and found a wonderful similarity between its po-
sition and that of. the imitative sepulchre which Andromache 
raised to the memory of her hero on the shores of Epirus. 
The cenotaph however was before the city, in a grove, on the 
banks of the feigned Simois. 

" Ante urbem, in luco, falsi Simoentis ad undam." 
iii. v. 300. 

This barrow is in Mr. Le Chevalier's city, and .no more on the 
banks of the Simois, than Blaize Castle near Bristol is on the 
banks of the Avon. It stands near the brink of a steep precipice, 
very high above the Mendere. If Virgil had any particular spot 
in view, we may find something full as likely to have been the 
prototype of his description, for we see in Strabo t, that at a 
place called Ophrynium, they showed the grove of Hector; but 
this was on the banks of the strait, twenty-five miles at the least 
from Bournabashi. We do not know, in fact, that the sepulchre 
was in that grove, or on any other spot ; for an oracle preserved 
amongst the Thebans, related that the ashes of Hector had been 
conveyed from Troy to their city, and his tomb was shown at 
the fountain of CEdipus:t. If any inference is to be drawn from 
the lines in the Pharsalia, in which the Phrygian tells Cxsar not 
to tread on the ashes of.Hector, it is, that no such barrow as is 

* 	Virgil takes a very ingenious method of pointing out the true situation of 
Vector's tomb."—Descript. of Plain of Troy, p. 123. 

t Lib. xiii. p. 595. 	 * 
'Eo-r) a mai-ExTopo, 07)0aloig rc'ecpog 1-471 npi 401 7rpOS 'thairOakt IC04*. 

XelkElep xpiv.p.—Paus. lib. ix. 569, edit. Hanoi. 
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now seen on l3alli-Dahi, was ever called the tomb of that war-
rior 

Another of the tumuli is the tomb of Paris, but which of them 
has not been as yet determined ; Strabo, however, relates that his 
monument was at Cebrene t." On the surface of the summit of 
Balli-Dahi are some flat stones regularly disposed, the vestiges of 
two pits or cisterns, and near the edge of the precipice above the 
river where it is four hundred feet high, the foundation stones of 
massive uncemented walls. 

A most correct view of these relics is given in the thirty-
seventh plate of the Topography of Troy, the author of which, 
has never called his pencil to the aid of his pen; but with a candour 
and ingenuity very rarely to be met with in a theorist, has, in the 
fidelity of his representations, furnished us with competent mean& 
of disproving his system. Those who look at the vestiges on 
Balli-Dahi in his plate, may be assured that such are the actual 
appearances on that hill; but enough may have been already said 

* cc 	 Secures in alto 
Gramine ponebat gressus, Phryx incola manes 
Hectoreos calcare vetat." 

Pharsal. ix. v. 975. 
Thus rendered by Mr. Le C. " Caesar, in traversing the plain of Troy, was 

walking inadvertently over a heap of stones and of -turf, which no longer re-
tained the shape of a tomb :" " Stop, Caesar," cried his guide, " you are 
treading upon the ashes of Hector," p. 122. Let me ask whether the original, 
or even this strange translation, gives a picture of any one climbing on a rug.: 
ged precipice, amongst ruins, and over the summits of actual tombs ? For 
either Mr. Le C. must believe that Lucan really alludes to the barrow on Bali-
Dahl, or the reference is altogether inapplicable and futile; but the poet could 
never have said that there were no ruins on this hill. 

t Lib. xiii. p. 596. 
5 r 
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to convince them, that some scope has been given to the imagina-
tion, -in calling two or three lines of single flat stones the ruins 
of the palace of Priam, the palace of Hector, the palace of 
Alexander, the temple of Apollo, the temple of Minerva, and 
the temple of Jupiter. 

The same author of course is not deterred by the ancient 
authorities who mention that no vestige was left of Troy, but 
.quotes Babylon as an instance, that ruins long thought to have 
perished may be at last discovered. He might have added Baal-
bek, the finding of whose remains by Mr. Wood was ridiculed ,s 
chimerical invention; but was Babylon at any time sought after as 
was Troy? were its ruins in the Midst of the most polite and learned 
people in the world, who for a succession of ages desired and tried 
in vain to discover its site ? I see no parity whatever in the two 
cases, and I must add, that it is not to be credited that Deme-
trius of Scepsis, and other enquirers living on the spot, would 
overlook any part of the Trojan plain on the banks of the Sea-
mander containing the ruins of palaces and temples, which must 
necessarily have been twenty times. more considerable in those 
days than they are at present. 

The real Trojan palaces, if they ever existed, must have been 
erected in the very infancy of architecture, and what excellence 
could have been attained in this art, when letters had not been 
invented, when commerce was a;change of commodities, arithme-
tic counting on the fingers, and when carpenters built ships with 
a brazen hatchei ? The greater part of the housel of the royal 

* Wood's Essay on Homer, pp.,268, 274. That such must have been the 
state of society when even Homer wrote, may be deduced from his poems.. 
Mr. W. observes, that the poet does not talk of sculpture with admiration. 
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city of Sardis; when it was destrayed.by.the Ionians, were either of 
reeds, or brick thatched with reeds,. and of 'this material-we niay 
suppose the temple of Cybele to have been made, which was burnt 
With the other buildings*. - The walls of the citadel were of course 
,more durably 'constructed, but the interior buildings could hardly 
have answered to any thing like our notion of a palace, nor can we.  
think that the Pergarnus of Priam was.  composed of edifices So 
amstructed 'as to leave .remains.discernibie after a period of three 
thousand years. 

The oldest statues of the gods were blocks of wood scarcely cut; the temples, the 
pawl 44.,ara of those agesniay, however, mean and simple, have been decent 
bnotigh for such divinitieS. The poet, when describing the celestial habita-
tions, says nothing 'or their size-  or construction, but confines himself to the 
.costliness of their materials. Agamemnon% palace, or the treasury of Atreus, 
lately discovered. at 11/Tycenre, is,- it is true, a durable fabric,-  as also is the trea-
sury of Mynetta at Orchometto ; but we cannot be sure that those buildings 
'did exist in the times alledged; we can only know that they were very ancient, 

. and' had thoseparticular denominations amongst-the Greeks of after ages. 
* Torotv ev Tio-s uip8m -Ziactoe, at tati iaeir-ves, scoiliftiyar "Oo-cet ak 

etuTeloo Mal 7rNitalvoct 107GGII xecxetp.ou eikov TA$ Op464.--;-1-lerod. Hist. lib. v. 
'Cap: 101,. p. 42, edit.Edinb. 1806. 

4r 2 
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The District of the Troad—Ene—Eski-Scupthu—Bairam-itche 
—Kas-daghy, the Cotylus of Ida—Argument against the 
identity of that Summit with the Homeric Gargarus—and 
againA that of Rheteum and Sigeum with the Promonto-
ries bounding the Grecian Camp, mentioned in the Iliad—
The Authority of Virgil quoted—The Homeric Troy in front 
of Towdos—The Geographical Plain of Troy probably not 
that of the Iliad—The Homeric Landmarks invented by the 
Greeks Orr the Age of the Poet—No inference to be drawn 
front casual Resrmhlances between the Descriptions of them„ 
and the actual Landscape near the Banks of the Mendere 
—The endravours of Writers to adjust the Poetical to the 
l►rr wnt Positions entirely unsuccessful—Mr. Pope's Map, and 
the miarcountable Remarks upon it by Mr. Le Chevalier 
Conclusion of Observations on the Troad, with an Enqniry, 
into the limits of the ancient Hellespont. 

.0 

TIIE remains on lialli-Dahi have been referred to 
a vrry late period, hut when we know that the Troad was full of .  
towns, of which Strubo enumerates twenty, we shall not be at, 
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a loss to account for antiquities, either on this spot, or in any other 
portion of the same region. At Erkissi-Keui and Ilos-Keui, vil- 
lages on the ridge stretching south-westward from Bournabashi, on 
which stands Udjek-Tepe, there are also many fragments of mar-
ble and granite ruins : part of these were thought by Dr. Pocock° 
to belong to Ilium. 

The expectation that the frigate would sail immediately up the 
straits, prevented us from proceeding above Bournabashi along 
the banks of the Mendere, to the summit of the highest hill of 
the Id can chain, Kas-daghy. But as no one ever thought of 
searching for Troy above the point to which we confined our 
researches, we were the less anxious to prosecute our journey in 
that quarter. Travelling in the Troad is at present not only safe, 
but perfectly agreeable, for Englishmen especially, owing to the 
good disposition of the governors of the district. The whole 
Idaan territory, nearly that of the lesser Phrygia, is under the 
power of Hadoum Oglou, or Hadgi Osman Bey ; but the more 
immediate jurisdiction of the Troad is in the hands of his son, 
Hadoum Zade,. or Hadji Achmet Bey. The latter of these 
resides at Ene, a town on the banks of a rivulet w hich fulls 
into the Mendere about twelve miles above Bournabushi, and 
which is named in the maps the Andrius, a river flowing from the 
country called anciently Carasena. 

It has been thought probable, that Ene may be on the site 
of the town /Enea, which the ancient inhabitants alledged was 
the royal seat of lEneas. The account °rile tradition is from 
Strabo, but he says nothing of a large burrow which there is near 
the modern town called Sovran-Tepe—the Sovereign's Tomb, or 
Ene-Tepe—the Tomb of Ene, and which, if it stood in ancient 
times, was perhaps, as were many other similar monuments in diffe- 
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rent parts of the world, shown as the tomb of /Eneas. Whatever 
weight is derived from the similarity of the ancient and modern 
names will be lessened by observing that there is another Ene on 
the shore of the Adramyttian gulf above Bairam, the ancient Assos. 
A village to the-south is 'called Eski-Scupthu, which, as it corre-
sponds in its site, and partly in its name, with Palm-Scepsis, fifty 
stadia from /Enea, may be on the position of that ancient town. 
It would be hopeless to enquire, by what good fortune /Enea, and 
Pake-Scepsis, which was a decayed place in Strabo's time, should 
alone (if we except.  the doubtful Thymbrek), of all the spots in 
the Troad, have preserved nearly their ancient names. The case 
of the last may be thought more remarkable, when .the latter city 
of Scepsis, sixty stadia below the old site, has been entirely lost*. 

* Eski in Turkish is equivalent to the roams in Greek.--Pala-Scepsis was 
fifty stadia from .1Enea. Strab. lib. xiii. p. 603. It was near the highest part 
of Ida, ;terra ro 1.46798Jp6Crovrov lig 	Strab. ibid. p.607. It will be as well 
to look at Kauffer's map, and see how the site of Eski-Scupthu will answer to 
this description : if, Eski-Scupthu is Pale-Scepsis, Strabo could not say it was 
near Cotylus: where the Scamander rises, or in other words, his Ida Proper 
could not be Cotylus. Again, Pali-Scepsis was above Cebrene, iir4vo Ke- 
Pp711,71gy and sixty stadia above New ScepsiS—ticrreposi 	xceram4pco crraliag 
47j;cenra eig njv tidy 	itcercpxialprow—but the Scamander flowed be- 
tween the territory of Scepsis and Cebrene—ris,  KeOppdav 	 rig 

x14iices• "Opiov a ;ma Tov 7crip.coiapov p.kov ewrgv pAyrot, ibid. p. 597. 
According to this account, Scepsis should be on the north bank of the Scaman-
der; yet how will this answer with what Strabo says in another place, that the 
plain country of the Troad, in the narrow part towards the mountains, stretched 
as far to the south as the neighbourhood of Scepsis, ibid. p. 506. The confusion 
of confusions is seen in Mr. Barbie du Iloccage's map of Troas, attached to 
Anacharsis, and may convince any one of the extreme difficulty of restoring the 
ancient geography of this celebrated region, 
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Hadoum Oglou lives at the large town of Bairam-itche,' which 
gives its name to a long plain, extending on the banks of the, Men-
dere, between twelve and thirteen miles towards the roots of Kas-
daghy : it is nine or ten from Ene. From. the neighbourhood of 
Bairam-itche, were brought two7of the marbles in the vestibule 
of the Public Library at Cambridge*. The whole district of 
Ida was held in much veneration, and it is probable that an 
inquisitive traveller would find remnants of the ancient supersti-, 
tion which sanctified this poetic region, in the most remote soli-
tudes, in the deep recesses• of the forests and .the summits of the 
highest hills. 

The source of the Mendere, a cataract, commonly called the-
falls of Megara, is at the foot of Kas-daghy, about six hours 
above Bairam-itche, and not only the written narrations of tra-
vellers, but the account of a friend who visited the spot whilst 
we were in Turkey,, make me lament that any incident should 
have occurred to, prevent our enjoying a spectacle more magnifi--
cent, as I understand, than the brightest conception can antici-
pate. The ascent to the top of Kas-daghy is an object which I.  
must also regret that we omitted to accomplish. If however we 
had gained the eminence, it Would not have been, on my part, 
with the persuasion that we were scaling the terrestrial heaven 
of the Idann Jove. 

There appears to me no way of getting over Mr. Bryant's argu-
ments in favour of Troy, as described by the poet, being under' 
the most southern parts of Ida, and-  near those mountains of Troas, 
called Lectum and Gargarust ; and I shall observe, that what 

*, No. XVI. No. XXVI. Clarke's Greek Marbles. • 
1 See Dissertation)  p. 1341  and p. 136)  to the end., 
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Mr. Wood calls the machinery*, and may be _denominated the 
celestial topography of Homer, can be adduced as a proof of this 
supposition. 

That which the ancient geographers called Ida, is a chain of 
hills extending north-north-east from Baba, or Lectum, and 
divided into several ridges, two summits of which (exactly given in 
the fifteetith plate of the Topography of Troy) overlook the whole 
sloping country towards Tenedos. The highest point of these 
ranges, once called Cotylus, now Kas-daghy, will be seen by 
looking at Kauffer's map, to be at a vast distance, both from 
Lectum and Sigeum, and to be near the sea on no side, except that 
of the Adramyttian gulf, where the Grecian fleet could not have 
been stationed, or it would not have been visible from the top of 
Samothrace, as in the thirteenth book of the Iliad-it is said to have 
been. The plain of ale Mendere towards Cape Janissary, is distant 
from Mount Cotylus, or Kas-daghy, thirty-five miles at the least, 
and separated from it by a ridge of -low brown hills, and a large 
tract of plain country. But Gargarus and Lectum were imme-
diately above the scene of action in. the Iliad, not figuratively, 
but actually. The king of gods and men might have remained 
in the Thessalian Olympus t to have seen the ships of the Greeks, 

* Essay on Homer, p. 133. 
t This mountain Mr. Bryant calls the heavenly Olympus, and does not ima-

gine it to be a hill upon earth (Dissertation, &c. p. 143). His chief reason is 
adduced from the circumstance, that Jupiter, in going thence from Ida; is said 
to fly " between the earth and the starry sky" (II. e. ver. 46); but it appears 
that Juno is standing on this same Olympus in the fourteenth book, and in that 
place it is evidently the Thessalian Olympus, for her route is traced from the 
mountain over /Emathea, or the plain of Thessaly, thence over the hills of Thrace 
to Athos, Lemnos, and Lectum (Il. Z. ver 225 to 285). This seat of the gods, 
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And the city-of Troy, unless he had wished to be near the plain 
nor would he have poured a cloud round his horses' and chariot, 
to render them invisible*, if the combatants, and the whole scene 
of action, had been thirty miles distant from his station. When 
the gods held a council to favour the Trojans, it was on a mount 
in the plain ; and when Jupiter quitted the heavens to watch 
over their interests, the summits whence he launched his light-
nings against the G reeks were not, it is probable, divided from 
Troy by intervening hills and plains. In the thirteenth book of 
the Iliad, it is said, that from the position of Neptune on the 
woody Samothrace, the whole of Ida appeared, and' the city of 
Priam, and the ships of the Greeks; and the vicinity of the objects 
may perhaps he collected by their being mentioned together f. 

although described by the poet as in the heavens, at an immeasurable height 
above the rest of the earth, was still on the actual summit of the many-headed 
Olympus-- 

xopqr; iroAuchipcaoc '04wirolo— 

in order to scale which, the giants heaped Ossa on Pelion, two mountains 
also in Thessaly. Even the celestial properties of Olympus were those of a 
mountain, not of any region in the sky detached from the earth. " It was 
never shaken by the wind, hor hidden by the tempest, nor approached by the 
snow, but was in a cloudless atmosphere, encircled with a pure splendour." 
I find the variety in the Homeric des'criptions of Olympus, noticed by Mr. 
R. P. Knight in his Carmina Hornerica, p. 26, not after Mr. Bryant's manner, 
but as a proof that in the inventive parts of poetry congruity is not to be ex-
pected. 

* Kara. e 412pce ro.try gxeties;--Il. 0. 1. 46, 52. 
I see that in the Observations on Mr. Le Chevalier's Treatise (p. 22), this-

pasage is adduced in proof of the same point. The sentence does not, how- 
5 
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The part of Ida called Lectum, stretched down to the sea, for 
there Juno and Somnus, On their passage from LemnOs, first left 
the waves. 

'By.,  a' ixia-5-nv Tommtacznot, µn-ripot S7)pao 
AEXT010. 	rperrroo 7‘17t-krno C17‘a. 	11. Z. 283. 

But not only the promontory, but part of the hill towards the 
summits of the mountain was so called ; since the woods of Lee-
turn trembled under the feet of the deities as they ascended; and 
these woods were not far beneath Gargarus, for• in them Somnus 
concealed himself on a pine-tree, to assist the machinations of the 
goddess, who advanced swiftly to the seat of Jupiter..  

"Iipl) BE Xpalrillejg 7rpotrENo-ovro rotnapoo dixpoit 
6-4/2170g. 	 11. E., k92. 

Somnus may be-supposed to have been at hand, and not far from. 
the top of Ida. 

Now would Juno have gone from Imbros to Lectum, in order to 
arrive at the seat of Jupiter, who was looking down upon the plain 
of Troy, if that plain had been near Sigeurn, which is almost as far 
from the promontory Lectum, as it is from the mountain which is,  
the summit of the Idxan range? Strabo indeed calls Gargarus the 
top of Ida", notwithstanding he gives the name of Cotylus to the. 
hill where the Scamander, together with the Granicus and ./Ese- 

ever, admit solely of such an interpretation : it may imply, that the god could-
see the whole range of Ida, and could see also the city of Priam and the ships 
of the Greeks. 

* Lib. xiii. p. 581 
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pus 4', has its source, which is found by actual observation to 
be the highest point of the whole Idann chain, and about seven 
hundred and seventy-five toises above the level of the sea. The 
town Gargara was on a high promontory, twenty-seven Roman 
miles from LeCtum, and at the mouth of the Adramyttian gulf, 
properly so called. The summit Gargarus may have been above 
it, on the ridges either to the north-north-east in the direction of 
Cotylus, or to the north-west towards Lectum. Antandros, the 
town, was not far from Gargara, for it was only thirty-five 
Roman miles from Alexandria Treas ; but a mountain called Cil-
leum was between the height Gargarus and Antandrost; so that 
Cilleum most probably may have been the ridge in the northern 
direction from Gargara, and Gargarus the north-western summits. 

On the whole, there seems no positive authority for supposing 
Cotylus and Gargarus to be ,the same mountain t, notwithstand-
ing the decisions of Hesychius, Vibius Sequester, and Macrobius, 
and the dreams of the grammarians, who, to strengthen their 
hypothesis, had recourse to the last resource of criticism, an ab-
surd etymological conjecture §. 

* Lib. xiii. p. 602. 
1. Lib. xiii. p. 612. 

Pococke says, that " Gargarum was another summit of Mount Ida, pro-
bably more to the south than Cotylus."—Observations in Asia Minor, p. 107., 

§ Vid. not. Phil. Jac. Mausacci. in Plutarchi Eluv. p. 76, vol. ii. Pint. 
Op. Om. edit. Paris, 1624. " cceerepov, ita dictum quasi Kapscapo caput ca-
pitis ut somniant grammatici." 

Another passage of the same annotator, quotes Vibius Sequester, the author 
of the Treatise de Montibus, mentioned above, as saying that the Xanthus or 
Scamander flows into the Propontis (Xanthus 	Ilio proximus, ex Ida 

5 G 2 
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Again—Jupiter seated on Ida, turns his eyes from the scene of 
action towards the land of the Thracians and Mysians. By which, 
as Strabo in his seventh book observes", .Homer must be under-
stood to mean the Thracians separated from the Troad. by the 
Hellespont, and the European Mysians. 

'AurOg OE irc'eXev TphrEv OTTE Occenit 
NOtrow 	i7-7.-071-0xwv oppar,v xoa-opcp.ey09  alatO 

Muerte-iv T' avep.oizand 	 Il N  ver. 3. 

Under correction from better judgments, I venture, however, 
to hint, that when the geographer explained Treq‘iii, back, by 
tretr-S-ev ettmrtiiv (sc. Tao Tpakov) behind, , or at the back of the Tro-
jans, it was in conformity with his notion of the site of Troy, but 
that the more apparent interpretation of the passage is, that Ju-
piter looked back, behind him, or at. least In a direction entirely 
different from that of his usual object. .The expression TpbrEv gtra-e, 
44  he turned his eyes," the word irealv, "'back," and 1i&q3iti, in.  
the Latin version seorsum$, and in our translation " apart," will 
be hardly thought to. signify that he " lifted his eyes and looked 
over and beyond the Trojan plain ;" which must have been the 
case if the scene of action was on the shore of the straits. But, 

monte defluens. Simoenti junctus in Propontidem funditur—not : ad Seaman, 
drum, ibid.); by which a judgment may be formede of the reliance to be 
placed on his decisions in any topographical, nicety. lie may possibly mean,. 
-what is called the Yropontic Hellespont, above Abydus, but is wrong even itt, 
that case. 

* Page 295. 
+ 44  Se versum."—See Dr. Clarke's note to verse 349, 11. A. 
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supposing the god to be looking towards Lectum, he must then 
have turned his eyes back, and apart from .Troy, in order to take 
a view of Thrace-and Mysia. This consideration, if it had been 
suggested by any better authority than my own, I should regard 
as decisive of the conclusion that Homer's plain of Troy cannot 
have been farther north, than the country near Alexandria Troas, 
and that it lay a little to the south of west from Cotylus, beneath 
Gargarus, a height of Ida, the, roots of which formed the pro-
montory Lectum. 

Let me add that, whatever was commonly thought respecting 
the pretensions of the Rhoetean shores, we find a trace of the 
main Grecian army having been near Lectum; for an altar to the 
twelve gods, raised, by Agamemnon, was shown on that promon-
tory"; and as the king of kings remained stationary before Troy, 
and did not undertake any expeditions against the , tributary 
cities f, it is not likely that his altay should be at Lectum if his 
troops were at Sigeum. It may be asked, if the Scamander of 
Strabo is not the Scamander of Homer, why should his Lectum 
be the promontory of that name in the Iliad ?- I do not see how 
this question is to be answered ; but the conclusion cannot esta-
blish any thing in favour of the river, although it may destroy 
the pretensions of the mountain. The arrangements of the Hel-
ladian Greeks, in fixing the scenes of the Homeric poems, were 
extremely fanciful : for example,. Ege, where was the palace of 

* Strab. lib. xiii. p. G05. 
" For the chief expeditions made to other places were under Achilles,. 

which are mentioned Iliad, I. 326, Odyss. T. 105 ; and at these times we are 
told in express terms, that Agamemnon, and consequently the main army, re-
mained before Troy."—Bryant, Observations, p. G. 
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Neptune, and from which some thought the LEgean took its 
name, according to them was in Eubon, at the place afterwards 
called Carystus ; so that the god of the sea, when he took four 
strides from-  Samothrace to dEge t, went fifty leagues out of his 
way to mount his chariot, since he might have reached the deep 
cave between Imbros and Tenedo.s, where he left his horses, in 
one-fourth of that distance, and by going in a direct line from his 
station on the mountain towards Troy. 

Notwithstanding the objections which have been made to the 
citation of Virgil by Mr. Bryant, as an evidence in this inves- 

Strab. lib. viii. p. 386. 
+ Iliad, N. ver. 15-35. 

It does not seem a necessary consequence, as that learned person thought, 
that Virgil's city was immediately under Antandros, because /Eneas built his 
ships in that situation— 

sub ipsa 
Antandro et Phrygian . . . montibus 

If it had been any where in the district of Antandros (for I do not find there 
was, as Mr. Bryant asserts, a mountain of that name*), it would have been to 
the south-east of Lectum ; nor could it be in face of Tenedos, nor burnish the 
Sigean straits with its flames. Virgil expressly informs us, that at the destruc-
tion of the city the Trojans were dispersed ; and that a number of fugitives cot. 
lected under Anchises, who, when the fleet was ready, set sail at the beginning 
of summer. That /Eneas and his Trojans did not depart from Troy, but from 
a post which they occupied on one of the summits of Ida, is part of the story 
which Dionysius of Halicarnassus thought most probable, and which the ancient 
writer Ilellanicus followed in his history of the Trojans t; and there is no incon-
gruity in supposing that, flying from the burning city, he went towards a 
region in a different quarter from that which was the station of the Grecian fleet 

* See. Strab. lib. xiii. p. 606. 	 t Dion. Halicar.lib.i. cap. 40. 
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tigarion, from the supposition that he was never on the spot, I 
cannot but consider the authority of the Latin poet as deriving 
the more weight from the very circumstance, on account of which 
it has been so much disregarded. Had he ever visited the shores 
of the Hellespont, it is probable that he would have followed the 
commonly-received opinion of the Greeks of Phrygia, and that, 
besides Sigeum and Rheeteum, he would have introduced their 
positions and notorious objects. As it is, we must conclude that 
he supposed himself following his. great prototype, in placing his 
Troy and Trojan plain opposite to. Tenedos ; and we may fairly 
think it of some importance to be supported by so great a name, 
in preferring the country about Alexandria Troas to that near 
Ilium, for. the site of the Homeric city and the scene of the war. 

and army, and embarked at some distance from Trciy. In the interpretation of 
the words of ./Eneas„ 46  I leave, the port and the fields where Troy stood"— 

Portusque relinqua, 
Tt campos ubi Troja fuit ;" 

we may reduce them to the language of prose, and, understand the hero simply 
to say, " I set sail, and quit my country." There is by no means any neces-
sity for connecting the " port" with " the fields where Troy stood." How 
iEneas came to raise a large tomb for Deiphobus on. the Rhcetean shore, unless 
that shore was near his Troy, is indeed a question not easily to be answered ; 
nor can it be very well accounted for, why the spot chosen for this monument 
was the very station, of the Greeks„ who might be supposed to interrupt the 
pious labours of the hero. According, however,, to the compact between the 
Greeks and the Trojans under JEiieas, the conquerors were to facilitate the eva-
cuation of the country by the latter *, and might not have forbidden the funeral 
rites : or Virgil may have used the epithet Rhcetean, to signify the shores,o( 
the Trojan plain. 

Dion. Halicar. lib. i. cap. 59. 
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A very general persuasion in favour of this position obtained 
amongst the learned of modern times. Casaubon, in his coinmer.h 
tary on Strabo, evidently shows that he thought the shores of the 
identical Trojan plain to be the land on the continent nearest to 
Tenedos ; for he remarks, that Strabo gives a shorter distance be-
tween the main land-and the island than Pliny, which, as the latter 
is talking of Sigeum, is perfectly reconcileable with fact, and would 
not have been noticed by any one who did not conceive Sigeum in 
front of Tenedos". Indeed, the Sigean shore, although not Si-
geum, is said by Pliny to be opposite to Tenedos t; and the spot 
occupied afterwards by Alexandria Troas was named, so we learn 
from Strabo, Sigia T. A town, or district, between the Sigean and 
the Alexandrian territory, and in face of Tenedos, was called 
Achwum S; and Dr. Pococke conceived the port of the Greeks 
to be in that quarter : Mr. Bryant does indeed' affirm, that it 
was so denominated from being the supposed station of the Gre-
cian ships, and the place of the encampment, quoting Strabo as 
his authority H. Here, however, it does not appear that he is 
held out by the geographer ; at least I have not been able to fix 
upon any thing in the three places where it is mentioned in his 
thirteenth book, conveying such a meaning. Strabo does seem 
to make it the boundary of the plain country of the Troad to the 

* 'Ou Xise; 	Terrapc6o1Proc crraaialy Wxouo-oc 1419 )37ritp8. Plinius 
ait abesse Tenedum a Sigeo xix. M et n pass: qux stadia sunt aliquunto plura." 

226, Comment. et  Castig. 
" Adversa Sigeo littori adjacet Tenedus."—Lib. v. cap. 30. 

xiii. 604. 
§ Axanoy.—Sic leg. Casaub. Cpm. et Castig. in lib. xiii. pp. 596, 604. 
t Observations on a Treatise, p. 24. 
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SOUtI1 46 ; but having placed the port of the Greeks before the 
Sigean promontory, expressly puts Achmum after that headland-. 

It has been shown, I believe, that the ancient topographers 
looked for the scene of the Iliad on the shores of the straits; and 
that the,  present face of the country corresponds sufficiently with 
their accounts, to enable us not only to understand, but to form 
a judgment on the accuracy of, their conclusions respecting the 
city of Priam and the plain of Troy. Whether the fable of the 
poet was founded on fact, or was altogether fiction (a point which 
it has been my wish entirely to leave out of this enquiry), I see 
no necessity for allowing, with Mr. Blackwell 	that Homer, 
although he may have been acquainted with Phrygia, had a per-
sonal knowledge of the precise site of his war, or had fixed upon 
any distinct spot for the scene of his action. It is true, indeed, 
that an inimitable air of truth is to be found in his description ; 
that he is simple, distinct, and every where consistent with him-
self; but this is a portion of his art, this is the characteristic of his 
genius : it is an excellence less likely perhaps to be found in a 
painter of real scenery, than in one who trusts altogether to his 
invention and is not encumbered with an adjustment of actual lo-
calities ; and the poet is..equally minute, particular, and, it may 
be almost said, credible in his detail, when he conducts his de-
lighted guests into the coral caves of the ocean, or the silver pa-
laces of Olympus. It is hardly necessary to add, that he cannot 
be. affected by any of the difficulties attendant upon the exami-
nation of the question, and that there is no confusion in the 

* Lib. xiii. p. 5C6. 
+ Ibid. pp. 603, 604. 

An Enquiry into the Life and Writings of Homer, Sect. xii. p. 203, 
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descriptions of the Iliad, except when they are compared with 
the topography of the,Troad. 

This confusion began to arise the moment a questions  was insti-
tuted on the actual identity of the 'plain before Ilium with the 
plain of Troy. The first enquirers were the first to start objec-
tions. The conjectures of all were combated, and if Demetrius 
of Scepsis attacked the claims of Ilium, doubtless some critic of 
that town showed those of his Village of the Ilieans to be equally 
unfounded., 

The author of the Enquiry into the Life and Writings of Homer, 
talking of Demetrius's commentary, says, " there he ascertained 
the real places of Homer's- descriptions, and, pointed out the • 
scenes of the remarkable actions. He showed where the Greeks 
had drawn up their ships; where Achilles encamped with his 
Myrmidons ; where Hector drew up the Trojans; and from what 
country came the auxiliaries'4." It is astonishing with what bold-, 

"ness these things are said, and with what facility they are admit-
ted. If any judgment is to be formed of Demetrius's whole work 
front the allusions to, and extracts from, it in Strabo; he destroyed, 
rather than established the received opinions on this subject, and 
us for the particular points above mentioned, excepting the last, 
-we have no hint that he touched upon them at all, but may 
rather conclude that he did not, since they are not noticed by the 
geographer as being topics of controversy. • The last seems to 
have been the sole object of his thirty books, although it is here 
put at the end of, and as a secondary adjunct tot  the other parts 
of the detail. 

* Sect. xii. p. g95. 
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Those who have seen the plains near Cape Janissary, or even have 
looked at the map of the country, may, with Homer before them, 
be able to find objections to the supposed site of the war which 
have escaped Mr. Bryant and other-  enquirers, but they may per, 
haps be inclined to think, that if the Greeks of Phrygia were 
wrong in their conjectures, no such discovery will be ever made 
of the true positions as shall be allowed on all hands to be unob-
jectionable. The present plain of the Mendere towards Cape 
Janissary, is certainly the plain of Troy of those Greeks ; but the 
only resemblance which a three weeks residence on the spot, with 
the poet in my hand, enabled me to find out between that plain 
and Homer's scene, was that which in the eyes of Fluellen, made 
the native country of Alexander so like the birth-place of Henry 
the Fifth=--" There is a river in Macedon, and there is also more-
over a river at Monmouth.'*." Yet the river, whose doubtful 
fountain makes us hesitate before we follow its course, after ap-
pearing 10 guide us in its progress, runs us into a labyrinth just 
as we come to the end of the clue : for the same description of 
its mouth which shows that the Mendere- is the Scamander of 
Strabo, convinces us that the Scamander of Strabo was not the. 
Xanthus of Homer, or that the Rhcetean promontory was not 
the station of Ajax t. But notwithstanding this insuperable dis-
crepancy, the Greeks, as we have seen, pointed out not only the 
port of Agamemnon's army, but their naval station and the place 

* Henry V. act iv. scene vii. 
" Homer intimates very clearly and repeatedly, that it (the river) was to 

the left, and served as a barrier to the north." 	 " Whoever, there. 
fore, places Achilles upon the Scamander, and Ajax and his troops at a dis-
tance from it, is greatly mistaken."—Bryant's Dissertation, pp. 148, 149, 150. 

5 II 2 
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of their .encampment*; the last of which at least was a land-
mark that one might have ,thought would have disappeared, when 
the seVen rivers overwhelmed the.Grecian intrenchment. These-
objects were created by the same enthusiasm which believed that 
the beech-tree near the tomb of Tins was still to be seen more 
than a thousand years after the Trojan war ; and there is no 
reason why we should join with the Phrygian Greeks in their' 
belief in the one instance rather than in the other. Throughout 
the whole of this region, there was not, as Lucan tells us, a rock. 
without a name. 

	Nullum est sine nomine Saxum, 	Pharsat. Lib. ix. 

Whatever could bear the least resemblance to any object of the 
Homeric landscape, became at once a distinguished feature in the 
future delineations of the Troad ; and thus there was given a loca-
lity to all the transactions of that grand event, in the establish.' 
ment of which the Greeks of every succeeding age were so much 
interested, that almost the last of their countrymen, when record-
ing the real victories of Salamis and PlatEea, still persevered in call-
ing it the most glorious and the greatest deed of Greece—x4xxisoY 
;cal p,Irgov rfs ̀ E70x2o9 gpryt. These resemblances might be found 
in almost any part of the Hellespontine Phrygia, and no conclu-
sion can be drawn from any such accidental coincidences. 

When Mr. Horace Walpole had finished the story of his 
famous romance, he looked into the map of the kingdom of Na-. 

* 'Evr1 xal 7; vat'.5--exapto, xal o Axceq* 	xal TO AX,27X4 (PrpOtT(Y7rEttOY.. 

Lib. xiii. p. 595. 	- 
°t Plutarch. See Censura, &c. Observations. on the Author, prefixed to 

Dictys Cretensis de Bello Trojano. 
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pies for a well-sounding name,• whence it should take its title, 
and fixed upon Otranto. Some time after the appearance of the 
book, a lady who had travelled in Italy, sent him a picture of 
the castle at Otranto, in which there were two small windows one 
over the other and looking into the country that suited exactly, 
to the small chambers from one of which his heroine Matilda 
heard the young peasant singing beneath her. Nov Mr. 'Wal-
pole bad not been aware that there was. any castle at Otranto". 

A little ingenuity and a good deal of enthusiasm. would find 
the wished-for objects in any spot where there was a wide plain, 
extending to the shore backed by high mountains, and watered 
by two streams. In the present case, points of resemblance are 
triumphantly noticed and insisted upon,. whilst .irreconcileable di-
versities are easily explained away, and referred to the change 
caused by the revolution of ages. The modern supporters of the 
hypothesis make the sea feel their power, and roll obedient rivers 
through new channels, with greater,  facility than Cyrus or the 
soldiers of Alaric. Mr. Wood finding none of the scenes of the 
Iliad below Bournabashi, adds nearly twelve miles of solid land 
to Phrygia t ; and a late author marks out the bed in which the 
Mendere once flowed, being pushed by the rivulet of Bourna-
bashi towards the Illioetean- promontory, and not as it now does, 
and did in Strabo's time, near the Sigean side of the plain 

Not less liberty has been, taken with the human frame than 

4'• Lord Orford's Works, Miscellaneous Letters, No. 15, to Lady Craven 
vol. v. p. 663. 

t Great part of the plain below Bournabashi must have been created since 
Homer's time.—Description of the Troad, p. 340. 

t Topography of Troy, pp. 42, 43. 
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with the land and sea ; and the modern topographers appear 
to feel the same as the artist Bouchardon, who told Count 
Caylus, that after reading Hoiner men seemed to him to be 
fifteen feet high, and all nature enlarged*. Lycophron con-
fined the stature of the hero of the Iliad to nine cubits, and in 
Quintus Calabert, Achilles was the only giant of the Greeks; 
yet not only this warrior, but the whole of the army have, like 
the spectre which appeared to Apollonius 	grown upon the 
moderns, and become capable of fighting over a distance of at 

.least forty miles in a day : an astonishing faculty in our eyes- 
1)) ith,  Rpmi 	brix5-4101.--- but only in proportion with the other 
physical powers of those who could make their exhortations heard 

-distinctly one mile off, and could distinguish a man's voice at 
three'. 

* Tableaux tires de 	et de l'Odysse d'Homer, p. 227. Essay on the 
Genius and Writings of 'Pope, vol. i. sect. vi. p. 365. 

-I' 70ws tireeq)(caos TSTOGI ricrEv.—Lib. iii. ver. 391. 
Philostratus, in his Life of Apollonius (lib. iv. cap. 5) relates, that the 

spectre of Achilles appeared to that sophist, and was at first five, but grew to 
twelve cubits high.—See Bayle, article Achilles, note N. 

§ These difficulties were first started by Mr. Bryant, and have been since un-
relentingly followed up by the author of an essay in the Edinburgh Review, 
No. xii. July 1803, p. 237, Vol. 6. In the day on which Patroclus was 

-killed, the Greeks passed four times over the space between Troy and their 
camp.—(Observat. on a Treatise, pp. 2, 3, 4.) Mr. Le Chevalier's Bourns.. 
bashi or Troy, is at least twelve miles from his naval station,—multiply that dis. 
tance by four, and we have forty-eight miles---deduct the eight, "not to overrate 
the distance, and the-Greek and Trojan armies fought over a space of forty 
miles in one day." Now it is not saying too much to aver, that no whole 
army of one hundred thousand men ever actually fought over half of that dis. 
dance in a day ; and it is needless to add another word against the pretensions 
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It has been remarked, as •a, singular fact,' that the map which 
Mr. Pope composed, merely from the perusal of the Iliad, is no 

of Bournabashi.—Pausanitis indeed' relates (lib. i. p. 66), that when the sea 
broke into the tomb of Ajax, the knee-pan of that hero was found to be as big. 
as a quoit or discus, yet these Greeks were nothing to those with whom Nes• 
tor fought. Every thing has been undergoing a continued degeneracy since the 
creation, and well did Gil Bias' master, Don Pacheco, observe—Les peches du 
tems d'Adam devoient etre d'une grosseur merveilleuse. .Attalipts have been 
made to render the account of Agamemnon's voice being heard from the centre 
to the two extremities of the camp, and of Achilles distinguishing Hector's 
voice at his station of Ajax (II. O. v. 222, and IL v. 127), somewhat probable, 
by contracting the breadth of the supposed place of encampment; but wherever 
the ships of Ulysses were, we are told that the reputed station of Ajax was at 
Rhceteum (stad. xxx. intervallo a'Sigzo, et ipso in statione classis sue, Plin. 
cap. xxx. 1. 5), and that 'of Achilles at Sigeum (ubi classis ejus steterat in 
Sigteo, Plin. ibid.) and no contraction of the. Port of the Greeks will affect 
the distance between the stations of the two heroes on the promontories, which, 
it is allowed, have not altered their positions since Pliny wrote. If any accre-
tion of soil has been caused by the river, the distance from the middle of the. 
bay to the two extremities was, as the. essay in the above-mentioned Review 
observes (p. 264), of course greater formerly than -now; and the power of Aga-
memnon's voice More extraordinary than even present appearances would sug-
gest. After every possible shuffling of the positions, the Scamander will flow 
into the port of the Greeks, making first a marsh (Dein Portus Achivorum, in 
quem intuit Xanthus Simoenti junctus Stagnum prius faciens, Plin. ibid.) 
between the two promontories, and consequently through some part of the sta-
tion of the Greek army, which can never be reconciled with any thing said by 
Homer of that river. It is with no less diSmay than astonishment, that I find 
in the Cartnina Homerica (p. 52) a direct eulogy of Le Chevalier, Morritt, 
and Gell, somewhat at the expellee of the• ancient geographers, and to the 
utter discomfiture of those " hawkers of tryles" (nugarum venditatoribus) 
Bryant and Richardson. For' noticing this opinion of Mr. R. P. Knight's, 
I should perhaps be coupled with " the fairest of critics )!' did I not hint 
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-had representation or the plain of the Mendere. It would be 
singular if it was a fact, but it is not. The author of the To-
pography of Troy 4' says he has not " erred much" in placing his 
Callicolone near Tchiblak ; but Mr. Pope's map has no modern 
names ; and if he did not make any considerable mistake, why 
do we find the Callicolone of Mr. Gell at Atche-Keui, four miles 
from Tchiblak by his own map ? The fact is, that Mr. Pope's 
picture (for iris not a map) bears not the least resemblance to 
the spot in question. Mr. Wood thought the change of position 
between Sigeum and Rhcet6um, must have been caused by the 
inversion of the engraver's plate ; but there is no necessity for 
adopting such a notion. Our great poet was not sensible of the 
difficulty or objection, which, as there was a consistency of error 
in his plan, was of so little importance, that he explained his own 
descriptions to the perfect satisfaction of himself, and also of his 
readers until the discovery made by Mr. Wood. 

This is a sufficient proof, in my mind, of the facility with which 
these plausible arrangements may be made, and is an argument 
against the ready adoption of any theories applied to the spot 
in question, however ingenious, and at first sight satisfactory. 
If Mr: Pope's chart answers to the descriptive part of the Iliad, 
without having the least likeness. to the Trojan plain of Strabo 
and the moderns, the consequent inference must be more fa. 

at the same time, that were my conclusions drawn solely from an investigation 
of the subject in a library, and not from an actual survey of the disputed coun-
try, I should not of course presume to set them in contrast with the decision 
,,of that distinguished critic. 

* P. 55. 
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vourable to the ingenuity of our poet than to the conjectures of 
the topographers. The' praise and the, blame bestowed upon him 
by Mr. Le Chevalier, who has devoted a chapter to• the exami-
nation of„ his map, are equally futile and unfounded. He cen-
sures him for not having given a good representation of the plain 
of the Mendere, when Mr. Pope had only endeavoured to follow 
Homer. He praises him, by saying " his notion is perfectly 
right respecting the situation of the Grecian. camp between the -
two promontories, the confluence of the two rivers at no great 
distance from the ships, the general shape of the plain; the course 
of the Simois of greater extent than that of the Scamander, the 
distance of the city from the sea, and the two sources of the 
Scamander in the neighbourhood of the city 

Now it is really laughable to observe, that in the map the 
camp is not between the two promontories ; that there is in the 
actual plain no confluence of two such rivers as are traced by 
Mr. Pope ; that the general shape of the plain is nothing like 
that in the plate ; that in making the course of the Simois of 
greater extent than that of the Scamander he was entirely wrong; 
that as to the distance of the city from the sea, the translator's 
plan gives-no scale, but represents it not far from the shore; and 
Mr. Le Chevalier could know as little about its actual site as 
Mr. Pope; and lastly, that the poet, as well as the traveller, 
having, if the plain of the Mendere is the plain of Troy, mistaken 
the comparative length of the Simois and Scamander, was con-
sequently quite erroneous in his delineation of the sources of the-
latter river. 

* Description of the Plain of Troy; p. 170. 
5'  
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It may fairly move our spleen to behold the author of the 
English Iliad, the model of severe taste and just criticism, enlisted 
by .a French enthusiast, to fight under the banners of ignorance. 
and presumption. 

Lady M. W. Montague declared, that, viewing from. Sigeum 
the celebrated plains and rivers, she admired " the exact geogra-
phy of Homer, whom she had in her hand ;" she found " almost 
every epithet he gives to a mountain, or a plain, stilt just for i&;" 
and " passed several hours in as agreeable cogitations as ever Don, 
Quixote had on Moupt Montesinos." We may by this passage 
form an • estimate of this pleasing writer's actual knowledge of 
Homer, and appreciate the real value of her testimony in favour 
of these famous. plains. Had, however, every subsequent travel-
ler contented himself with such cogitations, 'and launched into these 
elegant and. indefinite encomiums on the poet, withOut endeavour-
ing by researches and surveys, to illustrate, and, if I may use 
the expression, authenticate the Iliad,' the doubts of the learned-
htid ne'ver been awakened ; Bryant had never written. 

Trojaque nunc stares, Priamique arx alta maneres. 

Having ventured upon debateable ground, I beg leave to con-.. 
dude these remarks by touching upon a question so much con-: 

"netted with the subject in hand, that a satisfactory decision of 
it would be of the utmost importance, in arranging a chart of 
the ancient Troad. Much of the whole question relative to 
Homer's Hellespont, (which has been as grievous and bitter a 
river to the topographers, us it was to Xerxes-8o ,e(As ;cal eatzup4, 

* Letter XLIT. 
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rorattOs) must be necessarily affected by, and indeed depend. 
upon, the spot which we may suppose he chose for his plain of 
Troy. If the stations of Ajax and Achilles were intended by h im 
to be on, the promontories afterwards called Rheeteum and Si-
geum, the " broad," the " boundless," the " rushing" Hellespont, 
was the emboubhure of the straits of the Dardanelles, and the view 
of the expanse of waters from the station of Achilles, might' jus-
tify all the, above epithets. However we May attempt to dispose 

. of the word MATTZ, " broad," which has been considered the 
great difficulty, AHEIPSZN, " boundless," will still remain, and it 
is worth while to observe, that Virgil saw no reason for altering 
the common signification of the first word, which he appears to 
have translated when he calls the very sea in question the " broad 

figean straits"— 

	 Sigea igni freta lata relueent.• 	ZEn. lib. ii. 

Mr. Bryant asserts, that " in -none of the instances (quoted 
by him) in which, the 'word Hellespont. is used in Homer,' did the 
poet allude to the canal of Abydus 	Perhaps he did not allude 
to the strait between Abydus and Sestos ; but when, in a passage 
not referred to by that author, he calls ", the rushing Helle: 
spont the boundary of the Thracians whom Acamas and Peirds 
led to Troy," the canal does seem to be referred to ; . for that is 
the only portion of the sea which, with a reference to Asia, can 

* Dissertation, p. 131. 

'Aurcicp Opjixac 	Axo4kceg mai Ileipa)6.-  4pcog 
'100-CrOus 'E7a7c67010706 OGIOVI)006' ;VAS i‘piet. 

II. B. ver. 845. 
5 2 
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be properly said to confine Thrace ; and in this sense it is under- 
stood by Strabo, in his seventh book 	who uses the very epithet 
so much canvassed, in the following sentence: "The Mysiazzs (the 
Asiatic)—being in the quarter of the Troad—and separated front 
Thrace by the " broad" Ilellespontt." This seems to show that 
the canal of Abydus was the Hellespont, and that it was thought 
worthy of the appellation given to it by the poet, but it does not 
fix the termination of that canal, or sea, at Sigeum. It does ap-
pear that in latter times, the strait beginning from Sestos and. 
Abydus, and extending towards the Propontis as far as Callipolis 
on 3ne hand, and Lampsacus on the other, was called the Helle-
spont, and in this sense it is always taken by Pliny It. 

According to this arrangement, the IEgean sea would come up 
- as high as Abydus. IJerodotus gives a length of four hundred 

stadia to the Hellespont, and appears to allude to the canal only §; 
but although in one place he talks of that one of Xerxes' bridges. 
which was towards the iEgcan II, yet he does not say that the strait 
did not reach below Abydus ; nor do I find that Thucydides un- 

* PaLw 205. 
1 iqua-div . . . Oir.v;pano r Tpoidtrai . 	atEprpbwv (ITO Tijg Op43C7ji 

7111C47.1 	)0j 	117-a). 

Primas angtistiag Ilellcspontum vocant. IIac Xerxes Persartim rex, con-
strato in navihus ponte, duxit exercitum.—Lib. iv. cap. xii. p. 58. Et Hel-
lespontum, scptcm ut diximus stadiis Europatn ab Asia dividers, quatnor illic 
inter se contrarias urbes baba. In Europa Callipolim et Scston, in Asia Lamp-, 
sacum et Abydon.—Lib. iv. cap. 11, p. 55 ; see also lib. vi. cap. 32, p. 80., 

S Lib. iv. cap. 85; lib. vii. cap. 35, 36. 

II KOLT& oe Ti;10 irpOg To 'Atraoii.—Kist. lib. vii. cap. 55. 
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del-stood that city to be at the mouth of the 1Egean, and conse-
quently the south-western boundary of the strait'. 

From several places in the first book of Xenophon's Hellenics, 
and particularly in the opening of it, the mouth of the IIelle-
spont seems to have been at least as low down as Rhceteumt; for 
after Dorieus had entered the Hellespont, the battle between him 
and the Athenian Triremes was fought in sight of Mindarus, who 
was at Ilium. 

The naval actions mentioned in this book, which took place 
after the twenty-first year of the Peloponesian war, are generally 
allowed to have been fought in the Hellespont ; and in one of 
them, when Thrasyllus and Thrasybulus beat Mindarus, the Athe-
nian fleet manceuvred along' the shore from Eleus to Sestos, and 
the Lacedemonian from Sigeum to Abydus. 

A later author, Diodorus Siculus, although he calls the strait 
where the armies of Xerxes and Alexander crossed, the Hellespontt, 

* *Ar3vhc Ev TW 'EXAt1Cr7r4,Ty tic&TetTai 'Mph AfpxuXictxv xcel 

Thucyd. Mist. lib. viii. cap. 62, p. 94, vol. v. Bipont. edit. 
ono 	 in'okty Tns XEP6OY/16.00 	 X045.{(TTOTO 9pOupioy xai fusNaxity T; 7raYTh 

`E~~nc7rovrov, Ilia. p. 95. 

A3-nvaZot 	cZ7rO 'Icovias scc;; TANIwirinmiv 

cap. 89, p. 124, vol. i. 
Kai thpric ToZTo (taking Sestos) 	 x _irt7r EUTCCY Et (EXAno-rOwra.—Lib. i. cap. 9, 

p. 16, vol. i. 
t Xenoph. Hist. 'Grmc. lib. i, p. 428, et seq. edit, Leunclay. 

Aikikava"pos 	thETO‘C. T;ic Ouvc p. c. c 7rOpEUaElc E7r1 TOY 'EAA110.7141/7010 J{44=1 713Y 

xvii. cap. i. p. 570. 

X‘eEkc 	ois i7ri.laer, TOY .EXX,PTVOYTOY ;/""tircacci 	 and just afterwatch, 
io' 'DoourVGTOU 74,71-0eItCCY 71'0010- 44EYOS.—••Lib. ii. p. 243 	 
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'does not determine any thing as to the length or boundaries of 
the canal. Arrian's Hellespont was near Arisbe*. 

The authorities here quoted do perhaps appear to confine the 
extremity of the Hellespont to the Sigean canal ; but a good deal 
may be said to show, that it was the part of the Egean sea 
which washed-the shores of Phrygia Minor, beginning from Aby-
dus and ending at Lectum. We cannot suppose with Mr. Wood, 
that Homer thought the Hellespont to be actually a river, any 
more than Xerxes who called it so. 

In the account of iEneas, copied from Hellanicus, a very anci-
ent historian, by Dionysius of Halicarnassus t, that hero is said 
to sail from the Trojan shores over the Hellespont to the penin-
sula of Pallene in Thrace. In after times he would have been said 
to sail, over the IEgean sea, or the gulf Melas. Some of the My- 
sians were called Hellespontine 	Mysia was not near the canal 
of Abydus, but to the south-east of the Troad ; so that when any 
of its people were called Hellespdntine, it was, probably, because 
they- lived towards the shore of that • sea afterwards named the 
Egean. The passage quoted below from Pliny, may have been the 
reason why Macrobius, in a sentence given by Mr. Bryant §, calls 
Mysia a province of the Hellespont. " Gargara sunt in Mysia, 
que ept Hellesponti Provincia 

Let us appeal to Strabo. I am surprised to find Mr. Bryant 

* 	'Ixot; 	is'Ae(crPlip 7ixfv, x 7r;6a rr dsvat.cts,  cZtprcii jiCZPE(3)Pj1Sa 1.014 EA.A 

trrOYTOY 161701TO7rECtEtiMEt.—Lib. i. cap. 12, p. 27. 
t Lib. i. cap. 39. 

" In Mysia Abretini et Hellespontii appellati."_Plin. lib. v. cap. 78. 
§ Dissert. p. 134s. 

L. v. c. xx. p. 362; 
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allowing, that this geographer favoured the opinion of the Helle.. 
spont being the canal from Abydus to Lampsacus ; for it will 
appear by the following passages that he, on the contrary,' makes 
Abydus the boundary towards the Propontis, and not towards-
the IEgean. " It lies (Abydus) on the mouth of the Propontis 
and the Hellespont 1-." 

" It is that part of the coast of the Propontis from the straits 
of Abydus to the ./Esepuss." 

"In this quarter (the Thracian Chersonese) is the strait of seven 
stadia at Sestos and Abydus, through which the lEgean and the 
Hellespont empty themselves to the north into another sea called 
the Propontis s." 

It will be seen also from these passages, that the Hellespont 
is not solely the Abydean strait,, but that it is a sea which has 
one of its outlets through that strait. This notion is -further 
supported by the following places in the same author. Talking 
of an opinion of Strato, the geographer says that naturalist 
thought that the Euxine had burst its way through an isthmus to 
Byzantium it, " and had thence fallen into the Propontis and 

* Dissert. p. 133. 
+ 'Evrsaircci. A 91 6r4covri,  T"19's 1.4°97.ov-ran xoci •727 'EXAm6r6vrou.—Lib. xiii. 

p. 594. 
"Errs J c1.711.1 (subaud. Trapcata) 	 rfporou-ric)‘or d'7143 rive we pt Apvny 

6TEI/C4 f ri 701/1A117117TOY.,.-,Lib. xiii. p. 583. See also lib. xiii. pp. 581, 584, 
'where the same coast is decisively called the coast of the Propontis. 

§ Ka 	TOLVT1111 16T1 	i7TTOG5-0(i.(3‘l011 TO XOCT 	f•JO"r;11 	'AP1.4011, 	% Ta 
'A,"zov xut o 'EAA.1167141170; EXCKC661 7rph itpX701, etc 1XfA,A0 ViAall0c, 0 XOGAUCTI 

nPOWOYTaa.—Lib. ii. p. 124. 
II 'ELT' borzcriii! ro ilc)secip Etc 'r # ..... TT 
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Hellespont." _If the Hellespont had been the strait or canal, it 
would probably have been said, " into the Propontis, and through, 
or by the Hellespont into the IEgean." In his second book, 
p. 124, enumerating the seas, he has these words : " The next is 
the JEgean, with the gulf Melas and the Hellespont." By a 
passage in page 92 of the same book we learn, that the gulf, 
Melas was that northern end of the sea loosely called the IEgean, 
included by a line drawn from the Sunian promontory to Cape 
Mastusia, the point of the Thracian Chersonese, which did not 
consequently take in any- of the sea that washed the shores of 
Phrygia Minor. The division of the sea Melas from the sea Hel-
lespont, may be collected also from the excerpts of the seventh 
book: "The Thracian Chersonese makes (or is bounded by) three 
seas, the Propontis to the north-east, the Hellespont to the east, 
and the gulf Melas to the south-west t." Now that the canal of 
Abydus is not here alluded to, will be seen by looking at the 
map, for that canal is in, the same line' with the Propontis, and 
would not therefore be put in a different quarter of the compass.. 
We may add also, that the Hellespont of Strabo was the western 
limit, or, as has been said above, the sea that washed the shores of 
the lesser Phrygia, which was on that account called the Helles-
pontine. Mentioning the boundaries of Troas, he says, " But 
the sea to the west is the Hellespont, in which quarter is also the 
.eEgeant." It is clear that no.  one could call the canal of Aby- 

	

* 	auvszis TO 'Aiyaiov ivriv nan cr)v Te? MiNOM XArt9t xai  91 'EAX/1"" 
• Cron). 

t 'H iv Opdx1 zi f i610)TOf TeElc 704 ,aoacioras, Upororric6 
crInoy it 0404TMAC4111., XCN41 Tiv MiAceva x4Aroy ix VOTOIJ• 

ITTripac .94ce-rra, o TE EXAIICTTOPTOf rTT11,  iv w xai To 'Atya.  
rayon.—Lib. xiii. p. 583. 
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dus the sea to the west of Phrygia. In another place he is enu-
merating the districtg of Asia within the Malys, which he says 
contain towards the Pontus and the Propontis, the Paphlago-
nians, Bythinians, and Mysians ; " and Phrygia, called Phrygia 
on the Hellespont, in which is the Troad ; and ,Eolia and Ionia, 
upon the ./Egean and the following sea." By which it appears, 
that the Hellespont is brought as low down as Lectum, the northern 
boundary of lEolia ; and (unless any contradictory passage has, 
been overlooked) that the whole line of coast to this point from 
Abydus, was considered by Strabo as being the shores of the 
Hellespont,. not of the iEgean: which was what was undertaken 
to be proved. 

Dionysius Periegetes supports this notion : be puts the mouths 
of the strait or Hellespont between Imbros and Tenedos t ; and 
he conveys the same meaning in verses 536, 537, 538, and ex-
pressly in verses 820, 821, and calls the Hellespont great 1. The an-
cients 'seem to have overlooked the angle of Phrygia at the Sigean 
promontory; for Strabo § talks of the shore from Abydus to Lec-
turn, as if it had been from one end to the other entirely in the 
same direction. This will, in some measure, account for the un-
certainty respecting the southern limits of the Hellespont. 

* 	i(p'. `Exaitrirovi-T  xerp.bvi 43purtotii, is ;Tr} Jai 7; Tpoc'cg : 7rpOg 
SE rui 'Atyo'cup seal 	icbeVis %-cao'l,TTee TGIV FE 'A.10 ,tact ma) 7iy 
Lib. ii. p. 129. 

t 'Oho 	Miami TEXickstigeral•EtiXOL.T‘COCTOCY 

11.40g0Y EXwv il'Eguagiv ZEV 678110c gg,yETOCI cluMio. 
Ver. 138, p. 8, edit. Hillam, Lond. 1679. 

Trjv pAr"AsoVaos rotgotrlirrovra: Ea yasric 
Agra r Otia xaog fait) p.47co `Da.75671-0107014. 

Lib. xiii. p. 581. 	
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The Frigate leaves Cape Janissary-:—Sails into the Mouth of the 
Straits—The Port of Eleus—Cape Berbieri—An English 
Country-House in the Chersonese—Attempt to pass the Dar-
danelles—Anchor in the .Bay below Chana-lialessi—The old 
Castles of Roumelia and Natolia—The Town of the Darda-
nelles—A remarkable Superstition---Nagara-Bornou—The 
Bridge of Xerxes—Abydus and Sestos—Swimming across 
the Hellespont —The Current — The Frigate passes the 
Dardanelles—The Passage of the English Fleet in 1807—
Ak-Bashi Liman—Zemenic—The Practius and Percotas,--
iEgos-Potamos—Note on the Meteoric Stone—Lampsacus—
Gallipoli—The Island of Marmora—Approach ,to Constan,  
tinople—Anchor under the Walls.. 

OUR Finnan arrived from Constantinople on the 
:.30th of April, on, which day the frigate, by the advice of two. _ 
Greek pilots who were on board,. changed her anchorage to 
a mile further from the ,  shore to the north-west. At ten o'clock 
on the 1st of May, we weighed anchor, and, after beating up. 
near the island of Irnbros, in order to take the best advantage 
of the wind, which was northerly, passed ,close uncles the castle; 
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on the European side of the strait. We saw the entrance of a lit-
tle circular port, scooped out as it were from the foot of the hill, 
which was probably the ancient harbour of Eleus, and which, 
although now admitting only the small calques or trading boats of 
the islands, received the Athenian fleet of one hundred and 
eighty sail, six days before the battle of 2ZEgos-Potamos *. As 
we advanced, the bleak white cliffs of the Chersonese diminished 
in height, and presented a succession of hanging woods and 
hedge-row fields cultivated to the water's edge. 

On the Asiatic side, the banks beyond the barrow In-Tepe 
appeared more high and abrupt, but occasionally interspersed 
.with retreating bays of flat sandy soil. About nine miles from 
Koum-Kale, the shore became again flat, and swelled forward 
into the strait, forming a large circular projection, called by the 
Turks Kepos-Bornou, and by the Frank 'navigators Cape Berbieri. 

The road from Koum-Kale to the Dardanelles, which we once 
traversed, after winding amongst woody precipices for -two hours 
beyond In-Tepe, leads along the base of this flat promontory. 
There are no villages on the route, except a small hamlet near the 
point of the Cape; yet the country where it is cleared is divided 
into corn fields, cotton lands, and green pastures abounding in 
flocks. A stream issuing from the roots of the great Idwan chain 
which project towards the strait, and in some places border upoil 
the 'shore, runs through the flat,. and falls into' the sea near the 
vil'tge on the Cape. A small farm-house further inland towards 
the Dardanelles, was pointed out to me as the place where the 
preliminaries of the late peace between Great Britain and the 

• Xeriopb. Kist. Grtec. lib. ii. p. 455, edit. Leunelay. 
5K 2 
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Grand Signior were signed by his Excellency Mr. Adair and the 
Minister of the Porte. The Mahometan Plenipotentiary was not, 
we may suspect, aware that Sylla and Mithridates had concluded 
a similar treaty on the same spot" ; for he could not have known 
that Berbieri is the ancient Dardanian promontory. A little before 
we approached the Cape, we passed some marshes which, in all 
_probability, are those formerly called Pteleos, near the town 
Ophrynium, and the grove of Hector t. The strait at Berbieri 
has the appearance of being narrower than at the Dardanelles. 

At three o'clock the breeze failed us, and we, were obliged to 
anchor in. a bay, off a narrow valley in Thrace, about eight miles 
from the Dardanelles.. We remained there the whole of the. night, 
and part of the next day, during which time we took the opportu-
nity • of going on shore. We proceeded up the valley on a beaten 
path by the side of a brook, through a grove of thickset trees, 
the hills impending on each side, and with their woody sum-
mits almost closing over our-heads. After •a short walk, we came 
in sight of a chiflik or country-house, surrounded by a small 
pleasure-ground and gardens, laid out in the Frank taste and 
adorned with clumps of trees evidently not the natives of the soil. 
On approaching the spot, our surprise was increased by the sight 
of a neat building, with attached offices, and a court-yard, fitted 
up with many of the implements and appurtenances of an English 
farm ; and we were at a loss to account for so many exotic ele-
gancies, until we learnt that the place had been made by Mr. 
Richard Willis, an English gentleman, who, having chosen this 
Valley for his retreat, purchased the land, and at the expence of 

* Strabon. lib. xiii, p. 595. 	t Str4bon. ibid. 
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transporting some fruit and garden trees from England, and of 
employing an English gardener, created on the shores of the 
Hellespont, a country seat not to be rivalled by any-villa on the 
hanks_ of the Thames. We were farther informed,, that neither 
his attachment to the spot, nor the pains bestowed upon its em-
bellishment, prevented the Turks, who did not choose to have a 
Frank landholder. amongst them, from obliging Mr., Willis 'to 
part with his purchase ; and some signs of approaching waste and 
desolation were sufficient to shew_us that it had reverted to a 
Mahometan master. 

At two o'clock we weighed, hoping that a slight breeze which 
blew from, the high lands of Thrace, would be strong enough to 
carry us through the strait of the Dardanelles. We were obliged, 
however, to drop anchor about a mile below the European fort, 
but made another effort at five in the evening, which was not 
more successful than, the first, as it only drifted us over to the 
other side. We were not the only persons. disappointed onthe 
occasion, for the shores were lined with spectators ; the Pasha 
of the Dardanelles, accompanied by his chief officers,_ was seated 
on the wooden projection of the battlements, and the guns of the 
battery were primed and manned,. to- salute us as we passed. 
Every strip of canvas was set, and the breeze brought us more 
than once to, the very lips of the strait. The stern. of the frigate 
was already in a- line with the castles, and our first gun was on 
the point of being fired, when' the sails began:. to flap; the spec-
tators on the walls diminished_ to, our view, the castle and the 
town seemed gradually to recede, and we shortly found that we 
were dropping down towards Berbieri point. Having our hopes 
renewed by some faint rippling on the surface of the water, which, 
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seemed to agitate every spot except where we were struggling with 
the, current, and to die away just as it reached the ship, we an-
chored at last within the sweep of a wide sandy bay, about a mile 
below the Asiatic castle and town.. 

During our unavailing effort, a large Turkish frigate passed us 
under crouded sail, in her passage down the strait, and our sailors 
Were 'not a little amused to observe, that for the sake of showing 
the good trim of the vessel, and the smartness of the crew, the 
-flag-staff of ,the maintop gallant-mast-head was manned by a 
Turk, whose sole occupation it was to keep the pendant clear. 

The castles, Chanak-Kalessi or Sultanie-Kalessi, on the Asiatic 
side, and 'Chelit-Bawri or Kelidir-Bahar, "The Lock -of the.  Sea," 
-on the European shore, are called by the Turks Bogaz-Hessar-
Jeri", and by the Franks, the old castles.  of Natolia and Bourne- 
ha. 	The town of Chanak-Kalessi is the place properly called the 
Dardanelles, which name has been extended to the strait itself. 
Chelit-Bawri is but a small town, inconveniently built on the side 
of a jutting hill, nor is the castle considered of such importance as 
that of Chanak-Kalessi, although the cannon of its batteries are as 
numerous, and of the same enormous bore. The barrow of He-
cuba is a' hillock not very distinguishable, in the high ground 
above the town, but within the walls. Chanak-Kalessi castle is 
on a flat point, immediately opposite to the European fort; so 
that the two batteries, as the guns are immoveable, and are laid 
on each side at right angles with the strait, must, in the time of 
action, bombard each other, and I. was indeed shown in the 
"streets of the Asiatic town, and in the neighbouring fields, seve- 

Bibliotheque Orientale, Artic Bogaz. 
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• ral of the gran'ite masses. which had been discharged from Chelit-
Bawri during the passage of the English 'fleet. The interior, 
castle was built by the Greeks. Above the fortress there is a 
battery of German field-pieces, behind a redoubt of earth and 
fascines erected by French engineers. These guns are used in, 
saluting,. and would, be more serviceable than, the monsters of 
the castle. 

We landed several times at the Dardanelles, and were hospi-. 
tably recf.i,ied by Signor Tarragona, a Jew, whose family have for 
a century beerria possession of the English Consulate. The lan. 
guage spoken in his family and familiar to all those of his nation 
in this. part of the country, which was a mixed Spanish, informed 
us that he was descended fram:one of the families who settled. in 
Turkey after the impolitic expulsion of' their nation from Spain. 
The principal inhabitants of the place are also Jews, trading 'chiefly 
in wine supplied by the neighbouring vineyards, which are in 
much repute., 

Chanak-Kalessi has been thought to have about two thousand_ 
houses, and is.a very miserable town ; but a large pottery which. 
is on the east. of the suburbs, supplies not only Constantino-
ple but Alexandria with earthen-ware. We were led through 
the various sheds (for such they. are) appropriated to the different. 
branches of the preparation ; and when we saw the warehouse of, 
the finished jars-  and other vessels, I cannot say -that we disco-
vered them, with Dr. Chandler', to retain the old shape, or that 
they were farmed on ancient models.--A river, a considerable 
stream, which, from its situation between the Dardanian pro-. 

Traveb in Asia Minor, cap. ,,=1.• 
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inontory and Abydus, has been thought to be the ancient Rho.& 
dius, washes the western suburbs of Chanak-Kalessi, and near its 
mouth, not far from the castle, is crossed by a long wooden 
bridge. 

At the back of the town there are many cemeteries belonging 
to the Turks, Jews, and Christians ; and further inland there is 
a tract of enclosed country extending to the Ithean mountains, 
,in a high state of cultivation. in a pleasant shady green near 
the burying-ground, I remember to have remarked a low stunted 
tree, enclosed within a wall, the boughs of which were hung round 
with little shreds or bags of cloth and cotton,- enclosing each a 
single para. On enquiry, it appeared that the tree was consi,  
dered sacred to some demon, the inflictor of diseases ; that the 
'appendages were either votive offerings, or charms by which the 
malady was transferred from the patient to the shrub ; and that 
Turks, Jews, Armenians, and Greeks, alike resorted to this ma-
gical:remedy. Another instance of this union of religions has 
been before mentioned.—It may appear at first singular, that 
sects, whose separate faiths constitute their chief national distinc-
tions, should ever amalgamate, and be united in any belief or 
practice ; but the coincidence is by no means strange ; nor need 
we be'surprised that, having sprung from the same source, they 
should revert to their common principle, and combine in doing 
homage to Fear, the cause and origin of every superstition. 

To the north-east of the town is a long retreating bay, taking 
a sweep of three or four miles, and terminated on the other horn 
by Nagara-Bornou, or Pesquies Point, a promontory of low 
land, which Sir George Wheler, rectifying the mistake of Sandys, 
and those who had called the castle of Natolia, Abydus, supposed 
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to be the site of that celebrated city'''. Near this spot he saw 
some considerable ruins, as also did Mr. Tournefort I-, but some 
way within the Cape on the road to Chanak-Kalessi, and even at 
this day there are a few scattered vestiges of an ancient town. A 
fort has been raised near the point of land.—Mr. Le Chevalier, 
who seems to have measured the distance between Cape Berbieri 
and Nagara-Bornou, pronounces it to be seventy stadia ; precisely 
that assigned by Strabo between Dardanus and A bydus:t. 

The Thracian side of the strait, immediately opposite to Na-
gara, is a strip of stony shore projecting from between two high 
cliffs § ; and to this spot, it seems, the European extremity of 
Xerxes' bridges 'must have been applied ; for the height of the 
neighbouring cliffs would have prevented the Persian monarch from 
adjusting them to any other position. There.is certainly some ground 
to believe this to have been the exact point of the shore called from 
that circumstance Apobathrall; since there is, within any pro-
bable distance, no other flat land on the Thracian side except at the 
bottom of deep bays, the choice of which would have doubled 
the width of the passage. Here the strait appeared to us to be 
narrower than in any other part, although to those on board our 
frigate, whd might be supposed skilled in judging of distances, it no 
where seemed to be less than a mile across : the ancient measure- 

* A Voyage, &c. book i. p. 74. 
t Voyage au Levant, lettre xi. p. 456, edit. Paris, 1717. 
t Voyage de la Propontide et du Pont Euxin, chap. iii. p. 16, vol. i. 
§ 'ETTI a 7'4 Xee.601171)6-0t1 Tcic Ey 'E71,71.7167rOVIV, 7)61"f7 TE 7TA.SOS pe-

Taii) we) Mairrou, Icxsi Tpaxia ES 56acu6a-av uccripcouo-ct, .Ag6sp Xatrall.• 
Ticni.—Herod. Hist. lib. vii. cap. 33. 

Strab. lib. xiii. p. 591. 
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ments, howeyqr, give only seven stadia, or eight bUndred and 
seventy-five paces:—Sestos was not opposite to the Asiatic town, 
nor was the Flellespont in this place called the straits of Sestos 
and Abydus, but the straits of Abydus. Sestos was so much 
nearer the Propontis than the other town, that the ports of the 
two places were thirty.stadia, moi-e than three miles and a half, 
from each other". The bridges were on the Propontic side of 
Abydus, but on the opposite quarter of Sestos; that is tosay, they 

on the coasts between the two cities, but nearer to the first 
' than to the last ; and supposing the few ruins before-mentioned 
about a mile from Nagara to belong to Abydus, that point answers 
sufficiently to the spot on the Asiatic coast to which the pontoons 
were affixed. 

The passage of Xerxes is not more suggested to the t'raveller 
who sails through these straits, than the. enterprise of Leander. 
It was the custom for those who would cross from Abydus to 
:Sestos to. incline a mile out of the direct line, and those making 
,the contrary voyage were obliged to have recourse to a similar 
plan, in order to • take advantage of, the current. The lover, 
therefore, had a perilotis adventure to perform, who swam at least 
four miles to meet his mistress, and returned the same distance 
-in the same night; and Mr. Tournefort had good reason to allude 
to the story with some little levity. His countryman Le Cheva-
lier, asserts that the exploit is looked upon by the inhabitants of 
the Dardanelles as nothing extraordinary 	but the young Jews  
• whom he mentions as having traversed the strait to obtain the 

,trap. lib. xiii. p. 591. 
t Voyage du Levant, lettre xi. p. 455 Voyage • de la Propontide, 

char!. iii. p. 18. 
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hand of his mistress, is already forgotten. We could hear- no-
thing.of him in the year 1810 ; and, on the contrary, we were 
told that no such deed had ever been done. It is very possible, 
however, to- swim across the' Hellespont withOut being the rival, 
or having the motive, of Leander. My fellow-traveller was de-
termined to attempt the passage, and the,  ride from Koum-Kale 
to the Dardanelles on the 16th of April, before alluded to, was 
undertaken for that purpose. 

Having crossed from the castle of Chanak-Kalessi in a boat 
manned by four Turks, and accompanied by the Secretary of the 
Signor Tarragona, we landed at five o'clock in the evening, half a 
mile above the castle of Chelit-Bawri, and my friend, together with 
an officer of the frigate, depositing their clothes in the boat, began 
their passage. We kept near them, and the boatmen gave them 
such instruct - on from time to time as appeared necessary for them 
in taking advantage of the current. For the first half hour they 
swam obliquely upwards, rather towards Nagara point than the 
Dardanelles, and, notwithstanding all their skill and efforts, 
made but little progress. Finding it useless to struggle with the 
current, they then went rather With the stream, but still attempt-
ing to cross. We lay upon our oars, aid in a few minutes were 
between the castles, The swimmers were close to us. We were 
not then half over the passage, and were every moment falling 
into a wider part of the channel, but notwithstanding the excla-
mations of our Turks the effort was still continued, and. it was 
not until the swimmers had 'been an hour in the water and found 
themselves in the middle of the strait, about a mile and a half 
below the castles, that they consented to be taken into the boat. 

Although the excessive chillness of the water had so benumbed 
5 L 2 
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all their limbs, that they were at first unable to stand, and were 
otherwise much exhausted, yet they were determined to make 
another attempt in warmer weather, and accordingly on the 
third Of May following, at a little past ten in the morning, hav-
ing left the frigate at her anchorage below the Asiatic castle, they 
got into the water nearly a mile and a half above Chelit-Bawri, 

.at a point of land forming the western bank of the deep bay or 
inlet in which stands the town of Maito, on the site of the 
ancient Madytus. I did not accompany them in the boat, but 
watched their progress from the frigate. They swam upwards as 
before, but not for so long a time, and.  in less than half an hour 
came floating down the current close to the ship. They then 
swam strongly to get within the bay behind the castle, and soon 
succeeding, reached the still water, and landed about a mile and 
a half below our anchorage. Lord Byron was one hour and ten 
minutes i  n the water, his companion, Mr. Ekeuhead, five minutes 
less. 

I see by. a note in my journal, in my Friend's hand-writing, 
" that they found the current very strong, and the water cold; 
that some large fish passed them in the middle of the channel ; 
that they 'were not fatigued although a little chilled, and, per-
formed the feat with little difficulty." 

My fellow-traveller had before made a more perilous, but less 
celebrated passage, for I recollect that when we were in Portugal, 
he swam from Old Lisbon to Belem. Castle,. and having to con- 

'.tend with a tide and counter current, the wind blowing freshly, 
was but little less than two hours in, crossing the river. 

The strait between the castles is computed to be about a mile 
and a quarterin brea.d.th, yet our four boatmen were twenty,five. 
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minutes in pulling us across from point to point. Pietro Della 
Valle, surnamed The Illustrious Traveller *, asserted that the , 
current in the Hellespont flowed both ways, for which he is cor-
rected by Wheler ; who observes, what is the fact, that " the cur-
rent is indeed stronger when the north-wind blows, than when the 
south, or when it is calm ; but still it cometh out of the - Black 
Sea by the Bosphorus, into the Mare Marmora, and thence into 
the Archipelago f'. It is true that the stream, setting as in other 
straits in a direct line from point .to point, and not following the 
waving line of the passage, is not perceived in every' part, of the 
channel, nor always in the same part of it. At the Dardanelles, 
where it runs in mid-channel obliquely towards Berbieri Point, 
it forms what is technically called a back-water on the Thracian 
side. below Chelit-Bawri, which, when aided by a• south, wind, 
has itself the appearance, and, somewhat the power of a current. 
The same effect is produced in other parts of the strait ; and the 
boatmen of the Hellespont, by taking advantage of this circum, 
stance, contrive to cross it at almost every season of the year.: 

The north-east wind blows down the strait for nearly eight out. 
of the twelve months, and in the summer lasts sometimes nine or 
ten weeks without intermission. We thought we had arrived at 
that period, and began to despair of reaching Constantinople in the 
frigate. On the third of May the wind was foul ; on the fourth, 
fifth,, sixth, and seventh,, it was still from the north-east ; on the 
eighth, there was a calm ; on, the next day the Etesians .again 
blew,, and we had a gale of wind. The current rushed round the 

* His book is entitled" Les fameux Voyages de Pietro Della Valle Gen-, 
tilhomine Romain, surnomme l'Illustre Voyageur." Paris, 1670. 

A Journey into Greece, 84. book i. pp. 74, 75. 
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stem of the frigate with the rapidity of the stream at London-
bridge, and the foaming spray was scattered by the hurricane on 
either shore of Asia and of Thrace. The fruit-boats from tha 
Dardanelles, which plied' round our sides on other days, did not 
.dare-to approach us ; for we were riding in so -  rough a sea, that 
we should have dashed them to' pieces. Expecting that the ship 
would drive from her moorings, we lengthened our cables, and 
let go another anchor. 

The next day the stormy weather was much abated, but it still 
blew very freshly from the same quarter. We went on shore in 
one of the ship's boats, and in returning, as our coxswain would not 
haul down our sail until we were nearly alongside of the frigate, 
we had so much weigh, both from the current and the breeze, 
that in attempting to grapple we lost our boat-hook, carried 
away our bowsprit, and breaking through some fruit-boats, were 
borne off in an instant so far astern, that we were an hour rowing 
up to the frigate, which we should not have gained so soon, had 
not a towing line been floated down to us from on board. This 
may show the actual rapidity of the torrent. The south winds 
also blow very violently up the straits, and the English fleet passed 
the castles at the rate of eleven knots within the hour. 

We had nearly given up all hope of proceeding through the 
straits, when, on the evening. of our accident, it began to rain, 
and our pilots predicted a change of weather. We had heavy 
.showers all night, and in the morning a drizzling mist. The 
wind blew gently from the south. We weighed anchor, and at 
ten o'clock sailed at last slowly between the castles, which we 
saluted with seventeen guns, and had the compliment returned t9 
us by the battery at chanak-Kalessi, where the red standard of 
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Turkey was unfurled to receive our homage. We stood over 
to the coast of Thrace, and passed by they mouth of the- bay of 
Maito, and afterwards in view of another deeper inlet called Koilia, 
which is most probably the Ccelos of the ancients. We sailed 
close under the cliff's,, and came opposite to•Nagara-Bornou. 

In the bay within the' point, we were shown a large wreck-a 
little above water. This was the remains of a Turkish sixty-four 
destroyed by the Repulse, and thelboats of the Porn*, !luring 
the passage of the Dardanelles on the 19th of February, 1807. 
Sir S. Smith in the Pomp6e, with the Thunderer, Standard, 
and Active, brought up in the bay within Chanak-Kalessi, where 
the sixty-four, four frigates, four corvettes, one brig, and three 
gun-boats were at anchor, and in four hours destroyed or tap-
tured the whole squadron. The sixty-four ran on shore on Pes; 
'quies Point, and .a frigate_ drifted over towards the Thracian coast, 
where she was blown up by Captain Mowbray in the Active. A 
battery of thirty gulls, and a redoubt on the Point, were carried 
and destroyed by the marines of the Standard. 

One other vestige of this memorable expedition was pointed out 
to us ; this was a cannon shot-hole in the front of the house at 
the Dardanelles belonging to the French Consul, who, during the 
second passage of the fleet, hoisted the tri-coloured flag, and re-
ceived that attention from our gunners, which he had, it seemed, 
intended to attract. 

Even when We travelled, the events of the two actions were 
fresh in the memory, and were still in the mouths of the inha, 
bitants of the Dardanelles. The Turks, notwithstanding the 
warning which the Captain Pasha had received six days before 
from His Majesty's Ambassador, Mr. Arbuthnot,, that .the at- 
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tempt would certainly be made, could not at first believe their 
senses, when they saw the approach of the fleet round Berbieri 
Point ; and when the van ship, the Canopus, passed between the 
castles, were altogether stupified, and looked upon the adventure 
as the fatal breaking of 4.  charm which had hitherto bound them 
in security, and protected the holy city from the insults of the 
infidels. The burning of the flotilla filled them with conster-
nation and rage. A person attached to our Consulate at the 
Dardanelles was concealed in an outer room of a house at Cha-

, nak-Kalessi, which was entered by an officer of a Turkish frigate, 
who had just lost his ship. He informed me, that the Turk 
raved for an hour at the English dogs. The woman of the house 
did not let slip a word of her guest in the next room, who lay 
concealed under some rubbish, and although a jackass tied up in 
the shed, trod and kept his foot for some time on his finger, did 
not, like the citizen of Perugia under similar circumstances, cry 
out and discover his retreat-I-. 

No considerable opposition was made to the advance of the 

* Boccac. Decamer. Giornata Quinta. Novella Decima. 
1-  Lest such a forbearance in a suffering by no means trifling though ridi-

culous, should appear imprObable, I beg leave to insert a most extraordinary 
instance, in another inhabitant of Turkey, of patience under acute paih. A 
Capidgy or porter belonging to the seraglio, opening hastily the small iron grat-
ing of a door-way through which the Sultan was to pass, caught his hand in 
the hinges between the wicket and the wall. The Bostandgys and other attend-
ants immediately formed a line with their backs against the grating, -and dur-
ing the passage of the Sultan and of all his suite, the Capidgy suffered not a 
murmur or a sigh to escape- bin], but fainted immediately afterwards, 'when on 
closing the door-way, his four fingers dropped to the ground.✓=-Notice sur la 
•cbur du Grand Seigneur, &c. Paris, 1809, page 67. 
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fleet 4r, nor to the destruction of the flotilla. The material injury 
sustained by the English, was, as is well known, received on their 
retreat, when the batteries, some of which had been repaired, 
and others been recently constructed at every turn of the 
straits, were superintended by French officers belonging to 
General Sebastiani's suite. Yet even at that time .the Turks 
at the castles were thrown into the utmost terfor and confusion; 
and an inhabitant of Chanak-Kalessi informed me, that when one 
of our three-deckers, instead of passing through at once, hauled 
up a little, and bringing her whole broadside full on the fort of 
Asia, opened all her batteries at once, she appeared like a vast 
body of flaming -fire, and showering upon the walls and mounds 
a storm of shot, drove the garrison at once from their guns. 
The women and children and all the unarmed population of the 
town fled to the foot of the mountains, five miles distant from the, 
strait, yet some 'cannon-balls fell near them in the villages to which 
they had retired. This report I received not as a fact, but an evi-
dence of their fear. Notwithstanding common opinion, it is not 
true that the English character suffered on that day. The Turks 
were astonished at the cool valour and undaunted skill of our 
sailors, nor did they know the disastrous effects of their granite 
globes. 

I was informed by the second in command, that when he was 
blowing up their flotilla at anchor, some of the captains, as their 
ships struck, came on board, and being served with coffee in his 
cabin, made excus,,,,s for being so easily taken—" Hussein," they 
said, " is dead ; Smit-Bey is gone—what can we do ?" They 

* The only spars that were injured, were the sprit-sail yard of the Royal 
George, the gaft of the Canopus, and the main-top-sail yard of the Standard. 
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alluded to the famous Capudan Pasha, and to himself who had 
fought with them in Egypt. 

The breeze freshened, and the current was scarcely perceptible 
when we-passed the point of Nagara. We skirted the mouth of 
a bay, Ate-Bashi Liman, reasonably conjectured the- ancient port 
of Sestos', and a little farther saw a hill crowned with a scanty 
ruin called Zemenic, where (without taking into account the pas-
sage of the eight thousand Turks in the reign of Othman) the 
standard of the Ottomans was, for the first time, raised.in Europe 
by Solyman, son of Sultan Orcan,, in the year 1356 

A rocky strand or mole two or three miles farther down the 
strait, preserves also under the name of Gaziler-Iskelessi—" The 
Victor's Harbour,"" the memory of the landing of the Mahome-
tan invaders. Zemenic is called also Choiridocastron, or Pig's 
Fort. The besotted Grecians, says Sandys, jested at the loss, 
and said they had but taken a hog-stye t. At this point, Leun-
clavius asserts that the Hellespont is evidently narrower than in, 
any other part 	From beyond Nagara we had entered into 
that part of the strait which it seems was properly called the Pro-
pontic Hellespont. For several miles the channel did not ap- , 
pear to widen. Cultivated hedge-row fields, ,green with high corn_ 
and flourishing vineyards, and enlivened by frequent villages, pre-
sented, on either side, a succession of scenery altogether enchanting, 
but rather rich than romantic, and of which those who have visited 

* Voyage au Levant, lett. xi. p. 457, edit. Paris, 1717. 
+ Lib. i. p. 26, A Relation of a Journey, &c. It was said by John Palm! 

logus, and, according to Tournefort, applied to the magazines of Gallipoli. 
• t Ad Chiridocastron quo loco 	 plane angustissinius est Hellespontus 
slatitudine sua Grwcum unum miliare non superat. not. E. p. 1066, edit, Leumk 
clay. in Append. Xenophont. 
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the banks of the Menai have seen an exact, perhaps a flattering re-' 
semblance. The imposing presence of P,enmaun-Mawr more than 
compensates for the distant prospect of Ida. We glided past head-
lands and bays on both shores, each of them. rendered memorable 
by the poets, or illustrated by the historians of antiquity ; and we 
passed without attention the mouths of two streams, which are 
now the Bourghasf-Su, and the Moussa-Keui-Su, but were the 
river of Percote once, and the Practius. 
• Above them, dividing the higher shores of the Chersonese, we 

skirted the outlet of a stream, the Kara-Ova-Su, which, although 
now undistinguished, would, if called as• in former_ days, the 
iEgoS-Potanios, be never passed without notice : the name alone 
is a history. The naturalist might assist the topographer in 
identifying the site of that memorable stream, by discovering on 
its banks the monstrous stone foretold by -Anaxagoras, and re-
maining in the days of Pliny, which fell from the sky, and the 
existence of which, although it would have been denied by the 
inexperienced scepticism of former times, the occurrence of similar 
prodigies in our own age, would very much incline us to believe t. 

* Le Chevalier supposes Percote the name of a river (Voyage de la Propon-
tide, &c. p. 19, vol. i.); but it was a town, or region, near the more modern 
Parium. See Strab. lib. xiii. p. 590 ; 'and Plin. lib. vi. cap. 32. 

1-  " Celebrant Grwci Anaxagoram Clazomeniunn, olympiadis sepluagesimae 
octavte secundo anno, prxdixisse ccelestium literarum scientia, quibus diebus 
saxum casurum esset e sole. Talequc factum interdiu in Thracim parte ad 
/Egos flumen. Qui lapis etiam nuns ostenditur, magnitudine vehis, colore 
adusto, comete quoque illis noctibus flagrante. Plin. Hist. lib. ii. cap 58, 
page 18, edit. Paris,' 1532. The naturalist adds, that there was a small one at 
the"Gymnasium at Abydus, which was worshipped, foretold also by Anaxagoras. 
Plutarch, in his life of Lysander, has dwelt somewhat more at large on this 
extraordinary stone, which was, as he tells us, considered by some as porten 

5 2.1,2 
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At )Egos-Potamos the Hellespont, according to Xeno. 

tous of the fatal baffle of YEgns-Potamos—xurrivOl yap uis rj U.Zot zcuv 
• iro7Activ a Zoom/A imittitteva-eg 2Zog.  uig eciyOg roTap,Og. 	%. in vit. 
Lysand. 	op: om. 44  There fell from the heavens (as many believe) a 
large stone at /Egos-Potamos, which is even yet shown as an object of venera-
tion by the people of the Chersonese." The comet mentioned by Pliny is, on 
the authority of Damachus, called by Plutarch 44  a large body of fire like a 
blazing cloud," seen for seventy-five days previously to the fall of the stone. 
The like meteoric appearances have attended the descent of stones from the sky 

'in modern times, and- the phenomenon seen in 1620 in the Punjaub, one him-
tired miles east of Lahore, answers in description very exactly with the detail 
in Plutarch. In that instance, 44  a luminous body was observed to fall from, 
above on the earth, suggesting to the beholders the idea that the firmament was 
raining fire." A cursory inspection would inform any mineralogist whether this 
specimen, if such 'should be discovered at }Egos-Potamos, is of true celestial 
origin ; since all those hitherto seen, in whatever part of the world, have been 
found of the same composition. The stones from &mares, from Vienna, from 
Bohemia, and the one found iniYarkshire, " all contained pyrites of a peculiar 
character ; they had all a coating of black oxyde of iron ; they all contained 
an alloy of iron and nickel.; - and the earths which serve to them as a sort of 
connecting medium, corresponded in their nature,, and nearly in their propor 
tions*." 

Although we may believe these stones to be meteoric formations, yet the pre-
diction, or rather the solution, of the phenomenon by Anaxagorns„ by the sup-
position that the sun and stars were ponderous bodies, revolving in a luminous 
atmosphere; and that one, or part of one, of these bodies might fall to. the 
earth, is a most extraordinary anticipation of modern systems and hypotheses. 
The discovery that the. sun Was as big as Peloponesus (mentioned beforel, is 
note, p. 611 of this volume), to our ears may have a ridiculous sound, but- it 
was making a vast step beyond the bounds of former ignorance; and to this 
great philosopher may be applied the converse of what was said of Milton—
" He was a modern born two thousand years before his time." 

* See an Account of some Stones said to have fallen on the Earth in France, &c. &c. Phil. Trans. 
_1805, part i. paper vi. p. 200, 
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phony, is about a mile and three quarters wide. A little way above 
the' mouth of the river, on the opposite shore, we saw the town of 
Lamsaki, on a tongue of low land which seems to he the pro-
montory called Abarnis, whence Conon the Athenian set sail with 
nine ships after the fatal battle-I-, having seized the sails belong-
ing to the Lacedemonian fleet. The modern Lampsacus, although 
but a small town of two hundred houses, with one handsome mosck, 
would still be a present worthy of a king. Its territory is rich at 
this day in vineyards of a superior quality, inclosed in hedges Of 
pomegranate trees, and, as far as could be judged by a transient 
view, there is nothing wanting to - complete the beauty of its situa-
tion. The mountains approach within a few miles of the back of 
the town,- and their sides 'are clothed with woods, which shelter 
the villages and kiosks of the inhabitants of Lampsaki. Inscribed 
marbles, and other remains, were found in the town by Sir G. 
Wheler, which, together with its name, show it to stand on the 
ancient site. It was five o'clock when we passed this place. 
Oar pilot informed.us that a shoal runs out from this part of the 
Asiatic shore, and we stood nearer to the Thracian side. 

Two miles farther on we had the large town of Gallipoli on 
our left. The channel seemed about five miles wide-from this part 
of the Chersonese to Chardac, a headland in the region of Lam-
saki ; but beyond this point the receding shores of Asia opened 
to our view the expanse of the sea of Marmora. Gallipoli, the. 

* Hist. Grxe. lib. ii. p. 455, edit. Leonel. 
KOWOY 8E Tais  ;tivki, yaws) ;brow . . . . xamoio-xceiv 	77210 'AiSocp. 

vi2oe Tijsi Actp4c6ou r'xixporis.—Xenop. Hist. Grwc. lib. ii. p. 457, edit. Lena- 
clay. 

t A Journey into Greece, &c. book i. p. 75. 
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Callipolis of ancient geography, which was an important position.  
after the transfer of the empire to Byzantium, and was taken 
by the Turks nearly a century before. the fall of Constantinople, 
is still 'a very considerable town, containing perhaps fifteen thou-
sand. inhabitants, half of whom are Turks, and the remainder 
divided between Greeks and Jews. The latter people have' been 
'established in the place since the twelfth century 'f. " It has given 
a name to the Ilellespont, which- the Turks call the sea of Galli-
poli (Galiboli Denghizzi), and is thechief station of the Capudan 
Pasha. Standing in a peninsula, it forms two harbours, and 
not unfrequently receives the imperial fleets 

A little beyond the town we noticed some perpendicular rocks, 
having the appearance of regular fortifications,' surmounted by 
an old tower ; and still farther on passed, by a Welt-house, placed 
to point out the mouth of the strait, and the position of a long 
shoal which runs towards the Asiatic coast. As we advanced 
through the broad entrance of the straits, the breeze died away, 
and the minarets of Gallipoli were but just out of, sight when the 
sun sank behind the hills, and closed a day which had been passed 
in viewing a succession of prospects, more interesting by their 
natural and associated attractions, than are perhaps to be met 
with in any other part of the world.' 

'* Voyage au Levant, pp. 461, 462, 463, lett. xi. edit. Paris, 1717. 
.1-  Voyage de Benjamin fils de Jonas, p. 14 ; Voyages faits principalement 

en Asie, &c. edit. The Hague, 1735. 
D'HerbelotoBibliotheque Orient. Galipoli. 
Gallipoli, after the Latin conquest, fell to the share of the Venetians, but 

was retaken by Vataces in 1235, and possessed by the Catalans in 1306, who 
raised the fortifications, after being besieged by Antony Spinola, in 1307. The 
Turks took' it in 1357.—Tournefort, letter xi. vol. 1. pp. 461, 462. 
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We made very little progress during the night, but found our-
selves in the sea of Marmora, yet not far from the coast of 
Thrace, which was here a line of high lands, more barren than 
the borders of the Hellespont, but in many parts verdant with 
pastures and vineyards. We discovered many villages in the 
nooks near 'the water's edge and on the side of the hills. We had 
light and baffling airs through the whole of the day, and had not 
advanced by half after five farther than to be off the rocky island 
Proconesus, whose modern name of Marmora has been ex-
tended • to the surrounding sea.--7The marble quarries which sup-
plied many of the public buildings in Constantinople, and fur-
nished the greatamosck of Sultan Aamet with all its ornamental 
architecture; are now no' longer worked ; the population of slaves 
formerly employed in thoSe labours has, therefore, been with-
drawn. Passing to the north; we saw the only town now to be. 
found iii the island., The general appearance of. Marmora is 
.barren„ but we discerned a few spots of vine and corn lands, with, 
heathy downs, affording a scanty .pasturage to a few goats. A 
little to the west is a long low island, apparently uninhabited, and 
round it, there are two or three rocks, which are sometimes, to-
gether with Proconesus, called the Isles. of Marmora. 

About eight o'clock in the evening a breeze sprung up, which 
carried us five knots within the hour during the whole night, and 
in the morning of Sunday, May 13th, we found ourselves near 
the low green land of Thrace, with, a view of three, long bridges 
over a marsh, called Buyuk Chekmedjee, or Ponte Grande, six 
hours by land from the capital. 

The mountains pf Asia were just apparent in the farthest dis-
tance, and, in fact, the shore on every side is said to be visible from 
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the middle of this Mediterranean sea: We looked out eagerly to 
_ catch the br3t view of Constantinople, and at two o'clock saw 

some white columns, arranged much in the same order, and hav-
ing, the same appearance, as the distant turrets of King's College 
Chapel at Cambridge: These we were told were the minarets of 
the great moscks of Sultan Achmet and of Santa Sophia.—It now 
came on to blow hard from the north, and as we were obliged to 
beat up against the wind, we approached the city but slowly. 
The weather became very hazy, and obscured the surrounding 
view; but object after object tlropped into the prospect ; and the 
endless thiellings of a vast capital, rising from forests of cypresses, 
and overtopped with innumerable domes and slender spires, were 
indistinctly shown behind the clouds of driving mist. 

In the course of our tacking we were sometimes at no great 
distance from Princes' Islands in the sea of Marmora, and at 
others we had a glimpse of the Seven Towers—a name formida-
ble to the ears of Christians, and coasted under the gloomy walls 
of the eastern Caesars, 'which seemed to inclose the fabled city of 
the dead, as no distant hum or murmur was heard from within, 
and not a human being could be seen without their solitary cir-
cuit. At sunset the frigate anchored near the headland imme-
diately preceding the Seraglio point ; and as no lights were visi-
ble, the silence and, in a short time, the darkness, were so com-
plete, that we might have believed ourselves moored in the lonely 
cove of some desert island, and not at the foot of a city which, 
for its vast extent and countless population, is fondly imagined 
by its present masters to be worthy of being called the Refuge 
of the Worlds. 

* Alempena. 
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Difficulty of obtaining information concerning the Turks, even 
in Constantinople.—Separation of the City and the Suburbi 
7-Foreign Missions at Pera—Departure from the Frigate— 
Land at Tophana—Ascent to Pera—Dogs--The Hotel—
City Watchmen—Police of Pera—The Custom of Parad-
ing the Streets .  incognito—Palaces of Ambassadors—ln-
glese Sarai — The Armenian Cemetery—The Amusements 
there—Customs called Oriental—in great measure those of 
the Ancient World—Seclusion and Treatment of Women—
Coincidence of Turkish Manners with those of the Byzan-
tine Greeks—Principal Deference between Ancient and Mo-
dern Manners—State of Turkish Women—Female Slaves, or 
Odalisques, of the Imperial Harem. 

I HAD at one time resolved to• make my, chapter on 
Constantinople much the same as that called, in Hakluyt 
Elopage of 611illiam 8.1)antiebilie to Xerunlem, the sum of 
which is this—" 	tpantlebille, earl of COW, tvitb 
Ditieto Cnytisb Loam anti Etnigtto, tuent to the 1Dolp ,anti in 
the 24 Pete of Oentp the itiDecontv. For without having re-
course to the expedient of the Earl's namesake, I despaired of 

• The English Voyages, &c. p. 17, vol. ii. edit. 1599. 
N 
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telling any thing,  not before too well known to require repeti-
tion. Thiiiking, however, that each person must see some 
objects, or views of objects, not noticed by preceding, or even 
contemporary travellers, and that to dilate on various parts of 
Turkey, and to say nothing of its famous capital, would scarcely 
be forgiven, I shall endeavour to prepare some remarks, which, 
although not altogether a new composition, will not be the con-
tents of one Ojai poured into another. It is not my intention, 
however, to pourtray the general appearance, or the severat 
quarters, of Constantinople ; innumerable plans and pictures, 
and two lively representations, which have amused the inhabi,,  
tants of our principal English towns, have rendered the first 
attempt unnecessary; whilst the many travels, surveys, and itine-
raries, descriptive of the Turkish capital, with which every one 
at all in the habit of investigating the countries of the east must 
be already acquainted, cannot but dissuade me frOm hazard-
ing a new topographical detail of this celebrated city. Enough, 
and perhaps too much, will be said on the subject, by extracting 
from my journal, in the manner before followed, a narratiVe of 
the Manner in which our time was passed during the two months 
of our .residence at Pera ; since such an account will necessarily 
include a notice of several interesting' objects to be met with in 
the capital'and its environs. 

One of the chief advantages which every man proposes to him-, 
self by travelling, especially by visiting large towns, must be to 
mix with the best native society to which he can have access, or, 
as Mr. Locke has it, " to get into the conversation and acquaint-
ance of persons of condition"." But it is in vain to expect that 

Some Thoughts on Education in' Lond. duod. p. 272., 
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benefit in the Levant, where the traveller has little employment 
left except that which (although Lord Hardwicke pronotinced it 
a charming exercise, subservient to morality) has, methinks, when 
unmixed with other matter, no very great attractions either for 
writers or readers, namely, " to draw just conclusions concerning 
the uncertainty of human things from the-  ruinous alterations time 
and barbarity have brought upon so many palaces, cities, and 
whore countries, which make such a figure in history 

A stranger at Constantinople would naturally wish ,  to live 
amongst the Turks, as he would amongst the French at Paris and , 
the Austrians at Vienna; but the differences of manner, custom, 
and language, render it absolutely impossible to become domesti-
cated in a Mahometan family, or, at a short residence, even to 
join in the very little social intercourse enjoyed amongst the na-
tives themselves. Thus those varieties, and nice distinctions of • 
character, which must subsist in some degree between the indivi-
duals of every nation,' and which a more intimate scrutiny might 
discover, cannot be noticed by passing 'travellers in their partial 
communications with the Turks, who seem to them to have .sa 
entire a monotony, not only of manner but of mind, as to induce 
ibelief, that he who has observed one amongst them has seen 
the whole people, and 'may form. an  estimate of them nearly as 
well by the inspection of a week as by the acquaintance of a year. 
With this persuasion, a traveller passes through the country with-
out forming an intimacy, or even an acquaintance, with a single 
Turk ;. and there is no part of the empire in which he will find 
himself less inclined to make such an attempt than at the capital 

* SpectatOr, No, M. 
5 N 2 
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itself.—The water of the Golden Horn, which flows between the 
city and the suburbs, is a line of separation seldom transgressed. 
by the Frank residents; and an English stranger, if he waited for 
the suggestions of his fellow-countrymen of the Levant Company, 
would pass many weeks at Pera without paying one visit to Con-
stantinople. 

No foreigner is now allowed to reside in the city itself, not 
even the minister of a friendly nation ; a regulation which does 
not arise from any ancient usage, but from the policy of later 
times. ' In the days of Busbek, the King of Hungary's minister 
resided within the walls, and' Eltchi Han (the Ambassador's Inn) 
is shown as the place in which that accomplished scholar is said 
to have written his letters. Notwithstanding the 'beauty of its 
situation, on which he' dwells with much complacency, he seems 
to have considered it a sort of State:prison, and complains of 
not being_ permitted to purchase a house and garden at his-own 
expence." 

So late as the, beginning of the last century +, the Hungarian 
minister, and those of Poland and Ragusa, lived in Constantino-
ple ; but in' the reign: of Achmet the Third, who mounted the 
throne. in 1703, a proposal. was made to the Divan, to confine all 
the Ambassadors to Princes' Islands. Such is the dislike of the 
hat, the distinction of the Frank, that the prudent always think 
fit, and in our time it was absolutely necessary, in visiting the city, 
to procure the protection of .a Janissary. An English gentleman 
who, contrary to advice, whilst we were at Pera, ventured across 

* Cum vero 'me twderet inclusionis.•in eodetn, diversorio, Sze.—Epist. 
p. 97, edit. Oxon. 1660. 

t Voyage du Levant, lettre xii. p. $08, vol. L. 
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the water accompanied only by his servant, was, for some unin-
tentional offence, immediately knocked down, and his attendant 
coming to his assistance, .met with the same maltreatment. No 
person interfered, and the .strangers thought it adviseable to re-
turn to Pera. It is an offence against the state to. insult any one 
protected by a Janissary;  and it is.so much expected that each 
visitor will avail himself of their service, that a complaint from 
an unattended person would be productive of no redress.—The 
distinction between the Mahonietan and the Christian resident or 
settler, is perhaps no where so decided as at Constantinople ;: 
and it has of late years, -since the wars with France and England, 
become somewhat' dangerous to have an open intimacy with the 
agents or merchants of any foreign power. 

After such a preliminary, it will not be expected that a travel-
ler should insinuate himFplf into any Turkish company, or enjoy 
any other 'society than that which is to be found at Pera. The 
Franks have, as. it were, engrafted themselves on that limb of the 
capital, and the shoot has many more characteristics of the exotic 
than of the parent plant. 

I shall, before we leave the frigate, take some notice of this portion 
of the inhabitants of Pera. There were formerly twelve missions 

-in Pera, which, with their respective diplomatic courts and their 
attached families, together with, the visiting guests, formed a so, 
ciety not to be expected in the heart 'of Turkey; but the new 
order of things established in ' Christendom, has materially de-
tracted from the comforts of the Frank. residents. The absorp-
tion of so many European states by the power of France, is sen, 
sibly felt at Pera, where several of those governments whose for-
mer importance rendered the presence of a respectable agent ne- 
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cessary, having now no longer any independent interests to main-
tain, are in fact represented by the Envoy of the Emperor Na-
poleon, although they allow a certain number of Greeks in the 
quality of dragomans and physicians, still.  to avail themselves of 
the privileges of those attached to foreign ernbass-ies. As the 

.present diplomatic ceremonial does not admit of mutual civilities 
between the English-  and French ministers, the former, and those 
belonging to his nation (that is to say, those protected by him), 
are in a manner excluded from every other company at Pera ex-
cept that of their countrymen. 

,The ministers, the interpreters, and the merchants, some time 
ago formed three distinct classes of society. The first of these, 
under the above disadvantages, has been disunited and broken 
in upon by the, second and the third description of persons, who, 
however, do not mutually amalgamate. „ I speak not of our own 
legation, which, with the exception of a few gala days, seeks no 
other company than those travellers whom its hospitality domes-
ticates at the English palace. 

There has been, for more than a century, an establishment be-
longing to the French embassy, -and there is one protected by 
the Austrian Internuncio, for the education of young persons of 
the nation in the oriental languages, and such qualifications as 
may enable them to take situations in the Levantine consulates ; 
and, within a few years, the former power has, employed these 
Giovanni di Lingua (for so they are called) as interpreters at the 
Divan. . There was some remonstrance on the part of the Porte; 
but it was firmly advanced on the other hand, that the Emperor 
Napoleon did not choose to employ any agents whose very dress 
showed they were subjects of the Ottoman governhient; and that, 
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as he did not desire the Turkish Ambassador at Paris, or any 
of his suite, to change their costume, so he would not suffer any 
persons attached to his representative at Constantinople to wear 
any other dress than that of his own court. This is not the first 
time that the French have made a stand on a similar point of eti-
quette. The Marquis de Ferriol, after a long struggle, minutely 
detailed by Tournefort, quitted the Seraglio just as he Was about 
to have his audience of the Sultan, who had come fifteen leagues 
on purpose, because they would not suffer him to enter the 
presence-chamber with ,his sword, which he said constituted-  a 
part of a Frenchman's dress, and should not be taken from, him 
but with his 	 ,• 

The French have doubtless gained a. great point ih thus putting 
the executive part of their intercourse with the Porte into the 
hands of persons who, at the same time that an education in the 
country teaches them how to deal with the Turks, so as to ad..: 
vance the interests of their employers, are, by their condition as,  
Franks, totally divested of the timidity and submissive habits in-
herent in the Greeks, or any subjects of the Turks. A rayah or 
subject, wearing with his robes the badge of slavery, dares not to, 
utter the sentiments put into his mouth, and discharge the duties 
intrusted to him by, a foreign minister. A decisive sentiment, 
even when he is backed by, the presence, of his ambassador,-, can 
scarcely, or only with ti pale face and trembling limbs, be forced 
from his lips. Most of the minor concerns of the:  embassies are 
carried on by the dragomans solely; yet, even in these it not un-
frequently happens, that after many provoking delays and incon- 

* Voyage du Levant, lettre xii. pp. 539, 540, 541, 642, Paris, 17.11. 
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elusive answers on the part of the Turks,-  the matter cannot be 
arranged without the personal application of the minister himself. 

*There are four dragomans attached to the 'English embassy. 
Mr. Pisani, descended, I believe, from an ancient Venetian family 
of Galata, is the chief interpreter : he speaks the English lan-
guage with the utmost purity, an accomplishment I never met 
with in any other. native of the Levant. It would be difficult, ex-
cept perhaps from too minute and attentive a correctness and pre-
cision, to, discover that he is not talking his mother-tongue. He 
enjoys no little consideration on both sides of the water, and has 
the manners of a man of ability and address. 

The resident members of the Levant Company at Pera, have 
lately much diminished in number ; as far as I recollect, they do 
not posseis at this time:  more than five or six mercantile esta-
blishments. I presume that the ntImber of persons protected by 
the English ambassador, does not in the whole amount to one 
hundred ; whilst the French minister has, it is said, between two 
and three thousand dependants. _On days of rejoicing and church 
festivals, the streets of Pera and the catholic chapel are crowded 
with his tumultuous train. Since the departure of General Se-
bastiani, the government of Paris have maintained only a Chargé 
d'Affaires at the Porte, Mons. Latour Maubourg, the brother of 
the general of that name. 

Something has been before said of the singular regulation by 
which the Turks permit the existence of independent jurisdictions 
in their ports and principal towns, in a greater degree perhaps than 
the Greek emperors admitted the interference of the magistrates 
deputed by the powerful republic of Genoa to watch over their trad-
ing .colony of Galata. The privileges granted in the year 1580 
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by the Sultan Amurath to the English merchants and their con-
suls and governors, give an entire controul over all those of his 
nation., to the minister, who is to protect them a/A settle all their 
differences, without the interference of the Turkish police or courts 
of justice. For the purpose of their security and dignity, a large 
body of the.  Janissaries, who nearly three centuries ago were at the 
same time the formidable foes and the delegated protectors of the 
Christians t, is put under the orders of every minister. The 
duty has attached a disgraceful name to these Janissapies, who 
are sometimes called, by way of derision, the Christian pig-
keepers, as Pera goes by' the name of the Pig quarter 4. The 
French and the English'. have each a whole oda, or chamber of Ja-
nissaries, set apart for their service; and although there are not 
more than four or five in constant attendance, yet the whole body 
is always at hand, and can be assembled upon any requisite emer-
gency. The oda of the British embassy is the fortieth, consist-
ing of about two hundred men. 

A disturbance taking place one evening whilst we were at Pera, 
between some English and Genoese sailors, which the patrole 
endeavoured to allay, by knocking both parties down with their 
long clubs, fifty of the English Janissaries being dispatched to the 
spot, immediately secured the parties, with the exception of the 

* See the Charter of the Privileges granted to the English, and the {Ramie 
of the Great Turk with the Queene's Majestie, in respect of traffique, dated in 
Jane 1588.—Hakluyt, English Voy. vol. ii. p. 141, edit. 1599. 

i• Per omnes fere ejus imperii fines, Velprxsidio munitionibus adversus hos. 
tem, vel tutelx Christianis Judmisque adversus injurias multitudinis, spargun-
fur.—Aug. Busbeq. epist. 1, p. 9, edit. Oxon. 1660. 

Reidesel, Voyage au Levant, p. 347. 
5o 
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offender, who having stabbed a marine of the Salsette, had fled to 
the French palace, and they also apprehended the whole guard ; • 
one of whom, but for the interference of the Captain of the frigate, 
'would have lost his head for his indiscriminate'assault, and, as it 
was, received a severe bastinade. Pera may thuS be said to be 
abandoned to the foreign ministers, in whose favour even bogs (the 
abhorrence of the Mussulmans) are \:aclmitted once a year, during 
'carnival, into the suburbs; and yet these ministers experience on 
their visits to the other. side 'of the water, every humiliation which 
Ottoman pride can contrive to inflict. Nothing is more true than. 
that the Turks are a people of . Antithesis 	and they show the 
contradiction of their character as much in their commerce with 

e• the Franks, as in their behaviour -  amongst themselves and to 
-their own subjects. Although the most haughty, and, in their 
own eyes, still .the most powerful nation in the world, they con-
sent to see,. in -the.  suburbs-of their very capital, the ministers 
of foreign powers exercising an authority which the most petty 
potentate in • Christendom would consider as a surrender of his 
sovereign rights, and they require at the same time, from these 
same representatives of the first monarchs in Europe, certain 
other submissions in point of conduct, which no' other people. 
but themselVeS Would • demand. even from the agents of the most. 
inconsiderable_ states. Some change, however, must have taken 
place' in the 'feelings of the Turks since Prince Repnin, in 1774, 
rode through the city;  attended by six hundred men with drawn 
swords, after the signing of the treaty between the Empress Ca-
tharine and the Porte t. 

4  Voyage au Constantinople, chap. xvi. p. '143, edit. Paris, 1805. 
+ Coast. Anc. and Mod. p. '73.. 
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At twelve o'clock, on Monday, the 14th of May, we- left the 
Salsette in the Captain's boat, and rowed-  against the stream 
until we came near Yeni-Kiosk, or the New Kiosk, on-the next 
point of land, where some sturdy fellows, who are always in,wait-
ing, threw a couple of rope-lines into the boat, and towed us for 
at least a mile under the walls of the Seraglio. The wind blew` 
strongly from the north-east, and.the current rushing violently 
down the Bosporus, we had some difficulty to prevent being 
dashed against, the rocky projections of the shore. The entrance 
of the port and the mouth of the straits, which in fine weather, is. 
covered with boats, was whitened with breakers, and ',showed 
only a solitary skiff driving across us towards the sea of Mar-
mora. The , sensations produced by the state of the weather, 
and leaving a comfortable Cabin, were in unison with the impres-
sions which we-felt, when, passing under the palace ofthe.Sultans, 
and gazing at the gloomy cypresses which rise above the walls, 
we saw two dogs gnawing a dead body. When. we had got be-
yond the immediate influence of the current, we pulled across 
the mouth of the harbour to the principal stairs leading to 
Pera, which are at Tophana, a suburb so denominated- from a 
cannon-foundry and artillery ground. _Several horses are kept 
ready saddled, and attended, by boys, under the shade of a large 
Chinese fountain, - near the landing-place ; some 'of which we 
mounted, and rode up a steep hill to the part of the town in 
which we intended to lodge. The streets through which we. 
passed were as narrow as those of Ioannina, and not so clean. 
At the corners of them were heaps of dust, and filth, the refuse 
of the quarter, on Which several thin gaunt :logs were lying 
asleep. 

5o 2 
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These animals abound in every region of the capital ; and, 
though not admitted into any house, and considered unclean, are 
never destroyed by the Turks. On the contrary, their multipli-
cation is rather encouraged than checked, for I have more than 
once seen-a litter of puppies warmly nestled in a mat or rug, 
placed for the purpose of their protection by some charitable in-
habitant of the neighbourhood. They render a walk by night 
not a little perilous. It is allowable to beat them off with sticks, 
but not to use any other weapon ; for a formal complaint.  vi as 
made, that the clogs near Tophana had been wounded by some 
persons going in the evening to the English frigate.. 

Nassuff Pasha, Grand Vizier to Achmet the First, had the cou-
rage not only to repress the violence of the Janissaries,, amongst 
whom he used to walk with a head in one hand and a drawn. 
scimitar in the other, but in the year 1613 transported all the dogs 
over to Asia. He would have destroyed them, but the Multi„ 
on being consulted, told the Sultan that every dog had a souls. 
Whether it is from this supposition, and the prohibition of the 
Koran, or from the notion that they clear the streets of the filth 
and offal which is thrown before the butchers'.  houses, they are 
still as much protected as at Lisbon, where one of the complaints 
I heard made against the French was,, that they had killed ten. 
thousand dogs, and supplied their office by night-carts. There 
seems a prejudice against cleanliness in the peninsula., Those 
attached offices, which are thought indispensable in England,. 
are not to be found at Lisbon; nor were they introduced until, 

.1760 at Madrid, when the physicians petitioned against the inno, 

Continuation of Knolles by Edward Crinistone.,, 
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vation, as prejudicial to the health of the inhabitants. The better-
most Turks, however,_ never neglect the construction of such ap-
purtenances to all their dwellings, and have not therefore the same-
reason as the Portugueze for fondness to their dogs.—It has been 
observed'r, that these animals lave divided the city into districts ; 
and that they deliver an intruder from one to another quarter, as 
an English beggar is transmitted from parish to parish. I did not 
ascertain the existence of this precise regulation, but I have been 
frequently disturbed at night by their howling, and have seen 
a pack of them hunting a strange dog beyond their boundaries. 

We had not much less than a mile to ride, the whole way' on 
an ascent,, before we came to our inn. This was situated at the 
corner of the main street of Pera, where four ways meet ; all of 
which were not less mean and dirty than the lanes of Wapping. 
Th,e hotel, however, (kept by a Mons, Marchand) was a very, 
comfortable mansion, containing many. chambers handsomely fur-
nished, and a large billiard-room, which is the resort of all the 
idle young men of the place. Our dinners. there were better 
served, and composed of meats more to the English' taste than 
we had seen at any tavern since our departure from. Falmouth 
and the butter of Belgrade (perfectly fresh, though not of a pro-
per consistency) was a delicacy to which we bad long been unac-.  
customed, The best London, porter, and nearly every species of 
wine, except port, were also to be procured in any quantity.. 
To this eulogy cannot be added the material recommendation of 
cheapness.—There is another Frank hotel at a little distance in 
the same street, which in this respect is preferable, but is in. 
every other- point,of view inferior to that of Mons.. Marchand.. 

rresent, State of Turkey)  p. 288, 4to. edit. 
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Immediately opposite to my bed-room- window was a Turkish 
coffee-house, and a wooden bench under the wall near the door 
was constantly occupied by four or five of the patrole, sleeping at 
their length or smoking. These watchmen, called Passevend 
belong to the Topges, or gunners' corps, and the Topge-Bashe is 
their immediate superior : they carry a long -pole shod with iron, 
which they beat violently against the ground in going their 
rounds during the night, and employ with no little dexterity in 
tripping up the feet of those whom they wish to overtake, by 
flinging them along the ground. 
. - There is no preventive police in the place ; and, in the punish-
ment of offenders, those who are caught suffer for those who 
'escape. A severe beating or bastinade is inflicted without any 
previous enquiries, upon the first person whom, in any disturb-
ance, ,the patrole happens to seize. Either no pains are taken 
to discover the guilty, or when discovered he may prove to belong 
tothe Janissaries or some other corps, and will then be protected .  
by the whole body of his comrades. A single oda will sometimes 
refuse to surrender a culprit, even when demanded by theJanissar-
Aga;  the General of all the Janissaries. 

I was at a little distance from the watchman's station one day at 
noon, when a young woman, belonging to a class of which there 
are but few in the place, -made use of an abusive expression to' a 
galiondge, or sailor of the fleet, who, without answering, drew his 
attaghan and stabbed her to the heart. One rf our Albanians was 

* The famous Passwan-Oglu was, as his appellation denotes, the son of one of 
these watchmen. Many Pashas are what we should call nick-named ; a species 
'of raillery at which the Turks are very ready: thus Topal-Pasha, is lame 
Pasha; Kusch-Pasha, bald Pasha; Kior-Pasha, one-eyed Pasha. 
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on the spot, and came up to me with the story. It happened 
close to the guard-house, and the sailor walked. deliberately down 
the hill towards _the port Without any attempt being made to ap-
prehend him. The wearing of arms is prohibited in Constanti-
nople, but in Pera many Turks, especially the galiondges, during 
the passage of troops ,to the armies, under pretence of being pre-
pared for service, carry pistols and daggers in their belts. I 
have seen one man run after another with a drawn sword, without -
the least effort on the part of the bystanders to interrupt the fray. 

Notwithstanding, however, this state of insubordination, it 
might be supposed that no little pains were taken to preserve the 
peace, or at least to enquire into the state of the city, by the can-, 
tinuation of a practice which has furnished so many. agreeable 
incidents for the authors of the One Thousand and One Nights 
and the Arabian. Tales.. 1 have more than once observed a grave 
looking personage in a mean habit, sitting on, the bench amongst 
the Passevend opposite our hotel, playing with his.comboloio, or 
string of beads,, apparently lost, in meditation, now and then -turn-
ing up his head for a moment, and then again resuming his 
tary game. This. I was, informed was the Bostandge- Bashe in 
disguise. ,This officer is a person of the highest dignity:in the 
imperial household, second only to the Selictar-Aga or royal 
sword-bearer: he is the chief of - the Bostandges,. who, from 
being originally, the gardeners of the Sultan, are now a domestic 
guard, although_ without fire-arms, composed of five or six thou-. 
sand men. He is at the-head of the police (not including Con-
stantinople), from Gallipoli to the shores of the Black Sea, and 
is Governor of Adrianople. It might be thought that the duties 
of the. bostandge-Bashe "render in his case this species of- mas 
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querading of some service, but the other great officers of state, 
by no means connected with the internal regulation of the coun-
try, indulge in the same practice. I have met the Capudan 
Pasha on horseback, dressed like a common sailor, and unattended. 
The Grand Signior himself sometiues parades the streets, as it is 
called, incognito, but is nevertheless so accompanied, as to ren-
der it not only easy, but necessary to recognize him. The purser 
of the English frigate 'Sea-horse and a woman, walking in Galafa 
crossed the street before the late Sultan Selim as he was going 
one of his rounds : he ordered them both to be bastinadoed ; but 

• being informed that the man was an English subject, contented 
himself with the cudgelling of the woman. Many stories are told 
of summary vengeance being taken on petty offenders, and of 
bakers and butchers having been,hanged at their shop doors, but 
I never learnt that the peace and good order of the state were 
any way' advanced by the administration of this furtive justice. 

A fire which had burnt down nearly the half of Pera, rendered 
it difficult to procure lodging's ; but in three days we were set-
tled at a house in the main street, and immediately opposite to a 
small convent of nuns, and a lane leading to Frantzoos-Serai, the 
mansion-house of the French embassy. 

The word seraglio, so often confounded with harem, the dwell-
ing of the females, although used by distinction to signify the 
imperial residence in Constantinople, means in the original 
Persian, word Sarai", no _ more than a house belonging to any 
person of distinction, and thus the Turks have the expression 
Inglees-Saral, and Frantzoos-Sarai; the English palace, or the 

• * D'Herbelot, Bibliotheque, Orient. Artie. Sarai. 
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French palace. The first of these is a large stone building, very 
handsome in its external appearance, and containing several 
long and lofty rooms, one of which is fitted up like an audience-
chamber, with a throne under a velvet canopy. It was built lately, 
at the expence of the Sultan; and the contractor, to make the most 
of his bargain, completed the work so imperfectly, that some of 
the suites of apartments are almost uninhabitable from the damp. 
The palace is surrounded by a piece of waste ground inclosed by 
a high wall, and stands at the edge of Pera, on the verge of an, 
extensive burying-ground which slopes down towards the Golden -
Horn, and opens a view, from the upper windows of the house, of 
that part of the port where the Turkish fleet is usually at anchor. 

The vicinity of a cemetery is not in the capital of Turkey 
judged by any means disagreeable, and no spot is so lively and fre-
quented as the Armenian and Frank burying-ground at the outskirts 
of Pera, called MNEMATA, or the Tombs. It is shaded with a 
grove of mulberry trees, and is on the edge of some high ground, 
whence there is a magnificent view of the suburb of Scutari, ,and 
a great portion of the Bosporus. Between it and the town there 
is an open space, having on one side, towards the north, a hand-
some structure of very considerable extent, inclosing a .square, • 
which is the Topges, or gunners' barracks, and furnishes quar-
ters for several odas of artillery-men. The flat-before the bar-
racks, is on Sundays, Saturdays, and Fridays, but more par-
ticularly the first, the scene of. a' hundred childish-  amusements. 
There may, be seen arabats or light waggons drawn by a pair of 
oxen painted in spots, arid horses saddled ready for hire, together_ 
with swings, ups and downs ('Alafpcx.4 ), tee-totums, and most of our 

* Mr. Dc Guys hints at the antiquity of this see-saw (Letter xiv.), and not' 
leis gravely than the sire of Scriblerus approves also of Myinda, or blindatau's. 
buff, as a classical pastime. 
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common games of chance ; besides a number of coloured tents, 
. and moveable stands, containing sherbets, ices and fruits. 

The Mahometarks seem to enjoy the leisure of the Christian and 
Jewish Sabbath, no less than that of their own holy day, and 
leave Constantinople to lounge amongst their fellow-subjects of 
the suburbs. Groupes of Turkish ladies stroll about the walks, 
or seat themselves on the tomb-stones, or within ,the tents, sur-
rounded by their children and attendants, and spectators of an 
amusement which has at least the recommendation of ancient 
authority—this -is the wrestling, Which has been often described 
at length, and may be understood from the following short sketch. 

A ring is 'generally formed by Turks seated on the ground 
(although two antagonists will sometimes-commence the sport un-
observed, and apart), who contemplate the mutual eflOrts with 
sedate eagerness, and now and then withdraw the pipes from 
their mouths to applaud any unexpected exertion. The wrestlers, 
excepting a pair of tight leather drawers, are,completely undressed, 
and their dark naked limbs and shaved heads shine with the oil with 
which they are plentifully besmeared. They advance slowly to-
wards each other from opposite quarters of the ring, shouting and 
clapping their hands forcibly on their thighs, at the-same time 
inclining their bodies, as if with the purpose of obtaining the 
undermost grasp in the subsequent grappling, and they continue 
at this kind of manoeuvre, cautiously surveying and circling each 
other for some time before they join. They do not attempt tet 
strike each other, but lay hold of the arms as a prelude, to the 
serious encounter. When they' are locked together, the chief . 
effort of each seems to be to pass the arm between his opponent's 
legs.: They soon bring, one another to the ground, which. does 
by no means decide, but rather commences the ardent part of 
the struggle. Then it is that, the combatants present a complete 
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picture of the ancient ANAKAINOHAAH, or incumbent wrest-
ling. They become so interlaced that it is difficult to tell to 
whom the arms, legs, and heads belong, and the limbs are occa-
sionally twisted together more uncouthly than it Would be thought 
the utmost suppleness of joints would permit. They roll over and 
over repeatedly, and continue the contest until the head of one of 
them is decidedly and: r the body or grasp of the other, and he 
is unable to regain a commanding position. 

The Turks originally may have borrowed this art from their con-
quered subjects, by whom, however, -it is no longer practised, 
for the Greeks never wrestle. The exercise would perhaps be es-
teemed too manly for 'slaves, and might render them suspected by 
their masters. Yet it is possible that this game was not 
adopted by the Turks for the first time at the conquest of the 
Greek empire, but was a, part of those habits, which, although 
they were found amongst the civilized Greeks, may have had 
their origin, or have been practised of old amongst the barbarous 
nations of the east. Sandy's, with his usual gravity, deduces the 
wrestling from the Trojans 4". 

The Byzantine ceremonies were some of them borrowed from 
those of the court of Persia; and the Frank who witnesses the au-
dience of an ambassador at the Seraglio, may fancy himself another 
Luitprand, at the court of NiCephorus Phocas, astonished by the 
obscure splendour and mysterious magnificence of the presence:. 
chamber of the Imperial Greek. It is more probable, however, that 
the Ottoman princes had ,observed the same form at Brusa, than 
that they adopted it from a court which, after the taking of the ca-
pital, had 'ceased to exist. The Byzantine Greeks esteemed being 

* Relation of a Journey, lib. iii. p. 205. 
.5 P 2 
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on horseback a sign of dignity; for no Jew but the first physician 
was alloWed to ride in Constantinople The same notion has been 
before remarked as prevalent amongst the Turks ; but it had been 
transmitted to them by their Tartar ancestors ; they did not learn 
it from the Greeks. The fact seems to be, that the customs 
called oriental, were not exclusively possessed by the inhabitants 
of any particular region or country, hut were diffused over the 
most civilized portion of Europe as well as Asia, and reigned 
without a rival until the rise and predominance of another and, 
as it were, a distinct race of mankind.—Witiv respect to gene-
ral customs f, the Greeki and Turks had little to. learn of each 
other at the fall of the eastern empire. It is not meant to be 
advanced that there was a perfect similarity between them.. The 
former people may not have mounted on the right side of the 
horse, nor have turned ,their toes inwards, nor have bowed, by 
dropping the head on the shoulder, like the Janissaries. The ar-
bitrary regulations of religion or of law, fashion, and what May be 
called chance, have at all times made considerable changes in 
those points which are looked upon as the characteristic distinc-
tions of nations ; yet, on the whole, the system of manners 
belonging to the civilized ancients of the West and East, seems 
to be nearly the same as that of the modern Orientals, and 
entirely distinct from that of the Franks and of Christendom. 
If the Russians, Poles, and Hungarians, have any peculiarities 
which distinguish them from other Frank Christians, it is because 

• these nations are of Oriental origin, and have not long adopted, 

' * Voyage de Benjamin fits de Jonas, p. 13. 
t The conquerors being the more ignorant of the two, might imbibe some 

of the opinions of the Greeks, and such habits as depended upon those opinions. 
, See Letter xxxi. p. 508, of this volume. 
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and still only partially, the manners of the .part bf the world in 
which they are now settled. 	• 

The beard", the loose robe, the recumbent posture, the use, 
of the bath, distinguished the old inhabitants of Italy and Greece 
no less than those of Asia. 

In that most important of all points, the condition of the 
female, the polished ancients approached , much nearer to the 

* This distinction of manhood was universally worn by the first Greeks and 
Romans, as it was in early periods by all the Turks. It did not begin to be left 
off until the time of Demosthenes atAthens, and no man was seen without one in 
Rome before the year-of the city 454. A smooth chin was.a prodigy amongst the 
Saracen warriors, for the young Eleinir, the son.of the great Saladine, was frighted 
at a man without a beard . Notwithstanding the discontinuance of this usage before 
mentioned, the beard was again introduced by Hadrian ; and although Julian 
was ridiculed on that account at Antioch, it was worn by all the generals of 
Justinian, and by every person of any rank amongst the Greeks, tov. the latest 
period of their empire. The state of manners in a nation amongst whom such a 
habit could be renewed after having been laid aside, must have been entirely 
different from those of Christendom in our own days. It may be asserted, that 
this appendage was worn not very long ago by some amongst the most polite 
Frank nations ; but this,. as well,  as the robes belonging to those of the learned 
professions, and used on public ceremonies by the chief personages of the state, 
was a custom not derived from our ancestors of the north, but from an intercourse 
with, or perhaps.a pedantic imitation of the civilized inhabitants of the south 
of Europe+. Tacitus remarks, that of the German nations, there were some, 
amongst whom no one was allowed to' cut off his beard until he had killed an 
enemy t. The Lombards received their names from the singularity of wearing 
this distinguishing mark on the face, and their appellation may show us, that 
the custom in. question did never obtain amongst the ancient Franks, in the 
same manner as amongst the Greeks, Romans, and Orientals. 
t The Professors of the University of Paris wore beards until forbidden by edict in 1634 ; in England 

the habit was continued much later. 
Et aliis Germanorum populis userpatum rara et privata cujusque audentia, apud Cattos in consen-

sunr vertjt ; ut primum adoleverint crinem barbarnque summittere, nec nisi hoste caso exuere votivum 
obligatumque.virtuti ovis habiturn.--De Morib. German. cap. 31. 
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Orientals than to Ourselves. It was, indeed, the boast of civili-
zation to confine one man to one woman, and to check the pro-
miscuous intercourse of the sexes— 

" Concubitu prohibere vago, dare jura muftis;" 

but the frequency of divorce both in Greece and at Rome, must, 
as far as the respectability of the female was concerned, have 
been productive of much the same effects as a plurality of wives. 
As to the general treatment of women, the resemblance betWeen 
the Orientals and the Greeks'and (it may perhaps be added) the 
Romans, is too- striking to escape observation. The ladies of 
Athens were confined as rigorously, and were as reserved in their 
manners, as those of a Turkish harem. The orator Lysias apolo-
gizes for the widow, whom extreme distress had prompted to state 
her case in person to some male relations; and Demosthenes could 
no other way prove that Orestes - and his sister lived in the same 
house, thati by an examination of the cemale slaves, and the evi-
dence of a physician. These are decisive-instances, and are quoted 
as such in that one of Mr. Hume's Essays called a Dialogue. 

A perusal of the fifth book of Xenophon's, Memorabilia, will 
show that the best Athenian wives were mere domestic drudges; 
for the lady of Ischofnachus is, recommended kneading, baking, 
and shaking clothes and carpets, as gymnastics productive of 
health, and a better colour than the paint with which the faces 
of the females were usually bedaubed t. The Theban ladies, 

* De 1'Esprit des Lois. Liv. xvi. cap. 16. " Coriolan, partant pour son 
exit, conseilla a sa femme de se marier a un homme plus heureux que lui." 

'Ayzaino al 19111, fsvas TUt41/CL:11014 xca ro CU T21, 3tal itc4oei, stal ibckriat If.G61 

67p44,27X CZYXITEtfil .XCG1 truvanurZs..—Xenophon. Mernorabil. lib. v. p. 848, edit. 
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when in public, showed no, part of their faces but the eyes*. 
The singular institutions of Sparta are not to be quoted, against 
those of every other part of Greece. The females in the tithe 
of the Greek empire were so secluded, that even their brother& 
were allowed access to them only twice a year, and the higher 
classes never went abroad except in covered litters-I-. , 

Mr. Flumes is inclined to think that the Romans, until the esta-
blishinent of the empire, lived with their women much in the same 
inainer as the English, thatis, without jealousy, and with no other 
gallantry than that of complaisance-. Yet it appears that the people 
of Rome could not be compared with us either in generosity or the 
want of jealousy; for, not to mention other points of diisimilarity, 
they esteemed adultery so heinous a crime, that, until the time of 
Theodosius, the female culprit was publicly proStituted in the ca-
pital of Italy; a bell ringing before her as she passed through the 
streets—It has been allowed on all hands §, that the respectful 
attachment to the other set, of which the first principles are to be 
found amongst our German ancestors and which, from the 

Leunclay. There are some variation's. in the reading,' which may be seen by 
consulting the above edition. 

* Dicwarchu.s, Bios E.Modos, Anacharsis' Travels, Voyage au Thebes. 
Philelphi. epist. ap. Hod. Philological Enquiries, chap. v. 

t See a Dialogue, vol. ii. p. 394, and note 20, p. 503, Essays. 
" The humanity which accompanies the operations ,of war, the refinements 

of gallantry, and the point of honour, are the three chief circumstances which 
distinguish ancient from modern manners."—Robertson, Charles V. vol. i-. 
sect. 1, p. 85, 2d edit; 

Tacit de Morn): Germ. cap. 18, 19:---The prohibition of polygamy 
amongst the Germans alone, of almost all the barbarians, must make ns believe 

'Arat they were instinctively convinced of the equality of the sexes, upon which 
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height of chivalrous, frenzy, has subsided into the ready deference 
of European gallantry, was entirely unknown to the great na-
tions .of antiquity, and is .the chief peculiarity of that cast of 
character which marks the difference between modern and ancient 
society. To this cause must it be attributed, that prudence, sim-
plicity of manners, , good sense and judgment, are not so much 
esteemed, as,gaiety, politeness, taste, and delicacy4'; and that a 
man of our day, whose character should be impressed with the 
hardihood of antiquity, might excite our wonder, and perhaps 
command our admiration, but would attract neither our love nor 
our esteem. 

We may aver with Montesquieu, that many arguments may 
be offered for and against the -liberty of, women—" il-y-a bien 
des raisons pour et contre la liberty des .fernmes ;" but. notwith-
standing the hesitation of that philosopher, the Christian zeal of 
our times would decide the case in favour of the sex, if we could 
persuade ourselves, with a lively and by no 'means unexperienced 
Mussulman of the last century, that the greater diffusion of Isla-. 
mism has been prevented by the women t. When, however, a 

persuasion all modern gallantry is founded. The conjugal severity (severs 
matrimonia ) of these savages has not, together with their attachment to the 
women, descended to. their modern posterity. Female offenders are not now 
whipped through the streets. 

* A Dialogue, p. 395, vol. ii. flume's Essays. 
+ Mr. W. Montague stated this to the Duke of Hamilton, in presence of Dr. 

Moore at Venice.7—See A View of Manners, &c. in Italy. Against this merit 
may be weighed the fact, that the Chinese proscribed Christianity on account 
of the liberty and equality which it granted to the female sex, and that, there- 
fore, our religion will never be that of China, " Une chose bien triste," says 
IVIOntesquieu, liv. xis. cap. 18.. 
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late author declares that he would judge of the progress of civili-
zation by the influence of femaies in a state, he should surely 
have limited his remark to the nations of modern Europe, and to 
the present order of things; and the necessity of such a limitation 
is niost distinctly shown, by the unfortunate reference which he 
has made to the urbanity of the Lacedernonians. No people in 
Greece were distinguished by so total a want of polished manners 
as the inhabitants of Sparta ; and one of the first philosophers of 
antiquity comments upon the defective policy which gave such 
undue power and liberty to their women-. Allowing the com-
plete superiority of their military character we cannot but put 
them at the lowest rank amongst the professors and inventors 
of sciences and arts; nor do we find that when wealth and power 
had made them luxurious to a degree unrivalled by any other 
Grecian state, their debaucheries were accompanied with any signs 
of taste or ingenuity, 

It would be as difficult to discover the cause, as to decide upon 
the merits, of the Oriental treatment of women. Polygamy, and 
the seclusion of females, are not, as Baron Reidesel Oupported 

* Thornton's Present State of Turkey, p. 311, 4to. 
Aristot. lib. i. Rhetoric; lib. ii. Politic. De Pauw, Philosophical Die- 

sertations on the Greeks, vol. ii. sect. 10. 
t Xenophon told the ten thousand, that it would be unseemly both in their 

eyes and his oivn, to appoint him general, when a Lacedemonian was present— 
Kupe AkaP. lib:  r. p. 434; and this ascendancy was so much the more extra-
ordinary, as the other Grecian states had at that time such a reputation for mi-
litary skill, that Caryatides, a Theban, journeyed about, enquiring if any city 
or nation was in want of a general—crpoTnrivv xai iroryeXAcfptevoc, fi TIc 711 
VAK 7T tal 0; trrint171:7; CnOrro.—Ibid. lib. Z. p. 499. 

" La polygamie et l'usage de tenir les femmes renferme'es chez elles sont 
dop-e des effets des climats chauds," &c.—Voyage au Levant, chap. ix. p.338. 

5Q 
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by the authority of Montesquieu) supposes, the immediate effects 
of a warm sun, nor are they to be found alone in southern 
mates. " Usages are independent of latitude and longitude.' 
A plurality of wives is allowed amongst the Kamschatdales ; and 
there is no less sensuality in their frozen huts than in the harems 
of the Turks. In Thibet, and some cold countries of Asia, a 
wife is permitted to have several husbands : this, says -Montes-
quieu, is because in those places there are born more male than 
female children- : but whatever may be the cause, it is clear from 
this Very instance)  that the passions of the one sex at least, are 
as, strong in cold as in warm climates. The egyptians did not 
seclude their women until the time of Hakem, the third Fatimite 
Caliph, and rebelled-when the order was first promulgated. The 

,AssyrianS allowed the women to feast vvith the men, although in 
the heart of a country whose inhabitants have been at all times 
most strict in that respect, and considered the custom as a strange 
&irruption;  and degeneracy of manners 11:: The restraint severely 
observed bite hundred and fifty years hp in the treatment of the 
Spanish women, was not produced by the sun, but was a relic of 
Moorish manners. The distinction between the hooded Theban 
women and the -Spartan Phwnomerides, was caused, not by the 
different aspect of the sky, but the separate institutions of the 
two states. 

It may be inferred that the Turks, when they_ first issued from 
their mountains, and were like their other Tartar brethren a wan-
dering nation, had not such ability of confining their women as,  
their OttoMan descendants, who have fixed settlements, and have 

* State of Turkey, p. 7307, Co. 
+ De l'Esprit de Lois. Liv. xvi. cap. 4. 
t Decline and Pall)  vol. ii. 4to. p. 551. 
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deserted the camp for the city. Neither Carpin, .Rubruquis, nor 
the other early travellers amongst the Oriental Tartars, advert to 
any seclusion of their females, although they 'notice the plurality 
and the buying of their wives 	We learn, however, that the de, 
licacy of never speaking of their females, is ascribed •in a much 
higher degree to the Turkish nations, than to the other Orien-
tals±. 

Whether we are to call their .seclusion barbarous or not, the 
pity bestowed upon the Ttirkish women may well be _spared: 
Lady M. W. Montague, who had ;the best .means of forming a 
judgment, has given an enviable picture of their domestic life ; 
and, as far as can be observed :from their public appearance, they 
are in possession of _the enjoyments suited to their taste. They 
can ride in their arabats, sail in their barges, and ramble at pleat. 
sure through the crowded streets of the ,city, or the walks in the 
environs of Pera. Persons of high rank may refuse themselves 
the latter gratification, but if they do,_ it is a voluntary restraint,, 
as under disguise they may walk alone in any quarter ; a liberty 
not enjoyed by the higher classes of our own capital. Not only 
the Armenian burying-ground, but the sloping gardens of Dolma-
Baktche, a mile beyond on the shore of the Bosporus, are fre- 

* Au reste, chacun pent avoir autant de femmes qu'il en petit nourrir 	. . 
Its les achetent fort cherement de lour Peres et meres . . . . Voyage de Carpin• 
en Tartaric, article ii.—" Pour ce qui est de leurs mariages, iI faut scavoir quo 
personne n'a de femme s'il ne l'achete."—Voyage de Rubruquis en Tartaric, 
chap. ix. ; Voyages faits principalement en Asie, &c. it La Haye, M.DCC.X XXV.. 

+ The common delicacy of the Orientals in• never speaking of their women, 
is ascribed in a much higher degree by Arabash to the Turkish nation.—De• 
cline and Fall, &c. cap. 65, note 31. 

5 Q 2 
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quented by many parties of ladies, who seat themselves On silken 
cushions and rich carpets, the furniture of their houses, and view 
the djerid playing in the flat below, or the humours of a Jewish 
mountebank under a spreading mulberry-tree. A little boy, called 
a Dolop-oglassi, generally accompanies them, and plays on a 
mandoline whilst they are sipping their coffee and sherbet, and 
attending to the gambols of their infant children. 

'No one has written On the character of this nation without no-
ticing the reciprocal affection - of the mother and the children in a 
Turkish family, and this feeling, tender in the one, respectful in 
the other, and constant and indissoluble in both, must of itself 
secure for the women a happiness which. the artificial regulations 
of European society have perhaps a tendency to interrupt and 
annihilate. The Valide, or Sultan-Mother, possesses a maternal 
power, and has sometimes exercised an unpropitious influence 
over the Grand Signior himself. The law which forbids the Musr  
sulman to.  mourn for the dead*, still allows the mother to weep 
three days over the tomb of her son. The woman has an abso-
lute controul in her household, and enjoys a domestic power 
Which, amongst ourselves, it is often the fruitless aim and labour 
,of a whole female life to attain. Though the " benden dosol," 
or two words of divorce, can dissolve a marriage, they cannot 
deprive the wife of her portion, which remains at all times, and 
under every circumstance, inviolable. 

The plurality of wives, which the spirit of an European lady 
cannot even reflect upon with patience, is not in Turkey so terri-
ble, nor so common a calamity as is generally supposed. The 
-wives, even if there are four, live in separate suites of apartments, 

41 ' Bobovius on the.Turkish Liturgy, sect. 5. 
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and command their separate establishments. The daughters of 
Sultans, or such as bring large portions, will not allow of a rival; 
and those who are not wealthy cannot afford an expensive, esta-
blishment of wives any more than of horses or slaves. The same 
observation may be made respecting concubinage. The use of 
female slaves is not, perhaps, more common in Turkey, than the 
promiscuous amours of the husbands of Paris or London :: the 
difference is only in the institution, which avowedly admits of 
such a practice. It should be recollected, that the female attend-
ants usually belong to the mistress, and not to the master of a 
family. Former writers have corrected the errors of Christen-
dom, which encouraged a belief that the Mussulmans considered 
their females made solely for the gratification of, believers, and 
denied, them souls, and a place in the future Paradise'. 

* 	Mahomet was not so hard-hearted towards the women as to exclude them 
from Heaven." There are passages in the Koran which decide the matter—
" Whosoever doth good Works; either Inan• or woman, and believeth, shall enter 
into Paradise.", '" 'They shall .enter gardens of pleasure, together with those 

.-of their fathers or wives that have donegood„:" 46  Believing men and believing 
women shall enter into the heavenly Paradise.":--See Surat, xl. v. /13 xvi. 
v. 95;  xiii. v. 23; xlviii. v. 5 ; lvii, 	12'; lx. v. 12"; lxvi. v. 11. See a Short 
System of the Mahometan Theology, collected from the ArallicAuth&s by Adrian 
Reeland, Lond. 1712; sect. 18. :Add to this, that the learned. Dr. T. Hyde, com-
menting on, the Turkish Liturgy of BobOvins, says, "the sensual pleasures of 
Paradise are reckoned allegorical by the wisest Mahometans, that they may be 
better conceived by human understanding; just as many things are said in the 
Holy Bible, 'after the manner Of men.. For, 'writing to the Morocco embassa.. 
dor, when I mentioned a pleasant garden like that of Paradise,. he answered me 
by a reproof, saying, Paradise was such a place to which nothing, could be 
likened in this world, to wit, which neither eye had seen, nor ear heard, nor 
entered into the heart of men. -A Treatise concerning the Turkish Liturgy,. 
sect.. 5,, note d, p. 111.. 
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These absurdities may be credited by some of the vulgar, althotigh 
the same funeral service is performed over the defunct'of both 
sexes.; but Sir Paul Rycaut was entirely .mistaken, when he attri. 
bated the depravity of the Turkish women to their disbelief in a 
future state. He was also going too far, in describing them as 
destitute of all principles of virtue. Examples of sensualtity are 
no doubt to be found amongst them, and many travellers, who 
perhaps have only been served by the procurers of Pera with Ar. 
anenian females, will be ready to vouch for, and magnify the fact. 
They have, it is true, as great a scope for the indulgence of any 
evil inclination as the beauties of Christendom ; but Lady M. W. 
Montague can not have been serious, when she hints that they 
tire equally licentious. I heard several tales similar to those told 
in books, of assignations formed at the shops of Jewish mer-
chants and jewellers, some of which had terminated tragically. 
An Italian, who kept a trinket shop in Pera, disappeared 
Suddenly, and a body was found in his house entirely stripped, 
which was afterwards discovered to be that of a female of distinc-
ton, who, to gratify her lover, had robbed the' harem of her 
'husband, and had been murdered to prevent detection. The 
same motive has sometimes been 'fatal to the other party. The 
courtesans of the suburbs are chiefly. Greeks, although there are 
some Armenians, arid a few of the lowest class are Mahometans. 
I should doubt whether there is in the character of the Turkish 
women, ignorant as-  they are, more voluptuousness than in the 
piritual females of our own luxurious metropolis. 

* Hist. of the Ottoman Empire, Svo. p. 271, quoted in the above commen• 
tau. 
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It is roundly asserted by Busbek, Sandys!, and "other writers, 
that they are tainted with that which the author of the Present 
State of Turkey has overshadowed in the delicacy of his phrase,.  

as an incorrectness of taste, and irregularity of conduct 
The charge "must have been founded on individual instances, but 
these enormities cannot, from any thing I heard, be called cha—
racteristic of the Turkish women. 

The external appearance of the females does not promise any' 
very superior personal beauty. Their form is unwieldy and 
flaccid,' but, their large black eyes surmounted with an arched 
brow on a forehead of dazzling whiteness, would be sufficiently 
attractive, if the appearance of the same features in almost every , 
woman did not lead one to suspect those beauties to be artificial,. 
which is generally the case. The other parts of their faces are of 
a regular make, and of a polished smoothness. Their died nails,: 
and some other personal peculiarities, are no more agreeable to, 
all European taste than their custom of'srnoking. Nothing can: 
be more dissimilar than the appearance of a Turkish lady at home 
and abroad. Her envelopement is, thrown off within doors, and, 
as Sandys says7t, her under are then her upper garments, which,, 
although covered with gold and other heavy Ornaments, are cep, 
tainly not contrived for the concealment of her charms. 

Travellers are at this day tinder disadvantages not experienced 
in former times, if, as Mr. Tournefort asserts, the interior of 
female baths was once open to the inspection of the. curious 
These retreats are at present absolutely inaccessible ; nor does it. 

4  t pistol. 	A Relation, of a Journey, p.. 69, lib'. 1. 
t P. 355, edit. 4to. 
I Relation of it Journey, lib. i. p. 69••  

Voyage du Levant, lettre 
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now happen that the women take, as it is reported they formerly 
any interest in.the.conVersion of unbelievers. 

The purchase of females was at one time permitted to the 
Christians: 'at present, none but Mahometans are allowed that 
privilege, or can even be present at the inspection of the slaves. 
Aurat-Bazar, the former female slave-market, was burnt down in 
the last rebellion. The Imperial Odalisques, belonging to the 

' 'Sultan's harem, are for the most part presents ,from the Pashas, 
procured from the merchants who trade in Circassia and Georgia. 
They are the attendants of the Khaduns, or favourites of the Sul-
tan,, the household of each of whom is composed of I50 or 200 
of these beauties. This is a more probable relation than that the 
whole of the Odalisques live and sleep in two large dormitories, 
'as is commonly reported. It is amongst the secrets of the mys-
terious interior of. the seraglio (the' devlet jureck, words never 
pronounced without respect by the Turks), which, in spite of all 
research, are even yet preserved, that the number of the Kha-
&Ins is not precisely known : the last account of the harem limits 
them to seven-I-. This calculation, one way or the other, must 
be much over-rated, as it would furnish the Sultan with between 
.thirteen and fourteen hundred concubines : Sultan Achmet the 
First is said, in the Continuation. of Knolles, to have retained 
three thousand; but Sandys, who was at his court, makes the 
number five hundred .t. It is reported, that the Odalisques of the 
present Grand Signior do not amount to more than three hun- 

* Paroles Remarquables des Orientaux, par M. Galand. 
#, Notice sur la Cour du Grand Seigneur, Paris, 1S09, p. 22. Dr. Dallaway 

says they were six until the time of Abdulhainid, the last Sultan but two, who 
added one.Khadun.--Const. Anc. and Mod. p. 27. 

Relation of a Journey, lib. i. p. 74, 
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tired. Mr. De Tort= seems to think that the annual expence of 
each female's dress does not exceed ten guineas, and concludes 
from that circumstance, that the harem may be supported without 
any vast revenue.—An effectual method of suddenly diminishing 
this establishment was adopted by the late Grand Vizier Bairac-
tar, who drowned more than a hundred Odalisques of Sultan 
Mustapha's harem, instead of removing them, as is usually the 
custom, to Eski Saral, the Old Seraglio. 

The idle tales relative to the amatory ceremonies of the Impe.: 
rial harem require no farther contradiction than they have before . 
met with from well-informed writers. It appears that the Sul 
tan's selections are made during his visits to the Khaduns, or: 
sometimes the Valide, and that his choice is notified by the Ke- 
yayah-Khadun, or Intendant of the harem. The story of throw- _ 
ing the handkerchief, which was so established a fad, that it was 
introduced with no little success upon the English stage t, and 
became proverbial, is not so entire a fiction as has been lately 
imagined, but originates in the oriental practice of accompanying 
a visit with a gift, and generally of Thawls worked in gold or silver., 
The Keyayah, on delivering the notice, presents -the Odalisque 
with a piece of muslin, containing usually some night garments • 
and embroidered handkerchiefs. 

Every epithet of commiseration has been attached to the ladies 
of the harem ; but as no writer was ever able to speak from per- 

* Vol. i. p. 131. 
f His Majesty withdrew with the fair one to the interior; ." which," said a 

writer in a periodical paper of the day, gf might be a subject of great content to .  
the parties, although we that staid without, made, methoughtl  but a ridiculoui 
figure." 

5 R 
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sonal experience, the pity may be gratuitously and unseasonably 
bestoWed upon persons who are not, perhaps, at all sensible that 
they can be the objects of any other feeling than envy and admi-
ration. It was saying more perhaps than was intended, when 
Mr. Tournefort allowed them to be, of all the slaves in the world,, 
the least miserable 	Educated from a tender age within the 
precincts of the Seraglio, and feeling not a, wish for that liberty 
which no female in the empire enjoys, they partake of all the 
amusements, and are educated in all the accomplishments of their 
sex; and the hopes of each, are constantly cherished by the chance 
of her being the favourite of her Imperial master, and perhaps. 
the mother of an Ottoman sovereign. 

The Valide, or Sultan-mother, has revenues. and a separate 
establishment: her influence has in some reigns been Considerable 
enough toebe highly prejudicial to the interests of the empire 
such was the mother of folustapha the First. 

In the first alliance of England and the Porte, there was an, 
interchange of presents and letters between Queen Elizabeth and. 
the Empress—Wife, as she was. styled, of Amurath the Third t,, 
who possessed the importance always attached to the mother of the 
heir apparent, and indeed to. any Hasseki, or mother of -a royal son;  
and continued to enjoy her dignity and power as Valide, in the reign, 
of Mahomet the Third. The Queens 'of the harem have been. 
charged with the commission of every disgraceful violence; and the 
ferocious ambition of one female,, whose character has been ren-
dered notorious b1-  the pen which, has represented it in the most, 

* Voyage du Levant, lettre xiii. vol. ii. p. 20, edit. Paris, 1717i, 
+ See Hakluyt, The English Voyages, &e. vol. ii, p. 511, edit. 1593. 
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agreeable traits, has communicated itself to the whole succession of 
female Sultans. But Roxalana and the mother of Mustapha are 
not to cast a shade over all the Ottoman Princesses, any more 
than Catharine of Medicis is to be given as a fair specimen of a 
French Queen*. The powerful fethales of the harem have been 
allowed to possess in a superior degree a virtue which is of itself 
the characteristic of a noble and ingenuous mind—their early be-
nefactors they never forget ; and the 'rise of several great men of 
the Turkish empire has originated from the gratitude of a favou-
rite, who did not fail to bear in mind the author of her introduc-
tion to the Seraglio. The Valide, in the time of the late Selim, 
was presented to Sultan Mustapha his father at the age of nine, 
by Veli Effendi the Mufti ; and when, in the reign of her son she 
was all-powerful, she loaded with wealth Veli Vade, the child of 
her first master, and advanced him to the highest honours of the 
Law. 

I will now conclude this notice of the Imperial harem, which, 
es Tournefort says of his account of Gallipoli, is all I can tell of 
it without having been there, with mentioning, that I made no 
effort to get a sight of its inmates, brig persuaded of the total 
impracticability of such an attempt. It has not been at all times 
impossible to penetrate into the gardens of the Seraglio, by 

* The cruel Queen of Solyman, who caused him to murder his gallant son 
Mustapha, and the infant son of that Prince, cannot be recognised, in the gay 
French mistress. The Roxalana of Busbek (see Busbeq. epist. i. p. 29, usq. 
ad. 27; epist. iii. p. 121, edit. Oxon. 1660) and Cantemir is not the Roxalana 
of Marmontel; but the author of Moral Tales has recorded the manner in which 
she rose to power (and he founded his story on a fact), rather than the use 
which she afterwards made of her authority over the Sultan. 

5 n,'2 
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the assistance .of h. fOreigner .employed: in.. their superintendance 
but the. time chcisen. for that.enterpriSe must be when the 
duns and the Qdaliscptes have.been removed to their summer p4!1 , 

.laces : . even' the adventurous: Potiqueville beheld only an. empty 
dormitory. When any of 'the_ ladies.walk,. in' the 'gardens •with 
the Siiitan; 'or:rn.Ov'e from the different dwellings • of .the..Serpglio„ 
the thick Eunuchs precede thent;. and at the redoubtable. cry.. ;f 

:any gardeners Who 'may be within the walls, abandon.;  
their work, and fly to the gates even the _White Eunuchs ates. 
excluded: A ,lditerei'w6uld , be at once cut to pieces, by the sabre 
of the. tlacks, 	Qui,-estcetquzivaudroit •moultir, pour un 

• cniit ii m'al employe,' r 
• 

Tournefort, Voyage du Tievaat) Iettre;aiii% 201  edit. P.ariak17,17., 
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The Valley of Sweet Waters—The Plain of the Barbysses—The 
Woods and Village of Belgrade—Road to,BU yuk-dere—The 
Thracian Banks of the Bosporus—The Town and Meadow, 
of Buyuk-dere--The European,.Side of the Canal.  to Fanaraki 
—The Cyanean Isles, and Ancient Altar—The Asiatic Shores 
of the, Bosporus—The New Castles—The Ilieron—Giant's 
Mountain — The Shore. to Selitari—Bourgaloue— Fanar-
,Baktchessi—Kaddi-Keui on the Site of Chakedon-,--Kis, 
Kalesi, or- Leander's. Tower. 

STRANGERS at Pera are usually taken to see a 
certain number of spots in the vicinity_ of Constantinople ; the 
chief of which are the valley of Sweet. Waters, the villages - of 
Belgrade and Buyuk-dere, the mouth of the Bosporus, the Gianes 
tomb; the mountain of. Bourgaloue above Scutari,, and the garden 
of Fanar-Baktchessi. At the head of the port is a large flat of 
low land, having very much the appearance of_ the meadows near 
the harbour of Portsmouth, which seems to have been created 
by the perpetual alluvions of the river. Lycus, formed by the 
united streams of the ancient Cydaris and Barbysses. There are 
some paper-pills near the head of the port, which-have given the 
spot the name of Kiat-Hana, or in Greek, Kartaricos. A mile 
and .a half. beyond. the mills, the ground rises ow each side, ancl 
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encloses a flat valley adorned with the Oeastre-grounds and kiosk. 
'of Sultan Achmet the Third, which were constructed by a French-
man on the plan of the gardens at Versailles and Fontainebleau. 

_ The river is there converted into a straight canal, running between 
avenues of tall trees. At the kiosk the stream runs over two 
flights of marble steps. Near the cascade is a grove of tall trees, 
which is the resort of parties from Pera and Constantinople. I 
have seen a circle of French gentlemen, with a cloth before them 
covered with bottles and glasses and cold provisions, much after 
the manner of our jaunting citizens, amusing themselves with a 
Jew conjuror, and bursting into loud fits of laughter; whilst the 
groupes of Turks, also spectators, and some of them` in two little 
lattice-work boxes, built as namasgahs, or places of prayer, con-
templated the scene with countenances of invincible gravity, 
forming a strong contrast with the obstreperous mirth of the noisy 
foreigners. Strings of females promenading between the avenues, 
sets of dancing Greeks, horses superbly caparisoned, add to the 
beauty and singularity of the spectacle.which is to be seen on any 
fine day in the.  valley of Sweet Waters. • At the kiosk of Kiat. 

- liana there is a line of field-pieces pointed up the valley, not in-
tended for defence, but for the practice of the Topges. The 
kiosk was the favourite summer palace of Sultan Selim : it is a 
gaudy building, not very large, of lath and plaster ; and not 
having been inhabited by the court for some time, is now ne-
glected and in decay. 

A mile and a half above Kiat-Rana there is a small village, 
which is at the mouth of the valley of Sweet Waters, and sepa-
rates it from another long plain, enclosed on each side by a chain 
of hills. It may be about six miles in extent : the Barbysses 
runs through its whole length. The plain is the pasturage of the 
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Sultan's horses, which are turned out on the 25d of April; when 
the Grand Master of the Horse (Buyuk-EmbrokhOr), and his 
Deputy (Kutchuk EmbrOkhor), assisted by all the Squires of the 
Stable (Salahor), and attended by the chief officers of state, lead 
the horses from the royal stables at the gate called AhouF Ca-
poussi, in procession through the streets of Constantinople,  to 
the valley of. Sweet Waters ; the Sultan himself inspecting the 
ceremony from the pavilion of Alay Kiosch, near the great gate 
of the Seraglio. During the season of their feeding, they are 
watched by parties of Bulgars, or Bulgarians, who live in black 
tents pitched on the spot, and render it .dangerous to pass the 
valley alone, or after the night-fall, as they make no scruple of 
demanding alms in too imposing a manner to be refused, and 
sometimes fire upon, travellers, under pretence of attention to their 
charge. A gentleman of the English embassy, attended by a Ja-
nissary, was one evening, "on. refusing to stop, saluted by several 
shots, and 'only saved himself from running the gauntlet down 
the valley, by galloping up. one of the steep hills on the side of 
the meadows.—It is not surprising that the royal horses should 
be treated with such respectful attention, since the Imperial stir-
rup is still addressed by petitioners, as in the times when. the city 
of . the Sultan was a camp, his palace a tent, and his throne a 
saddle. The Rilciab-Agaleri, or officers composing the board of 
state which .goes by the name of the Stirrup, are the Bostandge-
Bashe, the two EmbrOkhors, and the Intendant of the palace-
porters, Capidge Kehayassi 4'. 

* Mr. Eton asserted (Survey of Turkish Empire, p. 27) the preservation of 
this ancient form, Mr. Thornton, "after searching with some care," (chap. 
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The country beyond the valley, as well as on- each side, is an 
expanse, of open downs, which, generally speaking, is the charac'' 
ter .  of all the immediate vicinity of Constantinople towards the 
interior of Thrace. The forests of Belgrade commence about 
ten miles . from Pera, extending in length from the village of 
Bovrgas towards the shores of the Black Sea, not less than twelve 
miles; and ranging along the coast at.  intervals for at least a hun-
dred miles. A rich vein of coal, which has not yet been worked, 
has been discovered in .the woods near the sea-shore. 

At Bourgas is a portion of the aqueduct built originally by 
r.rheodosius, or Valens and Valentinian ; destroyed by the Avars 
in the reign of Heraclius ; repaired by Constantine Iconoma-
thus ; and totally reconstructed by Solyman the Magnificere. 
Pococke has, given a very minute account of this structuret. The 
most ancient part of it, as to its appearance and materials, which 
are alternate layers of brick and stone, is that within the walls; 
the largest, that at Bourgas, which is a stupendous structure, four 
hundred and forty feet long and one 'hundred and seven feet high. 
The, aqueduct at Pontcysyllty may very safely be compared to 
either of these works.—Bourgas is between four and five miles 
from Belgrade. The road passes through a forest on a gravel-
walk, by a stream dammed up by high massive walls, and near 
Belgrade skirts two large reservoirs. The largest of these is railed 

p: 97) could hear 'nothing of the stirrup, which does however exist, since a 
&man of Selim's to Baron flubschs, Danish minister at the Porte, relative to 
some French prisoners, was dated from the Rikiab-Agaleri. 	. 

Chevalier, Voyage de la Propontide, &c. vol.i. p. 109. 
Observations on Thrace, pp. 136, 137. 
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off; and as the wood grows down to the water's edge, and is in-
tersected by many paths and • green rides, looks like a lake in a 
cultivated park, and has indeed much the appearance of the 'piece 
of water at. Bowood Park, in the county of Wilts. The village 
of Belgrade itself is ,embosomed in the depth of the forest, a little 
above a .strearnlet (the ancient Hydraulis) which falls into the re-
servoirs, and supplies the whole capital with water. On a green 
knoll is the country-house of Mr. Pisani, the chief dragoman, 
which was built by Sir Robert Ainslie, on the site, as some assert, 
of the mansion which the residence of Lady' M. W. Montague 
has rendered an object of curiosity to every traveller. Another 
site is also pointed out, but the first place has the advantage of 
being more beautifully situated than any other in the village, -  and 
it alone - commands•a view of the first lake through a vista of the 
neighbouring groves, which so conceal the termination of the re-.  

•servoir, as to give the. water the appearance .of a broad river 
winding through the woods. 

Some -of the foreign ambassadors retire to this village during • 
spring and autumn. The French Minister gave a sort of fete-
champetre whilst we were there, and _several large tents were 
pitched on a green near the rivulet, for the accommodation of the 
party during their repasts, and to enclose a space which was each 
evening allotted to the dancers. The carousal lasted four days. 

The repose of Belgrade is completely interrupted by the loud 
merriment of ,the Greeks, who often retire thither from the eye 
of superiority, and celebrate their marriages and church-feasts 
with discordant music and songs. Night after night is kept awake 
by the pipes, tabors, and fiddles, of their moonlight dances ; and 
the fountains, resorted to by the nymphs which charmed Lady 

5 5  
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M: W. Montague*, do .not adulterate the beverage of the youths 
who assist at these continued Saturnalia. 

The 'route frdm Belgrade to Buyuk-dere is through the woods, 
but after an hour's ride you burst suddenly upon the view of the 
BOsp6rus-, and the mountains of Asia. At this spot an aqueduct, 
built in the beginning 'of the last century for the supply of Pera 
and. Galata, and The villages :Oil the Thracian side of the -canal, 
crdgses a 'narrow dell, -and the -road passes -under one of the stu-
pendous 'arches into a valley between sloping woods, which ex, 
pands at last into a large meadow, or rather 'green plain, stretelr-
ing-doWn to the shore of -a deep bay 'or inlet Of the Bosporus, 
'called fennel-1y Bathykolpos, and still preserving its name in the 
`Turkish appellation of Buyuk-dere. 

It was numbered amongst the ancient glories of the Bosporus, 
that it 'banks were 'adorned with continued edifices ; .and the ear-
tieet of Modern 'travellers remarked, that, after the 'desolation of 
many ages, they had risen again under the empire of the Turks, 

`find ;coVered - the shore for ten miles; from Metopon, the point of 
'Galata, to the promontory Estias -i'. The same 'peculiarity is still 
'.--obServable on :the Thracian border Of -the 'strait ; and 'from To-
yrbana there s a sticcessidn of villages, or rather a street of wooden 
lion'seS,. 'sk:rang the water's edge, the intervals between which. are 
occupied Ivith 'royal -palaces and their surrounding -domains, The,. 
'tanks are-Very Where high, and their declivities above the -dwell- 

* Letter xxxvi. 
t . " collucebat (Aim ab initio Bospori ad finem aedificiis cantin.uis, qua: 

longis bellis eversa iterum excitantur, &c. &c."—Pet. Gyllii, PrxfaL. 
tandurilitperium Orientate. 'Pars tertia, p. 255, edit. Paris, 1711. 
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ifigs are covered with wood, interspersed with vineyards and hang-
ing gardens. 

To the artillery barrack succeeds, the village of Fondoulde, 
commenced by Hussein Aga, in the reign of Mahomet therourth, 
on the site of the place called Argyropolis, by Atticus, an Arch-
bishop*. Beyond are the gardens and the pier of Dolma-Baktche, 
or, the Kiosk of Melons. Many of the seral, and summer4mseh 
have received these significant, or rather fantastic, names; one 
is. the Pearl Pavilion ; another the star Palace; a, third the Man-
sion of Looking-glasses. 

The Imperial palace beyond Doltna,Baktche, at the following 
village of Beshik-Task, was built fOr 13ey,Khan, the sister of 
Sultan Kul, and is also p„ favourite retreat of the present Grand. 
Signior. Mr, Melling, who was employeii in fitting  up the 4497  
nor of the mansion, gave no favourable report of it to his friend. 
Dr. Pouquevillet ; nor is, there any magnificence • in the ex.!  
tenor appearance - of the building. The white pannel§ and. cp, 
loured pents, with gilded lattices, are, however, of a, character 
more suitable to every surrounding object than-  the' domes and 
colonnades which an European, taste might have substituted 
for the present seral of I3esbik-Tash, At this village is show4 
the tomb of Bek-tash, the Saint who blessed the infant corps 
cif Janissaries, by holding over them his mantle; a type of 
which depends from the caps of those soldiers. Dr. Pallaway, • 
however, calls this square piece of felt an gyptian ornament, 

* Socrat. Ecclesiast. mist. Melet. Geog. Opomms v. 437.. 
+ Voyage au Constantinople, p. 207. He calls it 44  mpsquin et mediocre;" 

but the author of Consta0nople Ancient and Modern, describes it in very dif.' 
ferent terms. P. 139, 

5s 2 
	 • 
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The tomb of Chairatbene-Pasha, the famous Barbarossa, is also. 
found on the same spot. 

Next to Beshik-Tash is the village of Orta-Keui, and beyond 
Tefterdar-BOrnou, the succeeding point, that of Kourou-Tchesme, 
where there is a string of large wooden houses, painted in dark 
colours, belonging to the Greek princes, and ecclesiastics of the 
Fanal, and also to the richest of the Armenians and Jews. 

Arnaut-Keui, the Albanian village, is next to Kourou-Tchesme, 
and a large palace of the Sultan's succeeds, near Effendi-Bornou, 
where the stream of the Bosporus, called in this part the Devil's 
Current (Cheitan Akindissi), runs with the violence of a mill-race; 
and the boatmen, who are before assisted by a counter current, 
formed by the fresh water of the port, are obliged to tow the 
wherries for nearly a quarter of a mile. The depth of. the water. 
near the shore is in most parts so considerable, that the Turkish 
line-of-battle ships sometimes touch the wooden wharfs, and bear 
away their yards against the houses at the edge of the canal. 

The succeeding point, Kislar-Bornou, is conspicuous by the 
-old castle built on the site of some fortresses of , the Greek Em-
perors, by. Mahomet the Second, which, together with a fortress 
on the opposite shore, points out the exact part of the channel 
where the Persians, Goths, Latins, and Turks, successively passed 
the Bosporus. There are no houses near the fortress, which i. 
in the midst of a thick grove, rising to a considerable height 
on the steep declivities of the impending bill. It is at this spot 
that the Bosporus appears like a majestic river, winding between 
banks as high and woody as those of the Wye, and not less lively 
and cultivated than the borders of the Thames.-1 have seen, 
says Gyllius, the banks of the Peneus; and the shady dell between 
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the Thessalian hills of Olympus and Ossa : I have seen also the' 
green and fruitful borders of those streams which flow through. 
the rugged mountains of the Median Tempes: " but I have beheld' 
nothing more lovely than the vale through which the Bosporus 
rolls its waters, adorned on either side by softly-swelling hills and-
gently-sinking dales, clothed with woods, vineyards, and gardens,. 
and rich with a gay variety of. shrubs; flowers, herbs, and fruit-. 
trees."  

Nearly opposite to Mahomet's Tower, in the midst of a green 
meadow watered by.two rivulets, and shaded with clumps of trees' 
which give it the appearance of a park, stands a large country,. 
seat, the property of the Grand Signior, but inhabited by the 
Bostandge-Bashe, with a centre and wings like an European 
mansion-house. The inspection of the canal;  as the straits are. 
called, is entrusted to this state officer ; and he may not unfre-
quently be seen, in the dusk of the. evening, in his eight-oared, 
barge, skirting the villages on thebanks. At this time the rayahs 
are careful to extinguish every light, and suspend the sound of 
music and dancing, which is often heard in passing under their. 
gloomy-looking dwellings. 

The towers of the castles have a mean appearance, as they 
are covered . with conical roofs. At the bottom- of Mahomet'S 
Tower the boatmen point out to strangers the low-  doorways of 
dungeons, from which they say no one was ever known to return. 
They were, indeed, for some time the prisons' of Christian cap-
tives of rank'-. But the Towers of Oblivion (such was their name 

* Przfat. ibid. 
1- Turribus ejus utuntur pro carceribus ad tuendos principes viros Chris- 

tianos in hello captos.—Pet. Gyllii de Boss. Thrac. lib. ii. cap. 13.- 
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in the time of the' Greek Emperors) are now no longer a place 
of confinement for the condemned, nor for 'prisoners of war. 
The opposite castle of Anadolil  or Bogaz-Hissar, where the 
battery is more formidable than of Roumeli, or Eski-Hissar, is 
on a flat under the hills projecting into the strait, the breadth 
of N.VhiCh in this place is about half a mile. This spot, perhaps 
seven miles up the, strait, is sakt by most authors to be midway 
of 7the Bosporus, and according to the ancient dimensions of 
the canal, may have been in that position ; but it is commonly 
called at Constantinople by the boatmen, as far from Tophana 
as from Buyuk-dere, which corresponds with all the modern 
maps, and gives the whole canal, from the mouth at Fanaraki to 
the point of Scutari, a length of twenty or twenty-one miles. 

Tournefort's computation of sixteen miles and a half seems 
under-rated".  

Beyond the castle, and the point Kislar-Bornou, there is an 
inlet of shoal-water, called Balta-Liman, in which we saw 
many small trading vessels belonging to Frank merchants, stop-
ped in their progress towards the Black Sea by an order of 
the Porte. A little river runs, under a wooden bridge into the 
bay. From Balta-Liman, to a bay, Stenia, there are no houses, 
but the remains of ancient foundations are to be seen near the 
water side. Yeni-Keui is a village a little beyond ; and from 
this point the canal takes a sweep towards the north, after a mile 
of rocky shore. The long village of Terapia, where is the French 
minister's summer palace, ranges close along the edge of the 
canal. From a short distance beyond Terapia, boats going to 

* Letter xv. p. 119, vol. ii. 
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Bu3ruk-dere cross the deep bay.; and 'opposite to a 1)oint,'"Ieret4 
Bournou," you have the first view of the 'opening (*alto the BlaCk 
Sea*'. 	 . 

Buyuk-dere !contains the ,cOnntty :houses :Of the Pranks of Pera, 
and the Russian, Danish, Swedish, Austrian, and 'other minis-
ters. *The -facades .of these mansions ate most of them in the Eu,  
topean taste, And range 'aking an extensive strand a smile *nit 
a half long, in front Of the sea, which is the evening promenade 
of the inhabitants and visitors. Behind them 'are large gardens, 
with groves of plane, lime, =and 'walnut trees, -overShadowing 
parterres of flowers land valuable plants. The ViendoW 'dr 'plain, 

* Mr. Le Ghevalier(Voyage de la Propontide,:&c. vol. aiv gyp. '50,-,-64) has • 
taken considerable pains in arranging the comparative tOpography, of the -Bos-
porus, which may save the reference to Gyllius, and even to the learned detail 
Contained in Mr. Tournefort's fifteenth letter (vol. ii. p. 118, et seq.), although 
he does not 	agree with 'either of those 'auihorities. According to hls 
notice, Toridoukle 	neat the YEanteum, Where.the Megarenses adored Ajtexl; 
Beshik-Tash, the 'site qf tthe •stOne Thermasti s ; Tefterdar-Bornott, the Tra-
montory elidion; Effendi-Bornou, Esiias; Kislar-Bornou, Hermeum, near 
'the 'Woman's Port ; -Balta-Liman, the gulf,e :Phydalia ; the bay of Stenia, 

eosthenib's; the bay df Terapia, Pharmitcias ; Xeres-'Bornou, ihe site of 
Petra Dioaia, or-the atuit 'Stone, which 'resisted the robbery of 'one 'of •two 
sailors who deposited their treasure -there, with 'an 'oath not to invade it ,ekcert 
by common consent (a -story which Le Chevalier says is-still in The -mouth df 
the fishers of the Bosporus).. It cannot but be remarked, that the 'modern have 
'occasionally a reference to the ancient names, some of whiCh are translated into 
Turkish, others 'into modern ''Greek, others -only half tranglated, and othets 
again not translated, brit only haVin4 -a:relation tO•the old title. Thus, Buyalo--
dere, is Bathy-Kolpos; Terapia, Pharmacias ; Kislar Bornou, the Woman's 
Vert ; 'and Balsa-Lillian, 'the :Port of 'the Hatchet,. -libich -seems 'to. be so called 
from being 'thought the scene of 'a 'Vietory gained by 'the ancient 'heroine Illy. 
dalia. 
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the Kalos-Agros of the Byzantineg, before mentioned,' at the bot-
tom of the bay, is mown into a smooth plain, and is also a favou-
rite resort of parties from the village, who take coffee and sher-
bets under the shade of a large plane, 'or rather a clump of ele-
ven trees growing from one root, commemorated in the Gar-
dens of Delille. On every side this fine valley is embanked by 
high and waving acclivities, covered with verdure ; and on the 
,west and north inclosed with the woods of Belgrade, running like 
a park plantation along the verge of the hills. 

There is at' Buyuk-dere, upon the water's edge, an hotel kept 
by an Englishman, one Marriot, in which a stranger may find 
very comfortable lodgings and good fare. 

On our first visit to this village, we went in the ambassador's 
barge to the mouth of the straits. Keeping on the Thracian side, 
we passed first a headland, and then a small bay, into which 
runs a rivers. At another time I rambled over the hills above 
the river, where it is joined by another small stream, and 
found them a continued vineyard. The strait at this part con-
tracts, and there is a battery on the European shore, at the foot 
of the hill anciently called Amilton by Dionysius of Byzantium+, 
erected by the French engineer Mounier in 1795, and containing 
twenty-five pieces of heavy ordnance. It is called. Teli-Talian. 

'Three quarters of a mile beyond we passed Roumeli-Kavak, the 
castle of Roumelia, on the banks of the small river Chrysorrboas, 
where there is a battery, raised partly by Mr. Toussaint in 1783, 
and by Mounier in 1794. Above are some ruins of a castle built 

* 4* Promontorium nuncupatum Shrum preetergressos excipit Scletrinas 
sinus."—Dionys. Byzant. ap. Pet. Gyll. de Bosporo)  lib. ii. cap. 19. 

t Ibid. cap. 20. 
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by the Genoese, on the site of the Temple of Serapis, called by 
Strabo the Temple of the Byzantines. On the hill above the 
Chrysorrhoas, which commands a view of the Euxine and of the 
Propontis, of the Bosporus and of Constantinople, was placed 
the ancient light-house, to direct the vessels to the mouth of the 
straits 4. As we advanced we perceived that the hills on each 
side became more high and rugged, terminating on the Thracian 
shore in dark rocky precipicesf  having no appearance of that 
culture and animated beauty which adorn the borders of the canal 
below Buyuk-dere. Mr. Tournefort remarked .a suite of frightful 
caverns on this shore, the habitations of the pitiless Thracians, in 
passing which the ear was often saluted with echoes as loud as 
the discharge of artillery. The whole coast has been described 
with inimitable accuracy by Gyllius, to whom,. for every classical 
information, the traveller should not omit to refer: We rowed-
by a battery of twelve pieces of cannon, constructed by Mou-
nier and another French engineer, and also by-the bay of Buyuk-
Liman, and passing afterwards near the fortress of Karipthe, built 
by De Tott in 1773, containing twenty-three guns, arrived at - 
Fanaraki, or Roumeli-Fener; the European light-house, wherh 
there is also a battery and a village. We had been two hours on 
our passage from Buyuk-dere. 

We rowed out to, and landed upon the Cyanean rocks, which 
are under the hills of Fanaraki. These rocks, rising in five 
pointed crags; bear a , strong resemblance to the wood-cut in 
Sandys' Travels, although the Augustan column, commonly called 
Pompey's Pillar, is not as there represented, but shows only the 

* Dionys. Byzant. ap. Pet. Gyll. de Bosporo, lib. ii. cap. 21. 
5T 
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original base, a fragment of white marble a little more than five 
feet high, and nine feet and a half in circumference. A festoon 
of laurel leaves, with the head either of an heifer or a ram, is 
still discernible round the marble ; but the faint traces of the in-
scription are defaced by the names of travellers. On the upper , 
surface are oblong grooves, the holes, most probably, by which 
the iron and leaden clamps united the shaft to the pedestal of the 
column. Mr. Tournefort talks of it as if he had seen it in its 
original state, with the Corinthian capital represented in Sandys, 
and about twelve feet high ; and mentions it as a decided point,. 
that the base and the shaft could not have been designed for each 
other This had been said by Gyllius -f- and by Sir G. liThelerT;: 
and Dr. Smith, who saw it before the last traveller, described 
the height of the pillar to be about eighteen feet, and the dia- 
meter three 	The present base may, as Gyllius conjectures, 
have been the altar which Dionysius of Byzantium says was 
erected by the Romans on the Cyanean socks, and dedicated to 
Apollo, and it may also have been intended as a landmark, in the 
same manner as the statue of Apollo on the rock at the port of 
rrasiw, or Raphti in Attica II. 

Supposing the shaft and base to be of different materials, yet 
the whole of the column was, it is probable, put in the present 
position of the fragment by the person who superadc4d the pharos, 

* cg Quand on examine avec soin cette bize et le fust, on convient que les, 
deux pieces n'ont jamais ete faites l'une pout l'autre."—Lettre ay. p.151, vol. ii, 

1- De Bosporo, lib. ii. cap. Z. 
t A Voyage, &c. book ii. p. 07. 

A Collection of Curious Voyages, &c. tome ii. cap. 5, p.. 45. 
II See p. 424, of this volume. 
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and dedicated it to Augustus, since the original place of the altar 
was visible when Gyllius travelled. The column was .standing in 
17301f, and when it fell or was taken down, I have not been 
able to learn. It is remarkable enough, that two conspicuous 
objects at each extremity of the Bosporus, namely, this co-
lumn, and the fort in the islet opposite to Scutari, should have 
received such inapplicable titles as Pompey's Pillar, and Lean-
der's Tower. 

We did not pass over to the Cyanean rocks of Asia, but rowed 
round the promontory of Fanaraki, the ancient Panium, that we 
might say we had been fairly in the Euxine. The land recedes 
much more suddenly than on the Asiatic side, so that to those 
beating along the Thracian shore, the entrance to the straits is 
abrupt, and has a fantastic appearance, like the mouth of some 
mighty sea-monster; the white castles on the dark-coloured hills 
having the resemblance of teeth. 

The rugged rocks on each' side of this strait, appear at this day 
as if fresh from the irruption of the waters which tore a passage 
into the lake of the Granicus and Rhyndacus, and creating new 

* Lord Sandwich's Voyage round the Mediterranean, p. 136. It is worth 
while to remark that Meletius, writing about the time of Tournefort, seems to 
say that the pillar had fallen into the sea, unless he alludes to the • position in 
the midst of the waters. "N 	;.; 	x _ _ _ An T..; _ _ Pg11 	nano-(0Y Tx OVOta dYwp&Wan , 
xv.iX215  irrypa94 'ix0116,2 ACCNY/X'4, OHTCCuiceva, ;Tic TOGZI,  IT E 	 777i' aCG4'. 

\ (2 Cr GM XEZTai. d1.11'; V; XaYTOCS MOGI o X.vaviat IN,Twrihr—Opoixn, p. 438 ; 
which appears to bear this literal translation : " the Phanar of Roumelia, 

near which was erected (the word in vulgar Greek signifies restored) the pillar, 

bearing the Latin inscription, of Octavius, which now fallen down, is in the 

midst of the seas, where are also the Cyaneans islands."  

5 T 2 
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channels and seas, gave another surface to a vast portion of the 
western hemisphere 

We tasted the waters of the Euxine, and it was not to esta, 
blish any theory, but merely from a persuasion of the fact, that 
we all pronounced them to be scarcely brackish. The cornparaT 

The natives of Samothrace preserved• in the age of Diodorus, a tradition 
of the times, when their ancestors trembled at the flood rushing from the Pro-, 
pontis through the broken channel of the Hellespont.—Hist. lib. 5, p. 322. 
Tournefort, Letter xv. p. 125, vol. ii. See also the first book of Strabo, 
pp. 49, 5Q, &c. and Casaubon's Comment. p. 32. Aristotle arguing upon these 
supposed facts, thought, that at certain intervals the sea necessarily changed 
its, position ; and Pliny mentions that the passages now called straits were ford-
bly. made, " invitis terris."—Prfat. Hist._lib. vi. Naturalists have been con-
vinced that the plains between the Caspian and the Baltic were once an expanse 
of water; but that any earthquake would effect such a mighty revolution, may 
not be so decidedly believed, notwithstanding the vestiges of great volcanic ex-
plosions still observable by travellers. External violence on the body of this 
planet, may cause that partial alteration of its position, which would drive the 
waters towards a new equator, and produce those changes on the face of the 
earth, which have dried the sea, and deluged the land. But the perpetual 
influx of rivers, which was supposed by the ancient naturalists to have 
caused the irruption of the Euxine, will not, according to modern theories, ac-
count for such a phenomenon. The Mediterranean loses by vapour 20,300,000 
tons a day, which is very nearly three times as much as is supplied in 
twelve hours by all the fresbes, reckoning those of the Euxine, amongst them, 
which fall into that sea. Those who believe with Dr. Halley, that there is 

an equilibre of receipt and expense in the whole sea,'' will doubt, perhaps, 
;whether the formation. of straits is to be, ascribed to any such event as that 
alluded to above, nor, will they be alarmed lest the prophecy which Polybius 
records in his fourth book, should be fulfilled, and the Euxine become one vast 
expanse of marsh, and mud. See An Estimate of the Quantity of Vapours 
raised out of the Sea, 4-c. Presented to the Royal Society by Mr. E. Hat" 
ley, F. R. S. 
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five sweetness of this sea, which was remarked by the ancients 4̀ , 
but was confined by Ovid f  to the surface of the 'water, has 
been indeed established by modern naturalists I. 

On returning to Buyuk-dere we kept nearer to the Asiatic 
shore, and being assisted by the current,, were only an hour on. 
the passage. There is a fort and a light-house on the Bithynian 
side of the entrance, upon the ancient promontory.Ancyrmum 
and from this point to the Fanar of Europe is a little more than 
three miles. From the two Fanars the strait contracts ; and at 
Porias-Liman, a mile and a half lower down, there is a fort' of 
twenty-three guns, erected by De Tott in 1773. The succeed-
ing headland, a mile beyond, now called Fil-Bornou, and formerly 
Cape Coracium, forms, according to. Tournefort, the beginning 
of the narrows, for the width of the passage is there only a mile 
and a quarter. But the Bosporus runs into a retreating bay 
within Fil-Bornou, which having been distinguished by the an-
cients as the Gulf of Pantichiuro, now has the name of Ketchelii• 
Liman, and sweeps round for, nearly three miles to the 'next 
headland, one of the three points of the ancient cape of Bithynia. 
Upon this point stands Kavak-Anadoli, the castle of Asia, nearly 
opposite to Roumeli-Kavak ; and as .the strait is not, more than a 

* Strab. lib. i. p. 
t " II est certain quc les eaux de la mer noire sont beancoup moins salees que 

celles de nos mers."—Voyage du Levant, lettre xv. p. 129. 1717..  
t Copia tot laticum quas atiget adulterat undas. 

Nec patitur vires mquor habere suas_ 
1;nnatat unda freto duleis, leniorque marina est, 

Qum proprium mixto de sale pondus habet. 
See Casaub,Comment. Strab. 
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-mile across, the first modern defences of the canal were erected 
yin this place by Sultan Mahomet the Fourth, to stop the incur-
sions of the Cossaks, Poles, and Russians. 

A battery of thirty-seven pieces of cannon, and twenty mor-
tars, constructed by M. Toussaint in 1783, and by Mons. Moil-
vier in 1794, has now given the name of the New, to what was 
formerly called the Old Castle. The spot being considered the 
entrance of'the Bosporus, was chosen by the Byzautines for the 
site of a strong-hold ; and on the slope of the bill, 'above the new 
battery, there are considerable remains of a castle and wall, which 
appear to be minutely described by the topographers of the Bos-
porus, as the fortress and circular wall, ruined by the Gauls, but 
rebuilt by the Greek Emperors, and, as is generally supposed, 
put into a state of defence by the Genoese. 

A village near the battery, called Ioro, or Yoro, has been men-
tioned by every traveller as pointing out the site of the temple 
and port of Ilieron, and consequently deciding the spot on or 
near which Darius took his survey of the Euxine. Gyllius found 
the village on the European cape called Ieros-Romeliasl', and 
Meletius says that the Turks call the castle Ieros-Kalessit. 
did not hear of such a name ; but I find by my journal, which 
was not written under the impression of the spot being an object 
of so much controversy as by the detail in Gyllius it appears to 
bet, that the best view of the embouchure of the Bosporus, and 
of the expanding sea, is' to be procured not on the hill commonly 

* De Bosporo, lib. iii. cap. 20. 
+ TO is, 75 'Aycwroxii xfaEi"-roci 1;70 TCZIO T4upon• tIepOs KaAtql. ITONT. xai 

WO. p. 446. 
t De Bosporo, lib. iii. cap. 5. 
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called the Giant's Mountain, but on a barren summit above the 
Genoese castle. 

The temple of Jupiter thins was under this castle, and as the 
Hieron, if not the actual temple, as is supposed by the latest 
authority 	was however an adjoining- district, it may, like the 
TEMENOZ, or sacred portion of Hercules at Marathon, have 
included the summit immediately. above the fane, but scarcely 
the neighbouring hills. Tournefort, who, in alluding to the spot 
where Darius was seared, thought the expression of Herodotus,. 
EIII TS,1 `IEP4, upon the Hieron, could be brought to signify 
the port of the Hieron, might have extended the meaning to any 
portion of the sanctuary, .whence the most extensive prospect was-
to be obtained. It is evident, that the preposition upon is not 
to be taken in its most precise sense, or in construing the whole 
passage, we must suppose Ilieron, and 'the seat of Darius, to be 
on one of the Cyanean isles- ; which no modern appearances will 
justify I. 

The headland Magiar-Bornou, fortified by the battery 'called. 
Youcha, with twenty-three guns and twelve mortars, constructed 
by Mounier in 170, is a mile and a half below Anadoli-Kavak,. 
and under the towering Giant's Mountain. From this point, 
which corresponds with the Argyronian cape, the strait recedes, 

* Clarke's Travels, pp. 682, 683, 684, vol. i. 
•1• 'EVaEUTEY i6(364 E.S VEX FirAle 171 704 KUOGYi0G; XOCitEvihivas Tas. :rp‘-rEp?v, 

/ 	 ". 	••••• 	 I/ TrAcerrcic`IEXxvois 9x0-t L kliG4t. 	rdoOlhEYOS OE E7rt TC13 Epc E+.771Eit0 TOY 1101170Y EOrra 

iiEtoagrrov.-1-list. lib. iv. cap. 85, p. 268, vol. iii. edit. Glasg. 
t 44  Sed si templum aliquando in Cyaneis fuisset, quxdam vestigia restarent, 

vel excavatorum fundamentorum, vel excisa via ad ascensum, ubi nulla appar., 
xent," &c.—Pet. Gyll. de Bosp. Three., lib. iii. cap. 
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'opposite to the gulf of Buyuk-dere, forming a bay overlooked by 
abrupt precipices, and terminated by a promontory two miles 
lower down, in face of Terapia. The canal bends inwards to the 
south, and the Sultan's Port, a bay of a mile wide, is closed at 
the other horn by Cape Stridia, or the Cape of Oysters, called by 
the Turks, Selvi-Bornou. 

We sailed towards this bay from Buyuk-dere, and landed at a 
spot which is called the Grand Signior's Scale, having been the 
landing-place leading to a magnificent kiosk now in ruins, but of 
which the gardens still remain, at Sultanie-Baktchesi, near the 
village of Beicos. We mounted some horses at a coffee-house, 
-where there were several ready saddled for visitors, and passed by a 
large paper manufactory at the head of an extensive meadow, or 
smooth-shaven lawn, shaded by rows of tall straight oaks, and 
watered by two clear rivulets, where the ladies of the Imperial 
harem often take boat in the summer, and jaunt up the beautiful 
vallies in -their arabats, to some artificial lakes or large reservoirs, 
where they fish, and amuse themselves with the dancing and music 
of their Odalisques. We wound up the hills towards Anadoli-
Kayak, and had peeps of several woody dells divided by little 
rivulets, opening upon us from below. The most accurate ob. 
server of the Bosporus says, that it receives thirty rivers, and 
that its banks are adorned with more than fifty vallies*. In less 
than an hour we were on the top of the mountain above Magiar-
Bornou, and-repaired to the Tekeh, or Dervishes' chapel, where 
we were shown, in the adjoining garden, a flower-bed more than 
fifty feet long, rimmed round with stone, and having a sepulchral 

* Pet. Gyll. Pmfat. de Bosp. Thrac. 
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turban at each end, which preserves a superstition attached to the 
spot long before the time of the Turks or of the Christian Greeks 
of Byzantium ;. and which, after having been called the tomb of 
Amycus, and the Bed of Hercules, is still the Giant's Grave. 
A century ago the shore near BeicOs was named Amya, which 
suggested to Tournefort, that . the village was on the site of the 
capital of the son of Neptune, slain by Pollux. Had that tra-
veller been aware of the name of the hill above Magiar-Bornou, 
he would not have conjectured Amya to be the place of the hero's 
sepulture ; but it appears that he too closely followed Gyllius, 
who omitted noticing the summit of the mountain, and the tradi-
tion attached to' its gigantic grave, although he took considerable 
pains in rectifying the topography of this part of the coast. 

The ride on the hills from the Giant's Mountain to the summit 
above the Genoese castle, gave us a view to the right of a large_ 
tract of dark forest country, intersected by deep dells,. or green_ 
ravines, which, when 'contrasted with the luxurious banks of the 
canal rolling beneath us between a line of painted villages and 
gardens, appeared like a dreary wilderness. It is set apart for 
the Grand Signior's hunting. 

The Bay of BeicOs, or the Sultan's Bay, formerly called the 
Round Gulf 4', 'is succeeded by the ancient Catangean gulf, which 
is terminated on the west by Kandlinge-Bornou, a promontory 
with two points, inclosing a small bay called Placa, supposed by 
Gyllius to be the port of Phryxus. Kandlinge is a considerable 
village. Anadoli-Hissar, the old castle.of Asia, opposite to "Ma-
hornet's Tower, together with a village, is a mile and a half lower 

* 4 4  Hic sinus jam Soltanicus prius Cyclaminus appellatus."—Pet. Gyll. 
Bosp. Tbrac. lib. iii. cap. 

5u 
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down, at the western extremity of the Gulf of 111anoli. A river„, 
Yok-su, the Green Water, which is navigable by boats for a mile, 
and is_ the largest of the streams running into the Bosporus*; 
charges itself to the south of the fortress ; and the mouth of 
Kutchuk-su, the Little River, is above Candile-Baktchesi, a 
village on the site, as 'Gyllius and Tournefort thought, of the 
Bithynian Nicopolis ; but Meletius places that town at Mutania,, 
twenty miles from Brusat. The Bostandge-Bashe's palace, and. 
a long succession of royal gardens, occupy the plain and the sides, 
of the hills between the rivers. Coule-Baktchessi, a village a mile. 
and a half below Candile, on the plain formerly Cecrium, or Protos.. 
Discos Major, is opposite to Korou,Tchesme; and from this place 
the towns of Tchengel-keui, Stavros, and Cossourge, occupy with 
little intermission the whole shore, as far as the great suburb of; 
Scutari. Tchengel-keui is on the site of Chrysokerarnus ; Stavros, 
on that of a place of the same name, or Staurosis, so called from 
a golden cross which was raised on a church constructed on the 
spot by Constantine the Great, and now remarkable for a tnagni, 
ficent'mosck built by Sultan Abdulhamid 

Pet. Gyll. de Bosp. Thrac. lib. iii. cap. 8. 
IIONT. gat BIO, p. 448. In Gyllius, a promontory to the west of Can-. 

Bile-Baktchesi, is the Axpa PolCoilo-cd of Dionysius. The next headland is the 
promontory Ilelia, and the succeeding. bay.  Protos-Discos Minor. The point;  
between Chrysokeramus and Scutari, was in his time Hermonianum, but more 
commonly Nagalon.—See Anaplus Bosphori Thracii, ap. Banduri limper., 
Orientale, tom. ii. chart. iii.' Chrysokeramus was so denominated from a church 
with gilded tiles, built by Justin and Lobe.See Anonym. Antiq. Constant.. 
lib. iii. ap. Band. torn. i. 

Melet. IIONT. xx BIG. p. 447. Tournefort, lettre xv. p. 139, vol. 
between Stavros. and Tchengel-keni is ,a large monastery of the Akoimeti, or, 
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As the villages on the Bosporus are not, like the capital, in-
closed in walls, the passage from Buy uk-dere to Tophana after 
nightfall is indescribably agreeable. As far as the castles only the 
Thracian border appears lighted, but below that point a thousand 
twinkling fires gleam upon the margin of the canal, and near the 
mouth of the straits the sloping hills on each side of the water 
glow with the brilliancy of a vast illuminated amphitheatre. 

The hills on the side of the modern Chrysopolis are for some 
height one cemetery`, or forest of cypresses. The prediction which 
foretells the subjection of Constantinople to a white or yellow-
haired nation, has gained credit during the last century; and the 
Mussulmans, who choose a more secure repository for their ashes, 
prefer the burying-grounds on the Asiatic banks of the Bosporus 
to those of the capital. 

We went more than once to the hill of Bourgalou, not quite 
an hour's ride above Scutari. Near the tops is a fountain of clear 
water, which is much esteemed, and sold for five paras the half 
gallon in Constantinople ; and the country upon the declivity, in 
the immediate neighbourhood of the hill, is covered with gardens,, 
melon-grounds, and vineyards, supplying the capital with fruit, 
Northwards the ground is also well cultivated, and divided by 

sleepless monks. The spelling of the Turkish names by foreigners not 'ac-
quainted with their language, is entirely arbitrary, and so different in different 
authors, as to cause much confusion in comparing their accounts. Wheler has 
Bechikroash, Bartoliman, Therania, and Boindore, for Beshik-Tash, Balta-
Liman, Terapia, and Buyuk-dere. I have endeavoured to spell those names 
which I recollect, just as they sounded to my ears, although this does not give 
a very good chance of correctness. Mons. Bassompierre having occasion to 
mention York-House and Kensington, spelt the one Iorchaux, and the other, 
still more strangely, Inhinthort. 

5u 2 
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hedge-rows and frequent avenues and clumps of trees. The sum. 
mit of Bourgalou commands a prospect of the windings of .  the.  
Bosporus to Buyuk-dere, of Constantinople, Galata, and Pera, 
from. the Seven Towers to the Topges' barracks, of Princes Islands, 
the Gulf of Nicomedia, and, in a clear day, the island. of Marmora. 

We rode down the, hill across an inclosed country to Fanar- 
Baktchesi, on the point anciently Henna, or Herwurn 	distin” 
guished afar off by some tall cypresses, and a tower yielding a 
very faint light, Some ruins of that which was first a church, 
and then a mosck, near the light-house, are by the native Greeks 
called the palace of Constantine, but were constructed out of the 
remains, it is probable, of some buildings erected by Justinian.. 
On the south. of the point is a fishery, where vest quantities of 
young tunnies, are annually caught. A man is perched upon 
a high pole, and when he sees the shoals of fish within reach, 
lets drop his net, which is suspended in the same manner as that 
commonly used for the ensnaring of singing birds. Behind the 
point are some gardens, and at the back of these is a raised ter-
race, overshadowed by tall venerable trees, and containing two 
reservoirs of water, about four feet deep, with a jet playing in the 
,midst of' each. One of these is used as a bath, and is made pri• 
vate by a canvas screen or curtain. They are remains of the 
baths of JuStinian. 

The grove of Fanar-Baktchesi is. one of the many resorts of 
the, Franks, Greeks, and Turks, of the capital. - At one of our. 

* En; 1:1.4 vporicpot&E xx.vr;is Xamoihuoc Oixpa 
HpcLz Tpixacra Iroxvciracs. 

Demosthenes de rebus Bythinicis, ap. Gyll. de Bosp. Thrac. lib. iii. cap. xi..  
In the time of Gyllius the point was called the promontory of John of Cala. 
woti, and the church was, I suppose, dedicated to that saint. 
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visits we saw a party of French gentlemen and ladies carousing 
under the trees ; and at another a Turk and three young Geor-
gians, who were amusing themselves with bows and arrows, at-
tended by several slaves, took their repast at the contiguous foun-
tain. An old Bostandge, the tenant of a cottage in the gardens, 
furnished the company with pipes. and coffee. 

'We returned near the shore, and by the bay to the north-west 
of the light-house, which is now called Calamoti, and was the an-
cient harbour of Eutropius, belonging to Chalcedon, notorious for 
the murder of the Emperor Maurice and his four sons and after-
wards for that of the Empress his widow, and her three daughters. 
We crossed over a peninsula terminated by the headland of Mounde-
Bornou, through lines., of vineyards in a deep sandy soil, and 
passed by a village, preserving no memorial of Chalcedon, except 
perhaps in its name of Kaddi-Keui—the Judge's Torin, which 
may be thought to have some reference to the council that con-
demned the Eutychian, heresy, and established by a majority of 
voices the two natures of the second person of the Trinity. Per-
sians, Greeks, Goths, Saracens, and Turks, by turns despoiled 
Chalcedon t. The walls were razed. by Valens, and much of their 
materials were employed in. building the aqueduct Which goes by 
his name, and which was, by a singular coincidence, as remarked by 

* 4 4  Ad cxdem Mauritii regis movetur Phocas, et in Eutropii portu primum 
ejus quatuor filios interficit, nihil aliud turn dicentes, quam hoc ipsum : Justus' 
es Dutiable, et- justum judicium tuum."--Zonaras, ap. Gyll. flEpi T g EUrpo-
ITIou 2014voc.—Anonymi Antiq. Const. lib. iii, ap. Band. torn. i. 

flxc enim iterum, et savins vastata, primo a Persis, iterum a Valente 
Imperatore muris spoliata, deinde a Gotthis eversai quam post Cornelius Avi, 
tus aliqui ex parte restituit : postea a Saracenis, postremo a Turcis funditus 
delazta, ut duntaxat perparvus.vieus restat."—Pet. Gyll. de Bosporo Thraciol, 
lib. 	cap. ix. 
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Mr. Tournefort, repaired by Solyman the Second from the remain. 
ing ruins of this devoted city. 

Between Mounde-Bornou and the point of Scutari is a head- 
land, dividing the shore into two bays, the first of which was the 
south-western port of Chalcedon. The headland is distinguished 
by a kiosk of Sultan Amurath the Fourth's, called Kavak-Serai, 
and now in ruins, the marbles having been taken by Sultan Selim 
in 1794, to adorn a mosck within the walls of the Seraglio. 
The second bay is partly occupied by the burying-grounds and 
suburbs of Scutari; and on a hill above, stand the ruins of the 
barracks erected by the late Selim, the exercising-ground, the 
mosck, and several wide regular streets, intended by that enter-
prising Sultan to have been allotted to manufacturers of silk and 
cotton, which, as it is, are sent from Smyrna to England, spun 
there, and again imported to Constantinople, to be worked into 
garments and household furniture. 

In crossing from Damalis, the point of Scutari, to Tophana, we 
Towed a little way into the mouth of the strait, in order to stem the 
current, and passed within Kis-Kalessi, the Maiden's Fort, vul-
garly called Leander's Tower, on a rock just large enough for the 
base of the building, and for a platform containing five cannons. 
This tower, with a wall crossing the sea to the point of Scutari, 
and a chain to a second fort on the European shore, was con-
trived by the Emperor Manuel to close the mouth of the Bospo.,  
rus; but it is now a light-house, not .a place of defence; since the 
guns are mounted only for saluting, and the garrison, as it was a 
hundred years ag', is, like Tyrconnel's regiment, composed of 
one man. 

* Voyage du Levant, lettre xv. p. 137, vol. ii. 
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Galata—The Tabagies, or Wine-houses—Yamakis, or Dancing 
Boys—The Tower of Anastatius—Coqflagrations—The Size 
(!f Constantinople—Population—Jews—Armenians. 

THE, suburb of Galata (the Sycae and.  Justiniana 
of the Byzantines, of which. Pera has been considered as making 
a parts)' covers the whole point of land and the hill on the 
north, of the harbour ; and the walls, raised by the Genoese 
in 1.548, and repaired in 1.446, are in circuit more than' four. 
miles 17. The gates are always left open; and as houses are now 
built against the walls, the stranger passes through. them imper-
ceptibly. The outside ditch on the upper quarter is now a rope-.  
walk. The streets are not so dirty, ill-paved, and narrow, as 
those of Pera ;, many of the mansions are of stone, and they con-
tain the commodities and counting-houses of the Frank merchants. 
Three churches of the Greeks, and one of the Armenians, besides 
religious houses of the Dominicans. and Capuchins, are to, be found 
in this quarter.; in which there is as much, licence in the article of 
morals as of toleration in matters of religion. 

* Syeena regio, jam vulgo nominata Galata, sive Pera, &c.—Pet. Gyn.. 
Topog. Constant. lib. iv. cap. xi. 

t Quater milk et quadringentos passus.—Ibid..  
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The use of wine is, as every one knows, prohibited by the 
Mahometan law ; but it depends upon the humour of the reign-
ing Sultan, whether this article of faith shall be strictly acted 
upon and observed. Selim the Second, and Amurath the Fourth", 
indulged in this excess without scruple ; some Grand Signiors 
have staved all the wine casks, and punished those who sold the 
liquor with death. The last Sultan Selim, contented himself 
with taxing the commodity ; but I know not whether it was true, 
as some one has said of his court, that the Seraglio was more 
accessible to bottles ,than to grandees t. .The present Sultan has 
not been very severe with offenders. -When we were in the city, 
wine was to be had in all the tabagies or coffee-hotises kept by 
Greeks, and as no Turk is a drinker without being a drunkard, I 
was witness to as much excess in this respect, as might be seen 
in the same time at the west end of the English metropolis. 
Tabagies are to be found in Constantinople, but Galata abounds 
with them, and you seldom fail of being saluted with music, or 
more discordant sounds, in' passing through the streets of--that 
suburb. These wine-houses, for so they are called by the 
Franks, are usually large halls floored with Dutch tiles, having 

* Selim the Second was surnamed Mest, or the Drunkard. Some historians 
say that his frenzy caused by wine was religious, " which he himself declared 
to be drunkenness, and so chose rather to be accounted a drunkard than a hy-
pocrite. But such colourings for the vulgar."—Cantemir'S Ottoman Hist. 
book iii. chap. v. note 1, p. 218. Tindal's translation, edit. 1734. " In the year 
1043 (A. I). 1633) a new and hitherto unheard-of edict is published by the 
Emperor (Murad IV.), by which not only the sellers of wine are allowed to 
exercise their trade, but also every one allowed to drink it freely, contrary to 
the Mahometan law ."—Ibid. book iii. p. 240. 

1- Notice sur la cour du Grand Seigneur.—Paris, 1809, p. 138. 
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a fountain in the middle, and a wooden gallery for the guests 
' running round the sides of the room, about half way between 

the, ground and the ceiling. That part of the entertainment 
which is most to the fancy of the company, and which no Eng-
lishman would patiently contemplate for a moment, is the exhi-
bition of the Yarnakis, or dancing boys, who are chiefly insular 
Greeks and Jews, but never Turks. The wretched. performers 
dance to the music of guitars, 'fiddles and rebeks ; and what with 
the exclamations of the master of the dancers, and sometimes the 
quarrels of the Turks, so much noise and disturbance ensue at 
mid-day, as to bring the patrole to the spot. Rome itself, at the 
period of the famous edict of the Emperor Philip, could not have 
furnished 'a spectacle so degrading to human nature as the taverns. 
of Galata. 

We visited the tower of Anastatius, formerly the citadel of 
Galata, which was partly burnt down in 1794, but has been 
since repaired. The ascent to the summit is by 147 steps, and 
there is a -wooden house at the top, which is inhabited by the 
man whose duty it is to beat a large drum at the discovery of a'  
fire. The Janissaries' tower in Constantinople is used for the 
same purpose, and when the cry of Yangen-var—There is a fire! 
is heard from the turret of the latter building, the melancholy 
sound is repeated by the passevend, who patrole the 'Streets, and 
awaken the inhabitants by the loud ringing of their staves.. A 
fire that has continued an hour, and has been thrice" pro, 
claimed, forces, the Grand Signior himself to the spot. At the 
conflagration in Pera", just before our arrival, Sultan Mahmoud 
posted himself at Galata Sarai, the college of the Itcholans 
or pages, and when the fire burnt up to the English palacel  

5x 
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*sent repeated messages to assure the embassy that every neces-
- sary aid should be afforded to prevent a disaster. He distri, 
buted, according to custom, several bags of piasters amongst the 
assisting populace. The householders are by no means gainers 
by this singular usage, which has often been the cause, and has 
contributed to the continuance, of fires. The people, to corn, 
municate their discontents, become voluntary, incendiaries, and. 
the removal of an obnoxious ministry is accomplished, not by 
petitions, but repeated conflagrations. The person of the des-. 
potic monarch of the Ottomans is, on these occasions„ accessible 
to all, and the Imperial Manslayer is then obliged to listen to the, 
revilings of the meanest amongst his people, even of the women.  
themselves*. 

The Turks, who are very expert at pulling down the houses: 
adjoining to those where the fire rages, often wait until the arrival 
of the 'Sultan ensures them payment for their exertions, and ern-. 
ploy the interval in pillaging. The number of general fires in the 
capital and the suburbs, cannot be rated at less than three annu-
ally. A 16te writer says, that during a residence of three years,, 
the annual average was five or six. The houses, of laths and un-
burnt brick, are soon rebuilt, and the inhabitants prepare for this.  
frequent event, by lodging all their valuables in a chest. 

The summit of the tower of Galata is the spot which was made, 
the point 9f prospect, for taking the panoramic view of Constan-..  

* Hunkiar, possessor, of men's 'necks. See Titles of the Emperor of the 
Turks ; )3obovius on the Turkish Liturgy, tect. viii. Rycaut says, the Sul,. 
tan may kill any number under a thousand a day, without assigning a pretext:  
for his anger ; but the Turkish casuists, Mr. Thornton observes, limit the num!. 
ber to fourteen.—Present State of Turkey)  p. 95. 
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tinople exhibited in England. Those who have seen that accu-
rate representation, will be able to decide whether the-seven hills 
Upon which. this capital is said to stand, and which Pococke de-
scribed to the satisfaction of Mr. Gibbon*, are discoverable in the 

.present appearance of the city. For my own part, I could not, 
upon repeated trials, distinguish the eminences, although assisted 
by a plan which divided the town into seven quarters, with a 
relation to the same number of hills. GYllius,- however, in -his 
topographical description, not only distinguished the seven hills; 
but averred that six of them were discernible to thoSe sailing 
through the port, rising like brothers, and in regular succession, 
from the back of the same promontory t. 

The tower of Galata does not present so complete a prospect 
of the city as that of the Janissaries (or Yangen-kiosk✓—the tower 
of fire) : from that summit the spectator will at once be convinced;  
of the exaggeration in which most writers have indulged, in speak, 
ing of the size and population of the Turkish capital. The base of 
the triangle on which the city is built, and which extends from, the 
Seven Towers to the port, is perhaps one-fifth less than the side 
the sea of Marmora, and aboUt a sixth larger than that towards 
the harbour ; and it appears from this height of so inconsiderable 
an extent, that,  having heard of a comparison between Constanti-
nople and Paris, and even London, I was induced to time myself, 
in passing under the walls from one point to another, and, found 

* Decline and fall, vol. ii. p. 9, note 22. 
" EX eodem enim promontorii dorso sex colles nascentur, eminentes in 

Sinum, ut fratres dicere possis, ita per ordinem locati sunt,"ut alteri,alteroruru 
aspectum non auferant," &c.—De Topog. Const. lib. i. cap. v. ap. Band.Imp. 
Orient. 

5 x 2 
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the walk to have lasted one hour and seventeen minutes. This 
will give about five miles for the breadth of the city on the land 
quarter, and will reduce the extent of' the three, sides to fifteen 
miles, the measurement of Mr.Spon, and three less than the com-
putation of Bondelmonte, which teas been esteemed the most car,  
reet : at the same time it must be recollected, that Chalcondyles 
limited the circuit to one hundred and eleven stadia, and Gyl, 
lius made it less than thirteen milest. It should be added, that 
the walls, which are treble on the land-side, and eighteen feet apart 
from each other, take away from the real. dimensions of the towni 
and that the gardens-  of the Seraglio, and a multitude of other pa-
laces, the large courts of the royal moscks, and the vacant spaces 
of the Hippodrome and other open spots, diminish considerably the 
extent of the ground actually covered with houses. There is no 
such determinate way of judging of the size of the suburbs of Ga-
lata, Pera, and Scutari, which, if they were not interspersed with 
vast bUrying grounds, would be at least one-fourth as large as the 
city within the walls, but cannot be said at present to be in'the 
proportion of more than one-fifth to the capital itself. A late 
author, from a variety of calculations is persuaded, that there could 
never have been a population of much-more than three hundred 
thousand souls within the walls t. But this number must be un. 
Cler-rated,_ if the register of the Stamboul Effendissy, or Mayor of 

* Alelet. Geog. Article, OPAKH, p. 423. Mr. Tournefort, in making the 
Thracian side nine, and the whole twenty-three mites, could have hardly con-
sulted his eyes.—Voyage du Levant, p. 465, vol. i. lett. xii. 

1. " Atnbitus urbis non attingit tredecim milliaria."—De Topog. Const; 
lib. i. chap. iv. 

I.  Survey of the Turkish Empire, chap. 7, p, 287, second edit. 
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Constantinople, showed, that in 1796• there were eighty-:eight 
thousand one hundred and eighty-five houses within the jurisdic-
tion of that minister, that is to say within Constantinople, for 
the suburbs are under other officers. At least five persons, must 
be given to each house, and making every allowance for the 
whole of the suburbs on the other side of the port and canal, ,five 
.hundred thousand does. not' appear too large an. estimate for the 
population of Constantinople and its environs. A, stranger is .told 
by the Turks, that there are many more than a million ofinhabi., 
tants in the capital, and if he trusted to .their accounts; would 
also believe that there are seventy-two thousand moscks, whereas 
the number. of those buildings does not amount to more than two 
hundred and. twenty, with three hundred ,mesdjidi, or public 
chapels. 

I know not what numbers to assign to the-different people com-
posing thisi city, but should. suppose that ,there must, be three 
Turks. for one person of any other nation. The most numerous, 
next to the Mahometans, are the. Greeks; the Armenians must 
be reckoned, after the Greeks, then the Jews, and last of all,, and 
in a proportion comparatively small, the Franks. As the rayahs 
have separate quarters of the town allotted for their habitation, 
it might not be thought difficult to ascertain the actual proportion 
which they bear, to each other, but no such computation, that I 
am aware,, has hitherto been made, 

The Jews have all. the usual, characteristics of their nation.. 
The most considerable amongst them are brokers and money- 

*. Constant. Ancient and Modern, p. 16. Dr. Dallaway however reekoAs 
Pera and Galata. 
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changers, jewellers, physicians, surgeons, and apothecaries ; flat 
lower classes are sherbet-sellers, silk-twisters, druggists, boatmen, 
fishermen, confectioners, perfumers, tobaccO-sellers, and mounte-
banks 

Physicians have enjoyed the utmost favour and licence at the 
courts of the greatest Mahometan princes, and many of the re-
markable sayings of the Orientals are put into their mouths. One 
of the Caliphs being seated on a couch with his favourite physician, 
amused himself,' half involuntarily, with enlarging a rent in the 
bottom of the doctor's- robe, and amongst other questions relative 
to. his art, enquired, to what lengths those of his profession suf-
fered a madman to go before they bound him. The other hesi-
tated to reply, until he saw that his companion had extended the 
rent up to his waist, when he said, " Commander of the Faith-
ful, we do not have recourse to the strait waistcoat befOre a man 
is mad enough to tear his physician's gown from the• bottom as 

—high as the girdle." The Caliph laughed at the rebuke, and, 

* The present chief dentist to the Grand Signior is a Jew. When first intro-
duced to the Sultan, he was ordered to examine a tooth, which, upon inspec-
tion, he found it was necessary to extract. He very naturally considered it a 
delicate, matter to give such exquisite and sudden pain to an absolute monarch, 
and resorted to the following stratagem. Hiding the instrument in his long 
sleeve, he requested permission to re-examine his Highness's tooth, and fixing 
the steel and drawing out the tooth with one motion, instantly gave a loud _ 
scream, and fell, as if in a fit, upon the ground. The Sultan jumped from his 
seat in his instant surprise and anxiety to relieve the Jew, and thought nothing of 
the operation or his complaint, until he found the cause of it had been removed. 
-Whether or not the fact was understood at the Seraglio is not told, but such is 
the reputation of this skilful Israelite, that he is in perpetual request, and his 
fee is not smaller than that of the most fashionable London dentist. 
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after the fashion: of the time, rewarded his friend with a purse of. 
money. 

The first physician is a Turk, but the Grand Signior does not_ 
trust his health to any Mahometan ; and the office of the 
Bashe, is only to receive money for the licences which be grants. 
to the various practisers of medicine in the metropolis. 

The taxes levied on the Jews are not greater than those of the 
other rayahs, and, they feel the burden of them the Jess- , by, 
being allowed a tefterdar or treasurer of their own, who collects. 
the whole sum, and settles with the ministers of the Porte. It is, 
said that they pay so much annually to furnish the Sultan with. 
tents. The- origin of this obligation was, that a Grand Vizier 
having becoMe acquainted with a decision of some Hebrew doe._ 
tors, by which the Turks were placed on the outside of the walls 
of Paradise,_ averred, that in that case, the Jews should at least 
provide them with tents to shelter them in the winter 	This 
comment, on the Rabbinical dogma was of more importance to 
the nation, than the opinion of the Mahometan theologians, who 
settled, that in the infernal regions the Jews will be a story lower 
than the Christians +. 

The bankers of many of the Turkish grandees are Jews, and-
some of them have been involved in the fall of, their employers, 
but this circumstance, and the address shown by them in the ma-
rmgement of all pecuniary concerns, give their principal people a.  
consideration in the eyes of the Turks, equal to that of any other 
subjects, although the commonTurks, and more especially the Chris- . 

* Paroles Remarquables des Orientaux, Galand..  
" Les Mahometans mettent les Juifs dans un stage plus bas que les Chre, 

teens en enfer.—D'Herbelot,'Bibliotheque Orientale, artie. Jahoud.. 
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tians, affect to treat and talk of them with every mark of contempt 
and disgust. They are distinguished by a high square cap of black 
felt without any rim or border, which the Constantinopolitans call 
in derision hauroux, a word signifying a certain chamber utensil. 
The lower classes are dirty, both in their persons and dwellings, and 
Ballata, the Jew quarter, is the most filthy of any in the capital, 
and not less nauseous than in the days of Christian Constantino-
ple, when the tanners used to empty their pans before the doors 
of the houses inhabited by this persecuted people 	The wise 
tolerance of the Turks, has produced a great increase of this part 
of, the population since the last, conquest of the city. In the 
twelfth century, when the Jew of Tudela travelled, he found only 
a thousand of his countrymen in..the place ; and in the reign of 
Andronicus the Elder, the Patriarch A thanasius represented, in 
a formal petition to the Emperor, that the whole nation ought to 
be banished from the metropolis t. In the middle of the seven-
teenth century, a traveller was persuaded that there were between 
twenty and thirty thousand of that accursed and contemptible 
.people in the city I ; and the smallest computation would rate 
them now at fifteen. 

* Voyage de Benjamin de Tudela, p. 13. Voyages faits principalement en 
Asie, &c. tome i. 

t red/Atha arch VIP AUTOXedr0ea IrEel TCJ10 SIO7CT6110.11, IScrOC(WP Ya IEEAS'Ort 7;IS 

9Tbat45- .=--.4 Letter to the Emperor concerning the god-killing Jews, that they 
may depart from the city. 

See Band. Comment. in Antiq. C. P. lib. ii. p. 614, Imp. Orient. torn. ii. 
t The reverend and learned T. Smith, D. D. Fellow of Magd. Coll. Oxon, 

and F. R. S. A Collection of Curious Travels and Voyages, tome ii. cap. 5, 
p. 58. 
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The Armenians are the most respectable of the Christian in-
habitants of the Levant. The depopulation of a whole country 
has often been effected by those monsters to whom the Author 
of all events has, at different times, delivered the universe, but 
no great' and violent work of tyranny was ever attended with less 
excess, or has produced more beneficial consequences, than the 
laying waste of Armenia by Sha-Abbas the Great, and the par-
tial deportation of its inhabitants• from the frontiers to the inte-
rior provinces of Persia. By this decisive measure, the monarch 
prevented the encampment of the Turkish armies on the borders 
of hiS dominions, and by giving a new spirit and employment to 
the transplanted nation, increased the wealth of his empire, at the 
same time that he bettered the condition, and added to the im-
portance; of a large portion of his subjects. 

The Armenians, who, from being the most warlike of the 
Asiatics, had, after their subjection by the Persians, become the 
patient cultivators of the soil, from the period of this forced emi-
gration substituted commerce for agriculture, and gave a striking; 
and perhaps a solitary example, of the competence of a powerful 
individual to change the habits and character of a whole people. 
Some of this nation were to be found-in Constantinople in the 
latter periods of the Greek empire ; but the Armenian mer-
chant, now so well known .in every quarter of the globe, was. 
created by that prince when he established the great colony of 

* See the three Epistles of the Patriarch Athanasius to Androniens the Elder, 
in which the Armenians are coupled with the Jews as profaning the city by 
their religious rites, and worthy of expulsion—Kal an xai rEpi 41,  Iajalkikni  xai 
Appon+twy,. Owcoc ;v,,,awcrl.—Anselm. Band. Comment. in. Antiq. Cr. lib. ii. 
p.4415, torn. ii. 
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Julfa, in the suburbs of Ispahan ; and to the same act the Euro-
pean world is indebted for an increased and perpetual supply of 
the .most precious and costly of all Oriental commodities. The 
groWth of silk increased in every province of Persia, and the new 
settlers applying the same prudence and industry, to, the concerns 
of commerce,,  as they had before employed upon the labours of 
agriculture, not only' enriched- themselves, and added to, the: re-
venues of the state, but by an intercourse with more civilized, 
nations in their long and painful journies,. and an interchange of 
their merchandize for the manufactures of Europe, improved the 
,taste, and much increased the comforts, of all their fellow-subjects... 

Of mild but persevering tempers, sober and patient in all their 
pUrSUit,,42 honest, although skilful in their dealings, accommodating? 
in their habits and manners without losing their. indivichialcha... 
racter, they did not fail to acquire a reputation in every country. 
to which they were directed by the enterprise of traffic ; and the: 
preference shown for those of their nation. in all commercial tram-, 
Sactions, soon made them settlers in many of the flourishing cities, 
dol.  Asia. and Europe. They had not to make any sacrifice of 
patriotic- feelings,. for they had no country,_ and they are now; 
no less_than the-Jews, a dispersed people, living in strange lands;. 
and MTurkey, notwithstanding their numbers, they may be con-, 
Sidered  rather as a sect- than a-. nation. 

The above eulogy of tbe , Arruenians must be confined to their.  
:mercantile character. Living under despotic masters, being of a 
more saturnine and phlegmatic disposition than the Greeks, and 
not having,, like their fellow-subjects, any interest in the sOil; or 
deSire of, emancipation, they have the temperament of contented.. 
slaves, and their minds display no other activity than, what, s, Sof", 
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ficient to assist them in the pursuit of one only object—the at-
tainment of wealth. Their boasted literal language, which is 
comparatively a late invention,. although understood by Only a, 
few of their Vertabiets, or Doctors, has not contributed to the 
advancement of science. , or any branch of learning. Like the 
Greeks, they are debased by their subjection not only to the 
Turks, but to their priests, and by the tyranny of a mean and 
absurd superstition. " All the world knows," sayS Mr. Tourne. 
fort (to whom the reader, without consulting the work of the 
Marchese Serpos, may refer for an account of this people) " that 
the Armenians 'are Christians, and that they would be very goo4 
`Christians, were it not for, the schism which separatei them front 
us*." 

It seems that their principal heresy consists in some misunder-
standing of the hypostatic union, a sneaking attachment to the 
Eutychian doctors, Dioscores and Barsuma, and an avowed ex-
communication of the council of Chalcedon in a belief o1 the 
lesser gospels, of the doctrine of Origen relative to the creation 

,of souls at the beginning of the world, of the millenium ; and 
lastly, in a denial of purgatory and a present paradise. 

The practical errors of their church are, a scandalous participaa 
Lion of the communion by infants, an abominable adoration of the . 
elements before consecration, a sacrilegious use of confession, the 
absurd' administration of extreme unction to the dead, and, for the 
most part, only to priests, and an ordination of persons unprepared 
:for the sacred officet. But neither these theologicarvices, nor the 

Voyage cht Levant, tom. ii. p. SOG, lettre xx. 
+ The epithets are Mr. Tournefort's, who writes en bon Catholique )  but with 

a serio-comic air which it is impossible to mistake. 
5 Y 
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adoption of manyGreek and Jewish ceremonies; nor the quarrels of 
the Patriarchs ,of Itchmiadzin and Jerusalem for the monopoly of 
the chrism,  (or holy oil),, can be so revolting to a 'Protestant Eng-
glishman as the dogma which comprehends all virtue,,, practical 
and religious, in a strict attention to the duty of .  abstinence. 	, 

Each Wednesday, and Friday are fast-days. Besides the four 
:great Lents, they have four other fasts of eight days each,„ pre-
paratory to the feasts of Christmas,- the Ascension, Annunciation, 
and St. George's day ; during the whole of which they eat no-
thing but roots. The Bishops eat flesh and fish but four. times a 
year; -the Archbishops abstain from both .altogether; and as, ceder  
siastical honours and fasting augment in equal proportions,, it may 
be expected, as Mr. Tournefort observes,.that the Patriarchs must 
almost ,(lie of hunger. 	 :1 
_ There is, 'however, a considerable portion of the Armenians to 
whom the above charge of heresy cannot apply. About, the year 
1520,. the labours. of Father Bartholomew, , a Dominican Friar, 
converted many of this nation to the Catholic faith, and to. sub-,. 
jection -to Pope John XXII.; and since that period the missiona-
ims have proceeded with unequal, but generally increasing, success. 
A, Catholic Patriarch has been established at Racsivan, and,an- 

* Formerly the oil could only be manufactured by the Patriarch of Itchmi-
adzin : Jacob, a Bishop of Jerusalem, got himself appointed Patriarch ofJe;, 
rusaieni by the Grand Viziei about 1660, arid' commenced making the chrism 
also. "Voil4 le sujet d'un grand schisme parmi eux. Les Patriarches s'excom. 
munierent reciproquement; celui des Trois Eglises forma, un grand prods a la 
Porte contre celui de Jerusalem. Lcs Tures qui sort trop habiles pour vouloir 
decider la question, se contentent do recevoir les presens que leer font les Parties. 
a mesure qu'elles reviennent a la charge : en attendant chacun debite sou huile 
comme it peut."---Voyage du Levant, p. 405, tom. ii. lettre 204. 
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other at Caminiec, since the union - of the Polish Armenians with 
'the church of Rome in 1666. Monasteries of religious of the . 
Dominican order, are to be found wherever any of the nation are 
settled; and in some places they are enabled by their power, as 
well as inclined by their thity, to brand those of their original 
church with the 'name of 'schismatics. At Constantinople the 
churches are in possession of the latter, and the Catholics -frequent 
the Roman chapel, although until lately they were more. power-
ful than the other party, the Patriarch being a favourer of their 
persuasion. 

The hatred subsisting between the two sects may be easily 
conceived : it frequently breaks out in violence and perseCution. 
A 'late Patriarch punished a convert from his church to the Ca-
tholics with five hundred blows on the soles of the feet; a sen= 
tence which he .was enabled to inflict, as 'the holder of the 
nity is invested by the Porte with entire authority (except of life" 
and death) .over 'all Armenians, Neither bribery nor intrigues are . 
spared to obtain

. 
 such power, notwithstanding the accompanying 

obligation of abstinence; and there have been instances of two rival 
Patriarchs enjoying, or rather dividing, 'the office between theni,. 
In spite of the difference of their creed, the Roman Catholics.) fe'r 
the sake, it 	presumed, of conversion, have 'assimilated theM- 
selves-  to the temper, and have in some measure adopted the 'sieve= 
rity, of the schismatics, to a degree not required by 'the Tjatin 
church. The first class of the Roman Armenians at Constantinol-
ple, assume the manners of the Franks, buf in the, other orders it 
is difficult to distinguish between the two sects: 

Some of the customs of the Armenians are no less striking to 
a Frank, stranger than those of the Ttirks. Their :women are 
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equally enveloped when abroad, and are to be distinguished from 
the Mahometan females only by the colour of the square capes of 
the feredjs which tang behind their backs ; and their marriage 
ceremonies are as tedious and fantastical as those of any of the 
'Orientals. These lasting alliances, which are settled between the 
.parents during the infancy, and sometimes before the  birth, of 
the ,parties, are concluded and consummated. before the bride-
groom has a view of .  the face of his spouse, and the disguise is in 
-some instances continued after the marriage; but unless the honest 
:visitors at Pera are much deceived, the extreme delicacy of the 
:females •is 'reserved only for their husbands. Their constant use 
,of the bath, and other personal habits, together with the little peril 
of tm amour with a Christian compared with a Mahometan in-
trigue, render them the unsuspected and ready substitutes for the 
'Turkish ladies, in the hands of a class- of people which may always 
be met with in any large city. 

.Such of the settlers as have attained considerable wealth, 
although their appearance in Constantinople is that of the honest 
mechanic, live in much splendour in their villas on the Bosporus 
and at Belgrade, and, during the 'feasts of their church, indulge 
freely in the pleasures of the table; but a late writer was not' a little 
seduced by the charms of a simile, when he declared, that " their 
festivity seems to consist chiefly in being intoxicated, and jump-
ing about vvith the preposterous activity of an elephant*. 

The Armenian cemeteries in the neighbourhood of the capital, 
and especially that behind the walls on the road leading to Seli-;  
vria, present a specimen of one of the scandalous customs in which, 

* Constantinople, Ancient and Modern, p. 83. 
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notwithstanding some pretensions to orthodoxy, these people 
continue to indulge, At the tombs may be seen the relations 
of the deceased in all the attitudes of grief, 	 f from the torpor o 
mute despair, to the agitation of uncontrouled sorrow. The men, 
stand at the foot of the grave, their arms folded, their beads 
upon their chests, and the tears rolling down their cheeks ; whilst 
the women are seated' on the- ground,. or prostrate on, the flat 
tomb-stones, beating their breasts, and lamenting aloud. A soli-,  
tary mourner is sometimes found weeping and praying amongst.,  
the sepulchres ;. but ort stated days 'the. ceremony is general„, and 
the priests attend during the 'performance,. which concludes- sorne4-
what unexpectedly for strangers,with, music, dancing, and feasting.: 

The. chief - Armenians of Constantinople are,: as. well  as, the--
Jews, money-brokers (sarraffs); and they receive. a_smalt premium 
for examining ,the coin in the many bargains which go through 
their.  bands. They,  also buy the specie . when._ crieddown., an& 
ata, low, price; and. re-issue it in the; loans with which, they ac%i• 
commodate the Turks, at the exorbitant interests' of betweent. 
twenty and thirty, per cent. This is the chief source of theip 
wealth.. Many of their corm merchants are in. good circuni.--
stances, and also their. goldsmiths, as only a few of any other-
nation-exercise that trade.. There are Armenian surgeons, physi-
clans, and. apothecaries. The. greater number of bakers are a 

! Notwithstanding they have some errors worth to be rejected, and some,  
scandalous customs besides.. So you shall• see them here and there cry over' 
the graves of their deceased friends, &c.--Dr. Leonhart Rauwolrs Travels into 
the Eastern Countries, part iii. chap. 14, Of the Armenians, and their Reli. 
gion. The said traveller was of the reformed religion, and a good herbalist,. 
but a believer in Prester John and the Unicorn. 
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their nation. They are the chief house-builders, masons, joiners, 
turners, braziers, and locksmiths ; and as porters, they show 
themselves the most laborious, and, perhaps, the strongest peo-
ple in the world. °Sixteen of them, eight before and eight be-
hind, with their arms extended across on each others shoulders, 
-will carry a barrel of wine slung on four poles, throwing three 
hundred weight upon each man*. They march in a quick lock-
step, accompanying each pace with the groan of a pavior, and 
apparently in the last agony of exertion. The Armenians are 
also water-carriers, sherbet-sellers, boatmen, fishermen, silk-twis-
ters, ribbon-weaverS, and tent-makers, and are accounted the 
best farriers and horse-breakers in the country. As chintz-
printers and muslin-painters, they surpass most European artists, 
but the blocks and patterns are French. Previously to figuring 
their linens or cottons, -they polish them with a paste of fine 
flour, and, as has been noticed by a contemporary traveller, 
they wash their printed calicoes- in sea-water, to cleanse them 
from the gum used in preparing the colours I-. On the whole, 
the Armenians are the most industrious and useful subjects in the 
Ottoman empire. 

* Constantinople, Ancient and Modern, p. 128. 
♦ Voyages and Travels by John Galt, p. 275, 4to. Mr. Galt adds, that be 

has seen squares of muslin not worth ten shillings, raised in value by the labour 
of the painter to upwards of a hundred. 
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Ters-Hane—The Harbour and Docks—Visit to the Capudan- 
Pasha at Divan-Hane—ExecutionS 	to the Ters-Hane- 
.Emini—The Sultan's Cypher—Russian Prisoners—Visit to , 	• 
the Capudan-Pasha's Ship, the Sultan Selim—The Turkish 
Navy=Martial Music—Gratitude of the Turks--7and other 
amiable Traits of their Character—A Notice of some Points 
relative to the Mahometan- Religion, and to its Ministers—
The Mevlevi and Cadri—The Turning and Howling Dervishes. 

THE east side of the port beyond Galata is a line of 
public.buildings, and of palaces attached to the state officers'of 
the Turkish marine. The Ottonians had been for more than half 
a century in possession of the most advantageous spot in the 
world for the establishment of a navy, before they applied thetn.!  
selves to navigation; for they were not masters of a single ship of 
war until the reign of Selim the First. That monarch constructed 
a dock for the building of galleys, which is still seen in a bay of 
the port under the hill and cemetery leading to Pera and the Eng-
lish palace. A long wooden wharf runs along the edge of the 
water, at which 'small merchant ships are moored, but the galleys, 
now out of use, are removed to the inner part of the port. 'it is 
called the Galiondge's Wharf. The Point of Divan-flane,' the au- . 

5z 
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aience-chamber of the Capudan-Pasha, terminates this bay to the 
north. The long suite of buildings beyond Divan-Hane, belongs 
to the quarter of Ters-Hare, or the Arsenal, which owes its pre-
sent appearance to the labours of De Tott, and of the French 
engineers Leroy and Lebrun.—The enterprising Hassan-Pasha, 
from a waiter at a coffee-house in Gallipoli, raised himself to abso-
lute authority under Sultan Abdulhamid, and by one act of feroci-
ous.courage (when he blew up his own and a Russian line-of-battle 
ship at Tchesme) established a reputation, which he maintained 
throughout his long continuance in office, He recovered Lem-
nos, quelled a rebellion in Syria, and totally subdued the Morea, 
exercising the most prompt and horrible vengeance •on the insur-
gents. His thvourite was a young lion, whom most travellers had 
the good fortune of beholding crouched down and serving as a 
footstool to this terrific Admiral. He had, however, discernment 
enough to give every encouragement to the French officers above 
mentioned, the latter of whom was patronized by Kutchuk Huse. 
sein, Capudan-Pasha, also a Man of acknowledged abilities. 

During the reign of Selim, whose projects will be- hereafter 
noticed, the improvements of the marine still continued under 
Mr. Rhodez, a Swede, with a company of engineers of the same 
nation, and Mr.- Benoit, a French gentleman ; and even after 
the disastrous termination of his efforts, the external appearance 
of Ters-l-lane, such as it is at this day, would do credit to the 
most civilized nation of Europe. Here there are large mast and 
block houses, brass and copper foundries, rope-yards, naval store 
warehouses, besides a dry stone dock constructed on the most 
approved principles. A stone facing lines the harbour ; and such 
is the depth of water, that, the sterns of the three-deckers hang 
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over the shore. Engines for masting ships and heaving down, 
contrived upon the usual plan, are ranged along the pier. The-
ships of the line of the first class are built near the shore, on a 
natural declivity, and slide at once into deep water. The gal-
ley harbour succeeds to the stone piers, and beyond are the can-

-non foundries, near Ain-Aleh-Kavak Sarai, the Palace of Mir-
rors, a deserted kiosk built by Achmet the Third. The ground 
rises from near the shore of the port ; and the suburbs of Hassim-
Pasha, Piali-Pasha, and Piri-Pasha, with intervening cemeteries, 
and spots of open land crown the declivities above Divan-thane, 
Ters-Hane, and the galley wharf. 

The officers of the English frigate wished to see the Arsenal and 
the Turkish Fleet, which was then in port. As a preliminary, we 
visited Ali, the Capudan-Pasha. He w4s in his kiosk of audience 
at Divan-thane, a splendid chamber, surrounded by his attend-
ants, and, contrary to custom, received us sitting. He is reported 
to'be a ferocious character, and ' certainly had the appearance of 
being so. His capacity for his office may be collected by the fol-
lowing specimen of his conversation. 

After the usual compliments, be told the Captain of the frigate 
he had never been at sea, but that he was very fond of it. He 
asked him if the wind was likely to continue long in the same 
quarter, and when he was answered that his Highness, from hav-
ing been accustomed to .the climate, was more likely to know 
than a stranger, was unable to comprehend the deduction. He 
enquired if the Captain had a man on board to -manage the com-
pass ; and learning that every man in the ship was acquainted with 
that instrument, replied, pointing -to a young Midshipman in our 

• company, " What ! does that boy know any thing pf the compass r." 
5 z 2 
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- It was evident this was ,no legitimate successor of Hussein-
Pasha ; but in the choiCe of a High Admiral, it is as likely as not, 
that a person of total incapacity for the office should be selected; 
as this dignity, like every other under the Ottoman government, 
is obtained by bribery, intrigue, and favouritism; and every Turk 
is content with asking himself if the place is fit for him, without 
enquiring whether he is fit for the place. He looks upon the 
office of Capudan-Pasha as preferable to that of any other state 
minister under the Vizier Azem, because it conveys more power 
and wealth ; but if he cannot obtain that situation, he will take 
up with being Tefterdar Effendy (Minister of Finances), or Jeny-
cherry Aghassy (General df the Janissaries). 

The Capudan-Pasha is supreme over all the islands subject to the 
_Ottoman dominion, and of all the great sea-ports and some ma-
Titime districts : he is member of the great council of state ; and 
presides at Ters-Hane like an absolute prince, with the attendants 
of a court; and, what is an'important point in Turkey, an exe, 
cutioner. An Intendant and Judge of the Marine (Ters-Hane 
Emini, Ters-Hane Effendi) are subject to his orders, but the latter 
officer attends also to the police of Pera, under the Bostandge, 
Bashe. 

The place chosen for the death of criminals condemned by the 
High Admiral, is usually a flat near the Galiondge's wharf. A 
horizontal motion of the hand from his master, is sufficient 
hint and warrant to the executioner, who usually' Stands near 
him. The prisoner is led out without aziy ceremony, pushed 
upon his knees, and beheaded with a short sword, or rather a 
long broad knife, which does not always perform the task at one 
blow. If the punishment takes place secretly, the prisoner is 
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strangled.; sometimes he is hanged up on a nail, •driven into any . 
house in the street upon, which the hangman may fix. Persons 
of condition kre strangled first, and afterwards beheaded. I saw 
a body turned on its chest, the carcass covered, but the legs and 
arms bare, which had apparently suffered from burning or beat-
ing, and the head lying sbetween the legs. This latter position 
is an indignity confined to the. rayahs, as the heads of Turkish 
criminals are placed .ender their arms. The body was that of a 
Greek Cogia-Bache of Triccala, who was charged with lading.  
stores for the Russians.; belt, as .a person acquainted with the case 
told me, was in. reality found guilty of, being rich, and having. 
two or three handsome merchant vessels, which the Capudan-
Pasha desired to appropriate to his own service. 

On the day of visiting the navy, we waited first on the Ters-
fiane-Emini, whom we found with a kind of painting apparatus, 
and a hair pencil, drawing a sprig or floweret upon small bits of 
written paper, and handing them. off to the officers in waiting. 
What these billets were we did not learn, but conjectured that 
they were official, and that the ornaments were the signets which. 
it was the Intendant's duty to affix*.---This manual skill may 
seem unworthy of so important an officer as the Second Minister 
of the Marine ; but the Nichandgi-Effendi, a counsellor of state, 
corresponding with our Keeper of the Privy Seal, also draws with 
a 'brush, or hair pencil, the elaborate anagram which stands at the 

* A traveller should be cautious of making any conjectures of the above kind, 
lest be should fall into an error like that of the Malabar merchant at the court 
of Calcutta, - who mistook a pair of green spectacles, for a necessary precaution 
worn by those who approached Lord Minto, to ward off the effulgence of his 
Lordship's presence.—See Mrs. Graham's Journal.. 
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head of all the Imperial firmans ; and employs himself, as I have 
seen, in this mechanical discharge of his duty in the Divan. That 
the office requires some painful attention, may be seen by the an-
nexed fac-simile of Sultan Mahmoud's cypher, taken on a scale 
one half less than that of the original, from our travelling firman. 
It is called Turre, but is properly the Khati-Sherif (which gives a 
name to the whole mandate or public edict), signifying the holy 
character, or Khati-Humayun, the sublime character, and no Turk 
will touch it before he has ceremoniously kissed it with his mouth 
and forehead, and brushed away the dust from it with his cheeks. 
We learn from Cantemir, that it is held in reverence even after 
the death of the Emperor whose name it represents4'. 

* Ottoman History, Part I. Book iii. p. 160, of Tindal's translation. 
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The act of writing the Sultan's name, conveys therefore a. sa-
cred dignity, and it would be a sort of profanation to entrust it 
to common hands. In the same way, even the menial offices about 
his court are considered highly honourable, although they are 
not, like the Lordships of the Bed-chamber at St. James's, by any 
means a sinecure. The Pasha of the Dardanelles, at a visit paid' 
him upon my return from Constantinople, learning that we had 
been in the Seraglio, asked us how we liked the presence-chara-
ber ; and, on our reply, commended it highly, saying, that he 
ought to know it well, having swept it out for fifteen years. 

Leaving the Ters-Hane-Emini, we proceeded, accompanied by 
some of his officers, to examine the port. There were nine two-
deckers, and one three-decker, laid up close to the pier, quite out of 
repair, besides several frigates, one of which, distinguished by a 
palm at the head, was La Justice,. now La Victorieuse, that 
carried Denon to Egypt. One three-decker was on the stocks. 
The store-rooms_.seemed empty, and. there were few people at 
work in any part of the arsenal, 

We met between two and three hundred Russian prisoners, 
chained by the legs, going from the public prison, called the 
Bath, to their labours. This place of confinement (the abode of 
suspected Greeld and condemned Turks, as well as of captive ene-
mies) is enclosed with 'high walls at the heady of the arsenal, and 
probably merits the frightful description given of it from the re-
port of the unfortunate Frenchmen suffering there during the, war 
between their country and the-Porte*. 

* L'aspect du bagne offre un coup-d'mil qui fletrit 
rouqueville, Voyage a Constantinople, chap. xvii. p. 149., 
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A very great arid good - nian has endeavoured to reconcile the 
custom of enslaving prisoners of war with the laws of nature and 
reason. Whether it is excusable or not, the Turks only follow a 
practice which was formerly universally prevalent, and which was 
certainly not extinguished amongst Christians until the thirteenth' 
'century4; nor do they follow it to its full extent, for the prisoners 
are released on a peace ; and, although they are very rigorously 
confined, and obliged to work, they canpot, therefore, be said to 
be enslaved. The Turks, however, no less than the ancient Scy-.  
thians, still think themselves fully entitled, to a payment for the • 
head or redemption of every one whom they destroy or spare 
in battle. 

From Ters-bane we went on board the Sultan Selim, the Ca-
pudan-Pasha's ship, of a hundred and twenty guns, built on the 
French model, and perhaps as fine a vessel as any in the world. 
The High Admiral's cabin is a magnificent apartment, surrounded 
by a handsome stern-gallery; but that of the Captain, and the 
ward-room, are not very comfortably contrived, especially the latter, 
which is half filled 'with small arms : indeed the places where the 
officers sleep are near the forecastle, where there is also an im-
mense oven for baking bread. Her decks were perfectly clean 
and' sweet; and, as she was not burthened with any comforts' or 
conveniences for the crew, her quarters were quite clear below as 
well as on the upper deck. Her complement of men is twelve 
hundred, all of whom, the Captain told us, were on board, although 
there were but few of them visible above, and the most perfect 

* Grot. de Jure belli et pacis, lib. iii. cap. vii. Decline and Fall, vol. ii. 
4to. p. 595. 
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good order and silence were observed in every part of the ship. 
On the lower deck were four enormous cannons on each side", upon 
carriages without either trucks or wheels, and incapable of eleva-
tion. It is extraordinary that a reform in this particular should 
not have taken place at the same time with the other improve-• 
ments. The crew is divided into two distinct bodies; the Greeks 
who manage, and the Turks who fight, the ship : the former are, 
about two hundred in number. With such a regulation, it cannot 
be expected that any excellence in the vessels themselves should 
enable the Turkish navy to equal that of any civilized state. 

The line-of-battle ships in commission when we were in the 
Sultan Selim, were two of three decks, and ten of seventy-four 
guns ; all of Which were moored in the port near Ters-Hane. - 

Whilst we -were in Pera the fleet left the harbour, and pro-
ceeded towards its annual cruise in the Black Sea. , It first 
anchored off Beshik-Tash, then remained some time in the bay 
of Buyuk-dere, and was more than a fortnight in getting finally 
out of the canal. We saw the ships under sail in the Black Sea. 
Several of the squadron generally return, after suffering by mis-
management, into the canal, previously to the appointed season 
for giving up the cruise. 

During a war with Russia, great promises are annually made 
on the part of the Capudan Pasha on commencing the expedi-
tion, which are almost as regularly-  disappointed, and have some-
times been, fatal to the Admiral, who contrives in some instances 
to acquit himself by strangling his Captain, or that of the Pa-
trona Bey or. Vice-Admiral, and laying the charge of misconduct 
on, the pretended delinquent. 

Ii had an. opportunity of going on board one of the. Turkish 
6 A 
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ships of war at sea, and saw nothing of that good order -and dis-
cipline, which apparently prevailed• in the Sultan Selim when in 
harbour. She was a sloop of eighteen guns, and one hundred 
and twenty-five men, and would certainly have proved herself not 
equal to. an English armed cutter. It was difficult to distinguish 
the Captain from his sailors, either from his. dress or manner : 
indeed the dignity of naval command cannot be at all understood 
in a Turkish ship of war ; for one traveller relates, that he saw 
the Captain and one of his men playing at chess on the quarter-
deck ; and I heard Sir S. Smith mention, that upon his coming 
on board the Turkish Admiral's ship, the great Capudan-Pasha 
Kutchuk-Hussein, either as a distinguished honour, or as a proof 
of his nautical accomplishments, fired a salute with his own band, 
running along the deck from gun to gun. 
. The people of a free state submit to unlimited subserviency 

when enrolled amongst the troops of their country. The subjects 
of a despotic monarchy reserve all their liberty of action for the 
period of their service in arms. The anchoring of an Ottoman 
fleet in a port, and the passing of an army through a town, is 
a public calamity to the inhabitants of the invaded district. 
The Galiondges, however, are reckoned more brutal and licen-
tious than the land troops of the Empire. 

Whilst we were walking the deck of the Sultan Selim, the Ca-
pudanPasha left Ters-thane, 'to proceed to -  Buyuk-dere. He 
passed near the ship in his gilded barge, and the band mount-
ing the poop, continued to play until they were relieved by 
those in the three-decker of the Patrona Bey. Their long trum-
pets, the only instruments, produced nothing like our martial' 
airs, but slow and unvarying, though not unpleasant sounds,.  
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such as we may conceive the mournful music of the Goths, or 
the long-drawn note of the ancient Swiss clarion 

After leaving the Sultan Selim, we went on board a seventy.-
four, commanded by a Captain who had been made prisoner in 
Alexandria, when it was taken by the British, and who,.although he 
retired for three years to Syracuse before he ventured to return, 
would have lost his head on coming back to Constantinople, had 
he not been saved by English interposition ; by which also he 
obtained his ship : another officer who had been his companion in 
the same circumstances, was on board-. We were received with 
the utmost cordiality, and as they spoke Italian, they made us'at 

* Mr. Gibbon, Decline and Fall, vol. ii. 4to. p. 549, compares the Gothic 
trumpets to the rauca cornua of the Uri, and remarks upon the art with which 
Philip de Commines has noticed the blowing of these Swiss horns before the 
battle of Nancy, in which the Duke of Burgundy lost his life. " Attendant le 
combat, le dit cor fut come par trois fois, tant que le vent du soufileur pouvoit 
durer; ce qui esbahit fort Monsieur de Bourgouinge, car deja a Morat l'avoit 
ouy." This passage, and particularly the last turn in' it, produces all the 
effect of the sublime in writing. I beg leave to insert from Knolles a specimen 
of the pathetic, no less simple and effectual. 'Writing that Busbek admired 
the order and silence of the Turkish camp, he adds, " he met only with a 
rough Hungarian and his companion, a soldier, who, heavy himself, to the 
lute, rather howled than sung a doleful ditty, containing the last words of a 
fellow of his dying of his wounds, upon the green banke of Danubius ; wherein 

'he requested the river, because it ran to the place where he was born, to carry 
news to his friends and countrymen that he died an honourable death, and not 
unrevenged, for the increase of his religion, and honour of his country; 
-zehereunto his fellow sighing bare a foot. 

0 happy and thrice happy wight, 
Would fortune with thee change we might." 

Hist. of the Turks)  p. 777. 
3 A 2 
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once Understand how much they regretted they were unprepared 
for the visit : they would have 'sent a boat on shore for coffee. 
Upon discovering a gentleman of the embassy, who had come 
with them in an English sloop of war from Malta, and whom 
they conceived instrumental in their preservation, they hastened 
to him with delight in every feature, pressed him tenderly by the 
hand, made repeated, enquiries after all their English friends, and 
showed their love and gratitude by a thousand expressions of 
kindness. ' 

On our departure they renewed their professions, and with an 
air of melancholy;  let drop some hints of regret, that the suspi-
cions of their government would not allow them to repeat by per:. 
sonal visits, and frequent communications at the English palace, 
their unfeigned attachment, and eternal obligations to their gene. 
rous friends. Ingratitude is a vice unknown to the Turks, 
whose naked character, where it can be discovered through the 
incrustations of a defective system, displays a disposition Which 
belongs only to those whom nature has, formed of better clay, 
and cast in her happiest mould. Perhaps European civilization 
would not give a greater scope to the exertion of their intrinsic 
'virtues, but it is clear, that many of their vices are to be attri-
buted to their faulty institutions. 

The descriptions of Rycaut (and much earlier writers might be 
mentioned) apply to the Mussulmans of Constantinople at this 
day, as much as to those of the seventeenth century, and the 
decay of their relative strength, as an European power, has but 
little affected their national character. The Mahometan religion 
has prevented, and ever will prevent, any material change in the 
individual condition, and consequently the character of the Turks. 
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The light thrown upon the manners and customs of this people 
during the last hundred years, has left it unnecessary to disabuse 
the world on the subject of the religion of Mahomet. The times 
are past, when the Mussulmang were charged with believing that 
God is a corporeal being, the author of evil, without providence, 
and not eternal; that the soul is mortal ; that the devils are friends 
of Mahomet, and of God; that Venus is the proper object of wor-
ship ; that man was created of a leach ; and many other absurdi-
ties, originating only in the ignorance of their accusers*. 

Into the doctrinal part of their religion the Turks do not en-
quire, but content themselves with an implicit faith in the one eter-
nal Deity, in his angels, in the prophets, in the day of resurrection 
and judgment, in the decrees of God, and in the virtue of purifi. 
cation, prayer, alms and fasting. There are some of their priests, 
as might be expected, who disturb themselves with the subtle,  
ties of the controversialists, and engrafting upon the simplicity 
of the original law a variety of strange creeds, have established 
sects, the opinions of which, if we are to believe some writers, 
are not only different from, but altogether inconsistent with, the 
faith of Mahomet. Rycaut mentions one brotherhood, whose 
mystery, which it required a long noviciate to penetrate, consisted 
in a profession of atheism, and a practice of the most horrid de- 

* Pope Pius II. in a letter to the Sultan of the Turks, made the first charge;.  
Cedrenus the second, the same Pope the third, Bartholinus of Odessa the fourth 
and r.:1,11, Polydore Virgil the sixth, Johannes Andreas the seventh, the great 
Selden, in his 4th chap. on the Syrian Deities, the eighth; and Euthemius Ziga-
leans the last. Sylburgius accuses Mahomet of having called the Blessed Virgin 
the sister of Moses; and Bartholinus of Odessa upbraids the Koran for saying 
that she was impregnated by eating dates. Those who would see the origin and 
refutation of these follies, may consult the second book of Adrian. Reland's 
System of the Mahometan Theology. 
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baucheries ; but Islamism can no more be affected by such a per- 
versity, than the religion, of England by•the monks of Meden-. 
liam. 

The sect does not, as far as I could learn, exist at this day, but 
institutions and practices no less foreign to the original faith, may 
still be found. Such are the invocations of dead and the reverence 
of living saints, a belief in prophecies* omens and dreams and the 
power of amulets and charms, and the admission of numerous orders 
of Dervishes; the removal of all which excrescences, and the re-

' storation of the simple Unitarianism of the Koran, it is the pro-
fessed object of the Wahaubees to effect. These powerful secta-
ries have taken the holy cities, and overrunning 'all Arabia, and 
part of Syria, have menaced at the same time the Sophi of Persia 
and _ the Sultan of Constantinople, peremptorily inviting them to 
recognise the divine commission of Wahaub, the Unitarian Chief, 
and restore the faith to its primitive purity. Should the mission 
of this reformer accomplish its aim, and meet with general success, 
we may then expect to become acquainted with Mahometanism, 
such as it was in its infancy. 

.Mr. Leibnitz says of it, that " 'tis a kind of deism joined to, 
the belief of some facts, and to the observation of some perform-
ances, that Mahomet and his followers have added, sometimes 
unluckily enough, to natural religion, but that have been agree-
able to the inclinations of several countries;" and he adds, " we 

* The knowledge of future events is obtained, they think, by the constant 
practice of virtue, fasting, and humiliation. The Etishmyshlerden, " the at-
tainers to the fulness of divine fervour," pretend to visions ; yet Mahomet is de-. 
dared in the Koran Achir Pergamber the last of the prophets, which the 
modern Mahometans.have explained, as usual, to suit their own notions.—See 
Cantemiri Ottoman Hist. book i. p. 39, Tindal's translation. 
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are obliged to that sect for the destruCtion 'of paganism in many 
parts -of the world 

To this brief and just exposition, and the subsequent eulogy 
of the religion, I shall only add, that its main doctrine has been 
allowed to be so similar to that of a great heretical Christian, 
that in times when theological controversies were more bitter 
than at present,, sober treatises were written, to prove the con-
formity of the Mahometan belief with that of the Socinians ; 
and that sect, on account of the irregularities of Adam. Neuser, 
was charged with a conspiracy against Christianity, in conjunc-
tion with the Emperor of the Turkst. What was once thought 
a disgrace to Socinus, may now be considered an honour to the 
author of Islamism, who, when he declared There is but one God, 
and Mahomet is his prophet, may, considering the infirmities of 
human nature, be scarcely so much condemned for the imposture 
of the latter article, as praised for having promulgated the sublime ,  
truth contained in the first half of his concise creed. In short, 
Of the prophet of Mecca we may say what Adrian Reland has . 
pronounced of his commentator Kerabisensis, This Arabian de-
livers some truth, covered over with a shell of fiction, being des-
titute of divine revelation. 

'Oux 2EV, 1300%,'  WM216E11 iaery sia litlXTOL 6EM1107)10. 

* A. Letter from Mr. Leibnitz to the author of the Reflections upon the Origin 
of Mnl.,ometanism, dated Berlin, 1706. 

f Set, Historical and Critical Reflections upon Mahometanisrn and. Soci. 
nianism, translated from the French, London, 1712. A Turk hearing a Po-
lish Socinian discourse on the Trinity and incarnation, wondered he did not 
get himself circumcised. See the Letter of Mr. Leibnitz, who, of the two, pre. 
fers the Mahometan, as more consistent than the Socinian. 
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The rapid progress of Islamism has been attributed to tne vi-
cious licence permitted and promised to its 'votaries; but an Ara-
bian impostor, many years after the Hegira, allowed a much 
greater laxity of morals to his followers, and notwithstanding 
some success, his sect did not survive him. On the contrary, 
the Prophet, in forbidding the use of wine, created a restriction 
to which the Arabians were not before accustomed ; nor will any 
religion owe its dispersion and prevalence to a declaration of free,  
dom of action; for it is consonant to the genius of man, to admire 
and fallow systems abounding with rules and regulations, and 
even prescribing a conduct which seems to do violence to all the 
natural feelings and unbiassed inclinations of the human breast, 
Were this not the case, Fakeers, Monks, and Dervishes, could 
never have existed it would have been impossible that any man 
in the world should, like Uveis the Mahometan, have established 
a sect and met with proselytes, whose pretensions. to piety were 
founded on the extraction of all their teeth. 

Mahomet was too wise to omit the palpable parts and outward 
ceremonials, which are the life and soul of all superstitions; which, 
in fact, are the superstitions. He was too wise, to make his Ko-' 
ran a promulgation of licences instead of restraints ; his fasts and 
abstirientes, his ablutions, his pilgrimage to Mecca, are so many 
meritorious mortifications, which have all tended to the propaga= 
Lion of his doctrine. To the same knowledge of the human mind 
may be attributed the miraculous relations of the Koran.. 

It has been before hinted, that a variety of principles and arti-
cles of faith have been invented by the founders of different Ma-
hometan sects, but that these heresies do not engage the atten-
tion of the great body of the people. Some persons. are inclined 
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to think, that many of the higher classes in Turkey are •very, 
sceptical in matters of religion*. Of this I could form no judg-
ment ; but it was not difficult to see, that few except the lower 
orders retain that spirit ,of intolerance and bigotry which Maho-
metans are accused of displaying in all their commerce with Chris-
tians. • A notion has very generally obtained, of their contempt 
and hatred of infidels so far prevailing,- that it is established amongst 
them, .that they may break any engagement :with.  an unbeliever ; 
but nothing is more unfounded than such a supposition, for the 
contrary conduct is expressly commanded by the Koran t, and 
they have been always notorious for their good faith in their 
commercial intercourse with other nations. " How do we trade. 
amongst the Turks," enquires Mr. Harley, who had fallen into 
the common error, " and trust the Illahometans, one of whose 
doctrines in the Alcoran is, not to keep faith with Christians?.  
They have obtained it by a just, punctual, and honourable prac-
tice in trade, and 'you credit them without scruple, nay, rather 
than some Christianst." 

All the people of the East, except the Mahometans, as Mon-
tesquieu § thought, look upon all religions in themselves aS indif-
ferent, and amongst the Calmucks, the admission of every kind, 
of religion is a 'point of conscience. The truth is, the Mahome., 
tans themselves, whether originally from climate or otherwise, 

• It must, however, be confessed, that in so great a nation 
of the learned Turks Who do not.  impliciaNbelieve all that is 
ran," &c. Captfmir, Ottomal! Hist. book i. p. 31, Tindal. 

t See A Sbort.system 'of the Mahonnetan Theology, book ii. 
t Essay on Public Credit, 1710 (eprinted 1797), p. 17. 
4 Liv. xxv. cbapit. 15, de l'Esprit des LON.' 

6 B 
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notwithstanding great apparent steadiness in their own faith, are 
perfectly tolerant in their practice ; and I cannot help sup-
posing that they entertain very charitable notions on this head, 
for ,I recollect a person of authority, to whom one of us had 
introduced our Albanian attendant Dervish, with the recom. 
mendation that he was a Mussulman, observing,. that he did not 
enquire into a man's faith, but his character, and that he presumed 
Heaven would be wide enough for persons of all religions'. The 
generality of the Turks are at the same time exceedingly atten.. 
tive to all the forms prescribed by their law, and perform their 
religious duties without either affectation ,or 'levity. The obli» 
gation to external piety is not confined to the priesthood. They 
pray in the streets..find in their open shops at Constantinople, not 
for the sake of ostentation, since every one is equally pious, but to 
perform a portion of their civil duties. On the same principle,no 
one, whatever may be his private opinions, utters any sentiments 
disrespectful to the faith. Such a levity would be sedition, and .a 

* The Xoran, Surat 2, verse 59, has these words : cs Verily, those who be-
lieve, both Jews and Nazareens ( Christians), and Zabians (Gentiles in Arabia)  
ar ishmaelites),whosoever of these believe inGod and the last day, and do good 
works, have their reward with their Lord, and no fear shall,come,upon them, 
neither shall they be affeetedseith sorrow." A rt us Thomas, in his Triumph of the 
Cross ; Bellarmine, in his Controversies, vol. ii. p. 293, 294; and Thomas i 
Jesu on the Controversies of the Gentiles, p. 677, and others, cry scandal 
against this toleration, the last dotage of .11fahornet; and Reland has, -7 fear, 
with some success, defended the Prophet against the heinous charge. A short 
System of Mahometan Theology, book ii. sect. 2.—The Cham of the Tartars 
told Rubruquis in 1253, 4 4  Que comme Dieu aDoit donne aux mains plusieurs 
doigts, ainsi (molt it ordonne aux hommes plusieurs chemins pour alter en Pa. 
radis."—V oyage en Tartaric, cap. X16, p.119. 
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crime against the representative of the Prophet; for the Sultan is 
the Vicar of Mahomet, and is the supreme head of the govern-
ment, which is not less a theocracy than the ancient Jewish mo-
narchy. 

It has been established beyond doubt, by the writer who, in 
-my humble judgment, has given the truest and most satisfactory 
account of The Turkish government, I mean Mr. Thornton, that 
the Memo, or ministers of the Mahometan law, at whose head 
is the Mufti, do not assume or exercise a power paramount to 
that of the Sultan, however they may have been resorted to, in 
order to sanction the Imperial edicts, or to join with the Janissa-
ries, or general voice of the people, in deposing a cruel or inca-
pable princ'. The Mufti, who has been likened to the Popes 
or Patriarchs of the Christian sects, but is in fact more- similar 
to the Pontifex Maximus of ancient Rome, is in dignity, though 
not in power, the second person in the empire; but he is not, as 
some have endeavoured to prove, the first. To show this, it is 
sufficient to say' that his continuance in office depends upon the 
will of the Sultan. 

In a despotic monarchy nothing remains fixed but the reli-
gion t ; the 1VIahometan law is unchangeable and all-powerful -; 
but its immediate ministers possess neither the one nor the other 
attribute, If the fetwa, or decree, of the Mufti were a neces-
sary sanction to every act of importance,,  which it seems not to 
be, the person who disposes of the office may be supposed capa-
ble of controuling the ,officer. The religion may be called supe,,  

' Present State of Turkey, p. 100 to p. 113. 
+ Dc l'Esprit des Loix. - 	- 
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riOr to the Sultan, TOT by it 'he holds his .power, bUt I cannot 
think that any cippo'sition to the Imperial authority on the Part of 

- the Mem, however long or successfully it may continue, can be 
adduced to show that the Sultan of the Turks is not a deSpotic 
'prince, or can be' considered in any other light thank an insurrec-
tion, to which every absolute monarch Must occasionally be' sub, 
ject. 

It is the custom for the Grand Signior to back his ordinances 
'relative to peace and war, and other' state matters, by the final, 
as it is for him to go to the mosck publicly on every Friday, 'and 

:to attend in'Person at,a conflagration ; but the two latter obliga-
tions are equally strong with the former ; nor are the three ex-
ceptions to the exercise of his own will and discretion, of sufficient 
importance to be- mentioned as a proof of limitation, in the Otto6 
man sovereignty, or of any. other point, than that  no prince is 
altogether superior to 'established usages. Nevertheless,, Abu,  
Taleb,. the traveller commonly going by the name of the Persian 
Prince, a' much better judge than either De Tott, Sir laMes 
Porter, or other 'Europeans, who have adopted the same notion, 

-informs us in his Travels; that he did not consider the power of 
the Grand Signior absolute, which I can only account for by ,sup-
posing, that in the ,Asiatic governments' to which he bad ,  been 
accustomed, insurrections were not so',  frequent, nor the influ-
ence of usage so apparent, as in the capital of Turkey. - 

The identity of law and religion gives a sanctity of character 
to the Mufti, the Cazy-askers of Roumelia 	d Natolia, the 
Istamboul-Effendi, the Mollahs, Cadis, Naibs, and all the admi-
nistrators of justice in Turkey; but the ecclesiastics, or Murta-
ziki, are, except in their education, a distintt body from the Ulema, 
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and are not immediately dependent upon the Mufti, but upon.  
the Kislar-Aga, or Chief of the Black Eunuchs*, The Santons, 
Alfaquis, and Sheiks, 'explain texts of the Koran, but their ser-
mons are not given at any stated time, not:  very frequently; the 
Talismans perform the same office, by are chiefly employed in 
transcribing the hay books ; the Imaums recite the prayers, at 
stated hours of the day in the moscks, but not aloud, only animating 
the people by their example: on Friday, however, before prayers at 
noon, a reader or chanter (Nat' chon) sings the praises of Mahe-
met:  To each mosck there is also a Haim, or overseer; Fernesh, a 
sweeper; and Abkesh, a water-drawer. One Muezzin, or chanter,' 
will serve, for several moscks. The burying-grounds are under the 
inspection of a Turba-dhar, or sexton. There is also a person 
whose business it is to attend to the innumerable lights with which 
the larger moscks are supplied, and to provide for the illumina-
tions of the Rhamazan, when all the minarets are adorned with 
lamps, hanging not only round the galleries and to the tops. of 
the spires, but upon strings from one turret to another, so as to 
form various figures, and verses from the Koran. 

There is no part of the religious duties of a Mussulman which 

* The Cazy-askers are chief justices: they sit not on the right,. as Mr..  
Thornton says, but on the left hand, of the Grand Vizier in the Divan. The 
lstambol-Effendi is chiefjustice of Constantinople; the Mollahs, or Mouths, are 
presidents of great towns, to whom the ancient Ottoman kings paid five hun• 
dred aspers a day, but who now receive nothing from the government (Bobo.. 
vius, a Treatise concerning the Turkish Liturgy, sect. ii.).; the Cadis are 
judges of small towns; and the Naibs, puisnejudges. Each court has.a Katib, 
a secretary; a Mokaiyd, a clerk ; and Muhzir, a crier. The Mufti's pension 
is five hundred zequins a day from the.  Seraglio. (Notice sur la Cour du Grand. 
Seigneur)  p. 141).. 
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requires the intervention of a priest ; nor, although a reader and 
chanter are retained in some great families, is the distinction which 
separates the Christian laity and clergy, to be recognised amongst 
the Mahometans. Ther.e is nothing in the external behaviour of the 
Imaums, or others of the secular priesthood, which distinguishes 
them from their fellow-subjects: they assume no authority, either 
temporal 'or ecclesiastical ; and are under the controul of the 
Cadis, or municipal judges ; in short, they are the guardians of 
the moscks rather than of the Mussulmans. The Hogias, or 
schoolmasters (one of whom is attached to each of the great 
moscks in Constantinople), are in smaller parishes the only public 
readers of the Koran. 

The extreme simplicity of this religion, and of the ordinances 
by which it is supported, has not, however, prevented all preten-
sions to extraordinary holiness, or the encouragement of several 
sects of fanatical impostors, to whom some allusion has before 
been made. The Christian recluses were the admiration of the 
Mussulmans before they had adopted the same practice; but 
since the first institution of religious orders in the reign, and' by 
the patronage, of Nasser-Ben-Hamed, the third prince of the 
Samanide dynasty, in the year 331 of the Hegira, there has been 
a constant succession of saints, distinguished from their fellow-
citizens by the title and profession of poverty, and supposed to 
be occupied in the perpetual contemplation of the more abstruse 
points of the Mahometan doctrine*. These saints have been 

* D'Herbelot, Bibliotheque Orientale, Articles Nasser-Ben- Hamed, Der-
Tische, Soft, Zaked, Fakir, &c. Saadi, in the Ghulistan, relates, that the Chris-
tian monks of Mount Libanus in his time performed miracles; and Bokhari, in 
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known under the names of Calenders, Torlaquis, and other dis-
tinct appellations applied to particular sects, but are more gene-
rally spoken of under their original title of Dervish, a word 
having the same signification in the Turkish and Persian language 
as the' Fakir of the Arabic, and denoting a poor man. They 
have their travelling mendicants, fraternities of settled recluses, 
and some few solitaries, amounting in all to thirty-two orders; 
all of which differ from each other, and are distinguished also by 
particular manners and appearance from the rest of the world. 

Although it is expressly said in the Koran, that the vow of 
celibacy is not received in Paradise, the Calenders do not admit 
of marriage ; but the generality of the orders- are under no suctt 
restriction. Some individuals amongst them have, like Ilaji' 
Bek-Tash, attained an, extraordinary reputation ; but the profess 
sion of piety, beyond the acquirement of alms, is not attended' 
with any advantages in Turkey. The Niussulmans consider the4-
selves obliged to contribute to the support of, the religious; at 
the same time, that not only the more enlightened of them, but 
the common people, regard the Dervishes with but little internal 
reverence, and rather tolerate than approve of their institutions. 
The Seyeh, or wanderers, who raise contributions by proclama. 
Lion, are relieved;  but pot respected*. Their kirkah, or ,tor 
habit, notwithstanding its alleged descent from the ancient pro- 

his book entitled Sahib, recounts the wonders of the Abyssinian, Saheb G ioraije, 
a Christian solitary, with the good faith of a Capuchin. There is also an Ara-
bic history of Christian monks. 

* On coming into a town, a Seyeh cries aloud from the market place or 
court of the mosck)  " Ira allah senden besh bin altzln isterim"-0 God, give 
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phets, has been the subject of much sarcasm for the Oriental wits, 
and the vices which it is known to envelop, have not added to its,  
respectability 4 .—A Dervish attempted to kill Sultan Mahomet 
the Second, and also Achmet the First; and.in  the reign of Osman 
the First another enthusiast ventured to disturb the peace of the 
empire, by foretelling the triumph of Christianity upon the strength 
of a vision seen at Mecca.. The prophet was cudgelled to death-. 

I pray, five thousand crowns—or some other sum or commodity, which he is 
to collect in the course of his journey. The Seyehs come even from India. 
One of them delivered to Kioprili Mustapha Pasha, Grand Vizier to Solyman 
the Second, letters from the Great Mogul, and told him that his master, hear-
ing of the Sultan's distresses, had sent an offer of assistance to his brother Mus. 
sulman. To which Kioprili replied, that Solyman would be ever grateful 
for the zeal and friendship of the great Padishah of India, but that his 
affairs just then being in a prosperous state, " he could be honoured with no 
greater favour from his Indian majesty, than his commanding his beggars 
Rot to enter the Ottoman -dominions." Cantemir, Ottoman Hist. Part I. 
book i. p. 40, of Tindal's translation. 
• * Saadi, in the eighth chapter of his Ghulistan, addressing the religious, 
says, " Possess the virtues of a true Dervish, and then, instead of a -woollen 
cap, wear, if you will, a Tartar bonnet." Ebu-Cassab, one of their spiritual 
masters, calls their garments the mask of hypocrisy ; and Hafiz prefers a gob. 
let of wine to the blue mantle of the Dervish ; which the Persians, who have 
given a mystical meaning to all the verses of this poet, explain as an attachment 
to divine love, and a hatred for hypocrisy. Dervishlik khirkhaden Lentz dog-
hil, is a Turkish proverb, which answers to the cucullus non facit monachum. 
See D'Herbelot, Bibliotheque Orientale, Article Dervische. 

1-  In the early ages of the Mahometan religion a Mahometan said that he 
was God. A man reminded him, that one who had called himself a prophet 
had been killed. " They were right," said the other, "for I did not give him 
his. commission: he was no prophet of mine.".—Paroles Remarquables des 
Orientaux, Galand. 
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The character of the mendicant Dervishes of Asia Minor has been 
already seen"'. Yet the Santons and Sheiks, whose exhortations 
make most impression in the moscks, are the superiors of these 
fanatics ; and a sermon preached by one of-  the former in St. 
Sophia, was the origin of the disgraceful expedition undertaken 
by Sultan Solyman against Malta in the year 1564t. 

Attempts have been made to abolish the institution, but the 
Janissaries still retain eight Dervishes of the order of Bek-Tash, 
as chaplains to the army; and the people of Constantinople run in 
crowds to amuse themselves (for no other motive can be assigned 
to.them) at the exhibitions of the turning and of the howling 
Dervishes, to which all strangers are carried, as to the theatre or 
other places of entertainment in the cities of Christendom. 

There is 'a monastery of the former order, the Mevievi (so 
called from Mevlana their founder) in Pera, and we were admit-
ted to the performance of their ceremonies on Friday the 25th of 
May. We were conducted by a private door into .the gallery of 
the place of worship, a single octagonal room, with the middle of 
the floor, which was of wood highly polished, railed off for the 
exhibitors. A red carpet and cushion were placed at the side op-
posite the great door near the rails, but" there were no seats in any 
part of the chamber.. We waited some time until the great door 
opened, and a crowd of men and boys rushed in, like a mob into 
a playhouse, each of them, however, pulling off his shoes as he 
entered. The place without the rails, and our gallery, were filled 
in five minutes, when the doors were closed. The Dervishes 

* Letter xxxvi. p. 648, of this volume. 
Notice sur 14 Cour du Grand 8eigneur, p. 148. 
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dropped in one by one, and each 'of them crossing his arms; 
very reverently and with the utmost grace bowed to the.seat of 
the Superior, who entered at last himself, better dressed than the 
others, and with his feet covered. With him came in another man, 
who was also distinguished from the rest by his garments, and 
who appeared afterwards to officiate as a clerk. Other Dervishes 
arrived;  and went into the gallery opposite to the Superior's seat, 
where there were four small cymbal drums. The Superior now 
commenced a prayer, which he continued for ten minutes; then 
a man stood up in the gallery, and sang for some time from a 
book : the cymbals began to beat, and four Dervishes taking.up 
their neih or long cane pipes, called by Cantemir the sweetest of 
all musical instruments*, played some tunes which were by no 
means disagreeable, and were, indeed, something 'like plaintive 
English airs. On some note being struck, the Dervishes below 
all fell suddenly on their faces, clapping their hands with one ac-
cord upon the floor. 

The music ceased; and the Superior began again to pray. He 
then rose, and marched three times slowly round the room, fol-
lowed by the others, who bowed on each side of his cushion, 
the Superior hiniself bowing also, but not to the cushion, and 
only once, when he was half way across it. The Superior reseated 
himself, and said a short prayer. The music commenced a second 
time, all the Dervishes rose from the ground, and fourteen out 
of the twenty who were present, let drop a long coloured petti-
coat, round the rim of which there were apparently some weights; 
and throwing off their cloaks, they appeared in a tight vest 

* Ottoman Hist. Part I. book i. p. 40. 
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with sleeves. The clerk then marched by the Superior, and bow-
ing, retired into the middle of the room. A Dervish followed, 
bowed, and began to whirl round, his long petticoat flying out into 
a cone. The rest followed, and all of them were soon turning 
round in the same manner as the first, forming a circle about the 
room, with three or four in the middle. The arms of one man 
alone were held straight upwards, two of them, crooked their 
right arms like• a kettle-spout, the rest had both arms extended 
horizontally, generally with the palm of one hand turned upwards, 
and the fingers closed and at full length. A very accurate and lively 
represeritation of this curious scene may be found in Lord Bal-
timore's Travels.—Some of them turned with great speed; they re-
volved round the room imperceptibly, looking more like automatons -
than men, as the petticoat concealed the movement of their feet 
the clerk walked with great earnestness and attention amongst them, 
but without speaking, and the Superior remained on his cushion 
moving his body gently from side to side, and smiling. The per-
formers continued at the labour for twenty-five minutes, but with 
four short intervals ; the last time they turned for ten minutes, and 
notwithstanding some of them whirled with such velocity that their 
features were not distinguishable, and two of them were boys of 
fifteen and seventeen, apparently no one was affected by this pain-
ful exercise. The clerk, after the turning and music ceased, prayed 
aloud, and a man walking round, threw a cloak upon the Der-
vishes, each of whom was in his original place, and bending to the 
-earth. The Superior began the last prayer, and the company 
-withdrew. 
- 	The ceremonies just described are said by Volaey to have a re- 
ference to the revolution of the stars, and whether or not they 
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are to have credit for any superior astronomical science, these 
Dervishes certainly possess some literary merit, as all of them are 
instructed in the Arabic language, and make it their study to be-
come critically acquainted with its beauties. Their monasteries 
contain many rare books, collected at considerable pains and ex-
'pence in all the countries of the East where they have any esta-
blishments, or which are visited by any of their fraternity. 

It cannot be supposed that any set of men who are better in-, 
structed should be more superstitious than their fellow-citizens; 
but it is very probable that they may be aware of the awe .and 
astonishment which any strange religious ceremony creates in the 
mind of the vulgar, and that without being in reality enthusiastic, 

--they take advantage of the reputation sometimes attached, even 
amongst the Turks, to that character. They, cannot be unwilling 
.that the spectators of the performance should discover some mys-
tical meaning in their revolutions, which it seems to me were in 
their first origin nothing but a sort of religious penance; but I can-
not think that .they are themselves deceived as to the efficacy or 
intention of the ceremonies. The Superior does not inflict upon
himself the execution of so rigorous a duty, and it may be added,,  
that there is a marked superiority, both in his appearance and that 
of the musicians, to the air and manner of the Dervishes employed 
in the exhibition, who may, after all, be retained to display their 
feats for the benefit of the institution. 

The Mevlevi are, however, rational worshippers, when compared 
with the Cadrhi, or Howling Dervishes, whose exertions, if con-
sidered as religious ceremonies, are more inexplicable and disgust-
ing than those of any enthusiasts in the known world, and if re-
garded merely as jugglers' feats, are legitimate objects of curio,. 
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sity. A large party of our countrymen went to see them on -the 
26th of June. 

From our lodgings we walked to the back of Pera, and keeping' 
the suburbs of Cassim Pasha on our left, passed over the large 
plain and hill of the Ok-meidan, or archery ground, where there 
are many marble pillars erected as memorials of the distance to 
which some of the Sultans, and other distinguished Toxophilites, 
have shot their arrows ; for the endeavour of the Turks is not to 
hit a mark, but to exceed each, other by the range of their 
bows; and I think it is Olivier who mentions, that they have con-
trived  

an extravagant method of flattering their sovereigns and 
grandees, by placing in the Ok-meidan, signS of a prowess alto-
gether impossible. I recollect perfectly well walking another 
time across the plain, suite unconscious of the sport, and being 
stopped by the shouts of some Turks on a neighbouring hill, and 
by a fellow who ran hastily up to me, and pointed to, an arrow 
which had just lighted in the ground. The archers were amongst 
some large loose stones, and at a distance which, rendered them 
scarcely discernible. Some of the Asiatic troops still carry bows 
and arrows. 

After crossing the Ok-meidan, we waited an hour in the 
court-yard of a ruined mosck, shaded by large plane trees, and 
containing two dry fountains and a range of deserted cells. We 
were told that the ceremony never took place except, with the at-
tendance of a sufficient -number of spectators, and after leaving the 
mosck we staid some time in an outward yard, until a crowd was • 
collected, and we heard music and praying in an anti-chamber. 
We then entered, and found a large. party singing, or rather 
bawling, in a dirty deal apartment, fitted up at the further ma 
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with several flags, having axes, swords, pikes, and cymbal-druMs 
on" one side, and a 'silk cloth inscribed with characters on the 
other. This they said was a part of Mahomet's tent, the other 
portion of this holy relic being at Vienna. On the left hand 
corner was a latticed box for women, and'next to it was an open 
compartment railed off from the floor. In this place we seated 
ourselves, and saw three principal personages of the sect kneeling • 
under the flags, and waving their heads sideways, keeping time , 
with the musicians, who were beating drums and singing at the 
lower end of the room. In the corner under the latticed box, was 

. a black or tawny dwarf half naked, upon his knees, contorting 
himself into many frightful and ridiculous gestures, now and then 
becoming furious, and knocking his arms and head violently against 
the ground. To him we directed our attention, until at last he 
tore open his vest below his waist, and struggling on the ground, 
was led off frothing at the mouth, and suffering apparently under 
the convulsions of actual' madness. 

After this exhibition the principals advanced; the crowd ranged 
themselves along three sides of the lower end of the room, and six 
persons squatting down in the middle of the party, commenced 
tinging, and -were joined by the remainder of the company in the 
chorus, which was the repetition of the name of God. The whole 
of the three lines, amounting in all to between thirty and forty per-
sons, none of whom belonged to the fraternity, but were introduced 
promiscuously by kissing the principal's hands, continued waving 
backwards and forwards, and sideways close together, howling 
and grunting to a tune, which, was lost at last in a general and 
'continued exclamation of Yallah-Illah! Yallah-Illah! when they 
jumped and jogged themselves into that which appeared to all of 
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us, from undoubted symptoms, to be that peculiar kind of artifi-
cial frenzy,, which we learn was produced by the Sarmatian art 
of see-saw, or session on a cord 

I should mention, that before the violent howling and jogging 
began, a Dervish perfectly mangy, and covered with filth and 
sores, came round, and reverently taking off every man's turban, 
placed it under the banners. The three. principals only jogged 
their heads and moved on their heels. They seemed half in joke, 
as also did several of the party, especially a young Imaum of our 
acquaintance who had accompanied us to the place, and who, 
although he joined in the whole ceremony, was laughing heartily 
and winking towards our box. During the howling the Superior 
of the order, a red-faced, drunken-looking man, entered the room, 
and walking busily amongst the party, made various exclamations 
of ill temper and discontent, as if displeased with -some parts of 
the ceremony. 

After the howling, a prayer was recited, and' all the company 
dispersed into the anti-chaMber to take coffee and pipes to recruit 
themselves ; but they soon returned, and a jug of water, into 
which the Superior had blown, and a consecrated shirt, were 
handed round the room. Two infants were also brought in and' 
laid on a mat before the Superior, who stood first on their bellies, 
and then on their backs, and afterwards breathing upon them, 
delivered them to his attendants, cured, as we were told,. of some 
complaint which this charm was calculated to remove. 

The howling and jogging recommenced, and to this succeeded 
a prayer. The Superior then brought forward two men, and ran 

* See Swift On the Mechanical Operation of the Spirit—Tale of a Tub. 
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long needles, like netting needles, with large handles, through, their 
cheeks, pushing them out at their mouths, and also through the 
thick skin above the wind-pipe. After a short time he pulled the 
needles out, wetting the wound with his spittle, and so contriving 
the extraction that no orifice was visible, although it appeared that 
a hole had been made, and the performer brought the men close to 
our box, as if to convince us that there .was no delusion in the ope-
ration. The feat was repeated, and a black curly-headed fellow, 
who they said was an Egyptian, on the needle being drawn out, 
appeared to faint, and falling down, lay for some time on the grOund, 
until the superior puffed into his mouth, when he jumped up, 
screaming out Yollah ! in a convulsed but ridiculous tone, and reco-
vered instantly: The boring was practised on several in the room, 
and the jogging and singing were continued by the crowd below. 
The Superior, having first drawn several rusty swords and returned 
them to their sheaths, now took an attaghan, and breathing upon 
it, gave it to a black Arab, who stripped to his waist, and, after 
crying several times on the name of God, applied it to the narrow 
part of his abdomen as tightly as possible, sawing it with the ut-
most violence upon his belly, but without leaving any marks, 'ex-
cept a few bloody scratches : whilst he performed this frightful 
feat, he called out to us, bono? bono? as much as to ask if it 
was well done. 

"Another swarthy Arab then took the attaghan, which by the 
way was handed to us, and was as sharp as a razor, and lying 
on the ground, placed it with its edge downwards across his body, 
and suffered the Superior to stand with his whole weight upon 
the back ,of the knife. The same man 'then *took two sharp 
iron spikes, headed with wooden globes, and a tassel of iron- 
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chains, and knobs, which were all breathed upon and bleSsed, 
and drove them repeatedly into each of his flanks, so as to make' 
the pair nearly meet in his body. During this trial he seemed in 
a fury, .calling loudly on God and Mahomet, and with a kind of 
enthusiastic coquetry, would scarcely suffer the spikes_ to be 
forced from his hands. 

A brazier of burning charcoal was then brought in, and six or 
seven. men, chosen promiscuously as it appeared from the crowd, 
were presented by the Superior with red hot irons, breathed upon 
and blessed like the other instruments, which, after licking them 
with their tongues, they put between their teeth. • One fellow 
near us made many wry faces, and pulled the irons from his 
mouth ; but the othe s, although they were in evident pain, and • - 
the water streame romIljr lips, seemed as if they were loth to 
part with theM, and, either from pretence or some actual con-
vulsion, were with difficulty forced to open their jaws. One of 
the Arabs then swallowed several pieces of burning charcoal, after 
they had been blessed ; and this, as well as holding the hot irons, 
whatever preparation may have been actually _used, was per-.  
formed without any visible trick or slight of hand. The charcoal 
and irons were certainly both at a red heat. _ 

Whilst this business was transacting in the upper part of the 
room, several tambourines were handed down, and played upon 
by persons of the crowd, who seemed highly delighted with the 
scene ; and during the. whole ceremony, those below continued 
screaming and jumping, and shouldering each other in a mass, 
and at last huddled themselves together into a ring, leaping 
round and round, and squeezing those in the middle into a jelly, 
until the whole party was utterly exhausted, and the perform-
ance closed, having lasted' for three hours. 

6 11 
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We retired after paying for our seats, but were followed by 
the two Arabs ; one of whom spoke a few words of English, and 
asked us for an additional present, on account of some unusual 
exertions with which we had that day been favoured. He told 
us he had played before the English at Alexandria.. 

The part performed by the two Arabs, and by the dwarf first 
mentioned, was clearly a juggle ; and, notwithstanding the reli-
gious preparations, it appeared that no one regarded it, or wished 
us to think it supernatural ; but I confess myself at a loss to ac-
count for the voluntary sufferings of the others, all of whom were 
Common fellows taken from the spectatork It 	be r 
that the Superior himself did not seem to 	ot. 
but only to be chosen for the occasio ati direct, , :)f t 
rites ; and that the Dervishes tool 
laborious part of the ceremony. 

The women, and the very lowest of tf 
ened into some religious feelings by these horrid surd mum-
' meries, accompanied as they are with frequent pra'y' ers and reli-
gious rites, and a constant invocation of the Deity. The exist-
ence of thejuniping sect of our own island, renders unreasonable 
all scepticism as to the follies of enthusiasts ; but it did not ap- 

• pear that either the spectators or performers were 'leder any 
delusion as to the motive or effect of this species of devotion. 
Having given the relation of the facts just as they happened, 
from a note taken on the spot, I shall leave every one to form his 
own conclusion on this extraordinary scene. 

The Cadrhi were abolished by Kioprili Mustapha 'Pasha, but 
after the death of that Vizier. 
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Excursion to Constantinople—The Wall on the Land Side of the 
City—The Miracle of Baloucli—The Seven Towers—The 
Coffee-Houses near Yeni-Kapoussi—The Meddahs, or Tale- . 
Tellers—Teriakis, or Opium Eaters—Kown-Kap.  oussi—Kebao 
—Balik-Hane—Execution of Viziers—The Kiosks under the 
1Valls—Battery and Boat-Houses of the Seraglio. 

WE' haa' 	 days at Pera before we 
crossed the water to visit the capital. A party of us went in a 
boat .from the Salsette, and in one of the peramidias, or small 
wherries, which ply upon the canal, and which amounted in 1777 
to five thousand seven hundred, including the private pleasure-
boats. • The number of fishing-boats at the time of the Latin 
invasion was one thousand •six hundraPE. The resemblances of 
the kirlangishes or swallows,, as they are called, to the shape of 
the ancient boats, has been often observed, and is so exact, that 
they might be thought the originals of those which are often 
seen on the Etruscan vases conveying the shades of the departed 
across the Styx. 

We landed after rowing up the harbour, near the spot where 

* Decline and Fall, cap. lx. p. 149, note, and 15e;  4to. 
6 u 2, 
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the walls begin, to cross the peninsula at Askame-Iskelessi, cloSe4.  
to the gate of St. Demetrius. We walked through BaHat, the 
quarter of the Jews, which seems to have derived its name from 
Palation, as a large building known to.the Turks by the name of 
Tekkuri-Sarai is recognized for the Ilebdomon, a palace of the 
Ca2Sars standing in this region of the metropolis. We then arrived 

- at a range of sheds, where there were many gilded arabats for hire, 
and some attached stables, from which, after waiting some time 
near a large burying-groUnd, we procured horses, and rode under 
the walls across the peninsula as far as the Seven Towers. 

The appearance of these wall 
dosius) is more venerable than 	

fr 

quity : their triple ranges rising one 
places nearly entire, and still rcIttLn 
and towers, are shaded with largi' 
the foss and through the rents of rel  
intervals between the triple wallthicb 
are in many places choked up with earth and masses of the 
fallen ramparts ; and the foss, of twenty-five feet in breadth, 
is cultivated and converted .into herb gardens and cherry or. 
chards, with here and there a solitary cottage". Such is 
the height of the walls, that to those following the road under 

I only reckoned, but it was during a cursory view, one hundred and 
eighteen towers. The Florentine Bondehnonte, whose plan bears the date of 
1422, saw one hundred and .eighty. The outer ditch is faced with a wall, 
which makeS the third rampart, and only the two other walls are defended by 
towers. Every late author, except Dr. Dallaway, appears to have overlooked 
th're:third range; but Gyllius notices it—"Alter parks cffertur aliquanto.  
supra fossam ) crebris pinnis distinctus."—Dc Topog. Const. lib. i. cap. 
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them on the outside, none of the, moscks or other buildings of, 
the capital, e*cept the towers of Tekkuri-Sarai, are visible ; and 
as there are no suburbs, this line of majestic ramparts, defenceless 
and trembling with age, might impress upon the mind the notion, 
that the Ottomans had not deigned to inhabit the conquered 
city, but, carrying away its people into distant captivity, had left 
it an unresisting prey to the desolations of time. 

in crossing the five highways which issue from their respective 
gates, we ;net hardly a single passenger ; and even two or three 
little huts, where a glass of water, pipes,' and cherries, might 
be procured, seemed less frequented than the coffee-houses on 
the roads of Asia Minor. 

We assed first by Egri.Kapoussi (the Oblique gate), where, 
t e triplenithencr‘s, and next by Edrene-Kopoussi (the gate 

• of Adrianople), Top-Kapolissi (the Cannon-gate, where the victo-
rious Mahomet made his public entry into Constantinople), and 
afterwards by Mevlani Yeni-Kapoussi. We then crossed over 
the road leading from Selivri-Kapousfi (the gate of Selivria), and. 
Tiding through a large Armenian burying-ground, arrived at 
Baloucli, which is the site of the church of the Virgin, built by 
Justinian, and is remarkable for one of the many standing mita-
Cies that support the sinking credit of the modern Greek church.. 

in a little chapel 'dedicated. to Agia Panagia, we were shown, 
in a recess lighted up with candles, a fountain of cold water, and 
were desired to remark a fish about the size of a minnow, of whiCh 
the monks related, that the last Constantine taking a repast at 
the side of this spring with a priest, and being told that the Turks 
had made -a breach in the walls, said, that it was no more possi-
ble than that the fish on his plate should ever again swim in the 
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water ; when, upon his saying the word; it jumped from toe 
Xlish into the fountain, and the city was taken! - Our informant 
would not exactly say that what we saw was the identical animal;il 
but averred, that it was more than a hundred years old, had 
never been smaller nor bigger than it appeared in its then state 
and was of the same species as that which leaped from the Em 
peror's plate : in proof of this latter assertion, he begged us to 
observe the glitter of his scales, transmitted from his fried fore7.- .  
fathers. Our.  Greek attendants crossed themselves, and took a, 
draught of the water, which, as welkwalany other holy springs 
in the neighbourhood of the capital (Aiourihezr,:, 

;,. 
cific in various disorders 

Returning from Baloucli, we entertd. 
the Seven Towers, which we attempts'  . 
at the entrance, and informed, that will out 
.cessible to strangers. The world 	. , been Fa, 
tailed description of this redoubts 
tion of the traveller frequently referred to in the course o t 
Letters, who has also amused himself, like his countryman De 
Retz, with sketching some biographical notices of his jailors. 

The defences of this imperial castle do not entitle it to an 

The difference between the above relation and the story as it is told in Poti41 
qucville's third volume, shows that the Greek fathers reserve to themselves the' 
privilege of varying the circumstances of the miracle. The Emperor, in hiss  
time, was a servant, and the existing fish the actual performer in the prodigy..-r-, 

! Voyage a Constantinople, p. 93. 
t Celui qui. commandait le chateau pendant ma captiritg appele Ahdulha.' 

mid etaitUn zeillard venerable, d'origine Tartare, qui await faits ses premier 
zitni;es dans le 	"qualiti de muezzin ou de sacristan. 	A l'age  

iltTTER XLVIII. 
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respect as .a fortress, and -if the Ottoman, armies lost, as is said, 
twelve , thousand men in forcing this portion of. the, Byzantine - 
tamparts, (the ancient Cyclobion), they must . have met. with a 
much more serious resistance than the Aga Abdulhamid, and bis 
garrison of sixty-five men prepared against ,the crews of two 
Lazic vessels, who stormed the place in -1795, and carried off a 
captive fellow countryman:. 'We walked through a little door into 
the first court, and saw . a, crowd of boys 'at play, who were,, as . 
they told us, pupils of the Imaum or chaplain of the fortress, but 
being allowed no further ingress, we saw neither the golden gate 
of Theodosius, nor the chamber in which Osman was stran-
gled, nor any of the other objects of curiosity to be found within 
the circuit of the castle. 	 . 

of more thati-tcoy the seven inscriptions given by Banduri, 
• Wheler, and Tournefortlerwere seen by Pouqueville; .  but a more 
observant antiquarian would perhaps have discovered the remaining 

- , 
soixante ans n'ayant plus de voix pour chanter sur un minaret, ou' a la porte 
d'une nzosquee, on l'avait .crie commandant de place. Brave homme, au 
reste, plein de vertus," 8.ec. 

" Get aga avait sous ses ordres un kiaya ou lieutenant,' une.garnison corn- 
posse de cinquante quatre disdarlis, divish en dix sections,' commandies par 
autant de belouk-bashis ou caporaux. Sans rappeler les noms de ces illustres 
,personnages, je dirai que le lieutenant du chateau etait dessinateur dans une 
manufacture de toiles peintes ; et que, parmi les caporaux, on comptait l'imam 
ou curs des Sept Tours; unbatelier, unmarchand de pipes, et plusieurs per.-
sonnages de la lame importance."—Voyage a Constantinople, pp. 67, 68. 

* Inscrip. Constant. Antiq. CP. lib. vii. pp. 182, 183, tom. i. 
t A Voyage, book ii. p. 1,9.9. Voyage du Levant, pp.'466 'ler,' tom, i. 

lett, xii. 	 -` • 
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marbles. Although four only of the Seven Towers have remained 
entire (for the 'fifth is rent in half) since the earthquake in 1768, 
the fortress still retains the names of Efta-Coulades in the Greek, 
and Yedi-Kouleler in the Turkish language, both of them signi-
ficant of the former number of its conspicuous bulwarks1G. 

It was supposed that Count Bulukof, the Russian minister, 
would be the last of the Moussafirs, or imperial hostages confined 
in this fortress ; but since the year 1784, Mons. Ruffin and 
many of the French were imprisoned in the same place; and the 
dungeons of the Seven Towers were gaping, it seems, for the 
sacred persons of the gentlemen c 	 " 
ty's mission previous to 
and the Porte. 

Not finding our boats 
rode onwards for some wa 
row mean streets, in which 
we came to a large manufact 
and saw that the whole lab 	 , 	 our 

route we passed Imrhor Dg 	osck, once the church of St. 
John Studius, where there are still some pictures preserved; and 
skirting the outlet of the gate Psammatia, near which are two decent • 

Dion mentions, that there were from the Thracian gate to the sea, seven 
towers, and Cedrenus alledges this sea to be the sea to the north, that is, 
the port. A person directing his voice, or throwing a stone against the first of 
these towers, heard the sound repeated afterwards by all the other six ; a mi. 
racle, says Pliny, which the Greeks call echo, and which was produced also by 
seven towers at Cyzicum. 'This is from Gyllius; 	i. cap. xx. de Topog. 
Const.) but I do not. make out from it, that the fortress at the other end of 
the walls on the shores of the sea of Marmon, had its name of the Seven Towers 
from an echo, as is asserted in Cuirstantinople Ancient and Modern, p. 19. 
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Greek churches, and of Vlanga-Bostan (the gate of Theodosius), 
came to Yeni-Kapoussi (the new gate), near the new quarter of 
the Armenians, who have a handsome church, built in the reign of 
the last Selim. 

A comparison of Kauffer's Map with Banduri's Chart of Con-
stantinople, divided into regions, such as it existed at the time of 
the Greek Emperors, with every remarkable object distinctly 
noticed, renders it superfluous .for :any traveller at this day to 
dwell upon the comparative topography of the ancient and modern 
city. By far the greater part of the antiquities which were seen_ 
by Gyllius have disappeared ; but the regular division of the 
ground-plan of the city, enables us to discover their respective 
sites, and it is most 'probable that an attentive scrutiny would 
:discover- many ancient monuments enclosed within the palaces 
and gardens of the incurious Turks. The mechanical labours of 
the engineer above-mentioned, deserve a better and more copious 
illustration than the work of Mr. Le Chevalier, which, although 
incomparably the best on the subject, might easily be surpassed 
by any person able to consult the requisite authorities on the 
spot ; an advantage possessed by no passing traveller. But to 
treat of these things properly., would require a distinct volume, 
which it is my present intention, if circumstances should ever fa-
vour me with the requisite information and opportunity, one day 
or the other to attempt. 

CG Ale si fata meis paterentur vivere vitam 
46 Auspiciis." 

From the Armenian quarter, and the cotton manufactory, 
we walked 'a little distance, and passing through Yeni-Kapoussi, 
came to-  a long range of coffee-houses by the sea-side.- These 

6 E 
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were of the better sort, open on one qtrarter, with a fountain 
playing in the middle of a range of marble seats, and recesses 
furnished with pillows, stuffed carpets and mats, which in some. of 
them, were spread also upon marble slabs on the outside of the 
houses. In one, several well-dressed Turks were sitting with 
their pipes, listening to the pretty airs of a guitar and violin, 
whilst the recesses were occupied by others asleep. Some of these, 
with their-turbans off, and their heads wrapped in a sash, were 
rolled in the carpets, and sunk on the cushions in the apparatus 
and oblivion of a night slumber ; and neither these nor such as 
were stretched upon the slabs on the outside, who would have 
had a thousand practical waggeries played off upon them in any 
ether city, were disturbed or even noticed by the company. None 
of ..the guests,. indeed, seemed entirely awake, but inhaling the 
odours of their perfumed herbs, silent; sedate, and lost in the de-
licious bliss of total inactivity and listlessness, were lulled into the 
soft approaches of repose by the tinkling music, the unceasing 
fall of the fountain, and the regular ripplings of the water on.the 
sandy shore, 

The Meddaks, or miters of stories, who frequent these coffee, 
houses, as well as some others near Tekkuri-Sarai, can scarcely, 
extort from their .indolent audience the labour of a smile, and, 
by fixing the attention upon one monotonous narration, rather 
augment than interrupt the universal torpor. The stories of the.  
Meddahs are partly dramatic, and partly descriptive, turning 
upon a suite of uninteresting adventures, mostly in private life, 
which: are detailed with painful minuteness, and often invented 
extemporaneously during the progress of the history. It• must 
be supposed, however, that the same oriental taste which has 
produced the Alf Lila 0 Lila, or Thousand and One Nights,. 
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would secure now and then a tale not totally uninteresting. 
In fact, the Turks are an acute people, and some of the better 
sort are authors of elegant compositions, which their fe&. of being 
suspected for ambitious innovators, prevents them from making 
public. The oriental courts were formerly crowded with poets. 
Mirza Khan-promised one thousand pieces of gold to' any one 
who should find a fault in the works of any of his numerous 
bards. Mahomet the Second said, " were. I to imitate Mirza 
Khan, I should exhaust my treasury." However, an eastern 
author of reputation asserts, that there were some good Turkish 
poets in the time of that Sultan'*. A modern Grand Signior 
would neither have the ' ability, nor the 'opportunity of making 
such an observation. The Grand Vizier Kioprili Mustapha 
Pasha, who was killed at the battle of Salankamen, always car-
ried a little library amongst his baggage, and when out of ern-,  
ploy at Constantinople, gave lectures every day to sixty scholars, 
for whom he furnished :lodging and boarding. But learning is 
not -now a recommendation to favour, although it is not totally 
neglected. A dying Sultan would not now, like 0 thman -I-, re-
commend to his successor the patronage of the learned as one of 
the bulwarks of the state. The author of Constantinople An-
cient and Modern assertsI, that many of the gentlemen of Abe 
capital can quote the Persian poets as happily, and refer to- the 
Arabic philosophers with as complete erudition, as we can do.  

* LETIFI.—See Paroles Remarquables des Orientaux. Galand. 
4 Sec the last words of Othman to his son Orchan, as reported by the histo- 

rian Siiadi.—Canternir, Ottoman Hist. Part I. book i. p. 9.0, Tindal's transla- 
tion. 

t Page 86. 
6 E 
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to the Greek and Roman. 'Of this I know nothing, but I know 
that the minister who was. Reis .Effendi, or Secretary of State 

-for Foreign 'Affairs, when we were at Pera, was with difficulty 
persuaded- that Spain and Italy were not one and the same coun-
try, or at least parts of the same kingdom.. 
. The works of the present writers are, as I understand, chiefly, 

historical, but some are interspersed with narratives, which show 
a turn for point and antithesis, although their humour may be. 
judged to be not very exquisite from the following specimen. 
Two blind beggars, one of whom always called on the name of 
God, and the other on that of the Sultan, had, one day, a plea.. 
sant' dispute concerning which was the most efficacious mode of 
address. This came to the ears of the Grand Signior, who or-
dered the man that put up petitions in his name, to he given a 
duck stuffed with zequins. The beggar put it in his wallet, 
-and meeting with his friend at night, asked him what he had got 
that day by calling on the name of God. " I have got eight 
paras," said the other. " Then you are more lucky than I," .  
returned his. friend, "for I have -only a duck which was given me 
at the Seraglio gate, and which, as I am in no humour for fowl 
to-night; you shall have for five of your paras." The agreement 
.was struck, and the beggar soon eating his way to the money, 
the other repented of his bargain. " Ah I" he said, " the Sul-
tan has done less for me than God has done for you: he gave me 
a duck, but never told - me it was stiffed with zequins." It is 
fortunate for the audience of the Meddahs if they hear any thing 
enlivened even with this sprinkling of pleasantry. 

Amongst the frequenters of the coffee-houses near Yeni-Ka-
poussi, may be seen some of those Teriakis, or opium-eaters, who 
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are always noticed amongst the curiosities of. the Turkish capital; 
Pale, emaciated, and ricketty, sunk into a profound stupor, or 
agitated by the grimaces of delirium, their persons are, after the 
first view, easily to be recognized, and make, indeed, an impres-
sion too deep to be speedily erased. Their chief resort is a row 
of coffee-houses in a shady court, near the mosck of Sultan So-
lyman, which I visited, but certainly did not see so frequented 
by these singular debauchees, as I had been led to expect. , The 
increasing attachment to wine, has diminished the consumption, 
of opium ; but there are still to be found Teriakis, who, will swal-. 
low in a glass of water three or four lozenges, amounting to one 
hundred grains. They are mixed with spices, and stamped with the 
words mash Allah (the work of God). Yet the exploits of these 
persons are insignificant when compared with that of the taker of 
a daily drachm of corosive sublimate, who was alive in 1800, and 
nearly a hundred years old; but was, like Partridge the,almanacli, 
maker, almost reasoned out of existence by a verbal. criticism, 
which has since turned out to be incorrect 	 • 

From the coffee-houses we walked on to a tabagie near Komn-
Kapoussi, the next gate, , where we dined upon kebab. This 
dish, which any palate would reckon a delicacy, consists of mut7  
ton chopped in, small bits, either with or.without herbs,, larded 

' * Dr. Pouqueville mentioned the fact, and said the 'man was known by the-
name of Suleyman Yeyen, or Suleyman the taker of corosive sublimate.—Yoy-
age a Constantinople, p.. 126. Mr. Thornton thought the story false from be-
ginning to end,—Present State, &c. p. 229, because " yeyen" is from, " ye-
mek," to eat, and the name can be only Solyman the eater; but, says my fellow-
traveller, SuleymA. n-yeyen, put together discreetly, mean the swallower of subli-
mate, without any Suleyman in the case; Suleymos signifying corosive subli--
mate.—Childe Harold, pp. 178, 179, second edit. 
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with milk and butter, and fried upon a wooden skewer ; an °Pe,. 
ration which is performed over a small brazier on a marble dresser 
in the front of the shop. The room is fitted up with small boxes 
in our own fashion, and there is generally one chamber to which 
a small party may retire. The kebabgees, or cooks, who are 
in the most repute, live near Eski-Sarai, the old palace, assigned 
to the establishments of deceased Sultans ; and as all of them 
are Turks, only sherbets are served up with their meats ; but in 
our tavern there was no want of wine ; and at a table near us, 
covered with a dessert of fruit and cakes, sat a knot of young 
Turks, the bucks of the quarter, pushing about the bottle with a 
noisy emulation which did not confine itself to their own party, 

• but brought them staggering to our side of the room with tum-
blers of wine, pledging repeatedly our healths, and looking at 
us for approbation, as acknowledged masters of the art. Their 
debauch ended in loud fits of screaming and shouting, and other 
resemblances of the senseless merriment of an English hunting-
club. 

'We found our boat near Koum-Kapoussi, and embarking, • rowed under the walls. We passed Ahour-Kapoussi, the gate near 
the Grand Signior's stables, where the walls of the Seraglio com-
mence, and Balik-Hane (the fisher's house), a small green kiosk 
projecting from the walls of the Seraglio, to which it has been 
usual to send the deposed Viziers through a garden-gate close 
behind, to await their sentence. The execution is performed in a 
little chamber running out by itself, and forming, as it were, an 
upper wing of the kiosk. A removal to Balik-Ilane has generally 
been the forerunner of death ; but a more fortunate minister has 
sometimes been led, not to the fatal chamber, bat down to the 
shore, where a boat has been waiting to convey him to the place 
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of banishment. Balik-thane is not the only .spot chosen for the 
punishment of the Sultan's enemies a dark chamber at the gate 
of the second court of the Seraglio, called Mabein, where the. 
Viziers' heads are always exposed, is allotted to the same,purpOse, 
and is the permanent station of the royal executioners.. 

In _ situations where a minister is said in England to. lose his 
place, and, under the old French regime, was called a disgraced 
man, a Turkish Vizier not unfrequently loses his head, and when 
only banished, is deprived of nearly the whole of his wealth. 
Reckoning on an average; deduced from a hundred and fifteen 
Grand Viziers who successively governed the Ottoman empire, 
to the time of the siege of Vienna, the place of the prime minis-. 
ter of the Porte may be esteenied worth three years and a half, 
purchase... 

The instability of every powerful individual in Turkey, may 
be judged. by the events of fifteen months, from the year 1622,, 
during which time there were, three Emperors, seven Grand. 
Viziers, two Capudan-Pashas, five Agas of the Janissaries, three 
Tefterdars or High Treasurers, -and six Pashas. of Cairo t. The 
power of the Vizier Azem continued unrivalled until the reign of 
Mahomet the Fifth, when it was decreased by the influence of the 
Kislar-Aga, or Chief of the Black Eunuchs,_ and has since that 
period been. occasionally shared with the Aga of the Janissaries,, 
the Capudan-Pasha, and others of the great officers of state. Ab-. 
dallah Pasha, Vizier Azem under Sultan Abdulhamid, was not 
only raised to the vizierat by the SelictarAga, .but deposed and 
strangled in the prison of Roumeli-Kavak by the intrigues of the 

* Marsigli, State Militare, &c. &c. p. 13. Decline and Fall, cap. 
'note 89, p. 375, 4to. 

t Knolles' Hist. Turks, p..1387. 
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same minister. Nevertheless, the ostensible authority of this Pre-
torian Prefect is.  still absolute over every subject of the empire; 
and, as far as his responsibility is :Concerned, the burden which he 
has to beam is not less grievous than that of, his predecessors. 

After Balik-Hane, we passed by Indogouli-Kiosch, Mernaer- • 
Kiosch, • and Yali-KioSch--the Pearl and Marble Pavilions, and 
the Kiosk of the Landing-place. From near the second there is 
a view of the summit of the Corinthian pillar of white marble, 
fifty feet high, in the gardens of the Seraglio, with the inscription 

FORTU/sTiE REDUCI OB DEVICTOS GOTHOS. 

This has been erroneously supposed the column of Theodora. 
Pococke mentions that it was taken from some other part of the 
town to the Seraglio gardens 	It is surmounted by a handsome 
capital of verd-antique. The latter kiosk, which is covered on 
the outside by a screen of 'green canvass Or cloth, contains a long 
chair or sofa of .silver ; and on this the Grand Signior seats him-
self to take public leave of the Vizier Azem or Capudan-Pasha, 
previously to any warlike expedition, and also on certain occasions 
of rejoicing, when tents are pitched for the grandees of his court 
-and for the foreign ministers, and gaffies and fireworks are exhi-
bited in the open space between the pavilion and the sea. 

Between the kiosks we landed, and walking along the shore, 
passed a range of ,monstrous cannons laid up under a line of sheds. 
Over the gate of the Seraglio near this spot, are some large fish-
bones suspended by chains, which the Turks say are those of a 

* Vizier is from a Persian word, signifying a porter; as Bailo, the title of a 
Venetian ambassador; and Baillif, a Fxench and English municipal officer, are 
derived from bajulus.—See Bibliotheque Orientale, Vazir. 

+ Observations onThrace, p. 132. 
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giant. A similar story was formerly told of some iinn«•twe bonei 
in the royal palace of Ben-Hadad at Damascus*. 

Close to Yali-Kiosk we saw the boat-houses containing tin,  
ba.rges of the Seraglio, and that of the Grand Signior, burnished 

.in every part with gold, and provided with a covered recess of let-
tice-w.ork at the stern for the retirement of the Emperor. The 
barge is rowed with six-and-twenty oars, and the helm is held by 
the BOstandge-Bashe, except during a conflagration, when the 
place of that officer; in the event of the Sultan crossing the water, 
is occupied by the Hassekis-Aga, the Chief of the Second Guard. 
From this place we passed over to Tophana, having in boats, on 
horseback, and by walking, made the circuit of Constantinople ; 
an expedition which, including stoppages, employed us from nine 
in the morning to half after four in the afternoon. • 

41. Je vis la cGto d'un Geant suspendue clans le nAme 'minis, long do nee 
paumes, et large de deux. On pretend quo c'cst cello d'un Rol do l'ancienno 
RaCe des Geoids, nonune Abehamas.—Voyage de Benjamin)  Fils do Jonas, 
p. 28. Voyage faits principalernent en Asiel  tom. i. 

6r 
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The Atmeidaii—Antiquities of the .  Hippodrome—Theodosian 
Obelisk—The Colossus Structilis—The ,Delphic Serpentine 
Column—The Burnt Pillar—Note on' the Historical Column 
—Three other Columns—The Ancient Cisterns—The Ague. 
chief of Valens—The Fountains and Baths--The Hans—.gn-
couragement of Commerce in _ the East—Bezesteins and 
Bazars of Constantinopk. 

IN our several walks to Constantinople, we saw the 
antiquities of the Atmeidan; the cistern's, and the aqueducts; and 
we visited the hans, the bezesteins, and the bazars. 

It would be very difficult to recognize the ancient Hippodrome, 
even such as it existed a little previously to the.last conquest of 
Constantinople, in the present AtMeidan, 'or Horse-course. .0nu-
plirius Panvinius remarked the change which had, taken place 
in its appearance during the hundred years preceding the de-
scription of Gyllius; and the devastations of time and barba-
rism have been proceeding with an equally rapid pace since the 

- age of that learned traveller 4'. It is now no longer a circus, but 

* Ejus Circi descriptionem ex antiqua Co-nstantinopolis topographia, quce 
pauto antetuam Urbs in Turcoruni potestatem venisset facta fait, excerp-
tam, adjeci, parum his qua; a Petro G,yllio dicuntur •quadrantem; Fieri enim 
potest ut centuin annorum intervallo, Circi sive Hippodromi Constantinopo-
litani aspect us mutatus sit; Turcis eum in dies demolientiba s, et vastamibus, 
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an, oblong open space, two hundred and fifty paces long and one 
hundred and fifty wide*, flanked on one side by the ma4tuti ttt 
mosck of Sultan Achmet, and on the other by the dead wall of u 
hospital,. under which there is a line of low buildings and sheds, 
or stands for arabats. The granite obelisk of Theodosius, the 
broken,  pyramid of Constantine Porphyrogenitus, stripped of its 
bronze plates, and the base of the Delphic pillar, were All that 
remained, even' in the time of Sandyst, of the many noble monu-
ments with which this spot was formerly adorned ; and were it not 
for these-  antiquities, which are yet to be seen, it is probable that 
'the site of the Hippodrome would be covered with houses, and 
become in a short time the object of controversy. Thu djt rah 
playing is less frequent there now than formerly; the surfiice of the 
ground is uneven, and of a hard gravelly soil. Part of the blew 
of the Theodosian obelisk is hidden in the ground, so that the 
fourth and fifth line of the inscription, which record the name of 
the Pretor during whose year it was raised in the reign of Tiro-
dosius the Elder, and the time employed in its erection, are a 
longer visible t. This appears to have been the case so ',alb, w 
'the beginning of the last century §. 

ac ad suos usus prxclarissima mamma, et columnas re rIcIttihtli."-1/1- 1m I 
Circensibus, lib. i. 'p.61. Bandurii Comment. in Anti+ CP. lib. 	p b I. 
tom. ii. The view leaves out the Delphic column, and in some n , pret. %er 
made from conjecture. 

• Wheler makes the length five hundred and fifty and the hr adth it • it . 
dred and twenty paces.--A Voyage, &c. book ii. p. 

t Relation of a Journey, &e. lib. i. p. 51. 
I TER DENIS SIC VICTUS EGO' DOMITUS QUC Dtr.01,4 

JUDICE SUB PROCLO SUPERAS ELATUS AD MIL Vs. 
Inscript. Const. Band. Imper. (ii lent. lib. v:. r. 

Lady M. W. Montague's Letters,"xr,i. 
6 
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Supposing that this obelisk was one of the original ornaments 
bestowed upon Byzantium by Constantine, and that being shaken 
down by an earthquake, it was only transferred by Theodosius to 
the Hippodrome, it may appear surprising that a single mass of 
fifty feet long, although of the hardest granite, should not have 
been broken by the fall ; yet the first line of the Greek inscrip-
tion on ..the north side of the base, given by Sandys and. Wbeler, 
seems-to show that it had lain some time on the ground, and was 
not transported directly from Rome or Egypt by that Emperor*. 

.It is observed by Gyllius, that there is no mention of an obe-
lisk in the Hippodrome in the ancient description of the regions of 
the city, although a square pillar of Egyptian stone is noticed in 
the fifth region, which be might have been inclined to think was 
this identical monument, removed afteiits fall by TheodOsius, if he 
had not discovered that the same work had made some omissions 
in the detail of the many antiquities of the capital, and that it was 
.written after the date inscribed upon the granitet. By •the 
sculptures on the pedestal, representing the Hippodrome, it ap-
pears indeed that there were two obelisks in this place.. 

The marble pyramid, called by the old topographers the Ce-' 
lossus Structilis, rais.ed. by Constantine the son of Romanus, had 
been stripped of its brazen plates before it was seen by Gyllius I; 
and Sandys describes it as greatly ruinated. The last measure-
merit makes it ninety-four feet in height §. Gyllius, upon the 
occasion of a grand festival, saw a man ascend to the top of it 

KIONA TE,I'PAIIAETPQN AEI XOONI KEIMENON AX0OZ 
MONO:2, .r!INAETH2AI OET4OXIOI BATJAETZ. 

1- De l'Opog. Constant. lib. ii. cap. xi. 
4 De TOpog. Constant. lib, ii, cap. 
§ Const. Anc. and Mod. p. 69. 
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and descend without injury, when it was higher than the obelisk. 
.Another person, who made the'same effort immediately afterwards, 
was so giddy when he.arrived at the summit, that-he leapt from 
it with a violence sufficient to carry him beyond the base of the 
pyramid, and although he lighted upon 'his 'feet, and sinking deep-
into the earth, remained upright, was found to be dead.. , 
• Le Chevalier is the last traveller, who, following Thevenot's 

pretended voyage, describes the serpents' 'heads forming _•the capi--
tal of the Delphic column of bronze, as having been struck off 
by a blo'w of Mahomet's battle-axe. That such a story should 
ever have prevailed is extraordinary, since every traveller, from 
Gyllius to 'Wheler, who has given a picture of it, describes • the 
column as entire. The reputation of this monument has been 
various. Gyllius established beyond all doubt its identity with 
the column supporting the Platxan tripod at Delphi ; Sandys 
noticed it without any remark; Smyth does- not mention' it 
at all ; 'Wheler *disputes its actual history, and suppOsei it to 
have been placed on the Colossus Structilis. In 1700, as Tour-, 
nefort relates, the heads were gone, one having been .struck off 
by the Sultan Mourat meaning probably, Amurath the Fourth, 
who died in 1639, and who could not have .performed the-exploit-
any more than Mahomet,. as Wheler saw them entire after that 

• period. The French traveller adds, that the others -  had, been 
broken off, and. the pillar thrown down, and afterwards Placed in 
its present situation : -he in a great measure restores the moon-. 

. ment, to its ancient credit. Lady M. W. Montague beheld. the 
heads again in 1717; but they had disappeared when the Hippo-
drome was seen by Lord Sandwich, who Mentioned the story of 
Mourat, and disputed the antiquity of the. column. E"ococke. 

. 	notices the ruin of the capital, htit without adding the story; 'and 
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Chishull avers that the serpents' heads which lately terminated the 
pillar, were taken off priyately by the servants of the late Polish 
ambassador. It is difficult to discover the precise period to which 
he alludes, and I presume that he speaks only of the two-heads. 
Subsequent travellers have revived the story of Thevenot; but 
by way of compensation, the well-known decision of Our last 
great historian has stamped the authepticity of this venerable.  
relic 4% It is now generally believed at Constantinople that it 
has been removed, as Tournefort relates, from,  its former site; 
and it is not agreed whether the bottoni or the top of the pillar 
is now inserted in the ground: the upper part does hot diminish 
so much as from the representation of its ancient shape it might 
be supposed to do near the summit, where the serpents heads 
began to branch off. It has before been noticed as being about 
seven feet above the surface of the ground, hollow, and filled with 
stones. . The brazen column at Sant. Ambrogio, which is be,  
lieved to be the serpent- of-Moses, Was brought, if -we may credit 
the.  Milanese historians; from Constantinople, and may have 
been some way or the other confounded with this serpentine pillar. 

The column which was raised by Constantine, and repaired by 
Manuel Commenti,' subsequently to .the great earthquake in 
11.50, and which is commonly called the porpbyry or burnt column, . 
is near the A tmeidan. , We entered a house  to see the base of it,* 
but found that the Turks had built a stone facing round the bot- 

* See Gyll. lib. ii. cap. xii. De Topog. Constant.; Band. Comment. in An. 
tiq. Cl'. torn. ii. p. 668; Sandys, A Relation of a Journey, lib. i. p. 31; A 
Collection of Curious Travels and Voyages, tom. 11. chap. v.; NV lieler, A 
Voyage, &c: book ii. p. 185 ; Tournefort, Voyage du Levant, pp. 01,512, 
tom. i.; Lady M.W. Montague, letter xli.; Lord Sandwich, A Voyage round 
the Mediterranean, p. 128; Pococke, Observations on Thrace, p. 121; this-
bull, Travels in Turkey, p. 40. 

+ P. 253, of this volume. . 
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-tont of the monument. • This happened after the fire in 1779'• 
The shaft is black, from repeated conflagrations, and this circinn-
stance, together with the hoops of iron encircling the pillar, has 
concealed the joints of the blocks, and gives the column the up-
peararice of a single mass. It is now an unsightly structure, ninety 
feet high, and thirty-three in circumference. 

From a mentioh of this antiquity by Busbek, in the same no-
tice with the famous historical coltitnn in Aurat-Bazar, it has been 
thought by spine writers .to be one of the two' hollow pillars+ 

• 

*. Cond. Anc. and Modern. 
+ Tc? tri CGUTt? ETft rcrornaiv Apxc‘crsos TOP xiovet 	ZnpoXtpu.—Theopbanes. op. 

Band. Goniment. in Antic'. GP. lib. i. p. 507, tome ii. Both of these were 
adorned from the base to the capital with figures sculptured in relief, reproent-
ingthe triumph of Theodosius over the Seythians, and other barbarous milieu's. 
They were both standing when the city was taken by the Turks, and Mahomet 
(so foolishly calumniated as an enemy to the arts) employed Gentili' Wiliam, 
a Venetian, to copy the sculptures, all of which, the designs being deposited 
in the Royal Academy of Painting at Paris, were carefully engraved under the 
inspection of Claude Francois Menestrier, the Jesuit, and nfterwards under that 
of Banduri, in the second volume of whose Imperium Orientate they are found 
divided into eighteen plates. Dueling also has given an engraving of one of 
the. columns. The column of Theodosius was taken down; it is said, by Bajazet 
the Second, to build a bath, about forty years before Gyllin" visited the city, 
that is to say, in 1505. That of Arcadius was measured by him: the ascent to 
the top wns by two bundnid and thirty-threesteps, and the height of the struc• 
Lure was one hundred, ruid forty-seven feet. A plan of it was taken by Busbck, 
which has never been published, but there is one of the whole column in 
Sandy's Travels, copied apparently with great minutenesse. It Wns taken 
down in the year 1695. Now a doubt has arisen, whether the drawings of Gen-
tili& &Maus represent the sculptures of the Theodosian, or of the Arcadian 
column. Banduri, in whose time the latter monument was standing in Aurat-
Bazar, could not solve the difficulty, but inclined to the Theodosian. lie com-
pared the elevation in Sandys, with the detail of the Venetian, which I have 

Relation of a*Journc7, lib. i. p. 55. 
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which were seen in the ancient city. But it is not hollow,, and 
those two columns were those raised by Theodosius the Second, 

also done with sonic pains; as far as any comparison can be made between the 
two. There is just such a resemblance between the minute confused figures in 
Sandys, and the plates of Bellinus, (such as a ship, soldiers and men on horse-
back), as would be sufficient to decide the question, were it not that the two co-
lutnns were alike in the subject of their sculptures, and in every other respect*. 

Mr. Le Chevalier is decidedly oropinion, that Bellinus copied the Theo-
dosian colorant, and founds his notion upon a discovery which he made at 
Constantinople, that the pedestal still remaining in Aurat Bazar, answers in 
some of its ornaments to the description of Gyllius ; and he might have added, 
the picture of Sandys, but not to the drawings of the Venetian artist. It will 

.be observed, that in the eighteen plates of Bellinus, no drawing is given of the 
pedestal, and that the picture of the entire column in Banduri, is from Ducange. 
The other remark of Mr. Le Chevalier, relative to the quality of the sculpture, 
apparently too excellent for the fourth century, and superior to that on the frag-
ment in Aurat-Bazar, is not confirmed by the observations of Wheler and 
Tournefort, both of whom describehe figures on the base, as of a style superior 
to that of the age in which they were executed, and, what is worthy of remark)  
similar to those in Ducange's picture, which Banduri suspected to be not a 
faithful representation. The French traveller, indeed, corresponds so exactly 
with that picture, that I cannot hut think his description takCn from it, rather 
than from an actual view of the monumentt. Mr. Tournefort is not, in fact, 
always to be depended upon, and in some instances lie appears to have written 
hastily. For' example, in translating the inscription on the Colossus Structilis, 
be calls Constantine Porphyrogenitus the father, instead of the son, of Romanus. 
1 find no assistance from any of tie accounts or designs already noticed, but, 
on the contrary, much confusion ; yet on the whole I conclude, that as the 
Arcadian column was probably in a state of much better preservation than the 
Theodosian at the taking of Constantinople, it was therefore the model of Gen-
tills Bellinus who however did not refrain from improving upon the original, 
and 'nest be understood to have only copied the sculptures on the shaft. 

* 	 Vey'oy icrrlr Apx;2iti, Op.otoy xcvrcl, ?mina Ttirccip9), are the words of Cedrenus. 
f Voyage de la Propoutide, &c. p. 158, 

Tottrnefort, Voyage du Levant, p. 51% tome i. Lett. xii. Wbeler, a Journey, &c. book ii. p.189. 
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in the forum of Taurus, in the eighth year of his reign, and by 
Arcadius in the ninth year of his . reign, on the place called 
Xerolophus. Aurat-Bazar being burnt down in the last rebel-
lion, we had not a view of the base of the Arcadian coluinn, which 
was about fourteen feet high when seen by Dr. Dallaway, but 
mutilated and entirely defaced. The granite column of Marcian, 
discovered by Wheler, now standing near the mosck of. Ibrahim 
Pasha, and called Kistach, that near Yeni-Kapoussi, and_ the one 
in the Seraglio-gardens, are the only ancient monuments of this' 
description remaining in Constantinople. 

The Turks never having suffered the siege of their capital, 
have neglected the 	of the city. Remains of several of 
these useful structures are still to be seen, but I believe that 
only one is applied to its original purpose. The largest cistern 
is called Binderik, or the thousand and one pillars, and has 
now the appearance of a suite of gloomy underground dungeons. 
It is occupied by a number of half-naked pallid wretches, em-
ployed in twisting silk through all the long corridors by the glare 
of torches. The roof 'of this reservoir, apparently that of Phi-. 
loxenus, was supported by a double tier, consisting altogether of 
four hundred and twenty-four pillars, of which only the upper 
half are now cleared from the earth. 	 • 

Dr, Dallaway, it seems, did not recognize the double set of 
columns so exactly described by Gyllius*, as he simply mentions 
that the number of those in Binderik is two hundred and twelvet. 

• Cujus concameratio quadringentis et viginti quatuor columnis marmoreis 
sustinetur duplicates, nempe ducentis et duodecim supra se ducentas et duotle. 
cirri columnas habentibus.—De Topog. Const. lib. ii. cap. xxv. 

t Const. Anc. and Mod. p..110. 
6 G 
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Le Chevalier says, that the Imperial Cistern of Constantine, of 
which only the site is now visible, is at Yere-batan, 'which may 
lead a traveller into, an error, as Binderik is called also Yere-
batan Saraai, the under-ground'alace ; and so far from having 
disappeared, is that which he names Cisterna Maxima'', and which 
has been just described. It is a little distance from the burnt co-
lumn, in a quarter of the town anciently called Lausus. 

The cistern Asparis, constructed by Aspares and Ardaburius 
in the reign of Leo, who destroyed the founders of it in the reser-
voir itself-, may be that of eighty columns, near the mosck of 
Laleli, on the third hill. Tschukour-Bostan, now a herb-garden, 
within a high walled inclosure between Tekkuri-Sarai, and Ederne-
Kapoussi, is supposed by Le Chevalier to be the cistern called 
from a neighbouring church, Mocisia ; but it corresponds more 
precisely with that which was constructed by Bonus, a Patrician, 
in the time of the Emperor Heraclius I, at the back of the Hebdo, 
mon (Tekkuri-Sarai), and which had lost its columns and cham-
bers, and was a garden when seen by Gyllius §. The same person 
mentions another cistern, containing cultivated ground, near the 
mosck of Sultan Selim, on the back of the fifth hill H. A subter• 
ranean corridor of twenty-four columns near the Seven Towers,,  
and some ancient remains between the public bath, Tschukour-
'Tamara, and the mosck called Seirek-Dgiamissi, belong also to, 
three other cisterns. 

* Voyage de la Propontidel  p. 106. 
+ Anonymi. pars tcrtia. Antiq. CP. Iib. iii. p. 49, ap. Band. Imp. Orient, 

Anonymi. ibid. 
De Topog. Const. lib.. iv. cap. iv. 

II Ibid. cap. ii. 
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Bosdgohan-Kemeri, the aqueduct of Valens, before noticed, is 
in a thinly-inhabited part of the town near At-Bazar, The horse-
market, connecting what are called the third and fourth hills. 
The double row of forty Gothic arches seems to have been rebuilt 
by Solyman, out of the old materials of intermixed stone and 
tile, and probably in the ancient form. Although still used to 
convey water, it is half in ruins, and has the decay, without 
the grace of antiquity ; but these mighty arches, these arial 
chambers 4', the admiration of the Byzantines, have, as an archi7  
tectural monument, nothing either grand or agreeable. 

The style of the numerous fountains at Constantinople is ex-
travagant and fantastic; but the profusion of gilding, the variety 
of glaring colours, and even the taste of the whole structure, a_ re 
consonant with the gay dresses of the people, and the gaudy air 
which spreads itself over every object of the Turkish capital. Two 
exact representations of them are given in the annexed views of 
Tophana and the Gate of the Seraglio. In the court of St. So-
phia is a fountain, erected by a Persian architect, after the fa-
shion of his own country. 

The public baths, of which there are no less than one hundred 
and thirty within the walls, do not add to the external beauty of 
the city. Their low flat domes have a poor effect, but they are 
mostly built of marble, and the, interior of them is handsome and 
spacious, and affords in a degree superior to the baths of the provin-
cial towns, every accommodation requisite for the perfect enjoy-
ment of the first of Oriental luxuries. The best in the city is near 

* 	etycovh. Twv thEyoi),.com (Zijacor, ;i1TOS 	ou'paivtat xcetho'pott 'tan; Oljb1EVTO; 

iwricrancroty, ws Zp"krai.--Anonymi. ibid. 
6 G 2 
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the church of the Armenian Patriarch, and not far from the 
A tmeidan. 

The hundred and eighty hans of Constantinople, are so many 
immense stone barracks or closed squares, which have, like the 
baths, every recommendation except architectural elegance. The 
court of Valide-IIan which we visited, and which is reckoned one 
of the best in Constantinople, is ornamented with a thin grove 
of trees with two handsome fountains, and the building, besides 
warehouses and stables on the ground floor, has three stories or 
galleries, one above the other, with ranges of small chambers,' 
each of which is kept neat and clean by, the servants of the han, 
and fitted up for the time with the carpets and slender wardrobe 
of the several occupiers. The generality of the hans are for tra-
velling merchants ; but the chambers of the one we visited, were 
let out as counting-houses to some natives whose dwellings were in 
Galata, Pera, or some distant quarter of the city. These useful 
edifices are the work of the Ottoman Sultans, and of other mr 
nificent individuals, so that strangers, except a small gratuity 
the servant at departing is taken into account, are gratuitous„., 
lodged, and are, during their residence in the city, masters of 
their rooms, of which they keep the keys. They are for all men, 
bf whatever quality, condition, country, or religion soever; and 
there the poorest have room to locige in, and the richest have 
no morel'. The construction of them has contributed to attract the 
merchants and the merchandize of the farthest boundaries of 
,Africa and Asia to the capital of Turkey. 

Tlie commercial intercourse of distant nations seems congenial_. 

* Wilder, a Journey, book ii. p. 192. 
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to the spirit of the Mahometan religion, and it has been pro-
moted not only by the chief injunction of that system, the pil-
grimage to Mecca, but by various other regulations of useful 
piety, which facilitate the progress and contribute to the comfort 
of travellers. Hospitality in the East is still a duty, and .  the 
Mussulman esteems the construction of a fountain, or a caravan-
sarai in the wilderness, as an act of devotion no less sincere than 
serviceable. Thus also he cherishes the camel, not only as the 
favourite of his Prophet, but as the ship. of the desert. 

The Oriental travelling merchant, a character with which we 
become acquainted in the very outset of history4', is the favourite 
and the friend of Islamism for the few days of the annual pilgri-
mage, the fair of Mecca, until the late disturbances of Arabia, was 
the greatest perhaps on the face of the earth t. From that centre;  
a constant and abundant supply of a thousand useful and luxurious 
commodities diverged- in a variety and abundance sufficient for 
the real or fancied wants of every region of the eastern hemisphere. 
The communication of the commodities of distant regions by land-
carriage has, notwithstanding the progress of navigation, increased 
instead of diminished in modern. times, a curious fact illustrated 
and explained by the eloquent and learned author to whom I 
have just referred. The same person will carry sulphur from 
Persia to China ; from China:  to Greece, porcelain ; from Greece 
to India, gold 'stuffs ; from India to Aleppo, steel ; from 
Aleppo to Yemen, glass; and from. Yemen to Persia, painted. 

*. Genesis,., xxzvii. 25.. 
t Robertson's Historical Disquisition concerning India,, sect. iii. p. 160,. 

edit. quart. 
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calicoes'. It is by the aid of the caravan that the shawls of Ca-
chemire, the miislins of Bengal, and the diamonds of Golconda, 
as well as the gold and ivory of Southern Africa, are to' be met 
with in the Bezesteins of Constantinople. 

The life of an eastern merchant is spent upon his camel, or in 
Trans, and the institution of these buildings is not only commend-
able, but absolutely necessary for the existence of trade. During 
fires or insurrections their iron gates are closed, and they afford 
complete security to the persons, as well as the goods of the mer-
chants. 

Whilst we were at Constantinople, the commercial intercourse 
of the East being interrupted by the Wahaubees, it was not easy 
they told us to procure foreign articles of real value in the market. 
A man asked me four hundred and fifty piasters for a Damascus 
_blade, which a connoisseur informed me was, after all, not the 
true steel, nor of the proper age; for it is pretended by the Turks, 
that no swords manufactured within a century, I believe, even at 
Damascus, are of the requisite quality ; and the. report that a 
sabre of the true sort is to be sold, brings as many chapmen as a 
valuable picture or piece of genuine porcelain in England. Not a 
few travellers have been deceived in their purchase of shawls and 
Attar of roses. However, the great Bezestein, or covered exchange, 
was hung round with goods of the utmost brilliancy and apparent 
richness, and the immense crowd of men and women in splendid 
habits, together with the active busy air of the merchants, would 
not suffer one to suspect there was any unusual dulness of trade. 
We did not see any of those brokers selling old clothes, who 
frightened Wheler out of this place,- but only a crier or two 

* Paroles Remarquables des Orientaux. Galand. 
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squeezing through the crowd; and proclaiming.  the price of a musk-
lin or other article which he held in his hand. 

The covered Bazars of Constantinople have more the appearance 
of a row of booths in a fair, than a street of shops. Yet the at-
rangenient and exposure of their various and gaudy articles, would 
astonish a person acquainted even with the splendour of London : 
one alley glitters on each side of you for an hundred yards with 
Yellow morocco ; you turn into another fringed with Indian 
shawls, or cast your eye down a long vista lined with muslin 
draperies, or robes of ermines and fur. The crowd in the 
Bazars, consisting chiefly of ladies, renders it difficult to pass 
through them, especially as more ceremony is required than 
amongst the well-dressed mob of an opera-house ; and such is the 
extent and intricacy of these covered ways, that it would be a 
tiresome task to roam through the half of them in one morning. 

Not only these Bazars, but those which more resemble open 
streets, are severally allotted to particular trades and merchandize, 
after the manner of Athens; Rome, and of this city When under 
the dominion of the Greeks. The shops of jewellers, and engravers 
of precious stones, occupy one quarter; those of the goldsmiths 
another. The curriers and leather-workers, as well as horse-deal-
ers, all live at At•Bazar. Misir-Tscharchi is a long line of drug 
repositories. All the Mocca coffee is ground by hand in Tahmis-
Bazar; The ancient Charto-Pratia of the eastern capital may be 
recognized in Tusuk-Bazar, which is tenanted by the sellers of 
-paper, and the copiers of manuscripts. 

The artists are all Turks ; .we saw them aetheir labours ; some 
were copying, others illuminating books, and many of them were 
employed in giving the gloss which is found on all their writing 
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paper, :and which they effect by placing the sheets in box frames, 
and perseveringly rubbing the surface with a Chalcedo- nic ame, 
thyst, or piece of jasper let into the end of a short stick—a con, 
trivance which is applied by our own artizans for 'polishing other 
substances. ThoSe acquainted with oriental, literature would na.;. 
turally resort to 'the shops of Tusuk7Bazar; and, as I understand,,  
would. meet with most..of the books in any repute in the- East; 
but as. curiosity ,without skill would be of no avail, I, did not 
111.yself make,any researches in this quarter. 
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The Dgiamissi Selatyn, -or Royal Moscks—St. Sophia—The 
Mosck of Sultan Achmet—Little St. Sophia—Nourri Osma-
nM—The Tomb of Constantine—and Prediction of the Fall 
of the Ottoman Empire—SuleymanM—Other Moscks and 
Public Buildings. 

ST. SOPHIA may be seen without a firmaTn; a few 
shillings procure admittance, but the other moscks catinot be vi-
sited without such permission. The case seems to have been 
exactly the reverse. in the time of Lady M. W. Montague. It 
is usual to grant a firman for this purpose to strangers, upon the 
arrival or departure of an Ambassador, and other occasions are 
sometimes found by the foreign ministers, in order to gratify 
their friends. 

The Dgiamissi Selatyn, or royal moscks, which are fourteen in 
number, are, with the addition of a syllable, called simply, in 
some cases, by the name of the founder. The Suleymanie, Os-
manie, Muradie, signify the churches of Solyman, Osman, and 
Amurath ; but in all other instances, the word Dgiamissi is added 
to the distinctive appellation, as in the case of Daoud Pasha 
Dgiamissi and Yeni Dgiamissi, the'mosck of Daoud Pasha, and 

* Letter Lxi. 
6 x 
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the New Mosck. It is not lawful even for a Sultan to give his 
name to any other building; and Cantemir remarks, that no 
town of Turkish origin, except Othmanyick, retains the name of 
its fottnder 4'. 

It is required of strangers to pull off their shoes, or to cover 
them with the yellow papouches or short boots of the country, 
on entering the moscks, a preliminary of which they have no 
right to complain, as it is not dispensed with by the Turks them-
selves. However, if they grudge this respect to Islamism, they 
may retain their hats when they part with their shoes; for 
amongst the many customs which run counter to our own, it may 
be. observed, that to uncover the head in company, is esteemed 
amongst the Turks an indecent familiarity, and want of respectt. 

The necessity of an observance of forms in visiting the moscks, 
was evinced', in a manner very disagreeable to the parties, by a 
disturbance which is still the subject of conversation at Pera, and 
which might have been fatal to the supposed offenders. The late 

* Ottoman Hist. Part I. book i. p. 37. Tindal's translation. 
t The reader will find in a passage of Mr. Thornton's valuable book, before 

referred to, a general allusion to the pointed difference between •Frank and Ori. 
ental mariners and customs. I will put down as many instances as I recollect, 
in which the Turks not only differ from, but are just contrary to ourselves. 
Some have been mentioned before, but when arrayed together, they will make the 
contrast more striking. They turn in their toes—they mount on the right side 
of the horse—they put their guests into a room first and out of it last, serve 
themselves at table first ; take the wall, and walk hastily, in sign of respect—
they think beheading disgraceful in comparison with strangling—they cut the 
hair, from the head and leave it on the chin—they invite with the hand, by 
throwing it backwards not drawing it towards them—their mourning habit is 
white. 
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Russian Minister, Mr. De Tamara, and a large company of gda-
tlemen and ladies, were assaulted in the Suleymanie, first by the 
students of the mosck, and afterwards „Py the assembled crowd. 
Madame de Tamara and two other ladies knocked hastily at the 
door of a neighbouring house, and were taken into the harem: 
The gentlemen were some of them much bruised, and with diffi-
culty saved themselves by dispersing through different streets. 
A body of Janissaries arrived too late to quell the commotion ; 
but on a complaint from the Russian Minister, severNof the stu-
dents were bastinadoed, and two of the assai.ants, as is reported, 
were hanged". 

One story says, that they refused to put on the papouches, 
walked arm in arni with the ladies, and laughed at the Turks at 
prayerst. But the first And last of these offences were impracti-
cable when we saw .the moscks ; and we heard an account less dis-
creditable to the visitors. The disturbance originated in some 
involuntary breach of decorum, joined to a little imprudence in 
the younger part of the strangers. 

Between twenty and thirty Englishmen proceeded to take a 
view of the moscks on the 15th of June, accompanied by Janis-
saries and other attendants ; but whether from the long demand 
for constant admiration, or the formality of the visit, or want 
of taste and curiosity, we were satisfied with seeing St. Sophia,- 

* Two Russian officers had been shot at Galata just before, and two Greeks 
hanged, as peace•offerings rather than as culprits. The Turks will not destroy 
their Mussulman subjects readily, and they appease the complaints of their 
Christian allies by the same vicarious compensation, as the envoy of the mighty 
Tottipotimoy received from the American Elders commemorated in Hudibras. 

+ Notice sur la Cour du Grand Seigneur. Paris, 1809. 
6.0 2 
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the Nlosck of Achmet, the Little St. Sophia, the Osmanie, and 
the Suleymanie. 

I know of no monument of antiquity which has excited so much 
curiosity, both amongst the learned and the unlearned, as St. So-
phia. For its dimensions and integrity it may be thought incom-
parably more curious than any other relic of former ages ; but in 
every other respect it must disappoint any sanguine expectation. 
ItS external appearance is that of a - vast building, whose ill-

-assorted construction requires a proportionate heaviness of mass 
to preserve it standing and entire. The weighty buttresses 
and the attached compartments of the temple, falling, in a sue-
'cession of pent-houses, from the spring of the arch to within a 
few feet of the ground, nearly conceal, and totally ruin any effect 
which might otherwise be produced by the height and expanse of 
its: far-famed dome. 

The interior; to which you descend by five steps, seems• at 
first sight magnificently spacious, and not broken with the aisles 
and choirs, nor deformed by the Failings and tombs of modern 
churches ; but your admiration diminishes as you proceed with 
your 'inspection. The beauty of the variegated marble floor is 
concealed by a covering of mats, and the dome, as well as the body 
of the building, is spoilt by a thousand little cords depending from 
the summit' within four feet of the pavement; and having at the 
end of them lamps of coloured glass, large ostrich eggs, artificial 
horse-taili, vases and globes of chrystal, and other mean orna-
ments.-  The columns appear too large for the' arches which they 
support, and the carving of their capitals can scarcely be more 
painful to the eyes of an architect, than to - those of a common 
obserVer. Grelot knew not to what order they belonged,, or by 
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what name to describe their style, unless he called it a sort of 
Gothicised G reek 

From a change in the arrangement of the sanctuary, the line 
of the nave does not seem at right angles with the large circular 
recess, called in former times Cyclion, in which the Christian 
altar was placed; for the marble pulpit of the Imaum, with 
its attached flight of steps, projects from the left side of it, 
and the mats, together with a descent of two steps, being so, 
ranged as to give another direction to the cord of the arc, the 
whole of one wing, and the grand diameter of the base, have an 
appearance of distortion The alteration has been caused by, the 
desire of the Mahometans to point the centre of the sanctuary 
directly towards Mecca, which being formerly due east, is by 
the above contrivance drawn a little to the southward of that 
quarter. At this new centre is a niche, with a large chandelier 
on each side, called the Mirabe or Maharabe, which is the repo-
sitory of the Koran. The upper part of the walls is defaced by 
miserable little squares of red, white, and blue paint. The great 
eight-winged seraphims are fading fast away. The tesserated 
mosaic with which the concave above the windows and the dome 
are encrusted, and specimens of which taken from the cieling of 
an adjoining oratory are sold to strangers, is not visible to those 
standing in the body of the mosck. It is composed of very mi-
nute squares formed of some vitreous substance gilded and tinged 
with paint. The upper part of the walls is heavy and dark, and 
the heaven-suspended vault scarcely rises into an arch, but shows, 

• ll est difficile de dire de quel ordre ils sont, si ce West qu'on leur 
donner le nom de Grec Gothis;.—Grelot, ap. Band. in Cutnment.'iu Antic', 
CP. lib. iii. p. 748. 	 , ) , , 
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:indeed, an inward depression from the summit towards the cen-
tre. of the cupola. With- a diameter of one hundred and fifteen 
.feet (fifteen feet more than that of St. Paul's church), it is only 
eighteen in depth, and not more than one hundred and eighty 

-from the pavement. The closing of the arcades of the upper 
Gynaikonition, or female gallery, where there is • now only a 
railed ledge large enough to enable the- servants of the mosck to 
'walk round and light the lamps, has contributed to the heavy 
darkness of the dome. Banduri added the plans and pictures of.  
Orelot to the description of this temple by the anonyi-nous au-
thor of the Constantinopolitan Antiquities, whose details could 
not, he thought, be understood without the aid of some such re-
presentation 4'. 

To attempt any account of St. Sophia at this time, without a 
similar advantage, would be a fruitless task, and it is rendered 
almost unnecessary by those accurate delineations, and other va-
luable notices on the same subject, contained in the Imperium 
Orientale, and more particularly by the masterly description 
inserted in the Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire. 

When in order to rouse our unwilling admiration we resort to 
the measurement-of areas, cupolas, and columns, and the enumera-
tion of ornaments and other architectural details, we must on the 
whole have found no work to wonder at. Being disappointed by 
the general effect of St. Sophia, I did not examine whether it 
contained one hundred and seven columns, or if the length of its 
base was two hundred and sixty-nine, and the breadth of it two 

* Comment. in Antiq. Constant. lib. iv. p. 748. Imperium Orientate, 
p. 748. 
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hundred and forty-three feet. My general impression was, that 
the skill of the one hundred architects, and the labour of the ten 
thousand workmen, the wealth of an empire, and the ingenuity 
of presiding angel0, had raised a stupendous monument of the 
heavy Mediocrity which distinguished the productions of the sixth 
century from the perfect specimens of a happier age. The general 
style of its ornaments showed that it was calculated for nocturnal 
illuminations. All was gilt and gaudy colouring, and the empe-
ror would have inlaid the pavement with solid gold, if his astro-
logers had not warned him that the building would be dilapidated. 
by his needy successors f. It must indeed have a brilliant appear4 
ante when lighted by its myriads of lamps, and its vault may 
glitter like the firmament; but this is the excellence of a theatre 
rather than of a temple, and may be found where the skill of the 
architect and sculptor is required in vain..  

The only modern curiosity in the mosck is the two bannefs 
suspended. above the pulpit of the Imaum, which were carried 
before Mahomet at the taking of the city. The private gallery 
of the Sultan in the sanctuary, and the seat of the Mufti, are 
pointed out to strangers. The opening into the cistern in the 
body'of the area, is the site probably of the holy well, the mouth 
of which was brought from Samaria I. The crosses, although 

* Kai70 crx,;;1.4c6 ,r4; va; xal= Ovap griEs 	Pa criArr o gyrxos Kupix—and the ,  
Angel of the Lord showed to the Emperor, in a dream, a plan of the temple.--
Anonymi. de S. Sophia Antiq. Const. lib. iv. p. 69, ap. Imp. Orient. torn. i. 
Another Angel, whom Justinian knew to be one by the form of his oath, ap-
peared also in the shape of an eunuch, and took an activepart in superintending, 
the building, and providing for the exigencies of the Emperor...  

+ Ibid. p. 75. 
ArION (10PEAP. ibid. pp. 67, 75. .  
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great pains have been taken to deface them,, are still visible on the 
brazen gates of the Gynaikonition. 

The niosck of Sultan Achmet is of a magnificent exterior. The 
founder is said to have expended three aspers upon every stone of 
the edifice, and to have employed his Imperial hands upon the 
work for one hour every Friday. The court which ranges along 
ckne side of the Hippodrome is shaded with trees, and provided 
with handsome fountains for the ablutions of the Mussulmans. 
The six minarets (a number with which no other mosck is fur-
nished) are too tall for the building, but their distant appearance 
is imposing and agreeable. Ascending by a flight of thirteen mar-
ble steps into a fine vestibule or ambulatory, paved also with mar-
ble, and surrounded with an arched cloister of granite colonnades, 
you anticipate something more striking than the interior of the 
building, where a dome, much smaller than that of St. Sophia, is 
supported by four gigantic ill-proportioned piers, spoilt also by 
tawdry fresco paintings, and the cords of the lamps and conse-
crated vases. The windows of stained glass are a rich and suit-
able ornament to the building. In this mosck is the curtain, or 
cloth door of the Kibleh, which is renewed annually, the new 
one being sent with great pomp from the Grand Signior, and the 
old one brought from Mecca and suspended in the temple of 
Sultan Achmet for a-year. 

In the court of this Dgiamissi a number of cats are fed twice 
every week, according to the bequest, and out of the provision, 
left by one of the Sultans. Mr. Pope, when he ridiculed the 
legacy of his Duchess, could not expect that a royal example 
would be ever adduced to sanction the endowment of cats, But 
.the cat was a favourite of Mahomet, and a story is told of his cut-
ting off the skirt of his robe, that he might not, by rising from 
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his seat, awaken one of these animals who was sleeping upon it 
by his side. 

Little St. Sophia (Kutchuk Agia Sophia) is a small mosck, 
which deserves notice from its having been a Christian church de-
dicated to St. Bacchus and St. Sergius, and built in the reign of 
Justinian. It is a small round temple, covered with a dome. 
standing on eight pillars, of a mean appearance, and in the inte-
rior is remarkable only for two rows of eighteen and sixteen-Ionic 
columns, fourteen of which are of verd-antique, and twenty of 
white marble suffused with red spots. The capitals of the :pillar& 
are ornamented with vine-leaves ; for the former of the illustrious 
saints* has retained the attributes of his namesake.in the heathen 
mythology. The same holy person seems also to have preserved 
his divinity not only in Greece, but in Italy and Spain, where it 
is common at this day to swear by Bacchus. A Greek inscrip-
tion, in letters a foot long--, runs round the whole of the building. 
It contains a mention of the Imperial founder. Procopius assures 
us, that the brilliancy of this temple exceeded the splendour of the 
sun, and that it was loaded with gold and ornaments. He launches 
out into other expressions of admiration, which confirm the opinion 
before expressed of the architectural beauties which were in most 

.repute during the reign ofJustinian.—Kutchuk Agia Sophia stands 
near Thatladi-Kapoussi, a gate on the shore of the sea of Mar-
mora, not far from the mosck of Sultan Achmet. 

The Osmanie, called also Nourri-Osmanie, the light of the Ot- 

* Sane etiam 2'emplum aliud construxit illustribus Divis, Sergio et Bac-
cho.—Procopt  de /Edif. Just. ap. Gyll. de Topog. Const. lib. ii. cap. xiv. 

t Et Zoophorus'grandibus literis versuum Grcecorum sculpt us ambientium 
totius cedis circulum.—De Topog. Const. ibid. 
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tomans, is well worthy attention, as a decisive proof that the taste 
of the Turks is at least equal to that of the Greeks in the latter 
periods of their empire. The plan of the Osmani, whatever may 
be its real 'merit, is, in my eyes, far preferable to that of St. 
Sophia. A noble dome crowns the whole temple, not spreading 
its heavy arch in the centre of many diminutive cupolas, but 
swelling into a light and lofty vault immediately from the walls of 
the edifice. The plan of it was selected out of many others by 
Mahomet the Fifth*, and the 'superintendance of the work en. 
trusted to Greek architects. That Emperor did not live to see 
it finished, but it was completed in the reign of his brother and 
successor Osman the Third, in the year 1755. The whole pdve. 
ment of the mosck is of white marble: the windows are of painted 
glass; and where there is any gilt or, gaudy colouring, it is dis-
posed with appropriate elegance and splendour. A range of cos 
lumns of Thebaic granite, twenty-two feet in height, add, to the 
ornament, at the same time that they contribute to the support 
of the edifice ; and the general appearance of the Osmanie is that 
of a magnificent saloon, the graces of which the eye at one glance 
can comprehend, without the labour of a divided and minute in-
speqion. 

There are two sarcophagi of porphyry at Constantinople, shown, 
for the tomb of Constantine : one of ten feet long,, six feet, wide„ 

4  In ,Constantinople Aneient and Modern (p. U), it is said to have been, 
planned by Mahomet the Fourth, who died in 1687, and completed by,  his 
brother Osman the Third. Mahomet the Fourth lived five years after his depo• 
sition, and died in 1688. He had no brother Osman : his immediate successors 
were Solyman his brother, and Acbmet the Second, Mustapha the Second, and-
Achmet the Third, bis sons. Osman the Third succeeded Mahomet the Fifth, 
his brother, in 1754, and died in 1757. Le Chevalier has copied the mistake. 
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and eight deep, and of one mass, is close to the mosck of Seirek, 
or Klisse Dgiamissi (the mosck of the churches), near the At- 
Bazar ; the other, nine feet in length, seven in width, and five in 
depth, also of one stone, is to the north of the court surrounding 
the Osmanie. The covering of each is lost, and the latter serves 
as a cistern for rain-water. Whence the pretensions of the sarco-
phagus near the Osmanie originated I know not, but there ap-
pears no reason to doubt, that the one near the mosck of Seirek, -
which I did not see, is that which the citizen& of Constantinople, at 
least three centuries ago looked iipon as the tomb of Constantine. 

It will be seen from Gyllius, that the site of the church of the 
Apostles, in which, according to Socrates and Eusebius, the re-, 
mains of that Emperor were deposited, was at or near the At-
Bazar ; and we find that, in his time, the mass of hollowed por-
phyry without a lid, the alledged tomb in question, was near the 
same spot, close to the highway leading from St. Sophia to Adria. 

-nople gate. The dimensions of it' were ten feet in length', and 
five and a half in depth. The difference between the latter part of 
the measurement, and the depth which I have given from the last 
authority j, may arise from the cavity being alluded to in the one 
instance, and the whole stone in the other. The claims of*  the 
sarcophagus of the Osmanie, appear then to be totally inadmis-
sible; and it is certain that the tradition,• whether true or false, 
was attached to that near Klisse Dgiamissi. Gyllius was sceptical 
with respect to the tomb; but the story prevailed at the taking 

j* of the city, at which time the operculum of the sarcophagus 

* Gyll. de Topog. Const. lib. iv. cap. xi. 
t Voyage de la Propontide, torn. i. p. 119. 

Gil 
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seems to have been entire,. and to have contained those detached 
letters, which were filled up and explained by the Patriarch Gen-
.nadius, judge of the Imperial court under John Palveologus, and 
which gave birth to the famous prophecy relative to the expulsion 
of the Ottomans, from Constantinople. 

The letters were alledged to have been, inscribed upon the tomb 
by some sage contemporaries, of Constantine; but nothing can, be 
more clumsy than the adjustment of Gennadius, or can so com-
pletely expose the imposture; for, according to the Patriarch's, ex-
position of the prediction, the letters of the inscription must have 
been designed to represent Romak, and not Hellenic words*'. 
Yet on, the faith of this absurd story, not only the Greeks have 
persuaded themselves of the approaching downfall of the Ottoman 
empire, but the Turks themselves have looked towards that fatal 
event, and some of them at times have confirmed their belief by 
inventing additional predictions. 

When Leonart Rauwolf travelled in the East, the Mahometans 

TIT TITA }1}3IA TIMA OKAMN MAO MA. 
zit VeZTV 1;'); II/C1'(HTB. ;,palrlA4 	ICI-1444X, o X0044E14; MCOC44ES*. IJAM. 

i 	N•  TPlift TN T n A OAr T 	JUTE ES4. 
#f).{0 142 Tp0;450-1 740; Troll ficacuoASycov, 14.3. EITTOCA?rpov xpartjtrsi, traaoi &C. 

Without quoting any further, it will be seen that the last word of the first line, 
and the three first words of the second, arc according to the modern Greek con- 
struction, and that one of the words (vo) is purely Romaic. The whole prophecy 
may be rendered as follows 

In the first Indiction, or term, the kingdom of Ismael, which is called 
Moametis, shall overthrow the race of the Palceologi, shall become master 
of the seven-hilled city, shall reign therein—shall govern many nations, and 
Shall lay waste many islands as far as the Pontus Euxinus—shall depopulate 
the-banks of the Danube; in the eighth term shall subdue tke Peloponesus;. 
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entertained a notion that the. term of triumph (the one thousand-
years) granted to their religion, was nearly expired, and had a 
custom on their holidays, of shutting, up the gates of their great 
towns and camps at nine o'clock in the morning,, thinking that 
they were then to be attacked by some general insurrection of the 
Christians. The good Doctor was himself convinced that they. had 
not quite eighteen years to .come, they having passed nine hundred 
and eighty-two years of their term, when he lived amongst them 
in,1573 . The comet which.appeared in the, reign of Osman the 
First, was thought prognosticative of the fall of Islamism, which the 
opinion of Mahomet himself was quoted to,certify; for,the Prophet 

in the ninth term shall carry war into the regions of the north; in the tenth 
term shall overturn the Dalmatians; and again for a time shall turn upon the 
Dalmatians, and shall excite great wars, and shall hi part overwhelm then. 
Then the multitudes and tribes, of, the, West collected together, shall make 
war by sea and by land, and shall overturn Ismael: his posterity shall reign 
but' for z, little time: TILE YELLOW RACE, together with the first natives, shall 
overturn all Ismael, shall take the seven-hilled city with its sway. Then they 
shall raise a civil' war, until the fifth hour, and .a 'poke shall exclaim thrice, 
STAND, STAND FROM YOUR FEAR. 11A$TEN.SPEEDILY, ON. THE, RIGHT YE 
SHALL FIND A MAN, NOBLE, WONDERFUL; AND STRONG; HIM, TAKE .  FOR 

YOUR MASTER, FOR HE IS MY FRIEND; AND TAKING HIM, MY WILL 'SHALL 
BE FULFILLED.—See Matthim Cigala Cyprii de Sepulchro Constantini Magni 
Narratio, &c. Band. Antiq. Const. lib. vii. pp. 184, 185. 

The prophet, whoever he was, evidently trusted for the accomplishment of 
his prediction to SOME events which were to occur not long after the conquest of 
the city; and his allusion to the Dalmatians, points most probably,to the strug-
gles of Scanderbeg, which Gennadius, or any contemporary of Mahomet the.  
Second, may have witnessed. 

* Travels into the Eastern Countries, chap. vi. part iii. p. 511. Ray's Col• 
lection of Curious Voyages and Travels.. 
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foretold, that ignorance and avarice would be fatal to his religion. 
In the reigns of Mustapha the First, the calamity was thought 
to impend, and was repeatedly in the mouths of the Turksl' : 
since that period the prophecy has at times been revived, and in 
late years a belief in its speedy accomplishment has liecome very_ 
prevalent in 'Turkey; so that when we were there a copy of the 
Getinadian inscription was handed about by the Greeks with much 
mysterious importance, and an air of complete faith. 

The sarcophagus of Constantine has detained me on my pro-
gress to the Suleymanie, the most magnificent of all the Imperial 
moscks, which was built out of the ruins of the church of St. Eu-
phemia at Chalcedon in 1556. It is not so large as St. Sophia, 
but much lighter and better coloured.  The dome is less elliptical 
than that of the other mosck, and the four columns of Thebaic 
granite, sixty feet high, and each of a single stone, which. contribute 
to its support, are preferable to the ill-assorted masses collected by 
the architects of Justinian. The four piers on which the dome is 
raised, are indeed of an enormous bulk, but they are all of the 
same size, and correspond with the scale of the whole structure. 
It is nearly a square, the length' being two hundred and sixteen 
and the breadth two hundred and ten feet. The pavement is of 
white marble, and on one of the sides of the mosck is a range of 
latticed bronze doors or casements, inclosing a collection of books 
attached to the college of the Suleymanie. The ambulatory, or 
court of approach, which is paved with marble, is inclosed by a grand 
cloister of twenty-four columns, each cut from a single mass. The 
gate of entrance is of a singular taste, of fret-work, like the top of 

Knolles, p. 1387. 
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an episcopal cathedral chair: The ascent to it is by a flight of at 
least twenty marble steps. At the back of the mosck is an in, 
closed court, shaded with trees, which contains the mausoleum of 
Solyman. This was the most regular and best made of the sepul-
chral monuments seen by Grelot at Constantinople,. and has not 
been surpassed or equalled by any subsequent structure of the 
same kind. " It is an octagon, surrounded without by a gallery, 
the pent of which is supported by fifteen small columns of marble :. _ 
within it has a little octangular corridor, each of whose corners. con-
tains a serpentine column, with the base .and capital of white mar-
ble; so that in the interior of this sepulchre there are eight arcades, 
for the support of the dome. In the middle of the mausoleutn, 
is the tomb of the Sultan, and that Of his son, at the foot of which 
there is a large wax candle, and several wooden reading-desks, 
where the books are placed when the softas- put up their prayers 
for the deceased4." Beyond• the mausoleum of Solyman is that 
of Roxalana his wife. A sum is set apart to maintain a certain 
number of readers, who,, at stated, times,, pray for the soul of the. 
Sultan ; and this, as. well as, the other. royal Tarbes,_ is visited 
occasionally by, the Grand 'Signior, who offers, up his addresses 
at the foot of tha tomb.. The mausoleums are built open at the 
top, that the rain may fall, upon the flowers and herbs which are 
planted round the grave; but they are guarded from the birds by 
a net of brass or gilded wire.. In some instances the bier is.above 
ground, and the sepulchre is inclosed only by an iron. railing ;, 
such is the Turbe of Sultans Mustapha•and Selim. A large co- 

* Grelot—De Celebrioributt urbis, CP., monumenlis hodiornis)  $anda 
Orient. p. 1011. 
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loured turban, covered with ornaments, is fixed at the head of 
each bier. ' 

The Suleymanie is placed in a spacious rectangular court, in,  
closed by low walls, pierced with a row of open casements, which are 
latticed with iron-work. The Turks do not allow their temples to 
be encroached upon by the immediate vicinity of meaner edifices. 

In the moscks which we visited, we saw several people studying 
in .one recess, boys reading aloud to their Hogia in another ; here 
a man stretched out asleep, and there a party of three or four 
idlers lounging round the area, or through the long colonnades. 

The foundation of a royal mosck comprises also that of a col-
lege, a hospital, and an alms-house. The number of students in 
the Medresse of the Muhamadie, built by Mahomet 'the Second, 

' is at least four hundred. The colleges of the moscks of Soly-
man, Bajazet, and Selim, maintain an equal number of scholars, 
whilst the Medresses of Mustapha, Osman, and Achmet, educate 
.five hundred pupils. The establishment of St. Sophia amounts to 
about one hundred and fifty. The students are under a -certain 
number of sofias and mudderis, tutors and professors, and are, 
educated either for the secular priesthood, or the honours of the 
Ulema. Besides the Medresses there are also Mektebs or free-
schools, for the poor of the quarter, the expence of whose educa-
tion;rtts well as the board and lodging of some of them, is defrayed 
out of the 'revenues of the mosck. In 1782 there were more than 
five.  hundred schools registered in the books of the Stamboul- 

* In Const. Anc. and Mod. p. 63, the ;lumbar is four hundred and eighty; 
but all these establishments have diminished during the last twenty years. Mr. 
Le Chevalier, who I suspect copied Dr. Dallaway, and mistook -his mania& 
gives an inunense proportion to all the Medresgs. 
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Effendissi*. To' complete the notice of these truly noble founda-
tions it must be added, that of the thirteen public libraries in Con-
stantinople, nine or ten belong to the Dgiamissi Selatyn, and are 
part of their attached establishment. 

The mosck of the Valide Sultan,• mother of Mahomet the 
Fourth, of which there is a drawing and description in the Itine-
rary of Grelot, and that of Bajazet the Second, containing ten 
columns of verd-antique, four of jasper, and six of Egyptian gra-
nite, are usually visited by strangers ; but the Muhameclie being 
reputed of peculiar sanctity, is not shown without a specific order. 
Its ornamental architecture was taken probably from the ruins of.  
the Church of the Apostles near At-Bazar, in the neighbourhood 
of which it wat built. 

When it is recollected that each of the, edifices here noticed 
is adorned, and chiefly composed of rich marbles, and that the 
domes are covered with lead ; and when it is also considered, that 
'there are more than two hundred similar structures, built with 
materials more or less rich, and all protected by the same costly 
covering, the Turks will not be accused of neglecting the splen-
dour of their capital. Their admiration of the dome displays 
itself in all their edifices, not only the moscks and the mesdjidis or 

• Const. Anc. and Mod. p. 64. It must be observed, that some writers add 
the ssi to names in which it is left out by others ; for instance—Top-capon, or any 
other gate, is often called Top-capoussi ; and Effendi, is made Effendissi. I 
have added the ssi in Most instances, but it should be known that it is the 
Turkish article: thus, Yenitcheri7 Agassi, is the Aga of the Janissaries; but 
Yenitcheri-Aga, is only Aga of the Janissaries; so that, although in compli-
ance with common usage I have prefixed the to the Turkish names, the English 
article is gratuitously inserted where the additional syllable is retained. 
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-chapels, but the bans, the bezesteins, and the baths•are crowned 
With cupolas ; and as they are known by this distinction from the 
dwelling-houses, Constantinople appears to the distant specta7.  
tor' to contain as many public as• private buildings. I cowl,  
der the present city to be infinitely superior to the metropolis of 
the .reek Empire in the reigns of the latter Emperors.; Ti 
streets are, it is true, narrow, and either ill-paved or not at all; 
but, .except in. Ballat, the Fanal'and the Armenian quarter, theyt 
ire much Cleaner than those of Pera, and, unless compardwi 
the neatness *and regularity of an English town, are far from,  de 
Serving those' epithets ofdisgust and contempt which are usually • bestowed upon them by travellers. Constantinople, however, I;  
listinguished from every'other capital in Europe by having- Ili 
iamis to.  its streets, no lamps, and no post office. ,Of the tw • 
astnthe,Turks .do not feel any want : they are all within .doors . 
ifter sun-set, and their epistolary correspondence is not too (tee.  
vent to be Conveniently carried on by the assistance of travelling" • 
Friends, .or other casual' 'conveyances. • 
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The Ambassadors' Audience of the Caimacam—The Ottoman 
Grandees—Audience of the Grand Signior—The Janissaries 
—The Nizam-Djedid; or New Instituion—Short .dccount of 

'the Three Revolutions which dethroned the late Sultans Selim 
and Mustapha, and destroyed the Grand Vizier Bairacter— - 
The ConclUsion. 

ALTHOUGH the forms with which an Ambassa-
dor is received at Constantinople have been often minutely detail-
ed, I hope to be pardoned for taking some general- notice of the 
two last audiences of his Britannic Majesty's late Plenipotentiary 
at the Porte. The first occurred on the twenty-eighth of May, 
1810, and his Excellency then took leave of the Caimacam, the 
representative of the Grand Vizier during his absenCe from the 
capital. The whole of the Levant Company, the Officers of the 
Frigate, with about one hundred sailors and marines, with the 
interpreters, and a long train of servants, proceeded with the for-
tieth orta of Janissaries to Tophana. There the Chiaus, or cham-
berlain, deputed to serve as a master of the ceremonies, em-
barked with his Excellency, and the whole party crossed the 
water to Constantinople. On landing, a visit of ceremony was 
paid to the Chime-Bashe in a small apartment near the water's 

6 x 2 
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edge ; after which the procession mounied horses richly capa-
risoned, provided by.  the Porte for the occasion, and after a tedi-
ous ride in great state for half an hour, arrived at the Little 
Porte, or new government-house, built by Yussuf Aga, the intend-
ant of the finances to the Valide, mother of Sultan Selim. • The 
original palace of the Porte was burnt down in the last rebel-
lion. As we passed along the streets, the windows were filled 
with heads, but the Janissaries, another orta of which corps of 
about two hundred had met us on this side of the water, pre-
vented any impediment to our progress from the assembled mul-
titude. Dismounting in the court-yard of the palace, we all 
hurried up stairs, an immense crowd of Turks pressing round 
us on every side without the least ceremony, and paying atten-

.tion only to the Ambassador; for the etiquette of the Turkish 
court recognizes no one but the representative of the king, and as 

:there are no introductions of travellers or other individuals at the 
Seraglio, those who attend the minister are without distinction 
taken for his suite or his slaves. 

We were pressed forwards through two or three apartments; 
tco the door of the audience-chamber, where the Ambassador was .. 
detained a short time, that it might be 'contrived that he and the 
Caimacam should enter at the same moment. The Ministers of 
the Porte were standing in lines on each side of a sofa reserved for 
his highness. A door opened to our right as his Excellency en-
tered the room, and the Vice-Vizier appeared : •immediately a 
shouting or short exclamation burst from the whole company, who 
bowed also their heads to the ground as their master advanced 
between the rows of state-officers to his seat. As the Vizier and the 
Ambassador walked lip the T to !Mir:1'i, 
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her, another loud prayer was recited, and as they took their 
seats, there was. a third and still louder exclamation. I was much 
struck with this ceremony, and did not recollect at the ti"me, that 
the custom of offering up a short prayer for prosperity'and length 
of years, obtained. amongst the Romans, and was .found in the 
formularies of the Byzantine court. Luitprand relates, that he 
heard the Emperor Nicephorus saluted with the song or ex, 
clamation of 1r070+0'4 gr1))  4.4  many years ;" and it appears that a 
phrase or word was invented to express this musical compliment*. 

The Caimacam being seated on the sofa, not in the'Common 
oriental fashion, but with his feet upon the ground, and the Am-.  
bassador placed in an arm-chair opposite to him, in virtue of a pri- 
vilege belonging only to the highest order of Plenipotentiaries, his 
Excellency proceeded to the ,business of the day, by repeating a 
speech: of which, for'the convenience of the Dragoman, he held a 
copy in his' hand. Prince Maroozi, standing on the left hand Of 
the Vizier, and officiating as chief Dragoman to the Porte in the 
place of his brother, interpreted this oration, but in so low a 
tone, that it was impossible to: catch a word of what he said. His 
address lasted at the least three times as lobg as that of his Excel-
lency. The .Cainmcam then made a speech, which he endea-
voured to recite by heart, but was obliged frequently to look at 
his paper,' and repeated, as I heard, some words three or four 
times over, with the boggling mid heSitation of a school-boy. 
He was, it seemed, eighty-four years of age, and in his dotage. 
This speech was also interpreted in a low tone to his Excel-
lency by the Prince Maroozi in French. 

TO 4,AxEiyi iromixpZwy—TO 9r0 vx,p(ivs?Eir—Ircaux,plvure.04, 'are used by 
codinus„--,r6c6 a Colfeetio,p of curious Voyages ,and Travels)  tome ii. cap. 5.. 
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Sherbets, sweetmeats, and perfumes, were now served up to 
the Vizier and the Ambassador, but to no one else. A pelisse of 
.hOnour,. of sables and gold tissue on a white ground, was placed 
on the Ambassador, and the Prince Maroozi, who almost touched 
the ground with his head on the receipt of it, was also arrayed in 
.a miserable imitation of .  the same robe, composed of a stuff like 
sackcloth. Seven pelisses of cloth and dark fur, ten of ermine, 
.and four or five of a common sort, were distributed and placed I

4 
41 

the visitors by the chief Dragonian of the Embassy, who from# 
paper called over the names of those to whom they were allotted, 
a ceremony sufficiently tedious and humiliating. After being thus 
cloathed and fed, the Ambassador rose at the same time with the 
Caimacam, and the whole party bustled from the audience with 
As little form as they had entered the room. 
. The chamber was very small, and quite filled by the crud 

who pressed round us, treading on our toes with the utmost per-
severance and unconcern. No one was seated except the Am-
bassador and the Caimacam. The various members of the Tur-
kish cabinet were ranged on each side of him; and at his left 
hand stood the Reis Effendi, whilst the Kiayah-Bey, or Home.  
Secretary of State, was, on his right. Each of these Ministers, 
when addressed by his Highness,. answered him with every mark 
of humility and respect, kissing the hem of his garment. 

It is remarked by Montegquieu, that in a despotic govern-_ 
went power is deputed and descends entire. This transmission 
of absolute authority displays itself in Turkey by the total annihi-
lation of every lower dignity in the presence of superior rank. 

Dr17:71r,,:t rr• 	' 1 	 1 ,6 1,4 • u4 	, 
rfe..cclui ii 
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Command amongst the Turks is sole and individual, and 'admits 
no visible contiguity of either similar or second. power: The 
Caimacam would in an instant lose his -supremacy. before -the 
Vizier Azem, and bend with, bis companions in. slavery to the 
skirt of his master's. robe ; •Whilst that absolute prince is him- 
self shorri of his, beams, and . degraded into a nonentity by 
the appearance of the Sultan. There are no :gradations Of 
subserviency. There is one master—the rest are slaves, with-
out individual or aggregate dignity. When Sultan Achmet. the,  
rirst, in 1614, made a platform from the Seraglio into the sea,: 
every house in Constantinople sent forth a man to forward the-
w. iertaking. Not only the Spahis and Janissaries, but the chiefs. 
o," _amines, and the grandees of the empire themselves, assisted at 
the work, under the inspection of the Grand .Signior, who ani-
mated and dignified their exertions by his presence and his praise..  
The reader of Xenophon will be reminded of the eager alertness 
with which the most noble of the Persian satraps, at 'the corn-' 
man(); of Cyrus, threw off their robes in the mud, set their 
shoulders to the wheel, and evinced a praiseworthy emulation 
in extricating from a quagmire the baggage-waggons of their- 
master t. 	 - 

*It is almost unnecessary to repeat a fact so well known,. as that 
the Ottomans acknowledge no' hereditary power in any sub-
ject of the empire. It is mentioned by Cantemir, that the Ibra- 

T 

History of the Turks. Knolles. 
t De Exped. Cni, lib. i. p. 257, edit: Leunclay. Xenoplionhowever does 

not remark upon the principle of despotism apparent in this personal effort, but 
rather admires it as a portion of military discipline-4.5'i J p,ipos Ti 	imxtico 

. 	. "*Zu, aa(rao-actre— 
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ham Khan Ogli, or the descendants of Ibrahim Khan, who 
.concealed the death of Sultan Mahomet the First for forty-one 
days, are treated with much respect by the Grand Signiors 
and possess the inspection of moscks founded by their ancestors, 
and the exemption from offices. The Emirs, the supposed pos-
terity of Mahomet, are also a privileged class ; but generally.  
speaking, dignity of blood is unknown to the Turks. The succes-
sion of ,power in the family of Cara Osman Oglou, Pasha of Mag-
nesia, can only. be called a tolerated usurpation. The sons of Ali, 
the Albanian, will probably form another exception to the r,teneral 
rule. The ]lialikianc, or fiefs held possessively, disused for many/  
ages, and revived by Mustapha the Second, only allow a re-
sumption of the father's lands by the son, at a price one-fourth 
less than any other purchaser, and cannot ,be called a stable here-
ditary tenure. The pashalik of Magnesia, and the agaliks .of 
the Ghavrinos who conquered Macedonia, although descending 
from father to son, have not created a Turkish nobilityt. The 
possession of the Vizirat by the three Kioprilis, is always quoted 
as a solitary instance ; and so little are the favours of the.  Ern-
'peror confined to any distinct class or order, that Mahomet 
Pasha, who was Made Grand Vizier in 1614, was the first native 
Turk ever raised to that pre-eminence. 

The greater part of the prime ministers of the Ottoman Sultans 
have been purchased slaves, and have owed their rise to per- 

* sonal accomplishments: Yussuf, the Vizier Azem in our 'time, 
was a Georgian, carried off in his youth by the Lesguis Tartars, 
and sold to the Pasha of Erzeroum, who made him his chief pipe- 

4  dtrOinau lii§torf, Part I.—book ii...--p.,-76,—Tindars translation. 
Cantetnir, Ott. Fli.)t. Patt I •Lonk iu. pop-1 .1 1., ,rti 	'•if icht 

Turkey, page 130. 	 <0. 
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bearer, and after giving him his liberty, appointed him governor 
of the town. Whilst Muzzelim of Erzeroum, he enriched himself 
by some gold and silver mines, and conciliated the favour of Yus-
suf Aga, before mentioned as intendant of finances to Sultan Se-
lim's mother, who ordered him to Constantinople, and made him 
in 1798 the successor of the deposed Vizier Mehemmed Ised 
Pasha". After his dismission and a retirement of some years, he 
was, by a fortune of which there has been, I believe, scarcely an-
other instance, again raised to his former dignity in 1808, and, at 
the age of seventy-eight, was at the head of the Turkish armies 
when we left the country.—Few of the Vizier Azems have been 
indebted for their power to any other merit; pr may be traced 
to a more respectable origin, than that of Yussuf. 

The posts of honour and profit in the Ottoman court are prin-
cipally filled by persons who have received their education in Ga-
lata Sarai at Pera, to which boys of the lowest extraction are 
committed by the Pashas of the provinces, as presents to the 
Grand Signior; who, after their noviciates as Itch-olans, or chil-
dren of the chamber, admits them to the employments of the 
Seraglio. The pages of the first three of the four chambers into 
which the Imperial Itch-olans + are divided, after some previous 
service under the Chief of the White Eunuchs, and about' the 
person of the Sultan, are raised to the honours of the household, 
and become the bearers of the sword, the cloak, the stirrup, the 
ewer, and the turban, as well as the masters of the wardrobe; the 
buttery, the hounds, and the cranes. One is the first barber ; 

* Notice sur la Cour du Grand Seigneur, pp. 98, 99. 
t The word is more properly Itch-oglans )  but is pronounced as it is spelt 

above. 
6L 
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the second, controuler of the privy purse; a third, the chief secre-
tary of the Sultan. Each of these officers may possess himself of 
such influence over his master, as will lay the treasures and honours 
of the empire at his feet, and either as favourite or minister, con-
troul the measures of the Ottoman government. The barber of 
Bajazet the Second was made Grand Vizier$. In a despotic mo-
narchy the approach to the person of the sovereign is an advan-
tage which no merit can easily counterpoise ; and the rays of Im-
perial bounty not unfrequently shine through the mutilated minis-
ter of the Sultan's pleasures, the Chief of the Black Eunuchs. 

From the fourth divi5ion of the pages, the Khasne-Odassy, or 
the chamber of the private treasures, many of those state officers 
are chosen who are entrusted with the administration of public 
affairs; and the Tefterdar-Effendi, or Grand Treasurer of the 
empire, has for the most part been an Itch-olan of this class:t.— 

* The Turkish names of these twelve personages, are, Selictar-Aga, Tcho-
kadar-Aga, Rikiabtar-Aga, lbriktar-Aga, Dulbendtar-Aga, Kemissar-Aga, 
Tehesnegir-Aga-Bashe, Zagardar-Bashe, Tournadgi-Bashe, Berber-Bashe, 
Muhasebedgi-Bashe, Teskeredgi-Bashe. Besides these officers, there are five 
others, who, together with the first four of the last-mentioned, compose the.  
Ars-Aghaleri, or Lords of the Memorial, through whom petitions are presented 
to. the Sultan z these arc the Khasnadar-Kehayassy, or the Vice-Treasurer; 
the Kiler-Kehayassy, Intendant of the Confectionary; the Doghandgi-Bashe, 
or Grand Falconer; the Khas-oda-Bashe, the Chief of the First Chamber; 
and the Capou-Agassi, Chief of the White Eunuchs, or guards of the palace. 
gates. 

t Cantemir, Ottoman History, Part I. book iii. p. 123. 
t The first chamber is called Kbas-Odassy (the Master's Chamber), and is 

composed of forty pages, who are near the person of the Sultan, and from 
whom the first five of the household officers above-mentioned arc selected; the 
second chamber is the Kiler-Odassy, or Chamber of the Confectionary; and 
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Such is the policy of the Turkish court, whose chief dignitaii-s 
are so free from the ties of consanguinity, and the duties of civil 
life, as well as from all other dependence, pretension, and object, 
than the favour of their master, that there is nothing invidious, 
in their rise, nor hazardous in their ruin-. 

On July the 10th, the day of the Ambassador's audience, the 
procession, in much the same order as on the former occasion, 
moved from the palace to Tophana, about half after four in the 
morning ; and the sun rising over the hills of Asia, glimmered 
through the clouds of dun smoke which burst from the cannon of 
the Salsette, as we passed under the broadside of the-  frigate. On 
landing we visited the Chiaus-Bashe, as before ; and whilst we 
were sitting in his chamber, heard the ship saluting the Sultan in 
his passage from the Sarai of Dolma-Baktche to the Seraglio. The 
frigate was dressed; and her yards manned ; and as the Imperial 
barge laid upon-her oars for a short time during the discharge of the 
artillery, the sailors flattered themselves that the Grand Signior 
took an opportunity of admiring the trim of the vessel. 

The salute was the signal for our departure, and mounting the 
horses which had been sent from the royal stables, we began our 
procession, headed by the Chiaus-Bashe himself, who was dressed 
in a superb robe and caftan of flowered gold. We rode slowly 
for half an hour, until *e came to an open space and a large tree, 
where we waited for the Caimacam, who soon arrived with a nu- 

the third the Seferly-Odassly, or the Chamber of the Warriors, who are en-
trutsed with the arms of the Sultan, and amuse him with the bow and the 
djerid ; they pass after some probation into the first chamber.:—The latest and 
best account of these particulars is contained in the Notice sur la,Cour du 
Grand Seigneur, by J. E. Beauvoisins, Paris, 1809. 
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merous train, in his way from the Porte, and passed before us 
towards the Seraglio. He also was dressed in his count suit, a 
satin robe of bright green, and wore his turban of state.—The 
head-dress is the distinguishing mark of the various orders and 
ranks, and it is said that not less, than two hundred different tur-
bans are ,to be reckoned in Constantinople. 

A short time after the passage of the Caimacam we moved for-
wards, and in nearly half an hour arrived at the "entrance of the 
Seraglio. The Baba-Humayun, or Sublime Gate, is accurately 
represented in the annexed. plate. In the niches on each side of 
the porch are placed the heads of state criminals ; on the right 
hand is a dunghill, on which the bodies are thrown. The foun-
tain is built over a tomb or sarcophagus, which is shown in Gre-
lot's picture of this gate*. 

* Band. Imp. Orient. p. 1916. From the Baba-Humayun has been erro-
neously supposed to originate the title of Sublime Porte; but the term is a 
favourite Oriental metaphor, and is used also in other designations. Thus a 
hospital attached to a mosck, is called Darush-sbifa, the gate of health. The 
entrance to a royal palace, the King's gate, was, as we learn from sacred his-
tory, the seat of petitioners at the court of the Assyrian monarchs ; but the un-
sightly porch of the Seraglio did not furnish the magnificent epithet applied to 
the Ottoman government, although being the entrance to the usual residence of 
the Sultan, it is called Sublime. The Porte (if it has any substantial exist-
ence) is the palace. of the Turkish Cabinet, but, more properly speaking, it is 
the point of access and communication through which the decisions of the 
supreme power pass and are promulgated. Mr. Thornton, p. 119, quotes Can-
temir, as hinting that the Porte follows the person of the Sovereign; but 
although I find in that historian, that the governor of Babylon, Elkasib-Mirza, 
is ordered to be sent in irons to the Porte, it seems that the capital is alluded to; 
for Mehemmed-Pasha, who was dispatched to act against him, is said just after-
wards to depart for Constantinople, to give an account of his proceedings; so 
that Sultan Solyman the First was most probably at the Seraglio, and n9t in the 
provinces.--Ottoman Hist, p. 299, Part I, book 
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We entered the Baba-llumayun on horseback, and rode up a 
gentle ascent towards the second gate, the entrance to which was 
lined on each side with rows of Capidges or porters, and other 
officers of the palace, whose splendid attire, and diversified head-
dresses, produced at a distance an admirable effect,' The first 
square of the Seraglio contains Tarap-thane, the royal mint, and 
the ancient church of St. Irene converted into an armory, which, 
according to report, is. filled with curious specimens of the 'mili-
tary engines of the Byzantine Greeks,. and the armour, and wea, 
pons worn by ,  the companions ,  of Godfrey of Bouillon 
dismounted about a. hundred yards from Baba-Salam (the gate 
of Health), upon entering which all our state vanished, for we 
were shown into a dirty chamber on the left, hand of . the porch, 
where we remained in darkness for some time, all huddled toge-. 
ther in this and another room, appropriated to very unsavoury, 
purposes. This is the executioners' lodge,. and it seems that we 
were detained here in order that we might enter the second court 
at the instant that the Janissaries run for their pilau, which is 
placed in innumerable little pewter dishes., and, at a given signal, 
scrambled for and seized upon by the soldiery assembled for the 
occasion, to the, number generally of four thousand. 

The second court is considerably smaller than the first. It is 
colonnaded on three sides, and the middle space is a green, thickly 
shaded with rows of cypress tress. On the right are the Seraglio 
kitchens, and on the left is an open walk, with a fountain and the. 
hall of the Divan. 

The third gate, Baba-Saadi (the gate of Happiness), and the 
walls of the interior palace, front the entrance to. the court. The 
Divan is a small vaulted saloon, with three windows in the dome 

* Coust. Anc. and Mod. p. 24. 
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which admit but little light; it is richly ornamented and tvain 
'scatted with a plaister or stucco well polished, and representing a 
pink variegated marble. On the left of the saloon is a second 
chamber, also vaulted, and about the same size as the first, 
divided fron% the ,council-hall by a division only breast-high: this 
is filled by the clerks and attendants of the court. A cushioned 
bench, something like that of our Court of Chancery, ranges 
along the back of the chamber, and in the middle is, the seat of 
the Grand Vizier, a little raised and immediately under a small 
latticed casement, through which the Sultan himself inspects, or 
is supposed to inspect, the transactions of the Divan. On the 
left side of the room is another cushioned bench, and on the right 
a lower bench without any covering, attached to the wall. On 
entering we found the Caimacam in his seat; on his left hand, 
at a little distance, were the Cazy-askers of Romania and Na-. 
tolia, and on the bench on the same side, were the Tefterdar-
Effendi and two other officers of the treasury. On the small 
bench to the right was seated the celebrated Cheliby Nichandgi-
Effendi, a minister of the first repute, and well known to all the 
foreign Missions. He was employed with his hair-pencil and the 
other implements of his office. A stool was placed for the Am-
bassador near the keeper of the cypher, but the remainder of the 
•company were obliged to stand, except when sheltered behind 
the robes of the dragomans of the mission, they ventured to rest 
themselves at the lower end of the bench near the corner of the 
room. 

After the adjudication of a cause by the Caimacam, which con-
sisted of reading several papers, and the affixing of his signature, 
the payment of the Janissaries was commenced, and continued 
until nine o'clock. The money was brought forward in yellow 
purses, containing nominally five hundred piasters each, but in 
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reality not so large a sum ; for the Tefterdar-Effendi contrives by 
the deficiency to put about one hundred and fifty thousand pias-
ters into, his pocket at each general payment. The purses were 
heaped up in two conical lines or wedges from each side of the 
Caimacam to the door of the saloon. After the bags had, been 
told out the first time, they were again numbered aloud; and• be-
ing carried out by fifties into the yard in, front of the Divan, were 
laid upon the pavement at a little distance from the door. As each. 
of the fifties Was so deposited, the teller exclaimed with-a loud 
voice, " Oda, come !" mentioning the number of the chamber ; 
and instantly a body of Janissaries, who were stationed at about 
a hundred yards. distant, started at the same moment, and 
racing towards the money, fell one over the other in their scram-
ble for the bags. Each soldier who carries off a purse, receives . 
one piaster upon delivering it to his Captain. This distribution of 
their payment to the JaniSsaries lasted so long, that we were 
heartily fatigued before the conclusion of the ceremony, which,. 
according to an established usage, was, however, designed to cap-
tivate and astonish.us by a display of Ottoman wealth.—An hour 
was passed in giving audience to some officers- of the Janissaries ; 
each of whom, on his name being called, came forward and kissed 
the hem of the Caimacam's garment,. returning thanks for his 
respective corps.,.  

At ten the dinner was served, and the Ambassador, attended 
by Prince Maroozi4'., sat at a table with the Caimacam. Some 
of the gentlemen of the embassy, with my fellow-traveller and 

* Maroozi is mentioned as Dragoman to the Porte in page 515 of these Let-
ters: I have since found out that he was acting for his brother. He was after-
wards raised to the principality of Wallachia, and being suspected of some in-
trigues, was beheaded at Bucharest, in the course of thelast year.(1812). 
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myself, were placed at another table with Cheliby-Effendi. 
There were one or two other tables and some seats brought into 
the room, but the greater part of the company were obliged to 
stand. Any person may join an Ambassador's suite on theSe oc;. 
casions, and there were several raggamuffins in the Frank habit 
amongst the crowd,, who seemed to have been collected purposely 
to disgrace the embassy. The table-furniture consisted of. a 
coarse cloth, on which a wooden spoon and a crumplet were set 
before each guest. The first we dipped into the soups and sher-
bets promiscuously; the latter article served us instead of a plate, 
after we had torn off the meat with our right hands. Two.and,  
twenty dishes were served up, one after the other, and we tasted 
of each ; but some of them were suffered to remain scarcely an 
instant on the table, and were borne off as if under the influence 
of Sancho's dread doctor and his wand. Rising from dinner, we 
were sprinkled with rose-water, and the Ambassador was served .  
with an ewer to wash his hands. 

In a short time a message arrived from the Sultan, intimating 
that he would receive the Eltchi, whose arrival and humble request 
of an audience had been before communicated by an officer of the 
Divan. The Ambassador accordingly, and the whole party, left 
the council-chamber, and were conducted towards the third gate' 
of the Seraglio, but were directed to wait under a wooden shed 
at the right hand .of the approach, where there was a dirty stone 
seat for the accommodation of his Excellency. Two common-
looking ill-dressed fellows brought two bags full of pelisses, which 
were distributed without ceremony to seventeen or twenty of the 
party, who at the same time took off their swords. We conti-
nued for some time under our shed, totally unnoticed and over-
looked, until we saw the two Cazy-askers proceed from the Divan 
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through rows of Janissaries, and take their seat on a bench at the 
right of the third gate, where there was also a line of state officers. 
At this time the left of the gate was covered with a crowd. of 
Bostandges, Ilassekis, ,Baltages, and others of the body guards, 
without arms ; and facing it, at some distance, there were three 
rows amounting to twenty-one, of the household soldiers.  called 
Peiks, crowned with -plumage.. The Cazy-asliers passed into the 
third gate, but soon returned, and at last the Caimacam marched 
from the Divan in great state, preceded by two officers with large 
staves of silver and gilt, which at each step they rung upon the 
'ground. The Janissaries, the guards, and the chamberlains, 

* The Bostandges have been before noticed. The Hassekis are the Imperial 
messengers, a body attached to the Bostandges, which are employed in execut-
ing the secret commissions of the court, and sometiipes carry the firmans.. 
The Baltages are properly the wood-cutters of the Seraglio, and the servants of 
the kitchen; but they are now a species of corps, whose weapon and distin-
guishing mark is a hatchet (balta), and who have another body called Z uluflus-
Baltages belonging to them. ki,/).e.gioada Jhe guard of the second court, 
wear a beard, and are armed with a bow and arrow : they walk on each side of 
the Sultan's horse on processions, and shade him with plumes from public view. 
The Solaks belong to the interior court; they walk before the Sultan with a 
halbert. The gapidges or porters are a numerous corps also belonging to 
the Seraglio. The Capidge-Bashes usually carry the death-warrants of the 
Sultan to the offending Pashas, an office formerly entrusted to the forty mutes 
of. the court: three hundred Black Eunuchs, and as many White Eunuchs, 
the body of the Salahors or equerries, all the pages, and the attendants not 
enumerated, the females, and the separate corps just mentioned, are supposed 
to raise the number of persons inhabiting the Seraglio to ten thousand. When 
Julian reformed the Imperial household, he is said to have found one thousand 
batters, one thousand cup-bearers, and one thousand cooks ; besides Eunuchs 
innumerable. I should fancy these retainers to have been like -those of the 
Ottoman princes, separate corps preserving the name of, without being actually.  
employed in, their original occupation. 

6M 
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bent to the earth as he passed. After stopi, 
his Highness entered the porch, and in to 
arrived for the Ambassador to advance to the 	r 'Ca 

Just as we entered the gate, there was much ..-rgee'mly squeez-
ing and jostling, and those who had not pelisses of fur were pushed 
away by the attendants. We afterwards moved forwards with 

5. more regularity, each of us being accompanied and pressed upon 
the shoulder by one or two of the guard. My attendant was one 
of the White Eunuchs, a crowd of whom were standing within the 
gate. We went through a court, or rather a large saloon, open 
on both sides, and passing on our right several rows of the Solak' 
guards, in white robes and pointefl caps of gold, mounted a low 
step into a passage, cowered with rich carpets, which brought 
us into the p'resenc6-chamber. The room appeared quite full 
when we entered, but my Eunuch pushed me quickly forwards 
within ten paces of the throne; where he held me somewhat 
strictly by the right arm during the audience. He:.  had not for-
gotten the assassination oftilo 

The chamber was small and dark, or rather illumined with a 
gloomy artificial light, reflected from the ornaments of silver, 
pearls, and other white brilliants, with which. it is thickly studded 
on every side and on the roof. The throne, which is supposed 
the richest in the world, is like a four-posted bed, but of a daz-
zling splendour ; the lower part formed of burnished silver and 
pearls, and the canopy and supporters encrusted with jewels. 
It is in an awkward position, being in one corner of the room, 
and clo# to a fire-place. 

Sultan Mahmoud was placed in the middle of the throne, with 
his feet upon the ground, which, notwithstanding the common 
form of squatting upon the hams, seems the seat of cerem 
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He was dressed in a robe of yellow satin, with a broad border of 
• the darkest sable : his dagger, and an ornament on his breast, 
were covered with diamonds: the front of his white and blue turban 
shone with a large treble sprig of diamonds, which served as a buckle 
to a high straight plume of bird-of-paradise feathers. He for the 
most part kept a hand on each knee, and neither moved his body 

. nor head, but rolled his eyes from side to side, without fixing 
them for an instant upon the Ambassador or any other person 
present. Occasionally he stroked and turned up his beard, dis- 

s playing a milk-white hand glittering with diamond rings. His 
. eye-brows, eyes, and beard, being of a glossy jet black, did not 
appear natural, but added to that indescribable Majesty which it 
would be • difficult for any but an Oriental sovereign to assume: 
his face was pale, and regularly formed, except that his. nose (con-
trary to the usual form of that feature in the Ottoman princes) 
was, slightly turned up and pointed : his whole physiognomy was .  
mild and benevolent, but expressive and full of dignity. 14 
appeared of a short and small. stature, and about thirty years old, 
which is somewhat more than his actual age. 

On each side of the throne was an embroidered cushion : that 
on the left supported a silver purse, containing the letter from 
the Grand Signior to the King of England, and near it was a 
"iilver inkstand adorned with jewellery: a sabre, partly drawn from 
a diamond scabbard, was placed nearly upright against the cushion 
on the other side of the Sultan'. 

It seems from Busbek, and other authorities, to have been the 
custom formerly for Ambassadors and their suite to kiss the Sul-
tan's hand ; and that their whole reception was more courteous 

* Posteaque veluti deoseulata ejus manu ad parietem oppositum ita sumui 
redueti, &c.—Busbeq. Epist. i. p. 62, edit. Oxon. 1640; and the traveller in 
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han at the audiences of the present day : ari:.6 .  
t was usual for the Sultan to address a word m 

r, which he now never deigns to de. 
The Ambassador stood nearly opposite, but a 

f the throne ; and on his left was the Prince 	oozi, who 
cted as his interpreter. On the right of the Sultan the Caima-

cam was standing between the throne and the fire-place, with his 
.head bent, and his hands submissively crossed in front of his vest. 

 
..., rand Signior and the audience, the rest of the apartment being 

.,. here were only a few feet of an open circular space between the 

.:::.completely occupied by the crowd. His Excellency laying his. c 

o 
and on his breast, and making a gentle inclination of the head,

addressed the Sultan, in a speech delivered in a low tone of 
oice, which was interpreted still less audibly by the Prince Ma-
oozi. The Sultan then said a few words to the Caimacam, 
vho v proceeded to speak to the Ambassador, but hobbled repeat-
dry, and was prompted aloud several times by the Grand Sig- 
ior. 	He seemed also to stop before he had concluded his 

..:oration, which, however, was a very immaterial circumstance, 
s the Dragoman was previously acquainted with it, and had 

II( .ahluyt, Richard VV rag, says, " The Ambassador thus betwixt two whieft 
ood at the door; being led in, either of then.taking an arme, kissed his 

. ' and; and so backward, with his face to the Turke, they brought him nigh 
the doore again, where he stood untill they had likewise done 'so with all the 
rest of his gentlemen." 

* Solyman the Magnificent, after hearing Busbek's speech, said, " Guisel, 
guisel"—Well, well; and the above English traveller relates, that on theAm- , 

likbassador, Sic_Edward Barton., making his three demands to A murat 
the Sultan said, " NoLo ;" which (as he adds, somewhat to the su. 
learned in the Latin) is in Turkish as much as)  IT SHALL BE DONE 
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learnt it by heart. The answer of the Caimacam being in-
terpreted in French, there was some little hesitation in the pro-
ceedings, and his Excellency seeming as if about to retire, the 
Sultan whispered something to the Caimacam, who began hob-
bling another speech, and was again prompted by Mahmoud. 
This address being also interpreted, and received like the preced-
ing, with a bow, the Sultan taking the purse in his hands, and 
saying a few words, delivered it to the Caimacam, who, having 
first kissed the sleeve of his caftan, received the letter upon it as 
it covered both his hands, and saluted also the purse with his fore-
head, bending humbly to the earth. IIe then spoke a short sen-
tence, and presented the purse to Prince Maroozi, who repeated 
the reverence of the Caimacam, and, interpreting the words, put 
it into the hands of the Ambassador. 

Immediately afterwards his Excellency bowed and withdrew, 
the audience having lasted twelve or fifteen minutes. On retiring, 
my attendant Eunuch hurried me briskly along, and dismis.$ed 
me with a gentle push dow n the step of the anti-chamber. The 
embassy, and the whole suite, then passed through the third and 
the second. gate of the Seraglio, where we mounted our horses, 
and waited 'for nearly an hour under a scorching sun covered with 
our fur robes; and. were not permitted to move before mid-day, 
nor until the Caimacam with Ibis suite had proceeded from the 
Divan .on his return; to the Porte, and all the Janissaries had 
issued from the second court. They came out roaring and run-
ning, many of Ahem. -being children, and all, in appearance, the 
-very scum of the city. 

I did not through' the whole of the ceremony, observe any of 
that silent sedateness and well-regulated conthict in these soldiers, 
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hich attracted the admiration of early travellei* 
it doubtful whether they were men or statues 
merit which enabled Busbek to draw a comparison 
brave and disciplined Turks of the age of Soly 
courtiers of Christian princes, and to couch, after the ma 
Tacitus, the reproof of his contemporary fellow-subjects 

'v  the praise of barbarians, has long vanished, and ceased to 
the character of the Janissary. 

The decline of this corps, whose name alone filled Europe with 
terror, and to whom the Ottoman Sultans have been more in-
debted for their successes and their sufferings, than ever were the 

WR, 

 
oman Emperors to the Pretorian cohorts, may be dated from 

lithe reign of A murath the Third, who permitted these soldiers 
to enroll their children in their order, and thus gave them 
an individual interest as citizens, as well as an independence of 
their sovereign totally foreign to the nature and design of their 
original institution. When, from being children of the tri-
bute and of the Sultan, they acknowledged another father than 
their Emperor, they began to be equally dangerous to the govern-
ment as to the enemies of the Porte ; and accordingly w.e read, 
that having previously to this great change confined their tu-
mults to .the times of an interregnum, they broke into open 
revolt for the first time, and murdered the governor of Cyprus, 
in the reign of the prince who was the author the impolitic in-
novation. In the time of his immediate successor they raised a 
rebellion in Constantinople, and attempted to depose Mahomet 

Digna erant precipue qua; speetarentur, aliquot gianizarorum znih 
qui longo ordure sejuncti a reliquis tam immoti stabant, ut me ti,u judicii 
cerium redderent hoznines ne essent an status;.—Busbcq. Epist. i. 64. 

under 
adorn 
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the Third : subsequently to that period they have several times 
disposed of the Turkish sceptre, and have been the origin of, and 
the actors in, a quick succession of bloody commotions, which, 
were it not for the standing example before our eyes, might be 
judged incompatible with the existence of any empire. Many 
fruitless attempts have been made to destroy their power. Baja-
zet the Second, even whilst they were at the height of their disci-
pline, and the first military body in the world, seems to have 
foreseen the future ill-effects of their predominance, for he is 
said to have planned their extermination. Nassuff-Pasha, Vi-
zier-Azem to Achmet the First, employed the Spahis and forces 
of the provinces for their subjection, .but was finally sacrificed, 
and being too fat to be strangled, was ignominiously beheaded. 

Delavir-Pasha, the Vizier of Osman, in the year 1620 proposed 
the organization of a new militia amongst the Curds, at the head 
of whom the Sultan was to march from Damascus, and entirely 
destroy the. whole body of the rebel soldiers ; but the same Vizier 
added to this scheme a plan for the abolition of the Spahis or 
feudal horse, for the change of every establishment, even to the 
name of the city, and for the subjection of all Europe. He was 
cut in pieces, and one of his legs was seen at Pera by Sir Tho-
mas Rowe the English Ambassador. Osman himself was deposed 
and murdered. 

That deterioration of discipline and order in the Janissaries, 
which is said to have been connived at by Mahomet the Fourth, 
was more probably the effect of their increasing insolence and 
independent power. Those of the present day are most of 
them artisans, who have been enrolled either as children of 
these soldiers by their fathers, or have entered into the corps for 
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protection, and an increase of individual import 
ber of those who receive their pay (amounting 
pence daily for each man) at the Seraglio, is said 
thority* to be forty thousand ; but in the year 17 
nissaries enrolled in the capital and the provinces a unted to 
more than four hundred thousand-. A late traveller, quoted by 

t the same writer, thinks they are the most select and regular of 
the Turkish troops, better dressed, and more regularly equipped; 
but whatever may be the order of their camp, which seems to 
have been the point considered . by Dr. Witman, their prowess 
in battle is comparatively despised, even by the Turks them-
selves, and has been proved by recent events inferior to that of 
the provincial soldiery. The vast dominion still possessed by the 
Ottoman Sultans, is upheld neither by the real nor reputed 

7  vigour of the Janissaries, which is felt most, and may be almost 
said to be formidable only at Constantinople. • 

• The inferiority of the army of the Turks to that of any Chris,. 
tian power, may he caused, perhaps, more by the improved 
tactics of the latter, than by the decay in the military discipline 
of the former nation. 'Whatever respective proportion we give 
to. these two efficient principles, the total inequality of a contest 
between the Ottoman tl'oops and a disciplined European force, 
has been of late years decided in a manner that may justify our 
belief in the victories of the Greeks, of Alexander, and of the 
Romans themselves. 

From the founder of the dynasty, each of their successive sove- 

* Present State of Turkey)  p. 174. 
+ Tableau des Nouveaux Reglemens de l'Empire Ottoman, compost  

Malimoud Rayf Effendi, &c. Constantinople)  1798, p. 17. 
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reigns, .du0g, a period of two hundred and sixty-five years, had 
led his armies in person to the field : their career of victory, 
scarcely interrupted by the misfortunes of Bajazet, seemed to pro-
mise universal dominion ; and, whether from their own strength 
or the weakness of their antagonists, they continued in the reign 
of Solyman still to flourish, to predominate, and to extend daily 
the boundaries of their empire. Kioprili Mustapha Pasha aver-
red, that all the successors of that Sultan bad been tyrants or 
fools t ; but the spirit of the people survived that of the sove-
reigns; and the Turkish power has generally been supposed most 
formidable during the administration of Achmet Kioprili, who 
held the government for twenty years, and died in the year 
1676. In the war which began in 1672 and ended in 1680; the 
Ukraine was conquered and Poland made tributary; and in the 
second Imperial war of the same reign Vienna was besieged, and 
only not taken. From that time the terror of the Turkish arms 
has gradually subsided, and subsequently to the victorious mas-
sacres of Eugene, which dictated the peace of Carlovitz in 1699, 
and restored Transylvania to the empire, the powerful 'states of 
Europe , have, in the opinion of most writers, been prevented 
from the expulsion of the Ottomans from Europe, only by their 
interested jealousies and mutual dissensions. Yet although the 
existence of this barbarian power in the most flourishing regions of 
Europe, confined on every side by hostile kingdoms, or by an 
element possessed by Christians, has been for a century regarded 

* Ergo illi rebus gestis forent, dominantur, imperil fines quotidie profe. 
runt.—Busbeq. epist. i. p. 63, edit. Oxon. 1640. 

t Marsigli, Stato Milliard p. 28. Decline and Fall, cap. lxv. 
6 N 
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as a reproach to all civilized nations, and a standing wonder, it 
must be acknowledged, that the decline of the Ottoman empire 
has by no means been so rapid, nor its disgraces so repeated and 
uninterrupted, as casual observers are apt to believe. 

In the reign of Achmet the Third the Russians were worsted 
by the Turks, and lost by the peace of Pruth. The Austrians 
have gained but little honour or advantage in any of their late 
wars with the Porte ; and notwithstanding the splendid successes 
of Gallitzin and Romanzow, and the cessions of the peace at Kai-
nargi in 1774, the Sultan withstood with honour and success the 
united arms of Catharine and Joseph in the succeeding war, 
when all Europe expected that the partition of his dominions was 
inevitable and at hand. The Prince de Ligne, who served in 
the campaign, by asserting in his memoirs that there was nothing 
formidable in the Turks, if their bare right arms and their shouts 
were disregarded, implies that they had not lost all their terrific 
qualities. The incredible exploits and slaughters of Suwarrof 
seemed the forerunners of their fall ; and the peace of 1790 was 
considered a permission for them to exist and linger a little longer 
on the confines of the European continent. Since that period, 
however, they have had to contend with the same foes, and with 
the two most formidable of existing nations, neither of which. 
had before been known to them as enemies. After losing a king-
doni, for Egypt may be so denominated, and after beholding a 
hostile fleet under the walls of their capital, they were rather 
triumphant than worsted ; and, with respect to ourselves, were, 
equally unsubdued by our attacks as they were successful by our 
assistance. It seemed fated that they should gain no less by our 
weakness than by our strength, and that when we were to corn- 
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mit a -folly, and sustain a solitary discomfiture, both the one 
and the other were to conspire to their advantage. The English 
could conquer Egypt for the Turks, but not for themselves, and 
their victorious fleets were for the first time disgraced, in a con-
test with a nation against whom it was impossible to anticipate a 
failure.  

The mismanagement, forbearance, policy, and mutual rivalry of 
the English, French, and Muscovites, are looked upon as having 
been the best protectors of the Ottomans : no one, imagines that the 
inherent strength of the people can oppose any obstacle to imme-
diate subjection. Let the cause be what it will, the fact is the same; 
the late peace at Bucharest has intrenched but little on the domi-
nions of the Sultans, who, with neither a fleet, nor an army that 
can command respect, retain the fairest islands, and the most 
favoured regions of southern Europe. The justice and wisdom of 
expelling them from that portion of the continent which they have 
so long possessed, may be discussed by any one accustomed to 
similar speculations; but the question of the facility with which 
this object might be accomplished, is more competently, handled 
by those who have studied the character of the Turks on the spot, 
and have enjoyed the advantage of some personal intercourse with 
their paradoxical nation. 

The internal dissensions of the Porte, and the rebellion of the 
provinces, although they invite the invader, would not contri-
bute to his success. If the crusade which Mr. Eton and other 
writers have thought it their duty to preach against the Turks, 

* See in the AppendiX the paper in which the expedition to the Dardanelles 
is noticed at length. 
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should be ever attempted by the united forces of the Christian 
.kings, the standard of Mahomet would unite all the children of 
Islamism, and the march of regular and finally victorious armies 
would be impeded by obstacles which their confidence in them-
selves, and their contempt of their enemies, would not permit 
them to foresee. The obstinate fury of religious zeal, and the 
valour of despair, would arouse the sleepy vigour of their charac-
ter, and call forth efforts which, without proving equally formi-
dable, would be as spirited and unanimous as those which led 
them on to conquest, and founded their mighty monarchy on the 
_ruins of the four empires". Without an ally, their. capital and their 
islands must at any time be at the mercy of a maritime power;  and 
it can hardly be thought that any resistance to a regular army by 
land, would be so effectual as to save them from the necessity of 
final submiSsion; But even supposing that the partition of Turkey 
should. be  amicably settled by the Christian powers, it appears to 
me. that the struggle would be protracted and sanguinary, and 
that the. Mussulmans, like the volunteers of Mecca who attacked 
the French in Egypt, would to a man quit the defence of their 
country and their religion only with their lives. I say nothing of 
the extreme improbability of any arrangement of contending inter 
rests, by which they would be left without a friend to defend 
themselves against the union of all Christendom. The report that 

-the division of their European dominions was finally agreed upon 
at Tilsit, is now understood to be altogether unfounded ; and had 
such a treaty been concluded, late events must show how many 

* Grimstone, the continuator of Knolles' History, says, that the Turkish 
monarchy is founded upon the four empires, the Assyrian, Persian, Greek, and 
Roma. 
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accidents may intervene to prevent even the commencement of 
the attempt. It may be added; that in case the effort had been 
made, the British cabinet, whose successful diplomacies in the 
East and the West, with the Persians and the Four Nations, 
evince that they have no • squeamish aversion to barbarous and 
unchristian alliances, would, most probably, have stood firm by 
the Mussulmans, and exerted every effort to oppose the partition. 
- The French, who have been supposed to look with a greedy 
eye upon all the shores of the Mediterranean, were the, cause and 
first movers of a project to retarcIthe decline of the Ottoman power, 
and to introduce such reforms into its military and naval establish-
ments, as should enable it to keep pace With the inapioving tactics 
of its Christian enemies. Hence the origin of the Nizan-Djedid, 
and the new constitution of Selina the Third. 

This Sultan, who succeeded to the throne on- the death 'of his 
uncle Abdulhamid in 1788, evinced, at an early period' of his 
reign, ,a determination to. attempt Some change in the-  organiza-
tion of the forces of the empire, anclin, the internal administration 
of the government. The cabinet, or great council of state', was 

4*. It is composed of, the Kehayah-Bey, the T,efterdar-Effendi,. the Reis-Ef-
fendi, the Chiaus-Sasbe, the Capuilan-Pasha the Ters-Hane Emini, the two 
Ex Cazy-askers and those in office; the Stamboul-Effendi, the Nakib-U1sheraff, 
(Chief of theEmirs), the Aga of the Janissaries, the Gebege-Bashe (Commander 
of the Military Stores), the Topge-Bashe, the Arabdge-Bashe (Chief of theWag-
gon Train), the Aga of the Sipahylers, an abolished corps; the Selictarler-Agassy 
(Commander of the Swordmen, also abolished), the Nichandgi-Effendi, the 
Tarapa7Emini (Master of the Mint), the Coumbaradgi-Bashe (General .of the 
Iombadiers), Laghoumdgi7Bashe (General of the Miners). The reader may 
consult.  Tableau de la COur.  Ottoman, p. 108, for 'other details of the ministry, 
of the interior,. 	 - 
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more frequently assembled than in former reigns, and diminished 
the labours as well• as the importance of the Grand Vizier. Yussuf-
Aga, the intendant of the Valide, and Hussein, the Capudan-Pasha, 
were in possession of the confidence and the power of their master, 
and they had an active coadjutor in Mahmoud Rayf-Effendi, a 
virtuous and enlightened minister, who, after passing through all 
the subordinate degrees of office, and receiving the more impor-
tant benefit of an intercourse with civilized society at Vienna, 
Paris, and the Court of London, where he was attached to the 
Turkish Legation, was raised to be Secretary of State for Foreign 
Affairs, and as Reis-Effendi was entrusted with the execution of 
those projects of which he had been the most strenuous adviser, 
and had arranged the original plan. The Sultan himself is said 
to have received the suggestions of the French and other Frank 
residents of the capital, and his Ministers availed themselves of 
their skill and personal service, 

'It would be impossible to find an instance in the annals of any 
country, of an attempt equal to the new constitution of Selim, either 
in the magnitude of its design, or the decisive originality of its bold 
innovations. The re-establishment of an immense empire upon its 
former basis was the proposed result, and this was to be accom-
plished by a total change of national character. The efforts of Peter 
the Great, stupendous as they were, had been directed to an amelio-
ration of his subjects, which, compared to the reform intended by 
Selim, was slow and partial. Inveterate prejudices were to be forci-
bly and suddenly corrected; ignorance established and protected by 
religion and law, was to be dispelled by the introduCtion of suspected 
sciences and dangerous arts. The Mussulman was to become the 
friend and the pupil of the Infidel. But Selim was unequal to the 
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task, and although deficient neither in virtue, nor perhaps in power, 
he was not possessed of that commanding genius whichalone can 
dare to violate the habits of a whole nation. He was wanting'either 
in prudence or in resolution ; he was too hasty, or not sufficiently 
decisive. .Others may think that, the Turkish character is not susr  
ceptible of the intended improvement, and that the end was no 
less unattainable than the means were imprudent: Should, how-
ever, a more fortunate master persuade the Turks of some future 
age to consent, to their own aggrandisement, the successors!. of 
the present generation will revere the memory of the sovereign, . 
.who lost his crown and his life in the noble endeavour to give 
force and stability to his empire, by improving the moral capa-
city of his. subjects. 

Fortunately we are able to judge of the several provisions of 
the Nizam-Djedid, by the account of the institution written by 
Mahmoud. Rayf-Effendi, composed in the French language, and. 
printed at the Imperial, press.!. The introduction of printing has 
always been,;giolently opposed by the Mem, and the copiers of 
Tusuk-Bazar. Achmet the Third attempted the establishment 
of a press near the kiosk of Kiat-Hane, but his Armenian prin-
ters were obliged to desist ; and the buildings fitted up for the 
establishment, were converted to other purposes. Selim erected 
a large edifice, at .Scutari, and the necessary materials were pro-
cured, as well as an adequate number of persons qualified to super- 

* The following is the full title of the treatise: Tableau des Nouveaux Re-
glemens de l'Empire Ottoman, compose par 141ahmoud Rayf-Effendi, ci-devant 
Secretaire de l'Arnbassade Iniperiale, pies de la Cour d'Angleterre. Imprime 
dans la Nouvelle Imprimerie du Genie sous la direction d'Abdurrhamin 
Effendi, professeur du Geometric et d'Algebre, a Constantinople, 1798. 
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intend'thetstablishthent, and to execute the mechanical' part of 
the-labours. Whether from the want of attention or of a de-
mand 'for the commodity, only forty different books were pro-
duced: in twelve years. The building was spacious, ,and well.  
adapted-for 'the purpose, but contained only one press. There 
were, however, six presses in the School of Design at Ters-Ilan, 
whose -principal productions were a Greek grammar, and a dic-
tionary of the Turkish,. Arabic, and Persian languages. 

.77116,-first attention.. of -the Sultan was directed to the renova,. 
Lion :,of his armies arid navies ,: indeed it was his principal aim 
andz  as his:  subjects ,were Turkst.and a nation of soldiers, it must 
riot .be considered :as a mere change of : tactics in the forces of .the 
empire. ..,As the: yegulations were intended for a people who. 
had ,every :thing ,to learn, some articles of the new - constitution 
may raisers smile in-the 'unwary reader, who, is accustomed to,tbe 
establishments„of.civilized states.; and those Nvho decide..on . the:  
merit..by the success of an. innovation, may think the• details -of, 
abolished ordinances scarcely deserving of regard. But a view bfi 
the prOposed,improvements might be valuable, if it was only to 
convey to us the clearest notion of the deficiencies which they , 
were .intended .to correct, and whicli, are, in fact, the existing 
errors, of the Turkish system. 

The new regulations of the. Ottoman empire bear the date of: 
1796. The levy of twelve thousand 'men, who were to be disci-
plined 

  
according to, the principles of European tactics, and armed 

in 'every respect like the soldier of France or England, although 
inserted at the end of Malimoud's treatise, was the, chief arrange-
rnent, The new, troops were to wear a uniform, and they, were , 
to be taught the manual exercise, of which the regulations con-. 
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tain a minute detail,.and a representationin one large plate. • In 
order to detach them as much as passible from the Janissaries, it 
was resolved they should belong nominally to the corps of Bos-
tandges, whose red bonnet they were to wear when at home:, 
although they were to change it for a lighter cap of the same make 
and. shape upon actual service. 	• 

For these Bostandge fusileers (Bostany.Tufenktchissy) as they 
were called, were erected handsoirie barracks .in the middle of a 
down,. three miles .to the north-east of Pera, capable of con,  
taining fifteen thousand soldiers. Levend Tchiftlik was supplied 
with an es xercising-groiind, shaded on every side with avenues of 
limes, a marble kiosk for the •reception of the Sultan; a .mosck 
with baths fountains and reservoirs, a spacious saloon or refectory, 
a powder-magazine, and rows of shops for armourers and sutlers. 

For the same purpose barracks were constructed also at Scutari 
for thirty thouiand men, with a railed enclosure for the *exercise 
of the soldiers, . and all 'other conveniences similar to those of 
Levend Tchiftlik. Near these barracks Selim built a mosck, and 
the range of wide regular streets for the cotton arid silk manu-
facturers which have been before noticed. 

The inspector of the new troops was one •of the principal men 
of the empire: their commander was a Capidge-Bashe, assisted by 
an intendant, two commissaries:and two clerks. ..Each-  regiment, 
commanded by a Bin-Bashe, consisted of one thousand and eighty 
privates, divided into twelve companies;1 /4  and to these were attached 
ninety-six TopgeS (op cannoniers), sixty Arabdges (or carmen), 
twenty-four .Sakas (or water:carriers), and seventy-two attend-

:ants, called Cara-Colloutches; with their proper officers. Each 
company .had .a field-piece, and was- commanded by a captain,. 

6 o, 
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two lieutenants, an ensign, a tchaouchi (or serjeant), and ten cor-
porals 

That the:military bodies attached to the regular troops might be' 
effective, a reform was introduced into all their departments. The 
Topges were improved in every respect : their old barracks.  were 
demolished, and new ones were built on a regular and better plan. 
Large quarters Were assigned to them for their daily exercise. 
The Topge-Baslie„ or commander of the corpi, was regularly-paid, 
and received the henours of the tail: a Nair (or intendant), with 
a Kiatib (or commissary), were added to their establishment. 
New regiments were raised, with proper officers and fusileers, and, 
the uniforms of the officers and Men were furnished by govern, 

.thent,' and Were different • from each other. •A commandant, an 
assistant, eight 'cannoniers, and ten fusileers, belonged to each 
.cannon. In firing, "the captain of the gun stood with four topges . 
on the right, the lieutenant with four on the left, and five fusileers 

. were placed on either side of the cannon. Every day, excepting 
TuesdayS and Wednesdays, they were exercised by'five regiments . 
'at a time ; and the artillery was practised with shot in, the valley 
Of Sweet Waters. The exercise with the unloaded cannon took. 
place on'each holiday in the barracks. Surgeons were added to 
the corps. The guns themselves, of very class, were improved, 
and cast on a new-Model. They were allotted separately by distia7 . 
guishing marks to their different regiments; and the whole service 
.vas so contrived, that three days were sufficient to prepare any 
.lortion, of the artillery for immediate activity f. 

'4  The details in .the treatise areMuch more minute than those given above, 
which contain rather the spirit of the regulation's than the regulations themselves. 

Mahmoud Itayi concludes die regulations for the Topg.es wiili the follow-. 
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The Arabdges, or troops of the waggon-train, Were also reformed. 
The Bashe was allowed a regular salary, and the same distinction 
as the commander of the-TopKes; whilst new regiments of men and 
officers, paid and clothed by the government, were enrolled in the 
forMer corps, and attached to the. cannoniers, with whom they 
always exercised. To every gun-carriage were assigned one officer 
and five privates; and -  to every tumbril the same number. Bar-

,racks were built for them near those of the Topges, with shops and 
stables, .the repairs of which were superintended by the principal 
officers in quarters. They had a body of carpenters, smiths, sad-

leis; and farriers, besides a mounted corps, with a commandant 
and subalterns, for dragging the cannons; Which were under the 
same regtilation as...the Arabdges, and were taught to act on foot 
with the cannoniers. The tumbril followed the gun,. with five pri-
vates and an officer, who learnt to halt at a word. On the march 
provisions were regulated by a commissary. 

An important officer- of state was named. (not by rotation a3 
before, but for a permanency} Inspector of the powder maga-

' zines. Formerly not half of the three thousand quintals of powder 
which should 	been,furniShed by the three manufactories -of . 	. 
Constantinople, Gallipoli, and Salonica, were supplied by those 
establishments, and - the quality had been daily deteriorating .in 
such a proportion; that it was unfit for any purpose but saluting ; 
so that although Turkeyproduces saltpetre in abundance, the pow-
der used for service was purchased frOm the Franks at sixty and 
seventy piasters the quintal. The price of this article was there- 

ing encomium : Les Reglemens de Sultan Sclim HI. pour le Corps des Topt-
chys sont crane sagesse consomn4e. Page 24. 

6o 2 
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fore doubled, and expert artisans i,vere hired for the construction of 
,mills as well as for the Service of the manufactories. The maga-
'zines of. Coristantinople were repaired and augmented, and a large 
similar construction. was built at.Ku'...:huk-Chemedge, near the ca.. 
pital. The salaries of the workinen were tripled, and foreigners were 
Paid from five hundred to a thousand piasters a month ; and that 
the necessities of the state might not impoverish the subject, wood 
and all other articles were bought at, the current price. Ten thou-.  
sand quintals, of poWder, eight times stronger than • that of the 
ancient manufacture, were soon furnished by the new mills ; and 
if :this'quaritity had not been sufficient, the supply might have,  
been increased to thirty . or forty thousand quintals. 

The -Bomba'dier's„ anciently furnished - from- the Ziameths and 
• Timars, or military fiefs, underwent a total' change by the new 
regulations. They were all to..1-;ave a fixed pay. A noble : barrack, 

, containing a refectory, a mathematical school, a feuncrery, work-
shops; magazines, and a mosek,.was built for them at the lower 
end of the harbour, below the arsenal. • An inspector, taken from 
the great officers of state, and the Reis-Effendi, were charged 

:with their. superintendence ; 'and they were under the orders of a 
commandant,,an intendant, and a, commissary. Ten bomladiers, 
five cadets, and, one lieutenant, were allotted to each mortar: five 
mortars made a company, and were under the command of .  a • 
lieutenant-in-chief: "fifteen mortars .composed a brigade, and the 

,brigades • were known • by' separate marks. The lieutenants and 
cadets wore uniforms different from those of the men, and.  the 

• whole corps was to be distinguished from the Miners by a red 
ribbon in the turban, They were ordered to exercise every day 
'during surrImer at file 'barracks, and Study at the mathematical 
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school; and finally, the commissary of the body was obliged to 
read aloud all the regulations, both old and new, at the barracks 
every month. 

The Miners, a corps much neglected, were increased, and at-
tached by the new constitdtion to the Bothbadiers, in whose bar-, 
racks they occupied two sets of quarteiS. They were diVided into 
two classes ; one of which studied the art of mining, whilst the 
others applied themselves to every branch of military architecture, 
and might more properly have been called engineers. They were 
governed.by  a Bashe and'an Intendant; and - were instructed by 
the professors and assistants of the mathematical school, who were. 
directed to write instructive treatises. The miners furnished by 
the old system, that is, those who Were possessed of military fiefs, 
and the cadets raised by the new constitution, employed them-
selves daily (excepting onTuesdays and Fridays) in drawing plans 
and designing models in .wood and:  plaster, the most ingenious and 
best constructed of Which. were 'presented to the Qrand Vizier. 
In summer they were exercised in 'exploding real mines, and in 
laying out intrenchments. and' camps. Once in every six . weeks 
they underwent 'general examination, of 'which an exact report 
was presented to the Grand Vizier; and each month the secretary 
recited the regulations in presence of .the students, subjoining an 
exhortation to strict-duty and good conduct._ 

The marine was put under the superintendance of a ministry, 
formed on the plan of, the European.admiralties.; .and the official 
details, which 'had been formerly entrusted to the Capudan-Pasha . 
alone, were, conducted by the Ters-Hane Eniini and its assistant 
officers. The command of •Vesseis had. usually been. set up to 

*
sale ; but Ilussein-Pasha undertook the examination of the can- 
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didates; and retaining such only as were fit for the service, placed 
the unemployed on a list, .to be elected in rotation to the vacant 
ships, and to attend in the Mean time to the fleet in harbour. The • 
pay of the captains was increased, and the invalids were allowed a 
permanent provision. None of them Were either degraded or pu-
nished without being found guilty of a capital crime. The 'officers 
of each ship were ordered to be in active employ during summer 
and winter, and their pay to be according to their rank, their 
rank according to their merit. A Captain of the Port was chosen 
from the'. active commanders ; and it was required of _him that • 
he should be thoroughly acquainted with the regulations of the 
Admiralty, and know how to write and read; The same officer 
w:as, together with the Captain, furnished with, an account of the 
ammunition, stores, and the whole outfit of each man-of-war. 
He was assisted -by an.intendant in victualling and refitting the 
fleet; and all embezzlement was punished with adequate severity. 
Foi- the same chd, the sails, cables, and every article of each .-
vessel, were distinguished by a .  particular mark. The stores were 
no longer bought at a .fixed low price, but -according to their 
current value by the intendant, whose purchases and accounts were 
inspected by the Captain of the Port and the Commissioners of 
the Admiralty. Five hundred carpenters, one hundred.and fifty 
borers, and forty 'apprentices, * retained at the former salary of 
twelve paras a day, and payed monthly,- were raised and attached . 
to the fleet ; and a certain portion of Them were distributed into 
the snips during the .summer- cruise, whilst the remainder. were fe.• 
viewed dairy, and exercised at the arsenal. To these were added 
two hundred Egyptian calkers, fecrand clothed at the expence * 
the.state, and lodged in barracks behind the admiralty. The ships 

. • 	_ 
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Were formed on a plan entirely new, and so strongly as to keep the 
sea four years without material repair they were coppered ; - and 
the powder-barrels were also changed ,for large copper canisters. . 
Instead'of the thirty or forty fires which were formerly seen in a 
ship of the line, one large-furnace was provided for cooking the 
provisions of the crew, who were no longer served with six_ months' 
provisions individually, anti alloWed their Maltese slaves for attend-
ants, but received a breakfast of olive salad, and a ration of pilaf 
on Fridays and Mondays, • and of. soups an 	days, from the. 
ship's store. 	 . 	_ 

Dry docks, calking basins, a harbour for fifty ne,r, gun-boats, 
and all the necessary.appurtenances of a great arsenal, were built . 
at the edge of the water at Ters-liane, and designs for similar 
contrivances were to be applied to the other principal harbours of _ 
the empire. A line-of-battle.Ship of three decks, a frigate, a cor-
vette, and a brig, all copper-bottomed, were launched in one day 
during the year 1797, from the docks of Ters-Hane. It was pro-
vided that .two ships should perform:their manoeuvres once a year. 
in front of Beshik-Tash, or Ain-41ay-1(avak, in presence of the 
Sultan,' who was to distribute. rewards to the.most expert of the 
officers and the.  Crew ; and it was also enjoined that the grandees 
of the court engaged in commerce, should purchase- foreign-built 
merchantmen capable of standing the sea at all seasons ,of the year, 
and accordingly of instructing the Turkish sailors in the more diffi 
cult branches of practical navigation. An academy was _built at the-
.arsenal for the education of cadets, who. were furpished With com-
petent professors, and were divided into two classes, the one be-
ing instructed in naval arcbitecture,,and the other in navigation- • 
This, and every other -department of the marine, were confided 
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to the superintendance of Messrs: Rhodes and Benoit, the gentle-
men before mentioned in these Letters. 

In addition to these institutions for the formation of the new 
troops and their attached corps, and ,the improvement of the Ot-
toman navies, a general regulation' provided, that 'the Janissaries, 
amounting it was supposed to 400,000 men, should be exercised 
in the use of the musket, with their Saks and other assistants, by 
four regiments at a .time,' twice in every week, from the 4th.of 
May to -the 6th of November, and as often in winter as the 
weather ..atild permit. Once a year they were to march either to 
the downs of Daout-Pasha, three miles from the capital, or to the 
valley of Sweet Waters, to be reviewed by the Sultan in person. 
The Gebeges, a sort of veteran battalion, for the guard of the 
depots,. being more in number than sufficient for that purpose, 
Were .to be exercised and. reviewed with the JanisSaries. Lastly, 
for victualling the armies, magazines were constructed on the Da-
nube, and other polnis 'near the seat of war, and a sum of 
12,500,000 piasters was appropriated for purchasing grain at the 
current price, and not at that fixed .  by the laws of the 11E14; .or 
Imperial Treasury, for the supply of the capital. The Office of 
this department was built of stone in fhe first court of the Seraglio, 
and the management of it was assigned to a Minister adequately 
remunerated, and supplied with assistants. 

'In order to proVide for the increased disbursements of the public. 
exchequer, it was found expedient to' Create a new revenue, as well 
as to appropriatea portion of the .former income of the state ex- . 
clusively to the purposes of the recent institution. To this end a 
treasury was formed, under the controul of a great state officer, 
chosen from amonggt the chief men of the empire, with the title 
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of Treasurer of .the New Bank (Iradi Djedid Tefterdary), arid 
Inspector of the New Troops (Ta-alimlu' Asker Naziry).. To-in-
crease his , emoluments, the office of Second 'Minister 'of the 
Finances, which had always been held by a person of importance, 
and conferred the honours of a seat in the Divan next to the 
Chief Treasurer, of 'a scarlet pelisse, and of a led horse, was incor-
porated with the new place in the person of thisMinister, to 'whom : 
a sufficient number of secretaries, and other-official assistants; all:,  
of them enjoying honourable appointments, were assigned,- 

The revenues, of the new treasury arose from a Sale by.,auction 
of the tenths belonging to the Malikiane, (or fiefs held, possessively),' 
under the .  annual value of fifteen- thousand piasters, tipon.the 
death of the respective proprietors by, whom they were, farmed,i 
and by, an absolute appropriation of the tenths above that .value,:-. 
to, .be managed according to circumstances, ,for the benefit of the.;  
new. bank. The duties on the, merchandise of Cnnstantinopk,I and 
on the tobaccos throughout the empire, instead 9f :being let out,-
as formerly, flowed immediately into the, treasury, and: caused,, at:  
once a considerable:augmentation of revenue. The military :fiefs 
(Ziameths and Timers) in the hands of unserviceable ownersovere 
confiscated, an estimation being Jliacle according to the ,census of:  
these proprietaries collected in 1790; and a rule was 'established 
for filling up all future vacancies, by cadets capable ofactual ser-, 
vice in the, cavalry of the Ottoman armies. -i  The fiefs originally 
granted for the equipment of the ancient marine, wereapplied to the , 
benefit of the new bank. The new taxes were a duty of two pares 
an oke on wine, and four on spirits :for sale, levied on' all Chris-, 
tian subjects, and of one pars a head on sheep, and, goats. .The 
tax on cotton, which was formerly an aspen, or every oke, _an& 
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was farmed, was raised to one para for the raw material, and two, 
paras for the thread, and was paid into the treasury. Gall-nuts 
were also taxed at one para, and currants at two paras an oke; 
and the revenues of the new bank amounted in the year 1798 to, 
52,260,000 piasters. 

Such is .the general outline of the Nizam-Djedid. It would 
require a whole volume, says Alahmoud Rayf, to enter into the--
detail of all the statutes which have been enacted relative to the. 
different branches of the public revenue ; but although a few only-
have been cited, this sample will make known the wisdom of the, 
august sovereign to whom we are indebted for their institution 
just as a single drop of water is seicient to indicate the exist, 
ence of the river from which it fows*.—It is not_ to be supposed 
that, the designs of the Sultan were seconded by the vigour and,  
alacrity of his subjects in every article of the intended reform. Mr, 
Browne, reports, that.when he visited the mathematical schools of 
the arsenal, there was a want of nothing but books and instru, 
ments, and that the professors met together to smoke ; and yet 
Dr. Pouqueville speaks favourably of the performance at the. 
Academy of Design, directed by Mons.. Ricard, a French gentle-. 
man of Toulon; who taught a number of young Turks to draw 
charts and to engrave on copper, and had formed an incipient col-
lection of some valuable materials relative to Asia Minor, and the-
countries on the borders of the Black Sea. The grand object, 
the raising and the discipline of the Bostandge Fusileers, proceeded 
with rapidity, although the number enrolled did not amount to.. 
more than twelve thousand, and was not sufficient to occupy one-
fourth of the barracks designed for their reception. The Topges„ 

* Tableau des Nouveaux Reglernens, p. 59. 
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evinced by their speedy improvement the efficacy of their recent 
instruction. 

Selim, however, had been thrown upon evil times ; and being 
the successor of a monarch who, during his feeble reign of thirteen 
years, had lost the Crimea, part of Bosnia, Sebatz , and Cotzin, 
had to struggle against the misfortunes which usually forerun and 
prognosticate the fall of an empire. The rebellions of the pro-
vinces (which had been frequent since the reign of Mahomet the 
Third, when Carsan of Caramania raised the standard of revolt), 
were multiplied in his reign; and in the year 1797, Ali of Albania, 
Passawand Oglou of Widin, Mustapha of Mecca, and the Pashas of 
Damascus and Bagdad, held their .governments in open opposition 
to the Porte. Arabia was desolated by the Wahaubees ; Roume-
ha overrun with brigands. The convulsions of France were des-
tined to shake the earth from the banki of the Seine to the bor-
ders of the Red Sea ; and the dominion of the Great Nation was 
to be augmented by the dismemberment of the Turkish provinces. 
The capital trembled at the Syrian victories of Bonaparte ; and 
at the moment of indecision, when it was doubted whether war 
should be declared against France, and the Mufti refused to Issue 
his fetwa, the discontents of the people were declared by repeated 
conflagrations, and Selim tottered on his throne. The passage of 
the Russians from the Black Sea through the straits, and the an-
choring of a Christian fleet under the walls of the Seraglio, were 
no less an object of horror than the fall of Egypt, and the Sultan 
was endangered equally by his allies and by his enemies4. The 

* Admiral Utschakow passed with his squadron, and war was declared 
against France, on the 10th of September, 1798. Mehemed Ised Pasha, Grand 
Vizier, as well as the Mufti, who refused to sign the declaration, was banished. 
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exploits of Nelson and Abercrornby recovered the Turks from 
the defeats of Gaza, Jaffa and Acre, of Aboukir and -Heliopolis ; 
but the triumphant return of their Christian allies from Corfu, 
and the second display of the. Russian standard under the walls of 
the capital, -renewed their jealousies, and discords, which burst 
forth in the assassinations at Galata, and the disturbances (before 
related) in the Suleymani. The proceedings of the Sultan on 
these melancholy occasions, and, the public punishment of the 
delinquents, at the same time that they exasperated his subjects, 
might, have failed to appease the cabinet of St. Petersburgh, had 
not a new turn been given to the politics of that court,, and the. 

, face of Europe been changed by the death of the. Emperori  

* Dr. Pouqueville, who 'Was at Constantinople when the affair occurredi. 
relates, that the Dragomans of the' insulted nations were solemnly convoked, 
and that four of the offenders concerned in attacking Mr. De Tamara and his 
company in the mosck, were in their presence strangled, whilst thirty were 
severely bastinadoed (Voyage a Constantinople, p. 186). Mons. Beauvoisins, 
who was confined in the Seven. Towers with Dr. Pouqueville, mentions, as 
has been before related, that, two -were hanged (Notice sur la Cour, du Grand.  
Seigneur, p. 80), which I believe to be the actual number. But the effect pro. 
duced on the Turks was equally prejudicial to the popularity of the Sultan", 
and it is certain, that when the two Greeks supposed to have been concerned in 
shooting the Russian officers at Galata, were hanged, their bodies were taken 
from the gallows, and followed to the grave by, 4 large body, of M,ussulmans, 
and even some Cbiauses attached to the arsenal—" an unheard-of honour, when, 
paid to the corpse of an Infidel, a dog,, a Giaour." Voir des Jliussultnans der!  
riere le convoi d'un infidele, d'un chien, d'un dgiaour, est une chose inouie! 
garantis positivement ce, fait, que ne serait pas croyable si je n'eusse rte sur. 
les lieux, et si des tgmoins oculaires n'eussent a l'instant attest6 son authen". 
tjciq.—Notice sur la Cour du Grand Seigneur, p. 84!. 
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That event, and the subsequent general peace, quieted the ap. 
prehensions which had been entertained from the external enemies 
of the Porte; but ,the recommencement of hostilities renewed the 
distresses of the -empire, and it soon appeared that the two great 

. belligerent powers were determined upon involving the Sultan in 
a war, whose features and, general, character were totally different 
from any contest in which Europe had hitherto been embroiled, 
and whose principle was, indeed, too universal to admit of the, neu-
trality of any considerable independent, state in any quarter of the 
globe. The . intrigues which had, before disturbed the civilized 
courts of the continent, were transferred to the palace of the Reis-
Effendi, and the Porte wa,s for more than two, years distracted be., 
tween allies, two of whom pleaded in Union their recent services, 
whilst the other advanced his existing preponderance Russia and 
England, were, to try their strength. against France in the. Divan; 
and the Sultan was the sad spectator of .a contest of which he. was 
himself the unwilling umpire, the ostensible object, and the pro., 
posed prey. The victory of either, party alike menaced him with 
ruin : he: had to choose betweeh the armies, of France and the 
fleets of - England. When the French,Arnbassador General, Se-
bastiani, and the successes of Austerlitz, had destroyed the former 
equilibrium, and were found an over-match, for Prince Italinski 
and.  Mr, Pole!, one. of the threatened alternatives was at once 
brought into.view : the Porte was then informed, that the armies., 

A severe domestic calamity had rendered,th4 Ambassador Mr. Arbuthnot,,  
incapable of attending to his official duties, and the relations between Great 
Britain and the. Porte were carried '.on by the Secretary of Legation, Mr. Long.  
W. Pole. 
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and fleets of the allies were to receive a new impulse*. The new. 
impulse was the advance of the Russians in Moldavia, and the 
appearance of a British squadron at Constantinople. The war . 
with Russia commenced : the distress of the Sultan was daily in. 
creased; and notwithstanding his affection for his favourite Sebas-
tiani, he would willingly have retained the friendship of his other 
ancient allies. He had not, however, the choice of impartiality, 
and was not even, to continue his attentions to the French Ambas-
sador, the' unprecedented honours paid to whom, was one of the 
particular grievances of which the English Plenipotentiary thought 
himself obliged personally to complain, as well as of the disgrace'. 
of those Turkish ministers who had been concerned in forwarding 
the triple alliance between England, Russia, and the Portet. 

Never was sovereign so situated between two negotiators, one 
armed with the power of the land, the other with that of the sea; 
both, to all appearance, able to destroy, but neither capable of 
protecting him against his antagonist. The precipitate flight of 
the British Ambassador had scarcely relieved him from the em-
barrassment of making a selection between one of the menacing 
parties, when his capital was alarmed for the -first time by the 

* Papers presented by His Majesty's command to the House of Commons, 
pursuant to their address of the 16th of March, 1808. Note from the Right 
Hon. Charles Arbuthnot to the Reis-Effendi, dated Buyuk-dere, 28th August)  
1806. 

f See the same note to the Reis-Effendi, in which his Excellency Mr. Ar-
buthnot notices these points; but with the introduction of I will omit to men-
tion, &c. and an avowal that he did not wish to interfere in the internal admi-
nistration of affairs. Such forms of rhetoric are, I presume, fully understood 
by diplomatists as well as common writers. ' 
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presence of a hostile force, and the last of calamities seemed. 
reserved for the reign of Selim. 

The good fortune which interposed to save the seat,of eMpire,  
was not extended to the sovereign, and the evils which were ine.. 
vitable from the triumph of either power, gathered fast around 
him, even from the day which saw the city of the Faithful deli=, 
vered from the insults of a Christian flag. The success which 
freed his subjects from their fears dissolved also their union. 
The discontented of the capital began to murmur at a monarch 
whose reign had been a tissue of misfortunes, and they found 
subject for complaint even in the event which had contributed to 
their preservation., The emplOyment of the Infidels for the pro-
tection of the Believers, and their subsequent honours, but above 
all, the increasing kindness with which the ,General Sebastiani was 
received at all lours in the Seraglio, and enjoyed familiar converse-
with the Sultan himself, became a constant topic of animadversion 
amongst the Ulema, who connected with this conduct the predi-. 
lection which Selim had always evinced for the sciences and the 
arts of the Fraas, and construed the whole series of his measures. 
into a systematic attack upon the religion and the fundamental 
laws of the empire. The Janissaries united with the ministers of 
the law, and were with facility persuaded that the innovations of 
the Sultan had been directed principally-  against themselves. In 
the formation of the new troops, and all the regulations of the 
N'izam-Djedid, they felt the decrease, and foresaw the extinction 
of their influence,, and being theMselves determined upon revolt, 
they did not delay to furnish others uf' the military bodies of Con-
stantin_ople with a plausible pretext for resisting the Imperial ordi-
nancesr, They found a chief to encourage and direct their sedi-. 
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tion in the person of Mousa-Pasha, the Caimacam. This man had 
been for twenty years the sport of the ruling Turks, had repeat= 
edly lost his pashaliks, and been deprived of his honours, and as 
he had borne all his disgraces with a patient shrug, had acquired a 
reputation for submissive humility and resignation, which but ill-
accorded with the ferocity and turbulence of his natural character. 
The' real sentiments of his ambitious mind, however nicely con-
cealed by the habitual dissimulation of his carriage, were dis-
cerned by the penetrating eye of the famous Djezzar Pasha of 
Acre, who foretold of him that he would be the cause of many 
troubles. The ministers of the Porte and the Sultan had not the 
good fortune to make the .same  discovery, and at the period that 
some suspicions were entertained that the grandees of the empire 
might oppose the innovating measures of the cabinet, Mousa was 
chosen to fill the important post of Caimacam, as a person who, 
free from ambition, would hazard no intrigue, and would be con- 
tent with the pageantry without aspiring to the power of his 
office. Scarcely was he invested with the caftan, when he 
resolved to pay himself the debt of revenge, and contrived, though 
without throwing off the mask, to fulfil the prophecy of Djezzar, 
.and to act the most unworthy part in the most disgraceful revo-
lution' which has stained the_ Ottoman annals. Retaining his 
outward devotion and obedience to Selim, he privately fomented 
the discontents of the Janissaries, and employed the apprehen-
sions of the one, and the menaces of the "other, to destroy such 
of his fellow ministers as he had long considered the objects of 
his hate, and had singled out for proscription and punishment. 

The first symptom of the general disaffection wa4 displayed 
amongst the garrisons in the castles and forts of the Ik,porus, 
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the protection of which had not been _forgotten, amongst the nu• 
merous reforms of the new constitution. The old forts had 
been much improved, and new defences raised on each side of the 
canal. The guards at each battery were augmented, and a 
Nazir with honourable emoluments was appointed to inspect their 
discipline, besides an officer (On-Bashe) for every ten men, who 
should attend to the vigilant and regular discharge of their duty. 
Two sentinels were to watch at each castle during the night, and 
in the event of any ship attempting to force the passage, the gar-
rison was by no means to go to sleep. They were to be em-
ployed daily in exercising the artillery, except on holidays, when 
they were to clean and inspect their guns. They were also to 
learn the use of the musket, and be manoeuvred after the man-
ner of the troops of Levend Tchiftlik 4'. The garrisons of the 
canal had always been composed of Bostandges, and notwithstand-
ing the contrivance by which, in order not to infringe upon the 
ancient usages of the empire j, the new troops were attached to 
their corps, they were not disposed to co-operate with the Sul-
tan, and even the trifling addition to their military duties required 
of them, seemed an intolerable slavery and violation of their an-
cient privileges. Infinite pains were employed to reconcile them to 
exertions which were not to be dropped when there was no instant 
and visible cause for activity ; and it was found more feasible to 
form a new body of men altogether upon the improved system, 

* Nouveaux Reglemens de 1'Empire Ottoman, &c. pp. M, &c. 
+ Pour ne point porter atteinte aux anciens usages de l'Empire, ces nou-

veaux corps out ete reunis a l'ancien corps des Bostandges et its sont connus 
sous la denomination de Bostany Tufenktchissy Odagky. Such are the words 
of Mahmoud Rayf-Effendi.—Reglemens, p. 86. 
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than to engraft a part of the recent regulations upon any of the 
corps belonging to- the ancient establishment. 

A suspicion prevailed that these Bostandges were to be united 
to the new troops, 'and it was confirmed by the order for clothing 
them in the uniform of the Fusileers. On the 25th of May, in 
the year 1807, in less than three months after the discomfiture of 
the English fleet, the garrisons burst into open mutiny, and the 
virtuous Rayf-Effend& was the first to fall a sacrifice to their fury. 
On the morning of that day he carried the commands of the 
Sultan to the castles, and finding the troops not disposed to obey,, 
retreated hastily towards Buyuk-dere. Isis Excellency Coup!: 
Ludolf, the Neapolitan minister, from his coun,try-house in 
that village, saw him pass in a kirlanguish with one attendant, 
and bowed to him as he rowed along the shore. Not three, 
minutes elapsed before another boat full of armed men pulled 
swiftly down the bay, and the immediate event was the murder 
of the obnoxious favourite. The slave thiew himself round his 
master to protect him from the Bostandges, and was instantly 
'cut to pieces, whilst Mahmoud, without resistance, and in silence,. 
fell at the same moment under the sabres of his assassins. 

On the same day 114E11-Aga, Nazir of Ilyssar castle on the. 
Asiatic shore, was also killed; and the report, of the insurrection.. 
having reached Constantinople, the Sultan, not acquainted with. 
.the extent of the mischief, early on, the next morning (the 26t14, 
dispatched hiS commands for allaying the commotion, and pu-. 
nishing the mutineers. These were rejected with disdain, and 

* A. very tolerable full length picture of Mahmoud Rayf, drawn by W. 
Millt.r, and engraved by Sciavonetti, junior, may be found in the print-shops, 
in London. 
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the insurgents assured of the co-operation of the Janissaries,' de-
serted their respective stations, and assembled to the number of 
three thousand in the meadows of Buyuk-dere; choosing for their 
general Katchaya Oglou, one of their own body, and a promi-
nent leader in the revolt. The rebels were now considered to 
have assumed an appearance sufficiently formidable to justify an 
offer of negotiation from the Sultan, which was accordingly 
transmitted from the Seraglio, and met with a rejection as 
decisive as that which had been given to the preceding orders. 
Receiving an accession of force from every quarter, they marched 
directly to the capital. The Janissaries rose on the 27th, and 
carried their kettles to the Etmeidan, or place of feasting, an 
open square near the aqueduct of Valens, which is allotted to 
the distribution of provisions to the soldiers, and has been the 
immemorial camp of their rebellious predecessors*. 

On this decisive signal of revolt, the inclinations of the various 
orders began gradually to develop themselves, and it soon ap-
peared that the Ulema, if they did not declare against the Sultan, 
were determined at least to remain neuter in the contest; for the 
Mufti, as if in concert with the Janissaries, and whilst the me. 
lancholy clanking of the kettles in their passage to the Etmeidan 
still sounded in the streets of Constantinople, issued an edict to 
the inhabitants of the capital and its neighbourhood, intreating 

* The two large copper kettles in which the tchorba or soup of each oda is 
cooked, are placed in front of the respective tents of the chamber to which they 
belong. They are carried between two men on a pole, preceded by two other 
soldiers of the oda, one of whom bears a long skimmer, and the other a ladle ; 
and as they pass along the streets, the Janissaries rise and make a reverent 
obeisance to the procession. The cook of each oda is a person of some import-
ance, being a sort of provost-marshal or gaoler, and the Tchorbaji or Colonel, 
derives his name from the inspection of the rations. 
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theM to take no part in the disturbance, to furnish the daily 
supply of provisions for the.  markets, and to consider the contest 
as .  a struggle in which they .were totally unconcerned. The 
Franks of Pera were also exhorted to remain tranquil, and to feel 
assured that their lives and properties would he secure under 
every event. 

The Sultan was now awakened to the sense of his danger : he 
assembled his ministers at the Seraglio, and the 28th of the month 
was passed in negotiation with the insurgents in the Etmeidan. 
During that day the fate of Selim was on the balancer he 
transmitted to the Etmeidan an offer to abolish the new institti-
tions ; to which the Janissaries returned no other answer than a 
demand for the immediate execution of all the ministers who had 
advised and presided over the Nizam-Djedid. Then it was that 
the Caimacam insidiously assured him, that the sacrifice was 
necessary, and would appease the rebels. All was not yet 
lost—if at that moment the gates of the Seraglio bad been shut;  
a cannon had been fired, and the head of Mousa Pasha himself 
had been struck off and thrown over the walls, Selim would have 
triumphed, and retained the throne of his ancestors. But the 
instant peril, and the presence of his enemies, bewildered the 
faculties, and so absorbed the resolution of the Sultan, that he 
seems to have despaired of resistance, and to have placed all hopes 
of safety in submission alone. It was not suggested to his mind, 
that with the new troops of Scutari. and Tchiftlik, and other sol-
diers in the vicinity of the capital, he might speedily assemble thirty 
thousand men, no less devoted to himself than inimical to the 
Janissaries, and that until their arrival he could maintain the Se-. 
raglio against the rebels,, by arraying the• forces. of his numerous 
body guard. Yet the-  testimony of all the reports prevalent at thi4,. 
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day in Constantinople, concurs in the persuasion that such an op-
position, with the instant death of the Caimacam, would have dis.-
mayed the insurgents and crushed the rebellion. But the traitor 
prevailed, and with a cruel ingenuity, contrived to include in tl-e. 
proscription, the names of two old and innocent men, the Keha-
yah Bey and Reis-Effendi, who were called to a conference with 
Mousa, and on leaving the room., unsuspicious of their danger, 
were carried away to the second gate, and strangled. The num-
ber of heads presented to the Janissaries early on the morning of 
the 29th, was seven ; but the ruffians rising in their insolence, 
were not satisfied with the bloody offering, and recognizing the 
aged victims of the resentment of Mousa, declared that they had 
required another sacrifice. " The heads were not those. of the ene-
mies whose punishment they bad demanded." TheSultan hear-
ing this last intelligence, sent for the Mufti,. and on learning that , 
he withheld his advice, found that he.had ceased to reign. 

The Janissaries, headed by the traitor Mousa, had already 
found their way into the. Seraglio, when the Sultan retired to the 
mosck of the palace, and wrapping himself in the robe of Maho-
hornet, took his seat in the corner of the sanctuary. Here he was 
found by the Mufti, who. intreated him to submit to the wishes 
of the people, and to resign his. crown. Another report says, that 
previously to this moment, he had told- his attendants that he 
would reign no more, and ordered .them to> bring his successor' 
before him. The circumstances of his actual deposition were 
not exactly known ; but on the evening of the same day (the 
29th) it was understood in all the quarters of the capital, that 
31im, the most injured if not the best of the Ottomans, had 

ktept from a throne to a prison, and that the reigning monarch 
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was his cousin Mustapha the Fourth, eldest son of Sultan Abi 
dulhamid. 

This prince, When he was drawn from the luxurious obscurity 
of, his harem to gird on the sword of Mahomet, was thirty years 
old ; but not being possessed of a capacity sufficient to supply the 
defects of his educatiqn, the maturity of his age did not qualify 
him for the throne which he had been compelled so unexpectedly 
to usurp. From his advancement to the empire, he appeared the 
servant rather than the master of the armed multitude to whom 
be was indebted for his elevation ; and the period of his short 
reign is not marked by any act of the sovereign, but only by the, 
successes and defeats of the various individuals and parties of his 
subjects, in their continued struggle for predominance.—The bee 
ginning and the close, are the only transactions of his reign in 
which he himself may be said to have played any part. The Janis. 
caries were in possession of the sceptre, and their enemies fell by 
the sword or the bow-string. The new institutions were abolished ; 
and the new troops, after the excecution of their principal officers, 
dispersed.—Their triumph was but of a short duration ; and the 
lawless exercise of their usurped authority filled the capital with 
complaints, and spread from the centre,  to the farthest provinces of 
the empire. It was in vain to hope for a suppression of their in. 
solence from the feeble and intimidated Sultan ; but the ambition 
of a daring subject effected that which should have been accom-
plished by the virtue of the sovereign. 

Mustapha, Pasha of Rudshuk, retained in the surname of Bai• 
ractar (the Ensign) a memorial of the humble rank which he 
had originally held in the Turkish armies, and carried about him, 
affixed, as it were, to his person, a visible instance' of that exalts. 
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tion of merit of which the Turkish history can furnish so many 
and such extraordinary examples. He was rude and illiterate, 
but of a vigorous genius, which supplied the expedients as well 
as the suggestions of ambition, and rising with every exigency; 
proved equal to the accomplishment no less than the creation of 
the most daring projects. His rise was as rapid as his endeavours 
were unremitting ; and , after repeatedly distinguishing himself in 
the armies of the empire, he attracted the notice of Selim, and 
was honoured with a pashalik. 

It was the boast of Bairactar, that he owed his advance to the 
personal regard of the Sultan, and his subsequent conduct evinced 
that he respected Selim as his patron and his friend ; but he was 
averse to the innovations of his master, and either from a sus- 
pected attachment to 	Janissaries, or a confidence in his mili-
tary prowess, was dismissed to the command of a body of forces 
on the frontier, and to the distant government of Rudshuk. From 
the moment he was informed of the deposition of Selim, it appears 
that he contemplated the bold design of seizing upon the govern-
ment ; and convinced of the pernicious measures of the Janis-
saries, or seeing no other way of raising himself than by depress-. 
ing that lawless body, determined upon Opposing the hardy troops 
of the provinces to the enervated militia of Constantinople. 

SO early as the October of the same year in which Selim had,  
been dethroned, Bairactar dispatched to the Sultan a formal no-
tice, that he should advance to the capital to reform the abuses 
of the state, and assist him in the administration of public affairs. 
Accordingly, he collected a force of nearly forty thousand men, 
conposed chiefly of Albanians from the garrisons of Roumelia, 
and marching to Constantinople about the end of the year, en-
camped on the plains of Daout-.Pasha, four miles from the walls 
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-of the city. _His arrival was the signal of submission. He ton,  
yoked the chief men of the empire, and depositing the banner of 
Mahomet, which he had unfurled to give-a sanction and support 
to his enterprise, made them swear to the gradual abolition of the 
Janissaries, and a restoration of the good order and tranquillity 
of the state. The Sultan was an unnoticed spectator of the ar-
rangement: even the semblance of_power was transferred from 
the Seraglio to the camp at Daout-Pasha ; for the ministers of 
the Porte, and the missions of Pera, directeld their visits of cere-
mony to the tent of the triumphant general, who, without any 
acknowledged title or specific office, was thus for several months 
in full possession of the Imperial power. But the Pasha, aware 
that the Mussulmans, accustomed to revere the representative of 
their prophet, .might experience a renewal of favour for their 
degraded sovereign, resolved upon the elevation of a Sultan, 

-who, in return for the crown, might render his authority legi-
timate, and give a sanction to his ambition. 

The 28th of July, of the year 1808, was fixed upon by Mud-
tapha for a hunting expedition to the forests of Belgrade, and it 
was determined by Bairactar to enter the Seraglio on the same 

.day, during the absence of the Grand Signior, and preventing his 
return to the palace, finally to exclude him from the throne. 
Selim was yet alive in those apartments of the Seraglio which the 
crimes and misfortunes of the Ottomans have set apart for the con-
finement of their dethroned princes, and it was the preservation 
of the Sultan whom he resolved to restore, that prompted him to 
attempt by stratagem that which he might have accomplished by 
force. Unfortunately the, secret of his intention was not confned 
to his own breast, but was entrusted to several of the ministers of 
the Divan, and the Grand Vizier, though a friend, was suspected 
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. to have betrtiyed him to the Sultan ; for .on the appointed .day, 
• , when Bairactar:marched into the city, he found the gates of the 

• Seraglio closed, the'pages.and body guard under arms, and every 
prepar:ation for a determiped resistance. 	 • 

The victorious r d)el disappointed; but not intimidated, gave 
orders for an immediate assault.' The contest lasted -only a short • 

• time, but the interval was fatal to Selirn. *On the sound of the 
first shot, the emissaries of the Sultan wwere dispatched to his 
apartments, where they found,' as is reported, the dethroned 	. 
narch at his devotions, and attempted to dsurprize him whilst in 

.tlie attitude of prayer. . He discerned their purpose, and before . 
the bowstring could be fitted to his flea, wounded one 'of the 
,mutes with his hangiar, but being thrO,wn upon. his back, was 
'overpowered, and instantly strangled.. 	• 

From the, murder of Seliw the executioners proceeded to the 
apartments of Mahmoud, the-  youngest son of. Abdulhamid,. and 
the only remaining prince of the blood royal. There.was still some* 
hope for the Sultan in the eventual deathof his brother. Selim was • • 

4b' nosmore ; the rebels;the atvlaciotis Bairactar himself, would respect . 
• • 

the last of the Ottoman race. The mutes rushed into the chamber 
of the confined prince ; - but Mahmoud was no where to be -found : 

• the fang fidelity of a slave. had conoealed him in*the furnace'of 
bath. The feeble contest continued under the walls; .and the 
assailants thundered at the gates, whils1 the search for the prince 
was prosecuted with redoubled eagerness And anxiety: The place 
of his concealment had alone escaped the scrutiny, and the fate of . • 
the monarchy depended upon whether or n6t.the gates shOuld be 
forced 'before the royal prisoner was discovered: What must have 
been the feelings.of Mahmoud, what the .sensations of his faithful 
slave, when the shouts of the Albanians proclaimed that Bairactar 

61x, 	' 	, 

   
  



had burst his way into the Seraglio ? , Tile -insurgents rush 
the interior of the palace; headed by their leader, and by the int 
pid Seid Ali, the Captidan-Pasha. _Advancing' to the third gate, t 
,called aloud for the instant apparance of Selini, and the eunu . 
of Mustapha casting the body of the murdered monarch befo 
them, exclaimed, Behold the Sttltaii, 'ao-rn '?/c .,;(4:! Bair 
overpowered at the. sight, threw himself on the 'Grpst_i of his 
tiered:benefactor, and wept bitterly ; but br::inf rouse 
.exhortation of Seid Ali, who told him that this was net t 
for•grief but for revenge,' proceeded hastily *to tb: i , r(•:-ence-cha 

- her. Alustapba never shewed.himgelf worthy a: ;OS crop." u 

1 

 

- he indignant  chief : was not moved by the august specta 

he moment when he was-compelled to resign it, lie di 
air of awing the rebc14 into submission_ by the Ottoman 

t least he was determined to . fall with di ,_;nity, :t.ci on 
ranee of Bairactay, was found seated upon clis 11 ,...)1.04. in his . 
tate, and surrounded by the ofileers of Cle ImperiLd.househo ...- 

but „.. 	advancing towards the Sultan, (.11...E,,w.11ini from 'his seat, sa's 

Y IELD THAT PLACE TO A WORTHIER ! 

. . 'him in a bold and angry tone, Wit.,‘T -Dos'17 TiJou Tis r  
The  account of the cOnduct of the Sultan is 'variously re a 

If
- • the different reports of this last transaction of his reign; 
hatever was the measure of his resistance, it proved ineffect 

'. or on the same night_ the cannon of the Seraglio.announ 
. it
i 

 

. 	.., 
 

re people the dethrOtiement of Mustapha the Fourth 
elevation of Mahmond the* Second. 

IThe.  first act of the liew reign Was the instalment o,  tat 
the post to whichile„had aspired, and which, at. the 

of Alahmaud at least, he well deserved. No sooner .. 	. 
' =',1 (_ii... the empire conlmitted to his charre than tlie -- -\ i ... 	. 	••• 	b 	' 	. ii, 
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nlinced his projected reform-  with . the punishment of those who 
had been concerned in the first revolution, and the' deposition. of 
Selim. The traitor MouSa Pasha lost, his head. The officers.  of 
the castles on the Bosporus,. who had led the insurgents at Buyuk-
.dere, the most seditious 'of the.  Janissaries, and all those of the 
I;Ousehold who' had oppoSed the deposition • of Mustapha, were 
arrested and strangled:. The kit Vizier Azena was dismissed o` t 
the government of Ismael, to which ,  place many others of the 
ministers, suspected rather than guilty of disinclination to the late 
transaction, were also banished. Thesavage order Whicl destroyed' 
the fenialesdf the harem near the shores of Princes islands, was 
then issued and executed; and other acts of a complexion less .' 
inhuman, but equally decisive, convinced the inhabitants of the. 

• capital that 'the new Minister was not to be deterred . froin the 
adoption of suchmeasures .as appeared to him calculated to restore,  
the ancient vigour of the Turkish power. 

The Vizier openly avowed his resolution 'of abolishing the Ja- 
or at least of reforming their system, and retrenching 

itpon their privileges. . He refused the disbursement of pay to any. 
. of the corps, except such as were in service, and performing either 
:the duty a the.  internal police, or 'of an actual campaign against 
the enemy. Tile disorder and presumption which had so fre-
quently disturbed the tranquillity of the capital, were• entirely sup-
pressed. Constantinople and its suburbs were protected by the , 
presence of .the provincial tfoops, and the 'peace and-good order 
preserved by the Albanians of Bairactar, are still remembered 
with admiration and regret by the citizens .of every denomination.' 
Mahmoud was.  unable to oppose, and it may be thought that he 
approved the measures of his minister. • It Was natural that the-. 
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anissaries 	be the objects of his _t&rrez aria 
at he should he no unwilling instrument in the band-
er in promulgating the repeated acts by wl 
as degraded and their influence undermined. 
To• restore the new troops of Sultan Selim, was thought t 

ardy and perilous'an adventure, and by one of these errors 
enerally attend every.  temporising and middle system 
'idged more expedient to revive the military body of the 
'ho might supply. the place and be regulated accordin 
iscipline of the former- Fusileers. The name,, however, d 
tablished - corpsl 	was more odious to the Janissaries t 

hat of Selim's soldiery, as belonging to an institution 
ent than their own ; and they were only the more re 

u:uin the author-of the .intiovation. Their actual subjection 
eii' tear of the provincial forces, no less than the complete 

mlation which it is a 'part - of Turkish capacity at any dine 
iiminiand, 'contributed to favour their projects of revenge, and 
'ceive the confident Bairactar, who fell into the usu 
rosperity, and began to despise the enemlovhorn he 
eably injurcd,• fle-  even seems to have felt some compancti 
r-the depression and - disgrace of the ancient Soldicry Cf the e 

ire, to whom it owed all its former glory, and amongst 
e himself had commended his military career.,  

eing persuaded that they had 	an 
is administratiohalte• related the severit3-7 of his.,proce 

'ainst them, and liet.\veen the hope of making use of the 
ends, and the contempt of their resistance as enemies, came 
stjo the fatal reNutiOn of breakipg- up the camp it E)ao 
:-=sha and dis ssiw the o' ater 	r • of th 	rovinci: 

   
  



r.... „,:he fondly hoped had by his efforts been  

• • 	
. L ETTE ,, — T. 

l'eviously to their departure, lie resolved to c 

two contending parties, ..the Janissaries ' and 
bodies of the empire ; aixl for •this purpose the valley 
Waters was chosen -  for the scene of an imposing cerei 
which the olth-ion of all former enmities, - and the peace 

• empi'e, were to be solemnly .proclaimed and finally ratifie 
face of the Ottoman nation. . l'he plain or NiatHane w 
on each side with tents, •and preparations fora repast Wei. 

• under the long avenues on the banks of the Barbysses. Tri 
of Mout-Pasha and the barracks of the Etmeidtut.were 
of their,, troops, and fifty thousand soldiers gallantly equip 

. in arms, assembled at the feast. ' Bairactar himself, surrou 
by the ministers of state and the chief Pashas of either a 
• resided at a feast, of which, whether we consider the import 

,  

f the object, ,the number .and 'character of the guests, of 
circumstances of the occasion that called them to the 
table, there is not, i believe, any parallel in the history a 
world. It is not the least astonishing part of the event, that tl 
half of a vast multitude chosen from the lowest class, 
any nation., ne. fonnd capable of smothering their emo 
of concealing from their comp pions, through a long 
artifices and profesions, _the real state•of their Peeling 

	

nature of their desiyus. 	• . 
Ili  -; At the conchirton ii the i -repast tie chef officers o 

nes. ;mud the f7rellerd:-, of 11W provincial army, at the Conn 
Vairp, lar, rose from i-Iii° seats, and unsheathed their sal' 
liistani the plain from the kiosk of Achmet to the Cold(' 

	

',tn. the aret, 	the incerminpled trot)) 
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their sward's, and swore on theM and by the name of the prophe% 
an eternal fidelity to each other, and a steady allegiance to. the 
new constitution. 

The Albanians began their ma*rcli on• the succeeding morning: , 
and The number of soldierS attached t to the Vizier whO_. still 
remained in _the capital, amounted Pnly to four thousand ; but.  

'''Cadi-Pasha, the friend and -associate of Bairactar, with eight' 
thousand Asiatics, was. encamped on the heights and in the har-%, 
racks of Scutari. 

. 	Two day's after the feast. at Sweet' Waters, on the 14th of•No,.1  
vember, 180Q, after the.passevend had commenced their nightly 
rounds, a large body of the Janissaries issued from their guar.. 
ters, and surrounding the palace of the Porte, at :that' time the 
habitation.of the Vizier and the ministers, immediately set fire. to • 
the_ building... Bairactar ',and his friends,-  on the discovery of • 
the.  assault, contrived :'to -escape and shelter themselves in 
Barut-Hane, a small powder magazine of Stone; but those who. 

• were unable to fly, were either destroyed by the assailants; or 
consumed in the 'conflagration. The JaniSsaries rushed, to the 
other dwellingS in which their -enemie'Swere lodged, and laid the • 
vicinity of the Porte in ashes. Barut-thane they attacked in 
vain,_ but in the, middle of .the.-night .a tremendous explosion 

• shook alb the quarters of the-  capital, and it was fOund that the Mal. 
gazine, with' the Grand Vizier and his companions, bad been 
• blown into the air. :Whether This event occurred by accident of 
design., is 	day -Unknown, but it .decided the -issue, although 
it was far from Proving the conclusion of the contest. The $ei--
mens,. thti:armed. populace, and the: Albanians,-who would haVe 
Tallied under.  Bairactar .and perhaps have overpowered their ante-- 
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. zon.k,st's,, were dispirited by the fittal orent; but seeing that they, 
- were destined f:Or slaughter, prepared for a determined resistance. 
• The streets of the. city 'during the whole of the-  15th were the scene 

of a Condoned action, in which the Janissaries were worsted, but. 
the' Seimens,suffered severely in the loss of thi nephew of their 
late master,..a youth of distinguished bravery, whom they had. 
placed at *their head.. The Janissar-Aga on' the •same day impru- • 
dently made. his' appearance in, the Etmeidan 	the turban of 
ate new regulation, and was massacred by his.. own soldiers, who . 
chose for their general the next in command. The Galiondges 
of: the arsenal, although Seid 	the Capudan-Pasha.  had' de-.. 
dared against" the Janissaries, .and the.  Topges, remained' under 

•• •arms,, but took napart in .the struggle.. 
• • ., On• the 101:11..Ckidi-Pasha passed over from Scutari at the head ', . 	• • of his eight; thousand' troops, and rnarCliihi through the 'court of, 

St. Sophia, proteeded to the barrac.ks of the Gebeges, in the 
_pity of • the mock,. where, five hundred of the . janiSsaries • had.. 
taken their stand.. Cadi surrounding the square, did not at.-

. tempt 'to force. ari :entraye;but setting fire to the building; r6-,. 
tained 	regiments at: the'tr stations until.the quarters.were con-. • 
gunetl,.apd thewhOle-of the five 	were burnt alive. *The 
Asiatics, leaving- the ruins in flames; made.  no 'efforts to extinguish 
the spreading conflagration, but_ departed in search of their ene•:- 
rflies, and' .filled .tree streets:. 	 The town ws in a 

.blaze fr'om the 'Walls of. the Seraglio 'to the aqueduct of Valens, , 
and a Man-of-war, by 'the, *order. 'of Seid 	continued at - the • • • 
same time to play•upon the:Janissaries' barra4s., - The event was. .• 	 . 	,  
doubtful , on, the night: of, the pith; during which the shrieks of 
the women; the shouts of the Soldiers, *and. the repeated discharges 
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of fire-arms, declared to. therterritied inhabitants of Pera ila..t; .. the .. 	-  
sanguinary struggle had not ceased in any qtmrr7r of the it - 
The fire had raged for four and twenty hours, and the ar .. 
of the ship was still beating upon - the barracks of the _Hitmeid' 

.1 

	

	n the ensuing morning, the forces of the arienal and-, 
announced that they had united • themselves to A tl ....,-,, 

anissaries, and .thus gave the victory to the 1,...qlsr deservinb.  
ii  

he antagonists. 4. 
Until that moment Sultan Matimoud, having closed the .palace . 

gates, awaited within the Walls of the Seraglio the event of. the 
ontest, • but the decision of the seamenand the an 	canneniers, renl. 

.. 	- dered it necessary. for him to consultleis own safet\ by an exer-
tion of the imperial authority . in behalf of the triumphant panty.' 
-Ls counsellors, for it is not known that Mahmotal himselr .gave 

.the order, thought fit to secure him from the victors by the 
death of the imprisoned Mustapha, who was strangled, and .that 
so secretly, that the circumstances of his execution have never tran-
spired. Having therefore nothing to. dread from the former par.- 
tiality of the Janissaries for his immediate predecessor, and seeing . 
that their,eause had .been espoused by the most powerful and 
ntire of 4he. reyriaining military bodies, he dispatched his mian7  

date to the. strip to cease the cannonade, and transmitted at the 
same time.to  the Janissaries an assurance that the cause of their 
ompltints did no longer exist—the &linens were ,abolishea for 
very. No sooner was the resolve of the Sultan made known,. 
an the,firing cased in every part of the city, except where the 

titessful soldiery still vented their rage upon the unresisting po-
ulace. Seiil Ali and Cadi-Pasha, on seeing' their -adherents ch.'s-. 

Ferse, 	the Seraglio pOisnt in.  two .wheriies,. and rowing hastily 
Ina 
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up the Bosporus, fled with such speed, that although a corvette 
weighed anchor and proceeded in pursuit of them in less than 
three hours after their departure, they effected their escape. The 
head of Cadi has subsequently been sent to the Seraglio. 

The Janissaries were not suddenly appeased by the concilia-. 
tion of the Sultan, and the submission of their opponents : they 
employed the 18th of the month' in destroying every vestige of 
the invidious institution. A large body passed over to Scutari, 
and burnt the magnificent barracks of Sultan Selim on the heights 
above that suburb; whilst another division marched to Levend 
Tchiftlik, and commenced 'an attack on five hundred Seimens, 
who with equal valour and success maintained themselves against 
a multitude of assailants, until their quarters were fired, and they 
perished in the flames. This was their last great.  massacre, and 
from this period, although some individual victims were afterwards 
sacrificed to their resentment, their fury appears to have been gra-
dually ailayed. 

On the 19th, Mahmoud having issued a proclamation exhorting 
his subjects to keep the Bairam, which' commenced on that day, 
in peace, they attended tranquilly and in good order the funeral 
of Mustapha, who was conveyed with much pomp from the Se-
raglio to the tomb of the Sultan Abdulharnid, his father. The 
same day the streets were cleansed and cleared of the dead, three 
thousand' of whom were either buried or ,thrown into the sea. 
After a long search, the body of their great enemy, of the Vizier 
himself, was -found under the ruins of Barut-Hane. 

In an open space near one end of the Hippodrome, there are. 
two trees standing by themselves, and at a little distance apart. 
Between these, by the feet,. and with the head downwards, they 
suspended the disfigured corpse of Bairactar. 

6s 
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Such was the close of the most sanguinary of the three revo-
lutions which occurred within the short period of eighteen months, 
and which, after dethroning two monarchs, and spilling the best 
blood of the empire, terminated in so entire a re-establish-
ment of every former prejudice, that, for the Turks, the last 
twenty years have passed in vain ; or, it may be averred, have pro-
duced rather the confirmation of ancient errors, • than any of the 
benefits usually derived from experience. The Janissaries, since 
the fall of Bairactar, hive made no effort to disturb the govvn-
ment ; but having borne down all opposition, and not being agi-
tated by any rival power, they cannot be said to have evinced • 
subordination either meritorious or unexpected. 

The election of Yussuf-Pasha, a known enemy of their order, 
to the Vizierat, was thought an evidence that they had submit-
ted to Mahmoud ; yet the general popularity and peculiar situa-
tion of this Sultan, whO in 1810 was still the last of the Otto.. 
man princes, may well account for their acquiescence in a measure 
which bespoke no actual hostility, and could not be decidedly 
injurious to their interests ; in fact, Yussuf has since been 
missed. It is reported, that the bow-string thinned their ranks,_ 
but no open innovations were attempted during the period of his. 
authority. Of the late military institutions not a vestige remains 
to excite their apprehensions ; for although the Topges retain a.  
portion of that discipline which they learnt from De Tott, they have 
dropped the new regulations ; and their services in the last revo, 
lution having produced the union of the two corps, every jealousy, 
has been mutually laid aside. The schools of the arsenal, and 
the barracks of the bombadiers, are no less deserted than the 
exercising-grounds of Scutari and Levend Tchiftlik ; nor can.  the 
,pious alarms of the Ulerna be- now raised by the unhallowed en- 
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couragement of Christian refinements. The presses of Ters-Hane 
are without employ; the French language has ceased to be taught 
in the Seraglio; and the palace of Beshik-Tash is no longer enli-
vened by the ballets and operas which amused the leisure of the 
unfortunate Selim. 

I have in my own mind long fixed upon this point, for bringing 
the labours of the writer and the reader to a close ; and indeed it 
is suitable that the observations made on this my journey to the 
Levant, should terminate with the notice of that which occurred 
a few days previously to my taking .a final leave of the Turkish 
capital.—The Ambassador had his audience at the Seraglio on 
the 10th of July : on the evening of the 14th we embarked on 
board the Salsette, and after touching at the Dardanelles and the 
island of Zea, where Lord Byron left the frigate on his return to 
Attica, we arrived on the 28th of the same month at Malta; from 
which place it may be recollected that the foregoing Tour origi-
nally commenced.--Here then I beg leave to conclude, and with 
the avowal of a sentiment which I should have endeavoured to 
express in my own language, had I not found it infinitely better 
turned, and more completely conveyed in the Latin of Ovid 

. . . . Veniam pro laude peto : laudatus abunde 
non fastiditus si tibi, lector, ero. 

6s 2 

   
  



   
  



APPENDIX 

Page 185. Psallida is mentioned as being the author of a Trea-, 
tise on the Immortality of the Soul. The subject and title of that 
work is True Felicity, and it is noticed in page 572. 

Inscriptions at C1u 	givegi without, any emendation, from 
1VIeletiusi  page 341, 

VT'011 KX0C6a1QV ilarrO(3ouNov OpaCidup,ov Tw HOMO, sic-o1/ 017r0 rh.0074xe, 
eteE77)V iree46aV ;V 13(p xa7 7‘cfrtg briaszZo'cp-boy, b T71 . . . . (P0s.fro(139107 ZTdiv 
. . . . 	T;T?Os 1117yreOs Mcittkiu.11 Ka7a.ix7%.4 . . . ‘. of rovEigs  mai a; MEN,. 
Oa) TC igto • .• • 817 • • • (3 • 8. • • • " 

SE TOY Nails) 717$ Ilavayiag Ev xt510]. 
gamins  431744you, topos  amaK011,62,1j8 7TEVTEXCtiaEMArp, la4ZGOII IJACOVOS 

emeralltri• TiV 260 ao677, AIOVUerraV TOY 	XeOVOV OLV00-6011 7r01061.4EVOS 

aia.170?).  CrUYEYOU XCV74 TOY 1101.4010. 
AvgX01,70S KCaPiCrrOU, 11.171)0g BouxaTi6u Telaxc't2r, Kee'ci-uniNt.civihi, xai 

Etivfrav rmaOroo, Tuveuays-ouprano xa) Tait, Tia7v, levara-4a6a To 80,1m6 
earrdiv mogOursoie %wo-Ixav isif4 rty %kart ragapivay. Kvia-ami xa) Vv.; 
1410.5cog av .(r)(TiV ciogVX71:470); 14JV eLYOSOETSY 70,41461,01 Era 7(ro cruveagie MOCTOc ..  

71)Y V11.1,0V. , 

gmorros AiouxIbug Tot, 	tickpiott, p.)2vOg t.iaoitkoxcjou TESITEXOCiaEXCIC17) 
	 [Ta Roiira aleo-oegtam], 

Aimrnprog rurriog; FtivOg 7raa5;ayiou, raginPros /curl) Tov Itvagi)xioou Gra.. 
kou Tov (134710VVitl, 1000-011(13 aae0V Tag latag sot'Aas KaMjaa ;cal ralribi 
%,. 	erGUTCP 7141? b.:4 ;cal lbaccs rxeicocs, eaaa asecp9-dva,iyacj., 
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Eiya'xmpl. Eiatka jcp44Awrog Ken-Oxce arou5-tac cleraplaisi Neal?) orsaawoc 
	 clgxorros 11.7pAg 9-4x8Oiot, 7rE107EXCa5M4,17), irct7ovis Kg0GrOJY09 $4,11C4- 

1407)61Y 14)$# WOW Oigeorasvocv Kcook.cti nen" 	cligrep.c 	 god 
xonrcft. 

CEY ;Tim at p]. KerrIxeto; histcoy. 
K4200; Koaxtriacq A'grat4,2617 7‘es517). 	xceteots 	xal 
5.1Parrois pro r1. [iv 4741)]. ;uxocgspjpiov. 
CE‘g ro)v elytocv IloteounceuiY 	Acogiroiis, iv Dr 7:-A.coc) rig to- pa'xo- 

P•aid • 
A'uroxgc'eroes Kattragg Oiois; Nagsteyot.' riff 	 064 Tgatayg 1100-ix5 

'Y" swop, 	NsgoUcc h/vOycp Uri!) A174 A'aptomp avrt . . . . evw eucrefrlei 
6ei3ces•ci; A'asegei Iti.evictp Aniwitgx(p 	 o•seou 	 ias Try" 
Irrotrcp v" Ilan) rIcereas syvv 7r,r. 	 • 

['Ey kip giacomv elm; 	X01,) XtlY0C, MX.1 briyeCC4AV], 71"0241/11c. 

xce) 	ot'm OVyag. 

The inscription from Stiris is more accurately given in Wheler, 
book iv. p. 323. 

Inscriptions at Drchomenos. 

It is mentioned in page 270, that these inscriptions would be here 
noticed, but they have been inserted in the Appendix to my fellow. 
traveller's poem, and the stone itself is either on its way to Eng-
-land, .or is actually in this country, so.  that it would be superfluous 
to give them a place in this work, unless I had it in my power to do 
that which it appears may be done, and , by giving an accurate copy 
of them, explain the dialect and restore the metres of .Pindar. 
See Childe Harold, 2d edit. note at the end. 

Page 281, mention is made of the supposed tomb of St. Luke of 
Stiris; a reference to Wheler, book iv. p. 332, will inform the reader' 
that it was the sarcophagus of some ancient Pagan„ whose name was 
Nedymos. - 
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Inscriptions in the Church of St. George, at Talandios, in Bceotia, 
from Meletius, p. 346. 

A'yoaf T6x7). Enolev TF; fega yeputstqc 	6017-igOS Ai6x2orrtoti iv 

scowl"; siXnv avanagsivou, [iv ij 	Ta brovenap.p.ba]. Apr) ro2acav 

xot) p.eyla.cov, dig ELI5 Eryer/747) 7ITCO. Tov 9*E0t1 	 cZyti-ng roiatos A'gt.. 

giocg. ixagiirovro 814, TO 064 	'yegotto-4 rogiatov cup. • • , . . • goy 
sours 70‘616iovEfroves exTO ply ll'otis A'toei5-6aotp.os, xoa Tsgog NtiTov KaA- 
%fps Oonovcfp.wv, 471 81 A"vcrou ewe 	  OEAcoeos. aso .6.6o-ecog 
of agio-movres O'Nu,coviou x7o)govlithot. (IA 8i Meo-mco3giag Grup . . . . . nog 
vino; ;cal of Nixorplrou uNtgovOp.os Firs Ti 	  ouTE6611  70' ve- 

gowtots Tag ;cal axe 	  aidnisov jaw:15407ov. 4cotcos 

Nara riv auciv. *al 
••••,•=.011111111111111•Pro... 

Page 330, contains a description of the bas-relief which is the 
frontispiece to this volume, and which,, on reconsidering the subject, 
appears to me to be a funeral supper amongst the gods. The ser-
pent is typical of renovated•  life as well as health, and the* cakes'  
ranged along the couch are Eleusinian emblems.. Wheler calls a 

similar tablet, a, representation of Isis and Serapis, book v. •p. 406. 

Page 377. On re-examination, there is nothing which makes the 

insertion of this inscription of any purpose, especially as all the in-

scriptions at Eleusis, as well as at Megara and lEgina, have hem 

copied by Villoison. 

Explanation of the Inscriptions from the Paneunz at Vary. 
At the Landing-placi. . • On one side of the loose 	On the other side of the loose 

Stone. 	 Stone. 
li?VaithoS o 	Agxsasp..og 7) [o (peg] 	[Ame]arxikog o cPeg 

ogatoc, o 	 °to; met XoqXst] 	[am]9 X0C7r011N1J[1401 
co7oprros cpga- 	ass Tat [c] Nup.[0]; 	oug Oursucrsv 
8oct61 Nup,c [w] v 	[at] g olscoao [p.so-e] 

corgov 4747. 
vrovro, 

IAscriptiones Anticpm, Part II. p. 76,„ bum, 1774, 
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_ The other words in the inscription do not require any explanation; 
"except the APII0, which Chandler thought part of a word, direct-
ing the worshippers where to place the offering. 

Page 527. I beg to compare what Belon said of the learning of 
the Greek monks, with that which Montfaucon advances in his Pa-
lmographia, p. 438, on the authority of John Commenus the phy-
sician, namely, that in the libraries of Mount Athos were many 
ancient books, treating of every subject and science, and that at 
the very time Belon. travelled, the monk Mathusalas copied the 
works of Aristotle for his own use*. 

The body of Greek Chemists, composed by the monks and other 
learned persons of Alexandria, and continued at Constantinople after 
the taking of the city, is in many of the great libraries of Europe. 
It is to be found in those of the Vatican, the Escurial, of Milan, 
Venice, and Paris. The copy in the latter library was compiled by 
Theodore Pelican, a monk of Corfu, in 1478, and being in modern 
Greek, is, I should think, as early a specimen of the Romaic as the 
translation from Boccacio or the Belisarius. Fabricius, in the eighth 
chapter of the sixth volume of his Bibliotheca Greca, regrets much 
that it hai not been edited by a person skilled in the language as well 
as the science. 

In this place it may be as well to insert what Cantemir says of 
the learning of his countrymen:—c"- We are not to imagine, with the 
generality of Christians, that Greece is so far sunk in barbarism, 
as not in these latter ages to have produced men little inferior to the 
most learned of her ancient sages. To say nothing of times more 
remote frorn'us, even our days have seen three Patriarchs of eminent 
reputation for learning; one of Constantinople and two of Jerusa-
lem. He of Constantinople was Callinicus, a very eloquent orator, 
who, which seldom happens, died in his patriarchate : those of Jeru-
salem were Dositheus, and his kinsman and successor Chrysanthus, 
yet, as I hear, alive. For the first, besides other monuments of his' 

• See l'Avademie des Iuscript. tom. xxxviii, p. 71. 
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learning, we have three printed volumes of controversial: writings 
against the Latins. Besides these, there flourished at Constantino-
pie Moletius, Archbishop first of 'Arta, and afterwards of Athens, a - • 
man skilled in' all parts of ldarning, but chiefly studiOus of those Hel-
montian principles (or rather ..those of Thies), which_ he also ex-
plained to me for the 'pace of eight months; ,Elias Miniati, a sacred .  
rnonk,"a most acute philosopher, and eminent for his , knowledge of 
both elcigmatic and scholastic divinity; afterwards. BishOp of Mes-. 
sene in Peloponesus ; Marcus Larissmus, an excellent grammarian.; . 
Metrophanes, a sacred deacon, chiefly studious of poetry, and a 
happy imitator of the ancients ; Licinius, born at Monembasia• or 
M'alvasia, philosopher and physician, and .both ways eminent. He 
was chief physician of our court. His skill and.experience in the 
medical art prOeured him both esteein and authority amongst the 

• Turks. He afterwards left Constantinople, arid in his own country 
was honoured with the title of a Count by the republic, of Venice. 
About a. year after he was taken in l'vloneintasia. by the Turks, and, 
as I am informed, publicly hanged in Constantinople tort, literary • 
corm-tierce which he had before heldowith the Venetians.- Constan-
tine, •son of Ducas, Prince of Moldavia, superior to most in the an-
cient Greek, and in philosophy a,scliolar of .Spandenius.; Andronicus, • 
of the noble race of the Rhangavi, justly praised for his knowledge 
of the Greek tongue in its purity, and for his reaoing the Fathers. 
To these I.  might justly add, Jeremias Cacavela, a Cretan 14 birth, 
a sacred monk, and preacher of the'great church at Constantinople, 
from whom I diew thee  first precepts of philosophy; Anastatius Con-. 
dridi, a Corcyrean,bybirth, preceptor to my sons ;- as likewise Ana- 
statics Nasius, a Macedonian, a man whose eminent knowledge in 
Greek rendered him sufficiently known both in England and Ger-.,. 
man-*." 

This is very much in the style of Procopius the Moschopolite's
.  

Ottoman History, Part I. book 	0„ note -10. • 
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, catalogue, and commemorates many of the .same men.: I conceive 
Prince Caritemir himself to have been a greateg honour to his coun-
try than any one of the persons whom he here notices. 

Romaie Pronunciation, page 549 of this volume. . 
• 

The following- is a sketch of, what appeared to the disciples oi":  
Erasmus the classical pronunciation, and, together with some re-
marks frotirother sources, is given from .the treatises in the Sylloge 
of liavercampius ; chiefly from that of Mekerchus. Thellora is 
pronunciation is put opposite to the letters; in the characters. of 
Erfglisli Alphabet. 

A 	A, sometimes broad. and open, sometimes like the a in na, 
plate* ; 

Pronounced alWays. astlie Italian A, and the a in vast, "past. 

B = V, 
Was a labial consonant, like our B, and pronounced- as we 'sound 

the letters in Bot4zo and Bap,f3aivli,..It was originally an aspirated P; 
and the JEolians and Doilans employed it sometimes ats a pure.or. 

-simple aspirate; writing BPO,,OF for P0A0Z1-, The change of 
the Beta to Veta, originated probably from.the necessity of spelling 
by means of the B, Roman names beginning with a V, which, after 
the incorporatism Qf Greede in. the Roman, empire, so frequently re-
curred, as to induce by:degrees an. alteration of sound in the original 
Greek letter. • It has before been mentioned, that the Tartar's .cannot 
pronouncellie B: the earls Scythian settlers in Greece may have de-
cided the change in favour of the V. It is evident, that what was 

* See AnalSlical Essay on the Greek Alphabet, p. flo 
t Analytical Essay, &c. pp. 6, 7. 	 • 
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gained by one letter was lost by another, and when the latter Greeks 
wanted to spell •any foreign word containing,a B, they had :no other 
way of. representing it but by itt, and 7r : thus, Anna Commenawrites 
Robertus, Pop.7rocroc. When this change took place is not exactly 
known; the similarity between the labial letters may have occasioned. 

. an accidental confusion in early periods: thus, Oetariu*, is on some 
„medals Oxrcele.sog . But long after that period proper, names from the 
Latin were spelt with a B, as is seen in Plutarch, Dion, and other " 
historians, take for example; Bp'tiros, lentgoiiettni,.Ts134;05. ; and words, 
also from the Latin have the same conformity; plebis and urban° 
being:  spelt, in Theophilus Antecesso'r. Institutionib, de JUre:  Nat. 
Vent. et Ciral, 7r2ciie31; and 406tvoc. Latin.words from the Greek proVe 
the same fact : 13oco made boo; iScleociog barbarus ; not eoo and -vas- 
yams. An initial 'V in Roman names was rendered by ou, 	'Oda-
Xgvoc; 'Ouoarjg4vioixios, for Valerius, Valens,.and qinius, as if 

.that diphthong had something of the ,sound-of our W. Modern Ian-
guages, in some 4ords'taken from the Greek and Latin, preserve the 
sound of B, not V. The German and Dutch"bosch," .( a wood) 

'and the French "boil," are evidently from (3ocr;c4) ; and ".blaspheme,".. 
is from 7oca-C13v.i.,,sili ; as well as the French "embrazet," and English 
"brazier," from 4.4k4ely. - 

The verse of cratinus, 

00 1j7.4-ios cteia4rep r9o.13ocrov jarl 	Mrio 	. 

shows the sound of the B to have 'been not V, but like• the first 
consonant in ‘7‘bleat," a word itself taken 'from )374xiiv: . It may be 
said, that the Greeks had not the power of pronoturcing our B, 'and 
that although va, va, was not so like the bleating of 'a sheep as ba, 
ba, it was the nearest representation of which their alphabet• would 
admit. To which I answer, that as the modern Greeks have in i.or, 
a distinct B, it is nearly a certainty that their ancestors also had that 
letter, and that the ancient Greeks were supplied with a V, or 'some- • 
thing very like it, in the sound of their D'igamma. 

6 T 2 
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F 	6, except before e and I, when.  it is 	and, before ', x, x, 
when if has the pOwer of n, 

Appears to have heen pronounced always hard. The g in "gref-
fter," ",kraver," ,and ‘.‘ engraft," shows what it waS in îla.c3sei, the 
original word. Whether it ever had 'the sound of n. may admit 
doubt. 

01 	 ,0 

• Similar to• the Italian pronunciation, but sometimes.like the short 
I of the LaHtifas; fo-r Britanni, Domitianu,s-, and Capitolium, are.spelt 

ilop.vriccag, and Karel-comov. .There.was no difference in the' 
mode of pronouncing the along and short vowels*. 

Z Z, 
Seems to lave been .equivalent to -4.6. soft, as we pronounce zephyr, 

not to G-i); notwithstanding the assertion of J.)ionysius iu his treatise, 
460 cliv9.40-Ems clvotkrITTAnet ; for Quintilian (lib. 	afficms 	u to' 
be the most agreeable letters of .the Greek alphabet, .which Nvill not 
apply to • " sd." Zoucken• '(to seek), zoomcn (to surround), zien 
(to boil), are evidently from 4.7,,,reiv, 4.(ovvliztv, and 

The vocular sound in -bread. Mekerchus instances also . meat., 
-great, and heat; w hich. shows either how liable pronunciation is 

• , 
See 7c.nalytical Essay, p. 21, 

•and Diptusius. IIEQ crtia&Ekus 

t 	real *Ag7231:ruw 

and Plutarch in his treatise concerning the Etat Delphi, 
u'oop.ciTcuni. 

?efrci c):1 	7"0 (F1;1;3riTt% TWOG{, TO p.£Y, 	0%10'0 Tg, Q' 

DTII, orth in /hot. 
'Is like the D in the mortern languages of Europe, and not 
Itema.fe, for the Th is represented by 0. I)ionysius also putitt 

•between the T and 0. • 

as it is sounded in pate, or the 1 as we read it in iEsehylus. • 
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change, or that he was not well acquainted with the English. The 
real, sound 'is decidod.  by Dionysius ;' and the EraSmians bring a •va, 
riety 6f proofs that it was much more open and broad than the Iota: 
.p.rittoiy, signifies to bleat like a goat; and 1?? x.7xso, to bleat like a 
sheep ; and if the sound is at all preserved, it §hould be, as before 
mentioned, a shOrt A. The Irish; in saying Jasus instead of Jesus, 
have preserved the origiviatsound of IHOr.c.,̀, a word -*Well is one 
of Mekeirchus's etample*s.• 

• 0, 	TFI, in, thing.. 
The same as in.-the Bon-laic.- The Thocter of the Dutch is 

.dently from %)-ictvv. The English excel in the pronimciation of 
tllis letter ; and the th in their own language, as well as-  the - sh, is . 	• 
a simple consonant, and should be  marked, says Mr. Tocike, by a.  
single letter*. The'CoptS, the. modern. Greek's, and ourselves, - haVem 
alone preserved the real 0f. 

I 
t'hi's letter appears to have been pronounced like our ra , and by 

no means like our letter I,. whicli is diphthongal. Dionysius calls it 
,the last or the inferior vowel, 16xaroy .7c•cro.runi To r and Ceeilius, pu-
Inaio, a dwarf. A. curious speculation might be instituted respect-
ing_ the larragicrply, or 7F-o.vi'ayroc, of the modern Greeks, who have re-
solved the 7), u, et, ot, and w, into this vowel. In Henry Stephen's 
Apology for the Ancient Pronunciation of the Greek Tongue, there 
is an example of the effect ,which !night be pr,oduCed by this.confo-* 
sion of letters—M1‘,) s 09 	p.01 "Ari 7T-AG EopiTa.66f. 64) 7076 2%,011.4aic 

(*Leo1T6, Olorsi iroip.ra y rig %niwg. scai yuyi *cg 1-6-vxot liar To), xca.. 
Tesgttot t56re 71-?;; T#iv rdiv X01; r (51) (J:COlipXY, Xg)36,C)0“ 8ei itkE70065661 

Xlerrn ; which, according to the present system, wouid be; 1111 sir- 
• .v 

Diversions of Purley, Part.  I. p. 93. 
1-  Analytical Essay, p. 13. I shall take afterwards occasion to notice•Mr. 

mnarks respecting this letter, as well as some other of his opinions on, tbis subject. 
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men ipis mi oti i polls simbasa' si tis limis pktirito, ioni pomni tis 
tirlis : ke yini sou tetniki idi si, ke• tris 	ost# pros ten ton Upon 
.sgtirian, criste di metikisi 	Athenmus (p. 60) says, that 
only one word in 'Greek ends in e, which is-p,sm. In Romaic it is a 
common terniinatioa. 	• 

K = K.," but in some districts CII. • 
AlWays k harsh, .not only before consonants, but also before all' 

• the vowels:* The same may be said of the Latin C, which is eery . 	. 	• 
improperly pronounced like an s'before e, i, and zt, The most ancient 
K 	 ; ) is. a junction of two Gammas t. 

A._ L. 
The same as in the Romaic, and as it.is pronounced by the 

.111' = AI; but together with ir has the sound of E, 
As*in Romaic, except.  that no alteration took place when put 

fore ir, as the 0 was equivalent to B. 

N 	N, but before 0, 1.4, 7-7- M. . • , 
Also as in'theyulgar Greek,and usual pronunciation, but without 

any exception for the three letters.; for if v sounded like µ, bow carne. 
Fabius to say that in Greek no words ended in /.4, oh account of its 
kakophony ? Perhaps,  someseiolistsliave introduced this alteration, 
seeing that the Latin prepositions an, in, and coil, when compounded, 
change their final letters into in. 

`4•=X. 
It.had the power of ks or gs: thus. cpaiviZ, appears from the geni- • 

five. gsoiving,* to have been foiniks, and OlvT4, which makes eirevr4, 
antugs. 	• 

* P: 400, Sylloge. Altera. tom. ii. 
t Analytical Essay, p. 5. 
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0 F- 0. 
This letter was like the Italian 0, and had the same sound as'u in 

ome Latin. nouns ; (1,4.1310g and Itorm;&a.g., were written to repre-
sent Fabius and Publicola. e0matg seems the original -of our Bilk,. 
and OTtis the uti -or lit of the,Romans,, who had, as*the modern ha-
bans. still have, a propensity-to pronounce even their bwn,a like an 
24.4. The modern Greeks,, and the English in their 0i, except in 
words where it is followed by a consonant or mute vowel '(.as in mode 

= P. .. 
•• 

Equivalent to the Pin English; and as it is now pronounced by 
the Greeks. and other nations. 

Aspirated or pronOuncedmore guttntallythan the English It, and 
in a similar Jmanner- to the.Welsh.„0  41taider, ,zt waterfall, in that 
language, is derived,-it should seem, fron44ago'../ or p&p. 

s. 	. 
i In -which manner it-was always pronounced by the ancient Greeks. 
The sound of the tr in coporcog, is exactly given in our sack Pindar 
calls it ;,;.4ace101), adulterihtt.iittera, and Dionysius 'mentions. that 
90111C poets had written whole odes without 	- 

See Diversions of Purley, Part I. p. 
•V' Analytical Essay. 
I 'Eiji xai Ot (2.6tyi.(25 oWs 4a.s.iiro(ay.—Sect. 14. The Orientals Ivrite for a 

trial of skill, poems which they call hazels, from which one letter is. ontitely banished. 
The Persian poet Giaini bearing a gazel, in which there was no A or Llif, said it would 

* be better if the poem bad no letters at all. 

and bode), have corrupted the sound of. the lettert. 
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= T, but when after v is made D. 	. 
It was like the Latin t, and never the di for Tavroaog was spelt 

Tantalus by the Romans, not Tandalus, and Autonius was rendered 
by the Greeks Avrovios. 

E, or the i in little. 
The real force of thisvbwel it is difficult to determine. The Eras-

rnians, anethe best living authority for solving questions in Greek 
archeology, have preferred the French accented u*. Fg4ew (to 
grunt), 1)%0704p.sti (to howl), and moixt4 (a cuckoo), are words in. 
which the sound was the representative of the sense, and could not,. 
have been pronounced after the manner of the modern Greeks. 

(11 = a labial aspirate between F and Ph. 
The latter, according to the opinion of Priscian, was the real pre,-

nunciation of the 41; for although the GceekSi, in spelling Latin ; 
words in their own characters., made use of it to represent the F, yet 
they could, in fact, not utter the sound of that letter. Cicero says 
that they were unable to pronounce the name of Fundanius. The 
ErasmiansIhought the F 'and (1) were the same. I shall not plunge 
into the labyrinths of the Digamma, nor attempt to examine the 
pretensions ofy, 	or W, to the sound of that lost character.. 

X = CH; sounded gutturally in the manlier of the Jews, theWelsb„, 
and the Florentines. 

Pronounced probably in. the same way by the ancient Greeks. 

= PS and I3S. 
• The ancient sound of this letter is preserved in the Romaic : 

are the Greek psalmus and Arabs. • 

* Analytical Essay, p. 22, 
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• a = O. 
Plato in, his Cratylus and Phoedrus, Aristotle in his Poetics, and 

Dionysius of Halicarnassus, assert that it differs from omicron only 
in quantity; but that this difference was sufficiently distinct, may be 
observed by Nero's jocose saying of Claudius. “Morari rum inter 
vivos desiisse producta prima syllaba jocabatur," are the words of 
Suetonius".. The w was like our double o iii moor. 

h'e Diphthongs. 
AI= 
. It should be observed,• that if these cohibinations of vowels bad 

• been distinguished in writing only, and not in pronunciation, their 
name would have been digraphs, and not dipthongs.. With . respect 
to the AI, Terentius Scaurus, in his Treatise on Orthography, says 
that the ancient Latins wrote the diphthong with an a and an i. 
Ennius, Lucretius; Martial, and even Virgil, have the ai instead of 
the 	Moschus, in his epitaph on Lion, mentions, that the hyacinth 
is marked with on di, and this flower is striped with black veins, 
representing the two vowels. Now the interjection of grief is nearly 
the same in all languages, and has a strong similarity to the ai, but 
none to the te Mena became Maia, not Mea, and gave the sound 
to our May. The English, in reading Greek, pronounce this diph-
thong correctly. 

AT .7:7. AV, before IS, 7, a, 	p., v, p, and AP before 	x, 	o-, 
1-J 05 263 41* 

This diphthong was something similar to the au, as it is pronounced 
by the Italians. Aristophanes represents the barking Of a dog by 

The Latins put aula and austerus for Icaoi and Copeog, and the 

* Lib. vi. in vit. Ner. Claud. Us. cap. 33. 
6 
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• Greeks wrote N.7vico8toc 43ot50-rog for Claudius Faustus, and lloci;mg for 
Paulus. It has been objected, that, according to Cicero*, the 
word Cauneas sounded to the ears of Crassus at Brundusium, like 
Cave, ne, eas; but Mekerchus gets over the difficulty, by asserting 
that the Latin V consonant was like our W, so that Cauneas and 
Cave ne eas, were not Very dissimilar. 

FI = E. 
Pronounced as the ei, an egg, in Flanders, and the French ei 

in plein. It cannot be the same as the i in sound, or Cicero, in his 
letter to Papyrius Peetust, would not have said that the word 
the' imperative of 	coire, had a different sound from bini, 
An epitaph of eight lines discovered at Rome, shows that the old. 
Romans spelt their long / with EI. 

gr 	EV, before (3, y, 	t;, 	v, p, • and EF, before 1-, x, v, 
er, 	(1), XI .41• 

The English pronunciation of EU, approximates to, but does not, 
entirely represent, this diphthong. E;p9,TE,STovEg, and 'EuVPtog, were 

- in Latin, Eurus, Teftones, and Eusebius, not Evros, Teftones, and. 

Efsevius. 

OI=E- 
Like the .ot in the French soin and besoin, consequently pro-, 

nounced correctly in the English schools. Had it been otherwise, 
and like the Romaic oi, how could Strabo have spelt Boii, 

. If i and oi had been sounded alike, there could have been no contro-
versy respecting, the old oracle— 

r ea 4wvoocog roMp.og seal Xotp.ng ap- octn-p. 

For according to the modern Greeks, the words 20!ichcfc and 24.4, 

	

Dc Div. lib, ii. 	 t. Lib. ix. Epist. Fain. 
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ti:•e'not to be distinguished from each other in common speech. It 
ri, :It be owned, however, that the whole strength of this argument 

In the word a;voy..46-5-a, used by Thucydides*; for if the debate 
bad goneto inquire how it hid been written, the whole force of the 
fact would tend to the contrary side of the question, 

OT = 00. , 
It *was as we read it, and like the same diphthong in our word 

The Latin U represented the two letters o and u conjointly, 
and Tullius, Junius, Brutus, were written Te%Nsos, Leviog, Bparo9. 
Martianus Capella spells conticuere by storixavE. The Latins also, 
ip converting the proper names Auxtigyog and 117,47-agx05  into their own 
characters, made them Lycurgus and .Plutarchus. How this diph-
thong came to represent the Latin v, may perhaps be understood by 
sounding the two letters rather distinctly in OooVAtov and 0000‘hios, 
according to our method of reading, which '4'611 then come very near . 
to the w—ou arrone, warrmie, &c. 

= E. 
This was pronounced as in the French huile, and bad the vocular 

sound in our word wheel. If it had been like of and es, which it is 
in the modern Greek, it would not have been reckoned one of the 
three diphthongs called sectx7ckvot. 

HT = EV and EF, according to the rule, for AU and EU. 
'Sounded as in our schools, as far as respects the separation of, and. 

the hiatus between the vowels. If 70 had been like eu, there would 
have been no change in making lioAtopi from luxop.a.4. 

• The same observation may be made of 12T. 

In order to render the sound of the Italian ce and ci, or our ch,, 
the modern Greeks make use of 4. 

* Lib. ii. page 81. 
6 u 2 
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In addition to the above account of the Romaic pronunciation of 
the letters, it is necessary to add, that for the pronunciation of the 
words, or in order to read after the manner of the moderns, no other 
rule is required than a strict observance of the accents, the presence 
or absence of which,•  determines what we call the quantity of the 
syllables; in modern Greek; and it should be also mentioned, that 
the three accents have.the same powers, and are not to .be distin-
guished from each other in the recital either of verse or prose., The 
use of the aspirate is equally obsolete with that of the long vowels. 
An example will convey the clearest notion of the manner in which 
the best scholars of modern Greece read the first poet and father of 
their language., The a in the following words, is to be pronounced.• 
like that letter in ate. 

Minin iedthe Thei Peleiadtheo akelios 
Oolominen e mere akxes alge atheke 
Pollis d' ipthemoos psekas aedthe•proeapsen 
Eraone, aftoas de elarea tevke kenessin 
Zonxse to pase. DtheOse d' eteleeto voole. 

Without entering into the controversy started by the younger 
Vossius, in his book de cantu Poematum et viribus Rythnii, or go-
ing the length of that scholar and Henninius, in decrying all those 
accentual virgulw, which do, not quadrate with the natural quan-
tity of the syllables*, 'we may with safety assert, that the ancient 
Greeks, whatever attention they paid to their 7:Too-Tatou, tones or, ele-
vations, did not read, the first lines of Homer as they are written 
above. In a—short account of the late Professor Porsoni-, I find 
that he was of opinion that Mr. P. a modern Greek of Salonica, 

* Primatt's Defence of Greek Accents, p. 408. See Foster on Acceigs, Introduction, 
page vi. and page 113. 

i• London, 1898, printed by Baldwin, 
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who had also a considerable knowledge of its ancient language, 
read homer so as to preserve both accent and quantity, p. 18. Any 
decision of that great authority would be reckoned oracular ; but 
having inquired of one or two persons full as. likely to have collected 
these detached Sybilline leaves as, the author of the pamphlet, 
have reason to think that. Mr. Porson did never approve of the Ro-
maic rules in reading Greek. Mr. P. of Salonica I have never seen': 
he may have adopted a new method, but Mr. Psallida of Ioannina, 
whom I suppose, to.be equally versed in the language, I have heard 
recite Homer, and. exactly in the,  usual manner of- all• the modern 
Greeks. One might think it sufficient to settle the question, that 

. Tzetzes, who has given in his Chiliads such a lamentable proof- of 
the abuse of accent, was sensible- of the depravation of the language, 
and openly lamented the barbarism of his times, in regard to the 
corruption of pronunCiation and metre, in the introduction to his 
iambic poem--7regl irat3cov ovyalyig. Now it, is clear that the strolling 
muse of which he complains— 

ittja-qc (yr/n-1aq. 
TIpo 7roatov itkta-p.ov 4 rrei Pc'tcrisi. 

would_never have existed,, if accent bad uot,prevailecl over, quantity 
to ,a degree not known by the ancient Greeks ( who admitted no such 
verse), and that consequently the present practice is of a compara-
tively later date. But of this point I shall say a few words in another 
place. 

The present Hellenic scholars, although they are equally able with 
Tzetzes to write verse according to all the rules of metre, yet they 
do:not, like him, acknowledge the errors of their recitation, nor 
are at all aware of that fault, which in fact gave rise to the barba-
rous poetry of the present day. It is not, of course, meant to be 
asserted, that the true method of reading Greek is understood by 
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the scholars of the English or any other university, who, in the r& 
cital of either prose or verse, prove, at least b) their own practice, 
that the Greeks had recourse in writing to a variety of signs, of 
which they made no manner of use*. 

Page 550. If the reader should wish to see a very different opi. 
nion with respect to the corruption of the Greek language, he will 
find it in Primatt's fifth chapter on Greek Accents. 

In page 559 of this volume, I have stated an intention of giving an 
.extract from Portius's Romaic Grammar, but seeing by the public 
prints, that a work of a similar nature is about to appear in a volume. 
by itself, and considering also, that those who are curious in such 
points, may probably have Du Cange's Glossary ( which contains 
the Treatise of Portius) in their possession, I have not thought it ne-
cessary to complete or introduce any part of the abridgment. At the 
same time I deem it advisable to insert from this author, a general 
outline of the change which the language has experienced in passing 
from the ancient to the modern Greek. 

Id porro nobis in prtesens adnotasse suffecerit lingua istius corrup- 

* The accented verse from the Antiope of Euripides, in red and black letters, which 
was found in the hollow-ways of Resina, March 6, 1743, upon a wall on the angle of a 
street leading to the theatre of Herculaneum, shows how much those were deceived who 
considered that accents'ivere not introduced until the seventh century. 

b3s &To 0011 fUXEutha Ttzs roXXosis x,sieac 

• It is cited by Polybiu; lib. i. 35, and is in Barnes' Fragments of Antiope. See Pri-
mates Defence of Greek Accents, p. 232. • Accents were arranged, and perhaps reduced 
to more certain rules, by Aristophanes of Byzantium, who lived in the 149th Olympiad, 
200 years before Christ, but were not invented, says Primatt (page 37), by that gram-
marian. Isaac Vossius dates the corruption of sound from the times of Antoninus and 
Co►umodus.—De Cantu Poem, p. 2S. Ibid. p. 267. 
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tionem ac depravationem, ut rem leviter et quasi per transennam 
attingamus, in co prthsertirn versari, qui(' Greaci hodierni, literam 
pro litera ponant, alias addant, alias etiam adimant, terminationes 
denique nominum passim mutent, verbi gratitt '. pro a: ponunt, ut in 
74(1, pro adc, pro v. ut in roparigtiv. E. pro ut in eu2,bsoc, xptOct- - 
pivioc, pro Sundi,c, xpAivOs.. Z. pro duplici r. aut o-. ut in rapec:stro., 

(170‘c'egaiv. 	pro E 4  ut in roviliAi. A. pro p. ut in II? pa, cOotAxa. 
Z. pro 	ut in irgipaZic. 	E. pro ix,. ut in Sceiopigetro, et similibus. 
0. pro a, ut in 8i4p.t304-ic. II. pro 4). ut in i;aroioiri. vel pro 0. ut in 
gparci.ivEiv. P. pro 	cit in apk, 4p.opOc. T. pro 5., ut in 014,Yetv. T.. 
pro a. ut in emplysty. vel pro 0. ut in 14;painn? pro Occp401Ety, itZawe, 
pro 108ours. '111 , pro ug, tit in &,()%e4as, pro a06%Eucrig. Addunt et inter-
serunt literas, 7. in raxE6vew, maivetv, ippinveUriv. 'r. in Trepeiniv, •re- 
?.4ety, pro o-r.epsiv, rExa. N. in 454pveiv, o-6pvew, 	&c,„ De- 
munt literas, ut in (374.a, &31a, xplq, rii‘it.toyas, rilopoc, cram-all/en, Soc.:  
vcotIrod, vA, pro (nAprp.a, aw(4, gpsta, 7v4utu,coy, Tiveepos, crwaraivesv,ita-
va%47iiv, rya., &c. Jam verb quoad terminationes, varie illae a. Grthcis 
mutantur. Masculina in lig, .efferunt in as, ut 	dicunt pro 
OotuX-47tis. Adjectiva in (.211s, in epos terminant, ut pro ptuMial2s, 

xarycAls, p.th-sp4, timilee)c, xarvolEpOg Alicunt, Masculina in •rs 
. termination= ab accusativo mutuantur, ut eapas pro gp. Mascu-
lina substantiva in. wv, interdum et dativo formantur, ut in exijUids, 
pro exliQv: interdum, ex accusative, ut in Itrol'vac,71-104.0vas, pro earl', 
n-yEup.(Ly. 

Masculina in. cee, us, o?, ag, et alia quints deelinat.onis nomind-
tivum ab accusativo plurali mutuantur„ ut in rtvaxas, mit:l/gas, 

,arirac, Baci)vohiag, vivaOccs, Maseulina adjectiva in oc, vel in wv, 
sthpe in c'eplc terminantur, •ut in 4aptc'ep'19,, aroxpific'tpu, Nvr itcoudtpu: 
vel in bias, ut in u2,.47.,10c, 0-ilapbtos, xplOapbtos; Quthdam masculina 
in oc, ex tertia et quarta declinatione nominativum liabent desinentia 
in (per, ut crxosv(xxs, icwOapaxs, 7wxvo'oct ., Op0o4x1; imfcs, voval4xs. 
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Feminina in 1.„ in I. tcrtninatiturut in (!trori. gum in ores desintint 

norninativum habent ab accusativo, ut in tpctoxarrec, etao.(pay;lx: qua 

vero in tg, swpe in to deflectunt, ut in 0+.64,1a, rottootxuo-sZt. vel in ;p.m', 

ut 6x4;p.oy, 	 ant nowinativuni ab accusativo desu- 

munt, ut in daualaa, xotaa, -4/cal8ot. Neutra in ov desinunt in ; ut in 

ipyotcips, 6xorotplit, 	 vel in tv, ut in a-Ixo(piv, yetoo&w, &c. Dirni- 

nutiva in Tg1X0; fere semper efTer 'untur, ut in eitypterIxOg, pro tirof-ipiog: 

deniquc adverbia in tog, in a etiam desinunt, ut in &viola., pro Otyp:cq, 

&c. 
• 

ECCLESIASTICAL GREEK. 

Macaw' Account of Albania. 

1. Ii` 	4701 	A'Ootyrrice kolyOrepy Xsvop,‘y."), e7vat zo AurixO0 
iregog Trs Maxicioviag, rry Ovop.corfav ?oc.POUGOL Berra ral'y A'N(3otyci;y, of Orolor 

rev avbts Ix v‘voug r(;;y I'2Auelu7y, cgs rwsg ofovrotl, Our'  ix 17ZY A:2‘ovciiv. 
TZtiv iv vi; 	 xctrd70Yrot; ix yboug KEX•rixoti, of :or oio; "i2aoY 

sts 77}Y rartyyiav 	I'rcascec, eIra 	eturi'ig siskc-av els  TO iitlf3ILIIXi010, 

xcexellev ateo-rt'ipicroy. 11(t7,.gis 1,ocrOY ebra?:,C4totistrect X0iTa 14.110 To 641101gOV 
rrg etyto kj5ihr725. Aotxparlots, ;a:0 vo-rs obni 	Aca.p.uviou; ro ON-oioy .,TO 

iroli ROMs tt.Frobv"), auras. "LETA TOY li‘Xvoy TOO Kdrct?0, mocra. 77iv. A'xgo-
-coLotertrloty ETyou. A'vT;i3agov, xotvciic A'yr;Pcq, Moats rorl µ= 1,̀..)1OYov 

Nextori6x4rou, eig zov Oroiold ti7rEriev ivvict Ez-i(rxoroi. O'xxiviov, za 
07roiov rqc;repy ixotx.siro Koxxeyloy, •xoci roc AovrVvr, lictigov eixtte:Y., 
Aticavot xeoprixeiY. 

lkilEo-e'tvsio: 	rv,?..eig  rottirriG EIVott Zgaga, 'co:Yetis 11,motirocgi. rocgoixet- 
Tat rottn-7) 	IrAet mai .zitp..y7), r 'rig Oirotag ad o-sualegixv MEircer Agi)Scecole. 
7rM}6toy 

 
TOO Leeivou Hoze44oti, o ien-oioS xdvetou sig 1-4 Co )s Ilor:, erYou rj 

.1.;ssi,(;7romg 1.4 0?6,yose F1:71-ienc47rou, mosteitig Xevolu.ly") Ariva5-cig. egjyto 
xoci ro .4.1.esOaccso. auras ai Iloaeas MiCr1COVTai tj7r. 
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APPENDIX. 	 1075' 

The following specimen is the conclusion zf a romance, entitled,. 

.UNFORTUNATE LOVE, 

HIsidAy.  THE SECOND, 

OF A CORCYREAN DRAGOMAN OF THE VENETIAN EMBASSY AT 
CONSTANTINOPLE. 

The young /limi t' it seems, is deeply in love with Chorppsima, whilst Mairam 
is deeply in love with him. The parents of Choropsima are in opposition to 
every arrangement. Mairam does her utmost to persuade Andreas that Cho-
ropsima is false, and has been seen talking to a young man, the son of a rich 
Armenian : both she and Andreas are sick at heart with their passion.• Mai, 
ram sends a letter in verse, with which the specimen °liens:. Andreas rejects 
it with scorn: she dies, after singing a song. The Dragoman's servant relates,' 
that, passing Choropsima's door, he heard' the music of a marriage-feast : 

' • this.throws him into fits; bidrecovering, he sings or rather murmurs some', 
verses, and fainting away, expires, without haring sacrificed to Venus .or. 
her son. .Choro'psima resolves to live single ; and the whole concludes.with 
the praise of true love, and an anathema against bard-hearted parents. 

111E19,614 a.E. s.o,'Aug 071-8 7j veict, avExfolfirev, lirotpxo's ro oucoN0ov kc7.. 
corepi4 905 TOY TgENETT, Avyce .  

ifOXY)it4/3 Kup Avagsa.I. 

Av aEv 7rovvs xrEnt, 7.1/7;TiO-13 Xg.1/ 6/46Yet, 

Ira 	ire cepOcte, 
Kai bEv 	ex.,0ov OiXou, rtpv isotatos eroi 87poso, 

voc sit.t.upnsu5io. 
Jrlf itoiv Tov ictorov ere, Xurricre p.ovaxog a-e, 

re Su t.1.E XeogieT9-71c, 
asv Exstg scievevcc, Tripp, oicrati Eir4E11a, 

soot wccrityogvd-rig. 
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Trig 7j'aoliTig 8̀toc TOV 7r16Toci sayra, 07rs etxov, ;cat svivav ragastyp.ap.tag 

Ra9agag 1.4.sv a7.,„/oerrig etg TOLIS t:1485 7CCl/ 507are9occ, scaxa de C?neritlairOg* TO 

o: 	 -9. To.) 5avarov Ton,  wan) 78g TCOV asstaiiaiimoviow. 
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. Glossary of some Words in the Specimen of a Romaic Romance. 

Poc,3acccxi, a note; rga,s7ni, Mister, Signior; eathuo-770Eo9co, I make 
manifest; yrotympr4Eig, thou sufierest; klugao-ro., a nurse; 7.itromrcro:, 
a: neighbour; asop.E, tell me; 6a7a71, the palace; ubi, vinegar; 
reyott, 1. C. 7re coal, where are; vp-arn, full, filled; cr7rovicre, bid fare- 
well; 0-7rrica, the house; xteroorricrsy, has reduced; *qv.. 	1-ny body; 
1,41, affection, movement; TOLgEl, promises. 

-•.1101111w."--- 

The title of the book containing the Romance, is as follows : 
" The Effects of, Ldve, or Ethicoerotic history, with Political 
Songs. Put together in the vulgar dialect for the gratification and 
delight of Young Gentlemen ; and dedicated to the Most Noble Ar-
chon, Magior, &c. &c. Stephen-Yannoviki—Vienna, 1792. From 
the Hellenic Press of George Ventote." 

ROMAIC ECHO SONG*. 

H'xt,) 	Tara 	ETy' iHaVO T; 7T.ZA'01,  

C;7n3 	iXfUaipc, 	 Tairtzl; ti; xcal /Alfas' ; 
(E'TS2E) 

•••• 
7rw,.ci p.u70$ ?NV 1.1 AA7,11M,  

14.1 	crurtxrcainialy ; 	• 
(Alro) 

That the metre of this song may more distinctly be seen, it .bas been thought ad-
visable to U,sert the accents, although, for the reason before given, those ioarks are omii-
ted la•the ItonatIespecknens of any considerable length. 

Aiyav 
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Mc, Ass stoOtkves ray To Teotos4a 
,fec cZaavykihs 

sct.i f  xeceSms ous µiyx 

staa' Eva 037roi4v51, 

(xciftvei) 

A"co:TE, Tt reoEsvii.x, 
rarroTs 1$0,  jhG rEfe'4V2 

ETYC04 xi aAAh TUeOGYYtOS; • 

cocr 	
• 

av aura xi:61,441a, 

11010 ETIrajTINI E17:i 

I to va 1.4aS•uv TOY poviaD 

Kai 0414  5-11v tueavvia, 
O'ir; wAsthOs.  et,  Ac120,  

• e 
i‘g aUTO owls vve,m ; 

% e,‘ xas VOTE OSP Vid-UXIgEl, 

(XC1El) 

xEtetyrsen•ira;Ata, 
OVIlleiCi0)704 DthOtaj 

• • (tho(a) . 

`rarraxi; pavicari Tsui, 
Ti u.9• xal coaoCa's• voyfa, 

(via) 

Ti AEc yaw, ruvreoprav,. 
/ 	A 

100 /MV 11'0.”?.1) 3C(411.(4011C911.. 

• 
ICOGNI 71'01,0t ITI;leTe0901. PO\G 	 1/0".‘  7;i470e; PGGYTi20).  

TOrov 47n1 Y06 -S-avp.c*, 	 Etc v avareve:4s, 

(P00 

.T4ea ritov Eva sizov 
E1A.aArttre Iv 72-.90s i'va; 

Na o svcos c'ffsxci&v, 

E'en Airy xci jovia xgs, 

004 We0Tfe0Y rJGE 

fis TOY rIxou TOP xaa'  Eva 

• ('m) 

-Ircoetuaticirsve,y4n. 
vka vc71A0 

(vg s) 
•••••••• 

• The ,U;omance and the Echo Song area, complete specimen .of. 	, 
modern. Greek, such as it is spoken at this day, with all its c9ntrac-.  
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tions, combinations of words, and other barbaristns. The following 
pages will .convey-a more favourable notion of the style to which 
the learned 'of the Rontai:c writers'are able :to raise their degraded 
language. 

THE SPEECH OF PHORMIQ, 
• - 

'From the lionidic Thueydides. 

1.1%en-my 	q5001/, cU 04116.56 Trgccritor-ott, To!,  Oroiov EZETe 810G TO 7r29;5-oc 
?COY 7roMpAcov. Tug i;qaZ.c.c aiot vot a-ces  71'X.740CPOrj6IO, Or! 6E:0 rgerst vex 0o- 
1.37T -e ?IX 1.1.7) C4la. 	Xcaort OWTOF 01 ro%eiudos p  recurov p.ev exeika) 614- 

7reoreqov /rat" •rit,c,cov, seatev Tocurcp orstan yvweigetri xott aurot, Opt 

Oav execrt ta aura IT?OTSVIVATCG 7roos VciithOLS, frOtithatTCCV TOY 7To2wag6ictov 

T8TOY 0-702011, XOCI QEv Ero7.4uv6ocv Ya E75-1.06-1 X06?  lip.cov, E7116TIntgbittEVOI 

et66076g0l, eig TV/ CTTeartwrixriv amt 	sp-rstvavrtov, aTav vcc OLOptn 

µ01101/ Eic OCtrreg avaya S7rEia7) YOVOITi 7Co7accx,c EIS Tag regoptaxtag• 
ITTOXOt?01/70CI, 1TTi 5-01816I XIX.T0?2,10611 TO i'alOY seat EIS ?CIS Vat/p.AXIOLS 

T870 bp.GOS EY 2lOrp ̀61X0Illp as/7)m ToTov irsetTa-orseov xarce 'TO 7recgov eis• 71p,occ, 
16010  EXEiVOI Xauxundral Etc TOY 71'07‘EtkOY 77)5 •).)?oc.5.•  (E71'Ed0n XOLTOE TV,  avaetccv 
avaicupoSoMos Finn p.as i7rsTsg8v rooreMos) ovreg 	ixon-ergoi ixovrerov ev 
atocipopis 7reoe.71JACTIV spcz-  ElgOTEe0i, EXEIY01 thEY Etc T'YiY TagTi;e1111 Trig regop-a- 
xiag, 	a.2 Ei, rip./ Eporsioico TYc  yowpw.xtots, i7rETCCI VOt 67rE0Ter.01.4.511 rgog 
rosra?ov eis rvo TO?. V. nat. reos 787018 oi Aoexeoup,oviol, of 6770101 alOG rnv 
• Lamy aoccv xou inro,vr4tv Exeo-t rrjv yoiccovtav Taw &Atm.)  csup.p.o9cow, rot-

.
gCOLIV8GTill EIS TOV 7COXE4U.01) rag 7reet6o-o•reg89 p.,e guav, xtugt; vot avaasx9-to6iv 
EX86UOG TOY XillallYOY • XOL5-071 aY affld EISIctgoyro, as,  ET07q4.860:11 va  E%5Y06ili 
EX aEUTEge etc ToMp-ov, ev 	svisol -v3-ccv ir?orsgov• t4' iiitccuv stoma x?otros •-  
Fr) %oirov, 	CP0i3EIG*91 TV)Y TON.I.111/ OCUTLOY.  7roXu as irsetalrorsgov mat I3eg3otto. 
revv q3of3ov.7reoleverre so-ess ess• atrr89 • ;scaOri seal -re; evistno-ovre 7fiGTEri, 

stai 905 ,rwrots trroxagovrou, pri ass,  11917‘e7s corurrcap etc aUT8S, ow sly 
7 A 
• 
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/)71.17igETEllCe UOCTOtia0)(77)7.5 'MT'  0:970v E.;4,&"..:UTEtga 771Y V1XTit,  • EITEial) Of 7T,Eeig. 

CrOTEgOi Ta) atat2corcov, &rot klY8vrat xara Tivog, ,asy rigstmo-; Too-ov Eig Trig 

xaatag rrjv To7,,p,Tiv (xeamg oi s-x5.pt p.ag EY TT ragovTs) Lc-ov ets.rriv ti7rsg-
f3a2aeo-av .3tivaiatv • a%Xot 1?puog, &cot rag ar avrwst p,s* p.tav auvaptv tiro-

aseo-rnav 'rola ro7w, xat sv,Taurg) xolig va siva; Otao-p-Evos, arrsraeaTar-

Tovrat sear'  attratv a;g r7vrieotpogri(LEvot .s•i3otttog Erg 77;10  StaEe077)7Ct. T7jS xag-

aims ?COY. Ta L7701a CWT(X. 67-0X40p..S1/01 a spot. pag,;rntCrGOTEpil (,tag 00011Y•• 

Tat &a TO 7rOticanycog 67706SES-7.540:1.  r;p.aty vatOrtxov, Taya av Er/op..EY Iva 

coT.ov ava7ovovr?og TOY g'o2ov aurcov xat reog reTotg iro%Xa cpotrorsaa Etaot-

p.su vsytxrip,sva tiro ihlag o%tyarrseac avvap.Erog, ;ro7,Xasetc p.sv si01. 77,11 ayst-. 

etav 	ravrtxric, EG-5.0TE vE xat ata Tyit; '6E1%mo • •ra Orota stva; &to 87,ter- 

rtop.ara. aXXoTva Ira1,701.01g TWO 171)14EVO Etc ipag. aig Tocrov oval, O60:0 'I!) • 

Er'  Ef.Ot assi .9-eXul irt.r/xgOTVIT TOY 7707‘Ep..0Y p..66-Ce EtS To c-EVOY, 	%*EXca 

'ir%eucsr) EYOY T8 sco%re • xaS-ort yvtogtgw, Oil 7; cEVOXCOgla EEv 0-U1.1.0feEt Eig 

iva pcix?wi soXoti -s:u.retpov 	excOpeby Etg roy rXt6v, va vspirat EvaltriTo etc 

Eva To7wavn- p.oy ;eat avErtrr,ae5ov vaurocov. Ersi&I 	va 414Ti67) rig e167 

Oa%A.tov XOCTU TO aEOY 	auyarat, [An (34,,E7ra) ittaxg04% T7'4 11 ra4:tv row FOXE:- 
IMICOY • 11-717E 	 Ott/CCX:(0g7,1771 07:16(0 XC.4.7CL 771 Y xv.;tav al% 771 Y IrtneY0771T4 

T(.011  EAecov .sca3.  rr,v Fsvoxatetav T8 70778 • Mat raXiv fd7lTE va tairsro-Nric, 

ata6x4gwv TV) -mew 'Tow EVOL1TIC09.1.4,7)76 ITV..71.1Y va ETilc ,Eakei 0711970 Ta 

OTO1Ct Etilat irgorsenp.a.7% 	coXe.  sp.,rasge xua eXczOga Jig ,  TOY, ir%ev. 0%1); 

irErat E avallxvs va xara.  vs- yr! rri vattittaxta Etc ra lc:tv 

070101, cruiu.pegst pc,a7.sca Etc TO 7:07•114191.401/ vaurtxov. .• 09 700-09 77E01 T8T(010 

9-EX0.1 Oif*0VTIO-7) Erb' OG011 TO BtlYaTOY • EGE1g 	s_17‘aTT0117Eg TT,') Gag 

iXOL670S E771, TOVI yEttlY a:lxvy-a- Tag iraga-irMag ILETOL 	 cat 

''''Ms•aev Cl TO atao-r -,;p.a, 4'  8 5•EXet .yEll) 	iror?..o2v.,) T8 7702‘..514.8;. Sint; .074769: 
Vra.11(1) oz Etc 70t) arOYCI t)NaZa.T.F. ava-ixatcog EUTa lav seal Giunnp • ra% 

0701a altp4E?8crs xat Etg rav ste3og IroXsp.8, gat rsgtcro-wrseov sig 	Et;og 

vatt ithaxiag, ;cat Evavrtrof).'rirs rivvottoog Eig rag ex - p8c /t0.70t TYv aylaY TWV 

otarsao-u-Evtov ati:cr00%potkartov 6ag • aUrri 	pag 7ra0curruitist iYoc ,  

(2.7:.-.1.,P.4 	va TriX!..01.741, p,1111 67,.0.7tX7i 210g 771" EX7r4,art ,TWV nE7%.0:70•1:172Critey .  
"•_ 
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aro Tv,v 	 va xap-cop..sv T8s 	 (1)(43tovrai reeicrcroi-Epv 

cepActio-t To 13aTim'tov TTic %X.XCCO-O-Vic • XCCI Tex7OS WOLVT/OV OWOOPE9CO 

EIS TV.) pyr;p.7,,v crag sx EUTEV3, OTI 6110C7;6Ger TO TE016607q0li 1.11,6e05 OWTGOV • 

xiY- X7.1 Gej 4PJXOU VOY V iX7AEVI•COV aEloi CrO97)54861 va ecsovimo---  iv-  ,sig T&S !01£35

uveg 	6eu;eoa Op,oitos 	Tr,v s&av To%p.r,v seas reo%)play. 

Hist, lib. ii. cap. 7ra. p. 209. 

A suspicion that I may appear not to have given their due weight 
to the numerous translations of the modern Greeks, has induced me 
to insert the foregoing extract from the nomaie Thueydidcs, printed 
at Vienna in 1805. This work is the composition of Neophytus' 
Lucas, a Greek, who resided, and, as I believe, still lives at Vienna. 
It is in ten volumes, and besides having the original on one side,' and 
the translation on the opposite page, contains also a subjoined com-
mentary to facility the %wily of the historian. Ncophytus has 

-prefixed a dedication in Hellenic to Dosithens, Metropolitan of Wal-
lachia, which commences with an invocation of Phoebus Apollo, and 
Themis—Kai clo f3og 'Air‘xmov 	0.4pa5 5  Uo-rooce arxwo7, 
vis;dyrars Afrrora, 7;374 601 TO NITOV• 06OL ;X TO711 eJL h# 71-4ticov, IrpTEVEX-. 

-772/al. The translator has also prefixed a short detail relative to his 
author, and the excellence of his history; of which the following 
short specimen will no only shOw the Hellenic style, but the ac.-
knowledged deficiency of the modern Greeks. 

`Ovav yag tsg es, Enctnil caXervesisas, O6o9 iu,s9 Evronvrai rev Tov truy-
vacpsa, Oicev ae srip..s.Nstav seal cPaopaOstav Tsgt .rvv )31)32ov s7rsa5iecv,ro 
'iatirrj!), 7rOMVXXic ELS 77j11 EttUrarl bea6T0l, 	 EUTTOXC,Og Ot ir%stes uig 
aurot TeT 044.0%072;0•Otti., pATCY(Pe0C6aYTES 771,0-66C&V, 	skamPreg ES ccog, 
76xr,vomv arsxvtos ;au av4ia sracrxov. EI7E Tao AtLETEVili TOI8T014 Trg0.• 

• 
rarna ExoyTas tri7Qaq5ea, 6; fOEV ayvoolev O%cog, Erni TOTE 

7 A 2 
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TollEY EY TOlg E7A7;o-tY, Lt as ;Cat staoTEg .43?tx-710-0Y.Exotyro, aia-Te Xoct WicrOoCi 

al-141%04(0g, limocv,ral,47p.oy Osov ev iroVots 	irg,anux.O.cog oso,ttzvoi. ei3erwq. 
ow 70%.«.)061-0:1 :CCM EXtp)TocYro, Otrraq ETITo%ocicog Mock EY x?(!) To 78 Rot's, ea 

EuTUXtog, (dg wocuroli 7raiOw, wa-Ts ici.72aEY of 7rAelerg ocurant, taxg8 8ety, aro ., 
ci)Igser6ces. 7%01i, pi as TriY agxtiV, ;Mug siXEsio, EITEXEirjO-OLY 78 9trytka- 

. 
Tog oNicto-Oat. 

A note attached to this Preface shows me, that in an enumeration 
of the learned men amongst the Greeks, should be mentioned a phy-
sician, resident, it seems, at Vienna; Silvester Philites, a friend 
and encourager of Neophytus, who concludes a panegyric of him by 
exclaiming affectionately, At Zeo 7rocreg! 7-018701 Etat,  7)thiP aFiCC4 toeg 
Axau.ov! we a et e0P-71?(P it.coamv (4iov rep NETTOrpg, Ep.ot room regt 

•6-8., 4;11%1  ;70:cgs! anacioV et,7) %evc6801. 
' 'Besides the Thucydides, I take the opportunity of mentioning, that 
there is in Greece, though rarely to be met with, a spirited translation 
of the Gierusalernme Liberata, and that a Roinale Epictetus with 
notes, has the character, with a friend of mine i whose judgment I 
must have'every confidence, of being a very creditable performance.. 
I have also now before me ./Esop's Fables; "Eropliile, a pastoral draina, 
by George Chortachi, a Cretan, the Gorgphecus of poets, printed at 
Venice in 1712; and tho new Robinson Crusoe; all of them belonging 
to the lion. .FredericNortli, ..whose collection of Romaie books at. 
Zante, Constantinople, and England, amounts, as I understand, nearly 

. to a thousand volumes. Notwithstanding, however, the number and 
the merit of the Romaie literati, in spite of the large schools of Con, 
Stantinople, Ioannina, Aia-Bale, Nea Moni, and liLidognis, and with 
a due respect for the labours of the Venetian and Austrian presses, I 
must repeat my original assertion, that there is no diffusion of kn.  o7.4-f. 
ledge in Greece. 	• . 

When Mons. Villoison was at Athens he discovered an inscription.„ 
which bQ showed .to the da.sea/os or schoolmaster of the city,, who 
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assured him that it was not in the Greek language; first, because he 
himself could not read.  it ; and, secondly, on account of its making 
mention of certain games called Nemcan, which never were heard of 
in ancient Greece*. 

Page 573. To the notice of -  the librariesinthe Levant, I should 
add, that a Greek of the name of Mano, who has a house near Bu yuk 
dere, on the shores of the Bosporus, bas'a very valuable and large 
collection of books, partly there, and partly at.Y.assi. 

In addition also to what I 	asserted of the language and lite- 
ratuie of the modern Greeks, I beg to subjoin, that in saying that 

'the itomaic was not an established tongue until a century after, the.  
Turkish conquest, I mean distinctly, that the-actual language of the.  
Greeks of, the present day cannot be traced higher than that period. 
The Body of the Greek Chemists in the King's. library at Paris, 
written in 14.78, which I presume to be as. old as.the translation from 
Boccacio, or the Belisarius, whose date I do not know, is said to 
be written in the vulgar tongue; but the Iliad in trochaics,uf which 
I have seen a much earlier copy than. that of Pinelli (mentioned by 
Harris), dated in 1528, and edited by one Nicolaus Lucanus,. is 
also said in the programme to the volume; to have been written for.: 
merly in the vulgar tongue— 
0MITPOT IAIA META. BAHOEIA.,11A..8.811, E KOINHN 

7Viiera-otv 	8loo-t05-640-a, xai siocraiiira ifTWIT4C4(05.  XfX1 XaTa.  iStieNict, 
xcaols /xst r `431A4iv3 	7rotaNixoxc'q3 	Asx4ve. x. T. X. 
Mr. Harris has by some inadvertency dated the Pinelli Homer one 

hundred years .too early, having put 1510 instead of 1640 ( a, X.  [h.); 
and he says that the work was probably some centuries earlier, which 
may be collected also from the aboVe-quoted phrase. Since then that 

L!Academie des Inscriptions, tom, xlyii. p. 308. 
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style in which the trochaic Iliad is written, is called by Nicolans 
Lucanus - the vulgar tongue, it may be necessary to see whether the 
composition is altogether Romaic, or only that depraved language 
which bears more resembloCe to the Hellenic than to the p resent Greek. 
An insertion of, a few lines from any portion of the work, will show 
that the Iliad is nqt written in Romaic -; and it will be qUite conclu-
sive to observe, that the 'editor in 1528 prefixed h glossary, in *which 
certain hard or Homeric-Words contained in the poems, are explained 
in the common dialect*: so that what was gown 77‘cocrcra at one time,. 
was to be rendered at another in the vulgar tongue, in order to be-
come intelligible ; a plain proof that the words xotvn 7:\cocro-ot, were 
used by the contemporaries of Nicelaus Lucanus, to signify that the 
language was not Hellenic. At the same time I must avow, that 
the trochaic Iliad :uses the auxiliary verbs in the composition of the 
future and past tenses, and dispenses with the simple infinitive; a 
circumstance which leads me to suppose, notwithstanding the opi- 
nion of 	Harris as to its antiquity, that it was written after the 
time of the Chiliads. The grief of Achilles for the loss of Patroclus, 
is told in the following 'strains, Antilochus exclaims, 

xcocto-nv aneXtoo 
x.sZral flo'crroseXos o cpbog 
gal 	gx.expirot 68 g7tIVX 

Y111/ Via-TSWO va TOY (phOUV 

Vra everboxog ToiciZToc. , 
a-xorog xai izsyciAn 

Kai 1771411 bait+ iv zn cti 117i piPXc:.17roAXal AIEEis 	31 VG UV  

VETO XXI 7T ‘vuE, FY W rivax$, 	Txt;TX5' TOIC 	 AlEfiS 

pAXS.—Programma to the Homer. 

jihr,pixoc1, Pyi-
dtrm.7.1. EEvrt-, 
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TOY 6-se.47raTe 
/..LFTA Oi')o T8 SE• era.xhicx 
xu.1•14) % xe0a2Spo SCOVIgEt 

;:;700 	2w;r7hctivi 
TO WOOCIOY 7r9OCTGO1COY T8 

Trj‘v 	78 al 

Gl CiCUTO% TOY Cr4Yte0450/0- T8 

r 	"i,g ;caw* X.ctp.tecoe timtb  

etig (Iv '6'90471 cruv;;;)E/CLY 
.71.1 'r xiY 	 ri",.". • 

316XUYE X EittoNtn47r, 
(.(,i6irte ata Try 7Nt;7lYJ Y. 

Such poetry may be thought worthy' of the vigoette itecompan ving-
the description, 

and would be almost understood by a Greek of this day. 
reader vi11 discern a difference bitween_ the st. le and langnage 
these verses and those of .the Romance, and, unlii a si-ht or I lie, 11.--
lisarios, Or any other-book of early date, shall make inealter my opi- 
nih, I'must reveSfo 	(410110.1 110Siii0117 that the Romait 111;1. hi 
supposed to have assuimd its present form somewhat about a iitni- 
tifed. years sul.lsequently 	the 'Turkish conquest.... 
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POETRY. 

Page 57'8. The generality of the Romaic poems axe in the fifteen-
syllabled measure, or divided into eight and seven syllables, and so 
composed of stanzas of four lines instead of .distiches, but exactly 
of the same metre. This kind of verse was originally designed .for 
tetrameter iambic catalectic ; and Forster in his Essay on Accent 
and Quantity (p:1q6),-  has selected two specimens of similar verses 
from Aristophanes and Terence. 

73 c0(‘) MCGOOrg 7reCityiLcartv seal OsVoicOp.ixiiy 	• 
Kai 70311 MGCS-Ertin-cos  V VOlhano inreet;agovilli at,voto--at. 
Nam si remittent quippiam Philumeme dolores 
Quot commodas res attuli ? quot autem ademi curas. 

Of which the Latin 'is the best and closest, and the same as these 
English verses : 

I'll climb the frosty mountains high, and there I'll coin'the weather; 
1,11 tear the rainbow from the sky, and tie both ends together. 

• Primatt goes further than Forster in his defence of accents, and 
contends that the Greek acute had a lengthening power belonging to' 
it. How otherwise could Plautus have read (1312=-7ros and 43414aq:tog, 
Philippils and Phwdr(imiis? How could Ovid have said, 

stvictumque Orionis ensem, 

except that he obeyed the antepenultimate accent of 12eicomog? Au-
sonius also makes idgfii,4  eremiis, and tetrigrmii, dactyls, because 
liStowt, '4111406, and t erekyowq, had their antepenultimates long. The 
English, ill saying St. Helena, and idea, are not regulated by the 
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former quantity of those words, but by the accentuaticnI; as are the 
Italians in their pronunciations of words ending in ia, as philosophia. 
The metre of all the modern European languages is a metre of ac-
cent, not quantity. 

To this it may be some sort of a reply,. that we know from the expe-
rience of our language, that accentuation, or stress, the effect of.  it, 
varies according to whim and fashion. The word mankind, which, 
in Pope, is equally long in the last and first syllable, is in several 
poets prior to his age, long only in the first. A. few years ago every 
one pronounced nabob as it is.given in the Rumbold epigram, ending 

• 
" And sternly answer'd na-bob." 

There is no reason to suppose, that although the rules for accen-
tuation were more certain and defined than our own, they were not 
occasionally affected by any of the circumstances which change our 
pronunciation; and if the Greek poets had followed the accents, or 
bad allowed their acute to have a lengthening power, is it not likely 
that in some words there would have been a difference between the 
writers of different ages ? Would not there have been a few in-
stances of a syllable which is long in one being short in another, or 
vice versa? Besides, since the known effect of an obedience to ac-
centuation produced the Chiliads of Tzetzes, how came it, if accents 
had always a similar force, that none of these verses were written in 
former ages ? It is true, that Dionysius has talked of that faulty 
species of poetry which is similar to prose*, but it by no means ap-
pears from this, that there was amongst the ancient Greeks a sepa-
rate sort of vulgar poetry, like •the political verses. The critic 
alludes rather to that poetry, which as Aristotle says of the verses 

* Mtnl'Els xai tiroXalAPLErce (.4E civvoc-4y, GT; xxxio: rtiCv..croc 	xo;Net,tivr, 
yoiacnx (Sou's' 	 c. To N.—sect. 26. 

7 B 
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of Empedocles, resembled Homer's only in the metre*; or to those 
versus senarii of the comic writers, a which Cicero has observed 
in his Orator, that they are so like discourse, that the number and 
verse can scarcely be perceived. He does not say that they have not 
verse or number; and Horace, talking of the same poetry, tells us 
how it differs from prose— 

 

•••••••••..... 

 

pede certo 

  

Differt sermoni sera o uterus. 

The scholiast on Hephmstion, has been' adduced by Forster, to 
prove that the a-rixog.XoreiNs, was a species of political verse; but I 
shall observe, that the instance brought by this writer, convinces us' 
to the contrary-, 

"krirog ;0c1' 61Cia(16 xa.76 Roc) irEvp4x.wrc4, 

This is. proshie, but nothing to the purport of the vulgar poetry 
of the Chiliads ; nor would any proof, .except the finding of several 
consecutive lines,:  in which the accent regulated the metre, be suffi-
cient to establish the antiquity of the measure in question. 
• It would be tedious., to give specimens of the various.Romate 

metres, Which are diversified according to the tunes and dances to. 
which  the poetry is applied. The charm of a gingling rhyme is 
never neglected ; and most of the fifteen-syllabled songs, even when;  
not divided into quatrains, in the manner of the English distich be-
fore quoted,:  rhyme at the eighth as well as the last.  syllabIe.. By 
the following cotzalcias, which I have translated literally,, we may, 
judge of the - taste of the modern Greeks, and from the last stanza„ 
shall, I think, form no unfavourable opinion of it. 

* 'Ownv 	ic7riv 	 s 	'Etorijoxxr;;72v4 	thire611 > C); 	I 
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I • 

COTZAKIAS. 
Tov ,poi.vi)v sciciu.veo xotprl 

	
If all the ocean were of ink, 

Ttjv 44206rat,  thE2061 
	 And paper all the skies, 

Na vp64to ra ria-pacrococ. 	Should I attempt to write my woes, 
Kal '"O%a irev µ= p5-oviet 
	 They never would suffice. 

lo-mg 	 p: 415.4 
	

You hope, when you deny me thus, • 
1147,g 5.eva. ;co-pilaw 	 To make me wan with woe 
rotpocpa%etxt 
Ala 	aotip.ovio-co 
	 But I, thy passion to provoke, 

Like violets fair will grow. 

Kurotpicro-axi p.g 64/717O 
	

My lofty cypress, hear me speak, 
Va. 	7‘o0oicreo 	 And bend thy head so high ; 

Two words alone I ask, and then wExto &icy 7.000 'soc. v(1 a= error" 
Will be content to die. Kal (171 IdA E•kliux750-(0 

This specimen of the alternate verses of the modern Greeks, which 
they repeat for a continuation, and with no other connection than 
that they all have some reference to love, is inserted in Dr. Pouque,. 
ville's account of the Morea, which contains also one of the songs 
which are sung by the leaders of the Itomaic dances, and repeated 
after the choryphmus by the whole string of the performers. -At • 
each verse or strophe;  as Dr. Pouqueville calls it, some change takes 
place in the figure or footing of the dance. He gives it the name of 
the Romaic Ranz de rade. 

p.amtp.a.r4viet pte 
Ka) popycepirocpbict 
Kc'tp.vsis roes 1•40tic X0C) xecipouvroci 

T wig yspous xcei Tps %ail/own-64i 

lic'ep.vess nal IA TOri OpcpavO 
Iliavo imocxaipi va °lava  

My maiden of gold! my beautiful jewels! 

The young all delighted, thy presence 
survey ; 

The aged entranc'd, look their wisdom 
away. 

I too must despair, as I find thee so cruel; 
Then bring me a dagger, a lover to slay. 

* MaereetTa0qa the, literally, of pearls. Ilibernice, rnyfewet. 
7 B 2 
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Eurie Zpocuil p..1) crcpcitgeo-si 
Koa an' Ilkopcptaig p.ivosageo-s 

Ida 136' 7717d cP4opay 

T2jv suCinr.,  tar; Ei;poi.i.EY 

APPENDIX. 

Peace, pitiful boy, why tell us of killings? 
These charmers should ue'cr be the cause 

of thy sorrow : 
We'll bring thee another, since this is 

unwilling, 
Another much fairer and hinder, tomor-

row.  

„Ipy in Pouqueville has many faults, and appears to have 
been taken down by some one unacquainted with the Romaic pro-
nunciation, or, it is very probable, by a Greek ignorant of the spell-

ing of his own language. I should mention, that a great many words 
which are in common. use, are net' contained in the Romaic dictionaL 
ries. Iriio and vo145 are not in Ventote*. One might almost suspect 
them to be the French vous and ennuiez. It is nearly impossible to 
make out some the words, through the barbarous contractions. and 
unions with which they are obscured. The 5-oc, which is-sometimes, 
joined with the next verb, seems the sign of the future tense, as 911L 

I will become. 
' I shall leave every one to make his own comments upon the speci-

mens of the Romaic before given ;- but I cannot help noticing Mr. 
'Villoison's opinion on this subject, as that learned person has paid a 
critical attention .to the language, not only in the, libraries of the 
French capital, but in the Levant, where he travelled-. with Mr. dp 

'Choiseul Gouffier, and was sent upon a mission by Louis XVI, in 
search of MSS. -Mr. Villoison, in the researches which he read at 
the French Academy of Inscription on the 12th of May, 1772, deli-
vers a decided opinion, that the Romaic is but a dialect of the ancient, 

The dictionary, does not include these words; it contains, however, the definition of,  
that hateful animal a Tory. Tory--20vo,a0 iv 'AryAfac Tia'v 07taCJV KaeO),2 B. vvv cti 
Twv €39rcait;:n, .14;s 'AuX;is: Tory—In England, the name for the partizans of Charles IL, 
but nom, of a pevrtietin of the court, 
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Greek^'; and lie enlarges upon the utility of paying mote attention 
to it than bad yet bcen bestowed upon the language. , For the study 
of Hellenic manuscrip tq, a knowledge of the Romak is indispensable. 
" Souvent on trouve," be say, 	dans• un manuscrit Grec, une 
date, lin reinarque, qui indique son age, l'original d'apres lequel iI 
a ete copie, le nom de celui qui l'a transcrit, ou. de ceux a qui il a, 
appartenu, et le lieu oil it a ete decouvert : c'est en Grec•vulgaire 
que ces particularites qui peuvent etre de consequence font ecrites." 

Following up his notion that the Rornaic is a dialect of the Helle-
nic, he brings as proof, that some ancient roots may be discov.ered in 
the vulgar tongue of the modern Greeks, which are not to-be found.in 
the extant works of the ancient ,writers. In Ilesychius, Suidas, Eu-. 
stathius, and the Etymologicon Alagnuln, yot.gOs and vngOs signify hu, 

Nr74,s5, N72?7j2Es, and N409; a • sca-god, the water-nymphs, 
and a sort of plant which, according to Dioscorides, grows in marshy 
places ; all these, as well as the• two adjectives, were originally 
formed from J,iTegov, water, the modern Greek word ;, so that the line 
in Lycophren, ev 265-ovOs yripis thoxas, does not mean in terrce humili-
bus, as usually translated, but hu.inidis. reeessibus. The extreme 
antiquity of 	Rotnaic terms can not be denied: Apollonius in 
his dictionary, and ,Ilesychius, mention that the word sgc6vog, had 
_amongst the Persians the signification of royal tents. Now in mo-
dern Greek, ohavia is 'the canopy of an altar. There is however in 
French a similar phrase—le cid .  du lit. Indeed Mons. Bonamy 
observes, that the language contains many expressions which could 
only be derived from the French, and probably from the•period or 
the Latin conquest; and he even thinks the indeclinable participles„ 
such as yvapovrac, %cakivrag, lolling, speaking, deduced from the 

Ators it n'est qu'un dialecte de Pancien 'Grec.--Page 64, torn. xxxviii. l'Acadernie des 
Inscriptions, (ix. 

t L'AcAdetnie des Inscript. tom. xxiii. p. 250; tom. xxxviii. p. 61. 
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same source ; a notion success-fully combated by Villoison, Mons. 
_Villoison discovered amongst the Tzacones, Ili Mania, the lan-
guage of the ancient •Dorians, the dialect of Pindar and Theocri. 
tus*. The whole body of his proofs I have not seen; but I shall 
remark, and I trust without presumption, upon one asserted fact re-
lative to pronunciation, on which-much stress has been laid. This is 
the use of the Sigma for the Theta, which is said to prevail amongst 
the Maniotes„ 

The speech of the ancient Lacedemonians differed in some respects 
from that of the rest of Greece, and, amongst other particularities, 

*they pronounced 7r6cgcreve inec for Irc"40-eiie lea, and 0-I th.  1,  for 5.ediv, as 
may be seen in. ,that comedy of Asistophanes entitled Lysistrate.' 
Villoison, it should be seem advances this fact, not only to prove 
his general assertion respecting the preservation of the Doric dialect 
in Mania, but in an argument against the antiquity of the usual 
pronunciation of modern Greece+, It is nothing, says he, that you 
prove the modern sound to be like the Laconian; for the Laconian 
was different from the rest of Greece. Upon which the the editor of 
the,memoirs well, observes, cc Peut etre les Grecs seront-ils satisfaits 
de l'aveu qu'au moms lour prononciation actuelle est la meme que 
telle *des anciens,Lacons.' It would -be well for -the argument, if 
the sound of the 'Sigma was confined by Villoison to the Mainotes, 
which, however, it is not ; for he allOws that the Athenians call 
their town Asini. Now I was three months in Athens, and never 
heard it so called; on the contrary, the 0 was to my ears a complete 

' 0 Th: The origin of the mistake will soon appear. To prove the an. 
fiquity of this iibilation, if I may so call it (which, according to his 
own account, was, we see, not -confined to the Laconians), Mr.Villoi- , 

* Ibid. tom. xlvii. 
t L'Academie des Inscrip. torn. xxxviii. p, 66, note W. 
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son quotes Eulychius, who .died Patriarch of Alexandria in NO, 
and \Nilo wrote a history in Arabic, edited, with a Latin version, by 
Pococke in 165S.—In this history the Greek Thetas are represented 
by an Arabic Tsc (O. eot3ociog, is Tscodosius,-060g, is Tseos), which, 
says lie, is equivalent to tlui English Th, and which it may be, but 
still will have no sound of the Sigma. Since Mr. Villoison does not 
know how the English of the present day pronounoe their letters, 
he cannot be expected to teach us. what sound the ancient Greeks 
gave to the charicter of their alphabet. Nevertheless, I was natu. 
rally very eager to know the opinion of such a scholar on the dis-
puted point of the pronunciation ; and from what I can collect of 
his way of thinking, in the ,Anecdota GrEcca, and in the Memoirs of 
the Academy, it appears to me, that he is, on the whole, against.the 
antiquity of the present common method ; for he replies to the inde-
finite praises of be Guys and others on the softness' of the Romale, 
that such a quality is by no means a proof of its correctness and an-
tiquity—car adolleir une pronunciation est sortvent falterer. He 
does not believe that Crusius, who travelled from the year 1391 to 
1427*, could have heard the words, Zolv.p.19a.Aia,r67.a, and O OsOg 
cAcry‘rra) o-ivav j  pronounced cfflogi nrena.despota, and o theos (f lo; 

gito scnam; for he might have written it in his own German fashion. 
This seems. to me very improbable: he was writing Latin, and wished 
to convey in that language the sound of the words to his ears. He 
agrees that the B had lost its sound in the time of Alcxius Comme-
nus, -which it is. indeed impossible to deny. In Philip Bounarotti's 
abservations'on some fragments of ancient glass vases, adorned with 
figures ( Florence, lilt;), it is seen,. that the Greek words irig and 

_rIcr•rig, are found written on drinking-cups in Roman characters, thus, 
pie, zeses. On which Villoison observes, "Si autem Lalini H ut iota 
pronunciassent utique zcsis non zeses scripsisscnt;.unde patet Gmcos 

" See Turco Gnceia, p.44. 
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recentiores xa 11, ut et quasrundarn aliarum literarum pronuncia-
tionem immutasse. Sic eosdem Grwcos recentiores constat e capite 
secundo grammaticw linguae G mew vulgaris a Simone Portio scripts, 
et ex aliis, swpe in prmantepenultimam et nonnunquam in quintam 
syllabam rejici aceentug, qui a veteribus .non longius rejici poterant 
gum_ in antepenultimam, si autem recentiores Grwci earn pronun-
ciationis partem, -qua!) in accentibus posita est, corruperunt cur non, • 
et earn qu2e ad literag pertinet*." Here follows a long note, which, 
as Mr. Villoison thinks that he has by it reconciled the very strong 
arguments on both sides of this vexed question, and as it shod's 
that the .present pronunciation is much older than usually supposed, • I here insert. 

" Nono auteni smculo receptam vulgo fuisse, et passim invaluisse 
istam pronunciaturem, quw as et e of et u confundit, et tot tantorunn-
(pie mendorum causa_fuit, hinc evincitur, quod summus ille Bent-
leijus, pp. 38, 39, stupenda illius ad millrum epistol2e, ex edit. 
Venet, in fol. 1733, in qua Joannis' Malalw chronicon Josephi Ge-
anesii de rebus Constantinopoli quatur libris nunc primum editis, 
subjectum est in publica.Oxonii bibliotheca librunt reperiisse se 
observat, Antigua manu notattn, continentern mille regulas de recta 
scribendi ratione, quarum.  XL docent, quando ai scribere oporteat 
et quando o; totidemque ubi of et ubi o; Lune clue librum esse Theo-
gnosti Grammatici quern laudat aliquoties Etymologici auctor ( qui 
proinde nono swculo anterior esse non potest) hujusque Theognisti, 
apud quern ea omnia reperiuntur quw illi accepta referuntur in Ety-
mologico Magno; „Ttatern resciri ex prmfatione, cujus initium est 

• • • . TW Set:pro/I.) p.a. 

Hine sequitur nostrum Theognostum qui tempore Michaelis Balti, 
-cujus, dum regnaret, historian scribebat, vir maturus esse debuit, 

AneedotgGrmca, torn. 	Diatriba, p. 126, edit. Yenet. Fratrum Colet. 1781. 
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non Leoni Sapienti qui multo post, sicilet ab anno 889 usque ad 991 
imperavit, sed Leoni Armenio suam dedicasse Orthographiam ; in 
qua cum tradiderit paccepta necessaria ad vitandam confusionem or-
tam e promiscuo ai et e, os et u sono ac usu, hint quoque colligitur 
hanc pronunciationem qua tum invaluerat, et vulgo recepta erat nono 
swculo, ubi jam omnia confuderat et perrniscuerat, longe anterioram 
fuisse ; Trod vel ex antiquissimo patet Alexandrino Codice, e tot 
monumentis longe etiam antiquioribus, ubi 	littetw passim cori- 
fusw et promiscuaa usurpata3 sunt, et e Copticarum- literarum nomi-
nibus, vida zida hida, thita, mi ni, gum Grwcos characteres corium 
que pronunciationem tune temporis vigentem, perfecte reprasentant. 
Imo si meam mini sententiam exponere liceat, vel apud ipsos antiquis-
simos Grwcos To H nec e, nec r, purum prossus sonuisse credo sed 
hujus quendam fuisse medium inter utramque vocalem sonum, eum-
que ab ntraque litera tenui intervallo discretum, ac pro variis et lo-
cis et hominibus ad hanc ant ad illam proprius accedentem, proinde 
que obnoxium confusioni quam postea invexit incultioris zcvi neg-
ligentia, quamque nec superiorum retatum homines imperiti ac rudes 
omnino vitaverunt, cum illa non offendere posset nisi solas Antiquis-
simorum Grwcorum, eorumque paulo urbaniorum ac humanioruni, 
teretes et religiosas aures, longo usu, qui postea obsolevit, subactas. 
Sic apud Romanps qui prorniscue scribebant classeis et classes, na- 
TelS et naves, vicinus esse debebat 	Tg IA  et •rgl 6 sonus. Ita Cicero 
de Oratore, lib. iii. cap. xii..(Cotta foster cuj us to illa lata, Sulpici, 
nonnunquam imitaris, ut iota literam tollas, et e plenissum dicas, 
non mihi Oratores antiquos, sed Messores videtur irnitari). Sic fatal/. 
et damnza Arabica modo a, mode e, et modo o, modo u sonant, ac varie 
pro variis efferuntur locis, ut et multa3 recentiarum linguarum ac prx-
sertim Orientalium liters quarum sonos lwvissimum discrimen plu-
rimos, ac omnes fere hospites et peregrinos prossus fugit. Hac sofa 
via conciliari posse arbitror firmissima illa argumenta qua pro utra- 

7 c 
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que Greca linguaa pronunciatione adeo vexata utrimque afferun; 
tur." 

He then goes on to prove that the modern Greeks pronounce the 0 
like the ancient, using much the same arguments as are before stated. 
in some respects, however, he seems to incline to the Romaie. He 
found in the yard of a bishop's house at Castri in Lesbos, a sepul-
chral inscription; in which the XAIP4 was written XEPE ; and ob-
serves, " La confusion qu'• entraine une prononciation beaucoup plus 
ancienne que plusieurs personnes'ne le croient, a occasions cette faute 
du graveur*." In another house at Castri, be found EIZIAI put 
for 	and at Megira, Er0-XEAIPAN and NEIK11430PIAOX 
for IOXEAIPAN and NIKII430PL6.0t. Without any wish to an-' 
swer this objection to the diphthongal sound of oti and ei, I shall 
merely observe, that the date of these inscriptions is not known; and 
that Isaac Vossius himself, the principal advocate of the ancient bi-
vocals, allows, that as early as the times of Claudius and Nero, the 
'diphthongs had begun to lose their double power amongst the.  
Greeks, having before lost it, amongst the Latins, even prior to the 
ago of Cicero 	I refer to Primatt's first chapter on Greek Accents, 
for a hardy defence of the single sounds, in which the reader who, 
has examined the opposite arguments,, will find that nearly all the 
facts relative to this disputed point, are adduced on both sides of the 
question by the two parties in the contest. 

To the detail before given, of Mons. Villoison's notion respecting 
- the language of the Tzacones ( which might have been suggested 
to him by the hint concerning them in Du Cange, inserted in this 
volume, page 557 ), I must add, that the same learned person avers, 
that there are seventy dialects of Romaic. Haw this is to be.  

L'Acaderuie des Inscript. tom. xlvii. p. 306. 
• t Ibid. p. 355. 

Ds Poern4t. C4ntu. p. 16. 
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proved, according to the usual latitude of the term dialect, I can-
not conceive. Symeon Cabasilas, as has been seen, did indeed in-
form Crusius, that there were seventy dialects, and perhaps more. 
The variation must be very trifling, to admit of so many diversities. 

One of the peculiarities which is observable in the Romaic, is the 
adoption of generic for specific terms, as well as the use of specific 
words generically: thus, instead of in-irog, a horse, the modern Greeks 
say coo ors-, a brute; and xicpog, which Pausanias in his third book 
informs us was the old Messenian word for a crown, is now an ex-
clamation of success.—The last instance Mr. Villoison might have 
chosen to call to the aid of his own hypothesis. The adoption of 
the plural mai for e611, is well worthy the consideration of the gram-
marian. 

Page 580— 	
ACADEMIE IONIENNE 

Prix Olympiadiques. 

Les metnbres de l'Acad6mie lonienne rappellant incessamment a leur pens& 
qu'ils sont des Grecs, ayant toujours devant eux ce qu'etaient leurs anc8tres, 
pleins du desir de voir les descendants de pareils hommes se rendre vraiment 
leurs fils, ils ont dit: 

Nos pores ont eleve par leur genie un edifice Tie le temps n'a pet detruire. 
lls ont travaille pour le bonheur des nations. Et, long-temps apres qu'ils.  
n'eiaient plus, l'Europe leur devait les progres de l'esprit humain, qui placent 
ces derniers siecles a cote des slicks de nos pores. 

Pour enfiammer les ames du feu qui les fait creer les grandes choses, la Greco 
assemblait ses enfants, elle appellait au milieu d'eux les Pindares, les Simo• 
nides, les Herodotes. Sous la sauve-garde des muses elle confiait la gloire des 
Leros a la posterite. 

Et pour unique recompense aux applaudissements de ses douze tribus, elle 
ceignait le front de l'auteur dun grand chef-d'oeuvre, comme cclui de l'auteur 
d'une belle action, avec un simple feuillage. 

Descendants de ces hommes, Vous qui vivez encore sur les lieux qui re-
disent leur gloire, et Vous que le malheur a disperses sur la terre, cntendez notre 

nix. 
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Nos faibles mains vous offrent des prix de l'ancienne Grace. 
Nous n'aurons point a les Bonner devant un concours de deux cent milk 

citoyens, nous ferons bien plus encore, nous les decernerons en presence de 
toutes les nations et devant la statue du Hems qui nous aime. 

Nous nous supposcrons en presence de tout ce qui reste encore du peuple 
Grec, nous nous supposcrons en presence de tout le peuple des Francais et des 
autres peuples. Et nous disons:  

Enfants des Grecs, dans l'oeuvre de l'un de vous, nous venous de reconnaitre 
encore le genie de nos pyres. Deux mille ans n'ont pu l'eteindre. Nous venons 
d'en recueillir une etincelle. Puissent vos acclamations, unies a celles de tous 
les autres hommes etre l'esprit vivifiant qui la developpe en flamme irnntor7  
telle. 

Quand la domination des Romains, degeneres, s'ecroulait sur ses pieds 
d'argile, la langue de Ciceron et de Tacite, quoique alteree, n'etait point encore 
meconnaissable dans les anciennes provinces de cet immense colosse. Les etats 
de 1'Italie parlaient encore l'idiome du Latium quoiqu'en y melant les expres-
sions barbares du vainqueur. Its auraient pu, pout etre, relever leurs dialectes 
jusqu'a la dignite, jusqu'a 1a7  noblesse de la langue latine. Its suivirent une 
autre marche, et les dour chants de Philomela changerent en accents musicaux 
la langue majestueuse des monarques de la terre. 

Nous portons hien plus haut notre ambition et nos vues. Nous nous addres, 
sons a des hommes la plupart sans patric et nous lour parlous de la gloire de 
lours hares ; nous lour disons, que la grandeur et In fierte: de l'ame ont lent. 
image daus la noblesse et la forte du langage, et qu'ils doivent parley un idiot= 
qui les rappelle incessamment a la grandeur, kla noble fierte qui caracterisaient 
le peuple des heros. 

Notre langue est decline sans doute; mais, comme les autres langues de l'Eu. 
rope modem, elle n'est pas encore meconnaissable dans la physionomie de sa 
langue maternelle. 

Elle s'est deja relevee de la corruption ou des temps d'infortnee l'avaient 
plrgee, et les Rigas, les Corals, les Ducas, ont fait des pas marques dans la 
route que nous voulons indiquer. Marchez done sur les traces de ces hommes, 
dont le beau talent n'est egale que par la beaute de- leurs ames. Faites 
plus• que les suiirrc, portes par leurs progres memo devancez-les, c'est dans 
cette noble earnere quit est honorable d'être tour-a-tour et le vainqueur et, le 
vaincu. 

Si devenus maitres de Bette philosophic qu'ont perfectionnee les mode-A-nes,. 
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vous portez sa science analytique dans rexamen de votre dialecte, vous vous 
direz bictitilt; peu de perfectionnements encore, et le laugage corrompu des-
Grecs modernes deviendra l'un des plus beaux dialectes de I'ancienne liel- 

Mais cette meme analyse vous dira qu'une langue qui n'ose employer ics in-
finitifs de ses verbes ; qui rejette presque taus leurs participes; qui joint a 
lours futurs, a ]curs passes, a leurs conditionnels des temps superflus, trai-
nants et fastidieux ; qui rejette presqu'en cutler un cas de ses noms et ses plus 
uliles particules; est une langue qui se prive a plaisir de ses plus precieuses 
richesses. 

Enfin elle vous dira, cette analyse, qu'une telle langue n'attend qu'un genie 
audacicux autant quo sage, pour franchir de timides barrieres et trouver le 

.secret (run stile litchi de nerf, (le concision, de grandeur et d'harmonie ; plein 
du beau caractere des ancicns dialectes de la Greee, et pourtant, si peu diffe-
rent du parlor populaire de Constantinoples, de Sinirne, et de tout l'Archipel, 
que clans ces lieux et dans le reste de la Grece,. it puisse etre compris avec les, 
plus legers efforts d'attcntion. 

S'il est des Ocrivains qui ayent le courage de marcher dans la carriere que 
nous leur indiquons, nous osons leur promettre une gloire durable pour leurs 
ecrits en eux.  memos (car, dit un grand eerivain, c'est la langue qui sauve les 
ouvrages); et nous leur assurous cette gloire bien plus.grande que n'egt aucua 
peuple du monde, celle do rappeller sa langue degradee it son antique per-
fection. 

0 vous, qui peuplez ces contrees, si pendant plus de quatre siecles un aveugle 
system, fermait vos esprils is la lumiere des sciences, des lettres et des arts, 
cette epoque a passe, et ses vils souvenirs tomberont tout cutlers dans Poubli ; 
niais sous regide qui vient de s'etendre sur vous, rien ne pent plus borner vos. 
vastcs destinees ; vous avez en votre main de revivre ou de rester worts pour la 
posterite : choisissez, 

Tous les quatre ans nous presenterons l'Europe le tableau de ce qu'auront 
fait les Grecs pour se regenerer, en lui offrant l'analyse raisonnee de tons les 
ouvrages publics dans notre langue pendant cette courte-periode. Quelques 
olympiades encore, et l'Occident ramene de son erreur dans l'opinion qu'il 
s'estforinee des Grecs, ne les jugera plus les fils barbares de ce peuple qui ,pilt 
4ustement traiter de barbares tout ce qui n'etait pas Lui. 

II sera beau de voir l'Europe attentive aux efforts d'un peuple qui, terrasse 
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par le malheur, entreprend tie se relever, de Ita mem, jusques sa premiere 
majeste. 

Tous les quatre ans nous donnerons un prix a l'auteur qui, dans le grec mo-
derne le plus par, aura compose et publie l'oeuvre la medleure ; et a celui qui, 
avec un egal talent d'ecrivain, aura traduit et publie l'un des beaux ouvrages 
des nations modernes, et surtout de la Natio►► Francaise. 

Dans la salle de nos seances nous suspendrons la couronne d'olivier sauvage 
dont nous aurons ceint le front du vainqueur, et nous inscrirons au dessous, 
l'olympiade oil le prix aura etc remporte, les noms de l'auteur, de son ouvrage, 
de sa prtrie, et de l'ecole qui Pa forme : ce seront la les tropirees de l'Academie. 
En. presence des plus grands hommes de la nation, comment rien d'indigne 
d'eux pourra-e-il jamais sortir de son sein l ' 
_ Par un Synchronisme heureux, le 15 Aofit 1807 l'armee Francaise arrivait 
la vue tie ces rivgges, le 15 Add 1808 l'Academie Ionienne tenait la premiere 
des seances solemnelles 	avouees a celebrer son bienfaiteur et son protec-
teur: -enfin ce merne etc 1808 eat etc celui dans lequel les Grecs dissent renou-
velle leurs jeux olympiques pour la 6474 fois, si les empires, ne mouraient pas 
aussi, comme l'homme, pen apres qu'ils ont brine. 

Partant donc de cette époque, oil l'Academie prenaii naissance sous l'aus-
pice des Francais, les premiers de nos prix seront distribues le 15 Aoht 1912. 
Ce sera la premiere armee de la 648 olympiade. 

Nous n'offrons qu'une reminiscence de ces époques solemnelles, nous laisse-
rons au temps a developper un premier germe que nous jettons pour la pos. 
terite. 

Nous donnerons pour prix une medaille. Elle portera l'embleme de l'Em-
pereur des Francais avec ses mots ; NAPOLEON, beinfaiteur et protec-
teur: c'est le cachet de PAcademie. Au revers nous graverons une etoile avec 
ces mots; Au Genie, l'Academie reconnaissante. Sur le contour de la medaille 
seront ecrits, les noms'de l'auteur et de son ouvrage avec le quantieme de l'olym-
piade. La medaille sera de ter ; c'est la monnaie de Lacedemone ; c'est celle 
de l'honneur et de la vertu, revetue des empreintes de l'immortalite. 

Un jour nos majestueuses panegyrics renouvelleront leurs vastes concours, 
d'autres juges nous succederont dont la gloire fera bientot oublier la mitre ; 
main leur grandeur meme sera notre ouvrage, et ce sera la la gloire que le 
temps ne pourra nous ravir, et qui nous rendra chers a tous les vrais amis des 
Wes grandes et liberates. 
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P. S. L'Academie ne jugera que des ouvrages qui seront envoyes a son seer& 
• lariat (francs de port) et elle devra les avoir recus au ler  Mai 18.12, pour donner 

les premiers de ses prix olympiadiques. Pour le premier concours l'Academie 
recevra les ouvrages de tous les auteurs vivants qu'elle qui soit la date de leur 
publication. 

Corcyre, ire  annex de la 6476 oljmpiade, 
(Juin 1809). 

Le Secrglaire pour la langue Franfaise )  
CH. DUPIN. 

A,CADEMIE IONIEN,NE 

Enseignement public. 

PROSPECTUS. 

Le 15 Aolt 1808, l'Academie lonienne fit connaitre aux:  Corcyreens qu'elle 
allait leur ouvrir des cours gratuits et publics de physique et chimie, d'histoire 
naturelle, de physiologic et d'hygiene. Elle tint plus qu'elle n'avait promis: 
a ces premiers cours, elle ajouta celui d'anatomie et d'operations chirurgicales, 
quc M. le docteur Razis par un mouvement digne d'eloges, s'offrit a professer, 
quoiqu'il ne ffit point encore au nombre de nos collegues. 	. 

Un denuement absolu d'instruments. en tout genre, d'emplacements merne 
pour operer les experiences de chimie et les dissections anatomiques, toutes ces 
causes ont nui aux premiers cours ouverts par l'Academie. Cependant rnalgre 
tant d'obstacles, ccs cours Wont point ete faits sans quelques succes. 

L'Acadernie a vu, nous oserons dire avec orgueil, des. personnes deja mfiries 
par l'►ige et le travail, des. ofliciers pleins de merite, et des hommes habiles dans 
les diverses branches do Part de guerir, honorer constamment de leur prese.nce 
les cours do ses professeurs. 

Alais en meme temps l'Academie a vu avec douleur qu'elle avait fait un vain 
appel a la jeunesse Corcyreenne, l'Academie n'a point trouye de peres qui ayent 
cheri l'instruction de lcurs fits, et point de fits qui ayent pen ti que l'instruction 
pouvait etre un bienfait pour eux metnes. Cependant l'Academie avait para. 
taxer injustement quelques parens d'un vain orgueil, en leur disant, avec me•.  
nagement, qu'un amour propre aveugle et mal calcule petit-etre, les empechait 
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d'envoyer leurs fils h des ecoles publiques quelqu'elles fussent. Combien 
rAcademie verrait avec plaisir l'experience dementir ces assertions qui lui 
content, et qu'elle s'empresserait d'avouer qu'elle a eh tort de vous faire un re-
proche, que tout lui donne aujourd'hui le droit de renouveller! 

Aux cours de l'annee derniere, nous devons ajouter un cours de litterature 
Grecque, ouvert par notre collOgne le docteur Mavromati ; c'est un nom qui 
vous est connu et qui porte avec lui son eloge. Le docteur Mavrornati dove-
loppera les beautes des principaux chef-d'oeuvres de vos ayeux. II fora pro. 
prement pour vous un cours National. 11 est beau de voir quo c'est sous 
l'egide du Gouveruement Francais qu'apres deux mille ans de silence, les phi-
losophes de l'Ilellenie renouvellent leurs lecons eloquentes. 

Lours de Physique et de Chintie.--=On s'est borne dans Ia premiere anne 
faire connaitre les loix de la physique generale et sur tout de l'astronomie phy-
sique, 

 
dans laquelle on a pris pour base le traite de l'aucien eleve de l'Ecole 

Polytechique M. Biot. Cette annee la physique particuliere, et 	se pout la 
chimie, seront developpees d'apres les lecons de cette mOme ecole par ses an. 
ciens cloves MM. Augoyat et Dupin. 

Histoire Naturelle —M. le docteur Pierri professera la botanique en general, 
et specialementyhistoire naturelle des Isles loniennes. 

.111-edeeine.—Monsieur le docteur Gangadi professera la physiologic et l'hy-
giene appliquee specialement aut habitants de ces contrees, d'apres les bases 
offertes par la nature du climat et la salubrite specifique des diverses regions de 
ces Isles. 	• 

Chirurgia.—Monsieur to docteur nazis, professera ranatomic et dans le 
inane temps it fera un cours d'operations ehirurgicales et d'obstetrice. 

Belles-Leftres,—Monsieur le docteur Mavromati onvrira un cours de littera-
ture Grecque, it fera sentir le caractere des divers genres de constructions 
grammaticales et l'esprit des tours oratoires ou poetiques, it marquera corn-
parativement les beautes dont ils sont susceptibles, avec les defauts qu'on doit 
eviler pour ecrire avec elegance et purete, Ia langue Grecque. II passera de 
ces elements-i# la comparison des auteurs, en cherchant reconnaitre la trempe 
de leur genie dans le caractere de leur stile, et relevant successivement des 
plus simples etudes aux plus composees ; it parlera tour a tour, des prosateurs 
didactiques, des philosophes, des historiens, des orateurs enfin ii etendra sa 
methode jusqu'aux ouvrages des poetes, en faisant sur le stile, de la poesie les 
etudes qu'il aura deja presentees stir le stile de la. prose. 
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Au premier Octohre, i;poque (le l'ouverturo des tours, l'AcadCulic fora con- 

naitre les jours et les beures choisies par ses professeurs pour dormer. lours 
lecons. 

tl Core/re, 'kat 2(' anne de la 
147.1 olympiade (ISM). 

Le Seer;taire pour la longue Francaise,•  
CH. DUPIN. 

Page 583. The history of the Patriarchs of Jerusalem, written 
by Dositheus, and printed in 1715, mentions the Seraglio library; 
and Gregorias Ghika, Waywode of Wallachia, printed at Leipsic in 
1772, in two volumes folio, a commentary on the bible, entitled, 
6Elga 'rwv irovrEqcov, a book which all the Greeks of the fanal assured 
the Abbe 'Ioderini, the author of the book on Turkish literature, 
was procured from the same collection by the Prince's ancestors. 
The story told in the volume which was hunted out of the reeords of 
the Imperial library by V illoison, and is given in.the eighth volume 
of the Notice of the•MSS. in that collection, which is subjoined to 
the last edition of the Academy of Inscriptions, printed at Paris in 
1810, will account for the possession of any, rare manuscript vo-
lumes by wealthy individuals or corporations in Greece, and the 
a-etot rovregane is known to have been in the Seraglio library. The 
words of Monsieur Girardin; in his. two letters to the Minister of 
Louis the Fourteenths  are decisive, especially those of his second 
epistle. Je me suis, Monsieur, exactement,informe de ce qui,con-
cerne celle (la bibliotlieque) du Grand Seigneur, et je puis vous 
assurer quelle est sans. ordre, et sans catalogue. Les MSS. Grecs 
nc consistoient qu'en 200 volumes, , ou environ ; et le Pere Besnier, 
apres les avoir examines, n'a trouve queceux dont j'ai pris la liberte 
tie eons envoyer le mei-noire, qui meritassent d'en etre tires pour la 

.bibliotlieque de sa majeste. Toils les. autres, mai conditionn4s et. 
7, II 

• 
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qui- ne eontiennent que des auteurs imprimes depuis long temps, out 
neanmoins ete vendui sur le pied- de 100 livres chacun ; ainsi IL 

N'EN RESTE PLUS DE CETTE LANGUE DANS 	SERRAIL. 

The MSS. selected by Besnier, were as follows 1. All the works 
of Plutarch, a copy of the thirteenth century. 2. Many of the 
works of Hippocrates and some others—fourteenth century. 3. The 
Chain of the Fathers (Ireqa irarery)—eleventh century. 4. Homer's 
Iliad—fifteenth century. , 5. The Cassandra of Lycophron, Oppian, 
Dionysius Periegetes, Ammonius on the Isagoge of Porphyry, and 
a few other workstwelfth -and thirteenth centuries. 6. Many of
the works of Plato, and the golden verses of Pythagoras, fifteenth 
century. 7. The Orations of Dion Chrysostom—fourteenth century; 
8:Many works of Xenophon, Plato, Hero, -Ptolemmus, Appian, 
Manuel Piffle, and others—fifteenth century. 9. The great Syntax 
of Piolemmus—feurteenth century. 10. Some works of Philostratus, 
Alciphron, and ethers—eleventh century. 11. The nine books of 
the History of Herodotus—twelfth century. 12. The annals of 
John.Zonarastbirteenth century. 13. The Homilies of Jacob the 
Monk on the Virgin Mary, and some other productions of the same 
kind—eleventh century. 14. The Chronography of George Syn-
cellus—eleventh -century. 15. A voluminous collection of medical 
treatises, to which are prefixed the Aphorisms of Hippocrates—
sixth century. 16. And 'finally, a Latin tract, Pauli Savetini Du-
censis, concerning military tactics and warlike engines, with figures 
—the fifteenth -century. 
" The Abbe Sevin, who was sent by Louis the Fifteenth in search 
of MSS., was assured at Constantinople, that all the Greek vo-
lumes had been burnt by.  Amurath- the Fourth;  but how un-
founded that assurance was, has been before seen. The Abbate To-
derini, a subsequent traveller, gives- a list of oriental books in 
the Seraglio,_ which a page of the palace was forty days in copying. 
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The nionastoly or Patmos was found by Villoison, to contain a. 
better regulatel collection of..IVISS and printed books, than any 
other libr9ry in the Levant. He saw there a. variety of ecclesi-
astical works, but only a few profane authors, of which he remarks--
none but the Dialogues of Plato, and a part of Diodorus Siculus 
fioin a recent hand, It possessed, however, an excellent collection 
of. PnMe early editions, although much worni-eaten and. otherwise 
injured. His words are : On y trouvc aussi beaucoup de bons 
!lyres GrecS Imprimis, et egalement rongis par les vers ; la plupart 
des bonncs editions des POTS Grecs, quelques unes des Aldes et des 
Etiennes, entre autres les Poetce Grteci Principe's., et le Tresor de 

langue Grecque de IlenriEtit.nne l'Anthologie en lettres Majus-
cities .de Lascaris le Dimosthene si precieux de Bernard Feliciani, 

.Venise, 1543, le Suidas de Chalcondy-le, l'Euripide d'Alde, enfin 
plusieurs autres editions primaires, devenues. fort rare, parce 
qu'elles sont anciennes et sont allies se perdre en Grece et sur tout 
dans les converts de Mont Athos; l'Eustathe de Rome, les Com-
mentateurs Grecs d'Aristote les Commentaires de la langue Grecque 
de Backe; quelques auteurs Italiens et Latins, comme St. Augus-
tin de civitate Dei. See-the same volume, p. 31. 

Page 641. The inscription was copied by Villoison, and is given 
03 follows, in the Academy of Inscription, vol. xlvii. p. 304. 

• 'TMNS2..0EoN 
MEAIITA flOTAMON 

TON 11,S2THPA MOT • 
IIANT02, AE AOIMOT 

KAI KAKOT IIEHATMENOT: 

Page 660. Plates 39 and 40, of Part II. of the Ionian Antiqui- 
ties, contain a view of the Gymnasium at Ephesus. 

71).2. 
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Only ACCEN . 
RENS' ET, .remains of the inscription on the arch on 

Mount Prion. 

Page 704. .Phanodicum quod attinet, id nominis (ut credide-
rim ) raro ahibi observatum. Peropportune tamen occurrit apud 
Scholiastem'Apollonii Phanodicus _historicus, Deliacorum auctor; 
Idem que, ut. videtur a Laertio semel atque iterum laudatus, tan- 
qualm de tripode, sapientis dicto, deque Thalete et Biante scriptor*. ' 

• It is possible, that some persons not smitten with the love of an-
tiquity, may be surprised that a treatise of great learning, and no in-
considerable length, and .  so  much and such repeated attention have 
been bestowed upon a memorial which, translated word for word, 
from Chishull's Latin interpretations, is as follows: 

1. 
Of Phanodieus' I am (i. e. the lIernman statue) the son 
of Ilermocrates of Procon- 
esus. And I the bowl, 
and the stand of the bowl, and 
the cover, to the Prytanenm 
gave as a memorial, to the Si- 
geans; but if any thing I should suffer, 
to take care of me I will command 
the Sigeans. And he made 
we, lEsopus, and his brothers. 

2. 
Of Phanodicus 
I am, the son of Her- 
mocrates of Pro- 
conesus, The bo- 
wl truly, and 
the cover of the bowl, 
and the stand, to 
the Prytaneunt 
gave he, 
to the Sigeans..  

Page 706. There was, however, a Sigeum in the times of the 
Christian Emperors. Revixit tamen seculis Christianis et sub me-
tropoli Cyzicenei Episcopates honore foruitf. 

* Cliishull, hiseriptio Sigea, p. 32. 
t Sigea Inscriptio, p. 2, Lund. 1728. 
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Page 749. The seventh plate in the second volume of Banduri's 
Imperium Orientale, gives a bird's-eye view of the straits of the 
Dardanelles, the sea of Marmora, and Constantinople. When it was 
taken js not mentioned in the plate, but it was after the building of 
the castle of Kouin-Kale in 1659. In this view some old walls are 
put on Cape Sigeum ; other ruins, called Ruins de True, are seen 
underneath, on the left bank of a river, apparently the Mendere, 
which is called Xanthus or Scamander ; and -  the stream, now the 
Thymbrek, is named the*Simois.—This notice is of so much impor-
tance, that I regret much that it is not inserted in the text. • 

,t Page 757. I am desirous of propping up my own scepticism on 
the subject of the Troad, by the authority of no less a person than 
fhishull, who visited the country in the year 1701, and who says 
of the site of the eity--" But still we must be cautious of pointing 
out and distinguishing the very place;, since in the reign of Tiberius 
Caesar, we are assured by Strabo, that there remained not the least 
footstep of ancient Troy to satisfy the curiosity of the most search-
ing traveller. So vain are the accounts of our modern journalists, 
who pretend to have seen the walls, the gates, or other ruins of 
`Troy: that which now remains, being nothing but the rubbish of 
New Ilium, or of that city once attempted there by Constantine*." 

Pompey's Pillar. Page 870. 

The inscription on Pompey's Pillar is given by SebaStian Erizzo, 
and, as Mons. Villoison has observed, evidently more exactly than 
in most other copies— 

OCT. CAE. AUG. FLAY. CIAN. FAR. FIL. CLA. FRON. 

Travels in Turkey, p. 35. 
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F4vius.Ciinnidius 'commanded the Claudian legion when Augustitg 
gained ihe.battle of Philippi, and he it was that erected the column, 

- to. Commemorate the arrival of that conqueior on the, shores. of the 
Bosporniw.., • 

The Carinthian Column in. the _Seraglio.. • Page 948. 

cc In relation to thii inscription ( Fortune Reduci ob devictos flo-
thos,),,,the rnedal of Belisarins may be o'bserved,. on the reverse of 
'which are the words DEVICTIS GOTHIS. 

On-the opposite plane of the basis is this religious device: • 
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L'Acti4mie des Inseript. tom. xlvii. p.-315). 
CitiSludr5Vrvels in,Tarbey, p. 46, • 
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EXPEDITION TO 'TIE DARDANELLES. 

THE following notice of the enterprise which, under the above 
name, has been the object of so much obloquy, may serve to change 
the opinion of those NN ho have hitherto imputed the objectionable 
parts of the measure to the misconceptions of Lord Grenville's 
ministry. 

It seems that the English fleet, having passed the straits on the 
19th of Februtwp, came to an anchor at ten o'clock on the morning 
of the 20th at Princes' Islands, eight miles to the south of the Se-
'raglio Point. This anchorage bad been recommended in a dispatch 
addressed to Mr. Secretary Fox by his Majesty's Ambassador to.  
the Porte, Mr. Arbuthnot, so early as the 29th of September, 1806*. 
The ships, however, might have taken a position less distant from Con-
stantinople, for the Endymion frigate, after they anchored, moved, 
to within a little more than four miles of the town, and the squa-
dron itself might have got still nearer, if it had stood on towards 
the city, instead of dropping down to the Islands. One of the ad-
vantages originally proposed by the Ambassador,. as likely to be 
gained by this position, was the cutting off the communication be-
tween the two continents, and so starving the city into submissiont. 
It may be now of no service to ask, how sue''1 an object could be 
obtained by a force stationed in the sea of Marmora, when the 
whole canal of the Bosporus was in possession of the Turks; for, 
without examining into the wisdom of such a project, it is certain, 
that when the expedition sailed, it was not a slow siege, but active 

See No. 5, Papers presentt.d to the House of Commons, pursuant to their Address of 
the 16th of March, 1St S. 

t No. 5, Papers, r. 
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operations, which were to be .undertaken against the town'. 
nearer therefore the fleet could be stationetto the city, the 
imposing would be its menace, and with the greater fa'cility 
open hostilities have been carried into effect. 

The dismission of the General Sebasliani, and. the surrender 
Turkish fleet, with a supply from the arsenals, was to be del 
and Lord Coilingwood recommended, that only half an hout 
be allowed for the deliberation of the Porte. Ilis Lordship wa 
desirous of losif.g no time by negotiation; but he was not awa 
the Turks arc the most dilatory people in the world and w 
driven by such a demand of impossible promptitude, to the 
of despair. There were two extremes to be avoided, the 
mentioned, and the admission of such a negotiation on the 
the Turks as could only be intended to gain time. It ap 

,Lord Collingwood's order to Admiral Duckworth, that th 
'ands were to be made " when the squadron was disposed in 
stations as to compel compliance;" but it is not .exactly kno 
whether the actual proposal was made to the Porte. The End 
mion had charge of tile Ambassador's dispatches to the Grand V 
tier when she left the fleet at anchor ; but as our force was not 
that time in such a situation as to compel compliance, it may be pr 
sumed the real terms.were not therein decisively stated. The re 
sition respecting General Sebastiani was, however, either actu 
conveyed to, or understood at, the Divan, 

	

Ou 	 at c. day after the anchoring, Isaac Bey, ajninist 
of the Porte, arrived with a flag of truce. Dir. Arbuthnot; who 
opinion was to guide the Admiral as to the necessityoconnnencin 
hostilitiest, and with whose advice arid assistance the whole affa.  

Lord Howiels'sI,etterto the Lords of the Adiniralty, No. 1, Papers presented to th 
lIonse of cowmons,. ordered to be printed 23d March  :=  
:logwoone Sir John Duckworth, No. 2, Papers, 6:c. 
- .1 Orders from Lord 	 &c. Papers, No. 
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was transacteV, consented to open a negotiation: a letter, containing 
a project, as a basis on which peace might be preserved, was dis-
patched through Isaac .Rey; and a gentleman of the British Factory, 
who communicated some of the circumstances to me, went on shore 
to receive the answer. On the 22d the breeze served, and although 
some apprehensions were entertained on account of the current, it 
nppears the fleet would have got under weigh, and have attempted 
al least to work up to join the Endymion, 'bad not the Ambassador 
" de,ired that a few hours might be given for an answer to his 
letter-f-." Mr...,Axbuthnot's.  dispatch to Lord Howick, dated Malta 
the 10th of April, 1S07, has the expression, that "once for a moment 

64" a hope existed that the wind was about to changel:;" but the Cora-
l-II:littler-in-Chic:1's letter says, that " for a few hours the breeze was 
stulicient to stern the current where they were placed." 

The negotiation was carried on until the 27th, but from the morn-
ing of the 22d the weather was calm, with light contrary winds, and 
on the 28th it blew strongly from the north. 

At the conclusion of the negotiation, the Turks. endeavoured to 
erect a battery on one of Princes' Islands, and in attempting to dis-
lodge them from a convent, owing to. misinformation received by 
the Admiral, an English officer and several marines were killed. The 
heads of some of them were shown in triumph' at Constantinople. 
The wind continued to blow down the Bosporus, and the Com-
mander of the expedition was now " convinced of the utter imprac-
ticability of his force making an impression, as at that time the 
whole of the coast presented a chain of batteries; as twelve Turkish 
line-of-battle ships, tuo of them three-deckers, with vine frigates, 

s Vice- Ndmiral Duckworth's Letter to Lord Collingwood, Papers, No. 7. 
1- Vice-Admiral _Duckworth's Letter to Lord Collingwood, No. 7, Papers, &c. p.16. 
I Papers presented to the House of Commons, pursuant to their Address of the'lPtla 

.of March, 1808, No. 9. 
7 
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ere with their sails bent, and apparently in readiness, filled wi 
roops; and as 200,000 soldiers were said to be in Uonstantinople 
"rid he was also of ocoinion, "that he might have coped with.. 
alteries alone, or with the ships, if they came out of porti 
eith them as described, so as to be afterwards. able to r 

ardanales." Accordingly he weighed anchor on the mo 
he first of May, and after standing off and on to see if the flee 
ive him battle, bore up, and arrived on the evening of t 
esquies Point ( Abydos), where the squadron anchored. 
orning the Dardanelles were again forced, but vo.,..th a to 
as reckoned very severe, and which being added to 
f the expedition, has not. yet been. effaced from the mind 

, glish public. 	 • 
I

A  

''  Such is the simple detail of the expedition itself, as 
'corded in the official papers delivered to Parliament. Lc 
' oli. into the origin of these unfortunate operations, and en 
'. collect to Nyborn their conduct and issue are fairly to be ascrib 
-•  It has generally been supposed that - the circumstances under whi 

.  is Majesty's Ambassador, backed by the letter of Rear..Admiral 
• ouis, commanding a squadron of three line-of-battle ships off the 
. ardanelles, recommended the passage 'of' an English fleet to Con7  

_ 	antinople, were materially altered by the three weeks which elapsed, 
rose the date of Admiral Louis's letter, to the actual passage of the poi
) 

 
....... ardanellesf. On this ground, and this alone, as far as -1 can judge,_ 

as the odium of the failure of the expedition been thrown upon the 
abinet at home. 'Whether this.delay was imputable to the King's 
xovernment, will be seen by the dates of -the several dispatche • 

•buthnot's letter, finally announcing that "the time mi 

ice-Admiral Duckworth's Letter, &c. Paper No. 7, p. 
Nos..7 , 8, 9, of Papers presented to tlw !louse of, Commons, punt 

rerss of the 	of March, 
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shortly arrive when His Majesty would be obliged to act hostilely 
against the Turkish empire*," was received at Downing-street on the 
9th of November. The orders to Lord Collingwood to detach the 
squadron to act against Constantinople, were sent on the 22nd of the 
same month, and given by his Lordship to Sir John Duckworth on 
the 13th of January; but previously to this period, in consequence 
of some differences between the British Ambassador and the Porte, 
w hieh were ad j usted, Sir Thomas Louis, with.three sail of the line and. 
tn.° frigates, was sent to the Dardanelles, in pursuance of instructions 
from Lord Collin n.wood dated the 2`2d of November, which squadron, 
" if the Ambassador thought it neccssary.and proper," was to appear 
before Constantinople -I-. Sir Thomas Louis, in a: dispatch to Mr. Ar-

:mthnot, dated the 26th of January, off the Dardanelles, told the 
Ambassador, " that he might depend on, the squadron's proceeding 
to Constantinople, in spite •of opposition on the part of the Turks, 
1.i.'henever he might think such a measure necessary, as h,e was c071-
f  ident of performing that. service with facility*." To this opinion 
Mr. Arbuthnot referred His Majesty's Ministers iu his dispatch to 
Lord Howick§. If therefore the service could have been performed 
at that time, and the Ambassador, who had the sole dircc4tion of the 
operation, • did not command such an appearance of the fleet before 
the capital, •the English Ministry are surely to be absolved from all 
blame of unnecessary delay; and if more than three weeks from the 
date of Sir Thomas Louis's letter of the 26th of January, were gained 
by the Ottoman Government 11, the reason why a circumstance so 
fortunate for the Turks was suffered to occnr, when a squadron . 
competent and ready to prevent it was under the Ambassador's order, 

* Dispatch, No. 5. 
t Papers, Inclosure No. Q. 
/ Second Inclosure in Paper No. 9. 

Paper, No. 9. 
II Dispatch from Mr. Arbuthnot to Lord ilowick, Paper No. 9. 

7 E 2 
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.  • •  ' 

	

	 , 

is not to be demanded of the Cabinet at St. James, but the b tua ell 1   

diplomatique ,-)f Pera. 
The truc point of enquiry will be seen also by a view of the trap 

 

acti.f.ms  on shore immediately preceding, and during the period o'f; 
the expedition. On the 29th of January.  the Ambassador and hi*,_. 
suite, Op:ether with every individual of the British Factory, 
invited t(* dime on board the Endymion frigate at anchor in the--
hour of Constantinople:. As they were sitting- at coffee after ill 
fall in Use :rabin, they .found the ship Under weigh, Her cable 

- been cut. The assurance that they had been saved from .certa ,  "..., 
strnction, did not prevent the merchants, who had left their coma 
houses open, and even their papers exposed, from earnestly i 
iisg to be allowed to laud and abide' the event. The story noy 

t Constantinople is, that.a few strong words hastily delivered a 
..Di van by the Secretary or Legation, Nr.Wellesley Pole*, who dn. 
'the long period of the Ambassador's unfortunate retirement 
public business carried on all the political intercourse between C 

ritain and the Turkish : empire, occasioned a hint to be dropped, 
that a repetition of such a menace 'conveyed in such a manner, would, 
be answered by the Opening of the Seven Towers; and at the Cabe of 
he Ambassador's flight from the. capital, not only imprisonment, but 

ath, and " the most severe tortures that malice could invent-," were. 

4-  The Turks had interfered with the governments of Wallachia and Moldavia, in a  • 
nauller which.was judged a violation of their treaty with Russia: Mr. Pole, in terms which 
is better judgment would disapprove, threatened the capital with twenty sail of British 
tie-of-battle ships, and was so 'Mr ttiought to have gained his point, that Mr. Arbuthnot 
ehorted that the negotiation had taken a favourable turn (No. 6, Papers, Sc.); and the.  
recommendation of the Russian Minister Italinsky, conveyed to Clotirit 'Woronzow 

°mien, procured the Secretary, unless I am much mistaken, a pension of eight hundred 
onnds per annum, for haring risked the character of Evgland in behalf gf. 'another 

I) ewer., wifh whom M a few months she was in open war. 
+ Peur-t‘dr:nrall..otU;s Letter to I,ord Collintrood, Paper No. 
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understood to await all the English at Constantinople,. should they 
be seized as hostage-, and should the fleet fire upon the forts or the 
capital. Whether these apprehensions were well founded I. cannot 
myself (let( rinine, but they were not crated at the time by the Eng-
lisl, residents, and are now the subject of universal ridicule. Mr. 
Arbuthnot, however, by his sudden departure, certainly removed 
one of- tlie obstacles, which in case of the seizure of his person, might 
Kati e impeded the operations of our forces; and as he joined the squa-
dron off the Dardanelles on the 31st, no such change could have 
taken place in.the state of defence at the Dardanelles during the in-
ler\ al from the 26th to that day, as could prevent the squadrim from 

I proceeding to Constantinople. The delay then must have originated 
• either from the state of the wind or the advice of the Ambassador. 

cleat-Admiral Louis does indeed in his letter of the 5th of February 
to Lord Collingwood, seem to have changed his opinion delivered tea 
day. before, and to have tlunight that a greater force was necessary 
to accomplish the purposes of the expedition* ; ' but the facility with 
which the passage was made, and circumstances. afterwards known of 
the state of public feeling at Constantinople, would make it appear, 
that his apprehensions were unfounded. The additional force under 
Sir John Duckworth arrived on the 10th of February, and the Am-
bas.,ador declining the invitation to.  return with the.Capudan-Pasha 
in the Endyrnion to. Constantinople, .the squadron sailed through the 
Dardanelles, as before described, on the 19th of the same month.. 

On the appearance of the fleet before the capital, the Grand Sig-
nior was convinced of the necessity of submission; he sent for Gene-
ral.Sebastiani, whom he had for some time admitted .to a familiarity 
of intercourse never before witnessed between a Sultan and an Am-
bassador, and said, that, however reluctantly, he must reqUire his 
immediate departure. The General acquiesced in the decision, and. 

No. I, P:Ipers relative to the Expedition to the Dardanelles." 
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taking his leave, retired to the French palace, where he burnt all 
his papers, and - made every preparation for quitting the capital. 
The horses were saddled in the court-yard. At this time the princi 
ministers of the Porte were dressed in their official robes, and 
state-barges were. in readiness to convey them to the fleet, with 
of entire compliance with the British Minister's demands. Y 
whole population of Constantinople, ignorant of their inca 
and fired with indignation, rushed to arms, and the gentlema 
went on shore with the flag of truce assured me, that the whole 
glio Point, the shore, the walls and the houses, were ci,,zipletely•In 
as it were, beneath a panoply of moving weapons. Such a sloe 

- efence would, had the town been attacked; have only increas 
arnage and consternation of the besieged. The ships of war 

..  arbour were at once manned with a promiscuous crowd of sol 
ailors, and citizens : the Sultan Selim was filled with not less 
iree 'thousand 'Men: they demanded to have the fleet led- 	ag 

...-  he infidels, but at the earnest prayers and intreaties of Ge 
---  , ebastiani, were detained by the Sultan's orders, and.  -saved, 

'e avowed, from inevitable destruction, At the moment that t 
Turkish Government had decided upon submission, and the Fren 
were on the point of flying from the city, the advice of the Sp 

III•  '', esident, who thought that no very active operations were de 
pon'hy the commander of the squadron, persuaded a trial at neg 

iation, the darling but unsuccessful passion of the English peopl 
01 
. . 	" Never was'there any treaty between the French and English," says De 

but the French- always outwitted them: insomuch -( as I have been told) the Engl 
are a common proverb with tkem—That in all, or most of their battles and confli 
ith the French, the English have the better, but in their capitulations and treat 
ey come off still with the loss."—Book iii. cap. viii. We have dropped the proverb, 
hia may nut perhaps be less applicable to us than to our ancestors, who, it must be con-

essed, 
 

had no - great reputation for -capacity, as the same -author in another place has these 
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it was hoped that time might be thus gained until all the guns were 
mounted on the Seraglio walls, and batteries erected which might a-6 
least have an imposing appearance, but above all, until the setting 
in of the north.•cast wind secured the inactivity of the fleet. 

When the flag of truce arrived on shore on the 22d; every arti-
fice was employed to gain time, and the bearer of the dispatches 
was detained for many hours with pipes and coffee, and repeated in-
vitations to dine and participate in a variety of ceremonies with the 
tniniters of the Divan. This gentleman incessantly pressed, the 
Turks assiduously protracted, the answer, but both the one and the 
other expected each moment to hear of the advance of the squadron 
from Princes' Islands, as the wind was then southerly, and was .by 
those on shore thought strong enough to bring up the ships to the 
Seraglio. Had the English fleet weighed anchor and stood towards 
the city on that morning, there had been no war between Great Bri-
tain and the Porte. The Grand Signior would have chosen between 
the two alliances—theTurkish Ministers would have hastened to their 
baiges, and the French Embassy to their horses. As it was,, it was 
presumed that the English had not decided upon what measures they 
should pursue : the emissaries of our enemies advised a protraction,  
of the negotiation, and at the same time.assisted the Turks in form-
ing every possible species of defence. It was, however, never in-
tended that the Turkish fleet should quit the port and fight the 
squadron. What the Ambassador had reported in his dispatches 
of the 15th and 27th of January; was perfectly true, that notwith-
standing the " ships were called in readiness for sea,, seamen of •no 

• 

words: " Before the King of England took skipping, he sent to the King of France 
one of his heralds called Garter (a Norman born), with a letter of defiance, so well con-
trired, and in such excellent language, I can scarce persuade myself any Englishman 
writ it."—Book iv. rap. v. 
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;Ind could be found to man them*;" and it is not possible, that in th 
ourse of a month the case should have been so much altered, as 
ender the Ottoman fleet an object 'of just reliance to the Turks, or 
easonable fear to the English Admiral, who, notwithstanding his r 
ort, must have known their real inefficiency. This naval superiQ 
endered a bombardment of Constantinople at all time 	11 th 
crved, practicable, in spite of any land defences ; an 
oulcl have set the whole city in a blaze, it was so fill 
to squadron would remain at anchor until the first 
liable them to commence hostilities, that when, o 
.lie English ships were no longer visible from the t 
ime before the fact of their departure, and of t 
heir .enterprise, was credited at Constantinopl 

An inclination to avoid what might possibly lot5 
ous censure of any individual, has prevented me from ILLS 

some .details, in which the immediate agents in the above proc 
ould appear certainly to very little advantage ; nor would I 

.Lid so much on the subject, if the blame attached to the whole p 
nd conduct of the Expedition,  had not .been, with the height of 
ustice, laid solely -to the charge of the Ministers composing at t 
hue the British Cabinet; and if that opinion had not been 
teat measure, founded on some expressions contained in the 
ispatch from the Ambassador, dated at Malta, after the failure 
he attempt  

This last circumstance, together with the consideration that 
mbassador owed his appointment to, and has since been ran 

mongst, the political opponents of the aecusedMinisters, may 

4  Papers, Nos, 7, -  8, presented to the House, &c. puffutu to th 
Varch, 1808. 

See No. 9, Dispatch, from the Right Hon. Charles Arbuthnot to 1Ise 
.dated Malta, 10th April, 1807,-  received May 29th, by Mr. Secretary Canning. 
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urged in reply to the only remaining charge which can be made 
against those statesmen, namely, that the employer 'is-answerable. 
for, the actions of, the employed. It is true that Viscount Howick, 
in a dispatch to Mr. Arbuthnot; conveyed to him the King's' appro-
bation of his conduct*. • But it must be recollected, that this appro-
hation, was consequent upon the Ambassador's report of his own 
measures, in which it was not to be expected that he should include 
the sallies of his Secretary (the true cause of his -own unfortunate 
T.nisapprehensions), and which were not duly appreciated until the 
breaking 	of the war. It was impossible for the Cabinet of Lon• 
don to be aware, that at the moment Mr. Arbuthnot reported so fa-
vourably of the interview between the new Reis Effendi and Mr.. 
Pole, the circles of Pera were amusing themselves with the.intem-
perate triumphs of the youthful diplomatist., When the Ambassador 
'saw his Secretary gallopipg down the streets of Buyuk-dere, waving 
his hat, *and crying victory, it was not Perhaps very probable that it - 
should be suggested to him, that in a short time afterwards he himr-
self should retreat no less speedily through a back door, from the 
palace of Pera to the port. The domesticealamity, and very serious 
illness, which rendered theAnibassador " incapable of paying due • 
attention to any part of his public business{-;" And: the nonnage 
of his, substitute, May.  be some excuse for The mistakes which caused 
the rupture between Turkey and Great Britain; but the delicacy 
'which prevented the arraignment, of the agents by. their employers, 
cannot operate iipon the impaitial.and unconcerned spectator, nor 
absolve him from the day, however insignificant may be hiS-efforis, 
of disclosing such a pjrtion of facts not generally know*, as may 
counteract the imputation cast upon greatpublic Characters 'witho'ut 
the slightest foundation or pretence for blame.. 

* Papers, No. 6. 
t See the above Paper, No. 9. 

7 F ' 
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With the persuasion that a more decisive menace would, on the 
appearance of the fleet, without any hostility, have effected the pur-
poses of the expecUtiou, we may feel - many regrets, that other mea-
sures had not. produced a .different termination of the affair; but as 
the war was not prevented, we cannot surely lament. that we did not, 
by the rapid conflagration of a wooden city, cause. the certain de-
struction of an immense defenceless population, at 
all the ,Mistian subjects in the capital, which:: 
threatened at the time, and which the power oft  
in opposition to a multitude of armed fanatiq, 
unable to prevent, 	• 

It may be some consolation, under our discom 
what every thing I could gather on the spot 
that there was not an intelligent man in the enkt, 
that those who' had burst through their redoubtable Dardanelles, 
were intimidated by the cannon owthe .mouldering walls of the Se- 
raglio, or who attributed the safety of the capital to any other mo- 
tive than forbearance, and a disinclination from baying recourse  tp 
unjust extremities, 

• 
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ALBANIAN LANGUAGE. 

I have asserted the Albanian to be an u-nwritten.language, which, 
as far as the Albanians themselves are concerned, is the case 
in every part of •the country -Which came under our observation; 
but it appear's, that an attempt was made about .the beginning of 
the la'q century to reduce it to rule, and embody it in•a grammar. 
by a m-mber of the Society for propagating the Faith, who seemed 
fully aware of the.  nature of his task, „and called it, indeed, a new , 

in the grammatical heaven. The book, which is now before 
me, has the following title : 9sssrvationi Graminaticali, nella 'lin- 

All2anese del P. Francesco Maria da Lecce, Min. Oss. 
13,3,0.z:felt° Apostolico delle Missioni di. Macedonio, dedicate agli• 
em.incntis: e reverendissinzi Signori•Cardinali della Sagra.  Congre:. 
gazi ?ne di Propaganda' • Fede. in Roma, Pella Stamperia della 

' Sag..Congr: di Prop. F-ede,.1716. Any one,, from. a perusal of the. 
grammar, ?night conceive it to be that of a written tongue ; but a 
sentence of the prefixed notice to the reader, would undeceive hini, 
for there it is said, that the Albanian people dispersed through va-
rious provinces and kingdoms, not having the written knowledge. of 
their own idiom, expect with impatience the present work,,tbat they 
may behold, as in the purest chrystal, their proper image. E quci 
popoli Albanesi dispersi per varie pro.  vincie e regni, non avendo la 
notizia scritturale de proprio idionza, aspettano con' iLipatienza la 
presente opeea, per oSservart, come in chiarissinto cristallo,. la 
propria itngine. From the concluding Sentence. of this preface, it 
appears that father da Lecce directed his granunatical observations 
to those Italian religious who were destined• to the service of .tbe 
mission ; and to.  them, I believe, it has been confined, for, as .is be-
fore said, I never heard of the Albanian as a.written tongue. The 

• ' 
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- grammar was composed.fOr the preVions instruction of the youdg. 
missionaries, and to prevent a catastrophe that had before frequently 
occurred; the return of Many of them from Albania, in despair of 
aeouiring without any master, a competent knowledge of the lan-
guage. ..Some characters must have been, however, in Use amongst 
-the missionaries previously to the date-of this attempt, for-the Padre 
-bilks of an Albanian alphabet as in existence - -itVt!4-;i4-it*  
formed, with the exception of five letters, of 
His words are, Le lettere appo gl' Albanesi sono , 
quail e la mcdcsima the quella de Latini, cecet ,  .; 
seg.  uente alfabetto si mostra, a, b, c, d, e, ,f, 
0, p,  (J, 1' , SI l' ) ill ..1:-,  1J, z., T, T f , e, 
bishop rick of Butrinto, in Dalmatia, Calabria, 
Roman Catholic. Albanians, these.. characters ai 	 .: 

qua!ified decidedly to say, but I never heard of them in t _nu ,.... 
of our jo.nrney. Four of the additional letters are representatives of 
sounds.which are found in the Romalc, but not in the letters'of the 
language of the Padre Francesco. 75--  is a Romaic data,-pronounced 
dth; TT is the Greek 0, of which the - Italians are altogether ig-

- orant, calling it seta; hl is sounded as the modern Greeks read that 
'phi:bong, which is shorter than.  the Italian it,- but so little. different 
,..oin it, • that another character was scarcely necessary to express its 
gnification. . A is the Greek lambda, as we pronounce it, and the 

:addition of this letter to the Italian c, seems unnecessary; as only 
one 1 is sounded by the Albanians ; but e.. is sometimes stronger than 
ether the Roinaip z or. English z; and after repeated trials with our 

Albanians, I am not sure that it is quite correctly represented by az. 
W.s the Padre was so attentive to the insertion of the additional . 
tr-o,tinds, he might haVe taken notice of five which cannot be repro-, 
• scut 0 by any of his or our single letters, but which the-.Albanians 
Ai ' • 
. pron0.14.1 	So simply, that they can hardly be called diphthongal 
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these are the m and n; and gand f, h.nd k, prefixed to another Conso- 
• naut; the two-first of,which the modern Greer's have made use of in. 

spelling words derived from other: languages, but have dropped 
their sc mid. Thus, although in RomaiOparet'gporagoc, is barbarous, 
and vro'cvio, daiino, yet if those words were Albanian, the 1.4 and IA' 

would have a half sound, such as I know-not how to figure byany • 
written exa:nple. As for the combinations oltonsonants, they are in 
this tongue productive of words. which anEnglish mouth must find 
it no tOsy task to produce. • 

The I uriush, Romai'c, Latin, Italian, IFrench,. and English lan-
gnages, seem to have had a share in the composition of several of the 
Albadian. words and phrases. As might be expected from the insta-
hilityof an unwritten tongue,_ the speech of one Partof the country 
differs materially from- that or the other quiatters .of the same region, '  
and the twenty-four dialects of' the ancient Asiatic Albania, maybe 
equalled in number by those. of the modern European provinces. In 
the country above Tepellene; a. great portion of' the, words* are 
Turkish ; lower, downthan roannina, the Romaie is generally bor-
rowed to supply the deficien'cies of the tongue ; and on the coast, 'the 
Italian is the predoriiinaut mixture. 	Swinburne, in a. passage 
of his travels,, referred to at. the end of Letter XIII., has given a 
tolerably cepious list -of English words, -and those not hoirowed 
from the Greek or•Latin,. or the previlent langiiageS of modern Eu-
rope; which he, declares are-to be found representing the same mean-
ing in the jargon spoken. by the Albanians-settled in.Calabria ;*: but 
only three of all he has enumerated, would be'understoOd by an 
inhabitant of. the country which, we visited„ The Varanges, or 
English body-guard, Who were employed in•the servcce of the latter 
emperors, and a.corpsof whom attended- 	Commenus_ to 'the 
battle of Durazzo, are the only British of whose possible poininuni7. 
cation with the settlers in Greece and Epirus, history makes any 
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mention ;. hut if the English and the Albanians could be Owed to 
their original soil, the partial similarity of the two languages might 
notbe considered snsirtgular, aS it is rendered by our.pre-sent limited 
retrospect into the antiquities of nations. • The most striking resem-
blance is in the present, indicative of the verb to be,. which is u or 

lou •,yant, 
I had collected with considerable pains, a 

banian spoken by the peasants of Attica, au( - 
• place in this Appendix, if the Grammar of 
in My way.. From .comparing the two sp 
guage of the Attic and Epirote. Arnoot 
With a certain discrepancy, . which may be 
variety of its dialects, and to the different - 
received.in the many regions inhabited by this dispersed people. 

The Missionary declares in the commencement of his book, that 
the Albanian coincides in phrase-almost entirely with the Italian—
la lingua Albanese conviene quasi in tutto nella frase con la nostra 
Italiana. •  Ile was evidently talking of those who \ N;  ere inhabitants.  
of, or confined upon, the territories of the Venetians, or the Cala-
brian Arnoots, He would not have made - the -same remark relative 
to the natives of Delvinaki and •Tepellene. A great portion of the 
phraseology of the Italicized Albanians (if I may use the word ), is 
possibly very similar- to that of the Milanese or Tuscan peasant ; but 
the truth seems to be, that in the naked Arnoot may be discerned the• 
visible remains of an ancient language which no longer exists*.. 

Nous ne parlerons pas ici de certaines.langues peu eteudues, reste visible d'un ancien 
langage qui ne subsilte pies, ou du moins de quelques auciens dialectes si fort alteres 
est diffieile d'en demeler Forigine—Telles sont dans notre occident, les langues.Aasq,ues, 
alloise, et Flandoise; Celle est au voisinage de la Grece„ (Tile des Albanois, nu Mon-
tagna'rds de, l'Epire. Nous avons un dictionnaiie de cette derniere langue, et it semble 
qu'elle ne soit qu'un melange de pfitsieurs langages differens.—Histoire de l'Acattemie 
Royale des Inscriptions et Belles Lettres, tome 18, p. 69.. 
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Da Lecce, however, appears-to have taken much pains in. pitting 
• 'together this grammar ; and I shall give an abridgement- of the•  

performance, with scarcely any remarks. on'hiS arrangement or pre-
cision. 

{To prevent the necessity of making use.of the strange characters given in the gram-
mar of Da Lecce, 7 will, in the following abridgment, be represented by its 
equivalent, an' English d in the.  Roman character; 7 7 by a qreek' 0 ; 
E by dz in the Roman character; 1 by an English 1; and e by ou, also in 
Roman letters.] 

- 
In the Albanian language the articles are not prefixed, but added to the 

nouns ; they are, a, c ;  i, t ---,i is the *masculine-article of the siniularnumber,e 
of the plural, .excelat in anomalous nouns, when it is te or t; as guri*, the 
stone; gurete, the stones; frati, the brother; fratinit, the brothers;. a is the 
feminine article in the singular number, and t. in the plural .as.dzOgna, the 
lady; dzognat, the ladies. The singular article of neuter adjectives anti pro. 
nouns, is te, as, 

• • 	. 
Imiri, . 	Emireia,. 	Temirete,. 
Bonus, 	Bona, 	. 	Bonum ; ' 

And End ; 	.g meia, 	Tenite, 
Mobs, 	Mea. - 	 Meant;... • 

except the demonstrative pronouns this and thdt, which, as well as the proper 
names in the singular number, have no ;article. The declensions of nouns are. 
three. ,The first declension makes the genitive case terminate in se, as sdogna, 
sdogncse, the tidy,- of the lady. The second declension has the genitive in 'it, 
as dzot, dzottit, the gentleman, of- the gentleman. The genitive ease of the 
third declension, ends in ut, as bar.ku,• barkutt, the. belly, of ;the belly. Pape, 
a pope, is thus declihed.: papa, the pope; gen. papese ; idaf.papese ; • ace.. • 

.papcnc ; voc. b papa; abl. prei papet 	pipet, popes, papete, the 
ropes ;  -gen: papcact ; dat.. papevet ; acc. pantie; voc-. ir.papet .abl. prei. 
papese. It is a general rule, that the vocative is the. Ante as the nominative 
without the article, .and that-the genitive and dative caies are plike in both mini-
hers. dzognc, a lady, 'with ,the article, in the nominative, is dzogna gen., 

• . 
' The Albanian words are to be read 'according tb tlie7talian mode of pronunciation.. 
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:diognese ; dat.dzognese ; ace. dzognenej voc. o dzagne ; 	prei dzognet ; 
and in the plural. dzogne,-ladies, is dzognat; gen. dzognaret ; dat. dzognavet; 
acc. dzognat; voc. o dzogna; al2l. prei dzognase.' 

The letter t may be taken from the ablative singular, and it may be adjoined 
to the ablative plural.. Thus, instead of pr eipaietoret, may be said, prei 
paietore, froth-  theadvocate ;.and prei paietorascit will signify, from the ad-
vocates, as well as prei paietorasc. -The Padre then gives a neuter noun, 

-Which Seems irregular; croue, head; 6-orret, the head; gen. crese, of the 
head; dat. crese-; acc. crouet; voc. o crone; abl, prei creie, or prei creiet; 
pin. crena, heads((xpxica); crenat, the heads ; gen. crenaret ; dat. crenarct; 
acc. crenat; voc- o crena; abl. prei cren asc, or crenascit. Thisnottn, when 
applied to the name of a title or office, *such as head of the church, is turned 
into the masculine gender. 

Ths Second Declension, GeniIive in It. 

Dzot, .master or sir ; dzotti, the master; gen. dzottit; dat.. dzottit; dat. 
dzoine, or dzone; 	c. b dzot; pin. dzottinij, masters.  or sirs; dzottinijte, the 
masters; gem. dzotiinilvet;" dat. dzottinijret ; acc. dzottinijte; voc. b dzottinij; 
abt. preidzottinijsc, There are four other examples of masculine nouns, each of 
them having their plurals similai to those of the above substantive, but varying 
in their singular number.. Their accusative cases are formed by the addition of 
n to the definite nominative)  and shortenhig the penultimate vowel, ex. grat: 
cussaari, the robber, accusative cussarin; mescetaari, the priest; accusative 
mescetarin. 	 • 

The grammar giVekthirteen examples of anomalous nouns belonging to this 
declension; but the: irregularity of ten of them consists, as appears to me, in 
the nominative plural; for in other respects they are declined like the former 
example; prift, priest, mates priftinit, priests, gardina, cardinal, gardinaif• 
gruun, grain ; grunte—helb, barley, helbina—giarpen, serpent, giarpagne—
gilpan, a needle, gilpagne-;—drappen, a book, drippagne—duchien, a foundery, 
dugagne—setrttt, a bed, sctrcitina-7-scpirt ) a spirit', scpirtina. The remaining 
three, bretiali breviaiy; ungil, evangelist;. missal, napkin, make their pin- 
rals, breoiaj, 	missed, but vary- in the other case from the foregoing 
nounS; they are declined as follows c missed, napkins; smissaite, the napkins; 
gen. Missaiet; dat. miss-aiet; acc. missaiete; voc..rnissai; abl. prei missaise. 
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The Nouns of the Third Declension, 

Are all declined like fik, fig; which makes fiku, the fig; gen. fikut; dat. 
put; acc. fikun; voc. b fik; abl. prei fikut; plu.fechie, figs ; fcchiete, the 
figs; gen.fiechiet; dat.fechiet; acc.feehiete; voc. bfeehie; abl. prei ficchi-
ese or like bark, belly, in which noun the plural is different from that of fish, 
making the nom. indef. barchi; the nom. def. barchiete; gen. barchiet; acc. 
barchite; voc. b barchi; abl. prei barchiesc. 

Nouns Adjective. 

All the four instances in the grammar are similar to the following example 
of, ilunz, blessed; and from it a general rule may be extracted, which will 
serve for any adjectives beginning with a vowel, the only kind noticed by the 
author. 

Singular. 
Masculine.. 	 Feminine. 	 Neuter. 

N. 	 Hum, 	 Elume, 	 Telume. 
.Nom. def. 	llumi, 	 Elumeia, 	Telumete. 
Gen. 	Telurnit; 	Selumese, 	Telumit. 
Dat. 	Telumit, 	Telumese, 	Telumit. 
Acc. 	Telumin, 	Telumene, 	Telumete. 
Voc. 	o Hum, 	6 Elume, 	6 Telume. 
Ablat. 	Prei selumit, 	Prei selumet, 	Prei selumet. 

Plural. 
Masculine. 	 Feminine. 	 Neuter. 

N. 	Telume, 	Teluma, 	Like the feminine. 
Nom. def. Telumte, 	Telumat, 

Telumevet; 	Telumavet, 
Telumevet; 	Telumavet, 
Telumte, 	Telumat;  

Telume, 	n Teluma;  
Prei selumisc; 	Prei selumasc. 
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Pronouns. 
I. Of me. To me. Me. From me. 

U, une, unaj. , Mae. Mue. Mue. Prei meie. 
We. Of us. To us. Us. From us. 
Ha. Neve. Neve. He. Prei pest. 
Thou. Of thee. To thee. Thee. From thee. 
Ti. Ton. 2'ou. Tou. Prei teie. 
Ye. Of ye. To ye. You. From ye. 
Yu. Yuue. Yuue. Yu. Yusc. 
Of himself.' To himself. Himself. From himself. 
[Teti. Yeti. Vetehen. Prei veti. 

Of his, very self. Dative. Accusative. Ablative. 
Vetivetiut. Velivetiut. Vetevehen Prei vetiveti. 
Or, oueti, oueti, 	. ouetehen, pre oueti. 

The possessive pronoun em, mine, is declined like the adjectives in every re-
spect, except that the nom. plural, neut. is tern, not teme ; out thine, is 
irregular; »Om. sing. out, iote, tat; nom. def. outi, ioteia, tatt; gen. tit, 
ssate, tit ; dat. tit, ssate, tit; ace. tanden, tandene, tatt; abl. prei shit, 
Prei sate, Prei sole. In the plural, the neuter and feminine are the same. 
Nom. tetuu, tetua ; nom. def. tetuute, tetuat ; gen. tetuvet, tetuavet; dat. 
tetuvet, tetuavet ; acc. tetuute, tetuat; abl. prei setuusci, prei setuasc. His is 
itij; hers etije*, 

Sing. nom. def. itinaj, etija; gen. tetijt, or tetinaj, essai, or essaine ; dat. 
the same as genitive; acc. tetijne, tessaine; abl. prei sett, prei sescut.. 
Te4i, his, and tatija, hers, in the plural are declined like regular adjectives. 
Tetij, his, in the neuter singular, with the article, makes tetijte. The other 
cases are the same as the masculine in the singular, and as the feminine in the 
plural, number. 

Oun, ours, is thus declined: Nom. oun, jone, Lane; nom. def. sing. oune, 
jona, tanete; gen. tounit, sanese; tine; dat. the same as genitive; acc. tanen, 
tanene, tanete; voc. the same as nominative; abl. prei sounit, prei sane 

* It must be remembered, that the Italian j is pronounced like y. 
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or sone, prei sine. In the plural, tane masculine, and tona feminine, are de-
clined like adjectives: there is no neuter plural. 

Ouj, yours; nom. sing. ouj, tuej, tai; nom. def. ouij, tueja, tact; gen. touit, 
ssuej, touit ; dat. the same as genitive; acc. taro, tame, tattne; abl. prei 
souit, prei sote, prei sou; plu. nom. ait, tuei; nom. def. Mite, tueit ;  gen. 
toouiet, tuievet ; dat. the same as genitive; accus. taite, tueit; ablat. prei 
setouescit, prei sesuasc. The neuter the same as the feminine. The pronouns 
demonstrative kou: this—is thus declined : Nom. kou, kio, keta ;  gen. ,ketij, 
kessai, ketij ; dat. the same as genitive ; acc. kete, kete, keta ; ablat. prei 
kessi, prei kessoie, prei kessi; nom. plu. keta, ketb, these; gen. ketoune, 
ketoune ; dat. the same; acc: keta, ketb ; abl. prei kessisc, prei kessosc. The 
neuter the same as the feminine. 

Ai or aou, that—is declined, exactly the same as kou. These two pronouns 
are declined, with substantives, but the ablative case is then made kesso and 
asso in both numbers. Juetimi or jouetemi alone, and tieter, another, are 
declined like adjectives, as also is isil, such. Ndogn, or ndonagni, some one, 
is irregular in the neuter gender and the plural number. 

Nom. ndogn, ndogne, or ndogna, ndogne ;  gen. ndognanij, ndognese, 
ndognai ; dat. the same ; acc. ndognanin, ndognane, ndogne ;  abl. prei 
ndonagnit, prei ndogne ;  nom. plu. dissa, dissa ;  gen. dissavet, dissave ; dat. 
the same; acc. dissa, dissa ;  abl. prei dissa, prei dissa ;  neuter the same as 
feminine. 

Numerals. 
Gni, one, declined. 

Nom. gni, gniani, gni ;  gen. gnanit, gnianese, tegnai ; dat. the same ; ace. 
gnanin, gnanene, gni or gnia ;  abl. prei gnanit, prei gnanet, prei gni. 

Nota.—Che non ha plurale : per cagione, the uno di sua natura e singu-
lare. F. M. da Lecce. 

Dou, two, declined : the same in all genders. 
Nom. dou ; gen. douue ; dat. the same; acc. dou ; abl. prei dououse. 
Tre, three, makes tri in the feminine and neuter, and is not declined,'except 

with prei, the sign of the ablative case. " One of the two men," is iddouti ; 
one of the two women, eddoute ; and the two vowels are applicable in the same 
manner to the other numbers. Pari, the first, with its feminine pare; ; dauti)  
the second, and the feminine douta, are declined like substantives. 

7G2 
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The Verbs. 

It would exceed my limits to give any thing more than a short sketch of the 
verbs, of which the grammar treats at great length. There are ten conjuga-
tions of regular verbs. Those of the first conjugation have their infinitive in 
aem, the indicative in ogn, the past tense in ova, mekenduem, to sing; 
kendogn, kendova. 

2. Conjug. infin. ouem; pres., indic. egn; past, eva, me scerbouem, to serve, 
scerbegn, scerbeva. 

3. Conjug. infin. une; pres. ind. ign; past, a)  me lid une, to tie, lidign, 
lid a. 

4. Conjug. infin, aam; pres.. ind. agn or aign; past, ana, me baanz, to do, 
bagn, bana. 

5. Conjug. infin. re; pres. indic. r; past, a, me marre, to take, mar, muora. 
6. Conjug. infin. e; pres. indic. el; past, a, me celle, to open, celle eel, la. 
7. Conjug. infin. im; pres. indic. i or ign; past, va, me piim, to drink, pi, 

or pign, piva. 
8. Conjug. infin. um ; pres. iodic. e; past, una, nzevunz, to put, ye, vuna. 
9. Conjug. infin. em; pres. indic. egn or ign; past, eva,—kienz, to drink, 

kiegn, kieva. 
10. Conjug. infin. ane; pres. indic. 	past, a—me ngrane, .to eat, ha, 

hangra. 
I have made two or three alterations from the book before me, as the exam-

ples were such as to show that the rules were ill-constructed, and the reader 
may observe that the above division might be simplified and otherwise improved. 

The verbs active are conjugated with the auxiliary verb rne passune, to 
have, whose tenses are as follows: 

Pres. indic. une kam, T. have; ti kee, ai, ka, na kemi, we have; yu kini, 
aid kd.ne. 

Past imp. une kesc, I did have;, ti kiscgnie, ai kisct, na kiscgnime, we did 
have; yu kiscgite, ata kiscgine. 

Perf. past, une pace; or puccia, I bad ; ti patte, ai pat, na patme, or pame, 
we,bad; yu pate, ata patne or pane—I have had, is made by adding passune 
to the pres. indic,; and, I, had had, by adding the same to the past tense, 
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The future is formed by adding me passune to the pres. indic. as une kam me 
passune, I will have, 9,r I am to have. 

Fut. condit. nde puccia, if I may or shall have; nde pace, nde past, nde` 
paccim, if we may, &c. nde pacci, nde paccin. 

Pres. imper. ki  ti, have thou; keet ai, let him have; kemi na, have we; 
kini.yu, kene ata. 

The Italian future imperative is formed by putting me passune between ,the 
verb and pronoun of the indicative present, as ke me passune ti. 

The optative present and imperfect is formed by adding seen te or scei te, to the 
past imperfect indic. as sceor, or scei tekesc, that I might; or, I would have. 

The optatiVe past imperfect is the same as. tire future condit. present, with 
the pronoun subjoined, and the nde taken,away,_ as puccia une, that I may 
have at some time. 	 • 

The optative past perfect, sceitekeem passune,keesc,keetj kemi, keni, kene. 
The optative preter-pluperfect the same as the present optative, with the 

addition of passune, 
The optative future, the same as the optative past-perfect without the passune. 
The conjunctive present, chi une to keem,_ the same as the keem in the opta.... 

tive present perfect. 
The conjunctive past.  imperfect, chi une te kesc, the_.sarae as the kesc in the 

optative present and imperfect. 
The conjunctive perfect past, chi une ti keem passune, the same-as- the con-

junctive present. 
The gerunds, une tue passune, I having; une tue pas passune,1 having,  had; 

chi une te kesc passune, makes the Italian conciosiache io havessi avuto, and 
une nca- pds kesc passune, make se io haTessi havuto—cur te keem, When I shall 
have, cur te Reese, &c. cur te keem passune ;  when I,-shall have had, &c. nde 
puccia passune, If I shall have had. 

Infinitive present and imperfect, nze passune, to have.. 
Perfect, me passune passune, to have had; kam per te• passunel  1 ant to. 

have, ke per te passune, 8fc. 
Participle, passes, or I passune, or e passune, has, or he or she who- has. 
Supine, passune, had. 
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kenduem, to sing, is thus conjugated. 
Present tense, une kendogn, I sing; ti kendbn, at kendon, na kendojemi A  

we sing, ,yu kendbne, ata kendbine. 
Imperfect, une kendognete, I did sing; ti kendognie, al kendbnt, na ken-

dbgneme, we did sing ; yu kendbgnite, ata kendbgnine. 
Past, une kendbva, I sang; ti kendbve, ai kendoi, na kendi4eme, we sang; 

yu kenditete, ata kendizene. 
Past perfect, une kam kenditem, I have sung, &c. 
Plus.'-quam..perfect, laze pace kenduem, I had sung. 
Future, une kam me kenduem, I will, or I am to sing. 
Future conditional, nde kendofscia, if I shall sing; nde kendbfsc, nde ken- 

doft, nde kendofscim, if we shall sing; nde kendofsci, nde kendofscin. 
Imperative present, kendon ti, sing thou, same as indicative present. 
Imperative future, ke me kend&em ti, in Italian, canterai to—fra me ken- 

duem,8cc. 
Optative present and imperative, scei te kendognete, would that 1 might 

sing ; scei te kendognie, 8sc. 
- Past perfect, scei te keem kendieem would that 1 had sung; scei te kesc 
kenditem. 

Preter pluperfect, scei te kesc kenduem, would that I should have sung; 
scei te kiscgnie kenditem. 

Optative future, scei te kendogn, dio voglia the io canti, scei te kendoiscl  
and the same as the present indic. 

Conjunctive, chi une te kendogn conciosiache io canti, and'the same ,as the 
optative future. 

Gerund, une tue kenduem, I singing. 
Past imperfect conjunctive, chi une te kendognete conciosiache io cantassi, 

, or canterei. 
Imperfect conditional, une me kenduem, if I might sing ; ti me kenduem, 

ai me kenduem )  na me'kenduem, yu me kenduem, ata me kenditem. 
Past perfects , chi une te keem kenditcriz conciosiache io habbia cantuto, Scc. 
Gerund, une tue passzine kenduem, I having sung, declined with ti, ai, na, 

.yu, ata. 
Pluperfect, chi une te kesch kenditem, conciosiache io havessi cantato, &c. 
Pluperfect conditional, une nde pas kesi kendicenz, if I should have sung, 

&c. ; or, une sue passitne kenditem. 
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. 	Future conditional, nde paccia kenditem, if I shall have sung, nde pace, 4c.1  
or cur te kendogn, when I shall sing; and cur te aem kenditem„ when I shall 
have sung. 

me kenditem, to sing;, me passune kenditem, to,have sung; per 
te kenditem, to be about to sing. 

Participles. Kanghessi, be who ,sings,; kendieem, sung. 

The Second Conjugation. 
Me scerboucm, to serve, is formed inevery respect like me kenditem, to sing;. 

and the only simple tenses which are not composed by the help of the auxiliary 
verb, are the indic. pres. scerbegn, 1 serve; the imperfect, scrl4gnete, I did 
serve; the past, saTbeva, 1. served ;, the future conditional, nde scerbefscia, 
if I shall serve. By compounding these tenses according to the rule of the for-
mer verb, it.will,be easy to form, the other tenses of me scerbouem. 

The Third:. Conjugation. 
Me lidune, to tie,. is' subject. to the same' rule as the preceding:  verb ; the 

indicative present, is lidign, I tie; imperf. lidgnete, I. did tie; lida, I tied ; 
fut. condit. nde lidcia, if I shall. tie;. the present imperative is,. however, lid 
ti, tie thou..  

But the grammar. gives. examples of: verbs belonging, to this conjugation, 
Which are irregular in the indicative present, although their infinitives are in 
une, and their part tenses in. a., 

Me buitune; to lodge, makes une bAgn,, I lodge ; blegnete, I. did lodge; 
buita,,1 lodged.; nde b-uiscia, if I shall lodge; buy ti, lodge thou. 

Me prekune, to take or touch,. makes une. perkas, I.touch ; perkisgnetc, I 
slid touch; preka, I touched nde. r2.kscia, if I shall touch ; prek ti, touch 
thou. 

Me. pouetune, to leinand ;. una- pones, I. demand ; puesgnete, 1 did de-, 
mand ';, poueta, I: demanded ; nde poueccia, if, I shall demand; pouet 	de- 
mand thou. 

Me paditune„, to accuse ; une: padis, I.  accuse (ti paditen, thou accuses° 
pddignete, I did accuse; paditu, I accused; nde padiccia, if I shall accuse; 
padite ti, accuse thou., 
• Me ddsciune, to love or will; une. due, I love; dbgnete, I did love; descia,. 
I loved; nde daccia, if I •shall love; duei . ti, love thou. 
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Me ndegune, to sit; une ri, I sit; rignete, I did sit; nftnizi, I sat; nde 
ndegnscia, if l shall sit; ri ti, sit thou. 

Me mbaitune, to hold; une mba, I hold; mbdignete, did hold; mbritta, 
I held ; nde mbaicia, if I shall hold ; mba ti, hold thou. 

Me mpoutune, to suffocate; une mpous, I suffocate; mpousgnete, I did 
suffocate; mpouta, I suffocated ; nde mpouscia, if I shall suffocate ; mpououete 
ti, suffocate thou. 

Me britune, to gnaw; une. bre', I gnaw; bregnete, I did gnaw ; brita, I 
gnawed ; .nde britscia, if I shall gnaw ; bry ti, gnaw thou. 

Me brittune to bray; une britas, I bray ; brittasgnete, I did bray; britta, I 
brayed; nde brittescia, if I shall bray; britt ti, bray thou. 

Me ardzune, to come ; une vign, I come ; vignete, I did tome; ersc, I 
came*; nd' arscia, ill shall come; eia ti, come thou ; the tenses of this verb 
are some of them formed by the auxiliary verb me kiene, to be. 

Me votune, to go; une vete, I go; vegnete, I did go; voita, I went; nde 
virsfscia, if I shall go; (nde vofsc, nde Daft) ;  ve ti, go thou; also partly com-
pounded of me kiene, to be. 

Me mbetune;to remain ; une les, t remain ; jesgnete, I did remain ; mbece, 
I remained ; nde nzbeccia, if I shall remain; itt ti, remain thou. 

In like manner, me bdecune, to die, make une bdes, I die, &c. 
By some accident, the Padre then conjugates in part for the second time, 

me .prekune, to take, and me ndgeniune, to sit ; but as he himself says, be-
sides the tediousness of the work, it would require a world of paper to go 
through the whole of his detailt. 

• The Fourth Conjugation, Inf. ham. 
Me bdam, to do; une bagn, I do; bagnete, I did do; bana, I did; mbdfs-

cia, if I shall do; ban ti, do thou. 
• Me damn, to divide, the same as the last verb, except that the .indic. pres. 
is daign. 

The tenses of these verbs are formed in the same manner as those of the first 
conjugation, but there are three examples of irregular verbs, which are, 

The author has forgotten, that his anomalous verbs of the third conjugation have their past 
tenses in a. 

t Oltre ii tedio vi vorrebbe, ancora un ixiondo di carts, p. 130. 
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Me nurdam, to slay ; une nurds, I slay ; nztrisgnete, I did slay; nurava, I 
slew; nde nurafscia, if I shall slay; nurae ti, slay thou. 

.Me rdam, to fall ; une bye, I. fall ; bygnete, I did fall ; rael  I fell ; nde 
rafscia, if I shall fall ; by ti, fall thou. 

Me pdam, to see; une scioff, I see; scifgnete, I did see, pae, I saw; nde 
pascia, if I shall see ; sag' ti, see thou. 

The Fifth Conjugation, Infin. re. 
Me bdierre, to loose; une bdier, I loose; bdieergnete, 1 did loose; bdbra, I 

lost; nde bdierscia, if I shall loose ; bdyre ti, loose thou. 

The Sixth Conjugation, Ilfin. le. 
Me cele to open ; une cet, I open; ceIgnete, I did •open ; cila, I opened; 

nde cilscia, if I shall open; cel, or cil ti, open thou. 
Me . fole, to speak (irregular); une flas, I speak ; jlisgnete, I did speak ; 

fola, I spoke; nde Plscia, if I shall speak; fol ti, speak thou. 

Seventh Conjugation, Infin. ijm. 
Me hiim, to enter; une hiign, I enter ; hiignete, I did enter ; Mina, I en-

tered ; nde hizfscia, if I shall enter; hiim ti, enter thou. 

Eighth Conjugation, Ilfin. 
Me vicum, to put; une zee, 1 put; vegnete, I did put; tuna, I put; nde 

vufscia, if I shall put; 74e ti, put thou. 

Ninth Conjugation, h n. jem. 
Me kiiem, to drink; une kiiegn, I drink ; kiignete, I did drink; kiieva, 

drank; nde kiiefscia, if I shall drink; kiiei ti, drink thou. 

Tenth Conjugation, Infin. ane. 
Me ngrane, to eat; une ha, I eat; hagnete, I did eat; hangra, I ate; 

nde hangriscia, if I shall eat; h1c ti, eat thou. 
Me zane, to learn; une zaa, I learn; zignete, 1 did learn; zuna, I learnt; 

nde zancia, if I shall learn; zee ti, learn thou. 
Under this head the grammar includes nze Oane, to say; une Obm; I say (ti 

Oue, ai eot); ebscgnete, I did say ; ease, I said; ndeOascia, if I shall say ; 
e?ic ti, say thou. 

7 xr 
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On the mountains of Scutari, they say meeasciune, instead of me elne. 
Me preem, to cut off; une peres, I cut; perisgnete, I did cut; pereva, I 

cut; nde perefscia, if I shall cut; pere ti, cut thou. ,• 
Me bleem, to buy; une blee, I buy; blignete, I did buy; blew, I bought; 

nde blefscia, if I shall• buy, blii ti, buy thou. 
Verbs Passive. 

The verbs passive are conjugated by the assistance of me kiene, to be, which 
is thus formed. 

Indicative Present. 
Une jam (or yam), I am ; tijee, ai asct, nd jenzi, ju jni, ata Rine. 
Une jescete, I was once; ti iscgnie, ai iscte, nd iscgnime, ju iscgnite, a1 

iscgnine. 
- "LW kiesc, I was; ti kie, ai kie,m1 kieme,jie kiete, aid kiene. 

Une kdm kien'e, I have been; orjanz kiene, ti jce kiene, ai asct kiene, 4c. , 
Une pace kiene," had been;. ti paste kiene, ai putt kiene (see verb me pas- 

• Stine, to have. 	, 	-• 
. Une kdm m kiene, I Will be; ti lee-me kiene, 4c. 4.c. 
Une nde kiofs.cia, I, if I shall be; nde kibfsc, nde kibft, nde kiefseim, nde 

kiofsci, nde.kib lcin. 
Ji ti, be thou; jeteui, jenti 0, jani jie, Fuze atb. 
Ke 

 
me kierte ti, be thou shalt; ka me kiene ai, 4.c. (see verb me passune). 

Scei te jescete; that I maybe; scei te iscgnie, scei te iscte, scei te iscgime, 
scei te .iscgnite, steel te isegnine. 
, Kiofscia une, let me. be; kiofsc ti, .9cc. 
Scei tekeem kiene, that I may have teen ; scei te keescekiene,,4c. 
Scei te kescete kiene,.if I might have been ; scei te kiscgnie kiene, sceitekiset 

kiene, scei tekiscignime kiene, scei te kiscgnite.kiene, scei te kiscgniekiene. 
Scei te jeem, that I may be about to be; scei te jesce, scei te fete, scei to jenzi, 

scei te ini, scei te jene. 
Chi une te jeem, would. then that. I. might Le; (conciosiache io sia), chi ti .te 

?see, Sr C. 
Une tue kiene, I being ; declined ti tue kiene, 4c. 	• 
Chi une te jescete, (conciosiache io fossi), chi tile iscgnie, 4c. 
°Un e me kiene, if I might be, &c. 
Chi une te jern, or te keem kiene. (conciosia the io sia stato), chi ti le jest 

kiene, chi Pi,te fete kiene, 4c. 
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Une tue passune kiene, I having been, declined with ti, ai, na, 
Chi une te kescete kiene, would then that I might or should have been ;, (con-

ciosia the io fossi, e, sarei stato), erc. 
Nde pas kescete kiene, if I might have been, &c. une me passune kiene. 
Cur te jeem, when I shall be; cur te Asce, 
Cur te keem kiene, when I shall have been, &c. 
Nde peiccia kiene, or nde kiofscia kiene, if I shall have been. 
Me kiene, to be; me kiene kiene, to have been. 
Une kam per te kiene, I am about to be, &c. 
Me kiene, of being, and, to being ; tue kiene, being ; tue kiene kiene, hav-

ing been. 
Kiene, been, and sometimes kienune. 
To form the passive verb, it is only necessary to add the participle to-  the 

tenses of the verb me kiene, to be.; as une jam dim ciune,I am loved, &c. The ac-
tive participles are formed by changing the last letter of the infinitive mood into 
esi, and taking away the first syllable, as me sckraetn, to write, particip. 
sckraesi, writing ; except the verbs of the third conjugation, which change the 
last three letters of the infinitive into esi, as me lid une, to tie; lidesi, tying; 
feminine ledes e. 

The passive participles are formed by taking away the first syllable from the 
infinitive, and adding an i both to the beginning and end of the word, as mete 
lezaem, to be read; i lezuemi, read; feminine e lezueme. The participles active 
are declined like nouns substantive, the participles passive like nouns adjective. 

The grammar gives some examples of reflective verbs, or verbs passive in-
transitive, of which the infinitive is formed, by adding u to the, me prefixed to 
the infinitive of verbs active, as me baam, to do ; meu baam, to be done oneself. 
The indicative present is formed by adding em to the imperative active, or tak-
ing away the last letter from that tense,- and adding hem, as ban ti,-do thou ; 
une banem, or bahem, I do myself. 

Banem or bahem, I do myself. 
Une banem, ti bane, ai bdnet, nabaneme, ju banii, ate banen. 
Une banesc, I did do myself; ti baascgnie, ai banehi, na banscim, ju 

banscite, ata baanscine. 
Une a baasc, I did myself; ti u baane, ai u baa, na u baame, ju u Mate, 

ata u baane. 
7 it 2 
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Une jam batim, I am clone, Ste. &c. 
Une kant meu batim, I was done, &c. • 
Nd'u 1)Anfscia,, if I shall do myself ; nd'u bkfsc, nd'u oft, nd'u bafscints  

rdu'bcifsci; nd'u.  
Baanu ti, do thou thyself; banet air banena na, bknii ju, banen ata. 
Meu, or me ubaam, to do oneself; me kiene baam; to be done oneself; me 

kiene kiene Main,. to have been done oneself; • per to Manz, by doing oneself. 
Impersonal verbs are also in use. .in the Albanian language, and are com-

posed of the.third 'persons of the'tenses. which Would belong to the verbs if they 
were active Oa reflective. 
. 'Me resciune, to snow, Makes ritscen, it.snows; 7i•scent, it did snow; resci, 
itznows. 

raam scze to 'rain; Lie scii, it rains; bya scii, it did rain; rka sci4 
* it rained . 	' 

• Me' bumbidriem to thunder; bumbUlbn, it •thunders; buinbulbi, it did 
thunder. 

illetpe/c/;iouein; tOPlettse; mi pelchien, it pleases me; ti pelchien, it pleases 
thee ; and so on with all the pronounsme pelciente, it did please me, &c. 

Me dimbtune, to grieve; mi dembet, it grieves me; mi tumble, it did 
. grieve' me, &c.. 

Mite dasciune, to be needful (Puha, it•otight;.. duehile, it Was needful, &c. 
?i'aticune;  to seem, to appear ;• mi dkiet, it appears to me; mi dkkehi, it 

'did appear to me; 2.n'k duk, or mrie dukti, it appeared to me, besides, banet, it 
is made, and several other verbs. - 

The grammar in the next place considers the particles, Which.  are plAced 
instendof pronouns, before,. together with, and 'after the verbs. The examples 
given;, are, 

I11i die r. s. illusir>issima una letterer.. • 
1idaa4gttiniici joie e ndricine gnilettre. 

Ti 4,tante.volteordinato di parlar poco„ 
Ti kam.kack here urdeukent.ne fole pal.. 
Ne :die in cpteligirno quaranta sferzate. 
Ne dka nd'at ditte kattre dsett to raanzet.: 

• Ci disse: doves passage di la dal mare. 
ak per t'u sekkem pct. to detit. • 

i piacque, o signori, -ascoltarci., 
V. pachieu, b dzottinityne nc2 n-dienz. 
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I peruni gni sctporttedze pemesc prei bacit se vete. 
Li venne in pensiero di partirsi. 
Iran nde mend me sckiem. 
Dacci fratello it tuo cavallo migliore. 
Epna!ha kaalne tande maa temir,, 
Per unirlo alla cavalkria del re.. . 
life e mbasckhenz mbe luerlisc regit. 
Darovene un' altro pia ornate peril papa: 
.Kam nze,rn dune gni tieter mha stolissune per p4pene-5. 
tuardatevi pero di manifestare, the sia it mio. 
Ruchii prb me kaledzhem, se asct 
Guardici Dio, di no ubbidirti. 
Ruitna Ilotty, mos me te ndiguenj. 
Sc ne vadino dunque con Tho. 
Sckbui prh me tenedzbne, or te sckbine pra nze Houyn. 

The te in the two last examples, seems to be that which, in the Albanian of 
Attica, is generally the sign of the infinitive mood. 

Prepositions. 
Nde, in, with a nominative case ; ndai, near, with nom. and acc. ; perpAra, 

before; dat. tundra, against ; dat. ze, or kete, from this side; acc. Rep, per. 
chiarch, about; dat. prci, towards; nom. prei, from; ablat. jasct,por, besides; 
dat. nder, amongst, between;'ace. ndene, under; dat. and nom. per, through-, 
or for; acc. offer, near; dat. ablat. sechndrese, according; dat. per te, or te, 
beyond; ace. per mbi, or mbi, above ; nom. acc. ndier, up to; nom. and dat. 
mc, with; acc. paa, without; acc. mbe; in, and to; ace. and nom. tek, or te, 
from ; nom. ni, from, ablat. an,d ace. as asct m' just, it is from yon; n 
from, ablat. as nide, from thee.. Pa and a are called by.the Padre verbal pre-
positions ; the first of which is used with the present and imperfect tenses of the 
indicative mood, as po vign, 1 come, or cisc pb: &in dzotti, what does the,  
master? and the second serves for all the tenses of the indicative mood, as .a 
sign of interrogation, as eh Frank a pb vien .11larku 	Here, Frank )  is Mark 
coining ? 

ildverbs. 
Sod, today; die, yesterday; nde minghies, this morning; mbramene; this 

evening; sonde, this night; tassere, tomorrow; nes,kere beret, tomorrovi„ 
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morning; tubas nhsere, the day after tomorrow; to nhsere, two days after 
tomorrow; pora die, the other day; nde kete ciris, at this instant; nde kete 

.sahal, or nde kke ore, or nde kete kohe, at this hour; tasc, or taseti, now; pak 
'here, a little ago; ndogn here, one time; -here 'here, sometimes; giehere, 
always, every time; as gni here, no time; cuur, or ascuur, never;'beret, iri 
good time; voice, late; prei mies ditte, near mid-day; prei mbrane, about the 
evening; nde mies ditte, at mid-day; 'ndier se, until; dissa here, at some 
time; at here, immediately; perpara, 'before; bassandai, for the future; 
parandai, for the past; sin victt, the past year; para victt, the year be- 

yond ; mott motti, from time to time. 	 1 
The reader will have observed, that the greater part of the above adverbs are 

in fact only nouns with, the preposition prefixed. 

Adverbs of Place. 
Ketu, here; kaka, there; athie orttou, beyond; kendei, fronalhere; andic, 

from beyond; per to Oouer, across; per brignete, by the side; ku, where; 
termal, upon; siperi, above; ma) nail, more above; nd'ene, beneath; posct, 
'below; rnaa nk'Oell, lower; ketu pari, from here 'beyond; kessaincle, from 
there beyond; atou pari, thither beyond; ttssaide, 'beyond farther; mbrendi, 
within.; inset, without; vend, this place; t endassit, from this place. 

'Adverbs of Quality. 
Mire, well; ketch, badly; mirefl, truly; ditscinz, learnedly; ntarrisci, 

ignorantly; hiescim, lightly; hiaurc, beautifully; fortscim, strongly; trimi-
niscit, bravely.; urtisct, prudently; diekecchist, cunningly; cussarisct, like 
a robber; tinedze, secretly; vd,ob,,  or kolai, easily; fuctire, difficultly; lum-
scim, happily; diemeniset, devilishly; parapscte, on the reverse; ,mpare, to 
the right; fratiniset, brotherly; priftiniscit, priestly; buiarisct, nobly; dzot-
tinisct, gentlemanly; Talianisct, or Latinisct, Italian-like; Arbenisct, Alba. 

Turehisct, Turk-like; giaurisct, foreignly; mbale faccie, covertly; 
fscehas, hidderily; katundsisct, rusticly; kecch, worse. 

Adverbs 'of Quantity. 
Scium, much; -schimb or sciiim, very much; tepere, too much; pak, little; 

pnkaz, a very little; tnengit, less; fort, or fortscim, or rnaa fort, all toge- 
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they; giatscim, at length; sckurtscim shortly; sari) as;, ekeseim) deeply; 
seiumt or gni alhi, a great deal. 

Adverbs of „Negation. 

Mb, or nzos, ,or, nuk, or io, or s, or as, not and no; asgiaA, or• graghi,j, 
or asperbe, or aspak, nothing, by no means, 8c.e. 

Of swearing: per tenedzone, by God;, per bukt, by my bread; per kroupt, 
by my salt. Examples, says the good father, which I deem sufficient, that I 
may not in this place give to the heedless, rules for swearing. 

Besides the above, there are other adverbs, such as asctu, so; erob, yes, yes ;  
burdene, eh, 	dzotoun e dzasct, please God; paa hiir, luckily; posta fat, 
in spite; per dhune, by force;, per duitne, for shame; fat mire, good luck;, 
fatoss, fortunately;, ora e dzedza, lucky hour; deli pra, bold up; me.dzembre 
te mire, or dzembre e meri, cheerfully. 

The, grammar adds various exclamations, as ti ndieft' dzot ouni miscieriere, 
God pity you; hangrete huilm, may, the wolf eat you; hangrete giarpene, 
may the snake bite you; hangresc mune, or gni mutt, let him eat dung; te 
paccia sendosc, velaa, health, brother; te jam tritem velaa, I am at your feet, 
brother; v bafscia Turk, nde mos tevrerafscia, make me a Turk if don't kill 
you; v bafscia kaur nde mos te perefscia crouet, make me an infidel if I don't 
cut off your head; I kW a, or asct, whose is it? kusc a chi, and te kuite .iane, 
whose are they? te ziiat Jane, what are they? cisc ban, what does he do ? cisc. 
cloche, what does he want? perse'erdi, why does he come? ban asctu, do so; 
was ez atie, away from there; eia _ketit, come here; ez atou, go thither, 
.!eha9b, quickly;. per ie cpeit, at once; nzerente, speedily; tue v lesciitem, 
with all haste; ez si te pelchien, go where you please; do ferk do kaadal, fast 
or slow; urdenb dzot, at your will, Sir; leppe suldan, command me, Sir; 
burdene, willingly; per te eaer, , by the contrary; ka gnie 	pia, -one by 
one; .ingrat, or imieri, or I paa fut, or imiezki, miserable wretch; I uobek,-
or 1 vorfeni, or I:paa gicia, poor fellow; I paa printe, I paa veladzone, 
without parents, Ni ithout brothers; zitto; silence; mos ban zaa, don't make a 
noise; cintrb or durb, stop; mos sckruelnaa kessosc, write no more about it. 

The interjections are as follows; I paa sciveh, peerless i hind un per touou,.  
happy I through. thee; epbr, haide, hicchui, pica, way; veme sod, alas; aff trim, 

br2., give me joy; he he ketch per mite, bad forme; eeeh i madi 
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oh great Lord ; hhai, hhai, laabdia, adverb of wonder; lulu, kecchiaan, of 
contempt; hei, sod, e sod, of fear; imieri, i miezkil, miserable, unlucky, I ; 
trettu, off, off; haide drech, go to the devil. 

The Conjunctions. 

Do, or; mOs, or io, not; tint, I also ; praa, then ; perse, because ; per 
ata, for that; praictu, for this; pro, however; nde, if; nde mos, if not; 
tascti, now; ndere, whilst; io menguas, never the less ; giaa mengu, by no 
means the less. E is a kind of explicative, which has the meaning of " and," 
as e asctu dzotti em,-  and so my Lord. 

The grammar, in the next place, makes some observations on the concords. 
Several nouns singular require a verb plural, as ketu iane prifti, e frati, 

here are the priests and brothers. 
Nouns. governed by verbs active, are put in the accusative case, as p6 ju 

lutem me lutune tenedzone per mite, 1 intreat you to pray to the Lord for me. 
Adjectives, pronouns, and participles, agree with their respective nouns sub-

stantive in gender, number, and case. 
When one substantive follows another, the second of the two is in the geni-

tive case, and If the first is masculine, an i is inserted between the two nouns ; 
if feminine, an e, as kaali i Pietrit, the horse of Peter; and sctepia c Pietrit, 
the house of Peter. 

In the plural, all the genders admit the, letter e, as kualte e Pietrit, the 
horses of Peter; and sctepfite e Pietrit, the houses of Peter. 

In the instance of staying in a place, going-to, and passing through a place, 
it seems, te is put instead of e in the singular number,. as ri nde sctepij te Pie-
trit,' I stand in the house of Peter, &c. and when the first noun is in the plural 
number, or both nouns are in the plural number, there is no intermediate syl-
lable; but when the first is singular and the second plural, the te is used. 
(The examples, which I do not thoroughly understand, apply to neuter nouns). 

When two substantives are preceded by the prepositions in or with, the in-
termediate syllable will be te, as nde fijt te ietese. In the end of life; me 
ndime to Tinedzot, with the help of God. 

After the preposition to, understood or expressed, the intermediate syllable 
is e, as veladzenet e Pietrit, to the brothers of Peter ; and after the preposition 
from; se is used, as prei sctepiet se Pietrit, from the house of Peter. 
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The grammar-concludes with observations on the letters 'of the alphabet, the 
comparison of adjectives, a table of the numbers, and a notice of tip forms of 
salutation. The first detail concerns the application of the characterS, and, the 
place in which, generally speaking, they are found in, the words of the law.. 
guage. Under the head of superlatives, partitives, and 'compamtives, the 
Padre gives the following examples, which mey serve also to skew in some 
measure, the syntax of the sentences. 

Pascia asct maa 1 degni i gioutettese, 
Pali ghittet s'antese, 
1' besdissun i katundit asct Kecchiani, 
Leemper kete pune, 
Pa m'eppini gni traa diet palm/mese. 
E due ghian gnai pircilce, (16 gioums 

palammi. 
Ti 	maa i deliiri, se G 
Scin Mihhili asct mita i fo 

ferri.  

ThePasha is the most worthyofthecity. 
Paul isiike unto his mother. 
The fool of the town is Kecchiatr. 
Born for such a work. 
Give me a beam of ten hands long. 

want it half a hand broad. 

ion/. 	You are more innocent than. John. 
rt, se Luzi- St. Michael is stronger than Lucifer., 

The Numbers. 
Kaa gni kaa gni .... One by one. 
Kaa diett ... 	 By tens. 
Kaa gni cint 	By hundreds. 
Kaa gni mile 	 By thousands. 

Gni, or gnia 	1 
Don 	 
T24, or tri 	3 
Kattre • 	4 
Pass  	5 
Giasct  	6 
Sctatt •••••A 	7 
Tette 	......... 	8 
Nand ...— 	9 
Diett 	 10 
Gni mbdiet 	.....  	11 
Dou mbediet .4" 	 12 	• 
Gni dzett 	.....  	20 
Gni dziett e gni 	 21 
Tri diett 	 30 
1Cattre diett 	 40 
Gni cint 	 100 
Gni mije 	 1000 
Dou mije 	 2000 

Gni mid tiet perpara souet 
to tinedzot lane," si gni 
ditte, ki sckid. 

A thousand years before 
the eyes of God, are 
as one day which is 
gone by. 

71 
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Salutations. 

• The Albanians have several forms of salutation : from the rising of the sun 
-to. three hours afterwards, .they say, mire nestrascia, or ncstrascia .emire, 
good morning. From the third hour to mid-day, mire minghiessi, a form de-
rived from the time when the shepherds make their cheese, and signifying, 
as it should seem, good cheese-making to you; a polite and intelligent mode 
in the intercourse of a pastoral people. 

From mid-day to evening, mire ditte, good day. 
From evening io sun-set, mire mbe chindie, or mire mbranza, good evening. 

From sun-set during the night, natio e mire, good night. 
The answer to a single person is mire se erde, well he is come; and to more 

than one, mire se vini, well ye are come. 
They have also some salutations which have a reference to the place and si-

tuation of the person addressed. To a man in his own house they say, mire 
mbe sctepij, well at home; or mire se v ghiecc, well may you find yourself. 
To a person at work, the address is, nzire mbe pune, well at your work; or 
Puna e mbara, good end to your work. .When sitting, or walking in the shade, 
mire mbe hie, well in the shade ; or mire mbe cunvend, well met. When the 
saluted are resting in the sun, the phrase is, mire mbe dieli, well in the sun. 

The salutations to men of authority are, jit nghiatt iota suldan, long life to 
you, master—fa/emi dzottinii suoei, God save your honour. The answer to 
which is, mire se Tien,-  mire se vini, or mire se erde, he is welcome, ye are 
welcome, well come back. 

Tbis abridgment of the Albanian grammar is given rather as a literary curio-
sity, than as a means by which the language might be attained.; nevertheless 
the reader may have received sufficient instruction by it, to be enabled to under-, 
stand the following address, which is prefixed to the work of Da Lecce, and 
which, if he considers it worth while, he may exercise his ingenuity in attempt- 
ing to construe, as far as the words have occurred in the grammar, without the 
help of a translation. 

Arbenorit. 

Arbenuer i dasciuni ket' gramatiken e sckrova io per dzottinii tande, ki di mita 
fort, e mate nk$ieet, se une : per atA, Fratini, ki viine per se largu.me i seer- 
bourn. 	perse ket nde dee to R,omese skane hither te ghiuse sate : pune 
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emire asct, ki maa pare to marrene vesc kaha. Nde te pelchieft hessapi i kessai 
lettre (te intern) me fale Tinedzott)  se da mite scendetne me mbaruem kach pune, 
nde mos paccia mire riescpitune fialate ndiiema : perse luftova, sia milita, me i 
vum paa hile, sicundrese►m' i fall dzottouni, me te dzilne pacc jeten' e giatt, e 
te pou0dorene. 

The only portion which I will extract of the Attic Albanian, 
are three stanzas of a song containing the exclamations of a despair-
ing maid. 

De vdeksa terra kquash be gropa targalissa 
Tete coombeesema bundi terra pustrosh me sissa. 
If I die a virgin, bury me under your couch. 
When you go to your repose, I shall rest beneath your bosom. 
Vdekea ache me savanosna. 
A pastai me metasnosa. 
I am dead, and they have wrapped me in my winding sheet. 
Now it is they sorrow for my death. 
Vdekea athe de klish me kialn. 
A pastai rovne te kliagn. 
I am dead, and they have borne me to the church-yard; 
There they have begun their lamentation. 

In these verses there is a turn or thought and expression very si-
milar, as it strikes me, to that taste which is considered the charac-
teristic of Oriental poetry. If any one would wish to see a happy 
imitation of the same style, he will find it in a lively, and, it should 
seem, a faithful picture of the manners of a people, between whom 
and the Albanians there are many affinities. I allude to a romance 
by Madame la Comtesse des Ursins et Rosenberg, called Les Mor-
laques, printed in the year 1788, and dedicated to the Empress 
Catharine. The Morlachs are noticed in the opening of Sir G. 
Wheler's Journey from Venice to Constantinople. 
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The Albanians of Attica are no less devotedly attached to music 
and dancing, than their fellow countrymen of Epirus. On or about 
the 20th of April, the peasants flock from all the neighbouring vil-
lages to Athens, and dance round the Temple of Theseus, for the 
greater part of a day, which concludes with every demonstration of 
merriment. The vicinity of this city is on stated days crowded not 
only by Albanian, but other dancers ; for in March; the Turkish 
women assemble in the groves of Angele-Kipos, and lead along a 
wild chorus, resembling the orgies of the Menades, during which 
any male intruder would assuredly be torn to pieces. The Greek 
women are admitted spectators of the scene, and they also have their 
separate sports near the-fountain Callirrhoe. It would require the 
pen of Juvenal to describe the fatal effects of these secluded myste-
ries, for the rites of the Bona Dea were not less innocent. 

I fear that the favourable-opinion expressed in the course of the 
volume, of the females of the Levant, must be taken with some re-
serve, or at least that it does not entirely apply to the women or 
.Athens. No less than four divorces took place in that city in the 
year 1810, on account of irregularities which, although they• may 
perhaps be charged upon their 'system of manners, the men are not 
willing should pass without punishment. The wife of the Disdar of 
the Acropolis, was severely chastised by her husband, for cutting 
off all her hair, which was red, and highly esteemed, as too sincere 
a token of the same preposterous passion. 

The following translation of a Romaic love-song, which is given, 
in Dr. Pouqueville's volume on the Morea, has just been trans-
mitted to me by my friend Lord Byron ; and I have only to regret, 
that it did not arrive in time to be inserted in its proper place in the 
Appendix. 
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! Love was never yet without 
The pang, the agony, ,the doubt, ' 
Which rend my heart with ceaseless sigh, 
While day and night roll darkling by. 

W ithout one friend- to hear my woe,' 
I faint., 1 die beneath the blow. 
That Love had arrows., well I> knew ; 
Alas!, I find them poison'd too.- 

. 
' 3. 

Birds, yet in Treedoni, shun the net, 
Which Love around your hatintS halt- ;`• 
-Or circled by his fatal fire, 
Your hearts shall burn, your hopes expire,. 

, 4 bird of free and careless wing 
Waal, through 'Daily a smiling springy 
But caught within the subtle snare, 
I burn, 'and feebly flutter there. 	' 

5.  
'Who ne'er,have loved, ,andloved,.in.vniny 
Can neither feel, nor pity, plan— • •,  
The cold.repulse-7-the look askance:--
The lightning of Love's angry glance.' 

6.  
In flattering dreams I deemed thee mine -
Now hope, and he who hoped, decline; 
Like melting wax, 'or withering flower,, 
I feel my passion, and thy power: 
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7.  
My light of life ! ah, tell me wby 
That pouting lip, and altered eye ? 
My bird of love! my beauteous mate ! 
'And art thou changed, and can'st thou bate 

8.  
Mine eyes like winery streams o'erfiow : 
What wretch with me would barter woe? 
My bird ! relent : one note could give 
A charm, to bid thy lover live. 

9.  
My curdling blood, my madd'ning brain, 
In silent anguish 1 sustain ; 
And still thy heart, without partaking 
One pang, exults—while mine is breaking. 

10.  
Pour me the poison ; fear not thou! 
Thou can'st not murder more than now 
I've lived to curse my natal day, 
And Love, that thus can lingering slay. 

11.  
My wounded soul, my bleeding breast, 
Can patience preach thee into rest ? 
Alas! too late, I dearly know)  
That joy is harbinger of woe. 
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As. it must appear almost impossible to read the bad 	of the, 
fac-simile, which, however,. is not..atall more difficult than the com-
mon running hand of the modern Greeks, the letter is given in the. 
usual character, each line corresponding with the original, and pre-
serving-all its imperfections. 

Ayoqrty.usl p.a TiakocrirEvt Axirry' xas wrotog aro 
,roug px..eNsp.ratroaes µ8 EUpiTICETal Elf To'  Bparopp µEra• 
Tosixouperierp.oso 1.1.8 bas q3cruispfuski). rrt.rcitrros et &xi) 
pciAop8ot Iyx?mgoi (paoitcces• epxoyllzi. per:a.8itz 

repacrev 6/g Mvra-o?ons, 71:14 Sex5nre.p.,i 
xoe,9•E sxpapt ;cat 7rrEpso-xsi rsv, . xeki vex .roug .80/0176. 
coa-p.  ((mous apxsTas 4tc: c_cpuXasiE0•Eic• TO! 8p01401).. 
604 eig 70 MyrcrpXont ;ca; 	.141710  oal5Ttrare ya, &my-et-
a-8Y 7cOGIty.tchY 810-xoXlay.EZ.- cioraStrog'• 

1.809 

wrop.f3 
10.  

TyPrOving... 

• slop ayaziov. pa-H7otepreyt _ricacou.. 
rryt XOU gefitaif T8 ;00-ywrapi 
rjeregi arc. 

Etros 

Eigl3pocrop 
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APPENDIX. 

Translated into English, as near as I can understand it, the letter 
is as follows ; the crossed lines at the top being apparently a post-
script. 

My beloved Jacob Bey Ali Bey and whichever of 
, my Boln-bashees is to be found at Vrachore, after 

my salutation, I mkt known to you that these two 
English Gentlemen* my friends, come hither in order 
to go to Messalonge. Do you receive them with 
every respect and attention, and give them 
men sufficient to guard them on their way 
as far as Messatonge, and do not let them meet 
with any difficulty at all. 

1809 
October 

10 
TEPELTES (the Secretary's name). 

(The direction at the back of the letter). 

To my beloved Elias Bey Jacob 
Bey and the director of the treasury 
Joseph Aga 	Health 

Vrachore. 
* The usual appellation -of every English traveller in the Levant, of whatever rank, is MiXogoc, 

the word used in the original of this letter. 

The opposite Fac-simile is given as a specimen tif writing from the pen of a More 
careful scribe. 

THE ENti. 
London: Printed by B. lindillan, 2 

/Am Street, Covent Garden. 
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